
 

  

U.S. Department of Justice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

  Washington, D.C. 20535  
 

April 21, 2023 
 
MR. JOHN R. GREENEWALD JR. 
SUITE 1203 
27305 WEST LIVE OAK ROAD 
CASTAIC 91384-4520 
 

FOIPA Request No.: 1407303-000 
Subject: KASPER, JOHN FREDERICK 
 

Dear Mr. Greenewald: 
 
The FBI has completed its search for records subject to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) that 

are responsive to your request.  The enclosed 2,611 pages of records were determined to be responsive to 
your subject and were previously processed and released.   Please see the selected paragraphs below for 
relevant information specific to your request as well as the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for standard 
responses applicable to all requests.  

 

 In an effort to provide you with responsive records as expeditiously as possible, we are 
releasing documents from previous requests regarding your subject. We consider your 
request fulfilled.  Since we relied on previous results, additional records potentially 
responsive to your subject may exist. If this release of previously processed material does 
not satisfy your request, you may request an additional search for records.  Submit your 
request by mail to Initial Processing Operations Unit; Record/Information 
Dissemination Section; Information Management Division; Federal Bureau of 
Investigation; 200 Constitution Drive; Winchester, VA 22602. You may also email 
your response to foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  Please include the FOIPA Request Number 
listed above in your correspondence.   

 

 Please be advised that additional records responsive to your subject exist. If this release 
of previously processed material does not satisfy your request, you must advise us that 
you want the Initial Processing Operations Unit; Record/Information Dissemination 
Section; Information Management Division; Federal Bureau of Investigation; 200 
Constitution Drive; Winchester, VA 22602. You may also email your response to 
foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  Please include the FOIPA Request Number listed above in your 
correspondence.  If we do not receive your decision within thirty (30) days of the date 
of this notification, your request will be closed. 

 

 One or more of the enclosed records were transferred to the National Archives and 
Records Administration (NARA).  Although we retained a version of the records previously 
processed pursuant to the FOIA, the original records are no longer in our possession.   

 
If this release of the previously processed material does not satisfy your request, you may 
file a FOIPA request with NARA at the following address: 

 
National Archives and Records Administration  
Special Access and FOIA 
8601 Adelphi Road, Room 5500 
College Park, MD 20740-6001 
 

    
 

 Records potentially responsive to your request were transferred to the National Archives 
and Records Administration (NARA), and they were not previously processed pursuant to 
the FOIA.  You may file a request with NARA using the address above.   
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 One or more of the enclosed records were destroyed.  Although we retained a version of 
the records previously processed pursuant to the FOIA, the original records are no longer 
in our possession.  Record retention and disposal is carried out under supervision of the 
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) , Title 44, United States Code, 
Section 3301 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1228; Title 
44, United States Code, Section 3310 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 1229.10.   

 

 Records potentially responsive to your request were destroyed.  Since this material could 
not be reviewed, it is not known if it was responsive to your request.  Record retention and 
disposal is carried out under supervision of the National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA)  according to Title 44 United States Code Section 3301, Title 36 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Chapter 12 Sub-chapter B Part 1228, and 36 CFR 
1229.10.   

 

 Documents or information referred to other Government agencies were not included in this 
release.   

 
Please refer to the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for additional standard responses applicable to 

your request.  “Part 1” of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests.  “Part 2” 
includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records about yourself or any third party 
individuals.  “Part 3” includes general information about FBI records that you may find useful.  Also 
enclosed is our Explanation of Exemptions. 

 
  Additional information about the FOIPA can be found at www.fbi.gov/foia.  Should you have 
questions regarding your request, please feel free to contact foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  Please reference the 
FOIPA Request number listed above in all correspondence concerning your request. 
 

Please be advised that if you are seeking a new search for records, you may wish to narrow the 
scope of your request based on material that you have already received, e.g., timeframe or locality.  
Additionally, be advised that “unusual circumstances” may apply. See 5 U.S.C. § 552 (a)(6)(B)(iii). These 
“unusual circumstances” will delay our ability to make a determination on your request within 20 days. See 5 
U.S.C. § 552 (a)(6)(B). Additionally, the payment of pertinent fees may apply to your request. See 5 U.S.C. § 
552 (a)(4)(A)(viii). The application of “unusual circumstances” is not a determination of how the FBI will 
respond to your substantive request. 
 

If you are not satisfied with the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s determination in response to this 
request, you may administratively appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United 
States Department of Justice, 441 G Street, NW, 6th Floor, Washington, D.C. 20530, or you may submit an 
appeal through OIP's FOIA STAR portal by creating an account following the instructions on OIP’s website: 
https://www.justice.gov/oip/submit-and-track-request-or-appeal.  Your appeal must be postmarked or 
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days of the date of this response to your request.  If you submit 
your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal."  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 

 
You may seek dispute resolution services by emailing the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison at 

foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  The subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.”  Please 
also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.  You may also 
contact the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS).  The contact information for OGIS is as 
follows: Office of Government Information Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 
Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-
5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769.   
 

Sincerely, 
             

 
Joseph E. Bender, Jr. 
Acting Section Chief 
Record/Information Dissemination Section 
Information Management Division
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FBI FOIPA Addendum 

As referenced in our letter responding to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, the FBI FOIPA Addendum 
provides information applicable to your request.  Part 1 of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests.  
Part 2 includes standard responses that apply to requests for records about individuals to the extent your request seeks the listed 
information.  Part 3 includes general information about FBI records, searches, and programs.   

Part 1: The standard responses below apply to all requests: 
 

(i) 5 U.S.C. § 552(c).  Congress excluded three categories of law enforcement and national security records from the 
requirements of the FOIPA [5 U.S.C. § 552(c)].  FBI responses are limited to those records subject to the requirements of the 
FOIPA.  Additional information about the FBI and the FOIPA can be found on the www.fbi.gov/foia website. 
 

(ii) Intelligence Records.  To the extent your request seeks records of intelligence sources, methods, or activities, the FBI can 
neither confirm nor deny the existence of records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), and as applicable to requests for 
records about individuals, PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(1), (b)(3), and (j)(2)].  The mere acknowledgment of the 
existence or nonexistence of such records is itself a classified fact protected by FOIA exemption (b)(1) and/or would reveal 
intelligence sources, methods, or activities protected by exemption (b)(3) [50 USC § 3024(i)(1)].  This is a standard response 
and should not be read to indicate that any such records do or do not exist. 

 
Part 2: The standard responses below apply to all requests for records on individuals:   
 

(i) Requests for Records about any Individual—Watch Lists.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of any 
individual’s name on a watch list pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a 
(b)(7)(E), (j)(2)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that watch list records do or do not exist. 
 

(ii) Requests for Records about any Individual—Witness Security Program Records.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny 
the existence of records which could identify any participant in the Witness Security Program pursuant to FOIA exemption 
(b)(3) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(3), 18 U.S.C. 3521, and (j)(2)].  This is a standard response and 
should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.  

 
(iii) Requests for Confidential Informant Records. The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of confidential 

informant records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(7)(D), (b)(7)(E), and (b)(7)(F) [5 U.S.C.§ § 552 (b)(7)(D), (b)(7)(E), and 
(b)(7)(F)] and Privacy Act exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C.§ 552a (j)(2)]. The mere acknowledgment of the existence or nonexistence of 
such records would reveal confidential informant identities and information, expose law enforcement techniques, and endanger 
the life or physical safety of individuals. This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do 
not exist. 
 

Part 3: General Information:    
 
(i) Record Searches and Standard Search Policy.  The Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS) searches for 

reasonably described records by searching systems, such as the Central Records System (CRS), or locations where responsive 
records would reasonably be found. The CRS is an extensive system of records consisting of applicant, investigative, 
intelligence, personnel, administrative, and general files compiled by the FBI per its law enforcement, intelligence, and 
administrative functions.  The CRS spans the entire FBI organization, comprising records of FBI Headquarters, FBI Field Offices, 
and FBI Legal Attaché Offices (Legats) worldwide; Electronic Surveillance (ELSUR) records are included in the CRS. The 
standard search policy is a search for main entity records in the CRS. Unless specifically requested, a standard search does not 
include a search for reference entity records, administrative records of previous FOIPA requests, or civil litigation files.    

a. Main Entity Records – created for individuals or non-individuals who are the subjects or the focus of 
an investigation   

b. Reference Entity Records- created for individuals or non-individuals who are associated with a case 
but are not known subjects or the focus of an investigation 

 
(ii) FBI Records.  Founded in 1908, the FBI carries out a dual law enforcement and national security mission.  As part of this dual 

mission, the FBI creates and maintains records on various subjects; however, the FBI does not maintain records on every 
person, subject, or entity. 
 

(iii) Foreseeable Harm Standard.  As amended in 2016, the Freedom of Information Act provides that a federal agency may 
withhold responsive records only if: (1) the agency reasonably foresees that disclosure would harm an interest protected by one 
of the nine exemptions that FOIA enumerates, or (2) disclosure is prohibited by law (5 United States Code, Section 
552(a)(8)(A)(i)).  The FBI considers this foreseeable harm standard in the processing of its requests.   
 

(iv) Requests for Criminal History Records or Rap Sheets.  The Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division provides 
Identity History Summary Checks – often referred to as a criminal history record or rap sheet.  These criminal history records 
are not the same as material in an investigative “FBI file.”  An Identity History Summary Check is a listing of information taken 
from fingerprint cards and documents submitted to the FBI in connection with arrests, federal employment, naturalization, or 
military service.  For a fee, individuals can request a copy of their Identity History Summary Check.  Forms and directions can 
be accessed at www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks.  Additionally, requests can be submitted 
electronically at www.edo.cjis.gov.  For additional information, please contact CJIS directly at (304) 625-5590.   

http://www.fbi.gov/foia
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EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 

(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 

 

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 

 

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the 

matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding 

or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 

 

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 

 

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

 

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records 

or information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a 

fair trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, ( D ) 

could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any 

private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 

enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 

investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 

investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 

reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 

individual; 

 

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 

 

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 

 

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 

 

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 

 

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign 

policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 

 

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or 

privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity 

would be held in confidence; 

 

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant 

to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 

 

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 

 

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 

information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service 

the release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 

 

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 

 

FBI/DOJ 



The Black Vault
The Black Vault is the largest online Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
document clearinghouse in the world.  The research efforts here are
responsible for the declassification of hundreds of thousands of pages

released by the U.S. Government & Military.

Discover the Truth at: http://www.theblackvault.com

This document is made available through the declassification efforts 
and research of John Greenewald, Jr., creator of: 

http://www.theblackvault.com
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BEST AVAILABLE COPIES

furnished .;ith tco
uocssents* sapuxe co covcrca by T cyubel ty request 
and euro emerald to utilised in Cicseninatiod OS 02 thio 
material.

1. A ncnoranduoi to tho City Dcsh fl’achington loot) 
re JOX; dated O£J~3Gr fj*"

2. Zntidofamtion Leaps Ejesorandha dated .Torch 23, b7D 
19&3, re JGXJ

4 synopsis of Co. 1 above id as follows

(fee_______________________________________
furnictod
Washington Tost. deco cot fp^th that XX-XT van
admitted to Columbia Laivatsity nith advanced- stonCing Treia 
Yoahtes College, Coutd Dakota* &3co^din^ to tZ:a txco,. he vac 
reported to fcavo coao to XTev YorZ: City about tdveo er Xour 
years a.30 (1902) and to hayo drifted around Greenjic^ 'VUlacPt 
eating sxjorouc aoGuaintaudcs and van Izaova to have rza£a tie? 
ae^uaintaaco of ona LTa*, an artist uho lived at 5 Uinotta 
Street in tho ViHsga. /xeorwin^ to tba nano* p?3. 1X7A IZST» 
nifo of tto artist, vAo sponsayad KiSxXlf stated t^nt obo 
Just ten of t2o foolish v^on vbn found ibX^iX to bo cood 
company and sho agreed to cot liin up in ■business# .advancing 
$3,C2G free her cavings.. SXPXd io reported to be a very 
attractive loohing noh, Very personable and Ingratiating, vith 
a flair for noses, particularly unhappy*^(dicvatlaficd young

1-dra

H-JUTCOn ! '
YcrI; &C1ES



b7D

W3 G2-S323

married Ere. HOT stated that OST23 had around his
booh store at ICO HLcecker Ctroot, a number of ”c:ocr characters, 
who call thcmselvos the new XXOonnaiosanco Tarty..** in addition, 
cho stated that KA25XI also bad Quito a few colored and 
Chinese homosexuals in the. shay.

___ I memo refloats that tho owner of the 
property at icu Bloecher street, I'cw Verb City, confirmed 
the ctnte^ats sudo by Era. KOT as to jHSKhVs attraction 
tor and activities' with jxarried waxen and hcm^cxdal^. Eo 
added that KASPZ3 dressed' in, a manner to- tho lato
Uosi ptosa 3roopor?, usually in riding pants, hoots, and dark 
Croon shirt*

___________nemo cot cut. that investigation was coda 
at CO Tosu ttn street, Hew Verb City, which ILVOTV) listed as 
a. residenco. At the time ha loft, a ’’friend,” a yean;* woman, 
tool: over his roca. pho is reported to have stayed hero with 
KZSi^ frai tino to tiao prior to his leaving hew Verb City, 
and when ho cones to how Vork, which is reported to to in* 
frequently, cho and ho occupy the roca.

Cue item in tho second document which is of interest 
is the tPEai n*mth filo .on EAS^Xq, Which dates bach to 
about 1052, at which- time ho was reported to bo charinj a 
room in Tork With. EijS^ACS EULLIK3.

I H has adviced that JC^l KiSirq is presently
writing ft boob and is devoting a pood bit of this boob to 
ah explanation of his early way of life in Eow Yorh, and 
attemptin'; to justify his acsocifttioas with Ec^rocw.

Enclosed for I7ew Verb ara photographs of IZCpEb 
token in Eow at his ”woko~Jt~/icw” book stereu

Kew Verb id requested to cover the follo'cinp 
leads co that tho rurenu say have accurate information on 
K4SlE3fP associates in row Verb prior to tho publication of 
hie book.

1. Interview Era. 1EEA HOT, 5 Einotta Street, 
J7ow Tork City, fey a thoron^ background check 
of EZwPHJ and his association with mp'ro and 
Chinese hccoucmuals. Attempt to ascertain identities 
of these Ee^ro. and Chinos© hOa;oscxualG and interview 
than.-



Xntczvlep th© jcpnor of ICO Street,
Kep York ’City, hi© infcmaticn ca KASHII.

3. Contact np^rogriAte infomnnta and sources 
anong hcnccenual© in Grccnaicli Village orca 
for their iELfcrnatica oa LZGi-L‘2.

4» Attempt to identify th© rotsdad in the enclosed ' 
photographs -Aad iatervievz then conccraing KASim,

G. At 323 Kost Cth Streot, attopt to ascertain 
if JOST KA2SCI over lived there vit^ EvS^ACE 
EULLIHG, a Segrogationiat, Oho presently maintain© 
headquarters in Chicago. Alpo, attempt to obtain 
the identity ©2 the veaan psix; lived with at 
this addrens. Zn this regard a ^hotogra&h of 

________ |lo ©adcscd. J&5G122. lived with
I in Vaahinatoa. D. C. f after -coning frda 

Keo Yerh city.

G. Xsaczadh as has been designated office of 
origin by the Darcan on JCTT EA3J®> Kes Yeah Ie 
requested to furnish pro a, durbary .of all informa
tion in its filed not provioudly furnished to 
Wdn ’



i; 3/6/# 2 photos of JOHN EASIER. GN
2. 3/6/# 1 photo of I I ON
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DIRECTOR, FBI

SAO, NEW YORK (62-1208$)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka.
INFORMATION CONCERNING
(QOSWFO)

Re WFO letter to Director, 12/12/$8.

Relet requested, NYO to interview Mrs. LENA 
LETT, $ Minetta St,, NYC, for .a thorough background 
check of KASPER and his association with Negro and. 
Chinese homosexuals.

It is to he 'noted that in report of SA.
JAMES. P. MARTIN,. New York, dated 8/22/56, and 
captioned "WHITE CITIZENS* COUNCILS OF D.C„ aka., 
IS-X1’ information, that CSNY 1 obtained from LENA C. 
LETT is set forth. This information shows that LETT 
reportedly informed CSNY 1 that KASPER in 19$2 Or 
1953, in partnership with LETT, operated a book 
Store known as the Make It New Book Shop, 16.9 
Bleecker St., NYC, and further that KASPER had many 
Negro and Chinese homosexuals in this, book shop in NYC.

’ It is noted that CSNY 1 is Dun and Bradstreet
and that this, same infomation. concerning KASPER,. sot 
forth In relet is attrbutod to a Dun and Bradstreet 
investigator.

NYO will make no attempt to reinterview
LENA C. LETT concerning KASPER since it is felt that 
.she furnished all information in her possession con
cerning KASPER when interviewed by- SAS of the FBI 
on. 9/25/56. The results of this interview are sot—---- „ 

JAMES P. MARTIN, New>Y dated. 
"WHITE CITIZENS* UNCILS OF

forth in report of SA 
10/1/56 and captioned 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

(S)

2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - WFO (62-8028) 
D- New York (62-1208$)



NY 62-12082

. It is further noted that following the above
interview of LENA a. LETT on 9/22/26 and the interview on 
9/26/26 ofl . T alleged Negro girl b6
friend of KASPER, the ll/llj/26 issue of "Jet” magazine b7 
carried an article stating ’’the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in New York indicated that it is combing 
the Greenwich Village section of New York for former 
associates and acquaintances of race-baiter John Kasper”.

In view of the above, it is felt by the NYO that 
recontact of persons previously interviewed and any’ in
vestigation concerning KASPER conducted in Greenwich 
Village, NYC, will serve no useful purpose and might, 
possibly result in unfavorable publicity concerning the 
FBI,and its interest in KASPER. Accordingly, NYO will not 
conduct investigation requested in relet since this in
formation has been previously reported to both the Bureau 
and WFO under the caption ”NHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS; OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka., IS-X”.

In addition no investigation will be conducted 
at 169 Bleecker St., NYC, or at 226 E. 6th St., NYC, ' 
since this investigation was previously conducted by NYO 
and reported in report of SA JAMES P. MARTIN,. New York, 
dated 10/1/26 and captioned ’WITH CITIZENS* COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka.5 IS-X”.

On 1/7/29* who has furnished reliable
information in the past, ana wno received his information 
from a source whom he termed reliable, but whose identity 
he did not Wish to disclose, advised SA EDWARD A. BRANDT 
that, to his’ knowledge, EUSTACE MULLINS never resided 
With JOHN KASPER. The informant, who described MUILINS .as 
a homosexual, stated that MULLINS, at one time, lived with 
MATT KOEHL. b7D

It is noted that as of 11/28, KOEHL was listed 
as National Organizer of the National States Rights Party 
(NSRP). '

On 11/3/28, I advised that the NSRP
was formed in 1928 and it is composed of past members of 
the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) and notorious anti-Semites. At Its 
convention at Louisville, Kentucky on 8/30/28, this party 
indicated that it was a political party dedicated to 
segregation.

— 2 —



nr 62-12085

Tho KKK has boon designated by th© Attorney 
Gonoral of tho United States pursuant to Executive Order
10U5Q. ' ,

I ______ Iwas unablo to identify tho individuals
present with KASPER in the photographs enclosed with relet*

. . Inasmuch as MO has previously reported all pertinent 
information concerning KASPER to tho Bureau and WFO in 
reports captioned "WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF DISTRICT 
OF COLUMBIA, aka, IS-X”, MO will conduct no further in
vestigation in this 'matter* RUC« . J '



DIBHCTCH, EDI (02-103393) 1/33/53

SAG* JTFO (02-2323)

FEEDsnxcK JCHH KASpEH, Oka
PACTAL HATTET.3
(OOjWO)
Eg Henphis lot to Director 1/7/53 Betting forth 

infomutica that KASES’! was corresponding with dquOcxio in 
Italy who vas representing the ^People’s Eovemont,’ or a hone 
hiailar to that.

In this connect ion, it io to bo noted that KAOPEH, in 
tho past, has been connected With EZHA PCUpD, who is presently 
in Italy, The ’Washington Daily Hews * on 7/10/53 published it 
photograph 6£ ESHA POWD which carried the caption 'Poet . 
EZHA P0U8D, recently released freest. Elizabeth’s, arrived in 
Italy yesterday and izzodintoly offered a Zh zeist palate and 
the cossoat that ’Azorican is on insane osyltm.’ Ho pipas to 
stay in Italy,” - .' --

St. Elizabeth’s is a cental hospital in. Washington, D.C* 
(WC) whore PCWW was confIzod. A twelve-year old treason indictqcnt 
Was dismissed in D.3. District Court, VDO, oh 4/19/53 When it 
was argued that PCtETD hod been found contally incompetent to 
stand trial for tho indictment that was brought against hin 
for his pro-Ease 1st broadcasts in Italy drying the war.

Another person, who has been in Italy lately with 
when it iq possible that KASE£E| could bo in corr<5Spisndonco, is 
PEST E30ZEB, who, according to | | was at ona tino b7D
connected with the national DxaaiHsaAOO Party ini Hex/ Jork,

V/FO is presently checking Passport and State Ihapartmcht 
files bn KOGIEH and PGU:<D to ascertain if these files contain 
any info ccndorning p Tbcplo’s Hovesent.^

Kew york is xccjucstcd to search its indices? in 
particular in connection with itWST HCCKEH, for any xonticn of 
a ” People’a lavement, “ and advise Heschls and VFO.. P. 

2-Ihtreau ✓ -s ■
l^cnphis (1C5-275) (Info) (HH) 

3Ptfcw Verb (02-12335) (Pil) f -----  
1-FFO------------------------------------------------------------- "

r£l»;pab 
(0
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DIRECTORFBI (62-105095) 2/19/59

SAC, NEW YORK (62-12085)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00: WO)

ReWOlet to the Bureau, dated 1/30/59*

A review of the NYO indices reflected no 
information concerning a ’’people’s Movement.”

On 2/6/59,I who has furnished
reliable information in the past, and who received this 
information from a source he termed reliable, but whose 
identity he did not wish to disclose, advised SA EDWARD 
A • BRANDT that he could .furnish no information con
cerning a “people’s Movement.” RUC

b7D

2 Bureau (62-105095) (RM)
2 - Washington Field (62-8028) (RM) 

/V- New York (62-12085)



SAC, MEMPHIS f105-275) ’ 3/10/59

SAC,. WFO (62-8023)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
John Kasper 
.RACIAL MATTERS 
(OO:WFO)

Ro .Memphis letter to Director 1/7/59 setting forth 
information re KASPER corresponding with someone in Italy 
re "Peoples Movement." Re WFO letter to Memphis 1/30/59 
sotting forth information re EZRA POLKED and WEST HOCKER. 
Re Memphis letter to Bureau 1/15/59 concerning WDC phone 
number HU 36432. Ro Memphis lotthr to Miami 2/24/59 con
taining information concerning! | which
sot forth tho lead for tho New York Division to. ascertain 
tho identity of I ~l

On March 2r 1959, the passport filo of EZRA POtEH) 
Was reviewed at the Passport Office, Department of State, and 
.no mention was located for apy ’’Peoples Movement’’ or any 
organization of a similar name*

The passport Office advised that no identifiable 
■record could be located for h WEST HOOKER.

Oh February 14, 1959.| advised WILFRED
BERGERON that HU 36482 is listed to a FRANK MC NAUGHTON., 
3301 Dent place, M.W. With regard to MS NAUGHTON* 
(RAC) advised on October 11 j 1958, that JOHN KASPER spent 
the night of October 10; 1958, at tho homo of WILLIAM 
M3 NAUGHTON, whoso telephone number was HU 36482.

On February 16, 1959, WILLIAM M3 NAUGHTON and 
MARGARET MG NAUGHTONr his wife, Were interviewed at their 
home, 3301 Dent Place* N.Wo concerning-their knowledge < 
of JOHN KASPER. ‘ Tho interview was conducted by SA’s 
RICHARD B. LAVIN and ELMER LEE TODp.- MC NAUGHTON advised 

* that he first met JOHN KASPER through. the poet EZRA POUND 
about five years ago at St. Elizabeth’s Mental Hospital, 
in Southeast Uashingtbn. According to M3 KAyGHTpN, KASPER

b7D

In * ‘S'v-
i - WFO

(3)



WFO 62-8023

was in the "POUND” ar quo along with a girl by the nam o of _ 
I ........ H ~ " I and MG NAUGHTON. Sub- b
sequent to M3 NAUGHTON’S meeting KASPER,, he visited him at b6 - 
his Mako-It-Now Book Shop in New York City. MC NAUGHTON b7r* 
claims that he disassociated himself from POUND about two 
years ago but still maintains a friendship with JOHN KASPER.

mc Naughton advised that Admiral John g. crom*.elin 
owns property in Washington, D.C., and seme time in 1956 
dropped into the Cadmus Book Shop on Wisconsin Avenue* 
During this time the book shop was being managed by JOHN .
KASPER. KASPER and CROSSMELIN struck up a friendship and 
KASPER accompanied CRpMMEUN to ^Alabama to help PROX^HN 
in. his 1956 election campaign. During this campaign KASPER - 
met ASA (ACR) CARTER, the segregationist. Upon KASPER^s . 
return to Washington, VC. NAUGHTON claimed that he was “full 
of ACE CARTER.’’ Prior to this mooting, according* to W NAUGHTON, 
KASPER had never had any oratorical aspirations. MC-NAUGHTON' 

. mentioned-that KASPER throw over POUND to a great extent 
after meeting.CARTER and becoming interested in segregation.

According- to W NAUGHTON, KASPER makes a lot of ‘ 
statements with “tongue In cheek" and specifically referred 
td the pamphlet *"Virgihibns on Guard" in which KASPER 
"knocked" golf players. -

- bp NAUGHTON mentioned thatI I KASPER’s
"friend." had recently married, al lin Arlington,
Virginia. He also supplied the information that | I 1

Iwas at one’time picked up by the Alexandria b6
Police Department on a narcotics charge. - b7C

The files tif the WTO contain reference to M NAUGHTON 
both* under the name WILLIAM apd FRANK, which indicate that he - - 
is on the mailing list of the Seaboard White Citizens Council 
and pas had contact With JOHN KASPER,

. The files of1 the Alexandria Police Department were
checked oh February 16., 1959, |bv sA RICHARD R. TAVIN, and 
they reflect a record for one I___________ _____ J aka Mrs* r .

L Alexandria, Virginia-.
sno is listed as a .tine arts. painxey. Hid files indicated 
sho is white, born[at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-.

^2-



WHO 62-3023

She is 5^5^”,Weighs 110 pounds, blue eyes, brown hair, fair 
■complexion* The police file number 3143-P reflects that she 
was arrested on July 26, 1955, and charged with possession, 
of marijuana. The filo also reflects that this, charge went 
to. the Grand Jury. - =

A photograph, of ________ Iwas obtained and is fading
filed in the 1-A' Section of 100-3322$*. b7C

The marriage license records maintained at the 
Arlington County Court House wore reviewed op February 2. 
195^ hy SA RTCHAPn B . LAVIN, and they reflect that! ' 

I_________ _________ I ago wM+.n. ndlo. with ho nrovious
_ marriages, was married to I __

; age 27, whitey divorced, on December 23,. 1953. his occupation 
■was Tinted an a salesman. His father is. listdd as1 I 
_______ .___________ J and his mother’s maiden name is
_______ U His mother, and father reside at 174 Thompson iaxrccc, 
Now Voth. How Vh^k.l_______ I hiMAnlf Was born at Mt. Vernon, 
New York]_____________________ |ls listed as being
born in Biuotioid. V.’ost Virginia, fa orfather is listed as

J Her mother’s maiden name is listed As 
"Trior mother was listed a £ residing* At

3301 pent Place, NAT.., Washington, D.C. It is to bo noted 
that this is the homo of WILLIAM M3 HAUGHTON.* It was ascor- ' 
tainpd from a clerk at the License Bureau, Arlington County 
Court House, that whop a person')!lots themselves* as divorced 
when applying for a marriage license no proof or history of 
this divorce la either asked for or required by the MAr^Lage . 
License Bureau.

IJHTTZ5 !

r_NAUGHTS when interviewed stated that I 
and I _____  Ihad stayed, at his. house prior to their
marriage for a few days. Ho also stated thatI 1mother ’
only stayed at the house for a couple of days and that she 
did not reside at that address.- ' -

~ ’ -i

I

-3-



SAC, Miami 2-24-53

SAC, RonphiS (105-275)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER
RACIAL HATTERS

Washington Field

on February 13, 1950, a Psi
of tho Memphis Division, furnished uno names and addresses of 
the following persons v/hosi ho, states are close associates of 
KASPER and who are correspondents of KASPER:

years old, a friend, 
flaw Yorkj. ti.y.! Tsu Kovuruna uurni Tm^CinilO. P. O. Box 26087, 
Los Angeles 26, Calif> ;I I Route 4, Nolensville
Road, Nashville, Tenn.; (no name), Eos 594, Pain Harbor, Fla.

it is noted frow & review of the files of the Memphis 
Division that Box 504, Palm Harbor, .Florida, is possibly the 
Post Office pox of KASPERrs mother. However, it is .suggested, 
that Miami ascertain for sure the identity of the subscriber 
to this box.

it is further noted that Reverend JOHN MERCURIO is a 
known close associate of KASPER and information concerning him 
has been made available to the Los Angelo^ Division In the past

i

The New York Division is requested to Uttccipt to ascertain 
the identity of I land, advise if the indices of
the Now York. Division contain information । indicating that this 
person has shown any subversive tondQncic^whlclUhay^ooae’tp’ t^ 

^ttontlox^of^h<rNW*T?J^n^v3H$ny ■ Ja_ 
V .... —■ ■-» ' ■•■“
r ” -

' H^naiaHi ~ - W

2-* New York t .
1~ Washington Field (info) (62-5028) BU
2- Memphis |

FWNjFJ
<8)

<1=105=3757

vwwvnu/-, . IMpgyg 
SEfilALIZE^SFILED-.

FEE 3 7
FBI — NEW YORK
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She, WASHINGTON FIELD. (62-8028) 4/16/59

SAC, NEW YORK. (62-12085)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS ' 
(00:WASHINGTON FIELD)

Re. Memphis letter to Miami, 2/24/59,

--------Relet rennpsted NYO to ascertain the. identity 
of I I painter, 35 Years old, a friend of 
captioned subject Who resides in* NYC. '

A review of NYO indices reflected no information 
concerninRl I

Records of the Bureau of Special Services, NYCPD 
reviewed by SA AUGUST J. MICEK on 3/26/59, reflected no ‘ 
information concerning- the subject.

b7C

t On 4/8/59, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, and wno/has received his information 
from *a source he termed reliable but whose identity he did 
hot wish to disclose, adyisd SA EDWARD A, BRANDT that he 
had. no information concerning -

On 4/10/59,I

__________________ INYO, (conceal bv request) advised SA 
F. ANTHONY TANSEY that his records indicate that 
is not listed as employed as painter presently or in the 
past. It is noted that. District Council 
and paperhangers employed in theJNY^ epedf

Indinapolis is requestedr^contact the National 
Headquarters of BPDPA, LafayetW, undiana/ intan attempt \ 
to obtain additional information^concerning I- 
and advise WFO, y \
2-Washington Field (62-8028)/(RM) 4\ <
2-Indianapolis (RM) Z ( I 6V| V 
1*-Memphis (105-275) (info)/(RM) <14 I X|\ 

^Wew York (162-12085) ( I I

jDB:ng 
(6)

6



NY 62-12085

Inasmuch as all logical investigation has "been 
completed thBgpase ’ls to WO. RUC.



4/22/59

AIRTEL _ . '

. : \ . b6 "

TO: . SAC, INDIANAPOLIS. b7C

FROM: SAC. UFO (62-8028) _ .
RE: ’ FREDERICK JOHN KASPER . / -*

RACIAL MATTERS ‘ ,
00: WFO

Re NY let
I "to UFO 4/16/59,requesting Indianapelis to— W •»— **** wv W •. YVjHWW W*/*y A *4 I1MMV *-

cont^t National Headquarters of Brotherhood rof Painters
Per.nAtorq and Paperhangers of America, rel

WFO haA developed, information nn 
can disregard lead. She is

2 Indianapolis (RM) 
ZtpNew York (62-12085) RM 
LI Memphis (105=275)RM

1 UFO
RBL:VIM . '

nnH Tnrliannhnlic



Date Received Received Frosa \ Received by

10-8-59 JOHN GRANVILLE GARDNER SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD
Wied bi Delivery " r ..
In person and orally .

Dictated: 10-9-59 Dictaphone Date ©f Report: 10-8-59

Transcribed: 10-21-59 FJ Date ©f Activity:

Description of Activity or Material

Information concerning mterial 
stored Nashville, Tennessee by 
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER (

File Whre Original 
Located

b7D

Remarks: ------------------- . I

1-1 _ ________ I I
1- < Frederick John' Kasper
1- 105-207(Tennessee White Citizens Councils)
1- Knoxville (info) RM

^1- Washington Field Office (info) RM
(1 ? New York City (info) RM

1- Indianapolis (info) RM
’ 1- Jacksonville(info) RM 
FWN:FJ
(8)
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October 8, 1959

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER has stored approximately 
twenty boxes of material in the basement of the residence of 
Miss GRACE DAWSON, 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee-. 
These boxes contain a wide variety of material from clothing 
to newspapers and are not in any particular order of filing 
but appear to haw been dumped into the boxes for storage 
by KASPER.

One of the boxes appears to contain material 
relating to KASPER’S activities in New,York City when he was 
operating the Make=it New Book Shop and the material con® 
sists of correspondence which he had at the time with in® 
dividuals in New York City, and there we also contained in 
this box some letters which he obtained from an individual 
in the State of Indianaj however, the name of this individual 
was illegible, as was his return address. The postmark on 
the material was 1954. In* the ..box are a number of cards 
which are apparently cards from a mailing list and contain 
the names and addresses of persons in New York City. There 
are also contained in this box numerous pamphlets of an anti- 
Semitic nature.

Another box, or possibly two boxes, contains 
material relating to correspondence with KASPER by various 
individuals all over the United States after KASPER became 
active with the Tennessee White Citizens Councils in 
Nashville, Tennessee, ar^ny of the letters being addressed 
to him at Box 7073, Nashville.

Among this material is a letter postmarked 
June 11, 1959, with the return address of ARTHUR B. COLE, 
LaFollette, Tennessee, which bears the typed address JOHN 
KASPER, P. 0. Box 7073, Nashville 10, Tennessee. There 
is a notation on the outside of the envelope in ink indi
cating a $5.00 donation was made by COLE on June 11, 1959. 
The letter is on the letterhead stationery of COLE and the 
salutation is ’’Dear John.” In the letter COLE apologizes 
for being late.in responding to a request''from KASPER and 
for sending such a small amount of money. He stated that 
the NSRP had cost him so much money running around the 
country and the coal mining trouble in East Tennessee had 
caused a drop-off in his business. He also stated that 
his sister was sick and because of all of this he was 
unable to send anymore money. He mentioned that the 
National States'Rights Party was. scheduled to meet with



two or three other organizations from California, Michigan 
and Illinois for the purpose of discussing a merger. This 
meeting was scheduled to take place July 4 or 5, 1959 in 
Chicago and COLE was supposed to be there; however, he 
stated that he did not think that he would be able to make 
the meeting.

He also remarked on the "ambushings around this 
territory" and noted that all of the people who were murdered 
were white people. He stated that "if there had been one 
Negro murdered, the Stat© and. TederaVSoverhment would* 
have raised heaven and earth to find the guilty parties.

One of the boxes contains correspondence and 
two stacks of 3 X 5 cards which will number approximtely 
400 cards in all. There is noted on the outside, of one of 
these stacks the following: "John Kasper’s list sent 
over).” On the other stack of cards is the notaxxon "J.K.

b6 
b7C

sent this list. Is to be filed permanent. These are filed 
alphabetically for Florida." Both of ^EEe^Tisis are stacks 
of cards containing names and addresses of persons in the 
Jacksonville, Florida area. Also contained in this box are 
a large number of papers called the Chronicle, which was 
published at Jacksonville, Florida on April 3, 1959. There 
are some articles in the paper relating to racial activities. 
Another box contains a large collection of newspapers 
published in Nashville, which are the regular daily news-- 
papers "The Banner," and "The Tennessean.” They are all 
dated December 8, 1958 and contain articles relating to 
bombings in Nashville and to the activities of KASPER.

In one of the boxes where there is a con
siderable amount of correspondnce, there appears to be a 
list of persons who were active in the Tennessee White 
Citizens Councils in 1958, during the time that KASPER 
was active in Nashville. These names and addresses are 
written in pencil and apparently were prepared by someone 
other than KASPER because their writing is such that would 
indicate - an uneducated person had prepared them.

In one of the boxes was a book entitled "The 
Roosevelt Red Record and Its Background." ^h© name of the 
author could not be determined.



SAC, Washington Field (62-8023) . 10-21-53

SAC, Memphis (105-275^

FREDERICK JOHN kasWi ~
RACIAL MATTERS. . . i

Washington Field Origin

There is being transmitted herewith a. copy 
6£ information made available to SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, 
Memphis Division, by I IFCI(rAC) , on
10-8-59. this information is used in a report, it 
should bo Suitably paraphrased and the identity of the 
source concealed. It is furnished foi^ the information of 
the Washington Field’ Office and other offices.

2- Washington Field(62-8028) (encl.-l) RM 
l^Knoxvillo(info) (enclosurc-1) RM 
1-^New York City(info) (encl,~lKRM

Indianapolis (info) (oncl.~l) RM
1- Jackschville (info) (cncl.-l) RM
1- Memphis(105-275)
FWN:.FJ
<7) -

SEA!?CHh^m_l kBE&Q _ 

SERIALIZED 

a£0CT264^ 
/ 'Fffl—MEW YORK



O ' 0)
, SAC,. WASHI1:GIO1I FIELD (62-8028) 12/11/59

SAC, HEW YORK (§2-12035)

FREDERICK JOW KASPER
RACIAL HATTERS

- Enclosed herewith for the tTashinston Field Office
. is one dopy of a Hew York nonofcndun with attachment dated 

12/3/59 from SA EDWARD H. HADDEH and captioned, "JOUR KASPER 
niSCELLAITEOUS/1 since Washinston Field Office in office of 
origin. fin above-captioned, matter.

>

Washington Field (62-^2$) (^cl.^
Hew Xorhu(62-12085) '

’ RjR:raa .
(3)- x.X;- '

K/* ' ■ - ■ - -



.Report Form*
FD-263 (Rev. 5-12-55)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

RM

reporting office

Memphis. Tennessee

OFFICE^F ORIGIN

Washington Field

DATE

4-14-60

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

1/26- 4/4/60
TITLE OF CASE f
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR.

REPORT MADE BY

FRANCIS W. NORWOOD

TYPED BY

FJ
CHARACTER OF CASE

REFERENCE: Report of S'- FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, dated 2-10-60 at Memphis. 
Washington F,eid Office letter to Bureau dated 2-4-60.

- P - 
COPIES (ALL REGISTERED MAIL)

5- Bureau(62-105095)
1*~ Atlanta (info)
1- Baltimore(info)
1- Boston(info)
1- Chicago(info)
1- Cincinnati info)
1- Dallas(info)
1- Detroit(info)
I- Houston(info)
1- Indianapolis(info)
1- Jacksonville(info)
1- Knoxville(info)
1- Little Rock(info)
1- Los Angeles(info)
1- Louisville(info)

New Orleans(info)
New York(info)
Oklahoma City(info)

1- Philadelphia(info)
1- Phoenix(info)
1- Pittsburgh(info)
1- Savannah(info)
1- Seattle(info)
1- St. Louis(info)
3- Washington FieId(62-8028)
2- Memphis(105-275)

1- Miami(info)

PROPERTY OF FBI.—This report istoaned to you by the FBI, and neithei; it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which'lbaned.



Me#105-275

LEADS

THE ATLANTA, BALTIMORE, BOSTON, CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, DALLAS, 
DETROIT, HOUSTON, INDIANAPOLIS, JACKSONVILLE, KNOXVILLE, LITTLE 
ROCK, LOS ANGELES, LOUISVILLE, MIAMI, NEW ORLEANS, NEW YORK, 
OKLAHOMA CITY, PHILADELPHIA, PHOENIX, PITTSBURGH,SAVANNAH, 
SEATTLE,ST. LOUIS DIVISIONS(INFORMATION)

One copy for information purposes is being furnished 
to the above offices because information is Contained- herein to 
the effect that an individual residing in the territory covered 
by these offices is a correspondent, contributor, or has been 
solicited for a contribution by the subject.

THE MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Will follow and report information received from author
ities in charge of the Davidson County Workhouse, where the subject 
is presently incarcerated on a charge of inciting a riot, reporting 
all information concerning contact with the subject by individuals 
who indicate sympathy with his philosophies.

INFORMANTS

Informant is being carried under a 
pursuant to Bureau instructions in

Information furnished to 
SA RANDOLPH E., TROW? of 
the Richmond Division. 
Original source, Me-105- 
275-381.

b7D
confidential symbol 
this matter.

Information furnished to 
SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD. 
Original source.I

Careful consideration has been given to each source con
cealed and T symbols were utilized in this report only in those 
instances where the identities of the sources must be concealed.

B*
COVER PAGE



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy foi

Report oft SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD Office: Memphis
Date: 4—14—60

File Number: Bufile #62-105095; Me#105-275

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR.

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: Subject remains incarcerated in Davidson County Workhouse, 
Nashville, Tenn., on charge of inciting a riot. He is 
receiving considerable propaganda material from racist 
organizations. He is also managing to send out, statements 
which are mimeographed and distributed by his associates 
in Nashville. List of associates left at Davidson County 
Workhouse for him is set forth. Informant furnished list 
of contributors to KASPER and a list of persons who will be 
solicited for contributions. Information concerning cor
respondence set forth. '

- P -

DETAILS: PROPAGANDA DISSEMINATED

Memphis Confidential Informant T~l, on February 16, 
1960, furnished the following information to SA RANDOLPH E. 
TROW:

Informant stated that ___________________ |had received
a letter which was mimeographed and carried the heading vJohn b6
Kasper Fine and Costs,” and which had typed ini Hname. b7C

Thli document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It Is the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/

it and/or its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. ic-nm-i arc



Me#105-275

This letter was ostensibly signed by JOHN KASPER and was a four 
page, single space, typewritten or mimeographed letter, giving a 
history of KASPER’s activities and was ostensibly written from the 
Davidson County Workhouse at Nashville. The letter set forth the 
tribulations of KASPER and also explained that he must raise 
$1431 in cash to pay the fine and court costs for his conviction 
in Nashville or stay longer in the Davidson County Workhouse. The 
letter had a postscript added to it indicating that any contri
butions should be sent to P. 0. Box 8771, Nashville 11, Tennessee, 
and indicated that KASPER would be glad to have a word from the 
recipient of this letter at the Davidson County Workhouse. Attached 
to the letter was another page setting forth a list of publications 
which were recommended for reading by persons who wanted to be 
thoroughly informed about the ’’present workings of the American 
Government." The letter itself was a diatribe against the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People and was anti
Semitic in nature. It also spoke in behalf of Admiral JOHN G. 
CROMMELIN as a candidate for President of the United States.

A news article appeared in the Nashville Banner, a daily 
newspaper published in Nashville, Tennessee, on Page 1 of the 
March 30, 1960 edition, stating that JOHN KASPER, a race agitator, 
had been writing letters from his cell in the Davidson County 
Workhouse urging the election of LESLIE E. JETT as Sheriff and 
bitterly attacking Sheriff TOM CARTWRIGHT and Mayor BEN WEST of 
Nashville. The paper indicated that a letter had been received 
by an unidentified couple in Nashville and was an attack on the 
present Sheriff, TOM CARTWRIGHT, Judge ANDREW DOYLE, City Judge, 
Nashville, Judge HOMER WEIMAR, Davidson County Criminal Court, 
Judge RAYMOND LEATHERS, Davidson County, and District Attorney 
General HARRY NICHOL. '

The letter also called for the support of ___  
a feed merchant from Antioch, Tennessee, who was seeking 

tne post of General Sessions Court Judge._______________________________b6
. b7C

On March 25, 1960, Mr. HERBERT JONES, Superintendent, 
Davidson County Highway Department, Nashville, who also has 
under his jurisdiction the Davidson County Workhouse, made avail
able certain materia1 concerning the subject. One item of this 
material was a copy of a typed handbill concerning the elections 
in Davidson County which apparently had been prepared by some of 
KASPER’s associates and given to him for comment. This handbill 
set forth what KASPER opposed and what he stood for in the election 
and also listed the persons whose names should appear on the ballot 
that he was interested in. Mr. JONES stated this had been obtained 
when KASPER tried to get it out of the workhouse, since he was not
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supposed to get such material out. Mr. JONES noted although in
carcerated in the workhouse, KASPER appeared to be taking an active 
part in the elections through the services of his friends in Nash
ville, particularly b6

b7C
PROPAGANDA RECEIVED BY SUBJECT AT DAVIDSON COUNTY 
----------- ,---------------------------- —

On March 25, 1960, Mr. HERBERT JONES, Superintendent, 
Davidson County Highway Department, Nashville, and Davidson 
County Workhouse, Nashville, advised tHat the subject had received 
a letter postmarked March 21, 1960 at Jamaica, N. Y. from DAN 
BURROS, P. O. Box 121, South Ozone Park Station, Jamaica 20, N. Y., 
which was written on letterhead stationery of the American Nation
alist Socialist Party. The letter stated that BURROS was writing 
to the subject at the suggestion of one FLEMING and was to let 
KASPER know he was thinking of him and working for him. He stated 
that in part "the’ old men* of the rightist cause may have deserted 
you, but we Nazi’s have not." He went on to state that conservatives 
and moderates have not the guts for the "tough battle" that lies 
ahead, and only Nazi men will be able to beat our powerful enemies." 
He stated he hoped that KASPER would soon be out to join in the 
fight with "your comrades of the Nazi International."

The stationery upon which this lettei’ was written had a 
large American flag in the upper right-hand corner. Across the top 
of the paper was a large spread eagle with a swastika in a circle 
under it similar to those used by the Nazis of Germany. Under this 
was a circle with the name American Nationalist Socia list Party 
painted around the inner edge and in the center a swastika. On the 
bottom was another of the spread eagle. Attached to the letter and 
also to the envelope were stamps similar to postage stamps. They 
read at the top "Fight Communism," and bore the figure of the Statue 
of Liberty and the American Flag. Coiled around the bottom of the 
flag standard and then stretching out and spelling the word Com
munism was the figure of a serpent. The letter was contained in a 
plain white envelope.

On March 26, 1960, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST, Deputy Warden, 
Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, made available material which 
had been left for,the subject on that day by I |an
associate of KASPER’s and the man who was his bondsman while KASPER 
was free on bond. This material consisted of the following:

1. A typewritten copy of a telegram, ostensibly sent to 
the President of the United States from one| | P. 0. 
Box 824, Nashville. This telegram principally was pointing out to
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the President the dangers of international Communism, and making 
suggestions for his handling of the international Communists in 
his conferences with them concerning Atomic Energy.

2. A copy of ’’The Thunderbolt,” the publication of the 
National States Rights Party. This copy was undated and the prin
cipal article was the announcement that the National States Rights 
Party had nominated che Faubus-Crommelin Ticket for President and 
Vice President of the United States. It was signed by Dr. EDWARD 
R. FIELD and mailed from Louisville, Kentucky on March 24, 1960. 
The return address, however, was given as P. O. Box 261, Jefferson
ville, Indiana. <

3. A publication entitled ’’The Klan Bulletin,” the May, 
1960 issue, which purposed to be the official publication of an 
organization named the Christian Knights of -the Ku Klux Klan. It 
listed one J. B. STONER as editor and in essence stated that the Klan, 
which was not further identified, was rising to meet the racial 
crisis in the United States. This was mailed from Louisville, 
Kentucky on March 24, 1960 and was addressed to ’’The Honorable 
John Kasper, Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, Tennessee.” On 
the back of The Klan Bulletin was a printed application for member
ship in the Christian Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. This showed that 
J. B. STONER was the archleader and Imperial Wizard. It gave the 
membership fees for men as $10 and for women and applicants under 
twenty-one as $5. The return address was given as P. 0. Box 45, 
Louisville, Kentucky. There was also contained therein a small 
advertisement for subscription to the Klan Bulletin, the cost being 
$2 per year. One other article appearing in the Klan Bulletin was 
an attack on the Congress of Racial Equality.

4. There was a short letter dated March 24, 1960 from an 
individual who only signed his note with the initial ”R” at Lake- 
worth, Florida. This individual included copies of a publication 
called ’’Closer Up,” which was an anti-integration paper or news 
letter and ostensibly was published by Marak, Inc., P. 0. Box 2223, 
Palm Beach, Florida. Also contained in this letter was a news 
letter from GERALD L. K. SMITH.

In the short note which was signed ”R”, the writer mentioned 
that a publication called the Georgia Tribune had carried an article 
lauding Conde M. (Conde McGinley) and made the statement ’’see what 
M.L. KING did.”

5. Volumes 1 and 2 of a book entitled "Thirty Years in 
the U. S. Senate” by THOMAS H. BENTON. These books were forwarded 
from Apartment 31, 909 20th Street, NW, Washington, D. C.
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6. The February and March issue of the American Mercury, 
no return address shown.

7. A plain envelope addressed to KASPER containing a 
page from the Knoxville News-Sentinel newspaper. The particular 
page carried the story of the recommendation by the Board of 
Education for the City of Knoxville to integrate the public schools 
in Knoxville.

8.
was forwarded

The Anril 1 
by

b6
b7C

1960 issue of “The Chronicle,” which 
Jacksonville, Florida.

---------------- I
Mr. PARKHURST advised on March 26, 1960, that the sub

ject also had received some personal letters without propaganda 
material. One of the them was signed only as ”01e Wet Hen.” This 
was written in ink and was on green stationery and appeared to be 
a female's handwriting. The letter gave the address of one I ~
__________________________________ | and Telephone No. AMhurst 9-5868. 
This letter indicated that the writer was extremely fond of the 
subject, and also made mention of several of the other subject’s 
followers bv the names |__________________ | MISS I ______ 1 and | |
who apparently is a sister of the writer. It also made mention of 
the fact that the writer had been to see the subject on the pre
ceding Sunday and Mr. PARKHURST stated that the only woman that he 
could recall visiting KASPER on that day was|

On April 4, 1960, Mr. PARKHURST stated that the subject 
had received personal correspondence from _ _

INew Orleans 15, Louisiana,!_________________ Route 5
and! I 304 Baxter Building, Nashville. (It will be noted
that 304 Baxter Building is the address of the office of Miss GRACE
DAWSON, a court reporter who is a close associate of KASPER., Miss
DAWSON is in her eighties.)

On April 4, 1960, Mr. PARKHURST also stated a letter 
had been received by the subject fromI I P. 0.
Box 147,Hinsdale, Illinois. This letter was written on the letter
head stationery of the Christian patriots Crusade, publishers of 
The Revere. In this letter I slated he had attended the Dayton 
Convention of the National States Rights Party and was considerably 
disappointed at the slim attendance and the adverse publicity given 
the convention in the Dayton newspapers. He stated he felt that 
many of the segregationists had become lazy and were cowards, or 
else they were just hobbyists fooling with the political situation. 
He stated at the convention he had used a resolution reaffirming 
the Christian beliefs of the National States Rights Party, which 
resolution was passed. He also indicated that he hoped the party
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would be cleansed of the "Nazi and anti-Christian element.” In this 
regard he stated he felt there was no point in picking up a dead and 
foreign movement, and also stated that he felt most of the anti- 
Christian ’’fanatics” were as dangerous and undesirable as the Jews 
themselves. He made a statement concerning an individual by the name 
of PETER, stating he was afraid PETER’S documentary would be bad. He 
also mentioned the press reaction to the National States Rights 
Party and pointed out that he was afraid the press was capable of’ 
vicious smear out of nothing, and that he shuddered to think ’’what 
will be put together with a few minutes of Rockwell’s ravings.” The 
writer also stated that he felt that it was too bad about the boy 
who was arrested in Alabama. He stated ”someone should have dis
covered him earlier and directed his enthusiasm toward a more worth
while channel.”

PARKHURST also pointed out that there was another letter 
for the subject which he believed to have been sent by Mrs. BILL 
HENRY. This was a letter of a personal nature in which the subject 
was referred to as ”D.D.” and in which the writer professed her love 
for the subject. This was signed ’’Your Pet."

PARKHURST stated there was also another clipping from the 
Knoxville News-Sentinel concerning the integration of public schools 
which was sent in a letter postmarked at Knoxville, Tennessee April 3, 
1960. This contained no comment but bore the return address of 412 
Tobler Lane, Knoxville.

FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES

On March 3, 1960, Memphis Confidential Informant T-2 
furnished the following list of financial contributors to the sub
ject, which list is maintained by Miss GRACE DAWSON. At the top 
of this list was the notation’’Mailed in by Adm. Cromelin -I I 

| Citizens Bank of Maryland, Riverdale, Maryland, check 
$5,” and another notation "Brought in byl k cash - $72."

Name of Person Bank Date Amount

Citizens Bank 2-6-60
of Maryland, 
Riverdale, Md.

American Fletcher 2-9-60 
National Bank and 
Trust Company, 
Indianapolis

$25.00

$2.00
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Name of Person Bank Date Amount

The First Bank 
and Trust Com
pany of Pensa
cola, Pensacola, 
Florida

2-8-60 $18.00

b6 
b7C

West 17th Street 
Office, Calif. 
Bank, 521 W. 17th 
Street, Santa Ana, 
California.

2-8-60 $10.00

First National 
Bank of Arizona, 
1st Avenue and 
Washington St.
Branch, Phoenix, 
Arizona

2-2-60 $ 7.00

The Liberty Nation
al Bank and Trust 
Company of Savannah, 
Savannah, Georgia

2-10-60 $ 2.00

The Citizens and 
Southern Bank of 
Albany, Albany, 
Georgia

2-10-60 $ 6.00

Chemical Corn 
Exchange Bank, 
72nd St. Office, 
Lexington Ave. & 
72nd St., New 
York City

2-10-60 $16.00 ■

Amalgamated Trust 
and Savings Bank, 
111 S. Dearborn, 
Chicago, Illinois

2-11-60 $ 1.05,
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MONEY ORDERS

Name of Person Bank Date Amount

Elma Branch, 2-9-60 $10.00
The National 
Bank of Com
merce of 
Seattle, Elma, 
Washington b6

$ 5.00
b7C

Rhode Island 2—8—60
Hospital Trust 
Company, Provi
dence, R. I. s.

The First Nation
al Bank of Elgin, 
Elgin, Illinois

2-15-60 $10.00

Bank of Maryville, 2-12-60 $ 5.00
Maryville, Te nn.

First National 
Bank of Ceredo, 
Ceredo, W, Va.

2-17-60 $10.00

First City Na
tional Bank of 
Houston, Houston,

2-18-60 $10.00

Texas

First City Na
tional Bank of 
Houston, Houston, 
Texas

2-18-60 $10.00

Name of Person Date Amount

2-10 **60 $20.00

2-10-60 $ 4.00
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Name of Person Date Amount

2 <”9-60 $ 5.00

2—8—60 $ 1.00

2-11-60 $ 5.00

American Express 
Money Order 
2-8-60 '

$ 4.00

American Express 
Money Order 
2—8—60

$12.00

b6

$ 5.00

$10.00

$10.00

$ 5.00

$ 4.00

Total $319.05
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The, informant also made available a copy of a letter ad
dressed to the subject from | ' [Seymour, Indiana,
dated February 4, 1960. This individual indicated in his letter 
that his name had probably been duplicated as he had received a 
letter on two days running apparently asking for a contribution. He 
stated he had written a letter to Governor BUFORD ELLINGTON of the 
State of Tennessee in behalf of the subject, and had also written to 

I Lexington. Tennessee, and to his father, 
He indicated]________ |is a radio preacher on a

jacKSon, Tennessee station and a very good American. He suggested 
that some of the appeal letters be sent to JAMES M. MADOLE, 10 West 
90th Street, New York 24, N. Y., and suggested that the subject ask 
MADOLE for his January Bulletin on Hidden Facts Behind the 1960 
Election. He then listed a group of names to whom he suggested a 
copy of the appeal letter be sent. These names are as follows:

Rev. KENNETH GOFF, Box 116, Englewood, Colorado
GERALD L.K. SMITH, Box 27895, Los Angeles 27, California 
Judge A. S. C00DY, 776 Northwest Street, Jackson 2, Miss. 
Rev. BOB SHULER, SR.j 1801 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 15, 

California
Dr. BILLY JAMES HARGIS, P. 0. Box 977, Tulsa, Oklahoma 

[Lansing 12, Mich. 
~I Westport, Indiana

Dr. ARTHUR G. BLAZEY, 7 E. Walnut St., Washington, Ind. 
I Paducah, Ky. 

I Terre waute, Indiana 
| Louisville 5, Ky.

~| Central City, Kentucky 
__ ^an+iinky 

______________________________________ I Louisville 7, Ky.
I Marysville. Indiana 

J Columbia, Kentucky______ .
1 Chattanooga, Tenn 

Little
Rock, Arkansas 

n Maywood, Illinois 
I I Vilonia, Arkansas

|Natchez, Miss.
I Phoenix. Arizona

--------------Hhar! eat.nwn . Mi ssissippi 
----- __________________________ Philadelphia,34, Pa

______________ Cisco, Texas
Major LELAND H. BARNES. Monticello. Kentucky
_________________________________Jackson, Mississippi
The American Nationalist, Box 301, Inglewood, California 

[inverness, Mississippi
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Dr. T. T. ROBINSON, 606 N. Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.

I stated at the end of his letter that he had had 
personal correspondence with every person on the list and stated he 
believed it would help to send the appeal letter to them.

The informant stated that the appeal letter referred to is 
a mimeographed letter entitled The John Kasper Appeal. He pointed 
out that this is a letter which is mimeographed on both sides of 
three sheets of standard size white mimeograph paper. It sets forth 
KASPER’s activities, his aims and his propaganda; it tells of his 
troubles with the law and points out that he is badly in need of . 
funds to continue his fight. He appeals to all patriotic groups and 
individuals to band together and draft Admiral JOHN G. CROMMELIN for 
President in 1960 and is seriously critical of the Jews and Negroes 
in the United States. The letter is signed JOHN KASPER, P. 0. Box 
7073, Nashville 10, Tennessee. On the last page, on the back of the 
page, is a suggested list of reading material and the cost of it 
for persons who are interested in reading right wing literature.

The informant also furnished a copy of a letter to the 
subject addressed to him at P. 0. Box 8771, Nashville 11, Tennessee, 
which was from| ~| and which sent a contribution of
$5.00. He gave his return address as | |St. Cloud,
Florida, and added a postscript as follows, “The white world is led 
by traitors, cowards, incompetents, opportunists and Jews. An inter
national Nazi movement is needed to destroy this scum from off the 
face of the earth.”

Memphis Confidential Informant T-2 also furnished a mimeo
graphed sheet entitled ”The Autobiography of an Ex-Con(0r Why I Want 
to Return to Crime).” This ostensibly was written by I |
who claimed to be thirty-one years of age and a native of Nashville. 
He stated in the mimeographed sheet that he had been in the Davidson 
County Workhouse with the subject, and because of the wonderful 
example set by the subject, he had changed his way and felt that the 
subject was a very wonderful man. The informant stated that apparently 
Miss DAWSON was printing up some of these for distribution; however, 
he was unable to ascertain how widely distribution would be.

LEGAL ACTION

On March 26, 1960, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST. Deputy Warden, 
Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, stated that| 
who had been the subject’s bondsman, had been by to see The SUB- 
ject and had left a legal document for him to read. He stated that 
this was a motion on behalf of the subject before the Criminal Court
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of Davidson County, Nashville, to have the court charges reduced 
and to release the money that the court had held out of the bond 
so that it could be returned to the bondsman. Mr. PARKHURST stated 
that he understood that the subject had asked that he present this 
petition in court.

On April 4, I960, Mr. PARKHURST advised that the subject 
had gone to court on that morning in order to present his brief, 
requesting that the court reduce the court charges and also that 
they release the bond money which was being held as surety against 
the subject paying his fine of $500. - •

An article appeared in the Nashville Tennessean, a daily 
newspaper published at Nashville, on April 5, 1960, stating that 
the subject had appeared in Criminal Court on April 4, 1960, at 
which time he acted as his own attorney and said that it would be 
the same as robbery if the court insisted von charging him $501 
for trial transcript which was made at KASPER’s own expense. He 
made a motion that the court order assessing this charge against 
him should be vacated. The article also stated that PAUL BUMPUS, 
the Assistant Attorney General, had stated -in court that the money 
should go to Miss GRACE DAWSON and not to EARL HAWINS, the Criminal 
Court Clerk, as was ordered by the court. It was noted in the 
article that Miss DAWSON was retained by KASPER to take down the 
testimony of his trial in 1958 and, on agreement of both sides, she 
furnished the transcription of the testimony to the Criminal Court 
Clerk and to the State Supreme Court when the case was appealed. 
It is this money that the subject is arguing should be vacated from 
the1 charges against him. Judge HOMER WEIMAR took the motion under 
advisement and will rule on it during the latter part of April, 

, 1960.
'/ 4

On April 4, 1960, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST furnished the 
following list of names which had been left at the Davidson County 
Workhouse to be delivered to the subject. He did not recall who 
left the list but stated that it was mimeographed:

CY 1-6489 VE 2-3285 b6
b7C

AM 9-5778 CY 7-4489

AM 9-0995---------------------- L AL 8-7380
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(y Added to this was the following notation:

"TOBgrtant? The above list of names is to be contacted by tele- 
pEone, in' person, or by mail at any time when persons on list are 
asked to do so for any good reason whatsoever. However, do not 
contact by phone or in person any named marked *. These names 
are for mailing purpose only. Supplementary lists will be added 
^pom time to time and you will receive them.**



UMSTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis^ Tennessee 
April 14, 1960

Re; FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR. 
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to the report of SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, 
dated April 14, 1960 at Memphis. Memphis Confidential Informant T-l 
is a representative of a private organization who obtained the infor
mation from an informant of his, whose reliability is unknown to the 
Bureau. Memphis Confidential Informant T-2 has furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor con
clusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned 
to yow agencyj it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

ROM

SUBJECT

Director, FBI(62«>105095) Date;

SAC, Memphis (10 5~27

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER^ JR« 

RM

Washington Field Origin

Rerep SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, dated 4-14-60 at Memphis.

Transmitted herewith is a. revised letterhead memorandum' ' 
relating to the reliability of informants in instant report. It is 
requested that this replace the original letterhead memorandum sent 
with trie report,

. There- is also transmitted a revised Page 12 and addi- 
z tional Pages 13 and 14 to go with the report. Error scored. * >

P (ALL COPIES REGISTERED MAIL)

2— Bureau(62-105095) (encl.-20)
1- .Atlanta (encl.-4)
1« Baltimore (encl.-4)
1- Boston (encl.~4)
1- Chicago (encl.-4)
1- qiricinnati(encl.-4)
1~ Dallas(encl.-4)
1- Detroit(encl.-4)
1- Houston(encl.-4)
1- Indianapolis(encl.-4)
1- Jacksonville (sncl.^4)
1- Knoxville(encl.-4)
1- Louisville(encl.-4)
1- Miami(encl.-4)

New Orleans(encl,-4) 7
New York (encl.-4)

1- Oklahoma City (encl.-4)
1® Philadelphia (encl.-4)
1- Phoenix(encl.-4)
1- Pittsburgh(encPi«4)
1- Savannah (encl.-4)
1- Seattle(encl.-4)
1- St. Louis (encl. ~4)
1- Washington Field(62-8028) 

(ehSl.-12)
1« Memphis(105-275)
FWN: FJ
(26)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO irector, FBI >-D

FRO^l^jPsAC, Memphis

SUBJECT:' FREDERICK JOHNtKASl 
RACIAL MATTERS \

Washington Field Origin
I o
I 0^- ri 5 a -^2;

Rerep SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD,

60

On 5-24-60, I______________________ __________furnished
a list of persons who have contributed to the John Kasper Defense 
Fund, or who had written letters and sent literature to the John 
Kasper Defense Fund. The informant stated that this information 
was" obtained by him from the office of Miss GRACE DAWSON, the
court reporter in Nashville who is a close friend and associate 
of KASPER, and who handles a lot of his correspondence, typing 

mailing.and

and 
for

This information is being made available to the' Bureau 
one copy is being furnished to. each of the interested offices 
information purposes only.

the
The informant stated that the information concerning 

contributors is brought into Miss DAWSON by 
and that she brings it in as the contributions are received

in a Post Office Box in Nashville, Tennesee utilized for mailing
purposes by the subject, 
in by her on 3-31-60 and 
entitled ’’Federal Aid to 
4-7-6Q. No letters were 
letters but no money:

The following listed names were brought 
thank-you letters with a pamphlet enclosi 
Education is No Good,,” was sent out\on 
sent out to those persons who merely\seht

P ALL COPIES REGISTERED MAIL

2— Bureau(62-105095)
1- Chicago(info)
1- Cincinnati(info)
1- 
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-

Denver(info) 
Detroit(info) 
Houston(info) 
Jacksonville(info) 
Knoxville(info) 
Little Rock(info)

1- Miami(info)
1- Minneapolis(info)
1- New Orleans(info) 

New Yorkf info)
1- Pittsburgh(info)
1-,Richmond(info)
1.- Springfield(info)
2- Washington Field(62-8028)
1- Memphis(105-275)

1- Los Angeles(info)
1- Louisville(info)

FWN:FJ 6
SEARCHED ..^XJNDEXED

SERIALIZED ....Xl'.FIlFD z

, |FBI —NEW YORK
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NAME TYPE OF CONTRIBUTION DATE AMOUNT

Check on National 3-29-60 $ 2.00
American Bank of . '
New Orleans, New 
Orleans, La.

Cash Not shown $ 1.00

J*
Check on Farmers 3-29-60 $ 2.00
and Merchants Bank, 
Rogers, Ark.

Check on 1st Nat’l 3-29-60 $25.00
Bank and Trust Co., 
of Evanston, Evanston, 
Ill.

Two bulletins, American 3,-28-60 No monetary
Liberty Foundation, 320 contribution
E. Kings Way, Winter 
Park, Florida .

The following listed were brought 
~ 4-5-60:

in by on

4-2-60 $10.00

3-29-60 $10:00

American Express Co.
Money Order

Check drawn on Omaha 
National Bank, Omaha, 
Nebraska, signed by

made
navanin T<^

and en-
dorsed by him in_____
re Kasper. |_________
aridrngg -j g Hvfln <

•
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NAME TYPE. OF CONTRIBUTION DATE AMOUNT

3-31-60 $ 1.00

4-3-60 $11.00

4-1-60 No cash

The following list was obtained but the date that it was 
brought in was not available: '

Check, East End 3-22-60 $ 5.00
State Bank, Houston, 
Texas 

i ■

Cash . 3-23-60 $ 5.00

Check drawn on 3-28-60 $10.00
1st Nat’l Bank, 
Lincoln, Ill. 1

Check drawn on 3-21-60 $10.00
Wilmington 1st 
Nat?1 Bank

Letter indicating 3-24-60 Nothing
was writing

from Switzerland 
Restaurant, Los 
Angeles 37, Calif.
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NAME TYPE OF CONTRIBUTION DATE AMOUNT

b6
b7C

U.S. Postal 
Money Order

3-22-60 $ 4.00

U.S. Postal 
Money Order

3-21-60 $ 3.00

Check drawn on 
Vienna Trust Co., 
Vienna, Virginia

3-20-60 $ 1.00

Cash 3-22-60 $ 1.00

U. S. Postal 
Money Order 
and stamps 
( 6 stamps)

3-22-60 $ 5.00

Letter and 
clippings

•

3-27-60 None

Letter

Not indicated 
(possibly copy 
of magazine)

Not shown None

___________ Kor &he further information of the New York Division, 
New York 25, N. Y., also 

furnished tne"’fbll.dwihg~1xst df'fiames of persons to whom an appeal 
letter might be ^ent by the Kasper Defense Fund. These names are 
set forth as follows:

New York 17, N. Y.
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^Jiotel Broadmoor, 102nd St. 
ancLBroadway, New York 25, N. Y.

_________ | c/o Marsh, Inc., P. 0. 2223, Palm Beach, Fla.
G.L.K. SMITH* P. O. Box 27895, Los Angeles 27, Calif.
FRANK BRITTON, P. 0. 301,' Englewood, Calif.

b6
b7C

Rev. EDWARD WARWICK REVILLE, P. 0. Box 349, Fresno 8, 
_____ nan-p______ -______ .
________________________ 84 N. 1st St., Vanning, Calif.
MARYLYN ALLEN, P. 0. Box 2243, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

I VanWert, Ohio. 
CONDE MCGINLEY, P. O. 807, Union, N. J. 
Ex-Senator JOHN RANKIN, Tupelo, Miss. 
General GEO. VAN HORN HOSELY, Hotel Biltmore, 
_____ Atlanta, Georgia.__________________

I Columbus, Ga. 
New York 14, 

------- nt^t:-------n------------------------
ROSS BARNETT, Governor-Elect, State of Mississippi 

Jackson, Miss.
Freeport, Maine.
100 S. Perry St., Johnstown, N

Dr. MAUD DeLAND, Hotel Burlington, 1120 Vermont Ave 
Washington 6., D. C.

Pleasant Plains
SWt^n ’Island. N. Y

________________________________New York 17, N. Y
CHARLES B. HUDSON, 3550 Penn Avenue, Englewood, 

Calif.
JOE KAMP._ EL_ Q,_ 333._ Wes±hnr±__ Cannec±±cn

Long-IgraW^^ V.------ --------------------------
Elmhurst 73,

____________________P P. 0. 42, Bethel, Vermont.
__  | P. O. Box 3360, Washington, 5, D.C.

Mrs. CURTOIS-Keep America Committee, Box 3094, Los 
Angeles 54, Calif.

In view of the fact that the above listed persons are 
merely sent in for purposes of a mailing list, and the identity 
of I I is unknown to the Memphis Division, no effort was
made to disseminate this information to many of the offices cohering 
the addresses of these individuals.

The informant also advised that another person whose name 
had been sent in as a potential to whom an anneal letter should be 
sent was| __ [Jacksonville. Florida.
This name was sent in by| I

For the information of offices not previously having
-5-
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received information in this investigation, FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
has for the past five or six years been involved in racial matters 
throughput several southern states. He was active in the organi
zation of the Seaboard White Citizens Council in Washington, D. C., 
and was very active in the opposition to the integration of publicf. 
schools in areas surrounding Washington. He subsequently came to 
Clinton, Tennessee, where he was active in the opposition of inte
gration of public schools at Clinton, which activities resulted in 
his being given two sentences in Federal Court for contempt of 
court, each being six months in duration and each of which was 
served by him at the Federal Correctional Institution at Talla
hassee, Florida. He also came to Nashville, Tennessee in 1957, 
at which time he was active in the organization Tennessee White 
Citizens Council, which in effect is an organization made up solely 
of persons who are followers of KASPER, and who have now begun to 
refer to themselves as Kasperites. As a result of his activities 
in Nashville, he was tried and convicted in Criminal Court of 
Davidson County, Nashville, on a local charge of inciting a riot 
and at this time is serving a six months sentence in the Davidson 
County Workhouse as a result of this conviction. It should be. 
rioted that he appealed this conviction all the way through the 
State Supreme Court and attempted to appeal it to the U. S. Supreme 
Court but was denied certiorari.

Although serving time in the Davidson County Workhouse, 
the subject still continues to carry on his activities by means 
of sending out letters and communications to his friends and 
associates in Nashville, who in turn write letters for him and 
distribute mimeographed handbills in Nashville concerning matters 

' of current interests.

Because of the notoriety of subject, he has attracted 
letters and communications from many persons throughout the United 
States, many of whom have the same interests as he does, and many 
of whom appear to be psychotic.

-6-
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

IMO1 UM

OM SAC, MEMPHIS

Director, FBI Date: 7-1

aka

Washington Field Origin

BATES, PCI(RAC)
furnished the following list of persons
Mr. WILLIAM BUFORD

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN 
RACIAL MATTERS

On 6-13-60, 
Nashville, Tennessee,
who had answered the appeal letters for the defense fund for 
the subject. He stated that this information had been obtained
from the office of Miss GRACE DAWSON, Baxter Building, Nashville, 
who is acting as a clearing house for correspondence with KASPER, 
and for contributions to the Kasper Appeal Fund. It will be
noted that KASPER himself is presently incarcerated in the 
Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, on a charge of inciting 
a riot. His sentence will end on 7-15-60.

Where available-, the informant obtained the amount 
of subscription to the' fund which was made.

No name given, 837 Franklin Ave., New Orleans, 17", no amount . 
ARTHUR W. BONDS, ,585 Lundee Street, Memphis 11, Tennessee, 

no amount given '
A. K. FINES, no street given, Boston, Mass., $2.00
EARL G. CLINE, Rt. 1, Albany, Ind. j '
Dm B. RED, 309 6th Ave., Hattiesburg, Miss.
JOE J. WALTERS, Rt. 5, Hattiesburg, Miss., $53.00(collected) 
R. G, RANKIN, 5146 Valley Stream Road, 

s Charlotte, N. C., no amount'given . .... - '

P
2— Bureau(62-105095) RM
1- Albany (info) RM
1- Baltimore (info) RM
1- Boston (info) RM
1- Charlotte (info) RM
1- Detroit (info) RM
1- Indianapolis '(info) RM
1- Jacksonville (info) RM
1- Los Angeles (info). RM

,1- Newark (info) RM
le New Orleans (info) RM

QLj New York (info) RM
1- St. Louis (info) RM
1- Tampa (info) RM
1- Washington Field (info) RM 

(62-8028)
p2- Memphis(105-275)
FWN:FJ * K
(18) U
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Upper Mill Street, Bimghampton. N. Y
Jeningo Highlands

Box 776
9
9 $10.00

Riverside
California, $30.00

|Box 254, Route 4, Milford, Delaware, $4.00 
31 E. 30th Street, New York 16, N.Y., no amount 

« D£nHoveK.~^ Mich.

XmoRRELLO, 7718-B South Broadway, St. Louis 11, 
Missouri, $5.00 
(This man claims to be the State Chairman of the 
National States Rights Party dE Missouri)______  

_________  (writing. illegible) ,|
Long Beach. California, $5.00

[ Palmetto. Florida, $2.25
I Wildwood Crest, N. $10.00

Informant also furnished a copy of a letter enclosing a 
$1.00 donation from I ~1^

| Florida. This was an extremely nonsensical letter, however 
the writer set forth a list of publications, organizations, and 
individuals with whom the friends of KASPER should correspond, 
according to The magazines and organizations are well
known and have been known to the Memphis Division in connection 
with the KASPER investigation as a result of previous information. 
Therefore, the list is not being sei .-forth. It was noted, however, 
that the name of Wellington Hotel, Room 1605, 7th
Avenue at 55th Street, New York City 19, N. Y., was listed. This ' 
name has not previously come to the attention of the Memphis
Division.

The above names are being made available to the Bureau 
and to the interested offices for their information, and for 
informational purposes only. No further investigation is being 
conducted in connection*with these names by the Memphis Division.

-2-
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9/19/60

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105096)

FROM: SAC, UFO (62-8020)

FREOERICK JOUR KASPER, JR., aka 
RACIAL MATTERS
CO: MEMPHIS

advised 9/19/66, sabjoct believed to be visiting
friends, .New York City, from where he may come Hoc, For info 
New York, KASPBR arrived Ocean City, N, 0/29/60, Yl^it jits 
mother but hah disappeared from area last few days/

New Xprk check racial sources to determine ifKASPER in NYC; 
NFO will advise interested offices when Kasper arrives NoC.

3 Bureau
.2 Memphis (W-275) (Info)
2 Newark (InfO)

^New York
i Neo
LE$: VIM



Re: Washington Air-Tel 9/19/60
Newark telephone call to New York 9/20/60

For the information of New York, KASPER was 
observed Ocean City, New Jersey, morning of 9/20/60. 
No necessity of New York checking sources at this time 
regarding KASPER'S whereabouts.

2-Washingtpn
1-Newark 
WHP:EMT

Field (62-8028)

(5)



URGENT 9-27-60 9-35 PM EDST RPH

TO DIRECTOR/FBI /62-105093/ AND SACS, MEMPHIS /105-275/, NEW YORK

AND WASHINGTON FIELD /62-S02S/ "

• NEW.YORK VIA //19// WASHINGTON*

FROM SACl NEWARK 7105-6730/ IP
I * »

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER^ AKA., RACIAL MATTERS. SPOT CHECKS MOTHER-S

RESIDENCE, TWO FOUR "ONE SEVEN CENTRAL" AVE\, OCEAN CITY, N. J.., 

DISCLOSED KASPER. MISSING PM SEPTEMBER TWENTY SIX LAST TO ”

SEPTEMBER TWENTY SEVEN INSTANT AND PRESENT WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN. 

MOTHER-S 'CAR MISSING SINCE PM TODAY. SPOT CHECK MOTHER-S '
* * * 9

HOME MERCHANTVILLE, N. J. NEGATIVE AS TO KASPER, MOTHER AND 

THEIR CARS. MEMPHIS, *NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON FIELD CONTACT 

SOURCES TO'DETERMINE IF KASPER-S WHEREABOUTS KNOWN. .ALERTED 

SOURCES WILL KEEP*NEWARK ADVISED.

END AND AOK PLS
• •=
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oftiohai fo»M ho. io

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to :SAC, NEW YORK (62-12085) date: 9/28/60 •

FROM : SA JAMES D. BRODY, h-12

subject: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS 
00: Memphis.

On 9/28/60, ______ who has furnished
reliable information 'in the past advised SA JAMES 
D. BRODY that captioned subject was present at the 
residence of CONDE McGINLEY, 530 Chestnut St., 
Union, N.J. on 9/27/60 and stayed overnight at 
McGINLEY’s.

_____________further advised that KASPER 
reportedly was to be present at McGINLEY’s on the 
evening of 9/28/60.

The above information was furnished 
telephoriicaily to Supervisor PORZER, Newark Office, 
at 11:10 AM this date by Supervisor RAYMOND J. 
RUCKEL.



URGENT 10-3-60 6-07 PM KEF

TO DIRECTOR, FB /6 2-105095// SAC-S MEMPHIS /105-275/

/2/

NF

’ NEW YORK /62-12085/, WFO /62-8028/

J YORK AND WFO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM 'SAC NEWARK /105-0730/ IP

FREDERICK JOHN

TO BUREAU TEN C

KASPER, AKA. RACIAL MATTERS. RE NEWARK TELETYPE 

NE LAST. KASPER-S WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN SINdE

AFTERNOON TEN QNE LAST WHEN OBSERVED AT OCEAN CITY, NJ AS

REFLECTED ■RE TEL. SPOT CHECKS OVER WEEKEND .AND TODAY REFLECT

MOTHER HAS REMAINED IN AREA. SPOT CHECKS MERCHANTVILLE, OCEAN

CITY, AND UNION, NJ, CONTINUING AND NK SOURCES ALERTED

MEMPHIS, NY,' AND WFO' CONTACT SOURCES FOR INFO RE PRESENT ■

KASPER.

END AND ACK IN ORDER PLS

WA 6-12 PM OK FBI WA DA FOR RELAY

' ME' OK FBI ME JWB

TNY

WA R 2 NY JED

WHEREABOUTS OF



URGENT 10-4-60 PM JLW t

TO DIRECTOR' AND SACS MEMPHIS KNOXVILLE WASHINGTON FIELD AND

^JEWARK

FROM SAC NEW YORK 62-120S5 IP

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER AKA RACIAL MATTERS. RE NK TEL TEN THREE

LASjr. ON TEN FOUR SIXTY ADVISED THAT HIS

SOURCE TOLD HIM THAT KASPER LEFT UNION, NEW JERSEY, THE NIGHT OF b7D 

NINE' TWENTYNINE OR THIRTY, WHERE HE HAD BEEN VISITING CONDE MC 

GIDLEY. SUBJECT INDICATED HE WAS GOING TO TENNESSEE AND WOULD BE 

DRIVING A DARK VOLKSWAGON WITH NEW JERSEY PLATE FDE THREE ZERO ONE. 

SOU.RCE BELIEVED KASPER INDICATED HE MIGHT GO TO CLINTON OR NASHVILLE, 

TENNESSEE. RUC.

END* '* /

OK FBI ME GLS , /

| r

OK'FBI KX TL . /

NK OK FBI NK TAG ‘ /

TU DIS CM /
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

FBI i
I

Date: 10/4/60 I

Transmit the following in - _______ __________________.______________________________ !
(Type in plain text or code) J

Via TELETYPE____________________________________________________ |
(Priority or Method of Mailing) i

-------------------------- --------_________ ._____________ ._________ __________ _ ___________ -L_

.M-c
TO DIRECTOR, FBI, SAC, MEMPHIS, SAC, WFO AND4

SAC, NEWARK

FROM SAC, NEW YORK (62-12085)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER AKA RACIAL MATTERS. RENK TELETYPE

TEN THREE LAST. ON TEN FOUR

SIXTY ADVISED THAT HIS SOURCE TOLD HIM THAT KASPER LEFT

UNION, NEW JERSEY, THE NIGHT OF NINE TWENTY NINE OR THIRTY, 

WHERE HE HAD BEEN VISITING CONDE MC GINLEY. SUBGECTEY 

INDICATED HE WAS GOING TO TENNESSEE AND WOULD BE DRIVING A 

DARK VOLKSWAGON WITH NEW JERSEY PLATE FDE 301. SOURCE BELIEVED 

KASPER INDICATED HE MIGHT GO TO CLINTON OR NASHVILLE, 

TENNESSEE. RUC.

NY 62=12085



, *

10/5/60
TELETYPE

URGENT

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (58=2305), SAC, MEMPHIS ^58=82)

SAC, UFO (62-8028)

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (105-6730)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA; RACIAL MATTERS. RE ISMPHIS TEL 
tu fd^

TEN THREE SIXT^AND UFO TEL TEN FOUR SIXTY. ON PRETEXT 

OF WANTING TO INTERVIEW KASPER, HIS KOTHER,MRS. ROSE KASPER 

WAS INTERVIEWED TODAY. ' SEE ADVISED THAT KASPER DEPARTED 

OCEAN CITY, N.J. ON TEN ONE LAST, STATING THATJEE INTENDED 

TO GO TO” WASHINGTON DXCLWHERE HE WOULD REMAIN FOR TWO OR 
. . i ■

THREE DAYS, AFTER WHICH HE STATED HE HIGHT RETURN TO Tp 

TENNESSEE AREA. MRS. KASPER STATED SHE EXPECTS TO REAR

FROM KASPER VERY SHORTLY AND THAT SHE WOULD FURNISH THE 

NEWARK OFFICE ANY RETURN ADDRESS HIS CORRESPONDENCE EIGHT 

REFIECT/ IT IS SUGGESTED THAT MEMPHIS CONSIDER REQUESTING 

WFO TO INTERVIEW KASPER CONCERNING HIS KNOWLEDGE OF OR ' 

PARTICIPATION IN DISSEMINATION OF ANTI-KEEAUVER MATERIAL. 

MAIL COPIES FURNISHED KNOXVILLE AND NEW YQRRr

Knoxville^T^NOW York (62-12085) .



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 , _
^010^104-01 -

UNITED STATES GOV^NMENT

Memoranda
to : SAC, NEW YORK (62-12085) h date: 10/5/60

from : SUPV. RAYMOND J*. RUCKEL, 412 .

subject:' FREDERICK JOHN KASPER ~ -
’ RACIAL MATTERS ' ' ‘ <

_ _ On 10/5/60 at 8:50 a.m>A Supervisor WILLIAM PORZER
of the Newark Office telephonically advised the writer that 
Newark had received a teletype* f^qm the Washington Field 4 
Office; to the effect that KASPER arrived, in Washington, D.C;; / 
at about 5:00 p.m., 10/4/60, and was expected to Remain . 
there fQor three daya. SA PORZER advised- he was giying&the 

. information to t^e New York Office since he noted that the 
’Washington Field Office had hot designated a copy for the 
NY0,‘ _

* /" ‘4
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BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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BEST AVAILABLE COPIES

>•

x sTOcro*

J ' ' -J •RACISIi I1A22TO 
(oosrastoF b7D

, ’ , >00* ^/W^« I . iWiithM reliable!
inpcriratlcn In tha^pasti adviced that the? cebject vaa p^cont 
at CCTO is. GWI£^s C^oaWt bn
the avenirc* of P/C3/O0. ,

- KASES' hpent tha dVenth^ dlccuGdins past, nativities' 
.ahi recent ih&a^^ticn. in ^Mcen in th^

Sciu&a cAvicoi that.-K&Msi indicated that ha thMd- hosa 
lc$W Sannehach/ but plnnncl to rqtum to thia aren scrotte abound C.wistan,

Scarce farther advised mMaet la driving voikcaacan. 
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JRGENT 9-28-60 8-06 PM JFH

ro director,'fb’i 62-105095 and sac-s, Memphis 105-275, 

NEW YORK, AND WASHINGTON FIELD 62-8028'

NEW YORK AND WFO VIA WASHINGTON

/NY 18/ /

FROM SAC, NEWARK 105-^0

Frederick john kasper> 'aka, rm. renk tel September twenty seven

|lAST, AND NEW YORK TEL CALL TO'NK SEPTEMBER TWENTY EIGHT. . 

Jasper at ocean city shortly after midnight September twenty

SEVEN LAST AND AGAIN EARLY MORNING SEPTEMBER TWENTY EIGHT.

KASPER NOT AT OCEAN CITY SINCE SIX FIFTEEN A. .Mi, SEPTEMBER

TWENTY EIGHT. NEW YORK SOURCE STATES KASPER VISITED CONDE

4C GINLEY, UNION, N.J. LAST NIGHT. KASPER-S CAR OBSERVED AT

4C GINLEY-S THIS EVENING. MOTHER'*STILL AT'oCEAN CITY. ALERTED 

SOURCES WILL KEEP NEWARK'ADVISED. 

IND ?AND ACK PLS IN ORD 

WA 8-10 M OK FBI WA WS R RELAY 
I /
'IE OK FBI ME EM '

4Y WA R 18 NY JLD 

TU * ( <

1 »
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URGENT 10-1-60 5-35 PM EDST HKP

T& DIRECTOR, FBI /62-105095/, AND SAC-S MEMPHIS /105-275/

NEW YORK /62-12085/, WFO /62-(8028/«* - x ■
X J .

FROM SAC, NEWARK /I05-6730/

___ SAC

FREDERICK JOHN |ASPER/ AKA.> RACIAL MATTERS. RE NK TEL NINE TWENTY

EIGHT SIXTY. NY AIRTEL NINE TWENTYNINE LAST. KASPER-S VOLKSWAGEN 

OBSERVED AT MOTHER-S RESIDENCE, OCEAN CITY, NJ, ONE .FIFTY PM, TODAY. 

CORRECT LICENSE NUMBER ON BLUE VOLKSWAGEN IS. N.,J. FDE THREE NINE ONE. 

I^IFO RE REGISTRATION NOT AVAILABLE AS NJ MVB HAS NOT FILED DATA.

^POT CHECKS CONTINUING.

END AND ACK PLS
i.
$A 5-33 PM OK FBI WA RAM 
i

OK FBI NY WP(1

§K FBI ME EP .
if
TU DISC
8 OERSEARCHED-.

SERIAL! , . .

OCTI I960
- FBI-NEW YORK 7



SAC, MEMPHIS (lOp-275) 10/13/60

SAC, NEW YORK (62-12035)

FREDERICK JOHN, KASPER, aka b7D
RACIAL MATTERS

(00; MEMPHIS)

On 10/10/60,; who has furnished
reliable information in the past, and who obtained his 
inforination from a source he teamed reliable but. whose 
identity he did not wish to disclose, advised SA JAMES 
D, BRODY that captioned subject stated that he' could be 
contacted at P. 0. Box 8771; Nashville, Tenn. or at 
telephone number AL 6-0313 ih Nashvillej Tenn*

’ Memphis is requested' to determine the identity 
of the subscriber to the above p. 0. Box and telephone 
number and furnish same to NYO for its information.

Memphis 
New York

F



SAC/ MEMPHIS (IOS-275)

SAC, NEW YORK (62-12035)

3/27/61

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS

(00: MEMPHIS)

\ On 3A3/61, | who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that he had learned that b7D 
250 copies of the periodical ’'Common Sense/’ published 
by the Christian Educational. Association, 530 Chestnut St., 
Union, NJ, had been addressed to captioned subject at Post „ 
Office, Box 8771> Nashville, Tenn"

v The above, is furbished for the information of the *
Memphis and Newark offices. • . -

2 - Memphis (165-275)
1 - Newark (105-1916) (INFO) (CHRISTIAN EDUCATIONAL 

ASSOCIATION) (.RM I ._
New York - - „
New York (62-12035)-------- b 7 D

: JDB:imp
' (5)



R^ortForfh
FD-72 (5-42-M)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

SYNOPSIS:

REPORTING OFFICE

NEW YORK >
orrtoeOF «R*«IN 
A3KISGT0N FIELD

DATE OTra»;^,3O,315 
8/1-3,9/56 .

TtrCE OF CASE
... WHITE CITIZENS' C0U1SCILS 0? D.C.

, 1 ‘ J ' •

.  A

REPORT MADE BY

JAMES P. MARTIN
TYPED BY

mbp

CHARACTER OF CASE

INTERNAL SECURITY - X

AA CCNfAHWa . '
P2BEU IS UU2LASSIHEU iS. ..

FREDERICK KASPER, JR. born 10/21/29, Camden,. NJ. 
attended Columbia University, Sept. 1949 to June, 1951, 
receiving a BS degree. One source advised information 
was received from a former partner of KASPER, in the 
operation of a book shop in NYC, to ‘the effect that 
KASPER had many Negro and Chinese homosexuals in this book 
shop and that KASPER received income from accommodating 
sexually numerous married women. Another source advised 
KASPER had a clerk in this book shop in NYC, who was 
a Negress and who was referred to at the book shop, as 
KASPER’S girl friend. Further, that KASPER recently 
was in correspondence with CONDE Me GINLEY, Editor of 
"Common Sense'*, in order to secure literature but that 
Me GINLEY refused same since KASPER has owed him money
for the last two drears Credit info re KASPER set out
No pertinent information received regarding NORA .
DEVERAU aka, DEVER AUX. agency

APPROVE

COPIES

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE

p 
Q.

Bureau (100-423395)
5 - Washington Field (100-33226) 

(1 - G2, MDW (RM)
1 - OSI, Bolling Field 

AFB (RM)
1 - ONI, PRNC (RM) 

curiEg AW (105-19792)

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

REQ. REC’D
DATE fORW. JLzXXsXSt. 
HOW FORW. _. . . .—
BY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ex

ROS)
ft

AUG 27

11 uGl 28 1963

----- _-- --- ----.... v*. 5 ., „ „ _
PROPERTY OF FBI.—-This report is loaned to you by the FBI. and neither it nor rts extents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

( u. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 16-60637-4



JPM:mbp

NY 105-19792

DETAILS

RE: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, also known as 
JOHN KASPER

Columbia University

The records of General Studies, Registrar’s Office, 
Columbia University, New York*/New York, which were.furnished 
by JAMES R, BLAIR, AsslstanXZo the Registrar, on July 17, 
1956, to SE JOHN W. DOBBINS /reflected the following informa
tion: /

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER,  JR4 born.October 21, 1929, 
at Camden, M' Jersey, was admitted to the School of General 
Studies, Columbia University, New York, New York, in 
September, 1949, as a matriculating student and a candidate 
for a Bachelor of Science degree. KASPER’S major subject 
was Philosophy. KASPER attended Columbia University from 
September, 194-9 to June, 1950, and again from September, 
1950 to June, 1951• KASPER received a Bachelor of Science 
Degree on June 7, 1951. In September, 1949, when enrolling 
at Columbia University, KASPER had furnished the following 
addresses:

Permanent Address

Temporary Address

14 Franklin Avenue 
Merchantville, New Jersey

110 Morningside Drive 
Apartment 32
New York 27, New York

x. KASPER had also indicated that his mother, Mrs. 
FRED J. KASPER resides at the above listed Merchantville, 
New Jersey^address. Further, KASPER indicated that he had 
had the following prior education:

1. Temple University High School 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Allegedly graduated in June, 1947.

- 2 -
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NY 105-19792

2. Yankton College 
Yankton, South Dakota 
Allegedly attended from 1947 to 1949.

The recordp of Columbia University contained no 
derogatory information concerning KASPER.

Credit Record

The records of the Credit Bureau of Greater New York 
which were checked by SE DONALD C. STRELETZKY on July 30, 
1956 reflected the following information concerning 
FREDERICK JWSPER:

■ \X ‘ > if / > / f j . ... , /
■ X. KASPER resided at 526 East 6th Sureet, New York, 

New Yow, Vnd had been employed" as a field representative 
by Ho/sehold Finance Corporation, 44 East 23rd Street, 
New York, New York, (no dates were listed in the records 
ofthe Credit Bureau for the residence or employment of 
KASPER set out above).

The records of. the Credit Bureau of Greater 
New York reflected that KASPER Was refused credit by 
Wallachs Incorporated, 323 East 44th Street, New York, New 
York, on August 2, 1954.

Check with New York City Police Department

The records of the Bureau of Special Services , 
. New York City Police Department were checked by 

SA AUGUST J., MICEK on July 24, 1956 and reflected no record 
regarding FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, also known as JOHN KASPER.

The records of the Bureau of Criminal Identifica
tion, New York City Police Department, which were checked by 
SA AUGUST J. MICEK on August 3, 1956, contained no criminal 
record identifiable with FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, also known 
as JOHN KASPER.

- 3 -
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NY 105-19792

Miscellaneous

T-l, who.has furnished reliable information in the 
past, on July 27, 1956, furnished the following information 
which this aource had in his possession as of June 25, 1956 
regarding FREDERICK J. KASPER:

FREDERICK J. KASPER was admitted to Columbia 
University, in the School of General Studies from 
September, 1949 to June 7» 1951, when he received a 
Bachelor of Science Degree. KASPER is presently associated 
with the Cadmus Book Shop, 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, Northwest, 
Washington, D.C. KASPER was formerly associated with the 
book shop known as Make It New Book Shop, 169 Bleecker Street, 
New York 12, New York. The Make It New Book Shop was 
registered on March 9, 195^ as doing business under that 
name by FREDERICK J, KASPER, JR., who gave his residence 
as526.. East ^th Street-, New York, New York. This style 
name was previously registered on October 27, 1953 by 
FREDERICK J. KASPER JR. and LENA C/SLETT. The Make It New 
Book Shop had been operated as a smari book shop principally 
engaged in the second hand book business and also taking 
books from others to be sold on commission basis. The 
Make It New Book Shop went out of business during the spring 
of 1956.

T-l advised that the following information had 
been received this.-source from LENA C. LETT4 Mrs,_
LENAjj^TT, 5 Minettes, Street, Greenwich Village, NewTork, 
New York, stated she had met KASPER three or four years ago 
in'’Greenwich Village and had invested $3000.00 of her * 
savings to set KASPER up in business thereby establishing 
&ao partnership with him to operate the book store known 
as th© Make It New Book Shop, 1^9 Bleecker Street, New York 
New York. Mrs. LETT stated that KASPER had put no money 
into the partnership. She advised that the book shop became 
a hangout for queer characters, mostly young college people
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Who were so called “Liberals” and who called themselves 
members of the "New Renaissance : Party" (apparently the 
National Renaissance Party), Mrs, LETT mentioned th< member 
of this Party advocated advanced theoretical orradical political 
theories, Mrs. LETT also stated that KASPER also had many 
Negro and Chinese homosexuals in this book shop in New 
York City. She stated that the book shop was open only 
from late afternoon until late in the night and that 
KASPER had no day time employment but had a steady income 
from numerous married women whom KASPER "accommodated” 
sexually during the day. Mrs. LETT stated that after she 
had ascertained the above, she withdrew from her partnership 
with KASPER at which time KASPER agreed.-to pay back to her 
the sum of $400.00. She stated that this had not been done 
by KASPER and she has retained an attorney, SIDNEY HOLTZMAN, 
15 Park Row, New York, New York, who in turn is communicating 
with an attorney in Washington, D.C., Mr. ABRAHAM SPERO, in 
an effort to collect the $400.00 due Mrs. LETT.

T-l also furnished information that MORRIS ,
GOLDMAN, owner of the property at 169 Bleecker Street, 
New York, New Ybrk, confirmed the substance of Mrs. LETT’S 
allegations concerning KASPER which are set out above. ' 
Further, that GOLDMAN stated that KASPER was known as JOHN 
KASPER and also as FREDERICK J. KASPER,JR. and added that 
KASPER dressed in a manner similar to the late Nazi Storm 
Troopers, usually in riding pants and boots and dark green 
shirt, GOLDMAN also advised T-l that KASPER had closed the 
Make It New Book Shop without any notice and had left owing \ 
two months rent,

T-l further advised that KASPER while running the 
Make It New Book Shop resided at 526 East 6th Street, New 
York,New York, and as of June, 1956, he paid rent there 
even though he spent almost all his time in Washington, D,C,

- 5 -
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The source further stated that after KASPER left for , 
Washington, D.C., a friend of KASPER, a young woman, 
occupied the room and allegedly he 'still occupied-.the same as of 
June, 1956,

T-l furnished information that KASPER allegedly is 
organizing a White Citizens Council in Washington, D.C. 
T-l mentioned that a-. source in New York City, which T-l 
did not identify but which T-l mentioned had known KASPER 
well, had advised T-l as follows concerning KASPER, "It’s 
hard to understand his sudden dislike for Negroes, as he 
seemed to prefer Negro homosexuals to any other kind.”

T-2, who .1 has furnished reliable Information in 
the past, advised on July 31, 1956, .that he had visited the 
Make It New Book Shop, 169 Bleecker Street, New York, New 
York, on a few occasions during the spring of 1956. The 
source knew that the Make It New Book Shop had been operated 
by FREDERICK J. KASPER, also kno^n as JOHN KASPER, and had 
seen KASPER in the shop on one occasion. The source recalled 
that on the other two or three occasions that this source 
had visited the Make It New Book Shop in New York City, 
source had found the shop operated by a voung Negress, who 
furnished her name to the source asl |(FNU). The
source described I I as approximately 2o years of
age, slender,land rather good looking. Source advised that 
the persons frequenting the Make It §ew Book Shop indicated 

‘ to this source that_____ Iwas the girl friend of 
' KASPER but the source could furnish no further information 
j concerning this allegation.

b6
b7C

T-2 also advised that this source had ascertained 
that a few of the members of the National Renaissance Party 
visited at times, the Make It New Book Shop operated by 
KASPER, but source stated that this was on an infrequent 
basis. T-2 mentioned however, that.it would appear that 
KASPER must have been acquainted/and1 sympathetic toward the
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National Renaissance Party or else the members thereof 
would not have bothered to visit this book shop.

T-2 understands that KASPER, because of financial 
difficulties, gave up the operating of the Make It New Book 
Shop during the spring of 1956 and went to Washington, D.C. 
where KASPER is presently operating the Cadmus Book Store.; 
In this regard, T-2 made available the December, 1955 issue 
of a publication entitled, "Right” which mentioned under 
the title that it is "A Monthly Newsletter Of, By And For 
The American Rightwing". This publication indicated on its 
cover page that it is published at 418 Ellis Street, San 
Francisco, (California) and that C. W. THOMAS is the editor. I

It is noted that Page 5 of the December, 1955 
issue of "Right" mentioned above, contained in part the 
following:

"THE LARGEST STOCK OF RIGHTWING BOOKS IN AMERICA 
is the boast of the Ca'diiius 'Bookstore, hew pro-American group 
just established at 1246 Wisconsin Axe., NW, Washington, D.C. 
The three men behind the venture, Bob^urniss, Dav^LHorton 
and John Kasper ask that all patriotic groups with/bboks to 
sell, contact them nowI"

T-2 further advised that this source had.ascertained 
that on July 18. 1956, KASPER and the latter’s girlfriend, 
a| had telephoned CONDE Me GINLEY, editor of b6
tne publication, "Common Sense" published in New Jersey. ,
According to this source, CONDE Me GINLEY has indicated that DZC 
during that phone call, KASPER requested
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that Me GINLEY furnish to KASPER, some of the literature 
published by Me GINLEY, but that Me GINLEY refused to do 
this since KASPER has not paid Me GINLEY for other litera
ture KASPER secured from Me GINLEY for over two years.____  
T-2 also advised that Me GINLEY stated that|
is a divorcee who lives with KASPER in Washington, D.c., and 
who assists KASPER in running the Cadmus Book Shop there.

tf-2 stated that he knew of no other association Db 
between KASPER and CONDE Me GINLEY^_T=2_nass-essed no b7c
further Information concerning| ______  also "known
as I ________ | other than the alleged contact by

'and KASPER withMcGINLEY mentioned above, / /

Concerning CONDE Me GINLEY mentioned above, it 
is noted that the "Preliminary Report on Neo-Fascist and 
Hate Groups", issue of December 17, 195^, prepared and 
released by the Committee on Uh-American Activities, 
Washington, D.C., contains on Page lo, in part, the following:

" THE HATE GROUP "

'Common Sense'

Growth of the hate group in recent years 
is exemplified by the publishing endeavors of Conde 
J. McGinley and his^son, C. J. McGinley, in Union, 
N. J. The McGinleys, senior and junior, operate as 
the Christian Educational Association, for the pur
pose of publishing a semimonthly paper, Common Sense, 
as well as a mass ofjindividual printed matter.

Common Sense represents itself as 'the 
Nation’s anti-Communist paper.' Subscriptions are 
sought from 'loyal and patriotic Americans' in order 
to 'help save our Republic,'

Such patriotic claims provide poor disguise, 
however, for some of the most vitriolic hate propaganda
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ever to come to the attention of the committee. 
Common Sense defines communism. as ‘Judaism’ and 
devotes its pages almost exclusively to attacks on the 
Jewish and to a lesser extent the Negro minorities In 
our Nation. Sympathy for the former Nazi regime in 
Germany also is injected into this propaganda, which 
is hardly distinguishable from that of the National 
Renaissance Party except for the latter’s open.'appeal 
for a fascist government in the United States.

Despite its patriotic claims. Common Sense 
has in fact employed and/or carried the writings of 
a number of individuals associated with the National 
Renaissance Party. Through the columns of Common 
Sense and innumerable booklets printed and offered 
for sale, the McGinleys appear to serve as a clearing
house for hate propagandists throughout the country. 
Among these are many of the native fascists and hate 
racketeers who were active in the 1930's. "

Concerning the National Renaissance Party mentioned 
above, it is noted that T-2 advised on May 19, 1955# -" that 
the National Renaissance Party at present is a neo-Nazi, anti- 
Semitic , anti-Negro organization with activities generally 
confined to the New York City area. T-2 stated that its 
principal activities consisted of holding outdoor meetings 
and the distribution of literature throughout the United 
States and abroad where it Is reprinted by other similar 
organizations. T-2 stated that the National Renaissance 
Party leader and \ fotindef- is JAMES H. MADOLE, and that 
its principal financial contributor is FREDERICK WEISS. 
T-2 stated that the membership of the National Renaissance 
Party as of May, 1955# was very small. The April, 1955 issue 
of the National^Renaissance Bulletin, official National 
Renaissance Party publication, listed its headquarters as 
10 West 90th Street, New York, New YOrk.
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The National Renaissance Party was the subject of
a Preliminary Report on Neo-Fascist and Hate Groups, published 
by the Committee on Un-American Activities, United States 
House of Representatives, on December 17, 1954, which report 
stated that thi#- neo-Fascist group’s activities and propa
ganda are clearly subversive and un-American.

also known as

Credit Check

The records of the Credit Bureau of Greater
New York, which were checked by SE ROBERT D. WARDEN on 
July 27. 1 956.. contained no record identifiable with

also known as

Check with New Ynrk City Police Department

T The records of the Bureau of Special Services,

b6 
b7C

New York City Police Department, which were checked by 
SA AUGUST J. MICEK on August 2. 1956. reflected no record 
identifiable with| I also known as I

The records of the Bureau of Criminal Identification, 
New York City.Police Department, which were checked by SA AUGUST 
J. MICEK on August 5. 1956. nnntainad no crimlnal-Jiennrd------- 
identifiable with|also known as
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INFORMANTS

Identity of 
Source

Date of Activity 
and/or Description 

- of Information

Date 
Received

Agent to 
whom
Furnished

File No. 
Where 

Located

Info re KASPER'S 
activities

7/27/56 RICHARD J.
KMIECIK

Instant
Report b7D

T-2 Info re KASPER'S 
activities

7/31/56 JAMES P. 
MARTIN

Instant 
Report

Info re National Renaissance Party - Documentation

ADMINISTRATIVE

Information that captioned organization plans to 
burn crosses at ARTHUR GODFREY’S farm In Virginia, and 
at the home of ED SULLIVAN, well known* television personality, 
was furnished to the New York City Police Department on 
August 9# 1956, in conformity with instructions in. Bureau 
airtel to Washington Field Office, dated August 7# 1956.

LEADS

NEW YORK

At New York, New York

Will conduct neighborhood investigation regarding 
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., at 526 East 6th Street, where 
KASPER allegedly maintained residence and where -KASPER'S 
apartment is allegedly occupied by a woman friend of KASPER.

Will at Household Finance Corporation, 44 East 
23rd Street, New York, New York, secure any pertinent information 
available there concerning KASPER’S alleged employment with 
that company in the past.

ADMINISTRATIVE: PAGE
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REFERENCES

' Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN .dated 7/11/56 and 
8/7/56, at Washington Field *

Washington Field airtel to Bureau, 8/6/56.
Bureau airtel to Washington Field, 8/7/56.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

- 12 -



w* BoardmlL 
t* Belmont ' 

Williafis

August 27, 1956

... _ . ___ allRR^*,nofWWW*DFBI

' X
WHITE .CtTIREhS» COUMJILS OF \
JlSTHICT. OF COLUMBIA, also known as . I

Seaboard White Citizens« Councils । \ -
IwTERlAA SECURITY - X

Reference is made to my previous memoranda 
in which you were furnished information concerning the 
activities of the captioned organisation.

cfcj'

For your additional information! ~
advised on August 21, 19%, that John Kasper had said 
Wit the White Citizens* Councils of District of Columbia 
tfre in bad financial condition and that he, Kasper, 
needs <600. According to Kasper the captioned organization 
has a $150 telephone bill and a $200 paper bill. Kasper 
is very downhearted concerning the citizens council & 
movement but is going to try to go ahead without money. nh 

____  b7C
Kasper also adviMil I that he planned b7D

to go to Charlottesville, Virginia, on August 22, 19%, 
and then on August 23, 1956. planned to go to1Clinton, 
Tennessee, to organize a white citizens council there 
in an effort to stop the integration of Negroes and 
whites in schools. Kasper planned on going to Birmingham, 
Alabama,' on August 2^, 1956, where^he jffll remain 
for approximately two weeks. KasM^wld'1_____ |that 
"Ace^ Carter, executive secretary'll W^ditizens councils 
in northern Alabama, needed another ^peaker in Alabama 
and that/he, Kasper, was goii^uown to help Carter. 
Uteper plans to bring Carter'Dan^pto Washington to do 
some work in Washington and RichmondXVirginia.

_______(advised he believes______________and
Fred Hockett will be in charge of the captioned organization 
in the Washington area while Kasper is awav. Isaid
that Kasper wanted him to contact I ~| Hockett
and a man by the name of Tincher (phonetic) and try

Tolson
Nichols -_____
Boardman___
Belmont_____
Mason ___  
Mohr -_
Parson
Rosen _1V_
Tamtn____
Nease ___  
Winterrowd
Tele. RooHi 1 
Holloman 
Gandy __

100-^23395



r

■ . b6
Memorandum for The Attorney General b7C

. b7D

to assist them in distributing literature in Alexandria. 
Falls Church, and Arlington, Virginia. Kasper told| 
to take whatever money they could get and that any 
contribution would make a person a member of the 
captioned organization.

According to the Richmond, Virginia, ’‘Times 
Dispatch" in its August 2l|., 1956, issue John Kasper 
interrupted a formal organizational meeting of the local 
chapter of the Virginia Council on Human Relations in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, on the night of August 23, 1956, 
and a cross was burned on the lawn of the Westminister 
Presbyterian Church while the prointegration group held 
its meeting inside.

According to the article, after repeated 
interruption by Kasper the police were called but they 
did not enter the meeting room and Kasper was not arrested.

The article revealed that Mrs. Sarah Patton Hoyle, 
a member of the Virginia Council on Human Relations, stated 
Kasper called members "insulting names" and tried to break 
up their meeting. She said that about five of the thirty 
persons present at the meeting were Negroes and Kasper 
challenged the organization’s right to hold an interracial 
meeting.

The Virginia Council on Human Relations according 
to an article In the Richmond "Times Dispatch" of May 16, 
1955, was formed in February, 1955» and is affiliated with 
the Southern Regional Council with headquarters at Atlanta, 
and is financed in part by the Ford Foundation. The announced 
alm of the organization is promoting better relations among 
racial and economic groups through a program of educational 
activities throughout Virginia,

On August 26, 1956, Walter Fisher, Assistant 
Prosecuting Attorney, Clinton, (Anderson County) Tennessee, 
advised that John Kasper, executive secretary of the 
captioned organization, had appeared at Clinton on that
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date and distributed circulars to people in Clinton, including 
high school students, advocating a boycott of the Clinton 
High School, which is scheduled to open on August 27, 1956, 
on an integrated basis pursuant to a court order issued by 
United States District Judge Robert L. Taylor in the Spring 
of 1956.

Fisher received his information from Horace Wells, 
publisher of the wClinton Courier’* who had obtained one of 
the circulars distributed by Kasper. This circular, in effect, 
called upon the people to turn out of office any one vho 
complies with a court order such as that mentioned above, 
in addition, Kasper prepared placards and attempted to 
organise a group of students to picket the high school if 
it admits Negro students.

On August 26, 1956, Kasper was arrested by the 
Clinton Police Department on a warrant sworn out by 
Palter Fisher charging Kasper with "inciting to riot.” 
Kasper is being held in the Clinton jail in default of 
^5,000 bond.

Any additional pertinent information received 
relative to this matter will be furnished you promptly.

cc • Mr. William P. Rogers 
Deputy Attorney General

cc - Assistant Attorney General 
William F. Tompkins

cc - Assistant Attorney General 
Warren Olney III

- 3 -



'' STANDARD FORM NO. M '

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

ro . Rosen
I'

DATE: 8-26-56

Price Time of Call: 4:02 p

SUBJECT: JOH^ASPER, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, 

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL, 
WASHINGTON, D. C.; -
INFORMATION CONCERNING

SAC Scott Alden, Knoxville Office, called to 
advise that a few minutes prior to his call Walter Fisher

Tolson — 
Nichols — 
Boardman 
^Belmont _
Mason__- 
Mohr 
Parsons -
Rosen_ - 
Tamm 
Nease —
Winterrowd--------
Tele. Room------
Holloman-------- —

Assistant Prosecuting Attorney, 19th State Judicial Distr 
(Anderson County) Tennessee, had advised him that John Casper, 
Executive Secretary, Seaboard White Citizens Council, 1246 Wisconsin 
Avenue. Northwest, Washington, D. C., who is connected with the 
Charlottesville, Virginia, branch of that organization, had appeared 

/ in Clinton today. According to Fisher, Casper was distributing 
I circulars to people in Clinton, including high school students, 
^advocating a boycott of the Clinton, Tennessee, High School, which 
Xis scheduled to open tomorrow, 8-27-56.

For background information, SAC Alden advised that Clinton
,2 High School is the first school in the area to accept integration and
S'did so pursuant to a court order issued by United States District

Judge Robert L. Taylor in the Spring of 19% arising from a suit
- brought against D. J. Britton, principal, Clinton High School, to force
-acceptance of Negro students.

SAC Alden stated that Fisher received his information from 
Horace Wells, publisher, “Clinton Courier” newspaper who had obtained 
one of the circulars distributed by Casper, Alden stated that this 
circular, in effect, called upon the people to turn out of office any 
one who complies with a court order of that nature and who is complying 
with integration. According to SAC Alden, Casper in addition has 
prepared placards and is attempting to organize a group of students to 
picket the high school if it opens tomorrow and admits Negro students.

SAC Alden stated that he did not expect violence and the 
only action contemplated by him was to advise the U, S. Attorney of 
the facts in view of the fact that a Federal court order is involved, 

's, details of the situation, keep the 
will not conduct any investigation.

'' J #3
0^ . j . V', ‘ '

advised of the above information. He 
stated that activities of the Seaboard White Citizens Council were 
being followed by Division 5 and instructed that details of 
fee furnished to the Division 5 weekend supervisor which was 

FMF:ss\^ H .. . ' . .... - d
(8) • , ’ \ ; \ -
cd

obtain copies of 
Bureau currently

the circular 
advised and

ACTION'

Mr. Winterrowd was

this cal^ 
done• 1 |"



Ticklers Rosen Mr, McGowan 
|pr. Jinterrowd' , i 
Mr, Price Mr, Fawcett

Memo to Rosen from Price re JOHN CASPER, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, 
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D, C,, INFO CONCERNING

Dated 8/26/56 .

ADDENDUM:- CAM:mpp 8/27/56

At 5:50 P,M,, 8/26/56, purusant to instructions of
Mr, Baumgardner, Agent Moynihan telephonically contacted SAC Alden 
and requested that he inform the local police of Casper*s activities 
Mr, Alden stated this would be done immediately,

ADDENDUM :^WMM:mpp 12:10 a ,M,, 8/27/56

At 12:10 A,M, ,8/27/56 SAC Alden telephonically advised 
Agent ^,M,Mooney that Casper had been arrested by the Clinton 
Police Department on a warrant sworn out by Walter Fisher, 
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney, 19th State Judicial District, Clinton 
Tenn, This warrant charges Casper with "inciting to riot,'* Casper 
is being held in the Clinton Jail in default of $5,000 bond, 

\Mr, Alden was advised that the Bureau desired to be kept informed 
^of all developments in this matter and to use whatever means of 
[communication appear warranted under the circumstances,

Mr, Baumgardner was advised of the above

- 2 -



0-19 (11-22-55)

(District Man Interrupts! 
|Pro-lntegration Meeting

Tolson 
Nichols 
Boardman _ 
Belmont 
Mason  
Mohr_____  
Parsons 
Rosen 
Tamm 
Nease  
Winterrowd . 
Tele. Room 
Holloman

CHARLOTTESVILLE, V a ., 
Aug. 24 (/P).—A cross was burned 
on the lawn of a Charlottesville 
church last night as a pro-inte
gration group held its charter 
meeting inside.

The session itself was inter- 
irupted by John Kasper of Wash
ington, leader of a vigorously 
prosegregation organization.

The occasion was the organi
zation meeting of the local chap
ter of the Virginia Council on 

’Human Relations. Mr. Kasper, 
executive secretary of the prq- 

'se( regation Seaboard White 
Cij izen’s Council, repeatedly in- 
teirupted the meeting during 
discussion of the chapter’s pro
posed bylaws.

Temporary Chairman C. E. 
Moran, jr., asked Mr. Kasper if 
he was going to make it neces
sary to call police. “If you wish,”

member of the Human Rela
tions Council, said Mr. Kasper 
called members “insulting names” 
and tried to break up the meet
ing. She said about five of the 
30 persons present were Negroes, 
and that Mr. Kasper challenged 
the group’s right to hold an 
interracial meeting.

Mr. Kasper has been working 
here the past three weeks Jo 
Organize a local Seaboard Wh|e 
Citizens Council chapter. His 
group staged a rally here last 
Saturday. ‘

Mr. Kasper answered.
Kasper was 
weeks ago 
members of 
on charges

Mr.
arrested here three 
with three other 

the Seaboard group 
of violating a city

. V

*

ordinance aimed at preventing 
littering of the streets. The 
charges were not presecuted.

Police were called to the 
Human Relations Council meett-j 
ing, but did not enter the room,- 
Mr. Kasper was not arrested.

When members left the West
minster Presbyterian Church 
aSter the meeting, they discov
ered a wooden cross had hggn 
[burned in the yard wfflfethey 
milt. Police were investigating.

Mrs. Sarah Pattonr Boyle,

Wash. Post and-------- 
Times Herald

Wash. Newss-----------
Wash. Star R-Jl
N. Y. Herald

Tribune
N. Y. Mirror
N. Y. Daily News ___
Daily Worker-----------
The Worker 
New Leader------------



fherm. bureau of 
u s. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUG a? 1966

SAC KNOXVILLE 3-30 PM IHC

DZRECTOR AND SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD URGE N T

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Mr. Belmon
Mr. Mason- 
Mr. Mohr__ 
Mr. Parsons. 
Mr. Rosen— 
Mr. Tamm_

Mr. Nid»l

DASH X. RE WFOI

I Mr. Winterrowd- 
Tele. Room — 
Mr. Holloman — 

Miss Gandy ..

AIRTEL AUG. TWENTYTWO AND MY CALLS TO BUREAU SUPERVISORS FAWCETT AND

MOYNIHAN AUG. TWENTYSIX LAST ADVISING OF AGITATION CLINTON, TENN. BY

JOHN KASPER AGAINST SCHOOL INTEGRATION AND OF KASPER-S ARREST FOR

INCITING TO RIOT. KASPER STILL IN ANDERSON COUNTY JAIL, CLINTON, WITH
' - - ----- --- ----------— ----------------------- -- ----------------- ---------------------- - ... „ ..aw"". 

HEARING SET FOR NINE THIRTY A.M., AUG., TWENTYEIGHT. NO VIOLENCE CLINTON

AREa7"tH0UGH' CONSIDERABLE CROWD GATHERED AROUND DESEGREGATED SCHOOL”'
•—     -—    -- ----------- -- __ , „

THIS MORNING AND PRESENTLY APPROXIMATELY SIX HIGH SCHOOL BOYS AND GIRLS
._________ —— — —__________________ ________  - ------ ------------ - ....

WALKING^IN FRONT OE SCHOOL WITH PLACARDS REFLECTING OPPOSITION TO

--DESEGREGATION. SCHOOL IN SESSION WIJH BETTER THAN FIFTY PERCENT 

ATTENDANCE. ELEVEN COLORED STUDENTS' REGISTERED TO ATTEND-SCHOOL 
ALL APPEARED THIS MORNING, HOWEVER TWO HAVE RETURNED HONEST

AND

ALDEN

END AND ACK ^CORKD.68
4-31 PM OK FBI WA RG ~ I

. * 17 AUG 29 Wr ' /
TU DSC OT b \ J

___________ ^ !r "ATlON CONTAINED / I!

DOM. INTEL. divisiov 
- - - - - - - - nr
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UM • UNITED STATW GOVERNMENT

ro : Mr. A. H. Belmont DATS: Augus t 31, 1956

from : Mr, J, A. Sizoo

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X
Bufile 100-M-23395

On 8/27/56, Clinton, Tennessee, High Sch bl was
ruling

Tolson------ -——
Nichols--------- — 
Boardman-----------
Belmont---------  —■
Mason-------——
Mohr----------------- ■
Parsons -_______ _
Rosen----------- —
Tamm---------------
Nease------------—
Winterrowd---------
Tele. Room------  
Holloman ——■

scheduled to open on integrated basis as result^a ____ o __ __
Federal Judge Robert L. Taylor, Knoxville. John^Masper, executive 
secretary, captioned organization, arrived in Clinton 8/26/56, 
and began agitating against integration. On 8/29/56, Judge Taylor
issued restraining order against Kasper who ignored this order 
As result, on same date Judge Taylor issued attachment for 
Kasper. Kasper was placed in custody of U. S. Marshal and was 
jailed in default of $10,000 bail.

Knoxville teletype 8/30/56, advised hearing on contempt 
charge scheduled for 8/31/56. U. S. Attorney John C. Crawford, 
Knoxville, requested information relative to Kasper’s participation 
in cross burnings in Washington, D. C., be furnished him for 
cross-examination purposes. Pertinent reports containing infor
mation desired by U. S. Attorney forwarded to Knoxville by 
Washington Field uffice on the night of 8/30/56.

At 9:15 a.m., 8/31/56, I called Assistant SAC Anderson 
at Knoxville and told him to advise the U. S. Attorney that it 
would be most desirable for him to check with the Department 
before publicly using the information in the reports furnished
to him inasmuch as 
concerning Kasper,

the Department is planning Grand Jury action 
et al, on 9/11/56, in Washington, D. C.

ACTION:

For your informat1 on. -

cc - Mr
Mr

Belmont
Sizoo

Mr. Baumgardner
Mr. Williams

JAS:lmk
4

nrn i. a

(5)



Mr. r.osen______ <
Mr. Tinim_____ i
Mr. Nesm_____ I
Mr. Winferrcwd ... «

AIR TEL

8/30/56

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-^23395)

FROM: SAC, WFu (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS*COUNCIL^ OF D. C., aka. 

is - x..
00 WFO < < v? w.wo

cinal. 2A5-83 8¥ $?iMRqPMC
b7C

KPsI. protect identity), advised SA b7D 
JAMEo H. DOWNING on evening of 8/29/56 he had just been 
in contact with I I partner of JOHN KASPER_____
in the management of the Cadmus Bookshop, WDC. | 
advisedf |that KASPER returning to WDC from Clinton, 
Tennessee, and Alabama this week end. She did not know

. exact time but I lof opinion he would arrive Friday 
evening 8/jl/56 or early Saturday AM 9/1/56. I 
said ASA E. (ACE) CARTER, Executive Secretary, Alabama 
Citizens Council returning with KASPER for WCf! meetings 
in D. C. area over Labor Day week end. ____________ |
mentioned she had had some WCC literature printed and 
wanted I Ito assist in its distribution prior to arrival
of KASPER and CARTER in dffort to get additional people to 
attend WCC meetings over week-end. She commenfc&d literature
distribution would be in WDC and Alexandria, Virginia, areas, 

i | |not certain whether distribution will begin evenings 
7/ of Augubt 30, 1956, or August 31, 1956.

. j |‘was of the opinion that WCC meeting would probably 
v Ab^vbe held over week-end at American Legion Hall, 3201 Nicholas 

; Ave. S» E., WDC.

UACB PSI |______|will join WCC group in distribution of 
literature but will be advised to|

WFO will follow and advise of plans of KASPh^SaiM'CAR1]^^ 
, upon their arrival in WDC. ”T^e Washington Post and Timas 
■ Herald” issue of 8/30/56, carried an article which stated 1
that D. J. BRITTAIN JR., Prihc-ipAL, Clinton High School, 
Clinton, Tennessee, claimed he had ’’rejected an ’ultimatum* 
that he<oust the Negroes or resign. f I ' L

-t, .zb / / . }

1 -Richmond (Info.) (RM)
Knoxville (Info.) (RM)

1 - Birmingham (Info.)_ (RM)
2 - WFO (100-332<i6) 

1

JHD:LEB (8)

a



DIRECTOR, FBI (100-U23395)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., aka. 
IS - X
00 WFO

PAGE TWO
•

’’Brittain said the ultimatum was Ms sued to him by JOHN 
KASPER, Washington, D. C.., segregation leader and his 
followers in a brief conference in the school grounds.

> ’»KASPER and followers issued an ultimatum to me to get the 
i Negroes out of school or quit my job’, the principal saia.
? ’I told KASPER I would not be intimidated or scared out of
* my job.»

’’KASPER, 26, was freed yesterday in trial Justice Court 
of charges of trying to incite a riot.

I nUnited Press said U. S. District Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR in 

’ Knoxville issued a temporary injunction tonight against
KASPER and several othersWhite Supremacy demonstrators.”

LAUGHLIN
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SAC OXVILLE

DIRECTOR, FBI

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Jk U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

WfeoMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUG 3 01956 /

TELETYPE

8-30-56

URGENT

9-20 IHC

j?tr. To^n 
N>?nol8_  
Boarding

r. Belmont- 
Mr. __  
Mr. Mohr__ .. 
Mr. Parsons.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Rosen_...— 
Tamm____ — 
Nease______  
Winterrowd-

Tele. Room_____ . 
Mr. Holloman___ 
Miss, Gandy____

TIZENS COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF colum: PAREN INTEGRATION

CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL PAREN IS - X. TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER^

PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED SERVED ON JOHN KASPER AT EIGHT PM LAST NIGHT

IMMEDIATELY THEREAFTER KASPER ADDRESSED APPROXIMATELY ONE THOUSAND

PERSONS FOR ONE, ONE HALF HOURS FROM COURT HOUSE STEPS, CLINTON. 

KASPER BERATED ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS, ALL JUDICIAL BODIES, 

CALLED ON ASSEMBLED PERSONS TO CONTINUE MAKING PLACARDS, AND PICKETING 

AND TO DEMONSTRATE ATTHE U.S. DISTRICT COURT IN KNOXVILLE AT ONE PM 

THIS DATE TO SHOW THE WORLD THAT THE PEOPLE ARE BIGGER THAN THE SUPREME __________ _     1r . — - J-, -,xn<—■-JlW L     ;
COURT. CROWD REACTIONS INDICATE ABOUT FIFTY PERCENT SYMPATHETIC WITH

.HIM. ABOVE INFORMATION RELAYED DIST. JUDGE TAYLOR BY USM, JUDGE

INDICATED WOULD ISSUE CONTEMPT CITATION HOWEVER IN CONFERENCE WITH

ANDERSON COUNTY ATTORNEYS AND USA ENDING TWO AM THIS DATE JUDGE /

DECIDED TO WITHHOLD ACTION UNTIL ONE PM THIS DATE. CROWD DISPERSED

CLINTON AROUND ELEVEN PM LAST NIGHT. NO ADDITIONAL VIOLENCE OR ARRESTS

OCCURRED. ARRESTS YESTERDAY WERE - ONE .NEGRO TAKEN INTO PROTECTIVE
RECORDED - I /W ~ U 2 33^-/

CUSTODY, ONE NEGRO CHARGED WITH CARRYI?^^KiU£E>J^ NEGRO, ONE WHITE

EACH CHARGED WITH CREATING A .DISTURBANCE
ALL INFORMATION CONWJNtD “ 134

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED '*• 
date . w/k. wsewa|?w£

END AND ACK
00s MR. BELMONT ’1

DOM. INTEL. DIVI8I0»

10-21 AM OK FBI WA

10 1956

A L DEN'jijss^ir



cc - Williams

SEPTEMBER h, 19$6

TELETYPE

URGENT

SAC, KNOXVILLE

WHITE CITIZENS DASH COUNCILS OF D.C., IS DASH X.

REBU TELEPHONE CALL AND URIEL AUGUST YONE, LAST

IT IS REITERATED THAT JUDGE TAYLOR MUST BE KEPT ADVISED

PROMPTLY CONCERNING INDIVIDUALS WHO ATTEMPT TO REPLACE 

JOHN KASPER OR OTHERWISE FOMENT RACIAL DISTURBANCES IN

CLINTON. WHERE NECESSARY TO OBTAIN BACKGROUND INFORMATION

RE SUCH INDIVIDUALS : WITH APPROPRIATE OFFICES ALSO

KEEP BU ADVISED PROMPTLY ON CONTINUING BASIS.

HOOVER

BUFILE 100-423395

ALL INFORMATION 0 .
HEREIN iSUNCLASSIFLEr ’

SP7MR0|PMe

NOTE ON YELLOWS

Tolson 
Nichols _____  
Boardman___  
Belmont_____
Mason —... .
Mohr—______  
Parsons._____  
Rosen —__ 
Tamm —____
Nease —-------- 
Finterrowd — 
Tele. Rooi%_ 
lolloman - -- _ 
iandy ______

Director noted on memo from Mr. Sizoo to Mr. Belmont 
captioned "White Citizens* Councils of District of 
Columbia" dated 8/31/56 "See that we keep Judge advised^"



Mr. Tolson.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUG 2^ 1956
TELETYPE

Jfc. Behn
Mr. Maaon_____ | 
Mr. Mohr _ I
Mr. ParsoTi3__ ... I

KNOXVI LLE

Rosea.
Tamm.
Nease.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Winterrowd. ■] 
Tele. Room J
Mr. Holinmma I
Miss Gandy

AJG7-40 PM EST
ALL INFORMATION COlfrilNEB

URGENT ^^CLASSiFIH) .D p

^hiteCitizens councils olmsw^ integration
IREC1OR, FBI

CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL FAREN IS SHERIFF JOE K. OWENS, ANDERSON COUNTY

CLINTON, TENN., ADVISED TODAY THAT BEGINNING AT ABOUT EIGHT AM, TENSION

BEGAN MOUNTING BETWEEN WHITE AND COLORED STUDENTS AT CLINTON SCHOOL

UNTIL ABOUT NOON WHEN A GROUP OF SEVERAL HUNDRED WHITE PEOPLE, APPROXI

MATELY F1F1Y PERCENT OF WHOM WERE ADULTS, CAUGHT SEVERAL NEGRO STUDENTS 

IN STREET AND STARTED BEATING THEM WITH STICKS. HE ADVISED THAT DEPUTY

SHERIFFS RESCUED THEM AND ESCORTED NEGRO STUDENTS TO THEIR HOMES.
M . -Rowens advised that one white man and one negro student arrest^ and v 

PLACED IN CLINTON CITY JAIL FOR FIGHTING. OWENS ADVISED THAT^JOH^ KASPER,

MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY IN AIRTELS,IS APPARENTLY INCITING CROWD ..TO All OLENCE

OWEN STATES THAT HE DOUBTS THE NEGRO STUDENTS WILL RETURN TO SCHOOL

TOMORROW, BUT EXPECTS CONTINUED.VIOLENCE IN SUCH EVENT. USA, JOHN C

CRAWFORD, JR., KNOXVILLE, ADVISED AT

JUDGE ROBERT L. TAYLOR

OTHERS, FORBIDDING THEM TO PICKET OR OTWRWS^E 4N^FERE WITH THE

ORDER OF FEDERAL .COURT, KN0XV1LL, win-; 1TI0N OF COLORED

END PAGE ONE

fMr. Belmont

6b SEP



PAGE TWO

STUDENTS AT CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL. ORDER CITED KASPER AND OTHERS NAMED 

TO APPEAR BEFORE JUDGE TAYLOR, ONE PM, AUG. THIRTY, TO SHOW CAUSE WHY 

INJUNCTION SHOULD NOT ISSUE. SITUATION CLINTON EXTREMELY CONFUSED. 

CONTINUING EFFORTS MADE TO SECURE ALL PERTINENT FACTS AND BUREAU 

WILL BE ADVISED.

ALDEN

END

8-43 FM OK FBI WAJG 
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• ... A
Liaison Section 
Jfr, Williams

■ 1199*1

WDED-29
August 30, /' 4- "

df staffs Intelliync*
Department •/ th* Amy
Th* Pentagon
Washington 3$, D, C,

4tt#nt<o»; Chief, Security Division

From} John Ndgcr Soever, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Subject} RACIAL SITUATION ALL JHFORMATUHi CONTAINER
■ , ci inton, fawn hMKu^LAsw .• . »ATt-iaMb..wsewwiwB

on August 37, 1&33, the Clinton, Tennessee, 
Nigh ehsol admitted, for the first time, twelve Negro 
students, This action was taken a* a result of a ruling 
in January, igss, by Federal Judge Robert l, Taylor 
who ordered the school integrated.

L< E)

On August 33, 19SC, John xatper, ***outlu* 
***r*tary of the 9hit* Citi sens1 Councils of District of 
Cclunbia, *FBt*F*3 fa Clinton **A distributed *ir*ul*r* 
*d****ting < boycott of th* high school, Kasper al** 
prepared placard* and attcnpted to organise a group of" 
students to picket th* high school if it admitted 
Negroes, 

. on th* same date Kasper cos arrested by the ■ 
Clinton Police department on a warrant oharpicff him with 
"Inciting to riot** No can detained1'in the dliaton Jatt 
under ^3tCOD bond until August 193d* -dhed he was ' 
released for loot of proof that he attempted tp ese 'cidledhv 
methode-to stop the admission of taolu* N*groed-/to ,th* . 
Clinton Nigh school.
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. Tolson______-
Nichols
Boardman___  
Belmont _____  
Mason — ' '
Mohr_________
Parsons __ _  

; Rosen_ ______  
I Tamm —. .

Nease _______  
Winterrowd__
tele. Room — 

lolloman-----  
»ndy---------_

\

cc - Assistant Attorney General
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KNOXVILLE

CTOR, FBI

£-25-56

URGENT

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
V. S. DEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUG^p^56

western union
11-25 PM EST

Mr. Nichol

Air. Mason-----------
Mr. Molli*

Mr. Parsons---------
Mr. Rosen------------
Mr. Tamm-----------
Air. Mease------------

* Mr. V/interrowd„ 
j Tele. Kwm—— 
| Mt. HeihrHatL—~ 
| Ailiss Ganxly—■■.....

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA eftSS^INTEGRATION, 
CLINTON HIGH SCHOO^ <e«gSW IS - X. REMYTEL TODAY. CURRENT INFO

INDICATES SHERIFF OWENS, ANDERSON COUNTY, CLINTON, TENN., AND DEPUTIES,

ESCORTED ALL NEGRO STUDENTS OUT OF CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL APPROXIMATELY

\WC PM IN VIEW MOUNTING TENSION AND INCREASING CROWD IN AREA. JOHN 
IkASPER WAS SERVED RESTRAINING ORDER, MENTIONED MY PREVIOUS TEL, BUT 

continued: agitation and efforts to organize local council. at eleven

PM TODAY, 'U.S. MARSHAL FRANK QUARLES AND DEPUTY U.S. MARSHAL AT HOME

OF FEDERAL JUDGE ROBERT L. TAYLOR, WHO IS SIGNING ATTACHMENT FOR BODY 

OF JOHN KASPER, FOLLOWING'WHICH THEY WILL GO TO CLINTON AND ATTEMPT.,, 

LOCATE AND ARREST KASPER UNDER THIS ATTACHMENT. ACCORDING TO LATEST

INFO, THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY ONE THOUSAND PEOPLE MILLING AROUND
4/ —

CLINTON. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT CURRENTLY ADVlSdrOF DEVELOPMENTS.

ALDEN
U
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THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

pardman 
/elmont 
illiams

September 5 1956

Director, FBI

mm citims • councils 
CT DISTRICT W CC^OHKA 
ffiTWAL SECURITY * X

• 4AT1O1(»«?A. .

On August 29, 195&» Federal Judge Robert L. 
Taylor, Knoxville, Tennessee, Issued a restraining 
order against John Kasper and others forbidding them 
to picket or otherwise interfere with the order of the 
Federal court in Knoxville instructing integration of 
Negro students at the Clinton High School. Kasper 
was served this restraining order but continued to 
agitate in an effort to organize a local citizens 
council in Clinton.

On August 30, 1956, Kasper appeared at the 
United States District Court In Khoxville and was taken 
into custody by the United States Marshal. After a 
hearing before Judge Taylor, Kasper was sentenced on 
August 31, 1956, bo one year in prison for ^willful 
contempt.’1

t

Tolson----- __ 
Nichols--------  
Boardman-----  
Belmont-------  
Mason ----------
Mohr._______  
Parsons -____
Rosen _______ 
Tamm_______  
Nease ______  
Winterrowd__  
Tele. Room__ 
Holloman___  
Gandy ______

On August 31, 1956, Judge Taylor requested 
the Knoxville Office of this Bureau to obtain the 
identities of out-of-town individuals who eight come 
into Clinton for the purpose of stirring up trouble 
in violation of an outstanding injunction issued by 
Judge Taylor. Judge Taylor requested that thi^Burgau: 
also furnish the information concerning such i^ividuals 
to the United States Marshal, whereupon there $ouldbe 
issued by Judge Taylor an,order requiring the presence' 
of such persons in his court. 7 c

Subsequent to this request information dasL 
received that Asa OafSer, executive secretary A^bdara ' 
Citizens’ Councils, was goUng^/ Clinton on the evening

NOTE ON YELLOW:

Copy of this memorandum being furnished ~ 
p AAG Tompkins inasmuch as Internal Security Division of 
^Department has primary interest in citizens councils 
.movement.
J x j,. A , ■

See memo Belmont to Boardman dated 9/5/5©* 
WCTsgft, captioned as above.
CFWsgft^y (9)



wwranduis to The Attorney General

of August 31j 1956, wto fill the shoes” of Kasper 'despite 
court orders.’* This Information was furnished Judge Taylor 
and the United States Marshal.

Pursuant to Judge Taylor’s request, this bureau 
will advise him and the United States marshal of any such 
information received in this regard.

cc - :tr. william ?. Kogers 
Deputy Attorney General

cc - Assistant Attorney General 
William F. Tompkins

cc - Assistant Attorney General 
Warren Olney III

- 2 -



TO

turn UNITED S'
MR. A. H. BELMONT^

GOVERNMENT

n.TD August 31, 1956

FROM

SUBJECT:

A. SIZOO Mr. Belmont
Mr. Ba u mg a rd n e 
Ur. Willi

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OFCOLUMBIA '.. ’

INTERNAL SECURITY - ( iQW rONTTAWtU

m____
olloman 

Gandy_ JIn a teletype to the Bureau dated August 31, 1956
the Knoxville Office advised that in connection with this mat- // 
ter Federal District Judge Robert L, Taylor had requested the | y 
Knoxville Office to obtain the identities of individuals who might 
be observed urging violations of an outstanding injunction in this, 
case and to thereafter furnish that information to the U.S.Marshal 
whereupon the Judge would issue an order requiring the presence of 
such persons in his court. r--

As background information. Judge Taylor some time ago issued 
a ruling to the effect that integration should take place in the 
Clinton, Tennessee, High School at the beginning of the Fall term, 
1956. There has been considerable protest against the Judge's ruling 
by citizens of Clinton and the Judge issued an injunction restraining 
anyone from preventing integration in the Clinton High School. In 
this connection, John Kasper, head of the White Citizens' Councils of 
the District of Columbia, was arrested in Clinton on Augudt 29, 1956, 
for urging and inciting the citizens of Clinton to take steps to 
violate the injunction.

Inasmuch as the reference teletype did not make clear just 
what the Judge had requested of our Knoxville Office nor the action 
our office planned to take, I called SAC Alden, Knoxville, on the 
afternoon of August 31, 1956. I asked Alden specifically what the 
Judge had requested us to do and what action the Knoxville Office 
planned to take,if any, to comply with the Judge's request. I asked 
Alden whether he planned to surveil groups which were against inte
gration to determine whether they were urging others to violate the 
court's injunction. I pointed out to him that such action would re
quire the presence of Agents at meetings which might be highly ex
plosive in nature. SAC Alden stated that he had conferred with the 
iJudge subsequent to the time the reference teletype was sent to the 
Bureau and that the Judge ' s 
for information concerning out-o^xowninai ho
the Bureau who may come into Clinton for the purpose of stirring up 

] trouble.- Mr. Alden stated he did not plan to 'pvnd'Rct a^^surveil- 
i[lance or to have Agents present at meetings where riots were likely 

tg develop and that the only action required b^the Judg-o was f^ us
'to furnish the court with any information which came to our at 

^JAStid TJ

^£12193$,
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Mr, Sizoo - Mr. Belmont -
WHITE CITIZENS' COUNCILS OF D.C

regarding individuals who came into Clinton for the expressed pur
pose of stirring up trouble,

ACTION:

Mr. Alden stated that he was sending a teletype to the 
Bureau today which will furnish details regarding the Judge's re
quest and the action which the Knoxville Office plans to take.

ADDENDUM (? P,M. - 8j31)

Subsequent to the above call, an additional teletype 
has been received from Knoxville. SAC Alden advises that Judge 
Taylor sentenced Kasper today to one year in custody of the 
Attorney General and the hearings on motion for bond pending appeal 
is set for September 4. Kasper to remain in custody in the mean
time, He advises that unless instructed otherwise, Knoxville will 
continue to follow and keep the Bureau currently apprised of develop- 

a ments, but will enter into no surveillances or investigations calcu
lated to produce anything of evidentiary nature, but will, however, 
ascertain identity and background of persons coming from other 
states to replace Kasper as leader of group opposing integration 
at Clinton and will furnish such information informally to Judge 
Taylor, In this connection, it should be noted that information has 

'been received that Asa (Ace) Carter, white citizens group leader 
from Birmingham, is going to Knoxville tonight to make a speech to 
replace Kasper in attempts to prevent integration at Clinton. Ue 
have instructed Birmingham to furnish summary of information avail
able concerning Carter to Knoxville and authorizetrKnoxville to 
make such information informally available to Judge Taylor, This is 
the type of information Alden contemplates making available to 
Judge Taylor, and this is belief to be a proper dissemination of 
information to an interested government official.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG .
U. S DEPARTMENT OF JUST

COMMUNICATIONS SECTI

IRECTOR, FBI

~ ALL INFORMATION COWTAINHJ .
fS UNCLASSIFIED }

z DATE.t-Ab43i.BYSP.7MB6
SA£< KNOXVILLE 8-31-56

URGENT

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

AUG 311956
TELETYPE 
11-25 AM MJT

IS - X. A

Mr. Tolson----- ^*1 
Mr. Nichols—I

TOr. Boardtna^L I 
Mr. Belmont^—.
Mr. Mason---------
Mr. Mohr--------X'
Mr. Parsons-------
Mr. Rosen---- .—
Mr. Tamm--------
Mr. Nease---------
Mr. Winterrowd.
Tele. Room-------- |
Mr. Holloman.— * /

.M^^Sand

PM YESTERDAY KASPER APPEARED USDC, KX, WAS TAKEN

CUSTODY BY USM. HEARING ON INJUNCTION PROCEEDED UNTIL FOUR THIRTY

INTO FEDERA

PM WHEN IT WAS CONTINUED UNTIL NINE THIRTY AM THIS DATE. KASPER

HELD KNOX COUNTY JAIL LAST NIGHT IN LIEU TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS

BOND. BACKGROUND INFORMATION RE KASPER FURNISHED USA THIS AM.

USA ADVISED HEARING WOULD BE FOLLOWED BY HEARING ON CONTEMPT

CITATION. KASPER REPRESENTED BY BEN SIMMONS. LAST NIGHT APPROXI

MATELY F^E HUNDRED PERSONS ASSEMBLED AT COURTHOUSE, CLINTON^ FROM 
EIGHT I© TEN PM. LACK OF LEADERSHIP WAS EVIDENT. NUMEROUS SHORT

TALKS MADE^y LOCAL RESIDENTS, BY ONE MAN WHO CLAIMED TO BEdTROM 
GA. AND ON^IiHO CLAIMED TO BE FROM ALA. TALKS INVARIABLY UR^P 
CROWD TO PRAISE THE LORD, FREE OUR LEADER, DAMN THE OUetE NIgS^ 

mamr, we have the right to run our community and schools as we

WANT. NOJOmjONjM^VI£LENCE-XR^^

THISMM DISTRICT JUDGE ROBERT L. TAYLOR REQUESTED KNOXVILLE OFFICE

OBTAIN IDENTITIES OF INDIVIDUALS WHO MAY BE OBSERVED URGING

VIOLATION :jOF INJUNCTION, TO ADVISE USM AFTER WHICH HE WOULD ISSUE 

ORDER REQUIRING THE PRESENCE OF THESE PERSONS'IN COURT. ' /

■ 18

CORR LINE 16 WORD 1 A Nt) ^SHD BE THIS AM
*4^ *

■956

JQS

END A
UFVKB’riGATIVB DIVISIOM '

12-27 PM OK FBI WA RG



•36 (Rev. 3-13-56)

TM

Transmit t following message via

RECTOR, FBI

F B I

AI RTEL

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

'ROM: SAC, KNOXVILLE

Date:

MW Tolson_____
. Nichols___ —
. TUardmuii—x

r. BeimontJi—.. 
Mr. Mason_____  
Mr. Mohr___ _— 
Mr. Persons____ 
Mr. Rosen—____  
Mr. Tamm—____ 
Mr. Nease—____ 
Mr. Winterrow d 
Tele. Room_____  
Mr. Holloman__  
Miss Gandy_____

WHITE_£ITI ZENS .COUNCI L 
~DE-DXSTEICT OF COLUMBIA
IS - X

ALL I’ " ’ ■ M* ~m0MtMNEO 
-F'. — UNCLASSIFIED i

No disturbances, violence nor large gatherings reported 
in Clinton or Oliver Springs area since my airtel dated 9/5/56.

A large portion of the 600 man National Guard Unit 
which originally arrived in Clinton has returned to its headquarters. 
Rodd blocks, regular patrols and the handling of traffic by the 
National Guard has been discontinued.

The Clinton City Council has imposed a curfew pro
hibiting persons under 21 years of age from being on the streets of 
Clinton after 7 PM except for certain specific reasons.

On 9/6/56 U.S. District Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR ruled 
that he would accept bond of $10,000 pending JOHN KASPER’S appeal. 
U. S. District Court Clerk advised today that a Mr. and Mrs. CLYDE 
COOK, Route 1, Clinton, have appeared in his office as signers for 
KASPER’S bond and that he understands that the additional signer 
which the bond requires will arrive in his office prior to 5 PM 
this date. The clerk advised that unless KASPER makes bond by 5 PM 
that he will not have an opportunity to make bond until 9/10/56.

The feeling exists in Clinton that unless there is an 
additional disturbance between now and 9/10/56, all units of the
National Guard will be removed from that city.

ALDEN

Q)- Bureau
1 - Knoxville (105-122)

aw
HES/bgc
<U)

j Approved:

61 SEP 141

f ur . Belmont f :

rial Agent in Charge
Sent

20 SEP io 1956

M Per



September 21, 1956

c Mr, Williams
*■ A

Airtel

SAC, New York

WHITE CITIZENS’COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA, IS * X. Re Newark letter dated September 12, 
1956. captioned “John Kasper, Racial Situation - 
Clinton, Tennessee, SM - Miscellaneous, Information 
Concerning,*

New York is Instructed to conduct thorough 
background investigation of Kasper for the purpose 
of determining if he has ever been affiliated with 
the Communist Party or communist front organisations 
as indicated in relet, A report containing complete 
background data on Kasper should be submitted to 
reach the Bureau no later than October 1, 1956. 
This deadline must be met without fail,

Washington Field Office is instructed to 
submit a report on the captioned organisation bringing 
its activities up to date to reach the Bureau no 
later than October 1, 1956, Likewise, this deadline 
must be met without fail.

HOOVER

2cc SAC, Washington Field Office 

' 100-^2 3 39 5-/5 f

ATM* CONTAINED

1

I 5IP 2; 1955 
i .
?   !

Tolson
Nichols_____  
Boardman___  
Belmont______ 
Ma^on _______ 
Mohr_______ - 
Parsons_____
Rosen _______ 
Tamm_______  
Nease _______ 
Winterrowd__  
Tele. Room__  
Holloman____  
Gandy______

CJWsdlJ j
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STANDARD FORM NO. 54

* •

Office MemcMndum UNITED ST®3S GOVERNMENT

to DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 9/12/56

FROM :

SUBJECT: V

SAC, NEWARK (100-0) *; - J- fORWUME^ 
; is 

___________
RACIAL SITOATION - Clinton, Tonn.

SM - MISCELLANEOUS, INFORMATION CONCERNING

On 9/11/56 Resident Agent LEO T. CLARK, Atlantic City, 
N. J., received the following information from JOSEPH/BARCO, 
McKee City, N. J. /

BARCO and members of his family read the article in 
the September 7, 1956, issue of "Life" magazine concerning the 
racial uprisings in Clinton, Tenn* Included in this article 
were photographs of JOHN KASPER, with the comment that he came 
originally from Camden, N. J. This article stated that KASPER 
had been arrested for contempt of court arising out of his 
actions in precipitating some of the violence at Clinton and 
that he professed to be Executive Secretary of the Seaboard 
District of theWhite Citizens* Council, Washington, D. C.

Upon reading this article and viewing the photo of 
KASPER as it appeared therein, BARCO* s daughter recognized KASPER 
as a fellow student of hers at the Parsons Art School, 57th St., 
New York City. She attended this school within the past few years. 
She told her father that KASPER, while attending that school, 
always seemed to be exceptionally friendly with Negroes, went out 
of his way to associate with them, and lived with one for a time. 
He was also reported to be a partner in a small establishment on 
Bleecker St., New York, operated under the name of th^nfake-it-New** 
Book Store.

After reading the "Life" article on KASPER, BARCO’s 
son-in-law telephoned this book store in New York under the pretext 
of wanting to talk with KASPER. The partner who answered the phone 
refused to give any information about KASPER or his whereabouts, was 
quite evasive in his answers, and appeared to be unduly irritated and 
annoyed at the call.

In giving the above information to SA CLARK, BARCO said 
that both he and his daughter felt KASPER might be associated in
some way with the CP and might even have been sent to Tennessee by
the Party to foment trouble there in connection with the racial
situation there.

2-Bureau (RM#
1-New York (info) (RM)
1-Knoxville.(info)-(RM) 
l->Newark
DJM:AM

trUEXED - 91



NK 100-0

Files of this office contain no information identifiable 
with JOHN KASPEB.

These facts are being submitted for general information 
only; no further investigation is contemplated by Newark.

2



September 17

Mr. Williams

Airtel

1

SAC, Knoxville

WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
IS * X. Re Birmingham teletype September 1^, 195$, in 
which information was furnished that John Kasper, executive 
secretary of captioned organization, said he would return 
to Knoxville on September 23. 1956. to plan for a state 
organization in Tennessee which will support segregation 
by force.

Birmingham is instructed to furnish the Bureau. 
Memphis and Knoxville any additional information received 
relative to Kasper’s plans for such an organization.

Memphis and Knoxville are instructed to alert 
informants and sources to keep your offices promptly 
advised of any information received in this regard. 
Such information should be forwarded to the Bureau 
immediately upon receipt thereof.

All meetings at which Kasper speaks should 
be covered by informants and sources preferably those 
who may be in a position to testify at a later date 
to statements made by Kasper.

HOOVER

2cc SAC, Memphis

2cc SAC, Birmingham 

100-^23395

NATION <

atc a-

Tolson______  
Nichols _____  
Boardman____ 
Belmont_____
Mason _______  
Mohr ________  
Parsons_____  
Rosen _______
Tamm_______  
Nease______- 
Winterrowd — 
Tele. Room —
Holloman___ - 
Gandy -______

CFWsdlj

(8)



DIRECTOR, FBI September 17, 1956

$AC, BALTIMORE (100-20016)

EMPLOYEES OF AMERICAN GAR 
AND FOUNDRY, RIVERDALB,’ MARYLAND 
IS - X

Chief WILLIAM J. CHATHAM (NA), Salisbury Police Department, Salisbury, Maryland, 
y furnished this office a leaflet captioned "Shouldn’t Employers respect Employees?" 

and signed "Employees of American Car and Foundry, Riverdale, Maryland." Chief 
CHATHAM advised this leaflet was distributed into various parked ears in the 
downtown district of Salisbury on July 19, 1956. He was unable to furnish any 
information regarding who distributed this literature.

It is pointed out that the Wite Citizens Councils of the District of CoMmbia 
have published leaflets bearing the same photograph as that printed on instant . 
leaflet. It is believed probable that there is no formal organization known 
as the "Employees of. American Gar and Foundry1* and that this name was possibly 
used by a small groupof individuals as a cover name rather than reveal their 
true identity.

Enclosed for the Bureau are three photostatic copies of the leaflet described 
herein and a blank memorandum containing pertinent information regarding its 
distribution and contents.

An informational copy is designated for WO file ©n the ijhite Citizens Councils 
of D.-C. in view of similar literature published by that organization. Che ' 

photostatic copy of the leaflet is enclosed for WO.

No further action is contemiplated by Baltimore UACB.

2 - Bureau (REGIS. MAIL) (Ends.-3)
1 ~ WO (REGIS. MAIL) (Lncl.-l) . “
1 - BA 100-2001U (#CC) ' , . ) f
1 - Baltimore (100-20016) /

A ______________ __
NOT RECORDED

164 SEP 19 1956'



Hams

Assistant Attorney General
William F. Tompkins

September 18, 1956

Director, FBI

WTE CITIZENS* COUNCILS 
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Hi,

Tolson-------—
Nichols------- .
Boardman -----  
Belmont-------
Mason ----------  
Mohr —------- —
Parsons-------  
Rosen ----------
Tamm -----------  
Nease------- —

f Wlnterrowd —
I Tele. Room — 

Holloman--
Gandy ----------

A confidential source of the Birmingham Office 
of this Bureau, whose reliability has not yet been established, 
advised on September Ih-, 1956, that he attended a rally at 
the Central Park Theater in Birmingham, Alabama, on the night 
of September 13, 1956, where John Kasper, executive secretary 
of the captioned organization, made a speech favoring segrega
tion. There were approximately h-00 to 50° persons present. 
At the end of the speech 15 robed and hooded Ku Klux Klansmen 
appeared and shook hands with Kasper. Kasper said he was 
deeply honored by the presence of these men and such groups 
as the Ku Klux Klan are needed to preserve segregation.

The source advised that Kasper in his speech said 
"We need all the rabble-rousers we can get” and predicted 
that someone would be killed before the fight was finished. 
Kasper further stated "We want trouble and we want it every
where we can get it. A collapse of law and order is near at 
hand." Kasper also said the purpose of the white citizens 
councils "is seizing local control of local affairs and I 
mean seizing it."

According to the source, Kasper told the crowd 
to immediately find out the people who favor integration 
in their community and "take care of them." Kasper further 
said "We will have to have our martyr and some will have to 
die before this is over. The Federal Government means death 
to all of us."

Kasper also attacked Governor Clement of Tennessee, 
Governor Chandler of Kentucky, and Governor Folsom of Alabama, 
stating they have shirked their responsibilities to thepeople.

100->i23395 .

YELLOW: Pertinent jErorWation set forth above is being 
furnished intelligence agen/ies by separata 

.communication. /

CFWxgft ; •(5) Tr



Letter to Assistant Attorney General 
William F. Tompkins

This source advised that Kasper is in Alabama 
as a guest of Asa E. Carter, executive secretary, Alabama 
Citizens* Councils. Kasper advised the source that he had 
arranged a series of speeches to assist Carter in making 
inroads on a rival group, the Citizens* Councils of Alabama, 
headed by State Senator Sam Engelhardt.

Kasper also told the source he would speak 
Saturday night, September 15, 1956, at Anniston, Alabama; 
Sunday afternoon, September 16, 1956, at the ballroom of 
the Jeff Davis Hotel at Montgomery, Alabama; and at Wetumpka, 
Alabama, Monday night, September 17, 1956. Kasper said he 
would return to Knoxville, Tennessee, on September 23, 1956, 
to plan for a state organization in Tennessee, which will 
support segregation by force. He said he hopes to turn 
white citizens councils into “roving bands” ready to 
proceed to any point in Southern areas where integration 
is attempted. The purpose of these bands would be to 
assist those defending segregation.

Kasper also said he planned to organize a citizens 
council in Montgomery, Alabama, on September 16, 1956, which 
will be designed to drive the Citizens’ Councils of Alabama 
headed by Sam Engelhardt out of business.

Charles Dionne, manager of the Jeff Davis Hotel, 
Montgomery, Alabama, advised on September 15, 1956, that 
Kasper’s reservations at that hotel were cancelled after 
it was learned who Kasper is. Ho information has been 
received concerning what plans Kasper made after receiving 
this cancellation of his reservations.

The same source advised on September 17, 1956, 
that Kasper on that date was in Birmingham, Alabama, with 
Asa Carter; that Carter stated he and Kasper went to Anniston, 
Alabama, on the night of September 15, 1956, where city 
authorities refused Kasper the use of the auditorium; that 
Carter stated the city officials at Montgomery, Alabama, 
refused to allow Kasper to speak on Sunday afternoon, 
September 16, 1956; and that hotel authorities refused

- 2 -



Letter to Assistant Attorney General 
Milian F. Tompkins

Kasper permission to use the ballroom of the Jeff Davis 
Hotel, which Kasper had previously rented. Carter indicated 
to the source that he is somewhat discouraged and that he 
and Kasper planned to speak at the courthouse, Wetumpka, 
Alabama, at 7:30 p.m. on September 17, 1956»

In connection with the statements made by Kasper 
there is being furnished you herewith an article which 
appeared in "The Washington Daily Hews" in its issue of 
September 1U, 1956.

The Department is requested to advise if the 
statements of Kasper constitute a violation of any Federal 
statues over which this Bureau has jurisdiction.

Enclosure

cc -Assistant Attorney General 
Warren Olney III

(W/Mclosure)

- 3 -





Letter to The Attorney General

the Anderson County Grand Jury* The charges reportedly 
grow out of actions on the part of Kasper during hie 
recant visit to Clinton, Tennessee, and are separate and 
distinct from Federal charges made against Kasper for 
conteiupt.

A confidential source, of unknown reliability, 
reported that Kasper went with a group of members of the 
CitIsens Council of Clinton to Oak Ridge to attend a 
DoBoeratia "kickoff" rally where Governor Clement of 
Tennessee was scheduled to speak* It was the intention 
of Kasper and his group to "boo" the speakers at the 
rally*

According to this source, Kasper was placed 
in the county Jail at Clinton* A small crowd gathered 
at the jail and it was rumored that others were attempting 
to mobilise additional support.

Information received free another source, of 
unknown reliability, indicated that the sheriff contacted 
the United States Attorney in Knoxville in an atteopt to 
arrange for the transfer of Kasper from the county Jail 
at Clinton to the Knox County Jail in Knoxville to avoid 
any possible mob violence*

The same source advised at midnight on 
September 2^, that Kasper had made bond and the 
crowd had dispersed.

According to an article which appeared in the 
September 25, 1956, issue of "The Washington Dally Mews," 
Kasper was released under $2,000 bond*

Any additional pertinent infomation received 
relative to thia matter will bo furnished the Department 
promptly*

cc - Mr* William P* Rogers 
Deputy Attorney General

cc - Assistant Attorney General
William F. ^hsupkins

- 2 •



Letter to The Attorney General

NOTE ON YELLOW

Intelligence agencies being advised by separate 
communication.

No : 
pertaining to

.ch could be identified as 
was located in Bufiles.

One ______________ _________________
as clerk with the Bureau on~Z

[applied for a position 
8. At that time the

b6
b7C

□ The
rand was

applicants address was   
applicant received an unfavorable recow 
not employed. The application revealed|______________  
had graduated from high school and had attended Knoxville 
Business College. It would appear that he is not 
identical with] ~~| who, according to newspaper
articles, is a contractor in Knoxville.

:w'Fvw<
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office l&tmorandum • united states government

to : a. H. Belmont DATESeptember 21, 1956

^from : f, j. Baumgard

SUBJECT:WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OFCOLUMBIA " 
INTERNAL SECURITY- IX

/W^chSts
& Boardman

Belmont - 
5^ Mason 

Mohr__
Parsons __- 

f Rosen
Tamm * . 

v* • Nease_ '_______
Vinterrowd_____

At approximately 5 p.m., 9/21/56, Mr* Henry Putzel 
an attorney in the Civil Rights. ’ Section, Department of n
Justice, called me concerning the captioned organization. pvW 
Mr. Putzel Said that.”someone" in the General Counsel’s Office

ic Energy Commission (AEC) had advised the Departme 
sper, executive secretary of the captioned organization, 

I might possibly go to Oak Ridge. Tennessee, in the next day or two. 
‘ The AEC, however, had no specific information that Kasper planned 
to go to Oak Ridge. Mr. Putzel said that part of Oak Ridge is 
located in Anderson County, Tennessee, and that Anderson County is 
covered by the court order which restrains any person from 
interfering with integration in the public schools. According to 
Mr. Putzel AEC officials were of the opinion that the court order

of the?A 
that John

covered Anderson County and felt that if Kasper stirs up trouble 
in Oak Ridge, a part of which is located in Anderson County, he

I would be in violation of the court order*

Mr. Putzel stated that the Department had contacted 
V. S. Attorney Crawford from Knoxville on the afternoon of 
9/21/56 and advised him that Kasper might go to Oak Ridge 
and told him to be alert to ~ this possibility and also to 
advise the local office of the FBI concerning this matter* 
Mr. Putzel stated that he was furnishing this information in 
order that we would be alert to the possibility that Kasper 
might go to Oak Ridge* He said he was not requesting any 
action of the FBI*

I told Mr. Putzel that we are alert to this situation 
and that the matter of outside agitators coming into the area 
covered by the court order has already been discussed with the 
judge; that at the judge’s request we will advise the judge of 
any information coming to our attention regarding the identity 

[ of any person who comes into the area for the purpose of stirring 
up trouble against the court order* Mr. Putzel was advised

I
। that if any arrests are to be made of persons violating the court 
I order they will be made by the U* S. Marshal 
land the U* S. Attorney are aware.of this 
Enclosure^: ’
100-^23395 
cc Mr. Belmont 
cc Mr. Baumgardner 
cc Mr* Williams ’ 
FJBsdlj 
GO



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont

Mr. Putzel stated that he was aware of the fact that 
the U. S. Marshals were to make any arrests and that he was giving 
us the facts furnished to the Department by the AEC for our 
information. I thanked Mr. Putzel for his thoughtfulness in 
bringing ‘ this matter to our attention.

ACTION:

There is attached for your approval a teletype 
to the Knoxville Office alerting them to the Information 
furnished by the Department and instructing that Judge Taylor
be informed of Kasper's intended return and also of Kasper's 
actual return upon his arrival in Knoxville territory. Knoxville 
is already Under instructions to cover any meeting at which 
Kasper speaks.

ADDENDUM: (JAS:jdd, 9-21-^6)

, Coincident with the above call from the Department, I
1 received q telephone call from SAC Alden concerning this matter.

He said he had just been advised by USA Crawford of a call from 
the Department indicating the possibility that Kasper and 
possibly^Qarter might speak in Oak Ridge over the week-end. Alden 
mentioned that they might be in a portion of Alderson County which 
would be in violation of Judge Taylor's court order. He asked if 
^the Bureau desired that Special Agents cover any appearance of 
Kasper in order to serve as witnesses to support any further action 
by the judge, in violation of his court order. I told him that 
he should not have Agents present for the purpose of serving as 
witnesses for the enforcement of the court order; that the 
enforcement of a court order is primarily the responsibility 
of the Marshals but that he should have informant or source 
coverage at the meeting. In this connection he advised that he 
already had arrangements for a former National Academy man who 
is now in private business to serve as his source of information. 
He was advised that in the event he got information from his source 
indicating a violation of the court order Judge Taylor should 
immediately be advised.

Under the circumstances, the teletype to Knoxville 
would seem to be unnecessary. *
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Mr. Tolson.— 
,Mr. Nichols... 
Mr. BoardmA 
Mr. Belmont-
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Mr. Mehr ... 
Mr. Parsons . 
Mr. Rosen— 
Mr. Tamm .... 
Mr. Trotter...
Mr. Nease._„
Mr. Winterrowd..
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Mr. Holloman----j 
Miss Gandy-------I

fbi/knoxville 9-23-56 PM EST

I RECTOR, FBI AND SACS

URGE

BIRMINGHAM AND WASHINGTON
ALL INfCnWiDN CONTAINS)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL

N T HLREIN IS Uf^LASSUWO , 
BATE.8-&H3. .bySHmMSHC.

OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. IS DASH

TODAY, FOUR TWENTYFIVE PM, ASA CARTER AND JOHN KASPER SPOKE

FIELD

BT

X.

TO

GROUP APPROXIMATELY THIRTYFIVE TO FIFTY PEOPLE FOUNTAIN CITY,

SUBURB OUTSIDE KNOXVILLE. CARTER SPOKE STANDING ,
b6

ON BUMPER AUTOMOBILE PARKED SHOULDER MAIN HIGHWAY THROUGH b7C

FOUNTAIN CITY ADJACENT FOUNTAIN CITY PARK. NEWS PAPER REPORTS

INDICATED SPEECH FOUNTAIN CITY BY CARTER NOT TO BE HELD SINCE USE

FT. CITY PARK DENIED. REPORTED LOCAL SPONSOR, 

ADVISED CARTER DID NOT WISH MAKE SPEECH WHERE NOT WANTED. CARTER 

SPOKE APPROXIMATELY TWELVE MINUTES. MAIN THEME WHITE CITIZENS KX

SHOULD ORGANIZE COUNCILS AND CALL||F©R THIS

PURPOSE. CARTER ATTACKED FRANKFURTER, COMMUNISM AND BOTH POLITICAL

PARTIES. STATED CITIZENS SHOULD NOT BE COWARDS BUT ORGANIZE

AND NOT BE CONTROLLED BY POLITICIANS. EMPHASSIS ON ORGANIZATION OF

^COUNCILS BUT STATED HE DID NOT WANT ANY MONEY OUT OF THEM. FEW

DIRECT REFERENCES TO INTERGRATION OTHER THAN STATED HE WAS NOT GOING

TO BE INTERGRATED. CLOSED REMARKS AGAIN URGING

ORGANIZE COUNCIL. CARTER FOLLOWED BY KASPER WHO

ND

AUTOMOBILE. KASPER LIKENED THE REFUSAL OF PLACES , ~
fl OCT 1 1956

Jowras------  —



1

PAGE TWO

FOR HIM TO SPEAK DURING THE PAST WEEK TO METHODS EMPLOYED IN 

IRON CURTAIN COUNTRIES. MAIN THEME PEOPLE SHOULD ORGANIZE 

CITIZENS COUNCIL, THAT THEY WERE INTERESTED IN ORGANIZING 

COUNCILS ALL EAST TENNESSEE. KASPER ALSO ATTACKED POLITICIANS. 
' b6

SPOKE FOR APPROXIMATELY EIGHT MINUTES. KASPER AND CARTER b7c

SPOKE IN DRIZZLING RAIN, CROWD ORDERLY. NUMEROUS TV, NEWS 

PHOTOGRAPHERS, REPORTERS PRESENT. KNOX COUNTY SHERIFF PERSONALLY 

ATTENDED MEETING. MAN CLAIMING FROM ALABAMA PASSED THROUGH 
CROWD, GAVE OUT I INAME PHONE NUMBER TO SPECTATORS.) ~

REPORTEDLY LOCAL CONTRACTOR RESIDING FT. CITY. NO RECORD KX INDICES. 

CARTER STATED WOULD RETURN KX SPEAK AGAIN IF PEOPLE WANTED HIM 

BUT NOT WHERE NOT WANTED. SPEECHES FROM BUMPER OF BUICK BEARING

NINETEEN FIFTYSIX ALA. LIC. ONE DASH SIX SEVEN FIVE SIX TWO.

ALSO PARKED ADJACENT WERE RED PLYMOUTH CONVERTIBLE BEARING 

FIFTYSIX D. C. LIC. AX FIVE NINE TWO SEVEN, OR, AX FIVE NINE 

TWO NINE AND PONTIAC BEARING FIFTYSIX D. C. LIC. AE NINE 

TWO DASH NINE FOUR AND NASH RAMBLER BEARING FIFTYSIX ALA. LIC. ONE 

A ONE EIGHT FIVE SEVEN NINE. BH AND WFO ADVISE KX REGISTERED OWNERS 

OF LICENSES.

ALDEN

CORR MM TIME SHOULD BE 9-57

END ACK IN ORD PLS > / '
OCt ME. BELMONT v’-----

, , . AND SUPERVISOR *
WA / 1103 PM OK FBI WA ELR oom. intel. Division

BH OK FBI BH B CH



A cc - Liaison Section 
w Williams >

^100-423395

Date: September 26, 1956

To: Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence
Department of the Army 
The Pentagon 
Washington 25, D. C.

Attention* Chief, Security Division

From: John SOgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Subject: fclTE CITIZWS* CO0KCIL8

& DISTRICT OF COLOMBIA : '
«TE«SBMIH.S ,.aM3

- ^Wference is made to my previous colonisations 
in. tgMBTsJwvere furnished information concerning the 
activities «g John Kasper, executive secretary of the 
captioned organization.

by For your additional inform cion, Kasper and
Usa carter, executive secretary of the Alabama Citizens*

i v Councils^, spoke to a group of approximately 35 to 50 people 
in Fountain City, a suburb of Knoxville, Tennessee, on 
September 23, 1956.

FSI

Carter spoke for approximately twelve minutes c 
and urged white citizens of Knoxville to organize citizens 
councils and to call! ~lfor thia purpose. He
attacked Felix Frankfurter, Associate Justice of the q 
felted States Supreme Court, communism and both major 
political parties. He stated citizens cannot be cowards 
and should not be controlled by politicians but should

*6
A?C

// organise. He made few direct references to integration 
but stated he was not going to be integrated

Tolson A-------
Nichols --------
Boardman-----
Belmont _——
Mason ----------
Mohr------------
Parsons----- _
Rosen ----------
Tamm ——----
Nease----------
Winterrowd —
Tele, Room _
Holloman------
Gandy .----------
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Letter to Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence 
Department of the Ar*ay

b6
b7

Carter was followed by Kasper, who urged that 
citizens councils be organized.

An unidentified man claiming to be from Alabama 
passed through the crowd and handed out the name and telephone 
number of to those in attendance.

John Kasper was arrested September 24. 1956, at 
approximately 9:00 p.m. at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, by the 
Sheriff's Office of Anderson County, Tennessee, on state 
charges of night riding and sedition. This arrest was 
based on an indictment returned September 24, 1956, by 
the Anderson County Grand Jury. The charges reportedly 
grew out of actions on the part of Kasper during his 
recent visit to Clinton, Tennessee, and are separate and 
distinct from Federal charges made against Kasper for 
contempt.

A confidential source, of unknown reliability, 
reported that Kasper went with a group of members of the 
Citizens Council of Clinton to Oak Ridge to attend a 
Democratic "kickoff“ rally where Governor Clement of 
Tennessee was scheduled to speak. It was the intention 
of Kasper and his group to "boo" the speakers at the 
rally.

According to thia source, Kasper was placed 
in the county jail at Clinton. A small crowd gathered 
at the jail and it was rumored that others were attempting 
to mobilize additional support.

Information received from another source, of 
unknown reliability, indicated that the sheriff contacted 
the United States Attorney in Knoxville in an attempt to 
arrange for the transfer of Kasper from the county jail 
at Clinton to the Knox County Jail in Knoxville to avoid 
any possible mob violence.

The same source advised at midnight on 
September 24, 1956, that Kasper had made bond and the 
crowd had dispersed.

- 2 -



Letter to Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence 
Department of the Army

According to an article whlcn appeared in the 
September FJ?; lr5o? issue of “The washington daily News,’4 
Kasper was released under bond.

Any additional pertinent information received 
relative to this matter will be furnished you promptly.

cc - Director of Naval Intelligence
Department of the Navy
The Pentagon
Washington, d. C.

cc - Director of Special 'investigations Bl COURIER SERVICE
‘the Inspector General
Department of the Air Force
Building Tempo E
hth and Adams Drive, S. 1.
Washington, D» Q.
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FEERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

:r. Twson.

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FBI KNOXVILLE

SEP 25 1956

teletype

3-ai»-83 f 5P7Mftt|pMC
9-25- 56 12-23 AM EST

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC WFO URGENT /
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, IS - X. JOWN%^SPER

। ARRESTED SEPT. TWENTYFOUR, FIFTYSIX, APPROXIMATELY NINE PM AT OAK RIDGF, 
TENN./BY' SLANDERS ON COUNTY. REPORTEDLY ARRESTED ON STATE CHARGES OF

, NIGHT RIDING AND SEDITION, BASED ON INDICTMENT RETURNED SEPT. TWENTYFOUR

BY ANDERSON COUNTY GRAND JURY. THESE CHARGES REPORTEDLY GREW OUT OF

ACTIONS ON PART OF KASPER DURING HIS RECENT VISIT TO CLINTON, TENN., AND

ARE SEPARATE AND DISTINCT FROM PRESENT FEDERAL CHARGES. CONFIDENTIAL

SOURCE REPORTS THAT KASPER WENT WITH A GROUP OF MEMBERS OF CITIZENS

> COUNCIL OF CLINTON, TO OAK RIDGF PRIOR TO HIS ARREST TONIGHT TO ATTEND

’A DEMOCRATIC QUOTE KICKOFF UNQUOTE RALLY AT OAK RIDGE WHERE GOVERNOR

CLEMENT WAS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK. IT WAS' REPORTED GOV. CLEMENT DID NOT

APPEAR. SOURCE STATES THAT IT WAS INTENTION OF KASPER AND HIS GROUP TO
S " 'X

QUOTE BOO UNQUOTE THE SPEAKERS AT THE RALLY. THE ARREST BY SO, ANDERSON 

COUNTY, TOOK PLACE AT OAK RIDGF AT THIS RALLY. SOURCE STATES KASPER IN 

COUNTY JAIL, CLINTON, TENN., AT PRESENT TIME AND SOME OF Mis SUPPORTERS 

‘ENDEAVORING TO CONTACT AUTHORITIES TO MAKE BOND FOR KASPER. SOURCE 

’REPORTS TWAT THERE IS SMALL CROWD GATHERED AT JAIL AND RUMORED OTHER 

SUPPORTERS GONE OUT IN COUNTY TO MOBILIZE ADDITIONAL SUPPORT. ONE SOURCE

END PAGE ONE
TWO COPIES WFO

Mr. Belmont----
Mr. Mohr—-----
Mr. Persons.
Mr. Roseitxl—
Mr. Tamm---------
Mr. Trotter-------
Mr. Nease---------
Mr. Winterrowd-
Tele. Room--------
Mr. Hollomaji—

! Miss Gan^yy------



PAGE TWO

STATES THAT SHERIFF IS CONTACTING USA, KX, TO ATTEMPT TO ARRANGE TRANS 

FER OF KASPER FROM CLINTON TO KNOX COUNTY JAIL, KNOXVILLF, TO AVOID 

ANY POSSIBLE MOB VIOLENCE. SAME SOURCE ADVISED AT MIDNIGHT, SEPT.

TWENTYFOUR, THAT KASPER HAS MADE BOND AND CROWD HAS DISPERSED.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

ALDEN

END

125 AM OK FBI WA ELR

TE

MR. BMtMOWT >7 / ■ ✓
ATO SOTEBVIgOB '
Mat arm,.



FD-72
(3-9-54)FEDERA * REAU OF IN\ ATION

S CASE ORIGINATED AT WASHINGTON FIELD

IEPORT MADE AT

WASHINGTON, D. C.

DATE WHEN 

5 2 81956

MdUOD FCHl WHICH MADS RIPORT MAM »Y

9/4-7,10-14, 
17-21,24/56 RICHARD B. LAVIN ..... tfp

WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIAaka. • b
SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: 9

INTERNAL SECURITY - X
... ■

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., aka JOHN KASPER, Executive 
Secretary of White Citizens’ Councils/(WCC),Washington, 

f D. C,. has received nationwide publicity due to his activities 
at Clinton, Tenn. Life Magazine 9/10/56 issue sums up / 
activities of KASPER as follows: "Last week 12 negroe|^ / * 
enrolled peacefully in Clinton High School, Tennessee’s * * 
first state-supported school to be integrated by court order. 
But a stranger. JOHN KASPER, a Yankee from New Jersey, 
interferred. Scoffing at both school officials and police, 
KASPER spread anti-negro literature, drummed up a march 
bn the school, harangued the town and organized white ... 
pickets. Fights broke out, the negro students were jeered 
and stoned. Ignoring a judge’s restraining order, KASPER 
drew a year’s sentence for contemptj but the damage was 
already done. Negroes had to attend class under armed \ 
escort and unrest continued in Clinton." United Press >

4

article reflects KASPER made a speech in Birmingham, Ala., 
9/13/56 that true segregationists "want trouble" and some 
must be willing to die for their cause. KASPER stated 
purpose of the Councils "is seizing local control of local 
affairs — and I mean seizihg~it." In KASPER’s absence 
from Washington, D. C, FRED P. HOCKETT and I 
associates of KASPER, held WCC rally 9/3/56, Constitution 
Ave., Washington—D—C. Newspaper articles reflect

___ (disagree as to leadership of WCC in 
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KASPER’s absence. WCC has opened office at 3204 M Street, 
N. W., according to neighbor and sign on door of building. 
Information developed that negative for offset printing 
donOby WCC was ordered from Lithographic Photo Service, 
InC., 3227 M Street, N. W. Background information re KASPER 
set forth. Background information re| set b6
forth. b7c
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DETAILS:

i.....

JOHN KASPER, Executive Secretary of the White 
Citizens' Councils (WCC), Washington, D. C., has receiysd 
nationwide publicity due to his activities at Clinton, 
Tennessee. The following is a chronological tabulation 
of newspaper articles concerning KASPER.

Washington Post and Times Herald
August 2.71^56,-gage.23.,..Column. .8

"Tennessee Jails Segregationist From District"

~ This article sets forth that JOHN KASPER, Executive
Secretary of the Seaboard White Citizen’s Council of 
Washington, D. C., was jailed on August 26. 1956, at Clinton, 
Tennessee on charges of "inciting a riot" oy encouraging 
picketing at a high school scheduled to integrate white and 
negro students.

Washington Post and Times Herald 
Angttst..2.2r.l?56> Page..21,. Column ,4 
"KASPER Freed in School Case"

This article sets forth that JOHN KASPER was cleared 
on August 28, 1956, at Clinton, Tennessee, on charges of 
trying to stir up a protest against integration at Clinton 
High School, KASPER announced immediately that he would 
continue his efforts to keep negroes out of Clinton High.

Washington Post and Times Herald 
August 30, 1956, Page 17

"Integration of State Aid High School Results in 
Clash in Clinton, Tenn." _________ __________

This article sets forth that violence Over the 
integration of Clinton High School, Clinton, Tennessee, flared 
on August 29, 1956. The Principal of the school, D. J. 
BRITTAIN, JR., advised the press that he had received an
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<1

ultimatum from JOHN KASPER that he either oust the negroes 
from the school or resign.

The article also sets forth that United States
District Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR in Knoxville, Tennessee, 
issued a temporary injunction on August 29, 1956, against 
KASPER and several other white supremacy demonstrators.

Washington Daily News
August 3(L. .195.6,.. Page 9.,—Calimn, .1

"KASPER Ignores U. S. Restraining Order"

This article sets forth that police at Clinton, 
Tennessee, served a federal restraining order on August 29, 
1956, to JOHN KASPER of Washington, D. C., in the middle 
of a speech to some one thousand cheering segregationists. 
The article sets forth that JOHN KASPER ignored the order 
and continued speaking. The crowd howled shouts of "kill 
them" at the police officers who served the order on KASPER.

Sheriff JOE K. OWENS is quoted as stating that 
KASPER "has got them stirred up to a high pitch."

The Washington Post and Times Herald 
Augus t 31,. .1956, Page. 29,- Colmans...1, Z^-and-j
"Mob Violence Erupts Again in Tennessee School
..Integration"_________________________________

This article date lined Clinton, Tennessee, on
August 30, 1956, sets forth that racial tension over 
integration at Clinton High School flared into violence 
for the second successive day.

"In Knoxville meanwhile," the article continues, 
"JOHN KASPER, accused of stirring up much of the trouble 
here, was arrested on a Writ of Attachment by Federal Judge 
ROBERT L. TAYLOR. KASPER was placed in custody of the United 
States Marshal and was jailed in default of $10,000 bail."
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Washington Daily News
Angus t .311P5. Page 9,. Column. 1

"KASPER Blamed in Clinton Row"

This article sets forth that authorities at 
Clinton, Tennessee, on August 31, 1956, believed that a 
ruling on a contempt charge against JOHN KASPER, .... 
segregationist leader, would decide the fate of an attempt 
to integrate the Clinton High School. The article set forth 
that police for the fifth day escorted twelve negroes to 
and from classes.

Washington Evening Star
September 1, 1956, Page 1, Columns 6 and 7

"Town Plans ’Home Guard’ After Integration Rioting"

This article relates that Clinton, Tennessee, 
officials on September 1, 1956, plan the organization of a 
"home guard" unit after "an unruly mob fired up by an 
outside segregationist held the town in a reign of terror 
for several hours last night" (August 30, 1956). The article 
also relates that JOHN KASPER was sentenced to one year in 
prison yesterday (August 30, 1956) at Knoxville, Tennessee, 
after United States District Judge ROBERT TAYLOR found him 
guilty of violating a restraining order which the court 
issued "Wednesday" (August 29, 1956).

Washington Evening Star
September 3, 1956; Page 1, Column 1

"Clinton Quiet After Bayonets Awe New Mob"

According to the article, "Tennessee Militia Men 
with fixed bayonets overrode a new mob loaded with teenagers 
late last night (September 2, 1956) dissolving threats'of 
renewed anti-integration riots."

Washington Post and Times Herald 
September 3, 1956, Page 1, Column 7 

"Troops Ready to Clash with Clinton Mob" 

This article sets forth that National Guardsmen 
on September 2, 1956, "pushed back a restive crows of some 
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six hundred anti-negro demonstrators at gun noint as tempers 
hit a white hot pitch in this riot torn town*(Clinton, 
Tennessee).

Washington Post and Times Herald
Page. .25., Colums, 2 .and-3-

"KASPER Gets Hearing in Tenn. Jail Sentence"

This article date lined September 5, 1956, at
Tonnaccaa cafe” r Ar+K Jlfll-IIV "IT'A/vF’ ‘ 'Knoxville, Tennessee, 'set?'forth' that JOHN KASPER of ..  

Washington, D.C "whose fiery segregation harangues were 
blamed for contributing to icanessee mob disturbances, 
will appear in United states District Court on September 6, 
1956, seeking release from jail."

Sheriff JOE OWENS, Anderson County, Tennessee,
is quoted in the article as stating that "everything had 
been quiet until he (KASPER) arrived."

This article sets forth that KASPER was addressing
a cheering and shouting crowd August 29, 1956, when United 
States Marshals called him aside and served a restraining 
order on him. According to the article, KASPER told the 
crowd "An injunction has been served On me...We have almost 
carried this fight to victory...You know how it is done, 
even if I am not here with you."

At his trial KASPER stated that he did not willfully
violate the court order and that it was not read to him and 
that he considered it merely a summons to appear in court. 
However, United Strfes Marshal FRANK QUARELS testified he 
read the order "word for word" and gave KASPER a copy.

Washington Post and Times Herald
Amomber. X.1256,. P^ Column 4
"Bail Right is Granted to KASPER"

This article date lined Knoxville, Tennessee, 
September 6, 1956, sets forth that JOHN KASPER, who is 
under a one year prison sentence On a contempt of court 
injunction on September 6, 1956, was granted privilege 
to make bail. United States District Judge ROBERT L.
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TAYLOR set the bail at $10,000 and denied motions for a new 
trial. Judge TAYLOR also made permanent an injunction against 
KASPER and others prohibiting them from interfering with 
racial integration at Clinton High (Clinton, Tennessee).

Washington Post and Times Herald
SeptemberQoltmns.6 and 7

"KASPER to stay in Tennessee and Peddle Integration"

This article sets forth that JOHN KASPER”took 
his seat on the powder keg of southern racial tensions when 
he announced that he will rset up headquarters in Tennessee."

KASPER in an interview on September 7, 1956, 
told the press, "I plan to stay within the Tennessee, 
Kentucky, West Virginia area for the time being."

Washington Evening Star
-1256, .

"KASPER to Address Alabama Rallies"

This article date lined at Birmingham, Alabama, 
September 11, 1956, sets forth that KASPER came to Alabama 
on September 10, 1956, for a series of appearances. KASPER 
also stated that he plans to return to Tennessee and 
conduct an organizational campaign through that state when 
he leaves Alabama.

Life Magazine •
September 10, 1956, issue, Page 46

"Trouble Maker for a School"

This article sums up the activities of KASPER as 
follows:

"Last week 12 negroes enrolled peacefully in Clinton 
High School, Tennessee’s first state-supported school to 
be integrated by court order. But a stranger^ JOHN KASPER, 
a Yankee from New Jersey^ interferred. Scoffing at both 
school officials and police, KASPER spread anti-negro 
literature, drummed up a march on the school, harangued
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the town and organized white: pickets. Fights broke out, 
the negro students were jeered and stoned. Ignoring a 
judge’s restraining order, KASPER drew a year’s sentence 
for contempt, but the damage was already done. Negroes had 
to attend class under armed escort and unrest continued 
in Clinton."

Washington Daily News
September 14 f 1956 r Page 4 ^Columns 1. 2^-andJi

"KASPER ASks ’Rabble-Rousers’ to ’Die’ for 
Segregation Cause"

This article date lined Birmingham, Alabama, 
September 14, 1956, by the United Press sets forth that 
KASPER told a huge rally on September 13, 1956, that true 
segregationists "want trouble" and some must be willing 
to die for their cause. The article continues that KASPER 
addressed"five hundred White Citizens’ Council members" 
including fifteen who showed up wearing the full regalia 
of the Ku Klux Klan for the occasion.

KASPER is quoted as saying that he was "deeply 
honored" by the Klansmen. "Such groups'as the Klan are 
needed to 'reserve segregation in the souths? KASPER stated.

KASPER is also quoted aS Stating, "We need all the 
rabble-rousers we can get." “We want trouble and we want 
it everywhere we can get it — a collapse of law and 
order is near at hand."

KASPER said the purpose of the Councils "is 
seizing local control of local affairs — and I mean 
seizing it."

KASPER is also quoted as saying, "We will have 
to have our martyr and some will have to die before this 
is over" because "the Federal Government means death to all 
of us."

It is to be noted that the Ku Klux Klan has been 
designated by the Attorney General of the United States 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.
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2. ACTIVITIES OF WCC IN -THE WASHINGTON.^.^^ . '

...... Confidential Informant T-l, who has furnished ' 
reliable information in the past, advised on August 29,>1956; 
that on the evening of JOHN KASP^’s; arrant__ An oust 26__J 956
KASPER atte 
and BENJAMII

ted to call I ..................... ............
SIMMONS, a local District of Columbia attorney, 

but was unsuccessful. T-l advised that KASPER had mentioned 
to him before h\left that he was going to Charlottesville, 
Virginia, then tb Clinton, Tennessee, and later to 
Birmingham, Alabama. KASPER related to T-l he tenatively 
planned to return to Washington possibly over the Labor 
Day week end and hoped to be accompanied by ASA ”ACE" 
CARTER, an official of the Alabama Citizen’s Council. 
According to T-l, while CARTER is in the D. C. area 
KASPER mentioned that the WCC may hold meetings in Wash
ington, D. C. Falls Church, Virginia, and on the Eastern 
Shore of Maryland. :

b6
b7C

__________ .T-l has previously furnished information that 
I is a partner of JOHN KASPER in the operation of

the Cadmus Book Store, 1246 Wisconsin Avenue__N- W
hac nroviMtiKiTv ■Fnrnichpa ^"formation that 

is the Chairman of the South-
east Council, WCC.

Newspaper articles reflect that BENJAMIN SIMMONS, 
an Attorney, represented KASPER in Tennessee.

...... Confidential Informant T-2, who is in a position to 
furnish correct information, advised on July 10, 1956, that 
ASA E. (ACE) CARTER is the Executive Secretary of the 
Alabama Citizen’s Council and a stronge advocate of 
segregation of the races. Informant advised that the 
Alabama Citizen’s Council has headquarters at Birmingham, 
Alabama, and supports the existing pattern of segregation 
in Alabama.

T-l advised also on August 291956, that he had 
ascertained from ______  I that KAoPER was expected
back in. Washington, D. C., on Labor Day week end (August 31, 
1956). _______ Jmentioned to T-l that she had had some
WCC literature printed and wanted T-l to assist in its
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distribution prior to the arrival of RASPER and ACE CARTER 
in an effort to get additional people to attend WCC meetings 
over that week end.

Captain M. H. LEACH, Acting Chief, United States 
Park Police, Washington, D, C.. advised SA GRANT E. NANNA 
nn Anmt 31___ 193^__ that ....................... I ,,

representing l:he White Citizens’ 
vounciis, contactea tne rark Police for a permit to hold a 
meeting on the Mall,—Sen±emhnr_3 1 956, at 2:00 pm. The 
permit was refused. stated that the WCC
would come down and now tne meeting anyway.

I I advised that the park area south
of Constitution Avenue between 7th and 9th Streets* N. W., 
may be used for a meeting Place without the necessity of 
having a permit and that was so informed._____

' T-l advised on August 31, 1956, that|_________ i

had nenticned that|______ rand other WCC members in the D. C. 
area planned to go to Charlottesville, Virginia, on---------- 
September 1, 1956, to distribute WCC literature. I___________  
stated that they were to be met there by KASPER and CARTER 
Oh Sunday, September 2, 1956, for a WCC meeting at 2:00 pm, 
which meeting was to be held at McIntire Field, Charlottesville 
Virginia.

b6
b7C

|___________also indicated to T-l that the WCC may
possibly go to an unknown location near Marlboro, Maryland, 
on September 3, 1956* for possible distribution of 
literature or a meeting.

A pretext telephone call to an unidentified woman 
at the Cadmus Book Shop on August 31, 1956, disclosed that 
the WCC planned to hold meetings at Charlottesville, 
Virginia, on September 2, 1956; at Washington, D. C., on 
September 3, 1956, and at Weysons Hall, Weysons Corner, 
Marlboro, Maryland, on September 4, 1956. It was ascertained 
that the Washington meeting was to be held on Constitution 
Avenue between 7th and 9th Streets, N. W. It was also 
ascertained that JOHN KASPER and "ACE" CARTER were 
scheduled to address the above three meetings.

The Washington Daily News, September 4, 1956, 
Page 3, Columns 2 ana 3, carried an article entitled
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"Racists ’rally* here Fails tn Get a Crowd." This article 
sets forth that! I Secretary to JOHN KASPER b6

zand FRIuJElUCK^OUI^^ 1115 Maryland Avenue, N. b7c
conducted a meeting of the WCC nn September 3, 1956, oh 
Constitution Avenue, N. W. | is quoted as
saying that "JOHN KASPER was going to speak and then they 
threw him in jail." She is also quoted as saying "ACE 

TCARTER was going to speak too but he had to go back to 
f/Alabama because they are going to try to integrate
schools there tomorrow and he’s not going to allow it." //

The Washington Post and Times Herald? September 4, 
1956, Page 10, Columns 5 and 6, carried an article "Pro- 
Segregation Rally Draws Few in District." This article /
sets forth that a pro-segregationist rally at Constitution 
Avenue and 9th Street, N. W., on September 3, 1956, drew 
fewer than fifty persons and more than half of these were 
policemen on duty, reporterst and photographers and mrinns---  
passers-by. Before the meeting got underwayI_________ 
told reporters that she was the only person authorized 
to speak for the Counci1Sui JOHN KASPER’s absence. The 
article sets forth that FRBSsl^ who said he was 
Chairman Of the Northeast Council (WCC) indiratpd Jhe 
did hot recognize the leadership of]_______________ I although
he would "back KASPER down the line.

T-l advised on September 20, 1956, that with 
JOHN KASPER away from Washington, the WCC was without 
leadership and that he knew of no future plans for the 
WCC. Informant advised that on approximately September 6, 
1956, he received a call from] [who wanted
informant to go to a small town near Bluefield, West 
Virginia, to distribute literature.

JOHN FREDERICK, 614 Lamarre Drive, Warren Woods, 
Fairfax, Virginia, on August 29, 1956, advised SA DAVID P. 
HURLEY that on Saturday evening, August 25, 1956. between 
the hours of 7:00 ind 8:00 pm, someone whom he did not 
see left three nieces of literature at his door. This 
literature consisted of a membership application for the 
White Citizen’s Council of Fairfax, Virginia; a leaflet 
captioned "White Citizens’ Councils, What Are They," and 
the October 15. 1955, issue of a newspaper captioned 
"Common Sense."
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FREDERICK advised that inquiry in the neighborhood 
disclosed thaf approximately four or five other families 
received the same type of literature during Saturday ..  
evening but that there appeared to be no specific pattern 
as to which homes were given this literature. From what 
FREDERICK was able to learn, the only person who observed 
the distributor of the literature was a Mrs. LARRY FRAZIER, 
whose address he was unable to recall. FREDERICK stated 
that Mrs. FRAZIER advised him that she could only describe 
the individual as a white man, middle aged, who appeared 
to be drunk.

3». ICC OFFICE, ..C».
ARTHUR P. WILLIAMS, JRF, 3204 M Street, N. W., 

advised SA FRANCIS B. McGIVERN on September 18, 1956,.that 
he occupies an apartment on the third floor of this building. 
WILLIAMS informed that recently the Seaboard White Citizens’ 
Councils have opened an office on the second floor of this 
building and are operating a printing press in the building. 
WILLIAMS advised that from his observance of those persons 
who have been coming into the office of the organization, 
he would characterize them as "poor white trash."

■ WILLIAMS was contacted again on September 21,
1956, by SA RICHARD B. LAVIN and he advised at that time 
that the only one that he has spoken to in connection with 
this office is a FRED HOCKETT. WILLIAMS stated that he 
held a conversation with HOCKETT wherein HOCKETT advised 
him that JOHN KASPER was sponsoring the office.

Miss EMMA STEVENS, Argo Express Company, 1220 
Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., advised on September 21, 1956, 
that the hall on the second floor of 3204 M Street, 
N. W., was rented by her to FRED P. HOCKETT on September 12, 
1956. Miss STEVENS advised that HOCKETT signed a one year 
lease for a monthly rental of $50.00 a month. The lease 
stipulates that the hall is to be used for social gatherings. 
Miss STEVENS stated that the rent was paid for the month 
of October in cash by HOCKETT. >

On September 21, 1956. it was observed that the 
street entrance door of 3204 !•’ Street, N. W., has printed 
thereon Seaboard White Citizen^’ Councils.
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b7C

4. INFORMATION CONCERNING PUBLICATION OF WCC LITERATURE

On August 29, 1956, SEAVY WATSON, 1334 Savannah 
Street, S. E. Washington, D. C. advised SAs HURLEY and 
JAMES H. DOWNING that on August 27, 1956, he went to the 
Cadmus Book Shop, 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W.. Washirtgtoh, 
D. C., to do some printing whichI I had previously
requested him to do. When he arrived he found that! 
did not have the necessary negatives which he needed tn make 
the offset print. At approximately 6:00 pm I _____  
left the Cadmus Book Store returning in ah^t fifteen 
minutes with the necessary nefratiyes. WATSON stated that 
neither JOHN KASPER nod ______ | have ever indicated to
him where their photographic work is done. WATSON advised 
that the Lithographic Photo Service, Inc., 322/ M Street, 
N. W.^ is located just around the corner from the Cadmus 
Book Store and that this establishment has the necessary 
equipment to do photographic work which is required prior 
to his doing the printing at the Book Shop.

WATSON stated that on August 27, 1956, at the 
direction of | H he printed one thousand
membership applications for the White Citizen*s Council 
of Fairfax, Virginia, and one thousand membership appli
cations for the White Citizen*s Council of Culpeper, 
Virginia. WATSON advised that he was paid at the rate of 
$2.50 per hour for the above work and that he was given a 
check drawn on the account of the Cadmus Book Shop at the 
National Bank of Washington.

Mr. MARTIN BACHER, Manager of the Lithographic 
Photo Service, Inc., 3227 M Street, N. W., advised SA LAVIN 
on September 18, 1956, that his company has done some work 
for the Cadmus Book Shop and | He stated that
after producing lithographic negatives on a tew occasions 
for| __________| he noticed that the material being
reproduced concerned negroes and due to the fact that he 
has negroes working for him in his shop he informed

I that he did not wish to reproduce any more material 
in order not to offend his workmen.

Mr. BACHER produced the accounts for the work that 
he has done for the Cadmus Book Store and they are set out 
in table form below:
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Data.of Job Brice Material
Material
Egg.eiygdLBx

68896 February 15, 1956 $15.56 Card and 
book

JOHN KASPER

68915 February 16, 1956 2.30 No ' 
explanation

JOHN KASPER

69329 February 28, 1956 47.94 EZRA POUND JOHN KASPER

69499 March 2, 1956 6.80 Alaska Bill JOHN KASPER

69662 March 7, 1956 1.66 Petition to 
Congress

Unknown

71061 April 18, 1956 2.86 NAACP

71062 April 18, 1956 3.83 Hear JOHN 
CROMMELIN

72415 May 21, 1956 6.12 A reprint Unknown

72416 May 21, 1956 7.81 Applications Unknown

73153 June 12, 1956 3.50 The 
Southerner

JOHN KASPER

74514 July 18, 1956 45.85 Virginians 
on Guard

See explana
tion below

74628 July 24, 1956 10.20 Newspaper 
clippings

74854 July 31, 1956 3.52 Membership 
application

Unknown

74937 August 1, 1956 4.69 Membership 
application

74953 August 1, 1956 2.86 Membership 
application

75142 August 7, 1956 5.60 Unknown Unknown
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.... Concerning number 74514, Virginians oh Guard, 
according to Mr. BACHER’S record, this photographing 
job consisted of the following pieces of paper:

1 5" x 8"
24 81“ x 11"
2 10" x 12” '
1 12" x 18" ,
1 10” x 12"
3 8i" x 11" '
2 8" x 10".

*....  Mr. BACHER stated that usually when a person
picks up a job that person must sign a receipt for the 
material; however, in some cases this is not done and this 
happens to be one of them. Mr. BACHER produced a bank 
deposit slip showing a deposit in the American Security 
and Trust Company dated July 23, 1956, which reflects 
thereon a check for $45.85 th the nOtatiOn"Cadmus -

__, [which BACHER states was received from NORA 
iTor the printing of this order, "Virginians on 

Guard." Mr. BACHER also;explained that ne does not keep 
any material that is turned into him for reproduction and 
that the negative and the original are returned to the 
customer.

...

..... The files of Confidential Informant T-3, another 
government agency, were checked on September 5, 1956, and 
these files did not reflect that JOHn KASPER ever registered 
for Selective Service in Washington, D. C.

" ...........Thb files of Confidential Informant T-4. another 
government agency, were checked On September 5, 1956, 
and these files did not reflect that JOHN KASPER ever 
registered for Selective Service in Yankton County, South 
Dakota.
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Mrs. E. B. OREM, Merchant Vessel Records and Welfare 
Section, United States Coast Guard, on September 18, 1956, 
made available to SA LAVIN Merchant Marine papers on 
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., born October 21, 1929, at 
Camden, Nev Jersey. This file indicates that Certificate 
of Identification Number Z870398 was issued to KASPER on 
June 13, 1947.

■* An application for Seaman Certificate dated June 13, 
1947, at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, reflects the following 
information:

Home achiress, 6725 Harvey Avenue, Merchantville, 
New Jersey. ROSE KASPER is listed as next of kin, mother. 
This application also indicates that a birth certificate 
from the Camden, New Jersey, Registrar of Vital Statistics 
had been seen.

The file contains an application from KASPER 
dated toarch 10? 1952, for duplicate seaman’s papers due to 
loss of his original papers. This request sets forth, 
"In December of 1951 while walking in the vicinity of 125th 
Street and 7th Avenue, New York City, I was attacked and 
as a result I lost my seaman’s documents along with other 
valuables." When writing to the Coast Guard on December 24, 
1951, concerning the loss of these papers, he gave as his 
address Box 552, GPO, New York 1, New Yorfc.

This file contains a record of two voyages. The 
first of these voyages was made from June 18, 1947, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,, to July 3, 1947, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, aboard the So Fort Winnebago as a Galley Man. 
This voyage was a coastwise voyage. The second voyage 
was made from July 17, 1947, Norfolk, Virginia, to 
September 1, 1947, Norfolk, Virginia, aboard the S3 Robert 
Stuart. This voyage was a foreign voyage. His Social 
Security Number is listed as 153-20-0077.

A check of the Central Driver File, Metropolitan 
Police Department, Washington, D. C. on September 19, 
1956, reflects that permit number 970447 was issued to 
FREDERICK J. KASPER, JR., 3206 Volta Place, N. W., which 
permit expires October 27, 1958. No violations were listed.
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.. The following identification record has been 
received from the Identification Division of the Federal..... 
Bureau of Investigation under Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Number 340297C:

/jo SPER

Number
Contributor of
fingerprints.... Nams-a Charge Pispositioa

PD, Sioux Falls 
S. ~D.

July 21, Sleeper 
1948

Released

US CG I FREDERICK JOHN 
HUSPER, JR.
? Z870398

March 10 
1952

6

Description;

Sex:
Race:
Date of Birth:
Place of Birth:
Citizenship:
Hair:
Eyes:....
Complexion:
Build: .....
Scars and Marks

Male....
’Caucasian
October 21, 1929
Camden, New Jersey 
USA
Brown 
Green 
Medium 
Tall ....  
Left handed.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
ALIAS _________________

CONCERNING WITH

. During a physical surveillance by Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation of JOHN KASPER on 
August 9, 1956, it was observed that he was driving a 1953 
Plymouth with D. C. license tag AX5927.

_  Mr. EDWARD J. ROGERS, Clerk, District of Columbia b7C 
Department of Vehicles and Traffic, made available on 
September 19, 1956, his file on D. C. license tag number 
AX5927. This file contains an application for a certificate 
nf title tn a motor Vehicle filed July 20, 1956, byL_______  
..................Iwhich sets forth that she was born

... ...... | (no place shown). This application ....  
indicates that She has an operator’s license from the State 
of West Virginia, number 379806. Her address is given as

| N. W., Washington, D. C.

- 16 ~
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b6
b7C

The application sets forth that she acquired the 
car from W. R. Keesee Auto, Bluefield, West Virginia.__ Qa 
thiu application she signed her name as

This file contains a certificate of title from 
the State of West Virginia, number 818454, for a 1953_____  
Plymouth. Serial Number 13283733. issued to

I I I Blueriexa, west
Virginia.

A check of the Central Driver File, Metropolitan 
Police Department, Washington, D. C., on September 19, 
■1956—reflects that permit number 991961 was issued to 
_______ _______________| which expires July 18, 1959. On this 
permit is carried the following description:

Born:
Race: 
Sex: 
Height: 
Weight: 
Hair: 
Eyes: 
Violations:

Female 
5* 7" 
135 pound&< 
Blonde < 
Blue
None recorded

- 17 -
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A Grand Jury hearing had been scheduled concerning 
the White Citizens1 Councils in Washington, D. C., on 9/11/56; 
however? this Grana Jury hearing has been postponed 
indefinitely due to the one year sentence received by JOHN 
KASPER in Knoxville, Tennessee.

For information of all offices covering leads, 
it is to be noted that New York in a report of SA JAMES P. 
MARTIN, 8/22/56, entitled White Citizens1 Councils of 
District of Columbia, IS - X, sets forth information that 
KASPER formerly ran a book store in New York (1954) which 
was labeled as a hang out for queer characters, mostly 
young college people who were so called "liberals." 
Information was developed that this book shop was frequented 
by negroes and Chinese homosexuals. According to the 
report, KASPER had no day time employment but had a steady 
income from numerous married women wnom he "accommodated" 
sexually during the day. Information was also developed 
that KASPER1s girl friend while operating the book store was b6 
a young negress,|| b7

A fisur conducted by WFO, 8/9/56, reflected KASPER 
on that night visited various bars in Washington, D. C., 
after which in the early morning hours he attempted to engage 
a white woman in conversation on the street. He later 
accompanied a negro woman into an alley at 3:45 am and 
remained in the alley with her for 21 minutes. He also 
stopped another negro woman in the street asking her where 
he could locate an open bar and girls. All offices should 
be alertu to obtain any further information concerning 
KASPER1s Ionduc t.

Pretext telephone call to Cadmus Book Store 
was made by SA DAVID P. HURLEY 8/31/56 using pretext of 
interest in WCC.

Fisur conducted by Special Agents of WFO on 8/9/56 
is contained in 100-33226 Sub B-2.

ADMIhWWIYS PAGE
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Identity 
af, Soares
T-l •_________

Date of Activity Agent to File #
Or Description Date whom where
of information Rfcc.fi iyed. Lumished. Located

KASPER attemnted 8/29/56 JAMES H. 1 100-33226-
DOWNING 142
(Oral)

mg 8/29/56 " 100-33226-
. 147 . . . b6

8/31/56 ” 100-33226-^^

। contact of ।

printi
WCC literature.

I (PSI) 

- Charlottesville 
trip, 9/1/56

WCC leadership 9/20/56 "

157

Instant 
report

Characterization of 
n n

T-Tr Characterizati on of ASA E. (ACE1 CARTER.
b7D

T-3: KASPER not 9/5/56 RICHARD B. Instant
Selective registered LAVIN report
Service Head
quarters, 
Washington, D. C.

T-4: KASPER not 9/5/56 REEL ADAM Instant
Selective registered BOYD report
Service, 
Local Board 11, 
Yankton, S. D.

Careful consideration has been given to the sources 
concealed and T symbols were utilized in this report Ohly in those 
instances where the identities of the s>urces must be concealed.

ATLANTA DIYISIGN
AT GAINESVILLE, GEORGIA
Report of ROY L. TUSSEY, SA, 8/23/56. Philadelphia, 
Pa., entitled White Citizens* Councils of District 
of Columbia, aka., IS - X, sets forth that FRED 
JOHN KASPER, JR., attended Riverside Military 
Academy located Gainesville, Georgia, 1944-45.

Will contact school officials for comments concerning 
KASPER while in attendance at that school.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE 
- 19 -
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AijsaLWKjan
1. Will check the draft status of FREDERICK JOHN 

KASPER at appropriate local draft boards.

2. Will conduct credit and criminal rWbcnn b6 
the new name  b7C

^JBMypg,rM JERSEY
1. Will check draft status of FREDERICK JOHN 

KASPER at appropriate local draft boards.

2. Will conduct discreet inquiry concerning 
KASPER including credit and criminal checks.

1. Will check draft status of FREDERICK JOHN 
KASPER, wa., JOHN KASPER, at appropriate 
local draft boards.

2. Will conduct discreet inquiries concerning 
KASPER from school officials at Temple 
University High School.

1. Will conduct credit and criminal checks 
cnncerningl wa..

--------------------- 1 * b6
' ' ................. ........ ......... - b 7 C
2. Will conduct discreet inquiries concerning 

her background from reliable sources.

AMNISTRATIYS.PAG£
- 20 -
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BALTIMORE DIVISION: (INFORMATION)

One copy of this report is being furnished to 
this office inasmuch as the activities of the 
WCC overflow into the territory covered by this 
division.

(INFORMATION) .......

Two copies of this report are being sent to 
Birmingham for information inasmuch as that 
office may desire to disseminate to the local 
United States Attorney.

KNOXVILLE DIVISION:. (INFORMATION) ......... ,

Twd copies of this report are being sent to 
Knoxville for information inasmuch as that 
office may desire to disseminate to the local 
United States Attorney.

MQB1LS PIYI.M:. (INFORMATION) .... ....

One copy of this report is being furnished to * 
this office for information due to the activity 
of WCC in that area.

RICHMOND DIVISION: (INFORMATION) ......

One copy of this report is being furnished 
to this office inasmuch as the activities of the 
WCC overflow into the territory covered by this 
division.

AT WAMNGm.P^.................................... .................. .
Will continue to follow the activities of the 
WCC in the Washington, D. C., area.

REFERENCE: Report of SARICHARD B. LAVIN dated August 27, 
1956, at Washington, D. C.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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JOHN M? CERRUTI, about April, 1955, went to
Washington, DC, to vxsit EZRA POUND. CERRUTI

/. was accompanied by KASPER and an acquaintance
; of KASPER, a Negro girl, whose flame CERRUTI 

believes was LINA LETT advises '
KASPER enjoyed the company of Negroes and lived 
with a Negro girl.I I in 1955.1
______ I denies any intimate relationship with 
KASPER, but states KASPER has been romantically 
interested in several Negro girls. | |
alleges that, at a social party in 1955, KASPER 
solicited funds allegedly on behalf of the NAACP.

J says KASPER had expressed self in terms 
or being anti-Communist. Two persons residing 
in vicinity of book shop, formerly operated by 
KASPER in New York, describe book shop as a 
meeting place for Negroes and whites. KASPER, 
till recently, paid rent on apartment at 526 East

uj A-
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b6
b7C
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with Household FinanceCbxporatia» fbr peculiar manner in 
dealing with prospective loan clients. Sources acquainted 
with some activities of CP, NY area and with some activities 

JSSS know of no CP activities or attendance at JSSS on 
part of KASPER.

- RUC -

DETAILS: / V /

RE FREDERICK JOHEMKASPER, Also Known as JohrMasper

Acquaintances of KASPER i!

JOHN Mf”*CERRUTI, residing 1009 8?th Street, 
North Bergen, New Jersey, owner and operator of a book shop 
and music store at 140 Mulberry Street, New York, New York, 
advised Special Agents JAMFR P. MARTIN and EDWARD A. BRANDT 
on September 17 1956, that he has been acquainted with 
JOHN KASPER since sometime about the end of 195^• He 
related that his book shop generally deals in books written 
in the Italian language and that he visits other book shops 
in the lowerspart of Manhattan to contact them for the 
purpose of having them refer people for Italian books to his 
store. He said in this way he met KASPER at the Make It 
New Book Shop.

CERRUTI recalls that he visited this book shop 
operated by KASPER on about three or four occasions and 
relates that every time he visited there, he noticed both 
Negroes and whites loitering about the book shop. He 
said that he recalls that on about two occasions he 
noticed that there was dancing going on in this book shop 
operated by KASPER with Negroes dancing with whites^ ? > •

CERRUTI said that he had read about KASPER’S 
activities in behalf of segregation in the South. He

- 2 -
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t

stated thgt he cannot understand how KASPER can profess an 
anti-Negro attitude because KASPER appeared to be 
friendly with the Negroes, whom CERRUTI saw at . 
KASPER's book shop. In addition, CERRUTI recalls 
a trip that he made to Washington, DC, accompanied by 
KASPER and a friend of KASPER's, a Negro girl, whose first 
name was I CERRUTI believes that this Negro
girls's last name was| ^~| but Is not sure of the 
last name.

CERRUTI said that he, CERRUTI, has long been 
an admirer of EZRA POUND as a poet. He said that POUND 
has been committed to St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Washington, 
DC, and that he, CERRUTI, generally visits POUND about 
once a year. CERRUTI mentioned to KASPER that he was 
going to visit EZRA POUND and KASPER said that he would 
like to go along. KASPER said hp wmrd also bring this Negi»o 
girl, whose first name is | | ana CERRUTI,
KASPER and KASPER's friend, the Negro girl, all went 
to Washington, DC, together on the same train about 
April, 1955, to visit EZRA POUND there.

CERRUTI recalls that most of the wav down^^ 
on the train KASPER and the Negro girl named 
dozed with one arm about each other and With KASPER's 
head resting on the Negro girl's shoulder. CERRUTI 
said that.from this, he gatheredthat the Negro girlj whose 
first name is I I and KASPER, had more than a
passing Interest in each other. CERRUTI said that, 
accordingly, he cannot understand KASPER's present 
attitude toward the Negroes and KASPER's demands that 
segregation be enforced.

CERRUTI said that KASPER had never asked 
CERRUTI to join the White Citizens' Council or any 
organization whatsoever. CERRUTI said that he himself 
is not a member of the White Citizens' Council and would 
not join any such oi’ganlzation. He said that the only

- 3 -
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organization to which he does belong is an organization of 
ex-United States Marines, veterans of World War I. CERRUTI 
states that KASPER never indicated any sentiments or 
sympathies of a pro-Communist nature and never engaged 
in any activities that were in any way pro- Communist, 
to CERRUTI’S knowledge.

CERRUTI never heard of KASPER attending the 
Jefferson School of Social Science (JSSS). In addition, 
CERRUTI never knew of KASPER expressing any sympathies of a 
pro-Nazi nature in any way. CERRUTI said that he had 
heard that some of the members of tie National Renaissance 
Party (NRP), which he termed a pro-Fascist group,had 

visited KASPER’s book shop in New Yo^k- on occasions, 
but CERRUTI said that he never knew, or never heard of 
KASPER being a member of this NRP.

The JSSS has been designated by the Attorney 
General of the United States pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450.

T-l, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, indicated on May 9# 1956, that the 
NRP at present is a neo-Nazi, anti-Semitic, anti
Negro organization with activities generally 
confined to the New York area. He said that its 
principal activities consist of holding outdoor 
meetings, and the distribution of literature 
throughout the United States and abroad where it 
is reprinted by similar organfeations. This s^jroe 
stated the NRP leader and founder is JAMES H^yMADOLE 
and its principal financial contributor is 
FREDERICIM^ISS. He said that at present the 
party membership is very small. The April, 1955* 
"National Renaissance Bulletin", official NRP 
publication listed headquarters at 10 West 90th 
Street, New York Gity^NQ,^ I

The NRP was the subject of a preliminary 
report on Neo-Fascist and Hate Groups published

_ 4 -
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by the House Committee on Un-American Activities on 
December 17, 1954, which stated that this neo
Fascist group’s activities and propaganda are 
clearly subversive and un-American.

Concerning EZRA* .POUND, mentioned above, the 
following is noted:

According to an article appearing in the "New 
York Times”, May 6, 1945, issue, entitled "EZRA POUND, 
Wanted for Treason, Seized by American Forces Near 
Genoa in Italy", this article reflected that POUND 
was indicted July 26, 1943, for treason. He had 
left America at the age of 22 and returned to 
America in 1939. In 1942, he again tried to return 
to the United States but failed.

A prolific writer of prose and poetry, he madp 
many broadcasts from outside the United States 
advocating the United States stay out of the war. 
Then, when the United States entered the conflict, 
he sought to persuade Americans:: to decline to support 
the war effort.

Born in Idaho, in 1885, POUND said when he 
left America, "For 22 years I have struggled against 
the appalling waste of opportunity in Americans 
mental affairs."

According to this article, during a visit to the 
United States in 1939, EZRA POUND expressed great 
admiration for BENITO MUSSOLINI and Fascism and 
described Italy as the "seat of culture in the Occident." 

a former NY news
According to an article published in P.Mj7 paper, 

on February 14, 1946, testimony by four psychiatrists 
on February 13, 1946, caused a Federal District Court 
Jury to decide that EZRA POUND was "of unsound mind"
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and incapable of standing trial for treason. 
After the hearing, Judge BOLITHA J. LAWS committed 
POUND to St. Elizabeth’s Hospital as an insane 
person. The Federal treason indictment still 
remained outstanding in the event that he recovered 
sufficiently to stand trial.

Mrs. LINA^LYDON^&TT, Apartment 40, 5 Minetta 

Street, New York, New York, advised Special Agents EDWARD A. 
BRANDT and WILLIAM C. JOHNSON on September 25, 1956, 
that she became acquainted with JOHN KASPER sometime 
around August, 1954, She made the acquaintance of KASPER 
through her former husband, PAUL LETT. She stated that 
this relationship with KASPER developed into a very 
intimate relationship which resulted in her leaving her 
then husband, PAUX/lETT, and wHch resulted in her sharing 
the same residence with KASPER at 526 East Sixth Street, 
New York, Nev/ York, and at 5 Minetta Street, New York, 
New York, between October, 1954 and Christmas, 1954.

Mrs. LETT advised that in October, 1954, she 
invested a; few thousand dollars in a joint business 
venture with JOHN KASPER, This business was a book store 
named the Make It New Book Shop located at 169’Bleecker 
Street, New York, New York, She stated that she 
furnished the entire capital for the business. Mrs. 
LETT advised that her association with KASPER terminated 
in February, 1955* at which time Mrs. LETT also withdrew 
from the book store business venture. Mrs. LETT stated 
that she has recovered from KASPER $400 of her original 
investment.

Mrs. LETT further advised that during her 
association with the book store, there was little, if 
any, profit. However, she added that KASPER used to 
receive considerable financial support from KASPER's 
mother. She knew of no other source of income of KASPER, 
but added that KASPER’s numerous girlfriends, no doubt, 
financially aided KASPER.

- 6 -
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Mrs. LETT advised that there was a young 
Negro girl by the name of I I who.used to
work in the Make It New Book Shop. She stated that 
KASPER left hei; Mrs. LETT, to commence living with

Mrs. LETT related that the Makeit New 
Book Shop seemed to be a gathering place for 
students, both white and Negro. She said that some 
of these students were alleged to be members of the 
NRP. She did not believe KASPER to be a member of the 
NRP. She described KASPER as a "radical" and elaborated 
by stating that KASPER is a peculiar individual, who seems 
to be always seeking adventure in One form or another. 
She did not believe KASPER to be a Communist or pro- 
Communist in his sympathies or activities and stated 
she could best describe KASPER as "an opportunist".

Mrs. LETT said that KASPER is a very convincing 
conversationalist and always appears to have a great 
number of girlfriends. She made the statement that she 
believes it possible that KASPER might be a homosexual, 
stating that this belief is founded on the basis of 
KASPER’s association with men, whose Identities she 
cannot recall, who outwardly exhibited feminine tendencies.

Mrs. LETT said that it is hard for her to 
understand KASPER’s present fight against the desegregation 
of the Negro race, inasmuch as KASPER had never previously 
evidenced any hatred for the Negro race to her knowledge.

Mrs. LETT advised that KASPER did associate 
with members of the Negro race in the ordinary course oof 
business at the Make 1$ New Book Shop. She stated that 
KASPER did, on oc£aai°nsJ also attend private parties which 
were attended by/white and Negro persons. Mrs. LETT 
added that KASPER, in view of his liking for females, was 
interested in several Negro girls from more than "a fatherJy’ 
viewpoint". According to Mrs. LETT, KASPER never expressed 
any dislike for Negroes, but oh'the contrary, seemed to
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enjoy their company. She stated that there was only one 
colored employee at the MakeIt New Book Shoo, namely the 
forementioned young girl, whose name is I I

Mrs. LETT advised that she had no knowledge 
that KASPER ever attended the JSSS. She added that 
KASPER is a "lazy person", who talks a great deal about 
his literary aspirations, but never acts in any manner to 
effect those aspirations.

Brooklyn, 
New York, advisee special Agents EDWARD A. BRANDT and 
WILLIAM C. JOHNSON on September 26, 1956, that she had 
worked from about February, 1955, to April, 1955, for 
JOHN KASPER at the MakerSt New Book Shop, 169 Bleecker 
Street, New York, New 'kork. She staceu cnat th; ■. /OK 
store was a gathering place for both white and Negro 
students from various New York City educational insti
tutions, interested in cultural development. She stated 
that there were no political meetings of any nature 
taking place at this book store and advised that she 
never saw any literature being distributed there other 
than the customary book sales. She advised that the 
gatherings were on an informal . basis, and that/often . 
a little dancing might be engaged In by the students 
in attendance.

I___________ | stated that she is aware of
KASPER’s present activities against the desegration of the 
Negro race. She stated that KASPER’s present attitude 
"of hatred' towards the Negro race is a complete reversal 
of the attitude KASPER had when she, a Negress, was 
associated with KASPER in the.operation of the Make ,t 
New Book Shop.

____________(related that KASPER, on several 
occasions, was in attendance at social parties held 
at some of the Negro students homes. She advised that 
she cannot recall the identities of the Negro students
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1 %

who held these particular parties at their homes.
[recalls that at one of these social parties, 

<ASPJSR had solicited funds, allegedly as contributions 
in behalf of the National Association for the Advance
ment of Colored People (NAACP).

b6
b7C

I____________ladvlsed that KASPER was romantically
interested in several Negro girls, whose names she cannot 
recall at the present time, but she advised that these 
Negro girls did not reciprocate KASPER's interest.

I denied having ever lived with KASPER 
and stated that her relationship with KASPER was never 
intimate.

___________ advised that it is hard for
her to understand KASPER’s present attitude in regard to 
Negroes, inasmuch as KASPER had formerly expressed himself* 
in her presence, as being very much against segregation of 
the Negro race. Further she recalls that KASPER had
expressed himself in terras signifying a very warm affection 
for the people of the Negro race-. |___________ [added it
was her understanding that KASPER had been a godfather 
to several Negro children, whose names she cannot 
recall at the present time.

I I advised that she had no reason
to suspect that KASPER had ever been affiliated in apy 
way with the Communist Partjr or any subversive group. 
She advised that KASPER had expressed himself in terms 
which led her to believe that KASPER was very much 
anti-Communist. She had no knowledge of KASPER having 
ever attended the JSSS.

_[further advised that there were 
several persons who visited the Make. It New Book Shop, 
whom shp undA-ratnod were members of the Nnf. However, 

was of the opinion that KASPER was not a 
memoer or unis organization. She knew of no clubs 
or organizations of which KASPER ever was a member

_ 3 .
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_|advised that she was a personal 
friend of a Negro writer named TEIX'JOANS and that JOANS 
had questioned her regarding her knowledge of KASPER. 
She said that this may have been the source of any story 
which JOANS may have written about KASPER's racial' 
views. She added that she does riot know the address'cf 
TED JOANS or where - he is employee! but does know uiat 
he is a writer. (It is noted that information will be 
set out hereafter concerning an article in a we’ekly 
newspaper, "Thd Village Voice", reflecting statements 
from TED JOANS regarding KASPER}.

The Communist Party, has Veen designated 
by the Attorney General of the United States 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

b6
b7C
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Past Employment

Mr. A. P. DONOVAN, Manager, Household 
Finance Corporation, 44 East 23rd Street,New York, 
New York, advised SA WILLIAM 0. JOHNSON on September 
26, 195o, from available records, that JOHN KASPER 
had been employed by his firm as a field representative 
from January 15, 195^, to July 26, 1954, at which time 
KASPER was dismissed. KASPER's Social Security Number, 
from these records, was indicated to be 060-28-0049, 
his residence as 526 East Sixth Street, New York, New 
York, and his birthdate as October 21, 1929* KASPER's 
past employment was listed as follows:

Make-It-New Book Shop - 6 months

Library of Congress, researcher - 7 months

Bluebird Inn, manager and bartender 
(no address or dates listed)

Washington Spectator, copier - 2 months 
(no address listed)

Square Dollar Series - one year 
(no address listed)

Merchant Marine - 1947

(In regard to the above employments, it 
is noted that the records contained no date for any of 
these employments beyond Merchant Marine - 1947).

Mr. DONOVAN stated that KASPER was dismissed 
in view of KASPER's peculiar manner in dealing with 
prospective loan clients. He described KASPER as 
the "Bohemian type" and one who possesses an inferiority 
complex. He stated that the incident leading up to
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KASPER's dismissal grew out of KASPER'S prolonged and 
embarrassing questioning of a prospective client's 
15 year old daughter.

Mr. DONOVAN stated that he had never 
received any information relative to any interest for 
or against the Negro race on the part of KASPER, other 
than one incident. He stated that this incident 
involved an unscheduled visit by another employee of 
Household Finance Corporation to the residence of 
KASPER, at which time KASPER was being visited by a 
middle-aged Negro woman. KASPER subsequently explained 
to said employee that this Negro woman was being taken by 
him, KASPER, to Bellevue Hospital, New York, New York, 
for treatment.

DONOVAN had no knowledge regarding any 
remarks made by KASPER against the Negro race at any 
time. He knex? of no association on the part of KASPER 
with any member of the Negro race other than the 
above-mentioned incident.

Mr. DONOVAN stated that he had no reason 
to suspect that KASPER might be affiliated with the 
Communist Party, or any other subversive group. 
DONOVAN stated that KASPER had never indicated to him 
in any manner that KASPER was attending or had ever 
attended the Jefferson School of Social Science (JSSS). 
DONOVAN also had no knowledge, or had never heard of 
KASPER being associated with the National Renaissance 
Party (NRP).

Alleged Attendance at 
Parsons Art School

It is noted that on September 11, 195$, one
JOSEPH BARCO, Me Kee City, New Jersey, advised SA LEO-T. CLARK

-12-
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of the Newark Office that BARCO'S daughter recognized 
a photograph of KASPER, which had appeared in the 
September 7, 1956, issue of "Life" magazine, as a 
person who had been a fellow student at Parsons Art 
School, 57th Street, New York City, where BARCO'S 
daughter had attended school within the past few years.

BARCO said that his daughter had told him 
that KASPER, while attending that school, always 
seemed to be especially friendly with Negroes, went 
out of his way to associate with them, and lived with 
one for a time. BARCO also advised that KASPER was 
reported to be a partner in a small establishment 
on Bleecker Street, New York, operating under the name 
of the Make-It-New Book Shop.

In regard to the above, it is noted that 
the 1956-1957 issue of the Telephone Directory for 
the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, fails to 
reflect therein any listing for a Parsons Art School. 
However, there is a listing for a Parsons School of 
Design, located at 401 East 54th Street, New York, 
New York.

At this latter school Miss ANNA PRENTICE, 
Registrar, Parsons School of Design, advised SA WILLIAM 
C. JOHNSON on September 25, 1956, that the records of 
the Parsons School of Design, which does teach art, 
fails to reflect any attendance at present, or in the 
past, for a person by the name of FREDERICK JOHN 
KASPER, JOHN KASPER, or any variation of the spellings 
of these names.

Inquiries Vicinity 169 
Bleecker Street, New York, 
New York

Mrs. ROMAULT BRUNO, 201 Sullivan Street, 
New York, New York, Superintendent of the premises
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at 169 Bleecker Street, New York, New York, and who 
lives around the corner from the last mentioned 
address, advised SAS JAT4ES P. MARTIN and EDWARD A. 
BRANDT on September 17, 195^, that, to :the best.of her 
recollection, JOHN KASPER had commenced the operation 
of Make-It-New Book Shop in a store located on the 
street level at 169 Bleecker Street, about November, 
195^• She said that the store had been operated 
thereafter by the Make-It-New Book Shop until about 
the early part of the summer of 195^, at which time 
the stock of the Make-It-New Book Shop had been 
removed from the store since KASPER had been dispossessed 
for non payment of rent. She stated, however, that 
after January, 195$ > she does not recall any activity 
at the Make-It-New Book Shop, stating that she believed 
that KASPER was away from the shop from thdt time ..and 
that he had mentioned that he was operating a book 
shop in Washington, D.C.

Mrs. BRUNO said that the Make-It-New Book 
Shop usually opened up in the late afternoon and 
stayed open through the early evening and night hours.

Mrs. BRUNO said that on several occasions 
when she entered the book shop to make inquiry for the 
rent which was due she had noticed groups of people 
there sitting around the book shop whom she would 
describe as "Bohemian." She explained this by stating 
that these people seemed to be students of the type 
that patronized Greenwich Village and included both 
whites and Negroes.

Mrs. BRUNO related that she usually had 
difficulty getting the rent money from JOHN KASPER. 
She advised that she had never noticed any indication 
of any activities at this book store which she would
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deem in any way pro-Communist, pro-Nazi, pro-Fascist, 
or in any way against the principles of the United 
States form of government. She further said that she 
had never seen any indication of any activities on 
the part of KASPER while he was at this hook shop 
which would lead her to believe that he was in favor 
of segregation of the Negroes.

Mrs. BRUNO knew of no attendance on the 
part of KASPER at the JSSS, and stated that she had 
no knowledge concerning any membership or activities 
on the part of KASPER in the NRP.

Mrs. BRUNO said that when the book shop 
was first opened by KASPER he had been assisted in 
it's operations by a white woman known to her as Mrs. 
LINA LETT, but that thereafter Mrs. LETT left and 
KASPER was assisted by a young Negro girl whose name 
Mrs. BRUNO did not know. Subsequently, this Negro 
girl left and KASPER was assisted by a young blonde 
white woman whose name also Mrs. BRUNO did not know.

ANTHONY SANTILLA, operator of a shoe repair
shop at 163 Bleecker Street, New York, New York, 
advised SAS EDWARD A. BRANDT and WILLIAM C. JOHNSON 
on September 26, 195^, that it was a great surprise 
for him to hear of JOHN KASPER's present activities 
in favor of segregation of Negroes.

SANTILLA stated that KASPER had formerly 
operated the Make-It-New Book Shop which adjoined 
SANTILLA's shoe repair shop. SANTILLA related that 
a great number of Negro students, as well as white 
students, used to frequent KASPER's book store. 
SANTILLA said that he had observed KASPER, on several 
occasions, in the company of Negroes, on the street
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outside the book store, at which time KASPER appeared 
to be quite friendly with these Negroes.

Mr. SANTILLA stated that, on several 
occasions, dancing was engaged in at KASPER’s book 
store. He knew of no political activities ever 
carried on at KASPER’s book store and was of the 
opinion that the book store was merely a gathering 
place for students. Mr. SANTILLA stated that he 
knew of no information which might indicate any 
affiliation with a subversive group on the part of 
KASPER.

Inquiries at
52o East Sixth Street, 
New York, New York

Mrs. ELIZABETH BILANCHUK, Superintendent 
of the premises at 526 East Sixth Street, New York, 
New York, advised SAS JAMES P. MARTIN and EDWARD A. 
BRANDT, on September 17* 1956, that JOHN KASPER has 
rented, for at least several years, apartment 11 
located on the third floor of these premises.

She advised that the apartment is still 
maintained in the name of JOHN KASPER but that KASPER 
has not, to her knowledge, resided at this apartment 
since at least the latter part of 1955. She further 
stated that she has no knowledge that anyone has 
used or occupied KASPER’s apartment at this address 
while KASPER has not been residing there.

She said that she recalls that KASPER 
mentioned to her at one time that he was going to 
Washington, D.C. to operate a book store there. She 
related that she could not understand why he continued
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to maintain the apartment at this address in New York 
City except that the rent was very cheap for the 
apartment and that he might feel that he could use 
the apartment overnight whenever he visited New York.

Mrs. BILANCHUK said that she had read in 
the newspapers of KASPER's activities in favor of 
segregation of the Negro race and advised she had 
been surprised to find out that he was a man of these 
opinions.

She related that KASPER was an extremely 
quiet tenant at these premises, one who was not known 
to anyone else in the neighborhood, .to her knowledge, 
since he was seldom at the premises.

She further advised that she had no 
knowledge at any time of any activities on the part 
of KASPER which she would deem to be pro-Communist 
in nature. She specifically did not know of any 
attendance on the part of KASPER at the JSSS, or any 
membership on the part of KASPER in the NRP.

JOHN PETERS, 210 East 14th Street, New 
York, New York, who is the renting agent and real 
estate manager for the building 526 East Sixth Street, 
New York, New York, advised SA JAMES P. MARTIN on 
September 19, 1956, that he has occupied this 
position for the last three and a half years. He 
stated that when he assumed this position JOHN KASPER 
was a tenant in apartment 11 at 52'5 East Sixth Street, 
and has been a tenant since. He said that he 
understood, however, that KASPER has not occupied 
this apartment since about the latter part of 1955 
and knows that KASPER has been in Washington, D.C. 
during 1956•
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PETERS said that the rent for this 
apartment is extremely small being only $13.50 a 
months but said that nevertheless he has consistently 
had trouble securing-the rent from KASPER and has, on 
several occasions, started dispossess proceedings 
against KASPER but each time KASPER would come 
through with the payment of the rent and the 
proceedings would be stopped.

PETERS said that his files disclosed a 
letter bearing no date which he had received from 
JOHN KASPER on August 27, 1956, which stated as 
follows:

I have just returned from Europe 
and find my rent at 526 East Sixth 
Street, apartment 11, New York 9, 
New York, has not been paid. I had 
left the responsibility for such 
matters to be attended by a friend, 
but through carelessness he seems 
to have neglected my rent.on Sixth Street

Enclosed please find check in amount 
of $27 in full payment of two months 
rent.

PETERS said that this was the last rent 
he had received from KASPER and stated that the rent 
for the month of September had not been received and 
that accordingly dispossess proceedings had been 
started again against KASPER. PETERS said that this 
time he intends to go through with the dispossess 
proceedings since KASPER has caused so much trouble 
in the past by refusing to furnish his rent when due.

-18- y
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PETERS knew of KASPER’s recent activities 
of a segregation nature through having read same in 
the newspapers. He said, however, that previous to 
that he had no knowledge that KASPER had ever been 
engaged in any activities of a segregation nature.

PETERS also said that he never had any 
knowledge which would lead him to believe that 
KASPER was in any way pro-Communist in his sympathies 
or activities or that KASPER had ever attended the 
JSSS or had been a member of any organisation known 
as the NRP. PETERS also had no knowledge concerning 
any association on the part of KASPER with Negroes 
or any knowledge concerning anyone ever’ using KASPER’s 
apartment in the latter's absence.

Miscellaneous

T-l on September 26, 195$, advised SA 
EDWARD A. BRANDT that he had no knowledge concerning 
any attendance by KASPER at the JSSS or concerning 
any activities or sympathies on the part of KASPER of 
a pro-Communist nature1^5^ )

In regard to the NRP, T-l advised that he 
knew that a few members of the NRP had visited, at 
times, the Make-It-New Book Shop operated by KASPER 
but on an infrequent basis. T-l said that it would 
appear, therefore, that KASPER must have been 
acquainted with and sympathetic toward the NRP, or 
else the members thereof would not have bothered to 
visit KASPER’s book shop. T-l had no knowledge, . 
however, that KASPER ever was a member of the NRP.d^)^

T-l advised that the newspaper "The Village 
Voice," published for the residents of the Greenwich 
Village area of New York City, in its issue of
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September 12, 1956, contained the following:

"Given a year in jail in Tennessee 
last week for stirring up anti
integration riots, JOHN KASPER, 26, 
left the Village only about a year 
ago after starting the Make-It-New 
Bookshop at 169 Bleecker Street. 
He is remembered by many villagers, 
among them Negro artist Ted Joans, 
who yesterday told The Voice: 'His 
bookshop did contain a lot of Fascist
type literature, but he apparently had 
no grudge against colored people then. 
At one time he had a colored girl 
friend, and he once interceded with 
a landlord to help myself and my 
white wife to get an apartment.’"

T-2, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past and who is familiar with some of the 
activities of the JSSS. advised on September 27, 1956, 
that he had been invited.to several interracial 
gatherings held at KASPER’s book store located 
somewhere on Bleecker Street, New York, New York. 
The source recalled that only on one occasion was 
KASPER there and the source was accordingly not well 
acquainted with KASPER

T-2 said that he did know that KASPER 
had a colored girlfriend who assisted KASPER in 
operating the book store. T-2 could not recall the 
name of this colored girl but described her as 27 
years old, light skin, and rather tallW)

T-2 said that he noticed all types of 
literature at this store but could recall nothing
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specific regarding this literature. T-2 related no 
one at the book store, including KASPER, had urged 
the source to loin any organization or to contribute 
to any group.

T-2 had no information regarding any 
Communist or fascist connections which KASPER may 
have had and T-2 had no information that would 
Indicate that KASPER had ever attended the JSSS, or 
had ever belonged to the NRP.(CJ^i

The following sources, all of whom have 
furnished reliable information in the past and all 
of whom have knowledge of some activities of the 
Communist Party in this area, were contacted but 
could furnish no information regarding KASPER:

T-3, T-4, T-5, T-6, T-7, T-3 and T-9

T-10, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past and who has knowledge of some activities 
of the Communist Party in this area, and who has 
knowledge regarding some of the activities at the 
JSSS, could furnish no information regarding KASPER.

The following sources, all of whom have 
furnished reliable Information in the past and all of 
whom possess knowledge of some activities at the 
JSSS, were contacted but could furnish no information 
regarding KASPER:

T-ll, T-12, T-13 and T-14

-RUC-
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INFORMANTS

Date of Activity Agent to File No.
Identity or Description Date whom where
of Source of Information Received Furnished Located

mi 1

L

T-2 1

PSI

T^I

‘t>1—

t-k!

T-9]

—Re NRP documentation

Information re 9/26/56 SA EDWARD Instant
KASPER A. BRANDT report

9/27/56 SAS "
BENJAMIN P. 
MC MANUS & 
EDWARD A. 
BRANDT

Negative re 9/25/56 SA JAMES "
KASPER p. HALLERON

] " " b7D "

" 9/2 6/5 6 " "3^

” 9/2'{,56 SA ARTHUR " "lx/)

P. HEALY

" 9/25/55 ” "

” 9/25/55 0

" 9/27/56 CHARLES "
D. SHORES

9?

)

1

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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INFORMANTS (CONTINUED)

Identity 
of Source

Date of Activity 
or Description 
of Information

Date
Received

Agent to 
whom
Furnished

File NO 
where 
Located

•

T-10 Negative re 9/25/56 SA PATRICK Instant
_ KASPER J. STOKES report

T-ll 1 H 9/25/56 SA R.C. II

RUFFING
4^12 1 ‘ II 9/25/56 SA CARMELO u

v..vw______ b7D
I!

GRAFFAGNINI

V ' 1 9/26/56 SA W. n A. \
DONALD

&)

DE WITT

t-141 ’ 11 9/27/56 II n

L— Careful consideration has been given to

each source concealed and T symbols have been utilised 
in the report only in those instances where the 
identities of the sources must be concealed.

ADMINISTRATIVE

It is noted that mention is made in instant 
report to an article appearing in the publication 
"Village Voice" reflecting statements made regarding 
KASPER by one TED JOANS. It is further noted that 
Washington Field furnished information that a similar 
article had appeared in Jet magazine and the Bureau 
authorized interview of TED JOANS concerning the 
contents of said article, if the files of NYO contained

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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ADMINISTRATIVE (CONTINUED)

no information which would preclude such interview. 
Files of the NYO contained no pertinent information 
identifiable with TED or THEODORE JOANSo fi’OWver, 
attention is drawn to NY teletype to Bureau dated 
9/27/56 reflecting that the NYO recommends that no 
attempt be made to interview JOANS since it is felt 
that any interview of JOANS would result in the latter's 
divulging tte rature of such interview to news publications. 
Accordingly, no interview of JOANS will be conducted 
by the NYO unless instructions to do so are received 
from the Bureau.

REFERENCE Report of SA JAMES P. MARTIN, 8/22/56, NY.
WFO airtel to Bureau, 9/21/56.
Bureau airtel to NY, 9/21/56.
Bureau airtel to NY, 9/25/56.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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September 12, 1956, that JOHW-^ASPER, official of the White 

Citizens’ Council of the District of Columbia, visited ASA 
CARTER, Executive Secretary, Alabama Citizens Council, in 
Birmingham, during the week of September 10, 1956. T-l said 
he talked to JOHN KASPER on September 12, 1956, and that 
KASPER said he was in Alabama on a speaking tour as the guest 
of ASA CARTER. T-l said he heard KASPER say that he, KASPER, 
had received hundreds of letters and telegrams since his 
action at Clinton, Tennessee, where he made speeches and 
passed out literature opposing Integration at the Clinton 
High School. KASPER further said, according to T-l, that 
the people at Clinton, Tennessee supported him, and that 
they were for what he was doing. T-l further stated he 
heard KASPER say, "Every type of resistance is necessary 
to fight the open and naked display of power wielded by the 
United States Supreme Court." KASPER also said, according 
to this Informant, that, "A lot of pro-segregation groups 
believe they can stop this thing in the courts. This is 
ridiculous--the courts are too corrupt."

T-l, above mentioned, advised on September 14, 
1956, that he attended a rally at the Central Park Theatre, 
Birmingham, on the night of September 13, 1956, and that 
JOHN KASPER made a speech favoring segregation. T-l said 
there were approximately four to five hundred persons present 
and that at the end of KASPER’s speech, 15 robed and hooded 
Ku Klux Klansmen appeared and shook hands with KASPER. 
KASPER said he was deeply honored by the presence of these 
men and that such groups as the Ku Klux Klan are needed to 
preserve segregation, according to T-l. T-l said KASPER 
stated, "We need all the rabble-rousers we can get." KASPER 
predicted someone would be killed before the fight was 
finished. T-l said KASPER made the following statements: 
"We want trouble and we want it everywhere we can get it. 
A collapse of law and order is near at hand. The purpose 
of White Citizens Councils is seizing local control of 
local affairs and I mean seizing It." T-l said that KASPER 
also told the crowd at the Central Park Theatre to immediately 
ascertain the Identity of people who favor integration in 
their community and "take care of them." According to T-l,
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KASPER stated, "We will have to have our martyr and afeme will 
have to die before this is over. The Federal Government means 
death to all of us." T-l said he learned that ASA^CARTER 
planned to use JOHN KASPER to make inroads on a r^val group 
af citizens councils in Alabama, headed by State Senator 
SA^S^NGELHARDT of Shorter, Alabama.

T-l said that KASPER, in his speech at the 
Central Park Theatre, attacked Governors FRANK CLEMENT of 
Tennessee, CHANDLER of Kentucky, and FOLSOM of Alabama, 
stating that these governors have shirked their responsi
bilities to their people. T-l said he heard KASPER say 
that he Intends to turn the White Citizens Councils into 
"roving bands" which groups would be ready to proceed to any 
point in the Southern areas where integration is attempted.

Birmingham Confidential Informant T-2, contact 
with whom has been insufficient to determine his reliability, 
but who is in a position to furnish correct information, ad
vised on September 15, 1956, that he was present at the 
Central Park Theatre in Birmingham on the night of Septem
ber 13, 1956, and heard JOHN KASPER make a speech favoring 
segregation. T-2 stated he heard JOHN KASPER make the follow
ing statements which he managed to copy down verbatim:

"We now have this battle joined. There is 
no question about it."

"If a nigger in Montgomery can pay a quarter 
to the NAACP, there is no reason why a white man 
can't give a dollar to our organization."

"This issue of segregation is the burning 
issue of our times."

"We are demanding a government which is a 
servant of the people—not it's master."

"We can no longer wait. We can no longer 
put it off. We must fight by every available means."
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"The Supreme Court is enforcing a manner of 
life that we do not want and will not have.”

"We believe that total collapse of law and 
order is at hand."

"We must use every means to stop the 
niggers—every means."

"We have fought our legal fight. We have 
no recourse in a court. We will see in this case 
if freedom of speech exists."

"Some of us may die before this thing is 
over."

"We have got to pull ourselves up by our 
own boot straps."

"They hate ACE CARTER because he tells the 
truth."

"We believe in exposing and cutting out your 
next door neighbor if he is an integrationlst."

"We are going to deal with the National 
Guard when they get here."

T-2 further stated that JOHN KASPER said "we" 
are going to organize the entire states of Tennessee., Kentucky, 
and West Virginia. T-2 said KASPER referred to Governor 
JAMES E. FOLSOM of Alabama as an "enlarged ape-like form in 
the state house in Montgomery." According to this informant, 
KASPER referred to Governor FRANK CLEMENT of Tennessee as 
"SMILEY" CLEMENT, at which time the crowd booed loudly and 
shouts of "Hang him’." were heard. T-2 said that 15 Klansmen, 
by actual count, appeared in the auditorium near the end of 
KASPER's speech; that these men were fully robed and hooded 
and it was impossible to identify them. T-2 said that when 
the Klansmen came on the stage, ASA CARTER said he was proud 
to be on the stage with them. T-2 said that the crowd at 
the Central Park Theatre was well-behaved and appeared to be
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composed of citizens of average means. He said the crowd 
was not composed of ’’riff-raff". T-2 estimated there were 
approximately 400 persons present.

T-l, above mentioned3 advised on September 17, 
1956, that JOHN KASPER intended to speak at Anniston, Alabama 
on the night of September 15, 1956, but that City authorities 
in Anniston refused KASPER the use of the City Auditorium. 
T-l stated he had learned that City officials at Montgomery, 
Alabama, refused to permit KASPER to speak on Sunday after
noon, September 16, 1956, at Montgomery, and that hotel au
thorities there refused KASPER permission to use the ball 
room of the Hotel Jeff Davis, which KASPER had previously 
rented.

Birmingham Confidential Informant T-3^ contact 
with whom has been insufficient to determine his reliability, 
but who is in a position to furnish correct information, ad
vised on September 24, 1956, that he attended a meeting of 
the East Lake Citizens Council otherwise known as the Eastern 
Section Citizens Council, at Cascade Plunge on the night of 
September 20, 1956. He said that an individual by the name 
of EARfeslIEWMAN presided. T-3 said that the main event of 
the evening was a speech by JOHN KASPER, official of the 
Citizens Council of Washington, D. C. T-3 said that KASPER 
talked about his recent trip to Clinton, Tennessee. KASPER 
said he went to the homes of citizens in Clinton and asked 
them if they wanted Negroes to attend their schools. He told 
these people to picket and to strike against integration. 
KASPER said he told the people of Clinton that they did not 
have to send their children to school. T-3 said KASPER stated 
that the real issue at Clinton was "Do we or don’t we have a 
Constitution?" T-3 said he heard KASPER say that an iron 
curtain surrounds the people of Clinton, Tennessee today and 
that "when law and order break down, it is up to the people 
to remedy the situation." T-3 said KASPER stated that people 
are not allowed to talk about integration at Clinton, Tennessee; 
that he saw three people standing on the street corner at 
Clinton and a Deputy Sheriff told them to move on. KASPER 
quoted the Deputy as saying, "You’re not allowed to have
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meetings here. I don’t care about your meetings." According 
to T-3, there are people in Clinton, Tennessee at the present 
time who are seeking ways and means of communicating with each 
other concerning the segregation problem. T-3 said KASPER 
did not elaborate upon this latter statement.

According to an Associated Press story in the 
"Birmingham Post-Herald," a daily newspaper, for September 25, 
1956, JOHN KASPER was arrested at Oak Ridge, Tennessee on 
September 24, 1956, on an indictment of "Sedition and inciting 
to riot, growing out of early demonstrations in nearby Clinton. 
This article further stated that KASPER, age 26, was released 
from Jail at Clinton the same date under $2,000.00 bond put 
UP by "local followers".

On September 27, 1956, Detective HAROLD FINCHER, 
Birmingham Police Department, advised he attended a public 
rally at Central Park Theatre, Birmingham, on September 13, 
1956, at which JOHN KASPER spoke. FINCHER said he recalls 
that KASPER made several remarks which he believes border on 
violation of the. "Treason Statutes." Specifically, FINCHER 
said he recalled KASPER making the statement that, "We want 
trouble. We need more rabble-rousers. Some people may die 
before the issue of integration is settled." FINCHER said 
the above quoted statement is correct to the best of his recol
lection. He said the words may not be exactly in order, but 
that the above statement expresses what KASPER actually said.

Detective J. B. JONES, Birmingham Police Depart
ment, was interviewed on September 27, 1956, and furnished 
substantially the same information as received from Detective 
FINCHER. JONES said he recalls KASPER making the statement 
about wanting trouble and wanting it "now" and that more rabble 
rousers were needed to maintain segregation. JONES said he 
also recalled KASPER stating something about people may die 
before the issue of segregation vs. integration is settled.

On September 27, 1956, GRAY GABLE, Reporter for 
the "Birmingham News", a local newspaper, was Interviewed. 
GABLE stated he arrived at the rally at Central Park Theatre 
on the night of September 13, 1956, just as JOHN KASPER 
finished speaking. He stated that the crowd was still

L
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applauding when he entered the theatre, but that he did not 
hear anything KASPER said.

The ''Birmingham News” in its issue of Septem
ber 13, 1956, carried an article by JAMES SPOTSWOOD, Associated 
Press Staff Writer, entitled, "Segregationist has ’Distrust' 
for College Men, Likes Working Class". This article stated 
that JOHN KASPER was born in New Jersey, is a college graduate, 
and has an "Instinctive distrust" of men with college educations. 
The article stated that KASPER is an admirer of the poet, 
EZRA POUND, and that he, KASPER, has been Interested all his 
life in the "purity of the races". KASPER was quoted as saying 
"I believe that all movement in history has been a product of 
race and personal character. I believe the white race is the 
great race and the only race which has fought for free insti
tution. I do not hate Negroes, but I believe that for the 
progress of the white and Negro races this is best accomplished 
by separate institutions based on a particular destiny of the 
separate races."

KASPER denounced anti-Semitism as unscientific. 
He denied that the White Citizens Council of Washington, 
D. C. is anti-Semitic.

The article indicated that KASPER began organizing 
the Washington Citizens' Council after a tour of Alabama in 
March 195$; that he had a choice between two types of councils— 
one which claims that all white schools have been preserved in 
Alabama by legal means; another which accuses the first group 
of cowardice in handling the Negro problem. The latter group 
is headed by ASA E. (ACE) CARTER, a former radio announcer. 
KASPER sided with CARTER, according to this article. KASPER 
allegedly said, "The only sincere and courageous leader in 
the entire movement was ACE CARTER—that the rest of the so- 
called leaders in Alabama and other states, including Missis
sippi, were controlled by politicians seeking to gain a foot
hold in their respective states outside of the regular 
political machines."

KASPER was further quoted as saying, "I have an 
instinctive distrust of any man with a college education. I

- 7 -
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find the working people are the only living representatives 
of the white race in the United States who have the intelligence 
and the courage to maintain their racial integrity. I can 
talk much easier to a person who works with hands and either 
produces something or transports or helps to grow something, 
because they have horse-sense and independent thought. They're 
not—as the intellectual—trying to imitate someone else and 
someone else’s way of living,”

In this article, SPOTSWOOD wrote that KASPER was 
born in Camden, New Jersey, October 21, 1929; that his parents 
were of German origin, and his father was a successful indus
trial combustion engineer, KASPER graduated from Columbia 
University with Bachelor of Science Degree in 1951. The article 
quoted KASPER as stating that EZRA POUND, above mentioned, has 
had "the greatest external Impact on my thinking."

SPOTSWOOD asked KASPER how he thought the Negro 
issue would be solved and KASPER allegedly answered, "Ulti
mately I believe that the people will compel the degenerate 
politicians and Communists...to withdraw from public life and 
return us to constitutional government, responsible, repre
sentative and composed of men with front names, hind names 
and addresses. KASPER said he admires political leaders, 
Senator MCCARTHY; Representative WALTER of Pennsylvania; 
perhaps Senator JENNER of Indiana, and Governor TAIMADGE of 
Georgia.

According to this article, KASPER became bitter 
when he referred to the Federal Court intervention at the 
recent racial trouble over school integration at Clinton, 
Tennessee. KASPER was quoted concerning this as follows:

"The right aim of any law is to prevent 
coercion either by force or fraud. The Supreme 
Court (school) decision is precisely fraudulent 
and in the use of federal Injunction to enforce 
that fraudulent Supreme Court decision on segre
gation it makes no difference whether U. S. Marshals 
or federal troops are used.

- 8 -
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"Force is being exercised. Woe to those 
whose only right is their power. The wild grass 
will grow over their dead bodies."

T-l, above mentioned, advised on September 20, 
1956, that he had ascertained that ASA CARTER and JOHN KASPER 
had "split up". T-l said CARTER would speak in Fountain City, 
Tennessee near Knoxville, at 4:00 p.®. on Sunday, Septem
ber 23, 1956. T-l said CARTER has stated that KASPER would 
not accompany him on this trip; that he is through working and 
associating with KASPER. CARTER said, according to T-l, that 
KASPER is too fond of publicity. T-l said JOHN KASPER in
tended to be in Knoxville or Clinton, Tennessee, on Septem
ber 23, 1956, to make a speech.

T-l advised on September 27, 1956, that he had 
that day received information which indicated that CARTER 
and KASPER have not "split up" as he had previously learned; 
that they spoke together at Knoxville, Tennessee on Septem
ber 23, 1956.

Information was received from the Knoxville 
Office on September 23,'1956, that JOHN KASPER and ASA CARTER 
spoke to a group of approximately 35 to 50 people at Fountain , 
City, Tennessee, a suburb near Knoxville, on this date. Both 
made speeches from the bumper of a Buick bearing 1956 Alabama 
license 1-67562. Parked adjacent to this car was a Nash Rambler 
bearing 1956 Alabama license 1A-18579-

On October 1, 1956, SA CHARLES B. STANBERY checked 
records of the automobile registrations, Birmingham Police 
Department, which^reflected that Alabama license 1-67562 
is Issued to HAROLu'Mc BRIDE, 909 Idlewood Circle, for a 1953 
Buick. Alabama license 1A-18579 was issued to C. J^^c- 
FARLAND, 1250 Park Avenue, Tarrant City, Alabama, for a 1955 
Nash. Birmingham Indices were negative concerning both 
individuals.

- RUC -
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b7D

Identity 
of Source

ADMINISTRATIVE

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS

Date of Activity Agent to File Number
or Description Date whom where
of Information Received Furnished Located

(Requested).

T-l • Talk with JOHN 105-375-23
KASPER 9-12-56.

n JOHN KASPER’S 105-375-33
speech at An
niston can
celed.

Alleged split- 105-375-42
up between JOHN 
KASPER and ASA 
CARTER.

(Requested).

T-2:1 105-375-30

(Requested)

T-^: CHARLES Instant
B. STAN- report.
BERY,

___  orally.

Careful consideration has been given to the sources 
concealed and "T" symbols were utilized in this report only in 
those instances where the identities of the sources must be 
concealed.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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ADMINISTRATIVE

Eight copies of instant report have been desig
nated for the Bureau and six copies to WFO, office of origin, 
according to instructions set forth in Washington Field Office 
airtel to Bureau dated September 21, 1956, in this case.

KNOXVILLE DIVISION: (INFORMATION)

One copy of instant report is being furnished to 
the Knoxville Division for information inasmuch as KASPER has 
been active in that division.

MOBILE DIVISION: (INFORMATION)

One copy of instant report is being furnished to 
the Mobile Division for information inasmuch as KASPER has 
been active l,n that division.

REFERENCE: Birmingham Teletype to Bureau, September 14,
1956;

Bureau Airtel to Birmingham, September 14, 1956; 
Birmingham Airtel to Bureau, September 15, 1956j 
Birmingham Teletype to Bureau, September 17, 1956; 
Bureau Airtel to Knoxville, September 17, 1956; 
Washington Field Office Airtel to Bureau, 

September 21, 1956

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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DatOi October 2, 195$

.esiotant Chief of Staff, intelligence
Department of the Army
The Penisgem
Fashingtcn 2$, D, C,

ttent ion: Chief, security Division

John. Sdgar Hoover, Director 
"Were! ^reau of Investigation
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Pejerwice io e^de to ny previous m^torandwn 
dated September 26, 195^» tn vhfch you wr» fvrniehed 
information regarding the arrest of John Kasper ■ 
at Oak ‘tidge, Tenneosee, on September 34, ig$6, 

For vevr additional inforv^tion^n^er 
was arraigned before Circuit Judge <% X. Anston 
at Clinton, Tennessee, on the morning of September 2$, 
19$6-^ kt that time he stated that he was not 
represented by cweeoel and that be personally would 
present hie eaee, Kasper .regue&ted at least 30 days 
tn which to make preparations for his defense^ 
Judge Houston set the date of Kasper's trial as

Any additional ■pertinent information received 
relative to thio matter will bo furnished you promptly*
cc Director of Special inveottgat ions

The fnepeot&r General
BY COtBIBB SS^fC2Department of the J tr Wns«

Washington, D.
Blreeter «/ into11igenee

Assi^taht A^’omey General 
William F, Tompkins

■DP
W"

(BY Form 0-6

i.

same date)



It- is believed action r^ommended by Mobile 
in giving this to Gove^^r Folsom - is the 
right course, inasmuch as Folsom has alerted 
National Guard previously and this will give 
him true picture of situation. We have no 
jurisdiction to interview Bell at this time. 
We will tell Mobile to advise Bureau results 
if police interview Bell. Expedite 
dissemination of this information is being 
made to Attorney General, Rogers, Tompkins 
and intelligence agencies.
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Date: 9/26/56^

Transmit the following message via

(Priority or Method of Mailing)
AIRMAIL

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

•It

Bcardmati__
Belmont__ i<s<
Mohr________
Parsons_____
Rosen_______

TO: DIRECTOR EBI AND SAC WASHINGTON FIELD
■■ m__

1^-T',ian

FROM: ^SAC KNOXVILLE
A

RE: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
INTERNAL SECURITY' - X

Remytel 9/25/56.

As indicated in reftel, KASPER made bond at approximately 
11:00 p.m., 9/24/56. He had been arrested earlier that date by Anderson 

County Sheriff GLAD WOODWARD on basis of an indictment returned previous 
week by Anderson County, Tenn. Grand Jury charging a two count sedition 
violation.

KASPER advised of the warrant by WOODWARD at democratic 
rally held in OakRidge, Tenn., and attempted to escape from the Sheriff. 
A deputy noticed KASPER fleeing from the Sheriff and attempted to stop him, 
even though he did not recognize him. According to the Sheriff, KASPER 
struck the deputy several times on the face prior to the Sheriff’s arriving 
and subduing KASPER. No additional charges known to have resulted from the 
resisting arrest or assaulting the officer.

On morning of 9/25/56 KASPER arraigned before Circuit 
Judge D. L. HUTSON at Clinton, Tenn., indicated that he was not represented 
by counsel, and that he would personally defend his case. He requested at 
least 30 days in which to prepare his defense. Judge HUTSON has set trial 
as H/5/56 and KASPER remains free on the $2000 bond, which he made shortly 

after arrest.

After arraignment KASPER talked briefly with approximately 
30 persons, who were apparently his supporters, and who had congregated on the 
courthouse steps in Clinton. He advised that what had happened to him was 
further evidence of the corrupt nature of the public officials and law enforce

ment officers in this area.

The Bureau and WTO will be advised of any additional develop.

Bents.

MW / ALDEN

END
.

3- Bureau (100-423395)

2 - WFO (100-33226)

1 - Knoxville (105-122)^

Approved: _____________^<5
Special Agent

c -t? 28

re

HES:mlc (6)

Sent M



3 P'rACTMENT OF JUSTICE

TKETYPB

Mr. Tolson------^4 
Mr. Niehols^Z—f 
Mr. BoardwtajjdC.
Mr. BelmonK—— $ 
Mr. Mohr--------- j 
Mr. Parsons----- - I

F B BIRMINGHAM 9-27-56 5-47 PM BS

RECTOR, F B I AND S A C-S WASHINGTON FIELD, KNOXVILLE

URGENT —

Mr. Tamis--------- I
Mr. Trotter------- ’
Mr. Ncase---------a
Mr. Winterrowd-- *
Tele. Room--------i
Mr. Holloman—-4.
Mies Ga/idy_----- 1,

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA IS'DASH

RE KNOXVILLE TEL SEPT TWENTYSIX. ERNEST HARDIN, PHOTOGRAPHER, 
। z 

.SWf BIRMINGHAM NEWS WWE, DETECTIVES HAROLD FINCHER AND /<
4/, S, Hurt'icT / /

J. B. JONES, BH PD, WILLING TO TESTIFY BEFORE USDJ, KNOXVILLE^

HARDIN-S KNOWLEDGE OF KASPER-S SPEECH AT CENTRAL PARK THEATRE,

BH, SEPT THIRTEEN, SET OUT IN BH AIRTEL TO BUREAU, SFPT FIFTEENTH

WHICH INFO IS SIMILAR TO THAT FURNISHED BY KENNETH BEANE, EMPLOYEE, 

UNITED PRESS, AND CS, BH OFFICE. BEANE DOES NOT DESIRE TESTIFY/ 

INASMUCH AS HE IS OBTAINING INFO FROM ASA CARTER, FRIEND OF JOHN 

KASPER, RE CITIZENS COUNCIL ACTIVITIES IN ALA. DETECTIVES FINCHER 

AND JONES ADVISED THIS DATE THEY RECALL KASPER MAKING SEVERAL REMARKS

WHICH THEY BELIEVE BORDER ON VIOLATION OF TREASON STATUTE. THESE

DETECTIVES STATE KASPER SAID HE WANTED TROUBLE, NEEDED MORE RABBLE-

ROUSERS AND THAT SOME PEOPLE MAY DIE BEFORE THE ISSUE OF INTEGRATION 
RECORDED / rfIS SETTLED. FINCHER AND JONES DO NOT RECALL AS' MANY STATEMENTS ' 1 '

ALLEGEDLY MADE BY KASPER AS DOES ERNEST HARDIN,

MORE SPECIFICALLY, HARDIN CAN

KA^ER AS FOLLOWS —
K

QUOTE WE NOW HAVE THIS BATTER

IS NO QUESTION-ABOUT IT. THE SUPREME COURT IS ENF

IONS

3 1956 
MENTIONED

TESTIFY TO DIRECT QUOTA

CI NG A

OF JOHN

MANNER

OF LIFE THAT WE DO NOT WANT AND WILL NOT HAVE. WE BELIEVE THAT TOTAL

A/A _____
TWO COPIES WFO

/END PAGE ONE/



♦ - *
/PAGE TWO/

COLLAPSE OF LAW AND ORDER IS AT HAND. WE MUST USE EVERY MEANS TO 

STOP THE NIGGERS, EVERY MEANS. SOME OF US MAY DIE BEFORE THIS 

THING IS OVER. WE BELIEVE IN EXPOSING AND CUTTING OUT YOUR NEXT 

DOOR NEIGHBOR IF HE IS AN INTEGRATIONS. WE ARE GOING TO DEAL WITH 

THE NATIONAL GUARD WHEN THEY GET HERE.^W^TE. IF USA DESIRES 

TO USE HARDIN, FINCHER AND JONES, SUGGEST THEY BE SUBPOENAED TO 

INSURE ADEQUATE EXPENSES TO KNOXVILLE AND RETURN. ALL THREE INDI

CATED WILLINGNESS TO TESTIFY BUT EXPECT EXPENSES OF TRIP TO BE PAID. 

PERMISSION SECURED FROM VINCENT TOWNSEND, MANAGING EDITOR, BIRMINGHAM 

NEWS, FOR HARDIN TO APPEAR AND FROM CHIEF OF POLICE J. C. LANCE FOR 

JONES AND FINCHER TO TESTIFY. ROBERT HUGHES, METHODIST MINISTER, 

BH, HEARD KASPER-S SPEECH AT CENTRAL PARK THEATRE. HUGHES IS OUT 

OF CITY, RETURNING SEPT TWENTYEIGHT. NOT KNOWN IF HUGHES WOULD 

TESTIFY. KNOXVILLE ADVISE IF USA NEEDS HUGHES IN ADDITION TO ABOVE 

THREE INDIVIDUALS.

MC MAHON

END - ACK IN ORD PLS

WA 7-5<SPM OK FBI WA DE

KX OK FBI KX AJG

DISC PLS

UT
(So, Si.8E.KOH
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

Mr. Tolson
„Mr. Nichols__ -/ 
^Jlr. Boardmanl^ 

Mr. Belmont_•_ 
Mr. Mohr
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Parsons___ _
Rosen______
Tamm_____
Trotter____ -
Nease ____
Winterrowd-

F KNOXVILLE

ALL INFORMATION COITTIUNED 
IS UNCLASSIFIED 

caie 8-.aM3 by5P7.M

10- 1-56

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC WASHINGTON FIELD

URGENT

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, IS DASH

ESTAM

Tele. Room.....
Mr. H?ll:iman_
Miss Gandy___

12-25 BT

NIGHT SEPT. TWENTYNINE LAST CLOSED WCC MEETING HELD TWO MILE

EAST CLINTON, TENN. KASPER REPORTED PRESENT. APPROXIMATELY S-I

CARS OBSERVED, LICENSES OF MANY CARS RECORDED. AFTERNOON SEPT.

THIRTY OPEN, PUBLICIZED MEETING HELD ON PRIVATE PROPERTY FIVE MILES 
NORTH OF KX. ASA CARTER SPOKE ONE HOUR ON HISTORICAL SUPREMACY^/ 

•F WHITE RACE, INABILITY COLORED RACE TO SUSTAIN FREE GOVERNMENT,

DANGER COMMUNISTIC TENDENCIES OF BOTH MAJOR POLITICAL PARTIES.

HE URGED THOSE PRESENT TO JOIN WCC WHICH HE CLAIMED WILL 

ACCOMPLISH ITS GOAL THROUGH PRESSURE, POLITICAL ACTION. KASPER 

SPOKE OVER ONEHALF HOUR ALONG SAME LINES, CLAIMED TO HAVE BEEN 

MISQUOTED IN NEWSPAPERS IN REGARD TO USE OF FORCE.

NEITHER REFERRED TO CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL OR LOCAL COURT ACTION.

THOSE JOINING WCC ASKED TO REMAIN, ABOUT TWENTY PERSONS STAYED.

NO DISORDERS NOTED EIGHER

Oci | $ id yn

END ACK IN ORD

Pl-25 AM OK FBI WA MG .
» ^6 4^>

CTO COPIES

MEETING.

X 3 IMS / mrtr-AW J 6 (

ma. gatMOMT X 
AND SUPBBTWO® 
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TO:

the

SAFROM:

Transmit

NEW YORK

RECTOR, FBI

AIR TEE

10-1-56

BUREAU OF INVEST:

ION CONTAINED
CUSSIFIED 
SHOWS

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

ollowing Teletype message to:

AU IM
UFKE1M

WHITa.£ITIZEN ’ SL.U.QUNCIL& OF DIS TRI CT 
OF COLUMBIA, aka, IS-X.

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Tolson_____
Nichols----- _
Boardman 1̂
Belmont V__
Mohr ___

Mr. Parses_____
Mr. R sen_____  
Mr. Tamm
Mr. Tr .isr_____  
Mr.
Mr. W'^^rrowd- 
TMe. Room ____  
Mr. H fl man__  
Miss Gandy____

Re NY report 10-1-56.

___ |on 10-1-56 furnished the NYO a copy of the NY 
Amsterdam News, leading NYC Negro paper dated 9-29-56. The 
lead story under headline of "RACIST EXPOSEDn-"RACE BAITER 
JOHN KASPER WAS VILLAGE NEGRO LOVER" indicated info from close 
associates of KASPER, NED WILLIAMS and TED JOANS to the effect 
that KASPER held inter-racial parties at his bookshop and pre
ferred negro girls. One of his girl friends was described as 
a Brooklyn school teacher who visited EZRA POUND in Washington 
with KASPER. According to JOANS, KASPER had urged people-to 
join the NAACP and procured twelve new members at a party but 
did not join himself,“because of the JEW”. The complete tenor 
of this article was to the effect that KASPER did not practice 
what he preached about racial separation when it came to negro 
women.

The above is for the info of the Bureau.

CiassifieA C KELLY

/^Bureau 100-^23395 ' 
^.-WFd 100-33226
1-NY 10^-19792

:sgr (#1)

** ------------------------ ---

1-W. Me D, #1

d f I.

Approved
in Charge

io oct ; 5956'

Sent_^_ 
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DATE
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INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD
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WHITE CITIZENS* . COUNCILS.OF 
DJSTEIGT...QE- COLUMBIA, Aka 
Seaboard Citizens* Councils INTERNAL SECURITY - X

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED K
IILHSIN IS ^CLASSIFIED \

SYNOPSIS:

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, identifying himself as JOHN KASPER, made 
public speeches at Wetumpka, Ala., 9/17/56, Montgomery, Ala., 
9/21/56 and Jemison, Ala. 9/22/56; had a press interview 9/19/56 
at Montgomery and a TV appearance at Montgomery 9/20/56. Ver
batim accounts of the 9/17/56 speech and the 9/20/56 telecast set 
out herein and data from other witnesses reflect that KASPER 
spoke frequently about his activities in Clinton, Tenn, in organ- Ip-
izing resistance there to integration in schools, and charged the
public officials there with corruption and with suppressing his rj ’
and the people’s constitutional rights. He charged the Federal j ;
Govt, with "thought control", and said that "we have a Communist J -
government now”. He paralleled the American Revolution against 
British rule with the fight against integration, and indicated 
that "if our constitution has truly vanished” that "we are going 
to literally have to fight". Stating on TV that he approves of 
action in violent opposition to law if the law suppresses the 
people’s aspirations, KASPER said that if the Supreme Court con
tinues to force "their own Communist ideologies" on the people, 
"this country is going to face some very very violent and critica, 
times ahead of us". .He said that the people are in revolt
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against the Supreme Court desegregation decision. Repeating 
on TV that ’’for all intents and purposes • • • • we have a 
Communist government now”, KASPER calls PRESIDENT, EISENHOWER 
"a hollow pumpkin on a pole” and said that the people ought to 
be praying for the death of the next president, ’’STEVENSON, or 
whoever he happens to be”. Ku Klux Klansmen in full regalia 
attended his speech in Jemison, Ala., where ASA E. CARTER of 
Birmingham, Ala. reportedly said, ’’When they try to integrate 
the schools where my kids are going, I will fight the National 
Guard or anybody else”. KASPER made no violent statements that 
night.

DETAILS:

- RUG 
t / /

ACTIVITIES OF FREDERICK JOHWASPER^ Xr. . 
ALSO KNOWN AS JOHWASPER AND FREpjKASPER 

IN MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA. AND VICINITY, 
SEPTEMBER 17 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 22, 1956

Speech at Wetumpka, Alabama, September 17, 1956

On September IS, 1956, Mr. WALLACE C. McDOW, Radio 
Announcer of Radio Station WEPU, Wetumpka, made available for 
copying, what he described as an original recording on magnetic 
sound recording tape of a speech made by KASPER at Wetumpka, 
Alabama, on September 17, 1956, at a meeting of the Elmore County, 
Alabama Citizens* Council. Mr. McDOW said that this recording 
was made with the knowledge and permission of KASPER. Following 
is a transcription of that recordings

Copies of Report To:

2 - Birmingham (Info)(REGISTERED)
3 - Mobile (105-25$)

- 2 -
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Thank you Admiral Crommelin. Good evening 
ladies and gentlemen of Elmore County, members of the 
Justice Department. The importance of the party 
platform is something that affects every Alabamian. 
The reason I’m here tonight, ladies and gentlemen, 
is to try and give you some idea of the broad issues 
which are involved and the entire resistance which 
was organized in Anderson Co. in Tennessee. I first 
of all went there at a time when I first learned of 
the situation in Clinton, Tennessee that the Negroes 
were going to be entered into the school there, when 
I was sitting in a hotel in Charlottesville, Virginia. 
We had just waged a three weeks fight over there where 
the local officials of Charlottesville had attempted 
to suppress constitutional rights, had arrested myself 
and three other men for distributing white citizens’ 
council literature and applications. We were arrested, 
we were put on bond, a week later we had a trial and 
the charges were nol-prossed for lack of evidence. 
The real issue was never faced up to. Whether or not 
they had the right to prohibit free speech of any kind, 
the right of petition for redress of grievances as 
guaranteed in the first amendment of the Federal 
Constitution, the freedom of assembly which became in
volved in Clinton, Tennessee. But we whipped them 
there in Charlottesville. We went through it in the 
court. They tried to prevent us from having a rally 
a week later. We faced that down and we had our rally 
and while sitting there that afternoon before it I 
saw a little piece in the paper about an inch big 
stating that Negroes would enter the Clinton High 
School in Tennessee for the first time in its history 
and it was to be the first school in the history of 
the State of Tennessee to have Negroes enter it. I 
made up my mind then and there that were it possible 
I would go to Clinton. That I would find out from 
the people themselves if they were agreed to this 
mandate against them to put the Negroes in the school 
because one thing is eminently clear in this entire 
fight. The people themselves were never asked by 
referendum, by any means whatever, even by candidate 
or officers in office now to state whether or not 
they want to mongrelize their race, in the schools, 
the theaters, the restaurants, the hotels and the 
marriage bed (omission - indistinct) 
faced with that because (omission - indistinct)

- 3 -
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rejected 100% and they know it. So I went to Clinton. 
A man interested in that situation went out, a 
Virginian; he borrowed $50 that I could go. I arrived 
there exactly 36 hours before the school was to open 
for the first time with Negroes in it. I stopped at 
a residential area in Clinton, Tennessee; I went door 
to door; I asked parents were they aware that the 
Negroes were going to enter the school for the first 
time on Monday. They said they were. I asked them 
how they felt about it, without stating how I felt 
about it. They said we are absolutely opposed to that, 
it is against our deepest feeling on this matter of 
race. We do not want our children to be mixed in the 
school with Negroes, but we don’t think there is any
thing that can be done about it. It seems to us in
evitable. I told them it was not inevitable because I 
believed at that time that the constitution existed, 
that the rights guaranteed to every citizen to free 
speech, right to petition, redress of grievances, right 
to assemble, right to protest, still existed. I be
lieved that and I asked them would they come with their 
children to the high school on Monday morning to or
ganize a protest strike, I called it; some would call 
it a boycott, a massive and even passive resistance, 
nothing violent about it, nothing armed or aggressive, 
but simply that the people of Clinton had not been 
given the choice as to whether they wanted the Negroes 
in the schools or not and their state constitution 
provides that their schools shall be segregated, that 
is the constitution of the State of Tennessee and, 
therefore, I felt there was only one last recourse and 
that was the people themselves. My entire concept in 
that fight in Clinton was that of the common law. 
The common law is built on a custom of the people and 
is based on what the people actually believe in, what 
the people actually do, what they most subscribe to, 
what is their custom; even in some cases it might be 
a harmful one to them, but so long as most of them be
lieve it is their right to have the defense of law to 
support. This is the basic notion of common law. It 
is the foundation of our law. It arose in 1215 at 
Magna Charts. When up to that time kings had exercised 
the right of Godhead and whatever a king said the 
people had to believe in, whatever a king said the 
people had to do, whether the people agreed with it or 
not. When the king wanted taxes the people paid more 
taxes; when they were levied into the Army they had to
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go to war and the people themselves had no voice in 
government. And one day a group of farmers with tt^eir 
pitchforks and city folks with their muskets of that 
time or whatever they had, or just with their bare 
fists, they went up to King John and they said, ’’King 
John, we want part of this government too. We want 
what we call representative government, we want to 
play a part in it”; and from that time on the divine 
right of kings disappeared and the people themselves 
were taken into government. They had a right from that 
time on to exercise how they felt and that’s the way 
with common law.

The segregation situation in Clinton my feeling 
was, still is, that if there’s something the people 
don’t like about their law or their government they 
have a right to change that law and change that govern
ment under the constitution. Our constitution is 
our bedrock, it is our foundation, it is our pledge 
and contract of the people and the sovereign states 
and we don’t change the constitution except by the 
process provided in the constitution to change it,. 
So we had a strike. I had arrived there on Saturday. 
I spent until 11 o’clock that evening talking to people 
going door to door, later I went down town and talked 
to a number of high school boys and talked to them 
about it. They did not want to go to school with the 
Negroes, they said they had their own ideas on how to 
handle the Negroes. Their idea was along the lines of 
violence. I told them we had no intention of doing 
anything like that. Our aim was to protest by having 
the white people themselves strike that school until 
the Negroes were removed. The following day, Sunday, 
I had planned to meet some boys to make some picket 
signs with various kinds of objections and so on to the 
Negroes entering the school. The only place to buy 
them was from the newspaper office, which was closed; 
but through another person I made contact with that 
newspaper and the editor said he would be there at 3 
o’clock to provide me with show cards so we could make 

I our picket signs. At 3 o’clock the editor arrived in 
I company with the state attorney general, several men I 
I believe were FBI Agents, the Sheriff, the Mayor and 
I various local officials. They told me they had heard 
Iof my plan to cause trouble in Clinton. I told them 
what my so-called plan was and that I was not there to 
cause trouble, but that as a last resort the people
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themselves needed to be called into this fight* 
They said, we have spent $10,000 of the people’s 
money. We have spent $10,000 fighting this. We 
have done everything we can. There is nothing else 
to be done. There is nothing else we can do. We 
have spent all this money, the taxpayer’s money for 
two years fighting it and don’t you know that this 
decision was issued, don’t you know that there is no 
other way now and we have been having orientation 
courses, they called it, to orient the students’ minds 
to accept Negroes into the schools, get them brain
washed and soften them up and get them ready for 
eventual mongrelization. I said so far as I know 
there is no objection, cannot be any objection under 
the constitution as I know it, that if a parent 
doesn’t want to send his child to school he has a 
right to keep that child out of school. That he is 
not yet, I report at that time, not yet. We have not 
yet arrived at the point where we have a soviet dic
tatorship, where we have regimentation of human life, 
where we are told what we must do and where and when 
and how and how much. My concept of America to that 
day was that we had not arrived at that point, that we 
were still the free nation we think ourselves to be 
and in a position to resist it, but they asked me then 
repeatedly would I leave Tennessee. We want to keep 
everything quiet. One of the main principles of the 
Communist conspiracy is divide and conquer. Keep every
one quiet, don’t say anything, suppress anyone with 
any emotion whatsoever, with any deep-seated feelings, 
you are not supposed to have any and if you do, you 
may be mentally unbalanced, there may be something 
wrong with you if you have deep feelings. This is a 
cardinal principle of the Communist conspiracy, keep 
everything under strict control, everything. Ladies 
and gentlemen, I told them that I wouldn’t leave 
Tennessee because I had already arranged with some 75 
people to lead them out there that next morning, Monday 
morning, and that I felt it was the time to stand up 
and be counted in this fight. That we could no longer 
peek through the key hole of reality and evade the fight 
we eventually must make. That we could no longer stick 
our heads in the sand like an ostrich and act as if the 
enemy wasn’t standing right there in front of us and 
they said why don’t you go and petition the Supreme 
Court? Why aren’t you back in Washington where you 
belong? Why don’t you ask the Congress to do something
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about this? Why don’t you take it into a court, 
that is where you’ll find relief on this thing, but 
the fact is that the Niggers are going in the school 
the next day, in Clinton, Tennessee, right there. 
But this is natural that that would be their approach. 
When you hear a news broadcast anymore you will hear 
15 minutes of foreign news, you will hear 5 minutes of 
national news, perhaps a little bit about the Governor, 
how he’s spending your money for you, something like 
that. But you won’t hear anything about local news 
and what they are gradually eroding away from us. 
What they have taken away from us under the guise of 
emergency powers, under the guise of federal control, 
federal spending, is local control of local affairs, 
interest in local control of local affairs, interest 
in the kind of local government you have, the kind of 
a mayor and the Chief of Police, the kind of County 
Commissioner, because those men are the men who most 
directly effect your immediate lives, even if they tell 
you to the contrary. Now ladies and gentlemen, they 
then brought a charge against me for inciting a riot. 
You understand I was standing in the newspaper office 
talking to these men when they served me. I had in
cited a riot. They asked me where I had slept the night 
before. I told them in my car, so they charged me with 
vagrancy, and the fact is, it later came out in the 
trial, that there is no such statute, even in the books 
in the State of Tennessee for inciting a riot. They 
don’t even have a law to cover it, but they wrote it up 
and it had all kinds of things in there, inflamatory 
literature and this and that and inciting the people 
to hatred and all kinds of things. So the idea was at 
that time to get me in jail temporarily at least, to 
get me in jail so I couldn’t be out there Monday morn
ing and lead those people in their resistance to the 
Niggerism they were about to get. Now it so happens 
that the people of Clinton, Tennessee just like the 
people here, are anything but a mob, are anything but 
rebels, are anything but a thundering herd led by some 
so-called outside agitator and rabble-rouser. There 
is nothing that can be resented more than those terms 
because the people themselves in that town and in that 
county, Anderson County, are among the strongest, most 
independent, most intelligent people you’ll ever find 
in the world of white people and it wasn’t necessary 
that I was there on Monday morning because they were
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there; they got the picture; they knew what to do and 
there were 400 out there Monday morning and school 
was disrupted, the Negroes came in the Mayor’s car, a 
few other white students went, but those people or
ganized that strike themselves and they stayed out 
there while I was in jail. Finding this, also when 
they put me in jail the first time I told them I was 
going to call my attorney and I tried to, but couldn’t 
reach him, so instead I called the newspaper press and 
told them where I was and the circumstances and with
in an hour it was all over the U. S. and they knew the 
jig was up on that because they said, no, don’t let 
him get to the phone, don’t let him call that news
paper press, because they wanted this thing suppressed, 
they wanted it quiet, they didn’t want any trouble. 
They wanted to be nothing but a herd, nothing but a 
mob, a stupid dumb animal mob is what they want us to 
be, just pushed this way and that, pushed that way and 
this and to obey, obey, the mandate of the Communist 
on the Supreme Court.

Now ladies and gentlemen, between the time I was 
arrested that Sunday until the time I came to trial 
900 the following Tuesday I was offered some eleven 
different occasions, by the states attorney general, 
a little man in a cowboy hat and fish hook, up there 
in Anderson County. On eleven different occasions he 
said I will reduce the bail bond and the jail door will 
be open if you will leave Tennessee. Now ladies and 
gentlemen, I was charged with a very serious crime.
I was charged with inciting a riot, later I was charged 
with sedition, which was the only thing which seemed 
to fit my case so they threw that in too and vagrancy. 
They had men in that Anderson County jail who had been 
in there for 34 days awaiting a grand jury to find out 
whether they would be indicted or not and all they had 
done was make a little moonshine whiskey, but they 
couldn’t get out, they couldn’t even get bail bond, 
but this man, this Attorney General, which is a very 
high, honorable and important office in any state, it 
is designed to protect the people of the state against 
any crime against those people, and here I was a very 
very dangerous criminal potentially, if proven a riot, 
and especially if people get hurt, and he was willing 
to open the jail door and let me out. A number of 
segregation organizations also came to me with the same
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deal and they were supposed to be for segregation, 
for the white man and segregation. Here’s what 
we’ll do for you, we’ll get your bail bond reduced, 
I have connections here, I know lots of people here 
and we’ll get you out of here, but you have to go 
back to Washington and I told them to go to hell.

So, we had the trial. I find it very appropri
ate to be in a court room now, I’m getting pretty 
used to this, standing and making my case to the people 
because that’s the way every trial I’ve had has been. 
I’ve had two of them and every time the people present 
were the people I’m sitting with, sympathetic to why 
I was there. In the first trial I was acquitted by 
the people, it was more of a kind of a circus than it 
was anything else, every time the prosecution would 
say something the court room would boo and the judge 
would have to pound on his gavel, threaten to clear 
the court and every time my attorney said something in 
my favor they would clap and cheer. I was really ac
quitted by the people of Clinton more than anything 
else. The judge had no choice but to drop the charges 
because there was no evidence of any kind that I had 
started a riot or conspired to be seditious. That day 
we went to the school and we organized our strike. As 
soon as I was out many more people began to collect at 
the school. That evening we had a large rally in front 
of the court house, some 1,500 people were there. I 
told them about what a man can find out in 36 hours 
about people he’s never seen before, on the good side 
and the bad side of things. I told them how amazed 
I was at the strength and power and independence and 
intelligence of those people and the courage above all 
that they had and their passionate belief in the race, 
in the white race, their passionate belief in personal 
character and having that character of good character. 
I found up there in Tennessee that the so-called common 
people, the folk, had been breeding themselves true 
for hundreds of years, the same people who had pushed 
into the wilderness to fight Indians, disease, starva- 1 
tion, to be free and independent people, the kind of 
people who produced an Andrew Jackson and a Polk and v 

x an Andrew Johnson and a Nathan Bedford _E,ox and those 
people, the people themselves, those mountain folk who 
make moonshine whiskey up there, there as strong and 
true as ever, but having climbed on top of them in the
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middle of the night somewhere along the line, and 
how many generations ago or how recently I couldn’t 
say, but on top of those folk had climbed what I in
tend to call a typical, vicious, political clique, 
which was there to harass the people, to do something 
to the people, not to represent them or to do any
thing for the people. I feel, even though you don’t 
know those officials, it’s worth telling you a little 
something about their character, it’s worth something 
to know the kind of Sheriff they had there, who would 
sieze bootleg whiskey and then resell it to cab 
drivers, who holds two jobs, important jobs, there, 
when there are men out of work, who had all of his 
farmers deputized and on the payroll, who was well 
known to be nothing more than a thug, beating up men 
with his men who were perhaps a little drunk or had 
done some misdemeanor of some kind and beat them up, 
put them in jail, $300 bond and let them stay there 
till they work it out a dollar a day. There are a lot 
of good men in that jail who shouldn’t have been there. 
They had that Sheriff, they had a Mayor, who I’m told 
was a drunkard; he certainly had no character of any 
kind. They had a school principal who, if he had the 
courage, he said I believe in segregation, but he 
wouldn’t fight for segregation. He said there’s 
nothing we can do, this law has been passed we have 
to put the Negroes in the school. Do you think the 
people of Anderson County would have allowed that 
principal to be jailed by federal decree if he had 
fought to keep the school segregated? They would 
have never have allowed it, but he didn’t have the 
guts for that. And what I found there was the first 
condition, I found it in the first few days, the first 
condition to breaking down resistance, to putting 
Negroes in the school, to beginning,to make a beginning 
at mongrelizing races, a corrupt local political clique, 
first of all, men who were pliable, who wouldn’t fight, 
who were more interested in maintaining themselves for
ever, they think, in their political office, and also 
there was a proximity to Oak Ridge, Tennessee, which 
is a federal reservation and which was integrated over 
a year ago. Those are some of the reasons. At any, 
rate, I explained this to the people every evening in 
speeches in front of the court house in Clinton. I 
told them to go on with that strike. I told them to 
continue to organize. I told them to form white
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citizens* councils to maintain, that not only after 
we have whipped them in this fight we will have some
thing to go on with and use through the whole County 
for good government in that area, local control of 
local affairs, men with front names, hind names and 
addresses. Well, two days later we had a very large 
meeting of between some four and six thousand people. 
Again I refer to the point that we were described as 
a mob, as a herd, as rabble. In that crowd, in that 
gathering of four to six thousand people at least half 
of those people were women and little children, babies. 
There was not one fight. There was not one obscene 
word. There was no swearing. Those people stood there 
and they listened. They were serious and they were 
interested because they were concerned. They were 
facing the most fundamental issue of their lives and 
they wanted to know what they could do about it and 
they were ready and willing to do something about it. 
There was no mob there. And it was that evening as I 
began to address those people, that the Marshal came 
and served me with an injunction or an order to appear 
in court the following day to show cause why an injunc
tion against these activities, against this resistance, 
against this petitioning, against this free speech, why 
this activity should not be stopped, enjoin they called 
it. I also received at that time a what’s called a 
temporary restraining order, which means to stop in
stantly. The Marshal who served it, he came with some 
six or seven others, deputies, he stepped in the door, 
handed them to me, told me what they were. He told ne 
about the injunction and I said that’s all right, I’ll 
read it myself and I put them in my pocket. There was 
some eight pages on one document and four pages on the 
other. I was gone about two minutes. He could not 
possibly have read it to me in that length of time, 
and then I returned and continued to speak to those 
people. The following day when I appeared in court I 
was arrested for having violated the restraining order 
when I continued to speak. The temporary injunction 
was granted at that time. The following day the case 
was concluded. We had two days of trial. I was found 
guilty of contempt of the court order and sentenced to 
a year in jail. A week later or five days later I was 

* < I out on bond, I made a speech with Ace Carter in Oliver
I Springs last Sunday, a week ago, and then came to
1 Alabama, where I’ve been since. Now ladies and gentle
men, that is the actual background of what happened at
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Clinton. That is what actually happened on the 
surface of it, but there is many more things that 
happened that are not on the surface and that so 
far the yellow the press, the corrupt and degenerate 
newspaper press, there are a few exceptions to that 
statement, but by and large a lying press, has not 
yet brought to the attention of the American people. 
When I was first out on bond I purchased over $10 
worth of newspapers from all over the U.S. with 
accounts of what happened in Clinton. There wasn’t 
one account that wasn’t tainted, there wasn’t one 
account with the same old story, outside agitators, 
outside rabble-rousers, mob of people, unruly, unin
telligent, mob in the streets, trying to kill $ 
Negroes. They all had the same story. Not one report
er had the facts or if they had the facts they made 
sure that they were changed. The fundamental issues, 
certain portions of the press are beginning to come to 
their senses now that I have been properly convicted 
and possibly no longer a threat to the peace of the 
southland, the calm, subservient, quiet, sheeplike, 
integration of Negroes into our school system. They 
are beginning to talk now about the consvitubion, what 
happened to it, where is it. Do we have any free 
speech? Are we allowed to assemble? Can we petition 
against anything we don’t agree with? Or do we have 
to sit and take anything they tell us? Our constitu
tional tradition says we do have those rights, but on 
last Sunday apart from this case, which I’ll deal with, 
Ace Carter and I went to Oliver Springs, went to Clinton, 
to ask permission to hold a meeting and they said no 
that will violate the injunction if you’re going to 
speak on the school situation and Ace Carter asked if 
he could speak on integration generally. Could I tell 
the people about Communism and Karl Marx and how in
tegration is part of the Communist conspiracy, because 
the white race is the only resistance to Communism. 
They said no, that will violate the injunction. This 
is the United States of America. This is the land of 
the free and the home of the brave. This is the land 
where you can tell your neighbor what you think of it. 
You can tell the President what you think of it. It 
used to be. We are told of the Soviet Union where they 
have the thought control. It’s the Communist countries 
where they have the thought control, where there’s a 
knock on the door, where they’re not allowed to criticize
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the State or Stalin or Lenin or anyone who is a 
Communist boss. You can’t talk about integration 
any more. You can’t talk about segregation any more. 
That’s not your right. You can talk about integra
tion if you mean you’re going to help the Negroes 
into the school system, yes, you can do that. If you 
want to work to get the Negroes into the churches you 
can talk all you want about that. Has the Regional 
Conference on Southern Welfare ever been enjoined or 
the NAACP ever been enjoined by the federal government? 
Have they ever used the police power on them? They 
never have. With any man who would fight for the white 
race, as least in this case, as the first case, the 
government itself has struck him down, or tried to. 
What can we conclude about our government, particular- 

|j ly if we know that it is part of the Communist plan to 
iv destroy the white race, to mongrelize the white race? 
I It means we have a Communist government® We have it 
[I now. Just we sitting here, we don’t see the uniforms, 
A but it’s here, it’s here now. The entire issue in the

case in which I happen to be a principa]. is whether 
or not we have a constitution left. I won’t go so far 
as to say our government is now a Communist government, 
but in two and a. half months I’ll be prepared to say 
precisely what it is because, ladies and gentlemen, if 
this case is not reversed in the appeal court or the 
Supreme Court this means we have no constitution, make 

. no mistake about that and they were in the court room 
1 telling me that I was advocating a government of men not 
i I laws, that is exactly what they will have given us, a
I government of men and not of laws and a government of 
I men who have thought cf Communists or subservient to the 
’Communist conspiracy to destroy the free white man.
It is my absolute conviction that the people of Clinton, 
Tennessee, myoelf and Clay, Ky. and Sturgis, Kentucky, 
and Mansfield. Texas, and anywhere else where this pops 
up are exercising their free speech when they state 
they don’t want Negroes in school with children, 
that it is in no way a violation of thr American con
stitution which provides in its Tenth Amendment that 
the state shall regulate and control their own affairs 
and if the states don’t regulate it the people them
selves shall. This is right in our constitution. This 
is the great issue that is facing us now. There was ai 
editorial the day before yesterday in a Washington 
paper. There’s a newspaper up there owned by a criminal
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named EUGENE MEYER which is called the Washington Post 
and the Washington Post has constantly fought for the 
rights of Communists, the Communists who are called 
before the Congressional Committee and investigated as 
to their background, Communist background. They have 
always defended them, pleaded that they not be sent to 
jail, pleaded that they would have the right to except 
themselves from the American tradition, the American 
pattern and welded to the American constitution. Their 
plea is that these men be made exceptions, that the 
Communist doesn’t apply, but recently this past week 
they attacked myself and said that under the circum
stances, since violence had occurred, that free speech 
should be denied. Now what does this mean? It means 
that the reds and the pinks and the liberals and all 
those people who believe that there’s some kind of a 
vision in the Soviet Union and that there’s nothing in 
our own traditions to look to to remain as free men. It 
means that they are now showing open and naked power. 
The Supreme Court did that in 1954. They made an open 
show of naked power, because their decision was not 
based in any sense on our constitutional tradition or 
previous Supreme Court decision or the common laws of 
the people or our states’ rights. It was not based on 
anything like that. It was based on the view that a 
Negro could not get along in this world if he can’t sit 
next to a white child. They frankly said so, whether 
that happens to be true or not. They said this is the 
reason we are making this decision. What it was to 
legislate, to legislate by judicial decree, by a court 
decision, to legislate something that had not itself 
ever gone through a legislative body, a representative 
body of the people which would reflect in any way what 
the people themselves want in this matter of segregation. 
We have a naked show of power. To repeat, the-. case 
I’m involved in is perhaps the most important case 
that has ever been in this entire segregation fight. 
The fact that I’m under sentence of a year in jail 
doesn’t mean a thing to me. I’m a very young man and 
a year isn’t too long, but when that restraining order 
was issued on me it was not on me, John Kasper. When 
those handcuffs were on my wrists they were not on me. 
They were on the entire American free white people.
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That restraining order was served on the entire Ameri
can people. It said you are restrained from exercising 
free speech. Henceforth you shall be a part of our 
machine, our integration machine. You have no right 
to object to a Negro in your school. You have no 
right to object to a negro in your restaurant or in 
your hotel or in your marriage bed. That is not your 
right. Now my understanding of the American concept 
of freedom is very simple. It’s the right to choose 
or refuse one thing at a time and we don’t have the 
right to make that choice any longer and the right. 
Uy concept of law in this whole fight has been that 
the aim of law is to prevent coercion either by force 
or by fraud, that is what law is for, but the Supreme 
Court decision is a forceable coercion on the 
American people. They know the people of Alabama, 
Mississippi, Georgia, South Carolina, the border states, 
North Carolina, don’t want integration. They don’t 
want race mixing. They don’t want race mongrelism, 
for whatever reason they don’t. The real reason is 
that the people of the southland in our country are 
the only people who have retained a profound sense of 
race and what race means. What is the importance of 
race, what you are, who you are, your heritage. We 
recognize the genius of other races. We recognize 
the Greek and the Chinese for moderation. We recognize 
the African for agriculture. We recognize the Hindu 
for tolerance for all living things. But the white 
man’s concept is free government, free institutions. 
And the white man, with his religion of Christianity, 
the most positive, the most uplifting experience in 
the western world, that has been brought by the white 
man. The white man has actually fought to be free 
and other races have failed to do so. Th« white man’s 
inventive capacity, the white man’s creative ability. 
The white man’s arts, his industry, his invea*ions, 
manufacturing, his farming. "We are called white 
supremacists, but we know what our facts are, we know 
what our heritage is, we are proud of it, we want the 
Negro to be proud of his own. We will even help the 
Negro to be proud of his own, but the fact is 
(indistinct) has been long gone, it is the only place 
left where there is a wide number of white people who 
fully understand the importance of race, the importance 
of race integrity and race purity and the Communist

L
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knows this and it is now that he has launched his attack 
on the South. The north has been long gone in this 
whole fight. Now ladies and gentlemen I’m sure you 
want to know something about what can you do about 
this. Is there anything we can do about this (technical 
difficulty - omission). Otherwise it’s a very 
depressing picture. It means that we are only a few 
steps away from what they’ve now got in the Soviet 
Union as a concept of government and they have no 
concept of free government. If this decision is not 
reversed and there seem to be similar cases developing 
toward it. Like it. Over there in Arkansas the 
government has stepped in and is a friend of the court 
to prosecute 500 people who have kept their children 
out of an integrated school. Again the federal govern
ment becomes the enemy of the people. If this thing 
continues, if these cases do not find relief under 
the constitution and we no longer have constitutional 
process, we must immediately, and why not now let’s 
begin to look at it realistically and squarely. 
Let us no longer evade one fact of one aspect of 
reality. We must begin to work on our own (indistinct) 
to enforce race mongrelization or any other kind of 
continuing corruption of our politicians who have 
brought about this condition (indistinct), the 
Communist is the source of the idea, but it is our 
own politicians who have been failing us time and time 
again. A hundred men signed the Southern Manifesto. 
They say, “We are for segregation,” and where are they 
in Tennessee, why aren’t they up there, why didn’t 
they open their voice and say, yes, help those people 
fight, help them. But it said no, call out the 
National Guard, throw tear gas bombs on people who 
didn’t have one arm among them, not one shotgun, not 
one pitchfork, bring in your (indistinct) and your 
tanks and your machine guns and your 600 steel 
helmeted National Guardsmen and put those 12 niggers 
in that school. Not one of a hundred Southern Manifesto 
signers raised his voice in protest to that. The 
Governor of this state, FOLSOM, a living miracle - 
a living miracle, has failed in two times in office to 
show he has any brains or guts. He has said, God bless
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FRANK CLEixENT of Tennessee. I’ll do the same thing 
when they come over here. He has promised it to you 
folks and learn now that here in Alabama, the testing 
ground, the battleground of integration and segregation 
and Communism and red dictatorship in America, the 
testing ground’s right here, it’s coming close to you 
now, it’s coming right here in your own door. Your 
own politicians, many of them, and there are some who 
didn’t, but some of your politicians and your state 
legislature had you people go to the polls on the 
28th of August and told you that you were voting for 
segregation, to keep Alabama segregated. Some of those men 
who told you that knew differently and some of them 
didn’t, but some of those men actually were that 
(indistinct) as to tell you that you were voting for 
segregation when you were taking out of your constitu
tion the only means to keep Alabama schools segregated 
and you have not touched segregation in your constitu
tion today. It isn’t in there. It was taksi out on 
the 28th of August and they told you you were voting 
for segregation, and that yellow filth, the newspaper 
press, Ilontgomery Advertiser, Birmingham News, Mobile 
Press Register, one worse than the other, liars for 
hire, everyone of them - (technical difficulty - 
omission). Up there in North Alabama somebody with 
a (indistinct) half and half, tried to get in. But 
(indistinct) lack of anything in your state constitu
tion. Tennessee is actually better off today than 
Alabama is because they still have segregation in 
their state constitution and Alabama does not. But to 
show what absolutely corrupt and degrading depths the 
politicians will go to, they are told they have to do 
something to protect the people on this issue of 
segregation so they throw a bill in like that and 
they’re actually destroying you, your children and their 
children. Now the white citizens’ council movement 
(indistinct) is a drive for good government in every 
respect, in every aspect, not only in this segregation 
fight because the segregation breaks down so soon as 
you have those local corrupt politicians, the NAACP is 
there yet and the Communist is there pushing this thing, 
but it’s not possible to get in if you have the Mayor 
of Clay, Kentucky. No nigger is going in that Clay

L
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school with a Mayor like that or with the people backing 
him up or with those local officials or a school board 
like that, but as soon as you get a school board as 
you have in Anderson County, Tennessee, the niggers 
go in and our concern is in getting better government 
at a level that probably we have not even seen yet in 
our life time, that has hardly existed in our nation 
since our founding fathers, the ideals we constantly 
return to. There have been good men in public office 
through all this time, but there is very few, a very 
few men able to withstand the press of so many 
corrupting forces that they themselves are able to 
be a force, but we now must begin to think of other 
remedies. I made a speech in Birmingham last week, 
which was quoted widely, two sentences of it. "That 
we need all the rabble rousers we can get and we want 
trouble wherever we can find it." that’s what the 
press printed. The meaning of that is simply this, 
and what I said then and I repeat here now, that time 
was before we had a free government and a union of 
'13 sovereign and independent states forming our first 
United States, the time was when it was discussed 
widely in the minds of the people would we continue 
to be under the allegience of the British crown and 
pay taxes to them, pay allegience to that crown and 
be subservient to it, or would we declare ourselves 
free and independent, it was discussed for many years 
before it actually was decided, because impending in 
such a decision was the fact that if you declare your
self free it may be necessary to fight for that 
freedom. They decided they no longer would recognize 
the British crown and they fought and they won and 
it was. people just like ourselves who when they heard 
the Redcoats were coming met on the bowling green, 
again with their pitch forks and their shotguns, and 
whatever else they had, or their bare fists, and they 
were ready to pledge, as they said in those days, 
their lives, their fortune and their sacred honor.
In this fight there are many of us who have now 
reached the point of pledging our honor, some of us 
have seen that it will be necessary to pledge our 
fortunes and ladies and gentlemen, if our constitution
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has truly vanished, been usurped and taken away from 
us, we are going to have to pledge our lives in this 
fight and we are going to literally have to fight for 
it and it doesn’t mean that the other man will do the 
fighting or I wish that would be done, or I wish that 
nigger would be strapped, I wish he couldn’t get in 
there, I wish he wouldn’t come in my restaurant, I 
wish he wouldn’t come up to this door. It means that 
you are going to have to take a position.

r’It means that you, each and every one of 
you will have to do the work, you’ll have to have your 
own courage and not someone else’s, you’ll have to 
strengthen up every single conviction you ever had on 
your own race and on a concept of a man’s personal 
character. We have noticed in this fight, there are 
many people who call themselves segregationalists, I 

I believe in segregation, but don’t fight, we must work 
I through the courts, no matter how corrupt they are. 1” 
i ‘believe in segregation and in many cases we find them, 

we found that these so-called segregationalists are 
fighting other segregationalists who may be really 
fighting, but the main thing is that there are more 
people who fail for lack of talent than for lack of 
character. More people whose character is not strong 
enough, they know what this is in their minds, but they 
are not willing to stand and take a position and fight 
for this thing. Commission) With your being 
threatened right now with negroes entering the University 
of Alabama again and this time it’s not one it’s two or 
six or how many and are we going to have to go through 
that every year and have the riots that FOLSOM said 
he doesn’t want. It does mean, whatever happens, 
that we ourselves are going to have to be there, use 
our own hands and devise our own solution. We have to 
ke^S-^arking through, our-ballot box, we have to get 
men who have never before been in politics, who have 
never taken an active part in civic life, civic affairs, 
or who see that their own children, their own race is 
being threatened for its final destruction if they 
don’t get in there now and do something about it.
They are going to have to run for office, every single
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kind of a local office, men who would never conceive 
of being in politics before, for Sheriff’s Office, 
Police Chief, Mayor, City Commissioner, Road 
Commissioner, Dog Catcher, every conceivable kind of 
local office. Too few of us have seen how the corrupt, 
but alert, politicians have made use of the ballot box 
to destroy our children, to perpetuate themselves in 
power, or to put another man in power to succeed them
selves who has identical soft notions on race mongreli- 
zation. Last night JOHN SPARKMAN said that he is 
against the Supreme Court decision. The Supreme Court 
decision was on May 17, 1954* This is the first time 
I have ever heard JOHN SPARKMAN say anything against 
the Supreme Court decision.

s*He would never open his mouth on the LUCY 
affair, he would never open his mouth on the Clinton 
affair and if there’s one thing I can get across to 
you tonight, ladies and gentlemen, is, to go back to 
that Clinton affair, is that if these men were truly 
sincere, if they were real segregationalists, if they 
were white men of the highest caliber, they would have 
supported the people of Clinton, Tennessee, they would 
have said so.

’’Now a few state governors have come out and 
said they never would use a bayonet to force their 
people into integration, but we, sofar as Alabama is 
concerned, Tennessee, we, even I, as an outside 
agitator, which I’ve been called, it’s supposed to be 
none of my business what happens in Alabama or 
Tennessee, supposed to be your business, your 
supposed to take care of it, and I know, given the 
facts, given the time, and given the situation, you 
will take care of it, but my interest in being in 
Alabama and Tennessee is because I’m interested in the 
white race, I’m very interested in what happens to it 
and as far as I’m concerned it is my business 
wherever it’s threatened.

’’The way I feel it’s best to work in preparing 
ourselves for the enemy and their coming here in Alabama
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is through the white citizens’ council. Our notion of 
a citizens’ council, or my notion, is an organization 
very similar to the old town hall meeting at the time 
when the colonies were deciding whether or not they 
would fight for independence or whether they would 
be part of Great Britian. And they got together and 
they discussed their own affairs. Their own rulers 
of that time were corrupt, they had the same 
scurrilous, dishonest and lying newspaper sheets in 
those days as they have now, which gave the people 
no information of any kind whatsoever, except as part 
of what was then the British conspiracy, today it’s the 
Communist conspiracy. When it became necessary for 
people to talk, to communicate, as so many of you do 
on a Saturday afternoon in town, when it became 
necessary to talk about things besides the crops and 
the rain and business and television and cars, it 
became necessary to talk about good government, it 
became necessaxy to talk about how they were going to 
free themselves and remain that way and that is the 
concept of the citizens’ council. It-s for every one 
to come down and put in their two cents, to find out 
what they can about what’s going on and to put in 
their idea and what they think should be done about 
it. We consider it a very democratic process. Our 
idea is there should be a white citizens'’ council in 
every town in the state, in every county there should 
be one. Concern with government, find out what kind 
of men are running in your elections, look into their 
record, find out where they stand on segregation, find 
out if they are really opposed to Negress in the 
schools with the white children, and then do something 
about it. Then you organize, you educate other people 
and beyond that, ladies and gentlemen, if law and 
order has proven broken down and our constitutional 
process does not exist, when law and order breaks down, 
again it’s for the people themselves to find their own 
remedy. I suggested the other night that perhaps we 

' should organize, and again that should be through
the white citizens’ councils., a kind of a roving band 
or roving force of people, to be outsiders if you 
will, to be outsiders of a situation where there is 
trouble, where there is help needed immediately and to
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come and help those people. If those people in Clinton, 
Tennessee, need more help outside that school house 
those of you who have a weekend or a day, be there, 
help them, because their fight is your fight and 
what happens to them is going to affect you. And 
you know our whole concept here, we want again to 
have come into wide use such words as honor and 
courage, nobility of action, we cannot to win this 
fight, continue to (indistinct) only whatever material 
needs we have to satisfy and to keep increasing them. 
The men of old who in a given moment of historical 
crisis stepped out of their shoes, stepped out of 
their own skin and saved their nation, saved their 
children, saved their race, they did it by 
tremendous self-sacrifice, they did it by selfless
ness, they did it by giving everything they could at 
a given time without consideration of themselves. 
It may mean spending weekends, days off, passing out 
literature, educating people, what are the real issues 
of race, why is it so important. It isn’t just because 
it’s always been this way. It’s because it affects 
you fundamentally, the way you are. Ladies and gentle
men, those of you who don’t live in Elmore County, 
if you haven’t got a citizens’ council you should 
organize one, at least that is our view, that you 
should. Some kind of organization with which you can 
deal with problems which will not have in them 
politicians who would only use you people again to 
further their own interests.

S}I believe that it won’t be long before the 
battle of Alabama will begin. If any of you have not 
taken an active interest in your own race and in your 
own children up to now I cannot urge on you with any
more sincerity any one thing than that now is the time 
to organize, to find out, to be able to do something. 
There is no question they’re com?.ng here in the deep 
south. The old story that the people of Alabama know 
how to handle Negroes doesn’t hold up any more, or the 
people of Mississippi know how to handle the Negro, 
doesn’t hold up any more. We have heard that many 
times, but I’ve heard it about North Carolina. I’ve
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heard it about Tennessee and theyfre coming in, 
they’re coming in all the time. It is not hopeless 
by any means. We can "whip this thing, but it’s only 
through the people themselves. Our concept of a 
citizens’ council is primarily the people who either 
produce something with their hands or transport some
thing, the working people, because they’re the people 
who suffer the most from Negroes mixed in their 
schools, homes, churches and every where else and 
they’re the people who in the end do most of the 
dying in our wars and pay most of our taxes. 
Politicians are able to go elsewhere, private schools 
and so on, but now is the time. I don’t think the 
battle of Alabama will begin in anything more than a 
year away. There is going to be some kind of trouble 
at the University this year and now that we have 
nothing in the Alabama constitution to maintain segre
gation with it will become so that there is something 
going on here and there and every where else and so hard 
to keep up with, so hard to get there as our roving force 
and our roving band, if we have such a thing, to stop. 
Now they say the Ku Klux Klan is organizing again.
To me that’s good news. What their plan is, to deal 
with any of this, I don’t know. I certainly believe 
that you people should be organized as quickly as you 
can be, that you can’t any longer ignore this one issue, 
which is, ladies and gentlemen, not just the segrega
tion issue, but to come back to what I was talking 
about mostly through this evening, the question of 
whether we have any rights at all left or are consti
tutional rights for Communists only. Do non-Coramunists 
have any constitutional rights? We feel that issue 
will be decided in this particular case that I happen 
to be involved in. But the lesson of Clinton, 
Tennessee is that the federal government is now 
prepared to harrass the people, to force them, and 
instead of being in close harmony with the people, 
instead of working for them and being their servant, 
it has decided to become the people’s master, 
(omission) This is an unprecedented. This is not 
scheduled in this meeting here and I personally did 
not expect to see ACE CARTER here, but he is over there 
and I just wonder if it would be all right with the

J
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people here if AC^tOARTER could speak for a few 
minutes because he’is certainly one of the great 
segregation leaders in this fight.”

Mr, LESTER HOLLEY, JR., Wetumpka, Alabama, 
advised on September IS, 1956, that he was present at the 
meeting of the Elmore County (Alabama) Citizens’ Council at 
the Elmore County Courthouse, Wetumpka, on the evening of 
September 17, 1956, and heard the above speech delivered 
by KASPER. He also listened to the recording transcribed 
above, and said that it was in his opinion a true and 
correct reporduction of KASPER’S speech.

Mobile informant T-l, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, furnished on September 
25, 1956, the following account of KASPER’S September 17, 
1956, speech:

’’Circuit Solicitor GLE&H3URLEE of Wetumpka /k 
introduced Admiral JOHNj^OMMELIN (Retired) and { 
CROMMELIN in turn introduced JOHN KASPER. KASPER, —' 
after addressing himself to the assembly with the 
phrase ’’Ladies and Gentlemen, Citizens’ Councils 
members and members of the Justice Department,” 
related his experiences in Clinton, Tennessee, saying 
that he arrived at Clinton just thirty-six hours 
before the school there was to be integrated, and 
went on a house-to-house canvass, asking parents if 
they wanted their children to go to school with 
Negroes. When they said that they didn’t, but thought 
that it was inevitable, KASPER told them that it was 
not. KASPER related how he talked to some high school 
children who talked of violent ways to keep the 
Negroes out of the school, and told them that such 
violent ways were wrong. In his speech, KASPER repeatedly 
indicated his belief that the United States Government 
is Communistic, and referred to what he called the 
Communists on the U. S. Supreme Court. At one point 
he cried out in a loud voice ’’Where is our constitu
tion!” He made reference to previous newspaper 
quotations from statements purporting to be his, made 
in Birmingham during the previous week, and ’’more or
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less back-tracked.5’ on those statements, but then said 
very much the same thing in a much milder tone, and 
said "If our constitution has been forgotten then we 
will have to fight.” In his speech, KASPER referred 
to the early American Colonies who decided to fight 
against England and won indepencence. He said that 
the time has come for men who never thought of 
getting into politics to run for offices, from Dog 
Catcher on up, and that there were not enough men 
in public offices who could stand up like men. 
KASPER made reference to the reorganization of the 
Ku Klux Klan and said that was good* He advocated 
the organizing of roving bands of citizens to go here 
and there, to help where they were needed, to prevent 
integration. He constantly repeated that our government 
is getting more and more Communistically inclined, 
and spoke of our rights being taken away - freedom of 
assembly, speech and petition of redress of grievances, 
and said that if he didn’t win his appeal (of his 
conviction on contempt of court), then that would 
prove that our Constitution did not guarantee any
thing. He said that Alabama would have the same 
trouble that Clinton, Tennessee, has had, within a 
year.”

T-l also advised that at the meeting on 
September 17, 1956, a cash collection was taken up for KASPER 
and that in a conversation with persons there after the speech. 
Admiral CROIEIELIN said that he met KASPER two years ago in 
Washington, D. C., where KASPER owned a bookstore.

Press Interview, Montgomery, Alabama, September 19* 1956

Lir. HENRY BRADSHER, Associated Press 
Correspondent, with office in the Advertiser Company, 
Montgomery, advised on September 25, 1956, that he interviewed 
JOHN KASPER at Montgomery on September 19, 1956. He said 
that KASPER disavowed any intent to stir up violence, and 
claimed that his previous references to ’’roving bands” did not 
indicate violent bands, but groups of persons who would 
organize resistance to integration in threatened cities, 
by calling on citizens, passing out leaflets, and forming
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picket lines. Mr. BRADSHER asked KASPER about alleged 
statements that the roving bands would ^take over” a town, 
and KASPER replied that he meant that they would take over by 
the ballot box. When BRADSHER pointed out that non-citizens 
of a community could not vote on such short notice, KASPER 
said that he meant that the roving bands would ’’educate” 
the people of the town, and teach them how to vote to 
preserve their way of life. Mr, BRADSHER said that ASA E<X^ 
(ACE) CARTER of Birmingham was present during the interview 
and appeared to be in complete agreement with KASPER’S 
remarks.

Television Appearance on WSFA - TV, Montgomery. Alabama.
^pte^ger^'^CL ---------------  ----- ----- -----------

Mobile informant T<-2, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, requested on September 27, 
1956, that his identity be maintained confidential until and 
unless the information furnished by him be needed in an 
appropriate judicial procedure. T-2 said that in such 
event, he would honor any proper court instructions to 
produce evidence of the information furnished by him on 
September 27, 1956, and set forth below?

On a telecast on station WSFA-TV, Montgomery, 
Alabama, Channel Twelve, on the evening of September 20, 1956 
JOHN KASPER, known to T-2 as leader of a-Citizens’ Council 
organization in the District of Columbia, was asked the 
following questions by WSFA - TV News Reporter FRANK McGEE, 
and furnished the answers indicated.

Mr, McGEE? ”Do you believe that the Negro is 
by nature inferior to the white man?”

Mr. KASPER? ”1 think the Negro has his own 
special destiny, which is entirely different from the 
white man’s. The white man should and must exercise 
the role of dominance in the United States. I think 
he has an innate superiority for the type of civili
zation that white people want.”

Mr. McGEE? ’’You mean that he has innate 
superiority?”
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Mr. KASPER; "I do, for the type of 
civilization that we've got here. In the matter of 
organizing government — free government, the Negro 
has historically always fallen into slavery. The 
white .man has fought to keep himself out of slavery, 
and it is the only race that has done so with any 
success.”

Mr. HcGEE: "Do you believe that segregation 
should be ended at any time under any circumstances?”

Mr. KASPER; "No, I don't. I believe that 
segregation should be established where it doesn't 
now exist, not only with regard to the colored races, 
but to other races that are alien.”

Mr. McGEE: "What other races would you 
mention in particular?”

i-.r. KASPER: "Any race or any racial 
component in the United States which is not composed 
of the Anglo-Saxon or Nordic peoples, the people who 
come from northern Europe, England? I think they should 
be given their own status apart from the white 
people. (Two or three words indistinct).

Mr. McGEE; "Could you elaborate?”

Mr. KASPER; "Segregation is the right of 
the South. If segregation is ended, the South is 
destroyed.”

Ir. McGEE: "Do you think that this country 
has anything to fear from the Jews?”

Mr. KASPER: "I do, I think there's a very 
serious Jewish question.”

Mr. McGEE; "What would that question be, in 
your mind?"

Mr. KASPER: "I think it's their — well, 
their international finance that has brought nations
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into war at times, senseless wars in recent history, 
their leading role in Communism, their leadership 
of Communism in the world and in the United States, 
their efforts to mongrelize the races right here in 
the United States. They are one of the leading elements 
in integration moves. I think they seem to exercise 
an unnatural control and monopoly in the newspaper 
press and in communications, which does not reflect 
the best constitutional traditions of our country, 
and the founding fathers* ideas and visions.”

Mr. McGEE: "Were there anything in Hitler’s 
racial views that you would endorse?”

Mr. KASPER? "I am not familiar with Hitler’s 
racial views.”

Mr. McGEE? ?’He was anti-Jewish to the 
extent of having many of them slaughtered in concen
tration camps over there. Would you endorse anything 
like that?"

Mr. KASPER: "No sir."

Mr. McGEE: "You do not believe in racial 
extermination then?"

Mr. KASPER: "No sir, I believe in racial 
segregation."

Mr. McGEE: "Do you think that this country 
has anything to fear from the Catholics?"

Mr. KASPER: "I have never had any acquaintance 
with the Catholics to any extent."

Mr. McGEE: "Then you do not feel of yourself 
as being opposed to the Catholics?"

Mr. KASPER: "No sir."

Mr. McGEE: "Do you approve of the people 
taking the law into their own hands?"
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Mr. KASPERs ”Np sir, I don’t.”

Hr. McGEE? “Do you approve of the people 
taking any action which might be considered in violent 
opposition to the law?"

Hr. KASPERs "Yes, I do, if, I feel if laws 
are so framed as to be nothing but a curse to the 
people and their welfare and their innate feelings, 
and their total aspirations — what they want in life, 
what their highest ideals are — that the law is 
nothing but a restraint and destruction of them as a 
people, or their institutions, then, why, they should 
work to change that law,"

Hr. McGEE; "With violence?"

Mr. KASPER? "Well, not — it depends on what 
you mean by violence.”

Mr, McGEE? "With one of the flagrant acts of 
lawlessness, with physical abuse of someone who disagrees 
with them,”

Mr. KASPER? "No sir, I don’t believe in 
violence if there’s any recourse to legal procedure. 
If the court system is corrupt to the extent that 
there is no legal procedure, the people themselves 
will obviously have to find their own remedy."

Mr. McGEE? "Do you believe that our legal 
system is corrupt to that extent on this particular 
question?"

Mr. KASPER? "I believe that our court 
system is extremely corrupt. I would say in that 
connection that the people who fought our colonial 
revolution — that revolution was fought twenty years 
before the actual bloodshed occurred. There was 
a revolution which first occurred in the minds of the 
people themselves, when they decided to be independent 
and free, and they couldn’t stand the tyranny of 
British rule, and they opposed it in their own minds.
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If the Supreme Court continues to force and coerce 
their own Communist ideologies on the American 
people, who basically will not accept it, and don’t 
want it, I think this country is going to face some 
very very violent and critical times ahead of us. 
It will be necessary.”

Mr. McGEE: ”Do you believe that the people 
can violently oppose constituted law and not be in 
revolt?”

Mr. KASPER: ’’They cannot violate constituted 
law and be in revolt, you mean, uh, would you say 
constitutional law or just law that happens to be?”

Mr. McGEE: ’’Law based on ruling.”

Mr. KASPER: ”1 would say the people are in 
revolt against this Supreme Court decision right now. 
Yes sir, they’ve been in revolt."

Mr. McGEE: "Do you believe that the Communists 
are fostering integration?”

Mr, KASPER: "Yes sir, I positively do.”

Mr. McGEE; "Have you ever seen anything 
in the nature of evidence to support that?”

Mr. KASPER: ”1 certainly have. I’ve seen 
it at Columbia University in New York? I’ve seen it 
on the streets in New York City? I’ve seen Communist 
meetings where PAUL ROBESON and BENJAMIN DAVIS, JOHN 
GATES — his real name is ISRAEL RAGENSTRETCH 
(phonetic) — he’s the editor of the "Daily Worker,” 
they came and spoke in these interracial meetings? 
they advocated interracial meetings? and the 
necessity to destroy what they called the lily-white 
and white supremacy and the white race, necessary to 
attain the objective of world Communism.”

Mr. McGEE: "Why do you think that Alabama 
State Senator SAM ENGLEHARDT’S wing of the white
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citizens* Council has the wrong approach to this 
problem?”

Kr. KASPER; "Well, I think because (one 
or two words indistinct) that he and many of his 
followers are basically dishonest and insincere — 
that they are simply trying to get a foothold in 
Alabama politics outside of the regular, or perhaps 
irregular machine -- the LISTER HILL machine, the 
SPARKMAN machine, the FOLSOM machine. They see a way 
to maintain themselves politically through the white 
citizens’ council. They are not a peoples* movement. 
The people themselves have no role in this council so 
far as I can see. They are political councils — 
politically controlled.”

Mr. licGEE; "Would you disagree, then with 
their advice to resist integration by all legal 
means?”

Hr. KASPER; ”1 would disagree with that if 
that means not to fight in the face of the Supreme 
Court decision — that there’s nothing we can do — 
we must accept it — we must adopt it.”

Hr. KcGEE: "When you use the word ’fight* 
it could possibly be misconstrued. By that do you 
mean to resist, or to take actual open, physical 
action?”

Mr. KASPER; ”It means to use every available 
means, every possible means.”

Hr, IxcGEE; "Including the last that I 
mentioned?”

Mr. KASPER; "Well, I don’t know.”

Hr. McGEE: ”1 don’t want you to be misunder
stood.”

Hr. KASPER; "I don’t know. I mean to use 
every possible means available. If the courts themselves, 
the Federal Judiciary System, is positively following
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Communist ideology, how can one have recourse. I 
haven’t heard yet of one suit that has been thrown out 
of federal court where the NAACP and other alien 
organizations have tried to put negroes in the 
school. The NAACP keeps winning. These phoney 
segregationist groups say ’we are for segregation’ 
and when any action occurs as of the people of 
Clinton, Tennessee, the ARTHURINE LUCY case, or any
thing of that nature where the people themselves demon
strate against it, where they petition against what is 
being done to them, you’ll find these segregationists 
run, the minute the integrationists give them some 
criticims, or the press.”

Mr. McGEE: ”0ne question now, a bit 
different from the others. What effect do you think 
our current racial difficulties in the South will have 
on our future industrial and business growth?”

Mr. KASPER: ”Well I think they have the 
greatest possible detriment to the South, because the 
races have developed peacefully and in the greatest 
harmony for eighty years here, ever since the 
Reconstruction Period; and the main facts in that 
case are that the white people themselves have 
furnished tremendous educational facilities for the 
Negro — high schools, colleges -- some of the 
finest schools in the world for them. There are 
better schools in Montgomery, Alabama, and Charlottes
ville, Virginia, for Negroes than there are in New 
Jersey for white students. Also, the Negro’s role 
in agriculture in the South is very great. They 
can’t get jobs available in many cases in the North. 
They have a great deal of employment here. They’re 
taken care of by the white people. The white people 
have deep respect for the Negroes. They’ve gone out 
of their way to take care of them.

”But you have now a Communist Supreme 
Court, you have, for all intents and purposes, as was 
seen in the Clinton — in the use of federal police 
power in the Clinton demonstrations there to coerce 
the people — we have a Communist government now. We
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have a hollow pumpkin on a pole, EISENHOWER; and as 
faT’""3^’"T’W“?ion<Ie?YT^7^^ praying
for the death of the next President, STEVENSON, or 
whoever he happens to be? because they are all 
committed to the destruction of the races, not just 
the white race, but the colored race.”

Mr. McGEE: "What do you feel you are 
contributing to furthering understanding between the 
American people and other people of the world?”

Mr. KASPER: "My concern, and what I think 
is useful action on my part or anyone elses’ in this 
fight, is that we are attempting to restore our basic 
racial pride in what we are — in what we consider to 
be the most important achievements of the white 
race, which is free government.”

Mr. McGEE: ”Do you expect the darker 
peoples of the world to understand and appreciate 
this?”

Mr. KASPER: "I certainly do. I’ve talked 
to many Negroes who are completely opposed to race 
mongrelization. In fact, I should say most of them 
are. There’s a Negro Bishop, as a matter of fabt, in 
New York City, who has been sponsoring a plan to have 
the Negroes move back to Africa, to colonialize them 
there. He feels that that’s their native continent 
and that they belong there — that they belong — that 
they’re out of place in the United States.”

Mr. McGEE: "Would you support such a • . • 
(interrupted by KASPER’S reply)?

Mr. KASPER: "Well I certainly would.”

Hr. McGEE; "Have you ever discussed this 
with, say, anyone from India or China? ”

Mr. KASPER: "Well, the Chinese have their 
own racial destiny. It’s not much of a problem in the
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United States, We have no Indian population to 
speak of.”

Mir. McGEE: "I was curious to know if you 
think they would understand you.”

Mr. KASPER: ”1 think they would understand 
us. The Indians forcibly moved the Pakistani people 
over into Pakistan when they partitioned there.”

Mr. McGEE; ”Was that on a racial basis?”

Mr. KASPER: ’’Positively on a racial basis.”

V
T-2 advised that the above telecast was entitled 

"The^egree of Difference," and that .Alabama State Senator 
SA^fENGLEHARDT, Executive Secretary of the Citizens’ Councils 
of Alabama, was asked approximately the same questions, and 
gave his answers. T-2 explained that the purpose of the 
telecast was to show the "degree of difference” between 
the points of view of the two segregationists.

Speech at Montgomery, Alabama, September 21, 1956, at the 
Woodsmen of the World Hall

T-l advised on September 25, 1956, that he 
attended a meeting on Friday, September 21, 1956, at the 
Woodsmen of the World Hall, 5 South Court Street, Montgomery, 
Alabama, and heard an address by JOHN KASPER. T-l furnished 
the following information:

KASPER spoke from 3:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
to a group of about fifty persons. He repeated almost 
exactly the same account of his activities in Clinton, 
Tennessee, as in his earlier address on September 17, 1956, 
at Wetumpka. He then criticized Attorney General HERBERT 
BROWNELL for introducing Civil Rights legislation in order 
to get the Federal Bureau of Investigation into the 
segregation issue. He said that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation is already in on some cases. He said that the 
City Ordinances in Clinton, Tennessee, made that city 
like Moscow, Russia, and said that they had ordinances
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there prohibiting groups of more than ten persons from 
gathering and when a speech was to be made, requiring a 
forty-eight hour notice to be filed in advance of the 
time of the speech. He decried the use of ’’tanks, machine 

| guns, bayonets and state troopers,” and said that if the 
I current trend is not reversed, we would see the FBI 
I become like the Russian ’’K.N.V.D.,” or secret police.
’Referring to the split in the Citizens* Councils movements 
in Alabama, KASPER said a third party was necessary to 
bring them together, and suggested Admiral JOHN CROWELIN 
.for this role. He said that he had never heard ASA E. (ACE) 
CARTERj^ay anything about the Jews, but had talked to 
LUTHES^NGALLS, Attorney for the Citizens* Councils of 
Alabama, and INGALLS had told him, KASPER, that he knew 
€hat*the Jew was back of the integration movement, but that 
he couldn*t say anything about that. T-l said that KASPER 
again said that he was glad to see the Ku Klux Klan starting 
up again. KASPER attacked the Montgomery Advertiser. a 
daily newspaper published at Montgomery, Alabama, and 
charged that the Editor, GROVER HALL, was influenced by 
"that Red, AUBREXWILLIAMS.” T-l said that KASPER made 
repeated references again to his belief that the United 
States government was becoming more and more like a 
dictatorship. . -X

Mr. HENRY BRADSHER, supra, also advised on 
September 25, 1956, that he attended the meeting at the 
Woodsmen of the World Hall in Montgomery on September 21, 
1956. BRADSHER estimated that less than forty persons 
attended this meeting, including representatives of the 
press. He said that KASPER’S remarks were more guarded 
than in any previous speech, and that he made no more 
references to ’’roving bands.” BRADSHER said that he did not 
hear any remark by KASPER in this speech in which KASPER 
advocated violence or force of any kind, although he 
viciously attacked various public officials, and charged 
that they were causing our government to become more like a 
dictatorship.

Mr. WESLEY OWENS, Reporter, the Montgomery 
Advertiser. advised on September 25, 1956, that he attended 
tKe meeting at the Woodsmen of the World Hall on September
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21, 1956, and heard KASPERtS speech. Mr* OWENS said that 
a large portion of the speech was KASPER’S account of his 
activities in Clinton, Tennessee, and said that there was 
very little ’’newsworthy” material in the speech. He 
recalled KASPER charging that the Junior League is a 
Communist Front organization and that the League of 
Women Voters has ’’pink tendencies.5’ He also claimed that 
the Editor of the Washington Post is either a."pink" or a 
”Communist." He charged that the laws of Clinton, 
Tennessee, violate civil liberties as guaranteed by the 
Constitution of the United States, and attacked many public 
officials, specifically stating that former Presidents 
ROOSEVELT and TRUMAN and President EISENHOWER are all "soft 
on Communism,” He charged that the federal government 
coddles Negroes and Jews for political purposes, and said 
that the Principal of Clinton (Tennessee) High School is a 
Jew and inferred that he has Communist tendencies.

Mr. OWENS said that the Woodsmen of the World 
Hall was rented for this occasion by "We The People Speak," 
which he described as an organization started by Admiral 
JOHN CROMMELIN (Retired) for the purpose of defeating a 
proposed Amendment to the Alabama State Constitution which 
was popularly known as the "Freedom of Choice Amendment.” 
OWENS also recalled KASPER saying that he was glad to see 
that the Ku Klux Klan was active again, and said that he 
was applauded for this statement.

Speech at Jemison, Alabama, September 22, 1956

Mobile informant T-3, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised on September 26, 
1956, that on the evening of September 22, 1956, he attended 
a meeting of the Jemison (Alabama) Citizens’ Council in the 
Auditorium of the Jemison High School, at which JOHN KASPER 
and ASA E. CARTER were featured speakers. T-3 said that 
CARi^ROEGNER, Chairman of the Jemison Citizens’ Council, 
presided at the meeting, and introduced the Mayor-elect 
of Jemison, Mr, J. AJrcHANDLER, an employee of the 
Louisville and Nashville Railroad, as a member of the Jemison 
Citizens’ Council. Mayor-elect CHANDLER introduced KASPER.
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T-3 said that KASPER’S speech was mostly 
concerned with his activities in Clinton, Tennessee. He 
said that he was at Charlottesville, Virginia, when he 
heard that the school at Clinton was going to be integrated, 
and went to Clinton to stop it. He knocked on hundreds 
of doors, organizing resistance to integration, and was 
jailed on a sedition charge or some similar offense, but 
released the next day and was told to get out of town, 
according to KASPER’S account. When he refused to give up 
the fight, he was jailed on a federal injunction and was 
convicted of contempt of court. KASPER in his speech said 
that President EISENIiOWER is a liar, because he did use 
zorce to brlffg about integration az ter he said he would not 
do so. T-3 said that KASPER blamed the President for the 
National Guard being called out to suppress the segregationist 
demonstrations in Clinton. He said that KASPER made the 
additional remark that "EISENHOWER quite often lies." 
KASPER urged his listeners, who numbered approximately 
two hundred, according to T-3*s estimate, to get Citizens’ 
Council members to run for all public offices and to get 
into all political groups even the Parent-Teachers 
Associations and civic organizations, so that their influence 
can be more effectively felt. T-3 said that KASPER’S 
speech was on a highly emotional plane, but that KASPER 
was apparently being cautious not to -nake any statements 
directly advocating the use of force to block desegregation 
in schools. He said that a contribution was collected from 
the audience for "defraying Lir. KASPER’S expenses."

T-3 said that one statement touching on 
violence was made by ASA E. CARTER, who spoke after KASPER, 
CARTER said that he had been quoted in the Birmigham, 
Alabama, press as saying that if he could get up enough 
men, he would fight the National Guard, if that organization 
should be used to enforce integration in the schools. CARTER 
denied making that statement, but said, "When they try to 
integrate the schools where ray kids are going, I will fight 
the National Guard, or anybody else."

T-3 said that between KASPER’S speech and 
CARTER’S, CARL ROEGNER announced that he wanted to introduce 
some friends, and at a signal, twenty Ku Klux Klan members 
in full regalia entered the auditorium from the rear, and took
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seats in the front of the auditorium. He said that they 
■were not individually introduced and said that he did not 
recognize those who were not wearing dark glasses so that 
their faces were visible, but suspected that four of them 
who were wearing dark glasses were local people. T-3 said 
that ROEGNER and N. L^rDUFFY, Vice Chairman of the Jemison 
Citizens’ Council, seemed to know the Ku Klux Klan members.

. “. d • .

- RUC -
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administrative
Careful consideration was given to the use of

T symbols in this report and the identity of informants was 
concealed only when absolutely necessary.

With respect to the TV program "The Degree of
Difference," described by T-2, T-2 advised that the program 
was prepared on sound-movie film, 16 mm,, on and
that KASPER and ENGLEHARDT were separately interviewed, with 
neither having the benefit of the answers furnished by the 
other. Then the film was spliced so that after McGEE asked 
the question, each of the men answered, before the next 
question was asked. T-2 said that it can be positively 
established, for purposes of evidence, that there was no 
editing of the answers given by KASPER — that is, that it 
can be established that he did give exactly the answers 
set forth herein, and did say exactly what it is indicated 
that he said, with one exception. That exception is that 
there would be no positive way to establish, except by 
McGEE’S testimony, that nothing was removed from the 
beginning and the end of the answer. T-l said that 
actually one brief excerpt was taken out of one of KASPER’S 
answers, because it was personally defamatory against Attorney 
General HERBERT BROWNELL in that it alleged that a niece of 
BROWNELL’S was married to a Negro. He said that this 
excerpt was removed from KASPER’S answer to the question, 
"What effect do you think our current racial difficulties in 
the South will have on our future industrial and business 
growth?" More exactly, it was removed from the place just 
after KASPER’S statement ”We have a hollow pumpkin on a pole, 
EISENHOWER.” This latter information was furnished by T-l 
on 9/29/56.

The sound tape of the 9/17/56 Wetumpka speech
was furnished to and copied onto memobelts by SA SPENCER H. 
ROBB. Transcription was made by Stenographer BETTY LOU 
SHINAULT from the memobelts.

The matter of statements made bv 
to PSI

9/13-20/56, coneerning alleged violent type prosegregation

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE -
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"goon squads” allegedly headed by KASPER, are not being set 
forth in this report, inasmuch as sufficient information 
concerning I____ |and his allegations has been obtained to 
show fairly conclusively that the information he furnished 
is entirely false.

The original sound tape recording of KASPER’S 
9/17/56, speech at Wetumpka is available, and will be obtained 
and filed as a bulky exhibit in Mobile file 105-258.

INFORMANTS

Date of Activity Agent File No.
Identity And/or Description Date To Whom Where
of Source Of Information Received Furnished Located

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE -

T-l is Wetumpka Speech 9/25/56 WOODSON
9/17/56 F ■ DRAUT

{wi tteu)—

b7D
T-2 isl

Montgomery Speech 9/25/56 WOODSON 
9/21/56 E. DRAUT

(written)

iTelecast of ’’The 9/27/56 WOODSON This

T-? is L. C.

degree of Difference" E. DRAUT report,
(original film available) (dubbed Evidence

sound available
tape at WSFA-
furnished) TV in

custody 
of HOYT

ANDRES, former SA, 
Manager

Jemison meeting 9/26/56 WOODSON This
9/22/56 E. DRAUT report

(nAiie pfotdited 
by request)

(orally)

L
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LEADS

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE (INFORMATION)

Two copies of this report are designated for 
Birmingham in view of KASPER’S activity within that Division 
and as the report contains information concerning the 
activity of ASA E, CARTER, Birmingham.

KNOXVILLE OFFICE (INFORMATION)

Two copies of this report are designated for 
Knoxville as that office may desire to disseminate to the 
local U. S. Attorney.

REFERENCE

Washington Field airtel to , 9/21/56.

Washington Field letter to Bv.ieiu^ 9/21/56,,

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE -
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Clinton WCC reportedly meeting each Saturday night in closed sessions,reportedly 
attended by approximately 75 persons* W'lLLjuiB^TTLL, Clinton^ Route 2, 
Oak Ridge employee., is Executive Secretary WCC'at Clinton. On 9/25/56, '• 

KASPER was arrested by Anderson County Sheriff on local sedition charge, 
was released same date under $2000 bond. On 9/23/56 and 9/30/56, CARTER 

and KASPER addressed public, publicized meetings in Knox County, Tennes
see, in attempt to organize WCC in Knox County.

DETAILS: As reported elsewhere in this report. United States
District Judge, ROBERT L. TAYLOR, on January 5, 1956, 
at Knoxville, issued an order requiring D. J. BRITTAIN, 
Principal of the Clinton, Tennessee, High School, and 
the .Anderson County Board of Education to register in 
the Clinton High School any qualified Negroes who sought 
admittance at the beginning of the 1956-57 school term.

AT CLINTON, TENNESSEE

On August 25, 1956, D. J. BRITTAIN advised that twelve 
Negroes had been registered at Clinton High School; that he had experienced 
no difficulty as a result of those registrations, and that the first day 
of school would be August 27, 1956.

AT KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEEi
On August 26, 1956, WALTER FISCHER, Assistant Attorney 

General, 19th Judicial.District, telephonically advised Special Agent RUSSELL 
L. DAGLEY that one JOHI^jOSPER, Executive Secretary, Seaboard White Citizens’ 
Councils, 1256 Wisconsin’ Avenue, Southwest, Washington, Ih_C. was at that 

time in Clinton, distributing circulars to students and advocating the boycott 
of the Clinton High School which was scheduled to open the following morning 
in a desegregated condition.

On the same date FISCHER was telephonically contacted 
by the reporting Agent, at which time FISCHER stated that he had received 
his information from HORACE WELLS, publisher of the Clinton Courier, and 
that WELLS was in possession of a circular which indicated that it was 
KASPER’s intention to force the resignation of Principal BRITTAIN since he 
was under a court order to admit Negroes to the Clinton High School. FISCHER 
advised that '’.TELLS stated that the apparent purpose of the circular was to 
urge the people to remove from office anyone who was under such a court order.
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Mr. FISCHER later telephonically advised that he had 
caused the issuance of a warrant charging XASPhR with vagrancy and inciting 
to riot, and that KASPER had been arrested and was, at that time, confined 
in the Clinton City Jail under 55000 bond.

AT CLINTON, TENNESSEE

On August 27, 1956, CLYDE RIDENOUR, member of the 
Clinton Police Department, advised that KASPER was still in jail and that 
from ten to twelve students of the Clinton High School were parading in front 
of the school and carrying placards on which were written slogans to the effect 
that the students of Clinton High Schoo], would not attend the same school which 
Negroes attended, RIDENOUR advised that the twelve registered Negroes were 
in attendance at the school and that no violence had occurred but that a crowd 
of approximately two hundred persons was congregated in the vicinity of the 
school. RIDENOUR advised that during the night some person had distributed 
literature in the Clinton area, urging people to rebel against having their 
school integrated.

On August 28, 1956, P'.UL .NORTON, City Recorder, advised 
that K--SPER had been released on that date by Trial Justice Judge, J. LEON 
ELKINS, who ruled that the city did not present sufficient evidence to hold 
KASPER on the vagrancy and inciting to riot warrant. HORTON stated that 
picketing of the High School was continuing by the students, that approximately 
fifty percent of the anticipated seven hundred students were in attendance, 
and that the enrolled colored students vrere continuing to attend the school. 
Mr. HORTON advised that KASPER had addressed a group of approximately two hun
dred persons prior to his arrest and had urged these persons to join the 'fLite 
Citizens’ Councils (hereinafter referred to as WCC), as a means of fighting 
integration of their school.

On August 29, 1956, CLYDE RIDENOUR advised that on that 
date KASPER had led a group of approximately one hundred persons to the door 
of the Clinton High School and would have entered the school had he not been 
prevented by members of the Clinton Police Department. He stated that KASPER 
demanded an audience with the principal and that Mr. BRITTAIN met KASPER at the 
door. He stated that KASPER demanded that BRITTAIN either exclude the Negroes 
from the school or resign. RIDENOUR stated that Mr. BRITTAIN advised KASPER 
that he was under a court order to admit Negroes and that he had no choice but 
to abide by that order.

On August 29, 1956, Deputy United States Marshal WILLIAM 
PETREE advised that at approximately 8:00 p.m., United States Marshal FRANK 
QUARLES had interrupted KASPER while KASPER was addressing a crowd of approxi-
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mately 200 persons from the courthouse steps in Clinton, had. escorted KASPER 
into the courthouse and had then read to KASPER a restraining order issued 
by United States District Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR on that date at Knoxville, 
and which prohibited KASPER from interfering with integration of the Clinton 
High School. He advised that KASPER had been given a copy of the restraining 
order and had returned to the steps of the courthouse and read the order to 
the assembled people. PETREE advised that KASPER then advised the crowd that 
he had no intention of abiding by the provisions of the order and urged the 
people to also ignore it.

Mr. PETREE advised that following the above remarks by
KASPER, Mr. QUARLES and several attorneys from Clinton, had returned to 
Knoxville to advise Judge TAILOR concerning KASPER's remarks and to obtain 
the necessary papers to immediately take KASPER into custody on a charge of 
contempt.

AT KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

On August 30, 1956, United States Attorney JOHN C.
CRANFORD, JR. , explained that on January hj 1956, District Judge ROBERT L. 
TAILOR had issued an order to authorities at Clinton, Tennessee, requiring 
the principal of the Clinton High School and the members of the Anderson County 
Board of Education to admit any qualified Negroes to that school at the be
ginning of the 1956-57 session.

Mr.CRAWORD advised that on August 29, 1956, Judge
TAYLOR had decided not to cause KASPER’s arrest on that night, but had 
decided to wait and have the contempt citation served on KASPER when he 
appeared in the United States District Court on August 30, 1956, as the 
restraining order required. Mr. CRANFORD advised that the following persons, 
in addition to KASPER, all of whom are residents of Anderson County, Tennes
see, were named in the restraining order:

LE9-80LTON
TOU^RTER
MABEirCDRRIER

tettBankins
MAX-fSTTlES

Mr. CRAWORD advised that KASPER was arrested by the
United States Marshal on August 30, 1956, when he appeared in court and that 
the hearing on the restraining order and contempt charge would not be com
pleted until August 31, 1956. He stated that KASPER had been confined in the 
Knox County Jail in lieu of payment of $10,000 bond, on the night of August 
30, 1956.
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On August 31, 1956, United States Attorney JOHN C. 
CRAWFORD, JR., advised that Judge TAYLOR had found KASPER guilty of contempt 
and had sentenced him to one year in the custody of the Attorney General. 
He stated that KASPER’s attorney had immediately advised that the conviction 
would be appealed to the Sixth Circuit and that Judge TAILOR would rule on 
September 6, 1956, as to whether or not KASPER would be released on bond, 
pending results of the appeal.

AT CLINTON, TENNESSEE

On September 1, 1956, CLIDE RIDENOUR advised that on 
the night of August 31, 1956, ASA CUTER, whom he stated was connected with 
the WCC of Alabama, spoke to a crowd of around fifteen hundred persons at 
the Clinton Courthouse. RIDENOUR advised that C/JITER berated local law en
forcement officials, persons holding local political offices, and talked 
at length concerning the historical supremacy of the white race. He stated 
that CARTER claimed that mongrelization of the races is an inevitable result 
of school integration. RIDENOUR advised that CARTER’s talk was terminated 
unexpectedly when a rumor was spread through the crowd that some United States 
Marshals were present for the purpose of arresting CARTER. He advised that 
prior to CARTER’S departure, however, CARTER urged those present to join the 
WCC as a means of fighting integration. RIDENOUR advised that KASPER and 
CARTER had pointed out that membership dues in the WCC are $3.00 per year 
and that this $3.00 would enable the WCC to extend its work and thereby 
become more effective. RIDENOUR pointed out that a table was provided near 
the courthouse steps where anyone interested could join the WCC, and RIDENOUR 
stated that some persons joined on each of the nights when CARTER and KASPER 
spoke. He advised that it was impossible for him to estimate the number of 
persons who joined because of the confusion of the crowd and the number of 
persons crowded around the steps and the table.

On September 2, 1956, RIDENOUR advised that on September 
1, 1955, a crowd which he believed was developing into a mob, gathered in 

Clinton and would have gotten beyond control of the eight policemen and 
forty auxiliary policemen had not one hundred State Highway Patrolmen ar
rived at the appropriate time. He advised that following the arrival of 
the patrolmen, JACK KERSHAW, an attorney from Nashville and Executive Secre
tary of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government, addressed 
a crowd of around fifteen hundred persons. He stated that KERSHAW spoke 
through a public address system mounted on a car parked in front of the 
courthousej that he urged the people to organize; that he deplored the use 
of violence; pointed out that Tennessee law forbids mixing of races in 
schools, and urged that those present not violate this law by sending their 
children to a school which permitted mixing of the races.
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On September 3, 1956, CLYDE RIDENOUR advised that at
noon on September 2, 1956, approximately six hundred National Guardsmen were 
moved into Clinton. He stated that on September 2, 1956, a group of anti
integration forces met in a closed session in a school yard three miles east 
of Clinton. He stated that any persons whom those assembled felt were not 
sympathetic with their cause were excluded and it was RIDENOUR’S opinion 
that this meeting set the pattern for future WCC meetings.

On September 6, 195'6, PAUL HORTON, City Recorder,
advised that the City Council had passed an ordinance prohibiting any out
door meetings in Clinton unless permission for such a meeting were obtained 
at least forty-eight hours prior to the meeting, from the City Recorder. 
He advised that he would issue such a permit only on unanimous consent of 
the City Council and that he could safely state that no such permit would be 
granted. In addition, he advised that lie had contacted the persons in charge 
of the few buildings in Clinton which would accommodate an indoor meeting and 
had been assured that the anti-integration forces would not be given per
mission to use any of these facilities.

Mr. HORTON advised that at a prior meeting on the
courthouse lawn, he believes it was on .iurust 30, 1956, a group of persons 
met and selected WILLARD E. TILL as Executive Secretary of the Clinton WCC. 
He stated that TILL resides on Route 2, Clinton, is employed at the 1-12 
area of Oak Ridge, and has, in so far as he knows, never been involved in 
any trouble or been considered a trouble maker.

AT KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

On September 6, 1956, United States Attorney JOHN C
CRAWFORD, JR., advised that on that date United States District Judge ROBERT 
L. TAILOR had ruled that he would release KASPER under 110,000bond, pending 

a ruling on KASPER's appeal by the Sixth Circuit Court.

On September 7, 1956, Mr. CRANFORD stated that on 
that date KASPER was released under $10,Q£)0 bond. He advised that Mr. and 
Mrs. CLIDE COOK and Mr. and Mrs. CLTD^cuX, all of Clinton, had signed 
KASPER’s bond. A'

AT CLINTON, TENNESSEE

On September 10, 1956, CLIDE RIDENOUR advised that,-GLIDE
resides at Clinton, Route 1, that he is employed as a fire fighter in 

the Y-12 area of Oak Ridge, and that he believes COOK is financial secretary 
of the local W.■w^a*.**^**

- 6 -
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At that time RIDENOUR stated that the anti-integration 
faction, which he feels is synonymous with the WCC, is meeting in a tent 
on the CLYDE COOK property. He stated that COOK’s property is located on 
Highway 61, about two miles east of Clinton. He advised that these meetings 
are not open to the public and he estimated that approximately twenty-five 
men regularly attend the meetings. .

On September 18, 1956, Anderson County Sheriff, GLAD 
WOODWARD, advised that the local WCC is meeting each Saturday night at the 
home of CLYDE COOK. He stated that these meetings are Closed and are. 
attended by approximately seventy-five persons0

On September 25, 1956, Sheriff WOODWARD and CLYDE 
RIDENOUR advised that there has been no activity in the Clinton area attribu
table to the WCC other than the meetings mentioned above. ■

RIDENOUR stated that he has received information 
that the WCC is copying a list of the names and addresses of persons 
registered to vote in Anderson County.

Both RIDENOUR and WOODWARD advised that there has been 
some talk of the formation of a Ku Klux Klan chapter in the Clinton area. 
RIDENOUR stated that he has heard that L. J^A^RANTLEY, a merchant who 
resides on Route.U in South Clinton, has been distributing application forms ' 
fpr_the KI an. Neither WOODWARD nor RIDENOUR was in possession of any in
formation indicating infiltration of the WCC by the Ku Klux Klan. Each 
felt, however, that the possibility of such infiltration exists, due to the 
similar nature of the organizations.

The Ku Klux Klan has been cited by the Attorney General 
pursuant to Executive Order 10b50.

On September 25, 1956, MARJORIE BICE, Deputy, Anderson 

County Registration Clerk, advised that arrangements had been made for a 
Mrs. J. WARREN COWARD, Oliver Springs Pike, to copy the names and addresses 
of persons registered to vote in Anderson County. She stated that the 
names of approximately one thousand of the thirty thousand registered 
voters had been copied. She stated that Mrs. COWARD has discontinued her 
work and had not indicated whether or not she intended to complete it.

On September 2h, 1956, CLIDE RIDENOUR advised Special 
Agent THEODORE A. SANDERS that at approximately 8:00 p.m. on that date 
Anderson County Sheriff GLAD WOODWARD had arrested JOHN KASPER at Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. He advised that the arrest was based on an indictment returned 
previously by an Anderson County Grand Jury which charged KASPER with sedition.
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RIDENOUR stated that KASPER had been released on the same date under 
52000 bond.

On September 25, 1956, Sheriff WOODWARD advised the
reporting Agent that KASPER had been arraigned that date before Circuit 
Judge D. L. HUTSON, had requested time- to prepare his defense and accepted 
November 5, 1956, as a trial date. ,

On the same date Sheriff WOODWARD advised that when he
arrested KASPER at Oak Ridge, KASPER requested to see the warrant and he 
had advised KASPER that he did not have the warrant in his possession. He 
stated that KASPER had then inquired as to the charge and had been informed 
that the charge was sedition. He advised that KASPER peacefully accompanied 
him approximately seventy-five yards from the point of the arrest to the 
Sheriff's car but had pulled away from the Sheriff as they approached the 
car. He advised that he ran after KASPER around several parked cars and back 
to the place where the arrest had been made. He stated that Mr. CfuviPBELL, 
a constable, who was not acquainted with KASPER, observed KASPER running from 
him and stopped KASPER. He stated that KASPER then struck CAJ-iPBELL several 
times across the back and head before CA-IPBELL was able to subdue him. 
Sheriff WOODWARD advised that he had not filed any additional charges as 
a result of the resisting arrest attempt.

An article appeared in the Knoxville Journal on September
20, 1956, indicating that KASPER planned on speaking in Knoxville the follow
ing Sunday (September 23, 1956), and that Knoxville Mayor, JACK DANCE, had 

indicated that KASPER would be in violation of a city ordinance if he 
attempted to speak in Knoxville. This article indicated that KASPER had 
expressed his intention to speak in spite of the Mayor's warning.

An article appearing in the Knoxville News-Sentinel 
on September 20, 1956, indicated that KASPER planned to speak on September 
23, 1956, in a public park in Fountain City (a suburb of Knoxville) and 

that ninety-seven year old Judge JOHN W. GREEN, Chairman of the Fountain 
City Park Board, expressed his intention to prohibit the meeting at the 
park.

An article by-lined JULIAN GRANGER, in the September
2h, 1956, edition of the Knoxville News-Sentinel describes a meeting which 
took place on the shoulder of the highway near the Fountain City Park on 
September 23, 1956. According to this article the meeting started at ap
proximately U:20 p.m. and took place in a light rain. Both ASA CARTER and 
JOHN KASPER spoke to approximately seventy-five persons who were assembled. 
Both accused the politicians of mongrelization, of denying them their rights
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to freedom of speech and free assembly, and recommended the WCC as the 
organization to regain those rights. CARTER stated "one hundred million 
Federal troups cannot integrate me”, and attacked individual members of 
the United States Supreme Court. CARTER claimed that Communists are "trying 
to create one religion - one God” and the Republican and Democratic Parties 
"eventually will amalgamate into one party called Communist”.

Fountain City contractor LEE R^^DSTER, Cedar Heights
drive, was singled out by KASPER as a person who has "stuck-his. neck. out” 
to assist in the formation of the Vi^C in Knoxville. He urged persons to 
contact FOSTER in regard to membership in the WCC.

AT CLINTON, TENNESSEE

On September 27, 1956, Sheriff GLAD WOODWARD advised
that at approximately 10:15 p.m. the previous night,the Negro section of 
Clinton was rocked by an explosion. He advised that his investigation 
indicates that the explosion was caused by the detonation of two beer cans 
into which had been packed approximately six sticks of crumbled dynamite 
and wrapped with wet newspaper. He advised that the explosion occurred 
approximately seventy-five yards from the nearest house and was obviously 
not intended to damage property or injure anyone. He expressed the 
opinion, however, that it was the . work of members of the WCC and was 
perhaps indicative of what they might do in the future to prevent continued 
integration of the Clinton High School,

On September 28, 1956, Sheriff WOODWARD advised that
he had been informed that a WC meeting would be held the following night 
at the home of CLIDE COOK. On September 29, 1956, Agents observed that 
approximately sixty cars were parked on COOK’S property and that a meeting 
was in progress in a large tent which had been erected on COOK1s property 
approximately one hundred yards from the highway. ,

On September 30, 1956, Confidential Informant Knoxville
T-l, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that on 
that date ASA CARTER and JOHN KASPER addressed a crowd of persons who had 
assembled on the DIEHL farm, approximately five miles north of Knoxville. 
He advised that the meeting was open and had been publicized. He estimated 
that in excess of one thousand persons were present. T-l stated that CARTER 
was introduced by JA1®9^WDRILL, Route lh, Ellis Road, Knoxville^ T-l stated 

that CARTER’S talk was similar .to what was reported as his talk of the 
previous Sunday and that he discussed the organization and accomplishments 
of the Alabama Citizens Council, that he stressed the accomplishments of the 
white race throughout history and the collapse of civilizations after members 
of the colored race were imported. He again attacked individual members of
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the United States Supreme Court as being Communistic in their actions and 
accused both major political parties of traveling in the direction of 
Communism® He urged that the only prevention -was to organize and to obtain 
the desired ends through pressure and political activity, including nominating 
and electing public officials from the ranks of the WCC.

T-l stated that both KASPER and CARTER urged those
present to join the WCC and to obtain information about the WCC from JAKES 
DODRILL or LEE R. FOSTER.

T-l advised that neither KASPER nor CARTER mentioned
the Federal Court action pending against KASPER or the integration of the 
Clinton High School.

T-l recognized four former Ku Klux Klan members at
this meeting. He stated that tvio of these men were former officials of the 
Knoxville Ku Klux Klan chapter. He stated that one of these officials made 
the statement that he did not intend to join the WCC and that he was in favor 
of reorganizing the Ku Klux Klan in Knoxville before the WCC took over the 
work which the Ku Klux Klan should be doing.

An Agent who attended the meeting recalls that JOHN
KASPER claimed to have been misquoted in newspaper articles concerning some 
of his recent talks in the State of Alabama, in which he reportedly advocated 
taking over local governments by force. He stated that what he said and what 
he meant was that it would be necessary for the persons favoring segregation 
to use political means to control local government.

The Agent in attendance recalls that KASPER re
quested those present who had joined the WCC to remain after the meeting and 
observed that approximately twenty persons remained.

- P -
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

One copy of this report has been designated for 
Birmingham inasmuch as it reflects the activities of ASA CARTER in the 
Knoxville Division.

On September 26, 1956, United States Attorney JOHN C. 
CRAWORD, JR., advised that he was seriously considering requesting District 
Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR to revoke KASPER’s bond. He requested the Knoxville 
Office to determine the identities of any persons who would be capable of 
and willing to testify to the statements, reportedly made by KASPER and which 
appeared as a United Press release in the Knoxville News-Sentinel on Septem
ber Lu, 1956. Accordingly the Birmingham Office was requested by teletype 
on September 26, 1956, to furnish this information.

By teletype September 27, 1956, the Birmingham Office 
advised that detectives HAROLD FINCHER and J. B. JONES, both of the Birming
ham Police Department, are willing to testify that they recall KASPER making 
several remarks which they believe border on violation of the treason statute. 
The detectives recalled that KASPER said he wanted trouble, needed more 
rabble rousers and that some people may die before the issue of integration 
is settled. In addition, Birmingham reported that ERNEST HARDIN, photographer 
for the Birmingham News, can testify to direct quotations of KASPER as follows: 
"We now have this battle joined. There is no question about it. The Supreme 
Court is enforcing a manner of life that we do not want and will not have. 
We believe that total collapse of law and order is at hand. We must use 
every means to stop the niggers, every means. Some of us may die before 
this thing is over. We believe in exposing and cutting out your next door 
neighbor if he is an integrationist. We are going to deal with the National 
Guard when they get here".

Mr. CRAWORD advised that he expects to use not only 
the material quoted above, but also the facts concerning KASPER’s resisting 
arrest at Oak Ridge on September 2U, 1956, as a basis for his revocation re

quest.

No copies of this report have been designated for the 
United States Attorney at Knoxville, however, he and United States District 
Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR are being kept currently advised of all pertinent in
formation concerning KASPER and his activities. The information concerning 
the request of the U. S. Attorney for investigation to assist in his revoca
tion order was not included in the details of this report because of the 
dissemination to be afforded this report on a local level.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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Six copies of this report have been designated for 
Knoxville in order that copies ■will be available for forwarding to other 
offices in the event it later becomes desirable to do so.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source Agent to Worn Furnished File Where Located
_________ b6

T-l: I | SA THEODORE A. SANDERS b7C
b7D

Careful consideration has been given to each source 
concealed and T symbols were utilized in this report only in those instances 
where the identity of the source must be concealed.

LEADS

THE KNOXVILLE DIVISION

At Knoxville, Tennessee, will follow and report the 
activities of the WCC at Clinton and Knoxville.

The Agents who observed the sixty cars and recorded 
the license numbers of some of these cars present at the WCC meeting at 
Clinton, Tennessee, on the night of September 29, 1956, were Special Agents 
JACK K. MURPHREE and HERBERT E. SHRIDER.

The Agent in attendance at the meeting in Knox County 
on September 30, 1956, was SA HERBERT E. SHRIDER.

REFERENCES

Knoxville telcalls to the Bureau 8/26/56.
Knoxville teletypes to the Bureau 8/27,29,30,31? 

9/1,8,10,12,23,25,26,27,30; 1OA/56.
Knoxville airtels to the Bureau 9/3,5,26/56.
Bureau teletypes to Knoxville 8/31/56 and 9/8/56.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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 Liaison Section 
Mr. Williams

1OOJ.S3395 <
« Dates

Tot

October 6,
Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence
Department of the Army 
The Pentagon
Washington 2J, D. C.

Attention! Chief, Security Division

Froa< John Sdgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Subject! WHITE CH3M« CODICILS 0F '
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
INTERNAL SECURITY - X • :c

Reference is made to previous of eiinf cations 
in which you were furnished information eeaeerniiig 
John Kam. executive secretary of the captioned 
organiaatica.

on the afternoon jC®etober addressed
approximately flfw persons in fulver Springs* 
Tennessee. Ha stated he would depart immedHtel; 
following the meeting for Alabama aad Florida to

Knoxville (See note page 2)

CFWdlj

(10)

present to elect candidates of their choice in local 
offices

Tolson______
Nichols _____  
Boardman___
Belmont_____
Mason _ _____
Mohr____ ;____
Parsons_____  
Rosen _______

2cc SAC,

(By Form 0-6, same da

"direct* part since he 
tajunatloxi. Keeper added thdt J 
Tennessee, would assist citiaans

(See note on yellow page 2) 

cc Assistant Attorney General 
Wiliam F. SVCi

^Nease _ --------  
Winterrowd---  
Tele. Room_  
Holloman--- _  
Gandy____jS * ^Cl I wWb6

f

COMM - FBI



Latter to Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence 
Department of the Army

Any additional pertinent information received 
relative to this matter will be furnished you promptly.

cc Director of Naval Intelligence
Department of the Navy
The Pentagon
Washington 25, D. C.

cc Director of Special Investigations
The Inspector General
Department of the Air Force BY COURIER SERVICE
Building Tempo E
M-th and Adams Drive, S. W.
Washington, D. C.

ATTENTION SAC, KNOXVILLE:

Reurtel dated October L, 1956.

In future communications set forth the source 
of information and statement regarding reliability of 
source.

NOTE ON YELLOW:

Buflles contain no record of James Dodrill.

■ • * hi'
• * •
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FBI KNOXVILLE

OCT 95'
PE

4-56

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC^WFO AND BIRMINGHAM

ITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. , AKA, IS

u. s. DEPARTMENT of justice 
C0MM®4WS/&CTi0N

11-39

KASPER, ADDRESSING APPROXIMATELY FIFTY PERSONS, OLIVER SPRINGS, TENN.,

STATED HE WOULD DEPART IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING MEETING FOR ALABAMA AND

FLORIDA, TO ADDRESS KKK, EXACT LOCATIONS NOT SPECIFIED. HE ADVISED HE 

INTENDED TO TRAVEL FROM FLORIDA TO WASHINGTON, D.C., AND RETURN TO 

EAST TENN., IN APPROXIMATELY THREE WEEKS TO SPEND WINTER. PURPOSE OF 

MEETING, OLIVER SPRINGS, TO ORGANIZE CITIZENS COUNTIL. KASPER URGED 

LISTENERS TO ELECT CANDIDATES OF THEIR CHOICE IN LOCAL OFFICES. HE MADE 

NO REMARKS ADVOCATING FORCE OR VIOLENCE. HE STRESSED ACCOMPLISHING GOALS 

BY LEGAk MEANS. KASPER REMARKED HE CAME TO CLINTON TO STOP INTEGRATION 

BUT CANNOT NOW TAKE "DIRECT* PART SINCE HE IS UNDER FEDERAL RESTRAINING 
. i

INJUNCTION. HE ADDED JAMES DODRILL, KNOXVILLE, WOULD ASSIST CITIZENS 

IN FORMIN®, THEIR COUNCILS. WHILE IN EAST TENN., KASPER DRIVING FIFTY- 

THREE RED PLYMOUTH CONVERTIBLE, FIFTYSIX D.C. TAGS AX FIVE NINE TWO SEVEN 

ALDEN II \
ALL IMFO&MATiaMXaMTAINED . . \nilll e

end ^*2®—

ACK IN ORD PLS .



FD-36 (6-21-55)

1
F B I

Date: 10/19/5'

Transmit the following message via AIRTEL

From

A AIR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

To.- DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC BIRMINGHAM AIRTEL

M5/t<Ason------

(Mr-
gelmont— I

A Mr- Parsons---^ \

I Mt. 1
I Mr. ------'I
I Mr- Trotter-- 1 
\ Mr- Nease—

I Tele.\ Mr. HoUoman—
1 Miss Garidy---—--

n

I 

t* I 
Ml 5

ft*

K

S

as

3

M »

L®* R ■

'•J

TE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.,., 
IS - X

S3i tel. 9/26/56; and BH tel. 9/27/56.

USA, KX, advised he received letter from WAITER E. FISHER, 
Assistant State Attorney General, Clinton, Tenn., inquiring as to the 
possible availability of any Federal Agents who might testify concerning 
statements made by JOHN KASPER on Sept. 13, last, at Birmingham for 
testimony in local State action against KASPER at Clinton on Nov. 5.

IBA, KX, advised he did not now contemplate any action against 
KASPER re revocation of bond and, therefore, no contemplation of use of 
possible witnesses ERNEST HARDIN, Detectives HAROLD FINCHER and J. B. JONES
all Birmingham, allall Birmingham, all having expressed willingness to testify in USDC as set 
forth in BH tel. to Director, WFO and KX, 9/27/56.

USA, KX
knows there are no Federal Agents avt

intends to advise Asst. AG FISHER that so far as he

wondered if any of persons previous 
BY might be willing and available f
KASPER w

testifying; however, USA 
^9«ibiay^nesse0 by 

BLnWtatWT; against

UACB, BH, consider the advisability of contacting HARDIN, FINCHER 
and JONES. If such contacts feasible, will contact these sources and inquire 
if they would be willing and able to testify in State proceedings against
KASPER at Clinton on Nov. 5/ 1956.

ALL IMFaRMATIQN CMMMIED
HEREIN 
DATE..

IS UNCLASWIO JrtowSR

V- Bureau (105-^23395) (Air Mail)
”2 - Birmingham (105-375) (Air Mail)
1 - Washington Field (100-33226)(info.)(Air Mail)
1 - Knoxville (105-122)

ALDEN

(7)

If OCT ^1956

Sent M PerApproved:
Special Ageift in Charge



cc - Boardman 
Belmont 
Williams

Assistant Attorney General 
William F. Tompkins

October 24, 1956

OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Reference is made to previous memoranda in which 
you were furnished information concerning the activities of 
John Kasper, executive secretary of the captioned organization.

The Knoxville Office of this Bureau has advised 
that the United States Attorney in Knoxville informed that 
office he received a letter from Walter E. Fisher, Assistant 
Attorney General of Tennessee, Inquiring as to the availability 
of any Federal agents who might testify concerning statements 
made by John Kasper on September 13, 1956, at Birmingham, 
Alabama. This information is desired in connection with the 
state action against Kasper scheduled for November 5» 1956, 
at Clinton, Tennessee.

Previously the United States Attorney requested the 
identity of witnesses who could testify to statements made 
by Kasper on September 13, 1956, in Birmingham. This request 
was made in connection with possible actipsi to revoke Kasper's 
bond for contempt. Pursuant to this request the names of 
Krnest Hardin, employee of the "Birmingham News," and Harold 
Fincher and J. B. Jones, both detectives with the Birmingham 
Police Department, were furnished the United States Attorney 
as willing witnesses. The United States Attorney advised the 
Knoxville Office ho does not now contemplate any actionagainst 
Kasper regarding the revocation of the bond and, therefore, 
does not contemplate the use of these three individuals. The 
United States Attorney advised he intends to inform Assistant 
Attorney General Fisher that so far as he knows there are no 
Federal agents available to testify; however, he wondered if 
Hardin, Fincher and Jones might bo willing and available for 
testimony in state court against Kasper.

• .. l(1, ^A-HOK CQNUME0 K .

100-423395 soiMftMyjc
c^T.T.nW

CFW:gft
(6)

See memo Belmont tp Boardman, 10/23/5| 
caption, CFWigft." I /

/ . A



Letter to Assistant Attorney General 
William F. Tompkins

The availability and willingness of these three 
individuals to testify on November 5, 1956, are being 
determined and the results will be furnished the United 
States Attorney in Knoxville, The Department will also 
be advised promptly upon receipt of this information.
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1
FD-36 (6-21-55)

Transmit the following message via

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

From SAC, NORFOLK (105-292)
X : WHFiVOF FltfTAIHfcD

To: DIRECTOR, FBI

WHITE CITIZENS' COUNCIIS OF THE 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IS - X

10/15/56.

IF

F B I
110231

1jaan_____

.i-dy_________

Date: 11/5/56

_____
|PSI, Norfolk Office, advised SA HARRY L 

that he lad, met JOHN KASPER anl had taken him to 
| on

said he had tried to get KASPER drunk but that KASPER
was a moderate drinker and would not drink to excess. He said that KASPER
did not seem to be remorseful over the recent violence at Clinton, Tenn., 
but KASPER did not want to go to prison as a result of his part in the 
violence at Clinton.| |informed that KASPER said he obtained money

■ to support his activities from "free will donations of citizens.1 
’ said that KASPER told him that the people of Clinton, Tenn., had put up his 

bond at Clinton by listing their homes as bond for his, KASPER's, subsequent 
appearance at Clinton, Tenn.|_____________ paid that KASPER told him if he went
to prison, he would come out as a martyr and use that status to further his 
work.

) He stated that KASPER said he did not see any way to continue segregation 
| without a Klan type organization. | |said that he felt KASPER's
next step would be underground, either in the Ku Klux Klan or in some 
similar type organization.

continued that one CHARLES MC CALL, who indicated he was 
employed by the Federal Government and who was only three or four months away 
from retirement, had been associating with KASPER and that he had met MC CALL 
with KASPER. MC CALL said he was a former KLansman in Alabama who had resigned 
■from the Klan and. then, as Attorney General of Alabama, prosecuted Klansmen.

[did not know why M3 CALL was associating with KASPER but added that

3 - Bureau (100-423395) (Registered Mail)
< - Washington Field (105-33226) (Registered Mail
1 - Knoxville (info) (Registered Mall)
2 - Norfolk (105-292)[

HLMxajd
Mr. Belmont ]

SentApproved:
Special Agen^ in Charge



FD-36 (6-21-55)

F B I
Date:

Transmit the following message via _________________________________________

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

From SAC,

To:

NF 105-292
b6
b7C
b7D

KASPER seemed to trust MC CALL. _____________did not know what branch of
the Federal Government employed Me CALL.

Nothing has come to the attention of the Norfolk Office to indicate 
that there are any Chapters of the White Citizens Councils in the Norfolk 
area. Contact will be maintained with PSI____________ and if any additional
information pertaining to White Citizens Councils isobtained, it will be sent 
to the Bureau and appropriate offices.

RUC.

HOSTENI

END

Sent_____________. M Per---------------Approved:
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 3-13-56)

/

F B I

Date: 11-9-56

Transmit the following message via AIB^TEE

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: / DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM:

WHITE 
IS-X

SAC, KNOXVILLE

AIR MAIL

CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

.Mon. 
y- X

4 Mr. . > 
J Mt. a ; .
I Ma 51,.^

f P^ 
S Mr. hoh oir 
I Mfes v... , ■a.

On this date, Criminal Judge D. L. HUTSON, Clinton 
Tenn., continued the trial in which JOHN KASPER is being 
tried on local charges of sedition and inciting to riot 
at Clinton, Tenn., until 11-19-56.

END ALDEN

«EC0RDE0-35
3 - Bureau (100-423395)
1 - Washington Field (100-33226)
1 - Knoxville (105-122) <

HES:idh 
(5)

Sent M PerApproved:
Special Agent in Charge



F’D-36"'(6-21-55) f

F B I

Transmit the following message via iBIEL

(Priority or Method of Mailing)
ATR MATT,

To: D

From SAC, OXVILLE

CTOR, FBI AND SAC WFO
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\duW • UNITED SI* GOVERNMENT 
> ■. ■■■

to sM-rector, FBI (100-423395) date: November 23,1956
fro^^SAC, Memphis (105-20?)

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF THE -ttj ft
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ;; 1 V
IS - X

Rebu alr-tel September 17, 1956 to Knoxville, 
Memphis and Birmingham.

Referenced air-tel instructed this office to 
alert informants and sources to promptly advise of any informa
tion regarding the alleged plans of JOHN KASPER, Executive 
Secretary of captioned organization, to set up a state organiza
tion in Tennessee. b6

On September 18, 1956 a
b7C

Panel Source of this office, who is extremely active in local
pro-segregation groups
JOSEPH H. KEARNEY 
the intentions of 
It is noted thatF

JR
advised SAS WILLIAM H. LAWRENCE and 
that he had no Information relative to

KASPER to set up an organization in the state 
is extremely active in the Tennessee

Federation for Constitutional Government and has contacts 
throughout the state and would logically be in a position to 
obtain information of such a nature.

|was again contacted by the above Agents 

on September 19, 1956 but had no further information regardin 
this matter. b7D

&

On October 24, 1956.1 advised SA FRANCI
W. NORWOOD that he had no information whatsoever regarding KASP 
vr the White Citizens Council of the District of Columbia.

On October 24, 1956/

pective Panel Source of this office who is active in the Pro
Southerners, and who has volunteered considerable information
to this office, advised the above Agents that he had 
tlon regarding the above organization.

- A AU INFORMATION WMTAIMH1 >
IO2^ Bureau(100-423395) RM

1- Birmingham(info) RM
1- Knoxville(105-122)(info) RM
1- Washington Field Office(100-33226)(info) RM
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Letter to Bureau Re: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF 11-23-56
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IS - X____________________ b ■/

________\n
On November 9* 1956, ___________  

^nrinantinn. Panel Source I 
___________ pdvisel SA KEARNEY that she is the Secretary Arid 
Office Manager of the Pro-Southerners in Memphis. She stated___Db
that her only contact and, as far as she knows, the only con- b7C 
tact of her organization with the pro-segregation activities at ^7D 
Clinton, Tennessee and captioned organization is the following:

________________  stated that she had no knowledge 
of any present intention of JOHNrASPER of the Seaboard White 
Citizens Councils or the White Citizens Council of Washington, 
D. C. to come to West Tennessee or other parts of Tennessee, f.- 
She displayed to SA KEARNEY a form letter dated October 15, 
on the letterhead of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils, 36O4^M^M| 
M Street, NW, Washington, D. C., which identified KASPER as 
being the Executive Secretary of that group. This letter men- 
tioned KASPER’s activities at Clinton, Tennessee and asked for 
donations. It is noted that this letter was highly critical 
the present national administration and referred to the PresideBBT^^ 
as being ’’the imbecile in the White House.” The letter referre&t^ 7^: 
to the President several times as "Ike" without capitalizing the^ 
name.

 stated further that the Pro- 
Southerners have received several letters from a SYBLE--DK$IS, 
Clinton, asking for donations to assist the white people in 
Clinton to send their children to non-segregated schools. The^ 
letters identified DAVIS as residing at 813 Medaris Street, Ol R* 
Clinton. She stated that the P-S made two contributions to Mrj^^ fey 
DAVIS’ group in the amount of $35*00 and $60.00, respectively •iM'?' 
Regh^ding the letter from KASPER, however, she stated that 
JAME^pANKLIN, National Chairman of the P-S, would not even 
read it at the P-S meetings because of the bitter tone in whic^|‘hfe^ 
it was written. . --7V t ,___________z

Investigation is continuing in this matter and|i»/ > 
the Bureau and interested offices will be kept advised.
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Transmit the following message via

FROM

F B I

______________ / AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Malting)

plRECTOR FBI

SAC KNOXVILLE

IS - X

> t'. iHf a WITH CWT AMS

Date: 11/28/

Mr. Toi son______

• Nichols..____ 
• Boardman__„ 

■ Be/mont

Enclosed with this communication are 
clippings from the Knoxville News Sentinels of 11/27/56 
and IL 28/ 56 eonceriTrng~integratToh at the Clinton, Tenn. 
High School.

In addition to the information contained 
clippings, D. J. BRITTAIN, Jr., principal of the

Clinton High School, advised SA HERBERT E. SHRIDER on 11/28/56 
that since the return of JOHN KASPER to the Clinton area and 
his acquittal on State charges be has noticed a definite 
trend amon^ the student body in the direction of making 
attendance at the Clinton High School as unpleasant as 
possible for trie Negroes. He advised that KASPER has formed 
a Tennessee White Youth Council composed of persons of high 
school age, whom he feels are the ringleaders in molesting 
the Negroes. BRITTAIN stated the activities take the forms 
of throwing small stones and eggs at the Negroes while they 
are en route to school of attempting to start a fight with 
Negroes in the halls; of kicking them on the shins; throwing 
books and spilling ink on the clothing and books. He advised 
these activities have made attendance at the school intoler
able for the Negroes, that some of the Negro students and the 
parents of some of the Negro students have requested his per-
mission to.leave the school temporarily and he 
this _*ermissi on.

BRITTAIN stated the Negroes
^refuse to identify White students who molested

has granted
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BRITTAIN pointed out that today there are 
no colored students in attendance at the high sc-LIrat**""""* 
some of them have requested his advice concerning their attend
ing a colored school in Knoxville and he does not know whether 
or not any of the colored students will return to the Clinton 
H^jSchpo^.

END
3 - Burea 

Approved;
C

Special Agent in Charge

y ^CLOSUSM 
(100-423395) (Enc. 2) -

ALDEN Mx 6 NOV 29 1953

INT

1 - Knoxville (105-122)
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
REPORTING OFFICE

KNOXVILLE
TITLE OF CASE

OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

WASHINGTON FIELI 11/29/56 11/9,20,23,26,27/56
REPORT MADE BY TYPED BY

HERBERT E. SHRIDEB mlc
CHARACTER OF CASE

OF DISTRICT^ COLUMBIA

SYNOPSIS:

INTERNAL SECURITY - X

ii 
----

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER indicted 3/24/56 Clinton, Tenn., on 
charges sedition, inciting to riot. On 11/20/56 KASPER found 
not guilty of above charges. agency

P

DETAILS: AT CLINTON, TENNESSEE:

REQ. RECD ........ . .
DATE FOa;;. _ _ _
HOW FORW- 
BY__________

/On 11/23/56 PHIL MASON, Andetson County Criminal 
Court Clerk, advised that dockets numbers 7443 and 7449 reflect 
that on 9/24/56 an Anderson .County Grand Jury returned a true 
bill charging FREDERICK JOHiWKASPER with a two count violation 
of sedition. He stated thatMoond was set at $1000,00 on each 
count and trial was set for ill/5/56. He advised that the Criminal
Court Minute Book, #3, reflects on pages 514, 515, and 516, that 
the Anderson County Court met on 11/5/56 to try KASPER on charges 
of sedition, inciting to riot; that the trial continued on 11/5,7,. 
8,9,19,20/56 and that on the latter date KASPER was found not 
guilty.

COPIES MA

APPRO SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE

8 - Bureau (100-423395) 
(REGISTERED MAIL)

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

2 - Washington Field (100-33226) 
(REGISTERED MAIL)

3 - Knoxville (105-122)
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AGENCY U. 6 6
REQ. rf?!)^" " **'
DATE ;er..
HO'.. .k;., 
BY

\ KtCO^ED - 25
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XX 105-122

On 11/26/56 WALTER FISCHER, Assistant Prose
cuting Attorney, 19th Judicial District, advised he represented 
the State in the proceedings described above. He advised that 
the trial was recessed on 11/6/56 because that was election day 
and was recessed from 11/9/56 to 11/19/56 because of prior 
committments of Judge D, L, HUTSON. He stated that the case 
went to the jury at approximately 4:00 p.m, on 11/20/56 and 
around 45 minutes later the jury returned a verdict of not 
guilty, FISCHER explained that the Tennessee charge of in
citing to riot requires that the State show that the defen
dant’s acts, words, speeches or conduct tended to provoke a 
riot or a breach of the peace. He advised that the charge of 
sedition is similar to the charge of inciting to riot, but the 
acts must be directed toward producing a break-down of law 
enforcement or any agency of the government. He explained 
that both counts are misdemeanors and that maximum penalty 
is $1000,00 fine and/or confinement for 11 months and 29 
days on each count,

FISCHER stated that KASPER was defended by 
J, BENJAMIN SIMMONS, an Attorney from Washington, D, C. He 
stated that KASPER attempted to obtain legal assistance locally, 
but could find no attorney who would represent him,

FISCHER stated that the State proved that when 
KASPER came to Clinton he contacted an individual whom he re
quested to assist in the picketing of the Clinton High School, 
The proof showed that KASPER advised that the picketing would 
be to show opposition to the integration of the Clinton High 
School. FISCHER stated the witness testified that he told 
KASPER that opposition was useless inasmuch as the question 
had been settled, whereupon KASPER pointed out that if our 
forefathers had felt that way the United States would still be 
a part of the British Empire. The witness then testified he 
advised KASPER that he wanted no part of a revolution.

FISCHER stated the State produced several wit
nesses who were present at a meeting in Clinton prior to the 
opening of school when FISCHER, the Clinton Mayor, and several 
other persons met in the office of the Clinton Courier, a local 
newspaper, and explained to KASPER the background'' and "the pro
visions of the court order which required integration of the

-2-
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Clinton High School. These witnesses testified KA3P3R then 
stated the will of the people is greater than the decision of 
the Supreme Court, that the people are not required to conform 
with the dictates of the government when they do not agree 
with these dictates. The witnesses testified KASPER demanded 
the resignation of the local school principal and all other 
public officials who felt obligated to enforce the court rul
ing against the will of the people.

FISCHER stated he realizes that the above 
testimony was circumstantial; however, he stated the State 
then introduced testimony through H. A. FINCHER, a Birmingham, 
Alabama, detective, which proved that KASPER made a speech in 
Birmingham, in which he stated he had gone to Clinton to cause 
trouble because of the integration of the school of Clinton, 
that the people needed a leader in their rebellion against 
court, that local law enforcement and local officials were 
corrupt and he had provided that leadership and intended to 
return to Clinton to continue the fight. FISCHER stated that 
no testimony refuting these statements was introduced and he, 
therefore, feels the failure to refute constitutes an admission 
of guilt to the charges on which KASPER was being tried.

FISCHER stated he presented witnesses describing, 
and photographs depicting, the violence which necessitated the 
sending of the Tennessee Highway Patrolmen and the Tennessee 
National Guard into Clinton following KASPER’S arrival and 
speeches there; that witnesses testified to KASPER’S lead
ing a group to the Clinton High School, his attempting to 
enter the building while school was in progress, and his 
demanding principal D. J. BRITTAIN, Jr., either exclude Negroes 
from the school or resign; and that witnesses testified concern
ing KASPER distributing anti-integration literature in the 
Clinton area.

FISCHER stated KASPER testified that he came 
to Clinton after he was contacted in Virginia by an unidenti
fied resident of Anderson County, who ashed him to come to 
Clinton and help fight integration in the public schools, 
KASPER testified that in his opinion the decision of the

-3-
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Supreme Court concerning integration does not reflect the 
will of the people and that this decision is evidence of 
Communistic attitude on the part of the Supreme Court, 
FISCHER stated KASPER denied ever advocating any violence 
or of saying that the will of the people is greater than the 
government. According to FISCHER, KASPER claimed his state
ment concerning the removal of public officials has been 
misinterpreted and what he advocates is removal of public 
officials whose thinking does not reflect the will of the 
people, by electing to positions held by those officials, 
persons whose thinking is in agreement with the majority. 
KASPER testified that his purpose in coming to Clinton was 
to help the people in the fight against integration and to 
offer legal advice in this fight. FISCHER stated KASPER 
claimed that those persons who were responsible for his 
contempt conviction in the U, S. District Court at Knox
ville had perjured themselves.

FISCHER stated that the only "outside” wit- 
^nfesses who testified in KASPER’s behalf wese Retired Admiral 

from Alabama and Judge JtAULuTQH^CHOOLFIELD from 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, CROWELIH testified that he met 
lUsPER in Washington after seeing some patriotic books in
KASPER’S bookstore. He stated KASPER had come to Alabama 
and had assisted him in his unsuccessful bid for nomination 
to the U. S, Senate. FISCHER stated CROWELIH testified he
regards KASPER as a loyal American,

Judge SCHOOLFIELD’S testimony consisted of a 
dissertation oh his opinion that the decision of the U. S. 
Supreme Court concerning integration does not reflect the 
will of the people*

FISCHER stated that in addition to the above 
witnesses, at least fifty persons testified that they had 
heard KASPER speak at Clinton, that they had gone to the meet
ing at which he spoZ:e, seeking legal advice on methods of 
halting integration, that they did not remember what they 
heard, but did recall they never heard KASPER discuss inte
gration of the Clinton High School, that KASPER "didn’t never
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advocate no violence", that "the will of the people should 
be the law", that they needed outside help because all of the 
local officials are corrupt, and that there was no violence 
at any meeting at which KASPER was present and that public 
demonstrations against integration of the Clinton High School 
would have occurred whether or not KASPER had come to Clinton.

FISCHER pointed out that in many instances
testimony of these witnesses was in agreement almost word for 
word with the testimony of the preceding witnesses.

FISCHER stated that none of KASPER’S defense
witnesses are persons of prominence in any field in the local 
area.

FISCHER stated that it is his opinion that
Judge HUTSON is against integration of the public schools and 
that his feeling was apparent in his charge to the jury.
FISCHER stated he was disappointed that the charge did not 
point out that KASPER’S inability to deny his statements made 
at Birmingham must be considered as an admission that he had 
made those statements.

FISCHER stated that he has been advised that
on the first ballot the jury voted eleven to one for acquittal 
and that after 45 minutes deliberation all jurors agreed on 
acquittal.

FISCHER stated he was disappointed in the ver
dict in view of the fact that he had worked with the jury 
through several cases and he had found that the jury was 
composed of intelligent, honest men, whom he felt would 
return a fair verdict based on the evidence submitted.

AT KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE:

An article appearing in the Knoxville Journal
of 11/8/56 concerning the trial of KASPER at Clinton "reflects 
KASPER testified that he did not say that the will of the 
people was supreme to the law. He points out he testified
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that what he said is that the common law is based on the 
custom of people and the law should adhere to the custom. 
KASPER denied, according to this article, that he was in
terested in getting the negroes out of school or of getting 
principal BRITTAIN out of school. This article states 
KASPER also denied that the residents of Clinton could force 
the city officials to resign. This article also reflects 
testimony by Detective FINCHER from Alabama, in -which FINCHER 
read from his notes taken at a speech made by KASPER in 
Birmingham as follows: ’’the people cannot depend on courts 
any more” and "we have gone as far as we possibly can legally. 
Now is the time to fi^it and it may take bloodshed".

An article appearing in the Knoxville News- 
Sentinel on 11/10/56 reflects the testimony of a defense 
witness who stated that KASPER had said "the will of the 
people is greater than the lav/". This witness stated he 
believed KASPER meant people could change unsuitable legis
lation through elections and petitions rather than in dis
obedience to the prevailing law. This article states a second 
witness testified he believed there would have been more vio
lence in Clinton if KASPER had not come. The witness testi
fied "Mr. Kasper gave us legal suggestions, he was trying 
to get us to organize legally". This article continues 
saying numerous defense witnesses stated.KASPER never advo
cated any violence in his speeches.

This article attributes testimony to KASPER 
as follows: "I came here because I was primarily interested 
in states’ rights, local control of local affairs and against 
centralization of government". This testimony continues, "I 
felt there was some kind of local corruption here"* The 
article states KASPER was of this opinion because authorities 
refused to find ways of keeping the school segregated after a 
U* S. District Court ordered integration.

An article appearing in the Clinton Courier of 
11/8/56 reflects testimony of City policeman JESS BRADEN, who 
testified "All I know is that he would talk to them (demon
strators) and then they’d start up again. After he would 
speak the crowd wouldn’t listen to what we (officers) told 
them". BRADEN also testified he heard KASPER say "Who be
lieves in the law? We’re the law. We make the law".

This article continues stating that two U.S*
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Deputy Marshals testified they heard KASPER tell the crowd 
in front of the courthouse ’’You people don’t have to pay 
any attention to this because the will of the people is the 
law”. They testified he was referring to some papers which 
had just been served on him and which demanded his presence 
in court in Knoxville the following day.

An article appearing in the Knoxville News- 
Sentinel of 11/20/56 again describes KASPER’S trial and des
cribes the testimony of a witness who stated that he saw no 
violence at Clinton except that it was caused when auxiliary 
policemen shot teargas into a milling crowd just prior to 
the arrival of 100 highway patrolmen.

An article appearing in the Clinton Courier 
of 11/21/5S reflects that a crowded courtroom‘broke'info 
loud cheers and applause when the foreman of the jury announced 
KASPER had been found not guilty of the charges for which he 
was being tried. This article continues stating that after 
the trial KASPER told newsmen that his immediate plans are to 
set up State headquarters of the White Citisens’ Council in 
Clinton, although his national headquarters will continue 
to be in Washington.

- P -
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LEADS

KNOXVILLE DIVISION

AT CLINT®, TENNESSEE:

Will continue discreet inquiry concerning 
the activities of JOHN KASPER and the White Citizens* 
Council of Anderson County.

REFERENCES

Bureau airtel to Knoxville 11/7/58.
Knoxville airtel to Bureau 11/20/56.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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। Boardman
I Belmont
. Baumgardner
, Williams

Liaison Section

X

January 10, 1957

PERSOMAL AMD OOMFIDBMTm 
BY CODRIER SERVICE

Honorable Sherman Adans 
The Assistant to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C,

My dear Mr. Adamsi

Reference is made to the telephonic request 
on January 9, 1957. of Mr. J. William Barba of your 
staff, for Information concerning Frederick John 
Kasper, Jr.

In accordance with Mr. Barba’s request 
there Is enclosed a memorandum setting forth 
information concerning Kasper and his activities /

Sincerely yours,

* j

RFCnRDED-6

INDEXED-6
. —-AA

See memo Belmont to Boardman, 1/10/57,' ^HKsdlj, captioned 
"Frederick John Kasper, Jr.; White Citizens’ Councils of
District of Columbia."Tolson 

1 Niches
Boards 
Belmont _____
Mason - -
Mohr —\____  
Parsons _____  
Rosen_ ____  
Tamm______  
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Tele. Room_  
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FREDERICK JOfflTltASPBH, JR. ■=»' ' - '

Frederick John Kasper, Jr., was born at Camden, 
New Jersey, on October 21, 1929, the son of Frederick John 
Kasper, Sr., and Rose Kasper. Kasper, Sr., an engineer, 
was affiliated with a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, heating 
company until he died about two years ago. His mother is 
residing at 25 Morth Center Street, Merchantville, 
Mew Jersey. Kasper has used the names John Kasper and 
Fred Kasper.

Kasper attended Temple University High School 
in Philadelphia, graduating in June, 19^7. He attended 
Yankton College, Yankton, South Dakota, until June, 19^9, 
withdrawing after completing his sophomore year. Kasper 
enrolled at Columbia University in 19^9 and received a 
degree of Bachelor of Science in 1951* (100A23395-217)

Kssper, at the instruction and insistenoe of 
his parents, voluntarily became a patient in the 
Pennsylvania Hospital*s Department for Mental and Hervous 
Diseases, Philadelphia, on August 29, 19^. His condition 
was diagnosed as psychopathic personality without psychosis. 
Upon his release on September 27, 19^, his condition was 
described as unchanged. Kasper's parents gave as reasons 
for having him admitted to the hospital (1) he refused to 
accept parental guidance and discipline and (2) he kept 
running away from home. (100-^23395-2^7)

Records of United States Draft Board Io. 8, 
Camden, Mew Jersey, contain a letter dated November 3, 
1950, from Kasper in which he ststed he was subject to 
extreme periods of depression and that be had been a 
patient in a mental hospital for early homosexuality 
and for general neurotic behavior.

YELLOW: See memo Belmont to Boardman, 1/10/57, ’'Frederick John 
Kasper, Jr.; White Citizens' Councils of District of 
Columbia,” JHK:dlj.

i
1 Original to Honorable Sherman Adams, Whitte House

..C.F.Willlams/gft 
(7)



Frederick John Kasper, Jr.

On January 3, 1951, Kasper received a physical 
examination for service la the United States Army, at which 
time he was found to be suffering from a psychopathic 
personality, severe. Be was rejected for military service 
and classified ^F. (IOO-^SS-S^-sW

With regard to Kasper's homosexuality, information 
was received in July, 1956, through a source in New York City, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to the 
effect that an individual who had known Kasper well said 
"It’s hard to understand his sudden dislike for Negroes 
as he seamed to prefer Begro homosexuals to any other kind." 
(100-42339^ graduation from Columbia University, 

Kasper resided at 52® Bast 6th Street. Wow York City, and 
was employed by Gilmore's, 1M East With Street; the 
National Industrial Conference Board, Incerpmrated, 
2^7 Park Avenue; Household Finance Corporation, 
Mt Bast 23rd Street; Bookland, 1^7 West ^2nd Street; 
and Arts, Incorporated, 667 Madison Avenue, all in 
New York City. The exact dates ef his employmeat with 
these firms are not known.

Following his graduation from Columbia University, 
Kasper else frequented Greenwich Village in Mew York City 
and there met Lena Lett, who financed the establishment 
of the "Make It Wow Book Shop," 169 Bleecker Street, 
New York City, which was operated as a partnership by 
Kasper and Lett. This bookshop was a hangout for 
assorted characters, mostly joung college students 
and many Negro and Chinese homosexuals. The bookshop 
was opened only from late afternoon until late at night. 
Kasper had no other employment but received a steady 
income from numerous married women whom he accommodated 
sexually during the day. In addition to Kasper, who 
worked part time in the the abac was also _
operated by a young female Macro J 1 and
persons frequenting the shop stated that] |
was the girl friend of Kasper.

Kasper had no meney invested in the store and 
when it became apparent that it was not a financial success 
he left Mew York City owing rant on the bookshop and

•» 2 "•



Frederick John Kasper, Jr.

indebted to his partner in the sum of $400, which sum he 
agreed to pay her. As late as June. 1956, while still 
paying rent for a room at 526 East 6th Streets Hew York 
City, he was spending most of his time in Washington, D. C., 
attempting to organize a white citizens council.

(100-423395-93)
The Hew York "Amsterdam Hews," a leading lew York 

Hegro newspaper, dated September 29, 1956, carried an 
article captioned "Race Baiter John Kasper Was Village 
Hegro Lover." According to this article, ho did not 
practice what he preached about racial segregation 
insofar as Kegroes were concerned. It was revealed in 
the article that Kasper’s closest friend in the artists* 
colony had stated with respect to Kasper that "We shared 
the same tod on numerous occasions in my former studio at 
61 4th Avenue and often ho (Kasper) spent all night 
sleeping on the floor with Hegro girls and boys after 
one of our exhausting parties.• This article attributed 
statements from Avant Garde and Ted Joans regarding Kasper >
to the effect that ha said he wanted to be remembered in 
history and, although he was a very quiet, gentlemanly 
type fellow, he often said ho would do anything, go to 
any extreme, to gain recognition. According to Joans, 
Kasper on one occasion at a party urged those present 
to join the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People (HAACP), and secured twelve members for 
this organization. Re himself did not join and was 
reported to have stated that he would not join "because 
of the Jew."

The September 27, 1956, issue of "Jet," a weekly 
Hegro magazine, contained an article stating that Kasper 
was a surprise to Greenwich Village art circles when he 
sparked the Clinton, Tennessee* school rioting. The 
article stated that while he operated the bookshop in 
Hew York City, he held interracial week-end parties. 
The article also stated that he had a "colored chick 
and once acted as go-between for a married interracial 
couple in helping them got an apartment." (100-423395-230)

In late 1955, Kasper and I I began b6
operation of the Cadmus Bookshop, 12H6 Wisconsin Avenue, b7C 
Horttofost, Washington. D. C., which became headquarters 
of the White Citizens* Councils of District of Columbia (WCC),

- 3 -



Frederick John Kasper, Jr.

also known as Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils. In 
September, 195^, offices of WCC were moved to 320U M Street, 
Northwest, Washington, D. C. The Pivot Bookshop, . a
3231 P Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C., opened Db 
November 21, 1956, and was announced as the successor 07C 
to the Cadmus Bookshop by I ’

Kasper organized WCC in June, 1956, which became 
affiliated with the North Alabama Citizens’ Council headed 
by Asa E. (Ace) Carter of Birmingham, Alabama. Carter is 
a strong advocate of segregation of the races. According 
to "The Evening Star,* a Washington, D. C., newspaper, 
dated June 6, 1956, an interview with Kasper set forth 
the aims of the WCC as follows:

(1) To stop the integration process in Washington, 
reverse it, and re-establish segregation

(2) Get the NAACP on the Attorney General’s 
subversive list

(3) Publicize commercial contributions to the 
NAACP and the Urban League

(M Wipe out *rock-n-roll* music

On the night of July 13-11*, 1956, Kasper, in 
the company of other members of the WCC, burned crosses 
in front of the residences of Justice Felix Franforter. 
Chief Justice Earl Warren, former Senator Herbert Lehman, 
former Qhited States Solicitor General Simon Sobeloff, 
and at the home of Mrs. Douglas King, NAACP leader in 
Maryland. This event was prominently mentioned; in 
Washington, D. C., newspapers.

Kasper and three associates were arrested on 
August 195®, at Charlottesville, Virginia, for distributing 
WCC literature without permission. The charges against them 
were dropped by the city on August 11, 1956. After the 
charges were dropped, Kasper and other members of WCC held 
rallies in Charlottesville on August 18, 1956, and 
September 2, 1956, in behalf of their promotion of 
segregation. The meetings were poorly attended and Kasper 
and his associates were disappointed and made no overt 
attempt to continue WCC practices in that city.

(100-^23395-107, 191 j 217)

- 1+ -
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T

On August 10, 1956, at about 3:00 a.m., Kasper 
engaged a Segro woman in conversation on the street and 
accompanied her into an alley, remaining in the alley with 
the Hegro woman for approximately twenty-one minutes. 
After leaving the area of the alley, Kasper engaged 
another Kegro woman in conversation on the street, asking 
her where he could find an open bar and girls. Being 
uns no eassful in thia inquiry. Kasper went to the 
apartment of I Thia hoflacahaa partner. at

about 
>»oo a.m. on August 10, 1950. (100-5+233 95-56)

Kasper appeared in Clinton, Tennessee, on 
August 26, 1956, advocating a boycott of Clinton High 
School by the students and residents of Clinton because 
Segro students were registered in that school. He was 
arrested on that date on a charge of "inciting to riot." 
The charge was dismissed on August 28, 1956, because of 
insufficient evidence and Kasper thereafter continued 
urging the townspeople to rebel against integration.

Ga August 29, 1956, United States District 
Judge Robert L. Taylor at Knoxville, Tennessee, issued a 
restraining order prohibiting Kasper and five residents 
of Anderson County, Tennessee, (Clinton is county seat of 
Anderson County) from further interfering with the 
integration of the Clinton High School. Kasper continued 
to urge persons attending meetings of WCC in Clinton to 
join that organisation. Am Carter also spoke at Clinton 
and both Carter and Kasper were successful in enlisting 
new members for WCC. On August 30, 1956, Kasper was 
arrested by the United States Marshal at Knoxville, 
Tennessee, on a contempt charge and the following day 
was found guilty of contempt in the United States District 
Court. He was sentenced to serve one year in the custody 
of the Attorney General. On September 7, 1956, Kasper was 
released following the posting of $10,000 bond for his 
contempt of court charge, pending appeal of his conviction 
in the Sixth united States Circuit Court of Appeals.

(100-5+233
On September 2^, 1956, Kasper was arrested by 

the Anderson County Sheriff on charges of sedition and 
inciting to riot. He was released the sane date under

«■ 5 •"



Frederick John Kasper, Jr.

$2,000 bond. His trial commenced November 5, 1956. On 
November 20, 1956, the jury returned a verdict of not 
guilty on both charges. (1003+23395-211)

"The Evening Star," a Washington, D. C., 
newspaper, dated January 6, 1957, contained an article 
stating that Kasper forfeited $30.25 collateral in 
Fairfax County, Virginia, court on January 1957, 
on a reckless driving charge.

In connection with Kasper's activities as a 
segregationist, literature has been prepared and speeches 
made in which both President Eisenhower and the Supreme 
Court were severely criticised.

In July, 1956, a Leaflet entitled "Virginians 
on Guard!" prepared by Kasper, was issued by the Seaboard 
White Citizens* Councils. This leaflet contained statements, 
in crude printing, "Mow damn all race-mixers, the., stink: 
Roose, Harry and Ike." and "Hang 9 Supreme Court wine 
(this year domine »56)." (100-^+23395-18)

Donations for the defense of Kasper were 
solicited in a two-page leaflet dated October 15, 1956, 
on the letterhead of the Seaboard White Citizensf 
Councils. This literature referred to President Eisenhower 
as "’ike* (the imbecile in the White House)" and to the 
United States Supreme Court as "Red-controlled." doo-k23395-229)

At a meeting of the WCC held August 9, 1956, 
at 3201 Xlchols Avenue, Southeast, Washington, D. C., 
Kasper, in addressing those present, referred to 
President Eisenhower as a "hollow-headed pumpkin in 
the White House." (ioo-U-23395-56)

Kasper was the principal speaker at a segregation 
rally held at the Central Park Theater in Birmingham, 
Alabama, on September 13, 1956, at which tine he made such 
statements as:

"We can no longer wait. Wb can no longer put 
it off. We must fight by every available means."

"The Supreme Court is enforcing a manner of life 
that we do not want and will not have."



Frederick John Kasper, Jr.

"We believe that total collapse of law and 
order is at hand. We must use every means 
to stop the niggers — every means."

"Some of us may die before this thing is 
over."

On September 17, 1956, Kasper addressed a 
citizens council meeting at Wetumpka, Alabama. In his 
speech he referred to the Supreme Court decision of 
May 17, 19^9 regarding segregation in public schools as 
"the mandate of the communist on the Supreme Court."

On a television appearance at Station WSFA-TV, 
Montgomery, Alabama, on September 20, 1956, Kasper said 
the Supreme Court is forcing its "own communist ideologies 
on the American people." He said the people now have a 
“communist Supreme Court* and a "communist Government." 
In referring to the President he said "We have a hollow 
pumpkin on a pole, Eisenhower."

In a speech delivered September 21, 1956, at 
Montgomery, Alabama, Kasper attacked many public officials 
and specifically stated that former Presidents Roosevelt 
and Truman and President Eisenhower are all "soft on 
communism.® (100-423395-210)

On December 6, 1956, Kasper gave a statement 
to "The Evening Star," a Washington, D. C., newspaper, 
in which he stated in part that we "will spill our blood 
on the ground before we will ever accept dictatorship in 
the White House or communists on the Supreme Court." 
Kasper made this statement in referring to the arrests 
of individuals in Clinton, Tennessee, on cantrapt of 
court charges for their participation in the segregation 
issue. (100-423395-263)

It is noted that on Edward B. Murrow's program, 
"See It Mow," on January 6, 1957, * one-hour film resume 
of the disturbances resulting from the Federal court 
ruling concerning the integration of the Clinton High 
School was shown. In this connection excerpts from a 
talk given hr Kasper in Louisville, Kentucky, following

«M» «M
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hit arrest on contempt! of court charges were included. 
Caspar bitterly denounced both political parties in the 
United states* including Mlai Stevenson and President 
Eisenhower. He was most critical of the United States 
Supreme Court, referring to its members as communists.
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Date: JULY 25, 1957

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

... AIR-TELVia___________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

i

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)*,.ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED  wM
JOHN KASPER 
IS - X HEO IS OiWLASSIFED \

DATExZz^-JY^-; ;
Articles appearing in both newspapers in Nashville, 

Tenn., quote JOHN KASPER as stating that he is coming to 
Nashville to organize segregationists and that he is to be 
in Nashville on August 3 or 4 for a rally to be held in 
cooperation with the Ku Klux Klan. /

Discreet pretext telephone calls to residences of 
known Klansmen in Nashville in connection with investigation 
of Klan groups resulted in information that Klansmen in 
Nashville are opposed to KASPER and want no association with 
him because of alleged association with Negroes in New York.

The Tennessee Federation for Constitutional 
Government has stated to the press that they "want no part of 
KASPER."

No investigation 
be made in Nashville UACB.

or inquiry concerning KASPER will

3 - Bureau (RM)
1 - Knoxville (INFO) (RM)
1 - Memphis (105-275)

FWNtmjh 
(5)

RECORDEO-45/^ & — a ^9^

M PerApproved: -_  — Sent
Special Agem in Charge^/V-"
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Date: 7/29/57

Mr. Tolson.

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC,

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, Aka 
John1Kasper
SM - X

W-.

£

Nichols--------
T>?rt!"ian---  
f-fr.ont------  
hi hr----------  
I-arsons.------- 
Rosen—-----
•Mr. Tarntn------- 
Mr. Trotter.------  

,Mr. Nease—------  
Tele. Room-------- 

Mr. Holloman---

On ,7/26/57 stated he was in telephonic . ^79
contact on 7/23, 2)4 ana with KASPER who was in Knoxville, 
Tenn. He states KASPER said he is going to hold a big Klan 
meeting in Nashville, Tenn., in about two weeks and would like 
to have this informant come there to help him set it up. No 
promise was made that this would be done but informant replied i
he would do so if his affairs would permit. Arrangement was •
made that if informant can come to Nashville to meet KASPER J
he will contact KASPER through FLOYD FLEMING of Seaboard White ; / ..
Citizens Councils in Washington, D. C. i

According to informant, KASPER made the statement 
that Nashville will be the next battleground and they are i
going to have to fight to keep Negroes out of white schools ! 
there. )

No other details obtained re plans for action at 
Nashville and not expected informant will be able to obtain 
any more details unless he does meet with KASPER. If Memphis 
or Knoxville desire informant meet with KASPER about the 
proposed Nashville meeting they should submit recommendations 
to the Bureau together with recommendations of payment of his 
expenses from near Charlotte , N. C

3/Bureau (RM)
"S-Knoxville (RM)
2-MemphiS {RMJ 
2-Washington*Fleld (RM} 
2-Charlotte (105-NewT”

CHILES

(11)
5 7 AUG 131357

RECWOW-45
TV

Approved:

957

Sent
Special Agent in Charge
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Assistant Attorney General

William F. Tompkins

^ Mr. WiSiams

1957

Director, FBI

WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Reference is made

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE^Zu—

• your memorandum dated
.; July 5, 1957, in which you requested that the Bureau

1 ■ furnish the Department any additional Information which
comes to the Bureau’s attention concerning the captioned 
organization and Frederick John Kasper.

According to articles which have appeared in 
Nashville, Tennessee, newspapers, Kasper has announced 
he plans to be in Nashville on August 3 or U, 1957, for 
a rally to be held in cooperation with the Ku Klux Klan 
for the purpose of organising segregationists.

Discreet inquiries made of Klansmen in the 
Nashville area indicate Klansmen are opposed to Kasper 
and do not desire to associate with him because of nis 
alleged association with Negroes in New York. The 
Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government, a 
progegregation organization,has stated to the press 
that it wants "no part of Kasper."

On July 26. 1957, a confidential informant, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, 
advised he had been informed by Kasper that Kasper 
plans to hold a big Klan meeting in Nashville in about 
two weeks. This same informant advised that Kasper 
stated that Nashville will be the next battleground 
and they are going to have to fight to keep Negroes 
out of white schools there. No other details 
concerning plans for action at Nashville were furnished 
the informant by Kasper.

The above Is for your information. Any y » 
additional pertinent information received relative'

Tolson_______
N|chols
Boardman____  
Belmont

J Mohr________ _
I Parsons
[Rosen_______  
tTamm________  
|lrotter_______  
Mease______ft 
Tlele. Room _£| 
Hqplloman
GJndy---------L_

to the captioned organization or Kasper will be .
MM you promptly. f
1OO-U23395 -* —-------

.CFWzdlh^ 
.u ■ -

AU I? i u bo

j
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FBI

Date: August, 2, 1957

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL A1F MAIL ________ _ _________
('Pi^.o'rity or Method oT Mailing

TO:

FROM: SAC, Birmingham (105-375)

Director, FBI .(1OO~U233|95)

RE:

tod

JOHN K

^WHITE CITXZENSJLGQUNGILS OF 
Dismici 
is - x

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Parsons
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tamm
Mr. Trotter.
M>-. Nease-
Tele. Room -

Mr. ToiboH, — 
Mr. Nichola. .i~-
Mr. Boardman—
Mr. Belmont . —

]^yt50il0ltUU3—
Mias Gandy

A confidential informant of the Birmingham Office 
vised the following Western Union telegram received 

962 Bessemer Road, Birmingham, Alabama, from 
PER, Knoxville, tennessee. ~

"Yon are announced to speak Nashville Sunday, 
August h, 1957, 2 PM with HENDRIX BAGWELL XAVIER and others. ‘
Urgent you be present no matter hpw. Important. Bring (
army. Will meet Nashville at h9 and Charlotte Avenue 11 AM
Sunday. Any difficulty, call CY 7-9109, Nashville. Make /?
press release from Birmingham. -

JOHN KASPER"

For the information of Bureau and offices receiving 
this airtel, ACE CARTER has been active in connection with the 
Citizens’ Council of Alabama and has in the past been active 
with JOHN KASPER in connection with racial segregation.

3 Bureau (AMSD) ^CORDff). » 
1 Washington Field (100-33226) (AM) ~ 
2 Memphis (105-207) (AMSD) iNDtXFD - T 
2 Knoxville (105-122) (AM)
3 Birmingham (1-105-375) (1-100-3080)

JLP:pas
(11) 4

ALL INFORMATION CONJA® 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE
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^CORDED ’ $

Assistant Attorney General
William F. Tompkins 

too - H ^33 9^33 7 
Director, FBI

WSITE CITIZ3NS* COUNCILS 
OF DISTRICT OF CO^UISIA

August 8, 1957

ILL INFORMATION CONTAW 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Reference is made to your memorandum dated 
July 5, 1957, in which you requested that the Bureau 
furnish the Department any additional information which 
comes to the Bureau’s attention concerning captioned 
organization and Frederick John Kasper.

In connection with your request a confidential 
informant of the Birmingham Office of this Bureau 
advised on August 2, 1957, that John Kasper, Knoxville, 
Tennessee, sent the following telegram to "Ace” Carter, 
1962 Bessemer Road, Birmingham, Alabama:

’’You are announced to speak Nashville Sunday, 
August h, 1957, 2 PM with HENDRIX BAGWELL XAVIER 
and others. Urgent you be present no matter how. 
Important. Bring army. Will meet Nashville at U9 
and Charlotte Avenue 11 AM Sunday. Any difficulty, 
call CY 7-910$, Nashville. Make press release 
from Birmingham.

' JOHN KASPER” --

■ Information concerning Carter has b^en furnished
to , the Department previously in connection with -his •* 

s’ activities in the Citizens’ Council of Alabama.
; . ■ > J ... • - • •

Any additional pertinent information received
./ 8/ relative to Kasper’s activities or the activities 

of "the captioned organization will be furnished you 
promptly.

1OOA23395
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Assistant Attorney General
William F. Tompkins

Mr. Willi gms

jtjIR.il
*August 13, 1957

Director, FBI

INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Reference is
July 5, 1957, in which

made to your memorandum dated
July 5, 1957, in which you requested that the Bureau 
furnish the Department any additional information 
which comes to the Bureau's attention concerning the 
captioned organization and Frederick John Kasper.

According to an article which appeared in 
the "Nashville Tennessean." a newspaper published in 
Nashville, Tennessee, In its August 1, 1957, issue 
Kasper appeared at that newspaper and announced that he 
planned a meeting of Klansmen and white citizens 
council members for 2«00 p.m., August U, 1957, at the 
entrance of Centennial Park in Nashville. He stated he 
had come to Nashville to organize opposition to deseg
regation in the city schools this fall. He advised the

Birmingham, Alabamat Bill Hendrix, Ku Klux Klan leader 
of Clearwater, Florida! James Bagwell, Man official of 
Greenville, South Carolinaa Dr. Edward R. Fields, white 
citizens council official from Louisville, Kentucky} 
Peter Xavier, white citizens council official of Dayton, 
Ohioi and Reverend John Mercurio, prosegregationist of

Klan leaders and leaders of the Tennessee 
Federation for Constitutional Government in Nashville 
announced publicly that they would have nothing to do 
with Kasper.

The news article "re^^r^t *4k above revealed 
that Kasper was accompanied by Lee Foster of Knoxville 
Tennessee, who Kasper said li i white citizens council 
official. UJ.

Tolson 
Nichols ...
Boardman Js 
Belmont_ 3
Mohr_____I
Parsons __  

. Rosen

100-42

Tammi 
Trottar .•
Nedsa .
Tele. Room

, Holloman -
Gandy 

CFW:ef/ 
Ct) AUG 131957

63 AUG^91957
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Assistant Attorney General William F, Toshkins

Douglas Hosse, chief of the Nashville Police 
Department, advised that his department had a surveillance 
on Kasper. He said the Nashville Park Commission had not 
given Kasper a permit for the meeting and that nona Mould 
be issued. He said Kasper would not be allowed to hold 
a meeting at the park and efforts to do so would give 
the police a reason for arrest.

With regard to the above, there is being 
furnished you herewith a Photostat of an article which 
appeared In the August 5, 1957, Issue of the "New York Post,” 
a newspaper published In New York City, This article 
reveals Kasper was not allowed use of Centennial Park for 
the meeting referred to above.

In addition to the above, a United Press release 
on August 11, 1957, revealed that Kasper said on that date 
"there’s going to be plenty of trouble” in Nashville if 
schools are integrated, Kasper made this statement at a 
segregation rally outside the city limits at which about 
200 persons were present, Kasper stated the Nashville 
School Board should change its mind about Integrating 
because of the possibility of violence. He said, UXon’t 
think there’s not going to be violence if they go ahead, 
there’s too many real men just to sit back,” Kasper, in 
his speech, criticized Tennessee Governor Frank Clement, 
the Nashville School Board, Jews, and the press. He urged 
the formation of a national segregation political party.

Any additional pertinent information received 
relative to this matter will be furnished you promptly.

e
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TRAKSKr-' THE rOLURTHG I

AIR

John'Ka spec
Sb - X

TEX7

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Mr. Tolaon------ 
Mr. Niebels----  
Mr. Bo«rdma» 
Mr. Bekiispt- 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Parsons------ 1
Mr. Rosen —----
Mr. Tamm------- I

Mr. Trotter------ -  
Mr. Nease—----- -

[Tele. Room——— 
I Mr. Holloman----- 
| MissW^andy-------

Di recto:

According to an article appearing in the Nashville Tennessean . 
a daily newspaper, 8/1/57, JOHN KASTKi appeared at that paper and ._.■ 
announced that he plans a meeting of Klansmen and White Citizens &-L. \ - 
Council members at 2 p.m., Sunday, 8/4/57, at the front entrance off 
Centennial Park in Nashville* He stated he has come to Nashville to 
organize opposition to desegregation in the first grade of the city’s 
schools this fall. He said that speakers would be ASA (ACE) CARTER, 
Birmingham, Ala., BILL HENDRIX, Ku Klux Klan leader, Clearwater, Fla., 
JAMES BAGWELL, Klan official of Greenville, S. C., Dr. EDWARD R. 
FIELDS, White Citizens Council official from Louisville, PETER XAVIER, 
Ohio White Citi zona Council official of Dayton, Ohio, and Rev. JOHN 
MERCURIO, pro-segregationist of Los Angeles. Klan leaders and leaders 
of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government in Nashville
have both announced publicly that they will have nothing to do with 
K A o t' nit *

The news article referred to above stated that KASPER was 
accompanied by LEE FOSTER, Knoxville, who KA Sr ER stated was the 
regional secretary of the East Tennessee Division of the White 
Citi sens Council.

Chief DCUGtAS HOSSE, Nashville Police Department, has advised 
the Memphis Division that his department has a surveillance on KASPER. 
He said the Nashville Park Commission has not given KASPER a permit 
for the meeting and that none will be issued. He stated he will not 
be allowed to hold this meeting at the park and that efforts to do so

Bureau (RM) T.-/
Charlotte (RM) " i [ '

1 JAincinnati (Info)(RM)
T "Birmingham (Info) (RM) rj

TelopaLiami (Info) (RM)
.L. Knoxville (Info)(RM) i 
.^"■"Log Angeles (Info)(RM) 
AIM. SLcfruafsville (Info) (RM)
S^c Washington Field (Info)(RM) 

‘ Memphis (10 5- 2 7 5)
IWW- —.

^r. Belmont



KB 105-275

will give the police a reason for arrest.

In view of the above, it is not believed desirable for 
Charlotte informant to attend.

END
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Date: 7/29/58

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

TO

FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE (100-20015)

WHITE l 
IS - X

CITIZENS COUNCIL, aka

(oo: wfo)

DIRECTOR, FBI

-PLAIN TEXT______
(Type in plain text or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

that
on

1(pat advised orally on

Lnac j

during a diar-HCoinn With 
_____________________ advised

currently incarcerated at Tallahassee 
J stated KASPER is scheduled for release

on 8/1/58 and that Admiral CROMMLEY.(PH) is going to 
Florida to pick up KASPER when released...  I

According to I ~| CROMMELY and KASPER will travel / 

together to Nashville, Tennessee, where KASPER allegedly 
has to post a bond for some trouble he is in there.
CROMMLEY will post the bond. According to |
CROMMELY and KASPER will remain in the Nashville area 
approximately one week after which they will proceed to 
Washington, D. C.

Above submitted for information of offices receiving copy

1 -
1 -
2 -
2 -
MHK:avw 
(9)

Bureau
Jacksonville
Memphi s 
WFO
Baltimore (1

REgi:
Rt - .

Approved:
ent in ChargeSpe'

Sent



STANDARD M NO. 64
'I; '

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES' GOVERNMENT

io : Director, FBI date: August 12, 1958

, t r , g > 
MOMTjglfc, Memphis (105-275) I 7- ef ' ► - tx

fl . -p a .u, s
subject: FREDERICK JOHN "KASPER, aka M- J- b ' $ ' » A

SM - X 2 - 5? ' b '

. -
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are copies of 

a letterhead memorandum regarding FREDERICK JOHN KASPER. 
Copies are enclosed for Bureau Files 44-12298 and 44-11173 
concerning the matter entitled "Integration in Public Schools, 
Nashville, Tennessee; CR. " Also copies of a memorandum setting \ 
out the reliability of the informant utilized in the letterhead ' 
memorandum are enclosed. KASPER's activities will continue to ' 
be followed.

By teletype dated August 8, 1958, in the case 
entitled "National States Rights Party; IS- X," from Mobile tn 
Bureau. Knoxville and Memphis. Mobile advised that I

auvisea on
JOHN CR0MMEL1N tOld

that KASPER's recent host, Admiral 
I on August 8, 1958 that KASPER had

left for Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee, no times stated, 
is listed as T-l in attached letterhead memo.

b7C

4

1
1
1
1
1-

Bureau (2-Frederick John Kasper) (encl.-38) RM 
(1-44-12298) 
(1-44-11173)

Washington Field(encl.-2) RM
Knoxville(National States Rights Party) (encl.-2) RM
Memphis (105-207) (encl.-2)
Memphis (44-516) (encl.-2)
Memphis (105-320)(encl.-2

1- Memphis(105-275) (encl.-2

WHL:FJ

52 REC- 65

20 Abu 18 1958



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee
August 12, 1958

ALL L'LTL^A'LLL COLLA'
COIL 0 ..ivOiLL3."0j

Res FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, wa
John Kasper
SECURITY MATTER - X

The August 1, 1958 issue of the Memphis Press- 
Scimitar newspaper reported in a United Press International 
News Story from Atlanta, Georgia that segregationist JOHN 
KASPER, undaunted after eight months in prison, walked out 
of the U. S. Penitentiary on August 1, 1958 and announced he 
would keep up the racial battle that landed him behind bars. 
It pointed out that he was released after eight months of a 
one year sentence for contempt of a Federal anti-agitation 
order in U. District Court for the Eastern District of 
Tennessee. This article pointed out that KASPER had said that 
some of his supporters, not identified, had written him in 
prison that ’’some work needs to be done in Memphis,” and that 
this city, according to KASPER, might be receiving him after his 
trip to Florida upon his release from prison.

The Memphis Press-Scimitar issue of August 1, 1958 
reported that Memphis Fire and Police Commissioner CLAUDE ARMOUR,' 
when asked about KASPER's possible visit to Memphis, stated 
"it is a known fact that I am a segregationist but I feel that 
we in Memphis are well qualified to handle our own problems. 
We do not need outsiders Interfering in our local problems. 
KASPER is known as a radical and as far as I’m concerned he will 
be unwelcome to the City of Memphis."

The Memphis Commercial Appeal newspaper in its issue 
of August 3, 1958 reported that JOHN KASPER on interview at 
Montgomery, Alabama stated "I’ve been asked to go to Memphis 
where they say they’re not too well organized. They’re going to 
Integrate Memphis State and want some help, so that’s my next 
move."

The paper quoted Memphis State University President, 
J. MILLARD SMITH, as saying, "I just hope he doesn’t come," in 
referring to KASPER.

The paper further reported that KASPER stated that 
he might come to Memphis after he had visited his mother "up



Re: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, wa 8-12-58

North" and prepared for his next trial in Nashville, Tennessee 
in September.

On August 8, 1958, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-l advised that KASPER'S recent host, Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN, 
had stated on or about August 8, 1958 that KASPER had left the 
vicinity of Montgomery, Alabama enroute to Memphis and Nashville, 
exact time not stated. No further details of KASPER’s itinerary 
were known to T-l.

The Memphis Commercial Appeal in its issue of Aug
ust 11, 1958, in an Associated Press story, dated August 10, 
1958 from Nashville, reported that JOHN KASPER in Nashville had 
reported that he will work against desegregation of the Nashville 
public schools second grade during the Fall of 1958. The story 
reminded that Federal Judge WILLIAM E. MILLER had issued a 
temporary injunction during the Fall of 1957 ordering KASPER 
to stop interference with the city schools first grade inte
gration.

KASPER stated that he understood that the injunction 
applied only to integration in the first grade and that accordingly 
his efforts will involve a few speeches and a few meetings.

The news story reported that KASPER’S speeches and 
meetings held in Nashville during the Fall of 1957 resulted not 
only in the court injunction, but also resulted in a Tennessee 
state charge against KASPER for inciting to riot and reported 
that charges leveled against KASPER in this connection would be 
tried in Nashville courts during September of 1958.

According to an article appearing in the Nashville 
Tennessee, a daily newspaper published in Nashville, Tennessee, 
on August 1O,v1958, FREDERICK JOHN KASPER telephonieslly con
tacted WALLACEWESTFELDT, a reporter for that paper,on Sat
urday, August 9, 1958, and advised him that he was in Nashville 
and intended to work in opposition to the integration of the 
second grade of the Nashville public schools in September of 
1958. He stated that he did not think that the injunction of the 
U. S. District Court, Nashville, against his working against 
integration in the Nashville public schools applied to the second 1 
grade but only applied to the first grade. He stated that his 
work would consist of a few meetings and a few speeches around 
town. He refused to give his Nashville address. He stated that 
he intended to go to Memphis to oppose the integration at Memphis 
State University, stating that he had been requested by some 
students there to come and assist in the fight against integration 
In this school.



Res FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, wa 8-12-58

On August 11, 1958, WILLIAM COLEMAN, Tennessee 
Bureau of Criminal Identification, Nashville, advised SA 
FRANCIS W. NORWOOD that he had talked to WESTFELDT about the 
call and that WESTFELDT is sure that the caller was KASPER as 
he recognized his voice, having talked to him in the Fall of 
1957» COLEMAN stated that his organization and the Nashville 
Police Department were attempting to ascertain discreetly where 
KASPER is staying.

-3-



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
August 12, 1958

Res FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, wa 
John Kasper 
SECURITY MATTER - C

Memphis Confidential Informant T-l utilized in 
the attached memorandum has furnished reliable information 
in the past.

PROPERTY Or THE FBI
This report is loaned to you 
by the F3i, and nol'crr 1 n?- 
its contenis are w w /■

/io-
outsidp thp agency io which loaned.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Met___ \dum UNITE)

to Director, FBI (100-423395)

FROM SAC, Mobile (100-1342)

RACIAL SITUATION

OH
ES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 3/13/53

Reference is made to Bui^^)memo to WFO 7/21/5$ 
setting forth information that. JORrMCASPER would be released 
from FCI, Tallahassee, Fla., 8/1/5 BandThstructing that 
appropriate sources be alerted to keep apprised of KASPER’S 
plans and activities.

KASPER has been in Wetumpka, Ala. visiting retired 
Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN and informants in this area have been 
alerted for information concerning KASPER’s activities.

It is pointed out that a series of three articles 
appeared in the Mobile papers August 7> 8, and 9» 195$ (copies 
of which furnished the Bureau by Routing Slip captioned 
"RACIAL SITUATION, STATE OF ALABAMA"), in which KASPER 
describes his eight months in prison and in which he stated 
he was resting up in Wetumpka, Ala. prior to heading for 
Memphis, Tenn, within two weeks to organize opposition against 
integration of Memphis State College. Further information 
concerning KASPER’S stated plans for his defense in coming >
trial in Nashville, Tenn, on charge of inciting to riot and C. 
his thinking about forming a third political party and writing 
a book, were furnished to the Bureau and interested offices, 
except Memphis, by airtel 8/6/5$ captioned "NATIONAL STATES 
RIGHTS PARTY". Accordingly, a copy of this airtel of 8/6/58 
is enclosed herewith for Memphis.



FBI

DATES 8-27-58

: .. r Transmit the following in

' VI® Air-tel

^s5=»»»F=»==,'=>®‘S,see?9f»eEsoe

Jgj, DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) '

□^R0M§ SAC, MEMPHIS (105-207)

• WHITE CITIZENS COOTGILS
IS - X

Transmitted herewith t© the Bureau and interested offices is a 
letterhead memorandum relating to the attendance of FREDERICK 
JOHN KASPER end a group of hie associates at a forum ©n desegre® 
gation of the first and second grades in the Nashville Public 
Schools, Nashville, Tenn,

In addition to the information set forth in the memorandum, lit • 
REX WHITE, Nashville PD, advised that the reason that he was 
with Supt, OLIVER was that OLIVER had received a telephone call 
from an unidentified man who stated "Be smart - stay away from 
that meeting tomorrow.” Thia call was received by OLIVER on 
8-23-58. WHITE stated that no publicity was given this call be
cause they hoped to avoid setting a precedent which would possibly 
precipitate a lot of similar calls.

Teletype..

A M

^1

FWNsFJ 
; (20)

-V I S ‘

^Bureau (3-100-423395)(enc.-7) RM <
(l-NW.)(encl.-l) RM >
1-john Kasper)(encl.-1)’RJU

1- Indianapolis(info)(encl.-I) RM
2- Knoxville(enclo-2) RM
1- Louisville(infH(encl.-1) RM
1- Mobile (info)(encl.-1) RM
1- Oklahoma City (info)(encl.-1) RM
1- Richmond(info)(encl.-1) RM
1- San Antoni© (intoUencl.-1) RM
1- Washington Field (info)(encl.-1) RM
6- Memphis (1-105-207)(enel

(1-105-233)(encl
1-105-275
1-105-320

Reg. Mail

Registered...

77 SEP 10195

encl

30 . ,



Me#105~207

Air-tel to Bureau 8^17®58

Also for th® inforwtion of the Bureau and interested offices, 
the following list of telephone calls made from the telephones 
of w„ a. HENRY, Nolensville Road, Nashville, and Bev. PM© 
Stroud, Curtis Road, Nashville, a known asiwlat<-< ,
was obtained on a confidential basis from I ---- ' b7D

____ " F by SA FRANCIS W. ^!U
NORWOOD bn '8-22-587 I Tier th®1 period 7-1 to
8-22-58. 1------------------- '

From Telephone no. Aiplne-4«7848, residence of Rev. STROUD.

residence, person 
of Rev. B.W.
COVINGTON"
(This call made from pay statton charged to STROUD number)

Date To Place Telephone No.

7-2-58 Dr. SAM MORRIS San Antonio, Texas TA-2-1712

7-2-58 National Savings 
Insurance Co.

Oklahoma City, Okla. jA-5-9496

7-23-58 GENE LAMBERT Gallatin, Tenn. 1951

7-30-58 RANDY, PIKE
Springfield Hospital

Springfield, Tenn, 890

7-31-58 
c
EUGENE LAMBERT 
1/0 Shell Service Sta.

Gallatin, Tenn. 1951

7-31-58 Kelly Seed Co, Gallatin, Tenn. Pay Station 
No. 872

7-31-58 Mrs. KELLY'S 
residence

Gallatin, Tenn. 1313

8-2-58 HOWARD COPELAND Clarksville, Tenn. 643^

8-3-58 JOHN KASPER Wetumpka, Ala. 6781

8-4-58 HAL C. SMITH Bristol, Tenn. sou 1505-W

8-13-58 Call from FRED STROUD TO CAnal-8-6470, Nashville, from 
MAin-8-3049 at Abington, Va., to residence of L. LOYD 
SIRCY

-2-
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Alr-tel to Bureau

From Telephone No. VErnon-S^SO, residence- at W9a, HENRY

On 8-22-58, A. P, TODD, Office of Supt/ of Mails, Nashville, ad 
vised that P.O, Box 7033 is'rented toy one VXLLIB YOUNG, 502 
Rosedale, Nashville.

Date To Place Telephone No.
i

8-11-58 (Telegram charged- Shelbyville,
to telephone, Tem%, signed
name of addressee JOHN KASPER,
not shown) P.O. Box 7®33,

Nashville

8-14-58 LEE FOSTER ’ ' Knoxville, Tenn. MY-1-4981
residence, 5317 
Cedar Heights Dr.

8-1H8
l

’RAULSTON^ SCHOOLFIELD Chattanooga, Tenn. MA-4-3417

The 1957 Nashville City Directory lists LOYD W. SIRCY, wife 
JOHNNIE M., employed as trimmer, Davis Cabinet Co., residence, 
1101 North 8th St., NashVllle.

The 1957 Nashville City Directory lists one RICHARD C. SMITHSON, 
wife NINA G., residence 333| 33rd Ave. North, as employed at 
Nashville Electrotype Co.

The letterhead memorandum is also being disseminated to local 
intelligence agencies.

LOPEZ



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE 
FBDEM& WREAO OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
August 27, 1958

Rei WHITS citizens COUNCXIS 
^m^CURITY-.^--.

On Sunday, August 24, 1958, FREDERICK SA3P11 
and some ©f his asseclates appeared at Clark Memorial Methodist 
Church, 1014 14th Avenue North, Nashville, Tennessee, a pre
dominantly Negro church and attended a meeting in progress 
there. During the meeting an anonymous caller advised both the 
Nashville Police Department and the Nashville Fire Department 
that the church had a, bomb planted in it. The church was 
evacuated and searched but n© explosives located. After the 
search the meeting was resumed with KASPER and his group re- 

1 entering the meeting. The above was reported by Television 
. Station WLAC, Nashville, at 10s00 PM, August 24, 1958,

' Dr. VIVIAN W/HENDSRSmt, 1619 Phillips Street, Nash- 
' vllle, was the chairman for Instant meeting*and furnished'the 
following information 1

The meeting was sponsored by the commission of Christian 
j Social Relations of the Methodist Church and the Women’s Society 
' of Christian Service of Clark Memorial Methodist Church. The 

Commission is an official organization of the Methodist Church. 
There were other interested groups participating and the meeting 
was a Forum on Desegregation of the First and Second Grades in 
the Nashville Public Schools. It was set up three weeks ago and 
approximately 800 letters were sent out to nearly all of the 
churches in the city, also to white and Negro people interested 
in the problems and £0 some educators. It was stated in the 
letters that W. H<*/OLIVER, Superintendent of Public Schools in 
Nashville, would speak; that there would be consultants on 
racial matters present, and that some discussion on the question 
of escorts for Negro students entering integrated schools might 
be entertained. The latter question was dropped from the program 
as most of the people concerned seemed to be of the opinion that 
it would not be a good idea to have escorts.

HENDERSON advised that on his arrival at the church 
at 3s30 PM, he noticed a car containing three white men parked 
in front of the church. He stated that he was somewhat con
cerned because they appeared to be of the "rabble rousing type."



8-27-58Res WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Superintendent OLIVER arrived very soon thereafter, accompanied 
by a city detective and there were several squad cars in the 
vicinity0 The detective seemed to be particularly interested in 
the car containing the aen.

HENDERSON advised that the meeting started with approxi
mately 125 persons present, and that just as the meeting started 
the three men from the car came into the meeting, He asked them 
to have seats but they stood in the rear of the church, Shortly 
thereafter they did sit-down and soon KASPER came in with a woman 
and a small child, He believed they may have been 'accompanied by 
a young man, They also stood at the back of the church but 
eventually sat with the other' men, All were very quiet and took 
no part in the meeting.

According to HENDERSON, Mr,'OLIVER was speaking and 
at approximately 4?10 PM a commotion was heard on the outside.. 
Lt, REX WHITE, Nashville Police Department, came in and advised 
OLIVER and HENDERSON that there had been a report that there was 
a bomb in the church, HENDERSON asked the group to leave, which 
they did in an orderly manner, Firemen and police checked the 
building and found nothings The meeting was resumed, While the 
check was being made HENDERSON observed that KASPER was apparently 
going to leave, however, he was stopped and questioned by some of 
the people present and when the meeting was resumed, he and his 
group came back in the meeting with the rest. During the re
maining discussion, however, one person asked if the Police 
Department was gping to let KASPER make trouble again, HENDERSON 
asked KASPER if he would care to comment, KASPER laughed but re
fused to make any comment,

On August 25, 1958, Lt, RfiS^^HITEo Nashville Police 
Department, Nashville, advised he' attended a meeting at. Clark Memorial 
Methodist Church on August 24, 1958 with Mr. W, A, OLIVER, 
Superintendent of Public Schools, Nashville, He stated that he 
had not expected to see JOHN KASPER at the meeting but on arrival 
at the church did note a car parked across the street containing ‘ 
three men, who because of their general demeanor, were suspicious. 
He stated that they were in a Chevrolet having 1958 Tennessee 
License No, IB-04-37» These men came into the meeting after it 
had just started and shortly thereafter JOHN KASPER, Mr, ROBERT 
WRRY, and a small girl, apparently Mrs, WRAY’s child, came in 
arid sat with these men, When the church was evacuated for search
ing, some of the persons present got into a discussion with KASPER 
on the lawn of the church, Lt» WHITE did not hear the conversation.

-2-



8-27-58Be? WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

He advised thA KASPER was driving a black 1939 ©r 1940 Plymouth 
automobile having 1958 Tennessee License Mo, 3F“77“15, Lt, WHITE 
was of the opinion that the call concerning the bomb was a hoax 
perpetrated by KASPER or his associates to assure publicity con
cerning his attendance at the meeting,

Mrs, JANICE RIDLEY, Motor Vehicle Division, Department 
of Finance and Taxation, State of Tennessee, advisea that 1958 
Tennessee License No, IB-04-37 was issued'for a 1055 Chevrolet 
two-door sedan, to RICHARD Gy-SMITHSON, 330 33rd Avenue North, 
Nashville, and 3F“77”15 was issued for a 1940 Plymouth to LEE R, 

-FOSTER, 5317 Cedar Heights Drive, Knoxville,

The Nashville Banner, August 25, 1958, carried a story 
of the incident on the front page. It quoted KASPER as answering 
the question of whether he Intended to resist Integration in the 
first, and second grades in Nashville as follows, ’’The Federal 
Courts are running the schools,” He declined to comment on the 
bomb scare, declined to give his address and stated that he was 
at work on a book explaining his racial views. With regard to 
the meeting, he was quqted as saying, ”1 just came over to hear 
what they had to say and to see what was going on?

Kormatiort 
.Mated to

This is furEW for
rad should r.at Ve - .
unauthorized persons or agencies.
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WFO 100-33226 GONFI

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D c.
I. OFFICERS

Confidential Informa/t T-l advised on Novembej* 19
Directors meeting held 
ersons were elected 
tizens’ Councils (SWCC): 

LEMING; Vice President, 
easurer

1957, that at a special Board o 
in November, 1957, the follow! 
officers of the Seaboard White 
Executive Secretary, FLOYD H

Secretary-

Confidential Informant T-2 advised on

December 11, 1957, that as of November, 1957, the following 
persons comprised the Board of Directors of the SWCC:

b7C

N. E.,FLOYD>#LEMING, 905 Quincy Street 
Washington, D. C.

3 “=*
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Confidential Informant T-3 advised on November 17, 
1958, that the following persons are the present \afficers Li
of the SWCC: Executive Director. FREDERICK JOH$/kASPER; /
Executive Secretary] | President,
FLOYD H.^LEMING^zVice President, vacant; secretary,

b6
------- -   b7C

/ /--------------- II. HEADQUARTERS
z / -4 ~-

T-3 advised on November 17, 1958, that the 
headquarters of the SWCC are presently at 1047 - 31st Street, 
N. W., Suite 5. Informant advised, however, that the 
organization is looking for more suitable quarters and 
that they may move in the near future.

III. FINANCES

T-3 advised on February 26, 1958, that the 
finances of the organization were critical as of that time. 
Informant advised at that time that the following thirty 
days were to have been critical.

T-3 advised on May 7, 1958, that as a result 
of an appeal letter on behalf of JOHN KASPER, approximately 
$150 was contributed,to SWCC. "

Confidential Informant T-4 advised on September 9, 
1958, that| ~ [supplied information b6
that JOHN KASPER had recentLy^reierred to the fact that he ^70 
is getting funds from S. A /BADER of the AA Institute at ,
2028 Hillyer Place, Washington, D. C.

It is to be noted that the United States 
Arab-Asian Institute, Incorporated, which was formerly 
at 2028 Hillyer Place, ,N. W., Washington, D. C., is 
presently located at 2132 R Street, N. W.

The records of the Foreign Agents Registration 
Section, Department of Justice, reflect statements filed 
with the Department of Justice on May 16, 1957, pertaining 
to the United States Arab-Asian Institute, Incorporated. 
These statements filed by SALEM A. and RUTj^^ADER set forth 
that they had as their intention in representing various 
Middle-Eastern countries such items as counseling, advising 
and negotiating for American investment in these countries.

con^6enti<
- 4 -
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LEE TODD that she had interviewed FLOYD FLEMING in September, 
1958, about the objectives of the SWCC, I ~
stated that FLEMING had mentioned that

[Washington, D. C., had given $18,000 to the SWCC and 
that FLEMING himself had donated $3.800 to the SWCC cause. 
FLEMING was described by| as a convincing
talker who continually stressed that money and the

b6
b7C

circulation of literature were the biggest problems confronting 
the SWCC today. FLEMING mentioned, according to I I

that if the SWCC could only let the people know 
me train about ’’Kikes'’ and "niggers, " the people would 
then understand the grave situation facing the country in 
the South.



confidential

b6
b7C
b7D

IV. ACTIVITIES OF SWCC

____ On .Taniiarv 10. 1958. T-3 advised that FLOYD
FLEMING,_______________________________________________and

~|piannea to conquer an organizational campaign
at Winchester, Virginia, on January 11, 1958, and if they 
were unable to go on January 11, 1958, they would attempt

b6
b7C

to go on January 18, 1958,

________ T-3 advised on
Ihad mentioned that 

Winchester, Virginia, were

January 13, 1958, that ____  
the two attempts to visit 
being cancelled. Informant

- 14 -



FLEMING had made statements to the effect that when JOHN ,
KASPER was relea;^^! from prison, he would restrict himself 
to the Washingt^D^C. - Maryland area or he, FLEMING, b7C 
as well as| " | and J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS, KASPER’s b7D
attorney, would be through with him. FLEMING mentioned 
that he had "contributed $3,000 trying to help JOHN KASPER 
and he was not going to have KASPER running off to the 
South any more.

_________ T-3 advised on March 21, 1958, that|
|was going to Georgia on vacation on March 26, 1958 

and might stop to see|

T-3 advise 
rWaives mail at the S

ril 2, 1958, that 
er nomaol_____ 
and

Oh April 25, 1958, T-3 advised that JOHN 
KASPER is still head of the SWCC and that FLOYD FLEMING 
the Executive Secretary, is the most active of the 
officers. According to informant, -----------Lwhn
at that time| |due to|__________________
is not able to visit the office frequently.

According to informant,!
had lost interest in the groups activities 

and seldom went to the office. Informant advised that 
there does not seem to be any activity on the part of 
individual members and the appeal for funds for KASPER 
brought in very little money. Informant pointed out that 
the printing press of the organization was inoperative and 
needed repairs. Informant mentioned that the group seemed 
to be at a standstill in their activities.

________ T-3 advised on July 8, 1958, that)______
Iwas preparing material for the SWCC and was 

keeping in contact with a|________  
help him with with material^ ”^37

to

On August 15, 1958, T-3 advised that on August 12, 
1958, FLOYD FLEMING again indicated that he was angry 
with JOHN KASPER.|

7

- 15 -
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b6 
b7C 
b7D

The ’’Northern Virginia Sun,” a local newspaper, 
in its edition of September 20, 1958, published an 
article entitled ’’The Story Behind ’Hate Mail' Sent 
Arlington Seniors.” This article mentioned FLOYD 
FLEMING, EUGENE COLLTON and FLEMING’S sister, Mrs. RANDY 

/DeMENT, 2409 Franklin Street, N. E., and was an expose 
»f the "hate mailings" which seniors in Arlington high 
schools have been receiving. 3

_____ b7D
___________________ Hn Bontamhor 99___ 1 QSR___T-9 advicAd Fhatl

T-3 advised on September 24, 1958, that FLEMING 
thought that I Imight be with KASPER in________  
Tennessee.

- 16 -
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The Ku Klux 
Attorney General of the 
Order 10450.

Klan has been designated by the '
United States pursuant to Executive

T-3 advised on October 12, 1958, that KASPER 
had commented concerning the bombing of the Jewish Temple 
in Atlanta on October 12, 1958, that it was "a good thing,” 
"a great thing, "'^a direct hit on the Jews."

T~a advispri on October 16.__1958

b6 
b7C 
b7D

T-3 advised on October 20, 1958,

Confidential Informant T-5 advised on August 19, 
1958, that_____............. .................. .... .....
expected JOHN KASPER to arrive in Washington in August, 
1958, and that members of the SWCC want KASPER to make 
his headquarters in Washington. According to T-5, 

[wants to picket the White House about the time 
Virginia schools open provided the SWCC could attract 
one hundred picketers.

T—5 advised on October 16„ 1958. that

— 21 - CONFIKNTIAL
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concerning his relationship with JOHN KASPER and EZRA 
POUND and he decided it was best to come to the FBI and 
explain this relationship.

b6
b7C
b7D

He stated that in about 1952 or 1953, KASPER came 
to Washington and contactedl I asking him for work.

| mentioned that because of KASPER’s experience in 
running book stores, he allowed KASPER to handle, the----  
distribution of his literature in New York City.l 

stated

b6
b7C

mentioned that KASPER did a good 
job in selling the literature but often failed to turn 
into the company the money realized from these trans
act io ER, wording tol I owes him almost
$400. advised that]______________________________

According tc|_________ |all of these activities were prior
to KASPER’s expressions of radicalism and his becoming
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sad that

| mentioned that he had heard rumors that

KASPER’s father had run for office in New York City under 
the Communist Party ticket quite a few years ago. He b6
stated that he did not believe this and believes the ^7
source of this rumor was also probably responsible for 
the rumors that KASPER could be a provocator and ’’working 
for the other side,” meaning either the integrationists 
or communists.

According to| (newspapers had written
articles connecting him with kaspER. For this reason, he 
wanted it on record with the FBI that his connection with 
KASPER was prior to KASPER’s connection with the White 
Citizens’ Councils and his becoming a ’’sensational 
segregationist.”

The Communist Party has been designated by 
the Attorney General of the United States pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450.

On March 20, 1958,

__  [stated that ne returned immediately 
to the Clinton, Tenqgssee, area and shortly thereafter 
was contacted by I 'hnd I I both from
Clinton, and a man whose last name walN J and 
whose first name he believed to be | Jadvised that

] is from Washington. D. C., is acquainted with 
JOHN KASPER and| ~~]also believed he was an official of
the White Citizens’ Counci1 of Washington.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

__________________ later identified a photograph of 
fas the he had previously

furnished information concerning.

]stated that1 )n March 20, 1958,
and| discussed with him at numerous times

from December„ 1956 „ untill
the possibility of his

/
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destroying with dynamite the Clinton high schools and some 
other buildings. He advised that they offered him $500 
to place the dynamite and light it and indicated that there 
would be other large sums of money which he could earn 
by other dynamitings which they would discuss with him 
later.

On March 28, 1958, Confidential Informant T-6 
advised that a day after the bombing of the Jewish synagogue 
in Nashville, Tennessee, ■ |talKed-~wXth
FLOYD FLEMING. FLEMING advised_____________ [that the Db
bombing in Nashville was not done by the Ku Klux Klan nor b7C 
by the Tennessee White Citizens’ Councils but by "an b7D
underground” which was getting started in Tennessee. 
T-6 advised that twenty minutes following the bombing, 
Rabbi WILLIAM SILVERMAN of Nashville, Tennessee, had 
received an anonymous telephone call from a person who 
identified himself as with the ’’Confederate Underground." 
Also according to T-6, WALLY WESTFIELD, a reporter with 
the Nashville "Tennessean” also received a call from a 
person who stated the call was from the "Confederate 
Underground.”

Confidential Informant T-7 advised
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b6
b7C
b7D

V. MEMBERSHIP

On October 23, 1958, T-3 advised that FLOYD
FLEMING had mentioned that there were approximately forty 
members of the SWCC around the District and maybe five 
hundred persons throughout the country that could be 
relied upon to send in contributions.
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On November 14„ 1958; T-3 furnished a list
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VI. PUBLICATIONS CONFIDENTIAL

On January 14, 1958, Confidential Informant
T-8 made available material from which b6
material is an envelote containing the return address of b7C
Suite 5, 1047 - 31st Street, N. W. The envelope bore the 
frank of Senator RICHARD B. RUSSELL, as well as a cancelled D 
three-cent stamp. Enclosed in the envelope was the 
following material:

1. A flyer which has on one side a 
photograph of JOHN KASPER and the question 
"Why is JOHN KASPER in jail?” The bottom 
of this page has a request for a contri
bution to the SWCC. The opposite side 
of this flyer contains an article entitled 
"The Coming Red Dictatorship." This is an 
article attacking persons of Jewish origin.

2. A flyer announcing the publication of 
a book "The Age of Error" by W. E. MICHAEL, 
published by Vantage Press, 120 West 31st 
Street, New York City, New York.

3. A flyer entitled "What is the Supreme 
Law of the Land." This flyer is an 
attack against integration and ends 
with a request for contributions to SWCC. '

4. A reprint of a portion of the Congressional 
Record entitled "A Tragedy of Errors" 
which contains the remarks of the Honorable 
RICHARD B. RUSSELL in the Senate of the 
United States, Friday, August 23, 1957. 
Across the top of the reprint is stamped 
in red ink "Very, Very Important!" "JOHN 
KASPER.89

Concerning material mailed out with the Senator 
RICHARD B. RUSSELL frank, T-3 advised on January 9, 1958, 
that | ~| had stated on January 8, 1958, that the
SWCC on leers were opening the letters from the Senator’s 
office which originally only contained a fiver entitled b7C
"Tragedy of Errors." According to T-3, |
mentioned that the officers of the SWCC were inserting other 
material.

CONj^ENTlAL
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T-3 advised on January 24, 1958, that on \

January 12, 1958, FLOYD FLEMING was at the office of the 
SWCC folding material to be put into the letters from 
Senator RICHARD RUSSELL’s office. According to informant, 
FLEMING had been sending out huge mailings from different 
post offices in the Washington area. Informant under
stood that of four thousand letters from Senator RICHARD 
RUSSELL’s office, approximately two thousand five hundred 
had been mailed by January 12, 1958, and the rest would------  
hg mailed out within a week from January 12, 195q_____________ 

___________ b7C
________________. b7D

It is to be noted that the "Washington Post 
and Times Herald," a Washington, D. C., daily newspaper, 
in its issue of January 17, 1958, printed an article 
captioned "RUSSELL Shocked at Link to Anti-Semetic Letters." 
The article mentioned that Senator RUSSELL had advised 
that he was "outraged" at the use of his franked envelope 
by a Washington group to distribute anti-Semitic literature.

On January 24, 1958, T-3 advised that the SWCC 
had checked with J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS about the material 
sent out in the Senator RUSSELL envelope and he had 
approved it.

T-3 advised on May 22, 1958, that FLOYD FLEMING 
had mailed out on May 22, 1958, five hundred copies of a 
pamphlet "Segregation or Death" written by JOHN KASPER. 
FLEMING mentioned that a man in Virginia wanted one 
thousand copies of this pamphlet.

On August 27, 1958, T-3 furnished a copy of 
the above pamphlet which is an eight page booklet which 
attacks Negroes and Jews. Throughout this pamphlet, 
the word "Nigra" is repeatedly used.

T-3 furnished on June 23, 1958, a copy of a 
proposed leaflet "How Will You Escape?" According to 
informant. this was written by I ~I b7C
| I Portions of this material read b7D
as follows:

"Nine twisted personalities - tempermentally 
unfit for the bench - through cunning deceit have 
thrown the property rights of Americans into jeopardy.

DENTfAL
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These perjurers, these vulgar psychopaths are Wivr! 
unworthy of public trust. These nine swine 
on the Supreme Court should be tried for treason 
and once convicted hung until dead dead dead." 
"A fiery cross at night or a blast of dynamite 
can only be defined as the just resentment of an 
injured and insulted people." "Yes, ’live and 
let live* is the real American way of life but 
we can be pushed only so far. If the race mixing 
maniacs continue to push it could result in the 
bombing of more Jewish centers and probably bring 
death to many Jews. The devil is waiting for these 
alien pests of society wh"> ought to be despised. 
If they continue to push they may not have long 
to wait."

T-3 advised on June 27, 1958, that

On July 17, 1958, T-3 advised that the SWCC
is distributing a leaflet entitled "The Communist ’Race
Equality’ Myth Exposed?" to seniors at Wakefield High 
School, Arlington, Virginia. According to T-3, the leaflet 
may also be mailed to Washington and lee High School 
seniors in Virginia. Across the top of the two page 
leaflet are alternating silhouettes of purported Caucasian 
and Negro heads. The leaflet also contains pictures of 
purported Australoids and primitive Negroes. The leaflet 
concludes that "It is not only the right but the duty of 
each and every honest American to expose the communist 
’race-equality’ myth. It is our right and our duty as 
free born to correct our misled leaders and to forcefully 
combat all those America-hating elements who are working 
for a one world, one race, one colored dictatorship with 
Jew control at mn’" t-3 did not know the author______ 
of this leaflet

b6 
b7C 
b7D

] and
T-3 advised on August 26, 1958, that

were sending one thousand copies
of "Segregation or Death" to seniors of Northern Virginia 
high schools.
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T-3 advised on September 26, 1958]__that. 
I to Id FLEMING that______

 On October 27, 1958, T-3 advised that I I 
I___________________ IFLEMING mentioned that he had contacted
the press offices in Baltimore and Richmond asking for the 
names of all small papers so that he could send them an 
announcement of the reorganization of the SWCC. Fleming 
mentioned that he is also going to start on material soon 
to show that the FBI has no jurisdiction in the bombing 
case in Atlanta.

T-3 advised on October 29, 1958, that FLOYD 
FLEMING had sent to JOHN KASPER in Nashville one thousand 
copies of a leaflet written by KASPER entitled ’’Abolish 
the Public Schools? Now.”

- 34
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Confidential Informant T-9 advised on October 21/ 
1958, that the SWCC was printing five thousand copies of 
a flyer entitled "Abolish the Public Schools^ Now."

adviggri on August 27. 1958.

VII. AFFILIATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

On January 9, 1958, T-3 advised that|________  
|letter dated July 24, 1957, addressed to JOHN 

KASPER asking him to come to a Ku Klux Klan rally at

b6
b7C
b7D

Gulfport; Mississippi, and speak on the Civil Rights 
problem. The letter was signed Ku Klux Klan, 2504 E. 
Lincoln Avenue. Pascagoula. Mississippi. Informant 
advised that | of the SWCC, had
mentioned that an article appeared in "The Klansman," 
Post Office Box 47, Oldsmar„ Florida. asking for money 
for KASPER. According to I | the article was probably
written by BILL HENDRICKS whom| [characterized as
Head of the Florida Ku Klux KlalH

On January 24, 1958, T-3 advised that|_  
~|had received a letter from __ | who mentioned

that he wished he could pay all of KASPER11 s costs but 
that he could not afford to. [mentioned that his
automobile was wrecked when he attempted to come to
Washington in November, 1957, to picket. He supplied 

[with two persons in order for her to make contact 
with the/Ku Klux Klan: 1 ~

~| Charlotte, North Carolina, and 
----------------------------[Chattanooga, Tennessee.

On January 24, 1958, T-3 advised that Admiral 
JOHN CROMMELIN (retired) arrived in Washington, D. C., 
on January 9, 1958, and spent the afternoon at the SWCC

- 35 -
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office. According to informant, CROMMELIN planned to
visit the professor who wrote the book ’’Iron Curtain Over 
America." Informant stated that CROMMELIN is running 
for Governor of Alabama and came up to Washington to have 
material printed.

T-3 advised on March 7, 1958, that JOHN 
KASPER was the guiding force of both the Tennessee White 
Citizens’ Councils and the Seaboard White Citizens* 
Councils.

T~3 advised on June 27, 1958, that FLOYD 
FLEMING intended to distribute some sort of pamphlet 
at the United States Capitol around June 26, 1958, 
According to informant, the pamphlet was to be distributed 
by Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN where he was purportedly testifying 
concerning the reorganization of the Pentagon. The nature 
of the pamphlet was unknown to informant. Informant also 
advised that CROMMELIN intended to meet JOHN KASPER when 
he, KASPER, was released from prison in August, 1958. 
According to informant, CROMMELIN and KASPER intended to 
come to Washington, D. C,, where they would reorganize 
the entire White Citizens' Councils set up.

The March-April, 1958, issue of the "Virginian," 
published at Newport News, Virginia, contains a box on 
page thirteen which states that the United White Party 
announces the formation of groups in different cities 
including Washington, D. C.

T-3 on July 10, 1958, advised that the United 
White Party has no^{office as such in Washington, D. C. 
However, EDWARD Rr^rnsWS, the founder of the party, is 
a good friend of FLOYD FLEMING and |____________________  
According to T-3 advised, FIELDS wrote
to FLEMING and asked him if his party could use the SWCC 
office in the event people in Washington, D. C.s wanted 
to join the United White Party. FLEMING advised FIELDS 
that he could use the SWCC address but that the SWCC could 
not become a part of the United White Party.

On July 21, 1958^. T-3 y^dvised that members of 
the SWCC had met with G. LINCO&L^OCKWELL on July 20, 1958, 
at his home in Arlington, Virgifelg> According to informant, 
plans were announced by ROCKWELL to have an anti-Jewish

b6
b7C
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demonstration in Washington, D. C., on the week end of |
July 26-27, 1958. T-3 advised that after the meeting, I
members of the SWCC decided not to participate with 
ROCKWELL in any anti-Jewish demonstration.

T-3 advised on August 5, 1958, that the 
National States Rights Party was holding a convention 
on August 30-31, 1958. T-3 advised that the SWCC was 
asked to attend the convention.

T-5 advised on August 21, 1958, that JOHN 
KASPER wanted to attend the convention of the National 
States Rights Party being held the last of August.

Confidential Informant T-10 made available 
on February 3, 1958, mimeographed copy of a letter on 
the letterhead of the SWCC dated May 2, 1957, addressed 
to President EISENHOWER, transmitting a copy of a 
resolution by the Board of Directors of the SWCC asking 
that names and addresses of all known communists residing 
in the United States be furnished that organization. T-10 
also furnished a mimeographed copy of correspondence from 
the Department of Justice refusing this request.

According to T-10, these mimeographed sheets 
were passed oat at a meeting labeled ’’Ultimatum Conference 
of Loyal Americans” held on February 1, 1958, in the 
Rainbow Room of the Henry Clay Hotel in Louisville, 
Kentucky. According to T-10, the meeting was called by 
MILLARD DEE“GRUBBS, Louisville segregationist and 
Permanent Chairman of the Citizens’ Councils of Kentucky. 
According to T-10, GRUBBS stated the purpose of the 
meeting was to establish a declaration of principles 
among segregationists and that representatives from 
segregationists movements in fifteen states would attend. 
GRUBBS mentioned to T-10 that he had invited as speakers 
Admiral JOHN CROWE LIN, Alabama segregationist, and 
Reverend JAME^CdLE, Marion, South Carolina, who was 
recently identified with a Ku Klux Klan meeting in North 
Carolina, which meeting was routed by Lumbee Indians.

VIII. PUBLICITY AFFORDED KASPER AND THE SWCC

Set forth below will be brief descriptions of 
publicity afforded to KASPER and the SWCC in local newspapers:
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"Northern Virginia Sun"
June 25, 1958
Article - "Race Agitators Return
Here Seen"

CONFIDENTIAL

This article pointed out that KASPER’s prison 
term would be ended on August 1, 1958, and that he would 
probably head for the Washington, D. C., area.

"Northern Virginia Sun"
June 28, 1958
Article - "JOHN KASPER Casts a Long Shadow"

This article sets forth the interviews of 
SHIRLEY ELDER with FLEMING and COLLTON set forth above.

"Washington Evening Star"
August 1, 1958
Article - "KASPER Free, Will Renew School Fight"

This article recounts that JOHN KASPER 
stepped from a federal prison today (August 1, 1958) 
and stated he would return at once to the fight for 
segregation which brought him a one year prison term 
last year. The article pointed out that KASPER was 
transferred from Atlanta to Tallahassee, Florida, after 
some Ku Klux Klan leaders and other racial extremists 
had announced plans for a "welcome out” party.

"Washington Evening Star"
August 3, 1958
Article - "KASPER Vows to Press Fight on Integration"

The article mentions that in a talk from the 
steps of the Florida capitol at Tallahassee, Florida, 
KASPER condemned racial integration in the federal 
prison system and called for a third party to free the 
country "from Negro and Jew control."

"Washington Daily News"
August 4, 1958
Article ~"Miscellany"

This article 
on a southern plantation 
on a political book.

mentioned that KASPER relaxed 
near Wetumpka, Alabama, working
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’’Washington Evening Star”
August 4, 1958
Article - ’’KASPER Plans New Race Party”

CONFID IAL

This article datelined Wetumka, Alabama, sets 
forth that JOHN KASPER plans to organize a new political 
party. KASPER claimed the party would be based on what 
he called ’’racial nationalism.” He stated its objectives 
would include expulsion of Jews from ’’any kind of public 
life” and"colonization of the Negroes to send them to 
Africa.” .

’’Washington Post and Times Herald"
August 27, 1958
Article - "Arlington Pupils Get Hate Mail”

This article recounts that Arlington High 
School seniors received a mailing of "Hate Literature" 
emanating from Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils, 1047 
31st Street, N. W. Inside the envelope, according to 
the article, is a paper purporting to "expose” what the 
author calls the ’’communist race equality myth." 

"Washington Post and Times Herald?
September 2, 1958
Article - "Pupils Get New ’Hate Mail’"

This article sets forth that Arlington 
High School seniors received more "hate" literature 
which this time consisted of a pamphlet "Segregation or 
Death" written by JOHN KASPER.

"Washington Evening Star" 
September J, 1958 
Article -/’’Candidate ’Drafted’ by KASPER Group"

—This article sets forth that retired Admiral 
JOHN G. ''C&OMMELIN of Montgomery, Alabama, was drafted 
as the presidential candidate of the National States Rights 
Party. According to the article, JOHN KASPER matte the 
announcement of the nomination and that MILLARD dT^'GRUBBS 
of Louisville was voted as the party candidate as Governor 
of Kentucky.

39 -
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’’Washington Evening Star" CONFID
September 2, 1958 /
Article - "Citizens Reject KASPER Speech in Carolina"

This article mentioned that JOHN KASPER’s 
rambling disorganized speech on the steps of the 
Mecklenburg County Courthouse on September 1, 1958, met 
heckling and laughter. The article recounts that it 
appears it was pretty much a failure for KASPER. Of 
a crowd of approximately 150, fifty were policemen and 
reporters, about twenty-five Negroes and some fifteen were 
white teenagers.

"Washington Daily News"
September 2, 1958
Article - "Even the Klan"

This article mentioned that even the Ku Klux 
Klan could not stomach it when segregationist JOHN KASPER 
told a Greensboro, North Carolina, audience that Evangelist 
BILLY GRAHAM "was a tool of the New York communist Jews."

"Washington Evening Star"
September 26, 1958
Article - "KASPER Refused Voter Listing"

This article datelined Knoxville, Tennessee, 
September 26, 1958, reflects that KASPER was refused 
registration as a voter in Knox County.

"Northern Virginia Sun"
September 20, 1958
Article - "The Story Behind ’Hate Mail’ 
Sent Arlington Seniors

This article reflects that FLOYD FLEMING, 
Mrs. RANDY DeMENT, 2409 Franklin Street, N. E., and 
EUGENE COLLTON were responsible for the mailing of 
material to high school seniors, 

"Washington Post and Times Herald" 
October 14, 1958 
Article - "KASPER Reports his Promotion"

This article sets forth that JOHN KASPER 
announced that DALE BIRDSELL of Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
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had been appointed Executive Secretary of the SWCC and < >1
that the Board of Directors had appointed him to the new 
post of Executive Director.

"Washington Evening Star"
October 17, 1958
Article - "Appeals of KASPER and Six
Others Heard by Court"________________

This article reflects that the United States 
Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, Cincinnati, Ohio, was 
called upon October 16, 1958, to decide whether JOHN 
KASPER and six Clinton, Tennessee, residents opposing 
school integration received fair trials when they were 
convicted of contempt in the United States District Court 
of Knoxville, Tennessee, in August, 1956.

"Washington Post and Times Herald"
October 22, 1958
Article - "Postal, Justice Officials to 
Confer on 11 Hate Mail8"___________________

This article set forth that the Post Office and 
Justice Department officials would confer on October 22, 
1958, on the problem of "hate mail" which leads to crimes 
or public disorders and the solution as to what can be done 
about it. Specific mention was made in the article to 
the pamphlet "Segregation or Death" which had been mailed 
to high school students in Arlington.

"Washington Evening Star" 
October 23, 1958 
Article - "SCHOOLFIELD Hired to Defend KASPER"

The article points out that KASPER had hired 
Mr. SCHOOLFIELD, who had been a criminal court judge at 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, for nearly ten years but who had 
been impeached by the Tennessee House and convicted last 
July by the Tennessee Senate on three charges of misconduct 
in office.

"Washington Evening Star" 
October 29, 1958 
Article - "KASPER Gets Chance to Talk"

This article datelined Chattanooga, Tennessee, 
October 29, 1958, sets forth that JOHN KASPER finally had
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his chance to speak last night, October 28, 1958, after 
police escorted him from two other counties. His audience, 
according to the article, consisted of 75 persons, 25 of 
whom were policemen.

IX. WEAPONS

T-3 advised on October 21, 1958, that concerning 
the possession of weapons among members of the SWCC, he 
could furnish the following information:

I Ihas either an automatic or
a .357 magnum revolver. He also carries a camera cable 
in his automobile for defense.

FLOYD FLEMING carries a small club under the 130
front seat of his car. He has no firearms to the best b7C
of informant’s knowledge. b7D

____ |has stated that he purchased a 
.38 caliber revolver several months ago to keep around 
the house.

and |________________ carry no
weapons as far as informant knows.

____  had a -32 caliber pistol confiscated 
by the police in Washington, D. C. [ has stated
that he intends to purchase another gun soon.

JOHN KASPER does not possess any weapons, 
according to the informant.

X. DESCRIPTIONS

The following descriptions of persons connected 
with the SWCC were obtained through public records, 
military files, public source material and personal 
observation:

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Date of birth: October 21, 1926, Camden,
New Jersey

Residence: No fixed residence
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Height:
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Complexion: 
Occupation: 
Military service: 
Marital status: 
FBI Identification 
number:

FLOYD H. FLEMING

Date of birth:

Residence:

Height;
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Complexion: 
Occupation: 
Wife:

Military service:

Army Serial Number: 
Education:.
Automobile:

FBI Number:

6’ 2” confidential
180 pounds / \
Slender
Brown
Fair
Segregat ionist
None
Single 
340297C

September 1, 1895 or 1896,
New Market, Virginia
905 Quincy Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C.
5’ 7”
145 pounds
Slender
Brown and gray
Fair
Retired government employee
EMMA DEVITT FLEMING
(divorced MARY 1935)

May 28, 1918, to May 30,
1919, U. S. Army
3107332
High scnool
1955 Chevrolet, D. C.
license AV 913

32660D

Date of birth: b6
Washington. D. C. b7C

Residence: z .

Height:
Weight:
Build:
Hair:
Complexion:
Occupation:

5‘ 7" 
147 pounds 
Stocky
Black - curly 
Fair

Hours: 
/

CONFIOBITIAL -«-
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U. S. Navy, October 5, 1951, 
to August 5, 1953

Military service:

Marital status: Mar-ri or] nhilrlrAn
FBI number:
Navy serial number: 
Education:

Parents:
Automobile: 1950 gray Ford, Virginia

license A125175

Date of birth:

Residence:

Height: 
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Complexion: 
Occupation:

Marital status: 
FBI number:

Honslnn__ Texas

6' 1"
218 pounds
Stocky
Mixed gray - balding
Fair

Date of birth:

Residence:

Height: 
Weight: 
Build:
Hair ;
Eyes:
Complexion:

170-175 pounds
Slender
Brown x \
Brown
Fair

Occupation:

Hours:

Marital status:

Military service:
(no children}

U. S. Navy, September 28, 
1943. to Aueust 6. 1946
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Navy Serial Number:
Social Security
Number:

FBI Number:

Employment:

I------------ :------
Date of birth:

Georgia
Sex:
Race: 
Residence:

Male
White_______________

Parents:

Height:
Weight:
Hair:
Military Service:
Marital Status: 
Education:

5 ‘ 7"
140 pounds
Blond, dark
None
Single_____________________

Date of birth:

Sex:
Race:

Washington, D. C. 
Female 
White
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Residence:

Height: 
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Complexion: 
Occupation:

5’ 1”
100 pounds 
Small
Dark blonde 
Fair

Marital status:

Parents:

Date of birth:

Sex:
Race:
Height:
Weight:
Hair;
Eyes:
Peculiarities:

Residence:

White 
5' 9” 
150 pounds 
Brown
Blue
Wears horn rimmed glasses 
and keeps his hair close 

__cranned__________________

Employment:

Military service:

Army serial number: 
Marital status:

U. S. Army from July 31
1953__ tn July, 30, 1956

Married tn I

Date of birth:
Kansas

Residence:
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Height:
Weight:
Race:
Sex:
Hair:
Eyes: .
MPD Number:
Occupation:

Marital status:
FBI Number:

5* 2” 
113 pounds 
White 
Female
Dark blonde

CONFIDENTIAL.
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NTUNITED STATES GOVERN

I W.m CITIZ1NS L COOTCILS 
’COSTEC. j aka~' 
WciAL MATTERS
(00: WFO)

li/W 58

five copies of th® 
captioaed as above

Inclosed for the Bureau ar® 
report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated and
as well as five copies of a letterhead meaoranctaa similarly 
captioned and'dated. Dissemination of this report is not 
being aa.de to local intelligence agencies.

Ion 11/14/58 furnished lour lists b7D
fro® the SWCC. Two of these lists have been set forth in 
this report; contributors and Bambers. WFO is presently 
preparing these two lists and two others, the SWCC mailing 
list and a list reflecting persons requesting literaturet 
for dissemination to the Bureau and other offices.
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CON

Identity 
of Source

T-3:

Date of Activity or 
Description of Activity

Campaign in Winchester

CROMMELIN in D. C

1/12/58

$150 for KASPER

5/22/58

"How Will You Escape"

Location

NTIAL

Distributing CROMMELIN stuff 100-33226-829

Z
2
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CON

Identity 
of Source

Date of Activity or 
Description of Activity

T-3: contact with

(Continued) United White Party

b7C 
b7D

tjal

Location

Race Equality leaflet

Association with ROCKWELL

National States Rights Party

Arlington seniors getting 
hate mail

Copy of ’’Segregation or 
Death"

SWCC bi-monthly meetings

SWCC disturbed by "Northern 
Virginia Sun" article

10/6/58

10/7/58
to fa 1^2
10/14/58

10/19/58

10/20/58

Weapons

40 members in SWCC
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Identity 
of Source

(Continued;

Date of Activity or 
Description of Activity

10/26/58

1,000 copies to KASPER

List of members

List of contributors

Headquarters being moved

Officers

Location

100-33226-1020

100-33226-1B3-4

n ft

T«4»_____________  S. A. BADER information

(Requested;

T-5- Plans to picket White House

----------- KASPER to NSRP convention

8/26/58

10/11/58

100-33226-940

100-33226-759T-6- FLEMING’S remarks about
Nashville bombing

100-33226-

100-33226-681

(Requested;

CONFIDENTIAL
- 4 - / X
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Identity 
of Source

Date of Activity of 
Description of Activity

T-9- 5,000 copies of "Abolish

(Requested)

Public SchoolsJ Now"

T-10:

(Requested)

All information this report

Location

100-33226-992

b6 
b7C 
b7D

100-33226-721

LEADS

BALTIMORE AND RICHMOND DIVISIONS (INFORMATION)

One copy of this report is being sent to these 
divisions since SWCC is active in their arSas.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

Will follow and report activities of SWCC in 
this area.



In Reply, Pleaee Rj^er to 
Filo No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF jWriCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 
November 26, 1058

WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF D. C., aka 
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS 

RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to the report of Special Agent 
Richard B. Lavin dated as above at Washington, D. C., in 
captioned matter.

Confidential Informants T-l, T-2, T-3, T-5, 
T-7, T-8 and T-10 have all furnished reliable information 
in the past.

Confidential Informants T-4 and T-6 have themselves 
furnished reliable information in the past; however, the 
reliability of their sources is unknown.

Confidential Informant T-9 is in a position to 
furnish reliable information.

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
KER® :S UNCLASSIFIED
DATE

8 11 OCT ^33



Report Pomix 
FD-263 (S-12-55) «

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Reporting Office

WASHINGTON FIELD
TITLE OF CASE

Office of Origin

WASHINGTON FIELD

Dato

3-30-59

Investigative Period

2/25-3/23/59

> ■■ ■ ■" . ■ ,

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE- 
district of cqlwmbu# «ka 
Seaboard White Citizen# Councils

Beportmadeby

RICHARD B* LAVIN
CHARACTER OF CASE

Typed By:

ere

RACIAL MATTERSm roaro comtamed
sac**1

REFERENCE

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN, dated 3-4-59*

P -
cc Tar's

SEP 8
INFORMANTS

Identity of 
^urce

Location of
Origirial^Jtll^ffi^^

Approved

WF T-l is

Carefdilconsideration has
source 
report 
source

been given to the
concealed and a ”T" symbol was utilized in the 
only in that instance where the identify of the 
must be concealed.

Copies made:

Z>6-Bureau (100-423395)

1-Baltimore (100-20015)(INFO)

1-Richmond (105-632)(INFO) 

2-WashL#gton Field (100-33226)

Special Agent 
In Charge

___________ 52 APR 141959_______________________
Property of FBI - This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which 

☆ U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFJCE1 1958 O—344750
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LEADS

BALTIMORE AND RICHMOND DIVISIONS (INFORMATION)

One copy of this report is being sent to these 
Divisions sinte subject organization is active in their 
areas.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D, C.

Will follow and report activities of SWCC in this 
area.

A

COVER PAGE



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. 100-33226

< I
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

March 30, 1959

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

RACIAL MATTERS_________________

WF T-l, mentioned in the report of Special 
Agent Richard B, Lavin, dated and captioned as aobve, 
has furnished reliable information in the past.

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.



*^>•204 (Rev. 9-23-58)
• *

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of: RICHARD B. LAVIN
Date: 3 “30—59

File NumberWashington Field 100-33226

Office-. Washington, D. C.

Bureau 100-423395

Title: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ALL INFORMATION MINED
Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis:

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE-4^—

Informant advises there has been no activity on the part 
of the SWCC February - March, 1959. Informant advises 
finances of the organization are approximately $9 and 
that FLOYD FLEMING, President of SWCC, is just about 
through with GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL of Arlingbn, 
Virginia. An acquaintance of JOHN KASPER, Executive 
Director of SWCC, has'furnished a sketch of.KASPER’s 
interest-in integration matters.

- P -

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D, C,

I. OFFICERS

WF T-l advised on March 20, 1959, thatihe 
officers of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC) 
are as follows:

/
Executive Director - FREDERICK JOIN KASPER 
also known as JOIN KASPER i
President - FLOYD^LEMING I
Vice-President - CARY JOHNS 0N\HANS EL

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind, ft is the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency,
it and/or its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 15—74525-1 oro
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b7C

WFO 33226
/ ' ; 11 >' . ■ . • . /

Secretary -I ________________
Treasurer - RANXDEMENT 1 ~\

! ( Chairman of the'Board of Directors -

XII. FINANCES V

WF T-l advised on 
present time there is about 
SWCC.

March 
$9 in

20, 1959, that at the 
the bank account of the

III. ACTIVITIES

WF T-l advised on March 20, 1959, there have been 
no public or private meetings of the SWCC during the past 
month February - March, 1959, although some of the members 
have been in touch by phone. According to informant, there 
have been no mail outs or other activity on behalf of the 
SWCC during the past month.

On March 9, 1959, WF T-l advised that on March 8, 
1959, FLOYD FLEMING had made the remark that he did not want 
to get too involved with GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL of Arlington, 
Virginia. FLEMING indicated that he did not go along with 
the Nazi part of ROCKWELL’s program and mentioned that he 
thought that he was just about through with ROCKWELL. 
FLEMING mentioned that he intended to tell ROCKWELL that 
he was going to send the money back that he had received for 
the booklet "Black Pup path. "

Concerning GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, it should be 
noted that the "Northern Virginia Sue," an Arlington, Vir
ginia, newspaper, during October, 1958, described ROCKWELL 
in several articles as the source of considerable anti-Jewish 
material and activity.

On February 18, 1959 ,| ~~Lag u
interviewed at his residence.! con-' '
eerning his knowledge of JOHN KASPER. [ I advised
that he first met JOHN KASPER through the poet EZRA POUND 
about five years ago at St. Elizabeths hoppital in Southeast

- 2 -
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Washington. According to| KASPER was 5n the
"POUND” group along with a girl bv the name of

■— | and |___________ I
Subsequent to! 

at___________
meeting KASPER he visited him 
”] in New York City, I I

claims that he disassociated himself from POUND about two 
years ago but still maintains friendship with JOHN KASPER

I |advised that Admiral JOHN G.^pROMMELIN
owns property in Washington, D, C*, and sometime in 1956 
dropped into the Cadmus Book Shop on Wisconsin Avenue, 
During this time the shop was being managed by JOHN KASPER* 
KASPER and CROMMELIN struck up a friendship, and KASPER 
accompanied CROMMELIN to Alabama to help CROMMELIN in his 
1956 election campaign. During this campaign, KASPER met 
ASA (ACE) CARTER, the. Renrenatinnist. Upon KASPERS return 
toWashington, D* C, J___________ |claimed that he was “full
of ACE CARTER.” Prior to this meeting,!__________  I claimed

as tun 
1claimed

b6
b7C

KASPER had never had any oratorical aspirations, _____  
mentioned that KASPER through over POUND to a great extent 
after meeting CARTER and becoming interested in the 
segregation problem.

- 3* -
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to ^Director, FBI (100-423395)

from .S^C. Memphis (105-207) 

h
SUBJECT: ^fHITF. QITI ^>13. . COUNCIL ..GF 

THS DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
RACIAL HATTERS

^ERNiyEENT

p -59

Re 0-1 Form dated 3-31-59, which reflects that 
the deadline has passed in this case and the Bureau has not 
received a report.

The Memphis Office considers this file as being 
RUC on the basis of Memphis lettei* of 3-11-59 as there is no 
outstanding investigation in this office.

For the Bureau’s information, this office is 
carrying a pending file on FREDERICA JOHN KASPER and any 
pertinent information regarding his activities is being 
disseminated to the Bureau and proper offices.

under the above caption.
UACB no report will be submitted by Memphis

2- Bureau(100-423395) RM
1- Memphis(105-207)
JHK; F J
(3)

- •: *
-

^PR 6 1959



Report Potjp4*’0 n

♦r

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Reporting Office ___ _
WAaHIHOTOH FIKLU WASHIHGTON FIE1D .4/3/59

Office of Origin Pato InrestlaativO Period
* 4/28-5/26/59

TITLE OF CASE

0 CITIZENS COUNCILS^GF D» C 
"XkaJ^e^^ Citizens

Report made by

RICHARD B. LAVIN
.CHARACTER OF CASE

Typed By:

ere

4 A
REFERENCE

11Won contained 
HEREIN^UNCLASSIFIED <■ 
DATE—

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN,'dated 5/5/59.

1

X .
INFORMANTS

Ideality of Source Location of

CCTO:
WF T-l is

WF T-2 is
b7D

Do not write in spaces below

Copies made: /
6-Bureau YlbO-423395)

1-Baltimore (100-20015)(INFO)(RM)

1-Richmond (105-632)(INFO)(RM) 

2-Washington Field (100-33226)

Agency: 
Req. Rec’d .. 
Date Forw. 
How Fonv.

ia 5 1959

^rty of FBI « This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned. 

S7 .HIM VERNMENT PRINTING OFFICEl JOSS O—344750
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Careful consideration has been given to each
source concealed and T symbols were utilized in the report 
only in those instances where the identities of the sources 
must be concealed.

LEADS

BALTIMORE and RICHMOND DIVISIONS (INFORMATION)

One copy of this report is being sent to these
offices since subject organization has been active in their 
areas in the past.

WASHINGTON FIELDtOFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D. C#

1. Will follow and report activities of SWCC in 
this area.

2. Will continue interviews of members to 
determine if any of them have any potential 
for informant material or knowledge of any 
violence on the part of SWCC members.

A 
COVER PAGE
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(Rev. 9-23-’B8)

ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy fo:

Report of: RICHARD B. LAVIN
Date: 6/3/59

Rk Number: Washington Field 100-33226

Office: Washington, D. C.

Bureau 100-423395

Title: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

ALL MATION CONTAINED
HEO 3 UNCLASSIFIED

Synopsis:

Informant advises there have been no meetings of SWCC 
during Mav. 1959. Informant advises I ______

I |contributes approximately $20 a month for
organizational expenses. Informant advises FLOYD 
FLEMING, President of SWCC, desires to hold meeting 
to either abolish SWCC or reorganize without JOHN 
KASPER. FLEMING interviewed at the home of GEORGE 
LINCOLN ROCKWELL, Commander of World Union of Free 
Enterprise National Socialist, advises he is not 
mixing SWCC with ROCKWELL*s organization and SWCC 
will remain in existence. Four persons identified 
as SWCC members interviewed, and they all advise 
they are no longer interested in activities of SWCC. 
One member has left Washington, D. C., area.

b7C

- P -

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

I. OFFICERS

WF T-l advised on May 25, 1959, that the officers 
of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC) are as 
follows:

v
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/

it and/or its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 15-74025-1 ovo
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Executive Director:

President;

Vice-President:

Secretary:

Treasurer:
Chairman of the Board 
of~Dir ectors:

WF T-l advised on May 25,

FREDERICK JOHN KAS WB, 
also known as JOHN-JASPER

FLOYM’LEMING
CARY JOHNS^JBANSEL

RAN^D aMENT

following persons make up the Board 
SWCC:

1959, that the 
of Directors of the

b6
b7C

According to the infn/mant. another member of 
the Board of Directors ,| has been inactive
since JOHN KASPER’s return to Nashville, Tennessee.

WF T-l advised on May 25, 1959, that according 
to FLEMING, KASPER*s attorney, J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS, has 
stated that JOHN KASPER is finished and that SIMMONS is 
finished with KASPER.

WF T-l advised on May 20, 1959, that FLOYD 
FLEMING had received a letter from JOHN KASPER setting 
forth that KASPER did not intend to return to Washington, 
D* C., as it would be thought that he was going to team 
up with GEORGE LINCOIN ROCKWELL. FLEMING mentioned that 
he wanted a meeting arranged to either abolish the SWCC 
or reorganize it leaving KASPER out of the group.

Concerning GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, alsoiiauMi 
as LINCOIN ROCKWELL, it should be noted that
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WF T-l has furnished information during March, 
1959, that ROCKWELL is attempting to form a 
Nazi-like organization known as the World 
Union of Free Enterprise National Socialists 
(WUFENS)• The "Washington Post and Times 
Herald,” local newspaper, in its April 22, 
1959, issue carried an article entitled 
”Juiy Asserts ROCKWELL is *A Nuisance.”* 
The article sets forth that the Arlington 
County, Virginia, Police raided the home of 
ROCKWELL, ”a self-styled printer of anti- 
Jewish literature,” after an Arlington 
Grand Jury returned a presentment charging 
him with maintaining a public nuisance. 
The two-count misdemeanor complaint charged 
ROCKWELL with actions indicating he advocated 
the Nazi policies of ADOLPH HITLER.

II. FINANCES

_________ * WF T-l advised on Mav 25. 1959. thatI ______
|"Is 

contributing about a montn lor literature, stamps, n
and other expenses of SWCC. ■; « । a Cm K < * ~ C » * ' a' z>' -

III. ACTIVITIES

WF T-l advised on May 25, 1959, that there had 
been no meetings of the SWCC during May, 1959, and there 
has been no material going out in the mail under the SWCC 
name with the exception of single sheets that FLEMING sends 
out on request*

WF T-2 advised on May 2, 1959, that FLOYD FLEMING 
on May 2, 1959, had mentioned that although he did not like 
the Nazi idea of ROCKWELL, he had to admit that ROCKWELL had 
’’get up and go” and also had a strong group around him 
which JOHN KASPER never had.

/
On May 13, 1959, FLOYD FLEMING was interviewed 

at the home of GEORGE LINCOLnAkOCKWELL, 6512 Williamsburg B

-3-
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Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia, by SAs CLARENCE W. SLAUGHTER 
and RICHARD B. LAVIN while these Agents were engaged on 
another matter. FLEMING mentioned that the SWCC has been 
inactive but that he intends to call a meeting of the Board 
of Directors to see whether or not to discontinue the SWCC. 
He mentioned that for the time being, the SWCC will remain 
in existence. FLEMING stated that he is not mixing the 
SWCC with the WUFENS but that he as a private individual was 
leading support to ROCKWELL.

IV. INTERVIEWS WITH PERSONS CHARACTERIZED AS

i iv
d

On November 14, 1958, WF T-l furnished a list 
of names of persons who are carried in SWCC files as members. 
WF T-l has continuously advised that actually there is no 
membership, as such, to the SWCC. On this list were thirty- 
five names, twenty-one of whom were listed as residing in 
the Washington, D. C., area.

___________On April 30, 1959 ,L____________________________
~| Maryland, listed as a SWCC 

member, advised SAs ELMER LEE TODD and LAVIN that he 
retired -from the United States Naval Air Station at 
Anacostial I Prior to that time, he worked
with FLOYD FLEMING and at one time FLEMING had gedeived $2 

him and signed him up as a member of the SWCC.
Iadvised that he never went to any meetings and 

that although FLEMING occasionally sends him literature 
of the SWCC, he throws it in the trash basket. |___________  
advised that he no longer has any interest in the SWCC,

b6 
b7C

On May 7, 1959, .   ~..............
Mt. Rainier, Maryland, employed a^t the United States 
Naval Air Station at Anacostia and listed as a member, was 
interviewed by SAs TODD and LAVIN.j [advised that he 
was at one time a member of the SWCC and that he had become 
ajamber through FLOYD FLEMING when they worked together 
at the Anacostia Naval Air Station. |_____ |mentioned that
he may have given FLEMING a dollar or so to mail some 
literature. He mentioned, however, that he had not seen 
FLEMING since FLEMING resigned from the Naval Air Station

-4-
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about one year ago and that he had no information concerning b6
any meetings or activity of the SWCC* He stated that he has b7Q
since lost interest in the SWCC.

____ _____________________
____________ On May 25, 1959,_______ ,______________ ______  

| Washington, D. C., employed at the United’
States Naval Air Station at Ahacostia and listed as a member, 
was interviewed by SAs TODD and lAVIN and stated that he 
may have been listed as a member of the SWCC but that actually 
he did not consider himself as such. He mentioned that he 
occasionally gave FLOYD FLEMING a dollar or so to mail out 
literature when Fleming was working at the Naval Air Station 
in 1956 and 1957. [mentioned that he does not feel any 
hatred toward Negroes cut that the reason he supported FLEMING 
was that he did not want to have to eventually eat or sleep 
with Negroes.| |stated that he has not heard from FLEMING
in well over a year, and he no longer has any interest in 
FLEMING*s organization.

On May 25, 1959 J ____
Virginia, employed at the United States Naval Air Station at 
Anacostia, advised SAs TODD and lAVIN that he formeriMborked 
with FLOYD FLEMING at the Naval Air Station and that MMING 
may have thought him to be a SWCC member. |________[stated
that FLEMING continually tried to interest him in segregation 
matters but that| never took much interest in them.
He stated he has not seen FLEMING since FLEMING resigned 
from the Naval Air Station and has not received any literature 
from the SWCC.

On May 7, 1959, JOSEPH F. TOLSON, Postmaster 
of the Brookland Potet Office Station, Washington, D. C*, 
advised that 
had moved to I Virginia. 
had been listed as a SWCC member*

- 5* -



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 100-33226

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

federal bureau of investigation

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

RACIAL MATTERS

WF T-l and WF T-2, mentioned in the report 
of Special Agent Richard B. Lavin, dated and captioned as 
above, have both furnished reliable information in the 
past*

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to whichloaned.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Reporting Office Office of Origin Date ’ Investigative Period

TTTTT; np ? Report made by A?

' ' ' RICHARD B..IAVIII_____
CHARACTER OF CASE

HmiE^CJT^ D.,„CL.,
aka SeaboarT White Titxzens Councils 

RACIAL MATTERS

Typed Bj:>,s 

cs R

XStm&UiX

REFERENCE

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN 8/11/59.-

P
: 7 '

INFORMANTS

Approved

ANS.
BV: Z

File Whoe Located

b6 
b7C 
b7D

AljJMEORMATMm CONTAINED 
: UNWED

Copies made:

Special Agent 
In Charge

b' 4 .7^ / \
AGENCT
REQ. REGO ___ __ (_____L_
DATE fCSW. Zx“2AC_S^__
HOW FORW________ ifejS.___ _

Do not write in spaces below

EO SEP 2 1959

U

dX .

& - Lo

■i.- ', ph..
• o o j7

Property of FBI - This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned. 
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1 - Richmond (K
2 - Washington Field (100-32336
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100-22336

Identity of Source. File V/here Located

The snurrA to characterize the SWCC and 
WVFENS is

'Careful consideration has been given to the 
sources concealed and T symbols were utilized in the 
report in those instances where the identities of the 
sources must be concealed.

The last T symbol utilized in SWCC reports is ..
T-4. . / -hC.

One copy of this report is being sent to 
Baltimore and Richmond Divisions since subject organiza? 
tion ha? been active in their areas, in the past.-'

LEADS V./

WASHINGTON•FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTONy D.' C.

1. Will follow and report activities of the SWC^co 
' in this area. *

2. Will conduct interviews of members of SWCC to 
determine knowledge of violence and potential 
for informant material. . :

■ - A .
COVER PAGE



FD-2(W (Rev. 0-23-58)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy fos

Reportol: sa RICHARD B. LAVIN Office: Washington, D.C.
Da,e: September 1, 1959

File Number: Washington Field 100-33226 Bureau 100-423395

Title: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE, -f//^ . .

Officers of SWCC remain the same as previous months. There 
has been no activity on the part of SWCC during recent past 
except FLOYD FLEMING, President of SWCC, and GEORGE LINCOLN 
ROCKWELL of WUFENS, along with followers visited CONDE 
MC GINLEY in New Jersey in July, 1959. FLEMING and ROCKWELL 
are having literature printed in Washington, D.C., concerning 
program of WUFENS and a pamphlet entitled "White Man Fight”.

- P -

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

A description of the Seaboard White Citizens 
Councils is located in the appendix section of this report.

I. OFFICERS

WF T-l advised on August 25, 1959, that the officers 
of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC) are as follows:

Executive Director:

President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Chairman of Board of 
Directors:

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
John Kasper 
FLOYD FLEMING 
CARY JOHNSON HANSEL 
RAN DE MENT

b7C
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WF T-l advised on August 25, 1959, that FLOYD 
FLEMING received a letter from JOHN KASPER that KASPER 
intends to come back to this area when he is released from 
jail. Due to this , according to informant, FLEMING has 
not mentioned any more about letting the SWCC charter lapse. 
FLEMING has mentioned changing the name of the organization 
to something like Seaboard Political Party.

II. FINANCES

WF T-l advised on August 25, 1959, that the 
finances of the organization are small and that during the 
past month approximately $20 has been received for literature 
andas donations. WF T-l advised on August 25. 1959, that 
FLOYD FLEMING has appointed | Ito begin to
raise money to pay the Nashville fine money of KASPER. In 
this connection it is to be noted that the Tennessee Supreme 
Court on July 27, 1959, ruled that KASPER must serve six , z-
months in the Davidson County Workhouse at Nashville and pay Dt) 
a $500 fine for inciting to riot in Nashville integration b7C 
troubles in 1957.

Ori August 25, 1959, WF T-l advised that   
indends to send out separate appeal letters rather than a 
huge mailing. •____________________________________________ •-

III.ACTIVITIES

WF T-l advised on August 25, 1959, that there have 
been no mailouts in mass of SWCC material nor has there been 
any material printed for the group.

Visit to New Jersey

- On July 29, 1959, WF T-l advised that GEORGE LINCOLN 
ROCKWELL of the World Union of Free Enterprise National Socialist 
(WUFENS) and four of his followers along with FLOYD FLEMING of

i the SWCC with two of his followers visited CONDE MC GINLEY at 
'Union, New Jersey, on Julvf^6, .1J?59. WF T-l advised that also 
present ’at-W IiTNLEY’s was' ~| from Phibad^Lqjhia.

WF T-l advised that MC GINLEY showed ever^ around 

 

his place. Source characterized the plane as impressive and 
mentioned that MC GINLEY had a huge press which he claims is 
eighty years old. MC 'GINLEY stated that he h^’eighteen pa.rt- 
time workers and that a women namedr ___ |was his next in 
command. WF T-l advised that | [lives with her mother

in Camden, New Jersey,. The source advised that in MC GIDLEY*s 
office there are two shotgunri ahd a pistol which appears :to be 
a ,38 caliber. MC GINLEY also has several sets of files and

b7C ;
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in the basement has one set of plates that he said contained 
the entire underground of Germany. MC GINLEY mentioned that 
he is in constant touch with the Hungarian and Polish 
underground leaders.

After the tour, according to the source, MC GINLEY \ 
gave the group a lecture. He claimed that he is 64 years 
of age, ’’flat broke”, and completely informed on the ’’devils,” 
that are trying to ruin America. He mentioned that he is 
a devout Catholic, and W T-l observed crucifixes in all 
of his bedrooms. MC GINLEY claimed that 600 Catholic priests 
get ’’Common Sense.” He claims that he fights the ene^yby 
prayer and intelligence. MC GINI^Y mentioned that some; 
people like BOCKWELL burn their bridges back of them and have 
to keep on, but that he, MC GINIEY, does not attest to fight 
the Jews openly but only in print.

According to WF T-l, MC GINLEY gave the group several 
rules to live by. MC GINLEY mentioned that first the group ‘ 

'should educate themselves and keep educated. Secondly, he 
'said the group should educate others. Thirdly, he said that 
the end of the education phase would soon be over, maybe 
within two years, and the group should then be ready for action 

. to prevent the Jews from destroying -ft* MB GINLEY did not 
state what form this action should take. WF T-l advised 5 
that the group brought back to Washington, D.C,, a great deal 
of literature published by MC GINLEY. Items such as:

1. ”The Coming Red Dictatorship,” which is a one 
page flyer. (1,000 copies)

2, ’’Poisoning These United States,^ a two-page 
leaflet containing excerpts from the American 
Mercury magazine, (2,000 to 4,000 copies)

3. ’’Outline of Post War New $orld Ma^p,” which is 
a two-page flyer supposedly published by MAURICE 
GOM3EHfi, prior to World War II.' (100 copies)

4. ’’Reds Promote Racial War,” which is a 76-^page 
p booklet by KENNETHGOFF, Post Office Box 116,

Englewood, California. (50 copies)
' JP , : ..A?— L/-'-

5,A*Khow Your Enemy’’, Which is a 56-page booklet 
^y, ROBERT H. WILLIAM?, Box 868; Santa Anna, 
California. copies)

\ WF T-2 furnished information on July 29, 1959,
;>■* substantially the. same as that furnished by WF T-l above, 
A ^’/WF/T-^ in addition, advised that JOHN KASPER appears to be 

r A ' .A.—/. . ’ ’ ■ ■. ■■ ■ f
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a favorite of MC GINLEY’s. According to WF T-2, MC GINLSY 
also mentioned that he was very short of funds and out of 
paper for his press.

WF T-3 advised on July 28, 1959, that on the trip 
back from New Jersey,. ROCKWELL and members of his party spoke 
about a party with no violence, but on two occasions attempted 
to run cars containing Negroes off the road when those cars 
came too close to them in traffics

TheWUFENS and CONDE MC GINLEY will be described 
in the appendix to this report.

On August 25, 1959, WF T-4 advised that GEORGE 
LINCOLN ROCKWELL and FLOYD FLEMING have afflanged to have 
printed in Washington, D.C. , 2,000 copies of the program of 
the WUFENS. and 2,000 copies of a pamphlet written by ROCKWELL 
called ’’White Man Fight”,

■ ’♦White Man Fight,” a dppy of which was suppliedJ?y 
WF T-l, is a 24-page leaflet which has ROCKWELL’S photograph 
Oil the front and ADOLF HITLER’S photograph on the inside of 
the back cover. It is a three and one fourth by four and 
three fourths inch leaflet and attacks persons of Jewish 
origin as enslaving people to lies and such false goals as 
the mongrelization of ’’brother-hood". It urges the white 
man to keep from being divided and advocates Nazism as the 
only method of fighting Jews, yThe pamphlet at one point sets 
forth the following: "It is frightfully LATE. Only a radical 
major upheaval in pur lives can stop this deadly hypnotized 
DRIFT toward the precipice. This is no time for petitions 
and tricky political schemes in the filthy rigged game in 
Washington. This is a time for AGITATION SPEECH MAKING, LEGAL 
ACTION STREET ACTION - -FIGHTING". '

■■l.Tl
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Iv- ' APPENDIX - ' . “

The Committee on Un-American Activities, United 
States House of Representative^ in a report issued December 
17, 1954, stated the following concerning CONDE MC GINLEY and 
Common Sense:

"Growth of the hate group in recent years is 
exemplified by the publishing endeavors of Conde J. McGinley 
and his son C. J. McGinley in Union, N.J. The McGinleys 
Senior and Junior operate as the Christian Educational 
Association for the purpose of publishing a semi-monthly 
paper *Common Sense* as well as a mass of individual . 
printed matter.’*

The Committee characterized Common Sense as "some 
of the most vitriolic hate propaganda ever to come to the 
attention of the Committee. "Common Sense defines communism 
as ’Judaism’, devotes its pages almost exclusively to 
attacks oh the Jewish and to a lesser extent the Negro 
minorities in our nation. Sympathy for the former Nazi regime 
in Germany also^is injected into this propaganda * * 
.' ' ' . . ; . Xt- ■■ ■ ■ . • ■. . .
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White Citizens Councils of D. C., aka Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils.

The White Citizens Councils of D.C., aka the Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils (SWCC) were incorporated in the District 
of Columbia as reflected in certificate 16343 filed August 31, 
1956, with the Recorder of Deeds, Washington, D.C. The 
’’particular business and objectives of said corporation 
shall be to promote the material improvement of its members 
by designating information to members and others for the 
purpose of improving race relations.” Among individuals 
listed as trustees, directors and/or managers for the corporation 
were JOHN KASPER and FLOYD FLEMING.

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, also known as JOHN KASPER, 
was sentenced to one year in a Federal prison in the Fall of 
1956, by United States District Judge ROBERT BAYLOR in 
Knoxville, Tennessee, for violation of a restraining order 
growing out of the Clinton, Tennessee, High School racial 
riots in August, 1956. KASPER has also received a six months* 
Federal prison sentence and a six months’ sentence from the 
State of Tennessee, for his activities.

A source has advised that as of May, 1959, KASPER 
is still the Executive Director of the SWCC. The source 
has advised that the actual active membership of the SWCC is 
small and limited to approximately nine persons.

- 6 -
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World Union of Free Enterprise National 
Socialists.

A source advised on February 27, 1959, that GEORGE 
LINCOLN ROCKWELL of Arlington, Virginia, had held an 
organizational meeting of the World Union of Free Enterprise 
National Socialists (WUFENS) at his residence on February 26, 
1959. Six persons were present and they, according to the 
source, comprised the beginning of an officer corp of the 
organization. ROCKWELL told those present that the WUFENS 
would be an international movement, but that the section of 
the organization in the United States would be known as the 
American Party of the WUFENS.

ROCKWELL on March 26, 1959, furnished to Special 
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation a copy of the 
program of the WUFENS stating that he expects to become 
president of the United States through the organization’s 
platform. The main tenets of the WUFENS, as reflected in the 
program, call for the migration of Negroes to Africa and the 
trial and execution of all Jews guilty of communist and 
Zionist treason.

The source advised on May 20, 1959, that the main 
activity of the organization since its inception has been the 
distribution of anti-Jewish material as well as material 
setting forth the program of the organization^

- 7* -
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4 •
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

September 1, 1959

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

RACIAL MATTERS

WF T-l and WF T-2 mentioned in the report of Special 
Agent Richard B. Lavin dated and captioned as above have 
furnished reliable information in the past.

WF T-3 and WF T-4 mentioned in the report have 
furnished insufficient information upon which to judge their 
reliability.

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.
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Office Memorandum UNITED S ES GOVERNMENT

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 9/18/59

T\/SAC, ^0 (100-33226)

&BjArr: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.
z aka, Seaboard White Citizens Councils

RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies ,
of a letterhead memorandum concerning an appeal for 
funds which has been prepared by the subject organi- b7C 
zation for distribution. b7D

The source of the letter is 
who is still under development

The source of the characterization of SWCC is

------  b7D
2 - Bureau
2 - WFO

RBLzblb 
(4)

Agency

Date foiw. 
How Forw

HEREIN !S UNCLASSIFIED , , 
DATE

25 SEP 22 1951s



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

ALL HUI COKTABED
HERSH iS UNCLASSIFIED , ;
DATE-^^-BY^^^

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

September 18, 1959

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

On September 1*4-, 1959, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, furnished a copy of the 
attached letter. According to the source, five hundred 
copies of this letter have been printed for distribution.

The letter is an appeal for funds by the 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils, Post Office Box M56M-, 
Brookland Station, by Floyd Fleming, Chairman, Committee 
to Free John Kasper.

Concerning the Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
and John Kasper, the following should be noted:

The White Citizens Councils of D. C., also known 
as the Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC) were 
incorporated in the District of Columbia as reflected in 
certificate 163*4-3 filed August 31. 1956, with the Recorder 
of Deeds, Washington, D. C. The ’’particular business and 
objectives of said corporation shall be to promote the 
material improvement of its members by designating information 
to members and others for the purpose of improving race 
relations.” Among individuals listed as trustees, directors 
and/or managers for the corporation were John Kasper and 
Floyd'Fleming.

Frederick John Kasper, also known as John Kasper, 
was sentenced to one year in a Federal prison in the Fall of 
1956, by United States District Judge Robert Taylor in 
Knoxville, Tennessee, for violation of a restraining order 
prohibiting Interference with integration of the Clinton, 
Tennessee, High School. Kasper has also received an additional 
six months* Federal prison sentence for again violating the 
order and has been sentenced by the State 
serve six months for inciting a riot.

of Tennessee to

A source has advised that as of 
Kasper is still the Executive Director of 
source has advised that the actual active

August, 1959* 
the SWCC. The
membership of 

the SWCC is small and limited to approximately nine persons

ENCLOSURE
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^eabnarb dttiznw ClnmtrUa
P. O. Box No. 4564 Btooklxnd Station

Washington 17, D. C.

John Kasper - Executive Secretary

On August 19, 1959, six Ohio communists, convicted three years ago for . 
violation of the Smith Act. were released by a Federal Court on grounds that 
"their convictions were based on erroneous interpretations of the law." They 
had originally been charged with conspiring to teach and advocate violent over
throw of the Government

As you know. John Kasper is now serving six months in the Tallahassee 
Federal correctional institution for speaking against integration in Clinton, 
Tennessee; not for advocating violence.

In July, the Tennessee Supreme Court upheld a sentence of six months in 
jail and a $500.00 fine against John for addressing a crowd in Nashville. The 
state authorities call it "inciting to riot."

If John works this fine off (on the county road in an integrated road-gang) 
at prison rates, he faces another one and one-half years in confinement. He will 
be lost to the American people for approximately one and one-half years for the 
want of the money to pay his fine.

Attorney J. B. Simmons of Washington, D. C. , who handled John's previous 
cases, has now taken charge of the Nashville case and is petitioning the U. S. 
Supreme Court to review this case. Although we are not optimistic as to obtain
ing any relief from that court, we want to complete the record. Funds for this 
are also necessary.

I urge you, as a friend of John's, to contribute any sum that you feel you 
can spare to go towards the payment of this fine. I enclose a self-addressed 
envelope for your contribution.

For your money you won't receive any literature, but only the satisfaction 
of knowing that you have aided a friend in need. As an afterthought, you might 
also think that by your generous donation you are getting John back on the Job 
where he can hit our enemies much sooner than he would ordinarily be able to do.

On John's behalf. I thank you for your help.

Sincerely,

Floyd Fleming, Cmirman
Committee to Free John Kasper
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No information has come to light indicating 
knowledge of violence on the part of any members. There 
is a possibility of this organization becoming more active 
if JOHN KASPER returns to this area. In the meantime, this 
case is being placed in a closed status. Any information 
coming to the attention of this office will be forwarded to 
the Bureau by letterhead memorandum.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source File Number Where Located

WF T-l

was also used to characterize the SWCC.

Careful consideration has been given to the source 
concealed and a T symbol was utilized in the report only in 
that instance where the identity of the source must be 
conceited.

The last symbol utilized in SWCC reports is IF T-4.

One copy of this report is being sent to Baltimore 
and Richmond Divisions since subject organization has been 
active in their areas in the past.

- B* - 
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UNIT^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy fo:

Report of: RICHARD B. LAVIN
Dote. 10/0/59

Field Office File No.: 100-33226

Office: Washington, D. C.

Bureau File No.: 100—423395

Title.- WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: Officers of SWCC remain the same as previous months.I 
There has been no activity on part of SWCC during J 
past month. One person characterized as SWCC member 1 
advises he contributed money to FLOYD FLEMING on one 
occasion. Another person characterized as SWCC membe 
advises she has attended no meetings but considers 
herself a ’’charter member” of SWCC.

- c

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C

Councils 
report.

A description of 
(SWCC) is located

the Seaboard White Citizens 
in the appendix section of this

officers

1. OFFICERS

On September 29
of the SWCC are as follows:

1959, WF T~1 advised that the

Executive Director:

president:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Chairman of Board of 
Directors:

FRED 
JOHN

CK JOHNVKASPER, aka 
ER

CARY JOHNSON HANSEL
RAN^e MENT________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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2. FINANCES

WF T-l advised on October 5, 1959, that the 
SWCC had less than $5.00 in its bank account at the present 
time.

3. ACTIVITIES

WF T-l adviied that there has been no activity 
on the part of the SWCC during the past month. FLOYD 
FLEMING has 500 letters of appeal for funds for JOHN KASPER 
that are to be addressed when time allows.

4. INTERVIEWS »VITH PERSONS CHARACTERIZED AS SWCC 
MEMBERS

On November 14, 1958, WF T-l furnished a list of 
persons who are carried on SWCC files as members. WF T-l 
has continuously advised that actually there is no member
ship as such to the SWCC. On this list were thirty five names, 
twenty one of whom were listed as residing in the Washington, 
D. C., area.

-----------On September 21, 1959,I 
---------------- [Maryland, carried on the above list, was 
interviewed by SAs ELMER LEE TODD and RICHARD B. LAVIN. 
He advised that he knew FLOYD FLEMING at the Anacostia Naval 
Air Station when, they were both employed there prior to 
November, 1958.  (recalls that on one occasion he gave 
FLEMING three dollars ($3.00) more or less to get FLEMING b6 
"off my back"._______ stated he was never a member of FLEMING’S b7C
organization ana attended only one meeting at Wayson’s Corners 
in Maryland in 1956. | | advised that he still hears from
FLEMING bv mail, in that he receives periodic requests for 
funds. I stated he has not answered any of these requests,
and is no longer interested in any of FLEMING’S ideas.

___________On September 24, 1959,
__________  carried on this list as a member, was inter

viewed by SAs TODD and LAVIN. She advised that she was a 
charter member of the SWCC, although she had never attended 
any meetings. She mentioned she was a staunch supporter of 
segregation. | | stated that she was a close friend
of RAN de MENT, the sister of FLOYD FLEMING, the President of 
SWCC. She advised that she has met no other members of the 
SWCC, and does not know of any violence on the part of any 
members of the SWCC.

2 -
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APPENDIX

White Citizens Councils of D. C., aka 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils

The White Citizens Councils of D. C., aka the 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC) were incorporated 
in the District of Columbia as reflected in certificate 
I63I1.3 filed August 31, 1956, with the Recorder of Deeds, 
Washington, D. C. The "particular business and objectives 
of said corporation shall be to promote the material 
improvement of its members by designating information to 
members and others for the purpose of improving race 
relations.” Among individuals listed as trustees, directors 
and/or managers for the corporation were JOHN KASPER and 
FLOYD FLEMING.

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka JOHN KASPER was sentenced 
to one year in a federal prison in the fall of 1956 by 
United States District Judge ROBERT TAYLOR in Knoxville, 
Tennessee for violation of a restraining order prohibiting 
interference with integration of the Clinton, Tennessee 
High School. KASPER has also received an additional six 
months’ Federal prison sentence for again violating this 
order and has been sentenced by State of Tennessee to serve 
six months for inciting a riot.

A source has advised that as of May, 1959, KASPER 
is still the Executive Director of the SWCC. The source 
has advised that the actual active membership of the SWCC 
is small and limited to approximately nine persons.

- 3* -



In Reply, Please Refer to
R^No. 100-33226

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

October 9, 1959

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

RACIAL MATTERS

WF T-l, mentioned in the report of Special Agent 
Richard B. Lavin, dated and captioned as above, has 
furnished reliable information in the past.

This memorandum contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

To?

ubjectr

Director, FBI

SAC, Miami
^HHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS. aka

United Industrial Citizens Union,
Brevard CounTy,-Florida ~ "
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Dates 5/30/60

Dual Caption - 
RACIAL SITUATION, 
SAATE OF VIRGINIA

Due to the opening of the Tampa Office, the Fol towing 
changes in the above case have been made:

Location of File

Entire file sent to Tampa herewith®.
File sent to Tampa, except one copy of the following serials 
File retained in Miami but one copy of following serials I 
sent to Tampa® ■x*.

Report of SA _____ ____________ •"
Dated " at ' ~ .

Report of SA ____________________ ;
Dated at '■ \

Report of SA ______ _________ ; 7
Dated ■ ' "at '.. r' '

Report of SA _______ _
Dated _... ' ~at ~ ‘ ', , ' , . ■ ■.

"(continue descript ion page 2 if necessary)

Office of Origin

1

C® Status, tM Office

( ) Pending
FI

LE
D

 Ut
(„) Miami
(Tampa . ■ (X) RUC
( ) Other pff^ce as shown in file? AQ Q

BureduXA2*10W87) (100-423395)
Tampa (Ends® _____J
Miami

LOTrcac/PCC
2—1— WFO (100-34410)(100-33226)

I - Rictamd. JIQ5r ~

NOT RECCfaDED R

16 JUN 10 p>5Q
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Reurlet May 22, 195$, captioned ^Cadmhe BObk^^ 
IS *X,n your file lOOe-32920. '

The “Washington .Waw^ Of June 6, 1956, ■cpritained 
ah article on page 7 Captioned “12 Btaft Local Group ^White 
Council.'la Here.” A review of thie article reflects,. ' 
that, 12 persons, meeting in a back room pf the Cadmus Book 
Store have formed 2 White Citizens Councils” to operate 
here. / . ■ .* , ' ; t -

^ou . are instructed; to im open $ case'
bn this matter and conduct inquiries fh strict accordance - 

.. with SAC LC^tbr 55^66, in the event it<is determined that* 
these 2, citizens councils arb autonomous you should, of' 
course,,, bpen Separate based du each, if , however, they 
are affiliated and Operated under the same general leader
ship the entire matter should be*carried as one'case.

\ u- „ * , - *

This matteramUst be afforded prompt attention 
aiid a report: Suitable fbr BissOmination submitted to 5 

' reach the Bureau* no later than 3Q days from receipt of ■ 
. this. comhunica tion> Any per tineht 'development s coming 
to your attention during: this 3P^day period, should* of * 
course., be promptly forwarded to the Bureau by appropriate 

■ .communichtipn.; ’ ' ': \ '

4

cc IBugiie 10.^

>?»

; ALLIHFOBMATIOOON^ 
HEREIN T^HNfiLASSIFIEQ’ if

JRDED - 9/ MN IlKSe

BAILED. 31

COMM. - FgJ'j 
JUH 8'1956

■ u



-0-19 (7-8-55)

F

12^5fdH Local Group "

’White Cemeil' k -Here;'
•'Twelve persons,, meeting in a cluttered back room of the Cad

mus Book Store; at 1246 Wisconsin-av, in /Georgetown, have 
formed two “White Citizens Councils” to operate here.

- Mr. Tolson--  
[ j Mr.. Boardman . 
Fv»Mr. Nichols —

Mr. Belmont — 
Mr. Harbo ------  
Mr. Mohr-------- 
Mr. Parsons — 
Mr. Rosen 
Mr. Tamm ------  
Mr. Sizoo------  
Mr. Winterrowd 
Tele. Room  
Mr. Holloman _
Miss Gandy 

Groups with the same name have 
Sprung up recently in the South 
to oppose racial integration. The 
Georgetown'group, said its purpose 
is the same, and that it is affiliated, 
•with the Alabama Citizens Council.

The orgafiizei^are the bookshop’s 
owners, JohjwKaspe^^ New 
Jersey, an^w^Nm®^ 
a divorcee, wlib^pid/'she was born 
in Virginia. ' T

*" oil -L
. TWO GROUPS ^21 ’
The 12 members met at the shop 

two nights ago and split into two 
groups, the “Northwest Council"* 
and the “Southeast'Council.”

The shop, when The* News visited 
it. yesterday, displayed pamphlets- 
with such titles as. “Black Monday,” 
“Shall We Help Israel?", “The Cult, 
of Equality” and “United Nations

: Planned Tyranny.”- j
There was a copy of the Declara

tion. of Independence on the wall,* 
tied'-up in red, white and blue rib-i 
on, and a poster’ read: “Live Dan
gerously. Defy the. Liberals.”

Mrs. Devefeau, the only one of 
the owners there at the time, said 
the shop is a means to make money 
to print the pamphlets.

IDEAS ’ 1
■She told a reporter integration |is 

. “against nature" and then went on 
with an attack on the Negro race.

M&^Elay^^emln  ̂-of 905 Quincy- 

fdent’^.of the Northwest ’Council, 
ile told The, News;he is 58: and an* 
employe at the U. S. Naval Air S a-

1-0 -

tiph.ih Anacostia.-
“Pm not ashamed .of; nothing,”'jie

said.

u

All INFORMATION CONTAINED .

kBI
r -r/.i

enclosure

Wash. Post and--------
Times Herald

Wash. News PfLge—Z
Wash. Star----------------
N. Y. Herald ------------

Tribune
N. Y. Mirror-------------
Daily Worker------------
The Worker--------------
New L'eader------ -------

Date . 6/6/^



*
TO-: IRECTOR, FBI AND SAC RICHMOND

PROM^SACT WFO (100-33226)

4^ ■''t

6/14/56

URGENT

T/Mr. Belmonte__ - 
J^lr. Ma-'on_ 
I ^Mr. M'h^, 
: Mr. Pa 

Mr. Rife 
Mr. Tamm 

Mr. M. 
I Mr. Winterrowd- 

Tele- Room___
i Mr. Holloman__ - 
' Miss; Gandy____

^5m
XT) \ M I /J

WHITE-CITIZENS COUNCIL, DX., AKA, SEABOARD CITIZENS . u) XI~ —------------------- ---------
COlWL, IS DASH X, CINAL. REBULET JUNE EIGHT FIFTYSIXT**^

ENTITLED WOE CITIZENS COUNCIL, IS DASH C. FOR INFO OF
RICHMOND AN? BIRMINGHAM THIS ORGANIZATION FIRST CAME TO 

*■' 1 - -7—
ATTENTION OP^WO IN JUNE FIFTYSIX. WASH. NEWS OF JUNE-SIX

FIFTYSIX CONTAINED ARTICLE CAPTIONED QUOTE TWELVE/START?
- , ' 7' r/- r? /

L A'

UOTE SEMICOLON EVENING STAR NEWSPAPER JUNE^SIX

FIFTYSIX CONTAINED ARTICLE 4 WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL IS

Organized-here end^quote. article set forth that new 

Movement to halt racial integration was reported underway 

^Ilfeau .
1 ->Teietype Unit

<4 -rBirnungham (Bynmail)

k ’’

A,

(7) :*<
RBLrilm

ALL INFORMATION x '
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED -

U’! U

> JON 19 1956_ ?



DIRECTOR, FBI PAGE TWO 6/14/56

>IITE CITIZENS COUNCIL, D.C., AKA

TODAY WITH ORGANIZATION OF A DISTRICT WHITE CITIZENS 
COUNCIL 5 UNVOTE. ACCORDING TO A SPOKESMAN FOR COUNCIL, 

OBJECTIVES ARE, HALT INTEGRATION, PUT NAACP ON AGS LIST 
AND ERADICATE QWE^ROCK ABD ^OLL UNQUOTE MUSIC. BU BY 

RELET INSTRUCTED WO TO CONDUCT INVESTIGATION IN STRICT 

ACCORDANCE WITH SAC LET FIFTYFIVE SIXTYSIX. A COMPLAINANT 

FURNISHED AN ANNOUNCEMENT ON JUNE THIRTEEN FIFTYSIX THAT

. THIS ORGANIZATION WAS TO HOLD A MEETING ON FRIDAY JUNE

. FIFTEEN FIFTYSIX AT EIGHT PM AT VFW HALL NINETEENTH AND 

UHLE ST., NORTH ARLINGTON, VA. THE DATE JUNE FIFTEENTH 

WAS CROSSED OUT AND DATE JUNE SIXTEENTH INSERTED IN PENCIL. 

A PRETEXT CALL JUNE FOURTEEN FIFTYSIX BY SA RICHARD B. LAVIN 

TO JOHN KASPER, CADMUS BOOK SHOP, ONE TWO FOUR SIX WISCONSIN 

AVE., NW, LISTED IN LEAFLET ANNOUNCEMENT AS EXECUTIVE SEC. 

OF COUNCIL ELICITED INFO THAT MEETING AT VFW IS NOT DEFINITE 

BUT THAT A MEETING IS TO BE HELD EIGHT THIRTY PM JUNE FIFTEEN

1 FIFTYSIX AT EVERGLADES ROOM, ANNAPOLIS HOTEL, ONE ONE ONE ONE 
H ST., NORTH WEST, FEATURING ASA E. PARANS^IS <ACe)pAW^^ 

CARTER M SPEAKER. CARTER IDENTIFIED IN STAR NEWSPAPER ARTICLE 

ABOVE AS HEAD OF NORTH -



DIRECTOR/ FBI PAGE TOO 6/14/56

WITO CITIZENS COUNCIL , D.C., AKA ;

' ALABAMA CITIZENS COUNCIL. A TELEPHONE CALL TO ANNAPOLIS 

HOTEL ON JUNE SIXTEENTH FIFTYSIX BY SA LAVIN ELICITED INFO 

THAT EVERGLADES ROOM IS RENTED FOR JUNE FIFTEENTH FIFTYSIX 

BY SEABOARD CITIZENS COUNCIL AND THAT AN ESTIMATED TOO 

HUNDRED PERSONS ARE EXPECTED TO ATTEND. RICHMOND TS . .

REQUESTED TO ASCERTAIN IF MEETING IS TO BE HELD JUNE 

SIXTEENTH FIFTYSIX AT VFW HALL NINETEENTH AND UHLE ST. 

N ARLINGTON, VA., AND IF SO TO COVER THIS MEETING IN

* ACCORDANCE WITH SAC LET FIFTYFIVE SIXTXSIX, SECTION E FOUR. , 

PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION OF LEAFLETS HAS BEEN MADE CONCERNING

। THIS MEETING. UFO INTENDS TO COVER MEETING AT ANNAPOLIS HOTEL 
IjUNE FIFTEENTH FIFTYSIX.

LAUGHLIN - ' *
vL /“/fttt& c. a



I

t

SAC Better 55-66, Section E^pertains to inquiries Jf 
feoncerning^citizens councils'yd similar organizations 
Such inquiries to be conducted as follows:
(1) Advise Bureau of formation of organization and a 
furnish data on continuing basis; (2) Conduct no over^ 
inquiry in absence of specific Bureau instructions; § 
(3) Confine inquiries ordered by Bureau to contacts 
with established reliable sources; (4) "Established Sco 
sources" means public records, informants, 
confidential sources, panel sources, sources of § $2^ 
information, or citizens who in time -proved dealing^ 
have been found discreet, reliable and in position to d g £ 
furnish or obtain pertinent information; and (5) Convert 
to full-scale investigation only on specific Bureau 
instruction. 2



AIR TEL J .

I Mt. Tolson ■ . ..
I Mr. Nichols ,, y. 
A Mr. Boardman—.

Mr. B jlmoniJ=£T
\ Mr. Ma^n......---  

: Mr. Mohr ..... —
Mr. Parsons. .. — I

W. WASH FIELD

Mr. Rosen .
My, T: wm   ■

■ M\ N<o.se
Mr. Wraterrowi. ’
Tele. Room--------

•IRECTOR (100- URGENT. Mias Gandy

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL
IS-Xi

D.C, aka, , SEABOARD i

Re WFO tel dated 6/l!|/50. For Bureau»s information 
Washington Metropolitan Police Department and local 
agencies of OSI, ONI and G-2 were informed today of meeting ’ 
of Seaboard Citizens Council at Anapolis Hotel in DC. on . 4 ,

WFO has no panel sources or informants able to // " / 
attend meeting. MPD advised it is cover in ^eting.

laughl:

T,

All emWD .
HEREW IS jMUSSW

’ f $
3 - ^ureiu
X - WFO .100-33226

WHA:LEB 
U) ‘

^elBont

.

-/}

xeCORDED -«

t* JUN 18 1956



AIR TEL

FBI WASH FIELD 
/

DIRECTOR

Ma> ToJsoa^, 
Mr Niched- 
Me. Boarfe? 
Mr. Beto A. 
Mr. Mr.-/ 
Mr. M^tyT. 
Mr. Porsy-’ . 
Mr.
Mr. Teri':'!' .
Mr.' M . -. 
Mt. X?ir'f ■ ■- 
Tde. 1;.

H
ER

K
I jS

1 - 
D

A
TE

. W
M

.

URGENT
S

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL, aka., SEABOARD CITIZENS COUNCIL 
IS-X, CINAL. 00 WFO. ' ~

Remy airtel 6/15/56, reporting a meeting being held at 
Annapolis Hotel by subject organization on 6/15/56.

The Washington Post and Times Herald 6/16/56 Pg. 3, carried 
an article “Leader of White Councils Lays Integration to 
Reds”. Artide sets forth that ASA E. CARTER, an organizer 
of Alabama White Citizens Councils in Birmingham accused 
Communist integrationists of using the Negro to “Tear up 
the fr^mework’'r"of~the United States Government. . Ck

The article sets forth that 1Q0 persons attended and that. 
JOHN^KASPER and CARTER outlined the aims of the Citizens Councils. 
Tt has been reported in previous newspaper articles that.
KASPER is the proprietor of Cadmus Book Shop at 12lj.6 Wisconsin 
Avenue, N. W. w •

Newspaper article in Washington Evening Star 6/16/56, ;Pg. 2, W 
cafe tinned" “Red Link seen in Integration” sets forth that 
room at Annapolis was rerited'under^t&e’name Seaboard Citizens . 
Committee.. According to article KASPER explained that 
Seaboard Citizens Committee includes the White Council here

. arid those ip Maryland, Virginia, and Delaware. According 
! to article the speakers “hit at” President EISENHOWER, the 
1 Supreme court, the District Commissioners', a ’’Northern 

Senator” theyPress in general and “Rock and Roll” music.

Birmingh is requested to furnish characterization fori ASA 
E. (ACE)^CARTER and the Alabama White ^Ci tizens ^ow^.,12^. 
suitablenfor report J ‘ -

Bureau3
2 - Birmingham
1 - Baltimore (^fo.) (rm}
1 - Richmond (Info.) (RM) 
1^ WFO 100*33226

(81
^■*



STANDARD^FORM^. 64.

Office Memo^ndum • UNITED STAWS W^iR&MENT

to : The Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

from : Warren Olney III, Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal division

OATE; June 21.

W:M:sbh ‘

1W-2-130

subject; White Citizens Councils of the District of 
Columbia' --------------

For your information we are enclosing herewith a circular

of the above organization which was forwarded to. the Civil Rights

Section by a private individual.



M kecei®
u e A n 19

CM. RieHTS SECTION ’

ACE CARTER
SEGREGATION CHIEF <

THE SPONSORS: White Citizens Councils of District of Columbia ,
r THE PLACE: American Legion Hall, 3rd and E Sts., N. W. 1

THE TIME: Friday, June 15th, 8 P.M. J

Hear the great leader of the white man in the United States. Hear Ace 
Carter tell how the politicians have betrayed the American people. Hear 
why the newspapers, radio, and Television totally suppress the facts about 
whdt has happened toAvashington since forced race-mixing- began here. 

Learn how the President of the United States is completely indifferent to 
/ the welfare of his children, the white and colored citizens of the United

/ States. Find out how the Supreme Court has destroyed 80 yeafs of racial 
pride and progress for the colored man. ■

See In Person, ACE CARTER who organized the white man. in Ala
bama against the forced admission of the Negro, Lucy, to the University of — 
Alabama. See the great patriot who broke up the Interrpcia'I Cdphcil in 
Birmingham, stopped race-mixing in the Boy Scouts, defeated the. cgridi- 

. dates in the rescent primary election who sided for race-mongrelizatidri, and 
by bold, courageous action, wiped out "Rock and Roll" music in Birrning-

. ham, Alabama. '« '«' f
SAVE the White Race. Destroy the* race-mixers. Find out g Way 4 

action from the leader- of the White Citizens Council movement in? Ala
bama and Sister states. Hear a great son of the State of Alabama. See 
in person the leader in the fight to save the White Race in America.'

COME SEE HEAR
■’ . ■ ■ . JUN & 0

ACE CARTER
i

Headquarters: . , i
1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W. SEABOARD CITIZENS COUNCILS, John Kasper, Executive Sec)

Washington 7, D. C. WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
___ _C0lumbia 5-8863 I



i

JF THERE'S ANYTHING IN THIS PICTURE YOU DON'T LIKE, CONTACT IMMEDIATELY:

SEABOARD CITIZENS COUNCILS
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

1246 Wisconsin Ave., N. W., Washington, 7, D. C. _
---------------- - - 1 COlumbia 5-8863

John Ka^jer, Executive Secretary



co ite, 
co Mr. Belmont '

/ cc. Mr. Williams

Washington TOld -

bireCtor, ' ■

‘ , Oft/we 19^ r Wx- & Plseiij tM
Olsen Press* 22 HuttmanStreet, Ifewark,-^ew 4&W* 
^TOhed the 'follow^ ihfb^atlbix td’A r^presentatW "

~ of the Bureau. • \ — ’ "

beaTOg ^eprodpidtlbns m Wtropblitw *
and other famous museums. .Xu approximately September* -

".19^ he’Wae contacted by tM owner the Cadmus Bookshop .' 
... <wwa$ ?we Olsen bhuid net renhii)*- WMb iMividwi 

, -' |li2.0& wbnth bnrat wnibh|. aederdi^- to .
; ;-W*' 'Otah's M-W?beptlb$bW . / •..•*’ -

' • - 1 ■ >

h"A- ■■ ■'. ‘ ‘ > that time an< subseqiiently through ,information. ■ 
/ - supplied, by eaiesmeh in the Wshi^tWr Q<> hrea,.

- IM Olean aequired: the .fbellbg “that something KpecUliar^ , .
. regarding the Cadmus 430bkshd;p* '. . - ■•, ..' •',

vu u uut# <2.7 * 4>5?zvj' ww-1- pm. jW* -Wj’
bh ww^ W* ■ 0&Wi WsbMW# 'TOwd' W WW " ? .

-. .at 1^4 tlisdOhbin ^V0W&< S W* W0W W- W^w with
-a wW& nah^. Mb 4qW hbt 3»SUi -$M “' *'

^'. 'biMnMh

NirhnU -- ■ - 
Boardman 
Rplmonr, ~- 
;Mason,_—_— 
Mohr * ■ '' 
Parsons - 
Rosen /■■ 
Tamm-; ;
Nease -___ i. 
Winterrowd _ 
Tele. Roqm,- 
Hollomanj— 
Sandy.-

’'.W^: $ws4\ ■ /•
would, voueh .for .the a&Mcominu^^ nature /

. ■- . Z&o; - -
' . . ®>.Said He Blsd $&)&' •• ' ‘

■* being .by the- owners M- eaptidned. organizAtiOh - .•
to open stores in Dallas and San ^anciseb*———..——

; ■ ■ KOT SSCQUDED - ■
.; <2oe-■ >.■ '. WJUL 114956 - *
-1 nc>Bdfilel Councils) _. \

Bee ,.memo Belmont to. Boardman, 7/2/5b, uWsuSXj samer eaptlon. .

(9)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED v
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ’

M;

I • DUPUICATB
IJUI.J.W

\ 1 < MAlLEp- . ..



Mottes to MeW - ■ - ' ’
. .- Mis^-^a$^ M ^evious^^ -
iMOraaiiop; eonc^M^ Ca&te Sc^ks>^ tM' £ted& - 

^^matoaiTrMi^i -^bie^ to 
M tMSa6Mu§ BoBsbop 

be tejMsMS- Ite iToterK Whte* ‘ JBiaW^ " 
reflect receipt- x$ J&W sucii iiifomiation frosi jEe^rk..- 

^tek is irstr&ete& to f pt-Msh.' to iM
IjashirgtOO MiW W^ieo ia tW WMt #M MW Wt 
already Oenfe M* ~ ‘ . ■ - .

- ite ^MW is “being .fpriiisbed
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CHANGED TO

HEREIN IS !MCLA$$SSQ
date.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FD-72 

(3-9-54)

FORM NO. I
THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT WASHINGTON FIELD

REPORT^MADE AT

WASHINGTON FIELD

DATE WHEN 
MADE

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE REPORT MADE BY ”

'Ml 11956
TITLE ’

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
aka Seaboard Citizens Council

RICHARD B. LAVIN gar’
CHARACTER OF CASE '

INTERNAL SECURITY - X

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

White Citizens Council formed in WDC 6/4/^6
according to local newspapers. Newspapers set 
forth Councils'were chartered by North Alabama 

/ Citizens Gouncil headed by ASA (ACE) CARTER.
Council headed'bv JOHN- KASPER.- FT-GYB-TT?

/0 iuw 7 FLEMING, and| [according to news
’* " * Council set forthpaper articles, 

in newspapers is
Tne purpose of 
as-follows:

b7C

1
2

To stop integration

All INFORMATION WWIED -
IS UNCLASWD

To have national Association fob the 
Advancement of Colored. People ' .
plaqed on Attorney General’s list.
To publicize commercial contributions 
to NAACP and Urban League, and to 
wipe out ’’rock and roll” music. ■

anization developed in Washington due to a 
series of meetings)at Cadmus Bookshop, WDC, 
managed by JOHN,KASPER. According to infor-. 
mants, one public meeting has been held, 6 * ’ 
featuring talks by JOHN KASPER. ACE CARTER 
and DAVID AITCHISON.

APPROVED AND 
FORWARDED:

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE, DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES

COPIES OF THIS REPORT

BureaiJ-
2 - Minneapolis (.RM)
2 - New York (RM)
(SEE'ADDITIONAL COPIES 1-A)

PROPERTY OF FBI—This report is loaned to you 
distributed outside the age

2s JUL 121955

contents are to be



^1*.- Birmingham (Info) (RM) -
;1 - Richmond (10^-632) (Info);(RM)
", 1 - Baltimore (Info) (RM)
$ - Washington Field (100-33226)

(1 - G2, MDW) (RM)
O^.0SI Bolling Field A'FB) (RM)
(1 - ONI, PRNC) (RM)

. . 1-A



WFO 100-33226 " - , /

DETAILS! AT WASHINGTON, D. 0. '' 

.. • I WRMaWoN OF WHITE 'CITIZENS COUNCIL. IN WASHINGTON, 
• * D.C. AREA'

\ ■’ A pretext telephone call was made to RALPH
^DWARDS,' 5od6 16th ’Avenue, North. Birmingham,^Alabama.
EDWARDS is^pfehidontTof^the^Cltlze^
Birmingham, - Alabama. EDWARDS adv Ise'S. that_the.Citizens 
CouhBl'l ol’^Wbodralhr was associated with the Alabama.
Citizens Council which organization was headed by ASA 
CARTER. ■

EDWARDS advised that the Alabama Citizens Council 
had a membership exceeding 40^000 and was in the. process of 

: extablishing Councils in Michigan. He also advised that they 
had received request's1-from Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Washington, 
D. C. to organize Citizens Councils in those locations.. . 
EDWARDS stated that- the Alabama Citizens Council, was presently 
making plans to send; jerew/s^ of'.organizers to those states 
to help organize Councilsj-there..'

W"' ijhe Washington Post and Times Herald, local news
papers 'of Washington, D. C.,* in its-issue of Juhpf^;?i 1956, 
page 19, published an article entitled ’’White Citizens 
Couhcil Formed in Washington.” The article sets'forth that 
a .’’dozen; Washingtonians^organised the District of 
lthh.ia: ”^.hite Citizens Council^’ Mpnday night (June 1956). 
ccording-':to( an interview, set forth^in the article, JOHN KASPER 
tated that the District of Columbia’s Councils are chartered 
y the North Alabama.! Citizens Council heade by ASA E. (ACE) 

BARTER of Birmingham,, A / ?

__J—__  _  ■ • J > I <
The Washington Evening Star, a ocbl^newspaper^of^ 

Washington, D. C. in its issue of June 6, 1956, page A-22, 
published an article entitled ’’White Citizens Council Zs 
Organized Here.” This article, similiar to the article above, 
set forth that a dozen persons were present at JOHN^ASPER* S 
bookstore 12k6 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., on Monday nighty 
(June 4, 19M<r^Hd'^stOTisHe'd~a~WHi'te" Citizens Council 
In the article JOHN KASPER was referred to as the organizer <5. 
and it was set forth that the organization is associated with 
Councils chartered by the North Alabama Citizens Council.

- 2 -



WFO 100-33226

______ On May 29 s 1956J
, Forestville, Marylahd, made available to SA WILLIAM.G. 

SHAW a post card sent to him by the Cadmus Bookshop, 121|.6 Wis
consin Avenue, N. W., Washington^ D. C. This post card bore 
the following message:

"We are pleased to announce that at 8:30 p.m. 
on Sunday, May 27, 1956, we/shall have with us 
MANNING^GASCH, who will present a talk entitled, 
’’TH^^itizens^Council Movement.’ The talk will be 
heard at the bookshop."

It is not known what connection this talk by GASGH 
had with the later formation of subject organization. Con
cerning other meetings which have taken place at the 'CadmusK. 
Bookstore in recent months, Mr. REYNOLDS, during various dates 
in February and March, 1956, made available several^pdst cards • 
addressed to him from the Cadmus Bookshop which contained 
invitations to hear talks.-i^The following speakers and subjects 
were listed on these post cards:

February 1;9> 1956 - SHEIK AHMAD will present a 
talk entitled/ “Reading the Moslem Mind.” Alternate 
speaker listed'-as STEPHANIE WILLIAMS, “Mental Health 
Proposals.”

February 26, 1956 - MATT McCUNE wil’l s^eak-bn’ - 
"Communism Today and Tomorrow.”

March 1|., 1956 - WOODY BAUSMAN, American Legion 
Americanization Committee, will speak on U^ESC.O, 
“Now and Later.” \

March 11, 1956^ RjED MILLER will speak dir, 

"Mental Health."

March 18, 1956 - The FENN twins will speak on. 
"Government Interference in Private Enterprises^^ 

_______________________ __________________ ■ *
b7C

advised SA WILLIAM G. SHAW on April-9, 1956, that he had 
attended three meetings at the Cadmus Bookshop which he described 
as being strongly anti-Semitic and anti-Negro,»

- 3 ~



WFO 100-33 226 Q ...

furnished the information thatbthe lecture by the FENN twins, 
CHARLES G. FINN and GEORGE Ca'>FiNN, of 7617 Lexington Avenue, 
Hollywood, California, ’ dealt with their expediences with thM$ 
Government concernfegiahSurplus airplane they, had purchased. ’4^, 

lalso recalls^;-a speech by a Colonel’ EHRGOTT (ph)’
United States Army, '"who spoke on lack of discipline in the 
United States Army. • ’

’______ I ~ advised that" he had learned from a Mrs.
an acquaintance and a part-time employee ’ 

of the Cadmus Bookstore, that the manager of the bookshop 
is JOHN KASPER, who does not appear to be doing much business 
but at the same time appears to have. unlimited fnnrlB--------  
According to information gained from
states that KASPER maintains a printing press in tne rear or 
the store, which is used to print anti-Semitic and ■
anti-integration literature. ‘

b6
b7C

_______  1 mentioned that he believes a ~
" 3f Alexandria, Virginia, who operates a construction '
ousiness, appears~to“'bh^Ti~important^^^ behind the 
bookshop and may possibly be the one'who is supplying funds to 
KASPER.

On April 13, 19^6, Mrsl I a part-time

employee of the Cadmus Bookshop, residing in Poolesville, 
Maryland, was interviewed by SA’s RICHARD B. LAVIN and WILLIAM G. 
SHAW at her request. She stated that she had been employed 
by JOHN KASPER, owner of the Cadmus Bookshop, as a part-time 
employee since about January, 19^6. She. mentioned that 
KASPER has not paid her for her services and that she feels thb 
bookshop will undoubtedly go into bankruptcy within a short - 
time. She stated that in the middle of January,’ 19^6, Mr. KASPAR
began holding a series of-lectures at tpe. bpokshop on Sunday 
evenings which lecturps; were usually attended by twenty to 
thirty people. Mrs| ] explained that no charge was
made for admission and the only collection taken was for re
freshments. .According to Mrs.l she was certain that
speakers at the bookshop volunteered their services and a lot 
of people in attendance were friends of the speaker and had
never been in the bookshop previous to the speech. As to others 
in attendance, she advised that they were recruited by KASPER 
who endeavored to have practically anyone who came into the
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bookshop sign a mailing list. ‘
I- ’ ■' -■^'z * «

Mrso__________|rema^:ed that she thought at first
that KASPER used this lecture* series, at th^^nkshop gs a . . 
promotional plan to get people to come’"to the store so they, 
would possibly purchase bp.dks but tha-t "she now believes KASPER 
is not interested in selling books but. is a fanatic anti-Se

; b7C

miti^;,

Mrs<> furnished the following nastes. of
'speakers who have appeared at the Cadmus Bookshop:

1. General BONNER FELLERS, Unit^ States Army, 

, v; who spoke in favor of increasing military strength
( of the United States.

2. The FINN twins, who spoke against Government .
F int^^^rences in private industry^

Colonel WINSTON ERHGOTT, a reserveArmy 
cbTonel who is presently selling encyclopedias. He 
spoke on lack of discipline on the part of United^-.. 
States Military personnel. ■ ' s

\ : 4. *WOODY BAUSMAN, chairman of the Americanization 
Committed of the American Legion,^who spoke against 
UNESCO.

5. RED MILLER, of Falls Church, Virginia,(owns 
a lumber yard,) who spoke against the Alaska Mental, Health 
Bill. (HR 6376).

6. A Mr. HULLEY, who spoke on ’’Flying Saucers.’*

7. ROBERT M. SMALL of Alexandria, Virginia, 
who spoke on ’’Fools Paradise,” 'ah anti-Semitic talk.

8. Commander R. L. ROCKWELL, who spoke on 
’’Red Attack on Our Armed Forces.” .

- $ -
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MRS.| pointed out that while KASPER is

very ant i-S emit; ic, none of the’ lectures at the book shop with 
the exception'of that lecture given by ROBERT M, SMALL 
follow this line. She stated that usually after the talks 
had been concluded and the speaker leaves, a small group of 
eight or nine usually remain and they discuas world events 
and express their anti-Semitic views. -MRS._________ mentioned
that she'had not detected arty anti-negro talk although the 
group as a whole is opposed to integr^^'^;

b7C

stated that •'the objectives of KASPERMRS
and several of his close associates,., as near as she can 
ascertain are:'

1 Strong military defense for the United States

2. Less aid for Israel and Egypt.

.J 3» Stronger civil defense measures.
/7
II !(,. Return of culture to America.
II '
I I • 5« Return of United States Government to principles
il of good government.

■'' il ■ / ‘
'/ / On April 16, 1956, Colonel WINSTON EHRGOTT, who
'/ ' 'described himself as a retired United States Army officer, 

resl'ding at 2117 E Street, N. W., Washington, D. C., advised 
/ ; SA GEORGE C. MOORE that he had attended several meetings at 

‘ , • /the Cadmus Bopk Shop. He described these meetings as lectures 
given by'patrotic American citizens who are definitely anti
communist. He. stated that Ms has become disturbed concerning 

' the. tenor of the statements of certain speakers at these
7 meetings. He c onsiders them to be extremely anti-Semitic to
1/ the point that the Jews are blamed for everything bad in.
'' America. Colonel EHRGOTT stated that some of these speakers 

ii ' have made remarks concerning Jews which he felt were extremely 
biased*and perhaps without foundation. He considers- them to 
be ir^-lamatory to the extent that they do more harm than good.

As an example of the anti-Jewish remarks made by 
some of the speakers, Colonel EHRGOTT mentioned that an 
Arlington businessman by the name of SMALL gave ^lecture in 
April, 1956, at which time SMALL read^apjiroximately four pages 
from a book written by an-British Captain RAMSEY, entitled

-6-
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”The Nameless War? According to EHRGOTT, the pages read 
were a direct attack upon Jews merely because they were Jews.

According to Colonel EHRGOTT another speaker, an 
,.r ..individual who has attended several meetings at the Cadmus,.
—Book Shop, ia a leading contractor in* Arlington, Virginia, 

named B, M.^^ELLER. According'to Colonel’'EHRGOTTT'MlLLEnis
—-1—onvinc"^. khat ”the trouble-the-World is in; today is solely 

because of.the Jews.” - %

II AIMS AND PURPOSES OF THE WHITE CITIZENS- COUNCIL 
= (wcc)

According to both the' Washington Evening Star article 
(6/6/£6, page A-22) and the Washington Post and Times tierald 
article (6/o/£6, page 19) mentioned' above, JOHN KASPER, made 
known the following objectives of tke District Council of the 
White Citizens Council:

1. To stop the inte’^r^Wo'fe process in Washington, 
reverse it and reestablish segregation.

< 2. Get the National Association for the Advancement
'[ of Colored People (NAACP) on the Attorney General’s subversive 
[/ list.

3* Publicize commercial contributions to the NAACP 
and Urban League.

* '-7Ji .
1|.. Wipe out ?rock and roll” music.

Ill METHODS ADVOCATED TO ACCOMPLISH AIMS AND PURPOSES

The two newspaper articles above referred to, set 
forth that KASPER stated this group, (WOO), does not dislike 
negroes and intends to show’them ”how integ^at&pna retards 
their progress by losing for him the white man’s organizational 
power. 'This, according to KASPER, hasnothing to do with the 
humanity of negroes but ”they just don’t keep things orderly.”

According to KASPER as quoted in the newspaper 
articles;, to'become a member of the Council, applicants must 
be white, 18, and believe in the divinity of Jesus Christ. 
KASPER also admitted that his group is not anti-Semitic, al
though Jews are not eligible for membership.
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Confidential Informant T-l, who is in- a position to 
furnish reliable information, advised on 6/20/56, that the 
WCC held a meeting on 6/l^/^6 at the Annapolis Hotdl, Washington, 
D. 0., which featured three speakers. According to T-l, all 
speakers spoke on the dominance of the white- man over the 
colored man but none of these speakers advocated any violent 
means to thwart the colored man’s attempt to integrate. Rather, 
blame was placed on the Communist Party of the United States, 
which numbers some x>f its officers as members of the NAACP, 
according to these speakers.

The Communist Party has been designated by the 
Attorney General of the United States pursuant to Executive 
Order lO^O. - '• •

T-l also made available a membership application 
which was distributed at the above meeting. This membership 
blank reads as followss

"MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Seaboard Citizens Councils

White Citizens Councils 
of Washington, D. 0.

Headquarterns

12L|.6 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington,6, D. C.

•Colonial £-8863" '

' There is'a place set aside for the applicant’s name, 
address,-.telephone, occupation, and three references. At the 
bottom of the application blank, the following is set forth::

; "I am white, 18 years of age, believe in the 
separation of the races, in upholding race segregation, and 
loyal to the United States of America and believe in the 
divinity of Jesus Christ."

At the very bottom of the application there is a place 
left for the signature of the applicant. The application is- 
adorned with six small reproductions of the flag of the United 
States.
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IV IDENTITY OF OFFICERS

I. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, ORGANIZERS. FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
JOHN KASPER. ' , •

KASPER, commonly referred to as JOHN KASPER in 
newspaper articles, is the proprietor of the Cadmus Book Shop 
1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W. The Washington Evening Star’s 
article mentioned above, reflects KASPER is 26 years of age 
and a native of Camden, New Jersey.

The Washington Post and Times Herald article 
mentioned above sets forth'that KASPER claimed attendance, 
at Yankton College in South Dakota and graduated from Columbia 
University in New York. .

- ' According to MRS. ERWIN HAMILTON, mentioned above,
KASPERceame from New York City,, where he formerly operated 
a book shop on Bleeker Street. - -MRS. HAMILTON furnished the v
information that KASPER’S ’’girl friend” is | ,
whom she believes assists KASPER in financing his book shop. 1

SA WILLIAM G. SHAW, on 4/^/^6, reviewed permit 
number A33323 of the Central .Permit Section, Government of the 
District of Columbia Department of Licenses and Inspections, 
Room 111}., District Building. This permit reflects that a- 
commercial occupancy was granted to FREDERICK-JOHN KASPER, 
3206 Volta Place, N. W.,for operation of the ’’Make It New.. 
Book Shop” at 1246 Wisc.onsin Avenue, N. W. The permit reflects 
that KASPER is renting the store from JOSEPH M. WISE COMPANY, 

Wisconsin Avenue, N. W.

‘ On 3/5/56,1 h
Newark, New Jersey, advised that KASPER, owner of the Cadjftgp 
Book .Shop, 1346 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Washing ton, D. C.,T 
also owns the ”Make It Knew ‘-Book Shop” at 169 Bleeker Street, 
New York City and that he contemplates opening book1 rshops in 
Texas and California. '

DESCRIPTION .

The following description of FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
has been compiled from available information concerning 
him as found in newspaper articles, interviews, and public 
records..

-9-
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/ NAME: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER aka JOHN KASPER
( AGE: Approximately 26 years

. * RACE:' White
RESIDENCE: ,-3206 Volta Place, N. W., Washingt'on, D.C.
EDUCATION: Cankton College, South Dakota

' . / Columbia University, New York City ■
/ ’ OCCUPATION: Manager of book shop, Cadmus Book Shop

. 121j.6 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
Make It Knew- Book Shop, 169 Bleeker Street 
New York City. 1 .

. FORMER RESIDENCE: Camden, New Jersey, New York City 
MARITAL STATUS: Single •

The records of the Credit Bureau of Washington, D.C. 
reviewed by SE NICHOLAS MANFREDA, 6/21/56, reflect, that KASPER / 
purchased the Cadmus Book Shop.’in December, 1955 or January, 
1956. ~

v
The records of the Metropolitan Bplice Department 

were checked by SE JOSEPH C. CREEDEN on 6/21/56 and no record , 
was located for KASPER* at all times an1 indefinite number of / 
unidentified records being out of file and not available, for 
review.

, 2-. CHAIRMAN FLOYD H. FLEMING

AH , - Washington-Evening Star article referred to above
I? z/' sets forth that FLOYD H.‘ FLEMING of the 900 Block of Quincy

Street, N, an employee" of Anacostia Naval Air Station,’ 
2^' has agreed- to accept chairmanship ubf thenCoundil’t.fbr the^North 

. West- Section. ' ‘ *

FLOYD H. FLEMING, 905 Quincy Street, N. E., was 
interviewed by SAs CARROLL M. GARNETT and RICHARD B. LAVIN cn 
11/30/51}. in connection with another matter. At that time 
FLEMING claimed that since 1928, he has followed the growth 
of communism and has extensive material at his home gathered 
from such sources as Fa^etf. COUGHLIN of ^oyal Oak, -, Michigan 
and the Dips Commit tee.* "FLEMING, at the time of the interview 
was very vehement on the subject of Communism.

' At the time of the interview FLEMING was a member
of the National Protection of Individual Rights Incorporated 
which organization, incorporated on 12/11}/514- in Richmond, 
Virginia set forth in its corporate ’ certificate that its aims 
were: to foster, protect, and maintain all rights of citizens 
and states as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United 
States of America; to maintain all social customs now enjoyed 
and practiced by the residents of the United States of 
America; to proceed on all matters that in the judgment of the 
Board of Directors may seem proper and necessary for the wel
fare and good of the residents of the United States of 
America; to make studies of social relationships among the

-10-
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members of the various races and formulate programs of actioni 
designated to benefit communities and neighborhoods in the 
United States of America and to insure stable property values 
and to promote proper relationships among* races.

DESCRIPTION

The following description,of FLEMING has been ob-f 
taihed by personal observation, interview with other persons'^ 
public records, and an interview with FLEMING himself: b ^<18*

NAME: FLOYD HJ^FLENTNG*- •
’ RESIDENCEr^a5 N. E. V,\

. BORN: 9/1/26 D J„( ~——
HEIGHT-: 5’7" pH
WEtGHT: 145 pounds -----
HAIR: Brown-gray . .
EDUCATION: HighSchool _ ... ,,/bZ •
MARITAL STATUS: EMMA^VITpFLEMING 

h ,l\-- ^FORMER WIFE: .MARY? div orc edT7 .. . 1
. y-- ^—FORMER RESIDENCEST- 153?-Newt’^S'tre'et, N. E. .

; ' " 124-37 Lawrence Street, N. E. 6/46 .
‘ 3619 20th'Street, N. E. 1/46

- 1437 Lawrence Street, N. E. 1943
2542 13th Street, N. W., 1932

< 1230 Euclid Street, N. W.. .Jg... .
2424s-. Me s,i s t eft.owh :*Ro.ad^ pBa^’imbr e., 

Maryland.
EMPLOYMENT: United'States Naval Air Station, 

. Washington, D„ U. since 8/35 as painter
FORMER EMPLOYMENT: Painter,Quantico, Virginia

The records of the Credit Bureau, Washington, D. 0. 
checked on 6/21/56 by SE NICHOLAS R» MANFREDA contained a . 
credit record for FLEMING -and pertinent portions ..have been 
incorporated in the description above.

;• Records'of the Metropolitan. Police Department,
. Washington, D. C., reviewed by SE JOSEPH C, CREEDEN Oil 6/21/56 

did.not reflect any criminal record, but they contaihedihis 
drivers permit number 276337 and his birth date.

SECRETARY-TREASURER

■ The Washington Evening Star newspaper Article referred
tn above, sets forth that| of
______ran employee of the book store (.uaamus) will oe tne 
Secretary-Treasurer of the Council.

MRS.
that

referred to above, advi^ad—oxi—1121 
is from New York City and MRS.

believes that she assists KASPER in the financing of the 
book shop.

b7C
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DESCRIPTION

The’following description of 
from personal observation and interview with

wa'a nh-ho-i-ne-d

NAME:
AGE: '^to.^^ in
HAIR: Blonde *”~*
WEIGHT? 125 to 130 pounds
HEIGHT: 5!_U2______
RESIDENCE:I [Washington. D. C.
FORMER RESIDENCE: New York City ‘ ’
MARITAL STATUS: Unimown'TEl’sted as Mrs. in newspaper 

article but MRS. HAMILTON has stated 
that she is the "girl friend**? of 
KASPER.-) ’

OCCUPATION: Book shop clerk

The records of the Washington, D. C. ’^pedit Bureau 
were reviewed on 6/21/56 by SE MANFREDA and no record was located 
for

The r ecords of the Metitopolitaa Police Department, 
Washington, D. C. were reviewed on 6/21/56 by SE JOSEPH C. 
CREEDEN and no records 'Wass located for I | at all

x.- times an indefihi$&<number of unidentified records being out 
of file and not available for review.

. v« activities of the organization SINCE It'S ^FORMATION

On 6/15/56 SA JAMES D.HUPPERT, parked his personally 
owned car in the shopping area at FhLIs Church, Virginia in ' 
the early evening hours. Upon return to his vehicle, he. found 
a leaflet which, on the first page, carried a picture of three 
negro males and two white females. One of the males was 
engaged in the act of kissing one of the white women. Immediately 
following this picture is th A caption **If there ’ s' anything in 
this picture you don’t like, contact immediately:

'Seaboard Citizens’Councils, White Citizens Councils 
of’the District nf Columbia, 12lj.6 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., 
Washington;?? .D.\C.; Columbia 5-8863, John Kasper, Executive 
Secretary. " "

I On the reverse side of this picture the following 

message is printed:

"Hear the great” leader of the wliite man in the 
United States. Hear Ace Carter tell how the politicians have 
betrayed the American people. Hear why the newspapers, 
radio, and Television totally suppress the facts about what 
has happened to Washington since forced race-mixing began here.

—12—
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Learn how the President of the United States is completely 
indifferent to the welfare of his children, the white and 
colored citizens of the United States., Find out how the 
Supreme Court has destroyed 80 years of racial pride and 
progress for the colored man.1'

" "See In Person, ACE CARTER who organized the. white 
mah“in Alabama against the forced admission of the Negro, 
Lucy," to the University of Alabama. See the great patriot 
who'broke up the Interracial Council in Birmingham, stopped 
race-mixing in the Boy Scouts, defeated the candidates in 
the recent primary election whb sided for race-mongrelization, 
and by bold,'courageous action, "’wiped out "Rock and Roll" 
music in Birmingham, Alabama on '

"SAVE the White Race. Destroy the race-mixers. ’ 
Find out a way to action from the leader of the White Citizens 
Council movement in Alabama and Sister states. Hear a great 
son of the State of Alabama. See in person the leader in the 
fight to save the White‘Race in America."

CAPTAIN’WALTER BELL, Arlington County, Virginia 
Police, Department, on 6/15/56, .advised SA WOODROW P. LIPSCOMB 
that his office had obtained possession of "f which-
-advertised a meeting by the Seaboard Citizens Council which 
was to be held on- Saturday, June 16, at 8 p.m. at the- Veterans of 
Foreign War3 Hall,19 and Uhle Streets, North Arlington, VirgiriiA. 
CAPTAIN BELL stated that this 'flyer indicated that Ace . ‘

v Carter was to be the principle speaker. On 6/8/56, CAPTAIN 
BELL advised SA HOWARD E. RICHARDSON that the above listed . 
meeting had been canceled inasmuch as the V. F. W. had.
canceled the use of their auditorium by this organization.

' . . On 6/20/56, confidential informant Unlisted above 
advised that he had attended the meeting of the subje.ct 
organization on 6/15/56 at the Annapolis Hotel. According to 
Ti the press, local, and from the Columbia Broadcasting 
System were present. According to Tl, WTOP Television Station
took motion pictures of the proceedings. T1 furnished
mation that, there were three speakers at the meeting: 
CARTER,^QHN KASPER, and DR. DAVID%AITCHISON, M.D. AND

According to T1 a!r~of-the^speakers spoke on

infor- 
ACE
L oL «D.

the
dominance of the white man over the colord map, but none of
the speakers advdc.ated any violent means to thwart his attempt 
to "integrate. Rather,. blame was placed on the Communist Party 
of the United States,.who number some of its officers in the 
National Assbelationfor the Advancement of Colored People 
as members. Ti advised that approximately 90 persons were
present.

-13-
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Confidential informant T-2, a reputable professional 
man in the District of Columbia, obtaining his information from 
a source which he did not desire to divulge, furnished the 
following information on June 19, 195'6; One hundred people 
turned out for the meeting of the White Citizens Council on 
6/15/56 at the Annapolis Hotel. Of the one hundred people who 
turned out for this meeting an e'stimated fifty were young 
people who were in for a Friends Study Group on integration*'^ 
who desired to see firsthand how a White Citizens Council 
operates. It was estimated that about twenty people signed 
membership application blanks.

According to T-2’s source among those present 
at the- meeting was_ Bo—M-a--J.RED) MILLER a, . He did not participate 
in the meeting. There .'was'‘a~OBS--WTOP television correspondent 
at the meeting. There .were three- speakers: JOHN KASPER, ACE 
CARTER, and a local septuagenarian DAVID AITCHISON, a,'‘crack
pot anti-Semitic" and a ”naturopath", who was convicted several 
years ago of practicing medicine without a license.

According to T-2’s source, KASPER stated that the 
white man gave the law to the world and the white man is the 
Anglo-Saxon. KASPER also stated that Senator HERBERT LEHMAN 
was a member of 10 communist front organizations.

‘According to T-2’s source, the next speaker was 
AITCHISON, who "rehashed his*-non-sensical racial theories.” 
He blamed on "RedJewry", the Catholic Pope,
the communists and Quakers, all of whom he described as being 
leaders in Mongrelization. According to AITCHISON, both Vice- 
president Nixon and President Eisenhower are Quakers and "Ike” 
has cancer. According to T-2’s source, AITCHISON stated that 
the Italians- are the greatest criminals and he also spoke out 
against the Salk Vaccine and at the fluoridation of water. 
According to T-2’s source, at this point an impatient party 
in the audience exclaimed "lets get down to the main speaker" 
and AITCHISON s&t down shortly thereafter^.

According to T-2’s source, KASPER then, introduced 
ACE CARTER, who said he was being accused by the Anti Defamation 
League of B’nai B’rith, the Urban League and the NAACP.
CARTER answered the charge that he was anti-Semitic by saying 
that this is a Christian nation and he JisL aiJGhi’is&ia^ 
this-, is anti-Semitic, then it is o.k. with him. CARTER 
charged that the negroes are being used to tear down Christian 
government. The negroes, he stated can’t do anything themselves 
and the people behind them are Communists and non Anglo-Saxons. 
According to T-2’s source, at another point CARTER told his
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audience that he was not prejudiced, he dimply acknowledges that 
this country was formed by Christians' and the Constitution was 
written by Christians and he also denied that he was a fascist 
as he had been^e^^W^

Concerning DR. AITCHISON, listed as one of.the 
speakers at the above meeting, the records pf the Washington, 
D. C. Credit Bureau, reviewed on 6/22/£6 by SA LAVIN, reflected 
a newspaper article from the Washington Post dated 3/9/53 _
entitled, '’Naturopath Physician Faces Healing Arts Charge."' - 
The article sets forth that AITCHISON, 65, residing at 7U09 
Carroll Avenue-, Takoma Park, Maryland, who described himself 
as a lawyer, minister, and the world’s greatest authority on 
race relations, as well as a physician, was charged in Municipal 
Court, Washington, D. C. of illegally treating a woman for 
a spinal ailment, which woman later died of cancer. The 
article quoted AITCHISON as saying ”1 guarantee to- cure any
thing in three months." .

Another newspaper article, was contained in the 
Credit Bureau records from the Washington Evening Star 12/4/53 
captioned "Naturopath Fails in Plea, Found Guilty of Unlawful 
Practice." This article sets forth that a Montgomery County, 
Maryland, jury found DR. AITCHISON guilty of the unlawful 
practice of medicine. According to the article, he was 
convicted of a similar charge several months previously in 
Washington, D. C. According to the article, state, county 
court, and health officials agreed that AITCHISON was not on 
their registers as a registered physician.

-P-
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INFORMANTS

WHOM
DATE OFTWIVITY

IDENTITY OR DESCRIPTION
OF SOURCE*,- OF INFORMATION

FILE NUMBER 
WHERE
LOCATED^

■' DATE 
RECEIVED

T-l ■

FURNISHED

6/15/56

$

6/20/56

. J.

SA RICHARD
B. LAVIN 
(ORAL)

Instant
Report

/*

b7D
(Requested bv

mat not

-
' ' I

be mentioned)

T-2
>A5?56 6/19/56 SA ROBERT C. Instant

PUTNAM Report
(ORAL).

* J

•

’^Requested;

, ! Pretext-telephone call mentioned in the first
paragraph of Details, was made by a Birmingham O^fic.e ageht 
as set forth in Birmingham letter to Detroit dated 6/25/56.

Careful consideration has been given to^.a^( source 
concealed by q. T' symbol and a T symbol was utilized only in 
those instances where the identity of the source must be 
concealed.

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE -
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LEADS

MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION

AT YANKTON COLLEGE, SOUTH DAKOTA

1. Review college 
aka. JOHN KASPER for all bac]

2. Conduct credit

NEW YORK DIVISION

AT NEW YORK CITY

1. Review college 
aka. JOHN KASPER at Columbia 
information.

2. Conduct credit

record of FREDERICK J. KASPER 
:ground information.

and criminal checks

record of FREDERICK J. KASPER 
University for all background

and criminal checks

b7C

and criminal c hecks on3. Conduct credit 
for all background information.

BALTIMORE DIVISION (INFORMATION)

One copy of the report is being furnished Baltimore for infor
mation inasmuch as members of the organization will probably 
be recruited not only from Washington, D. 0., but from near 
by Maryland.

RICHMOND DIVISION (INFORMATION)

One copy of the report is being furnished Richmond for infor
mation inasmuch as members of the organization will probably 
be recruited not only from Washington, D. 0., but from near 
by Virginia.

BIRMINGHAM DIVISION (INFORMATION)

One copy of 'this report is being furnished to Birmingham do 
to the fact that subject organization is Chartered by North 
Alabama Citizens Council.

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE;-
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WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION

’ UAT WASHINGTON, D.-Qr ' • . .. ■ ...

Will continue .to follow the activities of subject 
organization in strict compliance with SAG letter ^-66.

REFERENCES

Bureau letter to WFO, June 8, 19^6.

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE -
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Office Memorandum •
TO ■ ’ DIRECTOR, FBI ’

- ; e' • /
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: JULI 11956 /

SAC, WFO (100-33226) '
’ ■

SUBJECT: WHITEi CITIZENS COUNCIL OF ' .nw,p,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA——
aka®eabVar^'* CTti^^
Thumbnail 'Sketch .. ' t yy

. INTERNAL SECURITY - X - ' ~ f X-
/ ■ ' . ' - '

1 . Enclosed are six copies’ of report of SA RICHARD B« LAVTJV
dated JUL x j 195^ ‘ .

_ In accordance with Manual of Instructions, 87 E (6) ’ ,
the following thumbnail sketch is. submitted. • .

The White Citizens 'Council of District of Columbia, - ,
aka Seaboard Citizens Council, • was.formed dune 19^6, in. Washington, 
D. C, > according to-'newspaper* articles published 'in Washington Evening ' 
Star i’Juhe-6, 19^6, page ;A-22). and Washington 'Post, and Times Herald 
(June 6, 19^6, page 19).' ^.cnording to these articles the. Council 
is chartered by the North Alabama Citizens Council headed, by ' 
ASA.E, (ACE). CARTER of Birmingham, Alabama. The aims and purposes 
of the Council are set forth in newspaper articles mentioned above. 
asi ■ ' - V

. 1. To?, halt the integration process' in Washington, '
’ reverse it,. and re^est.ablj^h^'begrbgatlp^ • '

2, To get the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People on the. Attorney General’ s 
list. . ' - ' ‘

3. Publicize commercial contributions- tp’ •
NAACP and the.Urban League.

4- Wipe out. ”rbck and roll.” music

Leaflets distributed by,the organization reflect the local 
headquarters at 12l|.6 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Washington, in C. Also

/2)- Bureau (Encl-6)
Y - wfo ■■ -y'
RBL:gar ■ , •'
(3 ) .
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DIRECTOR, FBI ‘

Rer "WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF
■ DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

* INTERNAL SECURITY - X

according to a membership application distributed by 
the organization, membership is restricted to persons 
who are white, over eighteen years of age, believe in 

' the separation of the races, in upholding racial segre
gation, loyal to the United States of America, and be
lieve in the divinity of Jesus Christ.



lliams.

•Assistant. Attorney General ; ■
WilliamF. Tompkins • - ■ July 16, 1956

Director, FBI ; .

WHITE CITIZENSCOUNCIL GF - - ■
DISTRICTOF COLUMBIA ‘ ' .. •
INTERNAL SECURITY - X' - ‘

' . There is being furnished, you herewith one
copy of the report of Special Agent Richard B, Lavin 
dated July 11, 1956, at Washington} D. C., concerning 
the captioned organization» '. . .

You may desire to review the contents of this 
report in detail in connection with the provisions of 
Executive. Order 10450* ' . , "

' The report being furnished you does not reflect •. 
the results of a full investigation of this organisation.' 
but only information obtained through limited inquiries 
being made to ascertain the influence, if any, in this

, organization of Ku Klux Klan members or others who ■ 
advocate repressive tactics against minorities; to 
determine whether its programs and activities bring • 
it within the purview of Executive Order 10450; and ' 
" ’ • regarding this group’s potential for j

. • * ■ ' ■ - ... ■ /
ALL INFORMATION; WTAfHED k ' 1/1/

HEREIN IS BNt:LA$S^&- . "V A
m.trlfW8u.W»»W»|£MCl • .

violence.

^ndlpsure
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Office TAemorandum • united states government

TO x Mr* Rosc^/j 
v

DATE: July 15,

'T

Ml■OU

Cp®JECr:

Timo of Calls 10:25 a»£l>

- VICTIM

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE FELIX
giatmw? VICTIM

b7C

TER - VICTIM
S0MCK03 GEHEHAL SIMM 03BL0FF - VICTIM 
MBS. DOVGLiS-TIlIG (1IMCP LEADER, 
BELTSVILLE, MABYLAUD) - VICTIM, |Msraw COBTJWEB 
ASSAULTING A FEDERAL OFFICER logms uhcussified

DATE.^^rRS.BYSPTM

1956 Bo«d“,n------- INichols________  |
L —Belnoat________  g

Harbo |
. Mohr .   »

P»TB0nf> U
Rcae.. _ a
Tamo . _

Sizco _ _________ X 
BiateercT. _____  ’?
Tele. Ro « _ ___  J
llolloeae_____ *
Gandy----------------- |

It

adviseSA Grant Hanna, Washington Field Office, called to 
that Ho had talked to Deputy Chief of Police Edgar Scott, Metropolitan
Police Dcpartsont, thia morning asd Scott mentioned a news story in 
tho Washington Post and Timos Herald of Sunday, July 15,1956, which 
appears on page B-3, and it quotes Scott as saying tho FBI was called 
into investigation with approval of President Eisenhower. Scott 
told Hanna that he was completely misquoted by the press; that whoa 
the press asked him if the FBI was investigating matter ho told tho 
pross this answer would have to come from tho FBI that he could not 
speak for tho FBI.

8

i

4
Hanna stated that Scott offered to call subject Lee in 

Alexandria and invito him to com© to the Metropolitan Police Department 
to be interviewed as to burninga of crosses. Scott pointed out that 7 j 
it was his intention if this was suitable with the Bureau that he ( vbf
would charge Loe, as well as Hockett, with kindling bonfire as ho had 
done after talking to Rowley on 7/^/5^* Hama stated that two Agents 
were interviewing Hockett at his residence this morning; that ho 
intended to confer with Resident Agent Woodrow Lipscomb. Alexandria, 
concerning Loo and ho thought they would agree to Scottis proposal 
and Agents would sit in on tho interview which the^Metrppolitan. 
Police would have with Hockott and^Leo.

Manna pointed out that wFO was t
Bureau approval to int^view the officers of th 
of tho viiito Citizens il. He said that this was merely a

v thought and they were not aiwuug xw
at thio tl^a but would consider making a request later if they wr© natM 
able to develop additional information concerning th© ha s from thegi 
three subjects. He pointed out that, both Lee “ -^-«***4

. attending d mooting or neetings of%hite cl^ii

ccs Mr. Nichols 
Mr. Belmont

:



Memorandum to Mr. Rosen

and had stated that their action was motivated on personal feelings, 
and that it might bo advisable later on to have an official statement 
from officers of the VJhito Citiseno Council as to the position of that 
group concerning the cross burnings.

Mahha was instructed to proceed with further interviews 
of Hockett and Lee, and if ho information was obtained from them that 
an Agent should be present during interviews with them when the 
Metropolitan Police called them in for interview concerning the cross 
burnings.

It was pointed out to Nonna that the Director has stated 
it ^will be necessary to immediately complete the investigation; 
make copies of investigative report available to U. 8. Attorney, 
tlasteington, and the Attorney General in view of the U. 5. Attorney's 
opinion that he will give a prosecutive opinion after the investigation 
has been completed. Nanna was instructed to complete the investigation 
today and to submit a report so that it would be available for 
transmission to the Attorney General and tho U. S. Attorney tomorrow. 
July 16, 1956. -





5:14PM

July 17, 18M

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 
MR. BOARDMAN 
MR. HOSEN 
MR. NICHOLS

I called th* Attorney General with reference to the 
recent incidents involving the burning of crosses on the lawns 
of the homes of certain prominent persons in the city and advised 
him that we had secured a complete confession from one individual 
involved; that two others had refused to talk. I stated we were 
advised of the participation of th^White Citisens Council on 
July 13, 1956, when at a meeting certain action was discussed and 
preparations were made for the burning of the crosses. The 
Attorney General was advised that a memorandum was being sent 
to him tomorrow morning; that he might wish to consider a press 
release and also advising the United States Attorney and the 
Department in order to bring these individuals under oath before 
the grand jury. The Attorney General expressed appreciation 

• for my call. .

HEREIN IS UNCIASSJFI^ A 
DATE.

Very truly yours, 

> \ ' "X NOT RECORUE®

John Edgar Hoover133 JUL 20 1956
Director _______

cc-Mr. Holloman

JO JUL 19 1956
JEH:eh(7) _
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j

TO: DIRECTOR 7/17/56 ’

ERGS: SAC, WO (100-33226)

HHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, aka., IS’ - X

K,r. Na&se.

Mr. Tobari
Mr. Nietpls—
Mr. Boardman— 

peimon
Mt. Meson—i—t 
Kr. Mehr——s 
Mr. Parsons—*

Rerep of SA RICHARD B . LAVIN, 7/11/5.6, WC, captioned 
"WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. C., aka, IS - X” and rep of SA 
KENNETH T. DELAVIGNE dtd 7/15/56 at TOC in a matter entitled 

et al; Chief Justice EARL TORREN, et al -
VICTIMS, ASSAULTING FEDERAL OFFICER.” '

The matter of the White Citizens,. Councils of DC is 
receiving continuous attention by this Office in connection -with the 
matter of the Assaulting Federal Officer case.

Reps are being submitted in the Assaulting Federal Officer 
case and a rep in the subj case will be submitted at the conclusion 
of the Assaulting Federal Officer case, P.

b7C

AIRTEL
SslEoat*) Sos®s |

i.

LAUGHLIN" .

23 JUL 27

^Bureau * '* CfEHWD
MFO -

(1*.89-42)^ATEXt!W....BY
• *}RBLslcr . '

(5)
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It

March 12, 1956
Tew youri^rmat-ion only)

The White Citizens Councils vs, Southern Trade Unions

I have made a brief survey of the situation existing in trade unions in 
three southern states. I conferred with two regional directors of the AFL-CIO, 
several international union representatives and some local union officers. All 
are greatly concerned about the infiltration of the unions by the White Citizens 
Councils and similar pro-segregationist groups.

Evidence of a major revolt among southern trade union members against the 
civil rights policies of AFL-CIO and that of the national and international 
unions has already been indicated by the number of letters, telegrams and re
solutions received by officers of AFL-CIO and the headquarters of the various 
national and international unions.

While I found no evidence of the actual organization of an independent 
union movement, there is widespread talk of the-formation of a Southern Fede
ration of Labor based on segregation. Several local unions have already adopt
ed resolutions to disaffiliate with AFL-CIO nationally and other affiliated 
organizations. The situation is made to order for a resourceful organizer with 
trade union experience to take the initiative and tie together the trade union 
element already represented in the fast-growing White Citizens Council movement 
in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina and Tennessee. There are also 
unlimited funds available from the southwestern oil and other interests for a 
movement aimed at the destruction of the labor* unions. These interests have, 
in the past, financed the P.ight-to-Work movement.

Organizers attached to AFL-CIO and the national and international unions 
told me "off the record" that they have never seen the membership of the local 
unions so stirred over any issue as they have been by the racial crisis in the 
South. The union members eagerly follow the Dixiecrat demagogues such as 
Senator Eastland, Herman Talmadge and others, and have joined the White Citi
zens Councils by the thousands.

These union representatives say that it is practically impossible to 
successfully organize workers anywhere in this part of the South and that 
when they go into meetings of long-established locals and central labor or
ganizations, they are given the usual cordial reception and polite applause 
at the end of their speeches so long as they do not touch upon the segregation 
issue. However, the issue is always raised either in the formal meeting or by 
individual leaders after the meeting is adjourned. Questions are always raised 
in one form or another, as to statements made by President George Meany on the 
Autherine Lucy case at the University of Alabama, the AFL-CIO support of the
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Montgomery "bus "boycott and the civil rights policies and programs of the 
AFL-CIO and those of the national and international unions. An exaggerated- 
idea of the amount of financial support given the NAACP "by labor- organiza
tions is widely believed.

In Memphis, Tennessee workers employed in the Firestone rubber plant, 
the Ford assembly plant and by the International Harvester Company are be
lieved to constitute a majority of the White Citizens Councils and the Pro
Southerners, Inc. One of the units of the White Citizens Councils is led by 
a man long, active in the trade unions of Tennessee. He is Robert A. Tillman, 
an ITU member, once a regional director for the Textile Workers Organizing 
Committee, and, more recently, an active official of the Joint Legislative 
Committee composed of AFL, CIO and Railway Labor and,as such, was a leader 
in the fight against the Right-to-Work law in Tennessee.

In Birmingham, Alabama workers employed in the steel mills of Fairfield, 
Tarrant City and Bessemer are the base of organization for the White Citizens 
Council. There are two factions of the White Citizens Councils vieing for 
support of the white trade union members in this large industrial area. One 
is headed by Asa c. "Ace" Carter, Executive Secretary of the North Alabama 
White Citizens Council, a former radio announcer whose blatant anti-Semitism 
caused his dismissal from a local radio station following protests from the 
Jewish community. The other faction of the White Citizens Council movement 
.is headed by anti-labor state senators, Givhan and Engl ehart, from south 
Alabama. These leaders deny that they are anti-Semitic and claim to welcome 
Catholics and Jews alike. However, on February 28, the leaders of both 
groups joined in sponsoring a private dinner in honor of General Van Horn 
Mosely (retired), leader of one of the hate groups branded as fascist in 
World War II. This dinner meeting was chaired by Rear Admiral John G. 
Crommelin, perennial candidate for the U.S. Senate, currently opposing 
Senator Lister Hill. Bakery salesmen represented by an AFL-CIO union re
port small merchants refusing to purchase their products because of the 
national policies of their union in supporting desegregation.

In Montgomery the three-months-old bus boycott was due in large part 
to the role of the local bus drivers union in this controversy. Disin
terested parties who interviewed both the local manager and top officials 
of the National City Lines in Chicago say the issue could have been settled 
on the basis of the original demands of the Negro bus patrons if it had not 
been for the attitude of the local union representing the drivers. Threats 
of a work stoppage by the bus drivers in case of disciplinary action by the 
company was the excuse given.

In this tense city of 125,000 people, there seems to be little pos
sibility of a settlement of the bus boycott in the-foreseeable future. The 
reason that widespread violence has not already occurred is the solidarity 
of the Negroes and the policy of non-violence and passive resistance main
tained by the leaders in face of constant threats, two bombings of homes



and. the mags arrests of the leaders engineered by the White Citizens 
Councils. The mayor, "Tacky" Gayle, and all of the members of the city 
coiTiilasion belong to the White Citizens Council,

In Montgomery County the White Citizens Council has an Executive 
Board of seven, of whom four are reported to be members of unions. Among 
the supporters of the White Citizens Council movement is Jack Brock, ITU 
member and editor of the Alabama Labor Mews. This newspaper has carried 
several editorials attacking the stand of President Meany on desegregation.

The attitude of the Montgomery trade unions was most forcefully ex
pressed by a local union of telephone workers which was among the first in 
Alabama to adopt a resolution to disaffiliate from AFL-CIO, The local also 
incorporated in its proceedings a demand that the Negroes be forced to ride 
the buses. Representatives of the Communications Workers of America were 
reported to have been almost thrown out of the union hall when they attempted 
to explain the civil rights -policies of their national union and that of the 
AFL-CIO. “ .

Another local union of the Oil and Chemical Workers representing 1,200 
workers also voted recently to disaffiliate from AFL-CIO and their interna
tional union. This action was taken after the Negro members representing 
a majority of the membership ceased to attend meetings. Organizers report 
that Negro and white -union members who formerly had a very good relationship 
no longer communicate with each other, though they work side by side on the 
job. ' '

In Tuscaloosa, despite denials of the Rubber Workers Local Union that 
their members had no part in the riot at the University of Alabama, observers 
who were present state that the demonstration was organized and led by union 
members from nearby rubber, paper and steel plants.



Conclusion^

It is conservatively estimated that more than 250,000. members of 
unfoa have already been seriously affected by inroads made in organized 
lubo.: by the White Citizens Councils in the states of Alabama, Georgia, 
Mississippi, Tennessee and South Carolina. The center of this disturbance 
is at present in Alabama.

Here is what the union leaders with whom I talked report:

L„ Very little net; organization work can be successfully undertaken 
in trie South by either the staffs of AFL-CIO or those of the national and 
international unions in the face of the racial crisis.

2. The’ trade union movement will be set back five to ten years by 
this crisis. Without the leadership of the whites, the Negro members will 
fall away. If larger unions with industry-wide contracts are prepared to 
act quickly and place locals in receivership wherever open disaffection oc
curs, they will survive. Smaller and weaker, unions will be taken over by 
the White Citizens Councils. Long established craft unions will also sur
vive as a part of a Southern Federation of Labor, and, if their national and 
international unions permit them to do so, they will maintain their national 
affiliations. ,

3. There is' fear that some of the union leaders want to work out a 
method of operation which will permit them to live with the White Citizens 
Council movement. This would involve a public statement by the President 
of the AFL-CIO to the effect that there is room for dissent on the civil 
rights issue and that traditional procedure of the labor movement permits 
local, state and national autonomy by affiliates on all issues.

It should be pointed out that no other organization operating in the 
South whether political, religious or economic has found a middle ground 
on which to stand in the present crisis,

4. The alternative is to stand on the present civil rights policies 
adopted by AIL-CIO and most of the national and international unions and 
to establish as quickly as possible a civil rights information bureau in 
each of'the six key industrial cities in the South and to assemble full in
formation as to the past anti-labor activities of the top leadership of the 
White Citizens Council movement and to make this information available to 
organizers and local union officials. Such a bureau should begin carrying 
on an educational program on this issue which ultimately will reach the 
majority of members of the unions. Other media such as printed leaflets, 
radio, television, etc. may also be used if and when the situation warrants. 
Thus, a program should be under the direct supervision of the AFL-CIO Civil 
Rights Committee and operate in close cooperation with the national and in
ternational unions affected.



OOP!
STATEMENT BY THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF 
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Miami, Florida 
February 10, 1956

Report of the Civil Rights Committee

The AFL-CIO Executive Council today approved the following report from 
its Civil Rights Committee;

The AFL-CIO Civil Rights Committee, which has just concluded its initial 
two-day organizational meeting, laid the groundwork for carrying out one of 
the foremost tasks of the merged Federation, that of bringing to the American 
worker everywhere. full equality of opportunity, regardless of race, creed, 
color or national origin.

Our Civil Rights Committee, meeting under the Chairmanship of Vice- 
President James B. Carey, turned its first attention to the problem of 
eliminating discrimination in employment,wherever it may be practiced in 
our country.

The Committee received an extensive field report on the spread of the 
White Citizens Councils in the South-and the ties of this dangerously un- 
American and anti-democratic movement with anti-labor forces in the Southern 
states. The pattern followed by this new Ku Klux Klan without hoods is omin
ous in its resemblance to the pattern of the growth of Nazism and other total
itarian movements which fed on hatred and defied constitutional democracy. 
The White Citizens Councils were launched in rural Mississippi shortly after 
the Supreme Court had handed down its historic decision outlawing segregation 
in the public schools in May, 195^. These Councils became the rallying points 
throughout the South for the defiance of the Supreme Court decision.

Challenging the authority of the Supreme Court of the United .States and 
the guarantees of civil rights and equal opportunity contained in the U.S. Con
stitution, the White Citizens Councils have recently combined into a federation 
extending its membership over 15 Southern and border states. Formally organized 
in Memphis, Tennessee, on December 28, 1955» this combine of the White Citizens 
Councils took the deliberately misleading name of Federation for Constitutional 
Government.

The new Klan movement counts among its leaders and sponsors corporation 
lawyers, bankers, industrialists, judges of courts of law, as well as local 
and state politicians; It also includes several governors, U.S. Senators 
and members of the House of Representatives.

Economic boycott and intimidation of Negroes are the chosen instruments 
of the White Citizens Councils’ hate-mongering campaign. But hatred breeds 
brutality. Many acts of violence have come in the wake of this campaign.



Not all of the victims of the White Citizens’ drive have been Negroes. 
White Protestant ministers have been forced to resign their churches and 
educators have been deprived of their posts for their concurrence in the U.S. 
Supreme Court decision.

Within 44 separate states and area organizations, there are over 500 
local and county units with a paid-up membership of over 200,000 and an even 
larger following.

There is a close link between these organizations and the drive to 
weaken and destroy trade unions. Many of the members of the various com-, 
mittees of the Federation for Constitutional Government can be identified 
as anti-union leaders and sponsors of state right-to-work laws.

Moves have been reported of attempts by White Citizens Councils’ leaders 
to form independent union centers and of efforts to chop away union member
ship from AFL-CIO affiliates.

The White Citizens Councils movement is anti-union and anti-democratic. 
It-gnaws at the very foundations of our free society. Its repudiation by 
all Americans devoted to ideals of freedom and democracy is the first line 
of defense of our free institutions.

Disruption and disunity sown by the White Citizens Councils and their 
like must be vigorously stamped out before \t hey sap the spiritual strength 
of America at home and of its leadership in the free world.

The Afl-CIO Civil Rights Committee in its sessions here has reviewed 
the status of the civil rights legislation in Congress and the operation 
of the state and. local fair employment practice enactments.

It initiated a number of staff studies which will assist the Executive 
Council and the AFL-CIO affiliates in specific programs to assure equal op
portunity to all wage earners.

In addition to Chairman Carey, the members of the AFL-CIO Civil Rights 
Committee are: President George Meany (ex officio), L. A, Buckmaster, William 
C. Doherty, David Dubinsky, George M. Harrison, A. J. Hayes, Ralph Helstein, 
Bessie Hillman, David McDonald, William McFetridge, Emil Mazey, Willard 
Townsend, Richard F. Walsh, Milton P. Webster and Matthew Woll.

1, The responsibility of the AFL-CIO Civil Rights Committee is clearly 
defined in our Constitution. The Constitution not only sets forth the ob
jectives of all workers, regardless of their color or ancestry to share 
equally in the full benefits of unions, but places the responsibility on us 
to protect and strengthen our democratic institutions. Our Constitution 
created the Civil Rights Committee, vesting it with the duty and re.spon- 
sibility to assist the Executive Council in implementing these principles 
at the earliest possible date.
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2, The resolution adopted, by our first constitutional convention set 
forth certain specific goals for the Committee to devote itself to during 
the coming year, 

>
a. The passage of FSPC laws on the national as well as 

local level.

h. To recommend to our affiliates whose employers have con
tracts with the Federal Government, adherence with the let
ter and spirit of the non-discrimination clause contained . 
in all contracts negotiated with the Federal Government for 
goods or services. Trade unions are also obligated not to 
discriminate under these contracts.

c. The convention recommended that we should support non-dis
crimination clauses in collective bargaining agreements of 
our affiliates.

d. Our affiliated organizations were recommended to create ap
propriate internal machinery to assist in realizing these 
objectives.

£ _ . _

e. The convention recommended that we give our complete support 
to the efforts to remove segregation and discrimination in 
public facilities. We were called upon to work with other 
liberal forces in our communities to facilitate this transition.

3. In furtherance of the convention mandate, your Committee recommends 
that we maintain a relationship of cooperation with the following organizations: 
NAACP; Urban League; Leadership Conference on Civil Rights; Jewish Labor Com
mittee; and the National Labor Service. The Committee directed the staff to 
investigate the organizations working in the area of Mexican-American rela
tionships, as this is an area neglected in the work of Civil Rights organiza
tions. In addition, the Chairman and staff were directed to discuss with the 
officers of the National Conference of Christians and Jews the desirability 
of a change in their policy which permits segregated chapters to operate in 
some sections of our country.

* ♦ *
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THE CITIZENS COUNCILS AND 
« ANTI-SEMITISM

SOME 40 pro-segregation organizations have been formed 
in the South since the United States Supreme Court de

cision on May 17, 1954, barring segregation in the public 
schools. The most important are the White Citizens Coun
cils, which have spread from Mississippi, where they were 
originally founded, to Alabama, Texas, Georgia, Florida, South 
Carolina, Arkansas, Tennessee and Louisiana. Last November, 
Council membership was estimated at 60 to 65 thousand. 
Latest figures place this in excess of 100 thousand. And it is 
still growing.

This membership is drawn from all the respected levels 
in the communities of the South. "Bankers, mayors, sheriffs, 
planters, businessmen, politicians and other influential citizens 
play a prominent role in directing the policies and activities 
of .the Council units.

Their declared program and policies do not include the 
promotion of anti-Semitism or anti-Catholicism. A number 
of Jews and Catholics have joined Council units. The sole 
stated aim of the Councils is to preserve segregation. -Their 
leaders disavow any sympathy for anti-Semitism or those who 
promote it.

Nevertheless, there is growing evidence that anti-Semites 
have infiltrated the organization- and that anti-Jewish litera
ture is an accepted part of the materials being recommended 
and distributed by Citizens Council units. This evidence is 
documented. Moreover, some of their membership have es
tablished correspondence with leading American professional 
anti-Semites. This is a matter of increasing concern to Ameri
can Jews in general and to Southern Jews in particular. Here 
are the facts . . {

The Citizens Councils' first indication of engaging in the 
promotion of anti-Semitism dates back to Aug. 31, 1954, 
shortly after the organization was founded. On that date, 
a letter was mailed out over the signature of Robert B. 
Patterson, executive secretary of the Mississippi Citizens Coun
cils, urging a carefully selected list of individuals to obtain or 

• subscribe to publications and literature blatantly anti-Semitic. 
The organizations and individuals that put out this literature 
were well known promoters of anti-Semitism. Patterson ad- 

• mitted as much.
U.I. ^FORMATION CONTAINED. - 
iFREiN IS UNCLASSIFIED A
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"Some of these groups,” he wrote, “are anti-Semitic; how
ever, all of the religious groups, including all Protestant, 
Catholic and Jewish—have been pushing the anti-segregation 
issue and it is time for all of us to speak out for separation 
of the black and white races, regardless of our race or creed.”

The list of reading materials recommended by Patterson— 
it was reported that Jewish members of the Citizens Councils 
did not receive his letter—was shocking to many, regardless 
of how they stood on the issue of segregation. The list in
cluded material from the following:

1. Christian Nationalist Crusade—Los Angeles, Cal. Ger
ald L. K. Smith’s organization, the best organized and financed 
anti-Semitic movement in the U.S. “The Cross and the Flag” 
is its official monthly magazine.

2. “The American Nationalist”—Inglewood, Cal. Put out 
by Frank Britton, a disciple of Smith. .It is one of the most 
blatant hate sheets in the country.

3. "Common Sense”—Union, N. J. The publisher, Conde 
McGinley, has been condemned by the American Legion and 
other civic and religious organizations.

4. The Defenders—Wichita, Kans.—Headed by Gerald 
Winrod; publishes monthly magazine, "The Defender.”

5. National Ass’n for the Advancement of White People 
—(last known headquarters was in Delaware). Headed by 
the notorious rabble-rouser, Bryant Bowles. He has uitilized 
in his publication, "National Forum,” material from other 
well-known anti-Semitic publications.

6. Mrs. M. Conan—Phoenix, Ariz. She has been an ardent 
follower of Smith, and has contributed to his and other anti- 
Semitic sheets. She has also been a regular columnist for the 
anti-Semitic, “Dayton Independent.”

•
7. Chas. B. Hudson—Newcastle, Wyoming. For many 

years he has been the publisher of an anti-Semitic newsletter 
called, "America in Danger.”

8. Lucille S. Miller—Bethel. Vt. Publisher of the anti- 
Semitic "Green Mountain Rifleman,” Mrs. Miller was given 
suspended sentences on each of 18 counts for advising'Ameri
cans to evade military service.

9. Hubert H Heath—Anthony, N. Mex. He is the for
mer publisher of “The Herald” (Hot Springs, N. Mex.) and' 
the author of numerous anti-Jewish articles, which have ap
peared in "The Dayton Independent,” “The Broom,” "Wom
en’s Voice,” "American Digest,” and other hate sheets. He is 
listed on the editorial staff of the “Political Reporter.”

10. John Henry Monk—Portsmouth, Va. He is editor 
and publisher of a sheet called "Grass Roots,” which carries 
cartoons and caricatures of Jews.

11. Meador Publications—Boston, Mass. Headed by Ed
ward K. Meador, this publishing house is one of the sources 
for such anti-Semitic literature as Marilyn Allen’s "Alien

FACTS—67



Minorities and Mongrelization,” and William (Alfalfa Bill) 
Murray’s "The Negro’s Place in the Call of Race.” »

12. "The Political Reporter” — Memphis, Tenn. This 
mimeographed newsletter is published by Harry W.. Pyle, who 
also heads a group called "Pro-Southerners.” Pyle boasts of 
the support of Marilyn Allen and other anti-Semites.

13. Patrick Henry Society—Columbus, Ga. Headed by 
Mrs. Jesse Jenkins, this group has cooperated with lunatic 
fringe anti-Semites, such as Agnes Waters and Lucille Mil
ler. On the letterhead of the organizations is this imprint: 
"Communism is Judaism—Internationalism is Judaism—Ju
daism is Bolshevism.”

14. National Citizens Protective Assn.—St. Louis, Mo. 
This group, whose official organ is "The White Sentinel,” is 
led by John W. Hamilton, a former close associate of Gerald 
K. Sinith.

‘ 15. Miss Marilyn Allen—Salt Lake City, Utah. A pro
lific anti-Semitic pamphleteer and the author of a book, 
"Alien Minorities and Mongrelization.”

16. Grace M. Wick—Portland, Ore. An inveterate writer 
of letters' to the editor and the author of an anti-Semitic 
mimeographed leaflet, "The Jew Battle Royal Fight.”

17. Henry M. Klein—New York City. Now dead, Klein 
was one of the most prolific writers of anti-Semitic pamphlets.

18. -Cinema-Educational Guild — Hollywood, Cal. This 
organization is headed by Myron Fagan,, who for years^ .has 
intimately cooperated with anti-Semites.

Patterson’s Explanations
» ■ '

After representations were made to Patterson regarding his 
recommendation of anti-Semitic material, he sent out another 
circular (Oct. 6, ’54) denying that either he dr the Citizens 
Councils were anti-Semitic.- He,'wrote: ■ .

"I receive literature from all over the U.S. that contains 
arguments against integration. Some of this literature con
tains anti-Semitic propaganda. It states that Arthur’Sping- 
arn, Jewish, has been president of the NAACP since 1932. 
It states that B’nai B’rith has actively aided the NAACP. 
It states that the noted Protestant minister, Harry Emerson 
Fosdick of New York, is trying to raise 100 thousand dol
lars for the NAACP. I have shown friends of mine and 
interested people some of this literature. I am not anti
Semitic, but I am against any man or group . . . who aids and 
abets the NAACP which is trying to destroy our way of 
life.”

Before the Citizens Councils were officially launched, Pyle’s 
anti-Semitic "Political Reporter” (Feb. ’54 issue) listed Pat

terson as a "staff writer.” Articles under Patterson’s by-line 
appeared in four issues that year (Feb., March, May and Aug.) 
A piece by Patterson also appeared in the Mar.-April, ’54 issue 
of the "National Renaissance Bulletin,” the hate sheet pub
lished by the neo-Nazi, James Madole. And Bryant Bowles’ 
“National Forum” (Sept.; ’54) contained a letter from Pat
terson.

The Citizens Councils, despite the representations made in 
connection with the first list, sent out a second list also rec
ommending authors or publishers with proven records of 
anti-Semitism. And they heavily promoted Judge Tom 
Brady’s booklet, "Black Monday,” a racist document with 
strong anti-Semitic overtones which inspired the ideas of 
the founders of the Citizens Councils*

*See Facts, June, ’55.

Judge Brady, who is an important Citizens Council official, 
wrote in part:

"It is lamentable that attention should be called to the 
alarming increase of Jewish names in the ranks of Communist 
front organizations . . . From the Jewish race there should 
never'be any Rosenbergs, Greenglasses or Alger Hisses (sic! ). 
The Socialist and Communist labor organizations should not 
have the Dubinskys, the Emspaks . . . and Ben Golds as their 
leaders. The list is long and it is ominous. The loyal Ameri
can Jew . . . should take steps to stop this disloyalty and 
sometimes treason . . .

John W. Hamilton
Among the publications recommended in the Councils’ 

second list was "The White Sentinel,” put out by Smith’s 
former lieutenant, John W. Hamilton. Hamilton spoke at a 
Citizens Council meeting in Arkansas:*  His' literature has 
been distributed by several Council units. And Hamilton’s 
hate sheets have been mailed from centers of Council activ
ity, such as Winona, Miss.

Several key mailings were reportedly sent, out from the 
Mississippi Citizens Council headquarters in Winona. One, 
mailed in September, ’55, contained, besides Hamilton’s "White 
Sentinel,” Merwin K. Hart’s "Economic Council Letter.”

On Sept. 24, the "Arkansas Gazette” (Little Rock, Ark.) 
reported on a meeting held in England, Ark., featuring as 
speakers representatives from the Citizens Councils of Ar
kansas. They included former State Senator Jim Johnson, 
leader-of the..Arkansas. Councils, and. Curt C.. Copeland,, for
mer publisher of the Hot Springs “Rub-Down,” an anti
Semitic weekly. According to the account in the '"Gazette,” 
pamphlets signed by Hamilton’s group were distributed.

A few weeks later, Hamilton appeared as a speaker before 
a meeting of White America, Inc., at Pine Bluff, Ark. The 
platform was shared with Citizens Council leader Jim John
son. A mimeographed circular distributed by White America 
complained of how "white citizens” were being "out-voted 
and out-maneuvered by the highly organized minorities seek
ing special privileges because we, the white Christian majority, 
have allowed ourselves to be divided . . .”

is a monthly report by the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith, 515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 
Officers: Henry Edward Schultz, chairman; Meier Steinbrlnk, honorary chairman; Barney Balaban, A. G. Ballenger, 
A. K. Cohen, Herbert H. Lehman, Leon Lowenstein, Benjamin Samuels, Melvin H. Schlesinger and Jesse Steinhart, 
honorary vice-chairmen; David Coleman, Henry Epstein and David A. Rose, vice-chairmen; Bernard Nath, chair
man, and Paul Sampllner, vice-chairman, of Executive Committee; Jacob Alson, treasurer; Benjamin R. Epstein, 
secretary and national director. David A. Rose, chairman of Cviil Rights Committee.
Edited by Arnold Forster, Civil Rights Director. Harold Berman, associate editor.
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In Dec., ’55, a mailing from Rosedale, Miss., contained lit
erature from both Hamilton and the Citizens Councils.

On Jan. 13, ’56, a copy of Hamilton’s "White American 
News Service” (Jan. ’5 6 issue) clip sheet was mailed from 
Winona, Miss., site of Council headquarters. But there is no 
proof that the piece was sent out by Council headquarters.

At the Nov. 17, ’5 5 meeting of his group in St. Louis, Ham
ilton reported on a trip which he had just made to the South. 
He said that while there he had worked with the Southern 
Gentlemen, a pro-segregation outfit which is affiliated with 
the Citizens Councils.

At another meeting of his group (Dec. 15, ’55), Hamilton, 
describing a three-day trip to Mississippi, displayed a check 
from the Southern Gentlemen to cover his expenses for an 
appearance in Baton Rouge that month.

Another example of Hamilton’s influence on the Citizens 
Councils is the case of the Falstaff Brewing Co. of St. Louis. 
Falstaff had withdrawn its contribution to and life member
ship in the NAACP when, after a campaign by Hamilton, 
company sales in the South showed a sharp drop. Newspaper 
dispatches from Jackson, Miss., at the time quoted Hamilton’s 
"White Sentinel” as having warned the company that its 
NAACP membership might well cost it 5 million dollars in 
lost sales. The Memphis Press-Scimitar (Dec. 1, ’55) quoted 
Ellis Wright, president of the Jackson Citizens Council, as 
saying that the brewing company’s sales in Mississippi dropped 
after the "White Sentinel” reported the company’s membership 
in the NAACP.

A dispatch from Jackson, Miss., to the New York Post 
(Dec. 2, ’55) quoted C. L. Puckett, official spokesman for 
the Belzoni (Miss.) Citizens Councils, as saying that the

Sentinel” ^as, (distribute^ regularly to.^Council units, 
Puckett was reported as saying that 100 copies of Hamilton’s 
publication, citing the brewing company as a contributor 
to the NAACP, had been issued in Belzoni and that white 
beer drinkers had boycotted the company in recent weeks. He 
said no official boycott order had been issued "because we 
didn’t have to issue one.”

The Memphis Press-Scimitar quoted President Wright of 
the Jackson Citizens Councils in a somewhat similar vein. 
Wright was reported to have said that the Councils had not 
advocated or promoted the alleged boycott, but he added: 
"They (the Falstaff Co.) were hurt considerably by’ the pub
licity they got.” • •

Other Incidents of Anti-Semitism

Other incidents involving the Citizens Councils in the pro
motion of anti-Semitism or involvement with known profes
sional anti-Semites follow:

1. Jan. 12, ’55—Issues of Conde McGinley’s "Common 
Sense” were reportedly distributed by at least one member of 
the Dallas County (Ala.) Citizens Council.

2. Feb. 24, ’55—It was reported from New Orleans that 
there was evidence that persons expressing an interest in the 
Citizens Council movement were having their names sent 
to "Common Sense” headquarters in Union, N. J.

3. May, ’55—It was reported from New Orleans that 
materials recently distributed to Council unit presidents by

Citizens Council headquarters in Winona, Miss., included a 
revised version of a Frank Britton mailing. The Council had 
altered some words to eliminate Britton’s more blatant Jew- 
baiting. Thus altered, the mailing indicated that reprints 
were available from Council headquarters. Britton’s original 
mailing had indicated that reprints could be had from his 
California headquarters. In short, the Citizens Councils 
adapted. Britton’s propaganda for their own uses.

4. Sept. 1, ’5 5—Miami Daily News reported from Jackson
ville, Fla., that the Rev. A. C. Shuler, retired Baptist minister 
and acting president of the Citizens Council of Florida, had 
announced his group would hold a convention to select a state 
executive secretary. Shuler denied he had any connection with 
the Ku Klux Klan. However, he has a Klan record. As late 
as Sept., 1950, he was listed in a handbill distributed at Knox
ville, Tenn, as Imperial Klokard from Atlanta, Ga., and as a 
scheduled speaker before the local Klan, No. 3 OX.'* In 
a letter to the Jacksonville Chronicle- (Oct. 15, ’54)’ Shuler 
said the NAACP was "led by the Communist Jews.”- In 1946, 
Rev. Shuler worked* closely, though* Ke later denied’it, with 
Homer Loomis and Emory Burke, the leaders of the infamous, 
Nazi-like, anti-Semitic group, "The Columbians.”

5. Sept. 22, ’55—St. Petersburg (Fla.) Citizens Council 
reported organized. Dr. C. Lewis Fowler, head of the local 
Kingdom Bible Seminary, featured as speaker before inaugural 
meeting, said that "he hoped to have official documenta
tion soon that Mr. Justice Warren was chosen by agitation of 
an international cabal” (St. Petersburg Times, Sept., 22). The 
phrase'' "international cabal” is one used regularly by anti
Semites as a synonym for "international Jewry.” Dr. Fowler 
has frequently expressed anti-Semitic sentiments. At the 
State Convention of the Anglo-Saxon Federation in Port
land, Ore., (July, ’46), he called Talmudism the curse of the 
world, charged that the Torah prostitutes the law of God, and 
labeled Zionists as arsonists, kidnappers and murderers.

6. March 28, ’55—A. C. Whitford, president of the Si. 
Petersburg Citizens Council, wrote a letter to Le Blanc Pub
lishers in ’New York State, operated by the neo-Nazi propa
gandist, Frederick Charles Weiss. Whitford’s communication 
acknowledged receipt of some pamphlets from Weiss which he 
said he "enjoyed.” He sent Weiss a list of nine individuals 
he thought should receive Weiss’ literature. The list included 
two individuals with anti-Semitic backgrounds.

7. Late in 1955—M. B. Sherrill wrote to the neo-Nazi 
National Renaissance Party on Citizens Council stationery 
requesting its literature. Sherrill, who has a long record of 
anti-Semitic activity, was listed on the letterhead as secretary 
of the Citizens Councils of Florida. Sherrill has acted as a 
distributor for much literature circulated by Madole’s Renais
sance Party. He has also been a contributor to Harry Pyle’s 
anti-Semitic publication, "Political Reporter.” Along with 
Pyle, Sherrill was a co-founder of the pro-segregation outfit, 
the Pro-Southerners. The Miami Herald (Dec. 25, ’55) re
ported that literature circulated by Sherrill excoriated Jews, 
both political parties, former Presidents Truman and Roose
velt and President Eisenhower. According to the newspaper 
account, Sherrill also distributed a literary work by the anti
Semitic writer, Marilyn Allen, entitled “Ride Klansmen, Ride.”
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8. July 18; ’55—Another person requesting Madole’s lit
erature was Archibald S. Coody, an attorney from Jackson, 
Miss., and a member of the Jackson Citizens Council. Coody 
wrote Madole: "I have just received the June, 1955, mimeo
graphed copy of the National Renaissance Bulletin. This is 
excellent. I note that you quote from the Winona, Miss., 
’Citizens Council.’ TfiislsYiorrect, but the first part is from 
one of Robert H. Ingersoll’s great orations when he pleaded 
some of the proposed reforms of his time.

“We have a new recruit to our ranks in this state. He is 
Speaker of the Mississippi House of Representatives and one 
of the ablest men in the state, and also of the nation. Send him 
the Bulletin and other material oil the present race struggle. 
His name: Hon. Walter Sillers, Rosedale, Miss. He needs no 
other address. I enclose $2. One is for three extra copies of 
the June Bulletin. One is for material to be mailed to Walter 
Sillers. You are so right. The fight for survival is on. It is 
similar to the fight waged by the South alone in 1865 to 
1875.

"And you are one of the few who understands the part 
the Jew plays in this game. The Jew seeks the destruction of 
all strong races, hoping to keep his blood pure enough to mon- 
grelize and degrade all others so that they will accept Jew 
domination. The Russians .are -due for a sad awakening.”

9. Nov. 25, ’55—A report was received from Waco, Tex., 
telling of the distribution by the Citizens Council there of ma
terials published by Frank Britton, publisher of the hate sheet, 
the "American Nationalist.”

10. Jan. 11, ’56—It was reported that a Citizens Council 
had been formed in Galveston, Tex. and had gotten out a 
mailing that “included a montage of various “photographs' 
lifted from Britton’s “American Nationalist.”

11. Jan. 10, ’56—Britton’s literature distributed at a 
Citizens Council .meeting in Galena Park, Tex.

12. December, ’5 5—Tom Chaiers, President of the Tupelo, 
Miss. Citizens Council, addressed a meeting of the "We The 
People” organization in Memphis. Literature distributed in
cluded a pamphlet by Myron Fagan, the ex-Gerald L. K. 
Smith associate, who now operates the Cinema Educational 
Guild in Hollywood; a pamphlet from the neo-Nazi propa
gandist, Charles Weiss; and Conde McGinley’s Common 
Sense. (“We The People” was formed in the summer of 1955 
in Chicago and its first meeting in September was attended 
by a great many well-known anti-Semites. Some anti-Semites, 
such as Merwin K. Hart, hold positions Of responsibility in 
this new organization.)

FOR THE FULL STORY
OF ARAB PROPAGANDA Read

“CROSS-CURRENTS”
THE NEW BOOK

BY ARNOLD FORSTER AND BENJAMIN R. EPSTEIN

ORDER IN ADVANCE FROM YOUR NEAREST ADL REGIONAL

OFFICE AT THE SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE OF $2
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b7C
Memorandum fot Mr, I, V, Boardman

[ Officers of WCC are: S'

~ Executive Secretary and Organiser/• Frederick John
\Kasper, age 26, proprietor of Cadmus Bpaks^jop iirfusrGT'TPC^^ 

" 'quarters are^foc a ted"; Chatrman^^FToydH^Fl.eming  3 age a 
oatnter^emplmipd nJ tt. S._Wanni.! Air and Secretary- '
Treasurer - age 20 to 25, "girl friend" of .

, Kasper, an employee of Cadmus Bookshop .
w-- , ' a—’ mi—«—-ox

। - . Total membership of WCC has not been determined; ‘
I however, according to the press, WCC was organised by 12 -
I ind, ividuals and at 6/15/56 meeting an estimated 20' individuals 
( signed membership applications. *

In the referenced, memorandum Mr, Tolson noted and 
the Director agreed that a copy of the report relative to the 
crbss burnings should- be sent to Assistant Attorney General 
Olney, This was done 7/16/56,

RECOMMENDATION;:

This memorandum is being submitted in response to 
the Director^ comment, We will continue to follow closely- 
activities of the WCC and will promptly furnish interested 
Government agencies and officials pertinent information 
received,

was located in Bufiles
References to Frederick John/ Kasper and Floyd /Fleming were
reviewed and contain no pertinent information other than showing
that Fleming was one of three incorporators of National Protective 
.Individual Rights, Inc., a prosegregation organization in Virginia 
"on which'we are conducting I inquiries.
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Director, -FBI (100-^-23395)

■ ■ ti&gB CITIZENS COWCILS OF D. C. 
. . BCTEfflMI. SECDBITT - X . '

. : fieWashingtoh: Field letter dated July 18*
.'.Cy; ..•<■ - -. 3

■ ‘ Richmond is instructed -td? determine if the ■ 1
' organizatibn in Alexandria, Virginia, headed by Edward , ’ ’ 

gtrohecker is actually a. part of the: White Citizens ■ : - :
. ' Councils of D<. C. and. if so reports should be submitted

- under the caption of this letter. However, if$troheckerfs 
groUp i>a.utdhomoUs, reports. Should. be submitted Under .
the true name of the organisation^. ' 1 ? *

■- '' Richmond is also,instructed -to fekh discreet - *■
•’ , inquiries concerning the Fairfax Citizens Council about/ < 

which reports have previously been submitted; to determine _
’ if the . activities of that group warraht: contibUpus 

inquiries being made. J'"' '■ \ ‘ v

•' A'-''.. .'Z-'Furnish the ^uroah'^Osults-. promptly? . \ ’

cc - Washington Field (100-33226) (l^ormatioh)
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■^FORMNO. 54

Office M.eWOTMduW • UNITED states government

The following is for the information of the Bureau 
and other interested offices:

________ appeared in person
at tne Washington Field Office on 7/16/56 and furnished infor
mation to Supervisor GEORGE C. MOORE and SAC L. L. LAUGHLIN.

The information furnished by 
under captions below.

will be set out

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS/(WCC)

[stated that the White Citizens Councils (1W 
movement, under a man by the name of "ACEwCARTER , is a very^hti- 

 

Semitic group and has put out quite aTtarfee extent of "hate 
literature." CARTER’S headquarters are maintained in Alabama. 
and he claims to have 60 to 75 thousand members.

samJs JGLEHARDT
According to

State Senator
there is another group under a 
, Alabama, which is a more

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED .
2?- Bureau
1 - Baltimore • (Info) (RM)
1 - Birmingham (Info) (RM)
1 — Detroit (Info) (RM)
1 - Richmond .(Info) (Encl.
1 - Knoxville (Info) .(RM)*
1 - Memphis (Info) (RM) .
2 - Washington Field .

RBLz'jg 
(10)

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED , X.
DATE.W:«3... .BY



TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, WFO
RE: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.

Aka., Seaboard Citizens Councils

{Ml 8 1956

IS - X

respectable group and not quite as anti-Semitic. ]states

that CARTER'S-organization is responsible f pf-±ha_recent NAT 
"KING” COLE episode in Alabama. According to_____ CARTER!s 
group was formed last November (1955)' and it~ spread 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and then, into Tennessee; ~_______ ____
that it is made up mostly of working-class people, but "that 
this is not necessarily true of other White Citizens Councils

6
alleges

throughout the South. CARTER’S group is very radical and; 
1 "has even criticized Senator EASTLAND;according to

I 1furnished information that on May 24, 1956, 
CARTER announced he was going to penetrate the North and 
establish Councils in Washington, D. C., and surrounding areas. 
CARTER is also to'establish Councils in Detroit of discontented 
and unemployed white Southerners. A headquarters is to be 
established at Defarborn, Michigan. Accor ding. to______ "The
Southerner”' is CARTER'S ,journal and it is a "vicious" magazine.

JOH^^ASPER, Organizer, WCC, Washington, D. C., Area

advised that JOHN KASPER, proprietor of
Cadmus Bookshop, Washington, D. C., met CARTER last Marc/x 

the time CARTER was campaigning for Admiral CROMMELIN in
General VAN HORN MOSELEY was tendered a dinner by 

CARTER during the CROMMELIN campaign. According to I I KASPER
also campaigned for Admiral CQRMMELIN, and it was during this 
time that the idea for a WCC was formed. | I stated that he 
was not sure whether or not CARTER suggested that a WCC be 
formed in Washington, D. C.

b7D

 furnished information that KASPER came to 
Washington, D. C., from New York on 11/28/55 and opened a book
store here. In New York, he ran the "Square Dollar Bookshop” 
which | | castigated as an outlet foy "hat^-literature. ” .

states that one T.__ DAVIIXHORTON was associated with KASPER 
at one time and owned "a bookshop, "Make It New,” in Washington, 
D. C..-J I states that in 1952 KASPER was associated with one 
EUSTIS &HLLER (PH), described as a fanatic by ‘ I
——-------- 1 •

In November, 1955, according tp|  KASPER started 
the Cadmus Bookshop and regular meetings were held ip the back 
of the store. alleges that one_________________ was the

b7C
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Aka., Seaboard Citizens Councils .
IS - X .

"sweetheart" of KASPER. KASPER is originally from1 the Midwest 
and attended Yankton College, South Dakota. He was also alleged 
to have attended Columbia University,. New York Citv. but no 
record was located there, according to| ] alleges
that the Cadmus Bookshop is mainly a mail order, business and 
is one of the leading distributors of anti-Jewish literature 
in the East. ',

|______ | advised that in February, 1956, KASPER
, testified before the Senate Interior Committee on the Alaska 

Mental Health Bill. KASPER testified that this Bill would be 
dangerous for conservatives and right wingers because most

" psychiatrists are Jewish and they would decide right wingers 
were mentally ill.

WCCs INJASHINGTQN, D. C.

According to L_____  on 6/6/56 the WCCs were organized 
in D. C. after CARTER announced'that WCCs would be organized 
here.

states that there are 2 Councils in D. C., one 
of which is headed by a man named FLEMING, and that there is 
a third Council in Alexandria, Virginia. Istates that
the Council in Alexandria. Va. . is headed by

and the Secretary^Treasurer
b7C

is

It is to be noted that BRYANT IBOWLES and the organi
zation known as the National Association for the Advancement of 
White People (NAAWP) was the subject of a Bureau investigation 
and is the subject of Bufile 105-18867. [

stated that on 6/15/56 rhe first public-meeting 
was held oi, me. WCC at the Annapolis Hotel in Washington, D. C. , 
and "ACE" CARTER was present. The speakers at the meeting .were 
KASPER, CARTER, .and DAVID-AITCHISON, local crackpot" and 
naturapath. According~to| AITCHISON attacked everyone 
in general and the Roman Catholic Pope andA Jews in particular 
because of their segregation policies. advised that
,100 persons were in attendance at the meeting' at the Annapolis 
Hotel, and quite a few of these were "friends'-of Quakers."

- 3 -
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passed out at this meeting.
has copies, of material

ORGANIZATION OF WCCs -IN OTHER AREAS

______ | states that they announced at the Annapolis 
Hotel meeting that plans are presently afoot to organize 
Councils in Maryland and Delaware, and he had heard that 
one Council has been organized in Milton, Delaware, which 
will, operate presumably along the, Eastern Shore region. A 
WCG is' also being planned for Newport JIews;

According to _____ CARTER claims to have 150,000
members in the Detroit area, and that 70 teams of 5 men each 
are alleged to have beensent to Detroit to Organize these 
Councils. JAMES "ACE" CARTER’S brother, is
supposed to ^head^up’^Wis operation.

- BREAKDOWN OF WCCs IN WASHINGTON' AREA ■

According to information supplied by I I both in 
the above interview and in a telephone call to Supervisor 
GEORGE C. MOORE on 7/16/56 following this interview, the 
breakdown of the WCCs in the Washington, D. C., area, appears 
to be as follows: .

LEADER. OF ALL WCCs 
ASA ("ACE") CARTER 
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

ORGANIZERS OF WASHINGTON, D. C., AREA

Washington, D. C., Councils

Northwest Council Chairman (FLOYD
Secretary-Treasure

FREDERICK /JOH^aSPER

EMING

Southeast Council Unknown Officials

Virginia Councils b7C

Alexandria Council President EDWARD STROHECKER
Secretary-Treasurer, | ~

J
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’ - - VIRGINIA. LEAGUE

b7D

FAIRFAX WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL (FWCC)

________furnished information to the effect that 
the "Virginia League" broke away from a group called the 
"Defenders of State Government” or "State Sovereigners" 
because the "Defenders” were not militant enough. An out
growth, of the "Virginia League" is the FWCC which was . 
organized three- months ago and is beaded by MANNil!Kg&^ a 
real, estate broker. The WCCs of Washington, D. -CL-,. ^.nd . 
Alexandria, are. oppose ^he FWCC because it is’ not militant 
enough, according to

The "Virginian” is a publication of the "Virginia 
League" and, according to I it is becoming?more and more 
anti-Semitic. According to_______  WILLIAM^R^^T.EPHENSON.qrm

-^STEVENSON is the head of the "Virginia League. ”, ______  states
the RicEmond Office of the Anti-Defamation League probably 
has more information on this man. .

‘ ______ ( advised that actually he does not know too
much about the "Virginia Lea'gue. "

RACIAL INCIDENTS

| ^furnished information that a Mrs. BARBARA MARKS, (PH) 
a white woman or Arlington, Virginia., sued the Arlington . . , ,
School Board in June, 1956, because of alleged discrimination' 
against her children. A. Mr. and Mrs. JACK ORONDORFF (PH) also filed 
a similar suit in Arlington. ...

various threats concerning their homes. A telephone call was 
also received by an Air Force Colonel living near the MARKS* 
home that he had better change his mind on the "Negro question. ”

- 5
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According to |______  a lire later broke out in his basement,
did not know the origin of this fire. b7D

________ expressed the opinion that perhaps the men 
responsible for burning crosses in Washington, D.C., on the 
past weekend (7/13-14/56) could also have been responsible 
for such telephone calls.

Copies of this letter are being sent to Baltimore, . 
Birmingham, Detroit, Richmond, Knoxville, and Memphis inasmuch 
as those offices are probably conducting investigations 
concerning WCC movements in their areas and this information 
may be of background interest-

Concerning EDWARD L. STROHECKER, mentioned above as 
President of the Alexandria WCC,,the attention of the Bureau 
and Richmond is invited to the report of SE WILLIAM R^ STRINGER 
dated 12/27/54 at St. Louis' in a matter entitled, "National 
Association For The Advancement Of White People, Incorporated; 
IS - X,’’ Bufile 105-18867, (A copy is being sent.to Richmond 
as an enclosure to this letter.), which sets forth background 
information regarding STROHECKER, who at one time was Vice 
President of the NAAWP.

The Bureau’s attention is also invited to Bulet 
to WFO dated 11/3/54 captioned, "National:Association For 
The Advancement Of White People, Incorporated; IS - X" setting 
forth information regarding STROHECKER. (A copy is being 
sent to Richmond as an enclosure to this letter.)

The information supplied by| |has in a large b7D
part been reported in the report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated 
7/11/56, entitled "White Citizens Councils, aka., Seaboard 
Citizens Council; IS - X.”

This office is presently preparing another report Dfc> 
oh the WCC in view of recent "cross burnings" in Washington, b7C 
D. C., area on 7/13 & 14/56 as set, forth in the rennrt. of 
SA KENNETH T. DELAVIGNE entitled, ________________________ let. al.;
Chief Justice EARL WARREN, et. al. ; VICTIMS;. ..Assaulting A 
Federal Officer." ..... ' „
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: ’ SAG, WFO •
RE: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. C. 

Aka., Seaboard Citizens Council
IS - X

& 195$

New information concerning the WGCs obtained during 
the investigation of that matter^ as well as new information 
obtained from | will be incorporated in the report.

Richmond is requested to follow and report activities 
of the Alexandria WCC.

ENCLOSURES TO RICHMOND

One (1) copy’of the report of SA WILLIAM R. STRINGER 
dated 12/27/54 at St. Louis, entitled, "National ., 
Association For The Advancement Of White People; IS - X."

One (1) copy of Bulet to Washington Field dated
, 11/3/54, entitled, "National Association For The 

Advancement Of White People; IS - X. " _ .
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FORM. NO. 1
THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT WASHINGTON FIELD
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/REPORT MAK AT 

WASHINGTON FIELD .

DATE WHEN 
MADE

JL 3 11956

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE

7/1U-2U/56
REPORT MADE BY 

RICHARD B. LAVIN akli

^CHANGED
OPHITE. JCTTIZENS^COm^^

COLUMBIA, akd&Seaboard Citizens Councils
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INTERNAL StCURlit - X

b6
7C

Crosses burned 7/13“l'U/£6 vicinity of residences • 
of Chief Justice EARL WARREN, Justice FELIX FRANKFURTER 
Solicitor General SIMON SOBELOFF, Senator HERBERT LEHMAN 
and Mrs. DOUGLAS KING. NAACP leader. Prince Georges 
County, Maryland. [admits participation
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IN CHARGE

AND 
FORWARDED:

in burning of crosses and names JOHN KASPER and 
I Officials of WCC, FRED PLANT HOCKETT JOHN

DAVID LEE and one othen, unident kKied male as participants. 
According to newspaper articles r^QC. formed in Washington, 
D. C., June, 1956, and they are a^s^C^TSted with WCC of 
ASA (ACE) CARTER of Birmingham, Alabama. WILLIAM KOREY, 
B’NAI B'RITH Representative, advised WCC formed in 
Alabama and has spread to other stated® KOREY advised 
there are three Councils in Washington, Do C., area and 
he supplied names of officers of two Councils. WCC has 
held three mee-hings In Washington, D. C., since inception 
6/56, according to| [ Descr
participants in cross burning set 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

5-Washington Field (100-33226) I 
(l-G-2, MDW)(RM)
(l^GSI, Bolling .Field AFB!) (RM) 
(1^1.

ntU. ntG U 
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BY
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1-Birmingham (Info.)(RM) 
,1 -Detroit (Info.) (RM) 
1-Richmond (Info.)(RM) 
SEE COPIES ABOVE

PROPERTY OF FBI-—This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and ne it 
distributed outs ide. the agency to which loaned

S3 AUG 161956^

Is AUG 1 1956

t nor contents are to be
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DETAILS; AT WASHINGTON, D. Co

The title of this case is being marked changed 
to reflect the fact that subject organization has various 
councils in the ̂Washington, Do Co, area.

I ./H BURNING OF CROSSES IN WASHINGTON, D. C. , AREA 
* ’ * ’ - . ---

It is to be noted that on July 11}., 1956, several 
telephone calls were received at the Headquarters of the 
FBI concerning burning crosses being placed in front of the 
residences of prominent individuals residing in Washington, 
Do Co, including members of the Supreme Court of the United 
States.

Incidental to the investigation conducted 
concerning the burning of these crosses, information 
concerning the subject organization was also obtained. It 
was pointed out to various individuals interviewed during' 
this investigation that the White Citizens Council Organization 
(WCC) was not itself Hinder, investigation.

The Washington Post and Times Herald, local 
newspaper, in its edition of Saturday, July 1L|., 1956, 
Page 3, carried an article captioned "Crosses are burned 
at Officials Homes." The article set forth^fiery crosses 
were burned last night (7/13/56) in front of the homes 
of top Washington officials and a leader of the National 
Association for Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).” 
The article mentioned that crosses were burned oh the lawn 
of Justice FELIX FRANKFURTER, 3018 Dumbarton Avenue, N. W. 
Another cross was burned at the Brandywine,Apartments, 
14-5U5 Connecticut Avenue, the home of Solicitor General 
SIMON SOBELOFF. Two crosses' were found on the front lawn 
of the Sheraton Park Hotel where Chief Justice EARL WARREN 
and Senator HERBERT LEHMAN reside. The article pointed out 
that one other cross was burned at the home of Mrs. DOUGLAS 
KING, Beltsville, Maryland. The article identified Mrs. 
KING as the Chairman of the Prince Georges County, Maryland, 
NAACP.

■ The Washington Post and Times Herald in its 
issue July 16, 1956, Page B-3, carried an article entitled 
"Cross Burning Charges Made." This article set forth that 
crude signs were found on the Sheraton Park lawn attacking
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WARREN and LEHMAN.. ’Another .sign attacking SOBELOFF was b7C 
found on. the Brandywine Apartments lawno

LAVIN concerning his participation in the burning of 
crosses at the Sheraton Park Hotel in Washington, D. C. 
He also furnished information concerning the participation-*' - 
of JOHN KASPER, organizer for the WCC £n the Washington, 
Do Co, area,| I Chairman, WCC Southeast
Council, FRED PLANT HOCKETT, JOHN DAVID LEE~ahd one other 
unidentified individualo '

According to_______  all of the men involved
had attended a WCC Southeast Council Meeting at the Kenna 
Main American Legion Post, 3201 Nichols Avenue, So E., 
prior to the burning of the crosseso

In this connection Mro CLEM TRUNNELL, 3125
Nichols Avenue, So E., advised SA RICHARD B. LAVIN 
on July 16, 1956, that he is the rental agent for the 

• American Legion Hall, He stated that the hall had been
'rented to | I who identified himself as a r.epne.senta.ti.ye

. ■’ WCC Southeast Council for the two nights of July 6, 1956^;
and''July 13, 1956o Mr. TRUNNELL advised that the Council 
paid a total of $20 for the rental of the hall on these .
two nightso . / . r •/ .7 , a/

advised that during an intermission at the
* July 13, 1956, meeting at the American Legion Hall, JOHN • 

KASPER approached him in the presence of FRED HOCKETT and ' 
asked him if he wanted some action that evenings | |
advised that he asked KASPER what the action was to be0 
KASPER stated that | would have to answer yes or no
before he was toldo When I lagreed, KASPER told him
that they were going to burn some crosses.

While the meeting was still in progress
advised that he, HOCKETT and the unknown individual left 
the meeting and drenched four crosses with kerosene. According 
to two of these crosses were placed in HOCKETT’S
station wagon and two were placed in the red truck belonging 
to the unknown individual.. | ~| advised that after the
meeting was over, a caravan was formed consisting of four
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vehicles. occupied by FRED HOCKETT, JOHN KASPER, _______  
JOHN DAVID LEE, the unidentified individual and

_______ This caravan proceeded first to the vicinity of l|.5h-5 
Connecticut Avenue, No Wo, Washington. Do Co, where two 
vehicles containing KASPER,| land the unidentified
individual dropped out.

It is to 5e noted that U5^5 Connecticut Avenue 
No Wo, is the residence of Solicitor General SIMON 
SOBELOFF.

_________ LEE and HOCKETT then proceeded to the 
Sheraton Park Hotel where two crosses were ignitedo

It is to be noted that the Sheraton Park Hotel 
is the residence of Chief Justice EARL WARREN and Senator 
HERBERT LEHMAN.

_____ |also advised that sometime during the 
evening, of July 13, 1956, JOHN KASPER mentioned that a 

I(phonetic) was going to take care of another 
onfi'? meaning a cross, some place else. According to 
_______ this|________is connected with the Maryland Petition 
Committeeo_____________________________ " ’ ’ ~~ '

Mrso DOUGLA^KING, 5^02 Odell Road, Beltsville, 
Maryland, in front or whose reside rfc"e“?r^fbbl3^wir^^ 
lo.cated an undated newspaper clipping believed to be from 
the Washington Post and Times Herald. Mrs0 KING believes 
it was clipped approximately in August, 1955° This clipping 
sets forth that the Prince Georges, Maryland, County Officials 
had been urged to withhold $0% of the school board budget 
until integration policies are announced. According to the 
clipping, this request came from the Pro Segregation 
Delegation of the Maryland Petition Committee, headed by 

of Edmons€7rh5~ManyTa^^^ ~‘

advised that the ______  he believed KASPER
mentioned nad attended the June 15$ 1956, Annapolis Hotel 
Meeting of the WCCo He identified the photograph of

as the man who had attended the Annapolis June 15,
meeting

________  advised that on Saturday, July llj., 1956$ 
after having been interviewed by. the Metropolitan Police
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Department of Washington, D 
His mother told him that Mr
all day and wanted _______  
KASPER and during this cor
or ”we are proud of you it

C., he returned to his homen 
KASPER had ba an nailing ____  
call him. || called

Lon KASPER stated ”1 am” 
stated that also during

to

this conversation KASPER mentioned that he was collecting
a defense fund for

In connection with the investigation of the 
cross burnings the following individuals were interviewed 
concerning their participations

FRED PLANT HOCKETT, denied participation in cross 
burnings. He also denied attendance at the WcC Meeting on 
July 13, 19^6o

JOH$I DAVID LEE at first denied participation but 
later acknowledged it as far as the burning of the crosses 
at the Sheraton Park Hotel. He refused to name his 
associates.

denied participation 
in burning the crosses. He advised that he is the 
Chairman of the Southeast WCC.

as set forth above, has 
furnished a detailed sra-uemenu concerning his part in 
burning the crosses.

Attempts to locate JOHN KASPER to date have been 
unsuccessful. It is known that he is aware of efforts 
being made by the FBI to interview him through the conducting 
of interviews with other persons. To date he has not 
attempted to contact this Bureau. &&

, On July 11|., 1956, a telephone call under a
suitable pretext was made to JOHN KASPER at
.BodkAhop# I2I4.6 Wise on s i n _ Av e nue,, N. W., at which time 
KffSPER^stated thaTTi^thoroughly disapproved of the burning 
of crosses which he had learned about from the radio and 
newspapers. He stated that his organization was in no way 
involved. KASPER said that his organization is' interested 
only in bringing about a reversal of the Supreme Court 
decision concerning segregation by peaceful means and not 
by bausixig hatred.
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e
------ Attempts to locate the unknown individual whom 

alleges participated in burning of the crosses to 
date have been unsuccessful.

Iio FORMATION OF WCC IN WASHINGTON, D. Q., AREA

__ advised Special Agent in Charge blD 
LEO-L. LAU&HLIN and SA GEORGE C. MOORE on July 16, 1956, ;
that ACE^C^RTER, organizer .of,. the^CC^n. .Birm^ '
Alabama,Vhad announced on May 21}., 1956, that he' was going to 
penetrate the North and establish councils in Washington, 
D. Co, and surrounding areas.

__________ _____ |in his statement advised that 
approximately one or two weeks before a general WCC Meeting 
held on June 15, 1956, at the Annapolis Hotel, Washington, bJC 
Do Co, JOHN KASPER called a. meeting in his bookshop of 
approximately 12 persons. At this meeting KASPER announced 
his intention of having ACE CARTER come to Washington, D. C. 
KASPER stated that in order to have CARTER come to 
Washington, D. C., it was necessary that a WCC be formed here 
firsto

Concerning ACE CARTER and the formation of the WCC 
in Washington, Do Co, an editorial appeared in the Montgomery 
Advertiser, Montgomery, Alabama, newspaper on June 8, 1956, 
entitled "WCCW, White Citizehs Council of Washington, D. C." 
This editorial sets forth that JOHN KASPER, Proprietor of 
Cadmus Bookshop, has announced the formation of a WCC in 
the nations capitalo The article sets forth ”sad to relate 
the Washington Chapter affiliated itself with the WCC 
rump whose loathsome fuhrer is ASA (ACE) CARTER of 
Birmingham.. .This is no political action organization formed 
to resist by .profusely traditional American means the 
unbearable dispensation of the Federal Government, but a 
crude and repellent organization wallowing in malevolent prejudice 
against Negroes and Jews."

_______________ mentioned above, advised that JOHN
KASPER met CARTER last March during the time CARTER was
campaigning for Admiral CROMMELIN in Alabama. According to 

[KASPER was campaigning for Admiral CROMMELIN and it 
was during this time that the idea for a WCC was formed. 
^___| stated that he was not sure whether or not CARTER
suggested a WCC be formed in Washington, D. Co

b7D
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In connection with. KASPER campaigning for Admiral
. CROMMELIN, |advised that in approximately
May, 1956, KASPER had stated to him that he had just . 
returned from a one or two months visit to Alabama where 
he had campaigned for Admiral GROMMELIN.

■ ________________ | also advised on July 16, 1956, ’
that the WCCs pere organized on June 6, 195°$ in Washington'. 
Do C. According tol I there are two Councils in 
Washington, Do Co, one of which is’headed by a man named 
FLEMING"'and that .there is a third Council in Alexandria, ' 
Virginiao I______alleged that the Council in Alexandria, - 
Virginia, is headed bv FDW^RI^^TR CHECKER and the SecrelTary

• Treasu^^. is

_________in his statement advised that ACE CARTER 
spoke at the June 15# 1956, Annapolis Hotel Meeting and that 
he brought with him from Birmingham, Alabama, his brother 
and four other male individuals. According to| 
while the CARTERS and the other individuals were in • 
Washington, Do Co. they staved at the apartment of

I N° Wo I ~| also aavised 
that while these men were in Washington, u. Co, after the 
June 15, 1956 meeting, in the early morning hours of June 16, 
1956, they drove to the vicinity of ll|.th and TJ Streets, No W. 
of Washington, Do Co, to take photographs.

It is to be noted that ll^th and U Streets, No W., 
Washington, Do Co, is predominately a Negro section of the 
city. ■

| was interviewed on July 18, 1956,
by SAs FREDERICK Fo FOX and RICHARD B. LAVIN in connection 
with her knowledge of the cross burnings. She advised that 
she is the partner of JOHN KASPER in the managing of the 
Cadmus Book Store. She denied that she has anything to 
do with the WCC other than to occasionally take telephone 
calls and answer mail for JOHN KASPER.

III. FORMATION OF WCC IN OTHER AREAS

advised on July 16, 1956, that the
WCC movement under ACE CARTER is a very anti-semitic group 
which has put out quite a large extent of ’’hate literature.” 
According to CARTER’S headquarters are maintained in
Alabama and ne claims to have 60 to 75 thousand members.
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alleged that CARTER’S organization is
responsible for the recent NAT ’’KING” COLE episode in 
Alabamao According to| |CARTER’s group was formed 
last November, (1955) and since then it has spread to 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and into Tennessee. | Jstates 
that it is made up mostly of working class people but that
this is not necessarily true of other WCCs throughout the 
South., According to CARTER’S group is very "radical n

CARTER, according to has claimed that he is
to establish WCCs in Detroit of discontented and 
unemployed white southerners. According to a
headquarters is to be established at- Dearborn, Michigan.

I advised that "The Southerner" is CARTER’S journal 
and it is a "vicious." magazine.'

In connection with the establishment of a WCC 
in Detroit, the Detroit Free Press Newspaper in its issue 
June 2,9, 1956, Pages 1 and L|.> carried an article entitled 
"Dixie Peddlers of Race Hate Invade State-Citizens Council 
Sets Up Dearborn Headquarters." The article sets forth 
"that professional peddlers of race hate and bigotry have 
established a beachhead in Dearborn and are starting a 
state wide WCC." An office has been rented by the White 
Supremacy Group in Room 6 of the Woolworth Building, 13708 
Michigan. The article also set forth that Post Office Box 
number II4.8 has been leased by the CARTER Company of 
Birmingham, ^Alabama, for JAMES DOUGLA-^^ARTER, identified 
in the articIS~srs~the brother of ACE CARTER, Executive 
Secretary of the Alabama Citizens Council and-editor of 
"The Southerner" a race hate publication."

I in his statement advised that- 
KASPER had stated to him sometime between June 15s and 
July 6, 1956, that he, KASPER ,/Aad been to LaPlata, Maryland, 
and had attempted to start a WCC in that'location. According' 
to_____ KASPER is supposed to return tp that area b7C
concerning this Council.

IV. AIMS AND PURPOSES OF WCC

In his statement advised that KASPER
has stated to him that the program of the WCC is to demand 
that politicians do something about reversing the Supreme 
Court decision on integration.
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| stated that KASPER spoke at the June 15, 

1956, Annapolis Hotel Meeting and stated that he was 
going to "force" politicians to reverse the Supreme Court 
decision on integration or do something else about it. 
By "force,"| ^believed him to mean organizing a vote 
so that politicians would have to take notice. __________  
believed that KASPER meant that a representative of 
Congress is supposed to be a representative of his people

According to KASPER at this meeting stated
that on one hand we have a radical driving force which is 
supposed to represent the Communists and on the other hand 
the politicians.. He stated that the politicians were falling 
hack while the hand of Communism moves forward driving the 
politicians back. KASPER stated that what is needed is 
an equal but opposite force on the politicians side to 
drive back Communismo
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V. OFFICERS OF WCC IN WASHINGTON, D. C. , AREA

• • Through interviews with ______ and persons
in the investigation of the cross burnings, the following 
is the breakdown of WCC officers in the Washington, D. C., 
area. Following each name except CARTER and KASPER is the 
denial or admittance of these persons concerning their 
holding office in the WCC. These admissions or denials 
were obtained by interview.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

ASA (ACE) CARTER / )
Executive Secretary of WCC 
Headquarters, Birmingham, Alabama
FREDERICK JOHN^KASPER

Also known as JOHN KASPER A 
Executive Secretary^Qf^WCC^ — 
WasHihgtonT^S^ 0., area

Northwest Council k r
FLOYD FLEMING. Chairman (denied) —

Secge.tary Treasurer (denied)

Southeast Council_____________
I | Chairman (admitted)

Secretary T^^asui^er (admitted
as to one meeting) '

b7C 
b7D

Alexandria, Virginia.,_Co.unc.il
EDWARD L«??*STROHECKER. Chairman, (denied)

| Secre tary Treasurer, Chairman 
(partially admitted)

ASA CARTER

. CARTER has been identified on leaflets published
by the WCC and also in newspaper articles as the Executive 
Secretary of the WCC.

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
Also known as JOHN KASPER

KASPER has been identified on leaflets of the
WCC in the Washington, D. C., area as the Executive‘ 
Secretary of the WCC of Washington, D. C. As pointed out
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previously KASPERf is aware that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation desires to interview him but to date he 
has not been located.

FLQYWLEMING

FLEMING was interviewed on July 17, 1956, by 
SAs LEO I. .PROSISE and WARREN L. LOVE. He advised that at 
the invitation of JOHN KASPER, whom he identified as the 
WCC organizer fdr this area,some time during June, 1956, 
FLEMING attended a meeting of the WCC at the Annapolis 
Hotel. A week or two later according to FLEMING, KASPER 
asked if FLEMING would accept the chairmanship_of the 
Northwest -Council. FLEMING replied tSaF'if He did he 
wbuTd“c!b so’ on a temporary basis. To date FLEMING 
states that he has not accepted this offer. ’

It is to be noted that the Washington ’’Evening 
Star" published an article June 6, 1956, Page A-22, 
entitled "White Citizens Council is Organized Here," 
which article reported an interview with JOHN KASPER in 
which he stated that FLEMING had agreed to accept chairman
ship of the council for the northwest section.

The "Star" newspaper article, mentioned above, 
set forth thatl I of |
was the Secretary Treasurer of the Northwest council.

was interviewed on July 17, 1956, 
by SAs FREDERICK F. FOX and RICHARD B. LAVIN at which time 
she denied that she has any affiliation with the WCC 
and knows practically nothing about them. She stated that 
occasionally she takes telephone calls for her partner in 
the Cadmus Bookshop, JOHN KASPER, concerning WCC but that 
her primary interest is the bookshop which, she stated, 
does a large mail order business. She claimed that she 
knew nothing concerning the cross burnings in the Washington 
D„ C., area July 13 and 14, 1956.

It is to be noted that mentioned as

July 18, 1956, exhibited to SAs LAURENCE E. BANBOM and 
WARREN L. LOVE a membership card in the WCC at Washington 
D. C. This membership card was signed by
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EDWARD L. STROHECKER

STROHECKER was interviewed by SAs BERNARD E. 
BUSCHER and CHARLES M. BEALL, JR., on July 19, 1956. 
STROHECKER advised that he has been in the past and still 
is interested in various movements to protect the rights 
of the white people. He advised that approximately five 
or six weeks ago he had telephonically contacted JOHN 
KASPER and made arrangements to talk to KASPER regarding 
the "situation in Alabama.” STROHECKER stated that on the 
same evening KASPER came to his home and, in fact, talked 
through the early hours of the morning. KASPER’ discussed 
the WCC and, in fact, according to STROHECKER,'asked 
STROHECKER to organize a chapter in Alexandria, Virginia.

STROHECKER advised that he was not at all impressed 
by KASPER or the handling of the WCC by,KASPER and declined 
to become associated with this organizationSTROHECKER 
denied that, he had ever attended any meetings of this 
organization.

was interviewed by SAs LAURENCE E." DANBOM
and WARREN L. LOVE on July 18, 1956, and he advised that 
JOHN KASPER had requested] _ | to | 
of the Alexandria. Virginia-. Council or wuu wmc 
being "formulated. I ladvised that "he has not I

___________

________________________________________ in the name of the 
WCC.

VI. ACTIVITIES OF WCC IN WASHINGTON, D. C., AREA b?D

1. Meeting June 15, 1956, 
Annapolis Hotel__

, mentioned above, advised on
July 16, 1956, that the first public meeting of the WCC 
was held at the Annapolis Hotel in Washington, , and
that ACE CARTER was one of the speakers along with JOHN 
KASPER and DAVID^TCHISON. I I labeled AITCHISON 
as "a local crackpbt and naturopath" who attacked everyone 
in general and the Roman Catholic Pope and Jews in 
particular. | advised that 100 persons were in 
attendance at this meeting.

AL; .
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■ __________________ | advised that at the June 15, '
1956, meeting KASPER was the first speaker, ATCHISON (ph), 
a doctor from Takotna. Park, was second and ACE CARTER 
was third. | | advised that ATCHISON spoke on all
kinds of subjects, for instance, race, innoculations and 
the’Cutter nolio vaccine. ATCHISON was against the 
vaccine. 1 advised that he also mentioned the
combination of Jews and Communists. I ] stated that 
this was the first time at this Annapolis Hotel meeting 
that he had heard Jewish racial issues brought up, that is, 
as related to Communism.

" _________| advised that the Jewish question in
relation to Communism had been brought up before when he 
had visited the Cadmus Bookshop. | [alleges that the
feeling at the bookshop was that Jews and Gobmunists work 
together . As best as I I could recall when the subject 
came up at the bookshop,. KASPER, FLEMING and 
were there. • --------------

’ According to | I ACE CARTER was the third 

speaker at the Annapolis meeting. He spoke on the history 
of the white race, the Magna Carta and patriotic Americans. 
Among those whom he mentioned was DOUGLAS MacARTHUR. 
CARTER also mentioned Civil War people such as NATHAN 
BEDFORD FORREST. CARTER mentioned FORREST’S achievements, 
among which was the fact that he had been a farmer who 
had laid down his tools to go to war and won numerous 
battles even though outnumbered.

According to CARTER also mentioned '
something about our foreiatners being hard men, illustrating 
his point with a story of a family crossing Death Valley 
who killed oxen to drink their blood. | ] advised that
he did not know what CARTER was driving at when he 
related this story.

2. Attempts to Have WCC Meeting June 16,' 1956, 
at Veterans of Foreign Wars Hall, 
North Arlington, Virginia

_______ | advised in his statement that on the day 
following the Annapolis Hotel meeting, that is June 16, 
1956, the WCC’s were to have had a meeting at the Veterans 
of Foreign Wars Hall at Nineteenth and Uhle Streets, 
North Arlington, Virginia. This was to have been a public 
meeting.
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________ |advised that he, himself, had made the 
arrangements to have this meeting on June 14, 1956. He 
commented^ that the meeting was called off because the 
wife of the man he had contacted to hire the hall had 
received harrassing phone calls concerning the renting 
of the hall.

_______ | advised that the general public was 
supposed to know about this meeting because of advertise
ments appearing on a piece of paper which had oh one side 
the expression "See, Hear ACE CARTER." According to 

[underneath this expression was the address of the 
hall and some other statement. On the reverse side of 
this writing there was a picture of three Negroes and 
white women,. According to | I one or two of the 

Negroes and the white women were kissing. I I alleges 
that KASPER gave these advertisements to him on the. 
night of June 14, 1956, at the Cadmus Bookshop.

believes that KASPER mentioned to him that 
the picture on the advertisement was taken at Fort McClellan, 
Alabama. KASPER mentioned that he had had these advertise
ments printed on Pennsylvania Avenue and Eighteenth Street, 
N. W., Washington, D. C., near Gawlers Funeral Home.

advised that he passed out approximately 
fifty of these advertisements and that those that he did 
not give out he threw in the trash. I 1 claims that 
most of these advertisements were not actually for the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars Hall but were for the Annapolis 
Hotel meeting on June 15, 1956.

3. . WCC Meeting July 6, 1956, at 
Kenna-Main, American Legion Post, 
3201 Nichols Avenue, S. E.,

_________ |was interviewed on July 16, 
1956, by SAs LEO I. PROSISE and RICHARD B. LAVIN, at which 
time he stated that approximately fifteen persons attended 
the meeting on July 6, 1956. On July 21, 1956, in a 
statement J ~l advised that JOHN KASPER spoke at this 
meeting and stated that he was going to file something 
with the State Legislature in Virginia and also in the 
District of'Columbia, something about voting requirements. 
KASPER at^ff^s^tieeting also mentioned pictures he had 
taken at^ETarry’s Tavern which is opposite the Greyhound

- 14 -
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*

Bus Station in Washington, D. C. KASPER stated that this 
place was integrated, had a vulgar floor show, Negroes - 
accompanied by white people, Negro waitresses and enter
tainers and a white busboy. He mentioned that beer was 
left on the tables after closing time and that he was 
going to do something about this place. KASPER also 
mentioned something about prostitution in connection with 
this tavern.

According to also spoke at
this meeting but all that he did was to introduce KASPER.

states that before the meeting adjourned
stated that there would be another meeting the

following week but that he did not know the exact time.

4. WCC Meeting July 13, 1956, at 
Kenna-Main, American Legion Post 
3201 Nichols Avenue, S. E.

b7C

when interviewed on July 16, 1956
advised.tnar approximately twenty neople attended the • 
July 13. 1956, meeting. On July 21, 1956; in his state
ment J I advised that KASPER spoke again and gave the
usual talk chat he had previously given at the July 6, " 
1956, meeting. He mentioned Harry’s Tavern again and the 
proposals to the State Legislature. According to 
nothing was different in this speech. --------

advised that at none of the three WCC
meetings that he has attended was the subject of cross 
burning brought up during the actual conduct of the 
meeting. As set forth in a previous section of this report 
the subject of cross burning did come up at an intermission 
on the July 13, 1956, meeting. I I stated that no 
mention of this was made while the open meeting was in 
progress.

VII. DESCRIPTIONS OF PERSONS ALLEGED TO 
... . HAVE PARTICIPATED IN CROSS BURNINGS

1. FREDERICK JOHN KASPER •
Also known as JOHN KASPER

The following description of KASPER has been
obtained from public records and interviews of other 
persons.

- 15 -
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Name

Race
Sex '

- Age
Height
Weight
Hair
Marital Status
Residence
Occupation

FREDERICK JOHNRJ 
Also known as JOI 
White . 
Male
ApproximaJ:el.x»2^6. 
6r 2" to 6’ 4” 
190 pounds 
Dark 
Single 
Unknown

iSPER

'4

2.
1246 Wisconsin Avenue N. W.

The following is a description of b7C

Name 
Race 
Sex 
Born

White
Mate

Sexr^AST C6a7/ciz«

b’ .
170 to 175 pounds 
Brown

Height 
Weight
Eyes



b6
b7CWFO 100-33226

Height
Weight
Eyes
Hair
Complexion
Social Security Number
Occupation

5’ llj” 
165 pounds 
Blue
Brown
Fair_______

Residence
Arlington, Virginia

4. FRED PLANT HOCKETT ■

The following descriptionpf^^£EETT_was 
obtained through the Identification Division, FBI, records 
under FBI Number 3.86675., MPD records and an interview with 
HOCKETT on July 14, 1956, by SAs WARREN L. LOVE and 
WALTER W. SMART, JR.

Name 
Race 
Sex 
Bprn__

Height 
Weight 
Eyes 
Hair 
Marital Status

Occupation 
Residence 
Marks

FRED_PLAN^IOCKETT

" White '
Male
February 14, 1906 
Canton, Missouri ■ 
6 ’■~fo~6’~T""—
215 pounds
Blue
Light^brown, wavy

Carpenter, unemployed 
1115 Maryland Avenue, N. 
Numerous"tattoos on arms

E. ..IMi -- -■— •— *
ahdchest

_I in his statement on July 21, 1956, 
advised that either HOCKETT or someone else had told him 
that HOCKETT was a former member of the Ku Klux Klan.

The Ku Klux Klan has been designated by the 
Attorney General of the United States pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450.

- 17 -
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5. JOHN DAVID LEE

' The follovzing physical description of JOHN DAVID 
LEE vzas furnished by SA WOODROW P, LIPSCOMB, who interviewed 
LEE on July 14, 1956.

Name
Race 
Sex 
Born

Height
Weight
Eyes .
Hair
Marital Status 
Complexion 
Occupation

Residence

Marks

' f , JOHN DAVIWEE
------ White.. .

Male
October 5, 1899.  
Norfolk, Virginia 
5 ’ 11” 
165 pounds 
Brown
Black and grey, balding 
laven ia^ee 
Dark, sun tan
Lineman .... .
Potomac Electric Power Company 
Washington, D. C.
428 N. Peyton Street 
Al exandria.,_Virginia_ 
Left arm one inch shorter 
than right arm

- P -
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

" ' ’ The'pretext telephone call to JOHN KASPER'on
July"14, 1956’,' was made by SA RICHARD B. LAVIN. The 
pretext used was. interest in the organization of the WCC.

. LEADS .

BALTIMORE, DETROIT AND RICHMOND DIVISIONS (INFORMATION)

One copy each of this report is being furnished 
to Baltimore, Detroit and Richmond due to the activity of 
the. WCC in the territory of these divisions.

BIRMINGHAM DIVISION (INFORMATION)

A copy of this report is being furnished to 
Birmingham due to the fact that subject organization 
is chartered by the North Alabama Citizens Council.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

‘ AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

1. Will continue to follow the activities of subject 
organization in strict compliance with SAC Letter 
55-66. ,

2. Will continue to report information as it is 
developedlin the mattes* of the burning crosses 
entitled__________________ Et Al, Chief
Justice EARL WARREN, Et Al -.Victims, Assaulting 
Federal Officer (WFO 89-42).

REFERENCE

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated 7/11/56 
at Washington, D. C.

b6
b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

- 19
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Director, FBI

SeabdhfhnggSj^^i'tizehs^ Councils 
-------------------- . _^^___

-July 319 ]

.There IM being furnished you herewith £02* - 
your information h Photostat of a ^ublibatihix of the 
captioned organization $ntlMa& ’’Virginians oh ^wdt1*

Iho photographs which appear Oh the -inside ■ 
I of the ewer pagO and. on the back Uf the. pOl-i^-Mon

d
LW

have been widely circulated throughout the bbUhtrjF 
by various prostgregatibh orgahlzhtiohs. \ fhb 
photograph which 'appears on the inside of the cover 
page first came to the attenttin Of this Bureau 'when 
it appeared in the March and April 19^ issues of 
'’Arkansas Faiths1’ the official publication of the^ 
White Citizens ^UhtilS Of Arkansas, A Photostats 
^f each., of those issues Was- furnished the^ D.epartm§nii 
previously* -■,>■' .' ' »

m

Xh View -0f thd. depreciatory remark msd^a-*^'
• rthcerning president Eisenhower9 a Photostat Of '3 2
thia publication is being furnished ^eerdt: SprVi^.» g “3

; Any additional portinexit information received 
yreiativb to this matter will be fnrulshod the Department 

^/ hfompti^rc Alt INFORMATION: CONTAINED

Fiji
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

, ' Deputy Attorney General
cc * Assistant Attorney General * 

William p. l^mpkihs
_ ,X~ V — •
cc. ^''Assistant St tofney-General
. Warren Olney 111\ ~

/

X,

See memo: Belment te Boardman XW,:d34y
k-- ’Aap’tidned' MWhSte 'Citizens* «f. Dis triAb: - ’



lice Memorandum . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

EROM :

SUBJECT:

Mr. Tolson

L. B. Nichols

DATE: July 30, 1956

. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED _
DATE.&-) W..

Tolson

Parsons 4.
Rosen _i—I

.4

For record purposes, Jimmy Dean and Tom Burke, 
both Reporters of the Washington Evening Star, told Mr. McGuire that 
John^\asper operates a book store at 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., 
and Kasper claims to be the head of the Seaboard White Citizens Council,

Tamm__________ —
Nease_______ :___ 
Winterrowd
Tele. Room_____
Holloman ———
Gandy_____ ——

which covers Maryland, Delaware, District of^Columbia, and Virginia, and
that he has a publication dated July 15, entitlecgf^rg&ii^^Qnug^
of which are numerous newspaper clappings regarding a~^ of the White j
Citizens Council and some of th^^tories therein cast direct aspersions on !
President Eisenhower and othe^ prominent figures.

: Kasper is supposed to be Executive Secretary of the local .White
Citizens Council, as well, and Burke stated on talking to him Kasper said he 
was single; that he wasjjorn in New,Jersey; and that he has a B. S. degree from 

^Columbia University imNewJfq^ Burke stated that if anyone asked Kasper 
^|for his publication he would probably hand them out and that if we did not have a 

copy of the issue with the story "Virginians on Guard" on the cover page, Burke 
would be glad to loan us the copy he has so that we could have the publication 

^/^photostated and in our files. 
-

J V v^ew i^e remarks made against the President, Burke thought
3 we would'want to get hold of this and let the Secret Service know, as well as to 

yl i have it for our own files concerning the activities of the White Citizens Council 
X in this area. The Investigative Division does not already have this publication.

Arrangements can be made throughl.the WFOto have someone slip by Kasper1 s 
stablishment and try to pick one up. - f

jDave Lawrence called me^today to advise that he is beginning to 
inspect that some of the citizens Cbuncils ®d^ht Joe financed by the communists, 
e has a circular which came in an envelope and"has the return address as follows: 

/Seaboard White'Citizens Council, 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Washington 6, DC.
The envelope Was postmarked from Fredericksburg, Virginia. He has learned 
that John Kasper or Kesper, telephone Qplumbia 5-866^, is at the 1246 Wisconsin' 
Avenue address.

z s” n' . 4 , , .

JJM/LBN:hpf

cc - Mr. Rosen

Cl o4 l-
AM& 6 1956



Memo to Mr. Tolson

The envelope contained one of the most extreme circulars he 
has yet seen. It has pictures of Negroes kissing whites and related matters and. 
he thought that if We were not aware of the Seaboard. White Citizens Council, 
particularly since it was here in Washington, perhaps we would want to check 
into it. In the event we did not get the circular ourselves, he will be glad to 
make his copy available.

Lawrence further stated that the legitimate citizens councils 
do not use the word ’’white” in them, which is another reason as to why he is 
suspicious.
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Letter to Mr. U. E. Baughman
[ - - Chief’ •

U*. S. Secret Service

ATTENTION. SAC > WASHINGTON FIELD: . .

There is being furnished you herewith one 
Photostat of the publication ’’Virginians On'Guardi ” 
You are instructed to attempt to obtain an original 
of this document which should be furnished the Bureau*
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5
' cc Mr. Williams 7 J

August 3* 1956

. I •r . "... > ’ . \

{105*277J

■' : kE O-. -

Aifteb .
r.H. iEFenm'$ic0?^ * A \ s'

- COLOMBIA*' IS X. Reurlet dated July 31» 1956 , captioned •„ • 
“Seaboard White Citizens Councils, Internal SecurityJ 

y. with which you furnished a copy.of a publication prepared ' ■
; ., by the captioned organization which Was furnished your * . "

off ice by - , ' ' . •
5 - * .. | \ «</ ' Y ■> — ।

•- / "7 ' You are instructed W recontact __________ - /’<
,/ immediately’ and determine - if he- has any- additional Lw .-

< knowledge of this publication including individuals 7 ; "W \ - , 
responsible for its preparation, the- extent of . * ? ’I
dissemination and whore If was- printed. • ’ *'
should bealerted to furnish, your office, any additional - ’ : 
infformation he receives concerning this publication - " . • u 

"and should the op] tv nr esent ihflpjrtas/ — d
■ should be ftade by, in an effort to obtain ■/ ■' '
^Information, concerning ‘thie. documents • •< ' --y *•. .. ■'> ‘l

’ / . For information of Richmond captioned ' “ / *■ L .- > ..
« brganization has published ,a'3^PUge pamphlet/ captioned . ‘

> “Virginians on Guardi5’ which among other things advocates •, 
’ .hahging the “9 Suufemo Court Swine. “ The pamphlet . * ’

*, ' mailed1 to I Iwas postmarked-. Fredericksburg, . s ’ i
yirginia*^!^ 26 , , 19^6 j -Bs3^ aynu ThoyehVelOpa bears - < |

* the p^ tub^Sehbbard .White citizens. •' ;•/ ; < / 1‘
. ' CoUhbilS, 1^6 Wisp^^ Avonue, , Washington C. 

WdbUbiOdiy other pamphlets Were mailed at the time/' ■ <
./■ Richmond is instructed to contact immediately individuals : ? .

: . at the post office in. Fredericksbufg. in an effoft to / //.
ascertain the identity Of the individual of individuals- 

^j^-^^dpOnsibie fof.mailihg i^;s llt^fUthr'e * <. ‘
fU/ t” ’ ’•/ ■ / Richmond' ahi; .WrfbXk submit results -by; -. 
ulwlP^ 'refexirhl'alftel. *

hOOVER

2cc SAC* Richmond : < i£AWv6 W56Tolson
;* Nichols _^_ 
- Boardman,-c 
. Belmont 
k -Mason 
L'.Mohr •_4—- 
F Parsons-----  
I" Ro’sen.-: -.., 
0 Tamm- -

Nease" -_  
I'Winterrowd.. 
| /'Tele. Room. 
lEHplIomah— 
I ^Gandy

..Oipf Washington Field. -OfflceLi tlh&bfmat i^

10023395- YELLOW: PSTof Rbrfolk. -Office'

cwjdxi'G
£ -

- X



SAC, Baltimore

Williams

* '

Auguste 6 s 1956

Birector, EBI (100-^23395) '
a -A ; •» ’ ' * ■ ' *

X

: \ . Rerep Special Agent Richard B. Lavin dated -
1 -July 3LS 1956* . " /- "3 i : - -.■

■5 » < A , - ' ’ ; •' ,; * ** ■. ... •' / . ■ * ' - ■> • a * -011 page eight of fefe^-l^ofmaMoh' ite. r ’ ‘ .
' forth that between June i^ -ahd; July 63 19^6^ John Kaspers 

executive, secretary-of the captioned organizaticins had ; - 
bean to LaTlata’s Marylands-ahd had'attbWted to Start * -a r 

.» a- citizens council. Kaspers according to rerep9 is ’
< supposed to rbtttth .to that area concerning the formation 

of this council. . . *. - ■ - ;A ./ ’

i-

• >' * Jn^uirieh -should be .initiated immediately;-.. '
■7W'four office to determine if .< citizens co . .$,< 

has- bOeh .organized by ^a^er ,1a L.a$14ta ; Results a , 
} - Of youf ihquifieb-should iie submitted in report . 7

fiqrm suitable f or, disseminatfon to .reaeh the • Bureau *: ’
. ho later then thirty days after receipt of this <
; Communication by your office,.' / * - 4

? np -’Washing ton 'Eieid^-Cipo^ ’

A

‘ Jolson-,:;
1 , Nichols ; 
■ . Boardman n- 
;Belmonts-. • - 
• &ason’—s_—_

- , Mohr.; • ~
PArsrin c

. • Rqsen ____■_ 
Tanim, ■ -
Nease ■ - ■■ 
Wintenovrd.—

, Teie.^Rpom'. 
'.Holloman'—-;

t - 'Gandy ■..

1A -
(V* A

’ isyrmssiFiEp .* - -
‘ ' A ■

v

ailed?.

becWedA

: .6 195$
- i

COM-FBI

-A is AUG T 1956 I

i
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F B I
Date: 8/4/56

Transmit the following message via AIR-TEL
REGULAR MAIL/^

(Priority or Method of (Mailing)

From SAC, RICHMOND (105-632)

I Mr. To?y,n 
J® nA,
'|Mr. Belmont__ it 

‘ | Mr. Mason_____ _ 
I Mr. Mohr_____  

| Mr. Parsons___  
I Mr. Rosen___ _

Mr. Tamm
Mr. N ___  

" "Mr. Winterrowd-
Tele. Room_____  
Mr. Holloman 
Miss Gandy____

To: / DIRECTOR, FBI

WHITE CITIg®JLjpJ3J]W^ 
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IS - X '—

Rebuair-tel to 
dated 8/3/56.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED „ 
date.&Ja-M . .by.SHMQ^M.Q

Norfolk, copy Richmond and WFO

SAMUEL E. PERRY, Supervisor, Post Office, 
Fredericksburg, Va., advised 8/4/56 that he recalled a white 
male, 6', 170 lbs., age approximately 50, sandy hair, dressed 
in sport clothes, driving a 1953 or 1954 car, possibly a 
Pontiac with Washington, 0., license, accompanied by a 
white female, age 35 to 4®, brought 5 or 6 cardboard boxes
containing large 9 x 11 white -envelopes to the loading 
platform about July 26, 1956, between 7?30 and 8 o’clock am. 
These letters bore 150 postage and the return address 
’’Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils”.

HAROLD WENGER and ROY V. MANN, Clerks, Post 
Office, Fredericksburg, Va., advised 8/4/56 they recalled 
cancelling and dispatching approximately 2,000 letters 
on Thursday morning, July 26, 1956, which bore the return 
address ’’Seaboard. White Citizens’ Councils”, the majority 
of which-were addressed to various mayors and officials 
throughout Virginia, and a small portion of which were 
addressed to Washington, D. 0., and New York City, specific 
addresses not recalled. MANN and WENGER stated these letters
bore 15/ postage and had been brought in from the Post Office 
loading platform in 5 -or 6 Cardboard Gunther Beer cases.

JOHN NASH, Stamp Clerk, Post Office, Fredericksburg 
Va., advised 8/4/56, that he had not sold any postage for the 
above letters but recalled having weighed one of the letters

3 - Bureau -
Norfolk (105-^77) vtNFO'.’) (REGULAR. MAIL)

S. - Washington^Meld (Inf o.) (REGULAR MAIL) 
2 - Richmonc " 
PGBifec K 
(7) :
Approved: ___ ______________________

Special Agent in Chai
Sent

AUG 6 56

Per



(Priority or Method of Mailing)

From SAC,

To:

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI 8/4/36

RE; WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
IS - X

which did not have any postage and found it required 12/ 
postage. This letter, which is being held for postage at the 
Post Qffice, Fredericksburg. Va., is a 9 x 11 white envelope 
bearing the return address ’’Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils, 
1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Washington 6, D. G.”, postmarked 
July 26, 1936, 8;30 AM, Fredericksburg, Va., and is addressed 
to ’’The Major, Buckingham, Va.”

GRAPP

Approved: ________________ k_____________________ Sent M Per---------------
Special Agent in Charge
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Synopsis (Continued)

prepared part of this literature - a flyer entitled 
’’Virginians On Guard” - and that it was printed at
Cadmus Book Store, Wash®, De C® Flyer printed at 
bookstore has imprinted thereon ”Hang 9 Supreme Court 
Swine®” I Chairman., Southeast WCC, picked
up by Alexandria PD and released on 8/3/56n for  
distributing literature without a license® | |had
in his possession a copy of the flyer ’’Virginians On

,C0

Guard®” Additional copies of a 32-page pamphlet enclosed 
by the flyer ’’Virginians On Guard,” which contains 
resolutions for the State Legislature in Virginia, obtained 
from I andl ___________ _ |
partner in Cadmus Book Store. KASPERTl I FLEMING®
and H arrested 8/4/56? Charlottesville, Va®, PD. for 
distributing literature without permission® Group, 
released on posting $100 collateral®

- p -

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON..D® C

The title of this matter is being marked 
’’Changed” to reflect the additional title. Seaboard White 
Citizens Councils, since this name appears on application 
blanks for this organization®

ADDITIONAL DETAILS CONCERNING CROSS BURNINGS 
IN WASHINGTON® D.® C®, ON JULY 13® 14n 1956

f Confidential Informant T-l, who is in a
position to furnish reliable information, advised on ■i-— 
July 23, 1956g that JOHN DAVipyLEE, 428 N® Peyton Street® 
Alexandria, Virginia, had-admitted t oinformant that Ke*’ 

■iiad“been involred~in the burning of crosses on 
-July 13,14, 1956, in Washington, D® C® According to 
informant, LEE indicated that FRED PLA^KhOCKETT, J 

Maryland Avenue, N® E^was the- individual who 
!ive'd~'the idea for"cross’ burnings, and that the

original idea was furthered and carried out by JOHN F x 
SPER, organizer for the White Citizens Councils of C• 
^z®(wccj:---------X77V------------ -— --------------- ----

T-l also furnished the last name 
who drove the red pickup truck involved in 
burnings as ELLIOTT®

of the man 
the cross

- 2 -
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Assistant Special Agent in Charge HOWARD r?\ _ 
FLETCHER telephonically contacted the Richmond FielqjQNHQw^ 
Division on July 245 1956 and; determined through Special 
Agent in Charge Wi G® GRAPPthat a check of the Division 
of Motor Vehiclesg Richmond? Virginia^ disclosed.a 1948 
red Studebaker, one-half ton^ickup truck is registered to . 
WILLIAM SWAZE/ELLIOTTP BoxJ234® Merrifield., Virginia® and JC, 
has 1956 VirspLnia. license plate Jiumber^^ The ‘
records of the Division of Motor Vehicles reflected this , . 
is the only Studebaker pickup truck registered in the 
State of Virginia to an ELLIOTT® 4/0 tV' ll*

On July 24$ 1956s Detective Sergeant JOSEPH , 
CHENNAULT and SA LESLIE B® CHISHOLM^ Jr. interviewed. 
WILLIAM SoyAELLIOTT at his home®. Box 234Q Merrifield9 
Virginia® ' ELLIOTT declined to discuss the burning of 
crosses in Washington9 D® C®a or to furnish any • 
information5 and referred SA CHISHOLM to his Attorney® 
Mr® WALTER J^NEWLON^ Clarendon Building® ClarendonT~ 
Virginia®.../> - ’ I ' “ ’

It should be noted that NEWLON is also the 
Attorney allegedly representing FRED PLANT HOCKETT and 
JOHN DAVID LEE® ... . .

JOHN DAVID LEE was interviewed bn August 1® 1956® 
by SA CHISHOLM and SA-JAMES F® DURKINp JrOs and he 
furnished the following information:

He denied being a member of the WCC ® He • 
stated that he went to the WCC meeting on July 13 s 1956 9 , 
and after the meeting he approached JOHN KASPERs whom he : 
had met once previouslyg and a-sked for a ride home® LEE 
stated that KASPER told him________________ would take him -
home® LEE advised that, he Qrove wirnT land that a b6 
caravan composed of three vehicles was formed® According 
to IBES this caravan consisted of FRED HOCKETT in his 
station wagon® (FNU) ELLIOTT in his red pickup truck® and 
LEE and I I in| I car® According to LEE3 this
caravan proceeded clown iNichols Avenue^ S® E®s and across 
the Eleventh Street Bridge^ where they stopped for a 
light® At this pointy according to LEES KASPER came 
across the street and went to HOCKETT’S car^yshere they 
talkedj,and then KASPER returned across the street®

LEE advised that he was unable to recall whether 
KASPER or the fourth vehicle joined the caravan® The 
caravan continued to Connecticut Avenue^ N® W® LEE was 
unable to recall when or where ELLIOTT turned off^ but he

- 3 - STIAL
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does recall that en 
to burn crosses and

route told him they were going
______ ___  the purpose was a demonstratiphvof 

their objection to the Supreme Court’s decision 
integration® LEE stated that HOCKETT andl I drove
to the Sheraton Park Hotel and- stopped® LEE admits 
seeing two crosses burning but denies participation® LEE 
stated that on July 15 s 1956 9 KASPER came to ..his home - 
and ’discussed cross burning but LEE declined to furnish 
details of the discussion other than that KASPER 
questioned him as to what happened® LEE states KASPER 
told him not to talk to the Police and gave him the name's 
of two Attorneys to contact9 (FNU) NEWLON and (FNU)fSIMMG 
LEE stated that while KASPER was there-FRED HOCKETT came" 
in and discussed cross- burnings in general^ and told him 
not to answer any inquiries for anyone and to get one of 
the two Attorneys®

On July 21. 1956
LAriington® Virginia® furnished 

a detailed statement to SAs LEO I® PROSISE and RICHARD B® « 
LAVIN concerning his participation in the burning of 
crosses at the Sheraton Park Hotel in Washington^ D® C® 
ROWLEY advised that sometime during the - evening of_______  
July 13g 19569 JOHN KASPER mentioned that a| 
(phonetic) was going- to take care of another one. meaning 
a cross9 someplace else® According to I, this| 
is connected with the Maryland Petition Committee®

On July 239 19568 SAs FRANCIS X® JAHN and 
JOHN P® RIDGELEY of the Baltimore Division interviewed 

at which, time he admitted that he was 
Lof the 0. GMaryland Petition Committee» He stated that heTias*^n^

one occasioh attended a meeting of the WCC on or about Lit „ 7 
June 15. 1956. held at the Annapolis Hotels Washington^—<—* 
D® C® I Ifurhished a signed statement denying 
participation in any of the cross burnings and knowledge 
of the identity of any person or persons who may have 
participated®

On July 26, 1956p T-l advised that- on--------.
July 7- 1956. FRED HOCKETT^ JOHN KASPER91 rand

Iwent to Chesapeake Beachy Maryland^ to 
distribute literature of the WCC®- T-l states that while 
returning to Washington^ J® C®€ the Negro problem and 
integration were under discussion® T-l related that 
HOCKETT stated he was a former member of the Ku Klux Klan
and that someone ought to burn some crosses around her€® (The 
Ku Klux Klan has been designated by Attorney Generapof United 
Stated pursuant to Executive Order lOl^O). QQNJ WNTIAL
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According to T-l, KASPER stated he could look up some 
good addresses if they wanted to do it* T-?l advisedirfnTt 
that he believed that this was the inception of vhU 
to burn drosses, and he related that HOCKETT stated he 
had |built crosses before and described in detail1 howXhe 
crosses could be constructed*

T-l advised that no clear-cut purposes for the 
binning of the crosses were stated at the time' and that ^70 
he Relieves the significance was to show dissatisfaction 
with regard to integration*

, % T-l related that the final plans .for the-cross
burnings apparently were made between July 7 s 1956, and 
July 13, 19566 T-l related that KASPER mentioned on 
July,11, 1956, that they intended-to carry out the cross 
burnings on Friday, July 13 9 1956*

T-l advised on August 29 1956 s -that, he had 
ascertained from JOHN KASPER on -August 1, 1956, that 
FRED HOCKETT actually made the crosses that were burned 
on July 13s 1956s and that he obtained the materials from 
a relative who is a carpenter*

ATTEMPT TO BURN THIRTY FOOT CROSS IN ALEXANDRIA

On July 26s 1956, T-l advised that about 
July 18, 1956, he ascertained from JOHN KASPER that there 
was to be'a meeting oflthb'W.pc on Georgia, Avenue 9 Silver 
Spring, Maryland, on July20.-1956, and that they might... 
set off a’thirty foot-©ne this' time*" T-l advised on "' 
July 26, 1956, that he had learned from JOHN DAVID LEE"- 
that HOCKETT* KASPER* and' eitherF lor ________

I I came to-LEE’s house oh July-21, 1956, and. were 
discussing LEE’s "changing neighborhood*” According ty 
information from T-1,-HQCKETT suggested they go out atid 
cut tires on Negroes Altars;*and put sugar in gas tanks.* fb 
freeze engines* T-l-Statedt^Hat LEE protested becausb^it 
was too close to his homy, Abut that, he would be willing ■ 
to go to Washington, jDy^ help* T-l stated he^does 
not believe this last.^biahA&’O ever- executed* ‘

On August 3yl956;y^ furnished information^ 
that the meeting on Juiy;20,;1956, was held at a realty 
estate-office on Georgia:Avenue located at 9326 Georgia’ 
Avenue, 'Silver Spring, .Maryland * .

The Washington.Metropolitan Area Telephone 
Directory of July, 1956, -reflects that ROY Mo^OFFMAN- 
maintains a real estate §ffice at 9326 Georgia Avenue, 
Silver Spring, Maryland^A./ ’ nrrN-UAFFbFhaI

-5 - ft'
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two 
and 
had

T-l advised on August 3, 1956, that approximately 
weeks ago somewhere’in Alexandria, FRED PLANT HOCKETT 
JOHN, KASPER had’ made a thirty foot wooden- cross and 
attempted to ignite it in Alexandria where it would

be visible from the main portion of Alexandria® T-l
advised that the affair did not receive more publicity - 
due to the fact that the cross fell own®

PLANS FOR FUTURE CROSS RNINGS

T-l advised on Augus 1956, that he had ,
learned that JOHN KASPER, FL0™™MING, WILLIAM ELLIOTT, 

I and- an- unidentified*man from Arlington.Virginia, 
had held a conffirancft at I | residence, |

___ _________________ ^Alexandria, Virginia, and 
plans for more cross burnings at Alexandria and Charlottesville
Virginia, as well as any other place’ that might be needed, 
were discussed® According to informant, no definite plans 
were formulated at this meetingo

b7C
On August 5, 1956, informant advised that he had b7D 

ascertained that JOHN KASPER, while making a trip to 
Charlottesville, Virginia, on August 4, 1956, had discussed 
plans to burn quite a few more crosses® KASPER mentioned 
that he had friends that would he willing, to help® T-l nt 
advised that JOHN KASPER, | |and
FLOVD FLEMING-made- a trip to unanottesville „ Virginia, 
on August 4, 1956, and while there, this group - approached 
(FNU)yTHOMAS, 315 Main Street® Charlottesville,--Virginia® 
and KASNER attempted to get iHOl^S,~t0^ a cross® 
THOMAS, according to inform^n^, was hot; interested in 
burning crosses but would assist f^sning a WCC in 
Charlottesville® THOMAS indicated that he'would like th 
have a WCC in Charlottesville and KASPER gave him 
application blanks® According to T-l« KASPER told THOMAS 
to’collect $3 from each: applicant® KASPER told THOMAS 
that he could keep $l«50 for himself-and that $l®50 was’ 
to be sent to KASPER® .

T-l advised that KASPER feels the entertainment 
field is the best field for- crosses within the next few 
weeks® ; Accordingly, KASPER intends to burn a cross at 
either Harry’s Tavern, 12th_and New York Avenue, • 
Washington, PS„C®, or at the home of/HARRY, wEo owns the 
tavern, place unknown® .
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KASPER also mentioned that a cross lis'-^oing
be burned at the home of ARTHUR GODFREY in Virginia* 
GODFREY is a well-known television-personality „ ’

KASPER also stated that he was going to get a 
friend of his’ in Brooklyn to burn a cross at the home of 
ED SULLIVAN, another television personality, in New York;

According to T-l, KASPER stated that they also 
intend to burn a cross at the home of United States 
District Judge ALBERT V. BRYAN on King Street in 
Alexandria, Virginia* - ■

~ 7 “
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ORGANIZATION OF WCC's

T-l furnished on August 3, 1956, the Articl 
Government of all WCC’s which he received from JOHN KASPER 
These rules are set out in their entirety herein..

"APPELLATION AND GOVERNMENT 
Article 1

"Section 1, The name of this organization shall 
be the . Citizens Council.
It is and shall continue to be a patriotic, 
Tawabiding organization dedicated to the cause 
of segregation, to the exposure of the leftist 
and communist forces behind integration, for the 
rights of the Sovereign States, and informing 
the people of the facts pertinent to segregation 
and those parties opposing segregation.
Section 2. The government of the __............ ....
Citizens Council shall be vested in a chair
man, a Vice-Chairman, a Secretary-Treasurer, 
and a Board of Directors.
Section 3. The Chairman of the .___________
Citizens Council shall serve also as a Directcr 
of the North Alabama Citizens Council, such 
capacity constitutes him as a member of the 
governing body of the North Alabama Citizens 
Council, w^h decisions by that body, subject 
to ratification by the membership of the 
individual Councils.
Section 4. The body of Directors of the 
North Alabama Citizens Councils shall be made 
up wholly of Chairmen, each from his individual 
Council.
Section 5. The Board of Directors, shall be the 
policy making body of the Central Office, subject 
to ratification of their policy decisions by 
their individual Councils.
Section 6. The Executive Secretary of the 
North Alabama Councils shall be directly 
responsible to the Board of Directors, and shall 
be governed by their decisions.
Section 7. The Executive Secretary shall have 
authority to direct, appoint, and train organizing 
teams to represent the North Alabama Citizens 
Councils.
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L

Section 8, Ace Carter, the present Executive 
Secretary of the North Alabama Citizens Councils, 
shall occupy that office on a permanent basis 
for a term of one year. Expiration date of his 
tenure to be December 31, 1956. V
Section 9. Thirty days before expiration date 
of the Executive Secretary’s tenure, each individual 
Council must, by vote of membership, direct their 
Director to the North Alabama Council as to the 
man of their choice to occupy the office of 
Executive Secretary. Each Director must be ‘ 
bound by that vote, as instructed by his Council; 
however, the majority votes cast by the Directors, 
determines the choice of Executive Secretary. All 
Councils are bound to abide by that majority. 
Section 10„ The monies paid into the treasury of 
the North Alabama Citizens Council shall be spent 
exclusively by the direction of a Finance 
Committee elected by and from the Board of 
Directors. The. Finance'Committee shall be 
comprised of not less than three men. The Finance 
Committee shall in turn select a Treasurer who 
shpll be authorized to sign checks for expenditure, 
but his signature on the check must be accompanied 
by at least one member of the Finaiice Committee. 
Section 11. The Executive Secretary may not serve 
as treasurer, nor may he authorize expenditure of 
North Alabama Citizens Council funds.
Section 12. Any person recently holding political 
office, recently contending for political office, 
now holding political office, or running for 
election to political office, cannot hold an office 
in the North Alabama Citizens Council, nor in 
the Citizens Council of ■
Section 13. There shall be ho salaried office 
in the North Alabama Citizens Council, nor in 
this individual Council.

(Section 13 was ruled off with a red pencil.)

"TERRITORIAL DIVISIONS 
Article 2

"Section 1. The boundaries of the ~_ 
Citizens Council shall generally be .___ _
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Section 2, The Headquarters of the North Alabama 
Citizens Council Office shall be located in rooms 
517-518 Lyric Bldg., Birmingham, Alabama. ,

I

- "MEMBERSHIP
Article 3

"Section 1. Membership in the _______ .
Citizens Council shall be open to both men and 
women who are unequivocal proponents of 
segregation. The minimum age for membership 
shall be .
Section 2. Application for membership shall be 
made on the official application blank of the 

Citizens Council.
Section 3. The initiation fee shall be _ ______ 
and shall also be in payment of dues for a 
period of __________________________________________ .
Section 4. A membership card shall be issued 
to each member by the Secretary-Treasurer and 
shall be numbered in sequence. This membership 
number shall be permanent.
Section 5. No one shall be denied membership 
provided he or she meets with the following 
qualifications:

A. White
B. Segregationist
C. Belief in the Divinity of Jesus Christ 
D. Loyalty to the United States of America

’’OFFICERS 
Article 4

"Section 1. Chairman of the ......  .. .
Citizens Council; His duties shall be: To 
preside over meetings of his Council, and to 
direct the activities of that Council. He 
shall have a vote in the policy making Board 
of Directors decisions. He shall serve as a 
Director to the Office of North Alabama 
Citizens Councils. His term of office shall be 
for ...... 7 . ..
Section 2„ Vice-Chairman of the  
Citizens Council: His duties shall be: to Assist 
the loyal Chairman in his official duties, and to

•» 10 ~ L CO^
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serve in that office in the absence of the 
Chairman^ His vote is to be recorded also. His 
terpi of office shall be ;.
Section 3. Secretary-Treasurer of the 

— Citizens Council: His duties shall be: 
To keep and handle all records and correspondence 
to and from other Councils and to the North ' 
Alabama Office; to keep minutes of all meetings, 
and to keep and properly handle all monies of 
the Council; to make a semi-annual report to 
the Board of Directors; or report to full 
membership, as desired; to sign all checks in 
company with the signature of one of the two 
additional executive officers. Term-„. . *

Section 4. Board of Directors of the
Citizens Council shall consist of the founders 
of the __________________ Citizens Council. 
Their numbers may be added to by election from 
the general membership. Their duties shall be 
that of policy making, subject to approval and 
advice from the general membership and from 
such committees as are authorized. The Board ' 
of Directors may, upon approval of the majority 
of membership, assess each member a specific 
sum of money to be used exclusively for a stated 
ahd specific purpose.
Section,-5. Officers of the.............. ..................... ........
Citizens Council shall be elected by the 
membership.
Section 6. Any officer suspected of offenses 
set forth hereunder shall be reported to the 
Board of Directors and if in the opinion of 
that body, evidence warrants, shall be 
required to answer said charges, and if found 
guilty by the board, he shall be allowed to 
resign or have his membership revoked, 
according to the seriousness of the offense. 
The; above applies- in the manner to all members. 
The following shall be considered offenses:

A. Misrepresentation of membership 
requirements and qualifications.

* (Article 3, Section 5)
B. Use of Council funds for purposes not 
properly authorized by the Council.
CL Giving aid and comfort to the forces 
in integration.

“ 11 0=1
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Section 7. There shall be no appeal from the 
decision of the Local Board of Directors.

"PARLIAMENTARY RULES 
Article 5

"Section 11' To Be allowed to speak- a member 
mUSt"be recognized by’ the presiding officer. 
Section" 27" The following is’the'’^ffi^ 
^ordet "of "business of all meetings' other than
publie rallies:' A; ‘'CalI to’order, B; Prayer, ' 
Ch Roll CalTof“officers, D. Reading of minutes 
of preceding meeting, Ei ^®Pdfts of Committees, 
F; Reading'of bills and communications, G. Old 
Business,’Hl New'Business,'I.' Address'or lecture, 
J; Instructions for'date and time of meeting, 
K. Close with prayer.

"COMMITTEES 
Article 6

"Section'll "Organization of committees shall be 
through'the methods' of volunteer and appointment 
by the executive officers and/or the Board Of 
Directors; Each committee'shall have a chairman. 
Section'21 Committees may be divided into two 
-categories: permanent and temporary,' and~in ' 
turn, may be "sectioned into sub-committees for 
specific tasks.

“DISPOSITION OF MONIES TO N. ALA. OFFICE 
Article 7

"Section 17' One' dollar' per "inember;" per year;- 
shaTI'be Set" aside by the Secretary-Treasurer 
for’ authorized'use by the North Alabama 
Citizens Council Office.

"AM&IENDMENTS
Article 8 _ _____

“Section 1. This Constitution'may'be amended by 
twO'thi rds ’ of' the Council 'membership present';' 
however,'every member must be "notified' by “Tetter'’ ' 
of the intent and purpose of the amendment meeting, 
in advance of its being held."
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CHAMS IN OFFICIALS- OF,WCC IN WASHINGTON. D„ C-. AREA

T~-T~ itHV-i' caH__hn Anrrtfc^---^ I QgX • ^3^

and mat we Keys
to Post Office "Box'525’are~ how in the'possession of JOHN Pnpjr- 
DAVID'LEE.'“According’ to T-l, EEE is becoming'very ' L'vvIVrj 
disinterested with* the WCC movement and has stated that he J
does not want anything more to do with it.

DISTRIBUTION OF WCC LITERATURE

' - Oh August'2; 1956, T-l advised that KASPER, ELLIOTT,
FLEMING’,'and' some’ others planned to- distribute WCC literature 
in~Alexand’ria, Virginia;' on’AugUst’ 3, 1956. According to 
T-l;'the group planned to meet either at Howard Johnson’s 
or the"Hof'Shoppe restaurants at Alexandria, Virginia, at 
approximately’6:30"to 7:00 p.m. According to informant, 
literature would" be distributed on the streets or on a - 
door-to-door basis. '
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PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE ON AUGUST 3, 1956, 
CONCERNING DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATURE

On the basis of information from'T-l, a physical 
surveillance was conducted by SAs of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation on August 3, 1956. / . -

. The following is a diges/t of some of the 
observations made on that surveillance.

At 6:50 p.m, FLOYD H.yFLEMING was observed v A 
sparking his car, D. C. License AL 3537, in front of the -TT? 
'Cadmus Bookstorev^l246 Wisconsin Avenue N.W. ‘At 7;30 —
p.m., FLEMING was observed inside the Bookstore. At 
7:37 p.m. FLEMING and JOHN KASPER were, observed entering 
FLEMING’S car, at which time KASPER was carrying a bundle 
of papers. ■

These men were observed to drive to the parking 
lot of the Howard Johnson Restaurant, North Washington 
Bonievard—Alexandria, Virginia, where they..were joined 
bj WILLIAM ST-ELLIOTT,
ana an unidentified man. :

At 8:45 p.m. FLEMING was observed removing some 
literature from the trunk of his car and the unknown 
individual went to a 1950 black Ford sedan, Maryland 
License DE 66=31—and locked it. At 8:49 n.m. FLpnNG3 
ELLIOTT__ and!______ I wppp nhspwpn entering I car
_______ ___________ _ ________________ and KASPER. | -1 
and unknown individual entered! car.

b7C 
b7D

It was observed thatl FLEMING, and ELLIOTT 
drove to a residential area of Alexandria and parked 
at the junction of Duke and South Fairfax Streets. Here 
FLEMING and ELLIOTT were observed attempting to distribute 
literature on a door-to-door basis.

At 9:14 p>m. WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT approached
SA HARMON J. OGREN in the 200 block of Duke Street and 
gave him a piece of paper folded in half which had in
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bold, black print on the top of the page "Virginians 
on Guard." ELLIOTT also gave SA OGREN an application I (.(JhI 
blank for the WCC of Alexandria, Virginia.

At approximately 9:20 to 9:30 p.m. FLOYD 
FLEMING talked to SA F. B. GRIFFITH, Jr., in the 400 block, 
of South Fairfax Street and gave.him the same literature 
described above, as well as a copy of a'‘newspaper, "Common 
Sense," dated May 15, 1956. At 9:'30 p.pi. ELLIOTT talked 
to SA RICHARD B. LAVIN and gave him the paper "Virginians 
on Guard;" an application blank for the WCC of Alexandria, 
a throwaway entitled "The Coming’Red Dictatorship," and 
two issues of the newspaper "Common Sense," dated May 15, 
1956, and July 1, 1956. _

At 9:45 p.m. FLEMING approached and conversed 
with SAs ELMER LEE TODD and-JAMES D; HUPPERT, and gave • 
them the paper marked .’’Virginians -on Guard; " an application 
for the WCC, Alexandria, Virginia, and a copy of "Common 
Sense" dated May 15, 1956.

SA JESSE HALL of the Richmond Office'bn August 3, 
1956, ascertained from the Alexandria'Police Department 
that at approximately 10:00 p.m.. August 3y 1956,| 
was picked up by two officers while delivering literature , 
to houses in the 1500 block of Princess Street. At the D 
time he was picked up he had in his’possession’a copy 
of the publication "Common Sense" and a niece’ of paper 
entitled "Virginians on Guard." dentifled himself
to the Police Department as residing at|

Washington, D. C., and’stated that he’was 
tne Chairman of the Southeast Section'of the WCC in 
Washington, D. C. He was not charged by the local police 
but was dismissed after being reprimanded for distributing 
literature without a permit.

In connection with the unidentified man who 
locked the 1950 black Ford, mentioned above, a check of the 
Register of Maryland License Numbers on August 3, 1956, 
reflected that Maryland License DE 66-31 is for ^1950 
Ford sedan registered to ROBERT G. and R0BEir£_H jT0LTZ. 
110 Grumon-t_Avenue. HagexsAmen., • Maryland. Through the 
cooperation of the Falls Church, Virginia. Police Depart
ment, on August 3, 1956, it was ascertained that the driver 
of that vehicle on August 3, 1956, was ROBERT H. FOLTZ,
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who presently resides at 6711 Lee Highway, Arlington, X. 
Virginia. CUNm&l

PRETEXT INTERVIEWS WITH FLEMING AND ELLIOTT/^ ' 
DURING COURSE OF DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATURE

FLOYD H. FLEMING .......................................

During the course of the physical surveillance 
mentioned above, concerning the distribution of literature 
in Alexandria, Virginia, on August 3, 1956,"SAS JAMES D. 
HUPPERT and ELMER LEE TODD, under suitable'pretext, engaged 
FLOYD FLEMING in a discussion, at which'time FLEMING 
handed the Agents copies of the literature previously 
described. FLEMING stated that the WCC had been in 
existence locally for about two months and had already 
obtained several members. He stated the WCC’s were 
started in Washington ? D. C., by JOHN KASPER; who operated 
a bookstore at 1246 Wisconsin Avenue" N.W. ; and a local 
Council was being organized at Alexandria","Virginia. 
FLEMING stated that these Councils are affiliated with 
ACE CARTER’S group in Alabama.

FLEMING further stated that the'flier, "Virginians 
on Guard," was prepared by KASPER and’that'over 350 copies 
were printed. FLEMING stated that a copy was sent to 
every State Governor by mail and also to the' mayors 
of several cities. According to FLEMING, the mailing 
costs alone were $120. FLEMING commented that as they 
obtained new members and more money, additional copies 
of the flier will be printed. He stated that the flier 
was printed by the WCC at the bookstore at 1246 Wisconsin 
Avenue N.W. by a young printer who was sympathetic to the 
cause of the WCC and who did the work at a reduced rate. 
FLEMING also said that his group was leaving Washington, 
D. C., early on the morning of August 4, 1956, for 
Charlottesville, Virginia, and towns en route, where they 
were going to distribute literature similar to that 
distributed in Alexandria on August 3, 1956.

FLEMING further stated that he worked for the 
Government and his activity in the WCC was not a violation

- 16 -
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of any sort. He added he had distributed material 
of the WCC where he worked and the WCC had re'ceivedfaJ 
letter from "Senator JOHNSON" not further identified.; ■ 
stating that the WCC was perfectly legal'. FLEMING sup 
the information that KASPER is a paid employee of the 
organization but, due to lack of funds, lie had to borrow 
money in New York recently to pay the rent.

At 9:20 to 9:30 p.m. on-August' 3',' 1956, in the 
400 block of South Fairfax Street^ Alexandria, Virginia, 
SA F. B. GRIFFITH, Jr., was approached by FLOYD FLEMING. 
FLEMING stated he represented the WCC and stated that'he 
and other WCC members were out trying to spread information 
concerning the aims and. purposes of the WCC, and to obtain 
members.

FLEMING stated he worked for the Government and 
that he had told his supervisors about his belief and 
activity in the WCC. He also stated that the leader 
of the WCC in the Washington, D. C., area worked without 
pay and that his regular job was in a bookstore. He 
mentioned that this individual was from New Jersey.

FLEMING stated that the WCC was not out to 
"kill the niggers," but to "keep them in their place." 
He stated that the WCC was for segregation and then 
made some derogatory remarks about Justice FRANKFURTER 
of the Supreme Court.

FLEMING mentioned that the WCC was going to 
sponsor a mass meeting in Alexandria sometime next week 
(August 5-11, 1956). He did not mention the place, or 
who would be the speakers. He also stated that there was 
to be a meeting at the American Legion Hall in Southeast 
Washington during that same week.

K J . FLEMING then went on to praise the work of h 
ACE^ARTER in Alabama against the National Association 
f9? the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP);' He also — 
stated that because of the "bigoted" arid "prejudiced" 
press the WCC could no longer get favorable publicity.

- 17 -
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%
WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT p

At approximately 9:30p.m. WILLIAM S.' ELLIOTT^ 
approached SA RICHARD B. LAVIN in front-of the residence 
at 404 South Fairfax-Street, Alexandria, Virginia,’and 
gave him some literature which he said" SA LAVIN would 
find interesting.. When asked concerning what the literature 
dealt with, ELLIOTT stated that it was all about the WCC 
and that this was hot a little neighborhood affair, but 
was a country wide movement under ACE' CARTER’in "Alabama. 
ELLIOTT stated that persons in white"neighborhoods had 
to look out for the "niggers" because “they were using the 
tactics of "block busting." When asked what he meant 
by this expression, ELLIOTT stated that the NAACP would 
put up the money for a Negro to buy a house’in’ a white 
block and that after this Negro moved in,’ Other"houses 
would have to be sold at a cheaper rat'e“and the neighbor
hood would undoubtedly thereafter become a Negro neighborhood.

ELLIOTT mentioned that the men who were working 
that night were also going to Charlottesville’, Virginia, 
on the next day, August 4, 1956, to do the same kind of 
work there.

ELLIOTT was asked if this organization, the WCC, 
had anything to do with the recent cross burnings in 
Washington, D. C. ELLIOTT laughed and said, "No, but 
the FBI tried to pin it on us."

When asked where the material was printed 
that the agent had received, ELLIOTT stated that part of 
it was printed at the Cadmus Bookstore on Wisconsin 
Avenue and that it had been prepared by JOHN KASPER.

FUTURE DISTRIBUTION OF WCC LITERATURE

T-l advised on August 3, 1956, that in the early 
morning hours of August 4, 1956, FLEMING,'KASPER, HOCKETT, 
and|_________^Jwere leaving for Charlottesville, Virginia, 
in FLEMING’S and_____________cars. According to T-l, they ,
were to distribute literature of the WCC en route. T-l Db
stated that next week, August 6, 7, or 8, 1956, KASPER b7C
again plans to distribute literature in Alexandria. T-l
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stated that the distribution of literature on August 3, 
1956, was very poor, due to the fact that the group had 
started too late and that the reception at the houses 
was very poor.

DESCRIPTION OF LITERATURE DISTRIBUTED ON 
.AUGUST 3, 1956_______________

The following are the descriptions of pieces
of literature distributed in Alexandria; Virginia, on 
August 3, 1956, as noted in the section, Physical Sur
veillance, above. Following each piece of literature 
will be the Agents to whom it was given and the person 
from whom it was received.

1. “Virginians on Guard.”

This is a single piece of paper approximately
17 inches long and 11 inches wide. It is composed of 
heavy paper which has been folded in half so that when 
folded it measures approximately 11 inches by 8i inches.

The outside of this paper has"printing thereon,
some of which is in bold type handprinting and some of which 
appears to be printed in smaller, conventional typewriter 
type.

The bold handprinted material is as follows:

■. ....... Virginians
ON GUAM)!

— NOW DAMN ALL race-mixers
the stink: ROOSE, HARRY & IKE

GOD BLESS JEFF/ JAX/ & JOHN ADAMS 
also ABE

LOATHE CARPET-BAG 
DESPISE scalawag 

HATE mongrelizer .

- 19 -
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"JAIL NAACP, alien, unclean; unchristian 
BLAST irreverent, ungodly LEADERS 

HANG 9 SUPREME COURT SWINE 
(this year domine- *56)

BANISH" LIARS:" ’ ‘
Destroy REDS (ALL muscovite Savages,

. rooseveltian’ dupes} vUI\rl 
EXPOSE BERIA’S ’psycho-politics*

DEATH TO USURERS, - "

"GOD BLESS THE PROTECT THE CONSTITUTION
REPUBLIC Bedrock ”

NOW .'demand: Unlimited State Constitutional
;■ Convention in Virginia

history H0N0R> PRIDE, FIGHT SAVE THE WHITE"

The smaller conventional type is as follows:

"(pink punks, flat-che.sted highbrows, 
homos, perverts, freaks, golf-players, poodle dogs, hot-eyed 
socialists, Fabians, scum, mould on top of‘ the omelette, 
Myerization of news, liars for hire: the press-gang, 
degenerate liberals crying for petrefaction of putrefaction, 
complaining the s— used to be blacker and richer, 
SOCIAL-DEMOCRATS, new dealers, Said Ben: ’Better

keep ’em out or yr/ grandchildren will curse you...’

"money monopolists, OBSTRUCTORS OF DISTRIBUTION, 
(international finance, WORLD BANK’S BUNK, UNESCO currency, 
FEDERAL RESERVE racket, Barnie Baruch’s check book, Schiff 
and Warburg finance Bolshevik - *

(See New York Times, March 24. 1917)’ 
refolooshun, 1917, Lehman finances Newhouse $ $ Birmingham News)"

The inside of the paper after it has been unfolded 
contains on the left side of the page a large photograph 
which shows three Negro males and two white females.
One of the Negro males is engaged in kissing one of the 
white females.

- 20 -
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Below this picture is typed the following: v 
’’Race mongrelism is contempt for the Creator. Ra0e'Q^/'7^? 

the basis of history. Race mixers are degenerates. 
Contemptible white politicians are destroying the Nigros 
racial pride. The personal character of President Eisen
hower, his alien advisers, and the’'9 members of the Supreme 
Court as race-destroyers and race-mongrelizers fills 
all true .White men everywhere with disgust?
Destroy the Reds. Fight race-haters! ! Join’your White

-Citizens* Councils."

On the right hand side of the page the following 
is typed:

"WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS, What are they ?

"Our movement arises from a deep-Seated belief 
in the diverse natures of animals and plants as 
established by the Creator. To blot one single dis
tinction is to defy the highest plan of Providence. 
Nigras were not meant to be WHITE; The white race 
was not intended to be anything but white.

"We damn all race-mixers.. We believe the 
race-mongrelizer is degenerate. It is our privilege 
and our power to attack and destroy the Communist. 
The Nordic peoples in the United States and White, 
Christendom are the heroic barriers against red 
savagery and murder. As white citizens we are 
organized to defend the cherished vision of the white 
man. We refuse to see our children sold into slavery. 
We demand that the white politician exhibit the 
highest concept of honor as a white man or GET OUT 
OF POLITICS. We demand racial pride in our youths. 
We demand the politician fight the race-mongrelizer 
or leave the field of action. We the people demand 
the right to attack and destroy the Communist 
directly and head-on. We demand the communist-led 
NAACP be placed immediately on the Attorney-General’s 
list of red-subversive organizations. We demand the 
red leaders of the NAACP be prosecuted and given 
life-imprisonment or the maximum the law will allow.

- 21 -
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"We are organized to root out every degenerate 
preacher, civic leader, P. T. A.'mongrelizer, scb®61|\|pl 
board official, Commissioner, pinko professor, Lawyer/ ‘ 
or politician who uses his honorable'office to destroy"'' 
our people. ¥/e are an attack program. We proclaim 
action as our creed. We are nationalists. We 
declare for America FIRST. Join your"Council NOW. 
You have no alternative as a white man’but to join. 
We are fighting. You must fight with’Us; If there 
is no Council in your community, you must have one. 
The time is now.

"CONTACT: Seaboard White Citizens* Councils 
1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W. 
Washington 7, D. C. 
C01umbia-5-8863 '
John Kasper, Exec. Sec’y"

SAs F. B. GRIFFITH, Jr., JAMES'D; HUPPERT, 
and ELMER LEE TODD each received one copy of this flier 
from FLOYD H. FLEMING. '

SAs HARMON J. OGREN and RICHARD B. LAVIN each 
received one copy of this flier from WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT.

2. Membership application blank

This is a single piece of paper with printing 
on one side,. It is approximately 5% inches wide by . 
8i inches long. This piece of paper has the following 
typed upon it: "Membership application. Seaboard White 
Citizens* Councils. White Citizens Councils of Alexandria, 
Virginia. Box 525, Alexandria, Virginia. Columbia 5-8863." 
There are blank spaces for name, address, telephone 
number, occupation, and references. At the bottom of the 
page there is the following: "I am white, 18 years of 
age, believe in the separation of the races, in upholding 
racial segregation, I am loyal to the United States of 
America and believe in the divinity of Jesus Christ. 
Signature. Yearly dues $3." The application is adorned 
with the replicas of six American flags.
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SAs F. B. GRIFFITH, Jr., JAMES D. IWPPERT^^ 
and ELMER LEE TODD each received one copy of this memM - 
bership application blank from FLOYD H. FLEMING.

SAs HARMON J. OGREN and RICHARD B. LAVIN each 
received one copy of this membership application blank 
from WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT.
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3• Throw-a-way entitled, ’’The Coming Red Dictatorship”

This is a large piece of paper similar to a 
newspaper sheet which measures approximately 22” long and 
17” wide. On page 2 it is set forth that additional copies; 
maybe obtaine d'f roin ’’Common Sense,” the nations; Anti
communist paper, £30 Chestnut Street, Union, New Jersey.

The two sides- of this paper constitute an attack 
on persons of Jewish origin. Photographs of many prominent 
Jewish Government officials as well as others are displayed.

SA RICHARD B. LAVIN received one copy of this 
throw-a-way from WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT.

4• ’’Common Sense” newspaper issue of May 1£, 19£6.

This is a 4“Pag® newspaper measuring approxi
mately 17” long and 11’’ wide. The editor and founder ia 
set forth as CONDE tfj^GINEEY.

This issue has as its headline, "NAACP Leaders 
and Their Communist Front Citations.”'

SAs- F. B. GRIFFITH JR., and JAMES D. HUPPERT 
each received one copy of this publication from FLOYD H. 
FLEMING. .SA ELMER LEE TODD- received two copies from 
FLOYD H. FLEMING* -SA LAVIN received one copy from 
WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT.

£♦ ’’Common Sense” newspaper issue of July 1, 19^6.

This issue carries as its main headline, ”FELIX 
FRANKFURTER — Most Dangerous Man Ever to Sit on Supreme 
Court.”

SA LAVIN received one copy of this from WILLIAM S. 
ELLIOTT.

LITERATURE OF WCC OBTAINED FROM OTHER SOURCES “...   I. I- ... - - . .11. !■ ■■ । ■ I ■

furnished to SA GEORGE 0. MOORE, JR.,, a pamphlet which
I . [obtained from a source that he,declined to identify. 
This pamphlet may be described as folibwsj^f L U ’

, , It is a booklet consisting of a cover sheet which
has been described above in Number I as Virginians on Guard.

i
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Glued to the far right si-da of the covef sheet is a section 
composed of 32 pages with printing on both sides of each 
page. These pages measure approximately 11” x 6”. When 
the outside cover sheet, Virginians on Guard, is folded 
over it encloses these pages.

Thirty of these pages deal witl} proposaFs'tb/ohe
State Legislature of Virginia dealing with segregation. 
Fifty-two proposals are made ami representative samples 
are as follows:

”2. .Remove from the public payrolls every 
appointed State, and local official and employee 
who is in anywise connected with the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People, the Anti-Defamation League, Freedom 
House, the American Jewish Committee, the 
NAACP Educational and kegal Defense Fund, the 
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the 
National Community Relations Advisory Council, 
the Southern Conference for Human Welfare; the 
National Urban League, the Communist Party, 
Communist fellow-traveller or front organi
zations, or with any of their associated^ 
affiliated or subsidiary organizations or 
with any similar private organization (other 
than churches and political parties) which 
advocates integration.”

The Communist Party has been designated by the
United States Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order 
10450. The Southern Conference for Human Welfare has been 
cited’ by a Congressional Committee on Un-American Activities 
in a report number 592,. dated June 12, 19.47 i 'as a Communist 
front organization ’’which seeks to attract southern liberals on 
the basis of its seeming interest in the problems of the south,” 
although its ’’professed interest in southern welfare is 
simply an expedient for larger aims serving the Soviet Upion 
and its subservient Communist Party in the United States.”

”3. Purge all educational institutions and 
all libraries of educational institutions, which 
are owned or exclusively controlled by the State 
or by any political subdivision or local public.-
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body of the State, of all books, literature 
and propaganda which advocates integration, 
or any material inspired by BERIA’s program 
for the destruction of American life and our \ 
Southern heritage®’1 QQj^C

"16. Expressly and specifically prohibit , 
the State or any political subdivision or public 
body thereof from agreeing with the Federal 
Government, as a condition to Federal financial 
assistance, to comply withany rules, regulations, 
orders, policies or procedures issued by any 
official of the Executive Branch of the Federal 
Government®’’1

"33. If the Congress of the United States- 
passes a law providing for Federal aid for - 
education but either directly or indirectly 
prohibiting such aid to any .State which does, 
not integrate white and colored persons in 
its public schools, such as has been suggested 
by the Bill which passed the lower House of 
Congress on July 3, 1936, each Southern State 
should immediately enact a law making it a 
felony punishable by imprisonment in the 
State penitentiary for any official or 
employee of the State or of any political 
subdivision or public body of the State to 
apply for or accept any Federal financial aid 
on behalf of the State or any such subdivision 
or public body. ..."

"40. Prohibit the exhibition, at any 
educational institution owned or exclusively 
controlled by the State or any political sub
division or public body of the State, or on 
or in any building, park, playground, auditorium, 
stadium or other property so owned or controlled, 
of any painting, portrait, picture, object of 
art, magazine, newspaper, periodical, poster, 
handbill, book, film, radio or television show, 
or any play, tape or other recording, or any 
other display, which in anywise advocates racial 
integration in public schools or intermarriage of 
White and Negro persons."
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wlp4i.w r Put a prohibitive license on all 
commercial slot-machine music dispensers 
whicli play ’rock ahd roll” or similar so- n \ 
called .music

In several places throughout these proposals 
there is the suggest^ofi that ’"an unlimited State Consti
tutional Convention’1 be held in the State of Virginia*

I_____ J stated further that his source had 
learned that JOHN KASPER had been somewhere in Virginia 
the ’’past few? days.’" According to the source, KASPER 
had. been at the Cadmus Bookshop a ’"couple of nights 
ago’" at 1:00 o’clock for about 1£ minutes. | •
advised that his source had received the pamphlet, 
’’Virginians on Guard” in the mail and the envelope 
had the return address, ’"Seaboard White Citizens’ 
Councils, 121|.6 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W.., Washington 7, 
D. C.” It was postmarked Washington, D. C., but 

was unable to remember whether it was post-

Th© last two pages of the leaflet contain 
reprints of newspaper articles concerning integration 
and cross burnings in Washington, D. C» ■

Printed next to the last page in the middle 
of the page is the following:

”Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils 
121j.6 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W.
Washington^ D. C*

"JOHN KASPER, Executive Secretary

"Additional copies of our attack program, 
2^/ each,/ $ for $1, 2£ for

______ also advised.BA MOORE that his;
source had ascertained from at the ,
Cadmus Bookshop that the WCu naa/aeciaea'not to meet -----
any more at 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., but they
have been meeting with the Southwest council in their 
locality* I source did not obtain a definite
addre s s . Ksa I u J

marxed August 2 or 3 source also ascertained!
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that he had learned from that this 
pamphlet containing the resolutions nau been sent 
to all members of the Virginia House of Delegates, 
and to certain other individuals: on the mailing

b6
b7C

list of the WOO. This source did not know how 
many copies were printed, by whom it was prepared 
by whomit was urinted or the extent of dissemi
nation [ U J

The following items were received from 
T-l on August 3, 19^6. He advised that he has 
obtained this material from time to time from 
JOHN KASPER.

1* Complete pamphlet, "Virginians on 
Guard," a description of which has been set forth 
above »

2. Two face sheets or cover sheets of 
this pamphlet, "Virginians on Guard."1 ■

3. One copy of the articles, of WOO 
Government which has been set forth above under 
the caption, "Organization of WCC."

I}.. Membership application for Seaboard 
White Citizens’ Councils, WCC of Alexandria, 
Virginia, Box ^2^.

Two throw-a-ways entitled, "Total 
Mongrelization," throw-a-ways which consist of one 
page with print on both sides. One side contains 
reprints of newspaper articles concerning segregation 
and criminal conditions, while the second page is an 
attack on the NAACP. ■

The throw-a-way has imprinted thereon that 
additional copies are available - at $3 P©** 100, but 
no source of publication is set forth*.

6. Three copies of the issue of 
Sense" newspaper dated October 1^, 19^5*

7. Three copies of the issue of 
Sense newspaper issued July 1, 19^6.

"Common

"Common
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------------- . b6
interview of ■ . b7C

____________ |was interviewed under pretext on August 3j 
1936, at 121|6 Wisconsin Avenue, N.''W/j Washington, D. 0., the address. . 
pf the^Dadmus Book Store. This interview was conducted py SA HARM^Qiyp

’ __________  advised that she was the co-owner of the Cadmus ■
'Book Store, the other owner being JOHN KASPER. ‘She stated that the 
newspaper articles which appeared in the Washington Newspapers in June 
of 1936, were false and erroneous when they indicated that she was \
connected with the White Citizen’s Councils of the District of Columbia. 
She advised that JOHN KASPER was the person.' responsible for the White 
Citizen’s Councils activity, and that his operations, pamphlets, litera
ture, and so forth, took up a good part of the space at the book store. 
She further advised that while she was not an officer of the White 
Citizen's Councils organization in June, she was now at the point where 
she could speak or write "race hatred." She stated that the White 
Citizen’s Councils have sprung up all over the east coast, and specifically- 
referred to one at Hyattsville, Maryland, one at Beltsville, Maryland, 
and she also referred to the Maryland Petition Committee She ^stated . 
that Hwe" print most of the material (referring'to White Citizen's 
Councils material) in "our print shop" in the b'ack of the store but that 
when they had an overload they farmed out work to "two other printers 
who worked for us and are with us." ,

She furnished a bound publication with an extended cover which 
was headed "Virginians on Guardi." The rest of the pamphlet consisted of 
approximately 3'2^ pages containing 32 points, and in addition she fur
nished extra copies of the extended cover captioned, "Virginians, on 
Guard." Regarding this pamphlet and the extended covers .she stated that 
"we" are almost out of the "pamphlet" car "resolutions" but that more 
were being reprinted. She stated that the information on the extended 
cover of the pamphlet was the most strong stand anyone had yet taken 
but she felt that others would probably take similar strong positions.

*■ 1 i
She advised that there would be possibly a meeting of ,the 

/Citizen’s Councils the evening of August 3, first stating that it would 
/probably be in Southeast Washington, and then later stating that it would 
' be in Alexandria, Virginia. She subsequently advised that there was no 
meeting for the evening of August 3, in Alexandria but there was a 
meeting for Thursday, August 9, at 8 o’clock, 'which would be held at 
the American Legion Hall next to the Fire House ^on Nichols Avenue in 
Southeast, Washington, D. C. '
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___________ In addition to the above mentioned material furnished by 
__________ | she furnished a copy of the "The Virginian” issue of
February 19^6, ■which was listed as being “published and circulated 
by The Virginia League, a plan for individual action.” ^he Apr ip. - 
May 19^6, issue of “The Southerner", which was listed as being .

b6
b7C

news of the Citizen’s Councils and listed its Editor as ACE CARTER^ 
the May Ip, 19^6, issue of "Common Sense;” a photostat of 
newspaper clippings and a ..short editorial, one side of whichvwas'n^ 
•'Total Mongrelization;” a printed flier advertising a talk by AGE 
CARTER on June 1^, sponsored by the White Citizen's Councils of the
District of Columbia, and several membership applications for the
White Citizen’s Councils of the District of Columbia with headquarters 
at 121^6 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W. s'

It was noted during the interview with|___________[that on.-
the main table in the book store were at least three of the pamphlets 
captioned, "Virginians on Guard," and there were also in. evidence 
several of the extended covers of this pamphlet. There was a pile of 
the extended covers approximately three inches high on the floor of the 
book store. Two of the extended covers were hanging back to back 
in the front window of the book store and were clearly legible from 
either the inside or outside of the book store. Three shelves in the 
right rear of the book store contained various piles of literature 
like and similar to that furnished by I At the left rear
of the store on a small table were piles of newly printed applica
tions for membership in the White Citizen’s Councils groups for the 
following areas:

Charlottesville, Virginia; Manassas, Virginia; Fairfax, 
Virginia, and Washington, D. C.

The piles of applications varied in height from approximately 
eight to fifteen or sixteen inches.
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MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION

In connection with the proposed WCC meeting 
on August 9, 1956, at the American Legion Hall inArm 
S. E. Washington, CLEM C. TRUNNEL, 3125 Niphols 
S. Eo, who has charge of renting the Kenna-Main Americ 
Legion Hall at 3201 Nichols Avenue, S. E., advised 
SA LAVIN on August 5, 1956, that I [rented
the hall for a WCC meeting on August 9, 1956. b7C

In connection with the face sheet of the 
pamphlet ’’Virginians on Guard,” mentioned above, as 
being displayed in the Cadmus Bookshop window, 
Confidential Informant T-2’, who is in a position 
to furnish reliable information, on August 3, 1956, 
furnished three photographs of the display of this 
face sheet in the Cadmus Bookshop, which photographs 
were taken on August 1, 1956.

On August 5, 1956, T-l advised that he had 
learned that JOHN KASPER had studied sociology and 
physiology at some school in New York, New York, and 
that he had been sent there by some business concern. 
T-l also stated that he had learned from KASPER that 
KASPER had written all the material on the face sheet 
of the pamphlet, ’’Virginians on Guard.” Informant 
also stated that KASPER is planning to conduct inquiries 
at three entertainment places on H Street, N; W., to 
obtain photographs of white and Negro persons associating 
socially with each other. With the photographs KASPER 
intends to write more literature. ■

It is to be noted that T-l advised on August 
5, 1956, that KASPER || I and| ~ |were
arrested on August 4, 195b, Uy the Charlottesville, 
Police Department for distributing literature without 
permission. The group was released on posting $100 
collateral.

b7C

T-l advised that KASPER,__________ |and
■ --planned to return to Charlottesville^ Virginia, bn 

August 11, 1956, to figtit the-charges which were placed 
against them for distributing literature without a 
permit. A man bv the name of BENJAMIN# SIMMONS was 
mentioned by | as being tljeir Attorney._____
SIMMONS’ business telephone was mentioned by _  
as being NA $-1552 and his home telephone as JU 5-5354«
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b6
____________T-T advi sad t-bat _______   

|____________stopped at Culpeper,
Virgiriia, and talked to the Chief of Police concerning 
the distribution of literature in Culpeper. According

b7C
b7D

to T-l, the Chief of Police told them that he could not 
make any commitments at that time, but would advise-J 
at a later date whether this could be done. KAS PEE U&f / V / 

from Charlottesville on August 11^ 1956his return 
intends to 
is given.

distribute literature in Culpeper if approva

_________  T-l advised that   _________ 
[admitted having been arrestgd_once in Tennessee 

for being drunk. KASPERJ I and I________ [advised that
they had had no previous arrests.

T-l advised that________ in Charlottesville
approached a man who stated he was a University of 
Virginia student who appeared to be interested in 
gocrran-ai-ion n-rnbl om g .__ A r n n-rd-i n tr t.n T-l I I

................................... attempts wbre made 
... _____________ |to locate this

man at the University of Virginia dormitory. It was 
determined by| Ithat they had the incorrect
dormitory number and | Jblamedl ~| for not
getting the number correctly. plans to keep
this man in mind for possible contact in the future.

It is to be noted that the man the group 
contacted was SA SAM WEST of the Richmond Office.

During a previous investigation in another matter, 
SAs LESLIE B. CHISHOLM, Jr., and RICHARD B. LAVIN have 
both observed a printing press in the rear of the Cadmus 
Book Store located at 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W. This 
printing press stood about four feet high has a.large 
circular plate over which a roller or rollers are run.

DESCRIPTIONS

Descriptions of WILLIAM H. 
are as follows:

ELLIOTT and

- The following physical description was 
obtained through observation and information from the 
Division of Motor Vehicles,- Richmond, Virginia-.
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Name: 
Address!

Race:
Sex:
Date of Birth:
Height:
Weight:
Eyes:
Hair: 
Complexion: 
Marks:

WILLIAM SWAZE ELLIOTT 
Box 234 
Merrifield, Virginia 
White 
Male .
December 24, 1S99 CQNF

170 
Hazel 
Gray 
Sunburned 
None

The following physical description was obtained 
“ American Car and Foundry, Incfrom the records of the Erco 

Riverdale, Maryland:

Name: 
Residence:
Race: 
Sex: . .
Date of Birt|i:

Height:
Weight:
Eyes:
Hair:
Complexion:
Social Security
Number:
Marital Status:
Previous Employment:

160
Blue 
Brown 
Sunburned

to date

- P -
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ADMINISTRATIVE

“The folToWing'Agents participated' in"the"' 
physical sUfveillahce~6n“8/3/^ and' the surveillance 
log is being maintained in 100-33226-1A.

ANGELO M. ROBBE 
JAMES D. HUPPERT 
JAMES H. DOWNING 
ROBERT E. TORRENCE 
PHILIP H. WILSON 
RICHARD B. LAVIN 
HARMON J. OGREN 
ELMER LEE TODD 
LAURENCE E. DANBOM 
JOHN R. PALMER 
F. B. GRIFFITH, JR. ~~ 
LESLIE B. CHISHOLM, all 
JESSE HALL 
SAM W. WEST 
WILLIAM D. TEMPLE - ......  
WILLIAM L. COLLIER, all

INFORMANTS 
■ 1

of WFO.

of the Richmond Office. 1
b7D

DATE OF ACTIVITY
IDENTITY OR DESCRIPTION DATE
OF SOURCE OF INFORMATION. RECEIVED

T-U Chesapeake Beach 7/26/56 
7/7/56

AGENT TO 
WHOM 
FURNISHED

LESLIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
oral

FILE NUMBER 
WHERE 
LOCATED

requested) “

Meeting at Lee’s 7/26/56 
house, 7/21/56.

LESLIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
oral

RCpt of 7/30/56 
89-42

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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IDENTITY 
OF SOURCE

100-33226 *
DATE OF A(S?VITY 

, OR DESCRIPTION 
1 OF INFORMATION

DATE 
RECEIVED.

AGENT 
WHOM 
FURNISHED

FILE NUMBER
WHERE 
LOCATED

T-l Burning-30* cross

4 *

7/26/56 LESLIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
oral

Rept of 7/30/56

EEE' 1 rivoIVed in 
burning crosses

HOCKETT making 
crosses

7/23/56

8/2/56

TESTIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
and WILLIAM 
H. STAPLETON 
oral 
LESLIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
-oral

89-42-51

Teletype 
8/3/56 
100-33226

8/3/56, Distribution 8/2/56 
of literature

LESLIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
oral

Teletype 
8/3/56 
100-33226

Future cross 
burnings

8/2/56 LESLIE B. 
CHISHOIAI 
oral

Teletype 
8/3/56 
89-42

Rules of WCC

Trip to Charlottesville 
8/4/56 8/3/56

LESLIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
oral

Airtel 
8/4/56 
100-33226

Meeting on Georgia 8/3/56
Avenue, 7/20/56

RICHARD B. 
LAVIN and 
LESLIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
oral

This report

H 8/3/56 RICHARD- B. This reportJ LAVIN and
LESLIE B. D /D
CHISHOLM 
oral

8/3/56 RICHARD B. 100-33226—
LAVIN and 
LESLIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
written

1A

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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IDENTITY 
OF SOURCE

T-l

DATE OF ACTIVITY 
OR DESCRIPTION 
OF INFORMATION

ATl“ihf ormati on 
received on 
8/5/56

DATE

8/5/56

AGENT TO 
WHOM 
FURNISHED

LESLIE B. 
CHISHOLM 
oral

FILE NUMBER
WHERE 
LOCATED

T-2

(Requested)

Photos of store 8/3/56 C. EDWIN ' 100-33226-1A
GLASS 7' JR. 
Photographs

LEADS

BALTIMORE DIVISION:

AT BALTIMORE. MARYLAND:

......... . Will cOntinue’to follow"the activities of the WCC 
in strict compliance with SAC letter 55-66.

ATJUG^ ____________

• " ‘"Will’obtain: Background information on-R^ 
FOLTZ," formerly"residing at 110 Grumiiiont Ave ride, Hagerstown; 
presently residing at 6711 Lee Highway, Arlington^ Virginia.

.RICHMOND DIVISION:

AT RICHMOND. VIRGINIA:

Will" continue “to’ foTldw activities’of the subject 
organization in strict compliance with SAC letter 55-66.

BIRMINGHAM DIVISION: (INFORMATION) ______ ________ ____ ____

One copy of this report is~being furnished"Birmingham inasmuch 
as the WCC in Birmingham is the parent organization.

NEW YORK DIVISION: (INFORMATION) ________ _____ _

One copy of this'report’is being furni’shed' the’ New York 
Division inasmuch as activity’is contemplated’by the WCC*” 
of D’.“C‘. in that area, specifically the burning of a cross 
at the home of ED SULLIVAN.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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WASHINGTON FIEU^FFICE:

AT WASHINGTON. D. C.:

(1) Will continue'to follow activities of the 
WCC in strict compliance with SAC letter 55-66,

. ...... -(2) will attempt to procure any typing or 
printing specimens’ believed’ to have been done at thepQN 
Cadmus'Bookshop'for comparison by the Laboratory with’VI 
the flier, “Virginians on Guard/’

REFERENCE

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated 7/31/56,

Bureau telephone call from Assistant Director 
BELMONT to SAC LAUGHLIN dated 8/2/56.

WFO CINAL airtel to Bureau dated 8/4/56.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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TO

1

SUBJECT:

FROM SAC, WFO (100-33226)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395.) DATE: AUgUSt 7, 1956' '

WHITE CITIZENS C0OTCII50F D C., aka
IS - X
00 WFO

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE. W3.

Reference is made to Bureau telephone call 
on 8/2/56, from Assistant Director BELMONT to Special 
Agent in Charge L. L. LAUGHLIN, wherein MR. BELMONT 
instructed the WFO that this office should endeavor to 
get an original of the pamphlet ’’Virginians on Guard” and 
to trace back its origin. Efforts were to be made to 
determine who prepared the pamphlet and the extent of its 
distribution. In this connection MR. BELMONT instructed 
that consideration should be given to the use of the 
Laboratory for comparison of any hand printing, typewriting 
printing presses, etc.

Enclosed are six copies of report of SA RICHARD
B. LAVIN datedA(JG7

__________ This report sets forth interviews with[~ I 
______ ^_| FLOYD FLEMING, WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT,' and]

[(protect by T Symbol) wherein each of these persons 
stated that the material was prepared by JOHN KASPER and was 
printed at the Cadmus Bookstore.

It is to be noted that and
_________ were interviewed in a matter entitled! [ 
_______________ et al; CHIEF JUSTICE EARL WARREN et Ai VICTIMS: 
ASSAULTING FEDERAL OFFICERS” WFO. 89-42, and they were not 
cooperative. It is known that JOHN KASPER was aware of 
efforts being made by the FBI to interview him in connection 
with cross burhings in Washington, D. C., and he failed to 
make himself available , fnr an interview---It is not believed 
that an interview with ------ or KASPER would
be productive on the basis of the interviews in the 
assaulting federal officer case. Any interviews conducted 
with them for samples of the typewriter and printing press 
which are maintained in the bookstore would only alert them 
to this Bureau’s interest in these machines and they would 
no doubt dispose of them. In this connection, SAs RICHARD B. 
LAVIN and LESLIE B. CHISHOLM, JR., in conducting the investiga
tion concerning the. assaulting federal off!

2 - Bureau (Encl, oj

oer cas e, 6bserved

1 - WFO 100-33226
RBL:CBB 
(3) \ AUG 16 7950

REGQRDED-32 s aug 8



Director, FBI August 7a 19^6

WHITE CITIZEN'S COUNCILS OF D. C. ‘ '
IS - X .. ■

a job-type printing press in the revar of the Cadmus. 
Bookstore -which appears large enough to do the work of the 
pamphlet ’‘Virginians on Guard.”

-In view of the above, UACB WFO is not conducting 
any interviews at Cadmus Bookstore or with other persons, 
with the view in mind of obtaining typing and printing 
specimens/ This offipe will be alert for any typing or ■
printing specimens’ known to be from the Cadmus Bookstore 
for comparison by the Laboratory.

As set forth in the enclosed report,I ~

is currently supplying information to this office on a 
confidential basis and therefore he is being covered by a 
temporary symbol number in the report. Efforts are being b7D 
made to develop. I |into an informant to report on 
activities of the White Citizens Council of D. C.
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Letts r t o-Mr , Ifo r timer if. Marshall ' 
"The Marshall. Funeral: S^

■ ■ '■2.46pfiast.;̂  >*.» / '
' "'Culpeper*- Virginia i .

i

■..Rxe.q. Seoty., some v"ery supppi'-sive. literdtnraiah^ >
’ to incite race hatred and rioting.. ■ This ‘literature /'

' 4 s. sent . out in book or pamphlet'f~oh^ ‘ .
in. a large white envelop.-so as . to conceal ttpe contentst •

4 H fs\gll ■hectqgr&ph.ed' "and" hand jpprk .gifi detrimental / ’. ’
' ftp\ the ..well'"betng<'^^ '7’ •

'..7';’''- , pufile s denote Mar shall pub feet of; internal ‘
‘ 'security iavestigatifh/ Ritchmopp.-or.tgih, fi'le- l&d^S&Q&j.'.

: ’ in 1942fgnd 1943 predicated, upon in formation, Mar.shall'' ‘ 
and another had. been trying: to influence ..in.dtVidu:al: ' 

d'tetfbers df-tpe Negro'race. with ap'ti'tAme^ ' T ’
^.tisegu&nt^^^ -s.utjtgt'of Security. Mgtter

f ihvet..^ ’1950^1951^ pf educated- upon anonympus . d'-
' ‘letter' alleging liar shall a '’’‘Negfof^ These 7 ■

.* ^inyesttgattons 'failed tp.revedl 'ah:y definite .pr6af .- 
, ‘Pf 'dtslpyglty on ' the part of/ilatpltdllf^^

\ f . J ' ’ ■ Y « ' . ' r '' f- \ r ' •
if."- ,*;/ vV -ii "should be noted-'Raf shall's letter refers'. '' ;

t'o" ',dohntiJpspet':'f wh.o ts. probably idghtic.gl ^ Jp^,n' f
■ Kasper* owner" b.f the ’Gddmys). iBoPRSJigp^d-1.246 Vfisconsin ■ t 
ApehUefdNohth'we-st^ ^tidsht^ 0, G-, : 1 • ;/' fc-

« - t For inf ormatidh Richjito.ndf. nd investigati on is
. beingf conducted of'the Cadmus Bookshop f .h.ow.e verr, ' \ ' \ f

Wdphihgton'Field .Offi $e ■ \ '■
ind-ieating. - me'etings are heldfat thP bookshop ”whiah ■ ‘ ’

f arep.anti^ fhdpahti -$e^ in .ngtutei '{105^40989^ '
, »fc / ' ’ . • , ‘' , ■' >. , ‘ - •. ■ 1 , « *

*.'• ' you. are ■dwafe,' .Washington -Ti eld is •Qfff&e't 4 '
pf Origin in the ■ca'se fn'ti.tlf^- ^'^ite. Gittiseps^ ;

^of Pi.stri ct • of ■ Columbia* gikdf .Seaboard Ci tit ent Cduii.cil.*
, 'IS t f 'Inf tiir ie.s: in this: tatter 'befhgfpb^ '•:

. toj determine th f potential forf ti'alehc f a^ ;
; or. geti pi ti e's of the .Pnganlsgti oh- 'plgcefit • in ■ f *■ /
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Hon^J.Edgar hoover,Director, 
t Bureau of Investigation, ;

Justice Dept. . ' j. / r* '
Washingb.on.D.C. ^o^e/A
Dear Sir;-

There is ^4^5 mailed from 1246 Wisconsin

Ave^N.W. from theyAfice of The Seaboard White Citizens
• - ; s&x '

council,Mr.Johrj^^s^er,Exec;.Secty>. some very subversive 

literature tending to incite race, hatred and rioting'^ ]

This literature is sent out in book or pamphlet form J

and is mailed in a large white envelop so as to conceal

the contents.lt is all hectographed and hand work and



T^/L^tHOY^udum • UNITED STATE^OVERNMENT "

FROM

SUBJECT:

X) \ ALL INFCRKATlOn Cv-’aSEOMr. R0SS^)

^HITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

Token____

DATE: July 31, 19^^
' Belmort^_ 

Harbo _
« Mohr___ ' 
' ^arsons^Z- 
V^Rosen

Tamm* .,--. 
Sizoo - 
Winterrowd s 
Tele. Room 
Ho^o

* Aims and Purposes: The aims and purposes of all of these
organizations are identical, namely to prevent racial integration ihe 
the public schools. However, the means being employed differ 
considerably. Some organizations have- exercised economic boycotts 
againstWegroes and Negro organizations advocating integration while 
others have taken no overt action, but have been formed merely for 
the purpose of taking actionf?in’ the •events integration, is forced 
upon them. /OO-^533^^-

In connection with the conference to be held'on'August 2, 
1956, in the office of the Attorney General, the following information 
concerning White Citizens Councils general!^ the^-White Citizens _ 
Councils of Washington. D. C., and the re centero s ^Turnings ~nrithe

• 'Washlugton area is seT rortn's \—~

I. CITIZENS COUNCILS MOVEMENT
’ Vs? -

A. Formation-and Scone: On May 17, 195^} the Supreme Court 
handed down- its decision concerning segregation in public sbhools. 
Subsequently, in July, 19^+, the first citizens council was formed 
in Indianola,. Mississippi. This movement spread rapidly and at the 
present Eime information is available indicating there are 27^ 
prosegrdgation-organizations in 17 states and the District of Columbia. 
The membership in €9? of these organizations, about which we have 
received membership figures, totals ^00,000. ('For details concerning 
the number of white citizens councils in each state see page 2 through 
2F of the Brief on Racial Situation and Civil Rights.) 4;

’ Attempts have been made to form a coordinating body to 
correlate activities of the citizens councils. The Federation for 
Constitutional Governmeni?*and  the Citizens Council of America are two 
organizations which are attempting to correlate the councils*  activities. 
Howey er, these organizations have not been successful to any extent. «

cc: Mr. Nichols
2- Mr. Belmont

INDEXES

ry

e AUG 7 1956 
r *

WMA:CF^^GB: qlp:pmk; ‘



Memorandum to Mr. Boardman

No information has been received indicating that any of 
these organizations advocate the use of violence or force, other 
than economic to achieve their objectives., but intend to secure 
their objectives through peaceful and legal means. In this 
connection it is pointed out that state legislators, bankers, 
attorneys and even United States Congressmen are included in the 
memberships of these organizations. ’ ~

Information has been received that approximately 25 
councils have been infiltrated by present or former KLan members. 
However, only the Tennessee Society to Maintain Segregation appears 
to have been infiltrated by the KLan to the extent that the KLan 
members exercise complete control. In all other cases it appears 
that the individual KLan members have joined on their own volition 
rather than at the direction of the Klan. (For further details 
concerning infiltration of citizens councils by Klan see page 
of Brief on Racial Situation and Civil Rights.) '

6. Bureau Policy

Bureau policy is that we do not investigate citizens councils 
or other groups that advocate or employ legal means to achieve their 
objectives. However, upon request of the Department for investigations 
of citizens councils in connection with Executive Order 10M-50 
we do initiate samei ' .

By memorandum, 12/10/5*1? Department suggested investigations 
be conducted concerning Association of Citizens,1 Councils of Mississippi 
and the American States1 Rights Association (in Alabama) to determine 
whether the activities of these two Organizations would place . 
them within the purview of-.Executive °rder lO^O. On January 18., 
195$? the investigations of these two organizations were completed 
and the results furnished the Department. • These are the only 
two prosegregation organizations on which the Bureau has conducted 
full investigation.

We are conducting at the present time limited inquiries 
concerning all citizens councils for the purpose of ascertaining the 
infiltration, if any, of Ku Klux Klan members or others who may 
use repressive tactics against minorities; to determine whether 
their activities and programs bring them within the purview of 
Executive Order 10^-50 and to develop-data regarding their potential 
for. violence.

These inquiries are limited to contacts with established, 
reliable sources and review of public records. Copies of all reports 
are disseminated to the Department for consideration under Executive 
Order 1^-50 and to the Intelligence Agencies of the Armed Forces.

- 2 -



Memorandum to Mr. Boardman.

The Department by memorandum, 2/13/56,. advised it had 
referred to the Office of Legal Counsel the question pf whether 
economic force would fall within; the provision of Executive Order 
10450 wherein organizations may be designated if it can be shown that 
they have "adopted a policy of advocating or approving the commission 
of acts of force dr violence to deny others their rights under the 
Constitution." According to the Department, the Office of Legal 
Counsel advised in an opinion dated 1/24/56 that the word "force" as 
it appears in this provision of Executive Order 10450 should not be 
interpreted to include acts or threats of economic force or pressure. 
The Department advised it would be governed by this opinion.

II.' WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

A. Background and Formation? The White Citizens Council of 
the District of Columbia was formed June 4, 1956, and maintains 
headquarters at 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, Northwest. This council whs 
organized by Asa Carter of Birmingham, Alabama, who is an official of 
the Alabama Citizens Council.. The Alabama. Citizens Council and the 
White Citizens Council of the District of Columbia are,, unlike other 
prosegregation organizations, anti-Semitici ' '

■ . The published‘purposes df the Washington Council are (1)
stop integration in Washington.; reverse it and re-establish segregation. 
(2) Get the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) on the Attorney General*s list oi subversive organizations 
(3) publicize commercial contributions to NAA.CP and Urbach Lrv’ue. 
and (4) wipe out "rock and roll"- music. Dt)

Officers of the Washington Council are: Executive Secretary 
and Organizer - Frederick John Kasper, proprietor of Cadmus Book Shop, - 
where Council headquarters are located; Chairman Northwest Council - 
Floyd H. Fleming; Chairman Southeast Council -| ~
Secretary-Treasurer i I -------------------------

B„ Cross Burning Activities in Washington Area: On the night of 
July 13 - 14, 1’956, two crosses were burned at the Sheraton-Park Hotel, . 
Washington, the residence of Chief. Justice Earl Warran and Senator 
Herbert Lehman. A cross was burned at the residence of former 
Solicitor General Simon E. Sobeloff, 4545 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, 
D. C. A cross was burned, at the residence of Associate Justice'Felix 
Frankfurter, 3018 Dumbarton Road, Washington. A cross was also burned 
at the residence of Mrs. Douglas King, 5402 Odell Road, Beltsville, 
Maryland. Mrs. King is President of Prince Georges County Branch, 
NAACP. .

- 3 -
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Investigation is being conducted bv the Bureau concerning 
these cross burnings in the matter entitled]
Et Al; Chief Justice Earl Warren, Et Al - Victims; nssauxuing a 
Federal Officer," on the grounds of possible intimidation of U. S. 
Government officials. This investigation, has resulted in |
Fred Plant Hockett and John David Lee l)eihg identified as persons • 
responsible- for burning of crosses at Sheraton - Park Hotel.

and Lee are the only individuals involved in the cross 
burnings- who have admitted participating.

Our investigation has disclosed that a 'meeting of the 
Washington White Citizens Council was held at the American Legion 
Hall, 3201 Nichols Avenue,. S. E., in Washington, on the night of 
7/6/56 and again on the night pf 7/13/56? which was the. night the. 
crosses were burned in that area. With regard to the latter 
meeting, subject I I has stated that it was attended by about.
20 persons including Hockett, Lee and himself. Also present, 
according to| ^ense Kaanar. nr-Pan-i7.pr nf tha White Citizens
Council in Washington., and identified,
by ~1 as the chairman of the Southeast Chapter of .the Washington
White Citizens Council.. ’ ; - ■

With regard to the cross burnings.!_______Ihas identified 
participants as Frederick John Kasper.I_________________________ I .
and| | All of the individuals -named by |
with the exception of Kasper, who has hot been located for interview., 
.and Lee who has admitted participation, -‘have denied their ' ' .

■ narti nipatioh in the burning of crosses. ! ~~]has stated that. ' 
___ | is responsible for the cross burning at the residence of

Mrs. Douglas King in Prince. Georges County,’ Maryland. - | |has 
described how a caravan of automobiles left the meeting of the > 
Southeast Washington White Citizens Council on the night pf 7/13/56 
and drove to Northwest Washington where the vehicles parted in 
tha vicinity of the residence of former Solicitor General Sobeloff.

^Lee and Hockett proceeded tn tha Aharafron - Park .Hotel where 
they burned two crosses. Kasper, _________[and a third individual
driving a, red Studebaker pickup truck, were left in the vicinity 
of former Solicitor General Sobeloff’ s home and] assumes
these individuals were responsible for the. burning ox drosses 
at the residence of Justice Frankfurter and former Solicitor General 
Sobeloff.

Our investigation resulted in identifying one William 
Swaze Elliott, Merrifield, Virginia, as possibly being the 
individual in the Studebaker pickup truck.



Memorandum to Mr.. Boardman

____________ J has advised that _he determined
that the man driving the red pickup truck was named Elliott, 
lives near Falls. Church, Virginia. At the Virginia division 

of Motor Vehicles it was determined that the only Studebaker 
pickup truck registered in Virginia io an Elliott is one registered 
to William Swaze Elliott,. Elliott was interviewed 7/2h-/56 and 
refused to furnish any information, referring interviewing Agents 
to his attorney. He declined to furnish any type of data or b/D
answer questions,. His tnink was subsequently photographed from 
a distance and, subject observed photograph and was of
opinion this truck is identical with the truck in the caravan.

__________has admitted to Agents that he is 
chairman of Prince Georges County Chapter of Maryland Petition 
Committee, another prosegregation group.. I 1 denied any 
knowledge of the cross., burning activity oil the night of July 13-lh-, 
1956, or that he participated in same.

At the outset of interviews with he
admitted attending the meeting of the White citizens council

’ Southeast Washington on the night of July 13, 1956.. He-claimed 
he was accompanied to this meeting by I land!
that they left the meeting early!

in

Tn subsequent interviews I'
admitted that

I f inally

_____________ lanri that I_______________ | 
_______________________________________ _______|after the- 
meeting of the White Citizens Council. [ |how appears to ’ 
be cooperating with Agents. He has advisea tnat liee admitted 
to him that he participated .in the burning of cross.es on .
the night of 7/13/56 and requested that | [answer anv -
inquiries concerning him by saying he accompanied them

that night. ---------

--------L______ has advised that on 7/7/56T
_________|Kasper and| to Chesapeake Beachy Maryland, 
to distribute literature on wmte Citizens Council. While 
returning to Washington.! iHockett
mentioned being former member of. Ku Klux Klan and, suggested 
crosses, should .be burned in Washington area. Kasper replied 
he could, obtain addresses if, they desired to engage in this 
activity. I believes this conversation was inception of the 
idea to burn crosses in the area.

b7C
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b7C 
b7D

 Related that Hockett mentioned xhe had previously 
built- crosses and described in detail how crosses could be 
constructed. |___ . Irelated Hockett ^s description of cross
construction, which is similar to the manner in which the crosses 
were constructed that were burned in the District area on night 
of July 13 - ih-, 19%. | [believes final plans for burning 
of crosses were made between 7/7 and 7/iq/^. I I_____

____ Whereupon Kasper asKeq । ir ne recalled their 
previous discussion about cross burning and said this activity, 
might be carried out on night of 7X13756. I [advised that he v 
andL_____ [accompanied by Lee, actually did attend this 
meeting and that as he was leaving Hockett_exnressed the hope 
that| [would remain at the Meeting. received, the
impression that Hockett was referring to me Durning of crosses.

On 7/30/%, Washington Field Office advised that on 
7/27/% U. S. Attorney Oliver Gasch and Assistant U. S,. Attorney 
Frederick G* Smithson attended conference with Assistant'Attorney- 
General Olney and OJneyls assistants, Messrs.’ Irons and Collings. 
According to Assistant U. S. Attorney Smithson, the Department- 
indicated agreement with his opinion that the cross burning 
case did not have prosecutive merit. However, Mr. Olney decided 
to discuss the case with the Attorney General prior to rendering 
a final opinion.

C. Summation of Pertinent Information Developed Through 
Cross Burning Investigation

1. has admitted that while accompanied
by John David ^ee and Fred Plant Hockett these three burned the 
crosses at the Sheraton. - Park Hotel.

2. Lee has admitted participating in burning of crosses
at Sheraton - Park Hotel but has refused to name his accomplices,.

3. Lee has admitted that he is a member of the Washington
White Citizens Council.

M-. denies membership in the Washington White Citizens
Council but admits attendance at meetings of the council.
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Memorandrun to Mr. Boardman

5- Hockett has denied membership in the White Citizens
Council or participation in the burning of' crosses or knowledge 
of same other than that obtained from press and radio.

6. All persons interviewed during investigation have denied 
there have been any discussions, of the White Citizens Council • 
concerning the burning, of crosses. • .

7. Investigation has disclosed that the crosses were burned
in the Washington :area shortly after the close of a meeting of 
the White Citizens Council in Southeast Washington on the night 
of 7/13/%. ' . . ' “

- ~ - ■ * ■

8. . has identified nthar narti ninants in crns.c
burnings as Frederick.John Kasper, 
____________________land a person whose identity is unknown to him , 
but who was driving a red Studebaker pickup truck. ’.

9. . Although exhaustive investigation has been conducted
to locate Kasper for interview, his whereabouts has not been 
determined and he has not been interviewed to date.

10. _______________________ | denied participation in burning
of crosses or that such was discussed at meeting of White Citizens 
Council. He admitted he is chairman of Southeast Washington 
Council. .

. 11. ____________ __________ (denied participating in cross
burnings or knowledge of participants.. | admitted that
he is chairman of Prince Georges County Chapter of Maryland 
Petition Committee, another pfosegregation group. ‘ .

12. With regard to the parti cipants named by______  as
driving a red Studebaker pickup truck, [ learned from 
Lee -that this individual is named Elliott. Elliott determined 
through investigaiinn_tq be William Swaze Elliott who refused to 
be interviewed.!________ [has observed photograph of Elliott’s
pickup truck and believes it to be identical with '..tha truck 
observed in the caravan on the night of the cross burnings.

7 -
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13. has admitted membership in Washington White Citizens
Council but denies participation in cross burnings. He advised 
Lee admitted to him Lee1 s participation and requested I I
to answer any inquiries as to Lee*s whereabouts on night of 7/13/56
by stating Lee was in company o.f on that evening..

’ .1M-. advised of conversation on 7/7/56 between Kasper,
Hockett, 
crosses in Washington area and Kasper volunteered to. fhrnish

and himself wherein Hockett suggested burning of

addresses of possible victims. - ■ - ■ ...

15. ______ | advised of'Hockett rs description, of method of
cross construction which is manner in which crosses wsre. burned 
in District area wjfere actually constructed. . .

16. _______ advised of telephone conversations- he/had with 
Kasper which indicated to him final plans -for burning’ of crosses 
Were formulated between 7/7 and 7/13/56. /

17. During ^he course of our investigation looking into the -
cross burnings, additional individuals who attended the meeting 
of the White Citizens Council in Southeast Washington were , 
interviewed. All of these individuals denied they were members 
of the Council, explaining that they attended the meeting at 
the invitation of individuals referred to above. All of these 
persons denied that there Was any discussion of the cross burnings 
at this meeting. '

18. In connection with proposed activity ’on the part of
White Citi%pn Cmmnii members which is not known to have taken 
place.,|______________has advised that John David Lee informed
him that on the night of 7/21/56 . I | Kasper, and either

came to home inpr
suggested that they go out and cut tires on automobiles / 

of Negroes and put sugar in gasoline tanks of these automobiles. 7 
Idoes not think this plan was executed. The Metropolitan ‘

Police Department and polled departments in suburban areas 
of Washington have been advised as to the possibility that 
such activity as this may have taken, place or may be contemplated.
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III.. CIVIL RIGHTS CASES INVOLVING WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

Since the formation of the White Citizens Councils a 
number of complaints have been received and investigated by the 
Bureau alleging possible civil rights violations‘ on the part of 
White Citizens Councils in various states. Most of these cases 
have been closed by the Department without prosecution and details 
concerning some of the more important cases can be found in the 
Brief oh Racial Situation and Civil Rights'(Part II, Tab XV).

For ready reference the following pending, cases involving 
activities of "White Citizens Councils are synopsizeds

Unknown Subjects; "
Reverend Henderson D. Darby, Et Al. - Victims 
Civil Rights. ..

Darby in a letter to the President ^729/56, complained 
among other things of action of White. Citizens Council of Bentonia, 
Mississippi,, in allegedly forcing Negro registered voters to . 
remove their names from registration list. Investigation as 
requested by the Department has been complected and United States 
Attorney is of opinion no Federal violation exists inasmuch ds 
all alleged members of the Citizens Council deny any participation 
in a conspiracyThe matter has been referred to the Department 
for .a. final, determination. By memo 7/27/56, Department requested, 
additional investigation. Ordered 7/31/56. .
Mae Lucky, Et Al;
Eluen H. Hoston, Sr., Et Al., - Victims 
Civil Rights. „ 

Complaints received that registrar of voters in Monroe, 
Louisiana, had recently been illegally challenging voters as to 
their qualifications for registering and registrar was allegedly 
using discriminatory action in order to have Negroes remove their 
names from registration lists;, investigation has been Completed 
and results forwarded to the Criminal Division of the Department. 
Citizens Council members claim purpose was to purge registration 
list of unqualified voters, both white and colored. (See page 121 
of Brief for further details.)

E.Bi Parker, Et Al;
William B. Poindexter Moore, Et Al. - Victims 
Civil Rights____ .________ 2-_________ ________

Allegation received that all Negro voters in Caldwell
Parish, Columbia, Louisiana, were challenged as to their qualifications

- 9 -
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to vote by subjects who are allegedly members of White Citizens 
Council. Preliminary investigation conducted and report submitted 
to Department 6/21/56. By memorandum of July 11, 19%, Criminal 
Division requested full investigation which was ordered 7/13/56. 
(See page 123 of Brief for further details.) •

White America, Incorporated, 
Segregation in Public Schools, . 
Hoxie, Arkansas '
Civil Bights *

In June, 195% the school board at Hoxie, Arkansas, 
voted to integrate its schools at its opening of the split 
session in July, 195?. Soon thereafter a prosegregation organization 
•allegedly represented by ah attorney for White America, Incorporated, 
a prosegregation organization, began to boycott the schoolxand 
intimidate the school superintendent .and board members. At-the 
request of the Department a full investigation was conducted by 
this Bureau and local developments, from time to time have been . 
brought to the Department’s attention. Investigation completed 
and local developments are now being followed. *

The school board through its attorney filed a suit in 
Federal Court asking a permanent injunction against certain members 
of the prosegregatioh committee of Hoxie, White America, Incorporated, 
and other individuals. This injunction granted January 9, 19%, 
and an appeal has been made by the prosegfegation organizations 
and the individuals* so enjoined to the Circuit Court of Appealss 
The Department has indicated it will file a “friend of the court” 
brief with the Circuit Court of Appeals. (For further details 
see page 92 of Brief.)

OBSERVATIONS; '

' (1)' At the expressed request pf the Department a full
investigation was made of two prosegregatioh organizations, one 
of which is the largest and most active in taking the initiative 
against individuals desiring integration in schools. This 
organization is the Association of" Citizens’ Councils of 
Mississippi. The investigation was for the express purpose of 
determining whether or not the organization could be placed upon 
the Attorney General’s list. All information developed was. 
furnished the Department for its consideration in this regard. No 
action has been taken by the Department insofar as the Bureau is 
aware; howeverj as pointed out in the details abovethe Department

- 10 -
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did advise the use of economic force would’ not bring, an organization 
within purview of the Executive Order. However, the Bureau is 
following developments of these organizations and referring 
any information of value to the Department for its consideration.

(2) The Bureau has remained constantly alert for any - 
violation of Federal law on the part of White Citizens* Councils, 
particularly with regard to the use of pressure to have the Negroes 
remove their names from the. list of registered voters., in possible 
violation of Section 241, Title 18 (the Conspiracy Section of the 
Civil Hights Statutes).

(3) Although it is the feeling of the United States - 
Attorney*s Office in Washington, D. C.,. and the Department with 
regard.to the cross burnings, in the Washington area that the 
case does not have prosecutive merit, it is observed that 
possibly the Department might want to present the entire matter 
to a Federal Grand Jury which could in its own right inquire 
further into the activities of the White Citizens Councils of the 
District of Columbia. .
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Transmit the following message via

“ Date: 8/?/£6

Air tel .________ •

/ (Priority or Method of Mailing)

From SAC; ^orfbile (10^«2U2)

MMt. Mohr---------- i
hmt. Parsons------- 1
M Mr. Rosen----------I
J Mr. Tamm--------
! Mr. N»?ase------ —
1 Mr. Win terr owd_
| Tele. Room-------- 
a Mr. Holloman----  
a Miss Handy.------

Belmon
Mason-

T°: Director, EBP (100-1^339^)(AIR MAIL)

WHITE_CRTIZENS_CO.UN.CIL
OF DTSTRTUT .OF COLUMBIA fLL 1®O™T1ON CONTAINED 

„ HERED iSI^LASSJFIED13 ’............................................ DME.S:l»rfe...BYSm

Re ^Bureau Mr tel to Norfolk dated 8/3/£6*

___________________________  PSI , y 
contacted by BA FRED A. WOTS1 on 0/7/>b and advis e d 
he has no personal knowledge of persons responsible 
for publication in question, of the extent ofudisseminatioh 
of publication, or where it was printed. He stated he 
will be alert to obtain as much information aspossible 
regarding publication and persons responsible. He 
advised he knows of no one in Fredericksburg, Va*, who 
might have mailed instant publication. I I states
he believes CASPER and| capable of putting out
such publication. States CADMUS BOCK STORE, Washington, 
D. G., has back .room_where small off~set press is matrix 
tained* S^atesTYublichtic^^ was off-set
work. States he was under impression that off-set press-

> in CADMUS BOCK STORE might be too small to accommodate 
pamphlet in question*

b7C

125 pounds.
states this person 
DEVEREAUX. Note|

states that on he briefly met one
---- 1 fnhnnet5rl—.white male, age 22, £* 6W 
------------------I at 'CADMUS BOCK STORE-and

Semitic as 'GASPER and 
has not met 'GASPER but

forms on inion of GASPER through his meeting with 
_______________ I | | states he does not believe 
GASPER has large mailing list but is of opinion that 
'GASPER might have used publication put out by S-ecretary 
of Commonwealth, Richmond, Va., listing public officials 
of every town and county in Va*

to .Mrs
and GASPER very close 

SHERRY ANTONELLI (phonetic) white female, L[_0,
states

Bureau ' nuuunutu-
/-Ulw'-lWdshii^ton-Field (Info) (AM)
1 « Richmond (InfoKAM^
1 - Norfolk 1 IT AUG

(g) Sent
SpeciaLAaent in Charge

I to. BsIpouQ
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Date: 8/7/56

Transmit the following message via ___________________________ _______________

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

From SAC,

To:
Airtel to Director, FBI

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
IS - 2E .

who claims to be artist and who allegedly visits 
EZRA POUND at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, Washington, 
D.C. SHERRY is heavy drinker and resides in apart
ment above | 1 address in D. U. unknown
to PSI. sherry has several; paintings of EZRA POUND 
and sells same through CADMUS BOCK STORE. PSI 
believes SHERRY capable Of better sketching than 
that exhibited in instant publication.

Bureau will be advised of any information PSI may 
develop regarding instant publication.

RUC

END

FAISST

Approved: ----------------------------------------------- ------------ .Sent
Special Agent in Charge

M Per
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fo : a. v. Boardman

FROM : A* H

DATE: July 31, 1956

Tolsqj

’Belmont - 
Mason  
Mohr —

CL 
subject: WHTTE CITIZENS COnNCTIS.QF 

DISTRICT OF. COLUMBIA 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X Tartfm ■

In memorandum Mr. Nichols to Mr. Tolson 7/30/56 it was 
set out that Jimmy Dean and Tom Burke, reporters of the WashingtOKoiioman____  
’’Evening Star,” furnished information concerning captioned 
organization, also known as^eaboard__Whi^^J±igLenslgpuncil. and O/ 
advised concerning publication A \
copy of this publication was loaned the ureau by Burke who stated 
in view of the remarks made against President Eisenhower he thought^ 
we would want to advise Secret Service as well as have it for ouf j
own files.

The captioned organization was formed June h-, 1956, and 
maintains headquarters at 12^+6 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W. Its 2 principal 
purposes are^l) fstop integration in Washington and re-establish 
segregation and get the National Association for the’.Advancement 
of Colored People Tpa.-the Attorney General’s subversive list.

We ar’e conducting' limited inquiries concerning^ this 
organization for purpose of ascertaining its potential for- violence 
and whether itsiacizivities would bring it within purview, of Executive 
Order 10^50. A‘->report in this matter has been received and was 
•disseminated to^the'Department and intelligence agencies of the Armed 
Forces.

On the night of July 13 - ih-, 1956, crosses were burned 
by members of this organization at the homes of several prominent 
individuals including Chief Justice Earl Warren. In connection with 
the investigation of that matter information is being obtained relative 
to the captioned organization. The Attorney General is being kept
advised of developments in the cross burning matter

to Mr. Tolson it wasIn the .memorandum from Mr. Nichols 
stated that Dave Lawrence, on July 30, 1956, 
advised he Suspects that some of the citizens councils might be 
financed by the_ Communist Party. On March 2, 1956, we obtained 
information indicating the CP intended to set up 2 organizations

contacted the Bureau and.

one in Florida and one in Georgia. One organization was’to allegedly 
encourage opposition to segregation while the other would urge.
•Negroes to seek equality. Allegedly this was to be done todrive

lOO-h-23395 .
cc Mr. Nichols 
cc Mr. Boardman 
cc Mr. Belmont 
cc Mr. Williams 
CFWjdlj^^^

W 17 AUG
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a wedge between Northern and Southern Democrats in Congress. 
Investigation failed to show the CP established these organizations. 
No other information has been received regarding CP backing of 
any prosegregation organization.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

(1) In view of the Attorney General’s interest in the 
captioned organization and the cross burning incidents a Photostat 
of the publication ’’Virginians On Guard** is being furnished to him. 
An appropriate memorandum for this purpose is attached.

(2) There is also attached: an appropriate communication 
to Secret Service transmitting to that agency a Photostat of this 
publication which contains remarks made against the Presidents

(3) A Photostat of this publication is being furnished 
the Washington Field Office, for its information and that office 
is being instructed to attempt to obtain an original for the 
Bureau’s files.

(h:) It is recommended that the original of this publication 
/be returned to Mr. Nichols1 Office so that it may be given back to 
/ Tom BuTke who made it available on a loan basis. 

a ।
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ReButel call by AssistaS^ director BELMONT 8/2/56 td 
WFO instructing that an original of the pamphlet, "Virginians J
on Guard" be obtained and that circumstances re printing and 
distribution be ascertained. ReWFOteletype to Bureau 8/3/56 
advising Bureau of plans of White Citizens Councils (WCC) to 
distribute literature in Alexandria, Virginia, on 8/3/56.

SA HARMON J. OGREN, under suitable pretext, at the 
Cadmus Bookshop, 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., on 8/3/56,
^tainpd one copy of original of "Virginians bn Gua^d" from' v, 
_ __________Luartner of JOHN KASPER in the operation of' then 
book .store. | ~* | advised, "we" print most of rthe literature
(referring to WCC) in "our print.shop" in the back Sf-the stqre, 
but that when they are, overloaded, they give out work "to two 
other printers who work for us and are with us, ” meaning WCC*.

b7C

Noted during the interview were 3 copies of "Virginians on , - 
Guard" which were on a table in the book shop, ~

An thA hagjg of information supplied by

_______ , ^jwno is acting as a source in this matter, and
Whose identity should be protected, that a distribution of
WCC literature was to be made on 8/3/56 in Alex., Va., a physical 
surveillance was instituted by Agents of the WFO and Agents from ( 
the Alexandria Resident Agency of the Richmond Office. A

A fisur was instituted on FLOYD H. FLEMING, 905 Quincy 
Street, N. E., and it was observed that at6;50„a.8i." FLEMING 
parked his vehicle in front of the Cadmus Bookshop. Af 7:37 p.m 
FLEMING and JOHN KASPER were observed entering FLEMING4 s vehicle 
at which time KASPER was observed carrying a bundle.'Of papers. 
KASPER and FLEMING drove to the Howard Johnson Restaurant on'f 1 
Washingtoripygtreet. in Alexandria, where they were joined by theTb 
following /individuals'

1 - Richmond (Info)
1 - Baltimore. (Info)
1 - WFO
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8/4/56

_____________| WILLIAM SWAZE ELLIOTT. __________
and a man who was later identified as | ."I0* Arlington
Va. It was observed that after a conference, was held by t.hpsp---
men in the parking lot at Howard Johnson ’s, that KASPER.

_, _ vehicle, and | | ELLIOTT, 
and FLEMING departed invehicle* Just, prior to this 
departure, it was observe FLEMING removed' a bundle of 
papers from his car and rejoined the.group. Surveillance5*

and jdeparted in

■w
reflected that distribution of these pamphlets was made/ in the -x 
downtown residential area of Alex., Va., on a door-to-dbor 
basis. Surveilling Agents were able to obtain copies of the ■’ 
face sheet of ’’Virginians on Guard” and application blanks for 
WCC from FLOYD H. FLEMING and WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT.

JESSE HALI, of the Alexandria Resident Agency, ascertained 
from the Alexandria police Department that at approximately
10:00 p.m., | ‘ |was picked up by two officers while delivering 
literature to houses in the 1500 block of Princess Street.
At the time he was picked up, he had in his possession a copy 
of the publication; ’’Common Sense” and a face sheet of the 
pamphlet entitled. ’’Virginians on Guard.” He identified himself 
as residing at Wash., D. C., and
said that he was rue Chairman ox the southeast Section of the 
WCC in Wash., D. C. He was not charged by the local police, 
but dismissed after being reprimanded for distributing literature 
without a permit.

I FLEMING, and ELLIOTT returned to the Howard 

Johnson parking lot after having made their distribution of
literature at 10:02 p.m., and KASPER 
at 11:22 p.m^

and returned

 who was not known to this Office prior to 8/3/56, 
was identified through his license number on his automobile, 
which is Maryland DE 66-31. A check of the Register of Maryland 
License Numbers reflects that this is a 1956 Ford Sedan registered 
to | and | _____ ____________ _____ Hagerstown
Md. Surveilling Agents, through the cooperation of the Falls 
Church PD, ascertained that the driver of the vehicle on 8/3/56
was[ ] presently residing in Arlington, Va* He
was stopped by the Fairfax Police for failure to have a tail light
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During the course of the fisurconcerning the distri
bution of literature, SAsJAMES D. HUPPERT and ELMER LEE TODD of 
WFO, under suitable pretext, gngaged FLOYD FLEMING in a discussion, 
at which time FLEMING handed the Agents copies^of a membership 
application form for the WCC of Alexandria, a ^c^^Q^leaf let 
Captioned, ’’Virginians on Guard, ”-and. a copy 
issue of ’’Common Sense/’ FLEMING stated 
in existence locally for about two months 
obtained ’’several” members. He said the WCC 
in Wash., D. C., by JOHN KASPER, who operated a book 
1246, Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., and a local council was being 
organized in Alex., Va. He said that these coundils are 
affiliated with ACE CARTER’S group in Alabama.

FLEMING further stated that the leaflet, ’’Virginians 
/on Guard” was prepared by KASPER and that over 350 copies were 

Sprinted. He said a copy was sent to every state governor by 
mail, and also to the mayors of several cities, and the mailing
costs alone were $120. He said that as they obtained hew 
members and more money, additional Copies of leaflets will be 
printed. He informed the leaflet was printed by the WCC at 
the book store at 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., by a young 
printer who was sympathetic to the cause of the WCC, arid who* 
did Work at reduced rate. FLEMING also said that his group was 
leaving Wash., D. C., early on the morning, of 8/4/56 for Charlottes^ 
ville, Va., and towns en route where they were going to distribute 
literature similar to that distributed in Alexandria-on 8/3/56.

FLEMING further stated that he worked for the Government,! 
and his activity in the WCC was not a violation of any sort. He | 
added he had. distributed material of the WCC where he worked, 
and the WCC had received a letter from ’’Senator JOHNSON," riot 
further identified, saying that the WCC was perfectly legal. . 
He said KASPER is a paid employee of the organization, but due 
to lack of funds, had to borrow money in New York recently "to 
pay the rent.”



DIRECTOR, FBI 
RE: WCC OF D. C.

IS - X

8/4/56 
coW^

Similar interviews werecconducted under suitable pretext 
with FLEMING by SA F. B. GRIFFITH, JR., and with WILLIAM S* 
ELLIOTT by SA RICHARD B. LAVIN...

An interview was conducted with___________ Iby SAs
LESLIE B. CHISHOLM Jr., and T.AVTN aftpr bp.returned to | L, 

। |^|________ _____ _______ । ____________[made available an
original copy^i^ "Virginians on Guard," and, stated that this 
pamphlet was p^L^eu by JOHN KASPER. 1 advised that. the 
material between the face sheets dealing with proposals-gin 
Virginia was prepared by KASPER and I I |__
stated that KASPER h^d given him the pamphlet on 8/1/56, and, 
at the time, had stated that approximately 1,000 copies of the 
application for membership in the WCC had been printed. 
believes a similar number of face sheet, ’’Virginians on Guard" 
were also printed. According to| | KASPER has mailed copies 
of ’’Virginians on Guard" to ever/state legislator in the stite 
of Virginia. KASPER mentioned that $120 had been spent bn 
postage for this mailing, in this regard, mentioned that
the WCC is now "hurting" for fluids. ------

________| also supplied information that approximately two 
weeks ago somewhere in Alexandria, FRED PLANT HOCKETT, 1115 
Maryland Ave., N. E., and JOHN KASPER had made a 30-foot wooden 
cross and had attempted to ignite it somewhere in Alexandria 
wharo.it would be visible from the main portion of Alexandria. 
______stated that the affair did not receive any publicity due 
to the fact that the cross fell down. | J-also stated that 
KASPER is planning to burn some more, crossed but that no definite 
details had been worked out to date.

According to _ 
hours, FLEMING, KASPER, ] 
Charlottesville, Va., in FLEMING

_____ bn 8/4/56. in the early morning
HOCKETT, and| Hare leaving for

, ., 1 FLEMING * s ancT| [cars._ They
are to distribute literature of the WCC en route
that next week, on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday, 8/6, 7

stated 
or

8/56. KASPER again plans to distribute literature in Alexandria 
I |stated that the distribution of literature on 8/3/56 was
very poor due to the fact that they had started too late at 
night, and that reception at the houses was very poor.



8/4/56• DIRECTOR, FBI
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Further. for the Bureau’s information

advised SA GEORGE C
MOORE, Jr., on 8/3/56 that a source of his, whose identity he 
declined to furnish, had obtained a copy of the pamphlet bearing 
the face sheet, "Virginians on Guard, ’* and which contained 
what anneared to be the resolution within the pamphlet itself. 

source advised that he had received information 
of the Cadmus Bookshop that this resolutionfroml

was prepared to be sent to the members of the Virginia State 
Legislature and other individuals. She further told this source 
that this pamphlet had been sent to all members of the Virginia 
House of Delegates and to certain other individuals on the 
mailing list of the WCC. ibis source did not know how many 
copies were printed, who printed it, who prepared it, of the 
total extent of the dissemination. The pamphlet itself had been 
received by| [source through the mail in an envelope
bearing the return address of the Seaboard White itizens Councils 

4 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W.,, Washington 7, D

____________This source of] I further advisedl I that 
1 had told him that the WCC had decided to hold no 

further meetings at 1246 Wisconsin Ave. , W., but had been
meeting with the Southwest Council of the WCC at an address not 
known to the source. Ibis source also learned from 
that KASPER had been somewhere in Virginia the ’’past few days” 
but had been at the Cadmus Bookshop "a couple of nights ago” 
at 1:00 a.m. for approximately 15 minutes[U]

The above information concerning the proposed trip to 
Charlottesville and towns en route on 8/4/56 was furnished to 
SA JESSE HALL of the Alexandria Resident Agency who assisted 
WFO in the surveillance on the night of 8/3/56. SA HALL was 
informed of the Bureau instructions in this matter regarding 
the interest of the Attorney General in this matter and the 
fact that all information regarding the printing, publication, 
and distribution of this literature should be determined. SA 
HALL was also informed of the Bureau instructions to have an 
Agent, if at all possible, obtain a pamphlet and literature
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URGENT

teletype

All C3KT W5 v.
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t Mr~ I * - iT.

'IRECTOR AND SAC RICHMOND

Mx. ___ _
Sir. V.' V. rrewd_
Tele. Kovia___
Mr. Helljaian—_
Miss Gandy

FROM: SAC, WFO &

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS^ IS^X.

1:00

. —U.AXfeSSGSSlSSK^^

P,M, '• 11

ADVISED AUGUST

TWO, FIFTYSIX, THAT ON AUGUST ONE, FIFTYSIX, JOHN KASPER,

AND A PERSON WHOSE IDENTITY HE

CANNOT RECALL FROM ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA, CAME TO 
DISCUSSED WHITE CITIZENSCOUNCILS PAR»n/wCc}PAR.

AND

HE

stated they indicated they were going to burn some more crosses 

AT ALEXANDRIA AND CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA, AND WHEREVER THEY 

ERE NEEDED, HE STATED NO SPECIFIC TIMES OR ADDITIONAL PLACES

ERE MENTIONED. RELATED KASPER. AND

SOME OTHERS PLANNED. TO DISTRIBUTE WCC LITERATURE IN. ALEXANDRIA 

VIRGINIA, FRIDAY, AUGUST THREE, FIFTYSIX, 

BUT STATES HE IS ACTUALLY

WOULD CONSIST OF KASPER, 

TO MEET AT HOT SHOPPE^ OR .

STATES'THE GROUP, WHICH 

AND OTHERS, PLANS 

^N RESTAURANT AT ;

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA, APPROXIMATELY SIX THIRTY TO SEVEN PM,

AUGUST THREE, FIFTYSIX, AND THAT DDTI. yh-l j * tsi
distributed on streets or from Door 1 

« I**' ‘ J,
LBC:MCP / C‘REeOROE0-
200-332^6 f <y\ 
3 ~ Bureau^ f fey. Beliaont I 
1 - Teletype Unit-------- -------  2
1 - WFO 
(3)



PAGE TWO .
« WHITE' CITIZENS COUNCILS

POINTED OUT HE DESIRES NO FURTHER ASSOCIATIONS WITH THIS GROUP,

POINTED OUT

HE LEARNED FROM ZASPER ON AUGUST ONE THAT FRED H&CKETT ACTUALLY 

MADE The CROSSES BURNED JULY THIRTEEN, FIFTYSIX, AND OBTAINED

MATERIALS FROM A RELATIVE WHO. IS A CARPENTER, UNABLE TO

DEVELOP FURTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS MATTER, PER

TELEPHONE CONVERSATION WITH ASSISTANT DIRECTOR BELMONT, ATTEMPT

BEING MADE TO DEVELOP AS CI, FOR INFORMATION OF BUREAU,

WFO AND RICHMOND WILL CO VER REPORTED MEETING AND DISTRIBUT10N

OF literature,.

LAUGHLIN

10.0^33226

001

®om. intel, division
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^ice Me
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M2 • united/ GOVERNMENT

DATE: August 3 1956

FROM W, V, CLEVELAND co Mr, Belmont
Mr, Baumgardner
Mr, Williams

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS^CAUNGIL 
.WASHINGTON. D, J? .
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Tolson
Nichols________
Boardman
Belmont__ ______  
Mason_________ .
Mohr___________ _
Parsons_______ _ 
Rosen __________  
Tamm__________  
Nease __________
Winterrowd_____r 
Tele. Room

of the

Holloman

At 4:30 PM on August 3, 1956, Supervisor Herschel Cave 
Richmond Office called and made reference to plans which

had. been perfected with the Washington Field Office for coverage 
of a meeting of the above Council to be held on the evening of 
August 3rd between 5:30 and 7:30 PM in Alexandria, Virginia,
Caver stated that after the meeting, there was supposed to be dis
tribution of pamphlets and that there may be some cross burning 
in Alexandria and possibly Charlottesville, Virginia, Caver wanted 
to know (1) whether or not the Richmond Office should- inform the 
chief or captain of detectives of the Alexandria police department, 
both of whom are National Academy graduates; (2) whether or 
should advise the Charlottesville police department and (3) 
or not they should dispatch Agents to Charlottesville•

not they 
whether

ACTION:

You talked to Caver and advised him that there was no alle-
gation that there would be cross burnings tonight and that the cover
age of the Washington Field Office and the Richmond Office should be 
aimed at determining the activities of the captioned organisation 
with regard to pamphlets they will allegedly be handing out in 
Alexandria tonight, Caver was advised that efforts should be made to 
determine the identity of the persons passing out the pamphlets and 
copies of the pamphlets should be obtained, if possible, He was told 
that there was no need to notify the police departments in Alexandria 
and Charlottesville since there was no allegation at this time that 
there would be cross burnings on the evening of August 3, 1956, 

ALL INFORMATION CQNTAKO
here:n is unclassified X.
DATES-.O&.WVC:td 

W

6 AUG 7 1956



FORM NO. 64

Office • UNITED STAA GOVERNMENT

TO MR, L, V. BOARDMAN^j^

FROM MR. A. H. BELMONT

SUBJECT:
OF THE DISTRICT.OF COLUMBIA; 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

SAC Laughlin, Washington Field Office, called on the 
morning of August 3, 1956, concerninginvestigation under 
way to identify the origin of the pamphlet "Virginians on#^ 
Guard," apparently published by the White. Citizens Council 
Washington, D. C.

ilih said that

Tolson

DATE: AugUSt 3, 1956

Mohr___  
Parsons 
Rosen _  
Tamm_ _ 
Nease _  
Winterrowd .
Tele. Room_____
Holloman______  

• Gandy__________

has advised that Casper, Fleming., and Elliott 
(three of the persons, allegedly involved in the recent cross burnings) 
are to meet tonight (August 3) at the Hot Shoppe in Alexandria and 
thereafter they will distribute copies of this pamphlet on King Street 
in Alexandria. ■ b7D

-^5

| I told Laughlin, he should have Agents cover the meeting at the 
I Hot Shoppe and thereafter coyer the distribution of the pamphlets, 
| including actual receipt by Agents of at least one pamphlet from 
I each of the subjects who distribute them. I told Mr. Laughlin this 
' should be handled in such a way that the pamphlets and the coverage 
could be Used for evidentiary purposes; that is, the Agents would be 
able to testify concerning this, if necessary.

Laughlin said[ has furnished information to our Agents
and has gotten around to the point that he calls our Agents on the 
telephone to furnish information. Laughlin wanted to know whether the

(7)
cc—Mr. Boardman 
cc—Mr. Nichols 
cc—Mr. Belmont 
cc—Mr. Baumgardner

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED . 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE.

^n, Division 6

fi
le

d
 |N

fc: 
o o

AUG



Memorandum to Mr. Boardman from Mr. Belmont r *

WFO could go ahead and attempt to develop! las an informant. 
From discussing this with Laughlin, it appears that| [while a 
believer in nonihtegratidn, does not favor the activities of members 
of the White Citizens. Council in burning crosses and distributing 
these pamphlets: further , that I

  1 toia Baugmim to go ahead and try to develop 
aS an informant. I told, him that in so doing, it must be made clear 
to J the Bureau is not interested in legitimate activities of
Whitepouncils or any other group; that a man’s opinion as to integration 
or nonintegfation is his own, and the Bureau is not interested in it— 
however, when'any individual or group departs from legitimate 
activities in accomplishing its ends', to the point of possible 
violation of the law, the Bureau is interested and has. a duty to get 
the. facts./ Consequently, if |feels, free tofurnish Us
information of this type, it will be most helpful. Laughlin wanted to
know if money could be paid, to if necessary. I told him to
handle this the same as any other potential informant

ACTION: *

WFO will keep us advised concerning the alleged distribution of 
pamphlets tonight and. regarding, the possible development of 
as an informant. * • ’ " '
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f TO;

FROM:

DIRECTOR.. (100-423395)

SAP, WFQ (100-33226)

8/8/56

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., AKA., IS - X (00: WFO)

f Sir. 1- —------
i JIr. Nsw®?—-—— 
a Jlr. Winterrowa-

4*
8 Mr. Bolioman .-- 

- 1 | Miss Gandy-1

ReBuairtel to WFO 8/7/56 instructing WFO to attempt to’ 
■identify nnkhown.' individual mailing WCC literature, .Fredericksburg 
Va.y 7/26/56;.. ReRHairtel 8/4/56- describing ‘this individual.

’ - RH is requested to exhibit photographs p£ KASFER,_______

Va.
Ito postal authorities at Fredericksburg,

,b7C

RH also requested to furnish WFO copies of photos obtained’, "P 
’ M 1 r

*■ ’ : ■ ..'A’ • LAUGHLIN ; ■ / . ,

' S.^Bureau ■ ' v .' •
. * ^-Richmond (105-632) 
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TO

FROM

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. Nichols:____

an*f

STANDARD FORM NO. 64

DATE:

, Mil you please attend & conference in my 

office, on Thursday afternoon, AugUst at four otclock 

to discuss the present status and future plans for

Messrs. Bogers*. Hoover, Olney

Herbert Brbtmell, Jr

SUBJECT:

r. Mohr 
Parsons. 
Rosen__

Mr. Tamm_ 
Mr. Ncase. 
Mr. Wintefrn^

S.r.'^flollDman 
Miss Gandy_

developing More information in. connection with the so—

called Whshihgtoh* D. C. cross-burning -.episode.

ADDENDUM, LBN:hpf, 7- 31- 5 6

The foregoing was mentioned to the Director and the Director instructed that
Mr. Belmont attend the August 2 conference since the subject matter more properly 
has. to do with subversive information; that as to the Washington, D. C-, cross- • 
burning episode, the Director feels that this is now a matter which is solely up to,' 
the Criminal Division and theDirector does not desire that we take on any more 
responsibility if it can be avoided.



COPY

To:

From:

Subject: ’

Messrs. Rogers, Hoover, Olney Date:

Mr. Tolson- 
Mr.Nichoi^y.

Mr. Belmont____
Mr. Mason

* Mr. Mohr
Mr. Parsons___
Mr, Rosen —____
Mr, Tamm
Mr. Nease
Mr. Winterrowd _
Tele. R.oom____
•Mr. Holloman_ 

, Miss Gandy____

July 30, 1956

Herbert Brownell, Jr.’ . . /

Will you please attend a conference imnjy office ' , *1
. on Thursday afternoon, August 2, at four o’clock, to - 

discuss the present status and future plans for 

developing more information in connection with the 

so-called Washington,. D. C. cross-burning episode.

/s/ HB





ce
TO

^r. A. H, BeEROM

Mr, L, V, Boardman

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: AV^USt 2, 19^

SUBJECT:

ALL INFORMATION WSTA^D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE. X-.lOS. .BY*

Tolson . 
Nichols 
Batatas

WHT^JILTIZ1$S~COUNC^
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
INTERNAL SECUHITT^X~

sMason------  
Mohr-------
Parsons__
Rosen ___ 
Tamm___  

^Nease ____
JWihrerrowd

Shortly after 4 p,m, today Mr, Nichols and I met with 
the Attorney General at his< office, at his request, Mr, Olney was 
there, Mr, Rogers was absent, •

*Tele. Room____
Holloman______ I

The Attorney General asked to he brought up to date as t 
the Washington, D, C,, White Citizens Council group and the cross 
burning episode, Mr, Olney briefed him, Olney started by saying the 
FBI had done an excellent job, He then related briefly the activities 
of Kasper, the head of the group, and the meetings at the Cadmus 
Bookshop and that Kasper and his'group had all the markings of a radical 
nationalist group which was anti-Negro and anti-Semitic, He stated that 
the U, S. Attorney (USA) and the Criminal. Division had gone over the 
various aspects of the case from the prosecutive standpoint, The USA 
does not think any Federal statutes are violated and further is very 
loathe to bring the case before a grand jury, The USA feels that 
cross burnings are based on the integration issue which is highly 
controversial and which has supporters Oh both sides in the District 
of Columbia, hence the grand jury will probably be split on the 
question of prosecution, The USA feels that he could not successfully 
prosecute the case because of the issues involved and the divided 
opinions, 'According to Olney, he stated that there has been difficulty 
in the past in any prosecutions where the racial issue is involved

Olney said that he and his Division believe there is a 
statute in point; namely. Section 1^0^, Title 18, U, S, Code, which 
forbids* the picketing of a Federal judge for purposes of influencing 
his opinion, Olney said that there would be a question of proving 
intent to influence the judges by burning the crosses and it may be 
necessary to prove that the participants had knowledge of a case 
pending before the judges on which they might be influenced by the 
burning of [the crosses, Olney questioned whether there could be a 
successful prosecution and stated he was loathe to bring a case to the 
grand jury without the prospect of successful prosecution as this would 
b.e playing into the hands of the subjects^z^^-^tated that even success
ful prosecution .might make them martyrs in vzeib 'of^iNie'divided opinions 
on the integration
cc - Mr, Boardman 

Mr, Nichols 
Mr, Belmont 
Mr, Rosen 
Mr, Parsons
Mr, Baumgardner
Mr, Will^M

AHB:jdd^(8)

so AUG 9 195



Memorandum for Mr, Boardman

The Attorney General then wanted d briefing of the White 
Citizens Councils generally and we jgave this to him mentioning the 
reports we have submitted to the Department showing the membership 
of prominent people in the White Citizens Councils in the South; 
their opposition to integration^by peaceful means; the full 
investigations we conducted 071 two of the citizens councils in 
Mississippi-and Alabama; the fact that the Department had not 
designated any of the councils under Executive Order 104^0 up to 
this time, I mentioned that Asa Carter of the Northern Alabama 
Citizens Covncils had come up to Washington and that the Alabama 
councils of Carter and the Washington, D, C,, councils were the 
only two which appear to be anti-Semitic, The Attorney General 
wanted to know if there was a central control of citizens councils 
and we advised him there had been two attempts centering in 
New Orleans but neither had been successful, We then gave the 
Attorney General a brief summary of the burning of the crosses in 
Washington, D, C,, and the names of the persons allegedly involved 
and told him that our investigation was completed as the USA had 
indicated'he "had-sufficient information to fender an opinion on 
prosecution; that We had not yet interviewed Kasper in view of this, 
We pointed out- we had furnished Mr, Olney copies of the inquiries we 
had made in the White Citizens Councils as separate from the cross 
burning investigation, The Attorney General expressed the opinion 
that Olney should give further consideration to prosecution in this 
matter, Mr, Nichols pointed out that it might be desirable to bring 

/the subjects before the grand jury to accomplish the double purpose 
of discouraging further activity and pinpointing any lack of 
legislation to handle such matters. There was considerable discussion 
on this, Olney felt that the pamphlet which we furnished to the 
Department and'Secret Service on July'31 put out by the White Citizens 
Councils, John Kasper, Executive Secretary, contained statements which 
when coupled with the cross burnings would Warrant calling these 
persons before the grand' jury, This pamphlet was received by 
Mr, Nichols on Jul y 30 from a reporter on the Washington “Evening Star," 
Mr, Olney requested that We attempt to pin this -pamphlet down as to 
who had written and disseminated it and whether it could be traced 
directly into the White Citizens Councils in Washington, D, C, The 
Attorney General felt this should be pursued and so instructed Olney, 
Relative to Kasper, Olney felt we should hold up trying to locate and 
interview him pending the inquiries on this pamphlet,.



Memorandum for Mr„ Boardman

ACTION:

(1) Washington Field was instructed prior to this 
conference to attempt to secure an original of the pamphlet in 
question,

(2) Washington Field was instructed on the evening of 
August 2 to conduct immediate and detailed investigation regarding 
this pamphlet looking toward tracing it to the White Citizens 
Councils, identifying the typewriters., Mimeograph machine, etc,, 
used to produce it and the extent of dissemination, if; possible. 
The results will be furnished to the Department immediately upon 
receipt, Washington Field has also been instructed to attempt to 
identify the person or persons responsible for the handprinting on 
the document.

(3) The Laboratory has been requested to examine the 
pamphlet for the purpose of identifying the kind of typewriter 
used and any other information that may be of assistance in \ 
following this out,



cc -Mr, Williams

August. 9, 1956
AIRTEL

SAC, WASHnW&OlT FIELD (100-33226)
- «. 4

, According to an article which, appeared bn. page 26 of the 
8-7-56 issue of "The Washington Post and Titaes Herald,R 
John Kasper recently sold, the Cadmus Bookstore, 721|.6 Wisconsin 
Avenue, H# Wo to a. friend hut still/Works there Occasionally. 
Undoubtedly$ this refers to the Chdmus Bookshop, 121|.6 •
Wisconsin Avenue, H,, W# - - .

You are instructed to ascertain if Kasper sold the Cadmus 
Bookshop and furnish Bureau pertinent details regarding same#

* j '' ’ 5 ' ' - - >

' HOOVER

Ettf 110.100-11.23395' <

-CW4S-1SI
ALL INFORMATION •
HEREIN IS UNCLAW^Jfe v’

Jolson. —, - 
Aichols _- 
uoafdman-'. 
pelmpnt __ 
Mason ___  
Mohr - 
Parsons u_ 
Rosen _  
femmu L.

HiAse ____  
■'H/terrowd

MM-FBI



. cc iitLiaisbn Section 
' (^Williams-

' i

Date: August‘ •;
Mr, Di He. Stephens • 
Chief postal Inspector 
Post Office Department

' * From John Edgar Hdover, Director ' 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Subject: WHITE CITIZENS* COUNCILS OF ’ . ;—
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, . >
also known hs^SeaMarO^b.,:^ .

. 1 ‘ / There is; being furnished you he£^^ *\
yohr iMo^ation one photostat of «a pubiicoti^ • r . ?

z. captibnOd "Virginians Guardi " issued bythe ’ . 
captioned organization.. Thi^ .

’ received thrbiigh the iftall : z' s '
• Bureau in Morfoi&^^ envelope in

■Which it wss Veiled was postmarked Frederichsbufgi • ” 
TjrgiMoii July 26.9 19564 '/ -' ■ ■> j ' ’ *
' The published purposes of this organization
are ’(1) stop integration in Washington, reverse It end 
re-establish segregation; (2) get the Jfational 1

. Association for the Advancement Of Colored people On 
. the. Attorney General’s list of subversive organizetiohSi

•(3) publicize cOMerciai contributions to the National y 
^^-Association for the Advancement of colored people and • 
3 urban league; and (M wipe out "rock and foil" music,

I ’ ' ' 'An$r additional information received; relablv.e'--< 1; V, 
eq this organization believed to. be‘of interest'Zto/vour *' •

Tolson -- ■ 
Nichbls - J 
Boardman:—^ 
Belmont , ■ ■ ‘ 
Masons__ __  
Mqht ;.- ;; 
Parsons, -__ — 
Rosen
Tamm - ■ 
Nease 2_  
Winterrowd
■Tele. ...Room - 
■Holloman.^—
Gandy■ — -

® 1956
’ A/ecjpy^of r'ti^ first received, at ;

<BureSub7/3o/56Vhowever, at that time, it waS unknown
) / j&j^tneb*$Sis.publication was being mailed. Jy letter 7/31/56 

Norfolk advised a PSI of that office had received through the 
mafi a; copy Of thlS; publication* ''-s^l

A



cc Mr* Willia'ms-'

• August -8 j 19 ^ ; 4

. Airtel' .

‘ : / SAC j Washington. Field Office (100-33226) : ’ /-/
’ - OPHITE CITIZENS ’ COURCiLS OF DISTRICT OF • .

. OQhWW IS. - X, Reurlet dated August 7, 1950r Mth’ - 
'? which you furnished copied of i^hport of Special- .

'• Agent Richard 8. Lavin dated August 7, 19?6, • ; - - / .

Reports in this matter have been submitted .
: ■ oh .My 11> August ,7j 3£5$5 h$*0^

. Of these reports have not beenfurnished the Di S* .
- Attorney* You are instructed to furnish the W1S« ' • 

Attorney one copy of each of the reports, prepared ..... •
. previously and should designate for the U* S.‘“Attorney

: s n One copy of all ,^epbrtb prepared in‘ the' future.*.
' - * Tn VAi 0-E vnn'advised b7C

• /■

Tolson 
Nichols 
Boardman 
Belmont. __ 
Mason^__ 
Mohr '' 
Parsons

- Tamm - ■ 
.Nease' ——l 
Winterrowd’: 
Tele.; Room

I I nave . -hvd
advised the publication. "Virginians on Guardi ” was ',

. pr^re-d hyKasnay and Printed at the Cadmus Bookshop.- ,/ .
TTndnnbtedly/ _____________ jWOUld be / \ •
hostile witnessed a#d| mpre. than likely will 7 -. \'
decline to testify*.; Therefore efforts should be . , ■ 7 ‘
continued by your- office to obtain admissible evidence -

' -shotting that the publication ^Virginians oh Guafdln<k ; ' --
• vias Prepared by Kasper and printed'at the Cadmus/Bookshop. " a

' - ' . ’.■■■-/< .. • HOOVER

KOTE OS YELL0W:XJ!fB’’7yS^ '
. The conference held in Attorney General1e/ Office * 

' 8/2/f?6 discussion was held; .regarding possibility of. <. J
presenting to a Federal Grand Jury information regarding • * . , 

I captionbd organization, including the cross burnings ‘
>■ on 7/13/56 and publication of ’’Virginians on Guardi” 

Therefore, it is believed advisable to furnish copies.
>' of reports to the U.’ S. Attorney and to continue to 

b attempt to obtain additional .evidence in this matter

: two w-
■... BAILED 2d :j,,

M ‘ • I4AUG 9 1956.
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attorwbi generat

Director? FBI

co - J/r. Boardman- 
Hr. Belmont . ; 
^r ., ftiil ipins

'.... y •■••■•■' ^^'-

-' ■ / ■

of oolwhbia, 
also known asilSeaboard White/ Gitis&i^' GdunctIW~^- 
INTEm^^

; Ref^rprupp is of
' Mtz 31, 1336, 4WW 7> 1956, and August8, "3^^' ' 

which ypti ipere; fupn^
to the activities of'thpgaptippedo.t^^

3 , dnd#egaf^ pubftcat^ on

' ■' Mr your ihfppfyahioh -h- reportddted
,. .jitighpi 30. coniaining complete deiaiis 
' gbpaerhihg the informptioh furnished you in the 
referenced memoranda has been received from the

, W&shihgtou Field Off ice, of this Bureau» Assistant 
Attorneys general William Tompkins and ', 
Warren Olney ill iare being fdrhiphed-One> copy 5^ 
each of this report, ; <';' ';

— j . . ' ' ' ; - ' iaiwM^Go^

pp w Ur^' Wtllkdm. pv Rogers n 
DeputyAttorneygphprgl ?

'-'' cc. - _ Ass istant ^ttorhe?g Hepptbil 
. William M ToTspkips f '

co * AssistantAttopney General 
. Warren Olney Ilf

■ : f .- -- \ •- - ' . - " - . /

‘ ' SO CE 
pi C 
O 'a? 
w - 
.£ m'

& - ."^’ 
Vt'^ .

TcilsnrS*
NichnU
Boardman.___ 
Belmont -2-1^ 
Mason, y\ ■_■>
Mdhr : . 1 -- - .
Parsons___
Rosen.__ -..- -.-
Tamm_ .____ x.
Mease; -,-; ■_• .
Winterrowd iCL, f 
T^i& Room^— J Aj 
Holinman

;Candy —. __ s

HOTS ON Y&LQW.t* ■ a *; ' 'I
, ; ' 0:ppQ^i being'furnished Tompkins and O'liveyNeoni^i^8 j ,\
hxf perii'^ a&zpaidy fUfTn^hed the

. and ■bherefqpe there appears io, he no reaphh for furnishing [
. the JiQ and 'Rg'kers a copy cfdth;is>^^. _ :

5’/■'■. -' f-e ^suk»rzx^ • ■



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO

"4 ~

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SUBJECT:

MR. A DATE: August 4, 1956

MR. TROY COLEMAN

. WHITE CITIZENS - COUNCILS^OE.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA^ 

"H^TERNALSECURiTY - X

Tolson _________  
Nichols_________ 
Boardman
Belmont________  
Mason __________
Mohr___________  
Parsons___ _ —
Rosen ---------------  
Tamm----------------
Nease __________  
Winterrowd_____  
Tele. Room____  
Holloman
Gandy__________

b7C

ALL 1KHW,7ATIQM CONTAINED 
HEIOJJS UNCLASSIFIED \ 
bate. . m5HM.0£|!£MC



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

W. Tbltau

3oaS'ditmffi==- 
el’mont

FBI RICHMOND 8-4-56 9-50 PM EST .

Mr. MoIhMt. Parsons.........  
Mt. Rosen——. 
Mr. Tamm ■■ 
Mr. Nease...........- 
TVTr. Wintenowd- 
Tele. Room...... -
Mr. Holloman— 

JM©s Gandy, mi*!

DIRECTOR , FBI AND SAC WASHINGTON FIELD 
^WHITE CITIZEN- COU.N&I.LS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

IS- X. REMYTEL THIS

DATE. 1|d CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA., ADVISES

Att CONTAINED^
HERE’-N IS UfjCLASSIFO I aKa O

GRAPP

I



DIRE

FBI RICHMOND

Feral bureau of investigation 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

M WW SECTION

AUG 4

ALL WFDB^T.CN CONTAINED . EESEiH IS ^CLASSIFIED \ 

DATE. UW.

y Kichols—_~
l .psr®5ardinan__  

l&r® Bahnont-I^
Mason- 

Mr. Mohr—------ 
Mr. Parsons-----  
Mr. Hosea--------  
Mr. Tamm-------  
Mr. Nease--------  
Mr. Winterrowd- 
Tele. Room-------- 
Mr. Holloman----  
Miss Gandy-------

5-18 PM 8-4-56 JPC

/DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC WASHINGTON FIELD b7C

WHITE CITIZENS- COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, IS- X. REWFO AIR-

TEL AUG. THREE, FIFTYSIX. FISUR BY RICHMOND AGENTS ESTABLISHED

SUBJECTS KASPER DEPARTED

TEMPLE TRAILER VILLAGE, ALEXANDRIA, VA. , NINE FIFTY AM EDST. AUGUST

FOUR, FIFTYSIX, TRAVELING IN NINETEEN FIFTYFIVE CHEVROLET, D. C. LICENSE 

AL THREE FIVE THREE SEVEN. SUBJECTS STOPPED AT REXALL DRUG, CULPEPER, 

VA. , AND OBSEOED EATING THERE. FISUR CONTINUED TO MADISON, VA.,

WHERE KASPER AND£ OBSERVED ENGAGING C. E. LILLIARD ESSO SERVICE

STATION ATTENDANTS IN CONVERSATION ANJ SSING LITERATURE

• THEM. FISUR CONTINUED TO CHARLOTTESVILLE, VaTT^aW^OT^TS OBSERV 
| ON DOOR TO DOOR CANVASS, MONTICELLO ROAD NE^B6ffio§Dl956 KASPER AND

WERE DISTRIBUTING ONLY MEMBERSHIP APPLICATIOfTW "'WHITE J/ 

CITIZENS, COUNCILS OF CHARLOTTESVILLE, / THREE ONE FIVE MEADE AVENUE, 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. UWFE, APPLICATION SECURED-BY AGENT FROM

KASPER. VOLUMINOUS LITERATURE INCLUDING PAMPHLET 0®T>E -VIRGINIAN, S ON

GUARD WITH INSERT SECURED BY AGENT FROM*FLEMING.

END OF



PAGE TWO

SURVEILLANCE DISCONTINUED

CONFIDENTIALLY ADVISED

b6 
b7C 
b7D

INVES

TIGATION WILL BE CONDUCTED TO ESTABLISH IDENTITY OF

ADDRESS, THREE ONE FIVE MEADE AVENUE, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

GRAPP

END

ACK PLS

6-23 PM OK FBI WA NN

VM

1W (Wies wo



AIRTEL

Mr. 'Ww 
nr. HimMa 
Ml', 
Sir. Eeluo 

£ Mr. Masc'ju

Mr. Far-on^

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-1^23395) V w Tomm.

FROM SAC, WO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D C

P. M

aka 
IS - X 
CINAL

■..t. _

Jr. VVn-terrovrd-

Grsdy_i

BAUM

Re Richmond teletypes to Director 8/lj./56 At 9:50 
and 8/4/56 at 5rl8 P, M.

____________On 8/5/56 SA LESLIE B. CHISHOLM. Jr,, interviewed 
____________ protect by T Symbol requested)] states 
JOHN KASPER) _ d rove
to. Charlottesville, Virginia, ph 0^4/5^ to'distribute Db
literature of White Citizens Council (WCC), I I advised b7C 
group contacted a man (W) THOMAS, 315 Main Street,. b7D
Charlottesville. I Istates. KASKER<attempted to. have
THOMAS burn some crosses in Charlottesville, THOMAS
stated that he was not interested in burning crosses but was 
interested in establishing WCC in Charlottesville. Application 
blanks for WCC left with THOMAS.

[advises KASPER mentioned plans to burn more 
crosses and stated he had friends who would be Willing to help.

|stated KASPER advised entertainment field appears to have 
the best possibilities and in that regard within the next few 
weeks they are going to attempt to burn crosses at either 
HARRY’S Tavern, 12th and New York Avenues, Washington, D. C.,
or at HARRY’S home place unknown. Attempt going to be made to

.. ... .
(3- - Bureau
1 - Baltimore
1 - Ri.chmorid
1 - New York’
2 - WFO

RBLfdlc
OF

V".

l TA.,

(1 -r 8911-2.)

AIRTE

AUG 13 igsgk



AIR.TEL

DIRECTOR, FBI
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. C. 
IS - X

8/6/56

hburn a cross at arthttr GODFREY(radio and T. V. personality), 
farm in Virginia. | [stated KASPER mentioned he was going to

•shave, a friend up in Brooklyn, New York, burn a cross at the home 
! of T. V. personality, ED SULLIVAN. Attempt to be made to bum a 
cross at the residence of USD J ALBERT V. BRYAN in Alexandria, 
(Virginia.

related he determined from KASPERthat 
he, KASPER, naa written and had printed all the material 
appearing on cover sheet of the pamphlet, ’’Virginians 
On Guard”* | [advised that KASPER' and others plan to 
return to Charlottesville on 8/11/561

b7C

_____________________ _______ __________ [the
group stopped in. Culpepper and discussed possibility of 
distributing literature in Culpepper, Virginia, with
Chief of Police. States Chief of Police made no committment 
but told them he would advise later whether such could be 
done.I I advised that if approval received, group may
distribute literature in Culpepper upon return from 
Charlottesville next Saturday*

I
 advised WCC planning meeting at American
Legion Hall, s. E., Washington, D. C., 8/9/56, and also 
plans to go to three other entertainment places on H St., 
N* W.> to take pictures of Negroes and whites associating with 
leach other, and that KASPER plans to. prepare more literature 
I about this matter. WFO plans to cover 8/9/56 meeting by panel 
source. ■ WFQ will maintain contact with informant for any 
further developments.

Pi nlimAiirl iaTirml ri ef-frrn-hg -hn



FD-36 (Rev-.3-13-56}

F B I

Transmit the following message via AIRTEL

TO

FROM:

(Priority or Method of'Mailing)

C, NEW YORK (105-19792)

SUBJ

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

WHITE । 
' IS - X

Mt. Tolson^------
Mr. Nichols.-------

: Mt. Boardman— 
Mr. Belmont——

1 Mr. Mason--------
. i Mr. Mohr----------

■ ' 1 Mr. Parsons------
, Hr. Ecsem  

■ Hr. --------
t Hr. --------  

T;intorrov>’d
T'C

aka

Re WFO airtel to Bureau, 8/6/56, and Buairtel to 
WFO 8/7/56.

NYCPD was advised this date of possible cross 
burnings at local residences of ED SULLIVAN and ARTHUR 
GODFREY.

Photostats of referenced airtels being forwarded 
herewith to New Haven as newspaper accounts in ”NY Daily- 
News" of 8/8 and 9/56, reflect that ED SULLIVAN is currently 
confined to Griffin Hospital, Derby, Conn, as a result of 
injuries received in an automobile accident on 8/6/56, at 
Seymout, Conn., while traveling to his home in Southbury, 
Conn.

™ New Haven requested to follow instructions set 
out iS para. 2 of referenced Buairtel.^^

pi contained
KEnEWiSWMSTO KELLY I
date . 2r.l&X3. ■ •

Bureau (100-423395) (RM)
^2 - New Haven (Encs. 2.) (RM)
1 - Washington Field (100-33226) (RM)
1 - New York (105-19792)



3 ■

cc - Boardman - 1
Belmont ' • \ 
Williams. ,-.'r ■* "■ ■

August 10, 1956

‘ •

: w ciffg^s^ccppgiz^^
• also

^fibwn a^^edboard White

IMSRIIAL CECCRITl * X * M iEF'OrX^OON 
He^ki is yxLASsiFi^u _ .

Reference: ismadetb my^previousmemoranda 
in &htg.h you &&r& furhisjied information concerning 
activities of .the captioned for^^ 
publication ttyirgihtdns on Guardf* : , - • .

For your additional information* I 
bp August 195Sj; advised *6/1.0*/; | ’partner
of John Kasper in operation of the Cadmus Bookshop, 
134^ Wisconsin Atehue^ Fdshingtony -&*$. 'tSl& 

. I _ ribat she- is writing so^e ne^ leaflets for th^> 
citisens councils and f s having them printed at th^ -n' 
hoohshtpi I aduis.ed there is, a printing press ~ut 33 
ths Cadmus; Bookshop, | 
literature is being printed in jew forh» : Sh.e did 2 
furnish additional information in this regard• \\

m 
er rn

i.--o

bo-.

co
/1 .1 stated that also mentio.n£&£

hAce^ Carteri an official Of the Alabama Citizens f - 
Councils^. is coning to Washington/ B, 0,^ around £ab@r V 

: pay 1906 for a one-rwegh stay and is planning, to. visit- 
Riphmohdj Virginta^ frequently doping this period,. ____ y __ ' ___ * __s___ :___

^?b7C

CFWtgftUl

I AUG 13 1956
Mgii^gb so

... -I • — ■ - -«<>,’« - . , -
' ’. . , ■ Tou ^11 be hept advised Of additional • 

pertineh^^ infarmaiion rece.ioed/relatiyp to thg, 
aapt^gh^d;- Organization^

- .’• ',h I i p *n £■ M ,&
106*43339,5 • C&WWBrT'
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Y

TO:

FROM:

CINAL00:

i

b7C

ning to visit Richmond fre.quen.tly. c.»

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-1^3395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

8/8/56 J

WHITE CITIZENS'COUNCILS OF DCX aka

.______________________ who has supplied reliable
information in the past (protect by T symbol* requested ) . h

f iilV ■ 
Sv

DI " /

_______ On 8/7/%.

[advised that there is a printing press in 
back of the Cadmus Book Store ,.- 121}.6 Wisconsin' Ave,.., N-.W.

AIRTEL

(1- 
RBL :hem 
(9)

, I'd; -”.r. __ _
Z&. '
Hr, Tatars _
'Hr. Nease„^,__

WiM-?rawd..

' adv the d SA LESLIE B. CHISHOLM. that| partw
in operation of Cadmus Book Store, Wash., u.c., with 
.TOHtWosPER Organiser of White' Citizens Councils, of DC 
(WCC) called and advised him that she was writing
some new leaflets for the WCC.and was haying them printed 
by a printer in the bookshop. I ------  | said that she
intended to either mail them tol Ion 8/8/%«, or have 
them delivered by FLOYD FLEMING, 905 Quincy St. N«E.

' I
_[mentioned that KASPER is in Charlottes

ville, Va., at the present time, s*^
r ' . [als o mentioned that ACE CARTER ^Executive
Secretary of WCC, is coming to Wash., DC, frem Birmingham, 
Ala.,, for a week around Labor Day (9/3/56)' arid they^are plan-.

_________ _ I indicated that some 
WCC literature is being printed in New Xprk.|_______ |was unable
to develop any more particulars re NY printing.y

3}Bureau .
Richmond (Ihfo) ( RM)

1- Birmingham (Inf o) (RM)
1-New Kprkr (Info.); (Rtf)
3-WFO ---—

30 14 1956

7^



TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-1123395) 8/8/56

RE: WHITE CITIZENS COUlfCILS OF DC, aka
IS - X / '■

Q . I _______________ | will attend WCC meeting
0/9/56, at Kenna-Main American Lsgi nn Pash 32m 
Nichols Ave., S.E. . in comnanv nf

ui meeLing., win lurnisn details

WFO planning to cover 8/9/56 meeting by FISUR.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

LAUGHLIN
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FD-36^(&-21-55)
r

'4

F B I

Date: 8/11/56

ZrANicliolg-^^.
ardman__

Transmit the following message via ATSTEP

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

From sac,'/Richmond (105-632)

REGULAR NATL

Masvn__ ___
i Mohr__ __ 

Mr. Pars<<tis____ 
Mr. Bosen ,— 
Mr. Tamm_____  
Mr. Nease____  
Mr. Winterrowd_ 
Tele. Boom_____ 
Mr. Holloman__  
Miss Gandy____

To: DI^TOR, FBI (lOO-lj.23395)

WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IS - X •

Rebuairtel 8/7/56.

For information of Bureau and WFO, ARTHUR GODFREY has in the 
past made/ a? gift of a short wave radio to ROGER POWELL, 
Sheriff, Loudoun"County, Va., in which county GODFREY resides. 
This radio is. used by the Sheriff’s Office in its duties. 
POWELL has, in.turn, made GODFREY a Deputy Sheriff.of that 
county. The Bureau might .consider that if POWELL is informed 
of the information concerning possible burning of a cross on 
or near GODFREY’S farm in Loudoun County, POWELL in turn will 
advise GODFREY, who could possibly make the information public.. 
POWELL is not being informed of this information pending advice 
from the Bureau.

^paptain THOMAS WOODS, NA, Chief of Detectives, PD, Alexandria, 
Va., has been informed of possible burning of cross at residence 
pf Judge ALBERT V.^RYAN.

GRAPP

”2 - Washington Field (100-33226) (Regular Mail)

JJKQRDED-32
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!S
[r. NieWw
K Boardman X**

Mohr 
$ 
Ev®n

Mr. luvidn.

feofc FBI' (100-423395)
■■mK. ✓

? (K-bW6>

so

io:

&

Mx. Nca
9, 195^.^“^-

Mr. Holloman 
Miss Gandy

fIZENS COUNCILS of D. C., aka. -
>S -.tlNAL 4

f On 8/9/56 J ............................ "[panel

fee Of this office, (protect by T Symbol) advised 
AVIO P4 HURLEY -%hat bn the evening of 8/8/56,

IVisited. the Ca^®s Bookstore at 1246 Wisconsin 
^nue, at/the request of SA HURLEY.

BAUMi
Cb

obtained the following literature:

'1.4 A large sheet of paper measuring 
approximately ITXby 11“ with printing on both sides 
which has in the banter of one pageyCharlottesville 
Attack* in bold black type. At the \op of thispage 
there is a reprint of an article' published in the 

. Washington Bist and Times Herald, 8/7/56, captioned 
\"Charlottesville Arrests 4 Area Anti-Integrationists" 
\*4 White Council Bien Face Trial.” The main body of 

this flier is an open letter to the White Citizens 
of Charlottesville, Virginia, concerning the arrest 
of White Citizens Councils (WCC) members. At the 
bottom of Page, 2 of this flier the following is set 
forth: “Seaboard White Citizens Councils, 1246 
Wisconsin Avenue, IL W., Washington 7, D. C., 
JOHN KASPER. Executive Se^y.”

2. A flier approximately Bi" long by 
5i\wide which has imprinted thereon in bold black 
typeVHea'r in person JOHN KASPER, Segregation Chief." 
This Mier,sets forth that a meeting is to take place 
at 8:00 p.m., no date mentioned, at 3201 Nichols 
Avenue, sponsored by the WCC of D. C. of the Southeast
Council.

AZ22L,

rd

b6 
b7C 
b7D

BEC0RDED-I8

1 - Richmond E
2 - WTO I
RBL:CBB
(5)

j I AUG 141956
b7D



WECTvk, _■ ? July 9, 1956
ne-. councils of d. c.

\ aka. 11 1 
mj - x cim -

________ Jadvised that he will attend the 
WCC meeting on 3/9/56, at 3201 Nichols Avenue.

■ I _______| advised that at the bookshop he
spoke to two white males, unidentified, and they advised 
that they were going to Charlottesville this Saturday, 
3/11/56, at 6:CQ a.m., to fight a court action resulting 
from the arrest of/WCC members for distributing WCC 
literature on 3/<M6. One of these men advised that 
they Lad u'gQged attorneys, not further identified.

Ths originals of the above documents are being 
sent to tne LMcratory for comparison with other material 
already submitted. !

Enclosed for the information of the Bureau are 
two Photostats of each of the above documents.*

Enclosed'for the Richmond Office is one Photostat 
of Number 1 above, the open letter of the White Citizens 
of Charlottesville<

Photographs nf WASRER and other members of WCC 
will be exhibited to|phen they are obtained.

The Eicltmond Division is requested to discreetly 
cover the al she-mentioned activities of the WCC at 
Charlottesville, Virginia, on 3/11/56, and advise the 
Bureau and of the results. * -

LAUGHLIN
4



FEDERAL BUREAU OF irwfe&GATION
' ■ . £

■ SVNOMN*

, M1NNEAP0IIS

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

WASHINGTON FIELD

DATE

8-9-»56

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

7-21ts8-3-56

mu CF CASE

OE_GOLUMBIA, akarSeaboard Citizens
Council-

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
JSESmqw.

REPORT MADE BY ' ’

REEL ADM BOYD .

TYPED BY

JRT

CHARACTER OF CASE

INTERNAL SECURITY - X 

■ ...

Records Yankton College, Yankton, So Do reviewd cowerning FREDERICK J 
KASPER* . The records reflect he enrolled 9"15“h7 in Arts and Sciences 
course and withdrew in June of after completing sophomore year* 
Background data available obtained and set forth« Credit' Bureauand 
Police Department, Yankton, records negative but Yankton Sheriff’s 
Office records reflect KASPER arrested on, traffic viola-

DETAILS? .■ \ •

At»

REQ. REC'D 
date FORW. 
HOW FORW.
BY—

APPROVED

V ^/^^A-M^RILYN NELSON., Registrar^ Yankton College, 
1956, as follows? . -

sed on July 21f, •

lAFREDERICK J«^A§PER enrolled on September *15, 19^7» as a., ^^.
freshman in the Arts and Sciences course 0 ^His 'daie_of„bir_th is given ——J1L 
as His home is listed as Philadelphia,. Permsylyaniao He JklL •

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

2 — Chicago (RM)
.1 - Omaha (Info) (RM)

■ 2 - Philadelphia-(RM) ■
. 5 - Washington Field (100-33226)(RM)

(1 - G^MDW) -(RM)
Field AFB)(RM)

as. AUG 13 1^56
RECOR'ttD-82

INDEX ED-82

' ■ WJH «. F,Le. Tl£X

,4
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previously attended the Temple University High School -where he 
graduated in 19h9 and the' Riverside Military Academy, both ©f 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania® His parents are Mr® aid Ifeso^FRED, J» 
-KASPER, who, in 1947, resided 101 East Chestnut, Merchantville, 
’NewSersey, and in 1948 resided 14 Fran^in Avenue® Merchantville, 
New Jersey« t KASPER took the following coursesa

English,- Social 'Science-, Chemistry, Maiiiematics, 
Biology, Psychology, His-tosy and Music®

His majors were psychology and philosophy and his ipihor 
English® His grades averaged ®Beo He withdrew in June, 1949, after 

.. Completing his sophomore year*. . . .

A memorandum is recorded in his file whichs according to 
NELSON, apparently was prepared by a faculty member of the college, 
although his or her nhme is'nob signed in'the memorandum® The 
memorandum is dated July 28, 1952, and states |"who inr
1952 was a student at th* college, reported to the administrative 
offices of the Yankton College he was in New York City the week of I 
July 25® 195^ on his wgy back toYanktm® He saw J

land JOHN KASPERo' The meacrandm cchtina^T *nie had this to say. 
abort JOHN KASPER, that he is hobc-Xik®,: goes' rr®m place to place,, 
rarely sleeps in the same- plac®^ is emaciated^ has become fanatical 
about Pound’s writings, who is now in the mental institution near__ _ 
New York® JOHN is publishing his articles and- other books too® 
He believes JOHN is mental himselfo Yen wouldn’t' know him, if y®u 
sey him® I Ihad a good sense of hmor in relating this event® 
J.(W is Bohemian-like, he said,' if you know what I'mean® ”

NELSON’S records reflect
____  Sioux-Gityo^Iowao [ 
BronxNew York, while 
Melvin3_Iowa6 ----

address, is
Jpresent address isl

Also there' is a letter on file-signed-by ADOLPH SCHOCK, 
former registrar and presently residing 460 North 14th Street, San 
Jose, - California® The letter is addressed to VALERIE C® WICKNEM, 
Director of- Admissions,- University of Ghicags, and states ^Re FRED
ERICK JOHN KASPER, Jr® I know this student fairly well® ■ In a snail 
•college .a teacher finds - students relatively easily, especially when 
a student has favorable, characteristics® JOHN has been a good student 
in my classes in psychology ancTphilossphy® In fact, I consider him 
quite exceptionalo He has a critical mind, reads more widely than is
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’k’eqttii.'ed or assigned, is challenging in class discussions, and manifests 
superior ability in dealing with psychological problems* I am favorably 
impressed'and have. accordingly-encouraged him to seek adnissiqn to the - 
■University of Chicago*- He is good material for a larger university* 
You willnote that.my work at this college includes, not only. being' 
registrar'but also'teaching courses, in philosophy and psychology* I,, 
therefore j write this statement from my contact with him as a’teacher* 
Adolph Schock, Registrar*8? -

NELSON related; a transcript of KASPER Bs record was , —---
forwarded to the University of Chicago on Mardh 17, 19119g jthere for e 
she assumes KASPER enrolled in that university^

NELSON received a letter ©f inquiry fr©m Stone ’ s Mercantile 
Agency^ 1M9 H Street, N*W*, Washington, D* Co, dated July-12, 1956, 
which is signed by. Mrs* LA ROE PARRISH, in which' that agency was ’ 
requesting the college to furnish background data on KASPER, i*e« 
name of relatives, when born, nationality and church affiliations* .

’ IRENE PART0L0US, Credit Bureau^ and, ED SAMPSON, Chief of 
Police, .advised on July2h,-1956,- their records contain no information 
OI> FREDERICK J* KASPER or JOHN KASPER*

ROBERT WARREN, Sheriff, Yankton Counts advised on July 21?X' 
1956, his records reflect FREDERICK J* KASPER,- l|08 Mulberry/ of Yankton, 
a student at the. Yankton College-, age 18, was arrested on May 8, 191i8£ 
charged with improper licensing of ©ar, in. that he was operating a 
car without license plates* He entered a plea of guilty on"ths same 
date in JP court and- was fined $25*00 but the fin® was suspended upon l 
his buying a license plate* .

- RUC ~
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TRATIVE

. * For therittfomatidn'of the'
Offices,- which offices hare not received a previous-report in this 
case, theWashihgtOn Field. .Office- advised as foilonsg '

| White CitizensCouncil. fox^d in Wasdingten-, j)6 ■ C^ 
Juns 19^6,' aCcordilig. tbloeaT nawpaperso N^s^&»r s' set forth 
Councils were Chartered byNorth AlabamaGitizens^cMncil^headed 
ASAjE* (ACEX^RTERo ,Lacal Cgungjl headed by JOHN KASPER, TS^D^.

| according t@ newspaper articles^ 
Thcipurpose of Council set forth in newspapers is as follows*

b6
b7C

li; stop inte Ration . .
20- To have National-Assoeiation for the

. 'Advancement .of. Colored People ‘
' placed, on Attorney Gener^Us list^

3©; To publicise commercial emtributions 
to NAACP and Urban League^ and t© 
wipe out ”rosk and r@319 wste*-

Organization developed in. Washington due to a series of meei> 
ihgS at Cadmus Bookshop, Washingten.Do Ctn managed by JOHN KASPER©- ■ 
According’to informants^ one pubM© meeting has been held^ June 
1956, featuring talks'by JOHN KASPERa ACE CARTER, and DAW^HKC^ESCN^

LEADS

THE CHICAGO UnnSBNt

At Chicago, Illinois

. . WUl review the records of the University of Chicago relative' 
to FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, obtaining background information.,

THE-PHILADEIPHIA DIVISIONS ■ "

v " At'Phiiadelphia, Pennsylvania 
< » ‘ ‘ ' '
\ Will review the records of the Temple University High School, 

and the Riverside Hilitary Academy.- for background data on' FREDERICK 
JOHN KASPER©

AIHJNISTRATEVE PAGE
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LMDS (Conn)

THE WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION s .

At Washington., Do Co

Will. contact Stones Meroantil'e Agency^ 1U19 H Streets- NoWor,. 
obtaining infomation in their files on FREDERICK JOHN KASPER® .

REFERENCES

Report of SA ROBERT B® LAVINa Washington Field Office^, 
dated July lls 19^6© .

AUIINISTRATIVE PAGE



I Mr. Mcasa.
Mr. WiaferrcvdL

'Eollniwn>?>
Mias CaEdy___j_

^OM: SAC,'WFO (100-33226) *J /i *
WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
IS - X
(00:W0)

to ascertain
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER lias sold the* Cadmus Bookshop*

On ths date the records of the following were checked 
by SA F. B. GRIFFITH, JR,, and were found to contain no &
information indicating that KASPER has sold the Cadmus Bookshop: •<

1, Dun & Bradstreet Inc, 
.Jiashington Bui Iding

2. Credit Bureau Inc.
1221 C- St., N. W.

3.

, ' *•

«

Miscellaneous License Office
Room lll|
District Building

Sales Tax Division 
Assessors Office 
Municipal Building

r ■''-■I nr*-

On this date FRANK W. HESTER, Chief Counter Clerk, 
Occupancy Section, Central Permit Bureau, Room 108, District 
Building made available for review,. Occupancy JPermit 
Number A-33323 (feted 11-4-53. This permit was issued to 
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, 3206 Volta Place,, N. W., for the Make 
It New Bookshop, 12^6 Wisconsin Ave., N. W. The permit showed 
that the street f lot ? only of the building was to be used, and 
that the rental agent 'is JOSEPH M. WISE, 1332 Wisconsin Ave., 
N. W. It is noted that KASPER signed as the sole proprietor 
of the bookshop.

Bureau
*1 - WFO

#BG:dff



Director, FBI 8-10-56

Re: WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IS - X

HESTER prally advised SA GRIFFITH, JR. that the ' 
acquisition of a partner by KASPER Or the sale of the bookshop 
by him would necessitate a new Occupancy "Permit being issued. 
He stated thab, technically, the permit should be obtained at 
the time of any change in ownership of a business, but that 
this was not strictly adhered to. He said the occupancy 
section considers one week as being a reasonable amount of time 
for an application for an Occupancy Permit to be issued.

HESTER also advised that his Section looked upon the 
possession and operation of printing machines (mimeographs, small 
printing presses, etc.) as being office machines and that no 
special permit for equipment such as this was required.

On 8-10-56, Sgt. JOSEPH Y. CHENNAULT, MPD, advised 
that on the same date of the newspaper article in ’’The Washington 
Post and Times Herald” a license officer from Precinct
Number 7 contacted________ ______ |at the bookshop concerning
contents of above article. | stated that the
newspaper was in error in that KASPER had not sold the bookshop, 
but that she had bought one half interest in the stoi®. R.

LAUGHLIN





SAG, Washing ton Field Office

Director, FBI (100-^23395)

WRITS 0ITBB&S* COWCILS OF 
WO.OO0I.WIA, also known as

Williams

ber 13, 1957

PERSONAL. ATTENTION

m cr
iSu September 11^ 1957» John Kasper was overheard 

calling from City Jail, Nashville, Tennessee* collect, 
to §h5lndiVidual whom he addressed as | ~| It lias
been: es tablished that, the telephone number naspor cal led 
in Washington. D. C». is subscribed to bvl I -

' ---- vm---- !---------- - ---------- :-------------------- -—'----------------
vu ‘In the light of the past activities on the
Jy part of Kasper and the captioned organization, Washington

Field, Richmond and. Baltimore are instructed to alert 
AN immediately sources and inf ormants to the possibility 

of demonstrations by members’of the White Citizens * 
Councils of District of Columbia or similar groups 

m in ihe. Washington^ 0., area-, particuiariy with, regards 
xl to the forthcoming convening of the U. 0# Supreme GoUrt.

0*5 t fry

& Wer^'precaution mu^t be taken to insure "l. .
that your to ides. are apprised in advance Of any 
contemplhtedrdemonstrations. Any information received?{ 
in this eEbgargb should be f urnished the Bureau expeWiiousiy#

<0
Al

LM H4 2 * ,

. TJ, ' PO
> c£ .X3

, Tolsnn, ' 
Nichols / 
BoardmartA 
Belmont __ 
Mohr . ■ . . 
Parsons 
Rosen 
Tamm -__  
Tro'tter 

l\Nease -.:_ 
^Tele, Roojn 
1 Holloman_  
^’^dy —__ ;

L /Mail'R»»m

possibility of demonstrations here particularly with 
reference, to forthcoming convening at

NOTE ON YELLOW: By memo 9/12/57 AG was furnished information 
ofl Kasner^ telephonically contacting r ~| In subsequent 
conversation between the Director and the AG concerning 
this matter the AG said wants us to be .alert to any

coMaufbj _few

MAILED 5 i

Mp 131957

CFWidlh
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OATS: 9/21/57

’FEOM A. ROSEN

SUBJECT: EXPLOSION IN HATTIE R. COTTEN 
NA^VlLK TENNESSEE

Tensor*___— J 
Nichols____  1 
Boardman __  
Belmont _ __  
Mahr_____ _. £ 
Parsons___ x

SCHOOL Hosen I
Tamm______ _
Trotter 
Nease-_  __ ।
Tel$. Room .. ?

. Hollbman . — /
I called Memphis and talked to ASAC C. O. Halter in Ganjy - — i

Lopez’ absence. I asked Halter to checkpon the details concerning Jv
the allegation which we had received that'Kasper had again been 1
arrested for’’inciting to-riot. ■" / ? z

Halter called me back at 9:45 a.m. ana gave me the following j
information. He said that at 12:35 a.m. this morning, September 11, 
Kasper was arrested by Constable Floyd Peek and R. R. Poe, Chief of ]
the Montague-Madison private police, which is a municipality on the ;
outskirts of Nashville. He was arrested at his temporary residence, 
2901 Scott Avenue.

Prior to this arrest, a warrant ^adoeen issued by General 
Sessions Judge H. H. Moses of Nashville for the arrest of Kasper 
charging him with ’’inciting to riot. ” Another State Judge ot the General 
Sessions Court, M. V. Zicarelli, committed Kasper to jail without bond 
for investigation. He is presently being held in the Davidson County Jail, 
Nashville, Tennessee.

/'
The above substance was incorporated in a memorandum i

transmitting this information to the Department. \

It is also noted that after Kasper was first arrested in
NashviUe on a charge of vagrancy, breach of the peace, etc., he was >2/
released, after being held for approximately two hours, on bond. After ' '
being released on this charge he was arrested for illegally parking his 
car. He then made bond and was released. Subsequent to this, he 
was arrested as above indicated for "inciting to riot. ”



/ 11:<& AM
September 13, 1967

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 
MR. BOARDMAN 
MR. ROSEN

. ' / MR. NICHOLS

I advised the Attorney General that w had been in contact with 
McLean of the Department concerning the possibility of any federal 
process being set in motion against Kasper cm the tests of the story 
furnished by Charles Reed. I stated that McLean had advised that the 
bond Kasper is out on is solely for the purpose of insuring that Kasper 
will be available at the appropriate time; that there was no provision 
for revocation based on further activities of Kasper. I further stated 
that McLean questioned whether federal action towards revocation of 
Kasper’s bond would stand up and also felt that Reed could not be held 
as a materiel witness. The Attorney General was advised that according 
to McLean the United States Attorney is already under orders to start 
possible revocation of Kasper’s bond but he stated such action would 
have to be taken in Knoxville where the bond was issued. He was 
advised that McLean plans to talk to the United States Attorney in 
Nashville. 1 stated if there is nothing to do we pj^oposed to turn all 
our information and Reed over to the local authorities.

Very truly yours,

\ : "H
John Edgar Hoover 

Director

ec-*sr. Holloman

(S)

wot
WEP 161SS2
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON
" MR. BOARDMAN

MR. ROSEN
^dbh ‘- K :■ - - . MR. NICHOLS

Th® Attorney General returned my earlier call to Mm. X told Mm 
I was calling concerning the recent developments in the Arkansas situation and 
to advise Mm that the subpoena had been served, that everything worked out all 
right and the guard had let the U. 8. Marshal through. It was also mentioned 
that Judge Davies was very pleased with the report and commented that it was a 
’fabuluous job. The Attorney General stated he wanted to take thia opportunity 
to congratulate us on this job.

I then told the Attorney General that the Army lias asked for a copy 
of all reports of information we have on the Little Rock situation and we courteously 
informed them this was a matter they should take up with the Department. I further 
stated the reason given by the Army for wanting a^copy was that they claimed they 
had been asked by a high government official regarding the possibility of calling 
the Arkansas National Guard up for federal cervic®. Th® Attorney General asked 
for my opinion concerning the furMsMng of a copy and I told Mm I did not think it 
should be done because (1) if this were done Judge Davies should be contacted first 
to be sure he had no objection, and (2) we know there are leaks to Drew Pearson 
and everybody has been trying to find out what is in oar import. The Attorney 
General was advised that we had sent a copy of our reporc to Mm; the Bureau has . 
a copy and one is going to Assistant Attorney General Doub and one to Assistant 
Attorney General Olney. I stated the Army seemed to be satisfied with ths answer 
that the matter was up to the Department.

■

ct

I then mentioned to the Attorney General the disturbance in Nashville, 
Tennessee, and stated we had learned from an informant, of unknown reliability, 
who had been In touch with Kasper that Kasper had in Ms possession four sticks 
of dynamite and some glycerin and Kasper may have dynamited the school in 
Nashville. I told Mm that Judge Miller had asked the United States Attorney and 

ToisoriOee gf our Agents to meet in conference and 1 had instructed our Agent to advise
information which has not been investigated or corroborated.

Bew^kur Agent was also told to advise the Chief of Pofico^sd the Shexift of this matter.
Mohr — Z
Poison; 
Rosen 
Tok ..

A
 A

 • 
K

T ffiM
 X

J03

Nei«
Tele I ■ 

hollar. r- 
ion lr

NOT RECORDER
140 .SEP 1^.1957
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The Attorney General stated he had asked the Criminal Division 
to give him a rundown on Kasper and had learned that Kasper has been convicted 
twice and is out on ball, and had received a memorandum from that Division 
showing how reluctant the courts are to revoke bail, which was a most discouraging 
situation. I stated that though I could be wrong, I was under the impression that 
Kaspar was under some kind of bond to keep the pester while on appeal and the 
question has arisen as to whether by creating these disturbances in another state 
he, Kasper, may be violating orders of the court under which his appeal is pending. 
1 commented that I did not know whether or not this was what Judge Miller had in 
mind to discuss at the conference. I stated we have not made an investigation 
and the Attorney General agreed that if the Judge requested us to make an 
investigation we would go ahead immediately.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover 
Director

Mlomsn

(0|

.. «r,.{
* . -

«»• hk-or.
"i. ■ ir.

4 - MAIL ROOM EZ



4:53 PM

•t* September 10, 1957

r ^1^1 MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON
0 vB - 1 MR. BOARDMAN b6

MR. ROSEN b7C
MR. NICHOLS b7D

I called th© Attorney General concerning the Nashville situation and 
advised him of a matter about which we had not previously been aware. It neems 
that the Department had instructed the United States Attorney to have the Mayor 
of Nashville secure affidavits from the police officers who had attended some of 
the meetings held by JohiFkasper in order to secure information as to what had 
transpired, having in mind the possibility of revoking Kasper’s bond. The 
Attorney General said he did not know of this. I indicated this made it very 
difficult for us and that if any statements or affidavits were needed, they should 
be secured by the Bureau. The Attorney General stated he would straighten 
this out.

In connection with the information we have received, the Attorney 
General was informed that I had asked our Agents to get sworn statements from 
the man involved. I said a man by the name of| years
of age | came in and gave us certain iniormation and
indicated he had attended some oi Kasper's meetings. 1 stated that, according 
to our information, on September 7, a man by the name of Iwas approached 
by Kaspar, who through innuendo asked help to bomb a school, indicating that 
he, Kasper, had dynamite and glycerin. After the discussion Kasper did not 
press the matter and did not go back fol I for assistance. I stated Ihave
asked our Agents to get sworn statements from| land I Ito see whether 
these persons know anyone who can corroborate what I I talked about. Ths
Attorney General was informed that as soon as we get these statements we will 
be able to determine what can bo done towards running down this information,

Tolson

and I will keep him advised.
NOT RECORDED

The Attorney General had learned from Fred Mull*
that Kasper had boon arrested by the Nashville police. I stated that ho was 
probably taken into custody tor this luatter since affidavits
had-been ro^uosted of Wo police by theLWor^ I told the Attorney Gcnoral that 

and! because wo did not wantBoaMman^e-ppHe© do Kot know the identities of 
their identities disclosed.

Parsons 
Rosen — 
Tamm — 
Trotter . 
Nease -
Tele. Room___  
Holloman

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover
Director

'bent from d. o. ‘

DATE j'' f S
BY' "I 1



ii -Mr. Williams

SAC, Washington Flel

Director f FBI (100^23395)^3

RECOHOW’^ CXTIZW COUNCILS . CZ 

OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA , I

®iV.

s

Sx tr>
Ul

; • Rehr let dated September 19, 1957, in which you set • 
forth steps being taken by your off ice to secure information' 
concerning activities of the captioned organization and to 
determine if the captioned organization or its members contemplate 
taking any action with regard to the forthcoming convening of the 
United ^tatea .Supreme .court. - . . ' s '

- . The Bureatt has no objections to the plans of your office
outlined in relet# Ail other sources and informants who are in a 

. position to obtain information concerning John Kasper or the White 
Citizens Councils of SietMct of Columbia should: be contacted and 
alerted to keep yoth^iofflco advised -of .information Mceiyech. . ■■ • . .

. : you are’again, reminded that all inquiries and contacts -
made in connection with this- matter should-be bandied in a ' . 
'discreet' manner, in 'order that no- adverse criticism' may be '. - b?c
..directed at the Bureau# Keep the Bureau promptly advised of ' b7D 
dll pertinent-developments,' ; ; , ■ ■ : . 1 - '

8
33

'.CO 
rn 
~o 

.• a» 
' .■•»

- m

NOTE: ' By memorandum 9-12-57, Attorney .General was furnished infor
. mation regarding Kasper contacting! “ ‘ ‘ . ’ ,

‘In .subsequent conversation between tne Director ana trie attorney,
; - General,' the Attorney; General said h®'wants -Us 'to-be alert- to, any , . 

possible demonstrations here, particularly with reference to the
। forthcoming convening of the Supreme Court, Instructions to this • .

' effect were furnished WO in Bulet 9-13-577. Plans outlined by W.
U included (1) recontact of a di'snoi^ .qmirnp. in- a.ttdmnt tn raadhiva- 
p| that individual. K2). Contact with |_____ _________________
“ Who has'been furmshine information received froml

..........  .................. ............. .......................... ,The purpose of this.
contact would be to request that WO be immediately advised concerning' 
any contemplated demonstagationsjnffiCp Pretext telephone nails' to

. office and officers of Citizens councils. -WO advised no physical ’ 
surveillances., will be conducted ’to .locate or ascertain activities \

-of-Uqhh Kasper If he cpme^M^ D. C. - ‘ ‘

<k

j- Tolson------ 
Nichols 

>, Boardman _ 
i. Belmont — 
/ Mohr. ... ■ .

Parsons_ 
1 Rosen___ _ 
' Tamm. - 
7 Trotter ___
’.. NAngp..
| Tele. Room . 
t Holloman _ 
ftGandy.J—__ :

AFI
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

DIRECTOR
liiiiii
TO

UNITED ST^ES GOVERNMENT

(100-423395)

FROM
SAG, Wo (100-33226)

SUBJECT:
WEITE^TTIZEKS
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka.
’ism ——-

DATE: g

b7D

ALL
HEP^"'

ERE

tember 19, 1957 
mED

EXCEPT

ReBule t September 13, 1957, instructing that 
every precaution be taken to insure that WFO is apprised 
in advance of any contemplated demonstrations by captioned 
organization. Classified

ReBulet dated January 11, 1957, entitled* 
PSI, instructing that in accordance * 

wiw. insrruc"Cions det forth in Bulet to Atlanta dated
December 13, 1956, no assignments should be given to

|with regard to his obtaining information regarding 
the Citizens Councils. | was discontinued as a PSI 
in January, 1957, but all relations with him were not 
severed and he is carried as a source of information. UACB, 

-Jwill be contacted for any information in his possession 
ming any contemplated demonstrations. If he is still 
position to make direct inquiries to the Citizens 
;ils concerning plans, he will be requested to 

discreetly do so UACB.

________ Another source concerning this matter is
~| who has been furnishing WFO with 

information concerning the Citizens Councils. WFO has 
maintained our relations with| |on a strictly one-way 
basis, by accepting all information he offers but not 
furnishing him any information and not requesting any 
specific information from him.

set forth in WFO airtel to Director .dated
August 9, 1957, entitled ’’Citizens Council, Wadiington 
Field Office, IS-X”

- c'l 1 - Richmond (info.) (RM)
1 - Baltimore (Info.) (RM)
1 - WFO 100^33226 .1^

16 SEP 20 1957

CEG:LEB 
(5)



WFO 100-33226 iVExA*

It was announced on^bhe radio the evening of 
September 18, 1957, that JOHWKA.SPER was reportedly on 
his x-ray to Washington, D-. 0. * WFO could logically direct Db 
an inquiry to| at this point, reminding him of the b7C 
demonstrations by the Citizens Councils during the summer b7D 
of 1956, and requesting him to furnish to WFO immediately 
any information he might receive concerning any possibility 
of a demonstration.

UACB, this inquiry will be made of

We have found pretext telephone-calls to the 
White Citizens Council office very successful. They are 
very ready and willing to discuss their views and plans. 
Of course, it is very doubtful that any plans for a i 
demonstration such as a cross-burning could be detected 
in this manner, but a picket of the Supreme Court might be.

UACB, WFO will conduct discreet pretext interviews 
with the leaders of the Councils here.

UACB, WFO will not conduct fisurs to locate and 
ascertain the activities of JOHN KASPER, if he does come 
to Washington, D. C. This information may be volunteered 
during a pretext interview if we base the pretext on 
hearing on the radio that he is coming to Washington, D. 0. 
and professing admiration of him and his work.

WFO will maintain as thorough coverage of ttie 
situation in Washington, D. c«, as discretion allows. We 
will keep the Bureau advised of all our contemplated 
coverage, and in accordance with instructions in Bulet 
dated July 11, 1957, in captioned investigation, will 
conduct no investigation concerning the -organization or 
KASPER without prior Bureau authority.

It is to be noted that the situation in Arlington, 
Virginia, now,and the attendant publicity, is the type of 
situation KASPER Apparently craves. Any information WFO 
receives concerning activity by KASPER in Arlington will 
be promptly furnished to the Bureau and Richmond.

-2-



Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

- THE DIRECTOR DATB; 9/13/57

ALL INFORMA rlONCONTAINED
a. H. Belmont HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

EXPLOSION - Hattie R. Cotten School '
Nashville, Tennessee, 9/10/57 ~~

Tolson

Bokrthnan__ '

4 ‘

Mohr______ -
Parsons-^-si 

’ Roserf^——J
T?mni .4
Trotter - ---- —?
Nease-------- J
Tele. Room —J

Shortly before 10 a. m., Mr. Rosen, Supervisor Assmuss, and 
I, went to see Rufus McLean of the Department, regarding developments 
at Nashville.

Holl

and

We called Mr. McLean’s attonHm to previous information furbished 
the Department regarding____________ and| | to the effect that

(claimed____ had furnished him information that Kasper had dynamite 
in his possession prior to the bombing of the school at Nashville, but that 

J had denied this. Mr. McLean was acquainted with this.

We advised' Mr. McLean that last night, about 7 o’clock
_____ came to our Nashville Office and said they wanted to tell.4he full 
story. ____ |then related that late Saturday afternoon, 9/7, John"'Kasper. 
had come to his house with a package which containted dynarntftTli^ 
fruit jars full of powdgr^Jjhat Kasper asked | 
at (house, but |___  refused, whereupon____ । emu
explosives to a vacant house and stashed them away there.

story.

to keep this material
and Kasper took the

9/9, upon returning|____] went on to say that on Monday night, 
his home about 11 p.m., he found Kasper waiting for him, in a distraught and 
emotional state. Kasper asked him ’’where the hell” he had been when he i/ 
needed him. Kasper indicated he wanted to go with him, but_____ ' 
refused, saying he was all wet from the rain. Kasper then left. The 
explosion at the school occurred about two hours later. does not know

to

i

whether Kasper had anything to do with the explosion. /

____ |said that he had been picking up KasJfer^K it 1957m a post 
office box in the post office, and yesterday when he i;went^te;-pj,ek up the 
mail he found a slip in the box to the effect that the"THy.llis^^ Dei ng held and 
to contact the office. He thereupon talked to the postmaster, and told the 
postmaster this story about Kasper having the dynamite. He asked the post- 
maitar what he should do if Kasper got out of jail and wanted him to commit 
some act with Kasper, and the postmaster told him he shouldLcall the police.

AHB:CSH (5) 
cc Mr. Nichols, Mr. Bpar an, Mr. Rosen, Mr. Belmont 76'SEP 24 1957
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______ I ~| advised our agents that he was present]_______________  
when Kasper brought the package. He said the package was 

opened and he saw that it contained ’’hate" literature of the type Kasper 
had been distributing Hf> did not see any explosives. When confronted 
with this discrepancy,! | stated the dynamite and fruit ja rs Qf powder 
were contained in an innqr nar.kage. inside the literature._ ___ [states

when Kasper 
xplosives, 
claimed

that he was also present 
was there, about 11 p. m

] statement of last night that 
house.the explosives were actually brought to

states he has never see

Mr. McLean was advised that signed statements have been taken 
from both of these men and that] ~~

I McLean was advised thaf is

that 
with J

"anti
Further, subsequent to the original interview 
had contacted our office, offering to act as

an investigator or informant, stating that he was broke and needed money.

McLean was further advised that the papers had proclaimed a 
$6,000 reward for the solving of the dynamiting erf the school. McLean was 
advised that the agents had pressed I I vigorously throughout the night, but
that appears sincere and will not be shaken in his story.

McLean was advised that agents had gone to the vacant house and 
had checked and found no explosives there, and no indication that they

Further carefulhad been there, although this is not, of course, conclusive.
questioning of I I and |~ |did n ot disclose any additional individuals
who had knowledge of the information furnished by ] or

Mr. McLean was advised that this information had been furnished 
to the AG, and that we were presenting the fafcts to McLean for an immediate 
decision as to whether the Federal Government desired to take any action 
against Kaspek^ or others, based on this information. We pointed out that 
there must be an immediate decision| | and
McLean should consider whether, if the government is going to tase action, 
____ can be held as a material witness. We pointed out that this is 
important because the local authorities are investigating the dynamiting and

2
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our office believes they will check on Kasper’s mail and undoubtedly come 
up with | name from the postmaster this morning and, therefore, will 
be looking fori ~~ We advised McLean that SAC Lopez is contacting 
USA Elledge tnis morning to furnish these facts to him and undoubtedly
McLean will want to contact Elledge.

McLean said he had studied the blind of Kasper carefully and that 
the bond is for the purpose of insuring that Kasper will be available at such 
time as his appeal is resolved; that there are no provisions in the bond 
for revocation, based on further activities of Kasper, rather it is solely 
to insure his appearance at the appropriate time. He stated that the 
Department has been viewing the Kasper matter as a question of keeping a 
"rabid dog" off the streets, and as long as the local authorities have custody 
of Kasper this purpose is being served. He said the USA is presently under 
instructions to institute possible revocation of Kasper’s bond in the event 
Kasper gets out on the streets again. He said such action would have to be 
taken by USA Crawford in the Eastern District of Tennessee, that is 
Knoxville, where the bond was issued.

McLean questioned whether Federal action to revoke Kasper’s 
bond would stand up in view of the above. We pointed out to him that if 
the Department had issued such instructions and was considering revocation action, 
the question here was whether it should not be considered immediately, even thoug 
Kasper is in custody, the point being that this would reflect that the Federal 
Government was putting its shoulder to the wheel in an effort to deal with 
Kasper. Mr. McLean was again advised that an immediate decision is 
necessary. He said he would discuss this with Caldwell and would call us 
within a few minutes.

I then called SAC Lopez, advised him we had discussed this with ; 
the Department and McLean would undoubtedly be calling Elledge. I told 
Lopez to furnish the facts of this matter immediately to USA Elledge, for 
his consideration as to whether the Federal Government desired to take , ;
any action based on these facts. I told Lopez to call us back as soon /
as he had discussed this with the USA. I told him we had advised the / 
Department that an immediate decision is necessary, particularly in view of / 
the fact that we have Reed still in the office. /

I told Lopez that the Bureau feels we have a definite responsibility 
to find out whether the Federal Government wants legal action; that we are 
acting as a transmission belt regarding this information. I told him to 
insure that the USA does not discuss this with local authorities or make any 

puoiic statement until a proper decision has been reached and action has
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been taken, 
information 
oe followed

b6
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I told him further that he should immediately have all the
furnished by and analyzed for any possible leads that
out as soon as a decision has been made--for example, interview

with the postmaster regarding activities anA the conversation with the
postmaster. I told Lopez it is imperative that we be in a position to dig up
any information that would substantiate the statements of and

I further advised Lopez, for his confidential information, that the 
Bureau anticipates that a release will be made in either event, that is whether 
the government takes action or whether we turn this information over to local 
authorities. In the event no federal action is taken, we contemplate turning 
the information over to the police and putting them in touch with | | in
vhich event a release is contemplated to the effect that, in cooperation with 
local authorities we are turning over information regarding possession of 
iynamite by Kasper prior to the bombing of the scho&house. Lopez was 
instructed to take no action as to this until the Bureau advised him.
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FROM SAC, Memphis (100-3595)

Direc.or, "BI Mr. N^SEN

SUBJECT: RACIAL SITUATION, EXPLOSION HATTIE R

7?
EREDERICK JO
SM-1T“

PER, a/k/a

DATE 9/12/57

Re telephone Instructions Assistant Director ROSEN 
and mytel to Bureau dated 9/12/57* Enclosed herewith is - 
copy of petition filed USDC, Nashville, Tenn., 9/12/57, 
Civil Action # 2094, entitled ROBERT . KELLEY, et al vs. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE. CITY OF NASHVILLE, DAVIDSON COUNTY, 
TENNESSEE, et al, and autostat of TEMPORARY RE-STRAINING ORDER 
in the same matter signed by the Court 1| PM, 9/12/57*

Corrections, deletions and addemdums appearing in 
the copy of the petition reflect changes made during the 
course of the hearing, and the enclosed copy is an exact 
copy of that filed in USDC.

This being mailed directly from Nashville, Tenn, in 
accord above instructions* My reftel pointed out that while 
USA, Nashville discussed petition telephonically with Department, 
entire text not read verbatim by USA. Copies of petition being 
ma 11 ed by USA to Department. ' ----- ——

2-Bureau (Enclosures 2) 
2-Merr.ohi s
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nr HATTIE B. COTTEN 
Mfim. WQ0B8S1B

10, 1957
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t

INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

b6 
b7C 
b7D .

An explosion occurred at itOO a.n., September 10 
1957 » at the Battle B. Cotten School, 1033 West Greenwood 
Arana*, Baahrillo, Tennessee, where gradual integration

our

inMspossai

that na mu wiard through one I ~ 
Kaspar an September J?, 1997, bed

By inBaendt, Kaspar allegedly IMfcpat&d 
and pawdwr would b* used oruj

Police of Sashville and the Sheriff of Davidson 
Tennessee, an .September 9, 1957*

Co -

« ef f orf will be Made to obtain signed statements th^m 
cOncSJaing the above allegations. In the event I I

s
] furnish the identities of otherppersons who might 
vledge that Kasper possessed dynamite and powde^, 

wgrv will be interviewed and f signed statements obta^e^ 
^hiere^Kr possible.

&

NOT RECORDS
On February 20, 1W co

0
co cn of Mashvilie beginning in September, 1957> and ordered the 

Board of Education to submit a plan tav-the court shall 
segregation, which was done. The Nashville aityv,«o&)poI8 
opened for the first day on September '^F39^r» with \ 
integrate .fir^t grades. Scattered instances of violent 
were reported which involved white and colored wonec^.^-0 Thr

Tolson —
NichcAs'^-83t>
BoardSpif -a—
Belmont---------
Mohr-------------
Parsons -------- -
Rosen — —
Tamm------------
Trotter ----------
Nease .-----------
Tele. Room ----
Holloman------
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On September 10, 19^7. after th© bombing of 
the school, a conference wee held la the office of 
Judge William *• Millet, United States District Judge, 
Middle District ©f Tennessee, at his requex^, which was 
attended by Uhited States Attorney Fred Elledge, Jr., 
and the local Resident Agent of the FBI. At this 
conference Judge Miller expressed concern over the 
dynamiting and indicated that he desired to explore 
the necessity for any action to be taken by either the 
United States Attorney, the FBI, or himself. Judge Miller 
made no request for any investigation by the FBI and 
stated that to date he knew of no violation of his order. 
Judge Miller confidentially-advised that if he were 
petitioned for an injunction to prevent anyone froa 
interfering with integration he would be inclined to 
approve such a request.

United States Attorney Elledge, after conferring 
with the Department, advised he did not desire any investi
gation. He stated that he had contacted the Mayor of 
Nashville who was obtaining for him on a confidential 
basis affidavits froa police officers who were present at 
nestings at which Kasper spoke. Mr. Elledge stated he 
planned to forward these affidavits to the Departaent for its 
consideration as to any action to be taken concerning Kasper.

On September 10, 1957 ♦ Mr. W. E. Hop ton, who 
is head of the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation, conveyed 
a message to an Agent of this Bureau from Governor Clements 
of Tennessee. Hopton stated that the Governor hoped the 
FBI was on top of this situation. The Governor further 
stated, according to Hopton, that he had the utmost faith 
and confidence in the FBI. Hop ton volunteered that they 
had no investigation underway concerning this situation, 
nor were any plans being made to conduct any. It is 
possible that Governor Clements in making these comments 
is going on record as leaving any investigation concerning 
this matter up to the FBI.

1 - Mr. William P. Rogers 
Deputy Attorney General

1 - Assistant Attorney General 
Warren Olney III

1 - Assistant Attorney General 
George Cochran Doub
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F0LLO»ISC |H RESPONSE YOU& WIS DAtKg SWtWfe
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.’b^hW^R A. ^StN* FOLLOW^ SUMMARY Of ?WW
, ' A. ... -' ' ‘

? ||pWFwr^^ WM^LLE^ IS CASE WKRT W. W&I£Y> 

OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF KASMUE> ST AU 

WENTYTHREE, NINETEEN FJFTYFIVE, ATTORNEYS FOB ■ t-»4 *?* r
O^WESEGRO students and parent petitioners filed civil mtjon 
0 WW'NASWILLE, AGAINST NASHVILLE BOARD OF EDUCATION V 

BERIKS It^RATION OF NASHVILLE CITY SCHOOLS, ON MARCH 

WWJ£W TOETEEN FIFTYSIX, A THREE* JUDGE FEDERAL COURT i 
A-WWAWSn of NASHVILLE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR DI SOLUTION

C7 COURT A^D -REMANDED CASE^TO DISTRICT JUDGE /
£B WOtan A EOTIG3 OF DEFENDANTS TO DIRECT CASE TO NEXT /

TW C7 COURT ^ AFFORD DEFENDANTS OPPORTUNITY TO FORMULATE 

^0 TO CCuPLY WITH US SUPREME COURT RULING ON INTECpATlOt^ y . •* -

NOT RECORDED /
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L^LLER APPROVED PJ.AH OF BOARD OF EDUCATION TO INTEGRATE 

SHADE ©HE OF ELEMENTARY CITY SCHOOLS BEGINNING SEPTEMBER, 

NINETEEN FIFTYSEVEN, AND ORDERED BOARD OF EDUCATION TO SUBMIT 

TO THE COURT NOT LATER THAN DECEMBER TMIRTYONE, NINETEEN 

FIFTYSEVEN THE PERTINENT PLAN TO ABOLISH SEGREGATION IN ALL 

NASHVILLE CITY SCHOOLS. ON AUGUST THIRTY^ LAST^ MOTION 

FILED BY BOARS OF EDUCATION FOR COURT TO-CONSTRUE AND

DECLARE THE LEGAL ACTION OF CHAPTER ELEVEN, PUBLIC ACTS OF

NINETEEN FIFTYSEVEN, STATE OF TENN., AND TO SUSPEND, MODIFY

AND VACATE PREVIOUS JUDGEMENT CONCERNING CONTINUANCE OF

PLAN TO DESEGRATE FIRST GRADE OF CITY SCHOOLS. NOTE

NINETEEN FIFTYSEVEN TENN. LEGISLATURE PASSED GROUP OF BILLS 

IEALING WITH SEGREGATION, INCLUDING ABOVE ACT AUTHORIZING 

BOARDS OF EDUCATION TO PROVIDE SEPARATE SCHOOLS FOR WHITE

AND NEGRO CHILDREN WHOSE PARENTS VOLUNTARILY ELECTED THAT

SUCH CHILDREN ATTEND SCHOOL WITH MEMBERS OF OWN. RACE.

THIS ACT GENERALLY REFERRED TO AS PARENTS PREFERENCE ACT.

ON SEPTEMBER SIX LAST JUDGE MILLER DECLARED PARENTS PREFERENCE 

ACT UNCONSTITUTIONAL ON ITS FACE. BUREAU NOTE INFORMATION 

IN RETEL OF DYNAMITING NASHVILLE CIT-Y SCHOOL, SEPTEMBER-TEN 

INSTANT. EARLY TODAY FRED ELLEDGE, USA,
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KASHVILLE, ADVISED SA JAMES B. HENDERSON THAT JUDGE MILLER

EID REQUESTED A CONFIDENTIAL CONFERENCE WITH ELLEDGE AND

HENDERSON AT NINE AM. AT CONFERENCE JUDGE MILLER EXPRESSED 

CONCERN OVER DYNAMITING AND DESIRED EXPLORATION OF NECESSITY 

ANY ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY FBI, USA-S OFFICE AND HIMSELF. 

JUDGE MILLER MADE NO REQUEST THAT ANY INVESTIGATION BE 

CONDUCTED. AT JUDGE-S REQUEST ELLEDGE TELEPHONI.CALLY 

CONTACTED A. B. CALDWELL, D OF J, AND FURNISHED CALDWELL 

WITH SUMMARY OF INFORMATION TO DATE. CALDWELL TOLD ELLEDGE 

CONSIDERATION BEING GIVEN TO ^REVOCATION OF KASPER-S BOND 

AT KNOXVILLE. CALDWELL DESIRED CONSIDER MATTER AND RECONTACT 

Elledge, judge miller expressed confidential opinion that if 
PETITIONED FOR INJUNCTION AGAINST KASPER HE WOULD BE INCLINED 

IO ISSUE INJUNCTION. JUDGE STATED HE ANTICIPATES NO ACTION 

GN HIS PART AT PRESENT AND THAT NO ORDER ISSUED BY HIM HAS 

KEN VIOLATED. AT APPROXIMATELY ELEVEN AM TODAY MR. MC LEAN

D OF J TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED MR. ELLEDGE AND STATED HE 

WAS CONSIDERING ACTION TO REVOKE KASPER-S BOND IN KNOXVILLE 

AND INQUIRED IF ELLEDGE COULD OBTAIN AFFIDAVITS FROM WITNESSES 

WHO WERE PRESENT At SPEECHES MADE BY KASPER AT NASHVILLE SCHOOLS, 

SEPTEMBER NINE LAST. MC LEAN ALSO DESIRED AFFIDAVITS FROM 

ANY OTHER WITNESSES HEARING KASPER MAKE STATEMENTS INDICATING

INTERFERENCE WITH ORDER TO DESEGREGATE . MC LEAN ALSO

REQUESTED ELLEDGE CONSIDER RULING IN HOXIE CASE, AN ARKANSAS
^ASE. ELLEDGE HAS MADE NO REQUEST THAT THIS BUREAU CONDUCT 

r «• * p fits##*
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< Act FOUR > ■ . • '/

INVESTIGATION. IN VIEW OF.POSSIBILITY OF SUCH REQUEST 

r SUGGEST BUREAU CONSULT DEPARTMENT TO CLEAR ANY.SUCH

REQUEST. ■ -
■& ’ *

Cf '-; ■ *■ -

>07 PM OK FBI 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.'

. . , ^September U, 1957

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON
MR. BOARDMAN
MR. BELMONT/7all information CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . 
date

MR. NICHOLS

' Today at A Conference held in the Attorney General* s office at 
which were present the Attorney General, Mr. Rufus McLean and Mr. 
Arthur Caldwell, of the Civil Rights Section of the Criminal Division, and 
Mt. Harold Healy, Executive Assistant to the Attorney General! the 
Attorney General stated he desired to discuss the Nashville, Tennessee 
situation, He asked Mn McLean and Mr. Caldwell to brief him upon the 
developments, .

In substance, , they stated that the Mayor and the Board of 
Education at Nashville had been in to sea the United States Attorney and 
had indicated a desire to file a petition for an injunction or restraining 
order to be issued against certain persons who are interfering with the - 
integration of classes in the schools in Nashville and that the Mayor and 
the Board of Education desired that the Department of Justice join with 
the local authorities in this petition. / ...

■ MW McLean stated that the Mayor had subsequently called add 
talked along the same lines to Mr. McLean and Mr. Caldwell and that 
when they endeavored to explain to the Mayor that the Department of 
Justice could not enter the situation at this time on its own motion, the 
Mayor then wanted to have inserted in the petition: ip be filed by the local ^ 
authorities that the Department of Justice was willing to join in the petitic 
Mr, McLean and Mr, Caldwell stated that they had told the United States 
Attorney and the Mayor that they could not agree to this until the Attorney 
General had had an opportunity to consider it.

They stated that theMayor was extremely adamant and he 
stated he did not intend to be Hockedby technicalities of Washington 
officials and that he wouTd-make it public > he did not get what he wanted 
in the way of the Department of Justice joining with the local authorities 
in this petition. o IS

ri
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' WOf BEOORDED 
' 107 MP 16 1957
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The AttorneyGeneral inquired of me as to What Ithoughtthe 
Department should do. I told theAttbrney Generalthatobviously Iwas ]
not in a position to speak with any degree of assurance for the reason 
that the FBI had hbt conducted any investigations m Nashville incident to 
this matter and that I had no way of knowing what the Mayor had in the 
wayof evidence to indicate interference withintegration. X stated I thought 
it was very dangerous for the Federal Government to be joined in a proceeding 
predicated upon evidence about which we know nothing and which has been 
gathered by local authorities. I statedthatinArkansasthe evidence which 
Sie Governor and his representatives turned over to the FBI was certainly 
inconclusive and that if the Department moved at Nashville on e vidence of 
a similar type, it might quickly be thrown out of Court and the petition 
denied and that this would weaken the position of the Federal Government.
X told the Attorney General that * of course, if the Federal Judge in Nashville 
directed the Department of Justice to enter the case as amicus curiae or 
directed that the FBI should shako an investigation, then,jot course# the 
D^artment should accede, but thaf M ^trance 
made by the Department except upontheSpecific xequest and at the direction 

'' of the Federal Judged^he AttorneyGeneral stated t^ with this
position completely and he directed Mr. McBean .and ^ir. Cadwell to call 

; the United States Attorney and advise him ofthe same. I interposed the 
suggestion at this time that it ml^t be better for Mr* Mb^ 
Caldwell to draft a specific statebxent of whatihe Unit^ states Attorney 
was Supposed to hay and limit him toih< specific statement which would 
be cleared by^he Attorney General-first, X stated that this sitn^Ubh at - 
Nashville was developing5 into a vety pasty one and that ho doubt the Mayor 
Wpuld make h very critical attack i^oaibh Attorney General and the. 
Department of justice and that therefore any statement to be made should 
be carOfutiy thou^fcout and not left to an hrformal statement to be wade by 
tiio United States Attorney. . <he Attorney al agreed with tMs
St^gestioh and directed MF, CMdW^ to prepare such ' ,

. a statement and submitit to the Attorney Generat-Wt Wo to submit a copy 
- of ittomeinorderthatitcouldbegoneover. . ‘ ■

> X took occasion at this meeting to then raise the point as to
over-all investigative procedures in Civil Rights cases. 1 stated that we 
had learned at Nashville that the Department had instructed the United 
Slates Attorney afew days ago to contact the Mayor and to have the Mayor 
procure-fyom local police officers affidavits as to the speeches and activities 
of JohnNasper for the ourDose of introducing such affidavits in Federal 
Court for revocation of Kasper’s bond. I stated that we had learned of this
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accidentally in the course of an investigation of Kasper, wbohad been alleged 
to have had some dynamite and nitroglycerin in Ms possession and might A
possibly be responsible for the bombing of the schoolhouse. Mr. Caldwell 
spoke up and stated he had issued the orders to the United States Attorney 
but had done so solely to not have the FBI embarrassed because he felt that 
if the FBI was out gathering affidavits, the newspapers might have head
lines in due time that the F BI Was looking intothebombing of the schoolhouse. 
Mr. McLean then spoke up and said it was he who had issued the orders to 
flie United States Attorney and not Mr. , CaldweR and he wanted tohavethat 
understood so that Mr. Caldwell would not he held responsible. W. reply 
was that ! did hot desire to enter into any1 discussion as to prerogatives but 
the point I desired to make was that Mere shoMd &0bet^ of the
Department making investigations^ that the FBI had been set tip t o conduct 
Ml investigations for all branches ofthe Department and that if any evidence 
wasneeded M any Federal proceeding, it should be gathered by theFBI 
and not by the United States Attorneys or anyother Departmental representa- 
fives. I stated Mat I would welcome most heartily instructions from the 
Attorney CenerM Jer the FBI to completely ^Mdraw from aii CM! Rights

- Mvestig^ let Mem he handled by personnel M Me Crim^
. and by United States. Attorney personnel, but that as long as the FBI had 

a responsibility in making investigations and until the Attorney General .
directed to the Contrary, I desired that Me FBI have exciusiye.jurisdiction 
in suchmatters and Mai we net be embarrassed, interfered with or hindered, , 
by cMiateraLor sMahlthneous Mvestigatipnd beMg mhdeby Departmental 
attorneys or United ^tMesAtterne^ ^eAM>raey<5^
he Moxoughh? agreed iMdthMhenc^brM Mis wdMd he Mh^ellcy. :

. Beforeadjourningthisconference, 1 balledtheAttorneyGeneralbs
attention to the case of Dr> Fine at BitUe Rock, ^rkansasy who M . 
RducattonM Mditer of MeWrXbrk^im^ mid pointed .but that a^ statement" 
imdbeenfMehbyMe^kansnsFtMe
Central Ri^i: School at LittleRoCk to Me ettect Mat Dr. Fine had offered 
fen dollars to some hoys to engagein a fight or demonstration. J stated 
that instructionshaibeen issued to our Little Rock, Arkansas. Office not to 
MveMigate tM® aspect in view of the Met that it involved the press bid to ,

- callitto JudgeDavies’ attentionwhenhe returnstoLittleRockonFriday 
and Mat if Men the Judge desires that some investigation be made, he could 
so instruct the FBI. The Attorney General approved this procedure.

l alsomentioned tothe Attorney General ihe fact that there was 
developing a serious situation in Alabama where a group of persons presumed
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to be members of the Ku Klux Klan planned, within the next few days, to 
go out in a number of cars to certain Negro areas of that state and raid 
Negro homes looking for literature of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People and that they intended to beat up at least 
one person in each house they searched. I stated that there had been some 
discussion that they might even kill a Negro in some of the homes that they 
intended to visit. I told the Attorney General we were bringing this informa
tion to the attention erf state and local authorities today so that they could 
be prepared to take such action as might be appropriate. The Attorney 
General stated this was proper. .

. Very truly yours,

Hoover

John Kdgar Hoover 
Director
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TO

ce Me ndum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT'

FROM

Mr. Roseni hkte-. September 17, 1957

F. L. Price B. irJir.an
Be!n.ont

SUBJECT INTEGRATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS '
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE AU »
CIVIL RIGHTS HER® IS UnCl^l

jX

SAC Lopez called on the telephone from Nashville to report that 
John jasper was brought into state criminal court this morning on the 
charge Of~”inciting to riot,” waived indictment, then requested and was 
granted 60 days in which to prepare for trial.

Gandy /.

Parsons
Kosen
T an.n _

oom —

Kasper’s bond remains fixed at $2, 500. At the time of Lopez’^7 
call, Kasper had not made this bond so he was remanded back to the 
Davidson County -Tail. Lopez pointed out that the possibility exists that 
someone may make this bond for Kasper and obtain his release. Lopez 
said that city police had indicated that if Kasper was released they may re
arrest him on a charge of vagrancy.

Monday was a school holiday in Nashville. Schools resumed this J
morning and so far, according to Lopez, everything is peaceful and quiet./} A 
One school which has a normal enrollment of 370 pupils had previously 71 
reported only 104 students in attendance; however, this morning this same^ ’ * ‘
school has reported 303 students enrolled.

X *
SAC Lopez stated that he is remaining in Nashville until '

instructions are received to the contrary from the Bureau. He was instructed \ 
to immediately begin preparing an investigative report reflecting the 
action taken previously on Reed and Norvell who were turned over to the 
Nashville Police Department.
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TO

UNITED S'. ^GOVERNMENT

FROM

SUBJECT:

oAC

Mr. Ros

E. E. H

DATE: 9-16-57

INTEGRATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE i ipcr, 
CIVIL RIGHTS v

BelmoriK
Mohr___
Parso^ - 
Hobet 
Tarr.npX 
Trotter?
Nease —

Vhile you were out of the office, 
J. Lopez, Memphis, at 5:00 p.m.,

being held before Judge V/ illiam Miller was still in progress. He 
said that Judge Miller is allowing each of the persons named in the 

'petition to take the witness stand in their own behalf and, therefore, 
J the hearing is dragging on. He said that all of the persons named in 
the petition were served and are now in court with the exception of 
James Jarrell, who the Marshal had been unable to locate and who may 
be a fictitious individual.

Lopez said that the hearing may be continued over until 
tomorrow, September 17, 1957, as it was now after 3:00 p.m. in 
Nashville. He saidlhat John "Kasper is still in jail on inciting a 
riot charges brought by the State. He will be arraigned tomorrow, 
September 17, 1957.

BKVr RECORDED

Lopez also stated there was no school being held in Nashville 
today as it was a holiday and, therefore, no incidents had arisen.

ACTION:

Lopez will advise immediately upon receiving the Judge's 
decision on the hearing he is now holding.
cc: Mr. Belmont

EEH:fds
(7)



Office' ^Aemurandum • united STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : THE DIRECTOR date: 9/11/57

Relative to the conference in the AG's office at 2 pm, the 
situation at Nashville briefly is as follows:

On 2/20/57 Judge William E. Miller approved a plan of the Nashvf^ 
board of education to integrate grade one of the elementary schools of >^7x46 
Nashville, beginning in 9/57. On 9/9/57, Nashville city schools opened 
integrated first grades. There have been scattered instances of violence, \ 
with persons arrested by the local police for disorderly conduct. The local) 
authorities have taken a strong stand against violence and disorder, and have 
served notice that persons causing disorders will be arrested.

About 1 a. m., 9/10, the Hattie R. Cotten school in Nashville was 
dynamited. Local authorities have arrested 5 individuals in connection with 
this dynamiting, but they consider them to be poor suspects.

JOHN KASPER:
John Kasper is out under Federal bond, having been convicted of 

violating a federal injunction directed against his anti-dn^gration activities 
in Anderson County (Clinton), Tennessee. This is a separate judicial district 
from Nashville. Therefore, it would be a legal question whether Kasper's 
activities in the Nashville area could be used to revoke his bond in Anderson 
County. y

Kasper, prior to the dynamiting of the school, had been active in 
holding meetings, advocating segregation, during which he made violent 
speeches. This is the basis on which local authorities acted against him, 
charging him with vagrancy, illegal parking, and incitement to riot. He 
was still in jail this morning on the latter charges.

The night of 9/7, | 
in Nashville that I

claiming ne naa dynamite am

AHB:CSH (5)

advised our agent
told him that Kas peg-had approached

/

he indicated were to 
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be used on a school. We interviewed____  who denies this, and both men 
admit they had been drinking. On 9/10 the USA, acting on Department 
instructions, requested the Mayor to secure affidavits from Nashville policemen 
who had heard Kasper talk; these affidavits to be used to present to the 
federal court, looking toward revoking Kasper’s bond or securing an injunction 
against him. These affidavits were to be ready by noon today, according to 
the USA.

Judge Miller indicated on 9/10 that he would favorably consider a request 
for an injunction to prevent interference with integration.

The Nashville school board met last night with Mayor West and this 
morning met with the USA, requesting an injunction to enjoin certain persons, 
whom they intend to name, from interfering with the integration program. 
They will submit speeches, photographs, and affidavits to support their 
position. In the event the injunction is issued by the Judge, the USA indicated 
the Bureau would be requested to develop any evidence of violations.

The UESA is presently in touch with the Department as to what action 
the Government should take. The details of this, as reported telephonically 
from Memphis, were furnished by Mr. Rosen to Mr. Holloman, and submitted 
to the Director. At the present time the USA is awaiting advice from the 
Department as to whether the government should join with the school board 
and the Mayor, as amicus curiae, in seeking an injunction.

It has just been learned that they are also showing movies to the USA 
of Kasper's meetings, in order to revoke the bond outstanding against Kasper 
in Anderson County. As previously stated this is a legal question as to whether 
it can be done.

REC OMMEND ATION:
We feel that, unlike the Arkansas situation, the local authorities have 

taken a strong and legal stand against violence and have sought to control the 
situation. We feel that the federal government should lend a hand, in view 
of the fact that the order for integration is a federal order.

2



datb: September 12, 1957TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

; Mr. Boardman 7

A. RosenZ^"—

STANDARD FORM NO. *4

on

Office IVLemorandum • united state^overnmej^t

INTEGRATION UJNASHVILLR SCHOOLS 
.CIVIL RIGHTS - CONTEMPT OF COURT, , 
(Explosion - Hattie R. Cotten School, 9/10/57)

While talking to Memphis, ASAC Halter advised me 
that there were no incidents this morning when school opened. 
One matter reported by the Police Department indicates that 
around 8:00 a. m. this morning, near the Caldwell School, 
which has been integrated, several white people in a car 
drove by the school and threw some stones at some Negroas. 
The^car had KKK markings on it. The car nor its occupants 
have been identified. There have been no pickets or crowds 
on the streets in Nashville near the schools.

Kasper is still confined in the City Workhouse.

The USA is still in preparation of the petition which 
is to be filed. As soon as any further word concerning this 
is received, we will immediately be advised.

Boifrdman---- 
Belmont -----  
Mohr----- -___ 
Parsons 
^ibsen — 
Tamm ----------
Trotter_____  
Nease____  
Tele* Room — 
Holleman

- *■

AR: mm 
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Office Memctomdum • united sta#:s government

TO

A. ROS

F. L. PRIC DATS: 9/11/57

FROM

SUBJECT:

Iff, 1557

SAC Lopez, Memphis, called back and said that the

Tolson _____  
Nichols ____  
Boardman __  
Belmont____  
Mohr *_______ 
Parsons ____
Rosen _____  
Tamm______  
Trotter_____  
Nease —— 
Tele. Room — 
Holloman __
Gandy*______

meeting had been recessed and that he had gotten the following y // ( 
brief information for me concerning the meeting. It is noted, I had^; 6 / - * 1 
called him because I hadn’t heard from him and we had received z 
information that the Department was going to have a meeting at 2:00 
that they wanted the Director to attend. r

Lopez furnished this information. He said that the meeting 
had recessed; that Special Agent William L. Sheets had gotten to a phone 
and told him that the school board has now prepared a written and formal 
letter to the U. S. Attorney asking for investigation and an injunction 
on the theory that the individuals who are to be named are interfering 

S^wjith the school board and carrying out the court's order.

May-':

*y

st mid the school board want the Government
to join this petition seeking this injunction. The U. S. Attorney has not 
given his views at this point. He, however, called A. B. Caldwell in 
Washington and conferred with him.

1 £□ According to Agent Sheets, Caldwell told U. S. Attorney
Elledge that the Government ought not to join, in this petition because of 
lack of authority; that the Government might be kicked out of court if 

^x\they join in this petition.
u

Sheets also said that Mayor West completed a lengthy and
___> r\ heated argument by phone with reference to this situation with Caldwell. 

asked Lopez if he had gotten any further details from Sheets concerning 
this and he stated that he had called Sheets out of the meeting for the 
purpose of getting this information and that he had just learned that the 
meeting had recessed so that the U. S. Attorney could talk with Judge 
Miller.

Sr
IĜ

A
L c

o
py

 M
i J

’

I instructed Lopez that he should.maice immediate arrangements 
so that Sheets would call me direct; that I wanted ^dlWonE# d&&ils con
cerning why the Government lacked authority, etc. , as he had related 
above. J . . ,

ARLS
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Memorandum for Mr. Price
Re: Explosion in Hattie R. Cotten School

Nashville, Tennessee, 9/10/5?

I gave the above information to the Director’s Office and it 
was sent in to the Director.

I subsequently got a direct call from Sheets. He told me that 
with reference to the Mayor, he was very much upset; that he took the 
position that the Federal Court had ordered desegregation; that the 
school board had accepted it in good faith even though they disagreed;
that in view of the fact that there had been interference with the Federal 
Court order, he felt very strongly that the Government should help at 
this time. There was an exchange of conversation which Agent Sheets 
could not hear although he did hear the Mayor’s comments. The Mayor, 
in talking with Caldwell, expressed the above views and then said, ”To 
Hell with it. You are more stupid than I think you are. ” Apparently 
Caldwell told the Mayor that he didn’t feel the Government should join 
in the petition.

The recess was called so that the U. S. Attorney could go 
and talk to the Judge.

After this information was obtained, it was furnished to the 
Director's Office and subsequently Sheets advised me in a very short 
time that the U. S. Attorney had come back from talking with the Judge 
and it appeared that the Judge had indicated that the school board should 
file a petition and in the petition they should ask the United States to 
join as amicus curiae. The petition would seek an injunction against 
certain named individuals who allegedly are interfering with the court 
order of integration previously issued. The U. S. Attorney could join 
in this petition without filing a separate motion. After Elledge returned 
from the conference with Judge Miller, he called Washington and has a 
call in to Washington for the purpose of discussing this matter. We have 
not heard the results of this conference which Elledge desired to have 
telephonically with the Department. This information was furnished to the 
Director's Office.

Subsequently, Sheets advised me that the Mayor has submitted 
movies which were taken reflecting Kasper at various meetings talking 
against integration. The local authorities are submitting this information 
to the U. S. Attorney and it is understood that this is being considered by 
the U. S. Attorney's Office as possibly basis for seeking to revoke the 
bond which is presently outstanding in the Knoxville territory on Kasper.



Memorandum for Mr. Price
Re: Explosion in Hattie R. Cotten School

Nashville, Tennessee, 9/10/57

It is recalled Kasper was convicted and found guilty on one charge of 
contempt and is out on $10,000 bond. This case is on appeal and 
presently is on a writ to the Supreme Court for certiorari. The other 
charge against Kasper resulted in conviction and he hasn't been 
sentenced yet. It is expected he will be sentenced some time this month 
or in October. No date has been set. He is out on $1,000 bond on this 
charge. The legality of this step to revoke a bond outstanding in another 
judicial district raises a legal question as to whether a court order in 
one district would apply in another district. It also appears that it would 
be necessary to file a motion to show cause as to why the bond should- 
not be revoked before such action can be taken to revoke it and this 
would require the submission of information or evidence to the court in 
Knoxville (this covers Clinton, Tennessee) before the court would 
revoke the bond.

- 3 -



DATE:TO DIRECTOR, FBI

SUBJECT:

ED STA1« GOVERNMENT

SAC, CHARLOTTE (105-558)

FREDERICK) JOHN KASPER 
aka John^Kasper
SM - .X

9/10/57

There are enclosed for the Bureau 2 copies each of the 
following newspaper items concerning KASPER:

(D Editorial 
8/29/57.

Editorial 
-9/1/57.

- (3) Editorial 
9/2/57.

in Chapel Hill News Leader, Chapel Hill, N. C.

and cartoon in Daily News, Greensboro

in

* (4) Editorial in

- (5) Editorial in

Winston-Salem Journal, Winston-Salem

Daily Times News, Burlington, N. C

the Charlotte News, Charlotte, N. C.

NEWS ITEMS:

’ Charlotte 
* Charlotte 

Charlotte 
vz Charlotte 

Charlotte 
v^Charlotte

News, Chariott.e, N. C., 8/29/57.
Observer, Charlotte, N. C., 8/30/5' 
News, Charlotte,, N.’ C,^ 8/30/57. 
Observer, 'Charlotte, N. C., 9/2/57 
Observer /Charlotte,—Nt 'CTy~9/2/57....... _ .
Observer, Charlotte, N. C., 9/4/57. (2 articles)

• Twin City Sentinel, Winston-Salem, N. C., 8/31/57• 
* Winston-Salem Journal, Winston-Salem, N. C., 8/31/57.

//t<7ournal and Sentinel, Winston-Salem, N, C., 9/1/57. 
r ^Winston-Salem Journal, Winston-Salem, N. C., 9/2/57.

Greensboro Daily News, Greensboro, N. C., 8/31/57 
/■///'Daily News, Greensboro, N. C., 9/1/57. (3. articles)
/ * Greensboro Record," Greensboro, N. C

’ articles

?/ Enterprise, High Point, N. C.
< Enterprise, HighPoint, N. C., 
; udSnterpri/el High Point, N. C.

«Dail^- MineL News, Burlington, 
<baily5^^5^^S/ Burlington, N. C

■Ji
-B a

r ' I r * * f k ’
Bure^. (Ends. 27) (REGISTERS!) -MAIL)

- Memphis.(105-275)(RM)
- Knoxville (105-175) (RM)

_ - Little Rock (RM) -
1 - Charlotte (105-558)



CE 105-558 . ' ' . 4 ■ - '/.?■" ”</
’ , i ■ ' ' ■ ’ - - ' * ' ■ v ‘ . * ♦ 1' ' '

. It is noted that the Winston •’
reflects KASPER stated that after visiting Mties-ih^ Carolina .. 
he will return to Nashville,.Tehnessee, after'which he-will visit . 
Little Rock, Arkansas, ■ about the iniddle of Septehiber 1957,- and then 
return to Winston-Salem. X . ’ . -/ „• \ r ' . ■ , .

‘ ' ' 'l • ' * - 1 1 • * /. L -

The Charlotte -office IS hot conducting any investigation’ 
on KASPER, but will continue to follow his activities through . . * '
newspapers and public sources. , • _ ’ • / 1 . ‘ ' . ’ . ' 1

On 9/2/57, Chief of Police PRANK N. ; LITTLE JOHN,' Charlotte, ' 
fl. C,, contacted ASAO HAROLD E* WELBORNof the Charlotte office ■ 
and volunteered the statement that he Was- closely following the . 1
activities of KASPER and. if possible would-arrest him if he Created 
any public disturbance., He added that the 'City Ordinances on;the , 
subject were rather Weak, and he doubted he' could take anydirect. * 
action unless actual violence occurred. . - \ ‘ •< ",

• ' * fr-* *' ' , . ■ 7 ■' ’’ ’

On 9/3/571 Chief LIT?IE JOHN advised. SAS BOIS .D., CROCKER ' " 
.and JAMES M. UNDERHILL that he had received infdrmatibn .from Dr-. ■’ - 
ELMO GARRINCfER of the • Charlotte\ School Bdard Jof the; identity .
of 2 perSLOhs _whp. were presenVat meeting held by .'KASPER at the. - 
home of JOHN Z^^ARLICK,., 4418' Locfi 3eVen Street, Chai’lQtte. These . ' 
persons were DON30EEER/#33 S?eigle^ ■ -
1707 • • 1 . * — ' j ‘ , ^.-1 . . ' ' „ * J ' 1 > r ~ \

« -> * . V - ■* ' 1 , 7 , ' . ‘ J ' . 1 / - - > • . . •?' ' v.



HER®

Kasper Slates Talk 
i At Winston-Salem
1 WINSTON-SALEM W1 — Segrel 1° ^^?se in which *

,. . . T . „ ,1 the Raleigh School Board rejected
; gationist John Kasper was ta yie application of a Negro parent ]
j give the first of three speeches t0 have his child attend a white!
jin North Carolina here today in!high school. The case has been
the face of opposition by various ’taken to federal court. i
.state and city officiais, pro-segre- KasP,er> who said he was travel-] 
~ .. j ing alone,said he^ expected “a.
gation groups and newspapers. , pretty good crowd m Greensboro.” j 
’ Kasper told the Associated Press He skid he might give- “two ori 

three other 'talks in Charlotte, but;iast night- he would speak here at 
noon today,-then move to Greens- 
Iboro for a 7 p.m. talk. He said 
jhe will go to Charlotte tomorrow 
,to speak- .at 4. p.m. .

IJl have .to wait to decide afteri 
I get there.”

He said he planned to return 
.to Knoxville Sunday night, rather)
than try. to drive to Raleigh. 1„ . , . , „ man io unve LU XVOieigM.,

Kasn(^..smd.,alL.o£^ need me worse in Nash.-*nfs 01Wn AM ‘AntwHlAnfear lAivnf a^»vj —be given, on 'courthouse lawns. ville,” he said.
Kasper said a return trip tojWhen told some officials had ___

protested when they thought, he! North Carolina later was in hisl 
might use the courthouses, Kasper! Plans, which included setting up* 
■said he had not planned to do so.' “som®, kind of organization” m: 

They better no try to keep me 0 uion to Kasper.s planned;
off thq lawns, he said. ■ - 1

Dally Times News 
Burlington, N. G. 
8-31-57

tour of North Carolina came from ! 
as high up as Gov. Luther i 
Hodges who said Thursday, J 

(“From what I have read and1

. Kasper, 27,' is free on bond 
awaiting sentencing for a crimi
nal contempt of court conviction I —...........- ----------- ----- —,
for interfering with p e a c ef ul ’heard, I don’t think we need him, 
school integration.at Clinton, Tenn.’, (Kasper) in North Carolina,.” 

’ He .drove here last night from! l Kaspep said last night, “It 
i Nashville, Tenn., where his night seems to me you have a rather 
ly meetings aimed attrying to dis- ’ unique situation here in North

--------«.._x Carolina. I’ve never run into a 
situation where the school board!

courage desegregatidn of the first 
■ grades there drew little response.
1 Kasper said previously his trip 
!to North Carolina was prompted 
j after school boards in Winston ■ 
jSalem, Greensboro and Charlotte5 
voted to admit a limited number■ 
of Negroes to previously all-white I 
schools. ■ {

Kasper said he had planned to; 
speak at Raleigh but had decided 
against it since the school board 
there “decided not^to let the Ne
gro in.” ‘ '-S **

look it upon itself to desegregate, 
the schools, except in Maryland. 
Usually they are hauled into court 
first.” J, — '

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
- - SMr-X. . ,

(OE: 105-558)

/a o — # 2 33^3
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FACES OPPOSITION

Kasper Schedules 
Talk At Twin City

- .WINSTON-SALEM ^egre-ing alone, said. he expected 'la 
g&'twffist Wolih Kasper. vwaA-' tc sprefty '^riA-cro^d In GregjShpfd?
give the first of three speeches
in'North Carolina- here today in 
the face of .opposition by various 
state- and- city officials, pro-segre
gation groups and'newspapers.
Kasper told the Associated Press 

last night he would speak, here at 
noon today, then move to Greens
boro ion a' 7 p.m, talk. He said 
he wilt go to Charlotte' tomorrow 
to speak at 4' p.m.

Open Air Talks

three other talks in Charlotte, but 
I’ll have to wait to decide after 
I get' there.”

Return Trip
He said, he planned to- return 

to Knoxville Sunday night, rather 
than try to; .drive . to Raleigh. 
“They need me. worse dp. Nash
ville,” he said..

Kasper .said a return trip to 
North Carolina later was in, his,

He said he might give “two or

plans, which included setting up,■Kasper said all of his talks will P-— ------ ...v____
be .giyenon courthouse'lawns. (“some kind of organization- 

, When told some officials had’ the state.
^protested when they thought- he
(might use-'the courthouses, Kasper 
.said he had not planned to do so, 
'“They better hot try to keep me
(off the. lawns.” he said.

Kasper, 27, is free on bond
Awaiting, .sentencing for a crimi- 

/' rial contempt of court conviction 
for iriterfering- with peaceful 
schooLiritegratidh' at Clinton, Tenn.' 

; He drove here last night from 
/ Nashville, Tenn., where his- night

ly -meetings, aimed at trying to dis- 
'cijtirjhge desegregation of the first 
grades there drew little response
JKpsper said previously his trip 

tci North Carolina was prompter 
After' school boards in Winston - 
SAlem, Greensboro and Charlotte 

| //voted to admit a limited number 
/ of Negroes to. previously all-white 

.' /schools-,
Kasper said he had planned to 

speak at Raleigh but had decided 
* against jt since the school board 

therp ('decided not to let the Ne
gro in’’।

He referred to a case in which 
| the Raleigh School Board rejected 

, ’the application of a Negro 'parent, 
' jto have* his child attend a white 
• ’high school. The;c?ae has, been 

(taken to-federal /’Stsrit; •
Kasper, who saOe was travel-

it

Enterprise 
High Point. 
8-31-57

N. 0. I

Opposition to, Kasper’s plannee 
tour of North Carolina, .came from 
as high up as Gov.. Luther 
Hodges who said Thursday, 
“From what I have read and 
heard, I don’t think we need him 
(Kasper), in North Carolina.” \

Kasper said last night, “It 
seems to. me you have a rather 
unique situation here in North 
Carolina. I’ve never rtih- into a 
situation where the school board 
took it upon itself to- desegregate 
the- schools, except in Maryland 
Usually they are ' 
first:,”______ _

16 &
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Kasper Takes Campaign To Charlotte
(Another story on B-l)

CHARLOTTE, Sept. 2 (B— 
John' Kasper, who makes his 
living preaching white su
premacy, came to Charlotte 
yesterday after speaking Satur
day in Winston-Salem and 
Greensboro. '

In Winston-Salem he was 
greeted by hoots and jefers from 
a crowd of about 200, both 
white and Negro.

Herej-and in Greensboro— 
crowds of about 300 persons 
listened in silence as the 27- 
year-old Kasper preached his 
doctrine of white supremacy.

School boards in the three 
cities have reassigned a total 
of 11 Negro piipils to previous
ly all-white-schools. Thus, the 
Kaspev-appcjrances. ,

He said he wanted to or

ganize white citizen’s councils 
in the three cities to oppose 
integration of the schools. In 
each city, he met with a- small 
group to form a-council;

Kasper, _his cowlick sticking 
to his perspiring forehead, 
exhorted his sweltering Char
lotte audience to do something 
about what he balled the “crisis 

' in Charlotte.” ,. . ..
His speech here’ followed1 the 

pattern of those in Winston-Sa
lem and Greensboro./

He denounced the school 
boards, Gov. Hodges, -the Su
preme Court, ‘ the NAACP, 
newspapers, and preachers 
“who preach -the brotherhood 

1 of man:” He put evangelist 
Billy Graham among the lat
ter group. .Kasper said Graham 
“left here-a white man but he’s

coming back a nigger-lover.”
His words brought a spatter

ing of applause from the whites 
at times." ; ■

He. drew- applause at one 
point when he" said: -

•“We ain’t all equal ...God 
just didn’t‘give the nigger the 
same, brains—He didn’t . give 
them ' tiie . same 'outlook—He 
didn’t give them-the same any
thing?’ * '

Kasper did manage to run 
afoul of the law- in Charlotte.

He invited those who wanted 
to organize a, citizen’s council 
to join him- bn the courthouse 
lawn. •

Police Chief Frank Littlejohn 
elbowed - through the group 
around Kasper told him he 
would hive te g^off the 
grass.

Greensboro Record. 
Greensboro, N. C. 
9-2-57

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
_ , . ,,_.w SM-X . .

(CE: 105-558)



^P.M/TONIGHT

Kasper Plans Speech 
On Courthouse Lawn
John 'Kasper, touring segrega- day but added he might omit 

tioriist, announced early today Raleigh “since they decided not 
that he plans to make a speech to let the Negro in.” (The Ra- 
on the Guilford County Court- leigh School Board turned down 
house lawn in Greensboro to- a Negro pupil’s application for 
night at 7 p.m. admission to a white school. The

Kasper telephoned the an- case has been taken to a federal 
nouncement to the Greensboro court.) , ’
Daily News from Winston-Salem, Kasper said he definitely plans 
Where he was spending the night to g0 to charlotte, either Sunday 
after his arrival from Nashville, or Monday, and he said he will 
Tenn., where he had attempted make two speeches there, prob- 
t? discourage desegregation in ably Monday afternoon and Mon- 
the schools. day night. He did not say where. I

Kasper said, I expect we’ll After Monday, he said,.be
have a pretty good crowd in p]ans to g0 back to Tennessee.' 
Greensboro.” Kasper said he plans another

He commented, “It seems to trip to Greensboro and other 
me you have a rather unique North Carolina points late in 
situation here in North Carolina. September “to set up some kind 
I’ve never run into a situation of organization.” 
where the school board took it Kasper, a 27-year-'oJd North-i 
upon itself to desegregate the erner, is free on bond awaiting] 
schools, except in Maryland. s'ent ence for a criminal ■ con*; 
Usually they are hauled inta^mpt of court conviction for in- 
court first. . terfering with peaceful school

jasper said his tentafave Plansl^—^ at Clin{on; Tenn.
f**4 for a <eip to Raleigh on Sun- jjjs announcement earlier this 

month that he would visit North 
Carolina was greeted th.en with 
expressions of displeasure by 
newspapers, state officials and 
even by organized segregationists 
in the state.

Gov. Hodges commented: 
“from what I. have read and 
heard, I don’t think we need him 
in North Carolina.”

C. L. Shuping of Greensboro, 
' general counsel for the prosegre

gation Patriots of North Caro
lina, Inc., said, “We want no 
such man.” *

Greensboro Daily News 
Greensboro, N. C.
8-31-27

FREDERICK. JOHN KASPER 
„ _ -.SM-X .. ........

GE:"105-558
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John Kasper Gets Cold 
Shoulder From Hodges

RALEIGH — The state’s first 
citizen Thursday gave the cold 
shoulder to would-be visitor 
John Kasper, segregation agi
tator in Tennessee.

Goy. Hodges said, “I don’t 
know Mr. Kasper and I hope I 
don’t have to know him.

"From what I read and what 
I hear, I don’t think we need 
him in North Carolina.” 
, He made the remarks in re

sponse to questions at his 
weekly press conference.

&' .goer’s^pro-segregation ac
tivities in Clinton, Tenn., re

sulted in his conviction oh con
tempt charges. ( ।

From his Tennessee base, I 
he announced he plans to ! 
hold rallies in courthouses in ■ 
Charlotte, Greensboro, Win
ston-Salem and Raleigh.

County commissioners Tn the 
four counties have displayed no 
enthusiasm for Kasper’s ideas. 
In some of them, hinj^ have 
been dropped that Kasper will 
have a tough tithe"using* the 
courthouses as a platform.

Charlotte Observer 
Charlotte, N. G.
8-3O-£7

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER । 
SM-X ...

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 10 UNCir S1EJED

(CE: 105-558)

ENCLOSURE



3 _POLICE CHIEF BELIEVES^

Kasper Won t Come Here
By JULIAN SCHEER _ 

-Charlotte 'News 'Staff Writer ‘

John Kasper is not coming 
to Charlotte.

! That’s, the opinion of Police 
Chief Frank N.' Littlejohn.

I Chief Littlejohn says he may 
be wrong, but, “Kasper, knows 
how I feel. He has the word.”

The, word is, “I don’t want 
him in Charlotte. I don’t think 

i anyone else wants him in Char- 
> lotte. He definitely knows how

I feel and I hear he, is not 
c.oming.”

5 The segregationist has been 
thg object of a- News-search

1 tofey. A check in WinstomSa-* 
lem, Greensboro and: here re- 

jasper Hot

veals he is not, in the area- 
now.

Reports last night had Kas
per leaving- Nashville and 
heading -east. However, the 
best bet right now is that Kas
per is still in Nashville.
. .Members pf the Patriots of 
North Carolina—who say they 
don’t want Kasper in the state 
—and Ku Klux Klan members 
say they have no knowledge of 
Kasper’s- appearance in. these 
parts..

One rumor today had- Kasper 
speaking at the County Court
house tonight. There’s nofoun- 
dation for the rumor.

“I - haven’t heard anything 
about Kasper being here,’’-

County Chairman Sid Mc- 
Aden said today. |

Kasper, .who. skyrocketed. to 
prominence in Clipton, Tenn.^. 
was informed of Chief Little-? 
john’s objections tfrr.ough 
“N ash v.i.11 e' connections of 
mine,” the chief said.
NOT WELCOME

“He doesn’t have any place, 
to- speak,”' Littlejohn added, ; 
“and Tie- .may ? as well - stay- 
where he is. Tie'- knows he U 
not-welcomehere.”’ .

Officials--in' 'Greensboro and 
WinstomSaleih' 'spent the mopp
ing Tracking down : Kaspar .

See. KASPER on page 2-Ar

Charlotte News
Charlotte, N. 0 
8-29-^7

Wanted Here *
1

Continued from Front Page । 
“leads,” but it .appears he is j 

i not in those areas either,^ 1 
to “I know one thing,”- Chief : 
! Littlejohn said. “I will pse 
! every resource in my power to I 

keep him from causing a dis-
. turbance in this city. I will use , 

lawful, peaceful means and ; 
will do my best for the best 
interest of *the 160,000 people ; 
who have paid’ mejo represent 
them trie past,30 years.” /



Kasper in Winston-Salem

IF JOHN KASPER expected to attract a 
large and sympathetic audience of Twin 

Citians Saturday on the Courthouse lawn, 
he was disappointed. If, as he. said during 
his oft-interrupted talk, his aim was to or
ganize a group of segregationists here, he 
was probably more successful.

It is hard to say whether Kasper’s recep
tion here played into his hands or not. From 
the beginning his every statement was chal
lenged by a group of hecklers, for the 
most part Negroes. Generally, the heckling 
was good-natured, surprisingly so because 
of some of the blunt anti-Negro statements 
that he made. Toward the'end, some'of the 

^white listeners on the'fringe of the crowd 
became vocal in his defense, and it was 
then that he called off the speech, walked 
to the southwest corner of the Courthouse 
lawn and proceeded to sign up sympathizers. 
That was, most likely, his main reason tor 
coming here in the first place.

What Kasper said was pretty much in 
the expected pattern. Most of his state- 
m&ifo were from the well worn stock in

trade of the rabble rousers. In accusing lo
cal and state official^ in Tennessee and 
North Carolina of fostering integration for 
the purpose of covering up “personal and 
political corruption,” he was just talking 
nonsense. He wasn’t specific about the cor
ruption in Winston-Salem or in(North Caro
lina nor did he explain what possible con
nection this charge had with the passage 
of the school assignment law or the Pearsall 
Plan which are, presumably, his main Jar-, 
gets in this state. « -

Kasper may havefound a few-sympathetic 
individuals who will buy his brand, ofi in
tolerance'. But most people here have no 
use for his methods. They are capable of 
finding their own solutions to the problems 
that the Supreme Court’s desegregation de
cision' created.

When Kasper first said he was coming to 
North Carolina, it was the almost unani
mous opinion of the state—including the 
Patriots—that he was neither needed nor 
wanted here. His appearance in Winston- 
Salem only confirms that judgment,

Winston-Salem Journal 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 
9-2-57
Reed Sarratt, 
Editor *
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Kasper Said 
i Bound ForNX
I NASHVILLE, Tenn, Wl - Seg
regationist J.ohn Kasper didn’t do 
'so well in, Tennessee’s capital" 
: city;
*. The self-described “profession
al rabble rouser” from‘'the north 

’came .to Nashville* several days 
[ago to combat first grade gram
mar school desegregation in the 
city school- system.

He b-r o u g h t along dodgers- 
warning darkly of “race riots, 
murder, dynamitihgs and, hang
ings”' if the city -went through 
with its plans.

Kasper departed for parts um 
.knowp in' North, Carolina last] 
night after' Nashville ’ had gone 
through quietly. and-' without se-j 
rious Incident thus far the pfe-i 
liminafies to desegregation. .Reg
istration of first graders was 
held this week for the formal op-' 
ening of school on Sept., 9 with 
whites- and Negroes in some 
schools' for the. -first time!

During his stay Kasper held 
nightly’1 meetings in- -the' court
house square. Despite inflamma
tory dodgers , ballyhooing, the 
meetings as designed- to' thwart 
desegregation and save Nash
ville-1 “from ruin forever” Jie got 
scant notice. A photo of his meet- 
-ihg. the night of Augi 23 showed 
he had less than 50. listeners, 

[which, was about the' alpage 
size of his audiences^ ' "Ar* j

Charlotte News 
Charlotte,, N. C. 
8-30-^?



Jeers Gr<et

Twin City
By ED FRIEDENBERG

Mr. Kasper _ then took the; 
microphone ^nd * Smarted his' 
..speech, but could make little 
headway against the questions, 
hodts and barbs from some of 
the Negro members of the crowd.

Mr. Kasper suggested that the 
Winston-Salem school board had 
taken steps toward desegregation 
because of the personal corrup
tion of its members. He said this 
was the case in Clinton, Tenn..ij 

(Mr. Kasper has been convicted 
of contempt of court for his seg-[Staff Reporter

, A hooting, jebring Winston-Sa- legation efforts in Clinton.) ! 
[lem crowd of nearly 200 outtalked Names Organizations as Reds 
[New Jersey’s noisy segregationist __
John Kasper at a meeting on For- - He. ®al3ed 3316 NAACP a com-| 
syth Courthouse Square this aft- munist front organization, de-! 
^rnoon ’ > glared that anyone who contrib-
1 ... ;uted to the Forsyth County1I Mr. Kasper arrived at the' United Fund 
iCourthouse at noon to make a!idesegregation beeause the v 
well-publicized talk against de- ban League is a member of it, enrtmrtnhAM in WinpMn _ Qolnm _ - is. — .. .'segregation in. Winston - Salem 
schools. and described Justice Felix [

। He was met by a dozen report- 
.ers and a scattering of policemen. 
; Reporter Velma Hopkins of the 
[Negro Carolina Times tried to 
(interview him, but he balked at

Frankfurter as a “Viennese Jew; 
with Communist leanings.” [ 

.He accused Negroes of as
sault and attack on white girls!
and claimed* that they would 
bring venereal disease and crime

ithe question-: “Were you created ,intoethe schools.
[by God-, or were you made by.w-y ~ 
[someone who makes only white ft QTfciPT*
'people?”

i maae oy. -g-T- 
only white er

1 .He turned from her and walked 
J to the Confederate monument and 
lurged people to “come up on the

Continued From Page 1
4

’grass so we won’t block the side-। biggest laughs.
। walk. s Hu... .I walk.”
I A 
was 
'half

That brought forth one-of the"

; The crowd’s attitude was mixed.
crowd slowly gathered. It Jest was mixed with serious com-' 
mixed about half Negro and ment, and there was an occasion-1
white. al threat. ,

Asked for Preacher \cal organizations like the Com-' 
[ Mr. Kasper began by asking- munist party, the Urban Leaguel 
[for “Preacher Caudle.” He got],and the NAACP, he was advised! 
no answer-and said he had hoped '1 “don’t forget the White Citizens’ 
[to-open the meeting with a Committees..”
I prayer. ■ I The Rev. Mr. Mack got a round]
! This prompted a laugh, but apFlause^when he told Mr. 
W. L. Phillips, who describes ^asper—that We’ve had peace 
ihimself as a “retired evangelist!per® f°r a decade . . . We don’t 
jof no denomination,” stepped to • anything -here like you.” 
a radio station’s microphone and! Kasper waited nervously 
[asked God’s .blessing on “this Wlth clenched lips through most 
imaii of boldness and courage.” counter-talk and then
I «*n ___ -c would resume his speech. ,1 All Christian men of both t” Mr Phiiiinq nmvpri The meeting was broken up

desegre- Negro, bega^lfanti^ “Go horn? । 
(gationj »>. _ —•i.K^pgri Go. hpme,_Kasp.er.”___ J

Twin City Sentinel 
Winston-Salem, N.C 
8-31-57
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No Apparent Organized N. C. Backing 

Segregationist Kasper Arrives j 
Here, Plans Speech Todo^ '

i By Roy Thompson 
Staff Reporter

John Kasper, the New Jersey 
segregationist, brought his fight 
against integration of Southern 

I schools into Winston-Salem last 
night.

Mr. Kasper plans to speak out
side the Forsyth County Court
house at noon today.

During the morning,, his ad- 
.dress will be advertised' with 
leaflets addressed' th “White 
Citizens of Winston-Salem.” 

। The leaflets open with the 
statement that:

“Our school board has sold us 
out.

, “Load your shot-guns, we will 
■ have to defend ourselves and 
i our children.”

Late last night, in his room at 
Kembley Inn, Mr. Kasper said 
he also plans to speak at the 

" Guilford County Courthouse in 
■ Greensboro .at 7 p.m. today.

He may go to Raleigh to 
• speak Sunday, he said. If he 

does not, he will go to Char; 
-lotte. He has ho arranged 
speaking place in either city.

If he goes to Raleigh tomor
row, he said, he will visit 
Charlotte on Labor Day.

He plans at least one speech 
in Charlotte. Perhaps two.

Apparently, Mr. K as per 
comes to North Carolina with- 

f-out t^backing of any organ-

ized anti-segregation group in 
the state.

He said he had not discussed 
his Winston-Salem plans with 
.anyone- here:

“I Just know some people in 
■High Point,” he said, “and. 
they told me there were some 
people here, but I havener been . 
able to contact any of them 
yet.”

IC. L. Shuping', Greensboro, 
general counsel for the pro
segregation,. Patriots of North 
Carolina, Inc., has said, of 
Kasper: “We "want no jsuch 
man.”) * ’

In announcing his planned, ad
dress at the .courthouse, here, 
Mr. Kasper .displayed the leaflet 
•that, will be used to advertise 
it.

It referred to the U. S. Su- ’ 
preme Court as ‘‘Commy-con- 
trbiled.”

It referred to “the Dfevil’s 
School- Board.” '

It referred to “N. C. Jew’s 
papers” and ‘‘local lowdown- 
politicians” and to Negroes as 
a “rapist-venereal disease ille
gitimate race.”

It urged white citizens to “Be 
at the courthouse" and “Find, 
but what you can do about this 
rotten mess the politicians have 
made.” ♦

The leaflet states that those 
attending the meeting will “hear . 
John Kasper and others.”

Mr. Kasper did not say who

JOHN KASPER-

the other speakers will be.
This trip into "North Carolina, 

he said,, is . going to be: a fast 
one because he feels he is 
needed back at Nashville, Tenn.,, 
where he is leading an anti
segregation movement.

He drove here alone from 
Nashville yesterday, he said.

After his three or four-city 
tour of North Carolina, he plans 
to return to Nashville, He will 
visit Little Rock, Ark., about.,

Winston Salem Journal 
Winston Salem, N. C.
8-31-S7



■mid-Sepferriber, he said, and 
will then return to Winston-Sa-

‘ lem.
He said’ the purpose of his 

one-day visit here and similar 
visits to other cities in the 
state is:

“To get a’basic organization 
started ... I think we can get 
something going here right 
away.” >

. When asked What he had in 
mind, he replied:

“We might be able to organize 
a boycott. It might be hard with 
just one of them going into 
school.”

Mr. Kasper is 28. 'He is .tall 
and neatly dressed. He speaks 
in a polite, quiet voice during in
terviews, and he fiddles, with 
his fingers most of the time he 
is talking. s

He came here wearing a large 
white button with this message: 
’ “Keep Oiir White Schools 
White.” > ■ ■ ’

He said he had gotten no 
money-from North. Carolina to 
pay his bills.

“The people in Nashville just, 
made up some money for me. to 
come here on,” he said.

At the moment, he is ’appeal
ing two contempt of court con-" 
victiohs that have netted him 
jail sentences for ariti-integra- 

. tion work in other cities.
,' He didn’t speak of those, but 
u’.e’Whs/leady with an- answer to

. _ hr .c _ _ \

one question that has ’puzzled 1 
good many Southerners: 1

“Why do you, a Northerner, ! 
come south to fight integration? ■ 
Why not do it back in New

, Jersey?”
' Mr. Kasper said he came to 
the South because “The South 
has the most homogeneous^white 
stock in the United States.

The North, he said’, has de
cayed because of .the mixture of 
“alien elements — not only Ne
groes. East Europeans. Slavics

.and Italians.”
“I’m just going to- alert peo

ple to the dangers of race de
struction,”1 he -said.

Mt/ Kasper said that he sees 
•in the desegregation movement 
“a devilish effort to destroy the 
vigorous white race.”

He has no meetings planned 
in Winston-Salem except, for the 
speech, scheduled by him fob 
noon.

He added,, howeverl that he 
expects to talk with'a number 
.of persons interested, in his 
cause while he. is iil^he oityf'



Small Crowds And timers 
Greet Kasper In State

CHARLOTTE, N.C, (® John 
Kasper, who has- devoted his time 
lately to preaching white Suprem
acy, came to Charlotte yesterday 
after speaking Saturday in Win
ston-Salem and Greensboro,

In Winston-Salem he was greet
ed by hoots and j^tas. from, a 
crowd .of about 200/ both white 
and Negro. /

Bis words brought 4a .'spattering 
of applause ”from the ’whites at 
times. x

He drew applause at one’<poin(; 
when he said:

“We ain’t all equal. . .Gpd just 
.didn’t give- the nigger the same 
I brains—He didn’t give them the 
। same outlook—He didn’t give them 
the same anything.”

_ Here^r^.and—in^JJreenshoro-^j Kasper did manage to run afoul, 
crowds of about 300 persons lis- |of the law in Charlotte. • 
tened in silence .as the 27-year-oldj He invited those who wanted to 
Kasper preached his doctrine of,organize a citizen’s council to join 
white supremacy. Jhim on the courthouse'lawn.

School boards in the three cities l‘ Police Chief Frank Littlejohn el-: 
have reassigned a total of li Ne- Ibowed through the group around) 
gro pupils to previously all-white Kasper and told l}im he would) 
schools. Thus, the Kasper appear- have to get off the grass.. 
ances. i At Winston-Salem Saturday, he;

Kasper did manage to run afoul.

He said he wanted fp organize d his jeering audience: 
white citizen’s councils in the We -want to see that the boys I 
three cities to oppose integration an4 Siris don’t go into that school । 
of the-schools. In each city, he (Reynolds High School, where one 
met with a small group to form Negro pupil has been assigned) as 
a council !ong as that nigger’s there.. Let,

Kasper- his cowlick sticking to ’e™
his perspiring forehead, exhorted ...
his sweltering Charlotte- audience r
to do something about what he

Daily Times News 
Burlington, N. C.
9-2-57

called the “crisis in. Charlotte.” ■ 
His speech here followed the 

pattern of those in- Winston-Salem, 
and Greensboro.

He denounced the school -boards, 
Gov. Hodges, the Supreme Court, 
the ■•NAACP, newspapers, and
preachers “who preach the broth-; 
erhood pf man.” He put evangelist;- 

! Billy/ Graham among the latter1 
group. Kasper said Graham “left 

j here a white man but.he’s coming, 
back, a. nigger-lover,”

ENCLOSURE*



Kas^Sr Sp’eaking To Charlotte Audience Sun<’^y\
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THE KASPER TREATMENT

ALL !’’^r"ATION CONTAINED 
HEQFLT L 'JNCLASSIFp 
DATE^^_B¥^^^-

JOHN KASPER, the northern seg
regationist who now calls Nash

ville, Tenn., his home, may express 
the sentiments of many people when 
Jie takes his racial stand, but we do 
not feel th,at he, individually, rep
resents to them the way the prob
lem can be handled in the, South.

A person can believe in segrega- 
tion but still not be in favor of one 
who would try tq. inspire riot and- 
lawlessness.- Most , clear-thinking

of .every law that applies to' the 
subject,.'will come closer to working 
in the interests of the people they 
represent than does John Kasper, 
who is not one of them but who ap
parently has assumed the role of 
the leader for those who prefer his 
approach.

, • r «. . . The South has had to face manypeople, conscious of the tag prob- War
lem that segregation has shown it- ;r . .... . *
self to be, realize that extremism on 
either side of the question cannot
be the answer. '

Kasper; in his North Carolina, ap
pearance' through this weekend', 
drew several hundred people to hear 
him in Winston-Salem; Greensboro 
and Charlotte. Many of his listen- 
<ers were there to see what he would 
say without being counted among 
his admirers. Some others were 
present to- heckle him. Still others 
were there to shake _ his hand and 
give him encourageinent.

By all measurements, however, 
the majority of the people in these 
three'cities showed overwhelmingly 
that they were not looking to him
to guide their way on the segrega-. anhipye its goals, 
linn iccim mfira n£ ill Arn would * ' —j tion issue, or njore of them would

) have been present. More of them, 
I too, would have joined -him out- I ’ 
iwardly in his work. I
। No one knows, what the future ; 
.holds for the South in meeting this 
(question. We know that our region , 
idoes not want integration, and we . 
Jknow, too, that the feeling is deep 
in the hearts and minds of those ; 

Kvho express themselves. ___ J

[ Yet we knqw that Jocal leadership, ' 
forking- through individual state j 
|: legislatures and; having the benefit

even .have reached the point where, 
survival has been in question. Yet 
these. problems, through the years, 
have never been solved through the 
help offered by insincere people or 
those who would put their own 
selves above the interests of the 
people they would represent. The 
South, instead, has come to its prom
inence toda# by' working together, 
by individuals and collective groups 
understanding one. another, and b/ 
relying upon its own people, pri
marily, for leadership arid guidance, 
be it in local communities, in their 
states, or through, their* representa-* 
tives in Washington. • ' ■

Seldom has the South been forced

Daily Times News 
Burlington, N. C 
2-2-57
Staley A. Cook, 
Editor

to leave its own ranks in order to ’



jphn Kasper: In Defense Of Ticks
■ *

iTOHN Kasper, the itinerant racist, lik- 
el ened himself here Sunday to a “Ten
nessee tick.”

It’s as good a definition as any, we sup
pose, for the former proprietor of an in
tegrated .bookshop and giver of integrat
ed dancing, partiep in Greenwich Village 
who has ' come .South at the venerable 
age of 26 to deliver us all from Luther 
Hodges and Billy Graham. Gov. Hedged 
ahd Dr. Graham, we dare .say, will sur- 

'vive Kasper’s gratuitous insults and man
age to go their ways without his bless- 

;mgs? But- we.are not sb sure- about the 
Tennessee ticks. • •'

Ticks are parasitic by nature and have' 
many other objectionable characteristics,' I 
none of which need to be detailed here. ! 
A less well known thing- about ticks is 
that they have their noses in their knees. ,

With the exception of the last, Kasper ; 
may indeed find1 in these ficky charac- ; 
teristics some resemblance to himself,. j 
■ But in- fairness to all’ the North, Caro- ' 
lina, ticks, related as they are to the I 
Tennessee 'family, a distinction should be 
drawn. They stay in their place.

The bohemian haunts of Greenwich i 
Village are calling, Mr. Kasper, j, ’ ,

Go home. - ’ 1

The Charlotte News 
Charlotte, N. C. 
9-3-57
Cecil Prince, Editor

ALL [^FORMATION CONTAINED]
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Kaspar ”
Draws 300
At Charlotte

। CHARLOTTE, Sept. 1 WJ —John 
Kasper, 27-year-old segregationist, 
came to town today to organize 
a White Citizen’s Council to deal 
with what he called the ‘.‘crisis in 
Charlotte.”

Some 300 people sat on the 
courthouse steps in sweltering 
heat as the former Greenwich 
Village .bookseller’ preached the 
Kasper- doctrine in a dull mono
tone for about an hour. , ।

Many carried cameras and were! 
obviously..there out of curiosity.)

Services at a Negro churcht 
across the street from the court-, 
house ended shortly before Kasper) 
began speaking. , •
; "Kasper put.evangelist Billy Gra-1 
ham. in the latter category, say
ing: ''
. “Billy Graham left here a white 
man but he’s coming back a nig- 
ger-lover.” . ;

‘i A number of the Negroes 
stayed and, listened, tightlipped, 
.as’ Kasper discussed integration 
in geperal, and the admission of 
11 Negro children to previously ■ 
allAvliite, schools in three Nor IT 
Carolina cities in: particular.

Kasper, made his pitch ir 
Greensboro arid ■ Winston-Saleir 
yesterday where- a total of six 
Negro pupils have been assignee 
to- previously all white schools, ir 
Charlottg, five Negro pupils have 
been' fe^ssigne^ but one changec 
residence,, reducing thg numb.ei 
to four. < 2. * —

Kaspe7’s"sp'Chh"today fblloweti 
- the line of thSse he ai^ade in Wins-; 
tpn-Salein and Greensboro. He 
had something to say about school 
boards in the three1 cities, the Su
preme Court, the NAACP, ^nd 
“all these preachers: who preach 
the brotherhood of man.”

■ After the courthouse meeting, 
he asked those interested in or
ganizing a citizen’s council to 

- gather on the courthouse lawn and 
give him their names and ad
dresses.

Police -Chief Prank Littlejohn 
"elbowed through the group and 
ordered them off the grass.

Kasper and about 40 other peo- 
• pie later met at a private resi- 

, dence. $ '
Kasper was convicted in Ten

nessee recently of violating a court 
order in connection wi£h integra- 

, tion of the. Clintpn/Tenn., High 
‘ School. He "is free on appeal.

He said he was returning to 
Nashville, Tenn., tonight and, 
planned to >go to Little Ro.clr, Ark., 
about the middle of the month. He 
said he expected to r^rn to 

(North Carolina aftor the L i t tl a 
i Rock trip. '

Winston-Salem Journal 
Winston-Salem, N. G. 
9-2-57
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300 Hear 
Kasper In 
Charlotte

4 CHARLOTTE (®-John Kasper, 
who makes his living preaching 
White supremacy, came to Char
lotte yesterday after speaking Sat
urday in Winston - Salem and 
Greensboro,

In Winston-Salem he was greet
ed by hoots and jeers' from a 
crowd of about 200, both white 
and Negro.
j Here — ’and in Greensboro — 
crowds-of about 300 persons .listen
ed in silence as the 27-year-6Id 
Kasper, preached his doctrine of 
white supremacy.
»School boards inthe three cities 

have reassigned a total of. 11 Ne
gro pupils to previously all-white 
schools. Thus, the Kasper appear
ances.
’ He said he wanted to .organize 
white citizen's 5 councils in., the 
three cities to oppose integration 
of the schools. In each* .City, he 
met with a small group to form 
a council.
..Kasper, his cowlick sticking to 

his perspiring forehead, exhorted 
his sweltering Charlotte audience 
to do something about what he 
called the “crisis in Charlotte.”

,:His speech here followed the 
pattern of those in Winston-Salem 
[and-' Greensboro., . ,
j . He denounced the school boards, 
Gov. Hodges, the Supreme Court 
the NAACP, newspapers, and 
preachers “who' pleach, the broth* 
erhood of man.” He put evangelist 
Billy Graham among the latter 
'group., Kasper said Gfaham “left 
here a white mari’!tame*-s .coming 
back a nigger-lover.”

i'
I
/ ■** ?.

/ ' ■

her® $
' Tins ’words' 'brought a;'spattering 
Of applause' from the whites at 
'times. ■ „

He drew appla&e it one point 
'when he said:
; “W& ain’t .all equal; .God just 
'didn’t. giye the- nigger the same 
brains—He didn't - give them the 
.same outlook—He didn't give them 
-the same, anything.”*
. ’Kasper did manage to run afoul 
pf the law in Charlotte.

He invited those who wanted to' 
^organize a citizen’s council to join 
jhim on the courthouse lawn.

• Police Chief Frank Littlejohn..el
bowed through the group, around 
Kasper and told him he would 
have .to. get off-the grass. ' ■ 
! At. Winstoh-Saiem Saturday, he 
told his jeering .audience: 

' “We want to see that the: boys 
apd girls don’t go into that school 

। (Reynolds High School,, where pne 
; Negro pupil'has. been assigned) as 
'Jong as that nigger’s ‘there. Let 
’em try to run the, schools without 

i any white sudents" in school;” 
! He- left Charlotte for Nashville, 
but said he planned to return to 
North Carolina after the middle of 

' the mbnth.
His tirade completed; Kasper 

talked to newsmen, briefly. Asked 
tabout his own record of attending 
mixed, .social functions, and dane- 
Jng with Negro girls, Kasp?r said 
(be was “tryi^s/ojearn something 
(about them/' • f __ '
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/'Kasper’s. Disciples j
J *
? Seventy-seven persons attended i 
the school meeting of a budding । 
Mecklenburg “white citizens 
■couricil” at the Courthouse Tues
day- night.

! The group, organized Sunday 
by wandering. segregationist John 
Kasper, signed' up six new dues- 
paying ($3 eachLmembers.

Thirty-eight of the 77 ap- 
peareii to be. potential members 
of the council. There were 12 
curious schoolboys and chil
dren; eight Negroes, nine fe- ' 
porters and 10 police and detec
tives;

. No announcements of planned 
action'-ih connection with today’s 
school.opening were made.

The group listened to speeches 
for n^ly twp.-, hours, but trans- 
acted little business. A business

I meeting will be set up in the 
। near future, leaders said.

Mr. and Mrs. John' Z. Warlick- 
appeared to b6 the organization’s, 
leaders.

. Mrs.-. Warlick advocated -send?' 
ing “question .mark” telegrams 
to Gov. Luther Hodges—in quest 
tion form so the' writer could 
not be sued for libel.; She sug
gested these questions for the 
governor:

“Are you yellow? Will you 
take a stand? Where. is your 
■backbone? Ax.e you black or 
white?” .
A. W. Belt another leader of 

the- group, told the--meeting; that’ 
'wjiite -citizens council “dofi’t 
criticize nor endorse the KuKlux' 
Klan. But in some case .they*are' 
both;after the same eflds.” ’ J

Charlotte Observer 
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Courthouse, 
Open To All, 
Provided . >. 

j . Segregationist John Kasper’s 
I visit to 'Charlotte Sunday raised 
[ questions concerning use of the 
’courthouse, at the County Cqm- 
1 missioners.’. .meeting Tuesday^

The question arose after L.L. 
, Ledbetter, city treasurer, told the 
’board the. Veterans of World War 
jl, an organization of which.Led- 
i better is a member, wanted, to 
[go on record as opposing- “any 
(group- promoting race hatred.” 
! this -prompted Commission 
[Chairman Sid • McAden to ask 
[ the board-to formulate a-policy 
'regulating the use of the court-; 
(house, - - [
I1 Referring to Kasper and his 

group, Commissioner Herbert
J Garrison said, “As farras I’m 
j concerned I’d like to keep them 

off -the courthouse square,”

Charlotte Observer 
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i. The question was put to County ’ 
[ Attorney Henry Dockery. * 
; ’“The Mecklenburg courthouse 
; belongs to the people of Meek- 
I lenburg County and we have been 
5 giving them permission to use । 
jit,”» he said,
i “And if a properly organized 
j grotip wants to use it — no mat- 
Her what its- beliefs- —. I don’t 
J see hbw you can legally. deny 
[ them, the use of it.- Provided, of 
course, it’s an orderly, lawful

(meeting.”
Following Dockery’s Statement, 

the question wy dropped.



Confused Kasper
', ' 1 - -

Promises Return
By JULIAN SCHEER 

Charlotte News Staff Writer , 
Segregationist John Kasper, who 1 

apparently knew little of the 
North Carolina school situation, 
was greeted by a small- and less 
than enthusiastic crowd here yes
terday.

Between ,300 and 400- people ga
thered in the shade on the Meck
lenburg County Courthouse steps 
at 1:10 p.m., to’listen to Kasper.

They, were- told ta,"sjgn; peti
tions or do whatever7 jhe .proce
dure is* Jere” t? pre.vent .-integra
tion of the’-gchoolg, Kasppr also.
Wednesday-andnotedthatthehigh 
S.bhool jpys in.Greerisborb .are, go- 
‘ing-to “take care of' the situation’’ 
there.

Kasper repeatedly mentioned- 
Tuesday as the opening date for 
Charlotte schools. (They actually 
open Wednesday). He, did not 
know the name of the county' in’ 
which he was^ -speaking.

STRONG VOICE
Kasper,, a lanky man with a 

clear,, strong voice,, spoke for an 
hourand/wenty minutes and pro
voked' little enthusiasm,,A- ppst- 
meetirig- get-together saw,approxi-

Tne~Kasoer speech, a caroon-F*Kasper t(jld_ffie 'Jr0®.,AXaopCL or - va. #
would like to brgdhize a white, 

giving an over me ouum iur a citizens council in Charlotte and 
year, blasted. Negroes, .Jews, Cath- asked those interested to join him. 
olics, the U. S. Supreme Court, the on the Courthouse lawn a'few 
“creeping amalgamation' of the feet from the steps of the build-; 
U. S. government,” the National—

copy of the speeches he has been]
giving all over the South for al

Association- for the Advancement 
of Colored People, Communists 
and the Rev. Billy Graham.
ATTACKS GRAHAM

Kasper drew applause. When 
he called Dr. Graham a. “do-good
er”. and a “nigger-lover.” -He 
also said Graham is a “Commu-- 
nist-lover and making a big busi
ness of it.”

The audience was sprinkled with 
a number of members of the seg-. 
regationist. group, the Patriots of 
North Carolina, Inc. Many of that

’sign up^or a

group’s leadership,, well known in 
•Charlotte; stayed away. Some al
leged members. of the Ku Klux 
Klan were .present and some 
■Kl'aii in'eihbers made jokes about 
Kasper’s personal background.

Some Klan members left the 
Kaspem-meeting and .-went do the 
V istrl d TheistfeT^here they) 
picketed the; inotion picture “Is-; 
land In the Sun” which they! 
termed an “integrationist” md-i 
vie. Police Chief Frank N. Lit-i — ' - • - -■>:------- J- X>._ —4.„ ') - » *--* ------ G»". --- — I VIC» A a. amaaia

Charlotte'chapter'#.the whi^ dispensed the pickets. ।
dYehs.courtciEiJie spoke'for 35-^ /Kasper led off hiS talk by ask- 
utes without applause dr appaf-^-g Ht§' listeners to recite the1 
ent support before some members [Lord’s Prayer with him. He was

to recite the'

of the crowd warmed up to his re
marks. ■ I

The crowd numbered about 130i| 
when Kasper started his long talk. | 
A great number of the group were 
newspapermen and police officers. 
The group grew fo between 3001 
and 400, including ^wdhy Ne
groes,. _ . ___ >

Lord’s Prayer with him. He was 
greeted by silence and repeated

$

the prayer, alone.
SOME HECKLING

When the 26 - year - old Hew 
Yorker finished his speech he 
was heckled by a few white and 
Negro listeners. One Negro in 
the audience suggested to a po
lice officer that Kasper be ar
rested for using obscenity in pub
lic, alluding t£, -the' cse of the 
word, “nigger/’  !

ing;
About 50 followers joined him; 

on the grass, but Kasper was 
promptly greeted by Police Chief 
Littlejohn.

Chief Littlejohn identified him
self and 'told Kasper he’d have 
to get off the grass and get on "the 
cement pavement; Kasper leftithe 
grassed, area' without hesitation, 
But , not until Littlejohn asked 
asked about a line in; a Kasper 
handout which' said,. “Load your 
shotguns, we will have to defend 
ourselves and opr children. .

KASPER EXPLAINS
Chief Littlejohn wanted to know 

if Kasper was attempting incite a 
riot. Kasper explained that the 
mimeographed sheet Was not -in
tended- for use in Charlotte arid 
later told • newsmen / that “shot
guns” wak used as .a metaphor, 
symbolizing, action.

Kasper was invited to hold an 
1 organizational meeting, at the 
I home of John Z. Warlick, 4418 
j Loch Leven St., and about 15 
1 members were signed up. The 

[group., which is reported headed 
fby Don Harper, Rt. 6,fWill report
edly meet again Tuesday night bn 
'the Courthouse steps.

Kasper also said he Would re
turn after Sept. 15 for a meeting, 
here. i

Charlotte Observer 
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By LARRY JINKS 
Observer Staff Writer

John Kasper, the ‘disturbed 
young New:, Jerseyite who feeds 
on southern racial unrest, came 
to Charlotto Sunday and issued a 
hoarse call for action against the 
city school board.

Kasper spoke for more than an 
hour to'a curious crowd of about 
300 gathered on and around the 
courthouse steps.

^Later^.Jip, had. a, brief brush.

40 ®a the 2*®“”
Kasper started backto the side- “white'citizens’"wnmcft”’’ ’• walk, but Littlejohn halted him, 

A" ' i — * • •• ’Kasper invited: his listeners, to 
sit down on the courthouse steps 

■ and asked if there was. a preach- 
’ er present: No one volunteered 
1 so he asked^eyeryone to join him 
' in :the Lord’s.Prayer.

As.he recited it, no other voice 
was audible, 1

His speech-,began with a-.long
-^^yblvM*bWt^ 

...

.Kasper urged that: pressure be’. 
1 put on the school hoard for vot- ;

ing. to admit
white schools.
“We- want a 

want nervous

Negro pupils to

heart’ attack, we
we_ . __ breakdowns, we 

I want suicides, we want flight 
I frdm persecution,” he said

. He urged a boycott pf- desegre- 
1 gated schools by white parents, 
and called for picketing, fwhen. 
schools open Wednesday., 
'Kasper praised the United; 
Southern Employes Association, 
a segregationist union' which is 

> seeking to, prganizd?,*eKasWiie’s J 
"garbage workers.

And he shafpT? criticized the 
Rev. Billy Graham.

| "They say Billy Graham is 
coming back here’.’1 he cried. 
“Billy Graham left-here a white 
man but he’s coming back a nig
ger-lover.”

At the end of his talk he Urged 
tliose interested in forming a cit
izens’ council, to join him on the 
lawn. When he reached the grass, 
he ran smack, into a gray-haired 
figure familiar to most Charlot- 
teans. .

“I’m Police Chief Frank Lit- 
: tlejohn,” the man-told Kasper, 
: flashing a badge. “You’ll have

[displaying a leaflet the lanky 
I visitor had passed out.

■ “The school board has sold us 
out,” the leaflet began. “Load; 
your shotguns, we will have to; 
defend ourselves and our chil-- 
dren. . .”

“What’s this about shotguns?” 
demanded Littlejohn. "Are you 
inciting a riot?”

“No, no, nothing like that,” 
muttered Kasper.

i He told newsmen later he used 
ithe word “shotguns” as a meta- 
jphor, symbolizing action.
, Questioned by reporters, Kas-1 
iper said he saw no contradiction - 
between his own. past record ofj 
attending mixed social functions ]
and dancing with Negro girls and 
his present position.

“I wks^trying to learn some- . 
thing about them,” he said.

Asked to r-9CMuule_«a remark 
from his speech—“I don’t see 
why anybody would go where 
he’s not wanted”—with the fact 
that he came to Charlotte in the 
face of almost universal pleas 
that he remain away, he said, his 
statement didn’t apply in this sit
uation.

With a small group of admirers 
pressing around him, he arrang
ed for the citizens’ council or
ganization meeting to be held in 
the yard of Mrs. John Z. Warlick, 
4418 Lock Leven St. t

Kasper said he planned to rfl-, 
turn to. Charlotte in middle, <!f.turn to. Chadi..... .................
tieptember, <1
3 "I’m just- like a Tennessee
tick,” he said. “You can’t get rid

,me.:
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CTE?rKASPER SPOKE ! In Winston,
Hecklefs In W in st on Hecklers
Force Garage Meeting (Continued from Page One)’ 1 
? WINSTON-SALEM, Aug, 31 ® touch .larger than, this one was. coming. .That’s- what we’re here! 
—Segregationist John’, Kasper ■ ; , . Something’s got to. be dona for today.” ,
was heckled * out- of; Courthouse, herein We’ve got- to make- a “The white folks' aren’t ready; 
Square .when -he' tried to' speak stand.” ■ / ' ; for mixing the races in North
here today,? but he moved, his What’. does he think will'. :t» Carolina, and I don’t think they’ll’ 
meettog.-to-a.garage in'the south done?». , j ever be ready.” ■
ehdjpf;town;.and-started ofgamz- “Well;, we organized; a, grouji Does he advocate violence, asl 
ing’a 'White/Citizens Council to to oppose; the. entrance-,,of thetoight be suggested by his leaf-j 
bpppseihtegratidh.tn'cifiy schools Negfo-girl info high; schoofhere/.i l«to urging white citizens toi 
here,! , ' ' ' ■ ; Kasper, answered.’ V”. J “load your shotguns”? _ •

“We don’t want any roughness.- 
We don’t want any violence,”!

% Apprpkimately 200^ persons . “I think; thraeB be^
gatheftklon.the;courthouse’dawn'POtting;and,some ■pitting.- .... - . - .
frir-hfa-rspp-phte .• ’•<, '■ - “Wfe/want-.to. see’ithat theibpys Jasper said.

‘ wpri ^ijpornpe and giflh>dbh’tego:ihto.’tHat'schOTr^foresee any violence,
y°u nev» «*» tell .about ao'ne Negro ,pu!>n has be® enrolled l<*. of things;..va.,^ 

wr
S 14X4 h " p «" long- as that Negro’s- there. let 
? iepvtf£/to;ran;-^
■;.Befor^JpavmgjhereforGree^ out any wlute studento imichobi.’1. 
boro, however,..Kasper said. he . ■ Ur„eg organization ' . 
(elt that the meeting was. “very , Kasper said- the ^gi.oes haVg

- ■ - • - j.„ i.-. gotten into Southern! schools be*
... f j W encouraged, 'he cause; “they’re^ betted organized

'?a^„Jt ,-x- - i x than the white folks are”," !
- Asfed for? a^predicti.onrabQut, 4.^ he dontihu^-’^-ain’i' 
What would, .happen; nexty.j he - . *.• ; ;*h
saidi^., ' ; ..(Continued pn<Rage.4;:xCpIi.3).

ideally ’by- local people he

Youtve- got
to* give these white people*’ sonie 

; relief, or there may.be violence.” 
; ‘ If. Negroes start-going.to-white 
! schools, he concluded. on< that 
. point,- “there’s gdmg- to' beVrace
riots, and hangings and all that.” 
zHe finished on the s.quare by 

inviting anyone -interested: in. “a 
strong, white* man’s organiza
tion” to giv^hiin his name, acK 
dress and- telephone^ riumbef.-,’, 
. Asked- about the.* response to 

;that invitation, he said- later,- *i 
got about 30.?’’ . '• ’

Kasper said no date has been 
.set' for the first, meeting of the 
White Citizens - CounciLorpan feed
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But He Claims Success-
I - By-Roy Thompson

4 $ Stall Reporter

p Segregationist John Kasper 
was heckled out of Courthouse 
Square v.hen he tried to speak 
there yesterday.

But he moved his meeting 
to a garage in the south end 
of town and started organizing 
•a White Citizens Council to .op
pose. integration in city schools 
here;

Approximately. 200 persons* 
gathered on, .the courthouse 
l^wn for hif speech; -

About half of th'em,:were Ne
groes;, A lot ef'the: Negroes and 
-a few of the white people helped 
in the Jiftklihi, that eventually 

i forced, the; meeting out of the 
~ ‘

...Before:^ . for;
Kak 

pprGsaicE'he -felt that ^g> meet- 
tng/was; "very successful”.

‘Tm very encouraged,’* he

Asked for a prediction about

ICC: AAG CRihS 
FORM 6-95 3...

what would happen ' next/ hd 
said:

“I thinkthe next.meeting held 
locally by local people will .be 
much'larger than this one was 
. . . Something’s got to be done 
here. We’ve got to make a 
stand.”-

What does he think will be 
done?'

’“Well, we, organized' a group' 
to oppose the entrance, of the*, 
nigger girl' into-, high “.school.' 
here,”'"Mf. Kasper- answered-

“I think.'therd’lt be some’ boy- 
cottingZahd/s^

“WCw'ant tdf.sfee'.itiiafcthe Boys; <• 
and. :girls;: :,dphif.;.gft -thh£ 
school", (jleynold's High; School;., 
in which; .one. Negfp'?pupk.ha.s : 
been-denrohed’- for; tner coming. • 
school year)'/ as'tJpng^-as^fh’ati. 

. jniggerisji.tliere.r Let- '‘em' ^./tp' 
driin;. the;; s^hgolr. ;iyithpuf 'G^ny... 
Hvfiitd ^students; in. .gchbpil^f.

Mr. 'Kasper; ;saidGing Negroes*' 
have gotten;. into

’ schools, because '“the^eibetfet?, 
organized- than the white -iplky 
are.” .

“BUt,”-‘‘he^continued; “it ain’t: 
:coming. "TKat-sj what we’rehere 
i for today;* 
f “The white* folks aren’t ready 
i for mixing, the races in- North 
'Carolina, and I don't think- 
they’ll ever be ready.” • !

Does he advocate violence, as ; 
might be suggested by his leaf 
lets urging, white1- citizens 4o-‘ 
'-“Ipad'ycur’photguns’’?.- • 
! “We. don't' want any rough- 

ness.. .We--don’t want-any vio- 
'Iehce7’*-Mr.-Xaspe^

‘ “T dbh4Gf6re*see;; ahy^ 
but'you never can; -tell’ about?' 
-e lot of'things. .Cijybu’yd. got:' 

7tQ-‘give«thb‘se-^
L .relief^ or: there- may. 'be vio-.
I’lence,.-’'-- '• 5 f'A; ' •
f 7;If ? Negfpekf-st^ .going., to-' 
!> shhoois^ke safdi?dfh'w^ 
.'gomg?fb?be;Tdce riofsiand hang-4 

; ?ingg7and^l7tfiat?^^ ‘
^''Hep;cpn^
I' the^sgiiare. b^'4nyitihg; hhyohS ■ 
fitCTes&&‘;ih^ strong;,.. whiter

, ^^^rganizatfon?:' to- give-;him:. 
bls’b^b.-address- and ,teiephone

•-number:?, ” ■' ;

Journal and 
Winston-Sal 
9-1-57 
Page 1

Ij-' Askedi-about. the. response to-. 
l. thattinyitati6hJ,''he. sbid .later;-* 

‘T got rabout. 30;” .. ■. . . 7
Mrt.Kaspeit said ho datehas- 

been set^foir ’the fir^t meeting-, 
of the.. White' Citizens-. Council 
organized-yesterday. ■ •-f ■

He; leftheire late in the. after^ 
noon ^b'-make a speech otf the-' 
courthpusb lawn in" Greensboro; i

He dxpects' tpy make-. tWo. 
speeches, in Charlotte during the 
weekend.. He- said he'may, speak 
in Raleigh, -but: he- considered' 
that possibility,doubtful,..He said; 
he would -be back, in Nashville, 
Tenn^.-Wednesday. j

He expects', to return to North . 
Carolina' during- the' third week 
in September And' will be here ' f 
for', approximately- two weeks , 
during; that stay.' - ''

The meeting, on. Courthouse. 
-Square began like this: .

Mr; Kasper; a New. Jersey 
resident;, stood at the, base? of 
the monument-.to Forsyth: Coun- • 
ty’s -Confederate dea<X 7

He* wore- a blue- suit,, a blue. > 
fje^-and?.a: strioedi sWrh'...wUb-- <>.->

FREDERICK 
KASPER

SM-X

(CE: 105-



John Kasper pauses in his address while hecklers take up a cdilectibnvto,|Qn,4'Jlim



■*-'.! Ctmlffiued from Page 1A
There wasn’t much room on 

the--harrow lawn, and 13 uni
formed policemen lined the side
walk to keep the crowd from 
overflowing • and blocking the 
pedestrian traffic.

A number of police detectives 
mingled in the crowd.

It'was hot. Very hot. Before 
long,-the crowd began to press 
in close around the speaker. ‘

Those in the crowd listened 
quietly while W. L. Phillips, 
who described himself as an 
evangelist, opened the meeting 
with, a prayer that called- .for 
God’s blessing on “this man of . 
boldness and- courage.”

Then Mr. Kasper started talk
ing.

As-did others.
His speech, because of the 

constant interruptions, was a 
disjointed collection of sentences 
and half-sentences. Among 
them:

“The - Jews are behind this 
whole movement to mix the 
races.”.

“You’re not equal,, and you • 
never will be equal.” (That was 
addressed to the Negroes pres
ent). .

“You can’.t look to your news
papers to tell you what it’s all 
about.”.

And as he talked, there were
the interruptions.

- He said that Negroes are re
sponsible for about 60 per cent 
of the nation’s crime.

Someone asked, “Was John.
Dillinger a Negro?”

He-’ said there is a high in
cidence of venereal-'- disease 
among Negroes, and someone 
asked, “When’s the last time 
YOU had a blood test?” ■

Mr. Kasper sweated in the 
sweltering heat, and the crowd- 
pressed in closer and closer.-

Occasionally, when someone 
in -the crowd drew a laugh with 
a-shouted remark, he smiled a 
very small smile.

But he eventually began to 
lose patience, and he said, “If 
yQu’ll just keep quiet, we’ll get 
■through with this a lot faster

.( . I’ye never talked to any 
eroun that didn’t have manners.

few

CONFUSION—One of John. Kasper’s heck
lers takes^ over the microphone to say a 
few words of his own to- the crowd.

LAW AND ORDER—Chief of Policed 
I. Waller and Officer Ray Denny wai 
the sidelines for possible

He spoke of freedom of speech 
in the United States, and two 
or three of his Negro listeners, 
■joined him in a plea for silence. 
'. Velma Hopkins, reporter for,, 
•the, Carolina Times,, pleaded: , 

“Let him talk. .This is what’ 
he’s trying to do—disturb you.”

Someone shouted, “He’s igno
rant. Let him show how ignorant, 
he is.”

And a Negro man grabbed 
the microphone out of the 
speaker’s hands and said, “I 
want you to step back and hear 
what, this dog has got to say.”

It worked. •
For a few seconds.
But then their interruptions be

gan again. • ’
There was a chant of “Go 

home, Kasper. Go home, Kas- . 
ner. Go home. Kasoer.”' I

hat and shouting, “Who’s got 
, another dollar to send 'him 
back?” . '

(Mr. Kasper said on arriving 
here that funds for his trip were 
raised by white people in .Nash; ', 
ville, Tenn.).', ' I

A Negro.„man walked iipahdj 
said, “I .wapt?to shake your-, 
hand. You’re making .a ■ fine 
speech.” ■ , -

There were, of- course,’ people, 
present who came to listen- to 
a speech rather, than to inter
rupt- one.-. '

Occasionally,, one, of them 
would shout a demand for the 
officers on the sidelines .torwh. 
store order.



-up -a-few arguments that, got" • 
: started-between spectators, and, 
' they tried to convince some ■ of- 

the louder hecklers that they 
should -let■ the segregationist 
speak-. -

At 12:47- p.m., he- had been’ 
trying to talk for about 45 min
utes. In that period, he may' 
have had the floor half of the - 
•tim.e. ’ . : .

He quit then.
- Quit and said, “Now the Ne-;, 
groes are ready to talk to you? 
all.” '

He invited interested white 
.people- to come with him, and. ‘ 
he moved from the northwest i 

■.corner of - the- .square. to>-the. 
-^southwest corner. . - -

Some of-his; hecklers .followed,, 
;himr ther.e.. Sb, did .the police-. 
?&e^»assitne>d-,-4p'- the.r.Kasper^

-fg

f anpounce.i

, About i:30,p?mft’li|.l^
30' whiteJEQ^qwe^s, —. several 

-them children with adults—I 
gathered'on 'the' shady nb'rth

■■ side, -oh Hiji Brothers Garage, 
' 3504 Harfndhd Street? .

Gene’Hiir, one of the prbprie- ■ 
tors, said, "I don’t.-know any
thing aMut. iti.-.I’m- trying. to 
close up and' go ld the .beach”’

Threer fpoliee: cars.- parked' in 
the- blo.ck,'lbut the' group at’ the 
garage was apparently united in- 

.its,, beliefs. ,and there was rio‘. 
further- heckling or possible
trouble. f

: Mr.- Kasper made a few gen- i 
eral;-remarks and then an- I 
nounced, “That’s alt I .-have to 
say..publicly.” . .

The press was asked tpleave,' 
and its representatives did. .

That, meeting was'oyer about' 
3:30. pm.., and Mr. “Kasper held 
a press conference in front qf 
the garage^- ..

Of Negroes,, he' said: ,
“Only- 200 years ago they I 

were eating,their grandmothers'h 
over' there, w e a r tn'g bones 
through their- noses- and * jump
ing .over -campfires.’.’; . ...

Of- white peppie-who have not 
fought' integration-; in. schools’ 
here,, he s'dldr’-'^" -

‘i '"They’re just white. niggers 
’ who tell theniggerstogo to the

pooh, white- man’s schools. They 
send'^fheir own -kids to private: 
schools;” • ■* -

Of the -Ku' KluX Klan:
“i work with'the Klan. T be--.' 

lieve in the Klan.” ’ ' ’ ' . •
Of'Governor Liither Hodges, 

who has publicly opposed both 
. integratiori. and Mr. Kasper: 

"He’s trying to out-nigger' 
: (Governor) Frank Clementidver 
, in Tennessee.” 
i Of the heckling he got on 
I Courthouse Square:

' “These are the kind of folksy 
they want to put in school with

' white folks ... . They acted in 
a typically primitive and uncivi
lized ’manner.” ■- ,, - -

। Of his followers':
' "I don’t appeal much to the 
I educated classes. My folks-are

out in the furrows. The work- 
I ' ing folks. The farmers. They 

come from- down in the ridges, 
and -hollows.” ' -

■But he saved-his -big guns for, 
the school- board, which he ac

. cused of performing “a -crimi--
,nal.,acty .in allowing,, a. Negro, 
' student; to-‘ enter -Reynolds- High
' School. • .......................

"There are plenty of things 
thek school- board could: do.-,'if; 
they had-an^ guts”’“he.-.said...... 

' He asked,? “Have they b'een ' 
.brain-.Washed-or succumbed to, 
‘Cornmunisf /pressure,? This is: 
■the most Corrupt- fifing I ever 
heard.of-;.”' . *,

He recommended that ;fhe 
• newlylfo rrh-e d White Citizens 
; Cquric.il should’ "learn about, the 
; nature,-purpose and background-, 
1 of .these school board mem-, 

hers.” - ' . , ? -.
The garage press- conferences 

lasted’’,about a- half-hour-.. ;
Then Mr.'Kasper stepped-iritp , 

his old convertible- ■ with the 
wired-dowri .trunk' lid .and drove 
away. - .
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THE MEETING —. John Kasper*holds;;'h& firs#meeting j 
here-at the foot of the Gonfederate‘‘mtfnument'

AougbxSquare. —-—•' -• -'J---

«
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' ' ' ’ . ■ Staff Photos by FrarilrJojies;
ONE .OF'THE SPEAKERS — Segregationist Kasper, h.aking in' the hot, nopnday5sun£ 
speaks -to 'his audience—and vice versai Eroni the- sidelines, a' steady patter .of heck-1_ 
nng iriterr.u^ts-the; speech. . - . ■ ' • - -



Frederick John Kasper: 
A Career With a Twist

Who is Frederick John Kas
per?

Born in Camden, N. J., in 
1929, John Kasper was the son. 
of a fairly successful combus
tion. engineer.

During his mid teens he was 
sent to the Riverside Military 
Academy in ’Georgia for two 
years, then, briefly to Temple 
University in Philadelphia and 
.Yankton College in South. Da- 

■ kota.
His college teachers were im

pressed with Kasper’s intellectu
al gifts.but described him- as a 

' “trouble-maker with pronounced 
left-wing political sympathies,”, 
according to a December, 1956, 
article in “Commentary” maga
zine.

After two years, Kasper trans
ferred'to Columbia University’s 
School of General Studies. His 
draft board had classified him 
4-F. .

He majored in philosophy, 
with a minor in English litera
ture, and was graduated in 
1951. During his college 'career 
Kasper is said to have described 
himself as “an intellectual fas
cist.”

In 1952 Kasper became associ
ated with, a book -shop- in the 
Greenwich Village section of

New York City. He. named it 
the “Make-It-New” -bookshop, al
legedly after thertitle of a book 
written by poet Ezra Pound.

Between 1952 and' 1956, very 
little was publicly known of the 
man who was to stir up such a 
tempest of racial trouble in the 
little-Tennessee town of Clinton, 
and attempt to do so elsewhere. 
Kasper was a virtual nobody.

Since the Clinton trouble con
siderable fact-finding has been 
done on the soft-talking New 
Jerseyite. Here is what- some 
of the researches have turned 
up:

According to a copyrighted 
story by Robert S. Bird in the 
Feb. 4, 1957, edition of the New 

' York Herald Tribune, John Kas- 
' per was cutting capers at inter
racial dances in Greenwich Vil
lage during the summer of 1955.

The Herald Tribune story re
ported . that Kasper’s village 
bookshop was the scene for 
many a “shango” dance affair 
attended by both Negroes and 
whites.

One night in September, 1955, 
during an inter-racial party at a 
home in Brooklyn, Kasper was 
reported to have done “the un
forgivable from a segregation
ist’s point of view.” He urged 

i some 30 of the white and Negro 
youths present to join the Na
tional Association for the Ad
vancement of Colored People.”

The Hetaitl Tribune story 
said:

“This is the same Kasper who 
discussed, in a segregationist 
diatribe aFT^uisville on Dec. 
14,' 1956, the question whether or 
not Negroes have souls. He told 
his audience:

“They might have a soul, they 
might have a right to pray,” 
and then added, “I know some 
men who claim that they have 
seen niggers with tails.”

Kasper was known to have 
been a friend of indicted Ital
ian Fascist propagandist Ezra 
Pound, and the Bird story said 
Kasper has often visited the 
poet in a Washington insane 
iasylum, and corresponds with 
him regularly.

Writer David Halberstam, in 
a story in Reporter magazine, 
told how Kasper once told sev
eral of his Negro friends in ' 
Greenwich Village how he . 
would, “If I were a Negro, ' 
lead, a march on Washington to 
let something done for my 
people.”

Later, during the Clinton vio- 
ence, writer Halberstam report- I 
cd Kasper as saying of him
self, “I’m aJrabbJe-fouser. The 
people of Clinton needed a lead
er, so I went there to help 
them.”

I
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Campaign 
O f Terror 
fe. Urged .

A. campaign of terror against 
Negro- students attending previ
ously* all-White, public sphobls 
here and a program of har- 
rassment, against members of the 
Greensboro school board which 
admitted them was' outlined last 
night by segregationist John 
Kasper at an organizational 
meetingtaa local’White-Citiz^i’s 
Council. .

Meeting in the backyard of toe 
John ,W;‘ Kellam residence, 301 
Willard Street, ’25 to 30' white 
men and' several boys who iden-

• Pina Offarcj! .
“If-you work on toe night shift, 

just., pick! up the telephone and 
send a Negro* cab,to; their house. 
Order a bunch of merchandise 
from some- Jew department 
store .” • .• -
"... Send’toemflowers-from 

one member taf?hhbthbr; Call up 
the undertaker and send' him out 
there. Call* the police' and say 
‘They’re going to murder him 
(some, board member) but I just 
couldn’t go- through with it 
You’d better send some cops out 
there right away.’ ”

Although the men at the organ
izational meeting were reluctant 
to step forward' and accept’, an 
office in; the. group — offering a 
variety of excuses—C. -A. Web
ster, acarpenterof631Arlingtoh 
St, finally accepted toe tempo
rary chairmanship. «■

‘Kasper- told, toe group ,he would 
(dimtinued on Page 4; Coj. In -

tified* themselves as students at 
Greerusbbrd /Senior High School, 
Heard? Kasper o u t I i n e ’ his 
.tohtbpdsV '.' ■ .
1N-.r * jopfitaes..Methods ' . . 
i ffipNeWi Jersey-fiprn. agitata; 
(tbldstogto^

of? Negro'Stug^ elbbjy 
toeifijijn? 'toe^schppfi .corridors. 
Write /slogtap such) as, ‘-‘Nigger
Go Home” ion the Walls, and put 
variou^pto^.^ 
- not- going, tp. discburage 
anybody .fro^ . doing, what fie 

‘ tipnl&'!i's&^^^ repfied
when;one-pf topyouths askied if 
wfot^tpaehti-‘should pick, fights 
with? Negroes- attending- their 
schools-^ N
, “tt.was’toewhitotooys.ra^ 

Negroes'. oWtoSintpn,” he. said,-: 
and you can- same, thing; 
fieib?/ ?.

.Ka^^/ieferfed to his- statef; 
menPat^a meeWg^earlier in, tod' 
eyening dn'.0d jkeps.of toe Coun-- 
ty? Courthouse In which-he said 
lyhiteJ Ndrto? Carolina, .citiiens 
shbmiftact.^sovar to cause, “nervr 
dup fireakdpwnfe. hear£ attacks 
and suicide”’ among/membersof 
the city school board. -

For Terror
-pi •Campaign

(Continued from Page One)'
Communicate with Webster at his 
residence until a post office box 
could be rented. ' .

Buttons Suggested -
Mrs. Kellam, in whose yard 

toe meeting took place, wa! 
named temporary secretary
treasurer of toe council.' ‘

Kasper told the group- that'but- 
tons with the legend “Keep Out 
White Schools White”- could "be; 
obtained from a Nashville^ Tenn.,' 
firm at a cost of about $300 for< 
5,000. . 'v

“We found those buttons weret 
one of the most effective things] 
we had in Clinton,” he,said.-/ •

Kasper said one trouble-his 6^ 
ganization was having'in'its fight) 
to preserve segregation inNash-' 
ville schools was that integration; 
was being started, in toe first; 
grade. First graders,, he',said,* 
could not be organized very ef-i 
fectively. *

• But he urged those attending] 
toe meeting last night to form a| 
telephone committee - to;' spread
toe word on segregatioh?“We 
have got to educatejiu^fflzens/’' 
he said. “That’S^one of toe most 
important things we.h'ave fq,.dd.”;

Dailj 
Greer. 
9-1-5
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Action Draws
• .. Jr ?*,■».- ; ,' • -^ * « -, -s ' .' *

Traveling Segregationist Terins 
Integration Ruling ‘Conspiracy? \

*7 ' ., < ’ WflAN MOjERIsdN * ’
’ ;► Greensboro Dato Nejvs Slait Writer,'
• Jqhn^&asp^ segregationist;, ma/kju0’
pifcW in- Greensboro fast; night- before.spine 3po^mei> 
and women; fathered in front ofi the step^ of-4he. Gtiils 
for^Cou'nty.Ca^ him*.., •

’., W crowd'heard him out^. silence^Jor.the md 
^r£,^fh on eachstiewfthe schoblintegras'
ti^i$s,ue.-exiqhap^g-.rema^
;v^asp;er,

Nashville, • Tenn., where 'hd^has' 
beetoactiYe to -opposing ,totegra« 
Son; of; city '.schools . .ther^f rp-? 
ferred;, several;' times ' to - .the’ 
“drunken”- actioh^of? Gfeenss‘< 
boro’s .sch'obVbba^to1 opening 
three schools to-,Negro, stadents* 
last month. ' ' ?' ’ 7 ;

, Attacks School Boards. V 
Kasper told his. ,audlence\fhht; 

if. the’ gchbol'board “has.gpt;;:sb 
low- & to ‘betray Boto/the.'white,., 
and; colored toto.'thtoit’^^ ’ 
you to find, out what* they arh 
gettingtor it;”.......... '• , /.

“It wasn’t any accident' thif; 
the school* boards to Winston- • 
Salem-and ‘GfeBnsbbrdfandKiftto I 
lotto amiduheed' bn the; Same 
night and. the. same minute they 
were going, to, let the’ Negroes' 
into,the schools,”-he-saidl •

“Maybe they got together-and- 
-had a drunken party;. I -dtot- 
iknowr But it certainty wasa 
conspiracy.” • '

' > : Blasts Governor ■ ’. ' ,
At one.- point. in; His-<spebchi._ 

when;an-aipbulance„passed.dowh' 
Market Street';with>it^s£reibwaiJ.< 
tog,/ Kasper iolds-tha '^

; HerblastSfi*Hqdg?i's’as being a 
' whito toan'whp;h'a's

- and. fought’foKsegr^^oiv. “BJ 
, saying he’s afraii^q^vioiencp’and'' 

trouble/? Kasp0r'<shi^‘toe&^^ 
,, turriingj/'/th^ 

,, [JJegrpessahi.thesde^
' TheNew jersey, segregationist; 

T?hq.-has bee^ -attacked^;White- 
Citizeh’s. ^Councils 'to. seyetot-. 
Deep5 Spu&jsfatos. fof^raileged 

stalled. off;’ qiiesapnV;^ his- 
audience during,toh/taffi; 'insist
ing that-hewould,welcomethem, 
'after he- hnishei 7

' Pgfice5J^ese^’ 
A rium1?er\^7cijy;;pp^^ 

ceraiihypiai^; Soth^.andli^yef^’- 
sheriffs’; d^ 
the':-crowd 'du&hgf Kaspers -a ‘̂ 
p^ai^ie^' , t, ‘ f ’ 
‘“‘ptirin^:' 'Cto., cqurssvqf*‘,'his- 
speech^wfiicff he’ made.standing. 
qn-*Se<^a&t& 
cpwthqt^^j,'l&^ert Rocked, bad: 

: apSffof&l’ari’^ ges
tured;" wiSibo'th:'arms-.to the 
cfbwdt-'"'. A

He .was-' neatly * dressed’ in/ ;a j 
dark blue suit;, blw tie ^dfrsWj 
pink-lshirt.' \ \ , /? ■ ,

'Wheti/he-fimshed;- eighftoefe^ 
' one-bighorn said;-he"'-^ ____  ______

stopped, lb listen—came forward'  ____  
and’ shppk>"hisftarid;.2, _____ ~~
-.Admitting that .many 105-55“

J crowd had, probably come; “just ______ -
'to^see* the; .monkey in.thd,..cage;’’ 
Kasper, asked' “alt white., people 
■here* .who! are willing ’to stand 
[up -tothto^hihg;? to meet -wifi 
hinr .'afterward ahd-’fqrm what 
he;cari&l ’•‘-'a-' North ^'Carolina, 
White "Citizen^s- Council/’’... ‘ ‘

; “I am^sorfy that, I can’t stay 
Her^’hn^i.he’ 'witi^ you. to your-t 
■fighy ?-'hef <,'said;-to 'explaining, he' 
planned’dp. retufh'. to Nishyille . 
Sariynb^'week.- 1
h “Buii’^-he-we^

Daily N ews 
Greensbore 
9-1-57
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Is Rapped ByKasper
(Continuedfrom Page .One) going, to give- them (this radical 

element): anjt more!’’ ' ,
The. most,'prolonged applause 

Kasper received was when he

KASPER PASSES OUT HANDBILLS
*■ . -

School Board Action

situation is something that's got 
to be looked into.” '.

Kasper attacked' what he called 
the “newspaper press in. the 
whole South—the television .and 
radio—that has'been won over” 
by the radicals. ' -

He said the Methodist, .Presby
terian and ; Southern. Baptist 
Church leadership'wds“masquer- 
ading behind the cross of Jesus 
Christ, wfiilethey'. are preaching 
the doctrine- of Karl Marx.” -

“All! th'es'e Satanic and anti
Christ. forces are telling'us that 
wei can’t'dp anything- about this 
integration^

’."I’m felling, you. that'the white

said Goy Hedges ‘-‘is, for the. Ne
groes” — an accusation he also 
leveled'at the.three schpothpards.

He urged white parents to bdy-. 
cbft the schools should-Negfo. pu
pils be admitted to theiii next 
week.: “That’s, thd leasf fh!hg,^i 
white, man can‘do,” .fie .said,.’
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■ GRE^SBd^dWN.^ 
— ^ojin^K&per^ji^^^ 
fegatijaw^^^^^ 
GreVnjWjj'^nigl^^

WWiieii 
dri& womenj;Sat^

• •^STON$AEEM7. ■: W.4.
315.(®^.egreiaUp^
was- ^>£’t', .CTufdfibu'sgj
sqtii^Awliefp'^

.pie'e^ri^j®. 3fJ&tfage^^ rsbul^

^^e-btbwd'hpa^

i^:l^f^&, eacfiFj§idft$K41j^^ ;
-.’jnte^atipg^^^ ,

Caypimfe'i-yesre^ j
j

'tdSwnat?$gfte^ 
acfidftiSt£!vGrq^fij>W^^ ■
pjbW^i&fipeni^ •

jdebtC&a^^h^ i
■ '^ee^figro' i

- s&einigb^&d^e<&dm^^ 
tbe^wer.digbinfedS^ ?
irifb/tfexsclwb^^ j
i -wr^; •

' The ’Jersey'^ 
wtot^s^MPtW^He  ̂
;CitKehsi£bunajiE&^ 
;ed’jg&estiOT^^^ 
jbr-rac^Tcftp^

... crdwct ^during? Kaspers*Eiipi?bar£ 
ingf the; talk.-. ' ' ”ti *?^''7: -■

jA-. htmibep p£?ci£#'^pKceJ»;offic<^ 
dd, 
:igtCf&p$tiesK{^ 
icrp^i^'ditti^
.^£%.r*A ■ z-sa A-?.-
,, ,p.i^g:.thte'.cqi^ 
^hich-The'inade-^ 
lgamtp,;!ftg'n£ steps-^ 
Souse,. K^per ■TQckbdtrback' 'anti' 
!fprth\ ranch’ .frbqujintiy^^ 
wiffi'S'pMivai^^^
j, ^bbn;>el :fi^he4^eigh^Mp^ 

jAflpny, ^GaEand-, had- 'jusOfopped 
Ito/^stei'S
‘shook his-handl :. / A >'' A- -

oppbsa i ’̂iraBdxf-M 

pt<&typj£d^

pSOpMOwro^hbw^er^]^
that-the-.meeting,.was; veryssuc:.

&AsW4$£qj^''S^ 
.TOaW^diM^hapi&iHiik®^ 

/tMiii^tfieTneXW^

tgffmW^W^tanWA 
HTOafc?dbW*:.Wi^^ 
done? z
fhW^^evq  ̂
opppsej^e^entr^ 
girj.iptp;tog^s^ 
;answ^ed%i:^»7 t”£?~ 
i, “jvlMi&{ the^ 
CTtting^cl.^oO^ 
•ti^ei’yaWjtOedJ'ffi^ 

; aW|,girl£do^^^ 
; ^R^noldi{jingh? ;Scfegj£;-^^ 
; pne'NpgrhzpUpO 
; for 
: lon^ias^^^ 
- ’enS;tfy-:to
; any
I ;.,,;He.S6hishfd. ojfi Ih.e^sqiiar^by^iiK 
। viting;
-.strong;;^
; |o; ''giyb - tinOi^ n(ame  ̂4afdM^ss 
j totjrelppjmp^^ -x 
I -Askeidt^ab^qul- i tfe'- response:- itb 
I th'aj^fatatibjnkM’^^^^ ja^BW
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Governor Hodges S^aks For State
Governor Hodges spoke for the vast, 

majority -of North Carolinians when he
. Governor. Hodges reiterated, that he, 
does-’not favor integration, and sentiment

declared.at his Thursday press conference 
that “1. don’t think we need John Kasper”" 
in Tarheeha,and-that,‘‘the. state and the- 
people , ... will not tolerate any lawless- , ■ .. . 
ness' or. violence”- in- connection With the. are .indeed jiopeful 'that North Carolina 
school segregation problem. - '* . . wil^ive/up-to, its good .name, fhaH^^^

;Gbvemof Hodges: did- well to make this established -understanding and good' will

throughout. Np^th Carolina largely Aaclik 
him tip., .But orderly-processes and obedi-
ence" of the- law are other matters-. We>

statement oh the eVe of schools’ opening will continue -to prevail, and that'thd pub-. . 
and'. ih accord with the. responsibility of. - lie* school system,. Which is our richest £ 
his. high office: He alone is in -position herit'age'-'and oUr greatest opportunity for ; 
to5 speak' for -all the people- of the -state/ "the future. Will suffer a minimum pf dis->J
'It is significant that the chief exCcu-; i ruptidn. 7

tlye’s' assertion' "came almost simultane*.There is no'place for demagoguery,dnw- ' 
duslyx jyitlif futile court; efforts' to.pfevent .cit.ement'. or violence in North Carolina. 1 
admissiotf qfWhe fi^st'Negro, children, to And'' Governor- Hodges hgs- properly , 
wjutej*schppiizhi Charlotte ' apd -Greens- jjindefscqred? that aS becomes the.-chief of . 
bqrq.and. dfter it Aad-been, ievealed thatl therstgte’s government- and- the official-. 
GtCensbprp. school officials had been sub- who must act if any flafe-up does- chai-; 
jectedtiq .threats, apd yilfecatidh following.’ lenge" the- courts, the--statutes- and-'the., 
their decision-to admit-six. Negroes to the. statp’s-.constituted authority. ' P ”

The’next few days Will-he. trying daysi:. 
But North Carolina has come through;' 
trying - days before, richer; .greater . and':.

public school system. ’
. While the. Governor, is scheduled- to- 

make a major, address,-, Which will be 
broadcast to the people of the state, on 
the school, problem Tuesday night, quite 
a few- schools will open Tuesday- morning

more durable for ‘its experience, The - 
varipus.'lqeal school bpards’hhv.e'''^cted in* 
accord with, their -oath of office; -the die-;
tates of their conscience and' the' best.and there needed to be warning before . tates of their conscience and the‘bes;L 

then against violence and affirmation of legal advice, now bolstered bjr cqur.t 
the-state’S-determination to put down any prqyal; that they^ could' obtain;’ 
which might; occur. ' Elaboration can; and bility to respect and uphold, the’"'law . 
presumably will'come in Tuesday eve-? .shifts to the state and the people,. Who" 
Xiihg’s deWSfSnce1. ’ constitute it. ■ ’ w"

Daily Ne 
Greensbe 
9-1-57
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Editor
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STAMM<»PO«M H*. •*

Office lAemorawLum • united state^Bovernment

TO

A. Rose

INTEGRATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 
CIVIL RIGHTS

date: September 18, 1957
Tolson 
Nichols ____  
Boardman___ 
Belmont____  
Mohr -______  
Parsons____  
Rosen ______  
Tamm______  
Trotter_____  
Nease______  
Tele. Room —
Holloman ---- 
Gandy,---------

SAC Lopez called from Nashville. He wanted to give me a run- 
on the local situation. v* 'S; / / "

\ He said that everything appears to be normal; that 90% of the people
» are enrolled; there have been no demonstrations; Kasper’s trial has been set 
/\^or 60 days hence; he is still in jail; he has not as yet made bond and there 

ar^TiOThdications that he will as of now; however, this could change any

It is noted the local police have indicated that if he is released, he 
will be arrested by the local authorities again. -i

The U. S. Attorney has written to the Department concerning this 
situation. „ -

The integration problem ieems to be tentatively at a. standstill. 
It is noted that 11 Negro students, all to be integrated in the first grade, are 
involved in the program of integration. Time for registration has passed and 
some of the local officials believe that the die is cast and that there will Ite 
no further difficulties. This is merely speculation. They attended classes 
yesterday and today. In some instances the children came alone and Some were 
escorted by their parents. There were no demonstrations, no crowds, no 
trouble. As has been indicated, there are 4 schools involved relating to 11 
Negro students, all in the first grade. r / T

RECOMMENDATION:
NOT RECORDED- .

In view of the lack of activity in Nashville and no immediate pending 
difficulties, unless something flares up, there woulcf MSlio- need to
keep Lopez at Nashville. It is recommended that he_j2£_jnstruct j;o back
to Memphis. He will be instructed to advise the local Resident Agents that they 
must keep on their toes and in touch with the situation to the extent t we will 
be advised of any developments. If approved, Lopez will be instructed to retur 
to Memphis immediately. /r- " *

cc: Mr. N s

cc: Mr. Mohr



Call 2:55 P.M,

OT REC0&E®

datb: September 18, 1957

Office • united state^overnment

TO

FROM

: Mr. Rose

’ E. E. Har

INTEGRATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
UI NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

/ CIVIL RIGHTS

SAC Lopez called from Nashville while you were in the Department

Tolson--------  
Nichols-------  
Boardman----- 
Belmont ------- 
Mohr-----------  
Parsons------  
Rosen---------  
Tamm---------  
Trotter--------  
Nease---------  
Tele. Room-- 
Holloman 
Gandy

and spoke to SA Keep.^He said that Kasper had just made $2500 cash bond.
The bond was put up by kasper^s attorney, Montague Ross, and an unidentified 
man from Knoxville. /Q / /

Lopez said that the City of Nashville now planned to take no further 
action against Kasper although heretofore they had anticipated re-arresting him 
in the event he made bond. Kasper’s attorney indicated that Kasper intended to 
leave town. Lopez had no additional details stating that the bond had just been 
made within the last few minutes.

The above information was immediately furnished to Mr, Belmont in 
Mr. Boardman’s Office and on his instructions was also given to Mr. Rufus D. 
McLean in the Criminal Division. Mr. McLean said that he would consider 
what action should be taken and advise us subsequently.

In accordance with Mr. Belmont’s instructions, SAC Lopez was 
instructed to immediately furnish the facts to the U. S. Attorney at Nashville 
and he said that such would be done at once. Lopez added that Kasper had just 
left the County Jail at 1:11 P.M. (3:11 P.M. Eastern DaylighVIme). He also said * 
that the person putting up the bond for Kasper was Mr. L.R. Foster of Cedar 
Heights Drive, Knoxville. Lopez said that h£ had just learned that Inspector 
Patterson of the Nashville Police Department had been at the jail at the time 
Kasper’s attorney arrived and that the attorney was hesitant to leave the jail with x 
Kasper while Patterson was about for fear of the latter’s re-arresting Kasper. 
Kasper added, however, that about 10 or 15 minutes before the attorney arrived 
at the jail, Inspector Patterson had received a telephone call from the Chief 
•of Police who changed the orders concerning the re-arrest of Kasper and 
instructed Patterson not to re-arrest Kasper in the event of the latter’s release 
on bond,

cc Mr. Nichols W^SEP/24 1957
OJK/rh (7j

AL’ ~ ‘TOATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

•inixiALj cn original



M emorandum for Mr. Rosen

ACTION

SAC Lopez was instructed to keep the Bureau informed of any further 
developments in this matter.

A confirming memorandum to the Department is being prepared.

- 2 -



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date September 20, 1957

SAC, WO (100-33226)

WITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C., aka. 
IS - X

ReBulet September 13, 1957, instructing that 
every precaution be taken to insure that WFO is apprised 
in advance of any contemplated demonstrations by 
captioned organization.

Th^s office intends to, have panel sources 
and

b6
b7C
b7D

who have been very
cooperative in. me past, contact the headquarters of 
subject organization at 32o4 M Street, N. * '
D. C.^A^. '

W., Washington,

Bureau will be kept informed of 
developed..

all? information

(100-4:23395)
1 - Richmond (Info.) (RM)
1Baltimore (Info.) (rM)
3 - WO ' LQo-22226.__ ______

(1 -

RBL:EEB 
(7.)

|KC0BDEB-?8 - 4 ^32 ’ »£«>asa Bsaa«
’ 1G SSP 23 1957

1



&25 W

SeptemberSS, 1857

rasojmmi • 
m, Bosw 
Ml. WHOW '

< -
The Attorney General called this afternoon, and asked whether 

X had heard aboutihe cross burning in Washington last night. I stated we 
had learned of thW very promptlyirom toe and that ^ria
made both by our Agents ths local police to rm this oafer to&h' I
indicated that we have had our sources alerted for gomeUm© regarding too 
possibility ot such occurrences andhave specifically mito&d them with 
regard to the possibility of such an incident occurring at <M homes of aiy of 
the Supreme Court following the convmingofthe Court.

Th®.
Kasper was gutlyt in .this- arsa o< Mt M was higMy desirable to

"“do werythtug to g< Kasper hehind bars. I stated wsdarstood
‘this osd most gbrtaMy -agreed him; that Kasper’s confinement
at M my 'Opinion, had done mwli to tom the slttoion in
thataresu

Vury tMyyoWs-.

&_____  /
Boardman __ / *

&„_ record©-tf
Hosen_______ / %££• '
TamiR-_______ /
Trotter-______ _ //?1» fX
Tsls. Boom  (^ (/ gU

sgffl® 2 61£ 37

I—"7^--------------------

™s 
1742® _.. 

L-^—

e SEP 3S1S67

lamsaisa __ _
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, EBI DATE: 9/23/57

SAC, RICHMOND (105-632)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF THE 
DISTRICT^? COLUMBIA, AISO KNOWN j 
SEABOARD WHITE.CITIZENS» COUNCILS

IS'X ■ ■ date-W^
ReBulet to WO dated 9/13/57• ' /

The Richmond Division d s not have any established 
sources or informants in the , area who are
in a position to furnish information concerning the 
captioned organization.

contact the F.B.I. if any

It is to be noted, however, that the Washington Field 
Office was formerly in contact with I

^ith regard to this matter was previously in
close contact with JOHN CASPER and. the Seaboard White Citizens * 
Councils. .

It is believed that recontact with by the Washington
ield Office would, probably provide coverage of the captioned 

organization in Alexandria, Arlington and. Fairfax Counties, Va.

Officials of the Fairfax. County, Arlington County and 
Alexandria City Police Departments have proven very cooperative 
in assisting this office in connection with all types of 
matters, and it is felt that these departments will immediately

information concerning contemplated
racial demonstrations are brought to their attention

The Bureau will be advised at a later date concerning 
inquiries being conducted .at Charlottesville, Va. P.

/^Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL) 
^(1-100-^23395). ,
L-Washington Field Office (100-33226)(info)(REGISTERED MAIL)
1-Richmond . .
HER:drh 
(5).,

OCT 8-1957

b6 
b7C 
b7D



7



, -v*'- 1 ■ ' -. y ; • '4
STANDARD rtw*’ kX>*S4

Office jM.emJl^nduW • united stJ^s government

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 9/20/57

FROM SAC NEW YORK (105-19792)

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS' COUNCILS - 
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
akat- Seaboard White
Citizens' 

TS-X
Councils

.Si * •' »

a

7/22/57 •
,Re Bulet, 7/23/57,• and NYlet tABure.au,; 

' ' 'it. * * '

~ Enclosed herewith’are' five: copies of 
- a blank memorandum dated and‘captioned as above.

. ' . This information is being furnished •’
• to the Bureau, per instructions set forth in . 

referenced Bulet and no investigation is beipg.
. n conduct0d. in this matter’. ... UACB *

NaJ Bureau (E^. 5? (RM)
. (1-305-^571) ' iNhrv^^ . £P

'2, - WFO (Encs. 2) /
. 2■ - New Ydri? . (•105-1%^ r

(1 -105*5759) ■ 1 ' ■/165^5^)

WCl:cm
(7) '

A

X.
v



• ' >mnieh states iBcparftmmi of ifitsfwe 
Jfehvral bureau nf Snu^stisatuitt

New York, Nev/ York 
September 20, 1957

Re: White Citizens' Councils 
of District of Columbia, 
also known as: Seaboard 
White Citizens' Councils

The New York "Herald Tribune", a daily
newspaper in its issue of July 16, 1957, on page 8,> 
carried an article wherein it was stated that 
attempts are being made by individuals in Nassau 
County to form white citizens' councils. According, 
to the article the segregationist "cell", consisting
of about 100 persons including some Negroes, is , 
led bv 2F year old Merchant Marine SeamanF

___ __________ who is described as an ardent 
admirer of segregationist John Kasper. b7C

This article related that had
introduced during the course of an interview ope 

H 22, of .. as the
n thegrist" of the group. was described as a

 graduate of Queens College, now taking a post-
graduate economics course. This article attributed 
statements to I 1 that he,I I had. not met Kasper; 
that "Negroes should not be permitted to vote, at least ' 
under the present electoral college system", and that 
"Democracy is an outmoded concept and inapplicable to 
the current racial problems. .

On July 22, 19555

I jyew YorK uiry, aavisea unat; ne 
recently- conversed With a

b7C
b7D

iwew YorkTT

copies' destroyed

2 11 OCT 26 H63

ENCLOSWv’



b7C

‘ Re.: White Citizens' Councils
’ of District of Columbia, 

• also known as: Seaboard 
• White Citizens '"Councils.

advised that attended Jamaica High..
■School, 194? - 1951, Queens College, 1951 1954, .

/ and is in the Air Force Reserve, Airman Second .
Class,' never having served on active military ,• . , 
duty. -r \ . -

, , , This source advised that! I ’
; seemed "mixed up". He explained tha5 I

• - is veriy ahti-Semitic, and had a’ "NaziT-like” attitude.

. .... - Queens College, Queens, New YOrk,-advised: on • .
. February 6.. 1953, that she had recently expelled ’

; ; New York, as a .student at said college for
what4 she called anti-Semitic arid pro-German ' / - ;

" activities. ’• /

, stated that. activities - . '
' first Canie. to the attention:Of the college officials . .' 

in the fall of 1952, .when complaints were received. ' ■
that I was making anti-Semitic remarks to. soine. Of 
the students at .Queens College,g and also .a cbmpiairit / 
that |had -cut a swastika ph the' brief case of a • .
Jewisn student. : ' 1 ’ ■ . • .

\ s \ ? Doctor George Spitz; Assistant' Dean,’Queens. '• ./ •
, V College, Queens, New. York, made available on February 1Q, '

1953, information which related- as • follows: > b

1 ‘ ‘ • ' In .May,- 1951, was interviewed three "
times during which he stated 'There are no clubs ‘ -

. conservative enough for me.f‘ He added that his .
■ political orientation was Dixiecrat. He indicated that '

he was ■ - ■. , ‘ - ;

2



Re: White Citizens’ Councils 
of District of Columbia, 

• also known as: , Seaboard 
White Citizens’’ Councils

not interested in discussing his position in a 
school where Negro and White'students attended . 
together. Doctor Spitz advised that | lettered 
QUeens College in February, 1951^ at the age of 
154 years. from .Tamai oa'Ri gh School I Twas__ ' 
born on

This- memorandum: is loaned \ , 
to you by the Federal, Bureau ’.

' of- ihv-estigation and neith
, it-nor its. contents are to 

: be distributed outside the /' - 
‘ agency to which'loaned ‘ <



HjlBliBB

mMK^go prdman 
IwWw. Belmont 
1 - Mr. yiliiains

September 5$, 1957

$ Director, FBI

OF DISTRICT
INTERNALSECWTt x ...

•^ JXE ^SUClU ’ ■
-tv ■

stipes

Information has been received from sm* > 
whose reliability is unknown, that members of the Mite « 
Citizens Councils Of District of DMumbia plan to picket

Kh<\7 at the Mite House on’ September 1957. The number 
. pickets and the time and purpose bf the demonstration

■ are unknown at this time,^^ [ u j , . • '

« ‘s.jv' As you are aware, the executive secretary
W a* the White Citizens Councils of District of Columbia- .

Frederick Jchfc^asper. was recently arrest^ # 1
• in Mashville, Tennessee in connection
_ , disorder in that city and who is but on bail* Mahper I ^^6
. . , was arrested for loitering, vagrancy* two charges & .-.. ■

, . disorderly conduct and inciting fo riot. Me was fined'%5r
t5b ®^ch on charges of loitering* vagrancy and disorderly

- conduct. The trial date on his appeal from these .
- ‘ . convictions is set for Mctober 11^ 19^7. Move®bez<i8,
’ 1 19575 is the date set for the trial bn the charge bf

. -.•,. ■.inciting to riot.* • ... ■. ■■■•-.•

' co , •: 
v m.
8 v t

B
.<?? g

<3 £ tn

’ &fhrmafion conc<Ming the preposed demehsiratioO 
is peing furbished the Honorable Robert Duller, Special

•Assistant to Wesideiit^. Secret. Service? intelligence 
agencies ofthe-Armed Forces? and the Metropolitan Police 
Department, Washington; D.. €.» , »

[ U J \

. . Any additional pertinent information recei^
relative to this patter will. be furnished the Department 2 

'• promptly.

■ K-U 
’Tolson .__ 
'Nichols —. 

, Boardman _ 
Belmont 
•Mohr_ ;__ _ 
Parsons — 

. Rosen'___
Tamm ,__ _
Trotfefy__ : 
Nease-_

■ Tele.VBooir 
■ HollofenJ 
GandHj^

/■

/ 
cW:gft:dlh.

.1 * Mr. William, Rogers 
Deputy Attorne^.&eneral

100-423395

IS

R/7)





AHRTEL

kr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Tele. Room_____  
Mr. H--Homan__  
Aftss Gandy

am 
Trotter.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) / ' Wi/yi

iiolsp. 
. Mr *T^>ardmai 

elmbnS^
r. Mo 

Mr. P

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

7WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS i.

I

ClNAL

RICHARD B. LAVIN on 9/25757.^concerning info received from

b7CThe reliability of this informant is unknown 
at the present time. ,

/advised that this informant ascertained-through 
|of the subject organization, that

I I sub.iect organlzation plans to picke.t^Jxe.Jfe^ on ~
I f Saturday ,£•9/28/57 . Tne h®b^rof pickets the time^of
I I pickgnYg^^ of picketing all unknown at the present
/ I time to] | is attempting to ascertain detail which
I / he willrfurhish fhis office.?^^ -a
I I : ‘

WFO

A)

RBL:rd§atp~ 
(4) -

‘ Appropriate local agencies being alerted by 
9/26/57

•

AIRTEL



1-Boardman 
1-Belmont 
1-Will tains

SAC, Washington Field (100-33226) September 26, 191

Director, EB1 (100-423395) •

WHITE CITIZENS C0PNGI13 
OF DISTRICT OS COLUMBIA 
INTERNAL SECURITY * jf

In view of thebackground o/ JohnTEaspe t aAd his ■ 
connection with captioned Organisation andinasmuch as . 
information has beOn Received indicating the White CitiBehs . 
Councils Of District 'of Columbia (WCCDC) contemplates ' 
picketing the WhiteHouse onSeptember 29/ 1957, you are * 
instructed to reinstitute discreet inquiries concerning . 
captioned organisation^, which should, be confined to the 
Washington, p, c,, area* • i . .

Tolson 
' Nichols 
. Boardman _ -
. Belmont___Z-

• Mohr_______
Parsons ■
Rosen.—____
Tamm___
Trotter
Nedse ______
Tele, oom _ 
Hol|^$^ 
'Gari

• , , As previously instructed, all ipfgrrnants And sources, -
- Hn.position to fdtnisp infordati^ bpnperhthg this mutter should 

be alerted* through: these sources and^ independent .investigation 
you Should, determine the .leaders and members, if possible, di^ 
and purposes, which would include plans for dempnstrations*

Ppsuli.s^ of your inqu iries Should be subriitted ip' 
report form suitable for diss.e^ihatiO^ df course, information 

*" developed^ which requires immediate handling'should be subtitted^ 
by expeditious means., ' / . j ‘

• Although no'information: has been received^ indiedtihg 
WCCBC was involved in the cross burning at the home of

, pugene Davidson op. Heptember 25, 1957, yOd bboUid Continue - 
your efforts to ascertain the identity of individuals 
responsibly *

NOTE. ON YELLOW .

;’ c> J -m t nF

- . IK

19 .$EP 27 195^ g so
' See memo- Belmont to Boardman
9/26/57, CEWtgft;^ ' • ' ’

same c apt ion, -□



STANDARD FORM NO. M

Office Memorandum } united states government

TO MR. A. H BELMONTr pi date: September 25, 1957

FROM

SUBJECT:

Tolson
Nichols
Boardman___
Belmont____
Mohr________
Pardons____  
Rosen_____ i_
TamA_____L
Trat/er___ I
Neqpe____ £_
Tel 5\Roomj_  
Hal omanjA
Gar 1/ j

SIZOO
cc Mn Belmont

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Baumgardner

A.

. ... _ING T HOME OF
EUGEH^AVIDSSh. 9-25-57
GROSS

I called SAC Gearty concerning the attached this mornzni
and asked if he had received information concerning the cross burn- 5* 
ing and if any information was available as to who was responsible^ 
He said he had just received a call from Mr. Rosen concerning it 
and that he had been in contact with the Washington Police for any 
information which they might have. He was advised, however, that 
Davidson did not call the police after the cross was observed, but 
immediately called the local newspapers and that the police learned 
about it through inquiry bfl the press. Gearty said he would main
tain contact with the poli'ce and also check with logical informants 
for any pertinent information and that the Bureau would be advised.

This is for information.



Mr. Belmond 
Mr. Mohr

Mr. Trotter. 
Mr. Nease _ 
Tele. Room

UP25 
CNAACP) . 

4j$ONTS>FETMEPH<y^ AvrnSnM5 EARLY THIS MORNING IN

WASHINGTON CITY NEWS SERVICE



_ Reference -is made to my memorandum dated
. /J September 1957* Which you were. advised fhfOrifiatlOn

* - WxF\^ been received from an informant, whose reliability is ' 
W/ T ) unknown, that members of the captionedorganization plan 

to picket at the -white:House on September 28, 1957.'?2>^ :
■ J. »■ ■ 1 . * .§ With regard to this demonstration* the same

w/,. ' infofman-t advised that M&M Fleming.> an official Of .the
.n ?:' - ■ ■ • Shite citizens Councils' of Mstrict of Columbia, stated

\k .’ »1 On- September ’ 1957, the- •demonstration at the Whitp 
Jr "' • ■ House' -on- September £3$ 1957, will, depend, to a,.great extent 

£ f .. on friends of Meming'M Virginia-*/ Fleming; did >ot amplify;
these remarks- -. • -: //

// , In addition, the informant learned from Fleming 
. jthat the- White Citizens Coimcils of District ,of .Columbia- ■ ■ 

• • .had been deprlve<^i&S.p:^OWM^ -320'4 $<'.;streeir M* W»$ 
-' <ashlngtonf'-JU C.,. and as ri result -a problem, had ..^isgh.as 

whrit tQ';W'withf-W ■ infggma^was
I the opinion thiri®esi^bot moS^-to^he • ■
I SEP 27 iQct feome of a man nawri^&br^ who i-^a^as^uiate'
f fof Jack ^thbonri* leader of the Defenders of^^teAgpvoreignty

/arid Individual Liberties in-Arlington# VirgSl^> G tho press 
^^possibiy ■■Could be moved to the home of pa^Pe^Oltophbneticl, 

. Who^doeb secrot^ial work for RaihbohriJSc^

V

*

■■
Tolson __ 
Nichojs^j 

,, Sodrdmari* 
. Belmont _ 
k \lohr

>^ons

• •• . -.- ■ ■ W'WwderOf :’Stat« '
.-j^beftiea is,a..$tate^dd.prpsegr^ 
-.Virginia* ' ■■' ■ •? ■.. • ; m /g;

■‘ ’ ■■- ' • ■ -M.,
/ . Fleming also told the infOf mant^he?bigi thing to G- 

do how is provoke Megroes to action. Se ^d riot burnish - 
• additional ’ information, in, clarification «

100-423395 ’ \

Ab •• or ~ AxbjF. page

Z ’ mAie. ROOM __ _

/SEP-36:1557^ J

CFWfgf rj
&Y I



- ' .. *

The Attorney General ?-,V/,

The above information is being furnished Secret 
Service and intelligence agencies of the Armed Forces. Any 
additional pertinent data received relative to this latter 
Will be jnade available to the Department promptly;..

1 William F. Kogers
Deputy Attorney General

. NOTE ON. YELLOW: ' . .

This information is not. being furnished the 
White House inasmuch as it does not materially add to the 

. information previously furnished on 9/26/57 Concerning 
the contemplated demonstration at the White nouse on 

>9/2^ Service- and intelligence agencies of
» the Armed Forcesbeing advised by separate memorandum 

on- this date. . . . ' . .



O’ln 9 M-rx -PatgdfiB™
AIRTEL

TO DIRECTOR (100-423395)

SAC, WO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. aka. 
IS - X

CINAL

Sofi
Miss

September 26, 1957 £ nSS?
1’elfe-.

an 4/26/57

zby renuest 
' At

(Protect identity 
that an/informant.advised SA RICHARD B. LAVIN . 

had been in conversation with[____  ____ _
_________ _]of White Citizens Councils of TTI’C^TWCl' "on 
9/23/57. The reliability of this informant Ts"unknown at

b7C

the present time.

According to stated that a
; demonstration at the Whito House on sulotday, September 28, 

• 1957, will depend in large part on friends of|_____ Jin
Virginia. | "[advised the informant that the WCC had

'‘been deprived of its headquarters at 3204 M Street, N» 
Washington, D. C., and that they had a problem with the 
printing press '

informant believed that the Printing Pre^ x-jould
possibly be moved to the home of azman named ^uARTER^ 
(PH)'’who is an associate of JACK^RATHBONE^, the leader Of

; -the Defenders of Sta£e_Sove3g§Sg[Bf^^dividual liberties 
informant also believed that the’ m Arlington, Va.^ ____

.printing press could possibly be moved to the home of PAT. 
z^EYT<j1T(PH) who does secretarial work for RATHBONE.

'—*■——- f __

informant questionec 
location of JOHN KASPER and

concerning the present

m.

tated he did not know.f 
Informant mentioned to FLEMING- that a week ago_ ____ —
mentioned KASPER was in Delaware with ^W^OWLES.
advised that had mentioned a week ago^that KASPER

■was. in. Delaware but did not mention BRYANT BOWES^ 
^■tAtea informant was ”taking a shot in the dark x. 
told 'Infojjmant 'to keep quiet because he thought his pnone

..A

hari

■ 4 -Bureau (2 IV *
(2 - io5-329d9

2,^ Baltimore (RM)
2'1 Richmond (Info.) (RM)<$> 4 nrrnnncn , M
2 - wxi J-oa5i3226 % X . ^RECOW V

<> X UU-I©148W°-32567) *[i& - h{A ■ 0



that the big thing to 
do now is to provoke negroes to action .^3^

In view of this current situation plus the fact that no ) 
overt investigation has been conducted by this office in V 
quite some time, pursuant to Bureau instructions, WFQ is T 
instituting discreet general intelligence surveillances / 
on known leaders of WOO in Washington, D. C. area.

Baltimore is requested to alert appropriate sources to 
ascertain present location of JOHN KASPER. If located .s 
Bureau should be promptly advised.

Pi ex.0
To

WA S
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’st’^DARO FORht NO. 64

TO

ce • UNITED states GOVERNMENT -

FROM

SUBJECT:

MR. L. V. BOARDMAN

MR. A. H. BELMONT

date: September 26, 1957
ALL U!F9S?.V.TIOU CONTAINED

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 0F„
DTSWl„0IGC0LW  ̂ )
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

iWols^ZZZ 
RqarHmatr 

Belmont
“Mason________
Mohr —_______ 
Parsons

'SURosen
m__________

Nease_________
Winterrowd_____
Tele. Room____From December 1954 to December 1956 Bureau made

inquiries concerning all citizens councils about ~T
received information for purpose of ascertaining potential {/t 

for violence and whether activities placed these organizations withint

discreet 
which we

purview of Executive Order 10450. Inquiries discontinued inasmu 
Department had indicated their activities did not bring them wit 
Executive Order. Since that time no inquiries have been made c^ 

I any citizens councils; however, in evaluating this matter it i 
‘we should make an exception in the WCCDC because of the folio;

(1) Locale

(2)

facZors:

ernin
elt

(3)

(4)

John Kasper, who has instigated racial disorder in several 
communities, is executive secretary of this organization

Cross burning which occurred 9/25/57, although no information 
received indicating WCCDC was involved

Contemplated picketing of the White House by WCCDC, 9/28/57

On 9/13/57 Washington Field (WFO) was instructed to be alert 
for demonstrations by WCCDC, particularly with regard to forthcoming 
convening of the Supreme Court. WFO has alerted sources in this regard 
but is conducting no open investigation of WCCDC at the present'time.

In connection with the cross burning which occurred at the Cz 
home of Eugene Davidson, National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People official, on 9/25/57, the Metropolitan Police Department, 
Washington, D. C., conducted investigation. Davidson could .furnish no 
information, the police have no suspects, developed ho witnesses, and are 
conducting no further investigation. WFO sources have been/alerted for 
information regarding this cross burning or similar occui^nces in the 
future.

100-423395

Enclosure
z^-

1 - Mr.- Boardman ‘3-- RECQRDED-45
1 - Mr. Belmont100L 'M®ms Efel®
CFW: gitters"'5

6 SE? 30 1957



, < i

Memorandum for Mr. Boardman 
Re: WCCDC 
100-423395 ' '

OBSERVATION

In view of the above it is believed desirable that WFO be 
instructed to reinstitute inquiries of WCCDC, not openly but on a discreet 
basis. Incident to these inquiries WFO is being instructed to continue 
efforts to determine individuals responsible for cross burning 9/25/57.

RECOMMENDATION: :

If you approve, there is attached a communication to WFO so 
instructing.

- 2 -



11^ 
iMMBIIBM

3=^

Director, WI

. OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA r.

- Boardman
- Belmont
- Williams

«1957

^133
'5

ci Ref erence ismade to my memoranda dated ' ''
vjg September 26, 27 and 30, 1957, in which you were furnished 

information concerning activities Of the captioned organization.

& A confidential informant, whose reliability
1 unknown, advised that on the afternoon of September 2& 1957. 

a meeting was held at the home pf| _
B ^Maryland. which was attended bv Ik individuals inCludina *

At this meeting One I |who, according
. to the informant, is 21 years Old .and who was recently • 

discharged from the Bhited States Mavy, admitted that hp ■ 
and one ] _____ kphoneticKr who recently sfhnt seven

. months in g^i tor bombing ;a high school principal ’s front 
- ysrd in Washington, B. burned a cross on the night /{ 

of September 28, 1957, in front of the Bethesda-Chevy;Chase / \ 
7,., School.^ '' ' >■;. - , — ' .

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Tolson ——A / 
Ni,choi5pw 
Boardman-
Belmont _
'Mohr _ _ •—____
Parsons'
Rosen-____ __ —

' Tamm---- -—:—- 
Trotter -- ____ l 

Nedse. -... ....
Tele.. -Room ___ ,
Holloman_ .

, Gandy ... - ■

admitted he has a group ofSlO-'men and, in 
addition. to tne cross they burned on the nigh^ of September 28,. 
1957, they had intended burning two other crosses, one at the 
home of Rose Kt^er end one at the home of Belen Sharp, school 
boated members in Montgomery County, Maryland, who favor integra- 
tion^^fte /Stated the crosses were not burned at their homes 
inasmuch? ^s^they were having parties; bn that night .SC. 57

- > «• -A) y^hc Mmtgomery county, Maryland^ Police Department, 
? advised on^^mornihg of September 3Q, 1957, that at - 

approximately^ a^m. on September 29, 1957, two officers saw 
- b;a cross burning on the Bethesda-Chevv-Chase School grounds. A 
/. nearby sign, on which the paint was still wet, c oBtained-*the ^initmsWK^ ; _ « UOA

5 77- y® 1Q|? ------ §_S£P so 1957
According to the informant, and two other men

’ * planned to hum a efOss at the Walter dohnsoirMigh at
Bethesda, Maryland, on ^henovbhih^of ’ September 29, 1957. On b6 
the morning of September 30, 1957, the Montgomery County Policb7C 
Department Advised that insofar as it is aware nb cross-was

.^ufhed on the night Of September 29$ ,19577^^.

dlh



The^ttorney general
b6 
b7C 
b7DThe informant advised that________________ land their

’gang* intend to attach a. Confederate Flag an the White House 
fence on September 30, 1957.

|___^______ Iboas ted of having oil and .. dynamite caps in ' 
the trunk of his car,* 7%—

One described by the informantasa young
girl, volunteered to use her home telephone for all ’harassing 
calls&e* .

: 7* .• } - ■ ' <b
With regard to the cohtejiplated picketing at the White 

House, a group is io ^eot at 11:30 on October 1^ 19^ at 
the Treasury Department Building and thereafter ’will picket at 
the White House* Men named Carter from Virginia and Berry from \ 
MastOhj,> Maryland, are hding asked to participate in the picketing^ 

r The fore going information is being furnished the 
ffonbrahie Mobert Cutief ,< s^bdial Assistant to the president;
Secret ^crvicei intelligence agencies of the Ahmed forces;, and 
the Metrbpplitan Pdlica pepartmedtV Washingtons; B. c * , *

: . , Any additional pertinent information received will he 
furMehed to the bepertment pfom>tiy*\ •/ ,

1 ' b
Deputy Attorney General .

i -Assistant Attorney General 
barren Olney III

J ,

COi^BmAL
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9:55 AM ’^ereiW IS 
wher

t’.TMUED
,, EXCEPT

QVVU OTHERWISE. T
September 30

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 
MR. BOARDMAN 
MR. ROSEN 
MR. NICHOLS ‘

I called the Attorney General this morning and brought to his 
attention the fact that it had been necessary for the Bureau to discontinue

. the surveillance of I stated that shortly after we had ..
instituted the surveillance, an announcement was made by the Department

b6 . - 
b7C :

of Justice that 
naturally alerted

was under active investigation by the FBI which . 
| to the possibility of surveillance and made if .

’ impossible for us to maintain the surveillance. I told the Attorney 
* - General that I had also spoken to Deputy Attorney General Rogers, this 

morning about this matter and had suggested to Mr. Rogers that it might 
^be desirable to at least caution key people imthe Department against 
making such statements to the press or Other unauthorized persons;, that 

' I had further suggested the advisability of all inquiries regarding: the 
? Arkansas situation being cleared through one place, possibly the Deputy

■ Attorney General’s office. .

' _ I then mentioned to the Attorney General the recent
statement of Harry Ashmore, of the "Arkansas Gazette," to the effect 
that he, Ashmore, had been called, upon by a high Justice Department 
official last Monday for a run-down and briefing On the Arkansas situation 
and the need for Federal troops; that yesterday Ashmore, in a television . 
interview, stated the people of Arkansas resent keenly the bringing bible the 
troops by the President and he feels the troops should be removed as soon 
as possible. .

I also advised the Attorney General of the inquiry we had 
received in Little Rock on Saturday from Judge Davies and of the fact 
that I had brought this matter to Deputy Attorney General Rogers’ attention 
this morning. I stated that the Judge merely wsuited reassurance that there, 
was no basis for the statement to the Judge by Homer Bigart, of the "New 
York Times,” that the Deputy Attorney General had referred him, Bigart, . 
to the Judge as the proper person to whom to direct his inquiry concerning. / 
the question of release of the FBI report. 1 also.told the Attorney General.

c

Tolson______  
Nichols
Boardman____  
Belmont
Mohr________  
Parsons
Rosen_______  
Tamm_______  
Trotter _____ 
Neaso_______  
Tele. Room__  
Holloman ____  
Gandy_______

(8)
1 SENT FROM D, O.

TIME
DATE ‘

r -

® ocr 1' ^57

M- OCT 1 195^ ■



Hgwsrs. Telson, goardman, Hosen, Nichols .

that We fodge had confidnrtlally advised us that he weald be retarntag to 
North Dakota and another judge from St. Louis wold be replacing him.

I then advised the Attorney General that John Kasper has 
now returned to WasMnetoa and was present at a meeting held Sunday 
hi the home of I ~ L Maryland. I stated that at
this meattoe amannambdl ^admitted that he wad one j_

| [had recently spent seven months in a prison for bombing a
h^hscho^priucipaFs front yard in Washington, D. C.; that they had also 
burned a cross on the night of September 38. on the front lawn of the 
Bethesda-Chevy Chase School; that | |aiso alamort to burn a cross
at the Walter Johnson High School InBetnooea; thai| |aad a group
of ton men, in addition to the erose burptag Satord^rpEumea to burn two 
other crosses at the homes of HolegMarp and RopetKramor, Montgomery 
Cmmfyochool board members; and mat today they also inteeded to attach " 
a Confederate flag to the'White House fence between.the two guard posts. 
I told the Attorney General that we have alerted the/proper authorities 
as to the canes buratag.^^ v I

I also told the Attorney General that tomorrow this group 
plans to meet on the steps of the Treasury Department and to proceed to 
the White Bouse where they will picket; that they have requested assistance 
for this picket from gangs in Viri^nia and Kasten Maryland; and that they 
will carry oa this activity during the mooting of the President with the 
Southern Governors. I advised the Attorney General that we have alerted 
the Secret Service and the local authorities concerning this matter.

1 then told the Attorney General for his confidential informs- 
gw keeping Kasper under sarvelilance and I also indicated 
"Jhas boasted of havfonril_snd_dinaskite caps ta tee trunk 
I another individual! volunteered to use her

telephone tor harasstag calls,

Very truly yours,

TIMS
Director

CONH0ML



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office 2A.emovandum • united states government

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-U23395)

FROM RICHMOND (105-632)

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF 
DISTRIGLGELJCOLUMBIA, also known as 
Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X •

DATE: 9/26/57

Re Bulet September 13, 1957 and mylet September 23, 1957

On September 20, 1957, Detective C. 0. DURHAM, (NA), 
Charlottesville, Virginia Police Department was alerted to the possibility 
of demonstrations by members of the White Citizens’ Councils of District 
of Columbia or similar groups in view of the forthcoming convening of the 
United States Supreme Court. DURHAM, who is very familar with the 
activities of White Citizens’ Councils, particularly in regard to their 
activities in the Charlottesville area during the past year, indicated 
that he and other officers of the department were alert to the possibilities 
of demonstrations by this organization and would report any information comi: 
to his attention indicative of plans for any demonstrations or related 
incidents in this area, immediately to the FBI.

Detectives DURHAM, T. H. ADAMS and BILL MAYO of the CharlottesvilJ 
Police Department are familiar. with the circumstances underwhich this group 
attempted to organize in the Charlottesville area last year, are familiar 
with the persons who associated themselyes with leaders of the organization 
when they came to Charlottesville and are also well aware of the persons who 
were enemies of this organization in the Charlottesville area, when they 
attempted to organize.

A

RECORDED-9§

■ Bureau and Washington Field Office change Word Norfolk in line 2 
first paragraph of Richmond letter to Bureau September 23, 1957 to Northern 
and eliminate comma. RUC.

(2/Bureau (1OO-U23395)
^I-Washington Field Office (100-33226) ft hi

1-Richmond (105-632)
WAB/bgr
(M

OCT 8-1957
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9/26/57
I 1
j

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

Trie. Room

¥ -Gaad J

FROM: SAO, WFO (100-33226) Classified

Is
TE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. aka 
- X

Re WFO airtex to Director 9/26/57

In an attempt to ascertain the plans of subject organization
and to determine if any demonstrations are planned for the 
re-convening of the Supreme Court on October 7, 1957, the 
following actions are being taken by this office TJACB.-^

I are being met Monday 9/30/57 by Agents of the 
KfUtfa the basis of their identity and attitude, g&e^will 

be made of them to ascertain information from| ...
of WCC.’lSc 37 “

The Security Officer of the Anacostia Naval Air Station 
will be contacted for information rel land th6se
close to him at ^s

—this security uuxuer may useable 
to suggest sources close to FLEMING- who may be deve^ped 
for future use. '

Discreet intelligence surveillances will be maintained on
the leaders of the VICO, 
determine their activities'

to

It was pointed out in re airtel that was depending
on friends in Virginia to- conduct picketing of the White 

"3. It is known tha t I , I and IRouse on 9/28
are associates of It is believed both

of these men are known to the Richmond Office. In view of 
this Richmond is requested to discreetly alert of develop 
sources close to and| |to determine if any
demonstrations are planned, UACB. Richmond is also Requested 
•ho instit-.Ti-t-.fi discreet surveillances to determine activities > , 
of and [“

1 - WFO 100-33226

<fRBL:IEB
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Director, FBI

Mr* Boardman

1
1

- Mr. Rosen
- Mr. Williams

October 1, 1957

• Reference is made to my previous communications
. concerning captioned organization. ; ,

• the morning of October i; 1957, Metropolitan
Police Department, Washington, p. C., advised that

* someone had hung a Confederate Flag on the fence at.
• the back of the White House, attached to the flag was

_ note, the contents of which are as follows;

^®arSisenhower,

"Remember, us. - . > . • . .. ~ ‘

. We are the people to whM
means a dovernmentof, by/ and for minorities; ;
devastation of pur constitutional fights; a tangible 
reality rather than an academic sophistry; . a vefy 1 
real threat to-pur domestic peace and security, 
country, Our face, and Ofir personal saf ety> InS^- 7 
short, integration means the end-in considerably z 
now;,, in totality later—gf everything We cherish* “.S'

i ■ .

’’Ridiculous, you say? .v. - ►

^hake off your political bonds for a mbmenj 
a»d take’ a good, honest look ffoW close up. ;

Tolson _:—. 
Nichols ....— 
Boardman. _ 
Belmont 
Mohr __—_ 
Parsons -_  
Rosen :_  
Tamm .... 
Trotter_ —
■Nedse 
Tele. Room. 
Holloman _

"Listen to the people for a change—the people 
« hrd Mfect^ytr affected by the. integration

steamroller,instead of to the voices of political 
expediency, of left-wing pressure groups, one 
world federalists, socialist: panderers, dreamy . 

. intellectuals and uninformed Well-doers,. For 
/ not only , does the future of us all. hang in the 

balahcei: Wt also the continued exfstehoe4’^ 
greatest.union of individual sovereign states 
add the greatestmepple PhHth^ face of ihb earthU 

^Me wdild cannot affdrd W lose either,
C

' 100-423395
CFWidlhi

gyMAidlj



Th® Attorney Central

W becareful,..for svep the voices of " '
Governors CglMw? Hodges.,. s&g&at*. and -certMuly - 

- . WEeXdlp, 40 mi reflect the true feelings of the
people upon you ..are fcrcing integration at r 166 ’r ~ :1 b7C

• Mth regard to the picket line at the-gMte
■ at. approxl.mtely llj20a.mM today, ^hgrKaspsr __j ,

. and Mw ether individuals started walking: from the -  
reMdew of I _ ,_________________________ I

WMa&tbhf. the White W*9$> ' : ■

. 4t approxiwUly Mi3< a',.au Kasper and the: group.
■ reached the white House where Kasper was observed : '- ■' ■
W&l to officers fm-. the BstrophXifan Phli.ce . ,

•' Pephrtaisnt and tM White Bhm as wMl <o> reporters.*- -
At MMt M* .-the picket line,. consisting ^f. Ms nen.- -

one wow* parading- 1& fmt the . . • ■.
; 'hMth' Bouse with plA^ards*- ■ that 'the. -. . - - ■ .

picket line ^tild ■ ■• , ■ ■ •■
. . . ■. . ...At"approximately- P^* counterpickets, ' - . 
consisting cf tw Uegrpear- began phraMpg id of * 

- the §hit® Bouse * • One tM te groes carried a- sign ■ ■
was priM0d-K*Xf' Wf cab picket ^gaihat .' -. ' •

.- -detacrady w ean, picket for <0W0rahy<* " ~ ... ' * ' \ , ■

• -MS picketing chahed* '-• Wsper W - '
tephfWs iWt haw W- ,MW plans: for picWtid^-; •: ■ 

y • . -MMtiopal pertinent inf.
rMatlw tn thin mtW be famished the pepart^ht

■ ; - y -. ,,y; . y ; .- ■ y ;

. 1 w.W* Wlia» thw< '... .• ' ' ‘. ' ■ . ‘ .
- . pepnty AtterMey general" .-■ • - . ;. ■ ■ . . . \

1Attorney ^weral ■ •• . ’
* - larren ... * • y . -



A1RIEL
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

10/1/57

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., aka 
IS - X CINAL

Remyairtels, 9/30/57,{Concerning picketing 
of the White House ana hanging of a Confederate Flag 
on the White House gates

/ 0n/10/l/57 Captain MICHAEL MAHANEY, MFD,, 
advi-sed/the WFO that someone had hung a Confederate 
Flagon*the back of the White House. He advised that 
^he Secret Service now had possession of the flag.

J Sgt. JOSEPH ^CHENNAULT (NA), MFD, advised VI|
SA RICHARD B. LAVIN on 10/1/57, that attached to the | | 
Coufeaerate Flag was'a note* CHENNAULT advised that.r ’ / 
sthis note is in the possession of the Secret Service / 
jat‘theT40iite house^^

Z* The not® attached to the flag is as follows: 
Mr. EllfioWER,

? "Remember us.

. ' "We are the people to whom forced integration
means a Government of, by, and for minorities; 
devastation of our constitutional rights; a tangible 

/reality rather than an academic sophistry; a very 
^reai threat to our domestic peace and security, our 
jcouiitry, our race, and our personal safety. In 
short, integration means the end—inconsiderable 
now, in totality later—of everything we cherish.

"Ridiculous, you say?

LSI "Shake off your political bonds for a moment 
and/tai^e a good,f ^honest look from close up.

flU-Bnr^ * 
T-WFO 
RBL:baa 
(4) C

, " -1

«• °CT 2 to
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’’Listen to the people for a change—the people 
who are directly affected by the integration steamroller, 
instead of to the voices of political expediency, 
of left-wing pressure groups, one world federalists, 
socialist panderers, dreamy intellectuals and un
informed well-doers. For not only does the future 
of us all hang in the balance, but also the continued 
existence of the greatest union of individual sovereign 
states and the greatest people on the face of the 
earth. The world cannot afford to lose either.

’’And be careful.. .for even the voices of 
Governors COLLINS, HODGES, CLEMENT, and certainly 
McKELDIN, do not reflect the true reelings of the 
people upon whom youj^?e forcing integration at the 
point of bayonets.

A check was made with Mr. DANIEL J. QWISCOLL, 
Special Agent, Secret Service, by SA LAVIN at 9:00 a.m. 
this date. 0'DRISCOLL advised that the flag was hung on 
the south gate of the White House near the Ellipse.

Concerning picketing at the White House, the 
following is to be noted.

The Washington ’’Evening Star” in its evening 
edition, September 29, 1957, carried an article entitled 
’’Picketing Planned at White House.” This article indicated 
that JOHN KASPER, Executive Secretary of the Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils, said »a group of his supporters 
will picket the White House at noon tomorrow in protest 
to the Hungarian type police State rule in Arkansas by 
President EISENHOWER.'

cover hv request), advised SA LAVIN on 10/1/57, b7C9 
that on I

______land! I (cover ny request; met 
■aTl^ . ~I
They were suppos^’to meet JOHN KASPER at that address. __
They waited from 9:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. with|________ ____
for JOHN KASPER, but he did not show up. During the waiting 
period they prepared signs which had generally the fol
lowing thoughts expressed on them. ’’Budapest like Little 
Rock.” There was a sign which expressed an idea of 
FAUBUS for President, and there was also a sign attacking 
the National Association for Advancement of Colored 
Peon Ie__ The infnTTnants left at 10:30 p.m. and called back/
at I I at 11:45 p.m. At that time .they talked
“to FI L

- 2 -



to FLOYD FLEMING, who stated that he was sorry they 
had not seen eaph other. FLEMING advised that KASNER 
was busy and could not be there thatlnight

| 1 called SA LAVIN on 10/1/57, and
advised that FLEMING had called his informants this 
morning and adviced *hev were going tn assnmhle
at| " J ~ 7
shortly after 10:00 this morning. Informants did not 
know whether they would then proceed to the Treasury 
Department and tnence to the White House to picket or 
whether they would proceed directly to the White House'5^^

Surveillance on KASPER continuing, but at 
the White House it will be at a distance.



Sa^4$

Attorney General

co - Boardman
—^el^vnt - ’ 

Baumgardner 
C.P. Williams 
Whitson.
September. 30, 1

Director, &BT

«1£"^ . ’ information has been received from, a : .
^conf idential source of unknown reliability that , . .
John Kasper held meetings with his supporters in 
Washington, D» G», On September 29, Whe source
Said jasper decided to picket the White House Tuesday 
and Wednesday, October 1 and P, l^$f* The Obgective 
of the picketing, to coincide with the Presidentfs 
conference with five Southern governors, is to rprotOct^ 
Gotemor Griffin of Georgial Kasper reportedly does not 
expect a growl on the first'day but dpea oh the second

L5 
Ms 5-4 -O

1 k4

«a

• ■ wo _ 
is £ 
£ o 4

.w- 
cn

Kasper reportedlyannounced that lit'was ' 
' <loi&g to Organise a third parti with national'headquarters 

Kasper was quoted as sayihgi *& 
ioe^re geihg id be radicals t^e^re going id be aery radical* 
We ire go ing to adhere ip Hldlerts', podlcies^ fantastic, as ■■■ 
itjndy. spuhd^ everyone else .is lotohg and rignt** 
KdPper reportedly wanted ni foreign ideologles,i to 
Obh^Use the publla, pointing out ihat the idea of revb^ 
iiltiOn has already tahen place in people^s minds* Kasper 
reportediy stated it uae how a question of tiyihihg It 
physically home io pass*- Kasper was reported to have

. 'said that Ace Garter-was of the Opinion, that the mo ver 
. . ment should go undergrotq^ he* Kasper^, maintained 

they have nothing to hide* .

Whe foregoing information has been furnished 
to the Honorable Robert. Gutter, festal Aspistani to 
the President} the Secret Service} Assisignt Chief of 

? Staff, Intelligence, department of the ^iyi Cffice of 
■ Haval Intelligence} and Off ice of Sped ’" Investigations^ * 
pepartment of the Al r Horae* .

Xolson-___ L 
Nichols

• Boardman 
Belmont 
Mohr__ _ 
Parsons* - ■ 
Rosen- 

-’ Tamih__ =_ -
' Trotter _■

Nease_ y 
Tele. Room. - 
Holloman _  
Gandy_^__yj

i6(>^39S ’ Mm * „ ,

. <?c * 2 *■ Hr* K$g&fp!i "iy
> Deputy Attorney General-

,' ' ' . ’ vT t .. ■ .
. • /'J r . ,

cc Z * Assistant Attorney General 
, Warren Olney ffi • .

f ‘ BW:jdb- 
A . ■ (10 E
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The Attorney General

NOTE:

agencies 
proposed

WTO airtel 9-29~$7 stated that local 
in the district were being advised of the 
picketing of the White House, 9 m,, 9-29-.

Classified Confidential because the murae

b7C

from which bureau received information, 
______ \requested that his identity and the 

identities of his informants be protected and the. Quotations 
from. Kasper1 s statements, if revealed to unauthorized 
sources, would tend to identify Bureau sourcesJ&f



9/29/57

* C. aka

Remyairtel 9/28/57 setting

at home of

>* made innumerable times to the origin o± the Nazi Party

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Mr. fio^rd: 
sit.

,1a i . . -
...

Tele. Riem —
Mr. ...

Miss Gaudy----

met from 10r45 a.m. to 3? IQ. P^

t KASPER stated he had come to address the group ; 
for the express purpose of starting a new political'Move-** 
ment. According to I J references Were j.

Mr. Kv-...
I a ....

___________ reports reflect JOHN 
i I

1 a student at_________________

forth that JOHN

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, KEO (100-33226)

KASPER was in WDC, and under surveillance.

(protect by request) made available to SA RICHARD B. LAVIN 
on 9/28/57, two written reports of his informants con
cerning two meetings of suhiect organization held in WPG.— 
9/28/57. I I identified!________ ________________
________________ (cover bv request). I_______ ,

laxso :
supplied information that was given to him orally by hie 
inf drman ts.72^ "X z < /

!PER. I

as well asf

KASPER mentioned that he had to return t& jail on 
> October 3rd. KASPER wanted it understood that thenseven ’ 

present were to be embryo or core of
w?With National Headquarters ip Washington, D. 

| KASPER for Director

a third party 
C*, with JOHN

* ilF informants, tha 
i ■Particularly, f

Wr---- —r-

according toKASPER, during the meeting, stated.
that he is against violence generally but not 

I . |remarked

Vf \ -(31Bureau
H.-Bd,ltimore (Info) (Il
1-Little Rock .(Info)

RECORDED -20

A

1-Newark (Info) 
1-RiChmond (Info)’
l-TO *BBL:baa

■ is OCT 2 1957



, at this point* said,|

KASPER remarked that he is almost positive 
that he is the reason that FAUBUS called out the National 
Guard in Little Rock* because two days prior to opening 
of school he got a long distance call from a man by the 
name of. MILLER in Arkansas asking KASPER if he was going 
to Little Rock and KASPER replied ’’Why sure.” KASPER 
admired the way FAUBUS clouds the issues by bringing up 
things completely irrelevant to the issues

KASPER spent 9/27/57, with EZRA POUND at
St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, WDC. KASPER expressed great 
admiration for POUND^}^-

At the afternoon meeting on 9/28/57* it was 
decided to picket the White House on Monday and Tuesday, 
September 30 and October 1, 1957; however* at the evening 
meeting mentioned later in this airtel, it was decided “ 
to Picket on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 1 and 2. They 
are goxng to call people xn several states. They do not 
expect a crowd on the first day but do on the second day. 
The objective of the picketing* to coincide with the 
President's conference with five Southern Governors, is 
to ’’protect GRIFFIN (Georgia’s Governor)—the only white 
man in the lot.”X>

Concerning the new party, KASPER stated, ”If we’re 
going to be radical, we are going to be very radical.. We’re 
going to adhere to HITLER’S policies, fantastic as it may 
sound, everyone else is wrong and we’re'right

According to the informants, KASPER wanted every
thing about this new political movement to be confined to 
national extent only. He wants no foreign ideologies to 
confuse the public. KASPER pointedoaut that the idea of \ 
revolution has already taken place in people’s minds. Of thisj*

CO^'M



WFO 100-33226

he had no doubt. It is now a question of making it 
physically come to pass. KASPER stated that ACE 
CARTER was of the opinion that the movement should go 
underground, but KASPER maintains they have nothing to 
hide/B*^

During the meeting FLEMING constantly referred 
to conversations with CONDE McGINLEY so as to denote 
frequent relations_^^^  ̂ ” /

The second report of the informants deals with 
evening meeting held at the home of FLOYlL^EMlNG, .  
905 Quincy Street, N.E. Present were ]_____ I
BENJAMIN SIMMONS (KASPER*8 attorneyIF

__ ______________ _ _____ / and JOHN KASPER.^^

According to the-informants, those present 
wanted to go out and ’’kill a Jew” that evening* KASPER 
stated at this meeting that he had ’’stashed” all his mail 
and paraphernalia at I r- Ihouse. bn 9/29/57 ,
those present are to visit) Bethesda.W

KASPER stated that he felt the boys in Deale 
accomplished their purpose. KASPER is to contact the 
informants, 9/29/57, to Set up further organizational 
meetings. '

Above is end of informant^ reports. f f

orally advised that the placards to be carried in picketing 
White House are to have insulting remarks about some 
Governors, as for1 example, McKELDIN of Maryland.

{also requested some assurance that his 
informants.I 
would not get into any trouble! /if
they participated in picketing the White Kouse-^^^*

f ____ J was advised that the contacting Agent
vzould discuss tne matter with his superiors but that due 
to excellent information being secured, his informants 
should go along with KASPER and FLEMING,, etc., short of 
violating a law.b^

Local agencies being advised of picketing 
White House at 9:00 a.m. this date.
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WFO continuing physical surveillances of 
KASPER, FLEMING, andI

Fisurs conducted by WFO 
fact that njeetings did take place 
informants

on 9/28/57, confirm 
as described by
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Reforest 1$ mde to Mdsiorahdo dated 
Septojaber yon wre^hsUM l»Wwtio<-
has Wn received irem wa informant*.
©Wa, that. ise^Bers of. tWsa^WmM wgaMsation u 
tcpltot at the 'Wie Boose'-on £8* rn fM

Tolson_  
Niche^sjj 

■‘tio'ardnlarr
Belmont _ 
Mohr ____l 

Parsons _ 
Rosen.
Tamm 
Trotter _i.
Nease .. ■ I 
Tele. Rooi 
Holloman .
Gandy

; OS ’

Mth regard to this demn^traMon> the lasa _ . 
Mcn^tWseil that an official of hdiF -x
White €wtMis ef Mstrist ef stated §

£95^ the. 4e$»wtraiien at the ^hite. x 
tae Ma $epte^er.-M* Will MepM<. te M' -great extent 
An ^riende M wwng in- WglMa> Fleming Md net aj»Mfy •

,.
In addition, the inforr^Rt learned from Mewing 

that the White Mtigens Connells of Mstrict of celuaMa 
Md; been -deprived M its BeMwrWa at 32M M Street, >» a 
WaMs&Wt tu C<> anti w -a resMt a prnMem bad arisen M' 1 
to what M do with the printing press. The iiifnjwnt -W 
M the- opinion thia press would possibly M saved to the. 
home of a mn eased sXrtep (phonetic) , wM 1$ an. associate, 
of tek Eathbono* leader of the PefenderO of State Sovereignty 
and Individual liberties in .Mllngion, Virginia^ or -the .pi’e'ss- 
possibly could be WVed to tM MM' Of feytpn CphrnmicT 
who does secretarial work for Kathbone



. The Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual 
MWtio is % stateHlds pruso^resaWM- organisation in 
Virginia* - .

Fleming al#o told the. informant the Mg thing to 
do now is provoke Negroes to action. Me did .not-furnish . , 

. additional information _in clarification' of this statement

.■; " '■ ^yWditlOhal pertinent data 'received reXaiive
./ to- this «atw wiii Mdd nVaiXaMe to you promptly* - ;

1 - Chief Of Staffs intelligence.
,' ‘ ' Mopar tent of the drmy /

. dtieniionr. Chief s Security Mvision
i r MteMOr'.of MvM Xto ,■ • ?7.

i '■* Office of special Investigations 
AiT' forc'd





adhere to Hi tier fs policies,. fantastic as it may 
sound, everyone else is wrong and we're right," 
Kasper reportedly wanted no "foreignfdeolbgies" 

confuse the public, pointing out that the idea 
of revolution has already taken place in peopled 
minds, Kasper reportedly stated it was now a. question 
of making it physically come io pass, Kasper was 
reported io have said that Ace Carter was: of the 
opinion that ihe. movement should go underground, 
but he, Kasper, maintained they have nothing to hide,X

cc *> ,1 r Assistant Chief of Staff,. InteiTig&age 
department of the Army VIA IIAISON

co Attentions Chief, Security Division

cc ~ 1 « director of Naval. Ihielligence VIA II.AISON

cc ** 1 .* Cffice: Of Special Investigations
Air Force . VI& 1IAIS0N

> . . - ’ ■ . ■ ... . . b6
NOIE:. WHO air tel 9-29-57 stated that local agencies in hJC
the District were being advised of the proposed picketing 
of the 1^155555, White House, 9 a,m,ft 9-2)9-57,$^ D/u

Classified Confidential because' the source__________
■from which Bureau received information, _____ _______________

\ requested that his identity and the
idyentitips of his informants be protected and the quotations 
from Kasper^s statements if revealed to unauthorized 
sources would tend to identify Bureau source'1^5
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Id >sin.

Xolson___ »
Nichols  
Boardman— 
Belmont_ _
Mohr •
Parsons„__
Rosen ____
Tamm=____
Trottex_
.Nease___
Tele. Ro.dm
Holloman
Gandy ___

Liaison 
Boardman 
Belmont 
Baumgardner

M Will iams. 
Whitson

Septeftiber 39* 1957

VIA LIAISON

s &

Honorable Bobert Cutler
Special Assistant to ffhe President 
Executive Office Building 
Washington, P* P*

Bear General Cutler:

> Information has been received, from, a . > 
cpnf^ential Spares cf unknown reliability^ that. • * 
dolmKasber held meetings with his supporters in 

* Washington* G*# tn September 2&* 155f* fhe 
source said Kasper decided id: picket the White Nouse 
Tuesday and Wednesday,. October i and. B, 1957* 
objective. of the picketing, id coincide with the 
President's conference with five Southern Governors# 
is to ^protecif Govemor Griffin of Georgia* ‘ Kasper 
reportedly does not expect n crowd on the first day 
but does bn. the second day sf the *

। ’ Kasper reportedly announced he
j going to organise a third party with, national sr 
I -headquarters in ^ashingtehi Kaspe^ ^was^^ 
j gdoted as sayingi ^If we-^re going: to b^f"ddtd^,. 
I ' wef;re going to be very radical^ We^re going^d 

inhere to Hi tler^s . policies# fantastic it may- 
' squnf,. everyone else is wrong and we*re9fight** 

. Kasper reportedly wanted no *f&reign ' ideologies* 
to confuse the public, pointing, out that the idea 

. of revolution has already taken place in peopfeis 
' ^inds^ Kasper reportedl-f stated it was now a question 
of -taking it physically dome io pass* Kasper was. 
rr&brted to -hnve said that Ace ^tTfef^was: of the 
'pinion that the ^ovem^t^hfdld gq n^ergrbiuidf 
put he, Kasper, p^intained they have pthing to hide*
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1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Willi

September 26, 1957 

Bf COURIER SERVICE

Honorable Robert Cutler
Special Assistant to the President *
Executive Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear General Cutler:

I thought the president and you Mould he 
interested in knowing information has been received 
from a gourde, whose reliability' is unknown, that 
members of the White Citizens Councils of District 
of Columbia plan to picket at the White Bouse on 

. September 28, 1957* The number of picket? and the 
time and. purpose of this demonstration are unknown 

■ Mt this time/J^. . \

The executive secretary of the White Citizens
^Kasper, who was recently arrested in Nashville, Tennessee, 

W^nsinectioh with racial disorder in that city and who
’ is out on bail. Kasper Mas arrested for loitering, 

vagraMcy, two charges of disorderly conduct and inciting 
to riot;. He was fined >5$ each bn charged of loitering, £ 
vagrancy and disorderly conduct. The trial date on his 
appeal from these convictions is set for October 11, 
November 18, 1957, is the date set for the trial on _ &is uaiK

he charge Of inciting to riot.
1X5
5

Information concerning the proposed demonstrations , 
. being furnished the Attorney General* Secret Service, g ,

"" —-intelligence agencies of the Armed Forces ± and Metropolit^i 
. 6 & *olloe

• Tolson..._  
; Nichols , 

Boardman
‘Belmont _

. Mohr.__  
Parsons _ 
Rosen __ 
Tamm_ 
‘Trotter — 
Nejise 
Tele. Ro4 
HbilpmdrM 
Gandy —,

L

See note on yellow-page 2., 
CWjgftsdih

■ ->i ism 5, Additional pertinent information received 
felative^to. this fu^nis^  ̂foil’

” " Sincerely yours* *
t-K 'fr j "’,’-10^423395



Honorable Robert Cutler~
*

NOTE ON YELLOW: . '

Attorney General, Secret Service and. intelligence 
agencies being advised by separate memoranda today. 
Washington Field' advised ’Metropolitan,Police Department Ivas 
furnished this information. Whereabouts of John Kasper~‘ 
unknown. As of 9/19/57 he was in Fountain City $ Tennessee. • 

, Newspaper articles 9/19/57 revealed Kasper was oh his way 
to Washington, D. C.however, no information received he 
is here. ' > ’,





/ Remyairtel this date concerning picketing at
f ? White House. b6

Fisur ? conducted this date reflects following 
information. Identify of Agents actually observing 
events is not known at the present time.

JOHN KASPERJ ............... ..................
young boys and an unidentified girl (nossiblyT ~ 
----------1 assembled at I _________ . ___  [the home of 

on 10/1/57 at approximately 10:15 a.m.

2

At approximately lit 13 a.m., this group walked 
toward the White House from 909 20th St., N. W., carrying I it 
placards which were not exposed to public view. At \ 
approximately 11:38 a.m,, the placards were raised in 
front of the White House after KASPER had consulted with 
police officers in front of the White House. 5 men and 
one woman participated in the picketing. FLOYD FLBftjiNG 
was observed to join this group in front of the White House, 
making the total 6 men and one woman. I I did not
participate in picketing but sat in the park across the 
street.

KASPER made the following remarks to reporters 
who wereon the scene with what appeared to be newsreel 
and television cameras: He will now move into a 3rd party 
political organization. He claims that both the Republicans 
and Democrats have shown that they cannot handle the racial 

^Bureau 
1-WFO 
RBL:p; 
(4)

AIRTEL



situation and its problems and have exhausted all avenues 
known to them. He claimed, that his 3rd party will be 
basedon racial nationalism which he did not describe.

A reporter asked KASPER if he would run his party 
from jail, and he said it would be difficult but that others 
would carry on. He refused to furnish the names of the 
demonstrators, he said, until after this is all over.

This group had 15 signs, some of which were placed 
against the White House fence, while others were carried 
and then they exchanged them for others. The signs were 
as follows: .

1. "Government by injunction is evil. 
’’Education by bayonet is crime."

2, "America sold out to Red pressure.
, "Remove troops from Little Rock."

3. "Release Arkansas from Palace Guard."
4. "Free Arkansas from dictatorship."
5. "Tanks at Clintav bayonets at Little Rock, 

police state at Nashville, whither America."
6. "Federal dictatorship vs Tne People.

"NAACP rejoices white peoples weep."
7. "End armed terror. Budapest, Hungary; Posnan, 

Poland; Clinton, Tenn.; Nashville, Tenn.; 
Little Rock, Arkansas."

8. "Keep our white schools white."
9* "Faubus for President. Turn Ike out to pasture."

10. ""End police state education now."
11. "Down with white traitors."
12. "Ike, Clement, Hodges, McKeldin 

All this shall pass away."
13. "Clement is a fraud

Is he here for Ike’s tanks."
14. "We demand the Constitution

Long line Faubus."
15. "End police state terror Little Rock now."

On the back of some of these placards were the 
following:

1. "WCC of DC South East Council"
2. "WCC Owings, Md-.-"
3. "Seaboard Wpite Citizens Council."

-2-



* r Belmont _„VS } '
M-hr

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., aka 
IS-X

fl Mr. Pa
V Mr. R-s

•’sens
Ri'sen . 1

9/28/57
Mr.
Mr.

Tanot>

Mr.
Tele. Room
Mr. Holleman.
Miss GandyjJ

Remyairtels 9/27/57.

Fisur by Agents of WFO 9/28/57,

BAUM]

reflects JOHN KASPER
in Washington, D. C. Driving Plymouth convertible. Tenn. Tinense 
3F7442. KASPER met with FLQYD FLEMING and I land
some unidentified persons at home of I I b6

Surveillances continuing on FLEMING and KASPER.

ST> Bureau
1 - Baltimore (Info)
1 - Richmond (Info)
1 - WFO
RBL;nme
(6)

AIRTEL
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iripPip T. I ’UP V«W ‘ ;■ ■■ rxCEPT

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-42339

•I’

^9/30/57 j
' f~ -j * •

Mr. ‘ jpardmin^.
BelmohfcAZ

<$rfr. Mohr

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

ITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF <

LS-X 
CINAL

Mr. Rosen...
Mr.’ Tara; n 
Mr. Tret Ln- 
Mr. Nea .? . ...
Tele. Room__ — 
Mr. HMLman— 
Miss Gandy-___ -

have been

Remyairtels 9/29/57

On 9/30/57, SA RICHARD

and

<^^311^ SAWA

B. LAVIN, at
Imet with

b7C

] as well aslI and I ~ p- 

Should be covered by request. [~ 
, while

associating witn tne sup.iect organization

and [
1_______ |made available a written report of 
Innnnftywi.nrt a rnPp+.-inp- held atl

W77 on 9/29/57
This info Was orally Supplied, to SA LAVIN by 1 ~| oh 9/29/57
and furnished to the Bureau by air tel that same dat^^. .

At the meeting of the
following additional info whs furnished by and! ______ 
The r.nhf erjerate flag which js to be placed on the. White House y 
by______________ Pand| ~~| is to be done on the evening 
Of 9/3U/57. The. picketing or the white House on 10/1/^ is to— 
cOmmence at 11:00 a.m. and to continue until 2:00 p.m.^^<

It has been.determined by SA MARVIN KABERLE of the - 
Silver Spring RA from Montgomery County PD that this! ~
is probably| [
According to SA KABERLE, police officers at Montgomery County PD 
recall that I I recently wad

At present time Montgomery
County PD cannot locate the poliqe record on|

Z3-Bureau

1-Knoxville (Info)' (RM) 
1-Newafk (Info) (RM) 
1-WFO

RBLibaf k
(8) v

OCT R
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In regard to picketing. Sergeant JOSEPH CHENNAULT
Special Investigations Squad, MPD, advised SA WINFRED H. ANDERS 
on 9/30/57, thatl I called Precinct #3 on 9/30/57 to
advise that the Seaboard White Citizens Council would picket 
the White House between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on 10/1/57 
and there would be a| | not further identified, in
charge of this group. CHENNAULT advised that the Corporation 
Counsels Office is considering possible violations. £At the

| and advised. SA LAVIN
of Virginia asked KASPER if he believed

meeting_at_[ 
orally.I____

KASPER at this meeting also mentioned that the Director JOBS 
EDGAR HOOVER does not write his own speeches but that a Jew 
ddes^and that '9 out. of 10 SAs of the FBI are Jews^Si

b7C

and stated that the person responsible
for burning a cross at Deale, Md.. recently at the home 
of a doctot, was al | who resides in Prince Frederick,
Md* During the meeting at [ I home, KASPER according to • ’
informants, made the following verbatim remark about the 
bombing of a Nashville school. ’’When we’re all old and sitting by 
the fire 1 might have a story to tell about that.” According to 
the informants, KASPER intends this week to go to NY to see some 
friends and then on his way back to Washington to stop at Camden, 
New. Jersey, to see his mother. The informants could not reconcile 
this trip with the,fact that KASPER stated he had to return to 
Tennessee to jail. Both informants are strongly of the opinion 
that KASPER wants to be jailed in WDC. They do not know exactly 
how he intends to bring this about .^6^^ ■

is scheduled to meet with KASPER this evening
in' and to take dictation from him at the home Of ________  

I In this regard KASPER nad expressed a 
desire to dictate at the home of  and has referred
to visiting them on a coiinle of occasions. According to 
who is posing as I this is impossible because the
address which she has given to FLEMING. KASPER and others is 
the apartment of a friend of hers, | According:
to the informantsj I is Jewish in speech and
appearance and has small children. She also has a Jewish emblem 
on her door as well as numerous Jewish articles and pictures in 
her home. I has suggested that | |be moved temporarily 
to a furnished apartment where KASPER and others may visit. 
This move would be temporary but should be immediately made.



WFO 100-33226

________ and|______ |ask that for such a move on behalf of this woman 
the Bureau would share at least half the expense* Due to the 
excellent cooperation being given and the valuable info forth- b6 
coming from these informants it is recommended that this expense ^70 
be shared for a period of three months, after which time the 
value of these informants will be again considered.

_________It is noted I 
|____________________________________________________ | has

- been excellent in promptly furnishing all info received from them. 
This info is not available to this office in any other fashioruJS^

Concerning the burning of a cross at Bethesda .
Chevy Chase School in the early morninghours of 9/29/57, as ' 
set forth in reairtel* this office checked with the Montgomery 
County, MD.* PD, through the RA at Silver Spring, Md., and 
ascertained that a cross was burned' oh 9/29/57, at-1:20 a.m. 
Two officers, HAWKINS and RUSSEL, on routine patrol on East-West 
Highway, observed the Cross burning at the school. They reported 
that it is six feet-tall* They also came upon a sign in the . 
grass near the cross which had the letters KKK written, thereon * 
in two foot letters. An investigation was Conducted by 
Detective MICKEY HARRIS, Montgomery County PD and no witnesses , 
or suspects were developed. „ The above info Was supplied by 
Inspector HAROLD MILLER (NA) Montgomery County PD to SA MARVIN 
KABERLE Of the Silver Spring RA. 1

A check of the Maryland license number HC 22-23 
included in reairtels reflects that it is registered to a 
THELMA P. KETTERING, 9305 Park Hill Terrace, Bethesda.

( The info concerning the hanging of the confederate flag
on the White HCuse in the evening hours of 9/30/57, was furnished, 
to Mr. DANIEL O’DRISCOLL of Secret Service by phone.

. SE JOSEPH Ci CREEDEN checked records of MPD this date 
and could locate no record for JAMES L. FIESER.

It is noted that KASPER while visiting WDC'has been 
driving a red Plymouth Convertible with Tennessee license f 744^. 
According to informants, this car is

■ . ’ ‘ . b6
Knoxville is Requested to ascertain the ownership of 

this vehicle. d/u



Expeditious consideration of the Bureau is requested 
to the suggestion that the Bureau assume half the expense of 
the informant’s apartment.

- 4



ID FORM

ALL INFORL-ATION CONTAU""’*
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
WHERE SHOWN OTHFRWIS
idum • 1 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

t° : Mr. L. V. Boardman

it
subject: WHITE, CITIZENS COUNCILS-QE..

d\te: October 1, 1957
Tolson

from : Mr> A> h. Belmo

“INTERNAL SECURITY - X b7C 
b7D

" itter_____
ase___  

. e. Room_

Captioned organization, headed, hv John Kasner
Semitic, as well as anti-Nearo. JDue to I_____________

. loman
is ant:b7E

ardman __ 
Belmont 

Mohr_______  
Parsons____  

Rosen ______
}□ (5 Tamm______

who, as informants, are[
I ana ।

______ _____ has been furnishing the Bureau information 
received concerning captioned organization through'these informants for 
some time. This has been the Bureau’s source of data concerning this 
organization inasmuch as Washington Field Office discontinued inquiries 
concerning White Citizens Councils of District of Columbia in 
December, 1956, at Bureau instructions

Due to the urgency of obtaining information expeditiously 
from these informants after Kasper arrived in Washington last week, 
Washington Field made arrangement^ ‘ “
informants and obtain directly from
and activities>of citizens councils

to meet these 
nem iniormarion cUhcernina Kasner

■ These informants have been-1 meeting with Kasper and Kasper/7 
has indicated he desires to visit with the informants] ~

J The informants have no apartment. In 
order to maintain these informants! Ihas suggested that
informants obtain an anartment on a temnorarv basis where they mav__  
receive Kasper. ______________________________________________

The valuable information furnished by the informants is not
otherwise available to the Bureau. Without the apartment the informants 
could be exposed, thereby cutting off the Bureau’s source of information 
concerning Kasper and future activities of captioned organization. It 
is essential that we continue Io receive information from these sources

^-<bww —
1 - Mr. Boardmany
1 - Mr. Belmont '

100-423395

1 - Mr Williams

CFW:bam:dlh 
Wocf 8 1S57^

8 OCT 1957



Memorandum to Mr. Boardman
Re; White Citizens Councils 

of District of Columbia 
100-423395

b7D
b7E

RECOMMENDATION:

a Inasmuch as Washington Field has requested that this matter
' be resolved expeditiously, it is recommended that Washington Field 

ha tp.ipphnn-irally advised that approval is not granted to pay up to 
__ for expenses in connection with the informants obtaining an 
apartment for one month; however, it is recommended that Washington 
Field be authorized to pay the informants, nn tn I---- Ithis month for-----
information furnished by the informants.____

Will oe paying toi
T atibn O± ValuOu"TO'Tl^ as we nave1 done in the past. 
At tfib<expiration of a month Washington Field should submit its 
observations and recommendations for additional payments.

eV

- 2 -



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

■Illi
F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

Via AIR TEL
ALUnFORi^^

(Type in plain text or code) y w 1 'J

REGISTERED MAIL

10/1/57

__ cm
I Mr.

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

WHERE SHOWS otherwise

TO: DIRECTOR} FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE (100-20015)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D 
IS - X .

I Mr. Tolson
I Mr. Nichols_____1
I Mr. Boardman___ ?
I Mr. Belmont (
I Mr, Mohr i
| Mr. Parsons 
S Mr. Rosen.

Tamm.

! I Molloman | •
I f Miss Gandy____ |

*hMr- Trotter 
18 Mr, Nease____ _

‘ (00: WFO)

On 9/29/57 SA LAWRENCE GURLEY (WFO) telephonically advised
SA MARVEN H. KABERLE, Silver Spring Resident Agency, that 
a meeting of captioned organization was held on the evening 
of 9/29/57 at |  I .1 Maryland. •
At this meeting one___________ _______anal I
(phonetic) allegedly admitted tuning a -Cross on the evening 
of 9/28/57 at the Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School, Bethesda 
Maryland. They likewise expressed an intent to burn a . 
cross on the evening of 9/29/57 at Walter Johnson High 
School., Bethesda, Maryland

' b6 
b7C

The above information was furnished to Inspector' CARROLL
MILLER (NA) Montgomery County Police Department on the evening

■^f 9/29/57. Inspector MILLER stated he would assign a 
patrol car to the vicinity of Walter Johnson High School 

i for the remainder of the night.

On 9/30/57 Inspector MILLER advised that there had been no 
cross burring at the Walter Johnson High School during the 

^preceding night. He added, however, that a cross was burned 
^*at approximately 1:10 a.m., 9/29/57, at the Bethesda Chevy- 

‘Chase High School.

~ , x RECORDED -99 ,
^Bureau. (Registered Mail) /Z)Z) z/ 17 <9 Jr'

(100-33226) (Registered•2-Washington Field 
- ' "i -Baltimore

MHK: Jo

(6) ‘ V
St -

Approved: Sent-'j_» L km
Special Agent in Charge

_ . b 1957



BA 100-20015

TriRPfifitfi-r IVrTT.T.F.R Rbabfid tbab nnd
-------- --------------------------- (Maryland, (date of birth 
... had been charged with a traffic violation by the 
Montgomery County Police Department on 7/28/56.

Regarding (phonetic) Insnexitrxc-JiilJLLEB—exnnesaed-the
nnSRl bn1 -1 TXT -him’ r may hayg been

Maryland! .He said that he has ' 
unable to locate the police department report on 
however, he recalled that approximately 1 1/2 to 2 years 
ago I I along with several other boys, was convicted

een

of bombing the home of a school -official in Bethesda, Maryland. 
____  was sent to the Loch Raven Training School for ..
Boys, Baltimore, Maryland on that nnnvio.Hon___ Hd-^anntiimed 
that I Ils currently employed at I______________________ [______

Inasmuch as Baltimore has no specific information which would 
indicate that and | (phonetic) are actually the
same individual tne above is submitted as a matter of 
information and no further action is contemplated by Baltimore 
unless requested by WFO or the Bureau.

Approved: ____________________ ._______
Special Agent in Charge



STANDARD FORM NO. <4

UNITED ST GOVERNMENT

Tolson--------  
Nichols-------
Boardman-----  
Belmont-------  
Mohr------------ 
Parsons------- 
Rosen---------  
Tamm----------
Trotter
Nease______

Tele. Room_  
Holloman ___

. Gandy

At 5 p.m. on 9/28 I talked to SA Murphy of the 
WFO and instructed that John Kasper be kept under 
surveillance. I advised him that the AG is very much
interested in the activities of Kasper, 
has nothing to lose by causing trouble.

Further, Kasper
It is imperative. . . 

that we know where he is and what he is doing. I told 
Murphy to advise SAC Whelan.

AHB:CSH (4) 
cc Mr. Boardman

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Belmont
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- Mr? Baumgardn^ 
- Liaison Sectic^ 
- Mr. Williams '

■ b7C

, September 30, 1957 .

Honorable Robert Cutler
Special Assistant to the President 
Executive Office Building
Kashinston, ®. C. O

DearGeneral Cutler:

BT COURIER SERVICE

Reference is made to my memoranda, dated 
MM September 26 and 30, 1957, in which you were furnished 

information concerning the activities of the Mite 
^ir) Citizens Councils of District of Columbia, . ; ..

BY COURIER $VC. - 

4 4 OCT - 1 • 
: COMM » FBI

* ' ' • A confidential, informant, whose reliaMlity :.
I is unknown, advised that on the afternoon of September 29,

, 1957. a meeting was held at ______ ____________
. J I Maryland, .which was attended by 15 individuals

' * including John Kasper,

TolsonY 
Nichols _

■ Bcaranran 
Belmont X

■'Mohr 
Parsons  
Rosen  
Tamm

, Trotter 
hjease  
Tele. Room

. Holloman _ 
Gandy

who, 
years ora ana who

' At this alee ting oneL
:"cX according to the informhht, is____

; . Was’ recently discharged from the United States Hayy, :
. 'a* admitted that he and one [ (phonetic) y^who. v

w recently spent?seven daontas ta jail for bombing^ high 
^schooi priiiciiiai ’s front yard in 4fa^hingt<ini ?hi^i f

: ^btirned a cross bn the night of September^8, ig57» ^n.'-^, 
‘^ront of the Bethes^

* I 4dm|gtpd group
' men and in addi^^nh M tneiicrdss they burn! _ __ T_

• of September 28, hunxir^j..Mot''.
; pther; crosses, ^e*at thb home -bf Rose

at the home bf E^len board membe^: in
.Montgomery: County, Maryland, *^ho favor integration,- He 
stated the crosses were not burned at their homea Ay 
inasmuch as they were having parties on that night,Cp

* wj ’;W*

4

■ K-

See note on yellow,. M Wj

CFW-dlh
(7)
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b7C

Honorable Robert Cutlet

On the morning or September 30, .1957, the 
Montgomery bounty Polide Department, Montgomery County, 
Maryland., advised that ’at approximately It20 a.m.
On September 29, 1957, two officers saw a cross burning 
on the Bethesda-Chevy Chase School grounds,. A- nearby 
sign on which the paint was still wet contained the 
initials

^According to the informant and two
other men planned to burn a cross at the waiter Johnson 
High School at Bethesda, Maryland, on the evening of 
September 29, 1957^.On the morning of September 30, 1957, 
the Montgomery County police Department advised that 
insofar as it is aware no cross was burned on the night 
of September 29, 1957•

The informant advised that
and their /gang” Intend to attach a C0h± eddrate Hag
on the White House fence on September 30, 1957 - 
________ | boasted of having oil and dynamite cape in

the trunk of his car. dL,
] described by the informant asOne

a young girl, volunteered to use her home telephone.for HL*t. fir___ ■ *■  _ Sf ✓W

With regard to the contemplated picketing at 
the White House a group is to meet at lit 30 aim. On 
October 1, 1957, at the Treasury Department Building 
and, thereafter, will picket at the White House* Men 
named Carter from Virginia and Berry from Easton .Maryland, 
are being asked to participate in the picketing. , gp

The foregoing information is being furnished 
the Attorney General, Waited Spates Secret Service, 
intelligence agencies of the Aimed Forces and Metropolitan 
Police Department, Washington, D. C.

Additional pertinent information received 
relative to this matter will be furnished you promptly.

* ' S inc gvgiy y om**s
YELLOW: AG and Secret Service lets are date ci 9/30/57 • The 
information in this- letter concerning data received from 
Montgomery County Police Department was furnished by WFO 
on the morning of 9/30/57• WFO advised Metropolitan Police Dept, 
of this information as well .as the local offices of Secret 
Service and other local agencies. Identification Division is 
heinn checked with regard to information on and

I WFO is also checking for information on these two

, 2 - B“TO ■ COtoBfflAL



STANDARD FORM NO. 54

TO

II
UNITED S j GOVERNMENT

FROM : a. H

•• L. V. Boardman DATE: September 30, 1957

Belmon
Tolson 
Nichols . 
Boardman

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA '

'“WERnal security - X '

At 4 p.m., today, Supervisor C. E. Glass, 
Washington Field Office, telephonically advised that 
John^Kasper had just issued a lengthy press release 
'ih"whichit was announced that the picket line at the 
White House will start at about noon tomorrow.

Parsons____  
Rosen ______  
Tamm______  
Trotter_____  
Neas _____  
Tele, oom _ 
Holldiiian __  
Gand

In the press release Kasper castigated the 
President and all of the Southern governors who have 
agreed with the President concerning the Little Rock 
situation. According to information supplied by 
Washington Field Office Kasper did not mention the 
Director or the Attorney General.

ACTION:



Chief
U. S» Secret Service 
Treasury department 
Washington, De C. , MS) * 4

From John Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of InvestigatlW-

- ft< US'

Subject

4 6 OCT" 2
COMM » EBI

Reference is made to previous correspmOnce 
concerning activities of the captioned organisation.

Fnr vAtir* jn»Aw»»*4 AH [

uontacteu tne wasnington rieia nrrtce or this Bureau on 
September 30, 1957, at Which time he advised he is incensed 
about John rasper# fie advised the Washington Field Office 
to "keep Kasper off the streets! if you don’t there will 
be trouble,” He stated that if Kasper starts something 
in Washington, he will be sorry as he will never live to 
tell the tale, I I stated "we have guns." which he ( 
identified as M-l rifles, and said, "we won't‘Stop for 
blood,” At the same time he stated, "we donH want no ;/ 
bloodshed." I denied that he, himself, had any 
plans to harm Kasper or commit Violence,

Secret Service and the Metropolitan Police 
Department, Washington, D. GM are awar " * 
information. । ,,. record®'®

^AG/Warred‘Olney III
* ■ -> n ■

OCi f ’

^By Form ^6 ?2r sWO' date )• 
0 1

^ee^iitrti^nyellow,. page 3.



Mr. U. E. Baughman

In addition to the foregoing data, on September 30, 
1957, John Kasper was observed carrying placards out of the 
residence at 909 20th Street, Northwest, and placing them 
in his car. These placards, which measure approximately 16 
by 20 inches, had printed on them the following statements: 
"Clement is a Fraud. Is he here for Ike’s tanks?" "End 
police StateEducationNow," "Free Arkansas from Dictatorship 
"Keep our White Schools White#* and "Bown with White 
Traitors. These placards had .printed on them the names 
Of citizens councils in Charlottesville, Virginia^ and 
Deale, Edmonston, and Hyattsville, Maryland. Also observed 
was a sign measuring approximately 2 by 4 feet on which was 
printed, "See you later integrator."

Confidential informants of unknown reliability 
advised that on 2R 10S7 I

---------- n

Also on September 28, 1957, Kasper, in remarking 
about the bombing of the school in Nashville Tennessee, 
stated, "When we-fe all old and sitting by the fire I 
might have a story to tell about that."j&<

The above-mentioned informants advised on 
September 30, 1957, that Kasper intends to go to New York 
this week to see some friends and on his way back to 
Washington will stop at Camden,. New Jersey, to see his 
mother. The informants could hot reconcile this trip 
with the fact that Kasper stated lie had to return to 
Tennessee to jail. The informants are of the opinion that 
Kasper wants to be jailed in Washington, Di C.; however, 
they do not know exactly how he intends to bring this 
about>£^

On the morning of October 1, 1957, the Metropolitan 
Police Department, Washington, D. C., advised that a 
Confederate Flag was hung on the White House fence at 
approximately 12:45 a. m., on October 1, 1957.

Any additional pertinent information received 
relative to this matter will be furnished to you promptly.



1 * Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence 
Department of the Army

Attentions Chief, Security Division
1 - Director of Naval Intelligence

1 Office Of Special Investigations.
Air Force

NOTE ON YELLOW: • '

Pertinent information concerning activities of 
Kasper and the captioned- organization have been furnished 
previously to the Attorney General and to Cutler at the 
White House; however, the above material does not appear 
to warrant dissemination to those individuals.
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ms.

' 3A^ Washington Field (100-33226) 
’■ ■ < • -

October 3) 1957

CONWW^Bireetbr# FBI' (100^23395))

INTERNAL S^BRI^T^:

. In connection with investigation of captioned ,
. organisation being conducted by your office* you are
. -. instructedto &dkb every effort to de^^___

' informants!_  __________ _________ ____________
___ _____ |wfeo can supply information regarding the White 
Vitt.sens Councils of thp bf Oolui^biai ' ' ’

. . Keep the Bureau^gdp^sed of results SMsr regard*

7F0RMATI0N CC 

’ shown

_ 'AIMED 
S-IFIED.

_ • ' ' ‘ EXCEPT WH®
’ ~ NOTE. -ON fELLOWg '

■ "' dr t.d 12-.56) Washington Field)tUid
'_____ 1^. the captioned organisation. At''that time^ . „
^hve.stigat i on. of QitisenS GounCi ls was d id cont inued at Buregju ’ " b7C
instruct!, on A \r1i'g»nn-fri-miorl no n-n-. ’‘ib7 D

ro o‘y• are believed neeessary,fil^ [the above instructions '

Tolson,_ ii-u. 
•Nichols-  lZ 
•Boardman — 
•Belmont  .
•Mohr'

. Parsons —-■ 
Rosen _ .

Tamm J__ :  
Trotter -_____ 1
-Nease

i: Tele.Roorn*__- 
Holionian,;_ L-s. 

Gandy ____:__

COMM-FBI

CFWthrt (i4) i . *
l / 'OCT 3 - 1957

MAIL ROOM '.’



STANDARD FORM NO. 54

Office Memorcmdum • united ^at# government

TO Mr. Hosen CONFlDeWtWL

FROM : F. L. Price of Call - 8:30 p. m.

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. aka 
IS - X GIN AL

DATE: September 30, 1957

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Tolson----------  
Nichols--------- 
Boardman
Belmont Y——
Mohr_________ 
Parsons_____  
Rosen_______  
Thmm _ 

otter 
ase__ _—

Tele. Room —
Hoffoman -----

SA Richard B. Lavin was called in connection with Washington GandY
eld airtel 9-29-57. whi ch advises Bureau of information furnished bv 

According to
Kasper had mentioned that he had to return to jail on October <

John

SA Lavin said that it. was not known, as to what iaiffiKasper was referring 
to and. in connection with what charge. Lavin stated that the only elaboration he 
could give was that Kasper has indicated that, he intends to. go th New York this;
week to see. some friends and then Camden, New Jersey, where he will visit with his 
mother. Informants cannot understand how he expects to do all this and still return 
to jail on October 3. It is the belief of informantsthat Kasper intends to be 
arrested by the Metropolitan Police Department.

1

It was. pointed out to BA Lavin that, it is noted the Memphis, Knoxville 
aixd little Rock Offices have not been receiving information copies of WFO 
airtels concerning the activities of Kasper. It was pointed out that in view of the a 
Alonzo Bullock case at Clinton, Tennessee, the Knoxville Office has an interest // 
in case, in view of the bombing of the. school at. Nashville, Memphis has an /7
interest; and in. view of the present situation at Central High School in Little * ?
Rock, Little Rock has. an interest. Lavin was told to designate information copies 
for' these offices in the. future and that he should review any airtels prepared in the 
past to determine if there is any pertinent interest to. those offices, and, if so, 
to make copies for them.

JJCdww

1 - Mr. Belmoh^

herein iXu 
EXCEPT 
0

«
TAIHjED 

SSIFIED 
SHOWN *: ■»

4

64 OCt1O1S57
CON

. :© OCT 2 1957



•FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 10/2/57

v

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: SAC, WFO

WHITE CITIZENS

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

URGENT___________________
(Priority dr Method of Mailing)

Mr. Tolaon / 
Mr. Nichola ./ 

sr. BoardnShZZ 
T, Belmont 1^ 
rr. Mohr 
r. Parsona

. Rosen ...< 
Mr. Tamm 
Mr. Trotter 
Mr. Mease 
Tele. Room

Miss Gar&y y:

FBI (100-423395) AND SACS NEW YORK AND NEWARK

(100-33226) TIME: f:^ AH

I

V

COUNCILS OF D.C., IS DASH X. REMYAIRTELS UJ

TEN ONE FIFTYSEVEN COVER BY REQUEST

!OVER BY REQUEST

] WHO IN TURN

NOTIFIED .SA RICHARD B. LAVIN ON TEN ONE FIFTYSEVEN THAT.

JOHN KASPER, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, WCC, IS VISITING HIS

LAWYER J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS THE EVENING OF TEN ONE FIFTYSEVEN

AND DEPENDENT ON THAT MEETING MAY OR MAY NOT GO TO NEW

YORK TOMORROW. ACCORDING TO KASPER DEFINITELY

b6
b7C
b7D

RBL:baf
' AU» INFO
' HEREIN IS 

EXCE?IV
' ojesebo

■7

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY TEN THREE AND FOUR FIFTYSEVEN

WFO HAS KASPER UNDER

TO NEW YORK OR CAMDEN, WILL ALERT THOSE OFFICES

MOTHER IN CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY ON

(B^Bureau 
I-Teletype Unit 
i-in^

INTENDS TO VISIT HIS

Sent
Charge

CONSTANT SURVEILLANCE AND IF HE GOES

IS OCT 4 I9b7

LASSISiED

Approve ______ ;____ M Per
:OW¥T C0NF1



FD-36 (Rev- 3-13-56)

F B I

Date: 10/3/57

Transmit the following message vid AIRTKL

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC', NEW YORK (105^19792) 
™ ~ WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D£- CfP 

IS-X-CINAL • -

ReWFOairtel to Bureau, 10/3/57;

Mt. Tolson
Mr. Nichols__ __
Mr. Boardman__
Mr- Belmont
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Parsons___ .
Mr. Rosen _
Mr. Tamm_____
Mr. 'fruiter
Mr. Neass
Tele. Boom_____
Mt. Holloman.__
Miss Candy.-

Fisur^of JOHN KASPER, assumed by NYO at 
3:45 PM this date* Subject alone, proceeded to 242 
Mulberry St;, parked car in nearby garage;. Surveillance 
continuing this address^

POWERS .

3~Bureau (100-423395) (RM)
^Newark (Info) (rm) _ „ 
2-Uashington Field (100-33226) (RM) 
1-New York (105-19792) - 9 .

« 1 • <

JWL:Jb 
(8) ini «Rwm com® 

ABBIKUm 
WE . .



K
. • Boardman - .• \
* Belmont : . 4 ' . ■ 

........... •. Rosen.' C t ■ • /.
. 1 .Williams /

'• director, -FBI

' Ste^e3?ene.e is made th- previous communications *
’in this, mat^^ ’ '/., ■ t'C- ' ■ ,: ■> •-

' ■ Information has behh received .‘fnosi a source> m '
'.' ■ >ihh ha^ furnished IpsufMcXshtvih^^  ̂ ' J
V . - dotermination th be made hs to hia ^liabill^^ that7 '1

the: tlhite ^ittsdns ^biMcils; of" MstrXdt bf Columbia.1^
4. currehtly xormul&tih^-plhhsi to j>iphet the ^up?»eme: ; < C’ . x

CdUbt Building.* She' nu&bda?' of \ pickets th . be used.. ■ 7
, and" thu -dato ah.d pua^pose^bf this .proposed jdemohs.t^^ibii; C

.■- -are -unkiioijn h't thiu- '. '. ... / • • .7'. \ _ : C - . -. 4"

_• 2 -h 4

,* , .' , * - ,r * 7 . \ r „> - • p ” t\l«
ijhis- sour’d.^.furnished the- following* information. -^.

}:. odnpei>nlng the. hptlvitieb-of the captioned:orgahl'th^^ .7
. and .Frederick Joiui" Kaspey, the executive? secretary •» -".y.7 J'

■'/■Of the hhite -Gltisiehh- CoihidiXs'-Of' histriot *Of?Gpiui^ih..; *•' /
/' ' »'< ’ . .r. " . ■ -■ ? ‘- ■ \ ■ • .. X ’. , . ? .'; ’■ f '■. _

y /’.The WhiM.Citizens Councils of iMstri.et'-6^ / '*- ■,.«•?
' Columbia ih attempting to raite funds for the'defense. ■''

7 of one Mercuro/ who^.- according to Sesper* wa< ‘ ■■'•’ ■ ' '7 ' /•
■; incareerated.fpnasMsting ^ahpe^--In bgpos'^ .^'
*7lh'Tenn$sse>»-. ■_> ,7.' ; ? .-7 ?..".• . '\ 7 \ ■•■. . -.<2

’.'Reyerexid #dim Mercurio/ a prosegFegationist ff’od '.•’, .•''■■ co:; 
< £&^ calif ornih,rwh^ assisted Kasper in opposing /

. ^segregation’of the phblie schopla in iTasWiM.&>. Tenhdbs^i'

m

o
iSo ‘ 
ea 
O 
X?

■ -Tqisori —7 
, Nichols__— 

Boardman,^
. Belmont —
: Mohr ;/‘y'

Parsons..—— 
Rosen .-.. -J

• - Tamm--:. ., — 
Trotter

. Nedse?.. - 
i Tele.Boom .
. ^Hollpman. _ 

Gandy.ti—-A

dnys- th®: W& that. hi bi fh ’ . •<
hn he had- tno speaking engagements' h'ehhdg^.^^ 4 '

7t0- .Tennessee* -4^ yw av?are M&sper ■was^fdodjitly. ingested ' ■ 
/in hhshyille in donnechlpn ■
j hity hnd-lS' eWnintiy nut. on%aii* W'We nharghd/vith / . / 7.

.loitering, .vagrancy 'ahi disordbrXy,S^duof. and - the tyxal 
date on his: appeal .from these cohvlbtidhs. is .scheduled for

JGK:dlh:aml ;



The. Attorney General

. Allegedly at.the present time there are tx-zo 
men from Tennessee in. Washington,. D.C. & one of whom is' 
an influential contractor-allegedly - f "'s
sponsoring Kasper as a gubernatorial'^ against '-
Governor yr&hh Clement of Tennessee! . ’ * ./

On October 6, 19^7, gasper and other Members* 
of the White Citizens Councils of District of Columbia 
Moved the organization's printing press from a private 
home in Virginia to a private home in Washington, P.O. 
This. source was; wable th furnish any additional 
information in this ‘regard,. .

In this connection, special Agbnt.s hf this,. t 
'Bureau bn October -1957^ Observed Kasper and ntherh t 
transport equipment from a residence in Arlington, 

nnri from S street,, Northwest* Washington, 
h*C.to]______ } Washington,. D.C.

. Thia equipment was- unloaded -at -the latter address^ which 
is the. residence of I |who is closely

; hshbciatbd with' <&sp.er th ths' pwhl'bned organisation*'

K*pr your additional information^ data has beep 
received that Kaspei’ departed from tth Washington, C.C.., 

..area yia automobile, apparently en route ..to Ifashville, 
at approximately 2^30 October' 7? 19^7*

■The- above, informatipn beihg furnished th
the intelligence agencies ,qC'the .^Med7F:orbes>‘ Additional 
pertinent information ■.received relative t.o this: matter- 
will be. furnished the department promptly* .

.1 ^ <r* William Sogera ' .
Deputy Attorney General 

' ' ' • ' *
1 * Assistant Attorney General , •. ■ . . .

Warren Clney 111 ‘- • "



1 ■ill
MIMiMM
■HillM

:Mr. TofeanXi^ 
Mr.

oaron^niT—, 
elmont4^_

■. iA»XWa»TIOK'C&NTAIHEI>
' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ?

AIRTEL EXCEPT WHERE SHOW - Cia.SStneO »y 
r • ----- OTHERWISE • DecfesSS^ Oil

TO: . DIRECTOR, FBI U00-^2339^>
£ -4 '

SAC, WO (100-33 226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS. Of D.C* aka

QINAL’ • • . ' .

IND

9/29/27

Mr. Trotter 
Mr. Neese

.Tele. Ro®m______
Mr. Holloman .
Miss Gandy_____

(protect by
AVTN_9729/57 that he had received”^^^^ 
that a meeting took nlaoe r

- . p Remyairtel 9/29/^7 sett! OHN KASEER. w>§ in
(7DC, qnder surveillance, and meeting at which, he; was in^a^tendan

ro 
at

request) advised

n?esam ar -unis meeting were the following individuals:
p (K --------------;;; —ll:

Information

At^thirs me'etihg»

JOHN- OSPBiTT

— x? J 
____ *

7'b7D

♦

isl ~
. that he ahdrJ

whOv according to informants,

Inhonetic). who had
1 admitted

Aceording"tb

. RBKj‘itg
\ (6)

Durnea a cross rne An^ght or. 9/^o/bI on Xtao^tront 
,±awn or Betne.sda Chev^^^^^Sc^oql^p^yt^ -p .^7 'xX.

;son High School
men intend 
., Maryland



WFQ 100-3 32 26 COWWITIAL-

According tn informants, | [admitted that he has a 
group of ten men and that in addition to the’ cross th^y burned the 
night of 9/28/57. they had intended burning two other crosses, one
at and one at

_____________ -“However’,________ ___________ , - ; 
no crosses were burnedAthere._______________ ’

. r ’1 informants state.d that on] _________________ land
their "gong”- intend to attach a Confedefafp^flag on the White House-b6 
fence between .the two. guard posts® '7^^ # A

B
 At this, meeting “.held| " mention was . made of the cross b7D
burned in front of the house olj fjast^week but no one
in attendance seemed to know anything about it • . A, -

Ai| .........................   a group, is to_meet_ on the
Treasury Department building steps and. then they intehd to picket the 

, ____mb toy a-r>q flaking rnfin b-^r the'- ~ 8

names of „ and
participate in the, picketing^.

from to

| whose car bears Marylard license'HO 22-23» boasted.
J of having oil and dynamite caps, in file trunk of his Car»

It ■ | ________|.mentioned above, hag, volunteered to UsK her >
II home telephone for all uhar as sing call s% ' .

T“ ? - * <- .

• d*X 5

<e

Local agencies advised of picketing pf WhiteHouse4 and. .
llplacing of Confederate’flag pp White House fences . r ’ •

On Bureau instruction’s to advise police on a local^asis, . 
above information furnished to Baltimore RA at silver Spring’ to .< 
fur nigh to PD c~pvering| -
The PD was advised to be miost discreet in any coverage arrorded ■ “~—
so as not to jeopardize sources of information® ,









AIRTEL ■

TO :. DIRECTOR, EBI (lOO-Al-23395) /

EROMSAC, WO (100-33226)
^^JHITE CITIZiaiS COUNCILS OE D.C. aka 

IS-X, CINAL \ .

Hr. Tolson__ 
Mr. Nichols^
Mr.
Mr.

Boar 
Be^ 
MOWS 
Parse

- ' . Eisur this date 10/3/^ reflects KASPER., 
apparently driving ' to--New York. -KASPER left 'Washington^. . 
f>,C.s approximately 11:00 aim; ' . - ' ■

Mr.- Rosen., 
I M>-. T'-.njxn 
I - •• ir.-.tttn 

LO/3/57 ?
T*le. Room___ _ 
Mr. Holloman

/ | Miss Gandy

. b6
■ 'b7C 
_b7D '

by request) advi-sed SA RICHARB B. LAVIN that | 
(cover bv request) was- unable to accompany KASPER

(cover

information re KASPERrs departure telephonically . 
given to-/SAG E.j* McGABE of N.Y.- Office at 11:^0.. a.m. by 
ABAC G Lt) GEARTY, WO. ASAO GEARTY informed ASAC McCABE 

. of WO^+^hr.^surveillance of KASPER and the Eirector^- 
and , ,7e Attorney General^ interest in KASPER. - ■.

\ ’ • 1 . '-A " ,

As s.et forth in previous airtels- KASPER 
y'so intends.--to visit his mother at Camden N.J.j9

ALLINFCW-TIOM CONTAINED 
WIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN

. OTHERWISE

RBL:sig 
(6) .

; airtel.

SS- Bureau . - . ‘ ,
I - New York (W-19792) (Info.)
1 -.Newark (Info.)
1 - WO ’ '

recorded - &

9

* ' *

Classified by



MryTols6n__ _
Ma? Nichols_  
r- Boardmaii? 

'J Slr„ B<?Imont.

J
Z>

'AIRTEL
Mf. Vr.lutik_____  

Mr. Tr. tier 
Mr. Nt-*se 
Tele. Room___ _ 
Sir, Holloman, 
Alias Gandy—

TQ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) .

EROM: SAC., WFO (100-33226)

^WHITE CITIZENS', COJNCIIS OF D. C..
’ f IS - X

’ CINAL ■

? 9/30/57

■ b7C

Remyairtels this date concerning picketing 
the White House by subject organization. . .

Qnel , J
colored, called the WO this, date arid advised SA PHILIP, G. 

{i JACKSON that he is incensed about JOHN KASPER,. He advised
SA JACKSON to “keep KASPER off the streets; if you da5!t, 

I there will be trouble.” He said further that if KASPER 
starts something in Washington, he will be sorry as he 
will never live to tell the tale.

that "we hap 
these guns, |_________

Stated ”we won’t stop for

n .w? r^L„ lstated that tfwe have Putts J’, Wen. queried 
by SA JACkSON concerning these guns J lstated that

rl^ies-* । stated ’’we won’t stop for* / x
blogj.” At the-..same? time he said, ”we don’t want n_o bXoodshedM* 4 * * -

a? ■■
'; or hbitbiSSeb ’ hw?sJf» had ■ aW Biaos to harfi^iSPER

-------xjfi____ _________ ____________ , '

Lchecked the is£ t§;:; * . *' SEJ _______
; HPD-and ascertained that one 

record for assault.
REC0RDI

Secret,Service and 
concerning JOHNS®’?

j3^- Bureau
1 - WO

OCT S J® .'
F—

RBLxrcs
(4) br

AIRTEL

has. axh arrest

a - si



AIR TEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

a

9/30/57

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF ALL IMAW CONTAM 
D.C., aka nrnrni sn num Iflwrirn
IS - X 
CINAL A

Mr. Tolson.

Mr.
Mr.

Mohr______
Parsons___

Mr.
Mr.
Tele. Room_____
Mr. Holloma-n
Missi Gandy ■

Tamm.... 
Trot tor... 
Nease ._

On 9/30/57, Agents of the WFO on fisur observed
JOHN KASPER carrying placards out of the residence-at 909
20th St., N.W., and placing them in his automobile, Tennessee
License 3/F 7442. . , V

SA HARMON J. OGREN was able to observed the writing / 
on these placards which are approximately 16 inches by 20 inches.
SA OGREN described these placards as follows:

1.

3^

Red and black with the saying ’’CLEMENT is 
a fraud. Is he here for IKE's tanks.”

A black placard with the saying ’’End police' 
State Education Now.” On the back Of th^ 
sign is the caption WCC, Charlottesville^Va.

: A blue placard with the saying “Free Arkansas. 
t From Dictatorship.” On the back of this^sign^ 
is*the caption WCC, Deale, Maryland. co

VA black placard with the saying, “Keep Our 
-•White Schools White.” On the back-of this 
/-sigh is the caption WCC, Edmonston, Md.

"Down With White Traitors*” On the back 
of this sign is caption WCC, Hyattsville, Md.

' SA OGREN also observed a masonite board approximately
.two 'fe.et by,,four feet with the expression "See you later 
integrator” Also observed in the car were several long stakes; 
exact size? Undetermined.

3

I - 
1 -
RBL:ews

Bureau nE
Baltimore (Inf 0)3
Richmond* (Inf 0) - * 
WF&'

AIR TEL



AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

WHITE 
aka. 
IS-X 
CINAL

White

dated

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

CITIZENS COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

"3 all oi whom 
pph) who had__

10/1/57 |

KAuia

Remyairtels this date concerning picketing at th 
House.

Fisur this date reflects picketing ceased this 
at approximately .3:00 p.m.

SA HARMON J. OGREN, bv pretext of being a 
newspaper reporter, interviewed! (cover by
request) in the picket line. SA OGREN identified himself 
to I |and was given the following names of those
participating in the picket line.

___________ JOHN KASPER. FLOYD FLEMING.!
~~Ifroml 

and_____________________________
are from| | and|
previously given his name to reporters as[

There were two e^itater pickets, Negroes, who 
carried signa nmtestin^ against KASPER. They were identified 
by MPD as 37, and| 3 25. These
counter pickets advised the police that they did not represent
any organization; however, it is to be noted that their 
signs were very neatly printed and in conversation with one. 
an officer of the MPD the initials NAACP were heard mentioned— X. — —_ — MA / f I £ I .

KASPER advised reporters on the scene/that -FLOYD^ 
FLEMING is president of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
and that he, KASPER, is executive secretary, an ele’GTetf « 
position. KASPER claimed that they maintain offices at 
3204 M Street, W. ' » 9 W

3- -’. Bureau E
1 - Baltimore (Info) (RM)
1 - Richmond (Info) (RMK
1 - WFO

J



WFO 100-33226

KASPER was also overheard to say that the greatest 
threats to Americanism are the Jews and the ’’Niggers” and 
the Jews are worse. KASPER praised the American people 
especially the American Indians.

_______ The indices of WFO reflect a PSI Investigation on . 
a I__________________ I bornl I which would make him 37 D b
at the present time. It is possible he is identical with b7C 
the| |on the counter picket line. His case was
discontinued when it was ascertained that he was divorced 
from his wife for having committedgadultery. It was brought 
out that the correspondent kept her clothes in the same 
closet with wife.

There are numerous references to _____ 
JOHN KASPER and FLOYD FLEMING in the files of WFO, all in 
connection with subject organization. The physical f isur 
on KASPER continuing. No identifiable info concerning| 

llocated in the files of WFO.

KASPER was overheard by SA QGREN to remark to 
reporters when questioned as to the affect his picketing 
would have on the meeting inside (Governors conference at ' 
the White House) ’’They are not subject to affect. They 
have a fixed course set for them by the international 
gangsters.” He gave these examples of international 
gangsters, EISENHOWER’S old crowd, the UN crowd, BARNEY 
BARUCH, PAUL HOPKINS and HAROLD STASSEN among others. He 
■further advised that as to the purpose the picketing had 
accomplished, he felt that they had shown visible protest 
against forced integration by the President of the U.S. 
They asked as to the solution of the Negro question -for. To 
which he stated that they should either be segregated 
completely or sent back to Africa. He was asked what other 
races or persons he considered to be a menace, at which 
time he stated that something would have to be done about 
the "Jews” and he recommended taking away their citizenship, 
as they are aliens everywhere and anywhere and he stated that 
even those ’’Jews” who are American citizens should be subjected 
to alien laws.

- 2 -



WFO 100-33226

It is also to be noted that|  
posing as I I was also observed in the___________ 6
picket line. b7C

At the end of the picketing at 3:00 p.m., 
KASPER mentioned to the press that there were no 
further plans for picketing.

It is to be noted that in prior airtels|______ ________  
name has been set forth as ~] However, her man nox

H. W., and telephone book reflect nameat 
as

- 3 -
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AIRTEL

TO:

.FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) 

: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

V. I, 
Mv.

10/2/57 |
H-nJ

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.
IS - X . ]

This is to advise that P*
SA FRANCIS B. MC GIVERN received a phone call from a man, L/^ 
who evidently had been drinking heavily, and who refused 
to give his name, his home address or where he is presently 
staying in WDC» He said that he wanted to report that eight 
truck loads of dynamite are being brought to WDC from.* -
southern cities. He named the cities as Little Rock, • 
Birmingham, Atlanta, Augusta, Macon, Jacksonville ahdw 
Columbia, S.C. He then went on to relate that he had • . 
hitchhiked a ride from Columbia, S. C., bn a truck ^at had 
brought dynamite to D. C. He said that he had caught the . 
ride yesterday morning between 6:00 and 7:30 a.m, ab^ut two 
miles north of Columbia, S. C. He informed that the truck;
he hitchhiked his ride on was a large Chevrolet truck, which had 
a cab in front and which was open.an back. He. stated^hat the 
truck supposedly was carrying a load of hay but underneath the 
hay was, the dynamite. Informant was unable to give the license 
number of the. truck. He informed that it was driven by one 

. white man and he described the man as follows: 35, black hair, 
5* 6M or 7^, 150-160, ruddy complexion, small moustache.

, . Informant gave the description hesitatingly^ and he
could not give the description of the .clothes worn b^Jthe . 
truck, driver other than to say that he thought he wAS wearing 
pints andla coat. He did not know if it was a suit^coatibn . 
top hoat.c i 7 ' . ’ <

• z ^Informant stated that the driver of the dpruck told 
him aboutvthe dynamite when they were about f our ^.leS< outside 
of Columbia, S. C.,, and that they stopped to get a cup of coffee, 
somewhere in South dr‘: North Carolina, the exact place he did • 
not know and he saw the dynamite.

- ‘ R _ 1 .A

1 -
1 -
1 -

Atlanta 
Birmingham 
little Rock 
Miami

1 - Savannah OCT 9 1957 , I



WFO 100-33226. ; ; '

• .. ' Informant stated that’ they had comeup toWashingtDn
on Route 1 and that they had entered Washington,,©. C-. via 
that 14th Street Bridge. He informed that the truck driver 
let him off on 14th Street, N.W. near the Monument. The truck* 
had continued up 14th Street and he had not seen where it had 
gone. 1 ■ / - V

r. Although the . informant stated that they had driven /
t up. to Washington on Route 1, he informed that they had come 
through Charlotte and Reedsville, N.C. It is noted that these 
are on Route 29. He further informed that they had not gone 
through Richmond. . ’ .

, ‘ 1 X

The informant was asked who was, sending the dynamite 
to WDC and why it was being sent here• In regard to the first 
qudstion, he said it was being sentyby "white people in the 
South who don’ t like niggers*" In regard tt6 • why it was beihg ' r 
sent, he said that SA MC GTVERN "could puttwo and. two together." 
He stated that he would not give his•name because.the FBI would 
have it in headlines in-the newspapers and people in the South 

• j would take care of him. - \ : ; '

' . The inf ormant did not seem sincere in his complaint
and SA MC GIVERN inf ormed him' that it. waS ’ a violation of the 
.Federal iaw to make 'a false report to. the EBI and since‘ he .. • ■ 
would hot furnishe his name, the pall was being traced* - With

* that, the anonymous, caller immediately hung' upi -:

The above info was furnished to MPD and Secret . ' 
Service on 10/2/57. ' *'

No further action being taken on this complaint by, 
'■this office, : ,



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

Via AIR-TEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 
IS-X —*
CINAL -

Date: 10/7/57

(Type in plain textor code)

AIR MAIL

F B I

Mt.
I Mr.

Mr.

Tolson---------
Nichols------- g
Boardman—! 

Mr. Belmont —-1
Mr. Mohr------ 1
Mr. Parsons j
Mr. Rosen - ------ j 
Mr. Tamm -------- ;
Mr. Trotter—— 
Mr. Nease—------- 
Tele. Room---------  
Mr. Holloman----- 
Miss Gandy-------

Re: WFO airtel to Director, 9/30/57.

Records Knox County Court Clerk’s Office, examined by
SA THEODORE A. SANDERS on 10/4/57, reflect 1957 Tenn, license 
3/F 7442 issued to JOHN KASPER, Route 1, Callahan Road, Knox
ville., in May, 1957, for a 1953 Plymouth coupe, Identification 
Number 13288733. The records reflect that on May 20, 1957, 
JOHN KASPER, Route 1, Callahan Road, made application for 
certificate of title without lien, producing a prior title 
from the District of Columbia for a 1953 Plymouth coupe, 

, Identification Number 13288733. ,

yof KASPER, and

Knoxville Office files reflect that ____________ _
I has been an associate

is reported to be

- b7C

RUC

(§1 - Bureau (100-423395)
1 - Washington Field (100-33226) (Info
1 - Baltimore (Info.)
1 - Newark (Info.)
1 - Richmond.(Info.)
1 - Knoxville.(105-175)

RECORDED-45

TAS:idh 
(8)

Approved:
gent in Charge

FYJ91

Sent

W/FD - 45



AIRTEL 10/2/57

■ /X FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, WFO (1Q0-33226)

'WHITE-CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C 
IS-X^ ClNAL

On 10/2/57 [ ] (cover by requester 
ladvised SA RICHARD B. LAVIN that!_____

I  Ihad been \

Tele.

| (cover by request)!
•4’mviten py JOHN KASPER to accompany him to NY______________ _

I wanted to know from SA LAVIN if
.W should make the trip.| | was advised that making K
fl SuCh a trip would be voluntary on part of | , , ।
« if the trip w^re- m^de, this office would appreciate all info 

concerning it/p - - •

This Office is continuing its constant surveillance 
on KASPER'*and if he •leaves for NY or his mother’s home in 
Camden.. N.^ J., will surveii him even though accompanied by 

- I- The Surveillihg Agents will expect NY to relieve
on the surveillance. /

' Newark and New York will be advised of any further 
info^ecM^d concerning this tiip* Twk' ’ •

1-Newark (.Info) •
1-New York
1-WFO

RBL:baf
(6) :

(info) . .
ALL iNFOBMiTIQN CONTAINED 
HEREJ-N IS UNCLASSIFIED .
EXCEPT WHERE.SHOWN '

" OTHERWISE ‘ .

D&fesify oik OA0R 
? •

AIRTEL . HECm^45
? OCT $ 1957



: J. A. Sizoo

STANDARD

TO

FROM

: A. H. Belmond

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: October 1, 1957
Tolson _ 
Nichols 
Boardmai 
Belmont 
Mohr

subject: WHITEjC TZENS-COUNCLL-aF-THE 
DISTRIc/ OF COLUMBIA- 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Tamm_______
Trotter
Nease_______
Tele. Room
Holloman____
Gandy * * y -

* Supervisor Ed Glass of the -Washington Field Office called
1 and advised at 3 P. M. that picketing is still going'on; that those now 
| picketing consist ofl "land! [who/"
l^identified himself tq the .oness^asl ।

Kasper rjtFleming^anc^ .and that a Inan/name^ .from DealejzJujwi
picketed for a while with Kasper, et al. The two counterpicketers U.

ned

age 37, and 
B/fiPPROX./^^

are still active and they are. 
age 25.

the group left for 
for a few minutes and 
they are now eating.

At 3:21 P.M;

- OW
Mr. Williams 15 OCT 9 1957

At 3:^0 P,M, Supervisor, Glass advised that the picketing 
had been discontinued at 3 P»M,; that Kasper stayed around and 
talked to the press- for several minutes and was overheard to 
say that he had no -further plans for picketing, ■ ■ ~ 

’ - - . - _________  I apartment where they re
then went to a restaurant nearby w

JASimpp/Jw
(5) ' ’’
cc: Mr. Belmont

Mr. Sizoo
Mr. Baumgardner



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

TO

'■ WFIaaasssEse

: MR. J. A. SIZOO

: MR. A.- H. BELMONT

FROM

•.date: October 1, 1957

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL of the ‘ * U

INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Assistant Supervisor Gurley of the Washington Field Office has called 
to furnish movements of Kasper and his group subsequent to that furnished 
you at 10:15 a. m. today.

Tamm_______
Trotter----------
Nease , 
Tele. Room__
Holloman ___
Gandy___ —

Gurley advised that at 11:15 a. m., Kasper and 3 or 4 other persons carrying 
placards entered an automobile and started downtown from|

b7C
5 minutes they returned and parked the car at

In approximately 
took the

placards, etc., out of the car, and started walking toward the White House. There 
were 5 men arid 1 girl. | ^9*^ [ U

At approximately 11-23 a.m., WFO reported they were walking down Pennsylvania 
Avenue to the White House. At 11:35 a. m., Supervisor Gurley advised that Kasper and 
the group had reached the White House and that Kasper was then talking to police 
officers from the Metropolitan Police. Department arid the White House, as weH as 
reporters. They had not raised their placards and had not yet started their 
picketing. There is a big crowd at the White House, including newspaper reporters 
and photographers., aiews reel cameramen, etc. y

Classified by

OTHERWISE

At 11:40 a. m., Gurley advised that they have now raised their placards" and

ar.T. information contained 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

. except where shown

are picketing. The group consists of 6. men and 1 woman.

JAS:LL .
(5) :
cc—Mr. Belmont 
cc—Mr. Sizoo 
cc—Mr. Baumgardner 
cc—Mr. Williams IS OCT 9 1957



STANDARD FORM NO. 64
P > ________

Office Mem^ndu/n UNITED STJfES GOVERNMENT

TO Nr. L. V. Boardman

FROM

SUBJECT:

IAL
Mr. A. H. Belmon

date: October 3, 1957

a® w

Tolson---------
Nichols —X-CONF

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

monl
*Mbhr________

Parsons_____  
Rosen______
Tamm_ -_____

>*Trotter
“Nease -______

Tele. Room_  
Holloman ___

At 11:05 A. M., today, SA James 0. Huppert, Washington Gandy 
Field Office (WFO), advised that at 11:00 A. M. John Kasper entered 
the Baltimore Parkway driving a 1953 Plymouth with Tennessee licensz 
3F-7442, which is Kasper’s automobile. Kasper was alone.

r~
[Previously WFO advised Kasper had made plans to go To • 

New York City to see friends and also intended to stop in Camden, 
New Jersey, to see his mother prior to returning to Tennessee in 
connection with trials in that stated Kasper appealed convictions on 
charges of disorderly conduct, vagrancy, and loitering in Nashville, 
Tennessee. Hearing date-on this appeal set-for 10/11/57.

Agent Huppert advised WFO is of the opinion that Kasper 
is on his way either to Camden or New York City. Inasmuch as the 
Attorney General expressed concern over Kasper’s activities in 
Washington a" surveillance was instituted on Kasper on 9/28/57 and has 
been maintained<on him since that date. Kasper is being surveilled 
by WFO Agents to New York 'hr; Newark. New York and Newark are being 
notified by WFO of Kasper’s departure from Washington.

There is ho.„indication that Kasper plans to return to 
Washington-, D. C.,' prior to going to Tennessee although he may come 
through Washington on his way south. ■ Ciastig^

RECOMMENDATION:

Inasmuch as Kasper has left Washington and there is no 
indication when he, will return it is recommended that, the surveillance 
of him be discontinued, in the event he does return to Washington, WFO 
has sources who will be cognizant of that fact and Kasper will be placed 

under surveillance again. Y
100-423395

1 - Mr. Boardman
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr ./Rosen
1 - Mr,. Williams

CFW:gf

RECORDED-®?

IJSTORMATION AIMED
HEREIN js'UNCI^SSIFJED'-' * 
EXCEPT WERE SHOWN 
OTHERWISE CO



rev. 3-13-5’6)

FBI
Date: 1Q/3/57

Transmit the .following mes.sage via ■ AIRTEL 

REGISTERED MAIL

■
Mr. Tolson----- — i
Mr. Nichols------— « (
Mr. Boardman—~ | 
Mr. Belmont__ — | 
Mr; Mohr__„-___ s

| Mr. Parsons —- ( 
I Mr. Hosen------ — f
| Mr. Tobie.1 ---- — '

Mr. Trotw i „ J

TO

FROM: SAC, RICHMOND (105-632.)’

QWHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. aka 
IS - X

I Tele. Bosm ------ j
1 S&- ISsJkr- f't - I

Re WFO Airtel to Bureau 9/26/57 which suggested 
Fi sur of | land|

 Arlington, Va.

As the Bureau , is.- aware, investigation concerning 1 
subject group has centered in D.C. arid only investigation 
.conducted this division concerning this -group was at 
Charlottesville, Va:. where a. branch was formed in September, 
1956, known as the White Citizens’ Council of Charlottesville 
arid Albemarle County,‘"Va., Inquiry and -other information 
available indicates the Charlottesville group- is. inactive . _

—-------- It is recommendation Of this office that if Fisur of 
land| | who are associates of FLOYD FLEMING, .

an official of. WCC, Washington, is to be conducted, it would 
be*, ddyaritageoua to- have this Fisur conducted** by WFO for the 
following reasons:' i .

(1) Richmond has no informants- or sources-Within
* WCC who reside- in Northern Virginia area, Mince there is no 

chapter of the group in that territory arid also no activity 
of the group in that area. -

(2) It is felt that a Fisur by Richmond of-the 
above individuals would not be as productive of information - ' 

J desired/ since contacts of these individuals riot known to
X4 3g* Richmond and movements engaged in by them would riot be 

indicative of aims and purposes, unless Fisur was supplemented 
M V with information from- confidential sources not available to 
X this office.

b7C

A Q. "DM ^[3» 
^XH2 

v 2

- Bureau (100-423395) - REGISTERED WL 
r Washington Field, (100-33226J .^REGISTERED
* Richmond■(105-632)1

W: GTC
(7)

Approved:
Speciai^Agent in Charge

9£ -03080038 12 0 1957

Per



J . F-B I

Date:

' Transmit the fallowing message vid

(Priority or Method 'of'Mailing')'

PAGE TWO

Bureau requested to'advise what actiondesired of’ 
WFO arid Richmond. If Richmond is to conduct Fisur, exact 
aims and purposes of■ such should be furnished by WFO 
together with any.identifying data concerning persons above 
individuals might contact and keep Richmond advised of ’ 
information obtained from confidential sources available tp 
WFO, in order that significance of movements of above persons 
can be evaluated. WFO should also furnish.Richmond address 

i of hnd ' annrnnri ate descriptive data concerning
I bothl and

ROCHE

Apprav.ed: —______ ._______ • ■.______ r—- Sent
Special Agent in Charge

M Per



1*- Mr. Williams *

SAC,Richmond (105-6327 .
*- • . ; C0NF1

Director, FBI 1

October 9, 1957

i IHfEROL SECURITY X '

Reurairtel dated October 3, 1957*

Z Information received concerning current 
■activities. of - captioned organ!zat ion does no t -. • •
indicate nhvsicdl sutyel^^^ I , ‘

■ and | ..... required at this time. :, .
ji is suggested that Richmond deyelop sources in. 
the neighborhood of and| I who can • .

: advise your office in the event iiieetings. or any ‘ 
activities of M linusual natiire are obse^ybdbat* . 

b the residence of either of these two individuals.^
' , ,i! b"* * - ‘ Z 'A 1 - - „ . ' . . . -

r ? ‘ - - - ’ . '
' . Furbish the SBu^eau and Washington Field ,;

, Office pro^pt^ pertinent infoiiaation received; < 
relative to captioned organization.; ’ . ;

■b7C

, 1 - Washington-Field ;Qfiibe „'(infora ‘5(100^3226) . ,

' WEIHISUNCLASSIM^ ’t
.- EXCEPTWHERE SHOWN •

oiwwisd. ■ 7 • •■•• '

V • Ossified by 
Isecja^ifyori: <

WM YELLOW
^0A»M uFS; ■

'Tolson;—Li 
‘ <Nlohn1s
; Boardman__ 
" -Belmont.^ 
;-.M6hr,-■
■ Plarsons
, Rosen, .£._-„ 
; T.dmm ^..---i- 
Trotter-—ii- 
Nease y.;-.

r Telg.'Rqom-
? ..Holloman 

Gandy- ~

b' x Z^AK the time'fnip.r^ation-was;. rOce djohn,' 1
* Ka&per, ,et ‘al .'. planned'io WMieZibwsp?,.

Z some discussion as to participation^'^ ,*
v-Virq^ \ IfFS suggested- Richmond institute \s^ ..

; -h I | hffil ___ [Zflegating- at fhe White House" was „-
- ■ hela on .(JcTober 1.' .WFO is; conducting surveillance of •

■ ICasperl

;■ HEW: dlH

(5)

.Vmail room



AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-l|2339$)

FROM: SAC, WFO (.100-33226)
S-miTE CITIZENS_Cpnifi£^OF_D^
IS - X
CINAL

________________________________ |( cover
advised RICHARD B. BAVIN this date that JOHN 
returned to Washington, D. Co, from NYC*

KASPER had

Surveillance of KASPER instituted, by WFO.

/T)- Bureau (100-^2339$)
-■ Baltimore ' (Info)' (RM)

1 *» Richmond (Info) (RM)
1 - WFO (100-33 226)

ELT:
(6)

AIRTEL



r illll

AIRTEL

TO:

(■■■■IM

DIRECTOR

CONI
FBI (10044^0.

A'L

9/27/5
FROM SAC, WFO (100-33226/

Belmont.!^. 
■ Krn&toZLj' 
Mr. K©‘'”is y

Mr. Trr.ttzar
Mr._ ______

, Tele. Barm- 
Mr. Hollnmnn ■ 
Miss Gandy____

mV —White citizens councils of d
* 4 is - x

u CINAL -

C..

Remyairte.l this date.:

request) advised SA RICHARD B. LAVIN this date thatT 
_________ Jwill not meet with KASPER this date but 
with JOHN KASPER. FLOYD FLEMING, arid I

(cow? by

1advised it is
is staging, with

b6
b7C
b7D

will keep WFO advised.

©3

05 .

ClassHied
Declassify on: OADR

M.T, ItfFOWTIWCONTAtNW 
HjjREIK IS UNCLASSIFIED ‘ 
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN 
OTHERWISE

RBto'gd

AIRBED'

O- Bureau (100-^2339^)
+/- Baltimore
1 Riohgjond
1 WFO ^100--33226) .

WFO continuing surveillances

S OCT 15 1957

’VI Hi



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

M.em^^nduW • UNITED- STt^S government
* > ' M 4

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

COME
from : SAC, (100-33226)

SUBJECT: ^WHlTE qjjjz^s COUNCILS OF D.
IS - X

date: October 9> 1957

OWIAL

^T.T. XNPOJiMATIQN CONTAINED
HEREIN 1.S UNCLASSIFIED -

$ • EXCEPT WHE3E SHOWN
OTHERWISE

On
[(protect bv request) advised SA RICHARD 

R. TAVTN that on I
[(protect by request) attended^

A
According to

Citizens

2

RBL:LEB
(5)

RECORDED-40
INDEXED - 40

a meeting at

1 - Baltimore (RM)
1 - Newark (RM) .
1 - WFO 100-33226

(100-423395)

be maintained)

came in|______________________ land stated, "We. burned.
a cross on Me KELPIN 1S gate.j asked

..________  if he was out burning crosses agaln7£££C

According to|_____________________ there are
going to be two headquarters, one for the Seaboard White

Councils at 1037 - 31st Street,. N. w., and the 
other is to be -for, a new national party "WLOB” which will

b7C

Sometime this Week KASPER intends to visit his 
mother, MRS.. M.■ C. MARSHALL in Merchantville', near Camden 
New Jersey, according to informants

WFO fisurs, on October 7, 1957, howed KASPER 
left Washington, D. C., ’area about 2;30 PM October 7, 
1957, in a car bearing Tennessee plates, headed for 
Tennessee on Route 29 in Virginia.

Classified by 
Declassify ow: CAOR



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office M-cmo^ndum • united sta^s government

TO
' / • ; ’’.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423392)

FROM SAC $ WFO (100-33226) CONF T1AL

DATE: 10/11/27

SUBJECT: ■WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. 
aka 
IS-X

had such a knowing

eiassifJedby
Declass^

LAVIN talked

_________ Remvlet 10/9/27, which set forth information from - 
(cover by request), ______

which information, had been received from I 
concerning a burning of a cross on Governor McKELDIN’s fen.ce^

On 10/11/67 , SA RICHARD B 
|(cover by request),.______ _____

-advised that as best as he can recollect I
whan ha fehf.Rred the meeting at|______ _________

they burned a cross on Me HELD IN’s’ gate."1!,

stated that
smile on his face when he' made the statement that he believes 
that he had something tp. do;with burning the cross or knew ■ 
about the details

Above fog clarification pf relet

Bureau
Baltimore (Info.)(RM) 

(Info) (RM)1 - Newark
1 - WFO
RBL: ews
(5) AWi CONTAIOD

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN
OTHERWISE

OCT 15 1957- |KIDDED - 27



Special Agent in Charge
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Assistant Chief of Staff* Intel.ligehce . - 5 V „ ?
' ' ’ . * _ ' • - '

. Mis individual may be: identical, with the/.
Weverend iohd Mrcurio, a prbsegregationist Mom . .
Ms Angeles, California, who assisted Kasper in opposing ■ 
desegregation of the public schools in Nashville;,. Tennessee* 
in Auggst* 1957, _ . .

. Kasper stated: that he would leave Washington, p* C,*
two days prior to the time, that he must be in Tennessee . '
as he had two speaking engagements scheduled en route 
to Tennessee * AS you afe aware Kasper was recently .

•\ MreSted in- Ms Wile M connection with facial disorders 
in that city and Is currently out On bail. He was -
charged with loitering, vagrancy, two charges of .
disorderly conduct and inciting to riot. He was fined 
$50 each on charges of lettering, , vagrancy and disorderly 
conduct and the trial date on his appeal from these 
convictions is scheduled for MtftMr 11,. 1957•_ •

• , Allegedly at. the jareMni time there are two men
from Tennessee in Washington* one of whbm is an .

. influential contractor allegedly desirous of sponsoring ' 
Msper as a gubernatorial Candidate against Governor 
Clement of Tennessee^ ;

On October M 1957, Kasper and other members . 
of the Mite Citizens Councils of Histrifet of Col^mhia 

. moved the brganizatMd’s printing ptees from a private: - 
home in Virginia to a private home in Washington, B, Ci. 

. This source was WMle to furnish any addiiionai . 
information In this, regard. ,

in this connection, Special Agents of; this
Bureau on October 6 * 1957» observed Kasper and Others 
transport equipment from a^residence in Arlihgton, • ‘
Virginia, and from .WA M Street.. Korthwest:,. Washington,, H. C,, 
to |_____ _________________ | Washington^ 0. C* / :
Mis equipmeht was unloaded at the latter address, which 
is the residence Of who is closely ‘ b6

, associated with Kasper an tne captioned organization.



Assistant Chief of : Intelligence

Foryour^dditipnsl information,data has been
J received that itasi>eir defatted ® the Wshlnghwr ®* 
: arM vid dut$&dhiWi. ‘ea- rbdt< W Washvifie,.

at a$£rbxi&ateiy . •■■•■. ’;

Any additional pertinent infonnation received 
relative to this matter will be furnished you promptly..

i * Mrector of ^aval jEnt^^ .

1 e* Office of Special Investigations ,
'.Mr sForce " ' • * • ''



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

* Office M.ewK^ndum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (-100-^23395) DATE: October 4 1957

FROM^Z

SUBJECT:

SAC, WFO (100-33226)
b7C

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.
IS - X *

( cover by re'quest) advised SA HICHARD B. LAVIN on 
October 3, 1957# that, the name of the man^ in____  
Maryland,~~’who whs responsible for burnihg_a pro_ss 
recently at the home_QfJ

rm r

bout’segregation. /W

____________stated he had received his information

I
/

Above for information of Bureau and Baltimore

who is very .vehement

2 - Baltimore (Rj 
,I - WFO 100-33226

RBL:LEB 
(5)



1 - Mr. Boardman .
1 r Mr. Belmont
1 - Mf ♦, Rosen -/
1 - Mr.- Williams-

October 1957 ,

' 9 *-'*-'* * f • »* x'

BACjp Washington Field Off ice (100-33226)

Z£IW - - 
y WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
< OF BISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

t

slot .L
4^.. t 
wp^ _ V
;nlA 1

ie?oft _ 
oB>pX~

szosh

soHon 
tbw>°

' ; * Reurairtdi October 14 f X957>
advisedJohn Kasper arrived in Washington on October i4£ 
195 ;and is under surveillance by'your o^^ „ ’

As you are aware the Supreme Court on . : *
October 14, 1957, refused toreview Kasper’s Case in. - 
connection Mth his conviction on August 3^^ for 
°wilfful contempt0 for interfering in desegregation of the ; 

' Clinton,Tennessee, Highschool. This is tantamount to 
upholding hi$

‘ Under the usual procedure the findings of the 
Supreme £ourt will he Sent down through the appellate court / 
to 4 the jtriai court wMrh KaSper’h bond 1^11 be revoked and

* he will be Committed th phiso®.

. ^ou are inst?®cied to maintain a vei^ 4isCreet 
surveillance on Kasper as long hs he remains in the ,

. . <ashington area. In the eVent he leaves Washington the
/ “ office in the City to which he is^ be, promptly" *

notified and lnstructed to hieft informants dnd; sources.
In. this isannef the Bureau should be able to> keep + track of , 

: Kasper until revocation of his bond, withOht^paintaining 
. a surveillance on him for ,a period Of possibly fhrdp 

: weeks or longer. ; " ’■

Keep the Bureau advised of Kaspef fs activities. ’ . 
and the activities Of the capiioned organisation part^^

.with reference io any cdntemMated demonstrations,.;

- $‘ ~ Knoxville, tinfofmafibhi

•Room

GCT i &1957

YELLOW: See memo Belmont 
above dated :

CW’fdlhJ/^

captioned as -





ATRT£L

TO

.JFROM

CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D

CINAL

. b7C 10/7/57

■. C

Teiu.
Mr.
Miss

.Unuii

kn-rnf tan-fr TM-XT, 

'auy^seq roaay mat»through! __________ tne xearnect tnat'^li^
% V/CC has in the planning stage a ^Khour‘ piohet of .jt;he,..,Supreme ;

>. dates of which are unfcndwST^He says^thaF^fffis’Ms h<en
p mentioned twice arid he. feels that the group is ^’crackpot*-’ enbugi

£ I to do it. ‘ /• »' ■• ' ' • .>: ■ /' 7

*16

*' | Stated that thex^CC is raising mrinel for t
def ense and f reedom, of one MERCURO '(^d^^tERCIJRO)- who JOHN KASPER— J 
•pfii -h yipo -; -farj.i following KASP^ tofa|ji^rinessde- It wasH 1

[belief MERCURO is in jail in Tennessee; / • ?< - j|

£1

. z Regarding KASPER,| _____________
<eave WDC two days before he has to be in 
‘Spoakiiig'engagements on. the way> ’

1 , , 'I , Ji' : £
has stated thatch#/Will 
■ennessee as he, .pap ; two,.

Hl $&nessee’ | [also advised that there are two men'in/Wife /romf
i, Qne^h'. inf Inertial? w&o* dessires ‘to. sponsor p

gubernatorial race against T?RANK\ CLEMENT of Tenh£'S®G<

b> / | I advised he had seen the picketing a t
White House, and that on 10/6/57 KASPER and others moved the WCv 
printing pp^ss from a private home in Va. to a private home in the^| 
District ^e did'riot “know/where the press was moved tQ#

_ . : ' “ ■ . , ' '‘J
Ai‘i^dr by WFO op 10/6/573 reflected that, KA&PER a

^»4>J

■^Bureau .
^^-Richmond Cinto) XW) 

1-Memphis/ (Info) (W) , 
l-Knoxvi'Xiefr.Cinfo) (Mj) 
1-WFO ' ' 'r’ ’ -

A ; "

AIRI

SENT DIHECT08;
* i



AIR TEL ' .
, - ■- b7C

WFO 1Q0-33226 , V 7 . . :,
- " . '* , • * - - * " * * ’ t " ' * M '

• •. * ~ • .. _ „ » 1 V ■ j

loaded equipment on a trailer taken from a residence. on .
Brandywine St. in Arlington. Va.. and 3204 M St.4 NW. They ™
unloaded the equipment at 1________________________  WDC, residence , 1
Qi | I J

• It is noted that WFO knows nothing of |__________ ________ r
background other than .that furnished by him which is as follo.ws:

tie regiaes at I

WFO is instituting a investigation of 
to develop^ him as an informant on WCC matters..



’ANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED STA RNMENT
1 %

To :L. V. Boardman DATE: October 15, 1957

^jrom : Belmont Boardman___  
Belmont_____ 
Mohr_______— 
Parsons 
RoseA’^C-

INTERNAL SECURITY^T™

On 8/31/56 John Kasper was sentenced to one year in 
prison for ’’willful conTemp^Yt’or interference in connection with

potter"_____  
Nease______  
Tele. Room_  
Holloman___  
Gandy______

desegregation of Clinton, Tennessee, High School. Kasper released 
from jail 9/7/56 on bond, pending appeal. Sixth Circuit Court of 
Appeals upheld conviction. On 10/14/57 U. S. Supreme Court declined to 
review the case, which action is tantamount to upholding the conviction

Under normal procedure the findings of the Supreme Court 
will work their way down through the appellate court to the trial court 
where Kasper’s bond will be revoked and he will be committed to prison.

Kasper returned to Hashington, D. C., 10/14/57 and is under 
24-hour surveillance by Washington Field Office. '
OBSERVATIONS: ' 5

Due to the past activities of Kasper and-the captioned 
organization and the possibility that demonstrations such as cross 
burnings or picket lines may be made at the White House, Supreme Court, 
or other likely spots, the surveillance of Kasperjwill be maintained so 
long as he remains in Washington. In the event he ‘leaves this area the 
surveillance will be discontinued but we will notify the office in the 
city to which he is going, if that information is known, in order" 
that Kasper’s whereabouts may be checked on and informants and sources^ 
alerted. In this manner we should be able to keep track of Kasper unto, 
revocation of his bond, without maintaining surveillance on him for 
a period of possibly three weeks or longer. '

RECOMMENDATION;

Field furnishing
There is attached for your approval a letter to Washingto 
‘ ‘ instructions in line with the ’

1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

100-423395 '

CFW;dlh

/6 - WCOflSED-S?

Boardman 
Belmont 
Rosen 
Willi

above



I t
STMfOMO FORM NO. 84

TO L. V. BOARD] V &
/if

FROM A. H. BELMONT

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA^" 
is^r~—~

UNITED ST2^S GOVERNMENT

DATE: October 7, 1957 _•

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
BATE-0/4 ■

/ / / * Tele. Room _L
w Holloman__ L

O By airtel 10-6-57 Washington Field Office (WFO) advisee 
John Kasper had returned to Washington, D.Ce, from New York City 
tHat^^was“~under surveillance by Agents of WFO.

At 2:45 P.M. today, SA C.E. Glass, WFO, telephonically 
advised that Kasper was just observed in company with one or two other 
individuals heading southwest on U.S. Highway 50 in a Buick with 
Tennessee license. SA Glass advised it appears Kasper is heading 
toward'Nashville, Tennessee, where he is scheduled—to appear for a 
hearing on 10-11-57. WFO Agents are surveilling Kasper to determine 
possible destination. Surveillance will be dropped substantial dis
tance out of Washington•

, WFO is advising Knoxville and Memphis.

ACTION: -

None. For your information.

1 - Mr. Boardman v 
.Be-imonth T’

1'- Mr. Williams

CFW:ami





*■

: Mr. Wiilianis'

SAC,. Hew York (105^19792)
■ *. . -- 'r' ; ■ ' " \ 7

G October 15/195:7

. *

IHrectort, EBI. <W-423W>-

miTE CITIZENS COUNGILS 
OFOF COLUMBIA

' ■ Ho active /investigation of captioned- . -
'nrfi^hizatiw^ byj^bhr office di , . • - - ‘ G
this iiffle, ’ Ho^eve^y in accordance‘with inatiuciionsi - .1 . 
set forth in JBuiet to Atiahta dated Cotober -9?, 1957/

• ' captiondd wCiti«ens Couhciie,; Interhal SOcnrity w 
copies of /which were furnished Hew York* you, should ’ , \ 
m,^e a detemlnation ^s te whether pr not this ’ ; \

‘ . organization >ay become "
in - the future due to; integrationk-pioblpflis in the Hew

’'/'■.‘York' areaxA Jn ihe event ,ii is detbrpiine.d 'the.' / . -k’ '■•
. baptioned organisation Stay become invdlved' in aby su^

. ‘ thfbahces you should attempt tot deYelpp informants4; • . /
and sources within, the citizens. Coun^^ ? • </
the instructions set forth in Bulet of October 9, 1957.

. You should also follow^ .the aetivitiesoqf this . • 4 - :
• .organization closely througli literatutf^^^ /

‘ distributed and “through thp public press * 5 IIt®[Ost ?> . ,, >
- . discretion Should be exercised in your handling of this ‘

■/ fatter;' - ; •/.„ //; v. k/'v/ \-'/ / G-/'- "\-

>.I;* Washington Field Office ' (100-332^26) • • V
r^OTE. 6.N. YELLOW: ‘ • 5 - ” Z ' ;

. LO
P -GO'

*“ g

r* - ' k - ■, ' ' : - ? - - ’ - K '-, 1 •

h By/lettpr. 9/26./&7 WFQ ^aS'instru^^^^ /
Jisicreet 1 inquiries concerning jthe. captioned ’ organization' which 

^should be conf ihpd^io^ the Washington, D. C.^/ area. 'This • A- 
.w©igahizatiph haS;# branches in Virginia,/Maryland/ PennsylVShia

Hew York and possibly Delaware.. However, inasmuch as the • / i . 
bureau-was concOrneX^O^^ activities Of .John , ' • -

■ Kasper, et al, in the. D. C.area/no investigation Was. requested
of other offices/ Bulet Of .10/9/57 instructed offices to • • 
develop inforniants in citizens councils' - and tp areas Where < / / 
trouble might/arise?^ integration:^ e

. • ■ - *.Q . ‘ i - , , .< - 1
GFWidlh /I 

(5)

MAIL room



^jEDERAL BUREAU OF IHVESTIG 

U.S, DEPARTMENT OF JUST 

COMMUNICATIONS SECT

. OCT 111957

/ <*»
,* / *
UWENT< ? 10/10/57

^^TO;' DIRECTOR’, FBI

“ FROMrSAC, MEMPHIS IP
J i \ ©

A FREDERICK: JOHN KASPER, AKA, JO

NASHVILLE FIVE TWENTYFIVE P.M.

TRAFFIC OFFICER CHARGED SPEEDING FORTYTWO MHP IN THIRTY MHP ZONE. 
' ..
POSTED-FIFTEEN DOLLAR CASH BOND. TRIAL DATE SET NOV. FIFTEEN

NEXT. f KASPER DRIVING NINETEEN FORTYNINE PACKARD, PROPERTY PORTER 

‘ FREEMAN, NASHVILLE, TENN. KASPER's ARREST APPARENTLY BONA FIDE

TRAFFIC VIOLATION INASMUCH AS PD NOT PREVIOUSLY AWARE KASPER IN 

CITY. KASPER APPARENTLY IN NASHVILLE IN CONNECTION WITH APPEAL 

HEARINGS, "HIS PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS THAT CITY

150 AM OK FBI WA LO

;lTU

END AND ACK PLS
ALL INFORMATION COBM 
HEO IS UNCLASSIFIED

46 OCT 16 1957



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 10/18/57

FROM SAC, NEWARK (105-3383)

SUBJECT WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. 
IS - X *
(00 - WFO)

- - Ah article appearing in the 9/25/57 issue of the 
newspaper ’’The Daily PrincetOnian,” Princeton, N.J., 
captioned “Segregationist Will.^ganize Ivy White Citizens 
Councils” states that DAVID rJ^WANG, a Dartmouth^graduate, . . 
disclosed plans to* hit Ivy League colleges early next month 
with a rash.of literature aimed at “stimulating” discussion
of the segregation issue, and expressed hope that councils A* c 
will be set up following, initial discussion. The article 
states that WANG plans to concentrate his efforts at Ivy 
League schools including Princeton and Columbia. He aims 
to approach the issue through debate and intends to work 
through the John Dewey Society at Columbia University and 
presumably will make his approach at Princeton through the 
Whig-Clio political Organization at Princeton. While the 
article states that WANG is a staunch supporter of KASPER, 
he does not intend to use KASPER’s “Brim stone” oratorical 
technique. WANG is against integrationin schools and 
cannot conceive of admitting American Negroes “because they 
lack a knowledge of their own racial heritage.’.* WANG 
believes that foreign students including African Negroes and 
Chinese should be admitted as exchange students. WANG, 
according to the article, cannot Conceive of KASPER suggesting 
dynamite tactics in the Nashville, Tennessee school 
situation, but he believes there are times when violence of 
sorts must be used. WANG abhors any type of violence.

* . An editorial in the same issue Of the newspaper
of 9/25/57bears the caption “All or Nothing” and makes i 
satirical comments about the announcement of WANG and his 
announced efforts. The past history of the school is 

. recalled ihethe editorial, which is quoted as follows : 
>^2/- Bureau (RM)

1 
1 
1

r- Boston (RM)
- New Haven : (RM)
- New York (105-19792)(RM). . _
- Washington Field ’ (100-33226)(RM): . ’ 8 ^x W £

- Newark 
DRS:mam
1



NK 105-3383

’‘All or Nothing

“Dai^Wang might have something there.

- “After all, Princeton is known as the ’farthest 
fr'X^north of the southern schools.’

1 “Tiger history buffs recall the Great Debate in 
the 1860’s when Whig and’ Clio came out for slavery 
and the touching scene when half the campus marched 
off to war under the Stars and Bars.

“And every freshman knows about the strongbox 
buried under the southeast corner of Old North 
containing a million dollars in Confederate money, 
a shot of Jefferson Davis and grits.

“But alas, those golden days have gone forever. 
No longer do the Sons of Old Nassau join things and 
debate burning questions and dynamite its oldest 
building; now we just sit, drink beer and mock things.

“Princeton may need a White Citizens Council, but 
no one less than John Kasper will bring one here.”

An editorial in “The Daily Princetonian’?, 10/11/57 
issue, captioned “A Ludicrous Figure”, reflects that another 
extremist is about to appear at Princeton.in the' person of 
DAVID WANG, a Chinese. WANG has promised to bring his White 
Citizens Council*to Princeton. The editorial states that 
while WANG cuts a slightly ludicrous figure, there is danger 
in that some may humorously encourage him, and that being a 
serious affair, such action may have serious implications for 
Princeton and the student body.

An-article-in *?The-Daily Princetonian” for 10/14/57 
captioned “T. J.- TUMULTY DEMANDS GOHEEN SAY NO TO COUNCIL 
FORMATION**'states-that former N.J. Congressman T. JAMES 
TUMULTY will demand today (10/14/57) that Princeton 
University President ROBERT F. GOHEEN “curb a threatened move 
by students to form -White Citizens Councils.” “The 
Princetonian” article makes reference to an article in the 
“New York Sunday News” and states that TUMULTY is afraid of

2



NK 105-3383

a repetition of the Little Bock racial riots on New Jersey 
college campuses. 

i

DAVID R. WANG, who, according to the article, 
is a friend of segregationist JOHN FREDERICK KASPER, has said 
that he will try to set up White Councils.at Princeton, 
Columbia, and Yale. TUMULTY, according to "The Princetonian" 
article, had read a satirical comment in "The PrinceIonian" . 
on WANG and claimed, "It sounds like an outright invitation 
to Kasper or any segregationist to come to Princeton. 
Dr. Goheen should put a stop to this move right now 
before it gets out of hand and leads to violence. It 
may look like a joke to- the students at Princeton, but if 
they feel the Little Rock riots were something to laugh 
at, then they need more education." According to the article, 
TUMULTY had opposed the visit of ALGER HISS to speak on the 
campus at Princetpn. The article continued that the 
former congressman demanded to know how the university 
could permit HISS on the campus, and how have "Dr. Goheen 
close his eyes.to a White Citizens Council." -

The article further stated that while the "Sunday 
News" reported that the movement was not being taken seriously 
at the school, a university spokesman had said that the 
unusually high southern enrollment at the’ school might 
drum up a segregationist movement. A university statement 
issued Thursday night (10/10/57) said it was inconceivable 
that White Citizens Councils would be set up here in that 
their formation would be foreign to everything the. 
university stands for* , ■

> The article relates that TUMULTY, who holds no 
elective office, but is practicing.law,.refused comment 
to ’The Princetonian" on Thursday (10/10/57), and was 
unavailable for comment yesterday-(10/13/57). Further, 
that the efforts of WANG to set up-the White Citizens 
Councils continued to draw negative responses from Ivy 
League campuses.

. WILLIAM D, ZABEL, President of Whig - Clio, stated 
that he would make no decision on WANG’s speaking at Princeton 
unless WANG himself had asked.

"The Daily Princetonian" article further related 
that HOWARD PRESS, President cfthd John Dewey Society at

3



NK 105-3383

Columbia University, had issued a statement Friday (10/11/57) 
stressing the ’‘absurdity1* of the society’s lending its - 
name to WANG’s.efforts, while the "Yale Daily News” said 
that WANG had made no public announcement of a speech at 
Yale.

WANG, according to the article, was shifting his 
tactics, claiming he was not opposed to integration on the 
college level* In* fact, WANG said, he favored integration 
in Ivy colleges. WANG wants to prepare Ivy League graduates 
for the fight against segregation after they leave college* 
WANG believes that American Negroes "lack a knowledge of 
their own racial heritage." WANG claims he will speak 
at Princeton early next month, and claims that friends 
will help him set up and carry out these speeches* He 
refused to disclose who these friends are. WANG has also . 
voiced intention of speaking at Columbia and Yale.
In commenting on the issuance of a university statement of 
formation of the Councils, WANG said that President . 
GOHEEN did not understand what he was trying to say*

4





UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: October 18,. 1957

SUBJECT: JOHN KASPER 
contempT'of COURT 
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

Nlcpolsy^^
Boardman___  
Belmont____  
Mohr________  
Parsons____  
.Rosen _ _____
Tamm_______  
Trotter____ _
Nease_______  
Winterrowd__  
Tele. Room_

‘ Mr. Sizemore of the United Press, Washington, D. C., Q°„d°“
called to verify arrest of Kasper this evening by Federal authorities 
in Washington, D. C. - - ~ _

After consulting with Mr. McGuire of Mr. Nichols* office, 
Sizemore was referred to the U. S. Marshal and U. S. Attorney in 
Washington. ,

You will recall that Kasper was arrested this evening in 
Washington by representatives of the U, S. Marshal* s office who had 
had KasperpJirited out .to them by Washington Field Agents. Kasper x 
had been arrested on the authority of U. S.' Attorney Gasch, Washington^ 
who had received a phone .call from the U. S. Attorney, Knoxville^ inform 
ing him that a commitment order'concerning Kasper ha^^en is ' 
Judge Taylor at Knoxville.

-.7# 1 - Mr. Nichols v



Reference is mad® to my memorandum of .
, October 21, 1957, in which you were advised of the • ‘ 

contemplated picketing of the United States Supreme
< COurt by members Of the White citi^ehs Councils Of 

District of Columbia* + . . .

03 U
I 

o

- Fpr your additional information In this. regard 
a Source , Who has furnished pliable ihformatibn An 
the past, advised on October 21, 1957,‘that picketing at 
the Supreme Court is scheduled to take place on • 
November 1, 1957, io .O^ With a filial appeal to 
th$ court on behalfof yohn Kasper by behdamin. 4 
Simmons,Kasper’sattorney.- ' >< . ’ .

” The same source also advised that the .
Rational Renaissance Party, a neb-Kazi, anti-Semitic 

; and anti*X®9ro organization located in Rew York City, 
andean antfeintegration group in Deale, Maryland, :1 
have been requested to'assist, in the picketing . ‘

• • "■ r ' - \ K

i jEdwih Schade, deputy clerk, United States iq; 
Supreme Court, has advised that Kasper ’s attorney ,4

-las*until KOyember 10, 1957, to file a motion for a - 
rehearihgjftf the petition for certiorari. As of 
October 2i, t 1957> this motion, had not been filed and 
Kasper’s attorney had not .bden. scheduled to appeal 
before the. court. . *• ■ -

-m

sm

«3 
«s>

f. Perfx Mppitt, Vhited States Marshal • 
pf the Supreme £ourt, Advised that the court will hot 
be in session from Upon, October 2$, 1957, until 
Xovembefti2, 1957. ....SOI ■ n^' ‘

< ..... . .. ' . ... . *

, The foregoing information is
the intelligence agencies of th® Armed W
stonorabie Robert Cutler, ^Special Assiei^adi&fo ih&ass-«» 

' /President , an^Mhi ^>^d-fUfhished the .Marshal?'^
Supreme Codft^ CapitQT Police, and Metropolltr” r 
Police Department, Washington, D. C. a j 

--------- ' ~ ~
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. . ‘ . . ■ ■ ■ >■ • ■ - - -
SheAttorneyGe neral <■■/■- - '

*■ * x -w 1 V " * • ■*' , ” ? ‘ M
? •, .- * ' , ’ ” * . _ . • * ■ <*-< ;

. / v ■. -■ • •/Mil addition toMW diss^in^ion, \
> Meeting <W'
. i Wx.tsd StMW Mp.reW' Seli£$: ■furMsWA-W tW

< Office tW ^nit^d Sta^ei AitW&dy lii

Any additional pertinent information: received
<Melative io tgls Matter Mil ;WMade available^ to you 

/ .,s \ MMM' L , . • -
- ‘ ‘ ' •- - •* * - . « , ' . V V ' , -• _ ” _ - > -

>MM j '• •
M ’-'--Mepdt^M'WFWMWW^ai^ : / r- •' \

. ■ X * ActiBg. As si £tan> Getierat a -M. J-’: '' ’
:/ " ■ Safas &•». WWan? ' • ■ ■ -•■ •..■>.,* -..X' .i
••«>', iV - * 7 ' ' , u . X 'W . ' ’ * „ •■' ■ ■■





Assistant Chief 43^ Staff, XnteXiigehca - * 
additional pertinent daia r.^

1 - Mroclor of Kaval^^ . . * . : v

1 - Office of SpeeM^ layestxgatibns _ -
, Air force ■'-'"• ■-/ . <_■ '



. 1 - Belinont. '
‘ ' tfcvBaUmgardner 

• ROseh . :
-. - - ■ ». .. . • ; .. 5 1 -y.Wil‘l-iams.

SAC, KashingtPtt fel< . v . Wtober 22 , 1957'^

4

Director, FBI (100-4233951

WJM &STI2WS COUNCILS 
. OF MSTRIC^ OF COLUMBIA

MMMMO •>
C fc

• • - , , • ' x • ■ ■ - ' • ’ --• '.T

-• Reurairtels10/18 aii.4.21/57 concerning picketing'
$f 84$,Supreme Gouri js^^inbers brganMatlon^

-J- S«ph ac tipa /A

.. Ip trieK alj&V©* ar$ ins^ . -
inforisant^ and ^o^eejs to'detpr^inp the Mt^nt.^nd pui'pdses,,.

.the; captioned organization..In conducting thia demonstration.
sand should appertain in advance if possdMe^the slogans whirls f
■•will/b.e ^pla.cpd- cp •placards parried "in the picket: Mhd, , - ’. • "■‘

* . Arranijp.mentp,should'he''JMde-tn .
.- '. picketprs aM pipkei’ sighs .during - the demonstrat^®h> - ■ • >"■ <•<'

. 7^;-'All pertlheM ■informtidn r^ce^^ this;:;. '
- Wtter W?Md be Office M the United' Stated - '

•. AWrW ia.tbe-Mstriet ofas-weil as' to other '' ■: ’ \ •
• -. anterdsidd’agehM^^ preyiodsly dWe^- /Furnish . • > “ ’

-•.; “the.- ^ireau. ’'Pertinent4Mormiioh- ’isecei^e'd? ■''..^ / ■
? '■’ •. •■>' . ; s<-. ’’4/■■-• v;-; : •/. UC ..k-
■:- , -?7- • Resgit^ o£/yo4r<ihveM;i^ tills regard should * /

submitted to the Bureau under obstruction of gust ice '
■'• Pfahracter* . .. .*.?"•• \ *■■■■*.•;' • ; Z’“ ‘ .- . v - - H •• ‘ • .,* « . . ‘ . - ' ' . • •* , - * *

»

.NOTE- ONYELLON:,; ■

,.t ■ See memo-M A> Sizoo -to a4 
capiioned'n^shih.gton RJii te\ Citizens Couficii (wqgi 

■••.Matters',.^ i • • h

-Tolson; '.- 
■Nichols . - - v. 
’Boardman' < .„!■ 
Belmont   _^. 
Mohr —:
Parsons—-s^- 
Boseh •j- 
Tamm —.——
Trotter - 
Neasg^-’k~.. 
Tale^o^ 
Holloman Z--

CFN:gft

* 1 A *
; 'k:

J

WMKFBL 
a£ ■

MAILED 30 .

wmii jt«Rpa^ • •■
-Hnn^y. -MAIL.- ROOM/I A f • • v

-iuiV tf--



Hr.. Rosen

October 22,1957

AlLIHFORMATrgHCOMTMHfD

SACS, FEWYORK 
. BALTIMORE

-777 - < cio^ ®isWcr>M - 7;
4^ ‘ 7'7';7 ’.; yf. ...

> Me WashihSton airtel October 21, r :
i957i captioned nWit< COUtfbils j W i* X^J1 iii 1

. which it was shoM’that, paptioned. organization contemplates 
picketing the SuprOBid 195^. ? . 7

\ . ihfbWation apt forth1 ih reairtei; also revealed ,
* ■ the Mationai Menaisjs^cpAPar^ in :MewMbrM\M4-^^ 

. integra^^11 9rouj> ^n .Heal<^ Maj^iand,; hAdibeeii .ihyited’ - / 
to partioibatd<? >;J?‘ ''•■■- ‘ ■ ’ / •?■" r"~‘' ’• "<r-''a. ■ - -.z • '. - p - - , • - ' - * * '

■' 7 .: ' Mw York and BdliiMOre are instructed tp alert
• immediately infbtmahts and iobroes4 who are In a position; J 

Yo YUrMsh irifOrmatiph cQAeejtei^ thpee ptgahizatibhs? ‘ 
;fgr the purpose Of ^igteniihihg O repHsentativeS H

/ participate in the . picketing; scheduled '-f or November 1, « ‘ 
1957* * .^o.urce^. shouiM^b.e* inMr^^ ^ar^lpular^ •. 
niert fOF infprmatip^ ^nient pf'/the.....?

» captipnpd Organization in cbndncti&g ‘ this. demonstration; ■ 
inasmuch as such action May a violation; Title 18, 
Section 1507,. United States Code« .

/

!‘ %

- Mi pWtlse^ received ^eJatifae *
to eh0Md?be iurnlshed the Bu£ea^

' 7 a*’ Hoover \ ’, ‘, ''Q; 
iQtH42S39r ' ’ •-? , j„ ■. z 7. *<.y v< - ;
1 t Washington / *
>« .' ' , ■ ' . : » ' - 5 - , < !. ' - ' “ - . 'J - * ' - ’ ’

. NOTE OF YELLOWf -Irifoimiatlon.furnished
• White House/ Attorney General and intelligence agencies of th< 

- Armed Forces -by Memoranda; 1^ The -violation mentioned; . 
-ACdhcerns^Ob&truc:^ ; ' a - 
::a: < ,wmvA<;

OT:dlh

it&ED is-. I y.’J.® -

< *
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-1 7 . Bos eh: \ , a 

. i - Liaison' 
; 1 ,- Williams

ALL INF9RMATI0N COWTAWED / 
imism 
DOTE -

October' 211957’

, Honorabie iidbert Cutler /a .7 ' '-j . ,
7 Special Assistant to the president * ' ■ *

Executive Of flee Building- ■ ■■' \ ,
■"' Washington, >,. C«. K" ■ '~'^7', 7v 7 ’'/77- 
'/• : 7'\ ‘ /.’ - /■
/ 7 Dear-General Cutler; ' •’ • y '7’7

On October 14, 1957, the* United: States Supreme
Court. declined to review the appeal of yohnAKapper, 

(. executive' secretaryof the White Qitizend Council of
7 ' District, of in connection withi^a^^
, * fb£ contempt for interference with desegregMlqp in the
> Clinton; Tennessee  ̂iii^^ Kasper was! taken into

Cus tody/by Upited States Marshals bn October '7
. /in Washington^ d, <r /'77 7j 7/•• ■•»■' ' 7. 7. .-7

7 '7 * /: -In connection with the above , a sbtirce,7who <
. has furhished reliable ihfbrniatib.n in the past, advised^ 

• ' that ] hong^bl Kasper *s associates ,/ was
- sscheauiea. to contact^ Kasper;Te attorney,; whose haw was 7.

, ino^giVen, regarding/^ legal asbedi< of picketingTthem 
United states Supreme Court 7th p^ coWtts 7§

factign ip not reviewing Kasper’s case . - The source s&ftdA 
members of the White Citizens Cohncils Of District of m 
CoiuWbia contemplate picketing the United States SupfSh^

BY C.O.URISR S&®

7 4 OCT 27^7 CouT> at some time during the week of October 20 2(lm 
\ j 111 >19% and will parry placards,’ Ihe .attorney was -to

.' /'Contacted for tnd- pWiJP^e rpf determi strongly' §
Worked the ^placaf de/pould be l^hd the iegj^i^li^^

.7®m^
t

> ; T. perry'llppitty U^ Stated Wrsh^l of ’
the Supreme Go'O Cgpitg^ police ; and ^eirgpoliian
police Debar talent, Washin^top^ D. C;.,, are ;awarei^»f the«

. . )cr<7; 'x '.
; Tolson .— _ - .

.Nichols ■ ■ ; ; - ,_ 
^.Boardman ■ - -___ J

TBelmorit...__ :____
. Mohr- ■•_' ' ;5:.

Parsons.A - *
■ Rosen;__ ^■■■, t-- - ■__ 

Tamm __ __
■ ‘ Trotter . J,.~
\ Nease;—\ 

T.ele-.'Room _x_< 
Hbllomari 

-Gditd^ Q -: Of

iOU^4^3>5-.i
-r -* - f » /}

• CFtf:^
7 <s)

.

r' ' A * 4,- . *'x ' * *’ '■■■/■- is ' OCT 2-2

.; n 7;f -^5

Xi
K.*

4 * •

I

th



Honorable Robert Cutler ‘
- * • ■ . - ■ ‘ - - - • * 4/ *

* - ’ \ % ' -

above infer nations This Attorney 'General and intelligence 
t agencies of tiie Armed Forces are being advised.. ‘ *

- Any additional pertinent' information, received 
concerning this matter Mil be furnished you promptly.

/ . • Sincerely yours, ,

.. . ■ jjb- 2agar/Hoover • ■ f \ '



STANDARD FORM NO. 04

Office Memt^ndu
to ; MR. L.V.BOARDM

UNITED ST^FES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 10/17/57

FROM

subject: JOHN KASPER 
CONTEMPT OF COURT 
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

on.
Nichols __ 
Boardman 

elmont ,___
. Mohr, ,, '

Parsons f 
Rosen 
Tamm * 
Trotter 5U___
Nease ______  
Tele. Room__  
Hollo^qn ____  
GandSAC Whelan called to advise, me that Kasper .had arrived at 

his office at 1047 - 31st St., N. W.; that the Agents pointed put Kasper' 
to representatives of the Marshal’s office and'Kasper was taken into 

 

custody at 5:53 p.m. The director's office has.been advised of the above.

....... . . - 01 S@OCT22 1957
AR*WW ’ •

hh is mm

6 8 OCT 2 81957



AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR (100-1^2339^)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. C.
TS~X " " ~~~ ’
00 WFO , A . ,

o-jf V’ fri «

On

Mr. T<

10/18/57

JIr. Mohr.

cinal _
______ S<sivt?rey

PSI (protect

Mt. Tamm- 
Mr. Trotter. 
Mr. Nease_ 
Tele. Room— 
Mr. Hollo 
Miss

identity) , who has furnished reliable information - 
in the oast, orally advised SA ELMER LEE TODD that

]on Friday, lo/18/57 was scheduled to i 
contact JOHN KASPER’S attorney, (name not known) ' £
regarding legal aspects of picketing the U. S. Supreme 
C^^t^in^prote s £wof^€ErxsLpour F ’T^eniar^to "review' 
MSP^/S~cl^ stated capt lone dgrbup ,
con templates picke ting U.. Suprerne Court next week 
(exact date' not as yet’ decided) and groi^wHT carry 
placXards of protest. KASPER’S attorney contacted \ 
for purpose of determining how strong language used 
on placKards could" be and its legal implications,*. 
PlacKards will be prepared this week end at apartment 
of | | Informant will assist in this and
will advise WFO promptly of plans of captioned group, j

b7C

U. -S. Marshal PERCY LIBBETT, III, of U. S. Supreme Court,(j 
.thVMPD. and frapitol Police have been advised of above.

Bufeaw^ill be promptly advised of developments.•'A /r

2 - WFO (100-33226

CM&:LEB 
(5) 5 WA

K- A

- 33

OCT 03 1857

AS'



STANDAF?O FOR^'^iO. 64

0^^ • UNITED stat# government

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date: October 22, 1957

= SAC, BALTIMORE (1Q0-20015) ‘

/w $
subject : _WHITE_CJTJZENS_CAUN^ ., aka.

1 IS-X ■
J OO:WF0-

Re Baltimore airtel to Director dated 10/1/57.

Re airtel set forth information from Inspector CARROLL MILLER 
(NA),^Montgomery County P.D., Rockville, Md., indicating that ' 

|( phonetic) who participated in the cross burning
at *tne Bethesda -Chevy CJhase .High School on 9/29/57 might 
possibly be identical with P

On 10/10/57, Cpl. FRANK McCULLOUGH, Identification Officer, 
Montgomery County P.D., Rockville, Md., furnished a photograph

I ~ ' [which is enclosed herewith for the possible assistance 
of WFO in establishing the identity of| I The following
information appeared in the P.D. record:

Name:
Address:

Race: 
Sex: 
Height 
Weight 
Build: 
Eyes: 
Hair:

b7C

Male 
5' 8" 
130 lbs. 
Slender 
Hazel 
Blonde

The record, reflected that on 6/8/54.F was arrested and 
charged with Arson-destruction of property-homemade bombs.
No disposition was shown.

2 - WFO (100-33226)(Encl. 1)(REGIS
1 - Baltimore ■

MHK:cjg 1W /CT 23 1957



b6
b7C

BA 100-20015

Records of the States Attorney's Office, Rockville, Md., checked 
on 10/10/57, reflect that on 4/12/55 I Jpleaded guilty to a 
charge of willful and malicious destruction of property and was 
sentenced to one year in the Maryland House of Correction plus 
a $500.00 fine.

The above is submitted for the information and assistance of
WFO.

The photo of need not be returned by WFO.

- RUC -

-2-



•1.^ 5xi"V Bpardiaan.

/ Mr, Rosen . '-< ;
’ ' ' 1 — W.' Williams1 ’ ' . < :

«• f ‘ ’ * . j, * ‘ ’ ■ - " - . . *;

' . ' October 23, 1957

-hirdctbr, WX

■ &F DISTRICT W COLUMBIA j also known a# z7 X ; ;
< Seaboard White Citizens Councils —
• . INTERNAL SECURITY— X ‘ ” -. V ■■-

.'^ ■ \ , &ef e^ence is
:* ane-^-.!^,, a^which fnri^sw<'.-’.''
iOphi&tfe the ^rop^^

■ jJhited States Supreme epurt by member# of the White , 
^tise.n&'W -• ‘ . ■ ■

: ’ OU Wtbber-22 (
. reliable infojbnatiQii in the past, advised that I _______  ’

I ~| end bi ^aspbrls' #s#©.ciates, ^aid tne’ T^7"*
* *• pib^etihff itHttly' Wd xlil7/takKj>lW£^

.... - MdSfierr^-dttbr^^ to. $h> xourt,'.,., -
s. •- Xb^'Mb\-#bibMb of-7'fhb>#xcketxng ,i& s|ill?
-. .Wbhedhled^f^ X9W/ WK WU1<

Wfbre hi? after that date depending upon wfien the 
appeal is made. ’ 4 ! / . / ” ~ - - ■ ? : .y-\

‘ ■ 1 / : . . ' 1 *• _ ' . C ‘ ’ j • "f " *” ’ -

■b7C

Ct 
a nr 
*4’' 
1

cto. - 
7*05' _fr?IX 
f M. * J- 
± I

7 W
: Tolson V-*^
• NicHols
.- Bodrdmani-^__  
^elmbnt -

'Parsons .- - . •_ ■ 
■ -.Rosen-
'• Tamm:. _ —^—.
’ Trotter _____^_
.- Ne'ase,.-..__ ______
- .Tele;.Ro‘om  

Holloman
, ’Ggndy^ii-Z-Li-

: -b ■ id sM# ‘Sbu^®' ^availdSle,; .• /■.
, d. stlbher’#iid; twe .leaflets} -which ■■dbre<p:rihie<K^ ’ • ' 
bSwobWd;1^itb ^itiibh#
?■'W'the/stieKddli^ the ■ ’■'■ 3

ibhMetd'>f-.Which ,.'7'-'
,. -wMiwO ‘the-‘.Supreme W# i#.. ■ ‘'
a cuWdmnutidn cii \tlie Wited States Supreme Cburt ■ 
its- refusal to hear jasperIs appeal. The pther leaflet' ■ . 
Cdptioded ^Public igdem^ ^wher Wdjn which i extremely . '

-^MtiySemitid' in • ,dtthcl£&.the ^di^cdbStates^.; ,
?-SUpremh dbUrK Well M .the<pres#»-- This tI-

•' boniaiiis. euCh-'#taWme&tb-;^ nWe-pledg'd
. -tadkb-pf maklhg tw Communist- Supreme' dout't ^e-the day
- they ever, sent ■ h WhiW leader^: lohd Kasper.^' ■id oaii» ■ ■ f ' 
pnC-heath th opr -enemies eadh
leaflet and one Phoiohini of the sticker are being.

‘ ^drnlshed you herewith ' .
...... '

: 10^235^3 /? -
• .i.'’Jl : .!■' *. f f
- lofedih L u

:: C9) -

nj , GO 
vivo '
TG



£ .

TheAttorh^^^ ' - -. k „

=" , . Regarding th& stated ^eath te eheMes??^
the source advisedl Iremarked t^t '
Mbw ^Siere gang may7 W Wtaiiied for >24 each ana Bad .
;i&WKenteAbn *; .V-
*■'.*-. . ’' . = .. * . ■ *

JI&jmhneMiom^th tWM^
-■the Klan, each

, / The thregoihg i« being furhished Me’
Honorable Robert cutler. Special Assistant ^o the - '■

•’• ^reM&ent^and iMtolligf0e\ag^^ .
Rories. Any adMtiohal ^rtihsnt inf ormatioH- ^ecei^M" 

’ ’^eia^ive tn'tM> -matter “Mil M-W<e avMiable-'M: 'the-. • .
■jWpartmeut^promptly5*. .<?.* ? \:.-- • ... ■/■• ■••'; ' - - ^ •

..' S'>Wr> William :p-. RdgeW • 3> :
••'■...• deputy Mtewey ;■- k'". yV : /' •■ ■'/./.■•."/'■-

■• ■. i' i*' ictin^ Attnraey 'fcepejFat? f4W
‘ / . RnfuS/ ,W« McLean--^...\ :.; f ^'-.y " <■.■



1 - Mr. Rosen .
1 v Williams

5 1 -‘ Liaison Section

.. ■ .... . '

■ . y • —: O0KMOB- ■ b-.
if W«V' ; Octohar SSi.

y r - . /• . . 7‘./ ?b r;

‘ < ’ ’ tsM ^inar Wsnve^ Meritor. > • >- ■•■ >'/: - - -. ■ ??
- \ '■ f.'. ' ''

■ ' < • of also itnown tf
■■-.. SMtoeiaitt ihitfrt&tisto

- . , ■, . mMW WBS®K *X ... - • . .. •

■ tetciW in. wMwWtt-;
^Iteat States M-'W^WW - -■-

g- g g 
S- O ' c

\’ib6
b7C

-- reliablQ information- in. ' Wt I [
■: I rm < tM ‘ -■
, WpeHt JW Mt. W&. M ■ tM Wttrf:g■ w wx68w it' stm" • /§
w. o.Aat^ the '

if Widtk : .- ’ ' ’ ' '"' - ' -;rr’--
UI

Vs^ j- i -i- • '^ ‘ ‘; Wl^6r. tbf,.fasts rimO\ ■:-S W tM XfafiMf W ^Hntsa
«uS's •■' Swafcwa waitt-^iWfnw <<lhneiW
‘ftibW: iOMnte< A cross nm t|s>W

Tojson — 
•Nichols r--.

! Boardman — 
pelmont 
Mohr'2_*___ -
Parsons------

. Rosen 
Tamm__ 
Trotter-  
Nease .. ;;

' tele. Room..
Holloman — 
Gandy—— .MAIL ROOM' □'

■- -e^pti^eg if M. ihe Land?* it-... %
?< tWw^aWnat the WJfM.^SW -
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' ; Assistant £hxef 'Staff,/: \ 

W&lic Bnem# Mwbef eittWel’jh >

.- Siijjrfeiag;:^^^ fh#*i^aik:3
.' ©itch M^e^.W tW ''
task W Making the dos^unisir Su^reii&Wd^ We‘ 4a^ 
they Over sefit a leader;, Wim- te $ai3. .

: aM ’Mats W dur endues ' W ^het&iMt of each •
- leaflet atfd ch& WcWatatrh^^ are/beiug-- ’■ “'

:.' furaishedyodh^ • ■^'~? ■-.“ . ■« ' "S' * :
\'.-" ‘ ' '. • ■■ ••''■ . ■ ♦ '•■ ’ / \\ - ' -^. ■ \ \

' kddafdim the ataieMdnt ff^aih tc^Wen&nWs*^
.?' t'M source advised! I remarked1 that ’Way*' -

■ ■ know • where . guns may be obtained for. |24 each ahd1 had .' :: ?
coWehted’ oh the rifles WW '

,'S ■<. ■ L ik connectibii ^W--’tMsticker erring'.' W'' *
v - the ~OaaJ Iresarked' that.rklan'^m^goras- ■^.©■■^''dach.

■'>• . ■ ' r' ” , • -’ - £r .> S' ‘ - a '■ . u - ?> • ; - _ u, ‘ ’ a .*. ’ ‘ , ‘ .
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, Tolson__ — 
.•Nicjigls^,: -. 
.Bb’ard'man^
•Belmont x_%
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; ’P.grsghs:-;^-
1 _Rdsen\.. -. 

Tqmiri —
" Trotter"___ i 

Nease-_ —
'Tele., Room

• Holloman — 
I* 'Gandy—i-__

>eWsM; th hear Osper^'s apghat'*/ UM' ether leaf  let : 
7 MM®y Xwher Which :is: extremely-7
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-Honorable Eobert Cutler 5 . * .

contains such statements as We pledge our lives to: the ‘ 
task of feiakifig the, CbWRaiat Supreme ^Coiirt rue- the day

. they ever seat a’white leader* <Mn3Oper;* to Jail**
’and Weath to our ' enem^ One; Wolds tat of5 each. p 3
leaf let and one Photostat thesticker are beipg. / ’ '
furnished you herewith. x ’ • -

' ’ Hehardind the statement Weath to our enemiesi^
' the source advised! [remarked that Whey* .

knott Were guns Wy he obtained fdr j|24 each and had .
. '/cbWeoted ©it the purch^e?<f rifles; th^be -

theKlan
In connect011 with the, sticker referring 10/ • 

remarked that Klan uniforms' are each.

‘ . The foregoing Hata is being furnished the “ 
Jitorhey General , and: intelligence, agencies of the £raiM 
Sorcesv additional -gertiheht information received ; 
relative to this matter will He made available to ybu / . 
promptly^; ,:. ’ ■■■'*■. V' ’

glnherely yours*

Hoover, ; . ,
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* October 22, 1957 

BI COURIER SERVICE '

SonoAibi^ Robert Cutler 

Special Assistant to. the J 
Executive Office Building 
Washingtonj B. C.

Dear general Cutler:

Reference is made to my memorandum of ■ ‘. 
October 21, 1957, in which you were advised of the 
contemplated picketing the United States Supreme 
Court by members of the White Citizens Councils of 
District of Columbia. .

For your additional information in this regard 
a source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, advised oh October 21, 1957, that picketing at 
the Supreme Court is: scheduled to take place on 
November 1, 1957* to, CCinc^e with h final appeal to 
the court on: behalf of Jphp^^ J. Benjamin > 
Nimmons, Kasper’s attornej^^ ’ '

3rn

76 0012$ :

Se6 note on yellow page/2. RECORDED - 
CFW-dlh
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The same source also advised that the 
Rational Renaissance Party, a heo-Razi, anti-Bemitimi 
and anti-Regro prganizatien located in Rew t»rk Citya? 
and ah anti-integration group in Deale, Maryland, 
have been requested, to assist in the picketing.

•<Edwih Schade, deputy clerk, United States g 
Supreme Court, has advised that Kasper*is attorney 
has :untiliRovembei' j t® Motion f or a
rehearing bf the petiiiion^fori ’c^rtibraril As of 1 ’ 
Qctober 21^ 1957, this had not beea filed apd 
Kasper*s attorney had ndtubeen-Whaduied to appear 
before the ^courf. ' . . 31 !’■ •



A1RTEL

TO:

FROM:

111 MOT CONTW

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, aka 
SM - X
®INAi

?fhr

10/21/57

Mr. Tolson__
Mr. Nichols..
Mr. 
Mr., 
Mr/

^rdmai

MrA>V--w___ , 
Mr. JRc-sen_____  
Mr. Tt.am____  
Mr. Trotter_____ 
Mr. Nease______ 
Tele. Room™ 
MmHolloma 
Miss Gandy_

Re WFO airtel 10/18/57, advising that captioned 
group intended to picket the U. S. Supreme Court.

PSlf advised orally
that the Seaboard White Citizens Councils was planning to 
picket the Supreme Court on 11/1/57 i Requests have been made 
out of town groups to assist in the picketing. Two of the 
groups asked were the National Renaissance Party of NYC, and 
an anti-intergration group in Deale, Md.

b6
b7C
b7D

Informant said the picketing was.set for 11Z1/57, to 
coincide with a final appeal td'"^5’e Supreme Court on JOHN 
KASPER^s behalf by his attorney, J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS.

It is noted that the Supreme Court on 10/14/57, re
fused to grant KASPER a writ of certiorari. ■

EDWIN SCHADE, Deputy Clerk, lb S. Supreme Clerk, 
advised today that KASPER’s attorney has until 11/10/57, to 
file a motion for rehearing of the petition for certiorari.. 
As yet this motion has not been filed and KASPER’s attorney has 
not been scheduled to appear before the court

a motion for rehearing by KASPER’S attorney since 
will not be in session from noon 10/28/57 i until

RECORDED - 24
The capitol police and the

b7D

T. PERRY LIPPITT, Marshall, U. S. Supreme Court, was 
alerted to possible picketing of the Court on 11/1/57. He 
advised that the picketing will probably coincide withbthe
filing of 
the Court 
11/12/57.

Department have been advised

BA- Bureau
1-New York (Info)
1- Baltimore (Inf
2- ____________

ELT:img
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TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEWARK (105-3383)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF t T .
IS — X 
(OO-WFO)

An article in ’’The Daily Princetonian," Princeton

For~’Vitizen:,I^*,^ At Princeton, Columbia,’’ reflects
that ^DAVID_.R^j(WAN.G.^self -styled sOgregatiphist and. disciple 
of JOHN FREDERICK KASPER, will launch© hiscampaign to start . 
Ivy League White Citizens Councils this month at Princeton, £4'4/4. 
Yale, and Columbia. WANG plans to speak at Columbia and Yale=—*—“ 
this month. He plans to speak in Princeton, early next month, 
with the aid of friends, whom, he refused to identify, who will ® 
help him’set up and carry out the speech .

The article reflects that WANG, a Dartmouth alumnus, ] 
being class poet there in 1956, is a Chinese National, a | 
freelance writer by profession, and opposed to any sort of , 
integration among races except where foreign exchange students I 
are involved. ,

Neither Princeton nor Columbia officials had * J
heard of WANG or plans for speeches before yesterday (10/10/57)^© 
Yale authorities could not be reached, the article continued, . O

Subsequent to WANG’s recent participation 
New York meeting with KASPER and a group known as th^OTORTH

WANG reportedly is preparing a series, of bulletins 
discussing the segregation issue which will be distributed 
to political organizations at all Ivy League universities.

politics 
to be known as t WHIBJMTX. The WHIBS are to enter 
politics in this November^s“ Tennessee gubernatorial contest, 
the candidate to be announced 3shoftTy, according to WANG.

Bureau (RM ) 
1 - Boston (RM) 
1 - New Haven (RM) 

.1 - New York (105-19792)(RM) • 
^1 - Washington Field (100-33*226) (RM) 
>1 - Newark 

njm



NK 105-3383

The name WHIB stems from a sort of analogy in that 
their aim is to restore the Constitution to the republic so 
that it has the same relationship wheat has to bread, WANG 
continued.

WANG has said that the Supreme Court Justices who 
handed down the school integration ruling are guilty of 
“treason against the Constitution.” Yesterday (10/10/57) 
he carried this a step further, hurling invectives at 
Presidential Assistant SHERMAN ADAMS, Attorney General 
HERBERT BROWNELL, and Press Secretary JAMES HAGERTY. WANG 
stated.that they are ’’unfit to think.’*. He classed Secretary 
of State DULLES as a ’.’wishy-washy socialist.”

KASPER, WANG claimed, desires to make Ivy League 
speeches but is unable to appear because of federal court 
action.

Through the establishment of White Citizens councils 
on Ivy League campuses, WANG and KASPER hope to win Northern 
intellectuals to their side in the segregation fight, the 
article concluded.

An article in the ’’Sunday. News,” New York 17, New . 
York, 10/13/57, Page 1 of Newark Section Two, captioned, 
’’Act to Block Princeton White Council, Tumulty Demands Prexy 
Curb Race Riot Threats,” reflects that former New Jersey 
Representative T. JAMES.TUMULTY, in an attempt to head off 
what he fears may lead to a repetition of the Little Rock 
(Arkansas) racial riots on New Jersey college campuses, will 
demand tomorrow (10/14/57) that Princeton University President 
Dr. ROBERT F. GOHEEN curb_a threatened move by his students 
to form a.White Citizens Council.

According to a story in a recent issue of 
’’The Princetonian,” a network of Northern supporters of 
rabble-rouser segregationist JOHN KASPER were said to be 
readying a drive to establish segregation councils here 
(Princeton) and at other Ivy League schools, the article stated.

KASPER is said to be allied with a Chinese exchange 
student, DAVID WANG, who is a Dartmouth College graduate



NK 105-3383

and who is said to feel that there are times when violence 
of sorts must he used to enforce segregation.

The paper (The Princetonian) ran a story captioned, 
"Segregationist Will Organize Ivy White Citizens Council,” 
as well as an editorial supporting the idea.

Princetonian Chairman ROBERT SKLAR termed the 
editorial satirical. A spokesman for.Dr. GOHEEN said any 
attempt to start a White Citizens Council was not heihg 
taken seriously by the University; however, he admitted that 
since much of the student body was from the South there is 
a possibility that the story might drum up a segregation move.

TUMULTY’blasted the school officials for taking the 
move so lightly, stating, "It sounds like an outright 
invitation to Kasper or any segregationist to come to 
Princeton. Dr. Goheen should put a stop to this move right 
now before it gets out of hand and leads to violence,” the 
article concluded.

For information.

_ 3 -



White Cduricthat PrincefoW?' ' x s - o

^Tumulty
' ’ ^dl-TARDES' GARRITY
*; Former" Congressman T. 
James Tumulty yesterday 
urged -Princeton University 

-officialsto .invite State Attor
ney - General Rjchma.n, to in- 
ye^tigate- /-the ’ purported for
mation of a; “White ’ Citizens 
;Coupcil”‘ ’ at ■ 'the' Ivy League 

-■ischooL i

rf(Tumulty wired his request 
to*’ Dr. Robert ' F." Goheen, 
Bfingeton president, citing as 

fthe source ’for his- information

suggests :
the lead story of the Sept. 25 
edition of the school’s news
paper,' the Daily Princetonian.

Reached at the university, 
Dr. Goheen said “none of the 
students,., has expressed an 
interest in such a citizens 
council,” adding:

“I don’t think ‘ there is any 
threat along that line?’

Dr. Goheen, answered that 
all suggestions-‘toward form
ing a White- Citizens Council 
at Princeton had come -from

state qwik-
persons outside the.>unlversity.

“If any student interest 
should develop we. shall deal 
with the matter at that-fipiq,’’ 
Dr. Goheen wired. “We‘shall 
of course watch this' matter 
closely,’.’ he said.

Tumulty -said - he feif-the 
school, should 'bring in;: some 
outside agency—either ' Rich
man or some other; sthlg.jjpdy. 
—to ’ probe the matter’ 'wmfih 
he feared' could lead to^a^re] e- 
tition of the- Little Rock">rad al 
;riots on New Jerseyj chile ;e: 
campuses. ‘ ‘

MW®™
HEREtH 5,S IMLASSfO -

NEWARK STAR LEDGER
Newark, New Jersey

Date / 6 ' / Page

Edition Final_______

SUBMITTED BY THE
NEWARK FIELD DIVISION



He said -oniipgp news- 
. paper’s story,' which was.head
lined “Segregationists' . Will 
Organize. Ivy White Citizens’ 
•Council,” referred to a net- 
,w?ork 'of northern supporters 
of rabble rouser John Kasper 
who are preparing a drive to 
organize councils at Princeton 
arid ‘ other Ivy League insti
tutions. . > i

Tumulty said, according to 
the story, Kasper’s ally is said 
to be Dayid ’Wang, a Chinese 
exchange student, and Dart- 

.mouth 'College graduate.
PLANS CAMPAIGN

WangJ who, according - to 
the Princetonian, feels there 
are times :when violence of 
sorts rilust be used to enforce 
segregation, 'reportedly will 
hit ivjr League colleges this 
month with literature to'stim
ulate discussions of the segre
gation issue's,. *

'His campaign,. the ■ story 
continued, will be to move in 
on Columbia 'University, first' 
through its. John Dewey So
ciety and then concentrate bn 
Princeton via the Whig. Club, 
a campus, political .group.

■ Tumulty’s . action ' marked 
the third time'he . has set his. 
sights on Princeton. While .a; 
congressman he -tangled- with' 
the, university over a students’; 
invitation \to. convicted' per
jurer'Alger Hiss to, speak on 
the campus .and’ more recently 
with- Dr; Goheen for' Rusting 
the ‘ Catholfe , .chaplain, Rey, 
Hugh ;Haitpn,.Vfrom .the caffe' 
pus’ for thet’priest’s' criticisrh 
of -the university's policies iand. 
several , of ;'ifs faculty' mem:? 
l^rsi x

NEWARK STAR LEDGER
Newark, New Jersey

Date - Page

Edition Final

SUBMITTED BY THE 
NEWARK FIELD DIVISION





FD-36 (R«v. 12-13-56)

FBI

Date: 10/22/57

Transmit the following in _
(Type in plain text or code)

Via
AIRTEL

'Priority or Method of Mailing)

■| Mr. Tolson.___ L. 
i Mr. Nichols;____, 
I Mr. B->ardman_J 
I Mr. Belmont ' 
! Mr. M'hr___ _
Mr. Parems
Mr. R s-n ___ _ 
Mr. Tamm ___  
Mr. Trotter.___  
Mr. N^ase____ _ 
Tele. Room_____  
Mr. Holloman___
Miss Gandy '

TO

FROM .

' DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) 

SAC, NEW YORK (105-19792)'

SUBJECT

IS-X, CINAL 
(00:WF0)

The "New.York Herald Tribune", newspaper
page 9 carried an article captioned "KASPER Follower 

ress Columbia Group." This article related thatJSAKE
__ 242 Mulberry St.,.a ^^yxS.ix^yea:^

graduate.will address a discu^^or^gToup, g^gpl^ic

10/21/5

♦ I gationist arid officers of the NAACP may also speak at the 
AI meeting. . ,

This article revealed statements made by
1 VANG to the newspaper to- the effect that WANG is a leader

WCJ:, 
(10)

Approved:
t in Charge

Sent ___

^Bureau (100-423395) (INFO) (RM) 
2-WO (100-33226) (INFO) (RM) 
1-Knoxville. (INFO) (RM), 
1-Memphis (INFO)(RM) .
2-New York (105-^19792) n
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FD-36(Rey.. 12-13-56')

Date: 10/22/57

Transmit the following in - ’
(Type- in plain text or code)

yia AIRTEL ■ ' . " _ ,
(Priority or Method of Mailing)-

NY 105-1'9792

of a. naw .Political Party being organized to promote "Racial 
Nationalism"; that the party has the hacking of White 
Citizens Councils in New York State, Washington, D. C.,

• 'Tennessee, Virginia and-Maryland; that the new party will 
•offer its first political candidate in the 1958 Tennessee 
Gubernatorial Election. . ' ’ -

Said article stated that WANG. hoped to speak , 
■ before the John Dewey Society at Columbia, but leaders of 

said Society responded ."’.it' is absurd to think that we would 
.. — lend our name to. something like that."

... ’ . This same newspaper, page 9, carried: an ..
■ * article captioned "White-Councils Probe To Be Asked By 

JAVliS."* This article- revealed that NY Senator JACOB’JAVITS . 
. stated on. 10/20/57, before a luncheon session of'the Metropolitan 

- Council of B’Nai B’rith, that he will ask the Senate to '
appoint a special coiiimittee to. investigate the.White Citizens’ 
Councils to determine whether they harbor subversive elements.

POWERS

-2-

Approved: „ — —- - \ ‘ - ■. . ■ Sent . - . M Per . - 
' - Special-Agent in. Charge ‘ . . '





The Attorney General

~„ The foregoing information is feeing furnished :. 
the gdnorafeleRobert Cutler/ Special Assistant to the 
President, :and intelligence agencies of the Armed Forces. ' 
Any additional pertinent; infprinaiion received relative to this 
inatter v^l fee furiushed you pronipU^ • \

1 •* WiliamP. Rogers , .
Deputy Attorney General ;

1* AfetW Assistant Attorney
Rufus ©i McLean ■ J ' - ’ •



DIRECTOR,  j EBI (105-3^237) October 23, 19^7 - ■ ■ • - -

... sac:, . WFO i 1.00^3322^)

OTIZE^S COUNCILS

. ■ ReBulet to Atlanta October 9, 1957.»
instructing. that this'Office as well as other; offices 

. institute a ^fOgrapCtb develop informants within .
Citizens Councils so this Bureau will be alert, to., - 
any anticipated violence. ' / - <

. This office has the Whit# Citizens Councils
of the District of Columbia, akaP^Seaboard White 
Citizens councils within its terr it ory*.. 7^~TaF*as:

, Mbw^ere afe five* veractiyO .members
of this council consisting of FLOYD H. FLiBMiNG, a. painter 

. the Anaoostia Naval. Air station; I

I a woman who has been on fdmiltar terms 
.Tnww: K-fl,sPkR * I l emnloVed bv the bVC^

and [ a

‘ ‘ ' in cohnoctlOn with the oovhrage of this cQuhcil
। this Office has developed I ...... ............... K

. furnished valuable informatipn*. 7"

of
Thin office has also utilized the services '

1 to very great advantagel

it is the intention of
this office to!

.. (1 * Bh IPO-11233^)
-WFO 1^0*33^^ v'

'^o OCT ;





David Wang, Newest Northern Segregation Leader,
Crusade to Excite Racial IssuePlanslvy League

by Robert B. Semple Jr.
The self-styled-collegiate equiva

lent of segregationist John Kasper 
announced during an extensive tele
phone interview yesterday that he 
hopes to arrive at Yale "within the 
next few weeks."

David R. Wang, 26-year-old Ex
ecutive Secretary and chief theorist 
of a group called "The North Ameri
can Citizens for the Constitution," 
closely related in principle if not 
in name to Kasper’s White Citi
zen^ Councils, said in addition that 
he planned to foment -discussion of 
the racialist issue by the immedi
ate distribution of provocative lit
erature.

Wang, who claims that militant
segregation applied not only to Little 
Rock but to Ivy League Schools as 
well is essential for the cultivation 
of good citizenship, named as the 
vehicle through which he will ad
vance his doctrine a group loosely 
labeled “the International Club." 
(No such club exists on Yale’s 
official records of undergraduate, 
affairs. Wang, however, also men
tioned the John Dewey Society as 
possibly providing him with a plat-, 
form.) .

Yalemon "Intelligent"
Wang maintains that his poten

tially unpalatable theoretical ap
proach will be sustained by • an 
intricate network of- sympathetic 
graduate students and undergradu
ates deployed throughout the -Ivy 
League. Among his. adherents - he; 
counts a "substantial" following of

■ Yale men; He plans Ultimately td 
oversee the formation of a hard

core of segregationist opinion— 
small-scale Councils—within the 
university communities on the east 
coast.

Wang is optimistic. "Yale men, 
I should think, will be receptive. 
They are, by and large, intelligent, 
independent thinkers. They are un
questionably among the leaders of 
the Ivy League.”

His imminent visits to Columbia 
and Princeton have already stirred 
up considerable controversy. 
Princeton authorities are on record 
as stating that the formation of a 
pro-Kasper group there "is incon
ceivable—foreign to, everything the 
University stands for." Officials 
of Columbia’s John Dewey Society,
which Wang has named as his cam
paign’s initial point of departure; 
have repeatedly stressed the "ab
surdity" of lending its name to 
Wang’s efforts.

Expletives in Triplicate
A graduate of Dartmouth, a form

er student of comparative literature, 
and a free-lance writer by trade, 
Wang spoke at lengthyesterday from 
his small Manhattan apartment about 
his plans and his philosophy. What
ever logical discrepancies existed 
in his argument were obscured by 
a -cascading torrent of colorful de- 
criptive phrases..

Top members of the administra-. 
tion are, in his opinion, “intellectu
ally castrated”; President Eisen
hower is -surrounded by.a bunch of 
’'palace eunuchs"; Senator Kefauver - 
is "definitely a. Communist"; the 
handling of the Little Rock situation 

“represented "fascist tactics in the

worst sense." The Supreme Court 
had acted overtly and blatantly “in 
an unconstitutional manner." Among 
a group of "clear-thinking, dis
tinguished Americans” were John 
Kasper and Bill Buckley; Felix 
Frankfurter, Supreme Court Jus.- 
tice, was a “Viennese Jew.”

About his doctrines Wang was 
more reserved and articulate. “I 
most emphatically do not believe 
in the inequality of the races. In 
fact, the ultimate aim of society 
is to produce mutual respect of 
the races before anything else.”/

The Catch: Citizenship ;
But, he argued, equality, good 

citizenship, and die “mutual re
spect” which they engender rest
essentially on a person’s grasp of 
his own cultural heritage.

"The Negroes have not realized - 
that they are potentially a cultural 
•organism; they are not aware that 
they are .a cultural entity. They 
are not culturally qualified for citi
zenship."

The reason? "Negroes have de- 
-pended to too great a degree upon 
Whites: for schools, for money, for 
emotional guidance. They must re
group, learn about themselves while 
Jiving together among themselves. 
Then they can come back—on a 
voluntary basis.”

Claims Misunderstanding
"It’s been held,” he stated,”that 

I '-wish to push die Negro under. 
Let’s be more precise: I want to 
see him a man—civilized, intelli
gent, confident in his consciousness 
of race—rather than a barbarian.”

(See Segregationist Page 5)

. yM4 Ob Ik y p j
__ P*
„-Da®^WO32keF-, p... . .~
__p»' __________________________
Dat? &CTD fee ft 1-7 . MS') 
Submitted, by the New Haven Divisi, ($6 ^^^3 

enclosub®
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Segregationist Speaks
(Continued from Page 1)

Wang passed over questions re
lating to the multiplying, generative 
effect of class "consciousness” and' 
to the brutality of tactics used by 
many segregationists to accomplish 
objectives similar to his. To the 
problem of precisely how the 
Negroes were to find funds and' 
guidance necessary for the con
struction of adequate schools and 
"cultural" communities without 
dislocating themselves economi
cally, Wang said simply: "The gov
ernment ought to do something.”

But he stood firm in his main 
contention. "Integration of the races
is leading to disintegration. It’s 
■got to stop.” ,

._ zNew Haven Register,
N. H* Journal-Courier, 
Daily Worker, p.

__Bridgeport Herald," p» ' 
Date n , to- •
Submitted by the New Haven Divisi,



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO

y UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

MR. A. H. BELMONT]
3

date: October 2S3 1957

MR. J. A. SIZOO co Mr. Belmont 'dman___
Mr. Baumgardner Belmont_____

SUBJECT

IT
RACIAL MATTERS

Mr. Williams
WASHINGTON WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL

Mohr________
Persons

Tamm_______
Trotter
Nease_______
Tele. Room_
Holloman _£__
Gandy - /

called this morn-i
ing and

St. John Dodd of the Crimina,l Division 
made reference to the Bureau's memor’andum of yesterday in- ' 

dicating the possibility that Kasper and other members of the WWCC 
might picket the Supreme Court. He said the Criminal Division was 
definitely interested in any further information in this connection 
since the picketing might well be a vi olati on of Title 18; Section 
1507; which prohibits picketing or similar activity in front of a^- 
Federal court for the purpose of influencing court decisi ons• He1 I 
said whether or not actually there is a vi olati on will depend some
what on the nature of the material appearing on placards which might 
be carried. He also asked that the USA’s office be advised if

I told Mr. Dodd that the Criminal Division would be kept 
advised as would also the USA’s office. It is believed desirable 
that additional instructions be sent to the Washington Field Office 
in view of the possible violation as indicated above. Attached is 
a suggested letter to the Washington Field Office.

I definite picketing was planned in front of the Supreme Court and if 
I it appeared that there would be a violation of this section.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

October 28, 1957

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

Information has been received from a source who has 
furnished reliable information in the past that during the 
week ending October 26, 1957, an official of the above 
organization stated it was'planned to picket the United States 
Supreme Court. This action was to take place on November 1, 
1957, when motion for rp-hearing scheduled on contempt case 
against FREDERICK JOHN KASPER. No information was received 
that any violent action'was planned.
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f* .

F B I

Mrj. Tolson— 
Ml}. Nichols'— 
Mjq. .Boardman__ _

Transmit the following; in

Via AIRTEL.

Date: 10/28/57

(Type in plain text or code)

Mij. Mohr______  
Mrj. Parsons__ — 
Mif. Rosen__ ____  
MM. Tamm.,_ ____ 
Mil. Trotter____  
-Mil Nease_____ . 
Tele. Room___ — 

~5bL Holloman___
Miss Gandy——

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM:

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

On 10/25/57 _____ ___ who has furnished reliable,
information in the past, made available letter halted 10/18/57 
from FLOYD FLEMING;, Acting Executive Secretary, Seaboard White 
Citizens Councils., Suite 5, 1W7 31st St., N.W., Washington, 
D. C. Letter was postmarked io/20/57* Letter asked informant . 
to arrange for some people to come to Washington for purpose 
of picketing-the. Supreme Court on Friday, 11/1/57., which is 
day that a motion :for a re-hearing by the full court of 
contempt case against FREDERICK JOHN KASPER has been scheduled. 

. Letter states picketing has been checked with the police and 
it is legal,- and no trouble anticipated..

. Informant stated he telephoned FLEMING 10/23/57’and 
stated he could not come and would not send anyone, and told 
FLEMING he would not permit use. of name of his organization, 
which is an independent labor union,- in this picketing under 
any circumstances. FLEMING expressed disappointment but 
indicated he was going ahead and have the; picketing, anyhow.

Enclosed for Bureau are eight copies of blank memo S 
re above. Place of preparation is ommitted for protection of 
informant. Two copies enclosed for ^FQ.

<J^Bureau (IOO-423395) (Encll^?^ 

^-Washington Field (100-3326) (Enols , h) (RM) 
2-.Charlotte (105-471) 

(105-558)

t^Al^royed
. Charge

Sent Per



-i - 1
FBI ।

I
Date: ।

Transmit the following in - _____ -________ - -_____ - , . _______ j
(Type in plain text or code) I

Via.________ ■ , : • . ________ . . ' |
(Priority or Method of Mailing) i

----------------------------------.------------------------------- ---------------- ,---- — _--------------- :---------------__________________ j___ ;_____ r______

ce 102-471

Page 2 . ■

Washington; Field, through J?olice and available . ,
. / - sources^ will discreetly determine whether this picketing’ • ' . 

still scheduled, UAOB. . ’ ■

? Also enclosed for Washington Field are one each of
publications enclosed with above letter. Both are'und^ed and 
reflect issued by Seaborad White Citizens Councils. One is 
headed ’^What is the .Supreme Law of the Band?” and the other’-'' .
is headed ’’Public Enemy Number One - Jewspapers.” ’ /

' . CHILES

END ’ " ’ • ’ . -

Approved:.__ ■ _______ _ Sent ____ ____ _ __  • M Per__ _____ ■ ■ -__ __
Special Agent in Charge



100*433395
. J ’ ‘ , - - 5 • x- ' *

Data: J October 2|* 105^ \

To; . Mr/ V. E.’ Baughman ' 
.• . . ■- Chief - V .•-

U> S,-Secret Service
Treasury Department 

.-■ • ,f -Washington* ;D. ' ^/

From: ;

?,Subject:

>s

4 Li aiso n' Section 
■ .williams' %

r John. Edgar Hoover* .Director "
^Federal bureau of IhyestigMidd -

WITE ? -■
,also known as 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils -

./ INTERNAL SECURITY ~ X/ ; ; ,/' V

; * On OcM 1957* t&d Vuited 8;^
, Court declined tb review the appeal oi Jbhii Kasner, , ' : : 
’executive* secretary of the White Citizens CoWClls of

District, of Columbia*' in .C.onhectioh,. Wi^
•for contempt for interference WiW

t “ Clinton* Teftnessebis zHiph School. Kasper WUs taken into
- /custody by Whited statdsi Marshals on October 17, 1957 i 

lb'Washington,.. \ , v / •'• .
' . . ► ” ' v • ? • * - * i-i . X * v ’.; . ’' - . . " / j 3

. , : * . \v- • -• - -z*-*v > /' : * ?'u•'#, - - '?

, ’ / A source* Who hh^ turnfshed reliable, information/ 'r
in the past, haff advised that pn the day.hffer.Kaspbr’s 
arrest t| ~ | and Other members Of the
captioned organization began making plans, for picketing .

4, the/Whitod states^ IrUpreme Court M protest :of; the Court’s / 
adtiputin: nOt reviewing Kasper’s. c.o§e.; Ih this regard •

'J .Kpsp*erj;S‘ attorney Was to have been, contacted ,fthe ' 
purpose of ^determining/the^ implications: ip-’r/- ? 
conducting the picketing/ ; November 8.,’ 1957i is the 'ddte / 

W. set/for, this demonstration Which CQincidds With the date 
oC wick Kasper’s attorney, will, file, With’the

fr Supremo.iaoprt for a rehearing Of KaspOrls Caso. • z J ■

. , .r $his.'/som?ce-■alSp/adyiWed?'tM‘
. \ Renaissance Party,. a.;heo^azi£;ift^^ ’ ...
_ ■"organization..loca^ in Mew YdrkfC^^ ahd an- antis -OCT 3(1 
— integration group in ppale, had been requested . 1
~r to assistin the^picketing'. People from Deale will-assist • * 

but no confiimatioii has been received prom the Rational 
i— Renaissahcd Party. . . .;..:d ‘ ?
~ SeJ note on eliow pager/^J-^f -v

•as

la
* JHK

Tolson — ...- 
- Nichols. J__~_
Boardman —— 

’Belmont ; -- 
'■Mohr 
'Pqrsons;_i_  
Rosen k_=_.__
Tamm 1 - •' . ;
..Ttotter^.r .~

te’le. Room — 
Holloman
CirinHy. .



/Mrvif. E. Baughman ■ . ■ \ \

. \ , - ? In addition, the same source made available ' * .
. a stickey and -twd IQafldis which wbre printed: Sy .the’ [ .
- Seaboard Mhite Citizehd Councils ph October: ^0?; 1957.r '<

On the. slicker is printed ja cross aad the wbfhSi. 7^^ - ■
- Klan Sides' Again Jn One of the leaf lets, which is’ : 

Captioned; ^hat is ®x$ Supreme Law Of The Lahd^ is , *
. < condemnation of the United States Supreme Court for \ 
its refusal to hear Kasper’s appeal. The other leaflet -:

4fpublic ito^my-Nunib^ extremely ’
z hathre>: alep pttack^ the United
' Supreme Uourt as well as thfe,press.' This docmeht.; . .
. / contains such statements as pledge pur HYes to the

f- ta.SK of making the Communist Supreme Court rue the-.day. * s' 
they ever sent a white leader^ John Kasper, to jail,” 
.and ”peaih to; our -enemies Ung ’Photostat. of ShcH '

’ leaflet and one-Photostat of the. sticker are being- V * 
/'.furnished; you herewith* ’ • -. ' ■ ■ ’• . ’-/■

• • - V Regarding the; statement /”Beath to dur ehemidsi”
/; the source advisedi [remarked'that ^thpy”
• know where guns may, be, obtained for $24 bach and had i A 

commented- Oh the purchase of rifles to be Stored. \ -

the Kian,
In connection with the sticXbr ref erring tQ b7c

remarked that Klan uniforms are $8 each. • . i- “ ? . - k . . • / “ . * . ft’ . -

/' \' Edwin tfnxl^d'^ / . . ~
/ Supreme Cou^ has hdviShd that KaSper^s, atfoipey has untM

• ’ ‘November IQ,. tQ f ile a mdtion for pi rehearing Of ’ /
the -petition for certiorari. '' . . ' • . ‘ ^ ~ '. ' /

. • - * *'. v = ' . ' > • . /’ -*» s '..’X',

•/';./?’■, M. Perry Lippitt, United States Marshal of. the 
/ Supreme Qourf^, advised that the Qourt will hot be in - -

; - . session from hohn; -October 28,. 1957, until November 12, .

' „ -Any pddiixonal pertinent informationreceived'
< relative to<^ furnished yob promptly. /*

0s 3 . . „ . _ .

x -NtarON YELLOT/t Inf ormatidh‘Contained in this memorandum- ■ ' '
/ ' hhs been.furnished Gener al Cutler, . at the- White ffou.se>’ ■ '■ ' • ■
vAttorney. Geperalt“ Kogers ;• McLean; .and 'intelligence' ag^ ' \

of the Armed Forces by. memoranda dated 10/2:1,.. 22 / 23 and' 28/57.
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL.

• I | Mr. Belmont------- 
*“ ‘ Mr. Mohr------—

Mr. Parsons— 
Mr. Rosen—— 
Mr. Tamm—— 
Mr; Trotter—— 
Mr. Mease.— 
T4e, Room— 
Mr. Holloma

L

TO :: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-l|.23395)

FROM

. SUBJECT

National

10/25/57

(Type in plain- text or code)

SAC, NEW YORK (105-19792)

Mr. Tolson*. ■— 
Mr„ Nichols—— 
Mr.’Boardman—

Mailing). . . _

Date:

, PLAIN TEXT

^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
OF D.C.
TS-X
(00: WASHINGTON FIELD)

Miss Gandy

FBI'

3.

U

ReBuairtel, 10/22/57.
~| advised on 10/24/57, that JAMES MADOLE 

Renaissanee. ’Party Leader, has been bed-ridden "with
asthma for several days and that arrangements were being b 
made for his removal to- the hospital. This source stated 
that .there has been no' mention, of any plans to go to 
Washington, D.C. in connection-with a White Citizens Councils 
demonstration, 11/1/57r hy any persons connected wit the 
National Renaissahce. Party,-. .including JAMBS-MADOLE..

This source stated, that it would be impossible ioh^ 
MADOTE to take, part in such a demonstr at ion, because of his / 
health and. that no. one else, connected with the National. 
Renaissance Party would participate without MADOLE.. The ... 
source added that it is highly unlikely^that MADOLE would * 
cooperate with the. White Citizens Councils, regardless oB^ 

health, as he has never shown any desire in the pastil' his

WCJtmbg-/

RECORDED-®
•e OCT 2^195

Baltimore
1 - Washington Fieldip^V 
1 - New Wk (105-27837) 
1> New York (105-19792)

e 
o 
o

. Bureau (100-1123395)#^ ■ ’ / . s
(1-100- )/^NEw YORK STATE^yHIffE^ COUNCIL)

1

■Special Agent inTCBfa



. - ‘ 6ale; ' ■ com
Transmit the following in - , _____ ________ - - , , ■ -_______________________ ~ /!

_ . > ' (Type in-plaiii text or code) 3 I«
’ . — ■ I

Via ' - AIRTEL__________ - _ - ~________ , _ ' ________ , |
. - • (Priority or Method^ ofMailing) ‘ j

—---- ----------------- ------------- ___________ _____________ _______________ -_______ r-—______

• . NY 105-19792 • ' '

to align his- National Renaissance Party with any other ,
_ ; ’ Nationalist groups. ■

• • * Ac cording to I MA DO LE had stated .
' that he definitely would..not attend the lecture by

- • a follower Of JOHN KASPER, scheduled- for’ ' ’
• 10/30/57, before a Columbia University discus’sion group

• . Information. . ■ POWERS

- 2 -

‘ Approved:. _:______ ; , ■__________ =___
- Special A.ge.nt in' Charge

M ' Per _Sent
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~ ’STApaARDF^M'f^ ■ =

i

,?« UNITED ST AT

, DIRECTOR, (100-423395 ITO

FROM SAGy NEW YORK *, (-105-19792)

»

SUBJECT: < tfHITE~ .CITIZENS GOWNfClD OF
■ IS-X' v : 1'' -’7. C ;

<'* >< < • -Re
"NewYork State

■NYleif to 'Bureau, '10/24/575
Wiite; Citizens Council, IS

captioned

>

♦

I AiII- r

i, ‘/’" l './' ■ ' . Ma ’aQtiVa^ regarding captioned
;• prgani za,tioh 1 s i contemplated Ipy. the NY0' and accordingly<: 

. ., this case .is peihg jpiaced’ in/a cCa^ed^ status i Howe ven,> 
, the ^o/wlX &orit>ntka.tpM^^ 4.

,-intenasted-office^-; ■ j^del^ " ■ /
- -.infprmati^ received .relative to captioned organization 
.' ..in aepondahce •M'th/ffieasur^^ referenceci ■ ‘ ..

<, letter^
X''- - 7- \ \ S" ■; ; , .»• / oi -V .-

<■'’• •■ ’ ' ■ The NXO wili>likeyjipe conduct no active * ; .
' i'nve.s.tig^tid^ . cpnpeoyiing/t^ -New YOirk .State.Whitfe;. .: ’ ’« 

Citizens .'Council* but 11, similar^ report-^all, , •‘ ;
7 . information received pertaining, to. the New Yprk State 
7 White. .Citizens' Council in accordance . with measures ‘ ' *
;• sat- forth, in referenced letter,. ITACB-. • ’ • V .' ..■ 1. ' ■

/^MB^eau(l0^ 7 ? :> 1
’ (1 - 100- ' - < ) (New YorR State-\White-Citizp^

-r /* (i:/;105-^2^K ■'-. '-‘X;4 "v'- ;-7 7*./ 3
•: 1^' Washington Field - W ) 1 >*% ■

57

•T’

WCJ:rag

3.'

9

4

77.

■3 << i.

■' ■' ’ •
'■; ■. ■' ‘ t ' i’.’ “ .
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Attached are three photo static, copies each of-tw 
leaflets, and a sticker which were furnished on»"

CITIZENS COUNCILS, ak

Ai-

FBI ( 1oo-1|.23395)

(100-33226*111HF9WTIOK0NW
TO:

"Jewspapers.” It is followed by a cartoon ide pic-ting a-J 
supposedly newspaper representative csickihg a press'*” 
rat” on JOHN KASPER. Below the cartoon are yarl-ous 
scurrilous, comments, including referring to the Supreme 
Court as ^Supreme Snots”. It ends with the following’ 
comments:

“Honor, Pride, Fight” 
“Save the White” 
“Death to Our Enemies!” ¥

The second leaflet is two pages and is headed “What 
is the Supreme Law of the Land.0 It refers to various 
legal decisions. Both of the leaflets appeal for 
contributions to be sent to the Seaboard White Citizens 
Councils, Suite £, 101|7 - 31st Street, N-. W., WDC.

The* Stickai; is approximately li by inches. It has 
a rAd bbor'der enclosing a* cross and the words “Thb
Rides Again!” The markings are all in red

b6
b7C

Regarding’the nmnment “Death to Our Enemies:.“ the 
also has- advised that I ['.remar ked that
knew where they could get guns for ^2l|..00’apiece. — 
10/22/5^ the PSI furni-shdd a report dated, 10/19/57, which 
stated, thatl b^^^ted on the purchase of rifles
toibe ator ed^

3, - Bureau (100- 
0 100-33226 OCT- 

b7D^



WFO 100-33226

The PSI was unable to learn any more regarding guns, 
but is alert for any information along this line. This 
is being furnished for the Bureau’s information and 
further details will be submitted immediately upon 
receipt.

Regarding the sticker referring to the KKK, the' PSI 
advised that | Ihad remarked that Klan uniforms
were $8.00 apiece, ihe PSI orally advised on lo/22/57 
that |had taken $3.00 from him for membership
in the Seaboard Citizens Councils and commented that 
she may also be able to get the PSI into the Klan.

This is being furnished for information since it indicates 
a possible tie between the WCC and the KRK*

Regarding the proposed picketing of the Supreme Court, 
the PSI orally advised 10/22/57> that |said
this was strictly her idea and will take place when 
KASPER’S, attorney makes his final appeal to the Court 
for KASPER’S release. The; picketing, is still scheduled 
for li/1/57, but may vary a day or two depending upon 
the day the attorney make a the appeal, informant will 
advise.

KASPER’S attorney is J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS,. 1025 Vermont. 
Avenue, N. 'W'., WDC. ,

-to

a P it







Kasper goes to jail. The Communist Party - NAACP - Herb Brownell (whose niece 
* married a nigger) r ”ikey” Supreme Snort’gang rejoices. It’s a great day for the reds, 
• kikes, pinks, liberal slobs, and broad-bottomed, pot-bellied politicians everywhere.

Haul down the flag boys.' the-reds .are here. White America weeps while the jewspapers’ 
„ jackals (liars for hire) howl in glee.

< .. Zes, the Supreme Snots have spoken - John Kasper goes to ■jail. WHY? Because • 
Kasper has exposed the degenerate scum who are working for a one-world,, one-race, one- 
color dictatorship with jew control at the top.

Rally boys. Raise that banner. Stand your ground. Attack the devils'. We’ve, 
given ’em hell before - we won’t quit-now.. We pledge, our lives to-the task of making- 

- -the Communist Supreme Court rue the day they ever sent a white leader, John Kasper, 
to jail. We’ve just started this fight. Send some funds at once, today, that we can - 
go on. Join up with us if you’re, qualified,• Don’t just stand there,' Do something 

•'NOT.’ T CD AZI We’re still punching at the-Seaboard White Citizens Councils, Suite 5,
1047 31st Street,' N.W., Washington, D.C. Send some money, 

? ’ HONOR* PRIDE, FIGHT

DEATH TO OUR ENEMIES’



is unenforceable. The Fourteenth Amendment an Section 5 provides:

”The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legis
lation/ the provisions of this article.”

The Congress has neve'r passed any legislation to enforce the Fourteenth Amend
ment with respect to schools, therefore, the Supreme Court in its zest to legislate and 
enforce its views as sociologists and psychologists has rendered a decision which can
not be -legally’enforced unless and. until Congress, provides enforcement legislation..

The Kasper,’ case would have to be reversed if the Supreme Court granted an appeal 
so we long ago anticipated that rather than expose- the' dilemma it had itself created, 
it would refuse an appeal by simply deciding, that Kasper’s Petition for Certiorari be 
’’denied”. As that is the, case, as we. expected, then the moral is: Communists, traitors, 
rapists, and murderers have their day in Court and their Constitutional rights, (perhaps ■■ 

. more), zealously protected, but a segregationist is deprived of established Constitutional
-1.rights and.-off he goes to the penitentiary. . ■

. , ♦ . , '
We offer to- all, good Americans a neat, pocket-size edition of the Constitution . ; 

of- the.. United States, printed by the Government Printing Office of7 Washington. Carry' ' / 
it with you and know your rights. Price 100-plus 50 mailing costs.,

The American Revolution first occurred in the minds-of the people. It occurred 
more than 20 years before the fxrst musket was fired. It was won as- a lawsuit, a legal 
’’case" FIRST, later by heroic courage on the battlefield. First,' the colonists had to 
establish their moral position^ had, in the beginning, to establish legality and show 
that the British were ’’offside”, were illegal in their oppressive money policy, in 
coercing colonists to quarter British soldiers, etc., ' ;

Then it was ’’the redcoats are coming.” ■ Today it is ’’the reds are coming.” The 
unique and unequalled service performed by John Kasper- and the Seaboard White Citizens ' ’ 
Councils to Constitutional government and White America is that they have defined the 
legal basis of segregation, States’ Rights, and freedom of speech for all America. The 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils have torn the mask from the race-haters and race-de
stroyers on the Supreme Court and have exposed the 20th Century enemies of the American . 
Constitution. ■ . ■

■ The legal right is established and the tyrannical acts.of judicial despotism of
the High Court are revealed to all'through the many exhausting lawsuits. initiated by 
John. Kasper and the Seaboard White Citizens Councils. ' ' ■

- One of America’s- greatest Constitutional, lawyers, Mr.‘ J. Benjamin Simmons, 1025 
Vermont Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.' has_ served without compensation in patriotic, de— . 
fense-of white men’s rights, States’-Rights and Constitutional government. Mr. Simmons ■ 
cannot continue the struggle, nor can John Kasper remain out of jail.unless funds are ' 
immediately forthcoming from White America to continue the legal effort to regain our 
rights. . ’ ' ■ ' • -

f . /

Have you ever given for your country? It is the same as protecting. one ’ s ovzn 
. children. We need, funds urgently and immediately if the great gains we have'.made ever .. 
a .Satanic enemy in the last, year and a half are to be conserved and pressed forward.

- Don’t hesitate. Today'send your contributions to. the John-Kasper Legal Attack 
•Fund. Tqmorrow will be too late. “

Seaboard. White Citizens Councils 
1047 31st' Street,. N,.W. , Suite 5 
Washington, D.C. - . ' ’ 
FEderal 3-7660



ALL UCTM CONTAINED 
HBLBIi iS IBLAWiEO , 
DATE

■ ' WHAT IS THE SUPREME LAW CF THE LAND? ' . • '

We hear so such of this phrase these days, and it is used by peopl'd holding re- , 
sponsible government-positions, in connection with Supreme Court'decisions that it is ' 
important for people to know just what, is the Supreme law of the land. ' ;

We turn to the Constitution of the United States to find the authentic answer: 
Article VI, paragraph 2, provides: - ,

"This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be 
made in pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, 
'Under the Authority of the United States, shall be the Supreme law of the,. 

■ land.11 .

There- is the answer to this question,, for all to read and know. When you hear 
some politician, sociologist, nsychiatrist, or other crackpot say’ that a decision of ' . 
the U.S. Supreme Court is the Supreme law .of the land,- you can. immediately brand him 
to be the ignoramus or liar that he is and let him take his choice. '

This is’just another phoney way to cram integration and mongrelization down our 
throats.. It is used frequently by the NAACP and’Communists ’and their hirelings and by-. . 
those unscrupulous Government officials who have sold out to them. They are politicians 
■who will sell their’ souls for votes.

Now that the Supreme Court has gone out. of its way to free a group of West Coast ’ y 
Communists; declared State laws against treason and sedition to be- unenf orceable and 
freed a convicted rapist on the ground he was held in custody-too long before he signed - 
a confession; has ordered State Boards to admit confessed Communists tc practice law, 
■there, is consternation in other quarters than the South.

' J. - A segregationist was convicted of criminal.contempt of Court for advocating 
"getting the Negroes out of white schools”, and the U.S. District Court and'-a Circuit, . 
Court of Appeals has held this advocacy is not protected under the First Amendment 
(freedom of speech) of the Constitution. Ch the other hand, - the Supreme- Court has held' 

’(Yates case, decided June 17, 1957) that persons "Advocating the overthrow" of our 
, Government by force and violence” are protected under the First Amendment, The convic- ' " 
tion of these 14 Communists .after a trial by jury.in the U.S. District Court for the 
Southern District of California was accordingly reversed and they and others of their 
kind-are free again'to continue openly and notoriously advocating the overthrow of our 
Government by force and violence. Our Supreme Court protects them by saying.this is , -t , 
freedom of speech. Yet, when a segregationist advocates getting the Negroes out of . , . ■ 
white .schools and "keeping olir white schools white”, then the Courts say this advocacy 
is not protected’ by freedom of speech.’’ The Kasper case was presented to the Supreme 
Court bn a petition for certiorari. The Supreme Court has- refused to hear the Kasper 
case. In so ruling, Kasper has been, denied his last legal remedy, to the very day 
Kasper was "denied”, the Supreme Court turned loose 3 notorious reds.on-technicalities. 
In the face of the ortreme tolerance shown Communists by the Supreme Court, especially 
with respect to free speech, we fail to s’ee how the Supreme Court can deny others who ■

• are not Communists-their right to free speech.’ However, the Court would never give a 
- segregationist his. day-in Court. It would be embarrassing to that Court to have to decide 
that al 1 that Kasper said was protected under the First Amendment and let him go free.

, The Cpurt would never turn Kasper loose because -the Communists and left-wingers wouldn’t.- 
.like it . . ■ ' • ' ..

: Also it would be embarrassing for the Supreme Court to have to decide that since-
the Brown case (school case) was bottomed on the-Fourteenth Amendment, that its decision.





Assistantchief ofStaff, Intelligence 
‘ ' ______ - • b

------ q m addition,, .the source also stated that 
______Jsaid people will come from Deale> Maryland,To 
assist in the picket line But that they have had no confirmation 
from the Nafiqnal Renaissance Rarty in New Tork FreviQusiy
you wer e advised that the National Renaissance Farty mid an;, *

* Any additional pertinent information received 
relative to fids matter will be furnished you promptly.

1 -Director of Naval Intelligence

l*0fiicepf^e^ .
Air Force . .

anti-integrationgroupinDeale, Maryland,had been requested, 
' to assist at the picketing.





.STANDARD &RM NO. 64

UNITED Sl^ES GOVERNMENT

TO : L. V. Boardman date: October 29, 1957
Tol

FROM : fl Belmont /

Parsons 
Rosen _ 
Tamm_  
Trotter _ 
Wease _

SUBJECT J rpg CITIZENS COUNCILS
OFDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

As you have been advised previously members of captioned 
organization intend to picket United States Supreme Court 11/8/57,a 
in protest of the Court’s action in declining to review the appeal & 
of John Kasper from a conviction for contempt for interference in 
desegregation in the Clintonj Tennessee, High School.

Holl 
Gah

Such action may be a violation of Title 18, Section 150
U. S. Code (Obstruction of Justice). ‘

___________ Bv airtel 1O/2</57 Washington Field Office advised that

b7D
b7E

b7C

OBSERVATIONS:



Memorandum for L. V. Boardman .

BECOMMENPATIONS: ■ . ’

(1) There is attached for your approval a letter to Washington 
Field Office containing instructions in line with the above.

(2) There is also attached for your approval a letter t 
Acting Assistant Attorney General Rufus D. McLean advising of





Honorable Robert Cutler i <

In addition, the sourcealso’stated that| ~
said people will come from Deale, Maryland, to assist in - 
the picket line but that they have had no confirmation from 
the National Renaissance Party in New York City. Previously 
you were advised that the National Renaissance Party arid an 
anti-integration group in Deale, Maryland, had been requested 
to assist atthe. picketing. . -

The. foregoing information is being furnished the 
Attorney Cerier al and intelligence .agencies of the Armed . 
Forces. Any additional pertinent information received 
relative to this matter will be furnished you promptly,

, . • Sincerely yours, .

>J0 Edgar Hoover



TO: DIRECTOR

AIR TEL.

Mr- ToIsmk 
/ir.

Jit. EK 
Mr. Fa 
Mr._ r- 
Mr. T' 
Mr. Y-

PROM: 
/ ) 
^''WHITE

SAC, WFO

.10/25/57

FBI (100-423395) 

(100*33226)

CITIZENS COUNCILS OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

FT- GuwJy.

INTERNAL SECURITY X
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

ReBulet I0/22/57 concerning picketing of U*. S. Supreme 
Court by members of captioned .organization. »

S * I >♦ T ti___ ____________________________
0n October 25, 1957, 6PSll

•f (protect .identity) advised SA ELMER LEE TODD that

I
I |had mentioned that captioned organization
was to picket the Supreme Court on November 8, 1957. 
According to informant this date corBesponds with the 
motion date by JOHN KASPER’S attorney.

Informant advised „that_______________ stated that JOHN
KA-RPER' advised them to picket the Supreme Court even— 
though they only had six people. According to

; FLOYD FLEMING is going to .take care of the sighs for
/ the’-bicketing j 4 also mentioned that people were”
/ coming from. Deale, Maryland, to assist in the picketing 

but they have had no confirmation from the National
<-’ 'Renaissance Party in New York. . •

BAUMQXr

I

RBL1LEB
(7)

I 'Appropriate■local a
I of the picketing on November 8

is date

3 j^BureWx^ (100.-423395) ,
1 - New York (RM) 
1 - Baltimore (RM) 
1 -,wi7n 1nn-TB226_  
1 -



A memorandum is being pr^lgred re____________  D ‘
fend this information is 

being furnished to Cutler, Attorney General, Rogers,»
McLean and intelligence' agencies. 1
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l^B Liaison Section
1 , Ro s eri ■
1 - • Sir..' Millams -

October. M, 1957

Honorable Robert Cutler
Special Assistant to the President 
Executive Office Building 
Washington, D. C..

Pear general Cutieri * • ‘ \

. Reference is made to previous, correspondence 
in which you were furnished information concerning the 
contemplated picketing Of the United States Supreme 
Court on November 8, 1957, by members of the^Khite Citizens

“For your additional information, a source, who . 
has fufnishfed reliable information in the past, advised 

. on 0c.t6ber-29, 1957, that members of a Ku MPx Klan ' 
organisation from South Carolina will take part in the 
picketing/- The source learned through[ 1

. that^ tbe Agrand titan of the. Knights of the Ka M^tx Kian 
of South Carolina* called on October 26, 1957, offering 
the services of the members of his organization as 
pickets. ^1X0 source did nef Know how many Mad members „r 
MM come to Wa^hing^^^ for this demonstration, 5

It is not known at this time to which Klan 
organization I _Iwas ref erring inasmuch/as there ( 
are. four separate-Klan - organizations active in South . . 
dCarollna; namely, Ij*; S< Mans/.Knights of, the Ku Mux 
Mah, Incorporated;, With headquarters in Atlanta, 

a. Georgia; Association of South Carolina Mans;, Knightst 
* of the Ku Klux Man, with headquarters in WestColumbia. 
SoutK Carolina;. South Carolina Knights,’of . the Ku Mux 

’ Klan Sith headquarters in Greenville,. South Carolina; ■ 
and Rational KuMuxKlan, Knights of the Ku Mux Klan,.

1004423395

: ROTE OR toW PAGE 2
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Honorable Robert Cutler *

; - -- - . . - ' H ' .A *
\ ‘ . ■' - • •- ‘ hj.'&l ri?"/ 1 ;■ V*'-’’. ••'
j 5 ; TM fbregbiw ib&Jrsiati^^
.the. Attorney Generali Secret Se£vicey^mJt^ 
Agencies of the Armed Forces. 

•
Additional pertinent information 

relative to this matter will be furnished you promptly^'

> • / ' . ..-• ■'’,■.■• Sincerely yours,
/ ... - . . / \•." /■ ‘ •' ;;y

•"-. ’. - ' . • ’ \ ' Edgar/Hoover , ' V.'

■ - - . , < . • - - - . -

NOTE ON YELLOW: ' ' ■■ ' ' '
1 r 1 ' , ‘' ' , - ■ . ; . ’■• '

■ -' ’-* - --• -j>- ij* ,, $ r ‘ ’‘ - .' 1 '1

-. air tel 10/3Q/57 Nashingtph Eield‘ alerfM /
Savannah and Chariette concerning participation of Klan 

, ’ in picketing and .instructed those offices to furnish ’ 
Bureau and Washington Field any information redeived “ 
in this regard. The 4 Kian organizations^in South 
Carolina are the subjects; of,active investigations: . / 
inasmuch as their activitieshave placed them within 
the Bureau’s standards for investigations^^ .



AIRTEL

TO:

FROH:

Belmont 
M hr . _
Paryns .

Mr.
Mr.

' Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

-DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

./HITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, aka 
IS - z
CINAL r

Inrotectl

advised that &KK- -

Tele. Room______
Mr. Holloman
Miss Gandy_____
■——£1—1

!AH‘

members from South Carolina are to. take part in the picketing 
of the U. S. Supreme Court on ll/S/57. /

The PSI learned that the."Grand b7C
Tyton of the Knights of the KKK of Sourth Carolina" called 
10/26/57, offering the services of his members as pickets. 
The P3X did^nbt know how many will be Here fromgou^^

~ 2~For gthe information of the Charlotte and Savannah ’ 
Offices, cautioned group is to picket the Supreme Court 
pn'‘ll/8/57/.'to coincide with a motion to be filed by JOHN ; 
KASPGRrs aterrney in KASPER’s behalf before the Court.

u? ^Inasmuch as such action may constitute a viG^-ation 
of thc£ Obsl^Fuction of Justice Statutes, the Charlotte1 a ’̂d . 
Savannah Offices is to be alert, and to contact sources j"
for anyxinformation 
by KKK members from 
Should be furnished

concerning participation in the^pjeketing 
South Carolina. Any information obtained

the Bureau and UFO. " ^3to e t

/ s j -e w

(7)

AIRTEL ewa '«S

2-JWFO
■d

Bureau
1- Charlotte (Info) 
l-^$avannah (Info)

M

$



Director^ ESI

: WTE CimBOOTfelM

/ -.Ird 
yjM- K^hnon

1 - William
Novemb^ 1957

I

Reference is. made. to my previous communications 
in which you were furnished- information concerning the 
contemplated picketing at the.United States Supreme Court 

; on November 8, 1957, by members of the captioned 
organization. • ;

For youradditional information, on November 
, 1957* Sergeant Joseph Chennault, Special Investigations 

Sguad^ Metropolitan Police henartment, Washington, D. C 
advised that] _ had called precinct
Number 3 Of the Metropolitan Police Department on that 
date and had^advised the White Citizens Councils of 
District Of Columbia will picket the White House On 
November ,8\ 1957. Sergeant Chennault-said he called

1 and ascertained that the White Citizens Councils 
of District of Columbia will not picket the Supreme 
Court due to the possible violation of Section 1507, 
Title 18, United States Code:? and that the White House . 
wouldbethe only place picketed. .

• 9 ‘

b7C

- \ LO 
w <22 s

sfe I
.1

Tolson —• -g,,.
Nichols.,__ —J
Boardman :
Belmont'_____ _
Mohr _____
Parsons .___ 2__
Rosen._____
Tamm
Trotter.__ __ ___:
Nease.---:__ ;__
Tele. Room
Hn1 Irfmnrarf ■ - "
Gdn@_~^

I [also advised chennault there would be
30 pickets in all coming from Tennessee Kentucky, 
Virginia and Maryland,

Oh November ^/ 1957, a source, who has furnish^ 
reliable information in the past, advised that .picketing <2 
at the United States Supreme, Court on November 8 , 1957X, ? 
would not take place inasmuch as, such picketing would Be 
contrary to the law. He said the White Citizens Counq^lg; 
of District Of Columbia Would picket the White House s 
on November 8, 1957. y 21

100^423395; /

co
VH

CFN:dlh:gf 
(9) .

g© ® ^ZACc ? ’
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The Attorney General *

The foregoing informtioh is being furnished, 
the Sonora Robert Cutlery, Special. Assistant in the 
President5 Secret Service! aM the' intelligence agencies 
of the Armed Forc^ • . V '' / * *

\ Additional pertinent information received 
relative to this matter will be furnished the Department 
promptly, ’ ? -. ; . - ■ ■

r j - Mliiam p* Rogers . /; ,■ ' - .
deputy -Attorney General - « .5 *

1 Acting Assistant Attorney General *
Wfns McLean



Office Memo^ndum - uni

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, NEWARK (105-3383) 

subject: ^WHITE CITIZEN^COWCILS ’

IS - X

OO - WFO

Re Newark letters to Burea 
and Bulet to Newark, 10/22/57.

STACKS GOVERNMENT

DATE: 11/5/57

cows 
KM IS IWO

, 10/17/57 and 10/18/57,

Newark letter of 10/18/57 reflects that an article 
in "The Daily Princetonian,” Princeton, N. J., dated 10/14/57, 
relates tha.t Princeton University issued a statement to the 
effect that it was inconceivable that a White Citizens Council 
would be set up at Princeton since its formation would be foreign 
to everything the University stands for.

__________On 10/24/57 SA THOMAS S. LOVERING wag conferring with

I who is an established eontact of SA LOVERING 
At that timeF I mentioned the articles appearing in
"The Daily Princetonian" and stated that, as far as he has heard, 
no one at the University thinks there will be any White Citizens 
Council formed there.

______________ On 10/29/57 SA T.OVERTNG had ntwaaidn tn nnr>tar»t

  an established contact. At 
vnat time I I advised SA LOVERING that he had been talking
to the Dean of the College, Mr. JEREMIAH FINCH, and to President 
ROBERT GOHEEN.regarding the articles appearing in "The Daily 
Princetonian." He advised that he and the others feel that fee 
whole thing is something "on the other side of the Hudson," and 
that none of them heard anything indicating any interest at 
Princeton University in forming a White Citizens Council.

•Iri' view of the above and since it is felt that through 
his routine contacts with established sources at Princeton 
University, SA LOVERING would learn .ofany attempt to' form a 
White Citizens Council at the University, it is not believed 
further action in this matter is necessary at this time.

2-Bureau (RM)
1-New Haven (info) (RM) ~IX_r. oo
1-New York (info) (105-19792®®^ ’ 05 2 NOV 6 W5?
1-WFO (100-33226) (RM) -
1-Newark
FCZ:AM A Hu \ \



NK 105-3383

In the event in the future a Citizens Council is 
formed at Princeton, the Bureau will be advised and instructions 
set forth in Bulet to Atlanta dated 10/9/57, captioned "Citizens 
Councils, IS-X, ** will be followed.

RUC.
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A Tragedy of Errors
REMARKS

OF

HON. RICHARD B. RUSSELL
OF GEORGIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, August 23, 1957

Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in 
the Record an able address delivered 
by Hon. W. E. Michael, an attorney of 
Sweetwater, Tennessee, before the Civi- 
tan Club of Knoxville, Tenn., on 
August 16, 1957.

Mr. Michael is an author on legal sub
jects, and has recently written a book 
entitled The Age of Error, which clearly 
points up the lack of Constitutional basis 
of the school integration decisions re
cently handed down by the Supreme 
Court.

This able address deals with the 
methods employed by district courts to 
enforce the monstrous decision in the 
Brown case. It clearly depicts the per
version of our judicial processes which 
was sure to follow judicial law based on 
psychology and the findings of a Swedish 
socialist rather than the Constitution 
and established law.

There being no objection, the address 
was ordered to be printed in the Record, 
as follows:
(By W. E. Michael, attorney, Sweetwater, 

Tenn., author of the Age of Error (Van
tage Press, Inc., New York))
In July 1957, in the United States district 

court at Knoxville, Tenn., a trial was held 
which could be accurately designated a 
“Tragedy of "Errors.” Had it not been that 

•basic principles of human freedom were at 
stake, this trial might well have been named 
after one of Shakespeare’s immortal plays, 
A Comedy of Errors. Sixteen citizens of 
Anderson County were first accused of crim-, 
Inal contempt for violating an injunction to 
which they were not parties. Later they were 
charged with having conspired with John

Kasper to violate the same Injunction. All 
circumstances indicated clearly that they 
were so joined because that was the only 
way in which they could possibly be accused, 
much less convicted, of any crime.

NEW TECHNIQUES

In this trial the new technique of Govern
ment by injunction, rather than the ordi
nary processes of law, made its bow to Amer
ican jurisprudence.

In this trial was demonstrated the method 
by which the Supreme Court of the United 
States evidently Intended, through the De
partment of Justice, to enforce against the 
South the philosophy of the Supreme Court 
as expressed In the school-Integration cases.

In this contempt trial, for the first time 
in the memory of any of the lawyers for 
the defense, newspapers were admitted as 
evidence of a circumstance to show proof of 
notice of an injunction.

In this trial, through motion pictures, 
magazine articles, pictures and snatches of 
extraneoiis and unrelated fragments of cir
cumstances, the Government undertook to, 
and evidently did, to the satisfaction of the 
jury, make out a case of guilt by association. 
Guilt by association is repugnant to every 
concept of American justice. It debases and 
violates the very fundamental proposition of 
law that one charged with a crime is pre
sumed to be innocent until proven guilty 
beyond a reasonable doubt by competent and 
credible proof.

The 16 Anderson County defendants were 
represented by more than 12 lawyers from 
7 different States (6 from Tennessee), repre
senting an aggregate of more than 300 years* 
experience, either upon the bench, or at the 
bar of justice. The fact that six of these de
fendants were convicted of a crime (con
spiracy) which the defense believed had 
never even been committed, or if committed, 
certainly never proven by competent evi
dence, indicates the very grave dangers which 
we face if these new techniques of modern 
jurisprudence supplant the time-honored 
checks and balances of our historical form 
of government.

• NO REFLECTION UPON THE JUDICIARY

I do not intend any reflection upon United 
States District Judge Robert L. Taylor, a per
sonal friend of mine, an honorable man, and
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a conscientious judge, nor-upon~the-able-- 
dlstrlct attorney, Jbhfa. Crawford,, an,d his 
equally able staff. I have the greatest-rever
ence for all of our courts as institutions of • 
government; but when any of these courts 
Impinge upon oiir constitutional freedoms, it 
Is the privilege of every citizen to disagree 
with such decisions, and that it is the duty 
of a lawyer to speak frankly, and forcefully 
for the purpose of correcting such errors and 
of preserving those principles of free gov
ernment which we all cherish.

HISTORY OF CLINTON CASE

On December 5, 1950, a suit, known as 
the Jo Heather McSwain case, was filed on 
behalf of a small percentage of the Negro 
students In Anderson County. This stilt 
was sponsored and prosecuted by the 
N. A. A. C. P. and its nonresident Negro 
lawyers. The purpose of this suit was to 
require the Anderson County School Board 
to admit these Negro students to the white 
schools in Anderson County.
"When the case came to trial in the United 

States District Court at Knoxville"; Judge 
Taylor denied the petition for integration. 
While the case was on appeal, the Supreme 
Court of the United States in'the nowfamous 
integration case (Brown v. Topeka'j handed 
down an opinion on May 17, 1954, holding 
that the 14th amendment prohibited the 
operationsof segregated public schools by a 
State, even if school facilities were equal.

As a result of the Supreme Court action, 
the court of appeals reversed the Anderson 
County case, and Judge Taylor, .oh Jan
uary 4, 1956, entered an order -against 
the Anderson County School Board in which 
it is said: “It is the opinion of this court 
that desegregation as to high school students 
in that county should be effected by a defi
nite date and that a reasonable date should 
be fixed as one not later than the beginning 
of the fall term of the present year of 1956.” 
Let us observe In passing that this order 
was not limited, as we insist that it should 
have been, to ordering the Anderson^ County 
School Board to admit the petitioners under 
the opinion of the court of appeals, but it 
went further and ordered the desegregation 
of all high schools in Anderson County. 
In other words, all the other colored chil
dren were then to be forced to go to the- 
white school whether they wanted to go 
there or not. In fairness to Judge Taylor the 
order which he entered appears to be ex
actly in keeping with what the Supreme 
Court had in mind in its opinion and or
ders in the case of Brown v. Topeka. The 
objection to it is that the order and the 
opinion of the Supreme' Court were con
trary to the law of the land, in violation of 
the Constitution of the United States and 
of the constitutions and statutes of the 
Southern States, to which alone the deci
sion applied.

Ten of the Clinton defendants were either ‘ 
acquitted by the jury, or the charge as to 
them was dismissed, but not until these

-citizens,—who—stand—iinot,-guilty” of all 
charges, had been terrorized, humiliated and 
branded as hoodlums. They had been put 
in irons, kept in jail, paraded in -front of 
television and newsreel cameras, torn from 
their homes, and their jobs and forced at 
great sacrifice to attend numerous hearings 
and to spend many days in court.

Were it possible to do so, th.e entire record 
of this contempt case should be written and 
should be required study In every school in 
the land. Under the proof introduced by the 
Government and upon which the Conviction 
of the six Clinton defendants rests, any per
son present or any .person reading, these 
words could have been convicted had that 
person simply happened to- walk along a 
street in Clinton, sit in a parked automo
bile, attend a public meeting, sign a peti
tion, appear before the school board as an 
Interested patron, or do, while in Anderson 
County, any of the other lawful acts shown 
to have been done by any of the 16 defen
dants.

FACTS OF THE CASE

What were the facts in the case? Without 
leaving out any important matter inten
tionally, and certainly without misquoting 
or misconstruing any part of the evidence 
intentionally, this is in substance what hap
pened. John Frederick Kasper came to 
Clinton, Tenn., about August 25, 1956, with
out the knowledge of any of the local de
fendants. He had been there only 2 or 3 
days when an Injunction was issued against 
him and others not now parties to the 
present contempt proceedings. Pertinent 
provisions of that Injunction are as follows:

“It is ordered and decreed by the court 
that the aforementioned persons, their 
agents, servants, representatives, attorneys, 
and all other persons who are acting, or may 
act in concert with them be, and they are, 
hereby enjoined and prohibited from fur
ther hindering, obstructing, or in anywise 
interfering with the carrying out of the 
aforesaid order of this court (the desegre
gation order) or from picketing Clinton 
High School, either by wor ds, or acts or other
wise.”

On the 4th day after his arrival, Kasper 
was convicted of violating the injunction, 
at which time he was sentenced to a year 
in prison.

A White Citizens Council, composed of 
more than 500 outstanding citizens of An
derson County, was formed for the purpose 
of frying to prevent mixing of the races in 
the local schools. Almost 500 citizens and 
patrons of Anderson County signed a petl- 
tioi to the school board .to that effect, sev
eral weeks before Kasper’s arrival; Local 
citizens of Anderson County filed at least 
two suits in the State courts seeking to 
prevent such Integration and some of the 
defendants were parties to those suits. 
Others appeared before the school board and. 
requested that the board take legal steps 
to avoid race mixing. All of these things
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law would become a rule of caprice, a Gojj 
'efnHrent'uf'men-and-not-of-Iawi—We-shou£a 
consider the serious Import of the develo;?’ 
ments just discussed upon the lives of thol_ 
whom they are ostensibly designed to helpC 
that is, the southern Negro. The souther® 
Negro has been making great progress in the 
last 25 or 50 years. The South has devel" 
oped a sort of peaceful coexistence. Non^ 
are' so blind as those who will not see the. 
difference between civil and political rights, 
and social or personal privileges.

People from the North and East particu
larly who-are pushing Integration, are acting 
only under the guise of friendship for the 
southern Negro. For the most part, they 
are spreading the type of unrest that is such 
a strong weapon of communism. They may 
be doing It unwittingly, but nevertheless, 
that is what they are doing. Many integra- 
tlonists are Interested only In who gets the 
electoral vote in States such as Illinois and 
New York, where the Negro vote In Chicago 
and Harlem may mean the difference in win
ning or losing a presidential election.

The southern Negro is being used as a 
pawn in the great game of national (or Inter
national) politics. He will lose more than 
any other citizen if his constitutional 
guaranties are taken away. He may be 
cajoled into believing that he is receiving 
some transient advantage by forcing white 
people to accept him into white schools, but 
every Intelligent southerner must know that 
it would- be against the best interests of the
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Negro and against bls better ’judg-

““Position to the Supreme Court’s 
wen^a? ln integration cases, as

dissatisfaction of cnmmmi™ decision ill cases dealing with 
hat^Predloated not upon racial 

°r bitterness, but upon love of country 
and of Constitution, and a desire to continue 
a way of life that has proven itself to be, if 
not perfectf, at least peaceful.

There hafe been more Interracial strife in 
Vie United States, and particularly in the 
SoSS1’ slnce ElacIc Monday In May 1954, than 
there*iad been Iu any Perloa of time of 
double^a^ length: since Reconstruction 
days tR8 integration decisions have 
brought 
are generating hatred, distrust or the law, 
enmity between the races, and will bring eco
nomic and political chaos. It behooves every 
citizen of this country to face the facts and 
take iip the cudgel1 against any judicial act 
that threatens our constitutional form of 
government One way is a continuance of 
our way of life—the preservation of written 
constitutional Government. The other way 
Is usurpation of power by the courts, rule 
by injunction rather than by statute, and 
execution by the courts rather than by the 
executive branch of the Government. I may 
have attached more importance to recent de
velopments than they deserve, but honesty 
and candor .force the inescapable conclusions 
that It is even later than you think.



6
low, but boldly "rejected” all tbe 'established 
law on the subject prior to tbe 'time -when 
a majority of that Court cam®’ upon the 
bench. Having taken this first bold step, 
the Court then proceeded to find 'that segre
gated. schools “were inherently urs^aquap- and 
that maintaining such public soE^^jqIs by 
States violated the 14th amen^^jnent anq 
frustrated the children of the mU^ssaxity group 
(evidently meaning the Negro c^—Mildren) by 
"generating a feeling of inferics^^y as to 
their status in the community" that may 
affect their hearts and minds in- Way un
likely ever to be undone.” The of-^nion gives 
no history for this finding, uhle^^s it comes 
from the textbooks cited, nor does the 
opinion indicate how frustration-, COuld be
stow jurisdiction upon a Federal c^5sourt when 
it would otherwise have none.

THE CONSTITUTION SAY^-

The 10th amendment to the C^^nstitution 
of the United States specifically p^^avldes that 
all powers not delegated in the C'‘—5jnstltution 
to the Federal Government were Reserved to 
the States and to the people. Th^g exclusive 
jurisdiction of a State over its ^^chools has 
been repeatedly reaffirmed by thw^ supreme 
Court. No jurisdiction of their ^^chools has 
ever been given to the Federal c^^overnment 
by the States, or the people. .

The 14th amendment says: “No state shall 
deny to any person within its J^^urisdlction 
the equal protection of the laWSs-g» There 
could be no serious doubt as to tiss^g meaning 
of this amendment. It was ^interpreted 
many times by jurists and stat^^smen Wh0 
were living at the time of its P^^ssage. It 
meant “protection of the laws"—— It dealt 
only with political, not social, a^^iairs.

In 1896, the Supreme Court of United 
States decided the case of Plessy yexg^on 
(163 U. S. 537) wherein it deciaret^^ ^hat in a 
case involving intrastate commer^,ce> that if 
the State provided separate but e<^^ual facili
ties for the races, that the plaints^jg ln f^iat 
case, a Negro, was not denied any Eiright guar
anteed him under the 14th ameE^dment to 
the Constitution when he was f^^equired to 
ride in the space set apart for hi=S*g race.

Later, the same question, involvis^jg SChools, 
came before the Supreme Court a E; number of 
times, as in the case of Cummings Board of 
Education (175 U. S. 528) and, as l^^ate as 1927, 
in a case involving a Chinese girl, Gong Lum 
v. Rice (275 U. S. 78), the quest^ion of the 
constitutionality of the Mississippi^! constitu
tion was tested in the light of tbe 14th 
amendment. In all of these cas^^s the Su_ 
preme Court repeatedly held: (1).^ That the 
question of whether the public sC=5<.iiools of a 
State should be segregated was purcsj»ely a ques
tion, under the 10th amendment t^g con
stitution, for the individual States- to decide; 
(2) that the terms employed in—the 14th 
amendment applied to political Es-;rights and 
not to social rights.

In other words, many years agcs^Oj the Su
preme Court gave the lie to ths^g mOdern 
propagandist’s device by which h^^ contrives

to make it appear that going to school in a 
desegregated school is a civil right. The Su
preme Court has often rejected any such 
theory in strong language 1 and this rejection 
had been and was the law of the land.

THE COURT HAS SAID

In Plessy v. Ferguson tbje Court said:
“The object of the .amendment (14th) was 

undoubtedly to enforcethe absolute equality , 
of the two races before the law but in the 
nature of things, it could not have been in
tended to abolish distinctions based upon 
color, or to enforce social as distinguished 
from political, equality or commingling of 
the two races upon terms unsatisfactory to 
either.”

In the Cummings case the Court said:
“Any Interference ori'the part of the Fed

eral authorities with the management of 
such schools cannot be justified, except in 
the case of a clear and unmistakable disre
gard of rights secured by the supreme law of 
the land.”

Let it be remembered that the supreme law 
of the land is the Constitution of the United 
States and the treaties made thereunder.

In the Gong Lum case the Court said:
“The right and power of the State to regu

late the method providing for the education 
of its youth at public expense is clear * * *. 
The decision is within the discretion of the 
State in regulating its public schools and 
does not conflict with the 14th amendment.”

The decision mentioned was from the Su
preme Court in Mississippi, which was af
firmed.

In overruling and rejecting the law of the 
land, and in substituting therefor an unsup
ported finding that the 14th amendment, 
contrary to what the- Supreme Court had 
always said, prohibited segregation of the 
State owned and operated public schools, the 
Court exercised a legislative function and 
wrote into the records of this country a new 
and different statement of the law and one 
which we believe it had no authority to write. 
After having written that law, then the Su
preme Court ordered its enforcement with all 
reasonable speed. It was that order that 
brings us back to the Clinton, Tenn., con
tempt case. That is the key to the method by 
which the present Supreme Court evidently 
undertakes to enforce its legislation. Thus, 
we have the spectacle of the courts making 
the law, then interpreting the law, then 
providing for the enforcement of the law by 
injunction, then making that injunction ef
fective against everyone by charges of con
spiracy in criminal-contempt proceedings. 
This has the effect of making the courts the 
lawmakers, the accuser, the prosecutor, and 
the judge. Such a state of affairs is com
pletely and utterly repugnant to everything 
that we hold dear in this country.

The problem before us transcends any 
question of racial integration. It cuts at the 
very heart of the Republic. Without a rigid 
adherence to a written Constitution and 
without the stern guidance of precedent, our
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happened without Kasper’s knowledge or 
participation, according to the evidence. 
Therefore, he could not have been respon
sible for them.

The vast majority of people in Anderson 
County were opposed to integrating the 
schools and were trying in every peaceful 
and legitimate manner possible to prevent 
it. As these efforts failed to produce re
sults, tension began to mount and feelings 
ran high, until about the latter part of No
vember and the first of December 1956, they 
reached a crescendo. Newspaper reporters, 
magazine writers, radio and television cam
eramen and news photographers descended 
upon the little city of Clinton. It must be 
said that a few local people basked in this 
new sunlight of publicity. The majority 
of them regretted it, but there was little 
they could do except to protest. These peo
ple knew that something sacred had been 
violated, but no capable local leadership 
appeared to correctly inform them as to the 
law and to assist and advise them in their 
struggle to protect their fundamental 
freedoms.

Instead, they were faced with a condition 
unique in this country. An injunction had 
issued against certain individuals as already 
described. No one apparently understood it 
and some believed that this injunction was 
against everybody in the county and pro
hibited everybody from doing anything that 
would interfere with desegregation. Mr. Sid
ney Davis, one of the lawyers in the case 
originally, and one of those who helped to 
initiate the injunction and contempt pro
ceedings, admitted that he so construed the 
injunction. Every lawyer knows that there 
is no authority for issuing a broadside in
junction. An injunction must be specific. 
It must identify the person enjoined, must 
be served upon them by ah authorized per
son, and must inform the persons involved 
exactly what they can, or must, or must not, 
do. None of the 16 defendants was served 
with the injunction, nor was there any proof 
that they knew or understood it.

The people were also faced in Anderson 
County with a rule of “home guard.” These 
were certain local persons organized into a 
sort of makeshift constabulary, armed with 
a. variety of deadly weapons and permitted 
by the local authorities to go upon the streets 
breaking up any congregation of people, pre
venting any public speakings, and in gen
eral, suspending in Clinton, Tenn., the con
stitutional freedoms of speech, of assemblage, 
of petition, and of seeking redress for griev
ances. This so-called home guard actually 
threw tear-gas bombs into peaceful and un
armed groups where old men and women and 
little children were painfully injured.

WHY WAS KASPEB INCLUDED?

When defenses were interposed for these 16 
defendants under the attachment of Decem
ber 5, 1956, it was evident that these de
fendants could not be prosecuted for violat-

ing an injunction to which they were not 
parties, Unless they were either agents, em
ployees, attorneys, or servants of, or acting 
in concert with, somebody who had been 
served with the injunction. Kasper was not 
even in Clinton when the event occurred on 
December 4, 1956, which precipitated this 
contempt proceeding, but he was the only 
one against whom the injunction was being 
prosecuted at that time. Furthermore, Kas
per had received so much unfavorable pub
licity that most people were willing to convict 
him on general principles. The bringing 
of Kasper into this contempt proceeding with 
the 16 and charging them with having agreed 
with him in November, or in December, 
1956, to violate the injunction, confesses a 
complete inability on the part of the Gov
ernment to make out a case against the 16.

There was no evidence of any agreement 
or conspiracy between Kasper and any of the 
defendants. The Government did not pro
duce a witness as to any such agreement or 
conspiracy, except the lawyer witness, Sidney 
Davis, who said that he helped to get out 
the petition for attachment against the 16 
and while admitting that he had no evidence 
of a conspiracy between them and Kasper, 
he said, “I felt in my heart that they were 
working together.” This is every word that 
the Government had upon which to predi
cate any proof of an actual agreement or 
conspiracy. , In your mind, as American cit
izens, is that sufficient evidence upon which 
to convict and condemn to jail citizens who 
have done nothing more than to fight for 
their fundamental rights?

This is not a brief for or against John Kas
per. Every concept of freedom requires that 
he be granted the constitutional guarantied 
of a fair and impartial trial, freedom of 
speech, and the presumption of innocence 
in any criminal case, until proven guilty by 
competent and credible proof beyond a rea
sonable doubt. On this basis, the Govern
ment’s proof gives John Kasper a clean bill 
of health in this case. Let us look at part 
of the record briefly.

EVIDENCE AS TO KASPEB

This is all the Government proved as to 
Kasper: he came to Clinton and met and 
talked to numerous people in their homes 
and in public places; he made public 
speeches .at one of which a court reporter 
testified that she was present and recorded 
his speech, but hot one word of it was 
introduced as evidence; he opened public 
meetings with prayer; he told- members of 
the School Board of Anderson County that 
his purpose there was to try to get the 
Negroes out of the high school and to pre
vent the’ mixing of the races in public 
schools. This is no more than many hun
dreds of Anderson County parents and citi
zens told the school board orally and in 

' writing. He did hot say, and the Govern
ment witnesses did not testify that he said 
he Intended to accomplish this end by any
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but peaceable arid lawful, means. Tfi.e-proof 
further showed that some high school girls 
approached Kasper and asked himi to help 
them form a teen-age White Citizens Coun
cil. He responded that he was under an 
injunction and that he could not dosso, but 
that he could tell them where to write for 
a charter. He was arrested and tried in 
Anderson County for inciting a riot, in 
which suit he was found "not guilty” by 
an Anderson County jury. There is. not one 
word of testimony connecting Kasper with 
any violence, overt acts, conspiracy or agree
ment with anybody to violate any injunc
tion.

If Kasper was not proven guilty of such 
an agreement or conspiracy, then a verdict 
of guilty could not stand against any of 
the other six who were convicted. Can any
body believe for a minute' that under such 
proof that there would have been a convic- 
■tion against any of the 16, had hot Kasper 
been brought in as a defendant in the 
desperation move?

AS TO TILL

Willard H. Till was shown to have been 
president of the White Citizens Council. He 
opened meetings with prayer, and publicly 
stated that under no circumstances did the 
White Citizens Council condone • violence 
or illegal methods, but that its purpose was 
to try to restore to the people of Tennessee 
the right to have segregated schools in ac
cordance with the laws and the constitution 
of the State of Tennessee. He presented 
six requests to the Anderson County School 
Board on the subject, two of which the 
board adopted. He was not shown to have 
been involved in any violence. Neither had 
he lifted his voice against any person. He 
was in the courthouse in Anderson County, 
Tenn., when Kasper was acquitted of incit
ing a riot. The motlori pictures introduced 
by the Government showed Till walking 
down the corridor of the courthouse and 
stopping behind a group Which was evi
dently where some of the witnesses were 
congregated, at which place he stopped and 
lightly placed his hand upon the back of a 
person- unknown, but who was not Kasper. 
Apparently the only basis for convicting Till 
was the argument that “he didn’t have to 
put his arm arourid John Kasper.’’ As an 
Arnerican citizen, are you satisfied with an
other American citizen being convicted and 
facing a possible jail sentence of fine, or 
both, for the activities of the man Till, 
which' I have just described? Would it add 
anything to the evidence against Till if it 
were shown that he did meet and talk with 
Kasper on 2 of 3 occasions and that on 
some other occasions they were In ’the same 
public meeting? This is “guilt by'associa- 
tion.”

AS. TO BRANTLEY

Lawrence Brantley was also convicted. The 
only proof concerning him was that his 
automobile was parked on a public street

near'the Clinton School, on several occasions, 
and that on December 4, 1956,. he was seen 
standing in a large crowd some distance 
away from the school house and in front of. 
the school recreation building. At some un
disclosed time, Kasper had been seen on sev
eral occasions going to and from the home 
of Brantley. There was no proof that he. 
had ever uttered a word, made any agree
ment, or performed any act even remotely, 
connected with “desegregation” at the> Clin
ton schools. Are you satisfied as American 
citizens that under the true facts- which I 
have just given to you, Lawrence Brantley 
should be convicted of conspiracy, or crimi
nal contempt and forced to either pay a-fine, 
undergo a jail sentence, or both?

WHY THE CONTEMPT CASE?

The incident which occurred on December 
4, 1956, when Kasper was not in town and 
which apparently occurred on the spur of 
the moment, and therefore could not have 
been the result of a conspiracy with Kasper, 
was a fist fight occuring between one of the 
defendants, Clyde Cook, and a certain 
preacher of Clinton, Tenn. Two suits are 
still pending in the courts, of Anderson 
County against Clyde Cook on account of 
this fight and that Is where the jurisdiction 
lies and where the question should be de
cided under our system of government. It 
had no place in this proceedings. Since a 
preacher was involved, it could be used, arid 
was used, in the press and by radio arid 
television to inflame the public—--used by 
these forces who are fomenting all of this 
trouble and who are distorting' the true 
facts to make it falsely appear to the Nation 
that only “hoodlums” oppose the integration 
of public schools in the South. This 
preacher announced from his pulpit that he 
was going to escort the Negro children to 
the Clinton high school. He went to the 
chief of police who took a dim view of the 
preacher’s announced project. The preach
er then went to the superintendent of 
schools who told him that the school board 
had complied with the Court’s order by 
opening the high school to the Negro stu
dents. The preacher pointed to some auto- 
niobiles parked along the street and said 
that the Negroes were afraid to go to school 
because of those automobiles. He was in
formed by the superintendent that such was 
simply a pretext; that the Negroes did not 
want to go to the white high school and he 
was not going to be a party to forcing them 
to go.

By some miraculous means, the Columbia 
Broadcasting System, Life Magazine and 
representatives of the press, radio and tele
vision, by the score, were on hand the next 
morning when this preacher started out to 
do what he called “his Christian duty.” It 
is too bad that he could not obey the other 
admonition not to “parade his good deeds 
before men.” Thus esconced in the sun
light of national publicity, the preacher and 
others proceeded without obstruction, hin-
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drance or interference to deliver several 
Negro children to the white high school.. 
There was some “heckling” the preacher.' 
said, but nothing else. The Negroes were' 
taken Inside the school and the preacher, 
thereupon returned to the place where sev
eral people stood who had tried to remon
strate with him; apparently to “rub it in” a, 
little. In the course of “rubbing It in,” be 
became engaged in a fist fight with Clyde 
Cook. Apparently the preacher got the best 
of the fight. He is the one who should have 
been arrested and charged with creating the 
difficulties out there. Certainly Kasper was 
not there, and unless Kasper was one of the 
parties and unless that fight was a result of 
a conspiracy between Kasper and some of 
the defendants to violate the injunction, 
there could be no conviction in this case. 
The legal presumption of Innocence should 
have resulted in the dismissal of the charges 
as to all defendants.

, WHY?

You may well ask; “Why did the jury 
compound the error which began in the 
Supreme Court and worked its way down to 
a local situation in Clinton, Tenn.?” Time 
will not permit a discussion of a multitude 
of details. Rather we should consider the 
one overpowering misconception which per
vades the subject of school segregation; 
This great misconception is that there is a 
law requiring the Integration of schools in 
the Southern States. There is no such law. 
There is a $10,000 cash reward for any per
son who can point to a single existing con
stitutional provision or any statute duly en
acted either by the Congress of the United 
States,, or by any of the Southern States 
requiring or authorizing the integration of 
the Negro and white children in the public 
schools of these States.

We are not talking about Integration in 
Illinois. If the people of Chicago and of 
Illinois want to integrate their schools, that 
is their business and they have a constitu
tional right to do so. If we don’t want to 
integrateburs, we have a constitutional right 
not to do so. Nevertheless, because the Su
preme Court of the United States rejected 
all the known law on that subject and pro
ceeded to order integration in certain of the 
school cases then before it, the false impres
sion has grown up that “desegregation” is 
the law of the land. The Constitution of the 
United States defines the “supreme law 
of the land” to be the Constitution and the 
treaties made under its authority. The deci-, 
sion of the Supreme Court in the integra
tion cases is the law of the case in each in
dividual instance and is binding upon the 
lower Federal courts, upon the officers of that 
court and upon the parties to those lawsuits 
and those who are working by or through 
them. It is not yet the law of the land. It 
will never become the law of the land un
less it is legitimized by constitutional’ 
amendment and unless it stands the test of 
time.

This whole case, therefore, was predicated 
upon the. misconception that when anyone- 
did anything to Interfere with, obstruct, hin-. 
der or oppose the integration of the white 
and Negro students in the public schools of 
Tennessee, that that person was a criminal 
and was in violation of the law.

LAW OF THE LAND OB LAW pF THE CASE

Almost every medium of public informa
tion in this country has undertaken to con
fuse the issue and compound the error by 
making it appear that there is a valid law 
or constitutional provision requiring the 
Southern States to “desegregate” their" 
schools. It is hard for laymen to distin
guish between the law of the land' and' the 
law of the case. But when precious liber
ties are involved, it is necessary to make 
that additional mental effort and to draw a 
clear Une of demarcation between that which 
is law and that which is not the law. Every 
court order is not a law. A valid court order 
must be obeyed by all properly included' 
within the order, and the question of wheth
er it is a valid order is always subject to 
review.

Under our Government of checks and bal
ances, the people enact constitutional provi
sions, or -changes. They elect the- legisla
tive branch of -the Government which is 
charged with enacting the laws. They elect 
the executive branch of the Government 
which is charged with enforcing the law; 
The judicial branch of Government is 
charged with interpreting and applying the 
laws.

In performing its function the judiciary 
has always felt itself bound by the rule of 
precedent, or of what we in law call stare 
decisis. That is the doctrine that when a 
court of last resort, such as the Supreme 
Court of the United States, has interpreted 
a law, or made a decision which is solidly 
predicated upon constitutional authority, 
and when that decision is accepted by the 
other coordinate branches of the Govern
ment, and by the people, having stood the 
test of time, it then becomes what is known 
as a precedent. When it. is written into the 
records of the law and is cited by lawyers and 
judges as a part of the body of the law, it 
may be referred to as the law of the land. 
Without the guiding hand of legal prece
dent, our whole system of jurisprudence 
would be like a ship without a rudder.

Our present Supreme Court in the integra
tion cases abandoned the doctrine of stare 
decisis and “rejected” the precedents of 
many cases throughout many years; giving 
as its reason for such rejection, its inability 
to discover, even by independent investiga
tion, th.e meaning of the 14th amendment to 
the Constitution, at the time of its passage 
and its doubts as to the amount of psycholog
ical knowledge available in the 1890’s. 
Whereupon the Court then proceeded to cite 
“modern authorities,” consisting of numer
ous sbcialis£ic textbook writers. Tn other 
words, the Supreme Court refused to fol-
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Date: 1/10/58

Transmit the folioJUJEOIWBWAIB ' PLAIN____

Via TELETYPE
'ithod of Mailing)

URGENT

। ' Mr. Tolsoi^, 
I Mr. Beardfi&j

I , Mr. H
I | Mr. J -do 

* MifS^en
Mr. ---------

1 ;4r. . iter------- ■ 
I Mr. Clayton-------  
I Tel". Room--------
I Mr. Holloman---- ; 
I-Miss Gandy------ -

TO DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC, RICHMOND .
11:20 A.m

FROM SAC, WFO

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, IS DASH X

ADVISED SPECIAL AGENT HARMON J. OGREN

THAT ACCORDING TO ADMIRAL CROMMELIN IS IN TOWN AND

b6 
b7C 
b7D

ON JAN. TEN, FIFTYEIGHT, WILL GO TO ORANGE, VIRGINIA, TO VISIT THE

FURTHER THAT

PLANNED TO CONDUCT AN ORGANIZATIONAL"' CAMPAIGN AT WINCHESTER.

VIRGINIA. ON JAN. ELEVEN, FIFTYEIGHT, AND IF UNABLE TO TRAVEL TO

^'ARTHORt- OF

AND

WINCHESTER ON JAN. ELEVEN, FIFTYEIGHT, WOULD GO JAN. EIGHTEEN,

b6
b7C

FIFTYEIGHT.
ALSO STATED THAT W® ^OME PEOPLE WHO KNOW

SOME PEOPLE^-^UOTE ARE GOING TO TRY TO GET JOHN ^SPER TRANSFEREE

TO THE PRISON LIBRARY AND IT WOULD BE WITHIN A MONTH. THE,ORIGINAL

b7D

Bureau (100-423395)
1- Teletype Unit

INFORMATION IS IN

Sent Per
Specie^ Agent in Charge

15 JAN 16 1958



STANDARD FO«yM NO. <4 < <
Office JVlc^ sanctum • united RNMENT

TO : 1 V. Boardman DATE: j^DU <U 1

FROM : A. H.

f- If

subject: DISSEMINATION OF LITERATURE 
FLANKED ENVELOPES EMANATING 
THE OFFICE OF UNITED STATES 
SENATOR RICHARD B. RUSSELL 
INFORMATION CONCERNING

MEIH IS UNCLASSIFIED

Gandy

A Washington Field Office informant in the ^Khite Citizens 
Councils of District of—CoJLumhia (W'CCDC) has advised tvCCDC obtained from 
United States Senator icichardB. Kuss ell (Democrat - Georgia), or someone 
"connected" with him, 4,000 reprints of an article "A Tragedy'of Errors,"1 
which was printed jn the "Congressional record" at Senator Fussell’s ( 

Michaelrequest
of Sweetwater,

This article consists of a talk made by Attorney W.

Tennessee, on August 16, 1957 •
Tennessee, before the Civitan Club of Knoxville hi.

' According to the informant, the^reprints are in manilA Aenvjelop-^
which bear Senator Russell’s frank and can be sent to~a-h^one t/E^ &GCDC . 
designates. *

Ue "j

I This is not a violation within the Bureau’s jurisdic^on.' I J The facts in this matter were presented by Liaison Agent Khaley^
to Chief Postal Inspector David Stephens as a hypothetical case.
Stephens advised that he did not consider the above facts to be a 
violation of postal laws and he would not be anxious to receive a 
complaint of this nature. x

RECOMMENDATION:

In view of the above facts this information is
only to the Deputy Attorney General for his information

(5)

A letter to
Deputy Attorney General is attached for your approval.

Enclosure

JGK:dlh

//f
j<U:

1 - Mr. Boardman
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Liaison Section
1 - Mr. Willi

being dfprnished

t WlWw

8 
I
3 
I



TO MR

/ • UNITED SI NMENT

from MR. R R. RO

H. BELMONT

SUBJECT:
DISSEMINATION OF LITERATURE IN 
FRANKED ENVELOPES EMANATING FROM 
THE OFFICE OF UNITED STATES 
SENATOR RICHARD B. RUSSELL 
INFORMATION CONCERNING

MOOT® z
Mohr________ 
Potion*____
Rosen______  
Tanin
Trotter 
Neaie-______
Tele. Roon _ 
Hollonan ___  
Gandy_______

informant of our Washington Field Office has advised 
that the^White citizens Councils of District of Columbia (WCCDA) 
has received from Senator Russell ls Office "reprints" of an 
article which was printed in the "Congressional Record," at 
Senator Russell's request. This article was placed in approximately 
4,000 envelopes which were sealed and had been furnished to the 
WCCDA for dissemination.

Today, Mr. Whaley of the Liaison Section contacted 
Chief Postal Inspector DaVid Stephens and during the conversation 
asked the Chief if a Congressman or Senator took articles from the 
"Congressional Record, " had them reprinted, placed them in his 
own private sealed envelopes, and then furnished to an independent 
agency for mailing, if this would be a postal violation. The Chief 
was advised that Mr. Whaley was only mentioning the above as a 
hypothetical case and wondered if the Chief could advise whether 
a postal law would be violated. Senator Russell's, name was riot, 
mentioned.

Chief Stephens stated that the post Office has received 
complaints of similar incidents in the past and specifically 
referred to a recent case in the State of New Jersey that was almost 
identical with this case and he stated that the Post Office had 
resolved the matter in favor of the Congressman, stating that it was 
felt that the independent agency had only done the Congressman a 
favor by addressing the envelopes. He stated that ttaoduldhave been 
perfectly legal for the independent agency to furnish its mailing 
list to the Congressman and he in turn could have addressed the df 
envelopes. The Chief stated that he, himself, would not consider 1
the above facts to be a violation of postal laws. He, stated that 
it could possibly be a minor technicalXviolation but he was sure*

WTW;
(S)

NOT RECORDED

1
1
1

- Mr. Belmont
Mr. C. F. Williams p V) I
Liaison Section iHk \ V A

1 - Mr. Whaley
4 if Voi^A^X.^

©
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Memo Roach to Belmont RE: DISSEMINATION OF LITERATURE
IN FRANKED ENVELOPES EMANATING 
FROM THE OFF, OF U,S, SENATOR 
RICHARD B, RUSSELL

that any complaints would be resolved in the favor of the 
Congressman, The chief.was asked if we received any similar 

. complaints whether the Post Office would want to be advised of
same, The Chief stated that frankly he would not be anxious 
to receive the complaint and he then repeated himself stating 
that he did not think it would be a violation,

ACTION

Informative



BoartWian 
Belmont- 
Williams

□ct PtD -39Director, FBI
' L -tn - < -

'v WHITE. CITIZENS COUNCILS
, (. OF OF COLUMBIA ’

January 13, 1958

For your information a confidential informant, 
• who; has furnished reliable information in the past, advised 

' on January 10, 1958, that according to 
.secretary-treasurer of captioned organlHUlldh,. . ■ 

\ / Admiral arommelin, probably referring to Admiral John - 
^ycrommelin (retired) of Alabama who has been active •’ 
/V*Xas a pfosegregationist, was in Washington, b. and 

on January 10, 1958., planned to go to Orange, Virginia, 
to visit the, author of "Iron Curtain Oyer Americ'dT*”^^ *

John Beaty, professor at Southern Methodist 
University in Dalias, Texas, is the author of the book 
"Iron Curtain Over America® which has been branded as 
anti-Semitic by B ’nai Bit Uh* 

_______ _ _ tnformant algp cfa tori ho hart__________ fynm 
 that Flayd FlWinuJ_______

• b7C

00

and_________ J planned to conduct an .
organizational campaign at Winchester, Virginia? on 

11,ft 1958, and if they were unable to travel
to Winchester on that date plan to go on January 18, - 

. 1958. < ‘ ~

. SO 
m

p

. b7C

t7Or' -

With regard to the above on January 13, 1956tp § 
the informant advised that Admiral Crpmmelin was to have s 
met the above-named individuals at Winchester after M ” 
visiting Orange, Virginia. Inasmuch as crommelin did o 
not go to Orange aS scheduled no organizational campaign S' 
was Conducted at Winchester on January 11, 1958 • We 
informant stated plans, for January 18, 1958, with regard 
to an organizational campaign at Winchester are indefinite.

'Ui

Tolson । 
Nichols _ »d<
Boardman V * 
Belmont • -
Mohr ' - - 
P arsons'_  ■ -
Rosen J ■, 
Tamm —;:___
Trotter _ _ - -
Nease ;_
Tele. Rdoni____

.Holloman 
Gandy —_ __

•-< V'-fc

; tsi *•«)

100-423395

(7) BECiD ’SF?



The AttorneyGeneral

In addition to the above the informant advised 
on January 10,1958, that | Isaid ^some people who 
know some people" are going to try to get John Kasper ' 
transferred to the prison library and it would be within 
a month.

John Kasper was formerly executive secretary 
of the White citizens Councils of District of Columbia^ 
On August 31, 1956, he was sentenced to one year in prison 
for "willful contempt" in connection with his activities 
relating to desegregation in the Clinton, Tennessee, 
High School. ' On November 22, 1957, he began serving his 
sentence-at the Federal Correctional Institution, 
Tallahassee, Florida.

1 * Mr. Lawrence F* Walsh 
jaeputy Attorney General

Bufiles reflect the Director has had cordial 
correspondence with John Beaty dating back to at least 
1940. He is author of' a number of other books,. Beaty 
claims the book "IRon Curtain Over America" is hot anti- 
Semitic. Inasmuch as the book is controversial the 
Director has declined, to comment on it. (94-4-4660)

Information concerning Admiral Crommelin not . 
having gone to Orange, Virginia, and members of 
organization not having gone to Winchester furnished by 
WFO 1/13/58. In.addition Richmond Office advised reliable 
informants reported there was no meeting held at Winchester 
on 1/11/58.
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AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)TO:

SAC, WFO (100-33226)FROM 1

Remyairtel# 1/3,8/58 concerning envelopes in the 
possession of subject organization bearing the franked 
signature of Senator RICHARD B. RUSSELL, U. S. Senate, 
whidh envelopes allegedly contained a flyer entitled^ 
"Tragedy of Errors.”

^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS ClMCCj 
df d;"c. :ae~
IS-X

Mr.
• .Mr,. 
W 

■ Mr,. Trotttf_
Mr. Clayton_  
Tele. Rooin.__

ir. Hui.jman. 
'iss Ga

1/10/58

On|__________________ furnished a written report to
SA ELMER LEE TODD which in part sets forth: I I

(
stated on 1/8/58 that the letters the WCC received frota. 
Senator RUSSELL’s office for mailing were procured by^a 
JIM'RUSSELL who woiks in the Senator’s office. I 1
mentioned that they were opening the letters.puttir^. in » 
other material, (probably the4Law of the Land material, 
according to informant) and sending them out with a three 
cent stamp. I ~~1 mentioned that she has talked to JIM

RUSNELL when she calls up and he is very nice and pleasant .
r ----------

Original report of informant being filed

b7C

£ Bureau

AIRTEL^

RBL: Img 
(5)
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO

idum • UNITED * r rh 7 GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 1/15/58

SUBJECT:

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
IS - X

D. C.

HaBu-let 12/5/57 which gave permission to contact
___________________ |for possible development as a PSI in connec
tion with subject organization. b7C

0 - Bureau 
2 - WFO i—

RBL:mw
(4)

v >'
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| Mr. Boardman
‘ Mr. Belnv nt..
f Mr. Mob>' '•
L.Mr. -
p Mr. r. /
: Mr. I ■

AIRTEL

TO DIRECTOR, FBI 
^SAC, WFO (100-33226) 

0WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

(100-423392)- 1/8/28 {Mb

IS - 
(00:

aka

Mr. ’ ’ 
Tele.

ft' ’

Re WFO airtel dated 1/3/28 stating thatI ___________  
advised on that date that according to |
Secretary-Treasurer of captioned group, Senator RICHARD B. b6 
RUSSELL, or someone "connected" with him, gave the Seaboard b7C 
White Citizens Councils about 4,000 copies of "A Tragedy of 
Errors, " a reprint of remaks of the Senator in the U. S. 
Senate on 8/23/27.

• in connection with the above, a review of WFO 
files reflect that on 12/11/27 an anonymous 'spur ce furnished 
information concerning a letter dated 11/12/27 from "JOHN" 
(KASPER) to "FLOYD" (FLEMING)' entitled "Final instructions." 

'The letter then listed six itemized' things'to be done. The 
* sixth^and «£d.nal instruction was as follows: "Write 'Senator 
RUSSELL for- 1000s more of enclosed." While ho enclosure could
be associated with this letter, it would appear that, the 
letter refers to ' ”

AIRTEL

RET: raw 
(4)
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the above. "A Tragedy of Errors."
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STANDARD FORM NO.64

Um • UNITED' Government .

T° : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-l|23395) DATE:, 1/16/58

uXy *
: SAG, WFO (100-33226-Sub-2)

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.
IS - X

7^a.
J On 12/11/57 an anonymous source furnished informa

tion to this office from the headquarters, of captioned organic 
zation located in Room 5» 1047 31st Street, N. W., Washington, 
D. G. ’

This information consists of 1837 photographs of 
correspondence, miscellaneous lists of names and other papers.

* Bureau
- WFO-

same number

RBL:mw
(3)

The information received from this source is 
presently being prepared for channeling to appropriate 
investigative files' of this office and other offices where 
necessary.

this materialIn view of the voluminous nature 
and to facilitate reporting a permanent sj ol number is 
being assigned to this source. AH inforfaation attributed 
to this source will be given symbol number

In the future if this source is recontacte
will be used

S3 JAN 17 1958

this



TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM SA 100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., aka 
IS - X

In conducting investigation of subient nrMni- 
zatior __ were
u.tilizea. ny supnone call on JO/i./bY this office. was 
authorized to pay up t( If or their se.rvio.es. Tn date 
informants have been naicU

L U ]

In connection with these services these informants
for phone service.

pay this amount and will

Declassify on: OADR

AIRTEL

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7E

RBL:mw 
(4) .

This office desires to 
do so UACB by l/b/58.

- Bureau .
1 - WFO

have incurred expenses of

0 1958





> Mr. Boardma^ 
z- Mr. Belmont 
- Mr. Williams

Washington Field (100-33226)

J- 
or /FBI/ (100-423395)

January 17, 1958

^ElTlZENS COUNCILS OF - 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X ' .

- . Reurairtel dated January 14, 1958.

’ There is being returned herewith the envelope 
and four items described in referenced dirt,el,

Washington Field, Office is instructed to 
obtain and furnished the Bureau one copy of the book 
’’The Age of Error* by W. E, Michael referred to in. 
the. enclosed material, .

Enclosures (5)

-y '

/ NOTE ON YELLOW: ■ / - ,

• - See memo Belmont to Boardman/ CFW:dih, "Dissemination
j of Literature id Franked Envelopes Emanating from the Office .

of United States Senator Richard B. Russell, information’ 
Concerning,” ’’The'Age of Error” was written by Michnbi '

• who is an attorney in Tennessee and. concerns the integration
. question in- that stale. It is- being /obtained for review
„ , at/the Bureau. The Bureau library does not have this book.

_ ' t . (

Tolson_ ' ■ 
.Nichols - ■ \
Boardmai);______
Belmont
Mohr -.. .

1 Parsons _ - ■
Rosen-_____ __ _  
Tamm —______
.Trotter___ ■
Nease ; ■ ; - - 
role. Room_  
-Holloman__ ■ 

’ Candy - A • ';: o^-

.CFNrdlh

(7)
ri 3il

JAM 17 in/



AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

’ROM SAC, WFO (100-33226)

ITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C
IS

On 1/14/58 SA THOMAS C. RIES received from Major

head
bears

Mr. Betaoat—. I 
M*. -Mate—..—
Mt, HtMe---------
Mr. Batsons-------
Mr. Rwn -------
Mr. Tamin_-------
Mr. Trotter-------
Mr, Clayton------.
TM». Room,-------
Mr. Holloman----
Mias Gandy-------

MILDRED BAILEY, G-2 MDW, the enclosed pieces of literature 
and envelope. This material was received by Major JOE H.
AGEE, U.S.A.>32 Teton Place, Alexandria, Virginia. The 
envelope in which the material was contained bears the 
return address of Suite 5, 1.04/7 '31st-<St4<..N... W., the 
quarters of subject organization. The enVeldpe also
the frank of Senator RICHARD B. RUSSELL;as well as a 
canceled three cent stamp. ■ ‘ ■ V, - ’ ,

I The literature enclos-ed in the envelope is 
follows:

as

1. A flyer which has <pn one side a photograph 
of JOHN KASPER and the questiory^Wby is JOHN KASPER, in Jail?" 
The bottom of this page has a request for contribution to 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils. The opposite side of this 
sheet contains an article entitled "The Coming Red Dictatorship." 
This is an article attacking persons of Jewish origin and 
this same article has been formerly published by "Common 
Sense" whose editor is CONDE MC GlNLEY.

3.
; of the Land.”

i-,\Y

AIRTEL

EX-135

RBL:mw 
(4)

s 2.. A flyer announcing the publication of a book 
"The^Age of Error” by W^. E/J4ICHAEL published by Vantage 

\yPress, 120 West 31st SV.,, N.Y.C.N.Y. .

A-fIyer. entitled^What is the Supreme Law 
This flyer is an attack against integration and

ends with g.g^ques^for contributions to subject organization.

J



WO 100-332 26

4. A repaint of a portion of the Congressional 
Record entitled WTPrggedy of Errors," the remarks of Hon. 
RICHARD B. RUSSELL in the Senate'of the United States, 
Pri-dayj August 23, 1957., Across the top of this reprint 
is stamped in red ink "Very, very important!" "JOHN KASPER."

The above four items and the envelope in which 
they were enclosed are forwarded to the Bureau for informa
tion. It is requested that they be returned to WO when 
they have served their purpose.

. I_____________ loyally,..advised SA ET.MER LEE TODD on
1/13/58 that according to I_______________ /approximately
2'500 to 3000 of these envelopes from Senator RUSSELL’S 
office had been mailed.
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THE COMING RED
DICTATORSHIP

ASIATIC MARXIST JEWS CONTROL ENTIRE WORLD AS 
LAST WORLD WAR COMMENCES. THOUSANDS 

OFf PLOTTERS PLACED IN KEY POSITIONS BY INVISIBLE 
GOVERNMENT. FEW WERE EVER ELECTED.

I. The information printed here is not 
available from any of the regular channels 
of information which are controlled by our 
enemy.

II. Read carefully and judge for yourself 
about what is wrong with America.

DI. UNLESS YOU ACT AT ONCE to 
stop this plot which has been steadily pro
gressing for many years, and especially the 
last .20 years, and now has its key men in 
the desired positions of power, ready to 
pull the strings which will submerge Gentile 
humanity forever.

IV. Every Senator and Congressman is 
constantly voting on questions concerning 
the world crisis, yet few have the guts to 
tell the people what is back of the entire 
world crisis and to advocate measures to 
counteract it

V. Rather than endure the smear that 
would come their way, many members of 
Congress are willing to sell their own fu
ture generations into slavery. Spineless 
creatures engrossed with the egotism of the 

importance of their positions and thinking 
'they are the aTT-wise mentors of the- nation 
passing on its vital questions, whereas they 
are guilty of the grossest hypocrisy of all 
times in evading the one and all important .

Edward M. M. Warburg 
Head of 

Kuhn, Loeb Co.

VUI. Communism is a Jewish world 
mastery plot.

IX. It is the Jewish plot to enslave the 
Gentiles and to rule over them as kings 
over slaves.

X- The Jews consider this their destiny 
as “the chosen people”.

The Russian revolution was fi- 
nanced by Jews, Jacob Schiff, Otto Kahn &
Paul Warburg, of Kuhn, Loeb & Company, 
New York bankers. They advanced 48 mil
lion dollars and trained 276 Jewish revo
lutionaries in New York City on the lower 
East Side who were shipped to Russia in 
1917 to direct the overthrow of the gov
ernment and set up the present Commu
nist government of U. S. S. R. They passed 
through Germany (with whom we were 
then at war), by ..permission, of.Paul War
burg’s brother, who was the Kaiser’s Chief 
of Espionage, and permission of the Ger
man Chancellor, Von Bethman-Hollweg 
(Jew). Trotsky and Lenin were the lead
ers. All attempted assassinations and assas- 
inations of Czars were carried out by Jews.

World War III is to exhaust the nations

issue which is the foundation of all other 
questions. They are presiding over the dis
solution of the white race.

VI. Many members of Congress desire to 
. lead a life of hypocrisy and escape the real 

issue, leaving it for others, who, in like 
manner, leave it for others, and all touch 
it not. Thus the internal enemy has a free 
and untrammeled field in which he is mov
ing rapidly forward to the climax.

VIL Needed is a simultaneous effort of a 
large group of Senators and Congressmen 
to expose this plot because there is protec
tion in numbers. The- public could thus 
be aroused, and once aroused, would give 
them its support, and smear of individuals 
could not take place when a goodly number 
act simultaneously.

Jso that they will agree to a Jewish world 
। • ’government. The Jew-controlled United 
l^._JNations is to be the world government; the

James P. Warburg 
World Government Leader

IB

David Dubinsky 
Russian«born World Wide 

Labor Leader

flag of the United Nations is taken from 
the flag of Israel and Russia.

The world crisis is made by 
BERNARD BARUCH. FELIX FRANKFUR
TER, LEHMAN, JAMES PAUL WAR
BURG, LEWIS L. STRAUSS (of Kuhn, 
Loeb & Co., and who was recently appointed 
Chairman of the U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission by EISENHOWER), ROTHS
CHILD estate, MORGENTHAU, EIN
STEIN, and the rest of their Jewish con
spirators.

Why do Jews talk of the crisis 
we have with Russia? They control the gov
ernments of Russia, England, France, Israel, 
and the United States. The crisis is their 
own making, brought about by them in

military straitjacketaorder to put 
to them.

us in

Herbert Lehman 
Leader in 

Marxist Plot

Felix Frankfurter 
Placed Many Reds in 

Government

Henry Morganthau 
Gave Money Plates 

To Communists

Bernard M. Baruch 
Most Powerful 
Man in World.

Anna M. Rosenberg 
Loaded Defense Dept. 

With Reds.



JOHN KASPER 
^eriw’. First Political Prisoner

John Kasper is in jail because in the process of fighting for segregation and the 
Constitutional rights of all citizens, he exposed the jewish-communist conspiracy 

’ behind racial integration and the corrupt politicians who would sell their people 

into slavery for personal gain.

For years, the jewish-communist controlled press had kept the truth from the Amer
ican people. They had effectively smeared every man who attempted to break their 
barrier of lies.

But John Kasper was different. He refused to quit, even under their most vicious 
smears. His supporters were growing day by day. The people were at last being 
awakened and organized for effective resistance to jew-communist integration. John 
Kasper had survived their smear campaign and become stronger as a result of it.

The situation had become desperate for the jew-communists. Stronger tactics were 
necessary to silence John Kasper, and restore the American people to their former 
state of unknowing servitude.

With the aid of an illegal, unconstitutional injunction prohibiting free speech, 
John Kasper was jailed.

His subsequent fight for freedom was of no avail in courts whose judges were con
trolled by the jewish-communist conspiracy. John Kasper was sentenced to a year 
to a federal penitentiary. He .appealed to the Supreme Court...............

This Court, which has held that a communist may advocate the overthrew of our 
Government by force and violence and be protected under the free speech clause of 
the First Amendment to the Constitution, refused to hear John Kasper's appeal. A 
segregationist has no freedom of speech. This right, it seems, is reserved for 
communists only. John Kasper began serving his year's sentence. The jew-ccmrau- 
nists and their NAACP stooges rejoiced.

Then John Kasper was brought to trial in another case involving freedom of speech. 
He was sentenced to a six months' prison term. This case is still to the process 
of being appealed. Funds are desperately needed to carry this case forward.

In the meantime, John Kasper has been sent to Tallahassee,. Florida to serve his 
sentence, thus, in view of our limited finances, depriving his attorney of the 
right to confer with him. By these tactics the jew-communists think to completely 
silence John Kasper. All this will not stop us, but we need your financial support 
badly.

The Seaboard White Citizens Councils is a non-profit organization. There are no 
paid officers or employees. All funds are used for legal attack and the distribu
tion of anti-communist literature. We urge you to send your contribution today.

M? Help us to help you J

The communist-jews know many ways to eliminate the patriots who oppose their con- 
v spiracy. Forrestal, who refused to be used, either jumped or was pushed from a 
window of Bethesda Naval Hospital. Senator McCarthy died a mysterious death. WILL 
KASPER BE NEXT? We are keeping a watchful eye upon his health.

Don't put off until tomorrow what you can do today. Send your contribution immediately.

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIIS 
Suite 5, 1047 31st Street, N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.

SEE OTHER SIDE F® FACTS ON THE JEWISH-COMAUNIST CONSPIRACY
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(Hot printed at Government expense)

Congressional Word
PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE 85^ CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION

A Tragedy of Errors
REMARKS

OF
HON. RICHARD B. RUSSELL

OF GEORGIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, August 23, 1957

Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in 
the Record an able address delivered 
by Hon. W. E. Michael, an attorney of 
'Sweetwater, Tennessee, before the Civi- 
tan Club of Knoxville, Tenn., on 
August 16, 1957.

Mr. Michael is an author on legal sub
jects, and has recently written a book 
entitled The Age of Error, which clearly 
points up the lack of Constitutional basis 
of the school integration decisions re
cently handed down by the Supreme 
Court.

This able address deals with the 
methods employed by district courts to 
enforce the monstrous decision in the 
Brown case. It clearly depicts the per
version of our judicial processes which 
was sure to follow judicial law based on 
psychology and the findings of a Swedish 
socialist rather than the Constitution 
and established law.

There being no objection, the address 
was ordered to be printed in the Record, 
as follows: '
(By W. E. Michael, attorney, Sweetwater, 

Tenn., author of the Age of Error (Van
tage Press, Inc., New York))
In July 1957, in the United States district 

court at Knoxville, Tenn., a trial was held 
which could be accurately designated a 
'■Tragedy of Errors.” Had it not been that 
basic principles of human freedom were at 
stake, this trial might well have been named 
after on.e of Shakespeare’s immortal plays, 
A Comedy of Errors. Sixteen citizens of 
Anderson County were first accused of crim
inal contempt for violating an injunction to 
which they were not parties. Later they were 
charged with having conspired with John

446115—64189 '

Kasper to violate the same injunction. All 
circumstances indicated clearly that they 
were so joined because that was the only 
way in which they could possibly be accused, 
much less convicted, of any crime.

NEW TECHNIQUES

In this trial the new technique of Govern
ment by injunction, rather than the ordi
nary processes of law, made its bow to Amer
ican Jurisprudence. ’

In this trial was demonstrated the method 
by which the Supreme Court of the United 
States evidently intended, through the De
partment of Justice, to enforce against the 
South the philosophy of the Supreme Court 
as expressed in the school-integration cases.

In this contempt trial, for the first time 
in the memory of any of the lawyers for 
the defense, newspapers were admitted as 
evidence of a circumstance to show proof of 
notice or an injunction.

In this trial, through motion pictures, 
magazine articles, pictures and snatches of 
extraneous and unrelated fragments of cir
cumstances, the Government undertook to, 
and evidently did, to the satisfaction of the 
jury, make out a case of guilt by association. 
Guilt by association is repugnant to every 
concept of American Justice. It debases and 
violates the very fundamental proposition of 
law that one charged with a crime is pre
sumed to be innocent until proven guilty 
beyond a reasonable doubt by competent and 
credible proof.

The 16 Anderson County defendants were 
represented by more than 12 lawyers from 
7 different States (6 from Tennessee), repre
senting an aggregate of more than 300 years’ 
experience, either upon the bench, or at the 
bar of Justice. The fact that six of these de
fendants were convicted of a crime (con
spiracy) which the defense believed had 
never even been committed, or if committed, 
certainly never proven by competent evi
dence, indicates the very grave dangers which 
we face if these new techniques of modern 
jurisprudence supplant the time-honored 
checks and balances of our historical form 
of government. X-

NO REFLECTION .UPON THE JUDICIARY

I do not intend any reflection upon United 
States District Judge Robert L. Taylor, a per
sonal friend of mine, an honorable man, and



y?
a conscientious judge, nor upon the able 
district attorney, John Crawford, and his 
equally able staff, I have the greatest rever
ence for all of our courts as Institutions of 
government; but when any of these courts 
impinge upon our constltutldnal freedoms, It 

- is the' prlviiege of every citizen to’ disagree 
with such decisions, and that It is the duty 
of a lawyer to speak frankly, and forcefully 
for the purpose of correcting such errors' and 
of preserving those principles of free gov
ernment which we all cherish.

HISTORY OF CLINTON CASE
On December 5, 1950, a suit, known as 

the Jo Heather McSwain case, was filed on 
behalf of a small percentage of the Negro, 
students In Anderson County. This suit 
was sponsored and prosecuted by the 
N. A. A. C. P. and Its nonresident Negro 
lawyers. The purpose of this suit was to 
require the Anderson County School Board 
to admit these Negro students to the white 
schools in Anderson County.

When the case came to trial In the United 
States District Court at Knoxville, Judge 
Taylor denied the petition for Integration. 
While the case was on appeal, the Supreme 
Court of the United States in the now famous 
integration case (Brown v. Topeka) handed 
down an opinion on May 17, 1954, holding, 
that the 14th amendment prohibited the 
operations of segregated public schools by a 
State, even if school facilities were equal.

As a result of the Supreme Court action, 
the court of appeals reversed the Anderson 
County case, and Judge Taylor, on Jan
uary 4, 1956, entered an order -against' 
the Anderson County School Board in which 
it is said; "It is the opinion of this court 
that desegregation as to high school students 
in that county should be effected by a defi
nite date and that a reasonable date should 
be fixed as one not later than the beginning 
of the fall term of the present year of 1956.” 
Let us observe in passing that this order 
was not limited, as we insist that it should 
have been, to ordering the Anderson County 
School Board to admit the petitioners under 
the opinion of the court of appeals, but it 
went further and ordered the desegregation 
of all high schools in Anderson County. 
In other words, all the other colored chil
dren were then to be forced to go to the 
white school whether they wanted to go 
there or not. In fairness to Judge Taylor the 
order which he entered appears to be ex
actly in keeping with what the Supreme 
Court had In mind in its opinion and or
ders in the case of Brown v. Topeka. The 
objection to it Is that the order and the 
opinion of the Supreme Court were con
trary to the law of the land, In violation of 
the Constitution of the United States and 
of the constitutions and statutes of the 
Southern States, to which alone the’deci
sion applied.

Ten of the Clinton defendants were either 
acquitted by the jury, or the charge as to 
them was dismissed, but not until these

citizens, who stand "not guilty” of all 
charges, had Seen terrorized, humiliated, aild 
branded’ as hoodlums, They had been put 
in Irons, kept in jail, paraded in front of 
television, and newsfeel cameras, torn from 
their' homes, and their jobs and forced at. 
great sacrifice to attend, numerous hearings 
and to spend, many days in. court.

Were it possible to do so, the entire record 
of this contempt, cusp should, be -written and 
should be required study In every school in 
the land. Under the proof Introduced by the 
Government aiid upon which the conviction 
of the six Clinton defendants rests, any per
son present or any person reading, these 
words could have been convicted had that 
person simply happened to walk along a 
street in Clinton, sit In a parked automo
bile, attend a public meeting, sign a peti
tion, appear before the school board as an 
interested patron, or do, whlie in Anderson 
County, any of the other lawful acts shown 
to have been done by any of the 16 defen
dants.

FACTS OF THE CASE
What were the facts in the case?- Without 

leaving out any Important matter Inten
tionally, and certainly without misquoting 
or misconstruing any part of tlie evidence 
intentionally, this is in substance what hap- ’ 
pened. John Frederick Kasper came to 
Clinton, Tenn., about August 25, 1956, with
out the knowledge of any of the local de
fendants. He had been there only 2 or 3 
days when an Injunction was issued against 
him. and others not now parties to the 
present contempt proceedings. Pertinent 
provisions of that injunction are as follows:

“It is ordered and decreed by the court 
that the aforementioned persons, their 
agents, servants, representatives, attorneys, 
and all other persons who are acting, or may 
act In concert with them be, and they are, 
hereby , enjoined and prohibited from iur? 
ther hindering, obstructing, or in anywise 
interfering with the carrying out of the 
aforesaid order of this court (the desegre
gation order) or from picketing Clinton 
High School, either by words, or acts or other
wise."

On the 4th day after his arrival, Kasper 
was convicted of violating the injunction, 
at which time he was sentenced to a year 
in prison.

A White Citizens Council, composed of 
more than 500 outstanding citizens of An
derson County, was formed for the purpose 
of trying to prevent mixing of the races in 
the- local schools. Almost 500 citizens and 
patrons of Anderson County signed a peti
tion to the school board to that effect, sev
eral weeks before' Kasper’s arrival. Local 
citizens of Anderson County fiied at least 
two suits in the State courts seeking to 
prevent such integration and some of the 
defendants were parties to those suits. 
Others'appeared before the school board and 
requested that the board take legal steps 
to avoid race mixing. All of these things
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happened without Kasper’s knowledge or 
participation, according to the evidence. 
Therefore, he could not have been respon
sible for them.

The vast majority of people in Anderson 
County were opposed to Integrating the 
schools and were trying In every peaceful 
and legitimate manner possible to prevent 
it. As these efforts failed to produce re
sults, tension began to mount and feelings 
ran high, until about the latter part of No
vember and the first of December 1956, they 
reached a crescendo. Newspaper reporters, 
magazine writers, radio and television cam
eramen and news photographers descended 
upon the little city of Clinton. It must be 
said that a few local people basked in this 
new sunlight of publicity. The majority 
of them regretted it, but there was little 
they could do except to protest. .These peo
ple knew that something sacred had been 
violated, but no capable local leadership 
appeared to correctly Inform them as to the 
law and to assist and advise them In their 
struggle to protect their fundamental 
freedoms.

Instead, they were faced with a condition 
unique in this country. An injunction had 
Issued against certain Individuals as already 
described. No one apparently understood it 
and some believed that this injunction was 
against everybody in the county and pro
hibited everybody from doing anything that 
would Interfere with desegregation. Mr. Sid
ney Davis, one of the lawyers in the case 
originally, and one of those who helped to 
initiate the injunction and contempt pro
ceedings, admitted that he so construed the 
injunction. Every lawyer knows that there 
is no authority for issuing a broadside in
junction. An injunction must be specific. 
It must Identify the person enjoined, must 
be served upon them by an authorized per
son, and must inform the persons involved 
exactly what they can, or must, or must not, 
do. None of the 16 defendants was served 
with the Injunction, nor was there any proof 
that they knew or understood it.

The people were also faced In Anderson 
County with a rule of "home guard.” These 
were certain local persons organized into a 
sort of makeshift constabulary, armed with 
a variety of deadly weapons and permitted 
by the local authorities to go upon the streets 
breaking up any congregation of people, pre
venting any public speakings, and in gen
eral, suspending in Clinton, Tenn., the con
stitutional freedoms of speech, of assemblage, 
of petition, and of seeking redress for griev
ances. This so-called home guard actually 
threw tear-gas bombs into peaceful and un
armed groups where old men and women and 
little children were painfully injured.

WHY WAS KASPER INCLUDED?

When defenses were interposed for these 16 
defendants under the attachment of Decem
ber 5, 1956, it was evident that these de
fendants could not be prosecuted for violat

ing an Injunction to which they were not 
parties, unless they were either agents, em
ployees, attorneys, or servants of, or acting 
in concert with, somebody who had been 
served with the Injunction. Kasper was not 
even in Clinton when the event occurred on 
December 4, 1956, which precipitated this 
contempt proceeding, but he was the only 
one against whom the injunction was being 
prosecuted at that time. Furthermore, Kas
per had received so much unfavorable pub
licity that most people were willing to convict 
him on general principles. The bringing 
of Kasper Into this contempt proceeding with 
the 16 and charging them with having agreed 
with him in November, or’ in December, 
1956, to violate the Injunction, confesses a 
complete inability on the part of the Gov
ernment to make out a case against the 16.

There was no evidence of any agreement 
or conspiracy between Kasper and any of the 
defendants. The Government did not pro
duce a witness as to any such agreement or 
conspiracy, except the lawyer witness, Sidney 
Davis, who said that he helped to get out 
the petition for attachment against the 16 
and while admitting that he had no evidence 
of a conspiracy between them and Kasper, 
he said, “I felt in my heart that they were 
working together." This is every word that 
the Government had upon which to predi
cate any proof of an actual agreement or 
conspiracy. In your mind, as American cit
izens, is that sufficient evidence upon which 
to convict and condemn to jail citizens who 
have done nothing more than to fight for 
their fundamental rights?

This is not a brief for or against John Kas
per. Every concept of freedom requires that . 
he be granted the constitutional guaranties 
of a fair and impartial trial, freedom of 
speech, and the presumption of innocence 
in any criminal case, until proven guilty by 
competent and credible proof beyond a rea
sonable doubt. On this basis, the Govern
ment’s proof gives John Kasper a clean bill 
of health in this case. Let us look at part 
of the record briefly.

EVIDENCE AS TO KASPER

This is all the Government proved as to 
Kasper: he came to Clinton and met and 
talked to numerous people in their homes 
and in public places; he made public 
speeches at one of which a court reporter 
testified that she was present and recorded 
his speech, but not one word of it was 
introduced as evidence; he opened public 
meetings with prayer; he told members of 
the School Board of Anderson County that 
his purpose there was to try to get the 
Negroes out of the high school and to pre
vent the mixing of the races in public 
schools. This is no more than many hun
dreds of Anderson County parents and citi
zens told the school board orally and in 
writing. He did not say,. and the Govern
ment witnesses did not testify that he said 
he intended to accomplish this end by any
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but peaceable and, lawful means. The. proof 
further showed that some high school girls 
approached Kasper and asked him to help 
them form a teen-age White'Citizens Coun-, 
ell.He responded that he was under an 
injunction and that he could not do so, but 
that’ he could tell them where to write for 
a charter. He was arrested and tried in 
Anderson County for inciting a riot, in 
which suit he was found “not. guilty” by 
an Anderson County jury. There is not one 
word; of testimony 'connecting Kasper with 
any 'violence, overt acts, conspiracy or agree
ment with anybody to violate any Injunc
tion, -

If Kasper was not proven guilty of such 
.an agreement Or conspiracy, then a verdict 
of guilty could not stand against any of 
the other six who were "convicted. Can any
body believe for a minute that under such 
proof that there, would have been a'convic-. 
tlon against >ny of the 16, had not Kasper 
been brought in as a defendant in the' 
desperation move?

As io TILL

Willard H. Till was shown to have been 
president of the White Citizens Council. He 
opened meetings with prayer, and publicly 
stated that under nd circumstances did the 
White Citizens Council condone violence 
.or illegal method/, but that its purpose was 
to try to restore to the people of Tennessee 
the’right to have segregated schools in ac-. 
cof dance with the laws and the constitution 
of the State of Tennessee. He presented 
six requests to the Anderson County School 
Board on the subject, two of which the 
board adopted; He was not shown to have 
been involved in any violence. Neither had 
he lifted his voice against any person; He 
was in the courthouse in Anderson County,- 
Tejin,, yhen Kasper was Acquitted of incit
ing a riot.- The motion pictures Introduced 
by the Government showed Till walking 
down the corridor of the courthouse and 
stopping behind a group which was evl-. 
dently where some' of the witnesses w.ere 
congregated; at which place he stopped and 
lightly placed his hand upon the back of a 
person unknown, but who was not Kasper. 
Apparently the only basis for convicting Till 
was tlie argument that “he didn't have to 
put his arm around John Kasper.” As ah 
American citizen, are you satisfied with an
other American citizen being convicted and 
facing a possible jail sentence or. fine, .or 
both,' for the activities of tfie man Till, 
which I have just described? Would It add 
anything to the evidence against Till If it 
were shown that he did meet and talk with 
Kasper on 2 or 3 occasions and that on 
some other occasions they were in the same 
public meeting? Tills is “guilt by associa
tion.”

AS TO BRANTLEY
Lawrence Brantley was also convicted. The 

only proof concerning him was that his 
■ automobile was parked oh a public street

near the Clinton School on several occasions, 
and that on December 4, 1956; he was seen 
standing in a large crowd some distance 
away from the school house and In front of 
the school recreation building. At some un- 
dlsclosedtlme, Kasper had been seen on sev
eral occasions going to and from the home 
of Brantley. There was ho proof that’he- 
had eVer tittered a word, made any agree
ment, or performed any act even remotely 
connected: with “desegregation” at the Clin
ton schools, Are you satisfied as American, 
citizens that .under, the true facts which I 
have just given to you, Lawrence Brantley 
should be.convicted of conspiracy^ or crimi
nal contempt and forced to either pay a fine, 
undergo a jail sentence, or both? '

WHY THE CONTEMPT CASE?
The Incident which occurred bn December 

4, 1'956, when Kasper was not in town-and 
which apparently’occurred b’n tlie spur of 
the moment, and therefore could not have 
been'the result of a conspiracy with Kasper,- 
was a fist .fight bccjirlng between one of the 
defendants, Clyde Cook, and - a certain 
preacher of pilnton, Tenh; Two suits are 
still pending’ in the courts of Anderson 
County against Clyde Cook bn.account of. 
this fight and that'is wherethe jurisdiction. 
Ues and where the question should be de
cided under our system of government. It 
had no place In this proceedings. Since a 
preacher was involved, It could be used, and 
was used. Tn the press and by ’radio and 
television to inflame the public—used . by 

.these forces who are fomenting ail of this 
trouble and .who are distorting tlie true 
facts to make it falsely appear to the.Nation 
that oniy -“hoodlums” oppose the integration 
of public, schools. In ' the Spilth; This 
preacher announced from his, pulpit that he 
was going to escort tlie .Negro children to 
the Clinton high school; He’ went to the 
chief of police ’who took a dlmview .of the 
preacher's announced project. The’ preadh^ 
er then went' to. the superintendent of 
schools wlib. told him that the school board 
hadcompiled with the Court’s order by 
opening th/ high School to the. Negro stii- 
dents. The preacher pointed to some autb- 
mpbiies parked along the street and said 
that tiie Negroes were afraid to go to school 
because'hf those' automobiles. He ..was. in
formedby the superintendent that such was 
simply a "pretext; that tlie Negroes did not 
want .to go to the white high school arid he 
was not going to be a party .to forcing them 
tb go. '

By some miraculous means', the Columbia 
Broadcasting System, Life Magazine and 
representatives of tlie press, radio and tele
vision, by the score, were on hand the. next 
morning when this preacher started out to 
do what he called "his Christian duty.''1 It 
Is too bad that lie could-not obey the other 
admonition, hot , to “parade his good deeds 
before men?' Thus' esconced in the sun
light of national publicity, the preacher and 
others proceeded without obstruction, hhi-
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drance or-interference to deliver several-. , • This whole, case, therefore, was predicated, 
—. - ... .... upon the misconception that when anyone;

did anything to interfere with, obstruct, bin-' 
det, or oppose the .integration of the white 
and Negro students in the public schools of 
Tennessee, that that person, was a criminal 
and was in violation of the law.- ,

' ‘ • 1 " 7 .. f,

Negro children to the white high schools 
There was some “heckling", the preacher 
said,- but nothing else. The Negroes were 
taken inside' the school and the preacher 
thereupon returned to the place where sev
eral people stood who had tried to' remon
strate with him; apparently to .“rub it in” a 
little. In the course of “rubbing It in,” be 
became engaged in a fist fight with Clyde 
Cook. Apparently the preacher got the best

*

tow •

of the fight. He is the one who should have 
been arrested and charged with creating the 
difficulties out there. Certainly Kasper was 
not there, and unless Kasper was one of the 
parties and unless that fight was a result of 
a conspiracy between Kasper and some of 
the defendants to violate the injunction, 
there could be no conviction in this case. 
The legal presumption ’of Innocence should 
have resulted In the dismissal of the charges 
as to all defendants.

WHY?
You may well ask, ‘‘Why did the jury 

compound the error which began in the 
Supreme Court and worked its way .down to 
a local situation in Clinton, Tenn,?” Time 
will not permit a discussion of a multitude 
of details. Rather we should consider the 
one overpowering misconception which per
vades the subject of school segregation. 
This great misconception is that there is a 
law requiring the Integration of schools in 
the Southern States. There is no such law. 
There is a $10,000 cash reward for any per
son who can point to a single existing con
stitutional provision or any statute duly en
acted either by the Congress of the United 
States, or by any of the Southern States 
requiring or authorizing the Integration of 
the Negro and white children In the public 
schools of these States.

We are not talking about Integration in 
Illinois. If the people of Chicago and of 
Illinois want to Integrate their schools, that 
Is their business and they have a constitu
tional right to do so. If we don't want to 
Integrate ours, we have a constitutional right 
not to do so. Nevertheless, because the Su
preme Court of the United States rejected 
all the known law on that subject and pro
ceeded to order integration in certain of the 
school cases then before It, the false impres
sion has grown up that “desegregation" is 

' the law of the land. The Constitution of the 
United States defines the "supreme law 
of the land” to be the Constitution and the 
treaties made under Its authority. The deci
sion of the Supreme Court in the integra
tion cases is the law of the case In each In
dividual instance and is binding, upon the 
lower Federal courts, upon the officers of that 
court and upon the parties to those lawsuits 
and those who are working by or through 
them. It Is not yet the law of the land. It 
will never become the law of the land un
less It Is legitimized by constitutional 
amendment and unless it stands the test of 
time.

LAW OF THE LAND OB LAW OF THE. CASE ‘'i 
Almost ..every mediuni of public Informa-' 

tion iri this country has undertaken to con
fuse the, issue and compound the error by 
making it appear that there is. a valid law- 
6r constitutional provision requiring the 
Southern States to “desegregate” . their, 

’schools. It is hard for laymen .to distin
guish between: the law of thei land and the- 
law of the 'case,. But when precious Uber-^ 
ties, are involved,it is necessary td make.' 
that additional mental effort and to, draw a‘ 
clear line of demarcation between that which, 
Is law and, that which Is hot the, law. Every 
court order is not a law. A valid court order, 
must be obeyed by all properly 'included; 
within the order, and the question of wheth
er it is a valid order is always subject to' 
review. ,, ’

Under our Government of checks and bal
ances, the people enact constitutional provl-? 
sions, of changes. They elect the ieglsla-. 
tlve branch of the Government which Is 
charged with enacting the laws. They elect 
the executive branch of the Government 
which is charged with enforcing the law. 
The judicial branch of Government is 
charged with Interpreting and applying the 
laws.

In performing Its function the Judiciary 
has always felt itself bound by the rule of 
precedent, or of what we In law call stare 
decisis. That is the doctrine that when a 
court of last resort, such as the Supreme 
Court of the United States, has interpreted' 
a law, or made a decision which is solidly 
predicated upon constitutional authority, 
and when that decision is accepted by the 
other coordinate branches of the Govern
ment, and by the people, having stood the 
test of time, it then becomes what is known 
as a precedent. When it is written into the 
records of the law and Is cited by lawyers and 
judges as a part of the body of the law, it 
may be referred to as the law of the land. 
Without the guiding hand of legal prece
dent, our whole system of jurisprudence 
would be like a ship without a rudder.

Our present Supreme Court in theintegra- 
tlon cases abandoned the doctrine of stare 
decisis and “rejected” the precedents of 
many cases throughout many years; giving 
as its reason for such rejection, its inability 
to discover, even by independent investiga
tion, the meaning^f the 14th amendment to 
the Constitution at the time of Its passage 
and its doubts as to the amount of psycholpg- 
Ical knowledge available In ’ the 189’O's. 
Whereupon the Court then proceeded to cite 
"modern authorities,” consisting of numer
ous socialistic textbook writers. In other 
words, the Supreme Court refused to fol-

i*1 \ t*4* 
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low, but boldly “rejected” all the established 
law on the subject prior to the time when 
a majority of that Court came upon the 
bench. Having taken this first bold step, 
the Court then proceeded to find that segre
gated schools "were Inherently unequal” and 
that maintaining such public schools by the 
States violated the 14th amendment and 
frustrated the children of the minority group 
(evidently meaning the Negro children) by 
"generating a feeling of inferiority as to 
their status in the community that may 
affect their hearts and minds in a way un
likely ever to be undone.” The opinion gives 
no history for this finding, unless it comes 
from the textbooks cited, nor does the 
opinion indicate how frustration could be
stow Jurisdiction upon a Federal court when 
it would otherwise have none. .,,

THE CONSTITUTION SAYS
Tile 10th amendment to the Constitution 

of the United State's specifically provides that 
all powers not delegated in the Constitution 
to the Federal Government were reserved to 
the States and to the people. The exclusive 
Jurisdiction of a State over its schools has 
been repeatedly reaffirmed by the Supreme 
Court. No Jurisdiction of their schools has 
ever been given to the Federal Government 
by the States, or the people.

The 14th amendment says; “No State shall 
deny to any person within its jurisdiction 
the equal protection of the laws.” There 
could be no serious doubt as to the meaning 
of this amendment. It was interpreted 
many times by jurists and statesmen who 
were living at the time of its passage. It 
meant “protection of the laws”. - It dealt 
only with political, not social, affairs.

In 1896, the Supreme Court of the United 
States decided the case of Plessy v. Ferguson 
(163 U. S. 537) wherein it declared that in a 
case involving intrastate commerce, that if 
the State provided separate but equal facili
ties for the races, that the plaintiff in that 
case, a Negro, was not denied any right guar
anteed him under the 14th amendment to 
the Constitution when he was required to 
ride in the space set apart for his race.

Later, the same question, involving schools, 
came before the Supreme Court a number of 
times, as in the case of Cummings v. Board of 
Education (175 U. S. 528) and, as late as 1927, 
in a case involving a Chinese girl, Gong Lum 
v. Rice (275 U. S. 78), the question of the 
constitutionality of the Mississippi constitu
tion was tested in the light of the 14th 
amendment. In all of these cases the Su
preme Court repeatedly held: (1) That the 
question ’of whether the public schools of a 
State should be segregated was purely a ques
tion, under the 10th amendment of the Con
stitution, for the individual States to decide; 
(2) that the terms employed in the 14th 
amendment applied to political rights and 
not to social rights.

In other words, many years ago, the Su
preme Court gave the He to the modern 
propagandist’s device by which he contrives

to make It appear that going to school in a 
desegregated school is a civil right. The Su
preme Court has often rejected any such 
theory In strong language and this rejection 
had been and was the law of the land.

THE COUBT HAS SAID
In Plessy v. Ferguson the Court said:
"The object of the amendment (14th) was 

undoubtedly to enforce the absolute equality 
of the two races before the law but in the 
nature of things, it could not have been in
tended to abolish distinctions based upon 
color, or to enforce social as distinguished 
from political, equality or commingling of 
the two races upon terms unsatisfactory to 
either.”

In the Cummings case the Court said:
"Any interference on the part of the Fed- 

'eral" authorities with the management of 
such schools cannot be justified, except In 
the case of a clear and unmistakable disre
gard of rights secured .by the supreme law of 
the land.”

Let it be remembered that the supreme law 
of the land is the Constitution of the United 
States and the treaties made thereunder.

In the Gong Lum case the Court said:
"The right and power of the State to regu

late the method providing for the education 
of Its youth at public expense Is clear * * *. 
The decision Is within the discretion of the 
State In regulating Its public schools and 
does not conflict with the 14th amendment.”

The decision mentioned was from the Su
preme Court in Mississippi, which was af
firmed.

In overruling and rejecting the law of the 
land, and in substituting therefor an unsup
ported finding that the l^th amendment, 
contrary to what the Supreme Court had 
always said, prohibited segregation of the 
State owned and operated public schools, the 
Court exercised a legislative function and 
wrote into the records of this country a new 
and different statement of the law and one 
which we believe it had no authority to write. 
After having written that law, then the Su
preme Court ordered its enforcement with all 
reasonable speed. It was that order that 
brings us back to the Clinton, Tenn., con
tempt case. That is the key to the method by 
which the present Supreme Court evidently 
undertakes to enforce its legislation. Thus, 
we have the spectacle of the courts making 
the law, then interpreting the law, then 
providing for the enforcement of the law by 
injunction, then making that Injunction ef
fective against everyone by charges of con
spiracy in criminal-contempt proceedings. 
This has the effect of making the courts the 
lawmakers, the accuser, the prosecutor, and 
the judge. Such a state of affairs is com
pletely and utterly repugnant to everything 
that we hold dear in this country.

The problem before us transcends any 
question of racial Integration. It cuts at the 
very heart of the Republic. Without a rigid 
adherence to a written Constitution and 
without the stern guidance of precedent, our
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law would become a rule of caprice, a.Gov- 
ernment of men and not of law. We should' 
consider the serious Import of the develop
ments just discussed upon the lives of those 
whom they are ostensibly designed to help— 
that is, the southern Negro. The southern 
Negro has been making great progress in the 
last 25 or 60 years. The South has devel
oped a sort of peaceful coexistence. None 
are sb blind as those who will not see the 
difference between civil and political rights, 
and social or personal privileges.

People from the North and East particu
larly who are pushing integration, are acting 
only, under the guise of friendship for the 
southern Negro. For the most part, they 
are spreading the type of unrest that is such 
a strong weapon of communism. They may 
be doing it unwittingly, but nevertheless, 
that is what they'are' doing. Many integra- 
tlbnlsts are Interested only in who gets the 
electoral vote in States such, as Illinois and 
New York, 'where the Negro vote in Chicago 
and Harlem may mean the difference in win
ning'or losing a presidential election.'

The. southern Negro is being used as a 
pawn in the greai game of national (or Inter
national) politics.-' He will lose more than 
any other citizen if his constitutional 
guaranties are "taken away. He' may be 
cajoled into believing that he is receiving 
some transient advantage by forcing white, 
people to accept him Into white schools, but 
every , intelligent southerner must know that 
it would be'.against the.best interests pt the 
' 446115—64189

southern Negro and against his better judg
ment.

The opposition to the Supreme Court’s 
trend of opinions in integration cases, as1 
well as the widespread dissatisfaction of 
the Court’s decision in cases dealing with 
communism, is. predicated not upon" racial 
hatred or bitterness, but upon love of country 
and of Constitution, and a desire to continue 
a way of life that Has proven itself to be, it 
not perfect, at least peaceful.

There has been more Interracial strife in 
the United States, and particularly in the 
South, since Black Monday in May 1954, thafi 
there had been in any period of time of 
double that length: since Reconstruction 
days. The integration decisions have 
brought grief to the entire country. They 
are generating hatred, distrust of the law, 
enmity between the races, and'wlll bring eco
nomic and‘political chaos, It behopves every 
citizen of this, country to face the .facts and 
take- up the cudgel against any judicial .act 
that threatens’our constitutional form of 
government. One way is a continuance of 
pur way of ilfe^-the preservation of written 
■constitutional Government, The-other way 
is usurpation of power by the courts, rule 
by injunction rather than by statute, and 
execution by the courts rather than by the 
executive branch of the Government. I may, 
have attached more importance to recent de
velopments than they deserve, but honesty 
and candpr-fofc'e the Inescapable conclusions 
that. it. is even later .than, you think.'* ' ' ■ 'J
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1 he most highly charged and dan
gerous issue of our time—integra
tion by judicial decree of black and 
white in the public schools—here 
is examined from the point of view 
of the: South-in a factual, hard-hW 
ting book.

Indicting the recent decision by 
the Supreme Court on the grounds 
that it violates the Tenth Amend
ment to the Constitution, com
pletely reverses precedent estab
lished by the Court itself, and 
evinces ignorance of the facts of life 
in the South, the author goes on to 
show the consequences of this de
cision.
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I HE Ace of.Error discusses ways 
and means of overcoming what the 
author holds to be a disastrous 
error, and of reaffirming the con
stitutional rights of the states. Any 
American, white or Negro, be he 
from (he North or the South, will 
profit from this book.
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..this book will be a material contribution 
to a better understanding of the real issues 
involved." Senator Richard B. Russell.

The "issues involved/' created by the Supreme 
Court’s decision on forced integration, are 
kindling a "foolish fire/1 smoldering, ready 
to burst into raging conflagration.

"Already the tinder is flaring. Riots, bloodshed, 
and terror have occurred in many places where 
integration has been attempted.

With the calm, precise logic of the legal mind, 
W. E. Michael analyzes the controversy, its 
background history, the contentions, the pro
ponents, the possible" consequences. Then 
Mr. Michael gives the legal aspects of the case.

He is well qualified to do so. W. E. Michael 
has been practising law for over thirty years. 
For twenty-five years he was city attorney of 
Sweetwater, Tennessee. He is a member of the 
Tennessee Bar Association and has been active 
for many years in civic and educational work.

THE AGE OF ERROR is an indispensable survey of 
a crucial issue of our time. Order your book 
today. The price...only $3-50-

VANTAGE PRESS

Vantage Press, Inc. 120 West 31st Street New York 1, N. Y.

Please send me .... copies of THE AGE OF ERROR by W.. E. Michael at $3-50 each. If I am 
not pleased, I may return them within five days for a full refund.

JPayment enclosed I I Send C.O.D. I'll pay postage

■ Name

Address



WHAT IS THE SUIHEME LAW CF THE LAND? ■

We heai’ so much of this phrase these days, and it is used by oeoole holding re
sponsible government oositions, in conneotion with Supreme Court decisions that it is 
important for oeople to know just what is the Supreme law of the land.

We turn to the Constitution of the United States to find the authentic answer: 
Article VI, paragraph 2, provides:

’’This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be 
made in pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, 
under the Authority of the United States, shall be tire Supreme law of the 
land.” |

There is the answer to this question, for all to read and know. ’.Then you hear 
some politician, sociologist, psychiatrist, or other crackpot say that a decision of 
the U.S. Supreme Court is the Supreme law of the land, you can immediately brand him 
to be the ignoramus or liar that he is and let him take his choice.

This is just another phoney way to cram integration and mongrelisation dorm our 
throats. It is used frequently by the NAACP and Communists and their ’ ire-lingo and by 
those unscrupulous Government officials who have sold out to them. They are noliticia.ns 
who will sell their souls for votes, ■ .

Now that the Supreme Court has gone out of its way to free a group of West Coast 
Communists; declared State laws against treason and sedition to be unenforceable and 
freed a convicted rapist on the ground he was held in custody too long before he signed 
a confession; has ordered State Boards to admit confessed Communists ts practice law, 
there is consternation in other quarters thAn-the-South. . , _

A segregationist was convicted of criminal contempt of Court for advocating 
"getting the Negroes out of white schools", and the U.S. District Court and a Circuit 
Court of Appeals has held this advocacy is not protected under the First Amendment 
(freedom of speech) of the Constitution. Ch the other hand, the Supreme Court has held 
(Yates case, decided June 17, 1957) that persons "Advocating the overthrow of our 
Government by force and violence" are protected under the First Amendment. The convic
tion of these 14 Communists after a trial by jury in the U.S. District Court for the 
Southern District of California was accordingly reversed and they and others of their . 
kind are free again to continue ooenly and notoriously advocating the overthrow of our 
Government by force and violence. Our Supremo Court protects them by saying this is 
freedom of speech. Yet, when a segregationist advocates getting the Negroes out of 
white schools and "keening our white schools white", then the Courts say this advocacy 
is not protected by freedom of soeech. The Kasner case was presented to the Supreme 
Court on a petition for certiorari. The Supreme Court has refused to hear the Kasper 
case. In so ruling, Kasper has been denied his last legal remedy. On the very day 
Kasper was "denied", the Supreme Court turned loose 3 notorious reds on technicalities. 
In the face of the extreme tolerance shown Communists by the Supreme Court, especially 
with respect to free speech, we' fail to see how the Supreme Court can deny others who 
are not Communists their right to free speech. However, the Court would never give a 
segregationist his day in Court. It would be embarrassing to that Court to have to decide 
that all that Kasper said was protected under the First Amendment and let him go free. 
The Court would never turn Kasper loose because the Communists and left-wingers wouldn’t 
like it.

Also it would be embarrassing for' the Supreme Court to have to decide tfiat since 
the Brown case (school case) was bottomed on the Fourteenth Amendment, that its decision



is unenforceable. The Fourteenth Amendment in Section 5 provides: , . , ‘ -

"The Congress shall have oower to enforce, by approuriate legis
lation, the orovicions of this article."

The Congress has never passed any legislation to enforce the Fourteenth Amend
ment with respect to schools, therefore, the Supreme Court in its zest to legislate and 
enforce its views as sociologists and psychologists has rendered a decision which can
not be legally enforced unless and until Congress provides enforcement legislation.

The Kasner case wo’ild have to be reversed if the Supreme Court granted an appeal 
so we long ago anticipated that rather than expose the dilemma it had itself created, 
it would refuse an anneal by simply deciding that Jasper’s Petition for Certiorari be 
"denied". As that is the case, as we expected, then the moral is: Communists, traitors, 
rapists, and murderers have their day in Court and their Constitutional rights (perhaps 
more) zealously protected, but a segregationist is deurived of established Constitutional 
rights and off he goes to the penitentiary.

We offer to all good Americans a neat, pocket-size edition of the Constitution 
of the United States, nrinted by the Government Printing Office of Washington. Carry 
it with you and know your rights. Price 100 plus 50 mailing costs.

The American Resolution first occurred in the minds of the people. It occurred 
more than 20 years before the first musket was fired. It was won as a lawsuit, a legal 
"case" FITGT, J at er by heroic courage on the battlefield. First, the colonists had to 
establish their moral position; had, in the beginning, to establish legality and show 
that'the British wara- 1 'tiff side", were illegal in their oonressive money policy, in 
coercing colonists to quarter British soldiers,’ et-CT----- ‘ v

Then it was "the redcoats are coming." Today it is "the reds are coming." The 
unique and unequalled service oerformed by John Kasper and the Seaboard White Citizens 
Councils to Constitutional government and White America is that they have defined the 
legal basis of segregation, States’ Rights, and freedom of speech for all America. The 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils have torn the mask from the race-haters and race-de
stroyers on the Supreme Court and have exposed the 20th Century enemies of the American 
Constitution.

The ] egal right is established and the tyrannical acts of judicial despotism of 
the High Court are revealed to all through the many exhausting lawsuits initiated by 
John Kasper and the Seaboard White Citizens Councils.

One of America’s greatest Constitutional lawyers, Mr. J. Benjamin Simmons, 1025 
Vermont Avenue, N.W., ’Washington, D.C. has served without compensation in patriotic de
fense of white men’s rights, States’ Rights and Constitutional government. Mr. Simmons 
cannot continue the struggle noir can John Kasper remain out of jail unless funds are 
immediately forthcoming from White America to continue the legal effort to regain our 
rights.

Have you ever given for your country? It is the same as protecting one’s own 
children. We need funds urgently and immediately if the great gains we have made over 
a satanic enemy in the last year and a half are to be conserved and pressed forward.

Don’t hesitate. Today send your contributions to the John Kasper Legal Attack 
Fund. Tomorrow will be too late.

Seaboard White Citizens Councils
1047 31st Street, M.W. Suite 5 
Washington, D.C.
FEderal 3-7660



G. A. Nease

DISSEMINATION OF LITERATURE IN 
FRANKED ENVELOPES EMANATING FROM 
THE OFFICE OF US.SENATORRICHARD B.RUSSELL

Mr. Belmont’s memorandum 1/16/58 to Mr. Boardman 
reflected that Senator Russeirs franked envelopes were being need to 
distribute literature concerning the White Citizens Councils St the District 
of Columbia. .

Bill Jordan, Senator MusseWsLegislative Assistant, called 
Mr. DeLoach 1/16/58 onti*& occasions throughout theday to explain the above 
matter. Jordan statedthat m Attorney by the name of Michael from Tennessee 
made a speech last summer entitled ’Tragedy of Errors. 1 Senator Russell 
thought this was < good speech and had it inserted into toe Congressional Record* 
MMtoaellator approached toe Senator andasked fora^^ 
at the time there was & large demaudfdr this speech. Michael stated that the 

, Speech would be distributedthroughthe Committee for Constitutional Government. 
He advised Leem an Anderson, Senator Russell’s Administrative Assistant, 
of the latter distribution. Senator Russell knew nothing of this. Michael also 
requested that distribution of tod speech-W handled through the Senator’s 
franked envelope, which was approved by LeemanAnderspn. "

' After obtaining the frank envelopes^ toe Committee for '
Consiitutional Government did not mail out all toe speeches that had been given 
to tocto by Michael. Gn the contrary, this committee allowed other organizations 
to mail out the said speech with the explicit understanding that toe envelopes . ,
would include only toe speech. One of the organizations allowed to do this^^ was 
toe Seaboard White Citizens Council. According to Jordan, Senator Russell > 
MhwnoWngof toe rawer tovtoich toe^owaitte^ x ’
Government allowed other organizations to handle this distribution. The r 
Seaboard White Citizens Council apparently inserted their own Mteratora w 
the Senator’s envelopes rather than sending toe speech ’ Tragedy of Errors? 
as the Committee for Constitutional Government intended them to do

atfsWS80(6)
cc « Mr.. Boardmaj 
ce-Mr. Belmont 
cc*Mr. Williams 
cc*.hir, Jones

Wile 100-423305 (White Cft&w CouncHs of a a).



Memo to Mr. Tolson
® MBAWH Or LIT1MTDRS Ri FRAMED 
ENVELG® FROM SENATOR RUSSELVS OFFICE

Jordan atatedtoatonthe third Of this month, Senator Russell's 
office beganreceiviiigmaU stamped7 Addressee NoL^ at

eototeii happensto any * to quantity. TheSeaator'soKice^
that White Citizens Councilliterature was to toe envelopes. Senator Russell 
immediately called to toe postal authorittes but w advised tout there appeared 
to be little chance of-ft violation; The post&l autoortoes have since told the 
Senator there appears to be a good chance to maU iraad and 
proceeding toongtoaia^ _

Jordan requestedany available public source information 
W might have Ou; the Committee for Constitutional Government and 
Attorney j, BenjaminSlmmcnu, lG25 Vermont Avenue, Washington, D.C. 
The latter individual to reportedly aa officer to the tor Constitutional
Government. . •'

; *

, ; Aftwehectto^ Mr* JftrdaftWftMvtoedcftkftbto^
•■that W hadnever toyeat^atoft-W* desire to check the -.

• WitoW House 'Ctotoftittee-fth toi*Ameriean Activities concerning toe 
Committee tor ^dhsUtottohM.' Wttwwt* $hto Committee's liles have 
c^fisWrstoift information concerning contempt.ettatowthe said 
wgaftiaattoft and specifically citations agatostM individual by toe same to

time w executive secretary of this organization. Jordan ' 
v^WMAppretoato '*



Jr

A.H.Belmont

DISSEMINATION OF LITERATURE
IN-FRANKED ENVELOPES EMANATING

-FROM THE OFFICE OF UNITED STATES

imWATI(^^ ALL WORMfflON OOBIB 
. HER® S CLASSIFIED , ,

■' - • BATE-^&^V^Wf'.
j'

By memorandum 1/10/58 you- were advised that 'the Wite GltMK 
Councils of Mstrict_of„£olumbla (WCCDC> had^Wtained froiTtheoffi^ 
of UhiteiFBtWOsTSe'natbr Richard B. Russell (Democrat-Georgia) 4,000t. 
reprints of an article' M Tragedy of Errors,” which -was printed in "the 
”Congressional Record* at the request of Senator Russell. These reprint# <1 
are in manila envelopes which bear Senator Russell’s frank and are bibig = M 
distributed by k'CGDC to anyone that organisation so- designates* . r. < -, -

\ Liaison Section determined through contact with tMe po*** *Wr w(* Vft 40W Wl W* w* V* W*7 *1 >w^wr»»* ffill W\ Q™Uj ft* ft "F «V* WW W* iWAtft >W? J*

^^©ffice''that' th^ facts 'ar# nbi bOR$Mex$a'"ay£^^

‘ It. was subsequently determined these reprints were being #1 
from dim Russell who works In the Senator’s office; that the franked 
envelopes were being opened by RCCDC; that other material of that 

- brgadt^aWib# was being inserted। and that ths envelopes were beingm; 
■, -designated by:WC.®With a-3-cent #fa^ #ffi£&U

\ By Mirtel 1/14/58 Washington- Field Office 'famished one of i 
- envelopes with its contents which had been obtained from Army •Intelliil 

v The material -included by WCCDC-prior- to- -mailing, consists of an appeal! 
for funds- in behalf -of John Kasper,. Criticism of the - Wited -States Su
Court and condemnation of Jews, among which were such prominent individuals 
as Bernard Baruch, Felix Frankfurter, llenryMorganthau, Anna Bosenberg 
and Herbert Lehman * In addition 'tb th# Senator*# frank the envelopes . K

■- bears'the. return-address-of the M.CGBC. ■ . "• u
:: < ■ , ■ ‘ fM ■

Pertinent information concsming this matter has been furnished 
Deputy Attorney Geneiml Mah by letters dated 1/10 and 14/58. the only 
additional information set forth in Washington Field Office airtel 1/14/58 

‘ T„ii# .a description of the material inserted by KCDC, therefor## no
NicfGQSffiunication is being' directed-.' to the Deputy Attorney General at this time, 

: Boardman____ =_
•. Beigfeaosure . • L ■ ./^

Moh 
i Pari 
t Bos
■W , Belmont

Mlliws

Oil

NOT RECORDED 
__ -. 102 J/Ji - * 195g

. INITIALS ON ORIGINAL • ■

(White -Cittans Councils of )



Memorandum for Mr. Boardman 1
Re: Dissemination of Literature I
in Franked Envelopes Emanating from the I
Office of United States Senator Richard B. Russell '

Although.Senator Russell favors continued segregation it : j

appears that he may he uiiaware that his name and material are being \ 1
utilized by the WCCDC to solicit aid for John Kasper and to castigate 
the United States Supreme Court add prominent Jews. . Bufiles reveal 
that Senator Russell,who is a member of the Senate Appropriations 
Committee* has had a cordial relationship with the Bureau dating back 
to at least 1940. He has been contacted in the past W Mr. Nichols. 
It is not known if the Jim Russell employed in the Sehatbrls office 
is related toW. ; . ' < . ' - - - tWi

&RECOMMEHOAnoHS: ' - • -. •
■ -................................... ‘ ' 7 .

(1) It Is suggested that Under the circumstances ft may1
be desirable for Mr. Rease to confidentially advise Senator Russell Moll 
concerning the use of his name and material by the WCCpC. If for
np other purpose such a contact might SerVO fo prevent this organiza^Li^ 
from securing additional material from the Senator’s office in the 
[future and thereby capitalizing on his prominence.

Svs-JA• VS&l
%

£ ’

’ ' * . (2) 3?here is attached foryour approval. a letter to 
WashingtonField Office returning the envelope and its contents inasmuch 
MS Rbshingtoh Field so requested that they be returned. •



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO :

UNITED ST 'ERNMENT .

VTrom/ :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-l|23395) DATE: 1/22/58

SAC, WFO (100-33226) < • » , ’V*

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. 0., aka ‘ “
IS - X---------- —-------- ------ ............—

• ReBulets 1/16/58 and 11/21/57 and report of SA 
RICHARD BLAVING 1/10/58. ReBulets refer to submission 
of publications of captioned organization entitled "White 
Man Awaken."

Re report sets forth on pages 20, 21, and 22 that 
this publication has only been published once. When future 
editions are printed they will be sent to Bureau as directed. 
Future editions are to be called "Charge.”

- Bureau
1 - WFO

RBL:mw
(3) ml nun w

l 6 0 JAN 28 O



DIRECTOR, $BI (105-34237) ) 1/22/58

SAC, WO (100-33226)

CITIZENS COUNCILS.
IS - X

ML BMW «« 
immm

ReBulet to Atlanta, 10/9/57$ instructing offices 
to institute a program toward development of coverage in 
Citizens Councils where trouble might arise due to integra
tion < •' - ,. ■. >■

AS set forth in previous letters from this office 
this office has thb^White Citizens Cpuncila_.o£,D*. C., aka 

• Seaboard Wite Citizens OdunbilTlWCCpwrth'in its'^erritory.

. STEPS TAKEN TO INSURE SUCCESS Dg PROGRAM .

' At set. forth in. wo let> 12/20/57$ this office .
, has spent the nant month in evaluating the results of con- 
. tactingL________ I This source has access to the records 

of the WCC .______________________ <

• It has been planned to contact an | ______________ L
for development3 however, he is in -the hospital]

He will be contacted when he recovers. .

b6
b7C 
b7D

- As sat forth. above .tM s office has assigned a .
* symbol * number during -.the past month. •during .the past month. •

II* RESULT’S ACHIEVED UNDER THE PROGRAM .

It is believed that through the coverage of |_______ 
andF" [this office has a good picture of WCC activity
in this area and will be able to supply other offices with a 
good picture of principal persons involved in WOO activity in 
other areas, It is believed that in the event of violence 5 
in any other' area the. named developed by 
of assistance*. . .

will he v

3' - Bureau
^(1 -• 100-423395)

1 - wo

RBL?mw
(4) ®

W recorded
JAN 23 1957

i

67JAN.27 W



STANDARD FOR^ NO.^64 $ I ,

Jf1 \

Office Men lum • united sl government

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 1/24/58

SUBJECT:

SAC, RICHMOND (105-632)

ALL INFORMATION C8MED
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIIS OF 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IS-X

HERON S mmiREO 
DATE. . . . BY^

ReBulet to Richmond dated I/8/58.

Mrs. BEVERLY B^SBAMFORD, 802 South_Oakland Street, 
Arlington, Virginia, was contacted on ’January 21, 1958; by 
SAs“HOWARD E'. RICHARD and WILLIE C. LAW. Mrs .’ STAMFORD advised 
that she and her husband had been casually acquainted with 

-y>xEUGENE B^COLLTON for approximately two years, but dornot con- 
sider him tS^be a friend. She and Mr. STAMFORD do not know 
COLLTON bn a social basis but have merely become acquainted as 
neighbors. Mrs. STAMFORD stated that she has no knowledge of 
any organizations to which COLLTON might belong, but is aware 
that he is somewhat radical in so far as his views on school 
integration problems are concerned. She stated that several 
months ago. COLLTON had given her husband some literature con
cerning this problem which she felt was very radical. This 
material was destroyed, and Mrs. STAMFORD could not remember 
the title dr any other specific information identifying the

• ■ data.' which was. furnished.. ■ ' • * ?

■ Mr.s. STAMFORD stated that COLLTON works for the
District of Columbia Government and is believed to be an in-

C-.-Automobile Inspection Division of the
'Traffic Bureau.

Mrs. STAMFORD stated that she is quite sure that 
COLLTON has not attempted to organize any kind of Citizens 
Council or other organization in the neighborhood where he 
lives. She could not recall any activity at his home which 
would indicate that he was holding meetings there. She 
pointed out that the COLLTONs' share -their home with another 
fam-? ly, name unknown, and for that reason she does not believe 
there is room in his home for any large gathering.

; 3 /^Bureau (RM) RECORDED -19 
‘2 - WF.0 (rm) (100-33226 Indexed 

f '2 r Richmond (1-105-7327 ' -
* (1-105-632)

HER/vlr 
W)

67JAN29 W/J



- Mrs. STAMFORD, although apparently willing to assist
the Bureau in this matter, does not appear to be in a position 
to furnish information concerning the activities, of COLLTON 
in so far as the White Citizens Councils of The District of 
Columbia are concerned. "

It is not felt that the information Mrs. STAMFORD 
could furnish would warrant the opening of a PSI file at this 
time. .

It is pointed out however that Mrs. STAMFORD volunteered 
to be alert for any activity on the part of COLLTON which might 
be of interest to the EBI and stated that if such information comes 
to her attention; she. will- immediately contact the Alexandria 
Resident Agency.

UACB Richmond will' recontact Mrs. STAMFORD within the 
next forty five days to determine if any additional information 
concerning COLLTON has come to her attention. Thereafter the 
Bureau and. the Washington Field Office will be advised concerning, 
the recommendations of this Office for further contact with 
Mrs. STAMFORD. . •



Director, FBI (100-423395)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 7 • 1 /

. Reurairtels January 3? 8, 10 and 14, 1958, 
concerning dissemination of literature by captioned 
organization in envelopes bearing the frank of . 
United States Senator Richard B. Russell. • ’

_ For your infcitation the Bureau has been . 
advised that the matter of the captioned organization 
placing its literature in the envelopes bearing ’ * 
Senator Russell’s frank has been taken up with the 
Post Office Department by representatives of the

• Senator’s office and postal authorities' have stated 
there appears to be a good chance of mail fraud 
and they are proceeding along that angle. .

. Any additional information received * 
relative to this matter should' be furnished the 
Bureau promptly in form suitable for dissemination.

' Tolsoh-__  
Nichols

, .Boardman — 
Belmont >_  

Mohr ■
‘ Parsons — (4)

ypRf

CFW:dlh

*2 JAN 28 1958 ’

Rosen .___ ___ __
Tamm - ;.; - _, 

11 Trotter i___ —....................
Il Nease ' .

|| Gandy__ . MAIL R



ALL INFORMATUW MB 
MH IS UHCLASSFiED

i

airtel

TO DIRECTOR (100-423392) 1/27/28

Mr. BoardiWan.y< 
Mr.- Wjjpftt.EE. 
Mr.cfflAhr .......
Mr. Nease ____
Mr. Pa: ;
Mr. R - a
Mr. . -
Mr. 1
Mr. CL'. ■ .
Tele. k ■ ■
Mr. H . . , 
Miss Caad.; ___

UU^W EFO (100-33226)

"WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., aka

Remy airtels 1/10/28 and 1/16/28, concerning 
mailings by captioned organization in envelopes bearing 
the frank< of Senator RICHARD B. RUSSELL..

Enclosed for the Bureau are 2, and for Richmond 
one, copies of a letterhead meraorandum concerning further 
information concerning this matter.

The first informant used is who
furnished the information to SA EL14ER'IEE TODD by report. 
The report will be filed in 

The second informant is anonymous.

UFO will furnish additional information received 
in this regard to the Bureau.

*

AIRTEL

d &

^7

(5)

3 - Bureau (Enc’ls* 2)
1 - Richmond (Info)(Encl. 1)
1 - UFO

2 . .4?

0 JAN 29 1958



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES 'DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
January 27, 1958

b6 
b7C 
b7D

nished
On January ^2+, 195$, an. informant, who has fur

reliable information in the past, advised that on 
January 12, 1958, Floyd Fleming was at the Office of the-----

*

captioned organization folding material to put into the 
letters frora Senator Richard Russell’s office. According 
to the informSTTt", TVleming had. been sending out a huge 
mailing from different post offices in the Washington 
area, in addition to the letters! Hmails.
The informant understood that of l|.000 letters from Senator 
Russell’s office, approximately 2500 had already gone out 
by January 12, 1958, and the rest would be out Within a 
week after January 12. took a^huge batch
on January 11, 1958, and ^aid ne would mail them from 
Virginia.

Another inforraBnVwno nas Furnished reliable 
"i rif or^Tfcm in the past., I advised on November 19, 1957, 
that at a special Board Directors meeting held in 
November, 1957, Floyd H-^QFlQ^Qg was elected Executive-----  
Secretary; I I Vice. J?r e gident; and

Seoretary Tfeasurer, of the White. Citizens’1 ~ - 
councils of

—---y^fT’raSjanffirTs loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

wiiwm
WH IS KIAS®

& 11 OCT



Tolson 
Nichols — 
Boardman 
Belmont _ 
Mohr__ i.

.Parsons - 
-Rosen 
Tamm 
Trotter __ 
JNedse

SAC, Mew York

Director, FBI

(105-19792)

(100-423395)

COUNCILSWIT® CITIZENS
OF DISTNICT OF COLUMBIA

»x

lams

January 30, 1958

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Reurairtel dated January 27, 1958

. -______ Bufiles contain, no pertinent information concerning
| other than is already known to your office, 

auxnority is granted to contactT I concerning statements 
made by him in his letter to your office dated 
January 22, 1958, to the effect that white supremacy 
organisations with which he has been affiliated are 

. basically against the Republican form of Government, 
in the United States and, . therefore, are a menace. > 
the basis for | | statements in this regard Should ,
be fully developed, .

|________ offer of seryice to your office may be
a self-serving gesture on his part and, therefore, your 
contact with him should be handled circumspectly. Furnish 
the Bureau 'promptly results of your contact with

\ 1 - Washington Field Office (information) (100-33226)

’ NOTE ON YELLOW: ■ ’ . =

b6
b7C

. Purina the Fall of 1957 numerous newspaper articles ।
revealed thatf | an associate of John Kasper, planned to make ■

. speeches and form citizens councils atXvy League colleges.
is a graduate of Dartmouth" University and has spoken at several . I 

; universities concerning the racial situation; however, he has . I 
. been uhablg in forming citizens councils. I

, According to re airtel on 1/22/58 he wrote’ the Mew York Off ice I 
that he has been used.by white supremacy organizations to ‘
'further^beir "wicked ends" .and made the Statements attributed 
to him above. Uestated that if he could be of service 1
he should be Mbhi^-cted and furnisbedlhis address. New York .

__ requested Bureau Authority to interview | | for purpose of
— receiving information he may volunteer.

CFtjdlh VX

Tele. Room __ 
Holloman ____ 

^Gandy__ _____

(5)

WAijPSOOM

mp n«.
‘Ln Tn "



FD-36 (R ■^5-13-5 6)

Date: 1/27/58

Transmit the following in ^^y^rTpl^^xt or code).

Via AIRTED
(Priority d

TO:

.FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-^2339^) 

SAO, NEW YORK (105-19792)

WHITE- CIT.IZENS-WUNCIDS OF D. C., aka

who has-been..connected with the
sub ject’group. in the. past, wrote-.the.-NY0 by letter dated . 
1/22/58,-as follows:

b6
b7C

’’Recently because, of. iny.views .on. Integration, and 
ray pash-, association with JOHN. KASPER, I have been 
attacked...in. variouspublications-.as a. leader -in ’anti-Semiti 
and ’anti-Negro * activities,. - The more I travel in the 
pro.-segnegatLon-. circles (wi.th.whlch-I .have. formed alliance 
out of expediency and.no.t.out of love for ’white supremacy’) 
the. more become ^awane that they. are. basically against
our republican -f orm.of Government and are, therefore, 
a menace'to bur—nation,. On.t.op'pf jaH, I come to the 
fuller ealizati.on. that..l. hav.e. beeniussiby them as a pawn 
to further* their wicked, ends,- Insincerely hope that I : 
may have. .•&e-hp.po against these
power-mad people in„ the -hear future .-If i can be of service 
to you, pleasedo. not hesitate, toxcontact me at your „ 
convenience. I can. be reached at. the above address or 
by phone at GA 6-728^.,

3s?

The NYO is aware, of the. fact that

b6
b7C"Very respectfully

f© JAN

Agent in
M Per

The NYO is aware, of the, fact that | I may not be
sincere in his >offer of cooperation,-however, it is felt that

'oUBurea.u ( 
^WFO (100
1-NY
1-NY VlUh-19/92J

EAB:eel 
(12)

Approved: Se.nt



F B I

Date: 1/27/58 |
i

Transmit the following in ______ PLAIN HEXT______ ____________________________ j
(Type in plain text or code) I

AIRTEL . ' |
Via______________________ - -_______ ..____________ __________________________ j

(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।
_____________________ _____________________________________________ ___ ______

NY 105- 19792

he should be interviewed. to .determine.what inforraaticn 
.hcMoes possess. Bureau permission. is requested to 
interview! |,f or. the. purpose of receiving any
information he volunteers, and. to determine his

' present sympathies.. .Such, contact of_____ | would!---------------- 
be co nducted..in.a. circumspect manner In view of|_____

■ ’past connections,with,the. subject group, and JOHN KASPER.

POKERS

Approved: _________________ - - ■ Sent_______ :___ _____ .M Per._______ =__________
Special Agent in Charge -



STANDARD

Afc W dlM • united s‘ w vernment ■

TO : DIRECTOR, ^x

: SAC, NEW HAVEN

(100-423395)

(105-1483)

^ATE: 1/29/58

subjectMJHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF,
_DI.STB.ICT OF COLUMBIA^ 
IS-X

ALL w»ra wo

Re New Haven airtel to Director dated. 12/9/57 and 
.annomnamn’nr letterhead memorandum, of same date captioned 
____________________  advising that | of New York 
City had written’ the Yale Political Union, a Yale under
graduate parliamentary debating society, requesting an 
opportunity to debate with leaders of the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

b7C

For the further inf ormation of the'Bureau, the Yale 
Daily News, a Yale University student newspaper, issue 
of 1/9/58, page 1, and the Bridgeport Herald, a weekly 
newspaper of Bridgeport, Conn., issue of 1/19/58, page 5j 
have articles reflecting that the Yale Political Union 
had decided to rejectf request -to be a guest 
speaker and that earlier the John Dewey snp.1 ety at Yale 
had turned down a similar offer by|

There are being submitted to the Bureau an original 
and eight copies of a letterhead memorandum summarizing 
the information in the above articles.

.8 F

2-Bureau (9-Ehclosures) 
2-New York (1-Enclosure) 
2-Boston (IrEnclosure)
1-New Haven
SFD/lrf
(7)
REGISTERED MAIL

4^

rfcordPP^^ A A'



States ^bparintmt nf 

Stehmtl Uuv^au of Jnuesitgaium

New Haven, Connecticut

January 29, 1958

Re:
b6
b7C

The Yale Daily News, a student newspaper at Yale_Univer.slty 
New .Haven, Connecticut, issue of January 9, 1958, page 1, 
Has an article reflecting that the Yale Political Union;
a Yale Undergraduate 
rejected the request

u, debating society, hadpa 
of _____________ | to be a guest speaker 

bef ore the Union and hold a/racial debate. ------------ :—
____ , owe

The article described! pas a "racial nationalist” and 
northern segregationist,, who has often been "linked.with 
JOHN KASPER,, famed segregationist*" was also described 
as "the 26-year^old executive.. secretary of, .a.group^ called 
tThe_North .American,,^ the Constitution1." This
article also noted that "earlier, the John Dewey Society (at 
Yale) turned down-a similar offer" of

The Bridgeport Herald, a weekly’newspaper of Bridgeport, 
Connecticut, issue of January 19^ 1958, page 5, contains 
an article, which reflects in substance the same information 
as- set put in the Yale Daily News article, supra. However, 
the Bridgeport Herald article; added that STEPHEN W. MATTHYSSE, 
president of the Yale Political Union, told the Herald that' 
the debating groupie executive committee felt that having 
at Yale would serve no worthwhile purpose, hence rejected ms 
offer.

ML 1NFS1MAT10N CONTAINED
BEGEM BMASSIHED ■
BATE W ■ BY-b/M^b

This memorandum is loaned to 
you by the Federal Bureau Of 
Investigation and neither it 
nor its contents are to be 
distributed outside of the 
agency to which loaned.

COPIES DBSTSOYSD 

£ 11 OCT 25 1963 ENCLOSURE



Alrtel

-BEfc -65 / £ 0 ' 5 - *
®*’ ' To: • #0.w York (105-19792)

From Director, FBI (lOp-^23395)

WHITECITIZENS COUNCILS 
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SECUftm
b7C

.Re Hew York air tel January 27, .1958,'Bulet 
January 3Q, 1958, and; Washington Fiol.d aift el. January 31,.

Prior to interviewing! 1 as authorized

in i&Bulet, New York is instrudtad to deterfiine' his
# alien status and whether _ or nor Immigration and ■ 
Naturalization Service Is contemplating action against

• Wang. ■ ■

Submit results to Bureau along with recommendations 
for interview. • • * -

Tolson 
' Nichols
; Boardman _ 
-Belmont 
Mohr__£ 
Parsons 
Rosen ■ t 
T.athm ■ .- .' 
Trotter —— 
Nease_1_

. Tele. Room 
Holloman- _ 
Gandy; /. -..

X - Washington Field (100-33226) (Information)' -

HUIE ON YELLOW: ' ' . • ’ L ' '

: ; . • . During the Fall of 1957?! ja •Dartmouth University
. graduate- and an admitted asso'ciate of John Kasper, '

prosegregationist,' made numerous .speeches at ivy league • 
college's-for purpose, of organizing citizens'councils. New York' 
advi^d tiji artel 1-27-58 conceriij ceipt »of letter ’ ■ ' .

stated prosegregation - 
rnment in the United States .

•from.
organizations are against form of

to that’ office wherein

offered his services to. the' / and are a menace to- the nation. ______ _________ __ ___ .
• Bureau '. Bvletter 1-30-58 New YorK «4S instructed to 

interview | | regarding- above statements but to‘be most
’..circumspe.cvi^smuch as it-appeared this .was a self-serving.

' t I Washington Field advised information received 
deported because of his recent activities. Before

ure by

1. rviewed, New York should determine his alien status 
and what action, if any, contemplated by INS.

^0CFWieebJ



AIRTEL

Mr. Belmont- 
Mr. Mob.’----  
Mr. Nease— 
Mr. Parsons.. 
Mr. Rosen— 
Mr. Tamm-  
Mr. Trotter- 

। Mr. Clayton.
i Tele, 
f Mr.

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-24.23395)’

'FROM SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
IS - x

ReNY air tel to Director, 
tn NY 1/30/58, regarding interview 
----------------- advised on l/31/£8, that

1/27/^fl. and reBUlet
of |___________  
according to

by wv

BRU

1/31/58^

Isecretary at the Seaboard "White Citizens Councils
stands a chance of being deported because of his 

T^UUrrt activities. The informant was unable to obtain 
any further information in. this regard; however, 
stated that| [will possibly come to Washington, D. 
the first week in February.

C.

b6
b7C
b7D

The inform ant added that|_____(stated 
on 1/30/58, that_____ would be staying at her residence 
when he come s to Washington.

It is suggested that the New" York Office hold 
the interview of |in abeyance pending instructions 
from the Bureau.

located in b7DThe original information is



FD-36*(Rev. 12-13-56)
r

FBI -

Transmit the following in

Via AIR

plain text or code)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

_________________ 1
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

s

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-19792)

—WHITE-CITIZENS COUNCILS SF 
' DISTEICTZOE.  J^QLUMBir ~~-- -

IS-X —

ReBulet to NY, I/30/58, and WO airtel, 1/31/58

Date: 2/4/58

I

CM
O

___________________ __________ __________ |was interviewed on 2/4/58
-"concerning,, another matter and he volunteered information 
that
attempting uo sen inrorma-ci on about the sub.^CtgroUb.

"1 said that he interviewed | | and reviewed the
materiall |had concerning the Citizens Councils and 
JOHN KASPER and he found it, to be of no' value. | [indicated 
he had- participated in activities’ oT^he—subject group in order
to expose it and to write a book concerning his experiences-. 
________ said that when! demanded money, f or his information 
he was refused and no further contact has been had withl 
__________advised that he believed) | to be a homosexual and • 
a psycopath. He added that he believed that is subje'cT^to 
deportation because of his recent activities with the subject 

1indicated he desired this information to be 
treated confidentially.

i. group

In, view of the above, the NYO will not interview 
Ss the WFO or the Bureau believes that an interview of 

would furnish information of such value to override the 
obvious objections to such an interview.

Bureau (100-423395)- (RM) eA'-" 
^1 - Washington Field (100-33226) (RM)

1 - New York I |- • ,
1 - New York (105-19792) * b'7D

EAB:imcl (#1)

Approved: _______
"FR 1 A IQ Special

Sent

Oi

POWERS



! is a graduate Dartmouth University and
ana associate of John Casper. During the Fall of 1957 
he’attempted to-organize citizens councils in several 
Ivy League colleges. These, attempts failed. No 
information is available concerning/ ieportation. 
New York will be requested to ascertain his alien
status prior to conducting any interview. Air tel being 
sent to New York 2-3-58.

b6 
bTC



STANDARD

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT .

TO : MR. TOLSON DATE: February 5, 1958

from : G. A. NEASE L
Tolson
Nichols-----
Boardman 1^. 
Belmont____

subject: SENATOR RICHARD B^RUSSELL (D-GA,)

The Senator’s office. recently advised us of action taken by 
associates of JohnTCasper in-sending out literature under trie Senator’ s 
frank. On 1-31-58 BiH Jordan, Senator Russell’s office, forwarded the 
attached franked envelope,, contents as described above, for informational

Mohr_______ 
P arsons^...-jy. 
Rosen

Trotter
Nease______
Winterrowd__ 
Tele. Room_  
Holloman __  
Gandy_____

purposes to the Bureau,. He stated he merely wanted to let us know this was 
being done and that he did not desire the return of the envelope and its contents?

ACTION:

‘ Tt. is suggested.this memorandum be forwarded to the investigative^ 
Division for appropriate action

Enclosure 
cc-Mr. Rosen 
cc-Mr. Jones 
CDD:jmr 0 
(4)

- <a»MBaan''|MlBtatKa> MMwawnm

<8 FEB 7 1958



STANDARD FORM^O.

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
4

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (lQQ-423395)

SAC^RJCHMOND (105-632)'from

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIIS OF

COUNTY ^ VIRGINIA „
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

DATE: 1/21J./58

jaajMaar

" * Q f Co
- /HQ - 3S9S -

' On-January 8, 1958, CONNIE 0. DURHAM, Detective, 
Charlottesville Police' Department, Charlottesville, Virginia 
was contacted’by SA JQE.M. PEARSON. DURHAM was advised that' 
the Bureau is not interested in the legitimate activities of 
citizens councils but would appreciate' receiving any information 
concerning violations of laws over which the Bureau has juris
diction, particularly civil rights violations, and information 
showing citizens councils may resort to violence. No attempt 

j-was made to develop DURHAM as a source and.no effort was made 
to guide his activities in any way.

Detective DURHAM stated that no information has come 
to his attention during the .past several months regarding the 
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIIS OF CHARLOTTESVILLE AND ALBEMARLE COUNT!. 
He said.he does not believe this organization is conducting any 
activity at the present time and it was his belief that if it 
does conduct any activity or becomes active such as it was in the 
past, he will learn of the proposed activity at an early date. 
He stated that he would be glad to furnish the Bureau any in
formation concerning violations of laws over which the Bureau 
has jurisdiction, particularly civil rights violations and ' 
information showing citizens councils may resort to violence.

Concerning the incident envolving a colored family 
living in Copeley Hill, the University of Virginia student

S3



* *

RH 105-632 •

housing development, and. mentioned in the blank memorandum sub
mitted. as an enclosure to Richmond letter dated November 27, 1957, 
to the Director, an article entitled "Copeley Hill Survey Report 
On Negroes Is Due Today", regarding this matter, appeared in the 
December 14, 1957> issue of The Daily Progress, a newspaper 
published at Charlottesville, Virginia. This article said that 
results of a survey on whether Copeley Hill residents oppose 

. future assignments of Negroes to the University of Virginia student 
housing development were to be presented to the Copeley Hill Council 
at a meeting on December 14, 1957- The article said Mrs. ROBERT TAYLOR, 
who conducted the survey said the results would not be made public 

■ until the council meeting. It was stated that the survey was 
authorized the previous month when Mrs. TAYLOR headed a delegation 
at a meeting of a newly elected council and charged that a resolution 
on Negro residents adopted by the former council was not based on an 
.adequate survey, of opinion. The resolution'said residents at Copeley 
Hill would find. It” distasteful to live next door to a Negro family . 

. but would accept the situation without violence. It was directed
to the University administration, the. article said.

The December 16, 1957> issue of The Daily Progress contained 
an article entitled "Copeley Residents Against Violence", which stated 
that a .majority of residents participating in a survey at Copeley Hill, 

• the University of Virginia housing facility for married students, • 
have indicated they would not disapprove of assignment of a Negro 
family to live there. The article said that approximately two-thirds 
of the students and student-wives living at the Hill, 329 out of 488, 
-filled put the survey ’questionnaire during the four'days the polls 
were open.- The article said the findings, presented to the Copeley 
Hill Council Saturday afternoon, were forwarded to the University ■ 
President, COLGATE W. DARIEN. ’ ■

, The article quoted the Questions asked and votes cast as . 
follows: - . ,

, " „”1. ’The assignment of. qualified University of Virginia
; \ students bo housing.on Copeley Hill should be made regard

. • * less of race or color'; 47 per cent of those voting marked
’Approve ’, 13 per cent marked ’Indifferent ’, and 4o per cent 

. , . 7 ’Disapprove'. . „

. . 1’2. 'if the Housing Office assigned a qualified colored
student housing next to me on Copeley Hili, I would:' ’

. 33 per cent 'Approve', 27 per cent 'Indifferent', and
4'0 per cent 'Disapprove'. 

• - 2 -



RH 105-632

"3. 'Regardless of the future policy of the Housing 
Office toward the assignment of colored students to 
Copeley Hill, I am opposed to and would not participate 
in any objection of a violent nature': 76 per cent 'Yes' 
and 16 per cent 'No'”.

The article said that. the., third question received the only 
outright majority vote but poll workers reported that voters complained 
that its wording was ambiguous. It said that eight per cent did not 
mark their questionnaires on the third question. The article sets 
forth the information regarding the assignment of a Negro family,

I |a graduate engineering student, to a Copeley Hill
trailer for the summer session in 1957 • The details of this have ^5 
previously been reported.. .

It will be noted that neither of the above articles mentioned 
anything about the White Citizens. Councils The information is being 
furnished for the Completion of the Bureau's files on the matter since 
the Copeley Hill incident was previously mentioned and a person who 
reportedly was a member of the White Citizens Council was alleged 
to have contacted! |

The Richmond Office is continuing to review copies of The 
Daily Progress for information regarding the activities of the White 
Citizens Councils of Charlottesville and Albemarle County, Virginia. 
No mention has been made of this operation in any article since’ the 
submission of Richmond letter dated November 27, 1957-

By memorandum dated October 23, 1957, the Washington Field 
Office‘advised that PSil ~| reported by report
dated October 13, 1957. that! [said she was going to
ask the principal, of Warrenton, Virginia, High School to' let. JOHN b7C
KASPER use the gymnasium to address a crowd,, composed mainly of b7D
adults.

The following investigation was conducted,by SA WILLIAM H. 
PRYOR: - . .

■ On November 22, 1957,’ Mr. P. B. SMITH, Principal, Warrenton, 
Virginia, High School, advised’ that I I has not approached
him to obtain permission to use the high school for a meeting at which 
JOHN KASPER would speak.'

- 3



RH 105-632

Mr. SMITH said that under "no circumstances would he permit 
any such organization to use the facilities of this school unless he 
was sp instructed by Mr. C. M. BRADLEY, Superintendent of Schools for 
Fauquier County. .

12
____________ Mr. SMITH advised that|___________ _ ________ born

I at Washington,.. D. C., attended thih schoolror ner nnax 
two years of hi~gH~school, graduating 1J |
| [having an A.C.E. grade ;
of 130, which is about thirty or forty points higher than thd average . 
ntudent-han^—Ha-said-she is the daughter ol l~
___________________ ______ | The mother was born at Westland, Virginia, and 
ihZ3a3±HHIEES3±shiirgh, Pennsylvania. He said that a sister of______  
____________________________l^as graduated in____

Hand [ 
Washington, D.C., Mr. SMITH said'.

] are' now residing in

" Mr. SMITH mentioned that|________ |and her sister, so far as he
could determine, appeared to him to be rather peculiar and of the 
'opinion that they were far superior to others in their class.

Mr. SMITH stated that had attended the Laurel, Mary-
land, High School .for her first two years.

■ Mr. SMITH informed that in the event [approach
him to use the high school at any time in the future he would notify

. the FBI. ■ '

• Mr. PAUL GUINN, Administrative Assistant to Mr. BRADLEY, 
Superintendent of Fauquier County Schools, advised that his office 

,. has not been, approached by anyone to use. the Warrenton or any other 
high school in the county for any type of meeting to Which KASPER 

, would speak. He said that no such permission would be granted. He 
’ also said he would notify the EBI if such request should be received 

at any time in the future.

‘ The above contacts were made discreetly. Sheriff SAM S.. HALL 
was not contacted because on November 2'2, 1957 > Trooper C. W. SAUNDERS, ” 
Virginia State Police, advised that HALL and his chief Deputy, . 
LUTHER COX, have stated that they would not permit integration of any 
sort, in local schools if they had their way.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64^

TO

4
idum UNITED GOVERNMENT

Director. FBI

.^SUBJECT:

(wo-  ̂ WW8

SAO, Charlotte (1O5-471KKHH IS UNCLA^HED
■) jJAEE-W^--8^
'WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
OF D. C., aka Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils 
IS - X *

b6 
b7C

On 1-24-58,]______________________________ [.Marine Corps.,Base,
.Camp Lejeune, N. C.. TOTH±^WgTT6\an agent of /this office ah ^ 

envelope and its enclosures addressed to him. ' The envelope 
is a yellow Manila envelope bearing the imprint of Senator 
RICHARD B. RUSSELL of Ga. and reflecting that it contains a 
portion of the Congressional Record "A Tradegy of Errors." The 
letter’s envelope bears a 3^ postage stamp. It is postmarked 
Washington, D. C__ thp Haf-.P hPing in .Tannarv hnh not. Ipgiblfi and___ 

' is addressed to_______________________________________________________________
'Camp Goette,- MCS, Quantico, Va. It was forwarded to
at Camp Lejeune. * --------------------------

Enclosed’in the envelope were the following items:

1. Reprint from the Congressional Record, marked "not 
printed at government expense," and rubberstamped in red "very, 
very important," and "JOHN KASPER." This is reflected as reprint 
of remarks upder title "A Tradegy of Errors, by Honorable RICHARD 
B. RUSSELL of Ga. in the Senate of the U. S. Friday, August 23, 
1957." *1

■ 2. One page leaflet bearing on one side article under
heading "Why is John Kasper in Jail?" On the other side is 
an article headed "The Coming Red. Dictatorship."

Bureau '( 100-423395) (RM) .
Washington Field (100-33226) (RM) 

2 - Charlotte f( 105*^71?)

3. Single page leaflet of Vantage Press, Inc., 120 West 
31st St., N. Y., N. Y., advertising book "The Age of Error" by 
W. E. MICHAEL.

REC-.ll

JMUthks 
(6)



GE 105-471

4. One page leaflet printed on both sides headed 
"What is the Supreme Law of the Land?" This leaflet is shown 
as distributed by Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils, 1047 
31st St., N. W., Suite 5, Washington, ‘ D. C., which is also the 
return address stamped on the envelope in which this material 
was received.

I ________________ stated he was concerned at receiving such 
material through the mail and also at how this organization 
obtained his name and put him on their mailing list. ‘He stated 
he wanted to let the FBI know he had received this material and 
had not in any way requested it.

It is presumed that identical copies of this material 
are already in the possession of or available to WO and the 
Bureau. If they are not and copies are desired, Charlotte can 
furnish them on Request.

2.



, f^TANPARlTkORM NO. 64

TO :

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-^23395) DATE: 2/7/58

w FROM. :

SUBJECT:

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

) o i*"' ci- $ 4 O-* n 1 &
IZHITEJIIXEZM^C^
IS ” X.
(00: WFO) h7n

__ is traveling to Richmond, Va., on 
2/18/58, to attend the Second Annual Convention of the 
Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual Right’s being 
held there on 2/18,19/58. .

This group is dedicated to upholding segregation 
of Virginia schools, and WFO has received information that 
members of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils associated 
with JOHN KASPER have been active in behalf of the Defenders. 
There is the possibility that picketing, riots, and other 
violence coming within the Bureau’s jurisdiction may be 
precipitated by this group if and when there is integration 
of Virginia schools.

Since the informant’s expenses and value for 
services rendered for this trip wil.1 exceed' the authorized 
amount,'’it is recommended that WFO be; authorized to pay 
WF 1022-S. $50 for this trip. This would be bro,ken down to 
$20 for services rendered, $10 for each day of the Con
vention, and $30 for expenses incurred. The expenses will 
include traveling costs, telephone calls, hotel bill, 
registration fee, and contributions.

ELT:mw 
(3)

- Direefcorr
1 - WFO

131

REC-6



FD-36 (Rev. 3-13-56)

F B I

Transmit the following message via____

_____________ REGISTERED MAIL

AIRTEL

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO:

f , FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

.SAC, NEW YORK (105-19792)

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IS-X

b7CRebuairtel^3/58 and NY airtel 2/4/58.

Review of;INS file _____  
at • NYC. indicated no contemplated action by xns against

on

[current alien status, is permanent residence 
granted by AcEr of Congress 5/24/57 after | [requested change 
of status’and indicated he feardd persecution because of 

' his, religious and political opinions if returned to China.
_____  was admitted to the-US at San Francisco on 8/14/49, 
as a non-quota student. . .. .... ./^bv'4

The NYO believes that in view of information 'set ; 
out regarding| I in referenced NY airtel,,it is felt that 

|has no potential for development as a confidential ■, 
informant and he should not be interviewed with that end in 
view.

- However, the NYO believes thatY the WFO is in a 
better position to recommend if interview of| |would be
worthwhile in order to. obtain some specific information 
concerning the subject group. If such recommendation is 
made WFO should indicate what information it would be 
desirable to attempt to obtain during the interview of

REG- 3f
SD- Bureau (100-423395) (RM)
2 - WFO (100-33226) (RM)
1 - New York (100-19792)

EAB:mmg, 
(7) • >

POWERS

M -Per

W FEB

Approved: ;---- =—-
<^opeelal Ag6nf in Charge

Sent



SAC, Washington Field Office
’ (100-33226)

director, FBI (100-423395)^3^

i 
i

me
«xiams

February 13, 1958

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS .
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
irAnal. security x * * • ' '

.. , . Reurlet dated February 7, 1958.
, --------Authority ia granted to pay |
up to for actual expenses incurred ana services, 
rendered ih dophectidii Mth irifdrtearit’s contemplated 
trip to Richmond op February 18, 19581 to attend

■ the Second Annual Convention Of the Defenders of 
State Sovereignty and Individual. Liberties. .

, Furnish Bureau and. Richmond promptly ’
< pertipeht information /obtained by informant in. 

cohheetionwith*this trip. . \

i > Richmond (Information) Att

.JNU 1:0 UJN , L£4j.LiW.W! . 1 ■ - • ■ ■ •* - , ' - ’ ‘ ‘ * .. ’ - . - '' . ■ ‘ - *
. . Defenders ‘of State Sovereignty and' Individwl '

Liberties is a statewide-prosegregation organization in 
Virginia. It is not under investigation by the.Bureau;. . '

' however, Richinond has. been instructedto obtain coverage
' in this organization for*the purpose Of ascertaining. . 

informatioh concerning possible violence and violations of 
laws within the Bureau’s jurisdiction. Inasmuch as there 
are? four Communities in Virginia Which are under court

■ orders to integrate it is believed desirable that this.____ 
.nmaViantktivhn pnvo'rorl__ J________________________________________

I

' Tolson____
• Nichols' __  

Boardman _
, Belmont_ _ 

Mohr __-.
. Parsons___ 

Rosen_
; Tamm i_ 1—^. 

Trotter __ Li. 
Nease 
tele. RooSM

- Holloman M3 
Gandy

it,

2^13-

CFRidlh 

(7)



CO

Tolson  
Nichols  
Boardman',_ 
Be'lmont<^ 
Mohr ___
Parsons.._  
Rosen - - .
Tamm;-__ _ 
Trotter_
Nease'-____  
Tele, .Room 
Holloman._ .
Gandy _ u_

Bate:

to:

aison section
I Williams

ALL WORMATO CONTAINS) 
HEREitiiS «W

FWswry 10, l«8 . BATE.
Assistant Chief if Staff, InUlMgenca
UepartmentW AW

• WFantigon •" ■••■>.•• "’'•‘'A- ■ c b .

.' MtenWsi. ^Wf, Security .

fohh Fdgar Hoover, Director '' ''?. 
^eral Bureau of investigation

■. • > '• . - ■ • ,r ■

. \ -• - - On mruw Wj a source, who ‘Bas fiirillht
• rWiMt hifomtien in We past? advised Wt there ■ ■ 

, had been & *hate mMing** to seniors in high schools
- is 'Arii^Wnr tlrglnia, on February' 4> 1958. Adsardiw .. 

- ' to W. scurce the envelopes in whidh the material was •.
' M1W wra poatinarked at PMIHelpMnj Pennsylvania*.
b the envelopes did not beat* < return address. the source

■- advised fee believes I I'. of the or^hiMtW|.'M rapinsibia crudOW,
" 'T ,■ \ .- / ' ■

■ . 1 ' source advised that.tWmaterial in-the . -
: ■• . W<<wa consisted of a wrWa portion >£ tM ■ '
< -■ bo©M 8£aci&l Frogm for the 20th Bantary"by Israel .., 

•*- Coheri.. Allegedly this book was writW U WWI &L ~ ‘ 
- ■ 1|M» the source stated that the organisation for which 
, ho works hss-aaeeWd availaW sources both in the t&ltM.

• States.. Aad England' and can find na record of an Israel - 
Cohort or a book entitled ’Facial Frbgram for the 20th „ .^.

. -<MJWy.* • REC-23

\ Ihs Norther advtsod We $W ;
. ■ . M W *«on W WW 'alUgeO^k ^
_ was inserted into the Congressional SecordWwi W?

1 - M&yWhite. (By Form 0-6, safilb $af£)i 

CFW

MA1I.EDU

• k

b6
b7C

t

,



. • ■ * , * *' * ^ ■ ‘ -v V • ‘ •' * '* 1 ’ . '' •

e >
Assistant Chief of Staff ,, Intelligence

by Representative Thomas G. Abernethy. In addition, 
in attempting to determine more about this alleged book . ; 
it was ascertained that R. A. Mester, president of the .. 
Maryland Petition Cowittee, had made reference to i^ in 
a letter to the "Evening Star,” a Washington, P. C.,

. newspaper. Upon checking with Hester the ’Evening Star” 
determined that he had read an article concerning this

* book in the December, 1956, issue of the ’Virginian," 
which. is published in Norfolk, Virginia.

. The sourcesaid the "Evening Star’plans to expose 
. in an editorial the facts behind Israel Cohen and the book

"Racial Program for the 20 th Century.” .

Another source, who has furnished reliable . -
information in the past^ made available that portion of 
the book included in the mailing to high school seniors . 
in Arlington* Virg^ ' ,

- ' . "Me must realize that pur Party most powerful ’
’ weapon is racial tension. My propounding into the con^ .

. sciousness of the dark races that for centuuies they .
* have been oppressed by thp whites, we can mould them r

\ to the program of the Communist Party. In America, we > 
will aim for subtle Victory. Milin- inflaming the ' "

.Megrb minority against the whites,; we will Endeavor 
' to instill in the v^ites a guilt complex for their

. \ exploitation of the Hegroes. .Me will aid the Megroes
to rise in prominence in every walk of life, id the ’ 

. prof essions -and in the world of sports and, entertainment.
With this prestige the Megf o will be able td intermarry 

_ ' with the whites ahd beginprocess which will dellveir 
, . .Afeeripa to our cause.^ • , '■ • . ?

’ 1 - birector of Maval Intelligence ‘ \ ‘ / -

< 1 Office of Special Investigations , , . ,
’ ’ - .AirEorce ~ ■ - ■ - ' ■ '



AIRTEL

■ Mr. LK f ’i — 
’ JMe. K *<> ....
■; ;Mr. H-H '"an ... 
4 Miss aniy.

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) ‘ ^Ip

brom sac, wro (100-3322^ INFORMATION CONTAINED 7
WHITB^CITIZENS CO^CILS^ $ [j^U^) / BAUM

C I WAL
_  advised on 1/31/58 that members of the 

Seaboard White Citizens Councils are gdng to the Falls 
Church, Va., High School on. 2/5/55, to attend a public 
meeting, believed to be that of the Defenders. The informant 
learned that the speaker is from Little Rock, Arkansas., 
and that he is receiving ^200 for his appearance. For
information.

is located inThe original information



AIR TEL

TO. DIREC TOR FBI (100-423395)

ON SAC, WFO (100-33226).

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. 
IS - X

b7C

2/6/58

Mr.
Mr. jRfeps<E—__ _
Mr. Pars^S-^C 

. Mr. Rosen*C___ 
|rMr. Tamm_____  
| Mr. Trotter____  
; Mr. Clayton___  
, Tele. Room. . 
; Mr. Holloman. . 
i Miss Gandy.__

_________________ ((protect identity), aaviSed that mere uau 
been a ’’hate mailing” to seniors in high schools in 
Arlington, Va., on 2/4/58. According to______ J these 
mailings emanated from Philadelphia, postmarked 2/4/5° • 
They do not bear a source and do not bear a return address.

advi s ed that he believes |______________ I
of White Citizens Counqils of D. C., is re^ponsioie 

for^h© mailings. t

BAU

advised that the mailing consisted of-a
J2E C3 X^repr’iht of a portion of a book ’’Racial program for the 20th

M Century” by an ISRAEL COHEN in England in 1912. | | u
gg taa. State Hothis "ISRAEL COHEN” Story has been circulating,^.

c/5 . &ud-undl“in ’’hate” circles lately. _________________________________
<»

advised that all that ha has seen of this 
alleged book is one quotation and mentioned that representative 
THOMAS G,. .ABERNETHY, U. S. Congress, had inserted this quota- * 
tion into the Congressional record in June 
.z. REO 98

(7)

AIRTEL- ;

V

12 FEB 12 1958
' ^^jBur eau ,

1 -V^B alt imor e (Info). 
/I -’Norfolk (Info)

£c>7 Richmond (info-)



a copy of the above quotation which reads as follows;

"We mush realize that our Party’s most powerful 
weapon is racial tension. By propounding into the con
sciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have 
been oppressed by the whites, we can mould them to the program 
of the Communist Party. In America, we till aim for subtle 
victory. "While inflaming the Negro minority against the 
whites, we will endeavor to instill in the whites a guilt 
complex for their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid 
the Negroes to rise in prominence in every walk of life, in 
the professions and in the world of sports and entertainment, 
this prestige .the Negro will be able to intermarry with the 
whites and begin a process which will deliver America to our 
cause,"

With

b6
b7C
b7D ’________ (stated that in tracing back the origin of 

this article it was ascertained that it appeared in the 
Washington Evening Star, local newspaper, in a letter to the 
Editor from a IL A. HESTER,, president of the Maryland Petition 
Committee. | (states that a check with HESTER by the 
S^r elicited information that HESTER had read it in an 
edition of the "Virginian^, published in December, 195b, by a 

~| in Norfolk, Va.

It is believed that this 
the Norfolk Office.

is a source of

_______ (mentioned that the Evening Star plans to 
(write an editorial tomorrow, 2/7/58, exposing the facts 
behind ""ISRAEL COHEN” and "Racial Program for the 20th 
Century.”

- 2 -
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dissemination of

^r. B ardmaH—— 
Mr. B-V ont-tb

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM SAC, WFO (100-33226)

C&HITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. 
IS - x

iliiill

N IS SSIFIED

ReBulet 1/22/58 concerning 
literature by captioned organization in envelopes 
ing the frank of United States Senator RICHARD B.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 5 copies of 
head memorandum furnishing additional information' 
matter.

The informant isF

Mr. 
Mr- 
Mr. 
Mr
Mr

■>ns

Mr, O'
T<_k. K 
Mr. H u • -aS 
Miss Gan>iy

bear-
RUSSELL.

a letter- 
on this

o

b6
b7C
b7D

The indices of WFO contain no additional infor-
for Constitutional Govern- 
contained in the enclosed

RBL:mw
(5)

. AIRBED 
• i n . <

______ _________________________________ did not divulge 
tne name of his source who had been in con tact with 
FLEMING but this office knows from past experience that 
he would do so if requested. At present time it is nots. 
believed necessary to know the identity of this source.O^ [U]

■* »■ . V

nation concerning the committee 
me nt outside of the information 
letterhead memorandum.

^4''

(J) - Bureau TEncis. 5)
1 - New York (lnfo)(Encl. 1)
1 - WFO

Classifie

CON TIAL
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

SUBJECT:

^um • UNIT

b7D

DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-423395)

SAC, WO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. 0. 
IS-X

VERNMENT

DATE: 2/10/58

Thft fniinwing information is submitted concerning

valuable service which 
during the recent, past.

I desire to point out me
—Ihas rendered to this office.

This office has under investigation subject organi
zation. During the period September to November, 1957 > especially 
the Department of Justice was interested in knowing the, plans 
of subject organization concerning the picketing of the White 
House” and any demonstrations planned at the Supreme Court due___ 
to segregation issues . /"Due to | assistance]| assistance]

tbis. orfice. was able to be

tn

21 W

i plans of subject organization with regard to demon- 
[UJ ■

|_____________ has for a period of two years consistently^
laided this office in the prompt furnishing, of all information^^

strations.
aware of

jin his possession concerning subject organization, 
jance in this regard has been particularly helpful. o

|has on many occasions expressed admiratiogJJL. 
for the functioning and efficiency ’of the RBI ,and of Director 
J. EDGAR HOOVER. In all dealings with I |he has-exhib^W
a willingness to assist this Bureau and a dependability whict^H 
it is felt is worthy of official notice.

In view of his exceptional service which continues 
tn thn nrsopt time and in view of the fact that future serviaerj 
of may be anticipated it is suggested that a letter
of appreciation be sent to] over the signature oJaL
Director HOOVER.

1 - WFO ;

RBL:m 
(3)

£

A I .
REC- 56



^STANDARD FORM NO. 64
-I

TO

* FROM

I

£ce

SUBJECT:

UNIT'

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-U23395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)^//^

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
Seaboard White Citizens 
IS - X .

OF D. 0. 
Councils

aka

! GOVERNMENT
*
Bate:

Sf

'I f' OO:WFO

Jo it
For the information of offices receiving copies'or this letter, 

should be noted that the White Citizens Councils of D. C., aka Seaboard ’ 
xiWhite. Citizens Councils,, maintain headquarters in Washington, D. C.

 who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised on
I 12/6/57 that while JOHN KASPER was out of jail,„he_jras the controlling 
: individual; and the~^dtivitids-ofltfie' Council were governed by him.—-

According to. informant, even whilein jail the Councilattempts to follow 
his_.decisions to the fullest. They weigh their decisions in the ligfit of' 
what KASPER~may~think of the idea.« ..

i
| ( ^-Bureau 

1-Albuque.rque. 
1-Albary 
1-Atlanta 
1-Baltimore 
1-Birmingham 
1-Boston

(Info)(RM)

lincinnati

(Info) (fill), .1-Miami 
-y<'l-Hilwaukee 
A/ l-Minneapolis 

1-Mobile 
1-Newark 
1-New Haven 
1-New Orleans 
1-New fork 
1-Norfolk 
l-0klahoma City 
l-0maha 
1-Philadelphia 
1-Phoenix 
1-Pittsbur 
1-j
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1-Chicago
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/-Denver
-Detroit
-Houston 

1-Indianapolis 
1-Jacksonville . 
1-Kansas City

, 1-Knoxville 
L1-Little Rock 
[1-Los Angeles

1-Richmona -£• * *
1-San Antonio'^C- 35
1-San Francisco 
1-St. Louis 
1-San Diegos 
1-Savannah 
1-Seattle | 
1-Springfr^Ld, 
1-WFO /
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WO 100-33226

It is to be noted that the Supreme Court of the United States 
on 10/lh/57 refused to review JOHN KASPER’s case in connection with his 
conviction on 8/31/56 for ’’willful contempt” for interference in 
desegregation of the Clinton, Tennessee, High School. On JLO/17/57 
U. S. Marshals in Washington, D. C., took JOHN KASPER into custody on 
order from U. S. District Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR of Knoxville, Tennessee, 
and he is currently serving his sentence.

On 12/11/57 who was in a position to furnish reliable
information, made available the papers and records maintained in the. head-; 
quarters of subject organization at^Room 5$ 101t7 31st Street N.W., Washington 
D. C. These records were photographed and are being maintained in 
100-33226-1B2-1. * .

Set forth below are the results of a review of this material 
which consists of approximately 1,800 photographs. These photographs 
have been numbered. In the event any office desires to have a. copy of 
the original photograph,, it will be necessary to set forth the number 
or numbers of the photographs which appear opposite a name.

The records have been broken down into thirty general categories, 
and these categories have been assigned abbreviated initials.

It is believed that the names set forth in this letter may be 
of aid to field offices which have citizen councils in their territory 
in the event of ary eruption of violence due to racial problems.

The attention of each office is directed‘to the last portion 
of this letter and to the list of names appearing under the caption, 
’’Address Unknown.” It is possible that some offices may recognize the 
name or partial address.

/
The categories are as follows s

ARSNK - This name or address appears in the records of the organization, 
but the significance is not known. An example is a name and 
address on a scrap of paper.

t BD Member, of the_Boar.d-o£-Dire.c.tors_of the ,Seabpard_White_Citizens
Councils, 10U7«31st^treet,^N.W., Washington. D. C. —— *

3 Contribute d_money-to the WCC or to_Kasner_Defense-EUnd. If 
the amount is known, it will appear after the C as - C5

. (contributed $5.00). C Uf. U O C

jC Name appears on a list which is headed ’’Church Committee.”
L Significance not known.



WO 100-33226

CJK Correspondent! of JOHN KASPER.

FWCC Name contained on list captioned ”Member of Forsyth JjountyjN-fi., 
White Citizens Council.” .

GWCC Name contained on list captioned ’’Members. of Guilford.Countv;
N. C., White Citizens-t/puncm1

1DL Name contained on list captioned “Literature Distribution List.”

LSC

LTC

X LTS

/ MAC

Name on list captioned ’’Members*” Co»x>-.CvL

This means that this person has written to KASPER or to the
WCC and expressed support of KASPER.or_the..pplicies^.of..ih& WCC. x 

Qj: *?»_C< v c Lut
Letter of suppor^wfgh a contribution. C.o»4.iJrc«

X
A letter from the WCC to a person thanking them for a .contribution,.

A letter from the WCC to a person thanking them for a letter 
of .support* Q y Lijii HX. Gi ~l j'-az/C O' v f i j L £ f

. L , .. .. _ , . . .

A signedjnembarship^application^or^admissionX .the fWCC~bf ~ ’----- -
Charlottesville. Va. ■ ’
.i..~ VI   ———-  ' ;<«- c_——*

MCWCC - Name contained on list captioned ’’Mecklenburg County, N. c., 
White Citizens_Council *

ML Name appears on a list captioned “Mailing List*" 
- ►

. / MWCC Information appears reflecting this person is a member of 
a White Citizens...Council* ~ ‘

NAB The records; contained an address book the exact ownership cfiwhich 
is not known. Person’s name appears in this book. .

NF Name contained on a list captioned “Nationalist File (Keep 
separate from segragation and membership file)’’.

RF A letter was addressed by the WCC to this person requesting 
. financial assistance.

SAFL. A letter concerning the “John Kasper Legal Attack Fund” and 
a copy of a flyer, “Segregation or Death”, was sent to this 
person.

=3-



WFO 100-33226 '

SB Among the records of WCC -was a stenographer’s notebook containing 
shorthand notes. Interspersed in the book, as if at the top of 
a letter, were names and addresses.

SNK Contained in the records were various lists -which were not 
captioned. The significance of these lists is unknown.

TC A list of names captioned ”Telephone Committee.”

v TK Contained in a notebook was the expression ”to,KASPER.” Thereafter 
was set forth names and amounts.

TWYG A list of names headed "Tennessee^.White^Youth-Council.B-

S TWICA - Name contained on a ’’Tennessee TOiite Youth Council Application.”

Z W ,n an
undated letter enclosed a list of witnesses KASPER-wanted.

WYC A list of names captioned ’’White YpujbhJlouncil..” 0 C’! : -J-.-r '■

YL A list of names captidned..”Youth Committee,.” 0 V UJ r d-C C ■1 1 ‘

b6
b7C
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AIRTEL

IS-X

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

CITIZENS COUNCILS

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-42339 5)

L Mr.- Toison-i-i^, 
Mr. Belmont-lz/. 
Mr.- Mohr-------- 
Mr. Nease-------_ 
Mr. Parsons-----  
Mr. Rosen-------  
Mr. Tamm------- 
Mr. Trotter----  
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room------- 
Mr. Holloman---  
Miss Gandy------ 
L6Z58--------

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies

91

letterhead memorandum containing information regarding 
literature which the Seaboard White Citizens Councils is 
to mail to high school seniors of Arlington; Virginia, this 
week. A copy of the memorandum is also being forwarded to 
the Richmond Office.

T-l in the memorandum 
the information to SA ELMER LEE

is who furnished

furnished by the informant is located in
TODD on 9/16758/ The data

@ - Bureau (Ends. 7)
1 - Richmond (End. 1) (Info) (RM) 
2 - WFO

(1 - 
■ ELT:bib 

(6)
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

ALL INFORMATION «AIB 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . , 
DATE

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
September 16, 1958

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

Confidential Informant T-l, v/ho has furnished reli
able information in the past, advised on September 16, 1958, 
that the Seaboard White Citizens Councils, 1047 31st Street, 
N.W., Washington, D. C., is mailing literature to seniors of 
Arlington County, Virginia, high schools this week.

The informant stated that one side of the leaflet 
will contain a reprint of an editorial on integration as 
appeared in the May 19, 1954, issue of the “Daily Worker,” 
and that the other side of the leaflet will contain the 
following:

“Dear Student:

“As predicted, our last letter was greeted by 
anguished screams of ’hate literature* by the dedicated 

disciples of race degeneracy. We are unable, however, to 
determine that any of them dared to say it was untrue. In- 
cidently, did you ask whether it was or not? If you did not, 
may we again suggest that you do so? The double talk you 
receive may prdve to be an outstanding lesson in how to beat 
about the bush.

“May we at this time, draw your attention to the 
photographic reproduction, on the reverse side of this letter? 
It is an editorial which appeared in the ’Daily Worker’ on 
May 19, 1954, immediately following the extreme court decision 
on race amalgamation. For years, the ’Daily Worker’ was the 
leading publication of the Communist Conspiracy in this country. 
It was published and distributed by Communists for the primary 
purpose of injecting their ’Brotherhoodism Poison’ into the 
bloodstream of America. The ‘Daily Worker’ closed its doors 
approximately one year ago* Many persons, especially Communist 
stooges - - will tell you it failed in its mission and was 
financially forced out of business. The real truth is that it 
influenced many dupes and stooges in all walks of life. It 
could then gracefully retire from the scene knowing that the 
poison injections would be continued in more subtle and less 
conspicuous ways through outlets with greater public acceptance.



Y +

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

’’Read this reproduction carefully. It is quite 
obvious that the extreme court integration decision was 
most pleasing to these vultures* Notice the flowery phrase
ology concerning ’peace and democracy,'* ‘constitutional princi
ples,* ’constitutional liberties,’ ’validity of democratic 
principles, ’ etc . All this, you must remember, spewed forth 
by a group dedicated to the overthrow of anything remotely 
resembling democracy in the U.S.A. Complete ruination of our 
Constitution as a governing document is also one of their aims. 
Since the race amalgamation ’ decision ’ ‘ was most unconstitutional 
naturally the Communists were overjoyed*

”Do you not consider it significant that this same 
' phraseology is so, frequently employed by all race mix-o-maniacs? 
Almost daily, one may hear it on radio and TV and see it in the 
press. It can be heard from the lips of many politicians at 
both national and local levels. It is the Stock in trade of 
the starry-eyed do-gooders, of which yOur community has far 
more than its fair share* Truly, the seeds of ’Communist 
Brotherhoodism* have fallen on most fertile ground.

All Americans with a true love for their Country, 
irrespective of their racial origin should consider the great 
pleasure and comfort the desegregation decision gave the Commun
ist enemies of America* The fact that it was pleasing is so 
clearly shown by this editorial. , Anything which pleases 
those dedicated to your destruction Cannot Be Good For America. 
Ask those whoserconlyedefense against truth revealed is to 
whimper ’hate literature* to tell you otherwise.

IZ

’* Inci dent ly, the guiding individual of the *Diily 
Worker* was known as John Gates. Government records show 
his real name to be Israel Regenstreif.

’’Thank you sincerely,**

The ’’Daily Worker” was an east coast Communist 
daily newspaper which ceased publication as of January 13, 
1958* John Gates was listed in the paper as its editor .

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

- 2 -
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM SAC, WFO (100-33226)

9/18/58

WHITE CJT.IZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.,-r^x ~

ReBulet, 9/8/58, instructing WFO to determine 
whether or nofr the telephone call placed by |
to was interstate in nature.

advised SA ELMER LEE TODD on 9/lb/58
that | did not mention where he placed the call from,
and informant states that any inquiry concerning this call 
at the prasent time would certainly arouse the suspicions of

| arid possibly destroy confidence in informant

Due to above information from informant and i-n-struc- 
tions. in reBulet, an extortion caption is not being used in

' th-is matter,

b7C

Inasmuch as it is believed that informant»s  
usefulJfaess would be greatly endangered by any inquiry concert- 
ing| [call, this office will not instruct]_______ I th

. make any inquiries along this line, UACB. ‘ L/

Also it is' nointed out that without the testimony hf y
the informant_and 
proof against except an op>

thee would be nd ‘j 
admission on his part//

|p- Bureau
1 - Baltimore (Info) LgT

i: “ad S SEP 181958

RBL:mw 
(61 Jo J



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO

J&emovandum • united states government

DIRECTOR, FBI (100=423395) DATE: 9/17/58

from u SAC, JACKSONVILLE (105=45)

o
subject: Washi^ton^nf cf™ g

IS'x DATE—i/lp—BY^W
ReATairtel, 7/30/58, entitled, ’’National States 

;Rights Party, IS = X.”

Th® following is a resume. of the investigation at 
Tallahassee, Florida, 7/31/58 and 8/1/58 in connection with the 

- release of JOHN KASPER from the Federal Correctional institution 
/•(FCIK

... On the afternoon of 7/31/58, Warden GENE GOODWIN, 
-FCI, Tallahassee; Florida Highway Patrol Headquarters; Leon 
County Sheriff’s Office; and Tallahassee, Florida, Police

- ^Department were alerted to possibility that a demonstration 
by his supporters might ensue in connection with the release of 
KASPER-from the FCI. Later the same day, Warden GOODWIN con
tacted SA GERALD D. MOHR and confidentially advised that on * 
order from Director BENNETT, Bureau of Prisons, KASPER was / 
removed from FCI, Tallahassee, at 1:00 P.M.., 7/31/58, to prevent 
any local demonstration and. transported to the Uo S. .Penitentiary, 
Atlanta, Georgia, where he'was to be released at 8:00 A,M.> 
8/1/58. This information was made available to the Bureau and

-•Atlanta.

By communication dated 8/1/58, the Atlanta Office b7D 
advised that KASPER had been released as scheduled that morning, 
from, the D. S, Penitentiary aha that through I it had » /
been ascertained that KASPER/nad made reservations to return — 
to Tallahassee with GEORGE^BRIGHT and BfELyjBRANHAM, National 
States Rights Party (NSRP)\members, via Eastern Air Lines/™"'

2 -
2 -
2 -
2 -
2 -
2 -
3 -

Bureau (RM)
Washington Field (Info) (RM)
Richmond (RM)
Mobile (RM) <21
Knoxville (RM)r < ZL
Miami (RM) . •
Atlanta (RM) 
Savannah/RM) 
Jacksonville’ (1

GDMsgjm 
(18)

50 SEP 26(1958

1
105=60)(1 = 105=66)

15 SEP 22 W



JK 105-45

leaving Atlanta at 2? 15 P,M,,.EST, and arriving Tallahassee 4:18 
P„MO, EST, and that a demonstration oa some sort was apparently 
planned. It was also ascertained thap KASPER would be met at 
Tallahassee Airport by Admiral J, -GjOSOWELIN of Alabama,-- - - - - - —. x

Following receipt of the above information, BILL DURDEN 
Administrative Assistant to the Governor of Florida? Captain .
A. D. COSSON, Florida Highway Patrol Headquarters? Sheriff W, P. 
.JOYCE, Leon County Sheriff’s Office? Warden GOODWIN, FCI? and 
Chief FRANK STOUTAMIRE, Tallahassee Police Department, were 
advised that KASPER planned to return -t© Tallahassee and that 
a rally or demonstration was possible,

.At approximately 4:20 P,MO, 8/1/58,- KASPER, accompanied 
by two other men, was observed by SA GERALD D, MOHR to arrive 
at Tallahassee Municipal Airport as scheduled. He was met near 
the plane by Admiral CR0MELIN, FREDjiWCKETT, Executive Secretary 
Florida White Giti^ens..CpuncXl,_Miamiv, and approximately twenty 
other^^pparent-suppoFtefsT" Extensive* press, radio, and tele
vision coverage was afforded KASPER'S arrival and after several 
short press interviews KASPER and followers departed the airport 
in a 1957 Buick Sedan (believed to be Admiral CROMMELIN's) and 
went directly to the Leon County Courthouse in Tallahassee where 
KASPER attempted to get permission from city authorities to 
speak at a .fell amphitheater behind the courthouse, At this 
point former Grand Dragon, Southern Knights„of the
Ku Klux Klan, now believeAJSrjand^^ Order, of_the
Whate C^meTHa., and residing‘^Tl5~lBs1^ was observed
to^oIFlOCSPER’s followers, -------

KASPER was refused premission to speak back of the 
courthouse and, after approximately 45 minutes of arguing with 
city officials over his right to speak, KASPER and his small 

. group of< supporters numbering about ten then assembled at front 
of the east steps of the State Capitol Building where KASPER 
spoke briefly to his followers and a sizeable gathering of 
newsmen, photographers, and law enforcement officers about a 
third party in the United States to promote segregation, He 
then berated integration practices at FCI,

. It should be noted that KASPER’S movements during the 
entire time he was in Tallahassee, following his arrival on 
release from the U. S, Penitentiary, Atlanta, were under con
centrated surveillance by representatives of all local law 
enforcement agencies which included two plain-clothes troopers 
of the Florida Highway Patrol,

=. 2 -
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After his brief talk at th® Capitol steps,' KASPER, 
■Admiral CROMMEMN, and wife and daughter, left the area in 
CROMMEMH’s 1957 black and white Buick sedan bearing 1958 
Tennessee license tag 8®725, and immediately drove n^rth out 
of Tallahassee oa 8. 27 towards the Georgia line. The car 
was closely surveilled by two Florida. Highway Patrol cruisers 
which dropped them ten-miles inside. Georgia. The above in?or= 
mation was immediately furnished the'Bureau, Atlanta, and Mobile.

On 8/1/58, following KASPER’S departure, from Florida, 
Captain -A0.. Do COSSOT, Florida Highway. Patrol, advised KASPER had 
been overheard to remark he was then going t© Admiral SROMMEXCT’s 
home hear Montgomery for .a rest.before resuming his job as 

‘Ekfecutiv@_Secr<at&^v ©f th®- SeaboardJOd±e.-^iMwns~A. 
Washington, , /

. ©n 8/1/58, Captain A*  Do C0SS0H advised/that during {J 
the night of 7/81/58, as a security measure, theJglo^ida High
way ’Patrol conducted a spot surveillance of We. B^f^^RS’ . 
property located six miles west of Tallahassee ■ on1 U, S..- 90, 1

• 1957- Plymouth Sedan-bearing 1958 Florida tag 65=70'
registered to JAMES SHEWO^O.GDILL, St; Mark’s, Florida.

which property has in the past been utili&@d_as_aj£lorida Ku ——' 
..Klux~Klan meeting-place, inasmuch as it was felt the Klan or 
possibly some other extremist group might have planned a.large 
demonstration in connection with KASPER’S release from FCI, 
Tallahassee a This information has been appropriately reported 
in the report of SA BEWETT M. HIRSH, Jacksonville, 8/28/58, 
in the case entitled, ’’Florida Ku. Klux Klan, aka, IS-KLAN,” 
BuFile 105=88069 and JKFile M5-15o ' •

During th® course of discreet coverage of the , 
activity surrounding KASPER’S return to Tallahassee, .the follow
ing vehicles were observed in the vicinity of the Tallahassee 
Airport and around the ^herdkee Hotel in Tallahassee, where 
Admiral CROMMEMN and F^ED HOCKETT headquartered awaiting th® 
arrival of KASPER, the owners, of which vehicles mayi_have had 
some conneeti<tm^with.JKASPER’s appearance. With “the exception 
of two vehicT^s, it was, of course-,'impossible..to determine 
whether^these persons were ■ fdj.lowe^s-of_KASPER or; merely curious 
spectator^ " " ' —-

. 1958 Ford Stationwagon bearing 1958 Florida tag
4=17645, registered- to WIMalA^EEmRIK, Box 47, Oldsmar, Florid^.■

WAX
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1956 Pontiac Sedan-tearing 1958 Florida tag 37W=158 
registered to To dX^AWPERS, Perry, Florida,,

1955’Ford 4=door Sedan, tearing 1958 Florida tag 
28=37 registered to HEM bJ^OTSSER, 714 South 13 th Street, 
Dade- City, Florida*__ • '* ' ~

. Model and snake unknown, bearing 1958 Virginia license 
tag 35=6080 !

1955 Studebaker ©oupe, bearing 1958 Florida tag 
3=72754 registered to JAMES 217 West Mnebaugh
Avenue,- Tampa ,. Florida 0 ’ ‘

Saate model Ford tearing 1958 Georgia license tag 
18=J=924O

19.49 Plymouth 4=d©or. bearing 1958 Florida tag 11= 
526 5 registered to MAErP®nSp ,1235 ^orth Bronough_Street, 
Tallahassee , Florida*. ■ (City directories list PURVIS' as Clerk, 
Fl^ida~§i^te'l£S^ s Tallahassee, Florida.) ■

Model, and make nnknown, bearing 1958 South Carolina- 
. license tag D=432241<,

1954 Chevrolet Stationwagon tearing 1958 Florida 
license.,tag 1=51734 registered to Co E^VCARLYLE, 1085 West 
50th Street, Hialeahp Florida*

1957z Baiiek Sedan tearing 1958 Tennessee tag 3GD725 
(vehicle in which KASP® and MKI family departed Talla
hassee) 6

1954 Baick -2=door. tearing 1958 Florida-■ tag 13W=215£ 
registered to,B6" A^CATES, Jrop. 1332 Hejsdrix^Road.,,JTallahassee, 
Florida^ . (City directories' list CATES as. machine operator. 
Perry. Highway .Drive=In Theater, Tallahassee, Florida6).

. It' should te noted that there was no indication 
KASPER’s return to. Tallahassee',-'Florida, had'any significance 
other, than fact-that he had originally planned to be released, 
here from FCI, 8/1/58, and -may have made committments to 
supporters. that they .meet him in Tallahassee for ’’welcome back 
KASPER rallyo”
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■ The indices , of the Jacksonville Division are negative 
regarding SHELDON CO^DILL, T» Do SAWDERS k MAE PURVIS, andB* A, 
CATES; ■ . . ■

.Offices receiving copies of this communication are- 
requested to attempt, to further identify owners of vehicles 
pertinent -to respective areas and "search office indices regards 
ing these persons.



SAC,. Indianapolis

Director* FBI

ARTHURS;

September 18, 1958

INDIANAPOLIS 2, INDIANA

Enclosed for your attention: are two. copies each of 
a letter dated September 3, 1958, from captioned individual, and 
a letter dated September 15, 1958, from Congressman Charles B, 
Brownson. A copy pt my reply to Congr essman Brownson also is 
being sent you.

I

You Will note ph page two of Schneider's letter to 
Congressman Brownson that he makes reference io another war 
;and claims to hayp knowle^© of groups Which are. stock-piling 
guns and ammunition, plan to Cut natural gas and oil lines and 
other activities io thwart the Supreme Court. Bufii.es reveal 
Schneider is listed on page 33 of a letter dated February 21,. 1958, 
from SAC Washington Field Office to th^Bureau with one carbon - 
copy for yOur office under the caption ofewhitp Citizens„Counciis_ 

C.aka., IS This imormationlSdica^^
Was; A supporter of- and, contributor to the WhiteBitizens Councils.

MLS

olson ___ 
oardmon r
Imont.____

□hr . .___ __-
ease —__ 
arsons  
sen .-•

□mm------ ■- - 
otter------ 
ayfon —— 
le. Room i 
lloinan _ _

IV

c 

lip

You should contact Schneider as goon as possible 
and interview him, concerning the allegations he made relative < 
to stock-piling of guns and ammunition and other acts of viold^e. 
Me should not be ^.estioned about his or others1 activihes\inf^ 
White Citizens

DWBincr.

1 - Mr. Belmont 24 SEP |22 1958



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office lAemorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

fronC^SAC, RICHMOND (105-632)

suBjEcrlZSEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL 
Washington, D. C.
IS - X

DATE: 9/26/58

ALL KWH COOWED
HEREINIS ML«D , 
DATE . BF^/Z

Re Jacksonville letter dated 9/17/58 to the Bureau .

On September 23, 1958 Mrs. LOIS LITTLETON, Title 
Section, Division of Motor Vehicles, Richmond, Virginia, 
advised SA JOE M. PEARSON that 1958 Virginia license 35608 
is^registered to WILLIAM T./BERBER, JR., ,2021 Park Avenue, ' 
Richmond, Virginia, for 1955-5$ Oldsmobile Holiday Coupe,*' 
Identification #5'67^-2033, Title # 7446306.

On September 23, 1958 Mrs. DOROTHY NASH, Operators 
License Section, Division of Motor Vehicles; advised SA PEARSON 
that records of her department show that, on August 30, 1957' 
operators permit #OH132665 was issued to WILLIAM THEODORE 

{GERBER, 2021 Park Avenue, Richmond^-.yirginjeT.* and "his 
permit will expire August 31, 196b"7~ He is described as white 
male, 174 lbs., 5’8", tall, blue eyes, brown, and gray hair, 
born in August 1895.

REC-1
2/- Bureau (100-423395) (RM)

3 - Jacksonville (RM?)’ -(1 - 105-45)

Jl - 105-66) ==^4^

2 - Richmond (•.I*05 -632
JMP/bal JZ
(9) 5^1? ,358



STANDARD FORM HO. 64

Office Memomnaum UNITED STATTS government

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 9/26/58

FRO SAC, RICHMOND (105-632)

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
CHARLOTTESVILLE AND ALBEMARLE 
COUNTY, VIRGINIA
(Affiliated with White Citizens
Councils of the District of Columbia, 
aka Seaboard White Citizens' Councils) 
IS - X

Re Richmond letter dated 7/15/58. .

On September 24, 1958 C. 0. DURHAM,NA, Chief of 
Detectives, Charlottesville Police Department, Charlottes
ville, Virginia, advised SAs JOE M. PEARSON and WILSON B. 
WADDY that his department had received information from 
W. W. STONE., .reported for the Waynesboro, Virginia, News.* 
that a man who was a member of the-White. Citizens. Councils 
of Charlottesville was going to cause trouble when schools 
opened in Charlottesville if they were opened on an inte
grated basis.

w, DURHAM advised that STONE said this man was PHILIP ^ 
M/a^AKE who works at the Charlottesville Post Office as a 

’'maxi" carrier and according to STONE was ^secretary of the
White Citizens Councils at Charl ottesvilTST“VI^^

DURHAM continued that on September 23j 1958 his. 
department brought LEAKE to the Police Department and 
questioned him about making statements .that he was going 
to cause trouble in the event the Charlottesville schools 
are opened on an integrated basis, at which time LEAKE 
denied that he had made any statements or had any intention 
of causing any trouble should the schools open on an 
integrated basis. He said according to DURHAM that he 
thought the Governor was doing all he could to maintain 
segregation. DURHAM continued that LEAKE offered to 
cooperate in any way he could and offered to furnish infor
mation to the Police Department if he learned of any organ-



X 
I!

4
RH 105-632

ization or group giving indication that they were going to 
cause trouble in the school integration matter.

DURHAM said he questioned LEAKE about the White
Citizens Councils of Charlottesville and Albemarle County, 
Virginia, and LEAKE told him that this groupu^japt active, 
that they had not had any meetings and thai/.t^'^b^^nization 
had not even discussed any action about ■feh^t^fe^^tion
issue.

On September 25, 1958 source,

JAdVlSdCl SAS FEAKbUN UNU WAKUI blldb blit?
White Citizens Councils at Charlottesville has not been 
active in Charlottesville for about a year. He said that 
he had heard that GEORGES-SON, former officer in the White 
Citizens Councils had made an appearance on television in 
Petersburg, ^Virginia, but that he knew nothing regarding the 
details of this appegrance.

infnT’mprl that

He .appeared to be
extremely agitated over the situation, and voiced the opinion 
that it did not seem right to him that two Negroes should be 
causing so much trouble. He also said that he did not intend b6
for his children to attend school with Negroes and that if b7
any Negro made any but of the way remark toward, any of his 
children he would "put a bullet in him."

said that he has the following relatives:

- 2 -
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In view of]________  attitude which apparently has
been aggravated by_____________________________________ | unless
advised to the contrary by the Bureau, regular contacts 
with him will be discontinued for the time being.

In an article appearing in the September 2'6, 1958 
issue of the Richmond Times Dispatch it is stated that copies 
of a petition, to G-overnof Almond informing him his actions 
in the present school crisis were approved by the under
signed, who, "stand firmly behind him" were being circulated 
in Charlottesville.

The article said that the sponsors are. anonymous, 
but that the petition apparently originated from a group of 
individuals. The article said that spokesmen for local 
chapters of the defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual 
liberties and the White Citizens Council were both familiar 
with the petition, but both declared it was not originated by 
their organizations.

-• Since the submission, of referenced letter, the
Dajily Progress, a newspaper published at Charlottesville, 
Virginia, has been reviewed and there has been no indication 
in this newspaper that the White Citizens. Councils of the 
Charlottesville and Albemarle County'has been active.

- 3 -



CO FORM NO. 64

TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
i Mr. Tolson_

DATE: 9/25/58 ^Ont 
y t Mr. Mohr__

I Mr. Nease

SUBJECT:

AC, Indianapolis (100-12059)

Director, FBI

FROM

-I / J - > 6 J
R&Bulet dated 9/18/58 

/ / )i}i C .1 “A- i Z?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Parsons____
Rosen_____
Tamm_____

Mr. V/.C.Sullivan
Tele. Room
Mr. Holloman___
Miss Gandy.____

ARTHDJT’IITnErUffln?^^ at his office, 1910
N. Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis on 9/24/58 by SAs ROBERT E. 
RADDE and LAWRENCE E. BROW. He stated that during the first 
part of September he had corresponded with Congressman CHARLES B. 
BROWNSON relative to the integration problem and the Congressman 
had acknowledged his letter, stating at the time that Mr.. SCHNEIDER’S 
letter had been sent to the FBI. It was explained to Mr. SCHNEIDER 
that the Bureau was interested in his statement in the letter
concerning the allegations he made relative to stock-piling of 
guns and ammunition'.and other acts of violence,. - •

Mr. SCHNEIDER stated that during the last week-end in 
August this year he attended a convention of the National States 
Rights Party at Louisville, Ky., and that about two hundred people 
were in attendance at this convention. Continuing, he advised WOn
that among those attending were some who were members of the Ku;. StjM
Klux Klan and that he had overheard remarks in some of the groups Sol 
in which Klan members were present indicating that the Klan had SMiT 
access to guns and ammunition which they would only use as a last it & 
resort in protecting stated’ rights. SCHNEIDER stated that he did jj lo 
not know the identities of these Klan members nor did he actually 0 
receive any information indicating the volume or the place where || 
the guns or ammunition were located. He pointed out that actually 
this information came to him by rumor and innuendo and he had no /17 । 
substantiating facts of information. Mrl

\// Mr. SCHNEIDER ftur then"Jstated that repFS^L^^iVes of f
were also present 

at tnisconvehtion andtnn?Tiei^ and innuendo
that members of this group would cut oil and gas lines running 
from the southern states to the northern states as a last resort in
protecting state^C^r lights

Bureau (En©T 2) 
“2 - Indianan£ris<\

, Again SCHNEIDER, jstated J;hat_ he was 
I V

(1 - 14F975)

^/laJ WWW. WW
6 7 OCT 2

. _. ilWCU»Wr i/7/&. . . .by^

Bi WEISER
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not acquainted ■with any of the members of the United Southern 
Employees’ Association and could not furnish the names or other 
identifying data concerning any of these members. He stated 
that he actually heard no threats made at the convention concerning 
armed violence or sabotage, but only by hints’ and innuendos' he received 
led him to believed that forced integration by the Federal ■
Government would violate states’ rights and would sooner or later 
lead to violence. • He stated that he was opposed to the use of 
violence in protecting states’ rights and he felt it was his duty 
to inform Congressman BROWNSON concerning the matter. ■

SCHNEIDER stated that he would advise the Bureau of 
any information he may receive in the future of, any group or 
organisation which advocated force or violence to attain their 
aims. He furnished to agents two throw-aways published by the 
United. Southern Employees Association, Inc., which are being 
attached hereto for the information of the Bureau. Mr. SCHNEIDER 
does not desire them back.
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U.S.E.A. SPEAKS TO ALL EMPLOYEES
We solicit your support to help us establish a union for the people 

and by the people, to be run and operated completely by the membership 
in a democratic manner.

If we are successful in being certified by you employees, we shall 
endeavor to secure for you the following benefits:

(1) A substantial raise in pay.
(2) A work load provision—that the company will not be permitted 

to furlough an employee from any department without showing 
proof that the production of such department has declined 9.3 
percent and upon this proof, the company must notify the em
ployees or employee that is to be furloughed, at least ten days 
in advance.

(3) We will ask that an escalator clause be injected into the contract 
giving either party (the Union or Company) the right to ask that 
the contract be opened for negotiations on wages when a 6 percent 
rise or fall of the cost of living occurs.

(4) We will ask that the company contribute one dollar ($1.00) per 
member, per month, to the members’- Local Union Welfare Plan. 
This one dollar ($1.00) to be matched by the local union from the 
members’ monthly dues. This fund is to help the members in 
unfortunate circumstances.

(5) We will ask that in the event of a labor dispute, a strike cannot 
be called without the ratification by the membership, by a ma
jority, and by secret ballot.

(6) We will ask that the company permit ballot boxes to be set up at 
the plant entrances so as to give the employees of each shift an 
opportunity to vote by secret vote to determine whether or not 
to accept an^ offered contract or to strike. This will prevent a 
small local clique from controlling the lives and economy welfare 
of the majority of the employees.

(7) We will ask that all elections be conducted by disinterested 
persons such as ministers, members of the Sheriff’s Department 
or members of the City or County Police Department. The 
expenses to be paid by the company and the union equally. The 
expenses of the disinterested tellers or supervisors not to exceed 
twelve dollars per 8-hour day as salaries.

(8) It will be permissible for a union and a company representative 
to serve as observers along with the designated tellers or super
visors, but will not be allowed to handle the boxes or ballots, nor 
assist in the counting of the ballots.

(9) If you care to join with us in our organizing just write to our 
office and we will mail you a card to sign. You can return it to us. 
This will be kept secret.

U.S.E.A. IS A UNION FOR ALL WORKING PEOPLE
Dear Worker: If you believe in constitutional government, state rights, 

trade union principles, membership control by secret ballot of their 
unions, then we solicit your support to help us establish a union for the 
people and by the people, to be run and operated completely by the 
membership in a democratic manner.

If you want a union and you support the above principles, please sign 
one of our cdrds and send it to our S. C. Headquarters, 158 E. Black St., 
Second Flobor, Rock Hill, S. C.

Any member out of work should keep in touch with his union office. 
Each office will try to secure all members a job that is not working.

Every working man and woman should join us in our efforts to estab
lish old age benefits for all working people and disability and retirement 
benefits.

UNITED SOUTHERN EMPLOYEES' ASSN., INC.
INDEPENDENT TRADE UNION NEWS

HARRY W. BROWN, Vice-President
158 E. BLACK ST. ROCK HILL, S. C.
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UNITED SOUTHERN EMPLOYEES' ASSN., INC.

INDEPENDENT TRADE UNION NEWS

aw

EMPLOYEES RIGHTS TO ORGANIZE GUARANTEED BY LAW!
>< PUBLIC LAW—101 80th Congress.

CHAPTER—120 1st. SESSION H. R- 3020.
SECTION 3. Employees shall have the right to self organization, to form, 
join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through repre
sentatives of their own choosing, and to engage in other concerted acti
vities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or 
protection, and shall also have the right to refrain from any or all of 
such activities except to the extent that such right may be affected by 
an agreement requiring membership in a labor organization as a condi
tion of employment as authorized in Sec. 8 (a) (3).
SECTION 8. (a) It shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer— 
“(1) to interfere with, refrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of 
the rights guaranteed in Section 7.

Now just what does it mean to violate the rights of an employee 
as guaranteed by Section 7? “It means that any person or group 
of persons who attempts to intimidate or coerce any employee 
of his rights to participate in any labor union of his own choice 
would be subject to prosecution by both State and Federal 
authorities, and upon conviction could be sentenced to prison or 
fined or both According to law. It would further give the victim 
the recourse for civil action against his intimidators.”

OBJECTS
ONE OF OUR MAIN OBJECTS: To’ organize under one banner all work
ers engaged in any craft, and to educate them to cooperate in every 
movement which tends to benefit the organization, to impress upon our 
membership, our employers, and the public that it is to the advantage 
of all concerned that workers be organized. Our craft requires honest 
and intelligent membership, adapted to the business. We teach our ,
membership the advantage, benefits and importance of their industrial 
position, and we endeavor to build up and perfect a labor organization 
in conformity with the highest standards of our American citizenship. i
We seek to improve the industry by increasing the efficiency of the ser
vice and by instilling confidence, good will and understanding between 
our members and their employers, and which will further encourage 
cooperation and fair dealing with all employers’so as to secure for our 
membership reasonable hours, fair wages and improved working con
ditions. Welfare benefits for all njembers and their families.

National Headquarters 
SOUTHPORT, N. C.

South Carolina Headquarters 
158 E. Black St.

ROCK HILL, S. C.
Clinton C. Bellamy, President Adell Somersett, Vice-President 

Harry W. Brown, Vide-Pres., Secy.-Treas.

Please Send All Inquiries To:
U.S.E.A.—S. C. HDQTRS., ROCK HILL, S. C.



UNITED WE STAND, DIVIDED WE FALL
UNITED SOUTHERN EMPLOYEES ASS'N. INC.

rock H.U,. c. all information contained
INDEPENDENT TRADE UNION UCDnU W HUP! AC&lOS. C. HEADQUARTERS, 158 E. BLACK SvlISP” $ ONCLASSHtu

BATE Wg. . BY^^Z
AFL - CIO HELPED PRESSURED TROOPS TO LITTLE ROCK ' '

The AFL-CIO cannot deny that they were one of a number of organizations that pressured the 
President into sending troops to Little Rock to force integration. A list of some 36 organizations were 
published in a New Jersey paper, and until this day—none of the organizations listed has denied the story, 
so—we must assume the New Jersey paper was right. Some of the AFL-CIO Unions listed were the Textile 
Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO, United Steel Workers Union, AFL-CIO, United Auto Workers 
Union, AFL-CIO. The Anti Defimation League and the NAACP was also listed.

WHO BROUGHT PRESSURE AT CLARENDON COUNTY SOUTH CAROLINA???
Mr. Lincoln C. Jenkins, the attorney that filed the petition on behalf of the nine Negro parents, 

asking the Clarendon County School Board to admit the nine Negroes into white schools and to end the 
segregated school system, said, “the petition was not sponsored by the NAACP.” We can’t at this time, 
put the finger on the organization that did sponsor this .outrageous monstrocity, but we can put the finger 
on the AFL-CIO’s “Textile Workers Union of America” because they did pass a resolution at their 1956 
National Convention, calling upon the President of the United States to use his moral support to unsegre
gate the public schools in the United States. The moral support that the resolution asked for must have 
been Federal Troops. After seeing just how hard the AFL-CIO Unions have been working to destroy 
our Southrn Customs which is our life—“How can a Southern man or woman who pays dues to an AFL- 
CIO Union, bear to go home and look their little children in the eyes?” They must know that their Union 
dues are being used to destroy their little ones whom they must love dearly. “What fools we mortals be.”.

MEET ONE OF THE SOUTH’S

GREATEST ENEMIES - WALTER P. REUTHER, 

AFL-CIO VICE PRESIDENT

Out of the third generation of a German family, comes Walter P. Reuther, President of the United 
Auto Workrs, AFL-CIO Union. This is the same Walter Reuther who stated in a letter he sent friends 
while he was in Russia working, and learning more about Communism, “yours for a Soviet America.” The 
story of this man who would like to see our United States patterned after Soviet Russia really began when 
old man Jacob Reuther, grandfather of Walter P., left Germany with his family which included an eleven . 
year old son whose name was Valentine. Old Jacob and his family left Germany in 1892 to make a new 
home in America and to escape Military Conscription for his sons. Valentine grew to manhood, married 
and later sired four sons who he named Walter, Victor, Ted and Roy. The old man Reuther was apparently 
raised as a Lutheran but it was said that he modified his Religion to meet his own conception, based 
largely on his belief that the churches did too much for God and not enough for man. ' ,



•• Valentine Reuther trained his four sons Socialism, and it is told that he held regular Sunday sessions 
with fhenirdiscussing.an$ debating all manners of subjects relating to working men and women. Walter P. 
Reuther grew up actively in Socialist-organizations. He was fired from his job with the Ford Automobile 
Company'and with hothing else to do, he and his brother Victor went to Russia to work and to learn Com-. 
piunism first hand. t»*- ; ?

He and brother Victor fell in love with the Soviet Russia and from there he wrote his much publicized 
letter to his friends in America and which he ended with his, “Yours For a Soviet America.” He came home 
vibrating with deep fervor for the Russian system of economic control. The point is: “This man Reuther 
is self consecrated to the principles of Socialism and government control of economic life. His fanaticism, 
cold in its utter dedication, is economic truths which will eventually destroy him. The tragedy is, he 
could easily destroy our country with a Socialist dominated and guided government.” Walter Reuther al
ready controls Michigan, a state which has gone backward in prosperity since he took over.

Reuther, with AFL-CIO money has used crooked politicians to further his political ambitions by 
having un-American labor laws introduced in Congress, which if passed will do nothing more than further 
enslave the working classes and give the big labor leaders more power to further the cause of Socialism. The 
working people and especially the working people of th south had better awaken to what the AFL-CIO is 
really doing. The Union dues that the southern workers are paying in to AFL-CIO Unions are being used 
to destroy the southern peoples Religious, moral and traditional beliefs, not to mention their economy 
welfare. Reuther and his political clique does not only intend to use the white and Negroes against each 
other to further their political strength, but they intend to destroy both races by forcing integration and 
social intermingling which will eventually lead into inter-marriage and complete degeneration. Inter-mar
riage between the races is the same method used by Joe Stalin to put Russia under a dictatorship. Stalin 
only had six prcent of the people with him when he overthrowed the Russian government. The so called 
Stalin Constitution of 1936 which is really the Soviet Russia Constitution, in Artical 123, States.

“Equality of rights of citizens of the U.S.S.R., irrespective, of their nationality or race, in all spheres 
of economic, government, cultural, political, and other public activity is an indefeasible law. Any direct or 
indirect restriction of the rights of, or, conversely, the establishment of any direct or indirect privileges for, 
citizens on account of their race or nationality, as well as any advocacy of racial or national exclusiveness 
or hatred and contempt, is punishable by law.”

This Artical of the Russian Constitution is exactly the same policies and advocations as the N.A.A.C.P. 
and the AFL-CIO, the N.A.A.C.P. with the moral, physical and financial support of the AFL-CIO have 
been attempting to have the laws of the United States changed to pattern after Russian laws, and they have 
been successful in having these Civil Rights laws passed, as you no doubt know. It is our firm belief that 
any southern man or woman, who after being informed as to the policies of the AFL-CIO, continues to pay 
an AFL-CIO Union dues, “they should be branded a southern traitor and treated as one.” It is very ob
vious to see that the AFL-CIO are not using the Unions for what they were organized for. A Labor Union is



SPECIAL TIP TO T.W.U.A. MEMBERS"

WHO GOT $131,364.88 - $198,392.30 OF T.W.U.A. MEMBERS’ MONEY

Do you know that the T.W.U.A. Executive Board Council report of May 14-18, 1956, reveals that the 
T.W.U.A. National Headquarters contributed and donated one-hundred thirty-one thousand, three hun
dred sixty-four dollars, and eighty-eight cent? ($131,364.88), of its members money,,but the report fails to 
reveal the organizations, parties or individuals that the money went to. This information is on page 89 
of the report.

Because of the fact that the report fails to reveal who received this amount—we wonder if it could 
have been donated to Mr. Walter P. Reuther who is not only the Vice-President of the GIO, but is also a 
member of the National Board of Directors of the N.A.A.C.P., and we wonder if the N.A.A.C.P. received 
any or all of the money contributed as shown in the report.

The report also shows that the T.W.U.A. spent one hundred ninety-eight thousand, three hundred/ 
ninety-two dollars and thirty cents ($198,392.30) for hospital, surgical and retirement benefits. “Did anjy 
of T.W.U.A. AFL-CIO Southern members receive any portion of this tremendous amount???’?”
ASK YOUR INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE TO EXPLAIN TO YOU WHO GOT THE
BENEFITS OF THIS MONEY, if he refuses to tell you then write U. S. SEN. STROM THURMON 
of South Carolina. Ask him to find out for you. (

COMPARE THE DIFFERENCE
A.F.L. C.I.O. T.W.U.A. PLAN

Let us assume that the TWUA has a local with (3000) members and they pay 75 cent dues a week for 52 
weeks which would be $117,000 per year. Now $5p.500 of-this amount would go to the T.W.U.A. Na
tional Headquarters as Per Capita Taxes.

. U.S.E.A. PLAN
Under the U.S.E.A.’s plan, three thousand (3000)\members will pay into' the local union for dues 

for a year, one hundred and seventeen thousand dollars ($117,000.00), but ninety-three thousand, six hun
dred dollars ($93,600.00) of this amount will stay in th\local’s treasury. Only twenty-three thousand, 
four hundred dollars goes to the U.S.EA.’s National Headquarters, which will be a difference of thirty- 
five thousand, two hundred dollars ($35,200.00) per year that your local union will gain to be used for 
the welfare of the local membership and their families.

N. C. HEADQUARTERS 
Southport, N. C.

VIRGINIA HEADQUARTERS 
526 Randolph Ave. 

Front Royal, Va. 
Franklin Hedrick, Business Agent

S. C. HEADQUARTERS 
158 East Black St. 

Rock Hill, S. C. 
Harry W. Brown, V.P.
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suppose to represent their members for the sole purpose of collective bargaining. Tq secure for it’s mem

bers, better working conditions, with contracts calling for fair work loads, old age and sick benefits, hos-. 

pitalization and fair wages, and especially job preferential based on seniority and job security. Unfor

tunately this is not what the southern union members are getting for the dues they pay. The AFL-CIO 

Unions have deserted the fields of labor and have gone in for Sociology. They have attempted to become 

a school board, to tell the people of the United States what schools to send their children, and that the 

white people must mix their children with the Negro children. They also want to tell the people who they 

shall vote for in political elections. The working people in the .south will do well to,serve notice on their 
legislators that they don’t intend to be enslaved by the Socialistic and Communist minded AFL-CIO Union 

leaders. The southern people will do well to vote for politicians who will damn and publicly fight AFL-CIO 

Unions until they are eliminated from the sacred soils of the southland. When Representative Howard 

Smith of Virginia sponsored a bill in Congress known as the State Rights Bill which would prevent the Su

preme court from freeing Communist from jail sentences for advocating the overthrow of the govern-

, ment, the AFL-CIO and their close ally, the NAACP opposed the bill with all their power. This should 

\be a warning to the people of the United States who believe i nState Rights and Constitutional Government, 
^hat the time is now, to stop joining AFL-CIO Unions, and to stop membership and dues. The working peo

ple of the south must join together now, and chase out these AFL-CIO carpetbaggers or prepare them

selves and their families for slave camps. Every industry and company should have the Smith Bill printed 

and distributed to all their employees so that they will spit in the eyes of any AFL-CIO organizer who 

might ask them to join any AFL-CIO Union. Also, the southern workers must be on the alert for other or- . 

ganizations who appears to be tied in with the AFL-CIO. Beware of what is known as the National Textile 

Commission and the southern news letter, as this so called southern news letter which is printed in Chicago 

and distributed from Louisville, throughout the south, is pro-integration, pro-NAACP and pro-AFL-CIO. 
Also, beware of certain industries and companies who are working hand in hand with the AFL-CIO in an 
effort to enslave the employees by signing yellow dog contracts. Remember—“It don’t take very much 
money to have good unions ,it only takes plenty of red blooded men and women with guts, and the AFL- 
CIO and their integrating stooges is going to learn that the southern men and women have both.”

FOR INFORMATION ON ORGANIZING IN YOUR LOCALITY—SEND ALL INQUIRIES 
TO: UNITED SOUTHERN EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION. INC., Independent Trade Union. 

158 EAST BLACK STREET, ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
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DIRECTOR
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advised that JOHN
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Mr. Trotter____ ,
Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tele. Room_____
Mr. Holloman
Miss Gandy____

BAU

Washington, u...D.. at 5:15 a.m. to^ay^ Re arrivedMalene 
ano is spending the day at 905 k,uincy Street, N. _3 Tgc, 

of FLOYD FLYING, executive secretary of th^" 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils.

b7C

RASPER is tn meedi with his attorney, J. BENJLUN J, h,} 
SIEMGNS and an officer of Seaboard, tonight J
He is to visiu we informant’s residence during the evening 
of 10/7/$$. "

Q-1- Bureau .
1 - Baltimore (Info) .

.1 - Charlotte (Info) ’ r
* *

^1 - Richmond
2 -. - Wi--------

y *? Ci ____
- (11g

AIRTEL
0 c - Wie*



FROM: SAC, WFO (100-32567)

DEFENDERS OF STATE SOVEREIGNTY 
LIBERTIES

Enclosed"for the Bureau are seven copies of a 
letterhead memorandum and two for Richmond setting forth 
the results of a meeting of captioned organization, Arlington 
chapter, on 9/19/58.

- AND INDIVIDUAL 
. IS - X

This information was furnished on 9/22/58 to 
SA ELMER LEE TODD and SA HARMON J. OGREN bvl I
The Original data is located in ^FO file

____________ |identified CARLTON CARTER as residing
.at 3621-14th Street, 2. Arlington, Virginia-,; Telephone JA 2-9621.

CARLTON CARTER advised [ I that he was pasting
up stickers by placing them in rolls Of toilet paper and by 
putting them on paper towels and putting them back in their 
containers. As this was furnished directly tol I the
enclosed memo was vague, in that it only states he was 
pasting up stickers for,security reasons#

The Bureau on 9/8/58, bhdef 'Rdf 11^166^23395 

authorized a discreet inquiry concerning the background and 
activities of CARLTON J?, CARTER. In. this connection CARTER* s 
personnel file ,which is Unavailable, on 9/22-23/58 will be 
reviewed. The file on CARLTON W, CARTER?, a current employee * 
is charged out of file to an appeal section.

Bureau (Enols-7) __
(1 - 100-423395) (CARLTON W. CARTER) 

2 - Richmond (Encls-2)

(j .1110^332261
3 - .WFO
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HU No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

September 22, 1958

DEFENDS OF STATE SOVEREIGNTY 
AND INDIVIDUAL LIBERTIES 
ARLINGTON CHAPTER

T-l, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, advised on September 22, 1958, that a meeting 
had been scheduled by the Arlington Defenders of State 
Sovereignty and Individual Liberties on September 19, 1958, 
at the Broyhill Auditorium, Arlington, Virginia. Candidates 
for the County Board were to speak but failed to appear.

A routine business meeting was held,according 
to T-l, At the meeting Jack Rathbone, executive secretary 
of this group, stated that a petition should be sent to 
President Eisenhower asking that John Webb, an integrationist, 
be sent to Ghana as Ambassador. A person, name unknown, suggested 
that a bus be hired and filled with ’•Negroes’* from the District 
of Columbia with each ’’Negro'* having a fifth of whiskey, and 
be sent to Webb’s bowling alley as a guest for the night.
H. P. Paden, the president of the group, suggested that each 
member write letters to the four "Negro" children to be 
admitted to Arlington schools in January, telling them the 
"true facts" of integration, and suggesting that they 
carry on the traditions of the "Negro race" by remaining 
aloof from the whites.

Following the meeting Carlton W. Carter, a 
Vice President of the group, stated he wished he knew 
where to get "a ,box of hand grenades." One Ed Strohecker ,
from Alexandria said he did not know where to get hand grenades . 
but he knew how to make "Molotov cocktails." Strohecker, 
according to T-l/ is a rabid Nazi and stated that 25,000 ,;
loyal Americans "with guts, marching under the swastika, 
could straighten but the troubles that ail this country."

All CONTAINED 
IW IS KM 

enclosure
ENCLOSURE



RE: DEFENDERS OF STATE SOVEREIGNTY
AND INDIVIDUAL LIBERTIES
ARLINGTON CHAPTER '

T-l also learned that Carlton W. Carter had been 
pasting up stickers in the Pentagon which possibly deal with 
integration.

Carlton W. Carter resides at 3621-14th Street, 
Arlington, Virginia, and according to the City Directory 
for Arlington, Virginia is a Clerk in the Department of 
Defense.

. The Department of Defense Telephone Directory for 
April, 1958, lists Carlton W. Carter as an employee of the 
Air Force. •

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its'contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64 j

Office U,m * UNITED L GOVERNMENT ■

TO :

FROM :

Director, FBI (100-423395) DATE: IO/8/58

Baltimore (100-20015)

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. C., aka
IS - X 
(00: WFO)

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies of a memorandum 
suitable for dissemination in captioned matter and two copies 
for WFO.

The identity of the confidential informant in enclosed 
dissemination memorandum is I I PSI, who
furnished information to SA MARVEN H. KABERLE.

Copies of this memorandum are being disseminated locally to 
G-2, 0SI and ONI in view of the security interest of these 
agencies in this matter.

bo
b7C 
b7D

Bureau (Ends.-7) (REGISTERED MAIL) 
^2-WFO (lOQ-33226) (Ends.-2) (REGISTERED MAIL) 

2 - Baltimore

b7D mi waw mW"



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Baltimore, Maryland 

October 8, 1958

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. 0., aka

On October 6, 1958, a confidential informant, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised he was informed by 

who claims to be a 
friend of JOHN KASPER, that KASPER arrived in Washington, D. C. 
According to J- KASPER plans' to be in the Washington, 
D. C., area fof several days and also plans to visit (FNU) 
FLEMING, his attorney.

b6
b7C
b7D

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and neither it nor' its contents are to be 
distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

COPIES

3 11 OCT 25 1968

enclosure
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DIRECTOR, FBI ( IOO-Ij.23395) 10/74

H ALL INFOMATION CONTAINED
« 00TO0I.S M g

Mr. Tolson**,
Mr. BelmontJ^L
-Mr. Mohr^
Mr. Nease®5Ul_
Mr. Parsona_I__
Mr. Rosen__

*Mr. Tamm--------
Mr. Trotter------
Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tele. Room_____
Mr. Holloman__  

. Miss-Gandy____
___

C.

un> i.——<—~——w i  v /
Enclosed are seven copies of a letterhead memorandum 

setting forth results of a meeting on 10/6/58, between JOHN 
KASPER and persons active in the Seaboard White Citizens 
Councils. Information copies are being sent to the Richmond, 
Baltimore, Knoxville, and Memphis Offices. b7C

T-l is 
located in I

whose original ^information is

Specific comments made by KASPER and[--------------------------  
regarding Clinton, Tennessee, during this meeting ’were 
forth- in WO teletype to the Bureau and Knoxville Office-this 
date s captioned ‘WSUBS, Dynamiting Clinton, Tenn.JSighSSchool 
Oct.-5, 1958; INFORMATION CONCERNING."

3
1

/ ft. •

Bureau (Enols. 7)

rEClD ^"“ft

Baltimore (Encl. l)(Info) 
1 - Khoxville (Info) (Encl., 1) 
1 - Memphis (Encl. l)(lnfo) 
1 - Richmond (Encl. l)(Info) 
•1.^ W?
1
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fJeNc&suRg: /
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

October 7» 1958

reliable
Conf id< 

inform^;

WHITE CITIZENS. C OILS

TOSH

and

•h-Tna ~h .W, n

-1', who has furnished 
advised on October, 7.

t with I
Floy^ueming, | —

on f
b6
b7C

। >( . During the evening Kasper remarked that it would
be foolish for him to go into Arkansas or Virginia now that 
[the governors of those states had acted. Commenting on his 
forthcoming trial in Tennessee, Kasper said that there were 
a lot of good people in Clinton, Tennessee, and asked 
Simmons, Kasper’s1 attorney, if he should try and get the 
trial changed from Nashville to Clinton. Simmons, accord
ing to T-l, said no, adding that the people in Nashville 
were about twelve to one for segregation while the people 
in Clinton were about one to five for segregation. 1

T~1 said that Kasper indicated that exTennessee 
Judge Schoolfield would represent him at his trial in 
Tennessee. He said he would remain in Washington, D. C., 
about six days and then go to Nashville to prepare for the 
trial.

Kasper, | ____ ~| and Fleming
are to meet on October 7> 1958? at the offices of the Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils, 101^7 Thirty-first Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C., to ’’talk some more..”

All of the above persons have been active in affairs 
of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils.

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its.contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

agency rfcsz
REQ. REC’D .
DATE FORW. _. .
HOW FORW.
BY_ _ _

ALL IMWTIW 
HEREIN IS IfiffiLASSlFO 
DATE—--BY^^

. ENCLOSURE



AIRTEL '

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-42339 5)
’^K^FRCM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

' ^ITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

IS-X

Enclosed are seven copies of a letterhead memorandum 
captioned "JOHN KASPER" setting forth information regarding 
a political party which KASPER hopes to organize. Information 
copies are being sent to Baltimore, Richmond, Memphis, Knox
ville and Charlotte.

i-' . n
ENCLOSE

T-l is  
located in WFO file

and the original information is

: - Bureau (Ends. 7)
;E - Baltimore (Eiicl. 1) (RM)
1 - Charlotte (Encl. 1) (RM)
1 - Knoxville (Encl. 1) (RM)

' 1 - Memphis (Encl. 1) (RM)
,-l - Richmond (Encl. 1) (RM)

*„gu

k/

*1

j"
^•AIRTEL
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&

T4 OCT 14 1958 .
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. , I
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

October 9, 19 58

JOHN KASPER

Confidential Informant T-l, who has furnished 
reliable information in.the past, advised on October 8, 

j 1958, that John Kasper wants to start a new political 
I party to be called the Kasper Party. Kasper said that 
his original idea was to organize a WHIB (Wheat in Bread) 
Party and that Lee Foster of Tennessee had Worked hard to 
further this idea. .

The WHIB Party was to have its origin in the 
Ipeople, in the grass roots, and Kasper said that Foster 
Ihad put up close to $1,000 to further it* Kasper said 
that he did a lot of reading on Hitler while in prison, 
according to T-l, and that he had decided that a popular 
name should be put to the people rather than an organi
zational name. Kasper said that thd Jews Would call any 
party he started the Kasper Party; therefore, he will 
organize a Kasper Party to “beat them to the punch.** Also, 
people will know that the name Kasper means action, he said.

T-l said that Kasper described his proposed party 
as “Fascists of 1958“ but with different symbols and ideas 

’ from those used by Nazis. Kasper said that a new nationalism 
must be created based on an American culture.

Following his pending trial in Tennessee, Kasper 
jintends to retreat to Vancouver, Canada, to write a book 
’ on his .political ideas. Kasper is to meet with members of 
the Seaboard White Citizens Councils in the next few days, 
according to T-l, to outline a plan of action while he is 
preparing his book. These plans will include giving up the 
Seaboard Office and a change in the literature going out 
under Seaboar d name a The new literature will probably 
contain Kasper’s ideas on the money system-in the United

Ml WWW « W

enclosure
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JOHN KASPER

States, Congress, and various other things that he wants to 
let the people know about *

The informant said that Kasper stated that more 
I drastic action would have to be taken to let the people 
(know that the Supreme Court is not the law of the land.

Kasper was released from Federal penitentiary 
on August 1, 1958, after serving a sentence on a contempt 
Of court conviction arising out of integration riots in 
Clinton, Tennessee. He faces trial in Nashville, Tennessee, 
on charges of inciting a riot*

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.
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Office Mzmwandum • united si
b7C

GOVERNMENT b7D

y to A, H, BELMONT DATE: October 8, 1958 ,

FROM MR, F, J, BAUMGARDa

SUBJECT:

1 - Mr, Belmont
1 - Mr, Baumgardner
1 - Mr, McGowan

& 1 - Mr, Kelly
WHITE CITIZENS.J10m^ 
Ail>cri£Ncw^---------------------------------------
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Tolson_____ i
Boardman__ X
Belmont —/-

Tamm________

revSumvan _ 
Tele. Room__  
Holloman____

_Bu airtel IO-7-58 the Washington Fi'-eld Off ice advised PicO/ki 
that_________ H who has furnished reliable information in the past, (yn
furnished, the following information on lO-f-58, He attended a meeting V, 
of captioned organization held on 10-6-58 which was attended by

and John Kasper, among others, During this meetin^j 
Coilton remarked that he wondered if the FBI was following John (Kasper) 
and added that he "would like to catch one of those FBI bastards arid 
beat him up, " - /1 - i

I a.white male, was born
and currently- resides at\ 
and is employed

In view of statements concerning assaulting an FBI
Agent, Washington Field requests authority to contact established sources 
and public records to develop additional background on Coilton, Washing - 
ton Field also requests authority to have 
reviewed, --------------------------------------

Bufiles reflect that _____ was active in 1954 in distributing 
literature for the National Association for the Advancement of White 
People, an anti-Negro association formerly headed by Bryan Bowles which 
is now defunct, He has been extremely active in captioned organization 
since 1957* He served as vice-president of the organization in 1957 cmd 
1958 and was elected president after John Kasper Was sentenced to prison 
for contempt of court. In June, 1958, he prepared material for the 
White Citizens Councils of the District of Columbia concerning the racial 
issue which was highly inflammatory in nature, In this material 
stated "If the race mixing maniacs continue to push, it can only' result 
in bombings of more Jewish centers" and in referring to the Supreme Court 

\stated that the "nine swine on the Supreme Court" should J) e convicted for I treason and "hung until dead, dead, dead,H

In view of the violent statements made in the past by 
in connection with the integration issue and his statement concerning 
assaulting an Agent of the Bureau, it is felt that Washington Field should 
be authorized to conduct the proposed inquiries concerning so the
Bureau will know more about him in the event he i^inawLlpi^di^wFpTolence
in the future, It is particularly desirable that 
be checked to determine if he has received xmy.&a 
firearms or demolition training, ALL Im’

naval record



Memo to Mr, Belmont
RE: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
100-423395

ACTION:

Ther'e is attached for your approval an appropriate 
communication to Washington Field Office and Richmond Office in line 
with the above,

- 2 -



Airtel

October 1&8
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
©BIS MM® , - b7C

PATE - RY^Wr b^D

-W, Field flPOr38^
EX-102

learns Director, pbi (100-42339^^^ 7

Washington Field nirtel
^orr±li^_izl£Qmdtiph of the Dichmotid Gfftc^ reairtel 

rofloats- thdtl I has ft^ished reliable information
in the pasta attended a meeting on 10-6^8 at mhieh. fohn Ma^p&r > 
^^1 | \of pgptio'ned organisation,

During tms meeting/ / W. resides at
/Arling ton, Virginia) remarked that 

ne rsonaereu tf ane iw was follominffohn ^operl and addsd 
that he ^usduld like to catch one of those fBf odsturdd an! '■ 

- .. heat him -

Wdshinffpn. Field''is authorised to conduct the
- th order Is develop additianal ■•.

-. 5ad^dW i^arria^ien concerning r H ^’W.
cpnstrngd .as- an investigation of the Mie $itt-%ens

'Councils and information concerning \ should ~ ,
transiMf&d tn i^ir^au and offices Under the
cap# ten I / internal Secur itg * X* n

In wlw g/T concerning aesdultinf
an i^ejd.and ^ip^dnd Phe^ld tnetruet

■ d^To^iidte' informants dlert to itonedlut&l^ ro^ort
■ ' . . fi X '.^ ; ' ■ _ '

, SEE. MEMO BAUMGARDNER W BMMONf^S^'CAR^^ DATED

^Kll
ji Tr^—- f | OCT 91958
k • L. 

| Holloman _____ _ *
L* Gandy* _____ MAIL ROOM .□

& -Sulljyan

L Tolson ;________ , - *

Snr—-JGKierst/
I fcSelmont _ ____ _ » - ^/A
I Mohr C9)r ,
i Nease ~_______ v . 3



Airtel SAC, field

m. iw czvtzwg ma^ wz&p &&wza 100^33^
3^ additional -^t^ilar statements hy | dr other 
members of t&e captioned organization* Washington &tex$ 
fiohmond should -4X0$ certain th&i ^12 office vhl'Qlt 
g^ future M io doi^ua^ investigation of

\invQ2vino ^rvoUJandoo or othor ooooibiis contact 
witn orc fzmitsfr&l. information oonoornin^ I 
throat to oo&ot&i on A^ent of thia £&%&&

t^aohtn^ton fi&d should promptly furnish the results 
Of it& tn^irioo. io- ths bureau and inter sot sd offioest. ,. , ~



AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)TO: 10-7-51

'ROM SAC, WFO (100-33226)

'• Tolson
’• Belmont
[. Mo
I Ne

K^B<osen. 

_ __  
.Sullivan 

,®Me. Boom_____ 
Mr. Holloman__  
Missf Gandy.___

WHITE 
IS-X

CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C

furnished a written report

has developed following backgroun

5’ 7"""-----------
147 pounds 
Stocky
Black - curlv

' Hil;

aka

On 10-7-58
to SA ELMER LEE TODD in which informant describes a meeting
on 10-6-58 which was attended by. ______  ___________
of the subject organization and JOHN KASPER, among others'?" 
During one part-of the evening] ~|remas^ed that he 
wondered, if the-FBI were following JOHN (KASPER). |
then remarked that he
bastards and be'at him

’’would like to catch one of those FB 
up,* ”

Tn the past WFO

AL
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- Name. 
1 Sex:
Race: 
Date of Birth: 
Residence:
Height: 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Occupation: 
Marital Status 
Military Service 
U.S.Nayy SN.:- . _ _ 
Education: 
Parents.:

Male' 
White

pn

------------------------------ FT
Permission is requested to conduct further, inquiry

through established sources and public records- to ascertain mqO 
background onl 
be reviewed. L

It, is „felt that his navy”file shquld
■ , na -- zfrOHKS

1-WFO 
RBL:meg 
(4)
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October 15, 195.8

Airtel

■ To.: SAC,- Washington Field (100.-33226)

From: Director, FBI (100^423:395)
^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ALSO KNOWN AS SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X -

Re Washington Field airtel 10-7-58 and 
Buairtel 10-9-58.

re
Expedite submission results of inquiries
1 to Bureau and interested offices. t

J - r ' ’ ' • b7C

Ml 1WW CONTAINED

i \» ..
'a

*4

SV



. . AIRTEL

10/17/58

To: '

From.

SAC/ Washington Field ’(100-33226)r

Director,' FBI. ; ^100^33^5)//; , ' ‘

. ^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF ,D . C./aka . t.
. , is x ' ■ ■ • V-*; - .

‘ ' ... . . ;ReUt,airtel, ,10/14^^ a 4, . '*
letterhead memorandum dated’ 10/14/58;T, • , .

; ... Hy' return mail/, clarify information as"
set forth- in; the last paragraph', page one, Of‘the 
letterhead memorandum, y ‘ -• 7,? J■" ' . ,/ ■ ’

.JTSzaeo^^ 
■ r—'

y -
- • * *

'* ’’ \ - - - 2-’- - '

‘ROOM-:

*

,w
qcU5 » s

nOWTBt '

* >

2$ ’OCT SO 1958

4



FD-36 (Aev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 10/16/58

Transmit the following in __________________ PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT

’ Mr. Tolson------  
' - Mr. Belmont----  
' ' Mr. Mohr--------  
* J Mr. Nease--- ,—

r. Parsons___  
. Rosen_

■lr. Tamm--- 
- Mr. Trotter.----- 
f Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
C Tele. Room-------  
| Mr. Holloman----  I hfiss Gandy. ....i.

TO:

FROM:

DIR

SAC,

TOR AND SACS, ST. LOUIS

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.

WASHINGTON FIELD

REBUAIRTEL OCT, AKA.

D^RICHMOND

FIFTEEN TO WFO, WFO AIRTEL OCT FIFTEEN TO BU, ST. LOUIS AND

RICHMOND RE REBUAIRTEL INSTRUCTS b6
b7C

INQUIRIES RE BE EXPEDITED

AIL IM WMB

1 Teletype Room
3 Bureau (100-423395)
1 WFO (100-33226)
RBL:VIM

OCT 20 1953



4-528

NOV 241958

CHANGED TO

ALL I WWW CONTAINED



Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL_______

Date: 10/11/58 ।
I 

PLAIN. TEXT J ,------------------------------ !
(1 ype in plain text or code) 1

REGISTERED MAIL______________ I
(Priority or Method of Mailing) i

__________________________________ J_

TO; - , DIRECTOR^ FBI (100-423395) 3 X ‘

EWli- SAC, BALTIMORE (100-20015) *1^

ST All imaiiomSm^' W*"-
(ooi w HEMSKMED

BAIL
Enclosed, herewith are designated copies of a Letterhead 

Memorandum, this date, and captioned at Baltimore, which is 
se If -exp lanatdry.

T-l is PSI, who furnished informd-
tioh orally on 10/11/58 to SA MARVIN H... KABERLE,. The . 
information set forth in the enclosed, memorandum was furnished o/c 
teiephonlcally to Washington Field on 10/11/58. b7D

' informational copies designated for Charlotte-, 
Knoxville, and Memphis in view of likelihood KASPER will . 
proceed to areas covered by those offices.. Copies of memo being 
disseminated locally to OSI, ONI and Gr-2. .

Bureau (Enc. -7) B
“T.* Cha^lo^te (Enc. -1) (INFO)
1 - Knoxville (Enc. -1) (INFO-) & /
1 - Memphis (Bnc. -1). (INFO) /
2 - Washington Field (100-33226) (Enc. -2)



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAI. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

a.ltlmcre, Maryland All HAWN CONTAINED 
October 11, 1958 ..rnr^i sa aAAivtrn

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL

Confidential Informant T-l, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised on October 11, 
1958. that JOHN KASPER met wlthl Khic

Inn -hh<=> pygning nf I I ar Une
b7D

• KASPER talked mostly of his background Speaking 
of his trial and conviction in Tennessee, KASPER said that it 
came about because a negro preacher had escorted a negro boy 
to school in Clinton, Tennessee. After leaving the school, 
the preacher was assaulted. KASPER said that, although he was 
in Washington, D. C., when the assault occurred, he went to 
Clinton several days later and was arrested, tried and con
victed of this assault.

KASPER said he planned to write a book in the future 
that will afford the public a concise view of what he is doing 
and what he is trying to accomplish. In this book he will 
review the history of the United States back to the'time of the 
Constitution. He will show how the "Jewish and Negro people have 
always worked hand in hand" and how, in reality, the Jewish 
people have "used the Negroes" for their own purposes.

KASPER related that he would like to get away from 
the White Citizens Council and form a new political party. He 
said he believes that such a party could best be started on a 
local level. In time, the party would then spread from city 
to county government and on to the state level. KASPER expressed 
the opinion that such a party could reach the national level 
in ten to fifteen years. KASPER stated that he hopes to be 
back in the Washington, D. C., area around the middle of 
November, 1958, at which time the possibility of starting such 
a political party could be discussed.in detail.

Bureau (1QO^423395)
1 - Charlotte
1 - Knoxville
1. - Memphis
2 - Washington Field (100-33226)



WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL

KASPER said that on October 11, 1958; he would return 
to Tennessee to prepare for his forthcoming trial there.

T-l said that he ascertained on October 11, 1958,
that KASPER planned to leave Washington, D. C., that day 
and taka with him. They intend to visit

mothdx1, name Unknown, in Fayetteville, North

b6
b7C

uaroxina. T-l said he does not know KASPER’S plans from there
on.

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. Neither it nor its contents should 
be disseminated outside the agency to which loaned.

j

i 
t



b7C

AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

"WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. 
AND VIRGINIA
IS—X
(00: TOO)

10/15/58

ReBuairtel 10/9/58, authorizing WFO to conduct 
inquiries among extablished sources and public records of 

~ | For information of St. Louis,
~|is active in segregation circles and has made the 

statement that he "would like to catch one of those FBI 
bastards and beat him up."

Following is a

Name:
Sex:
Race:
Residence:

Height: 
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Complexion 
Occupation

Parents:

Marital Status: 
Military Service 
U. S» Navy Serial 
Education:

Stocky
Black, curly 
Fair

LEADS

RICHMOND DIVISION

AT ARLINGTON VIRGINIA
1„ Will conduct appropriate credit and criminal
checks♦

3" - Bureau
•2 - Richmond (105-632) 
2 - St. Louis 
1 - WFO 
RBL:blb 
(8) 
AIRTEL

sc OCT 15

,1'



WFO 100-33226 b7C

Leads continued

2. Will contact established sources who can 
furnish additional background on

ST. LOUIS DIVISION

AT ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

JL.__ Will reviewl

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

. 1. Will conduct appropriate credit and criminal
checks.

__ Will reviewl

3* Upon receipt of information from St. Louis 
and Richmond, will prepare a letterhead, memorandum*

- 2 -



I

FD-36 (fjsv. 12^3-56)

F B I

Date: 10/17/58

Transmit the following in PLATN TEXT , 
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL FRCTSTEPED MATT,_______  
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, EBI (100-483395) All INFOWM GOBI®
- FROM: SAC, RICHMOND (105-632)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
aka Seaboard White Citizens 
IS-X

D 
Councils

Enclosed for Bureau are six copies of a letterhead 
memorandum captioned "JOHN KASPER", containing information — 
received from Detective Sergeant C. 0. DURHAM (NA) Charlottes
ville, Va. Police Department, source, reflecting the activities
of cTOHN KASPER while in Charlottesville, Va., on October 
14, 1958.

information copies are being sent to Charlotte 
and WFO.

ROCHE

t 3xBureau (Enols. 6) '
d-Charlotte (RM) (Encl. 1) (info)
L-WO (Encl. 1) (RM) (info)
2-Richmohd .
WBW/nlh;vlr
(7)

3"

21

A.

Sent
in Charge

Approved: .MAPer



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Richmond, Virginia 
October 17, 1958

RE: JOHN KASPER; :

Ml COO®
HEO 8 ® CLASSIFIED

A confidential source who has furnished reliable' 
information in the past on October 16,' 1958 advised that 
JOHN KASPER visited Charlottesville, Virginia, on October 14, 
1958. He was enroute to Greensboro, North Carolina.

According to this source, KASPER while in Charlottes
ville, Virginia, had lunch V^fefehand was interviewed by two re
porters of the “Daily Progress", a daily newspaper published 
in Charlottesville. During this interview KASPER stated that 
he and "his group" had no plans for action in Virginia in 
relation to integration. He expressed his approval with the 
manner and legal means with which Virginia authorities were 
fighting the Supreme "Court integration decision. He stated 
that his efforts would be directed against the officials of 
those states who have violated the public trust:; placed in 
them by adhering to the Supreme Court’s decision to integrate 
public schools.

This source also advised that during his visit to 
Charlottesville, KASPER recorded a ten to fifteen minute speech 
to be broadcast oyer Radio Station NINA in Charlottesville 
from 10:30 P.M. to 10:45 P.M. on October 15, 1958. In this 
speech, which was broadcast at the times indicated above, KASPER 
denounced the Charlottesville Board df Education as not having 
courage to deal with integration according to their convictions. 
He cited the recent bombings of Jewish institutions. He referred 
to the Anti-Jewish activities of .HITLER in Germany and. cautioned 
Jews in the United States to be alerted that this does not 
happen to them.

This source stated NINA received numerous phone calls 
from people in the Charlottesville, Virginia, area objecting to 
the broadcasting of this speech.

■ This memorandum is loaned to you by the FBI and neither 
it nor its contents are to be distributed outside theAgency to 
which loaned.



AIRTEL

O:

'ROM

^SEABOARD 
IS-X

Mr.' Tolson——AM 
Mr. Belmont .kA 
Mr. Mohr____ \
Mr. Nease.
Mr. Parson 
Mr. Rosen. 
Mr. Tamm___ kM1'
Mr. Trotter
Sir. W.C.SuHivan

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

y Mr. CARLETON C. SMITH, 
manager of NBC, Washington, D. C 
concerning the association of
captioned group. 
interview I

. „ .Tele. Room_____  
10/14/ 5 3mt. Holloman__

president and general*
, was,contacted on 10/13/58 

| with 
He was advised that the FBI proposea 'to

i

I

activities of captioned group,
]concerning his knowledge of and the / 1

Mr. SMITH was very cooperative and friendly, 
expressed his appreciation for letting him know that the 
FBI intended interviewing I ] and stated that Jag__
would keep in confidence The general information on 
which was furnished to him. --------

Mr. SMITH advised that 
to 6 p.m. from October 1, 1958,

worked from 9 a.m
ihrouen October 10, 1958, With!

the exception of Saturday, October 4, 1958. I ~I began I
vacation .October 11, 1958, and is to return to work on Monday,
October 20, 1958. The-Knoxville Office was furnished this 
information by teletype on October 13, 1958.

Iwas described as a first class employee by 
SMITH who said [ has no intimate friends at NBC.

I file, as made available by Mr. SMITH, reflects that 
he attended East High School in Knoxville; that he was employed 
as a telephone installer for the Western Electric Co., in the 
Atlanta, Ga., area from 9/47 to 1/50; that he attended Capitol
Radio Engineering Inst., WDC, from 2/6/50 to 
he is in the U. S. Air Force Reserves.

5/5/52; and that
a

The interview has been recorded on
is being filed in WFO 62-8011-1A/

an FD 302 which

3 - WFO
(1 - 100-35283)
(1 - 62-8011)

RBL:bib
(6)

EO OCT 23 1958

AIRTEL
1 In JO



f K'jyWRev. 12-13-56)

Date: 10-17-58

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

v. A I R T E LVia_________________ AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

f
Mr. Tolson_____

1 
1
1
1 
1
(
1 
1

_1

Mr. Belmont___
Mr. Mohr______
Mr. Neas?_____
Mr. Farvns___ (
Mr. F. vn.
Mr. T?mxn ____
Mr. V, ___ ,
Mr. W.C.Sullivan ’
Tole. E-iom

1
J

Mr. Hvlloman___
Miss Gandy____

-4
1

_L

TO DIRECTOR, EBI (100-423395)

FROM : SAC, ST. LOUIS (105-1240)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
OF D. C;^®L_yiRGINW

Re WFO airtel to 
tel 10/16/58.

ML mm COBBED
IS

SL 10/15/58 and WFO

RE: b6
b7C

On 10/17/58, IC WILLIAM G. SELLS reviewed 
the Navy service record on file at the Department 
of Defense, Military Bersonnel Records Center, for

NSN which re-
necrea_caau ne eniistea in the U. S. Naval Reserve 
on I and was called into active duty on

at Washington. D. C. He was honorably re
Teasea on| and transferred to the inactive
Naval Reserve to complete his obligated term of 
enlistment. He was honorably discharged from the
inactive Naval Reserve on as an Apprentice

served in the inactive Naval Reserve frranl
to and from
reserve service was reflected in nis record

No additional

He had no foreign service and was not 
awarded any medals, citations or decorations’?'——

- His character and efficiency^ ratlrigs^ranged
unknown to excellent with no record of absence 

^ ^^louf leave or court-martial. —

Approved: -tfGS-tgmf-

Bureau_______________:____________________ w?
2 - Washington Field Office (100-33226) W
1 - St. Louis ^Z?// \

Sent M Per



' FD-36*(Rev. 12-13-56)

SL #105-1240

F B I

Date;

I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I

Transmit the following in____________________________ .__________ _________ ;____ ,__ ;
(Type in plain text or code)

Via_____________ __________  ______________ ________________________ ____________ j
' (Priority or Method of Mailing) ।

___________________,_________ _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ ,1_

There was no record of nervous or mental . 
disorders.. ’

The following information is,contained 
in the record:

Date and Place of Birth

Height
Weight •
Hair -.
Eyes -
Complexion 
Build .
Education 

Civilian Occupation 
Military Occupation 
Home Address

Relatives

------- —
150 pounds 
Brown 
Brown 
Ruddy . 
Medium

Photograph none in rue,

- RUC -

HOWARD

Approved; ___ _________ .______________, Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



1

AIRTEL

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, EBI (100-42339 5)

SAC, WO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. -   . —  .  .... . .

10/14/

Mr. Tolson Hi 
Mr. Belmont_f__ 
Mr. Mohr.
Mr. Nease 
Mr. Parson^/..*'
Mr. Rosenl 
Mr. Tamm.’ 
Mr. Trotter.

copies 
"WITH

IS-X wax.
aka

Mr, W-C-Sullivan 
^^le. Room____ ... 
^r. Holloman——. 
.Miss Gandy__ 1_

Enclosed for the Bureau 
of a letterhead memorandum 
CITIZENS COUNCILS of D. C.,

are one original and six 
dated 10/13/58, and captioned 
also known as'SEABOARD WHITE

4- CITIZENS COUNCILS^

t—1 iff The original report is filed in

ENCLOSURE & "
1 - Baltimore (100-20015) (Info)
1 - Richmond (105-632) (Info)
1 - Knoxville (105-122) (Info)
1 - Jlemphis (Info)
1 - New Orleans (Info)
2 - WO,---------------------------------------  

(1 
RBL:blb 
(10)

AIRTEL.

0 G-WW



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Ml WM MOB) — ’ -
HEO IS I0MFSD October 14, 1958

BATE- '
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. 

also known, as
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

On October 12, 1958, T-l, who has furnished reli
able informatipn in the past, supplied a written report 
concerning a meeting held in the offices .of Seaboard White

b6
b7C

Citizens Councils (1047 31st Stre Washington, DT“Cv)

-v Accor di-ag-to-wor ma$
present ,at this • T^ohnj

I Flovd^Fleming.

\ the following, persons were

children TV
his wife and

T-l advised that Kasper opened the meeting with a 
short speech stating among other things that he had to return 

O/to NashvillW and might be gone a year. He wanted/support of 
/ J. BenjaminaSimmons j his attorney, to ’‘keep him in the fight. “ 

Kasper mentioned that even his close friends including 
Admiral Crommelin had failed him right after he was released 
from prison. Kasper thought that they should have had 
clothes, a car and money waiting for him because he “was like 
a foot soldier without a rifle.” Kasper mentioned that
Birdsell wanted a crack 
satellite organizations 
public.

at expanding Seaboard, working out 
and getting the name back before the

jave a brief background sketch of himself 
stating that he had lived in the District of Columbia from 
1948 to 1952 working with Batt-Bates and Jones Composition 
Company as a mimeograph operator. • He mentioned then that he 
moved to New Orleans, Louisiana, and divorced his wife. He 
stated he edited a magazine called “The Southern Digest." 

lalso mentioned that he joined the Southern Gentlemen and 
was an organizer and speaker for them. He was arrested for 
possession of a hypodermic needle, tried and sentenced to 
seven years. His sentence was reversed in July of 1958.



b7C

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.

He is again living in the District of Columbia and is working 
for the Jones Composition Company. I ~Mentioned that
he was commissioned by Edwards, the head of the Klan, to
organize a KECK in Mississippi. stated he wanted to
run the Klan in Mississippi on a semi-military basis with 
rifle clubs. He plans to affiliate with the National Rifle 
Association which will serve as the excuse for the gun clubs.

At this meeting suggested that Kasper
take the title of Executive Director of Seaboard and

L^e Secretary with Floyd Fleming President and 
Vice-President. Kasper wantedP

to the new board of directors. Kasper Stated that he would
elected

get a short statement ready directing everyone .tn respect 
_________  as the new leader here in Washington.___________ | is to 
have absolute authority of anything going out with?/the Seaboard 
name on it. ,.i । -k «

____________ T-l advised that a frie.nds of Kasper’s, I
_  |Lhas a friend working for the. "Washington 

.Daily News” and this reporter wanted an interview with 
Kasper. The reporter’s superior, according to/pA, wants to 
change the story. According to T-l, Kasper a^ked the questions 
answered them himself, copied them while they drank beer and 
talked about the weather. .

T-l advised that Kasper’s car was repaired and the
following persons paid to repair it:

. #100.00
50.00
50.00
25.00 or 75.00
10.00

>7 10.00
X 10.00.. ’ .

T-l advised that Kasper may be reached in Nashville 
at Post Office Box 7073 or at the following phone numbers:

Chapel 2-6118
Vernon 2-9520

- 2 -



WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.

T-l advised that upon hearing about the bombing 
of the Atlanta synagogue on October 12, 1958, Kasper made 
the statement that the bombing was ”a good thing,” ”a 
great thing’,* "a direct hit on the Jews a”

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned^

- 3 -



TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. 
IS - X

1

Mr. Tolson-------  
Mr. Belmont---- - 
Mr. Mohr-------L 
Mr. Nease----
Mr. Parsons^fLi
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tamm.____  
Mr. Trotter____  
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room____ _ 
Mr. Holloman___ 
Miss Gandy____

Re Buairtel 10/17/58 and WFO airtel 10/14/58 
which enclosett^T^tetrtrerttnatra ReBuairtel asks for
clarification of last paragraph page one of letterhead memorandum. b6 
■Thiq paragraph sets forth information which was received from b7C

I |furnished this information concerning b7n
himself at the meeting held on 10/11/58 at 1047 31st N.W.
There- is a word missing in line six. I | stated he
edited a magazine. Th a ypat of the paragraph is self explanatory, 
R^epingTiTmihtT'tha11__________mentioned this material concerning
himself.



.i . -4’ 4»
sy.

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 10/20/58

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
---------- ------*

Mr. Tolson—— 
Mr. Belmont-— 
Mr. Mohr :— 
Mr. Nease—_—■- 
Mx. Parsons..Xe^ 
Mr.
Mr. Tamm_____
Mr. Trotter----
Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tele. Room_____ 
Mr. Holloman__

I Miss Gandy------

/ •

If, . Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies of a
h letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as above. Information

>7 copies are also being sent to the Richmond and Philadelphia 
Offices.

T-l is 
located id

whose original information is

The informant also advised thatJ---------------------------
was having lunch on 10/20Z58 withL, I . e
and J., BENJAMIN SIMMONS. | I has long been active in Db
activities of captioned group and SIMMONS’ has served as counsel. b7C 
in the past, for FREDERICK JOHN KASPER. '

The purpose of the luncheon, according to. the informant, 
is to work out a ni an to protect Seaboard members from 
interview. I I wants to go to the FBI Field Office and
advise the FBI that Seaboard members will only be interviewed 
by Agents in the future at the office of SIMMONS, .1025 Vermont 
Ave., N. W., WC.

s>....... uwn Ml K8SM W



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

October 20, 1958

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

Confidential Informant T-l, advised on October 20j 
1958, that a meeting of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
was held on October 19, 1958, at the Councils* office, 1047 
Thirty-first Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Present were 
Floyd H. Fleming ahdl b7C

and that
T-l said that

to keep the Seaboard office open.

called a ’’God-send”
stated he would furnish at least $50 a month

______ (announced that he was through with 
Seaboard as an organization, but added that he could be 
counted on to do anything for ’’the cause” where he did not 
have to link his name with Seaboard.

I__________  stated at the meeting, according to T-l,
that Iwas in Washington-y_D._ C., .from Philadelphia
Pennsylvania J is staving at. Flemingsresidence. 905
Quincy street, ixi. , ~and| and Fleming visited George
Lincoi
Octobe

^ackwell in Arlington, Virginia,, on Sunday morning, 
lTTiW? -——•

Bureau
This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 

of Investigation and neither it nor its contents are
to be distributed outside the agency tovhich loaned.



AIRTED

TS=X

SAC, WFO

TO: DIRECTOR FBI (100-l|.23395)

(100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

10/21/58

a ’’
Mr. Tolson--------
Mr. Belmont----- -
Mr. Mohr------- —
Mr. Nease---- —

„ ,Mr. Parsons.-^^ 
¥2 -Mr. Rosen——

Mr, Tamm..........
* , Mr. Trotter-------
Mr. W.C.Sullivan

Tele. Room-- -— 
’ Mr. Holloman----
Miss Gandy-------I

Enclosed for the Bgreyn ana ganran MnUs pf a 
letterhead memorandum, captioned______________________ I dated
as above. An information copy is ,oeing rorwaraea pa the 
Richmond Office.

voluntarily furnishing information to the FBI. The. original 
information fnnni shed bv the sources is located in WFO files 

|and| [respectively. ‘ •

The Bureau by airtel dated October 9, 1958, captioned .
as above, requested WFO to develop background information----- 
concerning ! __  |on the basis of past remarks by

. that he would like to catch and FBI ’’bastard1' and beat him up. 
The . information in the enclosed .letterhead memorandum will be 
included in the letterhead memorandum containing the background

" data on v . 1 * .

’RffirranHing the letter wants to send out
__________ _____ I typed the letter from a handwritten original * 
prepared by I_____________________________ I furnished the original '
to SA ELMER LEE TODD on 10/21/98.. The original was photographed 
and was returned to | —. ]on 16/21/58, in order that

'I she can return it JicU----------- | The photographic copy of the 
original draft in------------- handwriting is being retained in

' the 1-A section or captioned file ‘

ELT :kmt

> * •

1 - 62-8011 (Atlanta Bombing) (Encl. 1)

1

C6 ~ .

7 ~RE
Bureau (Ends. 7) ’

rW - Richmond (End, 1) (Info.) (RM)
4 - WFQ • ‘

I rs

H AIRTEL



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

October 21, 1958

Confidential Informant T-l, who

b7C

has furnished
reliable information in the nast. adv.i spd on Ontnbor 21, 1958, 
that| ________________________________  Arlington,
VirgrTiTa'; srarea on uctooer 2U, ivob, tnat he wanTITTd*""^^ 
■urgurrize a group under a clan name. The clan would be spelled 
with a C rather than a K as the Ku Klux Klan.

___________ also stated, according to T-l, that he has 
a letter prepared which he wants to send out under a letterhead 
of something like “Save our Synagogue Committee.” The purpose 
of the letter would be to plant doubt in the minds of school 
children in Arlington.

Confidential Informant T-2, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, on October 21, 1958, made available 
a copy of the letter which| | wants to send out. It
reads as follows:

“Beloved Christian Brothers:

"It is with passionate hope that this earnest 
appeal for understanding is directed toward the 
cherished Christian community of Virginia. In 
recent months it has become apparent that the 
motives and attitudes of our people have undergone 
misunderstandings which might seriously affect 
the status of our position in America. Indeed, just 
because Karl Marx was a Jew, would not necessarily 
mean that the majority of Jews support the aims and 
purposes of communism. And just because 95 per 
cent of the Jewish people in America go along with

ALL nn CONTAMOI
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Zionism would not necessarily mean that Jews are 
not loyal Americans even if the Rosenbergs, Glass'es, 
Harry Dexter Whites, Sobels and other atomic spies 
all were Jews. Surely, simply because Arthur Spingarn 
is a Jew and president of the NAACP does not necessarily 
indicate that the majority of Jews promote race-mixing, 
does it? No, none of the'se hateful facts prove that 
the majo.rity of Jews are working for a one-world, 
one-race, one-color dictatorship with our people 
controlling everything.

“It* is prayerfully hoped that none of 'our dearly 
beloved Christian brothers will allow such things 
to arouse their indignation ahd cause them to employ 
the use of dynamite or other damaging devices to 
shatter the will of the suffering Jewish people of 

Virginia.”

T-l stated that wants to sign the letter with
a fictitious name. He wants to take the middle name of William 
Korey, use only the initial of his first name and add a “sky” 
to his last name. It would read something like W. Joseph
Koreysky.

William (no middle initialjMorey is Director,__  
Distr.i.cA^Q:LI%njjEbi^^ Anti-Def amat ion
.League, B’nai B’rith

T-l also advised that.  
discussing the proposed letter, objected to thebuse.of the - 
word dynamite because he felt tha^_J ’ ’ t be^ incriminating
in that it might arouse passion. __________answered, according
to T-l, “Well hell, thats what, ws want people to do,, blow.' 
up the damn synagogues.” __________agreed; however, T-l said,
to check the wording of the letter with Attorney J. Benjamin
Simmons before mailing it out

—T^lstated that on October 90. 1958, in
answer to a question as to whether I I or I ___ had the 
deepest voice, grinned and said that he was going to get 
blamed for all the phone calls.

This remark was in reference to the page one story 
in "The Washington Post and Times Herald” for October 20, 
1958, which stated that a deep-voiced person had called the

- 2 -
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Unitarian Church, Arlington, Virginia, on the morning of 
Sunday, October 19, 1958, and indicated that there was a 
bomb in the church.

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and. neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

a
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Transmit the following in

Date: 10-23-58 •

PLAIN TEXT 
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL___________ REGISTERED MAIL____________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, RICHMOND (105-632) 
ft
'WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS of D. C.
TS^X^ 
(00: WFO)

ALL MMW OTM®
HM 6 UNCLASSIFIED ,

Re Washington Field Airtel to Director dated ,
October 15 > 1958.

* , b7C
The Richmond files contain a considerable amount of b7D 

information concerninml---------- which has
been furnished by to the Washington Field Office.

who is[
Fairfax, Virginia 

and who
is an approved source of information .of this office, , on--------------- i
October 20. 1958 advised SA HOWARD E. RICHARDSON thatl_____________

J]will not have anything to do with| |°r other mem- .
bers of the captioned organization. She stated that she is 
aware- that he is a very "rabid" segregationist and is-also very 
anti-semitic. She advised that she knows nothing about his - 
background except that he is supposed to have lived in -Arling
ton County, Virginia for many years. /

Chief of Police WILLIAM FAUVER, Arlington County 
Police Departmen ptober 21, 1958, advised. SA HOWARD E. 
RICHARDSON that does not have a criminal record with

He further advised that he has receivedhis department.
considerable information indicating that is a segre-
gationist who has associated with JOHN Khanin u± the captioned 
organization. __ /

There is ho central credit reporting agency in .
Arlington County, Virginia.

(3^ - Bureau - ROCHE / "J •
. 7 -

(7) 1u-
t " Sent______________ M



AIRTEL 10/22/58

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)TO:

SAC, WFO (100-3'322.6.;)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D... C.
IS — X m ••

Mr. VZ.vSHjlifvu'T
T*!?. _ ___
Mr. IP fl* rnn__ 
Mass GaEt'y____

SPER

Enclosed for the information of the BureAu is 
location .of the Seaboard White Citizens Coup 
^Abol^gb. the Public’ School's I Now!” by JOHN?,

e copy of a pub
s entitled

On 10/22^8, this copy was delivereatojsS. ELMER'LEE TODD fry 
DONALD GILBERTS a messenger for CHARLES YOUMAN, Litho<Lab’, 626 
D SH., n2Zw. ^r. YOUMAN had earlier on 10/22/58 advised SA TODD 
that h'e would^eliver this copy. Meiieniefc ofi-
c.oFW^e*'3R Swttw he Ahftim.. A ..

___ ‘ 00^-^0/21/58 . SAs TODD and RICHARD R. LAVTN interviewed 
       | who 

furnished'-inf of-mation that he was going to do the printing of 
this publication. At that time, |asked the interviewing
Agents ii^t would be proper to print such material. He was 
informed that no opinion could be given by the interviewing 
Agents, but that, if he decided to print it, it would be appre-
ciated if, the FBI were informed, not only of its printing, but 
any other'printings that he might do for the SWCC. | H.had 
informed the interviewing Agents that he was having the TH the 
Lab» nburn- the plate" for the printing^

memorandum suitable for dissemination when additional copies of 
the publication are received from 

---------- ‘
--------------------- 5 ------ | on 10/22/58, advised that J&HN KASPER

spent gfs last? two days in Washington (lO/lfean^ 13/58) pre- 
paringtthis material. | ~| has adviseutpal^the SWCC has
orderedfryGOO^copies of this material. 1X3 v. 

.4«53 tri L *JS

AIRTEL

* - X
; 3 Bureau 

1 - WFO , 
RBL/flb

(4)

(i^ci5^ i)

REG- ov " 1 $ 'O

/j? WFO intends to follow this airtel with a letterhead

&135 ail contained



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED STAGES GOVERNMENT

^DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

CISCO (100-42016)

SUBJE

IS

DATE:0ctober 24, 1958

IE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 
- x; RACIAL MATTERS .

00:

AND

Washington Field

Re Bureau airtel dated 10/16/58 entitled ’’BOMBINGS 
ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS IN SOUTHERN COMMUNITIES, RACIAL

MATTERS.” .

A search of the indices of the Sah Francisco Office 
concerning captioned organization was i»de. This office has 
no information concern ing captioned organization.

RUG

ALL WWW €0«B

Ca-^ureau (AM) (REG) -
1- Washington Field (AM) (REG)REC- 93
1- San Francisco (100-44426)
1- San Francis co (100-42016)

WR-lps #8
(5)

EO OCT 27 1958
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • f
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : 'DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 10/27/58

AC, WFO (100-33226)

subject: WHITE ..CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C.

agency
REQ. SEC’D —77^7^/
DATE FORW. - - - - - -

uO-Axfcu. ~

ReWFO airtel to Director 10/22/58, ywhich enclosed 
a copy of an article by JOHN KASPER entitled ^Abolish the 
Pub 1 i c Sohoo 1 si Now!" \ "

Enclosed for the Bureau 
copies of a letterhead memorandum 
above..

are one original and six 
dated and captioned as

copies of the article,' ' WF©-T-l only supplied seven ___________ . , 
Fwil.l receive additional copies from| later, at which" 
Hime copies will be sent to Richmond and Baltimore, for .
^.Information

T-T is

IHe has requested that his identity be protected. On 10/22/58, 
advised that the firm that "burns his plates" for 

printing is .Litho Lab, 626 D Street, N.W. .

b7C

On 10/22/58, Litho Lab, by its owner, CHARLES YOUMAN 
supplied this office with a. copy of the Kasper Article,

Both Mr, YOUMAN and|........................ |were informed that
TTj “this Bureau could not request them to either prinf this .

~ material or not print it. However, they were advised that if
they did do any printing of such material, it would be 
appreciated if they notified this Bureau. Both, promised the^ 
would so notify the Bureau on a confidential basis.

T-2 is
KASPER orally on 10/22/58 
filed in

He supplied this information about 
It will be reduced to writing and

T-Riohmond (info) CEnc,ls. Il 
1-Baltimbre (info) (Ehdls.2I) 
1-WFO 
RBL:bjp 
(5'

SB OCT 28 1S58



ABOLISH THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS! NOW!
Push has come to shove! This is it! There’s no more 

beating around the bush. The ‘Supreme Snort’ is hell-bent 
on white-race destruction through its latest and final in
sanity of using its powers to strike down efforts and plans 

States to maintain a private school system through the 
e of public State funds. One crime after another, here

they come, first striking down separation of the rapes (the 
white from the venereal disease—illigitimate—rapist); then 
they say public school teachers and textbooks can’t be 
used in private schools.

• We are glad they are trying to ram home their evil .de
signs! They have unwittingly awakened the American 
people to the fact that the nigger is only a tool of ‘hook

, nosed’ jews for taking over America and the world . . . 
the ‘jig’ is only one of many master plans of the jew to try 
to drive the white man to total and final destruction.

Thank God! that good old-fashioned American horse
sense is now coming to the rescue. We have finally real
ized that the jew is a menace to American Liberty . . . 
whether he is the organizer and backer of the Communist 
Party, the NAACP, the Federal Reserve System, the World 

■dank, etc., or whether he is just a gaberdine-clad ‘kike’ 
^with a pushcart out to cheat the eyeballs out of Christians.

Lawrence Derthick trying to brainwash American children 
to accept a one world, one race, one color, super-state 
setup with jew control at the top. Parents will know 
exactly what they are paying for in educating their child
ren and they will know exactly what kind of value received 
they are getting by the increased intelligence of their 
children.

It is none of the Federal government’s business to 
interfere with the educational process and private schools 
will once and for all put to rest notions of communizing 
the schools through Federal control through Federal aid. 
Period!

You can bet your ‘bottom dollar’ that “Ike” and Nixon 
don’t send their kids or grandkids'to school with niggers, 
but to private schools. What’s good enough for them is 
good ’nuff for you ’n me. If this is a dumbocracy then 
why can’t we have what the ‘prez’ has — good private 
schools for all . . .

DOWN with public schools and a vast “system” and 
back to the solid virtue of local control' of loccd affairs 
and let each private school serve the local community and 
the children who live there.

The Supreme Court (and “Ike”) has done more to awaken 
the American people to the fact that jews are cancer than 
any other public body in our lifetime.

Now, getting down to business, THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
t CAN’T BE- SAVED by peicemeal legislation of States, no 
( matter how sound and constitutional it appears to be. The 
' Supreme Court consists of illegal gangsters and they care 

,not one jot about law and Constitution. As one more glar
ing example, there were eleven reversible errors in my 
first appeal, all violations of constitutional rights, and 
they wouldn’t even hear the case. The same supreme con
tempt was shown to the State of Virginia when they sought 
to appeal a particular crime of a particular Federal judge.

“De Cd’t” will strike down any effort to maintain segre- 
, gation by using public buildings, teachers, textbooks, or 

monies.

a The time is NOW to abolish the Public School System 
altogether, everywhere throughout the United States, and 
be done with it!

Why not? J

It is first of all cheaper to have private schools. Out 
goes the gas taxes, sales taxes, license taxes, mileage 
taxes, and interest-bearing bond issues which are levied 
for public education. Out goes much of the graft and the 
corruption of contractors and school boards who grow fat 

^g^off the taxpayers in the name of ‘booblic’ education.

Too, friends, private schools are better. The jew has 
put communist, left-wing textbooks and pinko teachers in 

’ the public schools. Every parent and every child can 
keep a close watch on the ‘materials’ of education, both 
books and procedures, and there cannot be any left-wing 

' National Educational Association, or a foul ball like
SO M - 10/58 .

The initial cost and outlay is high but far cheaper in 
the long run. Drum up unused buildings, churches, retir
ed teachers—put your money together, incorporate in your 
State and community as a local private school, buy your 
own textbooks and make sure they are free from pink and 
red communist, one world, internationalist, jew-inspired 
brotherhoodism.

Above all, see that the Constitution of the United States 
and sound American history is made compulsory in every 
private school. The kids have got to know the Constitu
tion backwards and forwards. The Supreme Swine nearly 
swindled us out of our true heritage of Constitutional 
government and a country governed by law, not men; they 
nearly took us to the cleaners simply because the last 
four generations of Americans have not troubled to find 
out what the Constitution means as protector of our liberty 
and they have not told the kids, father to son, why we are 
the greatest Republic ever conceived by mortal man and 
how we caught the jew and sorry white politicians only in 
the nick of time before they slipped our nation away from 
us in the attempted greatest steal of all time.

Private schools will make us a great people and an 
intelligent nation of strength, truth, justice, culture and 
other abstractions which have to do with civilization!

Send this to your Governor, State Legislators, Congress
men, and Senators. Present this personally to your local 
newspaper publisher. Demand now that these public ser
vants act at once in special session to abolish the public 
schools. Let private citizens establish private schools. 
The niggers can fend for themselves — lets see if the 
NAACP will start private schools for niggers. 1

JOHN KASPER, Executive Director 
SEABOARD WHITE CIJI^ENS’ COUNCILS, Inc.

1047 — 31sf St.;“Sf'.W., Washington, D. C.

* JOIN THE SEABOARD AND KEEP OUR WHITE SCHOOLS WHITE *
The recent critical developments—in part discussed above—have pointed up the urgent need for accelerating the 
overall program of the Seaboard White Citizens’ Council,. Inc. in this struggle against the ‘black tide’, Zionism, 
et cetera. Our most effective approach is through printed educational material which is mailed and/or distributed 
to those areas which have been most susceptible to the plague of integration ‘. . . high school and college 
students, parents, public officials—those who must receive the facts and know the truth, now!

The Seaboard White Citizens’ Council is, moreover, in the unique and advantageous position to serve ALL of the 
e States of the Union ... in that the executive offices are located within the shadow of the Senate and House Of
’ fice Buildings—where the most effective battles can and must be waged! SWCC programs and accomplishments

benefit all Gentile Americans. N non-profit organization, chartered by the Distnpt.pf Columbia, SWCC exists and 
fights your cause only through your support! Mail your $3.00 membership today or your contribution. Help us 
to help you and your children! Address: • Treasurer, Seaboard White Citizens’ Council, 1047 — 3tet Street, N.W., 
Washington, D. C. (Additional copies of above editorial:, 20 for $1.00; 100 for $3.00; 300 for $5.00 postpaid.)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

October 27, 1958

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF P.O.

On October 23, 1958, confidential informant, T-l, 
who. is in a position to furnish reliable information, supplied 
the attached copy of an article prepared by John Kasper 
entitled “Abolish the Public SchooysT Nowl" According to 
T-l, 5,000 copies of this article MaVe been printed.

T-l identified Floyd H/Wleminq as^the person who 
actually made arrangements to hay® this material printed on 
October 20, 1958,.

Confidential informant T-2, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised on October 22, 1958, 
that John Kasper had remained in Washington, D.C., two 
additional days, October 12,13, 1958., to prepare this article. 
According to T-2, this material will be mailed out by the 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils of D.C,

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

Ml NW MWB

DATE^W-BV^F/^

10-0- •J'J.&Z'iS
ENCLOSURE ■ '
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UNITED STAT^ GOVERNMENT

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 10/27/58

SAC, W0 (100-33226)

SUBJECT: C.^ITE CITIZEN’S COUNCILS OF D.C., aka 

IS-X

On 10/16/58,|________ _______  made available to___ / bo
SA RICHARD B. LAVIN report of I I b7C

| a copy of which is attached for thesinformation of b7D 
me Bureau and Charlotte. This report deals with JOHN/kASPER's 
visit to Charlotte and Greensboro,; N.C., | ]

-- t ,

It is not known whether Charlotte is already^in 
receipt of this information. A 'copy of' this information is 
being retained in WFO files.

Bureau. (Encl. 1)
1 - Charlotte (Encl. T) (Rj^)
1 - WFO
RBL:mjg .

AU MW EMM®
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•- GREEHSSQRO KEWS> GREENSBORO, N«CO : Oct.ober 6, 1956 if

School Blast
9

t

bY JAMES ROSS I ~ 
Gtwwiwi iAiiy fir** Start Writer 

John Haspec,. self-annolnted 
high priest ot segregatlohi said 
yesterday that tha bombing of 
the-€11(1101); Tenn., high school 
early Sunday. "good news'; 
to him. -'

1

Kaspcr said-thn Nation^ Assd; 
.elation for the Xdv*ncement<oi 
Color ell ■ 1’cdpiA a.n.d the Supreme 
Court. beAr ‘the ■rcspdhslbilityilfpf 
the bombing. '. , '■

At, the same •Ume, ihe said R 
sy«V **X ‘!ircs|t yictdfy fob the 
White- people of Tennessee?'’ ’ '. 
(, Asked - If he £ wqdj^’ advocate 
bombing inUgrated In school! In 
P|een$l^ he .said, ''W?Uf yes, 
itpt^/dMeMo^
r&Fariy; dwer^isy^^ ..‘ f.,- :

14. -

f.

Ml

t?F 
r* '-*M'

as
ttaM

‘‘hut the first I knew about this 
ait Was when '1 heard it bh the, / 
rtttw,’*'Isa eeMr— -—- y > 
; Ks^wl'whe Isrtrom Camdan,' ’ 

Nijc, originally, said'he plans do 
sp.eiw’nwst qfhh VWe hv HbftK 
tardhna bstyeen w.>W'nfj(L Nov?- ' . 
3, when he is io be d riedj in Nisii • 
yiiTerm., on ’ £ charge di -in- \ 
citing a riot., . ■ . '

huctng file .’InteHnV. Knsper 
saxUhhl segregationist; dr-’ •..
^.ItftiktfdH ;sh ~!up>;hchdhilab'!|,
0K. Oilier- J&e. htf iti’ ^harlplje,! ..; 
hiry > printing, press and. *'f1d<?d■ ’* \. 
North ^aro|lnfe.wnh*plwip!ite^ 
” • . FlrsCtafget . ;
; Hv;.wit|5thefgr<iM^^ if-;'
ftlllrb^o^ * 1

; fiBedlepl'c?.
■Court’s school injegi-atlon;prders.t

h4:!'Si&tyeJ(us4uif^

t

z-'4

r*

St 4

p 
o

!

If

*k
!>• 44
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mMt.OW, AMMM
't' r - z ‘ ♦'/ '' ■ -

(M r' 4^^ A Mwiw?
. X-A < fl'' ;

'. 4

'.; - M 0fipAi', 0 C T 6$ E "';

Dear John ~
-(> , It’s all right if Wfe<^

. • lt1; Mk» Kasper? We ilkg.first names
'? arptind here. . /• ■ ../ .;■•

; We notice you're plaiihlhg > 
. la growing .city .
< and We WelcOhie new cit)2chs-, butthere

< afe a couple p.MM '
/ . diScySs ira^ f '

A .

First,'you said ‘somethingithe. other 
day about arousing people hereso' that 
by I960 «it will shape up. just like

. Little Rock?*, —*V X -
, Vou Would do well- fy.' forget that

-, ■ idea in- a hurpv. You see, we don't 
, want Charlotte to shape Up like Little

' Rock. We're pretty happy the way ? 
things are, with opr kids going off to , 

»' suhobl every morning. , . .
/\nd there's that .business of the i|n- 

friendly reception yon got here the 
Wt two Rows you 'dame. 'IPs like this. 
'We^re teidiy .hbspjUiblp people, except 

. whdp strangers come in and start felh 
Ing us how to'operate our affairs. That 
riles us a bit.

So, John, a word of advice if you.
, waiit to conic to Chgrlolte. Leave your 
pamphlets ;and speeches and dynamite 
and, most of all, your hale behind. If " 
you x(0 that, you'll find it's a
good, place to live. 

We bke.it ~ fust as it is

pretty

>.
W

M’

V/-;

fi
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Office Memm-e^^um J J “ *
r * ‘ '

UNITED St_______ „ 7ERNMENT

all mmwWiF 
HEM IS ^CLASSIFIEDSAC, *WFO

DIRECTOR, FBI

b7DINFORMANT CO ORGANIZATIONS
WHICH MAY BE ENGAGED IN VIOLENT ACTIVITIES 
INVOLVING MINORITY GROUPS

. ReBuairtel to Albany 10/13/^8, instructing offices 
to submit information on racial extremist "groups and 
individuals. •

The WFO has one group, the Seaboard White Citizens 
C_ouncils (SWCC) within its territory with 3.ts headquarters 
located at IOI4.7 31st St., N. W., This group was organized 
in 1956, and its guiding member since its inception 
has been JOHN KASPER, prominent segregationist recently 
released from Federal prison, *where he served a one year 
term stemming from the racial riots at Clinton, 
Tenn.

According to who has furnished reliable
information in the past, there is no strict membership 
as such to the SWCC and without KASPER, the group is 
leaderless and ineffectual. Recently this group through 

Ihas been sending anti-Semitic and anti
integration material through the mail to Arlington High 
School students in Virginia.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

KASPER
the r>«sfh. TnmWs nf -hh^ w group namely JOHN

______________________. allegedly participated 
g of crosses at the homes of prominent public 

officials in 19^6.________________________ /z, //OOO&'f'"

The group maintains contact jwxth, other-s-egr 
organizations and individuals throughoil^l;1^^8®^^ 

® NOV 141958



b7D

There are also three other individuals in the 
Washington area who actually live in Virginia who have 
come to the attention of this office due to either their 
anti-integration and anti-Semite sentiment. These . 
individuals while not members or actiye in SHOO activity, 
do bear coverage because of remarks passed by tKm 
concerning violence.

Set out below is a brief description and some 
background material on the above persons whom WFO 
considers dangerous and capable of violence:

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

FREDERICK JOHN gASPER

Name FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Date of Birth

was., JOHN RUTKO, 
JAY 
10/21/29 
Camden, N. J.

Residence KASPER has no 
fixed residence

Height 
Weight 
Build . 
Hair ’
Eyes 
Complexion '
Occupation 
Marital Status 
Eduction

6*2”
• 17^ pounds

Slender 
Dark brown 
Green 
Fair 
Segregationist 
Single
B. S. Degree 
from Columbia

Military Service

University, 
1951
None, l|F classifi
cation

- 2 -



b7D

KASPER was allegedly inyolved in cross burnings 
in Washington, D. C. in 1956. He served ■" nine months 
of a year* s sentence in Federal penitentiary due to racial 
riots in Clinton, Tenn. KASPER is now‘the Executive 
Director of the SWCC, and has publicly approved the 
recent bombings in.Atlanta and Clinton, and stated they 
were needed.

FLOYD H. FLEMING

FLEMING formerly was associated with BRYANT 
BOWLES in the National Association to Advance White 
People, since defunct. He has been associated with JOHN 
KASPER since 1956,• and has been labeled President * Vice
President, and Secretary of the SWCC. He is a rabid 
follower of KASPER.

Date of Birth • ’ 9/1/95 or 96
Residence " 905 Quincy St., 

N. E.
Height 5*7”
Weight 114-5 pounds
Build Slender
Hair ' Brown-gray
Gbrnplexion Fair
Occupation Retired Government 

employee (painter, 
Anacostia Naval 
Air Station

Wife EMMA DEVITT
FLEMING (divorced
MARY 1935) , , ’

Military Service 5/28/18 to 5/30/19
United States
Army, Army Serial 
No. 5-20-18

Education High school



b7C
b7D

Date of Birth

Residence

Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Eyes 
Complexion 
Occupation

Marital Status

Military Service

Social Security No.

P
17Q - 17^ pounds 
Slender
Brown
Brown 
Fair

United States Nara 
] to 

Serial NnmKgn

-4. 4-u, J-----------3------ allegedly participated in burning crosses
at the homes of prominent officials in Washington,

?e has contrl-buted substantially to JOHN 
KASPER. He* has been President of the SWCC, but now 

background rnle since he is afraid of losing his 
position. One |__ Fof p, c. reportedly offered

^enn. $500 to burn up the Clinton, Tenn., 
High School.

Date of Birth

- U'-



b7C
' b7D

Residence

Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Complexion 
Occupation

Marital Status

Military Service

U|-7 pounds ' 
Stocky 
Black, curly 
Fair

Bureau 
Married; two 
children 
United .q-hfl-fcAs 
Na-tnr» I to

____

Education

Parents

KASPER.
has been described as a rabid follower of 

He has made remarks concerning anyone following 
JOHN KASPER that he would like tn get "ahold of one of those 
FBI bastards and beat him up.”________ I has*been known 
to want action rather than talk! He has been labeled_______ 
President of the SWCC and is now Vice President., 
made the remark in June, 1958, to a reporter that "If they- 
integrate in Arlington, it may- result in bombings of synagogues 
and the death of Jews, ma^Jews."

Date of Birth

Residence

Unknown at the 
present time



b7C

is the new Executive Secretary of the SWCC, and that 
KASPER is the new Executive Director. | | admits
that he has been designated by a KUi jcjux Klan member
(FNU) EDWARDS to organize the KIA Klux 
Mississippi. ’

Klan in

MISCELLANEOUS INDIVIDUALS

Date of Birth

Residence



b7C

Occupation

Marital Status
Military Service

Single ;
None, expects to 
be called 
soon

the school situation in Virginia, that there may be a 
fight. An informant has expressed the opinion that he 
believes) |is dangerous. I is also an associate 
of G. LINCOLN ROCKWELL, who has termed himself as a , Nazi 
and has been characterized as a rabid anti-Semite.

CARLTON WILLIAMS CARTER

Date of Birth

Residence

Height 
Weight

Hair 
Eyes 
Occupation

12/22/34 
Danville, 
Virginia y 
3621 34th Street, 
Arlington, Virginia 
5«7” 
345 - 15o 
pounds 
Brown 

“Blue 
Supply Officer, 
GS - 12, United 
States Air Force, 
Washington,



b7D

Marital Status

Military Service

Education

Clearance

ELIZABETH BERNICE 
CARTER 1 
3/U3 -'6/^3 
United States 1 
Army; United 
States Anny Serial

• No. 33631348 
Washington-Lee 
High School, 
Arlington, 
Virginia, 1931, 
Hemphill Diesel 
School, New York 
City
CARTER has a Top 
Secret Clearance1 
7/3/22.

CARTER has made statements to the effect that he 
favors a do it yourself synagogue kit which would be two 
sticks of dynamite with a note "let your conscience b^ 
your guide.” He has also stated that he would like 
to load an old car with dynamite and run it into a Jewish 
community center in Arlington.

G. LINCOLN ROCKWELL

Date of Birth

Residence

Height 
Weight 
Hair

Eyes

3/9/18, Bloomington, 
Illinois
6^12 Williamsburg 
Boulevard, 
Arlington, 
Virginia
6’2”
185 pounds
Brown; crew 
cut
Brown

- 8 -



Occupation

Education
Marital Status

Military Service

Free-lance
writer, photographer, 
printer,, and 
cartoonist
Brown University 
THORA ROCKWELL.
He has seven 
children. .
United States 
Navy, 1911-1 - 19^5 ;
19^0 to 195U 
(inactive) 
Navy Serial No. 
1066811.

In 1956, ROCKWELL was the operator of Rockwell* s 
jinterprises, 1025 Vermont Avenue, and had spot announcements 
on radio on behalf of the “Diehards.” According 
to ROCKWELL’S own admission when he was interviewed on 
10/16/58, he was behind the anti-Jewish demonstration 
in Washington, D. C., 7/25 and 27/58ROCKWELL formerly 
worked for WALLACE ALLEN, who was picked up for questioning 
by the Atlanta p<\H ne for hho bnTnMng of the Atlanta 
synagogue 10/12/58. has furnished information
that ROCKWELL refers to himself as a Nazi. ’

On 10/12/58# ROCKWELL made the statement that 
”his boys were going to start on synagogues” On an earlier 
occasion, ROCKWELL mentioned that ’’five of his boys” had 
been arrested in Atlanta, Georgia, while picketing a newspaper 
connection with the Anti-Jewish demonstration in July, 1958. 
The ’Washington Post and Times Herald” of IO/H1/58, set forth.* 
in an article entitled, ’’Three Questioned, Three Others ' 
Being Sopg&t in Dynamiting of Atlanta Temple,” that two 
of the three picked up were among five anti-Jewish pickets 
arrested in front of the Atlanta Journal Constitution Building 
in July. ROCKWELL when interviewed by Special Agents of 
the FBI on 10/16/58, advised that ”we are attempting to 
form the ’’World Union of Free Enterprise an^ National 
Socialists.” He stated that this organization as yet has no 
membership and is nebulous. During the interview ROCKWELL 
expressed great admiration for ADOLPH HITLER.

in
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INFORMANT COVERAGE OF THE 
SWCC AND OF THE ABOVE 
individuals

in
At the present time, WFO has 

I He is on close personal 
indisifiuals. and is at the

an excellent informant 
terms with all

of tne above indistfluals, and is at the present and has 
in the past, furnished valuable information concerning 
not only the SWCC, but information helpful to Richmond 
nnH nnifcimore in their respective eQgoO

,q berm I
_____________________________  by JOHN KASPER.

------------- -----Another source close to the Seaboard is|
_____ I She has been voluntarily furbishing 

informalxoxi concerning the ahnye -Indi for a short
time. She is the Of It is the
intention of this omce to develop ner as an informant 
in accordance with referenced airtel.

Two other individuals who were previously 
being considered for informant potential, will 
again be considered:

. On 12/11/^7,1 _________ |furnished information
concerning the papers and records of the SWCC. It is 
intended that the names of individuals in these records 
living in the Washington, D. C., area will be processed 
by indices search, a credit, and a criminal search to 
ascertain if there is any informant potential.

WFO bllievejf that withl land
this office has good coverage of SWCC and'etHne ostler

- 10 -



individuals. However, in order to insure full coverage 
of any racial extremist activity in Washington, D. 0., 
the steps mentioned above will'be .taken, namely:

Develop 
status.

to informant

2. Contact____  and|
I | and attempt to place tnem
in advantageous positions.

Review material from ____________f°r 
possible informant material.

L|_. Review SWCC files and related cases to 
procure names of other individuals 
who may serve as neighborhood sources or 
informants. P.

- 11 -



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

. V * ?

Office l^emorandum • united states government
DIRECTOR, FBI (62-245)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (105-6075)

BOMBINGS AND ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS 
IN SOUTHERN COMMUNITIES
RACIAL MATTERS

Rebuairtel to Albany and all other continental
offices dated 10/16/58.

In compliance with rebuairtel, the following is sub
mitted. Extra copies are being furnished the Bureau for its 
files on the organizations mentioned in rebuairtel, and the two 
additional local (to Los Angeles^- organizations mentioned 
in this letter. Information copies are also being directed to 
the pertinent offices of -origin of the organizations concerned.

A review of Los Angeles files discloses no informa
tion of local origin concerning the following organizations 
that concerns their background or could be of possible aid in 
investigation of them that has not already been furnished the

1 - St. Louis (Info.)(100-10834 - NCPA)
1 - Washington Field (Info.) (100-33226 - WCCDC)
5 - Los Angeles (105-6075)

(1 - 100-44603)(AN)
(1 - 100-7945)(CNC)
(1 - 100-33703)(KAC)
(1 - 105-666)(WIS)

WJM:BMc

6 0 0CWO58 NOT RECORDED
183 OCT 30 1958

Bureau and the offices concerned:



LA 105-6075

Organization Bufile Office of Origin

American Committee for the
Advancement of Western Culture

105-22853 New York

Christian Anti-Jewish Party 65-15743 Atlanta

Christian Educational Association 105-9621 Newark

Christian Patriots Crusade, aka 1O5-53W Chicago. .

Confederate Underground 105-70219 Atlanta

National Citizens Protective 
Association

105-16510 St. Louis

National Renaissance Party 62-83296 , New York

National States Rights Party 105-66233 Indianapolis

Nationalist Party, aka 105-33261 New York

Nationalist Conservative Party 105-39509 Chicago

Silver Shirt Legion of America 61-7587 Indianapolis

White Citizens Council of the 
District of Columbia, aka

100-423395 Washington Field

Los Angeles files likewise disclose no information . 
concerning FREDERICK JOHN KASPER and JESSE B, STONER not known 
to the Bureau and the offices of origin,.

It has, of course, been brought to this office's 
attention in the past few years that literature issued by 
certain of the above organizations, namely, the Christian 
Educational Association, the Christian Patriots Crusade, the 
National Citizens Protective Association, and the National 
Renaissance Party (most commonly the first mentioned), has been 
distributed, usually by unknown persons via mail and under 
circumstances indicating no effort to organize branches in the 
Los Angeles area.

The literature concerning the National Renaissance 
Party has been invariably small, poorly done, mimeographed 
leaflets discovered during the past year inserted between the 
pages of books in school and public libraries in the Los Angeles 
vicinity, alluding to no local address or activities but 
attempting to interest the reader in subscribing to the organi
zation's "Bulletin."

- 2 -



LA >105-6075

J

Of possible interest is a news article that appeared 
in the Los Angeles "Mirror News" dated January 18, 1955^ which 
mentions that the National Renaissance Party had come to the 
attention of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, which 
had, in a report on "hate groups", stated one JAMES R. WHITE, 
billed as an "organizer", for the NRP in Los Angeles, had been 
a guest speaker at a meeting of the NRP in Yorkville, New York, 
on June 26, 1953; that WHITE had allegedly organized a fully 
uniformed group "in his city" and had distributed thousands 
of copies of the NRP's "Bulletin." The article suggested the 
House Committee had given WHITE "unduly high notice," adding 
that "whatever activities he may have engaged in for the NRP 
in the past now are pretty much discontinued," and that in any 
event WHITE had departed Los Angeles to attend the Hastings 
School of Law in San Francisco. In connection with this news 
item, it is interesting that none such mentioned activities 
on WHITE’S part had previously come to this office’s attention, 
and presumably were greatly exaggerated, if not total false
hoods.

The following is submitted for the Bureau's considera
tion in regard to the organizations mentioned in rebuairtel as 
existing in the Los Angeles area, along with two others which, 
file reviews show, fall in the category of "hate" mongers: 

CHRISTIAN NATIONALIST CRUSADE, aka 
(Bufile 62-43818)

The CNC continues to maintain its mailing headquarters 
in Glendale, California and is, along with its various "paper" 
auxiliaries, the media through which GERALD L. K. SMITH, aided 
by a staff of associates of long standing (Mrs. ELNA SMITH - 
his wife, RENATA LEGANT, OPAL TANNER WHITE, Rev. CHARLES F. 
ROBERTSON - his printer, Dr. WESLEY SWIFT, and BERTRAND 
COMPARET - his attorney), maintains the publication of racially 
biased propaganda and preserves his following through personal 
appearances at meetings held in Los Angeles and sometimes in 
the course of tours across the country.

SMITH and his organizations have been the subject of 
continuous investigation by the Bureau for many years until as 
recently as last year. He has not been found to advocate that 
his followers engage in violence of any kind, or that violence 
be involved in the solution of any of the problems he presents 
to his audiences and readers.

_____________ who has maintained an active interest
for years in SMITH (and the CNC) in view of his frequent J37Q

- 3 -
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meetings at the Embassy Auditorium in Los Angeles, stated on 
October 20, 1958, that SMITH and his associates, including the 
former California Klan leader, Rev. WESLEY SWIFT, have never 
committed themselves to a course of violence. He said that 
SMITH’S organizations are not membership organizations but 
are only "paper" organizations, and thrive on the sale of 
literature, almost entirely of SMITH'S own production, and 
the contributions from his audiences at meetings and others 
who approve the tenor of his literature and accede to his fre
quent appeals for funds. (His CNC, as a "national political . 
committee" makes regular reports to Congress under the Federal ' 
Corrupt Practices Act, listing the names of those who contri
bute over $100.)

He stated SMITH'S activities are always open and 
aboveboard, and his character is such that were he to be 
approached by the authorities he would more than likely turn 
over the keys to his office, to the embarrassment of his inter
viewers. It is this openness, coupled with his unique oratorical 
and organizing abilities, and an excellent sense of discretion 
in relation to the legality of his movement, that has permitted 
him to endure as the pre-eminent public crusader of a "white 
Christian America. " His continued success remains dependent 
on these considerations, and his being involved in any way 
with the illegal activities of violence, such as the bombings 
in the South, would be his downfall. In other words, he has 
too much to lose to involve himself in such activities.

I said this conclusion likewise applies 
to his associates, including SWIFT, over whom SMITH exercises b7D 
personal direction. Moreover, SWIFT is too intelligent a man 
to have not come to realize with the passing of time that the 
course most conducive to his own interests (if he ever thought 
otherwise) is one of avoiding similar involvement. | 
added that SMITH reportedly expressed his serious concern that 
his organization might unjustly be blamed in some way for the 
recent bombings in the South.

JOE ROOS, Community Relations Committee, Los Angeles 
Jewish Community Center^ Los Angeles, California, who has 
likewise maintained an active interest for years in SMITH'S 
organizations, in concert with other Jewish investigative 
organizations throughout the country, stated on October 20, 
1958, that SMITH'S primary interest is financial and that he 
is too intelligent to permit himself or his associates to 
bring about the ruin of his whole "racket" by involvement, 
direct or indirect, in violence such as the bombings in the 
South. He said he has not heard and does not believe that

- 4 -
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a serious possibility exists that SMITH or his associates have 
any relation to the bombings.

ARTHUR WENDINGER of the Los Angeles Sheriff's Office's 
Anti-Subversive Detail, Detective Captain CARL LINDHOLM of the 
Pasadena, California Police Department, and Detective Captain 
WALTER E. HEGI of the Glendale, California Police Department 
(on October 22, 1958) were able to furnish no information in
dicating that the above characterizations of SMITH and his 
organizations are not true. All. the' above sources stated 
that: they have received no information indicating that anyone 
or any organization locally advocates the use of violence in 
racial matters, or that anyone is suspected of possible involve
ment in the recent bombings in the South.

"WILLIAMS' INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY" 
(Bufile 105-10091)

Los Angeles files disclose ROBERT H. WILLIAMS has 
been engaged solely in the publication of his literature, 
and that there is no information that he has advocated 
violence in the solution of racial problems. He has, more
over, been interviewed by Special Agents on two or three 
occasions in the past and has always been cooperative.

WAYNE ROGERS, insurance agent, Santa Ana, Cali
fornia, who has been reliably cooperative with Agents of 
this Office in security matters on several occasions, stated 
on October 23, 1958$ that he has been acquainted with 
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS for some time in Santa Ana and that as 
long ago as 1957$ WILLIAMS ceased publishing the "Williams' 
Intelligence Summary" under the name Williams' Publications, 
Post Office Box 868, Santa Ana, of which he was the sole 
proprietor. He said that WILLIAMS quit because his liter
ature activities had never been remunerative; that WILLIAMS 
has since moved to Silverado, California, and is now the 
owner and manager of the Duplicard Addressing Machine Company, 
1010 East Chestnut Street, Santa Ana. He explained that 
during the past few years WILLIAMS had been working on the 
side perfecting an invention (the Duplicard Addressing Machine) 
and that he has recently been able to Incorporate and go 
into business, on a full-time basis. He said that WILLIAMS 
now retains no connections with his past publishing activi
ties; that he never had a membership organization or advo
cated violence in his writings, and has made no trips outside 
of California during the past couple years, and could con
ceivably have had no connection with the bombings in the 
summer.

- 5 -
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- WJarnac

I_________________ land JOE ROOS (above) both confirmed
the statements that WILLIAMS is not known to have advocated 
violence in his articles, or to have been more than a pub
lisher of his own writings on communism and subversive 
influences from an anti-Semitic point of view.

AMERICAN NATIONALIST 
(Bufile 105-22921)^

KEEP AMERICA COMMITTEE' 
(Los Angeles file IOO-337O.3) •

The American Nationalist (AN), Post Office Box 301, 
Inglewood, California, is the name under which FRANK L. 
BRITTON, 11146 Hawthorne Boulevard, Hawthorne, publishes 
(on an irregular basis) the four-page "The American Nation
alist" and miscellaneous anti-Semitic and anti-Negro leaflets, 
replete with lurid photographs which he mails locally and 
allegedly to addressees in the southern states. BRITTON 
and the AN have been the subject of previous investigation 
by this Office in 1953 and again in 1956. At those times 
it was learned that BRITTON operates alone and is engaged 
solely in the sale of his own literature, making frequent 
appeals for subscriptions to his literature and donations 
to continue his efforts.

R. GLENN SKIRVIN, Postmaster, Inglewood, California 
stated on October 22, 1958, that BRITTON'S AN has been in
vestigated by the Postal Inspectors on four or five different 
occasions, but has never been found to have misused the 
mails, having never advocated the use of violence in his 
literature. He said that BRITTON frequently visits the 
Post Office to deposit batches of his literature in the 
mails, destined to addressees locally and in the southern 
states. He added that the AN is not a membership organiza
tion, conducts no meetings, and is solely operated by 
BRITTON for the purpose of selling his literature and seeking 
donations, through these means "earning" a living for him
self and his wife. He added that BRITTON is not the sort 
to get along with others and he has never sought the asso
ciation of others in his AN.

The Keep America Committee (KAC), Box 3094, Ter
minal Annex, Los Angeles, California, is, similarly, a name 
behind which Mrs. HELEN W. COURTOIS, 1405 Sutherland Street, 
Los Angeles, publishes literature, usually reprints of 
other "nationalist" literature. None of the various items 
that have come to this Office's attention advocates violence,

b7D
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seeks membership- or mentions organized activity, but only 
indicates that the particular items can be ordered in 
batches at a price from the KAC.

---- b7D 
land JOE ROOS (above) both state, that 

their organizations have been actively interested in 
BRITTON’s AN and COURTOIS’ KAC and have learned that the 
AN and KAC are not and have never sought to be membership 
organizations, hold no meetings and are operated solely by ■■ 
BRITTON and COURTOIS for the. production of literature. 
They stated "that neither is known to have advocated vio
lence or to have been associated with anyone who has. 
ROOS added that COURTOIS is a woman in her later 50’s or 
early 60's. They stated that it is not conceivable that 
either BRITTON or COURTOIS have any connection with the 
bombings in the South and that neither has the ability nor 
the funds to engage in any activities outside the state, 
except for the mailing of literature.

ARTHUR WENDINGER of the Anti-Subversive Detail 
of the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Office; Detective Captain 
CARL LINDHOLM of the Pasadena, California, Police Depart
ment; Detective Captain WALTER E. HEGI of the Glendale, 
California, Police Department, and Detective Lieutenant 
R. J. GOODYEAR of the Inglewood, California, Police Depart
ment (on October 22, 1958), were able to furnish no 
additional pertinent information concerning BRITTON and 
COURTOIS.

GENERAL

All of the above-mentioned sources stated they 
have 'received no information indicating anyone or any orga
nization locally advocates the use of violence in racial 
matters, or that anyone is suspected of involvement in the 
recent bombings in the South.

Contact with security informants and all other 
logical informants and sources has been unproductive but 
has served to alert them to the importance of immediately 
forwarding information concerning persons or organizations . 
possibly relating to bombings in the South to this Office. 
Contact with them will be maintained on a continuing basis.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that no active investigation 
be undertaken in connection with the "Williams ’ Intelligence
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Summary." in view of its discontinuance almost one year ago, 
and WILLIAMS ’ disassociation from his past activities, be
ing presently absorbed in his new business. It is also 
considered, being "one-man" operations of a nonmembership 
type engaged in issuing literature, investigations of 
BRITTON’S American Nationalist and COURTOIS’ Keep America 
Committee are not warranted and would be ineffective in 
achieving the Bureau's primary purpose in these investiga
tions; consequently, no active investigation will be con
ducted of these three organizations, UACB. .

With regard to SMITH’S Christian Nationalist 
Crusade: From investigation conducted in the past (until 
1957)5 the continuing review of literature emanating from 
the CNC and the continuing attention it receives from local 
sources, a presumptive pattern has been established indi
cating that SMITH and his associates are not of such a 
radical nature as to present a potential for violence, 
except, of course, insofar as deep-seated, racial ill-feeling 
is engendered in some readers of his literature. In inves
tigating SMITH and his associates to ascertain whether the 
above-mentioned presumptive pattern does not apply equally 
to their activities when outside of California, it would 
seem necessary to establish a source among SMITHsinner 
staff which, it is believed, would cons-titute a grave risk 
of embarrassment to the Bureau, because it is apparent 
that the interests of each associate is the interest of all. 
Other investigative steps, it is believed, could hardly 
achieve the primary purpose for initiating investigation.

The Bureau is requested to advise whether it 
desires the risk be undertaken, nevertheless, or whether it 
is thought a direct approach to SMITH and/or any of his 
associates, and for that matter BRITTON, WILLIAMS and COURTOIS 
for any information they may have heard in connection with 
the southern bombings, is not warranted, SMITH may, in 
the past, have ridiculed the idea of the FBI investigating 
him and his organ!zation(s), but it is not recalled that 
he has been critical of the Director or the FBI.

This Office will, in addition, review its files 
to identify certain individuals who may 
have participated in Klan activities years ago to 
establish their present activities and to determine if 
they might properly be considered within the Bureau's program.
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subject/ ■ %HITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF THE

~ ' DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka
Washington Write Citizens Council 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Xj RACIAL MATTERS *

CJ / (WASHINGTON FIELD: 00)

I / ‘ ReBuairtel dated 10/16/58, entitled "BOMBINGS AND
'I " ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS IN SOUTHERN' COMMUNITIES -RACIAL MATTERS ."

Miaini indices, contain no. information concerning 
this organization' which is not in the possession of.the 
Bureau and Washington Field.





PAGE TWO
HAS SMALL PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM SPEAKERS MOUNTED ON^P AND

X

SIGN REPRESENTING FOSTER FOR GOVERNOR ON TOP. NO. TWO I 
( 

DESCRIBED FIFTY GRAY CHRYSLER SEDAN, FIFTYEIGHT TENN. LICENSE 

THREE W DASH D ZERO SIX NINE, REGISTERED TO KASPER. LA&GE 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM SPEAKERS MOUNTED ON TOP. LAST REPORTED 

TRAVELING WEST ON US HIGHWAY FORTYONE A, LEAVING MONTEAGLE, 

TENN. THROUGH NASHVILLE, TENN., VIA WINCHESTER AT TWO \ 

FORTYFIVE PM EST INSTANT DATE.

E MEMPHIS TO BE ADVISED,

END AND ACK PLS

4-17 PM OK FBI WA DM

TU DISCO



AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)
i jfeoil:

* ^^ABOARD
SAC, WEO (100-33226)

Mr. Tolson—___
Mr. Belmont
Mr. Mohr______
Mr, Nease
Mr. Parsons - 

~Mr. Rosen 
'Mr. Tamm_____  
Mr. Trotter .__
Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tale. Room______ 
Mr. Holloman__  
Miss Gandy____

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
IS-X; RACIAL MATTERS

ReWFOairtel in captioned rutier dated 10/® 
adviRi nn- that FT DVD FLEMING, a nember ox captioned g
and
Va.

would distribute literature in Arlington 
on Friday, 10/31/58.;

■P

b7D

advised today that FIEITNG has changed 
the date xor tnis distribution to Tuesday, 11/4/53; however, 
FLEMING stated that he intended to distribute some of the 
literature in the vicinity of his residence, 905 Quincy 
Street, N. E, , WDC,: on Saturday, 11/1/58. The literature 
being distributed is the latest article by JOHN KASPER 
urging the abolishing of schools in the south.

Bureau
I - Richmond (Info)
1 - WFO
ELT:rjo

. (5)

AIRTEL
MLINFOMM %

0 C - Wick'

20 NOV 4 1958
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~ IN THIS FILE SKIPPED DURING
SERIALIZATION.

MAY 3 1963



4-528

/DO -

CHANGED TO

NOV 241958

_____^_

ALL INFORMATION COKTW
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AIRTEL

Be— 
ions.

>n__  
tout

Mr. Tolii
Mr. Belli

■. Mon

Taunt

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

I W.C .Sullivan
lO/Sl/bERoom---------

J Mr. Holloman—.
| Mhs Gandy------

EABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
IS - X 4 4

that
on 10/31/58 advised SA HARMON J. OGREnC ,3 

| advised the informant this date
that GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL is looking for people to 
nass out some literature in Arlington, Va., o 11/1/58.

qed informant to call ROCKWELL and help pass it
out. ______ | described the literature as “hot stuff.” ASAC
THOMAS J, MC ANDREWS advised that the informant should 
not take the risk of getting involved with the Arlington PD 
in this instance.

b7C
b7D

ASAC MC ANDREWS at 4:35 p.m. telephonically advised 
ASAO M. SMITH of the RH Office o.f the. proposed dissemination 
and to take any action he deeme'd necessary, such as notifying 
the resident Agents in Alexandria and local police agencies.

ASAC SMITH advised that the action taken would
probably be a picketing of the "B^nds for Israel” drive 
kickoff and they would have an informant preseht.

3/ - Bureau
2 - Richmond
3 - WFO

(1 -
(1 - 

RBL:rmp 
(8)

100-34886)
ME W

AIRTEL
’ f J

C C - Wick

REC- 99

a 5





WFO 100-33226

Informant furnished the information that CARY HANSEL}).
1119 Peyton Randolph Drive, Falls Church, Va», who is employed \ 
at the University of Maryland, will distribute some of these 
leaflets at the University of Maryland, dates unknown.

Informant had previously furnished information that 
5,000 copies of this leaflet had been printed. He stated that 
FLEMING may have GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL take the remaining 
copies after distribution and printing on the back some
thing to the effect of ’’The Scandal of the FBI” which is to 
be a criticism of the FBI’s investigating the bombings in 
the south and also citizens councils.

Informant advised that he will secure additional 
copies Of the KASPER leaflet. When available, copies will 
be furnished to Baltimore, Memphis, and Richmond.

The above information is being reduced to writing 
by the informant and will be filedl
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STANDARD

Jfr. ATO ATE:

FROM

Information Concerning

was one of the sreflect that

R. R. Roach

I SUBJECT:

Mr. Tols oh, on October 10, 1958, requested a summary 
of information regarding cavtioned individual. Bureau files

ES GOVERNMENT

10, 1958

in

Tolson ________  
B o ardm an |_____  
Belmont 
Mohrz^ Z

P arsAr^T____
Ros Art_____
Tamn^j_________
Trotter
Clayton 
Tele. Room___
Holloman — ■
Gandy —
B 6. Sullivan

our investigation of the burning of crosses in front of the residences/ 
of prominent individuals residing in Washington^ D. C., including members 
of the Supreme Court, on the nights of July 13 ai^T4,H956. One of the 
subjects in connection with this instance furnishea-a signed statement 
concerning the participation of John Kasper, who\was labeledas the 
organizer of the White Citizens Council in the Washington, D. C., area, 
and | [ ws described as chairman of the White. Citizens*; Council fs
Southeast Council. Bureau files further indicate, thatV ~| in 
being introduced as a speaker at rallies in support 'of;Kasper, has been 
described as acting executive secretary of the^Sjea&oa^^
Councils of Wash.ington3^Jl.,~C^ or as chairman. White (fittzenz Councils 
Southeast Council of Washington, D. C. Kasper and were two

I of four individuals arrested by the Charlottesville, vjrgina^, Police 
^Department- on August 4, 1956, for distributing handbill^and^printed
matter without a permit. Charges were later nolle prosequi for lack 
of evidence. Files also reflect that, at the time of Kasper *s arrest 
at Clinton. Tennessee, on August 26, <1957, he attempted to call

Ibut was unsuccessful.

C oncerning the burning of crosses. was interviewed
Aby Bureau Agents on July 17, 1956, at which time he identified himself 

•/las chairman of the Seaboard, Washington, D. C., White Citizens Council,
He denied knowledge of the burning of crosses other than what he had 
read in the press and stated that to the best of his knowledge this 
activitywas not supported by the WhiteyCitizens Council. He claimed 
he attended a meeting of the organization on the night of July 13, 
1956, but declined to furnish names of individuals in attendance, 
claiming that he was prohibited bp action of the board of direct ors'^’^ 
and by the bylaws of the White Citizens Council*from identifying 
members. stated he would consultthe Council and advise
further as to the furnishing of additional, information at a lat&r date. 
During the course of the interview he voluntarily set forth some of his 
views concerning the Council. He stated there was an extreme left-wing 
in the United States which was the communists^ that they, the Council 
represented the most radical right-wing element in the United States,

te considered to be an offset to the

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Liais<on Section
1 - Mr. Kelly
1 - Mr. Woods
1 - yellow

WFWsnck (6)

left-wing

w



Memorandum Roach to Belmont 
RE:

he telephonically contacted the Washington Field Office and advised 
that there was nothing additional he could furnish and that under no 
circumstances would he reveal the names of any of the members of the 
Council!. Tn January, 1958, the Bureau received information that 

among others, planned to conduct an organizational 
campaign at Winchester, Virginia, on January 11, 1958,. and if they 
were unable to travel to fznchester on that date, planned to go on 
January 18, 1958. Of interest, it was indicated/that joining this
group 
White 
Navy,

at Winchester to assist in his organizational campaign of the 
Citizens Councils would be Admiral JohTTjCrommelin, United States 
Retired, of Alabama, who hasBeen active as a pro-segregationist

In August, 1958, an informant, who has furnished reliable 
information 'in the past, advised the Washington Field Office that 

I former president of the Seaboard White Citizens
Councils, Washington, D. C., expected John Kasper to arrive in 
Washington the latter part of August. Further, that the Seaboard 
members wanted Kasper to make his headquarters in Washington, D. C., 

. and that they would meet with him upon his arrival to discuss any 
1 plans to fight integration which Kasper may have formulated while in 
•prison. This informant also advised that \ [intended to picket
the White Mouse about the time Virginia schools opened, provided the 
Seaboard Council could be assured of about 100 picketers. 
according to the informant, believed Kasper would attract tms many 
people from nearby Virginia. John Kasper, it will be recalled, was 
released from prison on August 1, 1958, after serving a sentence 
arising from a disturbance in Tennessee over school integration.

 No investigation has been conducted by the Bureau concerning 
however, there are numerous references to him 

tn connection with ms activities with the White Citizens Council and 
association with John Kasper. It has been verified that as of this date 

} I is employed as an electronics engineer with the National
Broadcasting Company, working with their mobile units. In September, 
1958, an informant, who has furnished reliable information in the past, 

(advised that | ~~\currently runs the affairs of and is the driving 
. force of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils although he holds no 
official position in the organization.

ACTION:

For Mr. Tolsonrs information.

- 2 -



f t
FLDytAL BJRCAU OF IMVESTIGATIOti 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNICATMS SECHOH

OCT 271958 / 1
ALL IMMW CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ’
DATE—

URGENT^- 10-27-58 6-37 PM EST

JFODIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM SAC KNOXVILLE IP /

WTE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C, IS DASH X. )CAPTAIN 

M. W. UPCHURCH, CHATTANOOGA PD, ADVISED JOWKASm  ̂

SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT POLITICAL RALLY, WARNER PARK, 

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.., NIGHT OF OCT. TWENTY EIGHT NEXT.

EJH

Mr. Tolson-------- 
Mr. Belmont-----  
Mr. Mohr— 
Mr. Nease— 
Mr. Parsons

I Mr. Rosen—

Mr. Trotter 
Mr. W.C-Sullivan 
Tele. Room-------- 
Mr. Holloman---

i Miss Gandy------

REPORTED WILL SPEAK AT CAMPAIGN MANAGER ON BEHALF OF 

LEE FOSTER, INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR OF 

TENN, TOM GOUGE, INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE U. S. SENATE 

FROM TENN., WILL ALSO SPEAK. CAPTAIN :UPCHURCH AND

CHATTANOOGA PD DETECTIVES WILL ATTEND AND ARRANGE

COVERAGE* j^LSO,PLAN SURVEILLANCE JOHN KASPER
&ii!e in Chattanooga; bureau will be kept ad^eK>

REND AND ACK

h‘V40PM OK FBI WA

TU DSC

C

REG
f Mr. Rosen~|

4 NOV 5 195c



SAC, Philadelphia

Director, FBI

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Jones

October 30, 1958

PERSONAL ATTENTION

INFILTRATION OF NAAP^i
Mn^nTET^nzENS' council

It has recently come to my attention that a member of 
Congress, who is acquainted with many of the officials of the Vanity Fair 
Mills In Reading, Pennsylvania, received information probably from this 
source that someone in the FBI had stated that the NAACP and the White 
Citizens' Council in Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama Ind Florida were 
infiltrated with communists.

It is requested that the Bureau be advised whether any 
Bureau representatives coxwring the Reading, Pennsylvania, area have 
made such a statement or, if in fact, discussed the NAACP or the White 
Citizens' Council with officials of the Vanity Fair Mills. Certainly our 
personnel should be cautioned against making such irresponsible statements 
or statements that might be misinterpreted by persons outside the Bureau.

eg

NOTE: Attachment to memo Nease to Tolson dated 10-30-58 re above, GAN:ejp.

ill !«* W®
BBS IS IMIAW® / , /

GAN:ejp cyf

178 MOV7 5 958-



AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) 10/31/58

MEROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

Mr. Tolson 
Mr. Balmont____ 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Nease 
Mr. Parsons___  
>W^P-o,sen 
"Mr. To mm_____
Mr. T) -.hr___  
Mr. VAC.,Sullivan 
Tde. Room_____  
Mr. Holloman__  
Miss Gandy____

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
IS - X

b7D

On 10/31 Aft
________________________________________________ advised SA RICHARD B.
LAVIN that FLOYD FLEMING desires 5,000 copies of an article)//^ 
printed, captioned "EISENHOWER the Swedish Jew." According 
to| | the article has a picture of EISENHOWER in his
West Point uniform and some other material.

on
11/1/58.

ELEMING. is to bring the article toL,_______  
has promised to furnish copies on 11/1/58.

Bureau 
2 - WFO

RBL:rmp 
(5)

AIRTEL

G C - Wick
ALL 1MAW COWABEB 
KEREM IS KJSTO / ,
BATE. . . . ...
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^233 74'60 6

CHANGED TO
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It is. suggested that 2 mature Bureau representatives contact 
Mr. Carleton DXSmith, President and General Manager of NBC 
in Washington where! |is employed to, advise him generally
of the information in the files of the Bureau concerning! | .
and to advise him that we propose to interview! | concerning
his knowledge of and the activities of the. Citizens. Councils of 
Washington, D. C.

Thereafter, the Bureau representatives should interview 
concerning his, current knowledge of the activities of the 

Councils in this area. It is. further recommended that we intensify 
the investigation of| |,in connection with his activities with 
the White Citizens Council and his. association with John Kasper.

cc - Mr. Belmont 
cc - Mr. Rosen

CT:LCB 
(5)



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states GOVERNMENT

TO THE DIRECTOR DATE: October 14, 1958
Ison

FROM : ™ is imssm
SUBJECT:

OSEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL 
— - - T .  — - -in..** I.r ■■ .. •

Parson!?______ 
Rosary_______  
Tamm________

-
Tele. Room__  
Holloman - 
Gandy _______

In line with the suggestion of Mr. Tolson.. Agents of the 
Washington Field Office interviewed

[stated Jie was generally aware of the background o^ ^nd
would like very much to get rid of him but unless, he coula nna some 
Specific grounds, he isiearful of union action, which might be taken.

b7C

He stated that Sunday, which would ha ve freen October 5, the day of the 
bombing at Clinton, Tennessee, [
to 6:00 p.m. However, this last Sunday 
was on vacation.

ing from 9:00 a. m.- 
He

We have located and intervieweg ,
This interview took place on October 13 last'.' We located and interviewed 
him in connection with the bombing of the Temple as he was a friend of 
Kasper and we wanted to find out his whereabouts. At that time he Said 

, he had arrived at Rome, Georgia, at about 11:00 p. m., October 10, He 
i gives, various statements as to where he was visiting relatives, in
Atlanta on the evening of October 11 and stated he returned to the home 

: of his parents at Rome, Georgia, that same evening. Other members, of 4-
the household verify information.

________ [indicatedhe expected to be interviewed concerning 
the bombing sidee he was associated with John. Kasper. He claims he 
first^became acquainted with Kasper in 1956 when Kasper formed the* 
White Citizens Council in Washington, D.RQJ. 24

_________ ['admits being an organizer forabout 
11 1/2 years and claims he is no longer connected with this organization 
[but still believes Tn its aims and ideals. The mother1^ (states 
he wiH leave with his wife about October 14 for Maryville, Tennessee, 
where he plans, to visit his uncle. He thereafter plans to nr^OQd to the 
home of

1 - Mr. Belmont \/
AR:LS (6) ' V'

where they wiH probably remain until October 19 at which time they will 
return to^Washington, D. C-

x mu ' ^orma^on has.been' disseminated to interested offices,
careful attention by the Knoxville and Atlanta Offices.

- V
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM:

11/6/

Mr. Tolson.____
Mr. Belmont -
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Nease_____
Mr. Parsons-^r^ 

fl Rosen _ 
r. Tamm / "

Mr. Trotter____
Mr. W.C.Sullivan.
Tele. Room_____
Mr. Holloman— 
Miss Gandy.

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
IS-X; Racial Matters 
(OO:WFO)

Enclosed for the Bureau are two copies 
mimeographed opened letter to the D^ector which 
circulated by Retired Admiral .jISHNjG^^ROM^

of 
is 
A

a 
being 
copy

of this letter is enclosed for each cf^he offices receiving 
copies of this airtel for information* M ,

The letter mentions that CROMMELIN was interviewed^]^ 

by Bureau agents and uses that excuse tQ^attack the Director 
as being used by the “Communist - Jews" nto attack the 
Directors book "Masters of Deceit." ’

<r

A copy of this opened letter was sent to 
FLOYD FLEMING. President of captioned group by CROMMELIN 
on 10/31/58. | Imade the letter available to
SA ELMER LEE TODD on 11/6/58 and stated that CROMMELIN was 
distributing copies of the letter to friends throughout the 
South* The informant added that FLEMING is going to 
reproduce the letter for distribution.in the Washington, D*C 
Metropolitan Area* 
✓ '
^3- C Bureau (Encls*-2)
1-’ Atlanta (Encl*-1) (Info) (RM) /

Baltimore (Encl*-1) (Info) (RM) /
1- Birmingham (Encl*-1) (Info) (RM) „
1- Knoxville (Encl.-*1) (Info) (RM) >
1- Mobile (Encl.-l) (Info) (RM) /<£H> -
l-» Richmond (Encl^l) (Info) (RM) ..... ...... . ■■■*

b7D

1

5 NOV 131958
wn

Oj- j^ick

ELT: pF 
(UM' , 

ENCLOSURE 
. AIR

u. * 133



$'TAl©Agp FORM NO

OFFICE MEMORANDUM ********* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: NOV 1 9 1953
TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-245) 

SAC, ATLANTA (62-1673)

SUBJECT: BOMBINGS AND ATTEMPTED BOMBIN< 
IN SOUTHERN COMMUNITIES 
RACIAL MATTERS

* Un I k—7 /gC Q |

Reference is made to Bureau airtel dated October 16, 
1958, requesting a review of office indices and files concern
ing the following organizations, which data should be furnished 
to the Office of Origin as well as the Bureau in the event it 
has not previously been done. Reference is also made to Atlanta 
letter of November 14, 1958.

Sufficient copies for Bureau files on each organi
zation are being furnished as well as the Bureau's main file 
as captioned above.

AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF WESTERN CULTURE 
Bureau File 105-22853
NW, YORK: 00 .

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE 
PARTY
Bureau File 62-83296
NEW YORK:00

The Atlanta indices in regard to the American Committee 
for the Advancement of Western Culture (ACAWC) reflect that all 
pertinent matter regarding this organization is available to the 
New York Office; however, it is noted therein that one CHARLES 
WESTBROOK, Box 652, Trion, Georgia, had contacted the ACAWC in 
May 1953. During this particular period of time the ACAWC was 
in the process of appointing Regional Directors. It is unknown 
whether WESTBROOK was a Regional Director of this organization; 
however, the following data is being furnished the New York Office 
regarding WESTBROOK. This is the only pertinent data available 
in the Atlanta files which is not also available to the Office 
of Origin and the Bureau.

Piles reflect that on July 31^ 1956, ART LEVIN of the Southern 
Regional Office of the Anti-Defamation League furnished SA ALDEN
F. MILLER photostatic copies of four letters from CHARLES

See Page la for additional copies
NOV 25 195$



AT 62-1673

COPIES:

6-Chicago (1- Bomb Survey File) (1- Nationalist Conservative 
Party) (1- WILLIAM B. WERNECKE)
(1- American Humane Society)
(1- 105-3907)
(1- Christian Patriots Crusade)

4-Indianapolis (1- Bomb Survey File)
(1- National States Rights Party)
(1- Silver Shirt Legion of America)
(1- WILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY)

4-Los Angeles (1-Bomb Survey File)
(1- Christian Nationalist Crusade)
(1- WILLIAMS Intelligence Summary)
(1-ROBERT H. WILLIAMS)

2-Newark (1- Bomb Survey File)
(1- Christian Educational Association)

6-New York (1- Bombings and Attempted Bombings)
(2- American Committee for the Advancement 

of Western Culture)
(2- National Renaissance Party)
(1- Nationalist Party)

2-St, Louis (1- Bomb Survey File)
(1-National Citizens Protective Association)

3-WFO (1 - Bomb Survey File)
(1- White Citizens Council, District of Columbia)
(1- FREDERICK JOHN KASPER)

15-Atlanta
(1- 62-1673)
(1- 100-4976, Christian Anti-Jewish Party)
(1- 105-843, Confederate Underground)
(1- 105-195, American Committee for the Advancement 

of Western Culture)

1
1- 105-904, Christian Educational Association)
1- 105-78, Christian Nationalist Crusade)
1- 105-602, Christian Patriots Crusade)
1- 105-197; National Citizens Protective Association)
1- 100-5213, National Renaissance Party)
1- 105-763, National States Rights Party)
1- 105-new, Nationalists Party)
1- 105-new, Nationalists Conservative Party
1- 61-4, Silver Shirt Legion of America)1- 105-544, White Citizens Council, District of Columbia)1- 105-new, Williams Intelligence Summary)

- la -



AT 62-1673

WESTBROOK to one Mr. MADOLE of the National Renaissance Party. 
These letters are as follows:

1. Undated letter from CHARLES WESTBROOK to Mr. MADOLE, 
thanking him for LeBlanc pamphlets. Letter Indicates WESTBROOK 
was National Renaissance Party, Georgia Chairman, and that he 
was distributing pamphlets to his mailing list and also to the 
local libraries. WESTBROOK further indicated that he was work
ing on the "STONER" group (apparently referring to J. B. STONER, 
leader of the Christian Anti-Jewish Party); however, indicated 
unable to make contact with them, nor had he been able to obtain • 
or learn anything about membership of the Christian Anti-Jewish 
Party. . WESTBROOK indicates that when STONER makes another speech 
in Chattanooga, Tennessee, he will photograph members identified 
by their arm band, and will attempt to identify those persons 
and make contact by that means. WESTBROOK also indicates 
that one LLOYD FRICKE has assured WESTBROOK of support toward 
starting ar party branch in New Orleans and instructed WESTBROOK 
to write to one KENT COURTNEY. WESTBROOK also requests a 
bulletin on racial segregation when it is printed, and indicates 
that he forwarded samples of literature distributed by various 
Southern groups on segregation.

2. Letter of CHARLES WESTBROOK dated February 13> 1955 
addressed to JAMES H. MADOLE, National Director of the 
National Renaissance Party. In this letter WESTBROOK identi
fies himself as the Georgia Party Chairman of the National 
Renaissance Party - Elite Guard. WESTBROOK states that he 
has been in contact with EDWARD REED FIELDS; however, contem
plates discontinuing further contact with FIELDS, because 
FIELDS attempted to win WESTBROOK away from the National Renaissance 
Party, so that he might join the Christian Anti-Jewish Party. 
FIELDS, according to WESTBROOK, indicated that WESTBROOK ' 
belonged to another political party which has no working 
agreement with the Arch Leader of the Christian Anti-Jewish 
Party, therefore, he cannot give him any information. Secondly,- 
FIELDS indicated to WESTBROOK that he has full knowledge of 
the National Renaissance Party's official policy, and that 
it is too weak on the Jewish problem. WESTBROOK comments 
that if FIELDS has full knowledge of the National Renaissance 
Party's basic problem , he must not understand articles in 
the basic program, as they are as strong as you can get on 
the Jewish problem. WESTBROOK stated that FIELDS

- 2 -



AT 62-1673

only wants to send all Jews to Palestine. WESTBROOK further 
advised that he thought the Christian Anti-Jewish Party 
organization just talks, and further he had never heard of 
this Christian Anti-Jewish Party group except for a small 
item in the Chattanooga paper wherein it was reported that 
one J. B. STONER made a speech on the Courthouse steps. 
WESTBROOK also indicated that he was enclosing with his letter 
a drawing of a pistol stock, and stated he would like to know 
if the elite guard has one, and if so, would it be possible 
for WESTBROOK to borrow it. WESTBROOK stated he was continuing 
to contact persons whose addresses MADOLE had previously for
warded to them.

3. Letter dated March 1, 1955, to Mr. MADOLE, which acknowledged 
receipt of MADOLE1 s letter of February 27. WESTBROOK comments 
regarding the difficulty in winning some of STONER’s followers 
over to "us", and that he desired instructions on the basic 
methods to go about this conversion. WESTBROOK indicated that 
MADOLE thought STONER'S followers could be used for the common 
good of the National Renaissance Party, just as well as the 
Christian Anti-Jewish Party. WESTBROOK further advised that ' 
FIELDS had indicated they had membership of the Christian Anti- 
Jewish Party in Atlanta, Chattanooga, and Birmingham areas. 
WESTBROOK indicates that he has corresponded with a Mrs. 
SANDERS in Pennsylvania on two occasions, and that she had 
informed him she was planning on working with a group in 
Philadelphia. Mr. LLOYD FRICKE, JR., has contacted WESTBROOK, 
and WESTBROOK is attempting to contact COURTNEY in New Orleans. 
FRICKE has promised WESTBROOK his support, and if he can obtain 
the assistance of COURTNEY, should not find it too difficult 
to establish a New Orleans Branch of the National Renaissance 
Party. Further, WESTBROOK requested the Southern Chairman's 
name and address, of the National Renaissance Party.

4. Letter dated May 13, 1955, to Mr. MADOLE. WESTBROOK, in 
this letter, states that he can report progress toward organiz
ing,* also indicates that he is in contact with the Southern 
Nationalists whose addresses were previously furnished to him 
by MADOLE. Three of these addresses were located in Atlanta, 
Georgia. WESTBROOK indicates that he still has been unable to 
contact members of STONER’s Christian Anti-Jewish Party. WESTBROOK 
requested from MADOLE books on wire tapping, and a list of the

- 3 -



AT 62-1673

equipment necessary for tapping phone wires. WESTBROOK inquires 
regarding one HANS SCHMIDT.

The Southern Regional Office of the Anti-Deformation 
League also made available the following background regarding 
CHARLES-DAVID WESTBROOK. He was born March 15, 1934, married, 
and lives with his wife in a modest section. In early 1955, 
WESTBROOK broke into a local school, tore down pictures, threw 
ink and oil over the walls and desks, tore down the Georgia and 
American flags, disfigured and destroyed them, tore various 
pages from the Bible in the school, and in general did much 
damage to the property. In 1955, his reputation was not 
considered good, nor was his work record satisfactory; however, 
he gains his livelihood through the steady employment of his 
wife, who works in a textile mill.

CHRISTIAN EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF UNION, NEW JERSEY
Bureau File 105-9621
NEWARK:00 _

A review of Atlanta files fails to reflect any 
additional pertinent information available in this office 
which is not already in the possession of the Bureau and the 
Office of Origin.

CHRISTIAN NATIONALIST CRUSADE '
Bureau File 62-43818
LOS ANGELES:00

A review of pertinent indices, Atlanta Office, regard
ing the Christian Nationalist Crusade, reflect that on June 8, 
1958, Mr.. EMORY S. BALDWIN, Chief, Legal Branch, U. S. Army 
Engineer Corps, Atlanta, Georgia, advised that he had been 
contacted by one Mrs. MAX ANDREWS, 693 Sunny Brook Drive, 
Decatur, Georgia, and that she furnished him a leaflet and 
requested his presence at an organizational meeting of a 
group known as the Christian Nationalist Crusade. Mr. BALDWIN 
advised that later in June of 1958, he had been contacted again 
by Mrs. ANDREWS, at which time she indicated her efforts at 
organizing a group in behalf of the Christian Nationalist Crusade 
had met with little success.

- 4 -
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b6 
b7C 
b7D

KING r
On August 263 1958,I 1 advised SA HENRY E. 

that one
|had advised him that GERALD SMITH, who resides 

on rne west Coast of the United States, was actively engaged 
in raising money on the West Coast which was to be utilized for the
defense for[ 
Georgia, P01

and others who were arrested by the Atlanta
ice Department, for picketing activities of the 

Atlanta Journal, an Atlanta, Georgia daily newspaper* The picketing 
activities of  referred to occurred on July 27, 1958,
and involved five individuals who were carrying signs bearing 
Anti-Jewish statements.

The Atlanta Office of the FBI on October 23, 1958, 
received an undressed letter in an envelope which letter was 
captioned "Atlanta Scandal". The contents of this paper 
purportedly were written by GERALD L. K. SMITH, and states as 
follows:

"A very disturbing report has come to my desk. Five 
young patriots in the State of Georgia decided that they had 
their stomachs full of Jew-created, Jew-slanted news stories 
concerning what is going on in the world. Two of the worst 
newspapers in the United States are in the City of Atlanta. 
They do not reflect the Southern tradition. It is believed 
by many keen observers that both of these journals are manipulated 
by people who do not have the best interests of the South at 
heart.

"These five young men, representing a body of 
patriots, decided to picket these newspapers with signs pro
testing Jewish influence. They were picked up, railroaded, 
and sentenced to 30 days in jail. I have the names and 
addresses of the young men, but I am not going to give them 
to the public because I do not want them to be the victims of 
increased persecution. It is my understanding that they were 
released under bond and are appealing their cases. We propose 
to go into the matter thoroughly and if the situation is what 
it seems to be, we shall advise our friends to come to their 
aid, comfort and encouragement of these young men who have only 
been denied their civil liberties, but have become the victims 
of Jew-controlled tyranny.

- 5 -
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"Atlanta is a bad city. It has many bad people in 
it. The politicians in that city are inclined to be the pupets 
of the secret Jewish machine. Do not judge the State of Georgia 
by what goes on in the City of Atlanta. The politicians of 
Atlanta have always fought the Talmadges and the people who 
have cone to the defense of Southern tradition. Very frequently 
the Negro politicians of Atlanta are under the direct manipula
tion of New York Jews as well as Atlanta Jews.

There are no other pertinent references to this 
organization in the Atlanta indices of which the Bureau and 
Office of Origin have not been previously advised.

CHRISTIAN PATRIOTS CRUSADE, Aka 
American Christian Patriots Party 
Bureau File 1O5-53W
CHICAGO:00

A review of Atlanta indices fails to reflect any 
pertinent information regarding this organization which has 
not been .previously furnished to the Bureau and Chicago, Office 
of Origin in this investigation.

NATIONAL CITIZENS PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 
Bureau File IO5-I65IO ■
ST. LOUIS:00 .

A review of Atlanta files fails to reflect any addi
tional information regarding the above captioned organization 
not previously furnished to the Bureau and Office of Origin, 
St. Louis.

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY 
Bureau File 105-66233 
INDIANAPOLIS:00

A check of the Atlanta indices reflects that there 
are numerous references regarding the National States Rights

4
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Party as well as its preceding organization,, The United White 
Party. The Bureau and the Office of Origin were furnished 
copies of Atlanta report dated November 6, 1958, of SAC N.. R. 
JOHNSON, cautioned "WALLACE HUGH ALLEN, ETAL, Bombing of The 
Temple, 1589 Peachtree Road, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia, 10/12/58, 
INFORMATION CONCERNING," Atlanta file 62-1672. b6

b7
Por the information of the Bureau and Indianapolis ,

Office, all pertinent data in Atlanta files was summarized in D/ 
above report and is located oh pages 222 to 277. Office of 
Origin was furnished copies of this report for their file 105-975. 
The information in this report attributed to I
WA A__anfaiallv Pnwnighoa hnr T

Due to the voluminous nature of information fur
nished regarding this organization by the informant, no 
attempt is being made to restate this information as it 
involves some fifty pages of typing, and is available to 
both the Bureau and Office of Origin, Indianapolis.

The Atlanta Office will duplicate the original 
informant's reports relating to this organization, and upon 
completion of the duplication-cfthese informant reports, they 
will be furnished to the Office of Origin as these reports 
may contain sidelight issues which in their fragmentary 
nature may be of value to Indianapolis in conducting its 
intensified investigation of the National States Rights 
Party. Upon completion of the duplication of informant 
reports, they will be furnished to Indianapolis. For further 
assistance to the Bureau and Indianapolis in locating speci
fic information contained in referenced Atlanta report, on 
11/14/58, a detailed index was submitted to the Bureau as 
well as the Indianapolis Office, assisting in the location of 
pertinent information in regard to individuals mentioned as 
well as organizations.

- 7 -
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NATIONALIST PARTY 
Bureau File 105-33261
NEW YORK:00

A check of Atlanta indices reflects that all 
pertinent data regarding this organization has previously 
been furnished to the Office of Origin as well as to the 
Bureau.

NATIONALIST CONSERVATIVE PARTY
Bureau File 105-39509
CHICAGO:00

A check of the Atlanta indices fails to reflect 
any pertinent information relating to the Nationalist 
Conservative Party which is not already in possession of the 
Bureau and Office of Origin. In regard to WILLIAM B. WERNECKE, 
who reportedly is the founder of the Nationalist Conservative 
Party, the Bureau’s and Chicago's attention is directed to 
Chicago's letter of March 29^ 1957captioned "The American 
Humane Society, IS-X", Chicago file 105-3907* Enclosed with 
Chicago's letter was a blank memorandum regarding the American 
Humane Society, and contents of the memorandum indicate the 
organization obstensibly . had as its purpose a Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals. Inquiry in 1956 failed to reflect little, 
if any, activity toward this organization's stated goal; 
however, it was noted that of a group of individuals carried 
on the letterhead stationery of this organization identified 
as Advisory Board Directors, a number had previous fascist 
group activities or hate type organization activities. 
Included in this group of Advisory Board Directors was one 
J. B. STONER, the founder and Arch Leader of the Christian 
Anti-Jewish Party in Atlanta, Georgia.

On October 23, 1958, ART LEVIN, Southern Regional 
Office of the Anti-Deformation League, Atlanta, Georgia, advised SA 
ALDEN F. ’ MILLER that one CHARLES KELLY of Valdosta, Georgia, had 
visited the farm of WILLIAM B. WERNECKE, near Chicago, 
Illinois, during 1957j at which time KELLY had received 
instructions in the use and handling of dynamite on WERNECKE's 
farm.

- 8 -
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The reliability of the above information is unknown 
as the informant who furnished this information to the Anti
Deformation League, is unknown to ART LEVIN.

It should be noted that CHARLES KELLY of Valdosta, 
Georgia, received consideration as a possible suspect in the 
bombing of the Clinton, Tennessee, School, during October 1958.

SILVER SHIRT LEGION OF AMERICA
Bureau File 61-758
INDIANAPOLIS:00

A review of the Atlanta indices regarding this 
organization and WILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY, reflects that all 
pertinent information in Atlanta files has previously been 
furnished to the Bureau and Office of Origin.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, Aka
Washington White Citizens Council
Bureau File 100-423395
WFO:00

A review of Atlanta indices reflects that all 
pertinent data concerning above captioned matter has prev
iously been furnished to the Bureau and WFO. The Atlanta 
Office has also furnished all pertinent data to the Bureau 
and Office of Origin as it related to JOHN KASPER, except 
that on August 1, 1958,1 [reported that BILLY BRANHAM,
GEORGE BRIGHT, and L. E. ROGERS, met JOHN KASPER upon his 
release from the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary, and that 
BRIGHT and BRANHAM had accompanied KASPER ’that date to 
Tallahassee, Florida.

For WFO’s information, it is to be noted that 
GEORGE BRIGHT has been indicted in Fulton County, Georgia; 
and is presently in custody awaiting trial for -his connections 
in conjunction with the bombing of the Atlanta Temple on 
October 12, 1958.

- 9 -
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WILLIAMS INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY
Bureau File 105-10091
LOS ANGELES:00 

A review of the Atlanta indices reflects that 
all pertinent information regarding the Williams Intelligence 
Summary as well as ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, has been previously 
furnished to the Bureau and Office of Origin.

The above is the results of Atlanta indices searches 
conducted prior to November 1958^ on the indicated organi
zations. Results of Atlanta indices search as it related to 
the Christian Anti-Jewish. Party, and the Confederate Underground 
will be reported by the Atlanta Office in its periodic reports 
submitted, .under those captions.

- 10 -
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JOHN G. ■ CR0M3L1N ' 
Harropat e ,Spri ngs.

10 Box -441,. Wetumpka., .Alabama 
November 1,. 19.5&

. AN OFEN LETTER TO: ' ' ,
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover,. Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation. ,
Washington 25, 0., C.

Mr. Hoover: -
Did it ever occur to you that you, may be what is,, called in 

the Navy a " short-timer?" and that the communist-, jews, may have used " 
you to "the point of ho return," just like Louis Johnson former 
Secretary of Defense, Brownell of Little Rock infamy, General Vaughn 
of deepfreeze, fame and. more recently Sherman Adams., a fresh country
egghead who we.s "chumped" by a jeW.with vicuna coat? '

On Thursday,, October 25, 1958, -at 0950 Central Standard Time, 
two individual's knocked on the front door of my home in MqntS9mery:, 
Alabama. They did not use the: electric doorbell as: all. ordinary 
human beings do; they had to ’"knock on tho door" like communist- 
Jewish secret police! They were admitted to the living-room, and 
invited, to- have a seat. .

Ao I woo not dressed at the time,
asked,. "Who is it?" I. received the laconic reply

1 called. from, the ■hallwav1 and
n ff - Pee - EYE ’ll;

which almost frightened me. to death,, as it whs intended to do. I; w; 
just so scared! However, I requested the individuals to be .sealed 
and left instructions- for them to be- served.- coffee- while. I shaved,,, 
bathed and dressed. - ■

After I had shaved, bathed and dressed, I -called, my wife md told, 
her to "go to general .quarters"' and ".stand, by, " for I would probably 
wish, to have a witness to the-conversation. Thdn I went out the side 
door of the- house and wrote down the tag-number (Alabama 19.58, - Nb. . 
5-19761, registered in the name of W.» f, Nonmouth).,. of the greon 
feodor lord sedan parked on the. ..other side ef the .stroct headed ca.st„ 
I then inspected the car and noted a radio- transmitter and, receiver
concealed under the dash.-board, ; 
with a visible buggy-whip antehh
it was not possible for me. to> call in.

although, the car was not- equipped 
(a,. The radio would not turn ."on"

md find out if my "
were F.B.I. agents, A.D.L. agents, or pre-ss-agcnt.s„, .or possibly -com
binations of communist-jewich impersonators... - . . -

On. my way bock into my homo.- 1 eh count ored. the two .calibre Who had 
coma out the front door and were, -standing’ -on- -my property1 near my ■
front steps 
essentially

To tho best of my recollection., our conversation wa.i
3 .follow;

Croramelin: "You. say you boys 
see your credentials-. ’

Tho One: "Here it is, and my name is John C. McCluncy," At 
this point "tho ono" produced a printed card'with what .appeared

agont;sf Then ?lol'': &

tp. be a printed signature., . . ' .
Crommelin: ",That ' s; not good enough far mo;. A. card like that 

could be printed almost anywhere,. Ileaso sign your name on. 
this slip of paper." • •

The Ono: With the attitude .of a ppo-i led-brat caught In- the 
cookie-jar: "I don't have to sign my name-." "

Crommelin,: Of course you "don' t .have, to-,, but 1 can' t conceive 
of any reason why an 'honest agent would, mind, signing his name,, 
for I am, simply going into- the house, .and telephone the- F.B.I.
■and. find out if you arc. a phoney or hot." ’

The One: "My name is here-on thia card,, - John C., McClunoy.
Why don't you write it down? Can't you write?" * ’

Crommelin: "Well, a little, but not too . well. "• And nt this, 
point Crommelin. wrote down the name, "John C.' McClurcy,. " .

The- Other; "And ray name is. Wilbor J. Hust,. spelled W-I-L-B-OR1 
and, Crommelin wrote down the name, - "Wilbor J.. Hust." '

g bp ut, for I
b fil dj a • r f

om oortain ray 'phono- ir tapped, and that you bov
' whom 1 have never soon, and didn't know .existedWalinco Allen

know that Mr;

. .... .. . Oct. 22, 1958)-
you must have known Mrs. Allen, telephoned bc to- pl sand oomc to 
Atlanta .and talk to her lawyer, end try to, help him’ free her 
husband whom rho said was innnco.nt md'being hold .without bond,, 
on a trumped-up charge of bonking -a j:c.wa,synagogucp and T am sure

called mo from Atlanta last ovoning

you know that I infoiwd hor that' 1 had every .reason to. bo^av©-.
the communist-J c-ws 
would conO’ o ver as

had honbcin. their ©.wn Gynagogup, fnd thet I 
snari ..^.a .
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The One: "’fe wish to Inform yon that anything, you. say may be 

'Used in court as. evidence against you."
Crommelin: (Scrutinizing the pockets; of the callers for pocket

tape sound-recording devices')., "Well., are you boys wired for 
sound,? Come on. back into the house and,finish your coffee, and 
I will gladly brief you on the communist-, Jewish conspiracy, and. 
how the F.3.I. is helping them put.;" -

The One: "We will talk, about one thing only."'
Crommelin: "Well , what is it?"
The Or®* "Do- you know a man named. Brite?"
Crcmm-'in: "No-, j .^o not know a man named Brite, and you know 

that I.- don’t know the man you are referring to; but, come on. in 
the house and relax.,’ and drink your coffee, and i’ll brief you 
boys on the. communist-Jewish conspiracy."

The Ono: "Mo; that's all.."
Crommelin: "Good bye., boys."
Crommelin then entered his home, and the callers who. had rebuffed, 

his proffered hospitality departed; "The One" in an, obvious, huff, 
"The other" in an apparent state pf mild amusement.

As I re-entered my home, Mrs., Crommelin asked me, "Who was that?" 
I replied that they were tw©. birds, who? said they were 'FiB,.'!..,, but 
that I would call, the immediately and try to find but if they
were federal agents, Anti-Defamation- League informers,, or just a 
couple of " junior detectives." Mrs. Crommelin then instructed, the' 
maid to dump the untouched F.B.I. coffee in the sink.

I went to the phono immediately and 'called the ,.F,B .1.,, and got 
the "busy" signal. I then .called, the* office of my old boyhood friend 
David Dunn, the Judge of FrebatO,. and identified the. tag-number of 
the callers’ automobile, which was Alabama. '"58, Wo .,3-19761, -and. found 
that it was registered under- a phoney name, W... KOi'MO.UTIi,address 
Route .7/5, Montgomery, Alabama- This Z .assume- la F.3,1, routine 
practice, for a later call to R. B.I, headquarters over telephone 
AM 5-6052 was answered by an individual who; identified himself 07s 
Dan Stevens, who stated that a John McCluhey and Wilber Hunt were 
in fact F.B.I. agents,. - Ono -reason. I made such an effort to 
positively identify the agents was that, although, Hust., an ex-pnofes- 
sional baseball player from. Mississippiwas. a. reasonably pure Nordic 
typo, McCluney from Missouri.,, was at first, thought, to be an .Anti- 
Dofamation League inf ormer for-he,, in/.my opinion,, has- the1 -appearance 
of a jowiatto (a white person with an -infusion of Khat^r or Sephardic 
jowish blood),

Mr. Hoover, I saw a. letter today which stated that, two of your ’ 
agents had "called on" a vepy fine’ patriotic:, woman in her home in 
Knoxville, Tenn-, to find- cut "whet she lip®w about the ‘bombing of the-, 
school in Clinton," I assume- that they "knocked on the- door" . 
instead of ringing the -doorbeH, -and-'that they'also were "wired for 
sound," Mr. Hoover., I. would bet. my right arm; that lady-had..-absolute 
ly nothing to do with the bombing of .anything,-, and that you arc 
carrying out the directives of the invisible communist-jowish govern
ment to try to intimidiite all White Southerners who have demonstrat
ed that they understand the. organisation., aims and objectives of 
the communist-Jewish conspiracy, and its. fiendish plot to mongrelizQ 
our great White Christian country, the. United States .of America.

As I said in my opening paragraph, Mr. Hoover,, my prediction is 
that you are what we call in the Navy A "short-timer,’and: the"’' 
communist-jews have used you to the point of "no return,"' Just like 
they did. Louis Johnson former Secretary of Defense, Brownell. of 
Little Rock infamy, General Vaughn of deepfreeze fame., and more 
recently Sherman. Adams, a fresh country egg-head who was. "ehumped." 
by a jew with a vicuna coat.

The communist-jews who wield -such a diabo.lic.al. influence-, in .Now 
. York, in Wall Street and in the- Jownitcd Nations, and also in.

ere just about to ^iVc you the HEAVE-HO, whether you
® 1 ‘ II L ' ill I 1 11 " HUrealize it, or not. Thov "chumpod." you when they lot you-publish 

that falry-ialo which you coll "USTSHS OF DECEIT!" Killona of 
Americans know that it is nothing but communist^Jewish whitewash.!.

At this point, I must confess that I got "chumped" when f paid 
five-bucks plus tax for your book.

Your 'fairy-tale.' hae boon, given very favorable,. and in. -oanio' 
alnost ccct'atlc rovicwb, in certain sections of the 

cofm!ft- icuish controlled procs, 1 r the following. fal co-state-



;1‘~ '■ ^Mr-S

->
ment in your book your ‘pay-off’ for the many years of favorable 
radio, press, movie and TV-publicity, which you have received at the 
hands of the communist-Jewish conspiracy? I quote the passage, page 
257 of “MASTERS OF DECEIT" for ready reference, -

“Some of the most effective opposition to communism in 
the United States has come from Jewish organizations such 
as B’nai B’rith, the American Jewish Committee, The American 
Jewish League. Against Communism, the Anti-Defamation League, 
and a host of other Jewish groups.” -

Mr. Hoover, do you Know that statement is false, and is it not 
intended to deceive? You must know that Rabbi Stephen Wise, the 
president of the World Jewish Congress and the “outstanding" 
so-called jew of the 20th Century stated, "Some call it Marxism, 
I call it Judaism.” . '

Mr. Hoover, it would appear also that in your book you, failed to- 
mention that in. communist-Jewish controlled Russia,, so-called 
antl-semitism is a capital offense, and that untold millions of 
(^ri’^iah^hite people'Taave 'been" miurde red by the communist-Jewish 
rulers of Russia.

Mr., Hoover, are you familiar with the "Koi. Nidre" oath of 
so-called self-styled jews, as contained .in. Volume VII of the Jewish 
Encyclopedia, found on page 559? The description of the "Kbl Nidre" 
ritual as given on page 35 of the book "FACTS ARE, FACTS," by 
Benjamin-H. Freedman of New York City follows: "

"in, Volume Vil of the Jewish Encyclopedia oh page 539 > found i 
in the Library of Congress, the New York Jublio Library and I
Libraries of all leading .cities, will, be found the: official |
translation into English of the prayer known as. the. ’Koi Nidre1 j
(All Vows), prayer. It is the prologue of the Day of Atonement I
services in the synagogues. It is recited three times by the I 
standing, congregation: in concert with chanting rabbis.-at the I
altar. After the recital of the "Koi Nidre" (All Vows) prayer 1
the Day of Atonement religious ceremonies follow immediately, I
The Day of Atonement roligious observances are the highest holy 1
days of the so-called or self-styled "Jews” and are celebrated a
as such throughout the world. The official translation into |
English of the ”Kol Nidre” (All Vows) prayer follows: I

"ALL VOWS, OBLIGATIONS, OATHS, ANAT HEMAS;, whether - - ; d
called’kona.m,’’konas , *' or by -any Othername WHICH WE :
MAY VOW, OR SWEAR, OR FLEDGE, OR WHEREBY WE FAY BEBOUND, J
FROM THIS DAY OF ATONEMENT UNTO THE NEXT, (whose happy ' 1
coming we await), we do repent. MAY THEY BE DEEMED ABSOLVED, 1
FORGIVEN, ANNULED, AND VOID AND- MADE OF NO EFFECT; THEY I
SHALL NOT BIND US NOR HAVE FOWER OVER US. THE VOWS SHALL NOT I 
BE RECKONED VOWS; THE OBLIGATIONS SHALL- NOT BE OBLIGATORY; ' I
NOR THE OATHS BE OATHS." J I

Mr. Hoover,, does not- this so-called Jewish, prayer, "Koi Nidre,” I 
say in effect, the end justifies the means; and, if so, is not this 'J 
the basic tenet.’of communism? «

It would be interesting to know what percentage of White
Christians in the Masonic Order know that their so-called brother .j 
Masons who are evolutionary ”Kol Nidre” Jews, take a religious oath ■' 
each year cancelling their Masonic oath. The. F.B.I. could do. a 
groat service to White Christian Civilization by investigating the - 
qualifications of "Koi Nidre" 'Kosher Jews to. serve- on juries, and 

. ii I • ' P It’ vhhhmM mias sworn witnesses, and as officers in the federal government and 
U.S.Armed hordes. ,

Did it ever occur to you,. Mr.. Hoover,, that the plot, to bomb the * 
Atlanta synagogue called “The- Temple," may very well have boon

1 master-minded' by the so-called., self-styled Jews themselves, for ; 
these four good reasons.?-: -

I



First: The bombing of an empty (according to press-reports 
they are always strangely empty), synagogue was timed just before - 
the generaT~elections on November 4th, .so that the communist-Jewish 
controlled press could propagandize the communist-jewish campaign to 
stop the transmission through the mails of' all patriotic literature 
which exposes the communist-Jewish conspiracy, THE REAL ENEMY of 
■White Christian Civilization.

The bombing was also timed so that the planned sympathetic 
reaction could be used by the communist-Jewish conspiracy to extract, 
pledges from candidates for the U.S.Congress to support the proposed 
infamous H.R. 74-27, or Flood Bill, a, rank: violation of the First 
Article of the Bill of Rights, designed to stop all patriotic 
literature via the. U.S. Maids.,, which exposes the composition, aims and, 
objectives of the communist-Jewish conspiracy.

Second: The evolutionary "Koi Nidre" Jews, who master-mind and 
finance the plot to mongrelizn the South were, trying to create a. 
smoke-screen of sympathy for themselves.

Third: By their control of the, major media of communication,, 
the press, radio and TV, the communist-Jewish conspirators are 
trying to use. thoir bombing of their own moetingrhou.se -in Atlanta as 
a booster-shot in. their present hate-campaign to discredit those of 
us White Christian. Americans who understand and expose the, communist- 
Jewish conspiracy for Just what it is..

Fourth: The evolutionary-Kol-Nidre? Kosher Jews, in keeping with, 
their world-wide and eternal reputation for sharp practice blow up an 
old portion of their mooting-house to collect insurance -to-pay for 
what they had already planned to remodel?

Mr. Hoover, you must, recognize the strange similarity between 
the bombings of the nogro churches in Montgomery, Alabama, and the 
bombing of the Jewish moofing^housos. Also, you must know that when 
the trail of the bombings of the negro churches in Montgomery finally 
led, to the office of .an .evolution ary 4Kol-Nidre-Kb she r- j,ow- 
that individual suddenly skipped thocountryandwcnt to Europe"'to" 
live, and all the legal proceedings ground to a halt and disappeared 
from the pages of the press.- ' Strange, isn't it, Mr. Hoover?

Mr. Hoover, you know that I have never Joined a secret organiza
tion of any kind, and I have taken but one oath, as .a Naval Officer, 
"to uphold and defend the Constitution of the. United States against 
all enemies, foreign and domestic." ,1 assume that as Director of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation you took .a, similar .oath..

Think it over, Mr. Hoover.

Sincerely,

JGC/NH
//John G, '.Grommolin,,.

Repr Admiral U. 8. Navy, (Retired)
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 11/15/58

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. 
RACTKinfATTERS™~^™~"^~'^

Re WFO airtel to Bureau 10/29/58, with copies 
to Baltimore,, Memphis and Richmond, setting forth information 
about a leaflet written by JOHN KASPER, ’’Abolish the 
Public Schools! Now!”

Enclosed for each office is one copy of that 
leaflet for information.

^Bureau
1/Baltimore (Encl • -1) (Info ) (RM) 
1-Memphis (Encl.-1) (Info) (RM) 
1-Richmond (Encl. -1) (Inf 6,) (RM) 
1-WFO

RBLxmjh 
(6)

ML WORMOR COHIMKD

^-135
J

211958
4
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AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

Mr. Tolson______ 
Mr. Belmoilt___  
Mr. Mohr______ 
Mr. Nease_____  
Mr. ParsonsCU— 
Mr. Hosen fiS/ 
Mr. Tamm y
Mr. Trotter-iL^* 
Mr, W.C.SuIlivan. 
_f^te5§oom_____  
Mr. Holloman__  
Miss Gandy____

OARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIBS

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies 
- letterhead memorandum in captioned matter advising

of
that the

offices of captioned group are being changed. Copies are 
also being sent the Richmond and Baltimore Offices

The source is 
protected.__ The oriaina 
in

__ whose identity must be 
information furnished is located

f 3 - Bureau (Encls-7) - b7D
^2 - Richmond (Ends-2) (info) (RM)

2 - Baltimore (Ends-2) (Info) (RM)
2 - WFO



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

* WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

November 10, 1958

b7C

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

A source,who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised on November 16, 1958, that the Seaboard 
White. Citizens CounciLs. was moving out of its offices at 

 

1047 Thirty-first-Strd^t, Northwest, Washington, D. C., 
that day

is

The source staffed that the rent on the premises 
r>n Movamhar ID 195>B',. and that

.................. .................. J Seaboards wants the headquarters to 
BTTnorfFTf^^^..................................... : ~
currently looking for new quarters, and Seaboard equipment 
will, be stored temporarily until a suitable place is
obtained

This memorandum is loaned to you by. the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.
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Office• UNITED. DVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

subJect<--SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
IS-X
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: 11/5/58

All NWM MA® 
IM S WIASSFIEO 
DATE BY^W/P

Enclosed for the Bureau arid the Charlotte Office
are copies of material of the United Southern Employees1 
Assn., Inc., of Rock Hill, South Carolina. It is noted 
ithat the first page of this material, in the first paragraph, ]d7D 
[states that the Director has reported to the President 
[of the U. S., that there is a red plot in the South which is' 
behind the Racial strife and that it is a hidden hand of

I They were left at the Seaboard White Citizens 
councils Office, 1047 31st Street, N. W., by WILLIAM 

■^SOMERSETT when he was in WDC during the week end of November 
: 1958.

^Bureau (Encl. 1) 
2-Charlotte (Encl. 1) 
2-WFO_______________

the Communist Party. .

The last paragraph of page pngsstates that if the 
’’Southern Patriots” apprehends the ’’Communist bombing Goon 
Squads”, they might likely be subjects of hangings.

x
_____________ This material was furnished to WFO on 11/3/58 by

ELT/dil b7 D
(6)



USEA TRADE UNION NEWS — ROCK HILL, S. C.
AFL * 10’S NEGRO VICE PRESWENT

TO ORGANIZE THE SOUTH

A. Phillip Randolph, Negro AFL-CIO Vice President and well known for his Communist, Race agitating activities who 

is reported to have been selected by the AFL-CIO Executive Board to head the Southern organizing drive in the TEX

TILE industries which are now in operation on a large scale. J. Edgar Hoover, FBI head has reported to the president of 

the United States that there is a RED plot in the South which is behind the Racial strife arid that it is a hidden hand of 

the Communist party. Mr. Hoover in his report to the President said that the Communist have been migrating from 

;weenNew England to the Southern States to organize the transplanted-TextiL 

the White and Black. J

EXPECT BULL CO-OPERATION -
HEREIN IS IBKIASSIFiED z ;

. RY^WV
Reliable sources have'reported that the Textile Unions of the AFL-CIO has demanaed tnrough their Executive Board 

that RANDOLPH go all out to organize all TEXTILE WORKERS IN THE SOUTH INTO INTEGRATED LOCALS 

AND THAT ALL LOCAL UNION OFFICIALS WILL BE EXPECTED TO GIVE RANDOLPH FULL CO-OPERA

TION IN HIS DRIVE.

THE READERS SHOULD ALSO KNOW THAT MR. RANDOLPH HAS BEEN CITED BY THE UN-AMERI

CAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE AS BEING ASSOCIATED WITH MANY COMMUNIST FRONT ORGANIZA

TIONS IN THE UNITED STATES.

It is noted that Mr. Randolph stated at a COMMUNIST meeting a few years back that the best way to. organize 
the South and put an end to DIXIECRAT SEGREGATION would be to put a mongrelized baby on the hip of every 
White and Black woman in the South. Probably Mr. Randolph has this in mind as part of his organizing drive in the 
South.

BOMBINGS MUST STOP

NOTICE to all COMMUNIST bombing Goon Squads—The Southern Patriots does not intend to try to maintain segrega

tion in schools and churches by Sunday morning bombings. Let this be a warning, “if the authorities arrest you for 
these unholy acts — you most likely will have your day in court, but if the Patriots apprehends you—you most likely 
will be the ace attraction "at a nights hanging.” BEWARE: The Southern people are on the trail of the High Silk Hat

face a’gitators. Beware this is no joke'.

Vice Pres. Carey
_ . ceives the 1957 Social Jus-Honors Negro Race Moungler

KING The Great ,!e"1 “d c“'m“ “ 
‘S'-

H Honor Bias Fighter: Hon
ored by the Religion ,*nd 
Labor Foundation at a New 
York luncheon, Montgom
ery bus boycott leader, Rev. 
Martin Luther King Jr., re-

union’s civil rights commis
sion.' Rev. King was lauded 
for having “stirred the con
science” of the country in 
'leading the boycott.



ALL ^^THERN WORKERS MUST JOIN TC^pTHER ' »

In order to secure our political and economy rights and justice at the bargaining table, the southern Workers must 

unite themselves into a solid Southern Labor Union so they will be guaranteed the power to negotiate with their employers 

and to prevent the Northern dominated unions and their affiliate the NAACP from destroying our schools and segre

gated societies. It is also necessary that the Southern union members get rid of their local union Brainwashed cliques who 

are a small minority in all locals but who generally runs the local unions to suit the Northern Labor heads. It should 

be known to all AFL-CIO union members that one half of all union dues paid in by the membership—goes to New 

York, where it is used to force integration in our schools and societies. It should also be made known to all AFL-CIO 

member? that the AFL-CIO have given thousands of dollars to the NAACP and every one knows what the NAACP is 

trying to do to the people of America. -

All true Southerners who believe in maintaining our Southern way of life are urged to write the United Southern 

Employees’ Association Incorporated, (An independent trade union) for information on organizing locals in your 

vicinity. The USEA is chartered in North Carolina, Sodth Carolina, Virginia and Alabama, and are in the process of 

securing Charters in all. other Southren States.

Write to-day! Tomorrow may be too late.

Remember: The dues paid into the USEA are kept in the local unions and in the Southern National Union treas

ures for the benefit of the members and their families such as collective bargaining, private schools for it’s members 

children in the event of forced public school integration and old age and disability benefits_

AFL-CIO BIG WIND BAGS THROUGH THEIR STOOGE, PAUL BUTLER-

TELLS SOUTHERN LEADERS TO GET THEIR NAACP CARDS OR GET OUT ,OF THE DEMOCRATIC 

PARTY.

Well this should not embarras those Southern leaders who have been carrying the AFL-CIO banner as their record in 

the Congress of the United States and the Supreme Court shows that the AFL-CIO is the strongest pro-integration or

ganization on earth. The politicians is not the only leaders that must share the embarrassment as many Klan leaders who 

has seen fit to cuddle the MEANYS and the REUTHERS of the United Automobile Union and William Pollock ofiZ 

T.W.U.A. Textile Workers Union. Many Southern Political leaders and many Klan leaders has used the NA*oe -as 

their most dangerous and arch enemy but they fail to tell the people that the BIG SHOTS running the NAACP is also 

the same BIG SHOTS who are running the AFL-'CIO along with some Southern traitor Lawyers.

In 1960 the Socialist Democrats and Republicans who has gone out of their way to try to destroy the American 

Constitution hnd Government and take away the liberties guaranteed 'the people under a free Democratic Government 

will find themselves confronted with the largest INDEPENDENT POLITICAL ORGANIZATION ever known in the 

history of our Country. The Independent Americans will go West and South to select their POLITICAL TIMBER.



suppose rto represent their mer^^s for the sole purpose of collective bj^iining. To secure for it’s mem

bers, better working conditions, with contracts calling for fair work loads, old age and sick benefits, hos

pitalization and fair wages, and especially job preferential based on seniority and job security. Unfor

tunately this is not what the southern union members are getting for the dues they pay. The AFL-CIO 

Unions have deserted the fields of labor and have gone in for Sociology. They have attempted to become

a school board, to tell the people of the United States what schools to send their children, and that the

white people must mix their children with the Negro children. They also want to tell the people who they 

shall vote for in political elections. The working people in the south will do well to serve notice on their 

legislators that they don’t intend to be enslaved by the Socialistic and Communist minded AFL-CIO Union 

leaders. The southern people will do well to vote for politicians who will damn and publicly fight AFL-CIO 

Unions until they are eliminated from the sacred soils of the southland. When Representative Howard 

Smith’ of Virginia sponsored a bill in Congress known as the State Rights Bill which would prevent the Su

preme court from freeing Communist from jail sentences for advocating the overthrow of the govern

ment, the AFL-CIO and their close ally, the NAACP opposed the bill with all their power. This should 

be a warning to the people of the United States who believe i nState Rights and Constitutional Government, 

that the time is now, to stop joining AFL-CIO Unions, and to stop membership and dues. The working peo

ple of the south must join together now, and chase out these AFL-CIO carpetbaggers or prepare them

selves and their families for slave camps. Every industry and company should have the Smith Bill printed 

and distributed to all their employees so that they will spit in the eyes of any AFL-CIO organizer who 

might ask them to join any AFL-CIO Union. Also, the southern workers must be on the alert for other or

ganizations who appears to be tied in with the AFL-CIO. Beware of what is known as the National Textile * 

Commission and the southern news letter, as this so called southern news letter which is printed in Chicago 

and distributed from Louisville, throughout the south, is pro-integration, pro-NAACP and pro-AFL-CIO. 
Also, beware of certain industries and companies who are working hand in hand with the AFL-CIO in an * 
effort to enslave the employees by signing yellow dog contracts. Remember—“It don’t take very much 
money to have good unions ,it only takes plenty of red blooded men and women with guts, and the AFL- 
CIO and their integrating stooges is going to learn that the southern men and women have botk.”

FOR INFORMATION ON ORGANIZING IN YOUR LOCALITY—SEND ALL INQUIRIES 
TO: UNITED SOUTHERN EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION. INC.. Independent Trade Union. 

158 EAST BLACK STREET. ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA



CHARTED. 
IN

NORTH CAROLINA.
SOUTH CAROLINA.

VIRGINIA.
ALABAMA.

UNITED SOUTHERN EMPLOYEES7 ASSN., INC.

INDEPENDENT TRADE UNION
LOCAL'S WELFARE PLAN

S. C. HDQ. 158 E. BLACK ST., ROCK HILL, S. C.

All United Southern members who have been a member in good standing for six months will be eligible for 
U.S.E.A. Union Welfare Benefits.

(1) Members eligible, will receive for their first week of hospital confinement, their regular salary.

(2) Weekly benefits consisting of 65% of their regular base salary will be paid eligible, members after all 
other insurance benefits has been Exhausted. Such benefits jvill continue until the eligible member is 

■ able to return to work. ' •

(3) Member's families will be eligible for benefits. Such benefits to be set by the local’s membership.,

(4) One dollar out of each members monthly dues will be set aside each month for members and their families 
disability and welfare fund.

(5) Membership dues will be three dollars per month of which 65 cents will be sent to the Nationals Head
quarters as Per Capita Taxes.

(6) One dollar of each members monthly dues will be deposited in each local’s welfare fund and the remain
ing one dollar and thirty five cents will go to the local’s general fund for the locals operational ex
penses.

This plan will begin after six months in any local union, having one hundred members or more.
This plan has been adopted and approved by the National Board of Directors this 18th day of August 
1958.

C. E. Bellamy
Adell Somersett

____President
Vice President

Harry W. Brown___ Vice President & Secy.-Treas.



Valentine Reuther traine<^^s four sons Socialism, and it is told tl^^he held regular Sunday sessions 
with them, discussing and debating all manners of subjects relating to working men and wbmenrWalter P. 
Reuther grew up actively in Socialist organizations. He was fired from his job with the Ford Automobile 
Company and with nothing else to do, he and his brother Victor went to Russia to work and to learn Com
munism first hand.

He and brother Victor fell in love with the Soviet Russia and from there he wrote his much publicized 
letter to his friends in America and which he ended with his, “Yours For a Soviet America.” He came home 
vibrating with deep fervor for the Russian system of economic control. The point is: “This man Reuther 
is self consecrated to the principles of Socialism and government control of economic life. His fanaticism, 
cold in its utter dedication, is economic truths which will eventually destroy him. The tragedy is, he 
could easily destroy our country with a Socialist dominated and guided government.” Walter Reuther al
ready controls Michigan, a state which has gone backward in prosperity since he took over.

Reuther, with AFL-CIO money has used crooked politicians to further his political ambitions by 
having un-American labor laws introduced in Congress, which if passed will do nothing more than further 
enslave the working classes and give the big labor leaders more power to further the cause of Socialism. The 
working people and especially the working people of th south had better awaken to what the AFL-CIO is 
really doing. The Union dues that the southern workers are paying in to AFL-CIO Unions are being used 
to destroy the southern peoples Religious, moral and traditional beliefs, not to mention their economy 
welfare. Reuther and his political clique does not only intend to use the white and Negroes against each 
other to further their political strength, but they intend to destroy both races by forcing integration and 
social intermingling which will eventually lead into inter-marriage and complete degeneration. Inter-mar
riage between the races is the same method used by Joe Stalin to put Russia under a dictatorship. Stalin 
only had six prcent of the people with him when he overthrowed the Russian government. The so called 
Stalin Constitution of 1936 which is really the Soviet Russia Constitution, in Artical 123, States.

“Equality of rights of citizens of the U.S.S.R., irrespective, of their nationality or race, in all spheres 
of economic, government, cultural, political, and other public activity is an indefeasible law. Any direct or 
indirect restriction of the rights of, or, conversely, the establishment of any direct or indirect privileges for, 
citizens on account of their race or nationality, as well as any advocacy of racial or national exclusiveness 
or hatred and contempt, is punishable by law.”

This Artical of the Russian Constitution is exactly the same policies and advocations as the N.A.A.C.P. 
and the AFL-CIO, the N.A.A.C.P. with the moral, physical and financial support of the AFL-CIO have 
been attempting to have the laws of the United States changed to pattern after Russian laws, and they have 
been successful in having these Civil Rights laws passed, as you no doubt know. It is our firm belief that 
any southern man or woman, who after being informed as to the policies of the AFL-CIO, continues to pay 
an AFL-CIO Union dues, “they should be branded a southern traitor and treated as one.” It is very ob
vious to see that the AFL-CIO are not using the Unions for what they were organized for. A Labor Union is



AFL-CIO

Textile Workers Union of America Members Are Forbidden To Contribute 

Funds To Any Private Segregated Schools! But The Members Are Called 

Upon By Their Union Officials To Scorn Such Patriotic Moves.

On Oct. 15, ’58 AFL-CIO Textile Workers Union, of America, Local 371 membership at Front Royal Virginia, 

voted to assess the Local members ONE DOLLAR a week to support a SEGREGATIONIST PRIVATE SCHOOL 

SYSTEM to which would assure them Segregated schools in which their own children could attend. The vote was 235 

to 49. President William Pollock of the Textile Workers Union and who maintains Headquarters in New York, sent a 

Representative to Front Royal at once to investigate the assessment vote. This vote to aid the Citizens of Virginia, which 

included the local union members, to maintain segregated schools for the Virginia school children, didn’t please the 

AFL-CIO labor GODS in the least because their Union policies demand an end to segregation.

The Textile Workers Union of America at their 1956 National Convention passed their famous 28th resolution which 

very few Southern members ever knew. The resolution was as' follows:

Therefore be it resolved by the 9th Biennial Convention of the Textile Workers Union of. America, AFL-CIO, that: 

(1) We call upon the President to convene a> conference of Southern Governors and provide other moral leadership for 

the peaceful and orderly transition to an un-segregatecl public school system.

(2) We denounce the White citizens councils and allied organizations as bitter enemies of law' and order and bitter foes 

of the Labor movement. We call upon .members of labor unions and all those devoted to Southern Progress to 

scorn these groups. END.

If these Union members at Front Royal Virginia had of voted to assfess themselves a dollar a week .to help the 

NAACP close and deprive the Southern children the opportunity of a free public education, there is no doubt that 

President Pollock, George Meany, Walter Reuther and A. Phillip Randolph, (THE NEGRO VICE PRESIDENT, 

AFL-CIO) who is reported to have the assignment of the AFL-CIO’s National Executive Board, to spearhead.a organizing 

drive in the South to organize the Southern workers into a solid unsegregated union, would have personally appeared 

before the local membership to kiss each member individually.

If there was ever a time in the history of our great Country that those who believe in their independence as God 

loving American Citizens should stand united together against those who are determined to destroy us—“THE TIME IS 

NOW.” The working men and women holds the balance of power if they will only exercise it .at the Ballot boxes and 

supports candidates for public offices that have the-courage to stand and fight the,battles that must be fought toisave 

our American form of Government. Damned the different parties—vote for the men that will stand for the things that 

we love most—“OUR FREEpOM.” j .



The INDEPENDENTS in 1960 <° longer bow to the Socialist, Communisj^J^Iitical and labor leaders That they are 

living under to-day.

The Southern politicians who use the old worn out excuse about it not being good to pull out of the Democrat 

party because o£ losing various Committee Chairmanships because of seniority had better start thinking of the INDE

PENDENT move or get a new excuse. Everyone in politics should be most happy to get out of both the REPUBLICAN 

and the DEMOCRAT parties because both of them has sank so low that any self respecting citizen should at least feel 

cleaner by leaving.

As for the Chairmanship Committee jobs given on seniority—please tell us what is being accomplished by them. 

The Republican Liberals and the Left Wing Democrats are shoving every thing nasty that they wish, right down the 

throats of the Southern Politicians. The senority is not helping worth a damned. INDEPENDENCE IS THE ONLY 

SELF RESPECTING WAY.

HARRY W. BROWN-Vice President

S. C. Headquarters

158 East Black St.

Rock Hill, S. C.

SPECIAL TO PACIFIC MILL EMPLOYEES - COLUMBIA, S. C.

Sometime ago, some T.W.U.A. stooges passed a paper around through the Pacific Mills plants and told the employees 

'that it was an FBI record of a man by the name of BOB GARRISON and who was an officer of the United Southern 

Trade Union. This information given the employees was a damned dirty Communist type kind of lie which was used in 

an effort to stop the flow of TWUA members from joining the USEA Union. We are happy to report that this He did 

not stop the flow of workers signing with the Southern Union, it only showed the Southern people in Columbia just what 

type union they have been belonging to.

It is true that the USEA had Mr. Garrison employed along with a number of other workers to distribute Southern 

Union organizing literature but none of them were officers of the USEA Union.

For the information of the Pacific Mills employees, we would like you to know that we have checked on Mr. Gar

rison and we have found that Mr. Garrison is a hard working automobile mechanic who owns his own garage and is mar

ried to a very lovely lady who is a native of Columbia. The Garrisons have two beautiful little twin daughters and both, 

Mr. and Mrs. Garrison are both active in fighting the organizations that are trying to destroy Southern Rights and Tra

ditions, and it can be safely assumed that neither of them are contributing to INTEGRATION by belonging to and 

paying dues to the AFL-CIO, the organization that has taken Southern workers dues and turned it over to the NAACP 

to be used to close Southern SEGREGATED SCHOOLS. “ALL TRUE SOUTHERNERS WILL TAKE THEIR 

HATS OFF TO THE GARRISONS”.

ANY WORKER IN ANY CRAFT CAN BELONG TO THE U.S.E.A. TRADE UNION.



TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

LFROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

-'SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
IS - X; RACIAL MATTERS 
(00: WFO)

11-7-58
Tele. Room_____ 
Mr. Holloman__  
Miss Gandy.____

Mr. Nease_____
Mr. Parsons ..
Mr. Rosen—

Mr. Trotter ___
V ' Mr. W.C.Sullivan

Reference is made to WFO airtel in captioned
matter dated 11-6-58, enclosing copies of an open letter to 
the Director by Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN, and advising that 
captioned group intended to circulate reproductions of the
letter in the WDC metropolitan area.

and___________ advised on 11-7-58, that
a meeting of captioned group was held during the evening of 
11-6-58, at which time it was decided to prepare an additional 
letter to be mailed out with copies of CROMMELIN's letter.

This additional letter is to 
FBI has no jurisdiction to investigate

point out that the 
bombings of Jewish

"meeting houses,” inasmuch as no Federal law has been violated; 
that the FBI is carrying out a campaign of harrassment against 
supporters Of States * Rights and segregation as evidenced by the 
questioning of known segregationists by the FBI ; and that the 
right wing is being persecuted while the communists are per
mitted to remain free to advocate the overthrow of the Federal 
Government by force and violence. u

The informants said that the letter is to be drafted 
by J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS, WDC Attorney, who has represented 
JOHN KASPER in the past. b7]

H I

____________ .The original furnished bv 
|is located in

respectively.

/'3-B‘uteau
2-Balt;imore (Info.) 
2-Richmond (Info.) 
1-WFO 
ELT:meg 
(8)

and 
and

4

ft/
AIRTE

c . -Wic^

NOV 26 1958



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 11/19/58

FROM BALTIMORE (100-20015)

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, Alia
RACIAL MATTERS

All IMAM MB 
HM IS HlASSm

(00: WFO)

a discussion with 
ber 15, 1958, the possibi" 
Tennessee, was brought up

advised on November 18, 1958, that during

I on Novem- 
of visiting KASPER in Nashville, 

[pointed out that most, of KAS-

b6
b7C
b7D

PER’s friends in the Washington, D. C., area are now working 
against him rather than doing anything to help him. Informant 
mentioned that, perhaps they should visit KASPER some, weekend just
to let him know he still has friends from this area, 
that this was an excellent idea and said thatl 
would no doubt want to accompany informant. ______ <
opinion that if such a visit were, made, KASPER would

expresses, une
I be verypleased 

and would introduce informant to his friends in the Nashville area.
Informant advised that he made no committments regarding such a, 
trip, and the matter -was dropped -with both parties saying they 
would think about it further.

For the information of .Memphis has met EAS-
PER on one. occasion when KASPER was* last in wasmngton, D. C. He 
is not, therefore, acquainted closely with KASPER; rhowever, he did 
give. KASPER $10.00 to help with the latter’s expenses at the time 
of their meeting. Informant advised that because of his business, 
he uld necessarily be limited to a long weekend at the most. b7D

Jfemphis is requested to advise the Bureau and Baltimore 
Esther such a trip on the part of the informant would likely be 

productive and be of sufficient value to that office to merit the 
expense. In this connection, it is noted that round trip train 
fare to Nashville is $49*33.

In the event this trip is. recommended by Jfemphis and
approved by the Bureau, 
rize payment of $100.00 
services.

it is recommended that the Bureau autho- 
to the informant to cover expenses and

Q- Bureau f100-423395)
RSCISTERED mail

2 -
1 -
2 -

(1 ~ tstered mail

CISTERED MAIL

20 NOV 20 1958

MHK:neh

Memphis
WO (100-33226) (Info)

b7D



Director, FBI (100-^33 954 *TO

SAC, Memphis (105-207)

24?58

travelto Nashville provided he can be sure that JOHN KASPER

Re Baltimore letter to Director dated 11/19/52 
regarding a proposed trip to Nashville, Tennessee, by___

subject: ^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, Aka. 
RACIAL MASTERS
(WFO 00) ■

FROM

Inasmuch a« f-.be Bureau has already approved a proposed 
trip to Nashville of and I |it is
not recommended that the Bureau approve a proposed trip for 

__________ ] If for any reason the WO informants, are unable_  
to make the trip, this office would recommend that]______________  

---  -rrMTM VAC 'DT7T?

is in Nashville at the time of the trip.
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SAC, Washington Field (100-331 November 26, 195g

Director, FBI (100-423395)

WHITE CITIZEHSCOUNCILS OF D. C.
ALSO KNOW AS'-SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL OTTERS

! Tolson 
I Boardman------ . 
. Belmont--------

Mohr----- --------
I Nease
I Pqrsdns^J* (*J 
I-Rosen —.-------  
I Tamm'------------
I Trotter._ • /— 
I W.C. Sullivan _ 
I Tele. Room__
■ Holloman___ __

s of

Reur form FD-227 requesting authoristion 
to place a mail cover on the address of Seafood 
.........  *- - — • -j office'White Citizens* Councils and Floyd Fleming,. Po;
Box 4564, Washington 17, D. C.

The Bureau at the present time is bag very 
selective in the authorization of mail coversnd
authorization is only being given in those ca 
utmost importance. In view of this policy ar
considering the facts in this request, authoiition 
for such a mail dorer is not being made at th

FHF:ers

MAU^D *

1" “'TELETY.PEfuiwf'CZlS4AIL ROOM

5 DEC 1958



)ARD FORM NO. 84'

UNITED STMES GOVERNMENT

TO ; Director, FBI (100~42339 5) DATE: 11/19/58

Ji Attention:
BRp<JpSAC, WFO (100-33226)

. I I Domestic Intelligence Division

.subject.: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. ES Investigative Division
aka Seaboard White Citizens /
Councils /
RACIAL MATTERS , /

Name: SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS and FLOYDMEMIN& ' - .

Address: P.O. Box 4564, Washington 17,: D.C. -

Type of Mail: All mall , . ‘
Type of Cover: Beturn addresses ALL CORIAS®

- M
Period Covered: 30 days . HATF

Purpose of Cover: To determine the associates of FLEMING-arid the
correspondents of Seaboard White Citizens Councils

Justification: (.Comment on necessity, desirability} productivity, possibility of embarrassment to Bureau.
If necessary .continue on extra page.) - •

Such a technique is considered necessary to determine 
the associates of FLOYD FLEMING, who is the president, of the 
SWCC, FLEMING is the registered owner of this Post Office Box 
and uses it to receive correspondence for the SWCC. This office 
has two informants close to FLEMING but in order to determine the 
fact that these informants are being kept fully aware of the 
contacts of FLEMING and.the SWCC, it is believed that ihis cover 
should be placed.

It is not believed that this technique will embarrass 
the Bureau in any manner.

Postmaster to whomForm FD-115 will bedirected'.if authorized:-
Will be hand delivered to the Postmaster of the Brookland

Station which covers this Post Office Box. '
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Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via — AIRTEL.

L l| Mr. Belmont—_ 
h,. 4 Mr. Mohr._____ . 
/ * 4 Mf. Nease
7 Parsons—

Jr Mr) Rosen. 
/*Mir. Tamm____  

/w.JpMr. Trotter.____.
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room ■ 

||rMr. Holloman—
’ |l Miss1 Gandy____

(Priority, or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WO (100-33226)

Date; 11/26/58

(00:RH)

_________ ___________  advised SA ELMER LEE TODD on 11/25/58, that 
_______________________________|Virginia, has been. /

drafted into the Army and that he was leaving the Washington, 
D. C., Metropolitan Area on 11/25/58, for Augusta, Georgia. The 
informant stated that | was driving to Augusta, Georgia, in 
his personally owned automobile and that lie would spend a week 
at his parents’ home before going into the ArmyJ I to Id the
informant that he wants to learn to read and write German while / 
he is in the Army.

Jhas been active in connection with the Seaboard 
White Citizens‘ Councils and has been working closely with 
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, Arlington, Virginia, anti-Semite. 
ROCKWELL has sponsored and participated in considerable anti- 
Jewish activity arid is ah associate of I I one
of the individuals arrested in connection with the bombing of 
the synagogue in Atlanta, Georgia, on 10/12/58.

Kvac

born on
For the information of the Savannah Office ■-----  

atl and his parents are I
|~Ee

is registered with Draft Board Number in Augusta, Georgia. 
He is 5’ 5" tall, weighs 130 lbs., is of slender build, and 
has brown hair and gray-blue eyes. He drives a 1950 blue and 
cream Plymouth bearing Virginia License

2-Richmond 
2-Savannah 
MFO

ELT:bnj 
G (^Wia.

Approved:

iTOEC 111958pecfal A8enl

a

W DEC B 1958

Sent



F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in___::-------------------- 
(Type in plain text or code)

' (Priority or Method of Mailing) ।
___ ;___ ________________________ ____ ________ ____ .______ r-____ L 
m 100-33226

The Savannah Office is requested to check records of 
Draft BOard Numbet 125 at Augusta, Georgia, to verify his being 
drafted. The Savannah Office will also contact appropriate 

sources in anti-Jewish and White Citizens’ Councils activity in b6 
the Augusta, Georgia Area, in an effort to determine I b7C
activities in Augusta, Georgia, before entering the Army.

The results of this investigation is to be furnished : 
to the Richmond Office inasmuch as that office is carrying 
as a potential bombing suspect. ---------?

Approved: ________________________ :----------- Sent _ ■'__________ M Per----------------- —---------
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in - - - - -_______ - -_______ , . . AIRTEL_______  
(Type in plain text or.code) T ’

Via , ■ _ - -_________ . - . . ■ ' . ■ .
(Priority or:Method of Mailing)'

Mr. Tolsori_____ 
Mr, Belmont—__  
Mr. Mohr:. 
Mr. Nease

Parsons_____  
Rosen—

^r. Tamm_____
‘■Mr. Trotter_____
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 

■ Tele. Room____ _ 
Mr. Holloman__  
■Miss Candy.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4233'95)

FROM: SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (100-33226)

RE: ^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.^KA

RACIAL MATTERS

On 12/1/58, the WASHINGTON POST TIMES HERALD, local newspaper, 
carried DREW- PEARSON’S syndicated column entitled- "KASEERLMEETING . 
HERE DESCRIBED”. The meeting referred to occurred 9/28/57 and 
•details of this, meeting, were f urnished to Bureau by airtel 9/29/57,

On 11/26/58, ......................................................................................................................... ...................
|(cdver requested) furnished information ’

that PEARSON had intended to publish a series of articles on- Kate 
groups.. I ■ ^5

b7C

WFO is contracting_____________  
determine the effect of thi,s 
Citizens Councils of D. C,

and______________ this date to have
article on officers pf the White

them

C C- WicK

3 Bureau
1 WFQ 
RBL:VIM



SAC, Memphis

Director, FBI

"'SEABOARD WITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL OTTERS

" December 8, 1958

Reurtel dated 12--5-58 advising of the arrest 
of I I by the Memphis« Tennessee,

. Police Department,, along with
b7C

sis on- 
5a rd man 
slmont - 
ohr 
sase*5t_

Memphis should follow prosecution of ____ 
Memphis, Tennessee, and advise Bureau of Results of 
hearings scheduled tor- 12-8-58.

osen
□mm.
rotter - - 
;C. Sullivan _ 
?le. Room — 
olloman , • • 
indy._______ MAIL ROOM

FHF:ers

S3. DEO 9DEC- 81958
CQMM-FBI

TELETYPE UNIT □



Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

Date: 12/6/58

(Type in plain text or code) '

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

I
I

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) Ml BMW W«
SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WITE_CIXI-ZE1^C^ OF: DC, aka Bill
RACIALMATTBRS 

nxv/ . L_._ijUi~non —:"ar”t*“lTtr

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Re Memphis Tel 12/5/58. concerning arrest of 
12/4/58, by Memphis PD.

|___________| is carried on Potential Bombing Suspect
List of WFO.and has been missing from WFO since Thanksgiving
Dav 11/27/58. 

and
was seen in Nashville, Tenn., by 
over Thanksgiving Holiday.

Memphis is requested to follow local prosecution 
and advise WO of results. Memphis is also requested to furnish 
photographs of Hand | for
exhibition to hotel sources, WDC. ' ’

’’Washington Post and Times Herald”, local 
newspaper carried Associated Press article dated 12/5, Memphis, , 
’’Harwood Girl Held in Memphis” which sets forth info that 
I........................ | was arrested in
Memphis while living in hotel with 16 year old Maryland girl

• Enclosed for i 
Identification Record of

of Memphis is FBI 
under FBI #

3 J- Bureau
2* -; Memphis (Encl * 1) (RM)
2 - WFO ’

(1-62-8022)
RBL:mjg

(7)
24 9EC 6 1958

Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



FEDERAL BUREAU OF 1MESW10N 
U S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

eoMNICATiONS SECT®

DEC 5

Mr, Tolson_£ 
I Mi*. Belmont 
I Mr. Moi 
I Mr.
jW. Par 
I Mr. Ros; 
yMr. Tamm_ 
[ Mr. Trotter

SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

Tele. Room 
Mr. Holloman__  
Miss Gandy

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS-3P

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS,_RACIAL MATTERS. ON DEC.

FIVE,- FIFTYEIGHT, INSPECTOR W

TENN..PD, ADVISED THAT ON DEC

P. HUSTON, VICE SQUAD, MEMPHIS, 

FOUR LAST HE ARRESTED

EX ECUTtVg-S ECRETA RY SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL

1 AND KING KLEAGLE, EE S-«... KLANS STATE OF MISS.., AND'

11 -AGE/SIXTEEN, WHITE, FEMALE, OF HARWOOD, MD.J. 

I LIVING AS-MAN A'NL WLFE, ’ROOM FIVE ONE TWO, KING COTTON HOTEL

■ MEMPHIS IS A RUNAWAY. AND ADMITTED TRAVELING AS MAN B

WIFE WITH FROM WASHINGTON, ,D..C. TO WINCHESTER, VAg

. NOV/ NINETEEN LAST, RETURNING TO WASHINGTON, D. C. AROUND NOV

TWENTY LAST. THEY

WASHINGTON, D. C.

L T. AROUND NOV.

i<- ' 'i
LIVED AS MAN AND WIFE AT STATLER HOTEL 

».j joins
FROM ABOUT NOV. TWENTY TO NOV. ..TWENTYE 

” - rB-M. /
TWENTY EI GHT WLNT BY BUS,!^ NA.SHVI LLE,

£ AT NOEL HOTEL. CAME TO MEMPHIS VIA BU.S '^E^G 10 1958

TWO-LAST AND CHECKED INTO KL^ COTTON AS’ MAN- AND WIFE 

,____

£



b6
b7C

PAGE TWO

DENIES HAVING SEXUAL' RELATIONS WITH BUT CLAIMS HE TRIED

TO SEDUCE HER. SHE ADMITS. HAVING RELATIONS WITH SOLDIER IN'

•JNASHVILLE BUT NOT AT BEHEST OF CLAIMS [

PHOTOGRAPHED HER IN- NUDE AT KING COTTON. ■ POLICE LOCATED POSSIBLE

EXPOSED FILM' BUT THEY WERE DEFECTIVE.

USA, MEMPHIS, DECLINED PROSECUTION UNDER WSTA STATUTE

DUE TO NO. EVIDENCE OF COMMERICAL PROSTITUTION AND INSUFFICIENT ' ..

4 EVIDENCE RE DEBAUCHERY AND RELATIONS WITH HUSTON WILL

CHARGE IN* MEMPHIS JUVENILE COURT, WITH CONTRIBUTING

TO DELINQUENCY' OF MINOR. HEARING SCHEDULED IN JUVENILE COURT,

DEC. EIGHT NEXT BEING HELD BY MEMPHIS PD IN LIEU OF

FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR BOND. MEMPHIS PD' PLANS TO MAKE PRESS RELEASE

RE ARREST OF

KASPER AND THE

RE WSTA MATTER

AND WILL EMPHASIZE HIS CONNECTIONS WITH

U. S. KLANS WHEN INTERVIEWED BRIEFLY

REFUSED TO TALK. CLAIMED HE HAS BEEN. HOUNDED

PERSECUTED AND

-BROUGHT OUT IN

INTIMIDATED BY FBI AND THAT THIS WILL SOON BE

A CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION. WOULD NOT ELABORATE

MATERIAL AND DOCUMENTS IN POSSESSION INCLUDED LETTER



PAGE THREE

FROM E. L. EDWARDS, IMPERIAL WIZARD, U. S. KLANS, KNIGHTS OF 

KU KLUX KLAN, DATED AUG. FOURTEEN, FIFTYSIX, OFFICIALLY ' 

PROCLAIMING! | AS KING KLEAGLE, U. S. KLANS> TN

MISS. ALSO A HANDWRITTEN LETTER DATED OCT. TWELVE, -FIFTYEIGHT

ON’ STATIONERY OF SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, WASHINGTON, 

,D. C., BY JOHN- KASPER, AND APPROVED.BY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE THIS

COUNCIL, OCT. EIGHTEEN, FIFTYEIGHT, APPOINTING!

iAS EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS,.

b7C

REPLACING KASPER TOLD HUSTON HE CAME TO MEMPHIS TO

CONTACT PRO-SEGREGATIONISTS AND KLANSMEN. REFUSED TO ELABORATE

OR TO NAME CONTACTS. MEMPHIS PD HAS NOTIFIED PARENTS

OF HER WHEREABOUTS.

END

7-02 PM OK FBI WA WS

TU >'



^STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED sWtES GOVERNMENT

ROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC,

SUBJECT:
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D
Aka'Seaboard White Citizens Councils
IS - X
( 00 - W^O)

DATE

Lieutenant______________  -Albuquerque Police Department,
has made available the following information;

On November 18, 1958, the Albuquerque- Police Department 
received information that an individual was distributing pamphlets 
in the immediate vicinity of the Riedling-Thompson Music Company 
in Albuquerque , Officers were dispatched and the person agreed 
to be brought to the police station-

Upon/intervi.ew, he related that Uis name^was F 
aae £38.__horn I „ \address. c/ol

U.
)- , _ _ _ _ _ _
j _ _ _ _ _ _ | occupation -|_____________________ He re
ported that yfhe pamphlets he-iwas distributing were given to him by
a Mr. FLOYD^ELMING (may be^leming) of' 905 Quincy St., N. E, , 

. Was hington,v^, and that^Mr, FELMTNG '^av’e'lTim approximately
50 to 100 copies. He said that he had distributed the pamphlets 
from Virginia to Albuquerque. He related that he was on his wan

b7C

fq Los- Angeles, California, to visit his sick mother

Greyhound BU’s
Los Angeles- He was traveTTng^Ty

I I said that he had been arrested either in 1951
or 1952 in Los Angeles^ California, for violation of municipal 
order of collection; in 1957, in Nashville , Tennessee, for dis
orderly conduct for preaching, and had been intervi ewed by the 
FBI in Virginia in reference to incidents of racial integration 
in that State, _________ stated that he "stands on his Constitutional
rights on what he can do and wha^ he can’t do and believes in the 

. saving of the picf-ity of the White Race.” ■ X

photographed.
voluntarily submitted being fingerprinted and

^-■Bureau (rm)
1-Washington Field (Encl, S)(Tnfo

1-Albuquerque (10O-2'281J^^ 4.6
GJftgh ~ ”
(6)

& DEC 12 1958



AQ 100-3382 . .■ Do
' b7C

(The pho-bo graphs were double exposures and unusable).

Jit. made available one copy' each of two pamphlets
which]________ _]zoas distributing. One read's, on the face "Delaware
On Guard' -- Stop Communist Integration — Join Your White Citizens 
Councils and Fight!" This pamphlet is published by the Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils, 3304 M Street, N, W,, Washington 7, D, C, 
COHN KASPER, Executive Secretary, The second pamphlet is entitled 
"The Communist Plot to Destroy the White Race!" This pamphlet 
has an address of C, R, Seaboard, 1047 31st, N, W,, Suite 5,
Washington, D 
Field Office,

C, These pamphlets are enclosed for the Washington

This information is furnished for whatever value it might 
be to the Washington Field, Copies are furnished to Richmond and 
Dos Angeles inasmuch as I ^lists addresses at both places,

No further action is contemplated by the Albuquerque 
Office,



TO

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 12/10/58

SUBJECT:

SAC, KNOXVILLE (105-175)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL 
WASHINGTON, D. C.
IS - X

Re Jacksonville letter to Director 9/17/58.

Reflet reports that KASPER, Admiral CROMMELTN and 
wife and daughter on 8/1/58 left the area of Tallahassee in 
a Buick sedan bearing 1958 Tennessee license 3G D7 25.

The records of the Knox County Cotirt Clerk’s office 
reflect that, the above license number is issued to | ~
_______________________ HKnoxville, 
Tennessee... X____________________________________________________b6

' .■ . ' : ■ ' b7C /The Chattanooga News-Free Press,, daily newspaper, / 
Chattanooga.<Tennessee, in an article in the issue of 11/3/58 v 
described.| las the candidate for the Wheat in Bread
Party (WH.IB) and a~“’rsegregationist candidate for governor" a 
of Tennessee. JOhNkard^ gas reported to be | cam-
paign manager, q ^according to the article, sued McMinn 
County, Tennessee authorities for refusing to allow him to
speak in Athens, Tennessee.

Tennessee
reported that 
Citizens Council

The Knoxville Journal, dally newspaper, Knoxville 
in issue of 10/16/57 carried an article which

]was chairman of the Knox County White

I .who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 9/2/58 that he personally observed 
JOHN KASPER in City Court on the occasion when 
appeared in the Knoxville City Court on that date to answer 
charges of disorderly conduct and inciting to riot brought 

. EEC-15 ... . _

b6
b7C 
b7D

^2^- Bureau (RM)
2 - Jacksonville (105-60;
2 - WFO (100-33226) (RM)
1 - Knoxville (105-175)

TAS:at 
(7)

^•132 W DEG 12 1958

ALL !®»0U CONTAINED
HEW CLASSIFIED



b6 .
KX 105-175 ' - b7C

i- i' - , ' - ■ •

[ againstI I after he picketed a showing of the movie,
’’Kings Go Forth”, at a local Knoxville theatre. The dis
orderly conduct charge Was dismissed but | |was bound 
over to the Grand Jury on a charge of inciting to riot. He 
was released on a $500,00 bond. This informant has reported 
there is no indication there is presently an active White 
Citizens Council in Knoxville at the present time.

I I is also reported to. have been one of the
signers on bonds for JOHN KASPER when the latter was answering 
charges in Federal Court, Knoxville, arising out of the 
integration of Clinton High School, and on local charges in 
Nashville, Tennessee which are pending against KASPER.

RUC.



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 12-11-58

Transmit the following in Pla ih Text _______
(Type in plain text or code)

Via Air-tel
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

^TO? DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAG, MEMPHIS (105-207)

. ^SEABOARD WHITE CiTIZENS COUNCIL

Re Washington Field air-tel 12-6-58 and Bureau air-tel 
12-8-58.

Juvenile Court hearing on 12-8-58 of 
continued until 12-15-58 in order, to permitE 
attorney. Victim [

]obtain

Court. Bureau will be kept advised.
]being held Juvenile

b7C

^3^Bureau(100-r423395) RM
1- Washington Field (100-33226) RM 
1- Memphis!31-3248)

. 1- Memphis(105-207) 
JHK:FJ 
(6)

Approved:

DEC 13 1958

Sent

Airtel. . . . . . . . .
Teletype..^.

: a. m.

A. fl o. b 
Spec. Del... 
Reg. Lid.

REG-

Special Agent in Charge



13-56)

Transmit the following, in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

FBI

Mr. Tolson.

Date: 12/15/58

/Type in plain textor code)

(Priority or Metho'd pf Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI Qa® "H s) 
. • CINAL

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

I - Mr. Mohr..^.. 
I Mr. Nease----
I 8 J^Rarsons ..

^Mr. Tamm ----- ]
> Mr. TroC ----- ,

/’£■'< ‘ Mr. W.C. Sullivan | 
■^^•7 Tele. Room____

Mr. Holloman— 
Miss- Gandy——

—I - . '

J

' ■ SUBJECT: SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS '
W ■ * RACIAL MATTERS . * ‘ •

7 ■ ' ' ' • •
: 4*’ • . -

' Enclosed for the Bureau are 7 copies of a letterhead
\memo setting forth the identities of new officers of the

Seaboard White Citizens Councils of Washington, Di C. j as 
named at a meeting on 12/13/58. A copy of this memo is' 
being, furnished the Memphis and Richmond Offices for

. . in format ion i. , .

. The source in. the memo is I land the
original information-, furnished by the informant is located^ 
in

ELtrbrg 
(7)

REQ. REC’D 
DATE FORM- 
novi FORW. 
BY^—

Sent .M P'er. _

Bureau
1 - Memphis. (In£o) (RM) J
1 - Richmond .^^nro) . (RM)
2 - WFO

(1

nrn

& Q “ .Wici;

..

Special Agent in Charge



^-'V'NvVl

SKyuw

In Reply, Please Refer to 
Fite No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS^CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington 25j D, C» 
December 15, .1958

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

A source, who has furnished'reliable information 
in the past, advised on December 15, 1958., that hew officers 
of the Seaboard_White_Citizens^Councils of Washington, D. C*, 
were named a*t "a meeting- on Satur iy, December 13/ 1958/ The" 
source stated that the new offi rs are as follows:

President - Floyd HXWleming, 905 Quincy Street, 

 

“ Ni E., Washington, D. C*

Vice President
Virginia"

Secretary
Washing tW^r^C

Treasurer
]Washington, Di Co

Chairman of the Board
Washington, D. C*

Executive Director - Frederick John Kasper, who is
. . currently in Nashville, Tennessee*

married to] 
maiden name of

source stated that_______ _____  |i's~ currently 
■-------------- r howeveri she,is going to. use her 
"I|in regard to her activity within the

White Citizens Councils*

This memorandum is loaned to you 1 the-Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor ^its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to which loahedi

pggpERTY OF THE FBI
fpis/report is loaned to you .
by the FBI, and neither it nor
its contents are to be distributed
outside the agency to' which loaned.



Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

F BI

(Type in plain text or code)

TO: DIRECTOR* FBI. (100^423395)

EROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS

Mr. Tolson---- -
Mr. Belmont-^

K Mr. M°hr.~» 
[' Mr. Nease_

! Mt- Parsons.
My Rosen..

r. Tamm_. 
Mr. Trotter. 
Mr. W.C.Sullivan • , 
Tele. Room—,— 
Mr, Holloman—— 
Miss Gandy—i—

(Priority of Method of Mailing)

12-12-58

CINAL

•Date:

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven.copies of a 
letterhead memo setting forth information concerning a 
mailihg by captioned group to members of the Virginia 
State Legislature. Information copies are also being, 
sent to the Richmond and Norfolk Offices,

memo are
The-annrces referred to in the enclosed

and who. furnished the
informatibn to SA ELMER LEE TODD on- December 12, 1958.

ft . ........ '

H The originallinformat.ion fu-rni sHaH by the 
informant is located. in| ___________ and

respectively.

z
xr •

^7- Bureau 
1 - Norfolk 
1 - Richmond 
8 - WFQ

(1’
1-

*
.—J,

ELT:rim 
(8)

SC- Wick

AGENCY 
REQ. REC'D , 
date forw. 
HOW FORW 
BY -- - - - - - 1

I

Approved:

AIRTEL

t s'ft*

Sent
ChargeSpecial A

DEC 17 1858

M Per

MM



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

9 *
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington 25, D. C. 
December 12, 1958

SEABOARD., WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS.

Two sources who have furnished reliable' ■ > 
information in the past advised on December 12, 1958, 
that the Seaboard White Citizens Councils of Washington, 
p. C., is mailing literature to members of the Virginia ' 
State .Legislature, on Monday, December 15,. 1958. The 
sources.stated that a mailing is being made on the 
instructions of Frederick John Kasper, and that the 
mailings will include a copy of Kasper’s article 
“Abolish the Public Schools! Now!” and a copV of 
“The RottenlMfess^.i-n^Wa^hihgion” fey Dr. T. Di/^atton 
of Garth ag^^__Tenn.es.s^e. The sources..'stated that 
Floyd-Fleming, President of Seaboard, may'insert another 
article with the above two item.s; however, the. sources 
were unable to ascertain the nature of this item.

... . . / r . .

Kasper*s article “Abolish the Public Schools! 
Now!:“ attacks the United States Supreme Court as being 
“hell-bent on white-race destruction” and urges that 
the; public school system be abolished, throughout the. 
United States. The article states that private■schools 
are better than public, schools and that by abolishing 
public schools there would be a reduction in taxes., 
Kasper attempts to.show that money saved by people 
by not paying, taxes could be used; to send their children 
to private schools,.

The article “The Rotten Mess in Washington” 
is an Attack upon the current administration and states 
that it has surrendered to the “Jew-led NAACP negro?- 
mixing religio-sociolbgical forces1* in violation of. 
the First Amendment which the article states forbids the 
Federal Government to make any law or edict affecting 
religip-social faiths or conscientious objection.

ALL WO® W COWAWEO
PROPERTY OF THE FBI

/ This report is loaned: to you
the. FBI, and neither it nor

its contents. ^t-e to'be^stiibuted
outside  ̂..agency to which loaned.



SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

Frederick John Kasper organized.the Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils in .June,. 1956, and. is currently 
the.Executive Director of the organization, Kasper has 
served a year* s .sentence .in a Federal Penitentiary on a 
conviction of contempt of court arising, put of school 
integration disturbances, Clinton, Tennessee,, in the 
Fall of 1956. In November, 1958, he was. fpUnd guilty 
in Nashville,. Tennessee, on charges of inciting'a riot 
relating to the same, disturbances as in Clinton, 
Tennessee, in the Fall of 1956.

; * -
This memorandum' is being'loaned' to you by 

the Federal Bureau of investigation, and -neither it nor 
its contents are to be distributed outside the agency 
to which loaned.



FD?>aVRev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL .Via

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM:

(Type in plain text or code)

F BI

Date: 12/15/58

I Mr. Tolson——■ | 
I Mr. Belmont-------| 
|| Mr. Mohr--------- I

Mr. Nease------ 
Lm-iv Parsons-——■ 

* |Mj/ Rosen.t^—- I 
dH^r. Tamm------ — 
Mt Mr. Trotter.— 
?i| Mr. W-C.Sullivan 
q I Tele. Room------ -- 

[ | Mr. Holloman---- 
11 Miss Gandy——-

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

SAC, WO (100-33226)

SUBJECT^SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to VIFO airtel 12/12/58 enclosing - 
7 copies of a letterhead memo to the Bureau captioned as 
above and which stated that the Seaboard White Citizens 
Councils were mailing literature to members of the Virginia 
State Legislature. That memo stated that an additional piece 
of literature was to be enclosed in the mailing, but that

_______ and________  
literature was about

did not know what this additional 
advised on 12/15/58 that

the third piece of literature included in the mailing would 
be a letter by J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS,. Washington, D. C., 
attorney, which is critical of the FBI’s interviewing of 
segregationists in the V/ashington, D. C., area as a result 
of bombings in the South. SIMMONS^ letter sets forth court 
decisions to attempt to show. that the FBI has nd Jurasjadbti^ 
responsibilities in connection with the investigation of 
bombings of schools and churches in the South. The informant 
was unable to obtain a copy of SIMMONS’* letter, but stated^' 
that he would furnish a copy as soon as he was able to ob^w 
it. . . • • v

Bureau ■
1 - Norfolk (Info) (RM)
1 - Richmond (Info),(RM)
1 - WO , . '

so DEG 17 1958
ELTibrg 
(6), •

AIRTEL

Approved: _____ ._______  _ Sent
■C O-JM, Special A9<&1 In diorge

M Per



STANDARDVORM NO ..64

TO DATE:

FROM

SUBJECT:

& <

; /2>Bur 63^-^0=423395)
a ■

" Attempted -Bombings)

DjIREC$O>fl FBI (100^423395)

(100=33226)

ITE CITIZENS COLTON, 
oeaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

GOVERNMENT

f ...................On 11/14/58 ................ who has furnished reliable
f information"in' the paSt? maae available the Original copies 

of four lists pertaining to subject organizationo These 
lists were in the possession of FLOYD ,HO FLEMING, President 
of the Seaboard 'White' Cit izens' Councils (SWCC) 0 The 
lists were photographed and the originals’r££^ Ji
infbrmanto The photographs are being maintained in WFO

I file 100=33226=lB3=4<> / . . . . ............... . ................~ • -...........
- These lists bore the follow!ng captions and on 

11/20/58 J |furni shed the explanat i onsr *
Pl. "List Non 1" This is a partial mailing list of .the'SWCC

"Contributors" ‘ This is" a list of persons who have 
contributed money to the SWCC without asking anything 
in returno

c^hd Tfahscriptsi" This Ts a list of persons'who have 
'requfe'We'd literature' frbm;^CC <shdpj ^<the .pamphlet 
"Seg^e^tion -or Death" wHtten b.y/'jO^ ,jC

• ’ ' .....................................* " •.............................................. ■ ‘ ’ •' '

^:Thi^ is a partial; 1^ members of ' \
. _ Jw; name/ have bfeen omitted dO?‘tb fed^Ofi

publicity ' ’
'"11. U- , . *1 >. q *- J * i . • . ' ] > f -j j’. *. . . -  .

, ' Informantcs explanations arefiiediit

;i 2. The White Citizens Councils , of DoCo aka0 Seaboard ' 
White^ Citizens* Councils were^organizexfc in Washington,. 
boC; on 6/4/56 by FREDERICK JOH^ JOHN KASPER
&ccor3ih^£i^^ the aims of^tn^-pwahiMti^—

(44)
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l-Albany (Info)' (RM) 
1-Atlanta (Info) (RM) 
l-Baltim'ore (Info) (RM) 
1-Birmingham (Info) (RM) 
1-Boston (Info) (RM) 
1-Butte" (Ihf o) (RM) 
1-Charlotte (Info) (RM). 
1-ChicagO (Info) (RM) 
l-Cincinnati (Info) (RM) 
1-Cleveland (Info) (RM) 
1-Dallas (Ihfo) (RM) 
1-Detrbit (Info) (RM) 
l-Houston (Info) (RM) 
l-lndianapolis (Info) (RM) 
1-JacksOnville (Info) (RM) 
1-Kansas City (Info) (RM) 
1-Khbxvi1le’(inf0)'(RM) 
•1-LittleRock (Info) (RM) 
1-Los Angeles (info) (RM) 
r-Louisvilie’ (Info) (RM) 
r-Memphis (Info) (RM) 
1-Miami (Info) (RM) 
1-Mobile (Info)(RM) 
l=New Haveri (Inf 6)7 (RM) 
1-New Orleans' (Info) (RM) 
1-New York (Info) (RM) 
1-Newark (Info) (RM) 
1-Noffolk (Ihfo) (RM) 
1-Omaha (Info) (RM) 
1-PhiladeIphi a'(Info) (RM) 
l“Phoenix (Ihfo)" (RM) 
lvPittsbUrgh (Info) (RM) 
1-Richmbnd (Info) (RM) 
1-St. LOUis (Info) (RM) 
1-Sari Diegb" (ihfo) '(RM) 
1-San Francisco (Info) (RM) 
l-Savahnah (Ihfo) (RM) 
I-Seattle~(Info) (RM) 
1-Springfield (Info) (RM)
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to stop the integration process in Washington, reverse it' 
and re-establish segregation;' have' the NatiOnal^ASsociation' 
for the Advancement' of "Colored People''pW^ the^ttorhey' 
General ’ s' subversive list r publicize comMic'ial contributions 
to'the National Association for the. Advancement? of Cplpred 
People (NAACP) and Urban League" "and wipe out "Rock and 
Roll" music. (Washington Post and Times Herald 6/6/56)

‘~ ' |______ [advised in /1256' that he
participated "in duly 1956 with' JQHN KASPER and "other r 
members of the White Citizens in bUinr'
ing crosses at the homesof prominent putylic. officials , in 
Washington, D.C.

b7C

in the fall of 1957, KASPER andthe other members 
of the White’ Citizens Councils of P.C; picketed the White 
House carrying sighs against integration (Washington . 
Evening Star, 10/1/57) . . - ...

. .. ...... _ The Supreme Court of the United'States On'10/14/57 
refused to' review JOHN KASPER’S conviction'and bhe'yeaf' ' 
sentence'imposed'as' a"result Of an anti-integration speech 
in CTihtonj'Tehness'ee, 'in'that he'violated, through his 
speech, a restraining7 order issued by the United States

’ District COUrt at Knoxville, Tennessee (Washington Evening 
Star, 10/14/57). ..

(
' <bTh^Se~abb.ardzM^ Councils,; during

1958, “have^ial'Ied^to' high ^school''sehior^binrArllpgtbfiT \. 
various pieces, of literature'which' hove "bpen an^ 
and anti-Jewish in nature (Northern Virginia Sun, .9/2.0/58).

' . V1 ’ * 14

........ Set forth below"are the names'contained in these 
four lists,' alphabeticali'yi by f ield office. " The number 
after each name Corresponds to one Of the lists above. .

;............. ' Of flees receiving. copies^ of this' Tetter "which
. have members' in theii" are'requested' tp furnish '
"WEO- backgrbUhdr^ thosemembers in compJTdn^
withall2_bfficeS, 10/16/58:,^entitled “Bombihgs

- and'Attempted Bombings Tri Southern Communities, Racial 
Matters.“

. b7C

2 -



' ' / : * UNITEb ^^ /ERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 12/19/58

SAC, RICHMOND (IO5-632)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF'

(liffiliated with White Citizens 
Councils of the District of Columbia, 
aka Seaboard White Citizens' Councils) 
IS. - X .

Re Richmond letter dated 9/26/58.

__________ ah established source, on December 1.6, 1958 
advised SA WILSON B. WADDY that he had received no 
information in recent weeks indicating, that the White 
Citizens Council in Charlottesville has-held meetings' ' • 
or has in any other way -been active J ■
stated that he is confident that if this organization' 
in Charlottesville planned any meetings or other major 
activity, such plans would be brought to his attention..

The daily issues of. the Charlottesville Daily 
Progress,.a daily newspaper published in Charlottesville, 
Virginia, have been reviewed and there has been ho : 
indication the3?ein that captioned organization has been 
active. ’

2'^ Bureau (100-423395)
3 - 'Richmond (1- 105-632 

(1 - 105-732 
(1 - 105^405

WBW:GTC
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SUBJECT:

!^n

ti?/

i

0

Sife&aiMi
7" dr-"
he 1958 
wife as

‘Vr’

■ >^>y*rgT«axa
to Senat-ar J

Alexandri^City Directory lists_____

."I

The "Conor A A <1 nna 1 Ritact^ry" listfij 
A Alexandria. VaT

• ‘ b / W/ p:'-bl

a
Photostat of an anonymous letter indicating that an 
individual namedl jof Senator RICHARD RUSSELL’s
office may have some connection with "hate” activity^-----_

•?3
1MRI£TCR^

SAC, WO’ (62-8011)

Bombing of the Temp 
1589 Peachtiee Road 
Atlanta, Georgia, 10 
INFORMATION CONCERNING

IX

b/C

^^SSSBSCHSJJEJJHMWBRKW^

WFO indices contain no information indicating , 
that Mr. or Mrs.I |have ever been associated with
"hate” groups or their activity.

i
i' . Regarding the statement in the letter that anti
semitic material was coming from Senator RUSSELL’is office, 
reference is made to WFO airtel to the Bureau dated 1/10/5 
captioned "Whi to. ci -h mns qnnnrti TS-X.," This airtel 
ppinted out that!____ Ihad learned that the Seabdardj 
White Citizens Councils had received a quantity of a fl^r 
"Tragedy of Ertors’’ from Senator'RUSSELL’s office. Th e 
flyers had already been stuffed into envelopes bearing

(^•Bureau

Approved:

AIRTEL *
BMMNtnMMKL^-—

Special AQdh

n?
3- 

; a..

>p

Se,»m Per O



WFO 62-8011

the franked signature of Senator RUSSELL. .This airtel 
further advised that Seaboard was adding some of its 
own material to these envelopes and were mailing them 
out as if they originated in Senator RUSSELI?s office. 
The informant stated, however, that Seaboard had placed 
stamps on the envelopes to avoid any violation of postal 
laws.

It is believed that this mailing may be what 
the anonymous letter refers to.

- 2 - '

____________________________ -t_____

Approved: .__________________________ Sent M Per------------------ —--------
Special Agent in Charge



■ UNITE!

Director, FBI DATE:

... ERNMENT

12/23/58.

\ SAC,. Atlanta

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL 
Washington,. D, C.
RACIAL MATTERS.

Re Jacksonville letter 9/17/58, which refers to 
1958 Ga.. License Tag 18-J-924 'on page 4,

On 12/19/58On 12/19/581 ________________  Ga. Automobile
License Tag Bureau, State Capitol, Atlanta, Ga.., < 
made available to SA HENRY E.. KING- record reflecting 
1958 Ga., License 18-J-924- Was issued on 3/20/58 to
__________________white, male, residence

LGa. This tag was issued to 
195t> Oldsmobile five passenger Sedan, MN ¥-1069585 
According to this record, ■” ' ' “ ~
in July,. 1956.

the automobile was purchased

Atlanta indice s'negative.

2/- Bureau (100-423395) RM ■
T 0 Washington Field (100-33226) RM
I - Jacksonville (105-45) RM
1 - Atlanta (105-544)

HEK:mel
(5)

7



SAC, Memphis (10^-20^) December 29, 1958

Director, (1QO~)423395)

wmtk oinzm cracm 
. RACIAL HATTERS
Washington Field Origin

Reference is made to your letter dated December 16, 
1958, transmitting one roll and one partially exposed roll of 
35m fdim, pertaining to tM above-captioned matter.

In, accordance with your request,, this’'film has been 
developed and one print of each exposure has been made, The 
prints and the original film are being forwarded to the Washington 
Field Office,

1 - Washington Field (under separate cover)



to : Director

FROM I; SAC

^rrANOARC^OBM JMO. 64

subject: _SEABOARD^WHITE CITIZEN

■ Washington Field Origin

0 UNITED STAGES GOVERNMENT “

/ Attn: MECHANICAL 
' SECTION

61339

. Retel Memphis to Bureau and Washington Field 12-5-58.

On 12-5-58, Inspector W. P. HUSTON, Head of the Vice 
Squad, Memphis, Tenn. Police Department, made available for review 
by SAS JOSEPH H.. KEARNEY, JR. and WTT.T.TAM h. t.AWRENOE voluminous 
amounts of Personal effects possessed byl_______________ | at
the time I I was arrested on 12-4-58 by inspector hustuN and •)
Lt. K. A. TURNER in Room 512, King otton Hotel, Memphis. . .

V

1

4

A

1

4,

A hurried review of this material reveled voluminous , 
amounts of pro-segregation literature, including copies of !!The.; 
.Smtherix-pigest," "Common Sense," much correspondence involving* 

| newsclippings concerning him, and long lists of names, 
a nd in some instances addresses, some handwritten..and some-type
written. ” ■ 4 ■ rr , ; .

’ * .. c
There were, no lists of names or contacts noted in i 

Tennessee. Many of the names appealed to relate to Louisiana, I 
Southern Mississippi, and Washington, D-. C. . . ■ I

J

b7C

____ .____ Inasmuch as this material will have to be returned to I- 
_______ Hby the Memphis Police Department, all of' the possibly L h 
pertinent material was photographed on 12-5-58 by SAS KEARNEY * 
and LAWRENCE with a photo record camera. Approximately one and 
one-quarter rolls of 35^ (25 feet length) kodak micro-file safety 
film, was used. ■

This film is enclosed herewith to the Bureau, attention 
Mechanical Section, for development. It is requested that one copy 
each of each exposure be develop; that thereafter the developed 
negatives and- prints Athe'teof be transmitted by the Bureau to the 
Washington ibe. which is origin in instant case, as well/as
in the case of I IfWFO File 62-8022). Washington
Field may then be^ih’a position to intelligently appraise the infor
mation shown in theAd&v'qlpped films and make any dissemination it 
deems advisable® ,

?/ . Memphis will submit
'12-4-58 arrest of I I

■Jt Juvenile Court
j 2^-Bureau(100-423395) RM v

' 1- Package uOl
3- Washington Field(100-3322.6)
1- Memphis (105-207) "^'^z

I -

;__Lj a more detailed letter 'concerning the
1 and the disposition of his case in Memphis

SERVED'

RM

fb7C



Re^fttPonn
FD-263 (5-12-55) ,

£

•4

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
? I

Reporting Office

WASHINGTON FIELD

Office of Origin

WASHINGTON. FIELD

Date
OEC-ir ;■

Investigative Period

Tl/97t 19/99/5R

^THXE OF CASE TypedjBy:

rim
Report- made by

SA RICHARD B. LAVIN

CHARACTER,OF CASEWIiZ_£inZENS. COUNCILS _0F
THE MJ^MCJJ2ObL^
Seaboard White Citizens Councils RACIAL MATTERS

Ml IBHW CONTAINED
REFERENCE

COTO: Cl 
MQ. -3£i—

Z2&

Bureau airtel to all offices 10-16-58, entitled 
“Bombings and Attempted Bombings in Southern 
Communities” (Bufile 62-245) <-

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated 11-26-58, 
at Washington, D. C*

r p

. For purposes of documentation of information from 
T-l, the date informant furnished the information is being 
used. Informant furnished lengthy written reports and 
these reports have been disected for reporting purposes*

Date furnished Location

WF T-l 11-17-58

Do not write in. spaces below*Special Agent 
In. Charge .

informants

Approved

Copies made:
('5b- Bureau (100-423395) / A '
t - Baltimore (100-20015) (info) (RM?
1 - Richmond (105-632) (info) (R 
3 - Washington Field (100-33226)

Informant

’°Per‘y oi FBI . ThW report V?—----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- 1------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I
*vanea to ypu h neither it nor its contents are to be distributed, outside the agency to which loaned. j

U. S.'GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE) 19SS O~^344750, J

££ JAN 121959
A J / . Vi/

. K) JAN 2 1959

t’Atf
bow fsat
B/^
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' . ' - - * . - b7D

INFORMANTS (Cont) ■ ■

LEADS . - /

BALTIMORE AND RICHMOND DIVISIONS (INFORMATION) . . •

; One copy of this report is being sent to these
• divisions. since SWCC is active in their areas.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE ■

AT WASHINGTON, D. C. '

1 ., Will follow and report activities of SWCC 
in. this area. ’• ■

2 . WFO will report credit and criminal checks as 
well as background information- on the members 
of the SWCC which members were set forth in

. referenced report, ■ V

- A -
COVER PAGE
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rp-201 CRey.- 9-23-58) .

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy fo:

Report of: SA RICHARD B. LAVIN ., Office; WASHINGTON FIELD
Date: DR"1 j .

File Number: Washington Field. 100-33.226
Bureau 100^4'23395 -

Title:
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
THE-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 
Seaboard White- Citizens Councils

Character: , RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: Headquarters of Seaboard White Citizens Councils at 
1047 31st Street, Nt W,, has been closed* Records of the 
organization have been moved to the homes, of FLOYD FLEMING 
and his sister RAN DE MENT. The hew officers of the 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils are: Executive Director, 
JOHN KASPER: President,. FLOYD FLEMING: Vice President.

I Secretary.I , 
TroasurerJ_____ [Chairman of the Board,!__________  

Activities of the Organization, according 
to the intormant have consisted of small meetings and- 
the mailing of literature to the Virginia Legislature. 
The organization is generally upset over the athitudo of 
JOHN KASPER in staying in Nashville, Tennessee._______  

(until recently Executive Secretary of the 
organisation, arrested in December,. 1.958, by Memphis Police 

‘ Department for Contributing tn Hal'i n-nnannv nF a minnr._____  
Statements have been made by ___________________________
and J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS to the effect that they approve 
and would resort to fin&gnee.

- P -

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of:the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/ 
'it and/or its contents are not to be .distributed outside, your agency. 16-74625-1 gpo
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DETAILS: ATJASHD^^^

1« HEADQUARTERS . 1

. VJF T-l advised on December 4, 1.958, that the 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWQC) had th move from 
its office at 1047 31st Street, N, W* by December 10, 1958* 
WF T—1 advised on December 22, 1958, that the recards of the 
SWCC had been moved ta the homes af FLOYD FLEMING,. 905 
Quincy Street, N* E,, and his sister RAN DE MENT, 2409 
Franklin Street N* E» \ '

II* OFFICERS . ’

T-l advised on December 15, 1958,/that the 
following persons are the officers of the .SWCC as of that 
date:/ Executive Director, FREDERICK JOHIji^ASPER, aka • 
jOHW%KASP£R, who is/currently in Nashville, Tennessee; 
President’ FLOYD. H^ELEMINGt Vice President. T* CARY HANSEL; . 
Secretary,! I Treasurer, RaN DE MENT;
aka Mrs^ RAYMOND L.* DE KENT; Chairman af the Board,

T-l advi sad thatJ In a F

_____ T-l had advised oh November 17, 1958, that 
____________ _ „ —that time the Executive
Secretary of the SWCC* . ...

In connection with lit should be noted .
that the Memphis-. Tennessee, Police Department arrested • 
_ H on December 4, 1958, and was charged in Memphis 
Juvenile Caurt with cantributing ta delinquency af a minar

b7C
b7D

_________ when interviewed, refused ta talk and claimed 
he has been hounded, p^j^ecuted, and intimidated by the 
Federal Bureau af Investigation and that this will saan 
be brought aut in a cangressiahal investigatian* •

III. FINANCES

' T-T aHvn.W nn tSJavembSr 18, 1958, that infajimant
believes is by.far the mast dangeraUs man
in this arganization,§t least as far as the Washington area 
is eoncerned* According to infarmant he is a slow, not tee. 
intelligent Southerner who fights for’what ha believes ta be

2 -
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right. According to informant he else displays amazing loyalty 
to KASPER, and tends t* put KASPER on a pedestal. He also 
has mpney and uses it, according to informant, to keep the 
group going* According to informAntJ 1would not
hesitate to go to Georgia and cause the destruction of any ■ 
school that integrated., either by direct participation' or by 
getting someone else to do the destruction*

/ T-l advised on November 20> 1958, that FLOYD
/FLEMINGS sister RAN DE MENT had received a very flattering
letter from JOHN KASPER.asking for a list of names of ; 
contributors. According to informant,' Mrs, DE MENT mailed 
this, list to KASPER on .November 20, 1958.

T-l on November 25, 1958, advised that on ■ 
November 24, 1958, FLEMING had stated that I 
had not paid the rent on the SWCG office arid that FLEMING 
believed] | had spent it* 1 -FLEMING stated on November 24
1958,,that he was fed up with the whole mess of SWCC and 
JOHN KASPER* He remarked that he wanted I | and
himself to get together for the purpose of organizing a new 
group to seht put various material* ■AncnrrHna to FLEMING, 
this group would have the backing of_________________  FLEMING
also mentioned that KASPER should not be given a list of 
contributors and that Mrs, DE. MENT had not sent him .a 
complete list, . ' ■

ArrnTviTnn fro FLEMING, 
_____________ FLEMING

T-l advised on November 25, 1958, that on November 24 
1958,1 | had sent KASPER some money* I __ |
remarked that the rent had not been paid on the SWCC office • 
and that he might have to raise the rent again, although 
he did not have enough to both raise the rent and send 
KASPER some money. [remarked that he was . disgusted
with I Ifor not having done anything, and he wanted
KASPER to come back to Washington for a few. weeks to re
organize the group. I [mentioned that something was
needed besides a paper organization,, because such a group 
was going to, get nowhere* •

IV. . ACTIVITIES. OF THE SWCC

. ’ T-l advised on November 17, 1958, that FLOYD’FLEMING
on November 16, 1958, had received a letter from JOHN KASPER 
in which KASPER bawled FLEMING out for not accomplishing, 
anything.,, and that KASPER saw-no need for fresh ideas when - 
his old ones-were not being carried out. KASPER wrote .that 
he was going to stay in Nashville, look for a job, work on
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his.appeal trial, and write the first draft of his book. He 
was tired, he wrote, of having to "ask for handouts like a 
bum." KASPER suggested in the letter that the office, be 
given up, that his personal effects be moved, and that 
literature be given out at the White House-, plus a picketing 
of the AFL-CIO building. He suggested that all mail 
addressed to him be forwarded to him in Nashville unopened. 
According to* T-l, FLEMING almost "blew his stakk" at this 
breech of trust in FLEMING. FLEMING mentioned that everyone 
knew that he had not taken a penny and that he ^o.til^hdnd 
KASPER every letter unopened, including the bills. . .

T-l advised on November 17, 1958, that Mrs* DE MENT 
wanted all *f KASPER*s possessions moved out of her house. 
According to T-l FLEMING indicated he was going to quit 
Seaboard as he could not put his heart into his work after • 
having received a letter such as he had received from KASPER,

according to informant. One being that FLEMING, might pull 
put of the Council due to KASPER* s attitude and his staying 
in Nashville, Tennessee. [during the evening made
the remark, according to informal, th at.if the schools *f 
Georgia were mixed, there would be plenty of trouble and. 
he was speaking of no one except himself. [mentioned
that he told the Federal Bureau of Investigation when he was 
interviewed in Georgia, that he did not go along with the 
bombing Of a religious building, but that he would rather
‘see a school bombed than integrated. He mentioned that 
there was pi v dvnami tp areund, and that it was n*t
hard t* get. | remarked that he wished that he had
told the Federal Bureau of Investigation that his mother met 
him at the plane with two cases, that his sister or brother 
had planted the charge, and that his daddy had set the 
match.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

•cursed 
KASPER

_____.__  according to T-l, FLEMING 
for five minutes on what an ungrateful s*ul JOHN

had. | laughed at this and SIMMONS
remarked, "JOHN is doing just what I thought that he would 
do. He has never listened to advice, and thinks an attorney 
is to get him out of a jam after he gets into one." SIMMONS 
told FLEMING that he doubted that KASPER mistrusted FLEMING .

- 4 -
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b6
-b7C
-b7D

but probably wanted the letters with donations to use t» get 
more money and.t0 follow up on the people that had contributed. 
SIMMONS remarked that the group could expect. no-help from 
KASPER,. SIMMONS suggested that SWCC bp ’held together,

■ and to use KASPER’s name as the group pleased., SIMMONS 
advised that no open breaks should be made, | went along
with this suggestion and stated that he for one lavored giving 
KASPER a lot of leeway and thaKJOHN had done too much for 
the group to get mad at him. , ■

according to T-l^ FLEMING 
remarked that he had told KASPER when he was in.the District
of Columbia that KASPER just wanted to establish 
residence in Tennessee so that he could run for office. 
SIMMONS remarked that KASPER was a fool if he thought he 
would be elected even as dogcatcher.

According to T-d, SIMMONS statedT , ~I
]that if the Federal Bureau/of Investigation attempted 

to interview him he ‘‘would throw them down the elevatar shaft 
if they came to my office*” SIMMONS remarked that he had 
written a letter to Admiral J. K^^ROMMELIN expressing ■ 
admiration for CROMMELtN’s letter to Director J, EDGAR HOOVER, 
and he had put in three paragraphs about the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation not being legally involved. According to 
SIMMONSp CROMMELIN wroteback and asked if he could print 
the letter. SIMMONS also stated that he thought this would 
make the Federal Bureau of Investigation mad. . According to 
T-l, SIMMONS also commented that he thought that before the 
problem was over, blood would be flowing in the streets. 
At this point, according to T-l,| _____ repeated' again,
that if the Georgia schools■were integrated there would be 
trouble and made reference to a brother that weighs 200 pounds.

T-l advised on December 2- 1958. that FLOYD FLEMING 
remarked on December 1* 1958. thatl I had left
town with the. rent monpv- thatl | had given him.
FLEMING mentioned thatl was passing bad checks
and that he. - FLEMING, was going to swear out a warrant 
for |on embezzlement charges.

T^l advised on December 2, 1958, that FLEMING, 
mentioned that he would get S&CC envelopes. for the- mailing 
of letters that KASPER wants sent' out^ KASPER’s article, 
“Abolish the Public Schools! Now!” .FLEMING mentioned that.

- 5 -
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CARY HANSEL might have a list of the Virginia Legislature 
and that HANSEL should be contacted. © ,

_____________ '
T-l advised ____________ that________________

had mentioned that he was sorry that he had ever gotten 
mixed up with KASPER and' Ra thought that KASPER might be 
a “little off“. who at one time1 was President

a

>f the.SWCC mentioned that he is planning' «n quitting, 
his j*R anon and going into business for himself* According 
to T-l, H talked abo^t LINCOLN ROCKWELL and sard that 
he has changed his opinion,of the man. According to __  
ROCKWELL. has the press that belonged to the.. “Virginian 
and that is why the paper is no longer published* |, 
stated to informant that he wanted no part in violence but 
that he did not mind inciting someone else to violence*

~| said that he would like to see a lot material go
to high school kids all over the nation and “that some of 
these crazy kids will get fired up over the Jews and 
you canrt tell what will happen*“

T-l advised I l.that FLEMING had-
also indicated that he has been in1 touch with.ROCKWELL.quite often 
recently, and that this may be the new coalition that is 
forming,■ •

T-l advised that a meeting was
held onI |tor the purpose of deciding what
plans to put into effect concerning the SWGC<_ Present at 
•Mito ma.a-i-inn yjora FT.DVD FT.FMTNG. I_______________

carried on
in his usual vein,, talking about the glorious "St* AdoIph15 
(Hitler), and again stated that “We need t* educate the 
youth4 and get some of these crazy high school kids worked 
up. because they get wild and might do about anything.*41 

remarked that he wished that^he had no family to 
raKe care of and that he regrets having married so early* 
Ho remarked that this was done nw and he had to take care 
of them. He stated that he considered KASPER irresponsible 
and that KASPER ran around with a bunch of nuts*

launchedDuring this meeting FLEMING and|
into an argument concerning the importance of sending out mail I 
and of maintaining a group, and this argument had both of them 
yelling at the top 8f their lungs., with FLEMING turning red in 
the face andI _ [laughing at him, making him madder* 
According to T-l, FLEMING stated that KASPER had used all .
of the people in the Washington area, and that now the 
people up here should use KASPER*
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According. to FLEMING., J, BENJAMIN SIMMONS has made 
the statement that Seaboard, was too well known now t© drop 
out of the fight arid that the group should keep going, . 
FLEMING ^mentioned that with the new Congress getting ready 
to Wpen it is important to have material ready to be mailed 
on opening day concerning the filibuster and the. attempt that 
was sure to be made to force civil rights legislature on the ■ 
people, I [thought that this was a good point and that
FLEMING still had good ideas, but that he still did not want 
to be involved with SWCC, as this group was known as "KASPER*s 
organization," ■

|according to T-l, CARY HANSEL 
talked about LINCOLN ROCKWELL^ FLEMING mentioned that there 
was tne much Nazi stuff in ROCKUELL*s material, but both 
...... land HANSEL said there was not, HANSEL mentioned 
that there was some material that ROCKWELL would not discuss 
with him., but that there were groups all over the United States 
in contact with ROCKWELL, .

that
During the evening T-l advised that FLEMING remarked 

could not be present

_______ _______ | according to FLEMING, 
wants, to let the articles of DREW PEARSON die down and • 

I , is taking his name off of the SWCC bank account.

' -WF T-2 advised on November 17, 1958, that FLOYD 
FLEMING had received a letter from JOHN KASPER in which 
KASPER made the statement that he was not'running a 
“diaper service" for the SUCC and would not bother to give 
them any more of his ideas since they had not carried out 
any of his previous instructions, .KASPER, according to 
T-2, requested that any mail addressed to him be forwarded 
unopened to him in Nashville, According to T-2, the one 
complimentary thing KASPER said in his letter was that 
FLEMING had done a good job in getting the public school 
statement ready. According to T-2, FLEMING was very upset 
over this letter, calling KASPER an ingrate.

. , 17F T-3 on November 26, 1958, advised that a source
of T-3 had advised that FLOYD. .FLEMING-in November, 1958, 
made statements to the effect that he retired in the summer 
of 1958 and was now devoting all' of his time to the.SV/CC, . 
He mentioned that he was in Rhode Island "to do missionary 
work" for his organization and he claimed six or seven 
members in'Rhode Island, T-3ssource asked FLEMING,t< 
identify his Rhode Island supporters but FLEMING refused and

. - 7
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stated that they resided in the Providence,Pawtucket,and 
Central Falls* T-3s source asked FLEMING about his contact 
with C0ND£-*1^ GINLEY* FLEMING mentioned that MC GINLEY was a 
fine man, that he has a great deal to do with KC GINLEY and 
has helped to circulate “Common Sense"• According to
T-^ source FLEMING denied responsibility for the recent ". 
anonymous mailing of “Common Sense” in the greater 
Providence area* FLEMING admitted making large deliveries of 
“Common Sense" for MC QINLEY and admitted that he had met 
JOHN KASPER through MC GINLEY. FLEMING mentioned that the 
first time he saw KASPER wasvhen he delivered 1,000 copies- , 
of “Common Sense" to KASPER at the latter1s book store*

' ' V. MEMBERSHIP ’ .

T-l advised on December 22, 1958, that there is 
no active membership as such of the S17CG in the T/ashington, 
D* C., area* The only persons who. take any active part 
in -hhp> a-P-Fa^re nf *rnani 7a-Hrm ar-m___ PTOVD FT.PMTMG.

Vi * PUBLICATIONS '

T-l advised on November 20, 1958, that FLOYD FLEMING 
on November 19, 1958, had made a statement that he was going 
to print something that would bring in more money than the 
group,has ever collected* He stated that there would be- 
four or five articles by Father COUGLIN in booklet form, 
FLEMING stated that people would send in lots of mdney for 
this material* .

T-l and T-2 advised on December 12, 1958, that the 
SWCC is mailing literature t^ members of the Virginia State 
Legislature on Monday, December 15,1 1958* T-l and T-2 
advised that the mailings are being made on instructions of ’ 
JOHN KASPER and that the mailing would include a copy of 
KASPER’s article "Abolish the Public Schools! Now!" and a 
copy of 1lThe Rotten Mess in Washington" by Dr* T* D* PATTON 
■Carthage, Tennessee* T-l and T-2 stated that FLEMING 
intended to insert another article with the above two items*

KASPER’s article “Abolish the Public Schools!. Now!” 
attacks the United States Supreme Court as being “hell-bent ’ 
on white-race destruction" and urges that the public school|j| 
system b-p abolished-throughout the United States* The <■

- 8 -
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article states the private schools are better than public 
schools and that by abolishing public schools there would 
be a reduction in taxes, -

The article "The Rotten Mess in Washington” 
consists of an attack upon the current administration and 
states that it has surrendered to the “Jew-led NAACP negro
mixing religio-sociological forces” in violation of the 
First Amendment which forbids the Federal Government 
to make any lav; or edict affecting religio-social faiths , 
or conscientious objection,' . . .

T-l advised on December 15, 1958, that the third 
piece of literature included in the mailing would be a 
letter by J, BENJAMIN SWONS, Washington, D, C„ attorney, 
which is critical of the Federal Bureau of Investigations 
interviewingfofosegregationists in the Washington, Dk C, area 
as a result^ of bombings in the South, SIMMON’s letter 
sets forth court decisions to attempt to show that the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation has no jurisdictional responsibilities 
in connection with the investigation of bombings Of schools ■ 
and churches in the South,

VII* PUBLICITY

The Washington Post and Times Herald, December 1, 
1958, contained the syndicated column of DREW PEARSON ; 
entitled “KASPERS Meeting Here Described”. Th.O: article 
mentioned that JOHN KASPER recently held a secret 
meeting in the dingy apartment of EDGAR JOHNSTON at 
1103 Bellevue Street, S*' E*, Washington, D* C, The article 
mentioned FLOYD FLEMING and GENE COLLTON as participants 
in the meeting and also pointed out that JOHN KASPER 
had great respect for EZRA POUND,- who* PEARSON termed the 
“American turncoat”»

VIII, DESCRIPTIONS '

T-l furnished the following descriptions on 
December 22, 1958, for Kirs* RAN DE MENf and T< CARY HANSEL:

_____* 4- 1 J

Name: RA5T0E MENTi aka
Mrs. ■ RAYMOND Lv^E MENT

Sex: Female
Race: White • .
Height-: 5*5”

- 9 -
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Weight: 
Age; 
Hair: 
E.^es 1 
Residence

98 pounds ' 
55-60 ,

, Jet black ’
Brown /

■ 2409 Franklin Street, N* E. U
Occupation: Runs duplicating service 
Marital Status: ..

‘ RAYMOND KTBe MENT

Relatives:
Employed at the Indian Embassy 
Sisterx*f^FEQYD FLEMING 
905 Whey St^et, N, E,

Name;
Sex; •
Race:
Height:
Weight:
Age: '

. Hair: 
Eyes:~ 
Residence

Me ■ /
Wite . / 

. 5 4 3* /
/ 140 pounds . 
/ 50 A
: , Gray - white :

' Blue
1119 Peyton RandoIf Drive 

. Falls’Church, Virginia 
Marital Status: ’ ' ' •

Married, two children, 
• Employment:-. Department of Interior at the 

’ University of. Maryland,

.10 -



In Reply,Please Refer to 
FileNo,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

STIGEUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 0

100-33226
Washington 25, D# C#

DSC X i f ;f..

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D« aka 
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

RACIAL MATTERS

W T-l, WF T-T2,. .and WF T-3 mentioned in' the report 
Special Agent Richard B. Lavin dated and captioned as above have 
all furnished reliable information in the past* However, 
the reliability of WF T-3* s' source is unknown at the ' 
present time* ■ , , . .

. This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents 
are tobe distributed outside the agency to whioh loaned# '



STANDARD FORMNO. 64 '

Office Memorandum * united states government

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date- 12/31/58
Lom : SAC, NEWARK (105-3383) 'r

J . ’ . ’ ' b6
(9 ■ ‘ • ■ b7C

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C.,
aka, Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS ,

. . . ■ ■' ' . : ;
. Re WFO letter to Bureau, 12/12/58, which requested

offices receiving the letter to furnish WFO background 
information on names listed as members in the letter*

Page36 of referenced letter, under Newark caption,
New Jersey, <

IE KASPER, 25 Ni Centre Street, MefcmWiTO, N
----------------------------- ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------a & & £~ 

--------------------------------

Newark firbsfefie^t 
case entitled!
Newark file 62-2505. —

Is subject of pending 
POTENTIAL BOMBING SUSPECT,”/

On 11/18/58, SA JOHN R. LYONS reviewed 
credit record at the Garden State Credit Bureau, 429 Getty 
Avenue. Clifton. N.J.. the record being made available by 

._______ LReceptionist. This record revea7 
mar me sun.iectJ 
with his_____________________________ I atl

L.

£Receptionist* This record revealedy 
was bpyn I I and rpai dost

N.J., This record listed the^following places of employment for 
the subject: I

V 2-Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL) 
^-Washington Field (100-33226) RM 
2-NewaTk 

1-62-2505 
WEJ:fa 
(6)

21 JAN 2 1959

G Nani 31958
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The credit record reflected that the stib.iect had 
attended!

This record reflected that on 4/6/50, the subject 
had been sued by

I in the amount of !S36.bU. The attorney was 
listed as | | The suit was settled on 6/19/50*

On 11/26/58, I ।

made availableI I employment record which reflects the 
following background information:

Name
Date of birth 
Place of birth 
Address

Previous employ
ments
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Previous Employ
ments (coat’d.)

Person to notify 
in emergency

Place of birth 
Marital status 
Military service 
Education

Physical ' 
description

Height 5’7"
Weight 175 pounds
Race . White
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Subject’s file contained a 1955 personnel survey 
sheet which reflected that he drove his car to work, which 
car was listed as a Volkswagen bearing New Jersey License 
BD2651.

Subject’s personnel file at I 
contained a. nsrgnnnel inouirv letter dated 2/15/56 from

L in which they wished to verify 
afl

employment

A letter was contained in subject’s file reflecting 
that an inquiry was made from] 
dated 7/9/56, verifying the subject’s employment. Subject 
had applied for ajjob at ______________________________

A letter dated 12/23/57,from the Pinkerton Guard , 
Service, Division of Pinkerton National Detective Agency, 
Post Office Box 479, Newark, w.j., was contained in subject's 
file to verify subject's employment atL|

Subject was granted a leave of absence from|______  
from 8/31/53 to 10/12/53, to attend a university in Europe, 
name not given?_ His address in 'Flurope was listed aS 

____________________________________ , Germany.

On 11/25/58, Patrolman
N.J. Police Department, advised that their files contained 
no identification record on He advised
that their census files list rne Toitowing residents
residing at N.J.:

On 12/2/58,, Captain]____________________________
N.J. Police Department, .advised that during the past week 
be had observed a Volkswagen, color - black, parked in the 
driveway at| I bearing New Jersey License
BD2751. It is noted that this is the same .car description 
and license number which was listed in the files of| 
________________________________________ | N.J., for the subject
in 1955
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On 12/2/58
I 

and living wifo-L
I I N.J.

f is a bachelor_ 

has lived there off

]N.J.. advised that 

advised that
and oh for five or six years. He explained that this past 
summer, the subject traveled out to California, exact place 
unknown, by bus, and worked for a short while in .California, 
as] LHe advised he presently resiHQg ft* I ■

Hn.J; He declared that he __________ |by trade
and changes jobs frequently. He advised that he does not 
believe he is presently employed, but is attending school 
somewhere in N.Y. Ci The name of the school was unknown.

b7C

_______ advised that this past summer, the 
subject had an argument with his next-door neighbor, Mr.

1 concerning racial matters| | said
he is not familiar with the exact details of the argument, 
but that the subject is a segregationist, while] |
is an .integratiohisto He advised that for quite a length 
of time the subject and| |did not speak to one another•

Mr. and Mrs. RUBENS furnished the following 
physical description of the subject:

Race White
Sex Male
Age in his 40’s

' Height 5’8"
Weight 170 pounds*
Hair Gray or blond
Complexion Ruddy ’
Physical Has a bowlegged walk;
characteristics build - stocky and muscular;
• , does not wear glasses

_________ On 12/5/58. |~
I I N.J., telephonically contacted SA JAMES R, LAUGHLIN

and advised that they had been unable to determine what school 
the subject was attending, but believed that he is studying" 
stocks and bonds manipulations.

On 12/5/58.1 I Personnel
Director, | .. .. _ _ I

|N.J., made available the subject's personnel

-5-
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file. This file reflected that the subject had been hired 
on 5/21/57 and on 6/24/57 was laid'off. He was employed as

kt this company and oh 9/23/57 was discharged by
the union as a union delinquent. The file contained the 
following personnel data:

Residence
uumont. NTJT

Date of birth __________
Place of birth Wank. N.Y.-----
Person to be ___________

notified in case (saine address) 
of emergency^ r-“ -

Social Security No.------------------------  
References

Visits to, Left U.S. 1953 and visited
foreign 
countries

Automobile

Holland, France, Germany and
England
Volkswagen, bearing,N.J. License 
BD2651

Physical
description 

Height 
weight 
Hair 
Eyes 
Complexion

5’7”
170.pounds 
Brown- 
Blue 
Light

lAssistant Employment Manager,
N.J.j previously referred to, also advised

on 11/26/58, that their files do not contain a photograph 
of the subject.

On 12/5/5R, , Personnel Director,

of the sunject.
advised that their flies contained no photograph

Newark files contain no pertinent inf damnation
concerning Mrs. ROSE KASPER not already known to WO. -RUC-



• UNITED STAiO GOVERNN^T

Director, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 1-6-59'

SAC, Bo^on (1O5-3287) .

ffiiiaKJ3IteBNS-^0WCItS-0R_ HERElh S ©ClldSHEO

BEN H;. BAGDIKIAN ’ "7 -j;.1 .

Re WFO letter, 12-12-58. ~

Bosfile 94-48? captioned "BEN H. BAGDIKIAN-; 
MISCELLANEOUS (CRIME RECORDS)" contains the following 
pertinent information: ...

By letter dated 6-6-55, captioned as above, the Bureau 
advised Boston to make a search of the indices and to 
make a discreet check of credit record's for information 
concerning BAGDIKIAN, as One BEN H. BAGDIKIAN was the 
author of a series of articles released,through the 
North American Newspaper Alliance which appeared in the 
"Washington, D. C. Evening-Star". '

• Boston letter dated 6-8-t55 to the Bureau set 
forth the. following:.

"The indices of' the Boston Division contain no identi
fiable references to the above individual *

’ 7
"The records of the Providence Credit’Bureau, 40 Fountain 
St,, Providence, R. I. disclose a report as of 3-20-52 
identifying BAGDIKIAN as a reporter and feature writer 
with the Providence Journal-Bulletin newspaper. It 
indicated he had entered employment about 2-15-47, having 
come to Providence from Monroe, La.. His credit record 
was favorable and. his character and habits were recorded
as g°°d.

(^Bureau (100-423395)(Encl.)(RM) 

2-WFO (100-33226)(RM) .. .
1-Boston 

.RHB:PO'B-
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/

"Providence directories identify BEN H. BAGDIKIAN, wife 
ELIZABETH S., residence 312 Morris Ave,. Providence, R. I. 
The above credit bureau records also indicated that . 
BAGDIKIAN had been born in Turkey and had a former 
residence at Stoneham, Mass,

"Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), 
Boston, Mass, indicate BEN HAIG BAGDIKIAN, born 1-30-2Q. _
at Marash, (Cilicia) Turkey^ entered,the. United States at 
New York, 6-1^20, approximately two months old, hud sub
sequently obtained, .citizenship on a derivative basis 
through his father., ARAM, naturalized 3-29-26. The INS 
file contains no additional background data ©they then ’ 
a request by BAGDIKIAN "for a derivative citizenship 
certificate and an. indication he was associated with the 
Air Force during World War II. It was not possible to 
obtain any data with regard.to ARAM BAGDIKIAN at INS, 
inasmuch as his file was hot immediately.available and 
because of the desire to present this matter to the Bureau 
by 6-9-55- ■ ; -

"There is enclosed herewith reprint of a series of articles ■ 
entitled, !’What Price Security15, by BEN H. BAGDIKIAN in 
the nature.of reprints from the "Providence. Journal-Bulletin" 
newspaper during, March and April,,1955i individual copies 
of which have been previously provided, the Bureau-.

The exact content of the articles furnished to 
the Bureau.is not known by Boston, but it. is believed 
these articles consisted of. a critical appraisal of the 
Government’s loyalty program.

The indices of the -Boston Office contain 
several references to ARAM BAGDIKIAN (father)., who was 
born 1-30-20 at Marash, Turkey.and.whose occupation is 
a clergyman. Among these references is the following:

Boston report of 1-11-55 by
SA 0. H. KOKOLAKIS entitled: 
ARMENIAN PROGRESSIVE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, 
IS-R & AR-IS ACT OF 1950 .. .

Following are excerpts, from the above report:

—* 2 -
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"1-8 made available information during November and 
December, 1954, which disclosed that the. ANCA (Armenian . 
National Council of America) sponsored the 34t^ anni
versary celebration of the Sovietization Of Armenia in 
the Massachusetts and Providence, Rhode Island at the 
following places: ...... ...... ....................

"On December 12, 1954, at 2:00 p.m. at. -the Rio Restaurant, 
main .ballroom, 40 Thomas Street, Worcester., ^Massachusetts, 
sponsored by the Worcester Branch .of the ANCA-.

”,T-8 stated that the honorary, presiding officials at the 
Worcester ANCA affair’were ARAM BAGHDEGIAN and Dr. SUMP AD 
PACHANIAN, Chairman was D. SIMONIAN.;....." . . .. .

An article appeared in the 12^9-5^- issue of the 
"Hairenik Weekly” (published by an association allegedly 
anti-Communistic^ concerning the 34th. anniversary cele
bration of the Sovietization of Armenia held at Boston-, 
Mass.11-28-54. The newspaper article, was sarcastic and 
critical concerning the aboveaffair'and read ih part:

''.The next speaker, A Reverend (Minister) ARAM T. BAGDIKYAN, 
wa.s compared, by the chairman tp the Rev,. HEWLETT JOHNSON,, 
the extraordinary 'Red Dean-of Chnterbury;\wbo, /recently 
confounded American questioners^so badly that they first 
mounted a mule, and then tried 60 get off that mute.' 
BAGDIKYAN's comparison with. HEWLETT JOHNSON seem a happy 
comparison, .

"In a long winded. prepared speech (’ I didntt think I would 
be allowed to speak freely here today., so I wrote down my 
speech' ) BAG1DIK7AN reviewed the .boring, details of his 
life th^t. .had.made a 'patriot' of him,. 'November 29 is 
etched in golden letters among all the great dates of 
history. Armenia is.free and progressive, It is as free 
and as progressive as in the days of Tigran.es the Great 
(this Was more than .1954 years back—Ed.HW). November 29 
is a.miracle;, a ;ray of sunlight. Armenia.has a great future. 
Armenia will soon, extend from Mt. Ararat to Cilcia. We 
are American citizens; we love .America. Rebuilt Armenia 
has filled the people with a new spirit.'He"ended by 
shouting: 'Long, live November 29i. Long live the Soviet $ / 
Union.'".

T-8 is who gave the information regarding the 34th
anniversary celebration7mentioned previously to SA CHRISTOPHER' 
H. KOKOLAKIS on 1.0-12-54.

- 3 -
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■ . The '"Providence Journal-Bulletin"newspaper
on 11-18-55 carried ah article ■ captioned "Joumai-Bhlletih 
Reporter Gets Foreign Study Grant." This.article .said 
that BAGDIKIAN, a "Journal-Bulletin" reporter since 194? 
was named.by the REID- Foundation -as.one of six recipients 
of $5^000 grants for.study abroad-during 1956.

The indices of the Boston Office fail to reflect 
any additional information concerning BEN H. BAGDIKIAN.

In view of the above, Boston will not interview 
BEN H. BAGDIKIAN. . .

JOSEPH DEVITT ■

• EDWARD ZODOURIAN, Personnel, U. S. Post'.Office, 
Boston,,Mass,, . RICHARD H, BLASSER that . 
■JOSEP^yj^yiTT, 44 .Archest.,, _Malden,' Masd. Ls presently ’ 
employed py,the U. S. Office, Boston,

advised..SA

Class’, as a Distribution"Clerk.’ ,

Inasmuch as WFO is in possession of the 
original information concerning JOSEPH DEVITT, it .is 
requested that WFO prepare and • submit, to th^, Bureau ' 
Letterhead Memoranda for possible"dissemination to the 
U. S. Post Office^ Washington, D. C. . ’

No dissemination of the information concerning 
JOSEPH DEVITT has been made to the Hi S. Post Office, ' 
Boston,.Mass. - ‘

A copy of WFO letter dated 12-12-5'8 is enclosed 
for the Bureau. ... ■

" RUG ’ ' .
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Office united statos government

to DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date: January 5^ 19.59

SAC, CLEVELAND (105-2686)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C., aka 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Washington Field Office letter dated December 12, 
1958, listing the names of two contributors’ to the 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC), and One 
member of the SWCC.,- residing within the Cleveland 
Division..

The indices of the Cleveland Office contain no in
formation which can be identified with any of the 
individuals residing in the Cleveland Division, listed 
in reference letter^ with the exception of Mfs, 
THOMAS COVAN, who is also listed in WFO letter dated 
February 21, 1958 captioned as above.

- RUC -

Bureau (RM) .
2 - Washington Field Office (100-33226 )•(RM)
1 - Cleveland
EBB‘AES



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

via . Airtel

rd

FB I

Date: 1/2/59

("Type in plain iextor code)

I j Mr.';Tolgon___ i_ 
l s .jfe. ^BelMont—^. 
F Mr. Mohr?_ -_
I Mr. Nease.___ _
I . JMA Earsons.

<*/ Rosen..L ... -
Z Mr. Tamm._____ i 

Mr. Trotter_?
Y Mr. W.C.Sulliyan • 

Tele. Roon!_
•| Mr. Hollomaii_  

। Miss- Gandy^__

ELT/HBS 
(6)

^SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

(Priority or’MetHod of Mailing)

AIRTEL

REQ.'. RECt ... _
DATE EORW. r gD /
HOW FORW. '
BY

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies of a 
letterhead memo containing.infofmation that FLOYD-FLEMING 
of captioned group may distribute literature in the vicinity 
of the Ua S* Capitol.

The source for this material is|____________ | and
the original information furnished by the informant is 
located ini I

Lieutenant JOSEPH Y. CHENNAULT of the MPD, and 
the Capitol Police have been orally advised of this 
possible demonstrationa

(^•Bureau. (Ends a 7)
3-WFO

(1-62-8016 BOMBINGS AND ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS)
(1- .

6 C - Wick

® JAW 9

^Approved: Sent _M .Per
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

9 4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
January 2, 1959

A source who has furnished reliable infiearaiaRion 
in the past advised on January 2, 1959, that Floy (^Fleming 
President, Sejaboard^hite^Citiz^ (SWCC) is
attemptingto get about ten persons to hand out literature 
in the vicinity of the United States Capitol in protest of 
the bill to end the filibuster* Fleming, according to the 
source, has written Frederick John Kasper in an effort to 
get Kasper to come to Washington, D. C. to assist in this 
activity*

The source was unable to ascertain the specific 
nature of the-literature which Fleming wants to distribute, 
and he staged that Fleming has not as yet made definite 
plans or set a date for the distribution* Fleming, however, 
has mentioned January 6 and 7, 1959, as being good days on 
which to hand out the material*

The SWCC' was organized in Washington, D* C* in 
1956 by Kasper, who was released from a federal penitentiary 
at the end of August, 1958, where he served a year’s 
sentence on a contempt of court conviction arising out of 
-riots in Clinton, Tennessee, over school integration*

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned*



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

■ ~ •• *

I Office • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT -t
to : DIRECTOR,'FBI (100-423395) date: January 9, 1959

: SAC, ALBANY (1O5-I869)

a

Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re WFO letter to Director dated December 12^ 1958

Referenced letter listed one
I | New..York«as a person wno nas
requested literature from the Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
such as the pamphlet, "Segregation or Death”, written by 
JOHN KASPER.

___________ Albany files disclosed that on November 10, 1958, 
|appeared at the

Albany FBI Office and claimed to be the object of "psychological 
terror" but could not identify the perpetrators thereof.

Undieated that she wag employed as I ~lat the
___ I New Ynrir. it was determined 

through this interview that_______________ mental condition is not
what it should'be. This was indicated Dy questions as to 
whether she should seek additional medical advice.

‘ On December 30* 1958 
Personnel Offlcel I, New York
advised that 

New Yor» is currently employed these as

I Albany indices contain no further information identi
fiable with I I

The above information is not being furnished the Bureau 
under a 140-0 caption, inasmuch as it is felt thatl I
activities do hot come.under the purview of Executive Order No. 
10450. No further action being taken by this office, UACB. .

2Bureau (100-423395) (RM) 
IWFO (Info)(100-3326)(RM)
1 - Albany (105-1869) 
RAB/hcv w U JAN 12 1959



FD-3'6 (Rev. 12rl'3-56)

>

Date: 1/8/59

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority dr Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

^Seaboard white citizens councils
RACIAL MATTERS . ..

/ Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies and for
Richmond two copies of a letterhead memo setting forth 
information concerning plans for literature to be distributed 
in Front Royal, Virginia, on 1/10/59, by captioned group. 
Information copies are being sent to the Richmond Office.

The sources referred to in the enclosed memo are 
I and the original information furnished isand_______  

located in and [ respectively*

Information concerning the article about the FBI 
sent to the Bureau add Richmond by airtel 12/15/58.

was

ELT:hbm 
(8)

AIRTEL

.3-Bureau (Ends. 
2-Richmond (Ends. 2) 
3-WF0

(1 - 
(1 -

Special Agent in Charge

& 1559

Approved: Sent — __M Per





STANC^RD FpPAJ NO< 64

UNITED ST^hs GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM,

DATE: 1/7/59

(105-1483)

SUBJECT-/WITE CITIZEWS 

Seaboard White 
RACIAL MATTERS

Citizens Councils HIM !SWW

Re WFO letter, dated 12/12/58

The following investigation was 
conducted at New London, Conn., by SA JOHN J
WARD, JR.:

Patrolman CORNELIUS DONOHUEj New 
London, Conn., Poli.cie Dept., advised on 1/2/59, 
thatjfrs. DAVID HUNT^eTTWALS.,. Aka Gene A, 

\; Gottwal~s, has resid8d~aF-’225 Ocean Ave./~Ndw 
. Tx^ndon, Conn., for the past four years. She

'—acdraai^y~l*±ves there only six months of the year,. • 
May to October. During the winter months- of 1957 • 
she lived in Florida jand currently she is at the 
Tower isle Hotel., Jamaica, -BWL* He stated that. 
Mrs. GOTTWAHS Is a widow, advanced- in years, 
appears, to- have ample funds- from a private income, 
and lives alone. He had, the impression that her 
husband was a retired* officer of the United 
States Navy* Patrolman DONOHUE said that he 
cares for Mrs. GOTTWALS-property. H.e has found 
her thoughtful, generous, but somewhat eccontric. 
She does not associate with anyone in the neigh
borhood, is not active in civic affairs, and 
rarely has visitors. He said she has never 
spoken of political or racial matters to him or 
to anyone in the neighborhood to his knowledge. 
He stated that Mrs. GOTTWALS is scheduled to 
return to her home in May / 1959* 1 ' ’

Bureau ‘(10 0-4233 95) (RM)
■2 - WFO (100-3 3226) (RM) 
1 - New Haven (105-1483)

(5)



NH 10^-1/183

WALTER DAVIS., JR., Assistant Cashier, 
Hartford. National Bank, New London, Conn., j on 
12/31/58, advised that GENE A. GO.TTWALS, formerly 
maintained a checking .account- in that bank* She 
gave as a reference the City Bank','Conn. Ave. 
Branch, Washington, D. Cv

ROBERT MAC.LEAN,, Credit Reporting 
Bureau, advised on 12/23/58, that the files of 
that firm reflect ho information concerning Mrs. 
DAVID H. (--GENE A.) GOTTWALS.

JOHN MURPH?, Clbrk, New London, Conn.,, 
Police Dept., on 12/23/58, a.dvised that there is 
nd: record in the files- of- that dept, identifiable 
with Mrs. GOTTWALS. . .

. • J *■ ••

No- record in New Haven files.



STANDARD FORM. NO. 64

unitedWates government

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date: January 12, 1959

SAC, MIAMI (105-1274)

subject: j^XTHITE citizens councils of d. c., 

Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

aka,.,

Re Washington Field letter to Bureau, 12/12/58, 
listing on Page 29, two members J I of Miami p/
and 1 ' lof $t« Petersburg, Florida.

On January 6,. 1959, the indices of the Miami Office 
contained no reference to either| |or  ,

On December 30, 1958, Investigative Clerk I 
checked the records of the Miami Police Department

Miami Municipal Court, Miami Credit Bureau a Miami Beach
Police Department, Dade County Sheriff’s Office and no reference 

to CROCKFORD was located.

On December 18, 1958, SA JAMES E. WALLACE checked 
the records of the St* Petersburg Credit Bureau, St. Petersburg 
Police Department,. Traffic Bureau, Pinellas County Sheriff’s 
Office and no reference to sas located.

RUC

(2,Bureau (RM)
2 Washington Field (100-33226)(RM)
1 - Miami .
LOP:mbb .



STANDARD FORM NO/ 64

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 1/13/59

A^ RICHMOND (62-1367)

To DIRECTOR, FBI

>UBJECT:
INFORMATION CONCERNING

^e WFO airtel to Director dated 11/26/58 
captioned^SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS,’ RACIAL 

” and SavannalTTe^er"!;o"RTchmbnd 12/30/58.MATTERS"

The Richmond Office has been carrying BELL as 
a potential bombing suspect. Referenced Savannah. letter 
reflects that [was inducted into the U. S, Army at 
Fort Jackson* S..C-.--on 12/2/58 and was assigned Army Serial 
Number! '

, In view of subject’s induction into the Armed
Forces, no further investigation is being conducted in this 
matter and this case is being closed* .

^Bureau
T-WFO (100-33226)(info)
1-Richmond ,
WCL:std
(4)

c ,

is JAN 14 1959



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

DIRECTOR, FBI (.100-423395)

SUBJECT; i^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
OF D. C..,' aka 
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: 1/16/59

tosmwd

■ ReBSlet to Director 1/6/59, which letter set 
forth a .request for WFO to prepare a letterhead memo
randum on JOSEPH DEVITT, U. S. postal Employee at * 
Maiden, Massachusetts. DEVITT is the brother-in-law 
of FLOYD FLEMING, the president of subject organization.

WFO has not been preparing letterhead memoranda, 
on persons in government service who- have been associated 
in some’ manner with subject organization^ and UACB WFO . 
is not preparing a letterhead' memorandum on JOSEPH DEVITT. 
T, ■ '

^Bureau
1-Bostdn. (105-3287) (info)(RM) 
j~WFO

RBL.:..cjv
(4)

19 1959
® ■ 136



'd-36 (Rev. 12-L^56*

'J F BI

Date: 1/15/59

Transmit the-'following in
(Type in plain text or code)

I Mr.. Tolgon..—:— 
|Mr. Belmont—-r 
I Mr. Mohr :— 
rMr. Nease—-------

t
 Parsons..—,— 
Rosen-tk—— 
Tamm

"Mr. Trotter-------
7 Mr. W.C.Sullivan
* Tele. Room.-—-—

Mr! Holloman—- 
Miss Gandy-------

Via ATRTFR
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

i

To:

From

Subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI {100-423395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
RACIAL MATTERS

. /Reference is made to WFO airtel in captioned 
matter dated 1/8/59 enclosing seven copies .of a letter
head memo setting forth information that captioned 
group planned to distribute literature in Front Royal, 
Virginia. / »

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies 
and for Richmond one information copy of a letterhead 
memo containing additional information concerning this 
matter. .

Wk T-l in the. enclosed memo is [ 
and the information furnished bv -r • ~ 
1 ocated inl"^ TandI

■he informant is
WF T-2

.M , ,_____ lang tne original informafinn. furnished by
him is Located in
^Bureau (Ends. 7)

1-Richmond (Ends... 2) (info) 
3-WFO- 

(1-

ELT:bdb

* t 3 9 W

Approved: ,
■Special

_M PerSent
Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

unWed states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF, INVESTIGATION

January 15, 1959 .

. SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

WETtI and WF T>2, who have furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised on January 7, 1959, that 
■Floyd Fleming, President, Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
of Washington, D.C., planned to distributedliterature in 
Front Royal, Virginia, on Saturday, January 1'0, 1959.

WF T-l advised on January 14, 1959, that 
Fleming did not journey to Front Royal on January 10, 
1959,. but that he had mailed literature to one hundred 
individuals in that city, the informant learned that 
Fleming picked the names at random from a telephone 
directory. WF T-l further advised that on Saturday, 
January 17, 1959, Flemings. intends to mail out literature 
to One hundred additional persons in Front Royal*

I
The material mailed included John Kasper’s . 

article, "Abolish the Public Schools’ Now!” and an 
article critical of the Federal Bureau of Investigation^ 
investigations in connection with bombings of schools and 
places of worship in the south. Kasper’s article is 
critical of the United States Supreme Court and urges 
that public schools be abolished in favor of private 
schools. The article regarding the Federal Bureau of• 
Investigation.attempts to' show that the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation has ho jurisdiction in the investigation 
of bombings*

Frederick John Kasper organized the Seaboard 
Councils in June, 1956, and he is currently executive 
director of the organization, Kasper served a year’s 
sentence in a Federal Penitentiary on a conviction of 
contempt of court arising out of school integration’dis-’ 
turbances in Clinton, Tennessee, in the fall of 1956. 
In November,' 1958, he was found guilty in Nashville, 
Tennessee, on charges of inciting a riot relating to 
the same disturbances in Clinton.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ?



Re: SEABOARD WHITE 
CITIZENS COUNCILS

This memorandum is loaned to you by" the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor 
its contents are to be distributed outside' the agency' 
to which loaned.



■STANDARD FOpM

Office Memorandum > UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-42339 5) date: January 21, 1959

SUBJECT

■FROM AC, L Ie Rock (100-3232)

WHITE CITIZENSlMHGHiS^C, aka, 
Seaboard WhiteCitizens CounciTs^~^~~ 
RACIAL WATTERS

Re Washington Field Office letter to Bureau, b6 
12/12/58. b7C

Member ~
a

College, Jonesboro, Arkansas,-on January 15 
available the college file of|_______________
file reflected the following information:

Arkansas. State

7V

1959. made 
which

|__________ | application for admission to Arkansas
State College was dated November 14, 1956,. and he gave his
address as e. New Jersey.
His date and, place of birth waS given as]___________  
at Paterson. Ney^JjarAey... His father was listed as|________ 

- address, and the father’s employ
ment Was"given aS 
_______ 1 New Jersey* 

__________ rindinn-f-.Ad. he would graduate from|______, 
_______ iNew Jersey, in 1957^ His major field 
of interest wasI I and he expected
to enroll in Arkansas State College in September, 1957.

$

high school, activities were listed as:

Z27- Bureau (RM) 91 / / / <-
3 - Washington Field Office (100-33 226) (Encl..“TTnUKy*"

24 JAN 26 1959All IHFOBMAW WHOEGC/'mvw 
(6)

1 - Little Rock (100-3232)



b7C
LR 100-3232

His major interest was in 
and he signed the application aS

The file further reflected entered Arkansas
State College on September 10, 1957, and he continued there 
two semesters, June, 1958] 
....................  I He re-enrolled at Arkansas State College 
in September, 1958, and he attends the college at the_____  
present time. He is majoring in| 
His IQ is listed as 107.

,_____ advised he is personally acquainted
with] j ana spared | ~|has attended the college 
regularly during, the semesters which he has been enrolled. 
He pointed out that any time a student misses more than 
two days at the college, it is brought to his attention

student and F
campus.

and he at that time discusses the matter with the student. 
He stated he has n^ver had to discuss this matter with 

stated he considered| |a model 
has never caused any trouble on the 
made available a photograph of |

which he states was: taken during the fall of 1958./ tne 
exact date unknown to him. He stated tha ninture need 
not be returned. Idescribedf |as a white
male, 5’ 10", 165 pounds, light brown hair,, medium build,
and medium complexion.

The photograph of 
the Washington Field Division

is being enclosed for

RUC.

- 2 -



•STANDARD FORM NO/64

« UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

: DIRECTOR, HBI, (100^2339^)' DATE: 1/21/29

from : SAC, NEW HAVEN, (1O9-1L|.83) .

SUBJECT: ^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C,> aka 

Seaboard White Citizens Councils .

; Ea0Ialwt®s ah st aiaia comi®
■ Re WPO Letter, dated 12/12/5&. KR® b KLASbMD /

New Haven letter, dated 1/7/29.

! The following investigation was conducted- by SA

FRANK B. WATTS, at. Stamford, Connecticut':

/W £ J- IK V1

On January 16, 1929J______________pail Carrier, United
■States Pos# Office, Stamford.^ Conhe cticut, advised-that ' 

hnd his, wife | , J''
have resided at __________________|^Stamford, Connect'Lc'.ut

' He stated that to•the’best of his ’since 1920._____________________ , ■
knowledge,! I had been residing at- 
this address since 1930. He-stated that|____ ______ 
was previously married to an individual named I
than' again to- ah individual framed! ............

Land that in about 1920, he married hl-s present 
Wife J I. He stated | ~~
came from the South, he felt, Washington, R.C.^ and . 
has resided with! Hat this address since ■
1920. He stated that they ha vs two children J I
continued that! |is

Stamford, Connecticut.

;V

'at 
seated

S3 JAN 23 1959

|has been so employed since approximately
19110. He stated this company received orders- and '

"1-Washington Field, (100-33226)'
1-New Haven 
FBW’jmac



Ml 1O^-1L|.83

stated since 19^0, he has become partially acquainted 
with both Mr. and Mrs I and that he considers
“ Hto be a very quiet., conscientious

Te sta-hed. however, that to the best ofindividual.
his knowledge_______________ is hot active in any---
civic groups and is rarely visited by anyone*  
stated he has never heard! |speak
politically or- of racial‘matters. -He stated he has 
n<=>ver heard any of the neighbors refer to Mrs. 
_________ as expre.ssing herself polltica lly or 
speak’of racial matters. [stated both
Mr. and Mrs.J |are well thought of by their
neighbors.

Stamford 
stated that ,

On January 16, 1999J________________  
Credit Rating Bureau, I4I4. Park Street, 

■ his files, which dated back to 1931, reflect no
derogatory information concerning! ______
nr his wifeI These files reflect

Us

I -These records reflect!  
is the third wife of| ~|

Annual income, according to these'records is listed 
at ^19.000 for! and reflects

|.s a housewife.

On January 16, 1999, Officer______________
Stamford Police Departments advised that there was 
no information .in his files identifiable with 

or

The New Haven indices contain no information concerning

either or

- 2 -e-



FD-36 (R<« 12-13-56) .
Hi.- $

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)
0 b7D
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: WFO)

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copi/es of a letter
head memorandum concerning an appeal for funds by captioned 
group to print and distribute a booklet entitled ’’Black Puppets.” 
Information copies.are being sent to the Richmond Office^

The source in the enclosed memorandum is x
and the original information furnished by the informant iS^^/ 
located in

- Bureau (Ends. 7)
2 - Richmond (Ends. 2) (RM)



In Reply, Please Refer to

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
January 27, 1959

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

A source, who has furnished reliable, information 
in the past, advised on January 26, 1959,' that Floyd Fleming 
President, Seaboard White Citizens Councils, Washington, 
D. C., is mailing out fifteen hundred letters appealing 
for funds to print and distribute a booklet entitled "Black 
Puppets." /

The source said t ha  ̂"Black Puppets" is. a sixty- 
fP-UX-PAge fe^ok&^tjati^di^wiiig^ by

/George /Lincoln^ 6 512Ji Ij iamsburg/Hbuleyard,
arid 'pur'pbfts t p show that the Jew is 

the agitator who is manipulating the Negro, Communism, the 
National Association for Advancement of Colored People, and 
civil rights problems iri the South. It also attacks the 
United States Supreme Court with rendering "Decisions of 
Dishonor."

The appeal for funds being mailed out by Fleming 
contains a "flyer" with sample copies of the drawings- in 
"Black Puppets."

The source learned that Rockwell will priri& the 
booklet when sufficient funds are available and that Rockwell 
has granted Fleming permission io distribute the booklet 
under the name of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils. 
Fleming has said that the ultimate goal is to distribute 
copies of the booklet to high school children in Arlington, 
Virginia, and other states faced with integrationi

The "Northern Virginia Sun," Arlington, Virginia, 
newspaper, during October, 1958, described Rockwell in 
several stories as the source of considerable anti-Jewish 
material and activity.

I MAIM OOttAKO '

an S MMFSED

ENCLOSURE



SEABOARD WHITE
CITIZENS COUNCILS

The Seaboard White Councils was organized in 
Washington, D. C., in June, 1956, by John Kasper, publicly 
admitted segregationist;

This memorandum, is loaned toyyou by the Federal 
Bureau of. Investigation and neither it nor. its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to which, loaned.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : Director, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 1-31-59

kt : SAC, Memphis (105-207)

subject: WHlTE_CXEKENS~COW OF THE. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 

WrA"£"WTTERS~~~~' 

Washington Field Office. if I

Re Memphis letter 12-6^58 to Bureau, copy to 
. Washington Field. ‘ b6

' ' ■ ' ■ b7(
The Memphis Commercial Appeal, ’a daily newspaper 

published in Memphis, Tennessee, in the 1-23.-59 issued 
carried a hews article reflecting that! [was
convicted ph a charge of contributing to the delinquency of 
a minor and sentenced to 11 months and 29 days at the Penal 
Farm and fined $1000... The article further reflected that motion 
.for a new trial, was asked by his attorney J
from the Public Defender’s Office. According to the•news. 
article, the state presented testimony to the effect that 
________ and a 16 year did girl registered on 12-3.r-58 at the 
King Cotton Hotel, Memphis, ”in a double bedsingle foot! as 
man and wife.” The article related that| ~ [testified 
his business as a professional segregationist was to promote 
the ’’duration of Southern culture.’’’ He described his avocation 
as an agent to sign up young women.for commercial modeling and 
testified that ho retained an office in the East Pearl Building ‘ 
in Jackson, Mississippi. The motion for a new trial was set for 
hearing on 2-13-59 and the sentence fixed for was the
maximum under the statute.

For the information of New Orleans, was
arrested in Memphis by the local Police Department Vice Squad 
ph December‘4, 1958. He had material in his possession which
indicated that he was the Executiye~.Se.c^ _pf ,the_^eabord 
White Citizens- Council. and ’’King Klegle, U- S- KTah. state of 
Mississippi*. The girl arrested'with him was

if "

2—Bureau (100-423395) RM '
2t Washington Field (100-33226) (encl..-2) RM
1- New Orleans (info) RM _________ /

1 - Memphis (. 105-30> I u .S*' Kians) ' 'b7D
1- Memphis(105-207)

(8) . V

' 7

i



Me#105-207

b6
b7C
b7D

____________________  Maryland. was a rupa.wav and ad
mitted traveling.as man and wire wren from Washington,
D, C. to Wihchester, Virginia on 11-19-50, returning to 
Washington, D. 0. and Subsequently coming to Memphis with a 
stop in Washville.

confidential source‘of
this office.I Imade
a letter dated 1-10-59, which he received from I _____

available

________  _____ ___________________ _____ In 
the l etter I I identifies himself as having been the_______

in me letterI iciaimea ne naa
just conducted mree months research at the Library of. Congress 
on the subject of States Rights, Southern history .and other 
matters pertaining to segregation. He stated at the time of his 
arrest he was enroute to New Orleans. He further stated that he 
had come to the conclusion that his arrest was caused by the , 
Antir-Defamation League as a means of harassing segregationists.

jail
On 1-23-59,1_____________________ Shelby County

Memphis, made available, a letter written by l~ I
dated 1-16-59, to I Mississippi
This is a ten page letter, which is being photostated and the 
photostates retained in this file. In. the letter__ ______ re

' ]in obtaining his release fromquested the .assistance of I in obtaining his release from
custody in Memphis. He refers in the letter to being fee head of 
an unidentified organization which is to "supplement the citizens 
council movement and designed to create insurance of’positive 
■action should the picture ever range beyond the limitation of 
the council and, "etc* Throughout the letter indicates
that he has previously had some personal or,profess iona1 contact
With in connection with various modeling and beauty con-
tests in Mississippi, as well as other public gatherings

_______  Although and the above named
were IntswlRwad hv Biirean Agents in connection with a 

possible White Slave case]_______________ Assistant USA,
Memphis, declined prosecution op 12-11-56.

Por the assistance of Washington Field, 
and are forwarded herewith.

photographs of

The Bureau and interested offices will be kept advised 
of petition for a new trial.



STANDARD FORM'^O. 64

t

TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, HOUSTON (100-9413)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re: WFO letter to Bureau, dated

DATE: 1/30/59

aka

12/12/58

Referenced letter listed the following Houston 
persons and requested background information concerning 
these persons:

Mrs. (.LAWRENC-g OTURFORD'
^29JJ^e,si^reiand Place /7\ 
Houston, Texas

VIRGINIA
LAWRENCE

. Houston indices contain no information concerning , 
or LAWRENC^BURFORD. Houston City Directory lists 
M* and VIRGINIA BURFORD as residents of Apartment 1,

229 Westmoreland Place, Houston. LAWRENCE, BURFORD was 
listed as an accountant. The greater Houston Credit Bureau, 
as checked by^ on 3^23/58 contained information
reflecti^gU^cWp^  ̂ M^BURFORD and wife VIRGINIA have
been on file since 1943. They have resided in Houston at 
>4518 Stanford, 1013 Kenwood and 109 Stratford. At present 
they reside at 229 Westmoreland Place.

Hadvised that LAWRENCE 
known to the Credit Bureau since he makes 
his own credit standing which is fated as

BURFORD, is well 
frequent, checks on 
satisfactory to

good. She advised that he has indicated that he is a self
employed publico accountant and has been engaged aS such 
for more than 25 years. The couple have no children.>|_______  

ladvised that LAWRENCE BURFORD is a white male, of 
average appearance, and is 57 years of age

Bureau /
2 - Washingtori Fie3td.., (100-33226)
1 - Houstofi



HO 100-9413

J On 1^23/58, _________________ J Credit ^ureau, advised
^^that her records indicated /-that J._R.Zand RUBY Cx^ ELLIS of 
\ 3028 Ella Lee Lane, had been on file since September 7, 1928.

"'Mr, ELLIS had consistently maintained a satisfactory credit 
rating. ELLiS-listed himself as a self-employed building 
contractor, and broker, although his employment was never 
verified by the Credit Bureau. Mrs. LONG advised that the 
file indicated-ELLIS had retired in June, 1943, and that his' 
present age was 80.

____________Houston indices reflect that bn 9/10/41]
visited the Houston Office and 

furnished some papers she said were dropped by Mr. j.- R. b6 
ELLIS of 312 Fannin Street* The papers consisted of a card b7C 
of ADOLF G. .KOHLER, of the Commercial Department of the 
Welcome to Germany Servbe of Berlin/ Germany;- a note from, 
the Turner Urological Institute, of Houston, Texas; a note 
containing German script; a prescription blank of Dr. HANS 
VIKTOR BUHLER, of Germany and an automobile insurance card 
listed to Mr. J. R. ELLIS.

|said she was furnishing these as a 
possible indication that ELLIS, whom she believed to be a 
full blooded German, was a peculiar man, although she did 
not imply that he was engaged in Un-American activities.

By letter to the Bureau dated 2/21/58, in this 
same case,, the Washington Field office advised that J. R. 
ELLIS of 3028 Ella Lee Lane, Houston, was listed as a 
cohtributdr of $10.00 to the WCC or KASPER Defense Fund.
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and furnished a complaint of a vague natures When questioned 
as to the nature of her complaint, became very
belligerarit and hung up. She called back in a few minutes 
and repeated her vague complaint without reference to her 
first call.

in the case entitled UNKNOWN SUBJECT, aka. The Patriot; 
RACIAL MATTERS, Memphis Origin, Bureau file (105-74075), 
Houston, file (62-1399) ,| |is listed as a
probable Houston member of a secret organization/ who 
affords its members training with firearms, and whose purpose ^5 
is to arise at an undetermined time to follow an unknown ^7^
leader and to bake over control of the United States Government^7D 

~| of Texas, was listed
as a reference on an application for a Post Office Box in
Houston used by one 
above organization. 7 
that__________________

as a mail drop by the 
(Protect Identity) advised'

in~ Houston, is a close friend Of________ _______________________
~| who are | for the above

organization. The group is strongly anti-semitic and anti
integration. ■

Houston Police. Department records and Harris County 
Sheriff’s Office records contain no information identifiable
With LAWRENCE Or VIRGINIA BURFORD, 
or

J. R. pr RUBY C. ELLIS,

On 1/25/59,
advised that he had no Knowledge 

indicating that faAWRENCE or VIRGINIA BURFORD were anti-sdmitic 
or had engaged in anti-semitic activities. Mr. FREEDMAN 
advised that he had no Information reflecting that J. R.
ELLIS,. RUBY ELLIS, or 
Semitic.

were

- 3 -
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On 1/8/59,| Intelligence
Section Department of Public Safety, advised that his section n 
was charged with the responsibility of gathering information 
oh individuals or groups who might cause racial trouble..
He said he had ho knowledge of Mr. and. Mrs. R. ELLIS,
Mr. or Mrs. LAWRENCE BURFORD, Or| |-

RUC. ’



STANDARD^gM NO. 64

Office • united sta® government

to :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

mS^AC, BALTIMORE (100-20015)

subjec^hite CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. aka 

Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE; l/3l/59

AUIKFWAW COM® 

HERE® IS IWASSWED , 

BATE ....

Re WFO letter to the Director 12/12/58 requesting that 
offices having Seaboard White Citizens Councils members 
in their division, listed in this letter, furnish background 
information concerning those members.

The following information concerning these Seaboard White Citizens 
Councils (SWCC) members living within the area o'f “the Baltimore" 
Fidld Office was^djStairfed as a result of bn indices check.
No further investigation to obtain additional information con
cerning these persons is contemplated at this time.

furnished a partial membershin list of the
of

. On 11/14/58, wiuBueu a p
SWCC among wmcn namea anpcareri that 

___ ________________[ Maryland.^

^2^ Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)
2 - WO (100-33226). (REGIS. MAIL) 

‘1 - Baltimore /
GOSilmb
(5) // O ' 4

a FEB 3 1959
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On 12/11/57

b6 
b7C 
b7D

fnrni shaA information that the name, 
Maryland Park, Maryland, was 

contained in a stenographer’s notebook maintained at the headquarters 
of the SWCC, Washington, D.C. the significance of which was not 
known to the informant.

On '2/24/49, Captain Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White
Oak, Maryland, advisea cnat on a/25/494 an anonymous call Was re- 
cbived stating someone should check on| | an employee

’of this installation, as he was taking Government property. 
* - *

 _________________________________this installation, advised 
that I |had been working in the room in the vicinity of where
an adding machine had been stolen 2/21/49.

______________________________ :______________________________________________
On 6/15/49j _________________________ Washington,
ELC^, was interviewed and denied'having taken any Governmentprop
erty from the Naval Ordnance Laboratory and specifically denied 

\ahy knowledge of the theft of this adding machine.

It is not .known if this individual is identical with 
mentioned above----

Silver Spbiiig,, ,Maryland —

On 11/1^/58,| furnished a partial membershin list of

the $WQC among Which names was 
Silver Spring, Maryland.

. According to information rena-ived nn r/i^zk^__ £x»pm
I FLOY EMING at that timT _SWdin^HnZInned
in 6/o(7 the name of |
Silver Spring, Mcl. among otners, as one connected with the 
national group of various, organizations lighting racial integration.

* On 11/14/58,_____  furnished a partial membf>r«hi n list nf tho
SWCC among wnich names was that of

( Easton, Maryland. --------------------

During investigation pf | 
it was determined that | land his assn ci

Washington,’"DO During 1947

was. - FAG matter^____  
erated at| 
as reportedly

- 2 -
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in the business of

During this investigation it was determined that one .............
nHva+ + gvi 11 c>. Md. known to be doing

business at

It is not known if this individual is identical with 
mentioned above.y 

--------  , .i „

Severn, Maryland

On 6/17/57, furnished information indicating, that
according to FLOYD FLEMING. Vice-President of SWCC at that time 
=___I SevernMaryland, was

On 11/14/5811_________ [furnished a partial membership list of the 
SWCC among which names was Severn, Maryland.

Oh 1/11/57 J______ _______ |furnished information indicating that the 
name, [Severn, Maryland,, was .contained, on a membership 
list maintained at the J^eadqudrters of the SWCC, Washington, D.C.

.On 6/17/57, |~ 
'.according toH

furnished information indicating that
। FLEMING.. Vice-President of the SWCC at that time
_________________________ Mount Rainier ,^Md.j

was

Wn 11/14/58
/SWCC among wnicn names 
/ l&ount Rainier; Maryland

furnished a partial membership list of the 
was I

On 12/11/57,|  made available records maintained at Head
quarters. SWCC. Washington. D.C. reflecting that the name _____  

/ I________________________________________[Hagerstown, Maryland, was on a mem
bership list and that a letter was addressed th him requesting

\ financial assistance. According to the informant, these records

- 3 -
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also indicated’this individual made contributions of $20.00
and $22.00 to the White Citizens Council or to the Kasper defense 
Fund.

On 11/14/58 fnrhi gherl a nartia-J_ memher.ghin 1 1 «f nf the SWCC
among which names was
Hagerstown, Maryland. ------------------- ;—'

On 8/3/56, SAs of the FBI observed FLOYD FLEMING and JOHN KASPER 
load a bundle of papers into an automobile from the Cadmus Book 
store, Washington, DiC,. Later that evening, they were observed re
moving some of these papers, accompanied by an unknown individual. 
This person was identified As Locking the automobile bearing Maryland 
tags DE 66 31. ' .

Records, Department of Motor Vehicles.^Baltimore 
registered to

Md. reflect DE 66 31"

Hagerstown, Jfaryiaixa.^^ 1
Rev. J . J^^OTT

' QwingA,JMaiyJLand

7^

On 12/11/57, _____________ | made available records of the SWCC among -
which was ah address book containing the name, Rev. J<H. GOTT, 
Cohowingo, Md, and Owings, Md*, the significance of which is not 
known.

On 11/14/58j| _________ | furnished a partial membership list of the
SWCC, among which names was that of Rev. J. H. GOTT, Owings, Md.

On 3/31/58,r Mrs, ORA YORSKEY, Postmaster, Chesapeake Beach, Md,, 
advised that anti-integration activity in' this area appears to be 
directed by the Maryland Petition Committee (MPC). She identified 
Rev. J. HUTCHINS^OTT, Paster, Randall ^Cliffs.,Communfty-Church., 
Randall CJLiffs-,-4Md. as a person who appeared to be a leader in the 
MPC-fn this area. '

On 6/26/56, Mr. MAURICE A. DUNKLE, Superintendent, Calvert County, 
Board of Education, Prince Frederick, Maryland, advised that on 6/15/56 
he met with about 25 persons of the CalveriCounty Chapter, MPC, 
concerning the school integration problem. He advised that Rev, 
4, HUTCHINS GOTT was among those persons, Mr. DUNKLE described GOTT 
as an eccentric individual who founded a church of his own in the 
community known as. the Randall Cliffs Community Church.

4
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He also operates a garage in Owings, Maryland.

Mr. DUNKLE exhibited a letter from Rev. GOTT dated 5/23/56 
in which GOTT expressed opposition to the Supreme Court decision 
regarding segregation and in which letter GOTT indicated he 
believed integration was opposed to the natural order of things as 
created by God.

The Evening Capitol, an Annapolis,- Md, newspaper, 9/5/56/^, 
contained an article stating in effect that Rev. JOHN H^tiOTT, d 
Randalls.Ciiff ^Chunch was in attendance'at an - ’
anti—integration meeting held at Wayson’s Club Houses Anne_________  
Arundel County. Md. 9/4/56. At this mating,| I

SWCC and Montgomery
County Chapter, MFC, were speakers. 7?

- 5. -
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’'itf^DARD FOI^M-NO. 64" 
%c- *

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT,

DIRECTOR> FBI (100-423395) (RM) date: 2/2/59

SACj SEATTLE (100-24163)

TOTE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. C.;, aka 
Seaboard.White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS . . 1

Investigation conducted by the Seattle Office fails 
to indicate that there is any organized chapter or activity 
of- the above-captioned organization. in the State of Wash-^ 
ington. The following sources have been contacted and none 
could furnish any pertinent information, relative to this 
organization as to -4ts existence dr activity in this state :

the WFO
By letter to the DirectorA dated February ‘21, 1958 

furnished information obtained from the headquarters

b7C

.of cautioned organization to the effect that a | | 1)0
k .Seattle3 had communicated — b7C- ----------------- - - •

r2

■ 1
HEM/ell 
(4)

Bureau (RM) *
WFO (10Q-3322.6) (RM)
Seattle ; REC- 70

is FEB 4 1959



SE 10'0-24163 ,

/ with FREDERICK JOHW ERjand expressed support, of KASPER, 
{ TH . is also- known as I k
' and presently re-

^^a^Ugnshif^/Bides at 
/ ' ' ' '

■ In November, 1952. ^Hwas reported tp
the Seattle Office, by a landlord-as having come from Kansas 
City, Missouri, and to have been married to I 
According" tcT^She sourcey I 1 claimed td~have sep-
arat.ed from her husband in. Kansas City because the latter 
was supposed to have been connected -in some wav with the _ _ 
Communist Party. The source sal di [parents ‘ ’
are deceased and her husband,_____ is supposedly residing 
in Kansas City. The Kansas City Office advised in February, 
1953, that security informants in that area were 'Contacted 
with respect to|_______________________ | with negative results
and that no information regarding these persons could be 
located from public sources with the exception that Missouri 
State Ennlovment records indicated that in April, 195%

| had Indicated that she was separated from her 
husband and that the latter's whereabouts' were unknown. 
Seattle security informants have never furnished any infor
mation concerning I lor Captioned matter. .

During the course of the current investigation, 
records of the Seattle Credit Bureau reflect thatl____  
is known as I . , , , । and|...............

' | No record of |was located at the Seattle
Police Department or the King County Sheriff's Office.

and a
On January 23> 195% __i_________  

|Seattle3 advised that   
childj about three years of age.,, resided at 

Seattle, for part of 1955 and 1956. ------- |was| _____
landlord and| |related that in view of the strange
actions of I lit was necessary to evict in 19564

| advised that she could furnish no information 
regarding racial matters and ~| ■but she stated that
In her opinion I Iwas mentally sick. I delated__
that Iwould pin notes on various doors of the|________
residence, write letters to with writing on the

- 2
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outside of the envelopes. and cause the|(family un
pleasantness. by accusing them of being murderers, etc. In
asmuch as these letters were sent through the malls,

[referred the' matter to the U. S. Postal authorities, 
stated thatI Ihad cut all the hair off

jhlld when I Pbecame angered .with the child,
also stated that I [celebrated Christmas

by cutting a carrot bpd putting the carrot in a glass of • 
milk, then placing them on the floor of a room. She accused 
others of not knowing how to celebrate Christmas because 
they did not follow this ritual. ’

On January 23, 1959^ records of the U. S.- Postal 
inspector, Seattle, reflected that in the latter part ’of 
1956, | ' ~~~~|was investigated by this agency
in connection with, a violation of Title 18,. USC, Seetion 
1463, in that| |had sent through the mails letters
bearing delineations and epithets on the outside of the ’
envelopes. Investigation in this matter was conducted by 
Inspector I ] and hi.s recommendation to the United
States Attorney1s Office in Seattle was that no prosecution 
be authorized against in view of her obvious mental
condition. __

On January 26, 1959a records of the. United States 
Attorney’s Office, Seattle, reflect that no prosecution.: was 
authorized in the above-mentioned matter but a letter bv the 
United States Attorney had been directed to | |on
October 9, 1956; asking her to cease, and desist in such ac
tions-or that she would be‘prosecuted for violation of Title 
18, USC,. Section 1463. A review of the evidence in this 
postal matter was reviewed and these appeared to' have been 
written by an individual who is mentally unsound.

In view of the alleged mental condition of 
she is not going to be interviewed.

By letter to the Director, dated December 12, 1958, 
in captioned matter, the WFO advised the Seattle Office that 
information had been developed to- the effect, that the follow
ing individuals had requested literature from the SW(3C:.

- 3 -
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Spokane, Washington

Spokane,,, vjaShihg.W

. the Seattle Office hasIn regard to
opened an individual case file -on this individual who is . 
identical with '1 laka; MISCEL
LANEOUS .- INFORMATION CONCERNINGY (SE file 10-9060) '
(Bufile 65-19243). . There is no indication 'that I
is connected with captioned organization.

Efforts are being made bv the Seattle- Office to 
identify the above-mentioned I • .

- 4 -



t FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

CHARACTER OF CASE '

Reporting. Office

WASHINGTON FIELD
Office of Origin

WASHINGTON FIELD
Date

1-29-59,. .
Investigative Period

12/28/58,1/21/59
TITLE OF CASE Report made-by-/

SA RICHARD B. LAVIN
Typed By:

rim
-WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils RACIAL MATTERS

CC TO:

REFERENCE

f5 
1

Do not write in spaces below

/DO -^.3

Special Agent- 
. In Charge

SEP S 1967

P

I

Bureau airtel to all offices dated 10-16-58, 
entitled, ’’BOMBINGS. AND ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS*”

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated 12-31-58 
at Washington, D, C.

Referenced report of SA LAVIN set forth a 
lead for WFO to report current credit and criminal checks 
on a list qf members of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils

Alt INFORMATIONCONTAMD 
HEREIH IS UNCLASSIFiEO

Approved

Copies made:

Bureau (100-423395)
Baltimore (100-20015) (Info) (RM I

1 - Richmond (105-632)(Info)(RM) 
Washington Field (100-33226)2

i /

iiv>- k

REQ. REC’D - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BATE FORW. —
HOW FORW. ■■ JQS1-
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Property -of F]
i__ __________ —________ __________ ____ ___--------------------------- ---------------------

by the FBI, and neither it nor its. contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned,/
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as furnished by T-l | |. credit and criminal
checks have been completed on tnese persons and it is 
becoming apparent from these checks and from information 
from informant that these persons are not active members 
in a strict sense.

It is contemplated that after further background 
information is developed on these persons individually, 
letters will be directed to the Bureau under the SWCC 
caption setting forth this background information, and , 
requesting permission to interview these persons for 
informant potential. The backgrounds of these persons 

accordingly not being set forth in report form.

INFORMANTS . •

Identity of Source Itpcation

WF T-l I ~|

WF T-2 | 1

Careful consideration has been given to the 
sources concealed and T~symbols were Utilized in the report 
only in those instances where the identities of the sources 
must be. concealed,

LEADS

BALTIMORE ANDRICHMOND DIVISIONS (INFORMATION) .

One copy of this report is being sent to these 
divisions since SWCC is active in their areas.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

Will follow and report activities of SWCC 
in this area,

- A -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU GF INVESTIGATION

. Copytor

Reportof: 
Date:

SA RICHARD B. LAVIN
JAN 2 9

Office: WASHINGTON FIELD

File Number: Washington Field 100-33226
Bureau 100-423395

Title:

WHITE, CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 
SeaboardWhite Citizens Councils

b7C

Character:

RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis:

areRecords of SeaboardWhite Citizens Councils (SWCC) 
maintained at the homes of FLOYD FLEMING and his sister
RAN DE MENT. Officers of the SWCC are: Executive 
Director, FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka, JOHN KASPER^---- --  
President, FLOYD FLEMING: Vice President., CARY JOHNSON 
HANSEL: Secretary, I ......................

Activities of the organization during the 
past month cohsisBW^i mailing literature to Virginia 
Legislature and torpor sons at Front Roval. Virginia. 
Material in possession of | Iformer
Executive Secretary of SWCC at time of his arrest in 
Memphis, Tennessee, set forth showing affiliation of 

[with Ku Klux Klan.

- P -
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DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON* P» Q.

I. HEADQUARTERS

WE T-l advised on January 21, 1959, that the 
organization ddes not maintain any office but the records 
are kept at the homes’ of FLOYD FLEMING, 905 Quincy Street, 
N. E., and his sister RAN DE MENT, 2409 Franklin Street, N. E.

II. OFFICERS

T-l advised on January 21, 1959, that the officers, 
of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC) are as follows:

Executive Director: ^FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
JOHN KASPER

President: —'5FLOYD“FIEMINQ_.
Vice. President: CARY JOHNSON ^HANSEL
Secretary: ^SYLVIA DINNEEN CRUTCHFIELD
Treasurer: RAN DE MENT * '
Chairman of the
Boardof Directors: SAM CRUTCHFIELD A

* - ' 'J
Concerning CARY JOHNSON-^IANSEL the fallowing should 

be noted: ------— - ■ —
. - * * i

SA ELMER LEE TODD on January 20, 1959, reviewed 
his file at the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Department 
of Interior, 18th and C Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C. 
This file indicates that HANSEL is employedas a biological 
aide (GS-5) at College Park, Maryland. His date of birth 
is listed as February 14, 1905, at Alpena, West Virginia. 
The file indicates that he has a college education, A.B.
degree from Davidson College, Davidson
resides at 1119 Peyton Randokh Drive, 
Hi s is listed as |

I at Marion* North Carolina.

i. North Carolina. He 
Falls Church. Virginia

I bornI
a cHa-tor is listed as

Virginia.

III. FINANCES

T-l advised on January 21,1959, that FLEMING 
intends to contribute his entire pension consisting of
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approximately $60 to $70 pet month to the SWCC. T-l also 
advised that I |intends to continue contributing
approximately $40 per month to the SWCC. T-l advised that 
the SWCC until recently had approximately $40 in a bank 
account. D

b7C
IV. ACTIVITIES OF THE SWCC .

T-l advised on December 11, 1958, that FLOYD 
wjgMTKa had mentioned on December 10, 1958, that 

|was in no way any longer connected with the 
SWCC»1 T-l also advised that FLEMING intended to mail 
out material written by JOHN KASPER and a Dr. T. D. PATTON 
of Carthage, Tennessee. According tn informant this mail_______ _ 
was being fhhadledd by FLOYD FLEMING,____________________ ___________
and CARY HANSEL at the request of JOHN KASPER. The material ~ 
was to go to members of the Virginia'Legislature. T-l advised 
on December 15, 1958, that on December 13, 1958, FILMING . . 
mentioned that the mailing of letters to the Virginia 
Legislature Should wait for a few days inasmuch as he had 
something written by J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS which develops the 
theory that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has no 
business involving itself with bombings. According to 
informant Mrs. DE MENT reduced this material to two pages and 
Mimeographed it and addressed the letters to the Virginia 
Legislators. FLEMING mentioned at the time that he wanted 
to compose a cover letter telling the people what they 
were getting and a price list of other material available. 
FLEMING at the same time also indicated that he wanted to 
get some material together about filibustering which he wanted 
to have ready to mail out when Congress begins.

T-l advised on December. 29, 1958, that on December 29, 
1958, FLOYD FLEMING mentioned that he was thinking of getting 
about ten people and going to the Capitol to hand ou^ 
material about the passage of the bill to stop the filibustering 
and the pending Civil Rights Legislation. FLEMING mentioned 
that he had written JOHN KASPER a letter telling him that 
he should be here for this, and that KASPER should come up 
from the South and try to reorganize the SWCC With the 
help Of LINCOLN ROCKWELL of Arlington. FLEMING mentioned 
that he had talked to an ex-member of the Maryland Petition 
Committee and this man stated he would try to get some 
people for the Capitol march. FLEMING mentioned the dates

- 3 -
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of January six and seven for the event but later stated 
that he did not know when it could come off.

T-l advised on January 7, 1959, that FLOYD FLEMING 
intended to distribute literature in Front Royal, Virginia, 
on Saturday, January 10, 1959, T-l stated that FLEMING 
contacted people in the Washington, 3). C. area to go with 
him for this activity. According to T-l the material 
to be distributed includes JOHN KASPER*s artiele “Abolish 
the Public Schools. Now!” and an article critical of 
the FBI's inquiries in connection with bombings of schools 
and places of worship in the South,

T-l advised on January 14, 1959, that FLEMING 
did not Journey to Front Royal, Virginia, on January 10, 
1959, as previously planned but had mailed literature to 
one hundred individuals ih that city. T-l ascertained that 
.FILMING picked the names at random from a telephone . 
directory. T-l further advised that on Saturday, January 17, 
1959, FLEMING intended to mail out literature to one hundred 
additional persons in Front Royal.

WF T—2 advised on December 16, 1958, that FLOYD 
FLEMING had sent material to one hundred forty-one Virginia 
Legislators. According to informant this material included 
"Abolish the Public Schools! Now!” by JOHN KASPER, 
a two page article showing the illegality of FBI investigation 
into State affair^ and a list of available publications of the 
SWCC. According to the informant the above material had 
a Cover letter quoting from a Congressional Committee report 
on “The American Negro in the Communist Party” signed by 
Mr*. FLEMING. FLEMING mentioned that he would send a copy 
of the material which he had sent to the Virginia Legislators 
to JOHN KASPER. .

T-2 advised on January 7, 1959, that FLOYD FLEMING, 
was contacting persons in the Washington, P. C., Area to 
go with him to Front Royal, Virginia, on Saturday, January 10, 
1959, to distribute SWCC literature. According to informant 
FLEMING Wanted to get. in touch with | ~|CARY
JOHNSON HANSEL, and perhaps' LINCOLN ROCKWELL to ask their 
assistance in distributing this material. Db

' - Vx '"7 /
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T-2 Stated that with reference to the Front Royal 
trip, FLEMING stated that one_________  his contact there
had a cancer and was in a Richmond Hospital for treatment. 
According to T-2, FLEMING stated that he had arranged an 
appointment for J* BENJAMIN SIMMONS, KASPER’s Attorney, 
to meet LINCOLN ROCKWELL but that SIMMONS had assured 
FLEMING that he could not represent ROCKWELL since ROCKWELL’S 
purpose was to change our form of Government and he had 
sworn to uphold the Constitution. According to T-2 SIMMONS 
was interested in .meeting ROCKWELL.

T-2 also commented that FLEMING stated the SWCC 
should not become connected with ROCKWELL for the above 
reason although he personally thought ROCKWELL was sincere 
but misguided.

T-lhad previously advised on November 17, 1958, that 
Iwas at that time the Executive Secretary

of the SWCC.----- ”------

In connection With[ ]it should be noted
that the Memphis, Tennessee, Police Department arrested . 
him on December 4, 1958, and he was charged in Memphis b7< 
with contributing to the delinquency of a minor. At the 
time of his arrest, | |ha.d voluminous records concerning
the SWCC and the Ku Klux Klan.

The Ku Klux Klan has been designated by the United 
States Attorne^l^r.suant to Executive Order Number 10450.

Included in this material which was made available 
by the Memphis Police Department was a letter dated 
October 12, 1958, addressed”To All Offices and .'Members of 
the SWCC and to whom it may concern? signed bv JOHN KASPER 
as Executive Director of the SWCC. 

The material in|____________ [possession also contained
old incorporation papers of the SWCC which indicated that 
it was incorporated August 28, 1956, at the office" of the 
Recorder of Deeds, Washington. D. C.. by JOHN KASPER, FRED P. 
HOCKETT, FLOYD FLEMING, and|

Contained in this material was [ outline
for fostering the SWCC. Included in this material also are

5 -
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the names and sometimes comments on various persons, 
names and comments are as follows:

These

1.

Knoxville, Tennessee

"KASPER's good friend”

2.

’Widow money through FLEMING"

3
Arlington -

“Has money, real estate, son 
was very active*”

4. I , J ' ■•

( • 5.

’Will solicit funds * good”

Alexandria

Alexandria

Merryileld, Virginia

Hagerstown, Maryland 

’Will send money etc good for action”

6

financial mainstay’’Top man 
Ga. Bay

- 6 -
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7 . Mrs. RAN DE W ,
NO 7-0757 _
2409 Franklin Street, N. E. 

’’FLEMING’S sister, Mimeo machine” • b6

ME 8-8983
JA 8-4840

"Baby sick in hospital, good for Klan”

9 ., ETT’^STROIiECKER ' 
Alexandria J - . •

’’Good at promotion hia&e one or two talks”

JA 5-5096

’’Has money, ePre
Gave $50 on car”

Falls Church 
JE 4-4276 (Unlisted)

13.

Edmonston, Maryland
WA 7-8628 ‘ '

,“Will donate Anti-Jew. signs arid distribute 
’ literature. Has contacts in his area.
Knows Mayor FINCH, Deleware contacts.



’’Will distribute literature 
Contacts in area”

Also contained in this material ofT I
was a letter dated August 14, 1956, signed b^__________ [ .
Imperial '.Wizard, United States KlaiS,Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan, Atlanta, Georgia, addressed to ”Tn whnw^rt 
May Concern”. This letter appointed!_________ JKing b6
Kleagle of and for Mississippi with authority to commission ^7
Kleagles to work under him,in the state of Mississippi* 
He also had authority to organize and to collect money and 
dues* . -

• Contained in this material was a discharge from 
the Army of the United States stating that/ ____ /

I I was discharged October 5, 1944, due to
Army ragnlatinn« AiR—ft Aft. This discharge sets forth 
that\ \is not eligible for re-enlistment, induction,
dr reinduction. His enlisted record reflects that his 
character is listed as poor*

' ' V* MEMBERSHIP ' - • .

T-l advised on January 21, 1959, that the 
active membership of the SWCC is very small and that various 
persons were carried as members on the SWCC tester but are 
not active in the organization*



STATES DEPARTMENT OFT®; TICE
W'SF ................. ■ ■

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

In Reply,PleaseRejer to
File No. 100-33226 Washington 25, D. C.

■ ' ■ . JAK 2^1959 .

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., aka 
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

RACIAL MATTERS

WF T-l and WF T-2 mentioned in the report of 
Special Agent Richard B. Lavin dated and captioned as above 
have both furnished reliable information in the past.

This memorandum is loaned.to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via ___________

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-^23395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS .

ReWFOtelcall to Bureau

Date: 2/2/59

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or'Method of Mailing)

F B I

today.

Mr. Tolson——. 
Mr, J3elmont___  
Mr. 4)eLoach___  
Mr. McGuire___  
Mr. Mohr____ _  

^Mr. Parsons:__ —, 
My. Rosen_ .*"*'^7 

"Mr., Tamm._____
Mr. Trotter____  
Mr. W.C.Sullivan. 
Tqle, Room.. — 
Mr. Hollomaii___ 
Miss Gandy

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies of a 
letterhead memorandum Concerning literature distribution 
by the president of captioned group in Arlington, Va. An 
information copy is being sent to the Richmond Office.The 

• Alexandria RA was telephonically. advised. k

original
The source in the memo is 

information is located in

lureau (Ends 7)
1-Richmond (Encl 1) (Info) 
3-WFO

(1 -62-8024) \ ;
(1-

. 1 ELT:pab
(7)

REQ. ii&'D - - - - - - - - - yr—TZa 

date .'ORW- - - - - - - -  
HOW FORYA—.—Xprr

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

AIRTEL

Sent

and the



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

* 4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

February 2, 1959

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

A source, who has furnished reliable inforniatipfr^ 
in the.-past, advised on February 2, 1959, that .Eloyrafel^ 
President, Seaboard White Citizens-*Councils*; is going To^^ ** 
pass, out literature in Arlington County, Virginia, today..

The source stated that Fleming remarked that the 
literature was prepared by someone in New York, and that 
he was? distributing the material in opposition to the 
integration of Arlington schools. Fleming did not say 
where he was going to hand out the literature, but indicated 
that it would not be at the site of Stratford Junior High 
School.

The Seaboard Councils was organized in June, 1956, 
by John Kasper, noted segregationist.. ' ’

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation■and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed, outside the agency to which loaned.
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: DIRECTOR, FBI (T00^423395)- DAtE: 2/12/59

</M : SAC,. RICHMOND (105-632.)

yUBJECT; SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, Inc.

L RACIAL MATTERS

_______ : On 2/9/59 a letter was received bvl ZZ 
] Petersburg3. Va., wife of SA I  

I wirn return address Post Office Box. 4.5.64 Brookland
Station,. Washington 17 D. C. Enclosed were the following:

AL
L IM

Ml
 CW

TA
tiO

1. Form letter which begins "Dear Fellow 
Americans" and is from FLOYD FLEMING, 
President, Seaboard White Citizens Councils, 
Inc.

2. Leaflet captioned "Alaska Mental Health Bill 
H-Zr. 6376 - A MEDICAL FRAUD!"
■' ' ' ' ~ ‘ ' - b7C

3. Leaflet listing available literature which 
may be secured by writing Post Office Box 
4564 Brookland.Station, Washington 17, D.C.

4. , Leaflet containing sample pages from 
"Black Puppets"

5- . Leaflet headed ""I wouldn’t eVen look at it, 
.Jim! You ought- to be ashamed,-Reading that 
’’Hate’' Stuff! Why it's just what the commies 
are. trying to do J --Divide us. by religious and 
racial predjudice! Most of it. is put out by 
lunatics!"

6. Two-^page article entitled "ILLEGALITY AND 
THE F. B. I."

______ It appears that this material was received by|_____ 
because of |the Women.'.s

Club -in Petersburg> Virginia. The Women's Club' in. that -city 
has had no dealings with the Seaboard White Citizens Counsils 
nor has the club entered into the racial issue.



RH 105^6’32

The material' received by_________ |is being .
retained in the. Richmond Office; however., if■ .ahy of it is 
desired, Washington Field is requested to please advise.







"An Open Letts/ Ta Xha Virginia Legislature

Your attention is invited to the following “Open Letter To Governor J.L.Almond" 
from the undersigned, dated January 30,1959 which was headed:

* * * *** * it- *
"Your Resignation— or Impeachment ?

"Your announcement, reported in today’s Press, that you will veto apy measures 
adopted by the Legislature, of Virginia intended to support the State’s — and 
indirectly all other States’ — reserved rights and powers under the United States 
Constitution, against the usurpers in the Federal- government regarding the school 
issue, raises the grave question of your resignation or, in the alternative, your 
impeachment. This is the issue confronting the legislature, from the standpoint 
of those, like myself, who earnestly desire to see the American constitutional 
system iri all it s integrity preserved — as the bedrock foundation of our .unalien
able rights under our American philosophy and system of Man-pver-Government which 
you are betraying, per my letter yesterday reading:

'■ The New York Times reports that you say officially much the same thing you 
wrote me last Fall, that you will not try to stop -the judicial-usuxTpene 
.(Federal courts) from violating the constitutional rights and powers of your 
State .and its people, by use of the power of your office, by force.

• This failure to use all possible force at your command, including the- State 
hilitia, judged by the teachings of the Founders .— including The Federalist 
writings by Madison and Hamilton, and by the writings of Jefferson et al —’ 
is betrayal of your oath to support the-U.S.Constitution (against all usur
pers, of course), betrayal of the-rights and powers of all the States re
served under the Constitution, betrayal of the unalienable rights of the 
people as a whole and posterity which depend for their security on- a stable 
and effective Constitution, and betrayal of all that iian-ovei^-Government 
stands for in America.

• I, for one, say you are thus selling our America down the river —: selling 
us into the despotism of. Government-over-Man — by your ariti-Cohstitutiori 
actions. You are desecrating the heritage of all your -great predecessors- 
as Governor of Virginia. May you suffer -accordingly in your lifetime, as 
your memory will iri history s Virginia’s great betrayer, foe of Free Han in 
America; Yours is the.- infany. ’

"Every competent and intellectually honest student of the subject knows full well, 
that the Constitution, as amended, was never intended by the people — through 
their agents : the Framers and Adopters of the original instrument and of each 
amendment — to give the Federal governmerit any power whatever over the fields of 
power listed, in the 1930 States Rights speech of Governor F.D.Roosevelt of New 
York, as being prohibited to the Federal government by the Constitution:

’...the conduct of public utilities, of banks, of insurance, of business, of 
agriculture, of education, of social welfare and of a dozen other important 
features. In these, Washington must riot be encouraged, to interfere.’(as he 
said)

The American people as a whole, even school children, knew this to be true in 1930 
and the Constitution has never been amended since- theri to increase Federal power.

"As The Federalist makes clear, in the essays by Madison and Hamilton, the Framers 
intended arid expected the State governments —and particularly the' Legislatures, 
all members being thus obligated’ as well as by oath to support the U.S. Constitu
tion and the Virginia- Constitution (in your State) against all usurpers — to be 
in practice the vigilant friends and defenders of the people in their .unalienable 
rights, and the rights and powers of the States, reserved tp- them under the U.S, 
Constitution, against usurpations by the Federal government particularly. The 
Virginia Resolution's of 179S-1800, and Madison’.s. related Report, emphasize this.,



"as 'me federalist makes clear, in the essays by Madison and Hamilton, the Framers 
intended and expected the State governments —and particularly the Legislatures, 
all members being thus obligated as well as by oath to support the U.S. Constitu
tion and the Virginia Constitution (in your State) against all usurpers — to be 
in practice the vigilant friends and defenders of the people in their .unalienable 
rights, and the rights and powers of the States, reserved to than under the U.S, 
Constitution, against usurpations by the Federal government particularly. The 
Virginia Resolutions of 1796-1800, and Madison's related Report, emphasize this,, 
The Virginia Legislature is therefore oath-bound to protect the State and people 
of Virginia, and by the same token all of the people and all States indirectly, 
against you, by impeachment, if your announced course is pursued to duty’s ne
glect." (signed) Hamilton A. Long (4 W. 43rd St.,N.Y.City)

The above mentioned writings make it clear thatt(l) all acts and utterances by 
usurpers (President,Congress, judges) are null and void —have no existence in the 
eyes of the Constitution; and (2) the State's full power (including its Militia) 
must be used against any Federal power (including troops) used to support the at
tempts of the usurpers to govern in conflict with the Constitution — that is to 
attempt to enforce Rule-byhan in place of traditional American Rule-by-Law (funda
mentally the people's basic law, the Constitution) to the doom of the unalienable 
rights of the people today and American posterity, to the end of the Republic. For 
instance, see The Federalist no. 28 by Hamilton, no. kb by Madison, discussing the 
use of the States' Militia to oppose any force of Federal usurpers' troops.

January 31,1959 4 W. 43rd St.,N.Y.City Hamilton A. Long
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Transmit the following in

Via .

A ..

AIRTEL

TO:

FROM

F B I

(Type in plain text or code)

I Mr. Tolson.

Mf. BaLoa'h------ ■ 
Mr. McGufe-—-
Mr.. Mohit——-
Mr. Parsons^Z,.
Mr. RosenA
Mr. Taming-—
Mr. Trotter---- — 

. Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele, Room y. — 
Mr. Hollomanx—

Date; 2-4-59

(Priority dr Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS • - •

ReWFOaiftel in captioned matter dated 2-2-59. 
enoldsihg a .letterhead, memorandum that FLOYD FLEMING, 
president ofcaptioned group was going to distribute a 
leaflet in Arlington, Va., on that date.

advised on 2-4-59
[the source for.the original information 

that he has not been able to ascertain if
FLEMING did distribute the material that day or the area 
covered if he did engage in this activity,, The informant 
on. 2^-4-59, furnished a copy of the leaflet FLEMING intended 
to distribute, and it consists, of ah open letter to the 
Va. Legislature by HAMiLTdlO^^ 4 .Wes.t J3xd_St.,,. Nevi. 
J^ik-City* The lea£1 ej^ut^ ’’TOdE^er-alisd^ in
pointing cut that Governor LINDSEY AEMGNB^I^^ used 
Virginia’s full power (troops) against any Federal power in 

. stopping integration* . C

, 4)6^ photostat of the leaflet is enclosed for the 
the Bureau, A copy is. also enclosed for the 

The original leaflet furnished by the 
informant "i's^lbc a ted in WFO file 100-33226, 1A. - - /

1 - New York '
1 - Richmond (Encl. 1)
2 - WFO_______

(1-
ELT:SKR----------------------
(7)

24 FEB 13 195©

AIRTEL
7

“Approved:
/W* ___ ■- Sent

Special Agent in Charge
,‘M Per-.

L_.



Director, FBI (100-423395)

* UNITED S\ OVERNMENT^

DATE: .2/18/59To

OM SAC, Atlanta (105-544)

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C.j aka Al I INFORMATION CONTAINED
Seaboard White Citizens Councils Ur6n&| JO 
RACIAL MATTERS lb

Re WFO let 12/12/58.

It will be noted that relet lists only one person within 
the Atlanta Division as being a ’’member” of captioned 
organization^- namely, M. 0. McCORD) Jackson., Georgia.

The following background information regarding McCORD 
was obtained during a general conversation with the Ordinary 
at Jackson by SA JACK T. BEVERSTEIN.

: ’b6
M. 0. McCORD, a former school teacher, presently operates 
The State Supply Company, which is a Propane Gas Company,, 
located oh Highway 42 south of Jackson. This cbmnanv is . 
managed and operated by| | M. O.
McCORD,. SR. was the first manager of the REA which has offices 
in Jackson. McCORD is described aS a visionary who likes to 
organize things but is considered in the .community as a 
.’’crackpot” and no one pays any attention to what he says. 
McCORD. is outspoken against any change and has advocated 
against any industry coming into the city of Jackson.
McCORD appointed himself as the Butts County Chamber of 
Commerce and operated as such for several years without any 
remuneration. All inquiries sent to the Butts County Chamber 
of Commerce concerning the opening of new factories or industry 
in Butts County were answered by McCORD with the comment that 
Butts County was happy the way it was and that they did not 
desire any new industry in the county. The people of Butts 
County when they learned of this became very angry and the 
Jaycees organized a chamber of commerce. For a period of time 
McCORD and the Jaycees both operated a chamber of Commerce 
and McCORD threatened legal action in an effort to get the 
other chamberof commerce closed. McCORD is described as 
very conservative against any change and one whowould be // 
opposed to use of force or violence. McCORD was strong 
advocate of the Constitutional Party during the presidential 
election this party was running and attempted to talk people
around the,court house at Jackson into voting the Constitutional 
Party ticket,. .

2 - Bureau V* '
1 - Washington Field (100-33226
1 - Atlanta

HEK/hs \\(4) h



AT 105-544

MARVIN' OVMcCORb
a j

SR.. is described as follows

RUC.

Age X • 
Height 
Weight 
Hair
Pecu1iarities

Marital status

Son 
Daughter 
Son

Approximately 65 
5’8" 
155 lbs. 
Gray
Wears horh^rim glasses, 
squints ________ ________
Married,
Butts County .^aa .

b7C

12/22/13,

___________________ Ja ckson , Ga. 
I Jackson, Ga.

M. O. MCCORD, JR., deceaseddeceased



TO

STANDARD FORM NO. 64

THE DIRECTOR

-

• UNIT VERNMENT

date: February 18, 1959

FROM A. ROSEN

SUBJECT: ^SEABOARD WHITE. CITIZENS

COUNjCJLS,.^
RACIAL MATTERS

z.

Tolson _ 
Belmont . 
DeLoach 
McGuire . 

.Mohr

<

_______  ___________]ii;Qm the J^ejcMah Jewish
Congress,. 1625^ Eye Street, N. W.?, left. the'attached propaganda in. 
my office yesterday . W'KsA ' *

) / The attachment consists of a four page mimeographed article
captionedJWegality and the FBI> ” It is over the typewritten name of the

l SeSjoard^Wtiite. Citizens Councils, Inc; and informatibh in bur files
I indicates that it was prepared >by j. Benjami]^ attorney for
' John Kasper. Kasper is onaof the folhid^s.^
) Seaboard White Citizens. Councils. ‘ i •

’ The article alleges that the FBI has no jurisdiction in bombing ■'
; investigations , criticizes .decisions and justices bf the Supreme. Court,. ;
; criticizes the use. of troops in Little Rock, and repeats vicious anti--Semitic ’ . 
[ propaganda which has. appeared in other hate sheets such as: the allegation 
’ that the Jews have bombed their own facilities. ’ ’

The Seaboard White: Citizens Councils, Inc. is currently under 
investigation to determine whether it advocates, condones., or incites violence.

RECOMMEWATION:

For information only.



w ~ ILLEGALITY AND THE F. B. I. 
. _________

Many responsible people are" naw becoming greatly concerned with respect uo "■■

the operation of the F.B.I. ’

Article IV, Section 4 of the Constitution, provides that the federal police 
ft. 

power my be used in a state only upon application of the state legislature and 

when the state legislature is not in sesalon^ then upon the application of the 

governor of said state. In recent months, the F.B.I. has been operating in

direct violation of that constitutional provision. Its operations are extensively 

used in Arkansas, Tennessee, Georgia," bjsdjVlrginia, aasl neither the state legis?

lature nor the governor of any of those states has requested the assistance of the

federal police power. Ths federal- police-power consists of the United States

military forces, United -States Marshall, and F.B,I. agents.

Just recently, a Jewish meeting place in Atlanta and a highschool in Clin^^,
-• ♦ . , - ’

Tennessee, ■ were bombed. The F.B.I. immediately started its investigation afte^^. 
- ■ . ,

the Jewish meeting place was bombed. Their investigation was directed against 
< « , ■ > qSbxx• - ' '

people who had been classified as sending, out “hate mail": and people who knew^Ss.
* 4 * * * §«EW' !

or had been affiliated with John Kasper. It is interesting to analyze the "ha^g :

mil" to see what it contains, • It shows that oyer 90^ of persons convicted of^

spying for the communists were Jews, Such literature points out that Felix
* * - ‘ . cxCHact^

*°«VUkU(
Frankfurter^ before, becoming a member , of the Supreme Court, was the legal advilof-

to the EAACP and since coming on the Supreme Court has decided cases in favor of

the NAACP. Such literature points out that the Supreme Court decisions in recent
M ' ‘ * * ’ • ’ * J K ’* * J*'

years are pro-communist. (See Nelson v. Pennsylvania, (350 U.S. 497) nullifying

state sedition law which prevents states from prosecuting subversives and 

communists; Schware v. Board of Bar -Examiners, (353 U.S. 232) which admits comm

unists to practice law; Watkins v. U.S. (35^ U.S. 179) which renders impotent 

congressional investigations of subversives and communists; and Brown v. Board of 

Education, (347 U.S. 484) which ordered negroes admitted to white schools and the
^2 7 3 Z7 Z >

WCLOSUjgg.



Court nullified the 10th. Amsndmmt'rguaranteeing' states rights by|ths rendition of 

this infamous decision. It was in the teeth of all previous decisions'of|the 

court on this subject and based upon'psychological tend sociological consider* 

ations because all of the law was th£ contrary.) All, of these;statements are 

absolutely true, but yet, anyone publishing these facts ie, a "race<hater" and 

indulges in sending out "hate literature."

The principle workers in the Seaboard White Citizens Councils have been known 

to the- F.B.I, since its inception. All of the literature sent out by this Council 

has been sent out indiscriminately; and in many instances, a direct point was made 

that it be sent to Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, to Mr. Brownell while he -was Attorney 

General, and even to the President. It is well known to the F.B.I. that; the 

officers and directors- of this Council are' loyal American citizens, some of whom 

have distinguished military records, and that their life is dedicated to the 

preservation and defense of the United States of America. The President is greatly 

disturbed over the recent election indicating to him that the radical wing of the 

Democratic Party has been elected arid his greatest concern is that we will be 

thrust into a free-spending era. When this is analysed, it will be remembered that 

it cost the tax payers five million dollars to illegally send troops Into Little 

.Bock in order that one negro would have the honor and distinction of graduating 

fros a previously all white school. The- President must know that the- use of ths 

' F.B.I. as previously mentioned herein is costing the tax payers many thousands of 

dollars? so one wonders if there is a real desire to reduce federal spending.
/ < . ■ - - ■ ■_ . -

There are credible reports that the portion of the Jewish meeting house that 

was bombed was in a dilapidated condition particularly in need of major repairs so 

this episode enabled insurance proceeds to be used to make the repairs. On the 

other hand, there are credible reports that the Jews themselves did the*bombing to 

generate wide public sympathy and to lead the hounds o^S -the trail. The same can 

be said of the tombing of the high school in Clinton arid at Nashville, because



) ,

f r t1 -Si ;

othejKJfab'buohJdeplorahlerincidents-do.j.not:^ strange^that ,

the bombing-of-the-Hdttie- Cotton'school was never .polved, in .spjte. of.all the yast 

aiwuntbf-effortstom^ It^hBrgeabl^-.tQt^ .f And. isn't it strange that

the dtHei^bp^infeschavei not.b?e^ 6Qlv$^, ^jp^hpye, they been solved ,

resuMa^ugp®#e8ea^^ n.•:$ . . 3.

vx - in -thERjnfbcess..i5fthe: F-.B.I.-makli^^ investigation of persons as afore - 

nfentionedy* the <agents -knew. that .theb^.p^J^e1? as^pot participants and have no 

knowledge-of the boohing occurrence^.* but.'they not only case two by twoJio inves

tigate the persons active in the.Ccfuncll,/but P^-ace °- .business of

their wives and let it be known to the employers that they want to question such 

and such a person, /now, their motives in this type of investigation is clear.

It is done to create suspicion; to invoke economic sanctions, and to destroy their 

will to resist. They know that no crime has been committed by these parties. ’ Is 

it any wonder that people are now able to talk so intelligently about "government 
» ’ • & * ' » ■ 1’ - ■

by men" instead of "government by law?^/

,.In years.gone, by the E.B.I. was ah organization with very great traditions, 

■used for the purpose of defendingand protecting the best intereats of this 

country. How the situation has changed. Known communists are going the length 

and breadth of this country advocating the overthrew of our government by force 

and violence ■ and they are completely-free to do so because the Supreme-Court in 

the case of Yates v. United States (35^ U.S. 298) has stated in no uncertain terma 

that they have that right and that right is guaranteed them under the freedom of 

speech provisions of the first amendment. ' It will be recalled in this connection 

that an injunction was issued in Knoxville, Tennessee, which prohibits any person 

from interfering-with the integration of Clinton High School by words, acts, or

otherwise, and the validity of that injunction has been praised by high government 

officials. This means that under that injunction you can not speak against the



integration of Clinton High School/W ®lse you be lai ecMaspt of court/or 

violating that injunction, Didyou ever think that in the United States of 

America, a person could be protected and it be declared aea right that they • 

could advocate the overthrow of our-govertBHihit by force and violence, and yet, 

one cannot speak against the integration of Clinton High School within the 

jurisdiction of that United States District Court in Ktoxville? There is every 

indication that under the present trend, the South will be subjected to another 

reconstruct ion period, m other words, things will get laueh worse before.-they 

get better. We think it is later than you think, _ ■

Additional copies of this article may be had by supplying postage, Write to:

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, INC. 
P. 0, Box - Brookland Station
Washington 17 D. C. ‘ '



ItANDard form NO. 64

Office • UNITED s®tes government

to : Director, FBI (100-423395)

Lllv > , . .
: SAG, Birmingham (105-375)

/ subject:^hITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C., aka ‘

]/ Seaboard White Citizens Councils
" RACIAL MATTERS '

date: February 19', 1959

■ Re Washington Field Office letter to Bureau 
■December 12, 1958, which listed following persons re
siding Birmingham territory who were reportedly on a 
partial mailing list of subject organization or were 
"contributors.” The following information is set forth 
concerning these individuals:

_________________lL___________ * ■

Hayaea, Alabama —-

___  Oh January 14, 1959,.......................... ............................... 
IChancery. Oneonta, Alabama, advised SA EARL C. McCOOL, 

JR. that she is personally acquainted wit hl
a housewife who came to Hayden from Birmingham 

a Dour live years ago and who has a good reputation in the 
community. ■
EARjASkER - ■ '/-hl-/i'f- .
463 West 13th._Si.reet -------- ~~ — —- .
Birmingham 8, Alabama

.-LU'

Oh February 10, 1959,____________  
Merchants Credit Association, advised SA JAMES L. PUGH 
that a credit file'-'bn'/EARZrCOKER, 463 Wes.t. 13 th Street., 
Birmingham/,'_.re±’lected he was born July 10, 1893; his 

.Wife was LAURA M^ASOKER?/ and he worked as a clerk at 
the Fairfield Steel Works, Tennessee Coal and Iron Divi
sion, U. S. Steel,, Birmingham. His credit file reflected 
he has been known to the Credit Bureau since 1919, and 
over the years, has varied in the manner in which he 
met his debts, having a number of suits against him and ' 
a bankruptcy in January 1931. He was formerly in the dry
cleaning business,ahd the credit file reflected that he 
and his wife were- divorced on February 2, 1945, but there
was ho record of a final decree.

2/- Bureau. ‘ ’
1 - WFO (100-33226)
1 - Birmingham (105-^375)
JLP:MFL ' 24 FEB 24 1959

A
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Birmingham files reflect that Washington 
Field Office letter to the Bureau dated February 21, 
1958, set forth information received from 
on December 11,. 1957, that EARL COKER, 463 West 13th 
Street, had requested financial assistance from cap
tioned organization. Birmingham files are negative as 
to LAURA M. COKER.

_____________  Birmingham police Depart
ment :l___________________Recorders Court, City of Birmingham,
and| Jefferson County Sheriff’^ Office, On
February 13, 1959, advised SA JAMES L. PUGH they had no 
record identifiable with above EARL COKER.

Anniston, Alabama b6

Birmingham files 
to this individual.

Mrs. OLENE^CULLEY
Route ’ ”77 * Box 225 
BirminghamAlabama

are. likewise negative as
b7C

Above WFO letter of February 21, 1958, also 
listed Mrs. OLENE McCULLEY, Route 7, Box 225, Birmingham, 
as having requested financial assistance and. As having 
written to JOHN KASPER or that she had expressed support 
of KASPER.

| Merchants Credit
Association, advised .SA^PUGH on February 10, 1959, that 
a credit file regaMt^jSEgRgu 1008 South
66th Street, reflected his wife is OLENE W. McCULLEY.
A notation, in the file dated May 2, 1957, indicated that 
the Clark Memorial Company made an inquiry concerning 
Mrs. OLENE McCULLEY,. widow of GEORGE W., McCULLEY. Residence 
of these individuals was reflected as of January 1955 as 
Route d, Box. ^20.,- Bir.mxngham.,._Alabama. The file reflected
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BH 105-375

a number of suits on accounts and a suit for unlawful 
detainer, but there was no derogatory information con
cerning the character of the McCULLEYS.

> On February 13, 1959, the following persons 
advised they had no. record concerning Mrs. OLENE McCULLEY 
or GEORGE W. McCULLEY: ■

H Jefferson. County Sheriff’s 
uiiice, ana|______________________ |. Recorders

. . Court, City of Birmingham. .

| Identification Division, Bir
mingham Police Department, oh February 13, 1959, advised 
her, records reflect that under Pt) No. 89016,, ft appears 
that HAZEL 0^^ white female,, date of birth
July 3, 1910, Pickens County. Alabama, was arrested on.' 
January 19, 1957, for disorderly conduct and vagrancy 
and her address was 6516 Joppa Avenue, - Birmingham. She 
was released on the vagrancy charge, but fined $30.00 
on the disorderly conduct charge on January .2.4, 1957,. '

W. E, McLEROY ■ .. ... . . .

b6
b7C

The following investigation wa§ conducted by 
SA EARL C, McCOOL, JR., relative to W.. E?z?McLEROY^ 
Route 3, Hayden, Alabama:

On January 27, 1959,| | Route 3,
Hayden, Alabama, advised that W. E. McLEROY had resided 
in the vicinity of Hayden most of his life and had a ‘ 
good reputation and is employed at the Tennessee Coal 
and Iron Division, U. Si Steel, Fairfield, Alabama. 
Check of repords of the Blount County Sheriff’s Office, 
Oneonta, Alabama, on January 14,. 1959, revealed no 
arrest record concerning McLEROY. .

Birmingham files reflect "The Southerner," 
a pro-segregation, publication formerly published at 
Birmingham, Alabama., in its issue of March 1956, listed 
the name of WILLIAM ET^cLEROY^ as Chairman of the Citizens 
Council of Corner District, -----

- 3 -



BH 105-r375 . b6

b7C 
On November 29, 1956] |

Merchants Credit Association, provided information 
concerning WILLIAM EDWARlffiMpLER Route_l.,_Blpunt
Springs> Alabama, wfii"cli”reflected'he was a maintenance 
helper with the'Tennessee Coal Iron Division, U. S. 
Steel Company, Fairfield, Alabama. No unfavorable 
credit information was reflected concerning him. This 
individual appears to be possibly identical with W. E. 
McLEROY at Hayden, Alabama.

W. E.. McTERRY

Op January 14, 1959, SA McCOOL contacted 
Sheriff ROY MURRAY, Oneonta; A. L. HANSON,- Citizens Bank, 
Oneonta;. H. M., HURST, Alabama Highway Patrol, Oneonta. 
Alabama, and/ 
(conceal identity),, and they advised there was no person 
known to them, by the name W.. EyhMcTERjlY living on any 
of the rural routes at HaydenrTAlabama, and this name 
was not familiar to them. It appears that the name of 
W. E. McTERRY resulted from erroneous reading of the 
name of W. E. McLEROY.

University, Alabama 
” ~ ""77____________ ______________________ /

University. Alabama., is apparently fdantinal with 
_____________________ | identified as an individual who 
opposed the admission of |a Negro girl,
to the University of Alabama, in March, 1956.

b7C

On January 14. 1959. SAYAI PIERCE A PRATT
ascertained from Clerk. Tuscaloosa
Credit Association, that| 1 was expelled
from the University in March, 1956, and as of January, 
1958;, was employed in Tuscaloosa, Alabama^ at the 
Warrior Asphalt Company. SA PRATT checked records of 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama Police Department January 14,. 1959, 
and found no arrest record on 



BH 105-375 ■
1

_________ :___  On .Tannarv 14___1959, | | 
_________________________________ (conceal identity)♦ advised 
SA PRATT that Post Office Box is still assigned to 
___________ _ _________LHe advised that a woman, name unknown, 
as well as |_______ J picks up mail from this box.

_____________/On February 17, 1956]__________ ,_________________ 
I Tuscaloosa. Alabama, advised SA PRATT that

I University of Alabama student, had been 
named Chairman of the Citizens Council of West Alabama, 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. On March 12, 1956,^ |advised
________ |had been expelled from the University of Alabama 
as a result of statements he made concerning University 
officials.

__________  On August 27, 1*956, Confidential Informant 
---------------- |advised SA COLEMAN D. GEARY, III arid PIERCE A. 
PRATT of a meeting of the U. S. Klans of Alabama, Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, which was held at Alberta City Park, 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, on August 25, 1956. He advised 
triat--------------------------- | former student, University of Alabama,
who xavored segregation during the period that the Negro 
girl,_________________  attempted to enroll at the University
of Alabama, was a speaker at this meeting.

b7C

Records of the Tuscaloosa, Alabama Police 
Department were checked by SA PRATT on January 14, 1959, and 
no arrest record was found on

RUC

- 5 -



STANDARD FORM NO.-64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR, FBI -i DATE.: 2/2'6/59

EROM SAC, RICHMOND (105-632)

SUBJECT: _- „ MEH
CHARLOTTESVILLE and ALBEMARLE *-*’■’*
cowy71zwinta~77“ - ~ ‘ fllTF
(7^TiTia^d'”With''White.. Citizens
Councils of the District of Columbia, 
aka Seaboard White Citizens' .Councils) 
IS - X '

Re Richmond letter to the Director dated .Decerns 
her 19, 1958. ‘ . .. . '

Almost daily contact is maintained with F

source.
an established

‘ On February 18, 1959j advised
that.no information has come to his attention regarding ; b7D 
any recent activities- by the White Citizens Council (WCC). 
in Charlottesville. ' Source pointed put,that since the " 
Charlottesville School Board had been granted a de.lay in 
the. integration of Charlottesville "public schools, one o 
the chief centers of interest of the WCC in Charlottesville 
has been dulled. stated that he would
Immediately advise the 'FBI. pf .any activities of the WCC 
that come to his attention. r

~ Daily issues of the Charlottesville Daily Progress 
a daily newspaper published in Charlottesville, .are reviewed 
and no information contained therein has ‘indicated activity 
oh part of WCC in Charlottesville.

CD Bureau fiG5-^!-23395-/^*"

3 - Richmond (1 - 105-632) a. 
, 1 105-732
(1 - 105-405)^.

WBW/mw f
(5).

OSMARS



UNITED STAGES GOVERNMENT

STANDARD FORM NO. 64 , ,,

Office tAem^mdum •
to ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date: 3/3/59

ffW SAC, SEATTLE (100-24163)

n AltMWW COBl
op c- m

DATE

Re Seattle letter dated 2/2/59. '

By letter to the Director dated 12/12/58 in cap
tioned matter, WFO advised that information had been developed 
to the. effect that an individual under the name of i^a^JUJSON, 
Room 416, Realty Buildingj Spokane, ^Washington, had requested 
literature from the captioned organization I”

Investigation by the Seattle office reveals that 
records of the Spokane Credit Bureau list no record of an 
H. JOHNSON being connected with the following companies 
which use.premises of Room 416,. Realty Building, in Spokane.

Globe Exploration Co.
Key Mines, Inc.
Last Chance Cons. Mines, Inc.
U. S, Metals, Inc. Mining Operations
Wept Star Mining Co.

A search of current and recent city directories of 
Spokane fail to reflect any H. JOHNSON as being connected 
with either of any of the above companies,. On 1/29/59 a 
pretext call was made to the Globe Exploration Co. at Room 
416, Realty Bldg., and it was stated by a representative of 

. this company that ho one by the name of H. JOHNSON was known 
at this address.

----- On 2/12/59|
_____  Spokane, statea tna-c sne nas been I
at the Realty Bldg, for | ~| years, and claims to
know personally all occupants of the Realty Bldg.
stated she has never heard of anyone using the name of H.
JOHNSON at Room 416> Realty Bldg., or any other,r^pm in this 
building.

J

(^29- Bureau,(REC-‘) . . „ _
1 - Washington Field' .i('3.OO-33^6;I (;REGt)pn
1 - Seattle - ft "

O MARJ4 1959



SE 100-24163

Inasmuch as there is no indication that a chapter 
of' the White Citizens Council of D. C* exists in the State 
of Washington, and there is no indication that there are' any 
members in this state^ no further investigation is contem
plated at this time by the Seattle office. RUC.



STANDARD FORMNP^64 -

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

•z_

TO : SAC,Memphis (Your file 10£-207) date: February 27, 19^9

from : Director, FBI (B.ufile and serial i00~l|12339^)

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF THE

1.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, RACIAL MATTERS

Office of Origin:

The deadline in this case has passed and’ the Bureau has not 
received a report. You are instructed to submit a reporjt^—. 
immediately. In the event a report has been submit ted,-j2you''A 
should make a ndtation of the date on which it was submitted/ 

. -on this letter and return it to the Bureau., Room NoZ.

Rapurt will be submitted .

Reason for delay

2

3

4.

(K:E>Advise Bureau re status of this case.

(X). Advis'e ^Bureau when report ihay be expected 
rf -

(■ )■ Surep immediately.

Report ■submitted.......

SERIALlZED.^.^FlbED^AB^^ 

FEB 28 1959
i FBI ■: MEMPHIS

(Place your reply ph this form and return to the Bureau. Noue^^, jh^^~ 
top serial in the case file the receipt and acknowledgment ofutMrS^chm^ 
munication.) U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1956-0-377906



um • UN

FROM

SUBJECT:

DATE: March 1

in^cisb^^-OVERNM^

Donohf^^

1959
Tolson __ 
jBelmont _ 

/WeLoach- 
/ /‘McGuire _ 

/, / 'Mohr,____

_ „ CITIZENS COUNCILS (WCC)
WASHINGTON, D. C.
NITE 1 f^Tx V «Tafn\

At 6:10 a.m., March 1, 1959

¥

called and

Trotter_______H
W.C. Sullivan J
Tele. Room__H 
'Holloman H 
Gandy______ H

said he was working with Agents Todd and Lavin on Citizens, Council
matters and wanted to report that he had just received a telephone 
call to he ready about 6:30 as ”theyn would stop dnd pick him up.

 said ^they11 were going to cover the Georgetown area and
he would call Todd- or Lavin later in the day and report what 
transpired this morning.

anSA Todd of WFO was called, and he sa 2d | ps
informant on the WCC and the WCC will often get together :at odd 

• hours and distribute handbills to avoid attention from'the police.
He said this was a routine matter find he would g et the details from 
the informant of this, particular "activity. Supervisor ■ OVerndorf
of WFO Was also advised.

ACTION:

• This 
gative Division

should be sent to SA. F. H. Freund of the -Investi- 
for information.

JDD:fk 
(5)

Belmont 
Donohue 
J. G. Kelly 
F. H. Freund

1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

I 3>

9* WF 4 1959
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SAC, Washington Field (100-331 November 26, 195g

Director, FBI (100-423395)

WHITE CITIZEHSCOUNCILS OF D. C.
ALSO KNOW AS'-SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL OTTERS

! Tolson 
I Boardman------ . 
. Belmont--------

Mohr----- --------
I Nease
I Pqrsdns^J* (*J 
I-Rosen —.-------  
I Tamm'------------
I Trotter._ • /— 
I W.C. Sullivan _ 
I Tele. Room__
■ Holloman___ __

s of

Reur form FD-227 requesting authoristion 
to place a mail cover on the address of Seafood 
.........  *- - — • -j office'White Citizens* Councils and Floyd Fleming,. Po;
Box 4564, Washington 17, D. C.

The Bureau at the present time is bag very 
selective in the authorization of mail coversnd
authorization is only being given in those ca 
utmost importance. In view of this policy ar
considering the facts in this request, authoiition 
for such a mail dorer is not being made at th

FHF:ers

MAU^D *

1" “'TELETY.PEfuiwf'CZlS4AIL ROOM

5 DEC 1958



)ARD FORM NO. 84'

UNITED STMES GOVERNMENT

TO ; Director, FBI (100~42339 5) DATE: 11/19/58

Ji Attention:
BRp<JpSAC, WFO (100-33226)

. I I Domestic Intelligence Division

.subject.: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. ES Investigative Division
aka Seaboard White Citizens /
Councils /
RACIAL MATTERS , /

Name: SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS and FLOYDMEMIN& ' - .

Address: P.O. Box 4564, Washington 17,: D.C. -

Type of Mail: All mall , . ‘
Type of Cover: Beturn addresses ALL CORIAS®

- M
Period Covered: 30 days . HATF

Purpose of Cover: To determine the associates of FLEMING-arid the
correspondents of Seaboard White Citizens Councils

Justification: (.Comment on necessity, desirability} productivity, possibility of embarrassment to Bureau.
If necessary .continue on extra page.) - •

Such a technique is considered necessary to determine 
the associates of FLOYD FLEMING, who is the president, of the 
SWCC, FLEMING is the registered owner of this Post Office Box 
and uses it to receive correspondence for the SWCC. This office 
has two informants close to FLEMING but in order to determine the 
fact that these informants are being kept fully aware of the 
contacts of FLEMING and.the SWCC, it is believed that ihis cover 
should be placed.

It is not believed that this technique will embarrass 
the Bureau in any manner.

Postmaster to whomForm FD-115 will bedirected'.if authorized:-
Will be hand delivered to the Postmaster of the Brookland

Station which covers this Post Office Box. '



v -F B"I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via — AIRTEL.

L l| Mr. Belmont—_ 
h,. 4 Mr. Mohr._____ . 
/ * 4 Mf. Nease
7 Parsons—

Jr Mr) Rosen. 
/*Mir. Tamm____  

/w.JpMr. Trotter.____.
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room ■ 

||rMr. Holloman—
’ |l Miss1 Gandy____

(Priority, or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WO (100-33226)

Date; 11/26/58

(00:RH)

_________ ___________  advised SA ELMER LEE TODD on 11/25/58, that 
_______________________________|Virginia, has been. /

drafted into the Army and that he was leaving the Washington, 
D. C., Metropolitan Area on 11/25/58, for Augusta, Georgia. The 
informant stated that | was driving to Augusta, Georgia, in 
his personally owned automobile and that lie would spend a week 
at his parents’ home before going into the ArmyJ I to Id the
informant that he wants to learn to read and write German while / 
he is in the Army.

Jhas been active in connection with the Seaboard 
White Citizens‘ Councils and has been working closely with 
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, Arlington, Virginia, anti-Semite. 
ROCKWELL has sponsored and participated in considerable anti- 
Jewish activity arid is ah associate of I I one
of the individuals arrested in connection with the bombing of 
the synagogue in Atlanta, Georgia, on 10/12/58.

Kvac

born on
For the information of the Savannah Office ■-----  

atl and his parents are I
|~Ee

is registered with Draft Board Number in Augusta, Georgia. 
He is 5’ 5" tall, weighs 130 lbs., is of slender build, and 
has brown hair and gray-blue eyes. He drives a 1950 blue and 
cream Plymouth bearing Virginia License

2-Richmond 
2-Savannah 
MFO

ELT:bnj 
G (^Wia.

Approved:

iTOEC 111958pecfal A8enl

a

W DEC B 1958

Sent



F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in___::-------------------- 
(Type in plain text or code)

' (Priority or Method of Mailing) ।
___ ;___ ________________________ ____ ________ ____ .______ r-____ L 
m 100-33226

The Savannah Office is requested to check records of 
Draft BOard Numbet 125 at Augusta, Georgia, to verify his being 
drafted. The Savannah Office will also contact appropriate 

sources in anti-Jewish and White Citizens’ Councils activity in b6 
the Augusta, Georgia Area, in an effort to determine I b7C
activities in Augusta, Georgia, before entering the Army.

The results of this investigation is to be furnished : 
to the Richmond Office inasmuch as that office is carrying 
as a potential bombing suspect. ---------?

Approved: ________________________ :----------- Sent _ ■'__________ M Per----------------- —---------
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in - - - - -_______ - -_______ , . . AIRTEL_______  
(Type in plain text or.code) T ’

Via , ■ _ - -_________ . - . . ■ ' . ■ .
(Priority or:Method of Mailing)'

Mr. Tolsori_____ 
Mr, Belmont—__  
Mr. Mohr:. 
Mr. Nease

Parsons_____  
Rosen—

^r. Tamm_____
‘■Mr. Trotter_____
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 

■ Tele. Room____ _ 
Mr. Holloman__  
■Miss Candy.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4233'95)

FROM: SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (100-33226)

RE: ^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C.^KA

RACIAL MATTERS

On 12/1/58, the WASHINGTON POST TIMES HERALD, local newspaper, 
carried DREW- PEARSON’S syndicated column entitled- "KASEERLMEETING . 
HERE DESCRIBED”. The meeting referred to occurred 9/28/57 and 
•details of this, meeting, were f urnished to Bureau by airtel 9/29/57,

On 11/26/58, ......................................................................................................................... ...................
|(cdver requested) furnished information ’

that PEARSON had intended to publish a series of articles on- Kate 
groups.. I ■ ^5

b7C

WFO is contracting_____________  
determine the effect of thi,s 
Citizens Councils of D. C,

and______________ this date to have
article on officers pf the White

them

C C- WicK

3 Bureau
1 WFQ 
RBL:VIM



SAC, Memphis

Director, FBI

"'SEABOARD WITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL OTTERS

" December 8, 1958

Reurtel dated 12--5-58 advising of the arrest 
of I I by the Memphis« Tennessee,

. Police Department,, along with
b7C

sis on- 
5a rd man 
slmont - 
ohr 
sase*5t_

Memphis should follow prosecution of ____ 
Memphis, Tennessee, and advise Bureau of Results of 
hearings scheduled tor- 12-8-58.

osen
□mm.
rotter - - 
;C. Sullivan _ 
?le. Room — 
olloman , • • 
indy._______ MAIL ROOM

FHF:ers

S3. DEO 9DEC- 81958
CQMM-FBI

TELETYPE UNIT □



Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

Date: 12/6/58

(Type in plain text or code) '

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

I
I

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) Ml BMW W«
SAC, WFO (100-33226)

WITE_CIXI-ZE1^C^ OF: DC, aka Bill
RACIALMATTBRS 

nxv/ . L_._ijUi~non —:"ar”t*“lTtr

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Re Memphis Tel 12/5/58. concerning arrest of 
12/4/58, by Memphis PD.

|___________| is carried on Potential Bombing Suspect
List of WFO.and has been missing from WFO since Thanksgiving
Dav 11/27/58. 

and
was seen in Nashville, Tenn., by 
over Thanksgiving Holiday.

Memphis is requested to follow local prosecution 
and advise WO of results. Memphis is also requested to furnish 
photographs of Hand | for
exhibition to hotel sources, WDC. ' ’

’’Washington Post and Times Herald”, local 
newspaper carried Associated Press article dated 12/5, Memphis, , 
’’Harwood Girl Held in Memphis” which sets forth info that 
I........................ | was arrested in
Memphis while living in hotel with 16 year old Maryland girl

• Enclosed for i 
Identification Record of

of Memphis is FBI 
under FBI #

3 J- Bureau
2* -; Memphis (Encl * 1) (RM)
2 - WFO ’

(1-62-8022)
RBL:mjg

(7)
24 9EC 6 1958

Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



FEDERAL BUREAU OF 1MESW10N 
U S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

eoMNICATiONS SECT®

DEC 5

Mr, Tolson_£ 
I Mi*. Belmont 
I Mr. Moi 
I Mr.
jW. Par 
I Mr. Ros; 
yMr. Tamm_ 
[ Mr. Trotter

SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

Tele. Room 
Mr. Holloman__  
Miss Gandy

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS-3P

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS,_RACIAL MATTERS. ON DEC.

FIVE,- FIFTYEIGHT, INSPECTOR W

TENN..PD, ADVISED THAT ON DEC

P. HUSTON, VICE SQUAD, MEMPHIS, 

FOUR LAST HE ARRESTED

EX ECUTtVg-S ECRETA RY SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL

1 AND KING KLEAGLE, EE S-«... KLANS STATE OF MISS.., AND'

11 -AGE/SIXTEEN, WHITE, FEMALE, OF HARWOOD, MD.J. 
I LIVING AS-MAN A'NL WLFE, ’ROOM FIVE ONE TWO, KING COTTON HOTEL

■ MEMPHIS IS A RUNAWAY. AND ADMITTED TRAVELING AS MAN B

WIFE WITH FROM WASHINGTON, ,D..C. TO WINCHESTER, VAg

. NOV/ NINETEEN LAST, RETURNING TO WASHINGTON, D. C. AROUND NOV

TWENTY LAST. THEY

WASHINGTON, D. C.

L T. AROUND NOV.

i<- ' 'i
LIVED AS MAN AND WIFE AT STATLER HOTEL 

».j joins
FROM ABOUT NOV. TWENTY TO NOV. ..TWENTYE 

” - rB-M. /
TWENTY EI GHT WLNT BY BUS,!^ NA.SHVI LLE,

£ AT NOEL HOTEL. CAME TO MEMPHIS VIA BU.S '^E^G 10 1958

TWO-LAST AND CHECKED INTO KL^ COTTON AS’ MAN- AND WIFE 

,____

£



b6
b7C

PAGE TWO

DENIES HAVING SEXUAL' RELATIONS WITH BUT CLAIMS HE TRIED

TO SEDUCE HER. SHE ADMITS. HAVING RELATIONS WITH SOLDIER IN'

•JNASHVILLE BUT NOT AT BEHEST OF CLAIMS [

PHOTOGRAPHED HER IN- NUDE AT KING COTTON. ■ POLICE LOCATED POSSIBLE

EXPOSED FILM' BUT THEY WERE DEFECTIVE.

USA, MEMPHIS, DECLINED PROSECUTION UNDER WSTA STATUTE

DUE TO NO. EVIDENCE OF COMMERICAL PROSTITUTION AND INSUFFICIENT ' ..

4 EVIDENCE RE DEBAUCHERY AND RELATIONS WITH HUSTON WILL

CHARGE IN* MEMPHIS JUVENILE COURT, WITH CONTRIBUTING

TO DELINQUENCY' OF MINOR. HEARING SCHEDULED IN JUVENILE COURT,

DEC. EIGHT NEXT BEING HELD BY MEMPHIS PD IN LIEU OF

FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR BOND. MEMPHIS PD' PLANS TO MAKE PRESS RELEASE

RE ARREST OF

KASPER AND THE

RE WSTA MATTER

AND WILL EMPHASIZE HIS CONNECTIONS WITH

U. S. KLANS WHEN INTERVIEWED BRIEFLY

REFUSED TO TALK. CLAIMED HE HAS BEEN. HOUNDED

PERSECUTED AND

-BROUGHT OUT IN

INTIMIDATED BY FBI AND THAT THIS WILL SOON BE

A CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION. WOULD NOT ELABORATE

MATERIAL AND DOCUMENTS IN POSSESSION INCLUDED LETTER



PAGE THREE

FROM E. L. EDWARDS, IMPERIAL WIZARD, U. S. KLANS, KNIGHTS OF 

KU KLUX KLAN, DATED AUG. FOURTEEN, FIFTYSIX, OFFICIALLY ' 

PROCLAIMING! | AS KING KLEAGLE, U. S. KLANS> TN

MISS. ALSO A HANDWRITTEN LETTER DATED OCT. TWELVE, -FIFTYEIGHT

ON’ STATIONERY OF SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, WASHINGTON, 

,D. C., BY JOHN- KASPER, AND APPROVED.BY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE THIS

COUNCIL, OCT. EIGHTEEN, FIFTYEIGHT, APPOINTING!

iAS EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS,.

b7C

REPLACING KASPER TOLD HUSTON HE CAME TO MEMPHIS TO

CONTACT PRO-SEGREGATIONISTS AND KLANSMEN. REFUSED TO ELABORATE

OR TO NAME CONTACTS. MEMPHIS PD HAS NOTIFIED PARENTS

OF HER WHEREABOUTS.

END

7-02 PM OK FBI WA WS

TU >'



^STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED sWtES GOVERNMENT

ROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC,

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D
Aka'Seaboard White Citizens Councils
IS - X
( 00 - W^O)

DATE

Lieutenant________________ -Albuquerque Police Department,
has made available the following information;

On November 18, 1958, the Albuquerque- Police Department 
received information that an individual was distributing pamphlets 
in the immediate vicinity of the Riedling-Thompson Music Company 
in Albuquerque , Officers were dispatched and the person agreed 
to be brought to the police station-

Upon/intervi.ew, he related that Uis name^was F 
aae £38.__horn I „ \address. c/ol

U.
)- , _ _ _ _ _ _
j _ _ _ _ _ _ | occupation -|_______________________ He re
ported that yfhe pamphlets he-iwas distributing were given to him by
a Mr. FLOYD^ELMING (may be^leming) of' 905 Quincy St., N. E, , 

. Was hington,v^, and that^Mr, FELMTNG '^av’e'lTim approximately
50 to 100 copies. He said that he had distributed the pamphlets 
from Virginia to Albuquerque. He related that he was on his wan

b7C

fq Los- Angeles, California, to visit his sick mother

Greyhound BU’s
Los Angeles- He was traveTTng^Ty

I I said that he had been arrested either in 1951
or 1952 in Los Angeles^ California, for violation of municipal 
order of collection; in 1957, in Nashville , Tennessee, for dis
orderly conduct for preaching, and had been intervi ewed by the 
FBI in Virginia in reference to incidents of racial integration 
in that State, __________ stated that he "stands on his Constitutional
rights on what he can do and wha^ he can’t do and believes in the 

. saving of the picf-ity of the White Race.” ■ X

photographed.
voluntarily submitted being fingerprinted and

^-■Bureau (rm)
1-Washington Field (Encl, S)(Tnfo

1-Albuquerque (10O-2'281J^^ 4.6
GJftgh ~ ”
(6)

& DEC 12 1958



AQ 100-3382 . .■ Do
' b7C

(The pho-bo graphs were double exposures and unusable).

Jit. made available one copy' each of two pamphlets
which]_________ _]zoas distributing. One read's, on the face "Delaware
On Guard' -- Stop Communist Integration — Join Your White Citizens 
Councils and Fight!" This pamphlet is published by the Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils, 3304 M Street, N, W,, Washington 7, D, C, 
COHN KASPER, Executive Secretary, The second pamphlet is entitled 
"The Communist Plot to Destroy the White Race!" This pamphlet 
has an address of C, R, Seaboard, 1047 31st, N, W,, Suite 5,
Washington, D 
Field Office,

C, These pamphlets are enclosed for the Washington

This information is furnished for whatever value it might 
be to the Washington Field, Copies are furnished to Richmond and 
Dos Angeles inasmuch as I ^lists addresses at both places,

No further action is contemplated by the Albuquerque 
Office,



TO

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 12/10/58

SUBJECT:

SAC, KNOXVILLE (105-175)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL 
WASHINGTON, D. C.
IS - X

Re Jacksonville letter to Director 9/17/58.

Reflet reports that KASPER, Admiral CROMMELTN and 
wife and daughter on 8/1/58 left the area of Tallahassee in 
a Buick sedan bearing 1958 Tennessee license 3G D7 25.

The records of the Knox County Cotirt Clerk’s office 
reflect that, the above license number is issued to | ~
_______________________ HKnoxville, 
Tennessee... X____________________________________________________b6

' .■ . ' : ■ ' b7C /The Chattanooga News-Free Press,, daily newspaper, / 
Chattanooga.<Tennessee, in an article in the issue of 11/3/58 v 
described.| las the candidate for the Wheat in Bread
Party (WH.IB) and a~“’rsegregationist candidate for governor" a 
of Tennessee. JOhNkard^ gas reported to be | cam-
paign manager, q ^according to the article, sued McMinn 
County, Tennessee authorities for refusing to allow him to
speak in Athens, Tennessee.

Tennessee
reported that 
Citizens Council

The Knoxville Journal, dally newspaper, Knoxville 
in issue of 10/16/57 carried an article which

]was chairman of the Knox County White

I .who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 9/2/58 that he personally observed 
JOHN KASPER in City Court on the occasion when 
appeared in the Knoxville City Court on that date to answer 
charges of disorderly conduct and inciting to riot brought 

. EEC-15 ... . _

b6
b7C 
b7D

^2^- Bureau (RM)
2 - Jacksonville (105-60;
2 - WFO (100-33226) (RM)
1 - Knoxville (105-175)

TAS:at 
(7)

^•132 W DEG 12 1958

ALL !®»0U CONTAINED
HEW CLASSIFIED



b6 .
KX 105-175 ' - b7C

i- i' - , ' - ■ •

[ againstI I after he picketed a showing of the movie,
’’Kings Go Forth”, at a local Knoxville theatre. The dis
orderly conduct charge Was dismissed but | |was bound 
over to the Grand Jury on a charge of inciting to riot. He 
was released on a $500,00 bond. This informant has reported 
there is no indication there is presently an active White 
Citizens Council in Knoxville at the present time.

I I is also reported to. have been one of the
signers on bonds for JOHN KASPER when the latter was answering 
charges in Federal Court, Knoxville, arising out of the 
integration of Clinton High School, and on local charges in 
Nashville, Tennessee which are pending against KASPER.

RUC.



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 12-11-58

Transmit the following in Pla ih Text ______ _
(Type in plain text or code)

Via Air-tel
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

^TO? DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAG, MEMPHIS (105-207)

. ^SEABOARD WHITE CiTIZENS COUNCIL

Re Washington Field air-tel 12-6-58 and Bureau air-tel 
12-8-58.

Juvenile Court hearing on 12-8-58 of 
continued until 12-15-58 in order, to permitE 
attorney. Victim [

]obtain

Court. Bureau will be kept advised.
]being held Juvenile

b7C

^3^Bureau(100-r423395) RM
1- Washington Field (100-33226) RM 
1- Memphis!31-3248)

. 1- Memphis(105-207) 
JHK:FJ 
(6)

Airtel. . . . . . . . .
Teletype..^.

: a. m.
A. fl o. b 
Spec. Del... 
Reg. Lid.

Approved: Sent

REG-

DEC 13 1958

Special Agent in Charge



13-56)

Transmit the following, in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

FBI

Mr. Tolson.

Date: 12/15/58

/Type in plain textor code)

(Priority or Metho'd pf Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI Qa® "H s) 
. • CINAL

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

I - Mr. Mohr..^.. 
I Mr. Nease----
I 8 J^Rarsons ..

^Mr. Tamm ----- ]
> Mr. TroC ----- ,

/’£■'< ‘ Mr. W.C. Sullivan | 
■^^•7 Tele. Room____

Mr. Holloman— 
Miss- Gandy——

—I - . '

J

' ■ SUBJECT: SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS '
W ■ * RACIAL MATTERS . * ‘ •

7 ■ ' ' ' • •
: 4*’ • . -

' Enclosed for the Bureau are 7 copies of a letterhead
\memo setting forth the identities of new officers of the

Seaboard White Citizens Councils of Washington, Di C. j as 
named at a meeting on 12/13/58. A copy of this memo is' 
being, furnished the Memphis and Richmond Offices for

. . in format ion i. , .

. The source in. the memo is I land the
original information-, furnished by the informant is located^ 
in

ELtrbrg 
(7)

REQ. REC’D 
DATE FORM- 
novi FORW. 
BY^—

Sent .M P'er. _

Bureau
1 - Memphis. (In£o) (RM) J
1 - Richmond .^^nro) . (RM)
2 - WFO

(1

nrn

& Q “ .Wici;

..

Special Agent in Charge



^-'V'NvVl

SKyuw

In Reply, Please Refer to 
Fite No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS^CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington 25j D, C» 
December 15, .1958

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

A source, who has furnished'reliable information 
in the past, advised on December 15, 1958., that hew officers 
of the Seaboard_White_Citizens^Councils of Washington, D. C*, 
were named a*t "a meeting- on Satur iy, December 13/ 1958/ The" 
source stated that the new offi rs are as follows:

President - Floyd HXWleming, 905 Quincy Street, 

 

“ Ni E., Washington, D. C*

Vice President
Virginia"

Secretary
Washing tW^r^C

Treasurer
]Washington, Di Co

Chairman of the Board
Washington, D. C*

Executive Director - Frederick John Kasper, who is
. . currently in Nashville, Tennessee*

married to] 
maiden name of

source stated that_______ _____  |i's~ currently 
■-------------- r howeveri she,is going to. use her 
"I|in regard to her activity within the

White Citizens Councils*

This memorandum is loaned to you 1 the-Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor ^its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to which loahedi

pggpERTY OF THE FBI
fpis/report is loaned to you .
by the FBI, and neither it nor
its contents are to be distributed
outside the agency to' which loaned.



Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

F BI

(Type in plain text or code)

TO: DIRECTOR* FBI. (100^423395)

EROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS

Mr. Tolson---- -
Mr. Belmont-^

K Mr. M°hr.~» 
[' Mr. Nease_

! Mt- Parsons.
My Rosen..

r. Tamm_. 
Mr. Trotter. 
Mr. W.C.Sullivan • , 
Tele. Room—,— 
Mr, Holloman—— 
Miss Gandy—i—

(Priority of Method of Mailing)

12-12-58
CINAL

•Date:

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven.copies of a 
letterhead memo setting forth information concerning a 
mailihg by captioned group to members of the Virginia 
State Legislature. Information copies are also being, 
sent to the Richmond and Norfolk Offices,

memo are
The-annrces referred to in the enclosed

and who. furnished the
informatibn to SA ELMER LEE TODD on- December 12, 1958.

ft . ................. '
H The originallinformat.ion fu-rni sHaH by the 

informant is located. in| ____________ and
respectively.

z
xr •

^7- Bureau 
1 - Norfolk 
1 - Richmond 
8 - WFQ

(1’
1-

*
.—J,

ELT:rim 
(8)

SC- Wick

AGENCY 
REQ. REC'D , 
date forw. 
HOW FORW 
BY -- - - - - 1

I

Approved:

AIRTEL
t s'ft*

Sent
ChargeSpecial A

DEC 17 1858

M Per

MM



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

9 *
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington 25, D. C. 
December 12, 1958

SEABOARD., WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS.

Two sources who have furnished reliable' ■ > 
information in the past advised on December 12, 1958, 
that the Seaboard White Citizens Councils of Washington, 
p. C., is mailing literature to members of the Virginia ' 
State .Legislature, on Monday, December 15,. 1958. The 
sources.stated that a mailing is being made on the 
instructions of Frederick John Kasper, and that the 
mailings will include a copy of Kasper’s article 
“Abolish the Public Schools! Now!” and a copV of 
“The RottenlMfess^.i-n^Wa^hihgion” fey Dr. T. Di/^atton 
of Garth ag^^__Tenn.es.s^e. The sources..'stated that 
Floyd-Fleming, President of Seaboard, may'insert another 
article with the above two item.s; however, the. sources 
were unable to ascertain the nature of this item.

... . . / r . .

Kasper*s article “Abolish the Public Schools! 
Now!:“ attacks the United States Supreme Court as being 
“hell-bent on white-race destruction” and urges that 
the; public school system be abolished, throughout the. 
United States. The article states that private■schools 
are better than public, schools and that by abolishing 
public schools there would be a reduction in taxes., 
Kasper attempts to.show that money saved by people 
by not paying, taxes could be used; to send their children 
to private schools,.

The article “The Rotten Mess in Washington” 
is an Attack upon the current administration and states 
that it has surrendered to the “Jew-led NAACP negro?- 
mixing religio-sociolbgical forces1* in violation of. 
the First Amendment which the article states forbids the 
Federal Government to make any law or edict affecting 
religip-social faiths or conscientious objection.

ALL WO® W COWAWEO
PROPERTY OF THE FBI

/ This report is loaned: to you
the. FBI, and neither it nor

its contents. ^t-e to'be^stiibuted
outside  ̂..agency to which loaned.



SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

Frederick John Kasper organized.the Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils in .June,. 1956, and. is currently 
the.Executive Director of the organization, Kasper has 
served a year* s .sentence .in a Federal Penitentiary on a 
conviction of contempt of court arising, put of school 
integration disturbances, Clinton, Tennessee,, in the 
Fall of 1956. In November, 1958, he was. fpUnd guilty 
in Nashville,. Tennessee, on charges of inciting'a riot 
relating to the same, disturbances as in Clinton, 
Tennessee, in the Fall of 1956.

; * -
This memorandum' is being'loaned' to you by 

the Federal Bureau of investigation, and -neither it nor 
its contents are to be distributed outside the agency 
to which loaned.



FD?>aVRev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL .Via

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM:

(Type in plain text or code)

F BI

Date: 12/15/58

I Mr. Tolson——■ | 
I Mr. Belmont-------| 
|| Mr. Mohr--------- I

Mr. Nease------ 
Lm-iv Parsons-——■ 

* |Mj/ Rosen.t^—- I 
dH^r. Tamm------ — 
Mt Mr. Trotter.— 
?i| Mr. W-C.Sullivan 
q I Tele. Room------ -- 

[ | Mr. Holloman---- 
11 Miss Gandy——-

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

SAC, WO (100-33226)

SUBJECT^SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to VIFO airtel 12/12/58 enclosing - 
7 copies of a letterhead memo to the Bureau captioned as 
above and which stated that the Seaboard White Citizens 
Councils were mailing literature to members of the Virginia 
State Legislature. That memo stated that an additional piece 
of literature was to be enclosed in the mailing, but that

_______ and________  
literature was about

did not know what this additional 
advised on 12/15/58 that

the third piece of literature included in the mailing would 
be a letter by J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS,. Washington, D. C., 
attorney, which is critical of the FBI’s interviewing of 
segregationists in the V/ashington, D. C., area as a result 
of bombings in the South. SIMMONS^ letter sets forth court 
decisions to attempt to show. that the FBI has nd Jurasjaubtionh^ 
responsibilities in connection with the investigation of 
bombings of schools and churches in the South. The informant 
was unable to obtain a copy of SIMMONS’* letter, but stated^' 
that he would furnish a copy as soon as he was able to ob^w 
it. . . • • v

Bureau ■
1 - Norfolk (Info) (RM)
1 - Richmond (Info),(RM)
1 - WO , . '

so DEG 17 1958
ELTibrg 
(6), •

AIRTEL

Approved: _____ ._______  _ Sent
■C O-JM, Special A9<&1 In diorge

M Per



STANDARDVORM NO ..64

TO DATE:

FROM

SUBJECT:

& <

; /2>Bur 63^-^0=423395)
a ■

" Attempted -Bombings)

DjIREC$O>fl FBI (100^423395)

(100=33226)

ITE CITIZENS COLTON, 
oeaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

GOVERNMENT

f ...................On 11/14/58 ................ who has furnished reliable
f information"in' the paSt? maae available the Original copies 

of four lists pertaining to subject organizationo These 
lists were in the possession of FLOYD ,HO FLEMING, President 
of the Seaboard 'White' Cit izens' Councils (SWCC) 0 The 
lists were photographed and the originals’r££^ Ji
infbrmanto The photographs are being maintained in WFO

I file 100=33226=lB3=4<> / . . . . ............... . ................~ • -...........
- These lists bore the follow!ng captions and on 

11/20/58 J |furni shed the explanat i onsr *
Pl. "List Non 1" This is a partial mailing list of .the'SWCC

"Contributors" ‘ This is" a list of persons who have 
contributed money to the SWCC without asking anything 
in returno

c^hd Tfahscriptsi" This Ts a list of persons'who have 
'requfe'We'd literature' frbm;^CC <shdpj ^<the .pamphlet 
"Seg^e^tion -or Death" wHtten b.y/'jO^ ,jC

• ’ ' .....................................* " •.............................................. ■ ‘ ’ •' '

^:Thi^ is a partial;1^ members of ' \
. _ Jw; name/ have bfeen omitted dO?‘tb fed^Ofi

publicity ' ’
'"11. U- , . *1 >. q *- J * i . • . ' ] > f -j j’. *. . . - _ .

, ' Informantcs explanations arefiiediit

;i 2. The White Citizens Councils , of DoCo aka0 Seaboard ' 
White^ Citizens* Councils were^organizexfc in Washington,. 
boC; on 6/4/56 by FREDERICK JOH^ JOHN KASPER
&ccor3ih^£i^^ the aims of^tn^-pwahiMti^—

(44)



WFO 100-33226

l-Albany (Info)' (RM) 
1-Atlanta (Info) (RM) 
l-Baltim'ore (Info) (RM) 
1-Birmingham (Info) (RM) 
1-Boston (Info) (RM) 
1-Butte" (Ihf o) (RM) 
1-Charlotte (Info) (RM). 
1-ChicagO (Info) (RM) 
l-Cincinnati (Info) (RM) 
1-Cleveland (Info) (RM) 
1-Dallas (Ihfo) (RM) 
1-Detrbit (Info) (RM) 
l-Houston (Info) (RM) 
l-lndianapolis (Info) (RM) 
1-JacksOnville (Info) (RM) 
1-Kansas City (Info) (RM) 
1-Khbxvi1le’(inf0)'(RM) 
•1-LittleRock (Info) (RM) 
1-Los Angeles (info) (RM) 
r-Louisvilie’ (Info) (RM) 
r-Memphis (Info) (RM) 
1-Miami (Info) (RM) 
1-Mobile (Info)(RM) 
l=New Haveri (Inf 6)7 (RM) 
1-New Orleans' (Info) (RM) 
1-New York (Info) (RM) 
1-Newark (Info) (RM) 
1-Noffolk (Ihfo) (RM) 
1-Omaha (Info) (RM) 
1-PhiladeIphi a'(Info) (RM) 
l“Phoenix (Ihfo)" (RM) 
lvPittsbUrgh (Info) (RM) 
1-Richmbnd (Info) (RM) 
1-St. LOUis (Info) (RM) 
1-Sari Diegb" (ihfo) '(RM) 
1-San Francisco (Info) (RM) 
l-Savahnah (Ihfo) (RM) 
I-Seattle~(Info) (RM) 
1-Springfield (Info) (RM)



WFO 100-33226

to stop the integration process in Washington, reverse it' 
and re-establish segregation;' have' the NatiOnal^ASsociation' 
for the Advancement' of "Colored People''pW^ the^ttorhey' 
General ’ s' subversive list r publicize comMic'ial contributions 
to'the National Association for the. Advancement? of Cplpred 
People (NAACP) and Urban League" "and wipe out "Rock and 
Roll" music. (Washington Post and Times Herald 6/6/56)

‘~ ' |______ [advised in /1256' that he
participated "in duly 1956 with' JQHN KASPER and "other r 
members of the White Citizens in bUinr'
ing crosses at the homesof prominent putylic. officials , in 
Washington, D.C.

b7C

in the fall of 1957, KASPER andthe other members 
of the White’ Citizens Councils of P.C; picketed the White 
House carrying sighs against integration (Washington . 
Evening Star, 10/1/57) . . - ...

. .. ...... _ The Supreme Court of the United'States On'10/14/57 
refused to' review JOHN KASPER’S conviction'and bhe'yeaf' ' 
sentence'imposed'as' a"result Of an anti-integration speech 
in CTihtonj'Tehness'ee, 'in'that he'violated, through his 
speech, a restraining7 order issued by the United States

’ District COUrt at Knoxville, Tennessee (Washington Evening 
Star, 10/14/57). ..

(
' <bTh^Se~abb.ardzM^ Councils,; during

1958, “have^ial'Ied^to' high ^school''sehior^binrArllpgtbfiT \. 
various pieces, of literature'which' hove "bpen an^ 
and anti-Jewish in nature (Northern Virginia Sun, .9/2.0/58).

' . V1 ’ * 14

........ Set forth below"are the names'contained in these 
four lists,' alphabeticali'yi by f ield office. " The number 
after each name Corresponds to one Of the lists above. .

;............. ' Of flees receiving. copies^ of this' Tetter "which
. have members' in theii" are'requested' tp furnish '
"WEO- backgrbUhdr^ thosemembers in compJTdn^
withall2_bfficeS, 10/16/58:,^entitled “Bombihgs

- and'Attempted Bombings Tri Southern Communities, Racial 
Matters.“

. b7C

2 -



' ' / : * UNITEb ^^ /ERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 12/19/58

SAC, RICHMOND (IO5-632)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF'

(liffiliated with White Citizens 
Councils of the District of Columbia, 
aka Seaboard White Citizens' Councils) 
IS. - X .

Re Richmond letter dated 9/26/58.

___________ ah established source, on December 1.6, 1958 
advised SA WILSON B. WADDY that he had received no 
information in recent weeks indicating, that the White 
Citizens Council in Charlottesville has-held meetings' ' • 
or has in any other way -been active J ■
stated that he is confident that if this organization' 
in Charlottesville planned any meetings or other major 
activity, such plans would be brought to his attention..

The daily issues of. the Charlottesville Daily 
Progress,.a daily newspaper published in Charlottesville, 
Virginia, have been reviewed and there has been ho : 
indication the3?ein that captioned organization has been 
active. ’

2'^ Bureau (100-423395)
3 - 'Richmond (1- 105-632 

(1 - 105-732 
(1 - 105^405

WBW:GTC



■M

SUBJECT:

!^n

ti?/

i

0

Sife&aiMi
7" dr-"
he 1958 
wife as

1MRI£TCR^

SAC, WO’ (62-8011)

‘Vr’

■ >^>y*rgT«axa
to Senat-ar J

Alexandriu^City Directory lists_____

."I

The "Conor A A <1 nna 1 Ritact^ry" listfij 
A Alexandria. VaT

• ‘ b / W/ p:'-bl

a
Photostat of an anonymous letter indicating that an 
individual namedl jof Senator RICHARD RUSSELL’s
office may have some connection with "hate” activity^-----_

•?3

IX

b/C
Bombing of the Temp 
1589 Peachtiee Road 
Atlanta, Georgia, 10 
INFORMATION CONCERNING

^^SSSBSCHSJJEJJHMWBRKW^

WFO indices contain no information indicating , 
that Mr. or Mrs.I |have ever been associated with
"hate” groups or their activity.

i
i' . Regarding the statement in the letter that anti

semitic material was coming from Senator RUSSELL’is office, 
reference is made to WFO airtel to the Bureau dated 1/10/5 
captioned ”White XiiixehjL^ouncilSy TS-X.," This airtel 
ppinted out that!____ Ihad learned that the Seabdardj 
White Citizens Councils had received a quantity of a fl^r 
"Tragedy of Ertors’’ from Senator'RUSSELL’s office. Th e 
flyers had already been stuffed into envelopes bearing

(^•Bureau

Approved:

AIRTEL *BMMNtnMMKL^-—

Special AQdh

n?3- ; a..

>p

Se,»m Per O



WFO 62-8011

the franked signature of Senator RUSSELL. .This airtel 
further advised that Seaboard was adding some of its 
own material to these envelopes and were mailing them 
out as if they originated in Senator RUSSELI?s office. 
The informant stated, however, that Seaboard had placed 
stamps on the envelopes to avoid any violation of postal 
laws.

It is believed that this mailing may be what 
the anonymous letter refers to.

- 2 - '
_______________________________ -t______

Approved: .__________________________ Sent M Per------------------ —--------
Special Agent in Charge



■ UNITE!

DATE:Director, FBI

... ERNMENT

12/23/58.

\ SAC,. Atlanta

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL 
Washington,. D, C.
RACIAL MATTERS.

Re Jacksonville letter 9/17/58, which refers to 
1958 Ga.. License Tag 18-J-924 'on page 4,

On 12/19/58On 12/19/581 __________________ Ga. Automobile
License Tag Bureau, State Capitol, Atlanta, Ga.., < 
made available to SA HENRY E.. KING- record reflecting 
1958 Ga., License 18-J-924- Was issued on 3/20/58 to
___________________ white, male, residence

LGa. This tag was issued to 
195t> Oldsmobile five passenger Sedan, MN ¥-1069585 
According to this record, ■” ' ' “ ~
in July,. 1956.

the automobile was purchased

Atlanta indice s'negative.

2/- Bureau (100-423395) RM ■
T 0 Washington Field (100-33226) RM
I - Jacksonville (105-45) RM
1 - Atlanta (105-544)

HEK:mel
(5)

7



SAC, Memphis (10^-20^) December 29, 1958

Director, (1QO~)423395)

wmtk oinzm cracm 
. RACIAL HATTERS
Washington Field Origin

Reference is made to your letter dated December 16, 
1958, transmitting one roll and one partially exposed roll of 
35m fdim, pertaining to tM above-captioned matter.

In, accordance with your request,, this’'film has been 
developed and one print of each exposure has been made, The 
prints and the original film are being forwarded to the Washington 
Field Office,

1 - Washington Field (under separate cover)



to : Director

FROM I; SAC

^rrANOARC^OBM JMO. 64

subject: _SEABOARD^WHITE CITIZEN

■ Washington Field Origin

0 UNITED STAGES GOVERNMENT “

/ Attn: MECHANICAL 
' SECTION

61339

. Retel Memphis to Bureau and Washington Field 12-5-58.

On 12-5-58, Inspector W. P. HUSTON, Head of the Vice 
Squad, Memphis, Tenn. Police Department, made available for review 
by SAS JOSEPH H.. KEARNEY, JR. and WTT.T.TAM h. t.AWRENOE voluminous 
amounts of Personal effects possessed byl________________ | at
the time I I was arrested on 12-4-58 by inspector hustuN and •)
Lt. K. A. TURNER in Room 512, King otton Hotel, Memphis. . .

V

1

4

A

1

4,

A hurried review of this material reveled voluminous , 
amounts of pro-segregation literature, including copies of !!The.; 
.Smtherix-pigest," "Common Sense," much correspondence involving* 

| newsclippings concerning him, and long lists of names, 
a nd in some instances addresses, some handwritten..and some-type
written. ” ■ 4 ■ rr , ; .

’ * .. c
There were, no lists of names or contacts noted in i 

Tennessee. Many of the names appealed to relate to Louisiana, I 
Southern Mississippi, and Washington, D-. C. . . ■ I

J

b7C

_____ .__ __ Inasmuch as this material will have to be returned to I- 
________ Hby the Memphis Police Department, all of' the possibly L h 
pertinent material was photographed on 12-5-58 by SAS KEARNEY * 
and LAWRENCE with a photo record camera. Approximately one and 
one-quarter rolls of 35^ (25 feet length) kodak micro-file safety 
film, was used. ■

This film is enclosed herewith to the Bureau, attention 
Mechanical Section, for development. It is requested that one copy 
each of each exposure be develop; that thereafter the developed 
negatives and- prints Athe'teof be transmitted by the Bureau to the 
Washington ibe. which is origin in instant case, as well/as
in the case of I IfWFO File 62-8022). Washington
Field may then be^ih’a position to intelligently appraise the infor
mation shown in theAd&v'qlpped films and make any dissemination it 
deems advisable® ,

?/ . Memphis will submit
'12-4-58 arrest of I I

■Jt Juvenile Court
j 2^-Bureau(100-423395) RM v

' 1- Package uOl
3- Washington Field(100-3322.6)
1- Memphis (105-207) "^'^z

I -

;__Lj a more detailed letter 'concerning the
1 and the disposition of his case in MemphisSERVED'

RM

fb7C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
? I

£

Reporting Office

WASHINGTON FIELD
Office of Origin

WASHINGTON. FIELD
Date
OEC-ir ;■

Investigative Period

Tl/97t 19/99/5R

^THXE OF CASE TypedjBy:

rim
Report- made by

SA RICHARD B. LAVIN
CHARACTER,OF CASEWIiZ_£inZENS. COUNCILS _0F

THE MJ^MCJJ2ObL^
Seaboard White Citizens Councils RACIAL MATTERS

Ml IBHW CONTAINED
REFERENCE

COTO: Cl 
MQ. -3£i—

Z2&

Bureau airtel to all offices 10-16-58, entitled 
“Bombings and Attempted Bombings in Southern 
Communities” (Bufile 62-245) <-

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated 11-26-58, 
at Washington, D. C*

r p

. For purposes of documentation of information from 
T-l, the date informant furnished the information is being 
used. Informant furnished lengthy written reports and 
these reports have been disected for reporting purposes*

Date furnished Location

WF T-l 11-17-58

Do not write in. spaces below*Special Agent 
In. Charge .

informants

Approved

Copies made:

('5b- Bureau (100-423395) / A '
t - Baltimore (100-20015) (info) (RM?
1 - Richmond (105-632) (info) (R 
3 - Washington Field (100-33226)

Informant

’°Per‘y oi FBI . ThW report V?—----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- 1------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I
*vanea to ypu h neither it nor its contents are to be distributed, outside the agency to which loaned. j

U. S.'GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE) 19SS O~^344750, J

££ JAN 121959
A J / . Vi/

. K) JAN 2 1959

t’Atf
bow fsat
B/^
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INFORMANTS (Cont) ■ ■

LEADS . - /

BALTIMORE AND RICHMOND DIVISIONS (INFORMATION) . . •

; One copy of this report is being sent to these
• divisions. since SWCC is active in their areas.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE ■

AT WASHINGTON, D. C. '

1 ., Will follow and report activities of SWCC 
in. this area. ’• ■

2 . WFO will report credit and criminal checks as 
well as background information- on the members 
of the SWCC which members were set forth in

. referenced report, ■ V

- A -
COVER PAGE
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rp-201 CRey.- 9-23-58) .

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy fo:

Report of: SA RICHARD B. LAVIN ., Office; WASHINGTON FIELD
Date: DR"1 j .

File Number: Washington Field. 100-33.226
Bureau 100^4'23395 -

Title:
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
THE-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 
Seaboard White- Citizens Councils

Character: , RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: Headquarters of Seaboard White Citizens Councils at 
1047 31st Street, Nt W,, has been closed* Records of the 
organization have been moved to the homes, of FLOYD FLEMING 
and his sister RAN DE MENT. The hew officers of the 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils are: Executive Director, 
JOHN KASPER: President,. FLOYD FLEMING: Vice President.

I Secretary.I , 
TroasurerJ______ [Chairman of the Board,!___________  

Activities of the Organization, according 
to the intormant have consisted of small meetings and- 
the mailing of literature to the Virginia Legislature. 
The organization is generally upset over the athitudo of 
JOHN KASPER in staying in Nashville, Tennessee.________ 

(until recently Executive Secretary of the 
organisation, arrested in December,. 1.958, by Memphis Police 

‘ Department for Contributing tn Hal'i n-nnannv nF a minnr.______  
Statements have been made by ______________________________
and J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS to the effect that they approve 
and would resort to fin&gnee.

- P -

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of:the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/ 
'it and/or its contents are not to be .distributed outside, your agency. 16-74625-1 gpo
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DETAILS: ATJASHD^^^

1« HEADQUARTERS . 1

. VJF T-l advised on December 4, 1.958, that the 
Seaboard TThite Citizens Councils (SWQC) had th move from 
its office at 1047 31st Street, N, W* by December 10, 1958* 
WF T—1 advised on December 22, 1958, that the recards of the 
SWCC had been moved ta the homes af FLOYD FLEMING,. 905 
Quincy Street, N* E,, and his sister RAN DE MENT, 2409 
Franklin Street N* E» \ '

II* OFFICERS . ’

T-l advised on December 15, 1958,/that the 
following persons are the officers of the rSWCC as of that 
date:/ Executive Director, FREDERICK JOHIji^ASPER, aka • 
jOHW%KASP£R, who is/currently in Nashville, Tennessee; 
President’ FLOYD. H^ELEMINGt Vice President. T* CARY HANSEL; . 
Secretary,! I Treasurer, RaN DE MENT;
aka Mrs^ RAYMOND L.* DE KENT; Chairman af the Board,

T-l advi sed thatJ In a F

______T-l had advised oh November 17, 1958, that 
_____________ _ „ —that time the Executive
Secretary of the SWCC» . ...

In connection with lit should be noted .
that the Memphis-. Tennessee, Police Department arrested • 
_ H on December 4, 1958, and was charged in Memphis 
Juvenile Caurt with cantributing ta delinquency af a minar

b7C
b7D

__________ when interviewed, refused ta talk and claimed 
he has been hounded, p^j^ecuted, and intimidated by the 
Federal Bureau af Investigation and that this will saan 
be brought aut in a cangressiahal investigatian* •

III. FINANCES

' T-T aHvn.W on tSJavembSr 18, 1958, that infajimant
believes is by.far the mast dangeraUs man
in this arganization,§t least as far as the Washington area 
is eoncerned* According to infarmant he is a slow, not tee. 
intelligent Southerner who fights for’what ha believes ta be

2 -
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right. According to informant he else displays amazing loyalty 
to KASPER, and tends t* put KASPER on a pedestal. He also 
has mpney and uses it, according to informant, to keep the 
group going* According to informAntJ 1would not
hesitate to go to Georgia and cause the destruction of any ■ 
school that integrated., either by direct participation' or by 
getting someone else to do the destruction*

/ T-l advised on November 20> 1958, that FLOYD
/FLEMINGS sister RAN DE MENT had received a very flattering
letter from JOHN KASPER.asking for a list of names of ; 
contributors. According to informant,' Mrs, DE MENT mailed 
this, list to KASPER on .November 20, 1958.

T-l on November 25, 1958, advised that on ■ 
November 24, 1958, FLEMING had stated that I 
had not paid the rent on the SWCG office arid that FLEMING 
believed] | had spent it* 1 -FLEMING stated on November 24
1958,,that he was fed up with the whole mess of SWCC and 
JOHN KASPER* He remarked that he wanted I | and
himself to get together for the purpose of organizing a new 
group to seht put various material* ■AncnrrHna to FLEMING, 
this group would have the backing of______ ________ FLEMING
also mentioned that KASPER should not be given a list of 
contributors and that Mrs, DE. MENT had not sent him .a 
complete list, . ' ■

ArrnTviTnn fro FLEMING, 
______________ FLEMING

T-l advised on November 25, 1958, that on November 24 
1958,1 | had sent KASPER some money* I __  |
remarked that the rent had not been paid on the SWCC office • 
and that he might have to raise the rent again, although 
he did not have enough to both raise the rent and send 
KASPER some money. [remarked that he was . disgusted
with I Ifor not having done anything, and he wanted
KASPER to come back to Washington for a few. weeks to re
organize the group. I [mentioned that something was
needed besides a paper organization,, because such a group 
was going to, get nowhere* •

IV. . ACTIVITIES. OF THE SWCC

. ’ T-l advised on November 17, 1958, that FLOYD’FLEMING
on November 16, 1958, had received a letter from JOHN KASPER 
in which KASPER bawled FLEMING out for not accomplishing, 
anything.,, and that KASPER saw-no need for fresh ideas when - 
his old ones-were not being carried out. KASPER wrote .that 
he was going to stay in Nashville, look for a job, work on
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his.appeal trial, and write the first draft of his book. He 
was tired, he wrote, of having to "ask for handouts like a 
bum." KASPER suggested in the letter that the office, be 
given up, that his personal effects be moved, and that 
literature be given out at the White House-, plus a picketing 
of the AFL-CIO building. He suggested that all mail 
addressed to him be forwarded to him in Nashville unopened. 
According to* T-l, FLEMING almost "blew his stakk" at this 
breech of trust in FLEMING. FLEMING mentioned that everyone 
knew that he had not taken a penny and that he ^o.til^hdnd 
KASPER every letter unopened, including the bills. ... .

T-l advised on November 17, 1958, that Mrs* DE MENT 
wanted all *f KASPER*s possessions moved out of her house. 
According to T-l FLEMING indicated he was going to quit 
Seaboard as he could not put his heart into his work after • 
having received a letter such as he had received from KASPER,

according to informant. One being that FLEMING, might pull 
put of the Council due to KASPER* s attitude and his staying 
in Nashville, Tennessee. [during the evening made
the remark, according to informal, th at.if the schools *f 
Georgia were mixed, there would be plenty of trouble and. 
he was speaking of no one except himself. [mentioned
that he told the Federal Bureau of Investigation when he was 
interviewed in Georgia, that he did not go along with the 
bombing Of a religious building, but that he would rather

‘see a school bombed than integrated. He mentioned that 
there was pi v dvnami tp areund, and that it was n*t
hard t* get. | remarked that he wished that he had
told the Federal Bureau of Investigation that his mother met 
him at the plane with two cases, that his sister or brother 
had planted the charge, and that his daddy had set the 
match.

•cursed 
KASPER

b6 
b7C 
b7D

_____.__  according to T-l, FLEMING 
for five minutes on what an ungrateful s*ul JOHN

had. | laughed at this and SIMMONS
remarked, "JOHN is doing just what I thought that he would 
do. He has never listened to advice, and thinks an attorney 
is to get him out of a jam after he gets into one." SIMMONS 
told FLEMING that he doubted that KASPER mistrusted FLEMING .

- 4 -
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but probably wanted the letters with donations to use t» get 
more money and.t0 follow up on the people that had contributed. 
SIMMONS remarked that the group could expect. no-help from 
KASPER,. SIMMONS suggested that SWCC bp ’held together,

■ and to use KASPER’s name as the group pleased., SIMMONS 
advised that no open breaks should be made, | went along
with this suggestion and stated that he for one lavored giving 
KASPER a lot of leeway and thaKJOHN had done too much for 
the group to get mad at him. , ■

according to T-l^ FLEMING 
remarked that he had told KASPER when he was in.the District
of Columbia that KASPER just wanted to establish 
residence in Tennessee so that he could run for office. 
SIMMONS remarked that KASPER was a fool if he thought he 
would be elected even as dogcatcher.

According to T-d, SIMMONS statedT , ~I
]that if the Federal Bureau/of Investigation attempted 

to interview him he ‘‘would throw them down the elevatar shaft 
if they came to my office*” SIMMONS remarked that he had 
written a letter to Admiral J. K^^ROMMELIN expressing ■ 
admiration for CROMMELtN’s letter to Director J, EDGAR HOOVER, 
and he had put in three paragraphs about the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation not being legally involved. According to 
SIMMONSp CROMMELIN wroteback and asked if he could print 
the letter. SIMMONS also stated that he thought this would 
make the Federal Bureau of Investigation mad. . According to 
T-l, SIMMONS also commented that he thought that before the 
problem was over, blood would be flowing in the streets. 
At this point, according to T-l,| _____ repeated' again,
that if the Georgia schools■were integrated there would be 
trouble and made reference to a brother that weighs 200 pounds.

T-l advised on December 2- 1958. that FLOYD FLEMING 
remarked on December 1* 1958. thatl I had left
town with the. rent monpv- thatl | had given him.
FLEMING mentioned thatl was passing bad checks
and that he. - FLEMING, was going to swear out a warrant 
for |on embezzlement charges.

T^l advised on December 2, 1958, that FLEMING, 
mentioned that he would get S&CC envelopes. for the- mailing 
of letters that KASPER wants sent' out^ KASPER’s article, 
“Abolish the Public Schools! Now!” .FLEMING mentioned that.

- 5 -
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CARY HANSEL might have a list of the Virginia Legislature 
and that HANSEL should be contacted. © ,_______________ '

T-l advised _____________ that__________________
had mentioned that he was sorry that he had ever gotten 
mixed up with KASPER and' Ra thought that KASPER might be 
a “little off“. who at one time1 was President

a

>f the.SWCC mentioned that he is planning' «n quitting, 
his j*R anon and going into business for himself* According 
to T-l, H talked abo^t LINCOLN ROCKWELL and sard that 
he has changed his opinion,of the man. According to __  
ROCKWELL. has the press that belonged to the.. “Virginian 
and that is why the paper is no longer published* |, 
stated to informant that he wanted no part in violence but 
that he did not mind inciting someone else to violence*

~| said that he would like to see a lot material go
to high school kids all over the nation and “that some of 
these crazy kids will get fired up over the Jews and 
you canrt tell what will happen*“

T-l advised I l.that FLEMING had-
also indicated that he has been in1 touch with.ROCKWELL.quite often 
recently, and that this may be the new coalition that is 
forming,■ •

T-l advised that a meeting was
held onI |tor the purpose of deciding what
plans to put into effect concerning the SWGC<__Present at 
•Mito ma.a-i-inn yjora FT.DVD FT.FMTNG. I________________

carried on
in his usual vein,, talking about the glorious "St* AdoIph15 
(Hitler), and again stated that “We need t* educate the 
youth4 and get some of these crazy high school kids worked 
up. because they get wild and might do about anything.*41 

remarked that he wished that^he had no family to 
raKe care of and that he regrets having married so early* 
Ho remarked that this was done nw and he had to take care 
of them. He stated that he considered KASPER irresponsible 
and that KASPER ran around with a bunch of nuts*

launchedDuring this meeting FLEMING and|
into an argument concerning the importance of sending out mail I 
and of maintaining a group, and this argument had both of them 
yelling at the top 8f their lungs., with FLEMING turning red in 
the face andI _ [laughing at him, making him madder* 
According to T-l, FLEMING stated that KASPER had used all .
of the people in the Washington area, and that now the 
people up here should use KASPER*
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According. to FLEMING., J, BENJAMIN SIMMONS has made 
the statement that Seaboard, was too well known now t© drop 
out of the fight arid that the group should keep going, . 
FLEMING ^mentioned that with the new Congress getting ready 
to Open it is important to have material ready to be mailed 
on opening day concerning the filibuster and the. attempt that 
was sure to be made to force civil rights legislature on the ■ 
people, I [thought that this was a good point and that
FLEMING still had good ideas, but that he still did not want 
to be involved with SL'CG*  as this group was known as "KASPER*s  
organization," ■

*
. , OT T-3 on November 26, 1958, advised that a source
of T-3 had advised that FLOYD. .FLEMING-in November, 1958, 
made statements to the effect that he retired in the summer 
of 1958 and was now devoting all' of his time to the.SV/CC, . 
He mentioned that he was in Rhode Island "to do missionary 
work" for his organization and he claimed six or seven 
members in'Rhode Island, T-3ssource asked FLEMING, to
identify his Rhode Island supporters but FLEMING refused and

|according to T-l, CARY HANSEL 
talked about LINCOLN ROCKWELL*  FLEMING mentioned that there 
was tne much Nazi stuff in ROCKUELL*s  material, but both 
............. land HANSEL said there was not, HANSEL mentioned 
that there was some material that ROCKWELL would not discuss 
with him., but that there were groups all over the United States 
in contact with ROCKWELL, .

that
During the evening T-l advised that FLEMING remarked 

could not be present

________ ________ | according to FLEMING, 
wants, to let the articles of DREW PEARSON die down and • 

I , is taking his name off of the SWCC bank account.

' .OT T-2 advised on November 17, 1958, that FLOYD
FLEMING had received a letter from JOHN KASPER in which 
KASPER made the statement that he was nof running a 
“diaper service" for the SUCC and would not bother to give 
them any more of his ideas since they had not carried out 
any of his previous instructions, .KASPER, according to 
T-2* requested that any mail addressed to him be forwarded 
unopened to him in Nashville, According to T-2, the one 
complimentary thing KASPER said in his letter was that 
FLEMING had done a good job in getting the public school 
statement ready. According to T-2, FLEMING was very upset 
over this letter, calling KASPER an ingrate.

. - 7
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stated that they resided in the Providence,Pawtucket,and 
Central Falls* T-3s source asked FLEMING about his contact 
with C0ND£-*1^ GINLEY* FLEMING mentioned that MC GINLEY was a 
fine man, that he has a great deal to do with KC GINLEY and 
has helped to circulate “Common Sense"• According to
T-^ source FLEMING denied responsibility for the recent ". 
anonymous mailing of “Common Sense” in the greater 
Providence area* FLEMING admitted making large deliveries of 
“Common Sense" for MC QINLEY and admitted that he had met 
JOHN KASPER through MC GINLEY. FLEMING mentioned that the 
first time he saw KASPER wasvhen he delivered 1,000 copies- , 
of “Common Sense" to KASPER at the latter1s book store*

' ' V. MEMBERSHIP ’ .

T-l advised on December 22, 1958, that there is 
no active membership as such of the S17CG in the T/ashington, 
D* C., area* The only persons who. take any active part 
in -hhp> a-P-Fa^re nf *rnani 7a-Hrm ar-m___ PTOVD FT.PMTMG.

Vi * PUBLICATIONS '

T-l advised on November 20, 1958, that FLOYD FLEMING 
on November 19, 1958, had made a statement that he was going 
to print something that would bring in more money than the 
group,has ever collected* He stated that there would be- 
four or five articles by Father COUGLIN in booklet form, 
FLEMING stated that people would send in lots of mdney for 
this material* .

T-l and T-2 advised on December 12, 1958, that the 
SWCC is mailing literature t^ members of the Virginia State 
Legislature on Monday, December 15,1 1958* T-l and T-2 
advised that the mailings are being made on instructions of ’ 
JOHN KASPER and that the mailing would include a copy of 
KASPER’s article "Abolish the Public Schools! Now!" and a 
copy of 1lThe Rotten Mess in Washington" by Dr* T* D* PATTON 
■Carthage, Tennessee* T-l and T-2 stated that FLEMING 
intended to insert another article with the above two items*

KASPER’s article “Abolish the Public Schools!. Now!” 
attacks the United States Supreme Court as being “hell-bent ’ 
on white-race destruction" and urges that the public school|j| 
system b-p abolished-throughout the United States* The <■

- 8 -
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article states the private schools are better than public 
schools and that by abolishing public schools there would 
be a reduction in taxes, -

The article "The Rotten Mess in Washington” 
consists of an attack upon the current administration and 
states that it has surrendered to the “Jew-led NAACP negro
mixing religio-sociological forces” in violation of the 
First Amendment which forbids the Federal Government 
to make any lav; or edict affecting religio-social faiths , 
or conscientious objection,' . . .

T-l advised on December 15, 1958, that the third 
piece of literature included in the mailing would be a 
letter by J, BENJAMIN SWONS, Washington, D, C„ attorney, 
which is critical of the Federal Bureau of Investigations 
interviewingfofosegregationists in the Washington, Dk C, area 
as a result^ of bombings in the South, SIMMON’s letter 
sets forth court decisions to attempt to show that the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation has no jurisdictional responsibilities 
in connection with the investigation of bombings Of schools ■ 
and churches in the South,

VII* PUBLICITY

The Washington Post and Times Herald, December 1, 
1958, contained the syndicated column of DREW PEARSON ; 
entitled “KASPERS Meeting Here Described”. Th.O: article 
mentioned that JOHN KASPER recently held a secret 
meeting in the dingy apartment of EDGAR JOHNSTON at 
1103 Bellevue Street, S*' E*, Washington, D* C, The article 
mentioned FLOYD FLEMING and GENE COLLTON as participants 
in the meeting and also pointed out that JOHN KASPER 
had great respect for EZRA POUND,- who* PEARSON termed the 
“American turncoat”»

VIII, DESCRIPTIONS '

T-l furnished the following descriptions on 
December 22, 1958, for Kirs* RAN DE MENf and T< CARY HANSEL:

_____* 4- 1 J

Name: RA5T0E MENTi aka
Mrs. ■ RAYMOND Lv^E MENT

Sex: Female
Race: White • .
Height-: 5*5”

- 9 -
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Weight: 
Age; 
Hair: 
E.^es 1 
Residence

98 pounds ' 
55-60 ,

, Jet black ’
Brown /

■ 2409 Franklin Street, N* E. U
Occupation: Runs duplicating service 
Marital Status: ..

‘ RAYMOND KTBe MEN!

Relatives:
Employed at the Indian Embassy 
Sisterx*f^FEQYD FLEMING 
905 Whey St^et, N, E,

Name;
Sex; •
Race:
Height:
Weight:
Age: '

. Hair: 
Eyes:~ 
Residence

Me ■ /
Wite . / 

. 5 4 3* /
/ 140 pounds . 
/ 50 A
: , Gray - white :

' Blue
1119 Peyton RandoIf Drive 

. Falls’Church, Virginia 
Marital Status: ’ ' ' •

Married, two children, 
• Employment:-. Department of Interior at the 

’ University of. Maryland,

.10 -



In Reply,Please Refer to 
FileNo,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

STIGEUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 0

100-33226 Washington 25, D# C#
DSC X i f ;f..

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D« aka 
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

RACIAL MATTERS

W T-l, WF T-T2,. .and WF T-3 mentioned in' the report 
Special Agent Richard B. Lavin dated and captioned as above have 
all furnished reliable information in the past* However, 
the reliability of WF T-3* s' source is unknown at the ' 
present time* ■ , , . .

. This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents 
are tobe distributed outside the agency to whioh loaned# '



STANDARD FORMNO. 64 '

Office Memorandum * united states government

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date- 12/31/58
Lom : SAC, NEWARK (105-3383) 'r

J . ’ . ’ ' b6
(9 ■ ‘ • ■ b7C

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C.,
aka, Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS ,

. . . ■ ■' ' . : ;
. Re WFO letter to Bureau, 12/12/58, which requested

offices receiving the letter to furnish WFO background 
information on names listed as members in the letter*

Page36 of referenced letter, under Newark caption,
New Jersey, <

IE KASPER, 25 Ni Centre Street, MefcmWiTO, N
----------------------------- ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------a & & £~ 

--------------------------------

Newark firbsfefie^t 
case entitled!
Newark file 62-2505. —

Is subject of pending 
POTENTIAL BOMBING SUSPECT,”/

On 11/18/58, SA JOHN R. LYONS reviewed 
credit record at the Garden State Credit Bureau, 429 Getty 
Avenue. Clifton. N.J.. the record being made available by 

._______ LReceptionist. This record revea7 
mar me sun.iectJ 
with his_____________________________ I atl

L.

£Receptionist* This record revealedy 
was bpyn I I and rpai dost

N.J., This record listed the^following places of employment for 
the subject: I

V 2-Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL) 
^-Washington Field (100-33226) RM 
2-NewaTk 

1-62-2505 
WEJ:fa 
(6)

21 JAN 2 1959

G Nani 31958



NK 105-3383

The credit record reflected that the stib.iect had 
attended!

This record reflected that on 4/6/50, the subject 
had been sued by

I in the amount of !S36.bU. The attorney was 
listed as | | The suit was settled on 6/19/50*

On 11/26/58, I ।

made availableI I employment record which reflects the 
following background information:

Name
Date of birth 
Place of birth 
Address

Previous employ
ments



NK 105-3383

Previous Employ
ments (coat’d.)

Person to notify 
in emergency

Place of birth 
Marital status 
Military service 
Education

Physical ' 
description

Height 5’7"
Weight 175 pounds
Race . White



NK 105-3383

Subject’s file contained a 1955 personnel survey 
sheet which reflected that he drove his car to work, which 
car was listed as a Volkswagen bearing New Jersey License 
BD2651.

Subject’s personnel file at I 
contained a. nsrgnnnel inouirv letter dated 2/15/56 from

L in which they wished to verify 
afl

employment

A letter was contained in subject’s file reflecting 
that an inquiry was made from] 
dated 7/9/56, verifying the subject’s employment. Subject 
had applied for ajjob at ______________________________

A letter dated 12/23/57,from the Pinkerton Guard , 
Service, Division of Pinkerton National Detective Agency, 
Post Office Box 479, Newark, w.j., was contained in subject's 
file to verify subject's employment atL|

Subject was granted a leave of absence from|______  
from 8/31/53 to 10/12/53, to attend a university in Europe, 
name not given?_ His address in 'Flurope was listed aS 

____________________________________ , Germany.

On 11/25/58, Patrolman
N.J. Police Department, advised that their files contained 
no identification record on He advised
that their census files list rne Toitowing residents
residing at N.J.:

On 12/2/58,, Captain]____________________________
N.J. Police Department, .advised that during the past week 
be had observed a Volkswagen, color - black, parked in the 
driveway at| I bearing New Jersey License
BD2751. It is noted that this is the same .car description 
and license number which was listed in the files of| 
________________________________________ | N.J., for the subject
in 1955
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On 12/2/58
I 

and living wifo-L
I I N.J.

f is a bachelor_ 

has lived there off

]N.J.. advised that 

advised that
and oh for five or six years. He explained that this past 
summer, the subject traveled out to California, exact place 
unknown, by bus, and worked for a short while in .California, 
as] LHe advised he presently resiHQg ft* I ■

Hn.J; He declared that he __________ |by trade
and changes jobs frequently. He advised that he does not 
believe he is presently employed, but is attending school 
somewhere in N.Y. Ci The name of the school was unknown.

b7C

_______ advised that this past summer, the 
subject had an argument with his next-door neighbor, Mr.

1 concerning racial matters| | said
he is not familiar with the exact details of the argument, 
but that the subject is a segregationist, while] |
is an .integratiohisto He advised that for quite a length 
of time the subject and| |did not speak to one another•

Mr. and Mrs. RUBENS furnished the following 
physical description of the subject:

Race White
Sex Male
Age in his 40’s

' Height 5’8"
Weight 170 pounds*
Hair Gray or blond
Complexion Ruddy ’
Physical Has a bowlegged walk;
characteristics build - stocky and muscular;

-5-

• , does not wear glasses

_________ On 12/5/58. |~
I I N.J., telephonically contacted SA JAMES R, LAUGHLIN

and advised that they had been unable to determine what school 
the subject was attending, but believed that he is studying" 
stocks and bonds manipulations.

On 12/5/58.1 I Personnel
Director, | .. .. _ _ I

|N.J., made available the subject's personnel
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file. This file reflected that the subject had been hired 
on 5/21/57 and on 6/24/57 was laid'off. He was employed as

kt this company and oh 9/23/57 was discharged by
the union as a union delinquent. The file contained the 
following personnel data:

Residence
uumont. NTJT

Date of birth __________
Place of birth Wank. N.Y.-----
Person to be ___________

notified in case (saine address) 
of emergency^ r-“ -

Social Security No.------------------------  
References

Visits to, Left U.S. 1953 and visited
foreign 
countries

Automobile

Holland, France, Germany and
England
Volkswagen, bearing,N.J. License 
BD2651

Physical
description 

Height 
weight 
Hair 
Eyes 
Complexion

5’7”
170.pounds 
Brown- 
Blue 
Light

lAssistant Employment Manager,

On 12/5/5R, , Personnel Director,

of the sunject.
advised that their flies contained no photograph

Newark files contain no pertinent inf damnation
concerning Mrs. ROSE KASPER not already known to WO. -RUC-

N.J.j previously referred to, also advised
on 11/26/58, that their files do not contain a photograph 
of the subject.



• UNITED STAiO GOVERNN^T

Director, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 1-6-59'

SAC, Bo^on (1O5-3287) .

ffiiiaKJ3IteBNS-^0WCItS-0R_ HERElh S ©ClldSHEO

BEN H;. BAGDIKIAN ’ "7 -j;.1 .
Re WFO letter, 12-12-58. ~

Bosfile 94-48? captioned "BEN H. BAGDIKIAN-; 
MISCELLANEOUS (CRIME RECORDS)" contains the following 
pertinent information: ...

By letter dated 6-6-55, captioned as above, the Bureau 
advised Boston to make a search of the indices and to 
make a discreet check of credit record's for information 
concerning BAGDIKIAN, as One BEN H. BAGDIKIAN was the 
author of a series of articles released,through the 
North American Newspaper Alliance which appeared in the 
"Washington, D. C. Evening-Star". '

• Boston letter dated 6-8-t55 to the Bureau set 
forth the. following:.

"The indices of' the Boston Division contain no identi
fiable references to the above individual *

’ 7
"The records of the Providence Credit’Bureau, 40 Fountain 
St,, Providence, R. I. disclose a report as of 3-20-52 
identifying BAGDIKIAN as a reporter and feature writer 
with the Providence Journal-Bulletin newspaper. It 
indicated he had entered employment about 2-15-47, having 
come to Providence from Monroe, La.. His credit record 
was favorable and. his character and habits were recorded
as g°°d.

(^Bureau (100-423395)(Encl.)(RM) 
2-WFO (100-33226)(RM) .. .

1-Boston 

.RHB:PO'B-
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/

"Providence directories identify BEN H. BAGDIKIAN, wife 
ELIZABETH S., residence 312 Morris Ave,. Providence, R. I. 
The above credit bureau records also indicated that . 
BAGDIKIAN had been born in Turkey and had a former 
residence at Stoneham, Mass,

"Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), 
Boston, Mass, indicate BEN HAIG BAGDIKIAN, born 1-30-2Q. _
at Marash, (Cilicia) Turkey  ̂entered,the. United States at 
New York, 6-1^20, approximately two months old, hud sub
sequently obtained, .citizenship on a derivative basis 
through his father., ARAM, naturalized 3-29-26. The INS 
file contains no additional background data ©they then ’ 
a request by BAGDIKIAN "for a derivative citizenship 
certificate and an. indication he was associated with the 
Air Force during World War II. It was not possible to 
obtain any data with regard.to ARAM BAGDIKIAN at INS, 
inasmuch as his file was hot immediately.available and 
because of the desire to present this matter to the Bureau 
by 6-9-55- ■ ; -

"There is enclosed herewith reprint of a series of articles ■ 
entitled, !’What Price Security15, by BEN H. BAGDIKIAN in 
the nature.of reprints from the "Providence. Journal-Bulletin" 
newspaper during, March and April,,1955i individual copies 
of which have been previously provided, the Bureau-.

The exact content of the articles furnished to 
the Bureau.is not known by Boston, but it. is believed 
these articles consisted of. a critical appraisal of the 
Government’s loyalty program.

The indices of the -Boston Office contain 
several references to ARAM BAGDIKIAN (father)., who was 
born 1-30-20 at Marash, Turkey.and.whose occupation is 
a clergyman. Among these references is the following:

Boston report of 1-11-55 by
SA 0. H. KOKOLAKIS entitled: 
ARMENIAN PROGRESSIVE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, 
IS-R & AR-IS ACT OF 1950 .. .

Following are excerpts, from the above report:

—* 2 -
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"1-8 made available information during November and 
December, 1954, which disclosed that the. ANCA (Armenian . 
National Council of America) sponsored the 34t^ anni
versary celebration of the Sovietization Of Armenia in 
the Massachusetts and Providence, Rhode Island at the 
following places: ...... ............. ...............................

"On December 12, 1954, at 2:00 p.m. at. -the Rio Restaurant, 
main .ballroom, 40 Thomas Street, Worcester., ^Massachusetts, 
sponsored by the Worcester Branch .of the ANCA-.

”,T-8 stated that the honorary, presiding officials at the 
Worcester ANCA affair’were ARAM BAGHDEGIAN and Dr. SUMP AD 
PACHANIAN, Chairman was D. SIMONIAN.;....." . . .. .

An article appeared in the 12^9-5^- issue of the 
"Hairenik Weekly” (published by an association allegedly 
anti-Communistic^ concerning the 34th. anniversary cele
bration of the Sovietization of Armenia held at Boston-, 
Mass.11-28-54. The newspaper article, was sarcastic and 
critical concerning the aboveaffair'and read ih part:

''.The next speaker, A Reverend (Minister) ARAM T. BAGDIKYAN, 
wa.s compared, by the chairman tp the Rev,. HEWLETT JOHNSON,, 
the extraordinary 'Red Dean-of Chnterbury;\wbo, /recently 
confounded American questioners^so badly that they first 
mounted a mule, and then tried 60 get off that mute.' 
BAGDIKYAN's comparison with. HEWLETT JOHNSON seem a happy 
comparison, .

"In a long winded. prepared speech (’ I didntt think I would 
be allowed to speak freely here today., so I wrote down my 
speech' ) BAG1DIK7AN reviewed the .boring, details of his 
life th^t. .had.made a 'patriot' of him,. 'November 29 is 
etched in golden letters among all the great dates of 
history. Armenia is.free and progressive, It is as free 
and as progressive as in the days of Tigran.es the Great 
(this Was more than .1954 years back—Ed.HW). November 29 
is a.miracle;, a ;ray of sunlight. Armenia.has a great future. 
Armenia will soon, extend from Mt. Ararat to Cilcia. We 
are American citizens; we love .America. Rebuilt Armenia 
has filled the people with a new spirit.'He"ended by 
shouting: 'Long, live November 29i. Long live the Soviet $ / 
Union.'".

T-8 is who gave the information regarding the 34th
anniversary celebration7mentioned previously to SA CHRISTOPHER' 
H. KOKOLAKIS on 1.0-12-54.

- 3 -
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■ . The '"Providence Journal-Bulletin"newspaper
on 11-18-55 carried ah article ■ captioned "Joumai-Bhlletih 
Reporter Gets Foreign Study Grant." This.article .said 
that BAGDIKIAN, a "Journal-Bulletin" reporter since 194? 
was named.by the REID- Foundation -as.one of six recipients 
of $5^000 grants for.study abroad-during 1956.

The indices of the Boston Office fail to reflect 
any additional information concerning BEN H. BAGDIKIAN.

In view of the above, Boston will not interview 
BEN H. BAGDIKIAN. . .

JOSEPH DEVITT ■

• EDWARD ZODOURIAN, Personnel, U. S. Post'.Office, 
Boston,,Mass,, . RICHARD H, BLASSER that . 
■JOSEP^yj^yiTT, 44 .Archest.,, _Malden,' Masd. Ls presently ’ 
employed py,the U. S. Office, Boston,

advised..SA

Class’, as a Distribution"Clerk.’ ,

Inasmuch as WFO is in possession of the 
original information concerning JOSEPH DEVITT, it .is 
requested that WFO prepare and • submit, to th^, Bureau ' 
Letterhead Memoranda for possible"dissemination to the 
U. S. Post Office^ Washington, D. C. . ’

No dissemination of the information concerning 
JOSEPH DEVITT has been made to the Hi S. Post Office, ' 
Boston,.Mass. - ‘

A copy of WFO letter dated 12-12-5'8 is enclosed 
for the Bureau. ... ■

" RUG ’ ' .



STANDARD’FORM NO. 64 b .

Office united statos government

to DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date: January 5^ 19.59

SAC, CLEVELAND (105-2686)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C., aka 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Washington Field Office letter dated December 12, 
1958, listing the names of two contributors’ to the 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC), and One 
member of the SWCC.,- residing within the Cleveland 
Division..

The indices of the Cleveland Office contain no in
formation which can be identified with any of the 
individuals residing in the Cleveland Division, listed 
in reference letter^ with the exception of Mfs, 
THOMAS COVAN, who is also listed in WFO letter dated 
February 21, 1958 captioned as above.

- RUC -

Bureau (RM) .
2 - Washington Field Office (100-33226 )•(RM)
1 - Cleveland
EBB‘AES



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

via . Airtel

rd

FB I

Date: 1/2/59

("Type in plain iextor code)

I j Mr.';Tolgon___ i_ 
l s .jfe. ^BelMont—^. 
F Mr. Mohr?_ -_
I Mr. Nease.___ _
I . JMA Earsons.

<*/ Rosen..L ... -
Z Mr. Tamm._____ i 

Mr. Trotter_?
Y Mr. W.C.Sulliyan • 

Tele. Roon!_
•| Mr. Hollomaii_  

। Miss- Gandy^__

ELT/HBS 
(6)

^SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

(Priority or’MetHod of Mailing)

AIRTEL

REQ.'. RECt ... _
DATE EORW. r gD /
HOW FORW. '
BY

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies of a 
letterhead memo containing.infofmation that FLOYD-FLEMING 
of captioned group may distribute literature in the vicinity 
of the Ua S* Capitol.

The source for this material is|____________ | and
the original information furnished by the informant is 
located ini I

Lieutenant JOSEPH Y. CHENNAULT of the MPD, and 
the Capitol Police have been orally advised of this 
possible demonstrationa

(^•Bureau. (Ends a 7)
3-WFO

(1-62-8016 BOMBINGS AND ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS)
(1- .

6 C - Wick

® JAW 9

^Approved: Sent _M .Per



J

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

9 4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
January 2, 1959

A source who has furnished reliable infiearaiaRion 
in the past advised on January 2, 1959, that Floy (^Fleming 
President, Sejaboard^hite^Citiz^ (SWCC) is
attemptingto get about ten persons to hand out literature 
in the vicinity of the United States Capitol in protest of 
the bill to end the filibuster* Fleming, according to the 
source, has written Frederick John Kasper in an effort to 
get Kasper to come to Washington, D. C. to assist in this 
activity*

The source was unable to ascertain the specific 
nature of the-literature which Fleming wants to distribute, 
and he staged that Fleming has not as yet made definite 
plans or set a date for the distribution* Fleming, however, 
has mentioned January 6 and 7, 1959, as being good days on 
which to hand out the material*

The SWCC' was organized in Washington, D* C* in 
1956 by Kasper, who was released from a federal penitentiary 
at the end of August, 1958, where he served a year’s 
sentence on a contempt of court conviction arising out of 
-riots in Clinton, Tennessee, over school integration*

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned*



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

■ ~ •• *

I Office • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT -t
to : DIRECTOR,'FBI (100-423395) date: January 9, 1959

: SAC, ALBANY (1O5-I869)

a

Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re WFO letter to Director dated December 12^ 1958

Referenced letter listed one
I | New..York«as a person wno nas
requested literature from the Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
such as the pamphlet, "Segregation or Death”, written by 
JOHN KASPER.

___________ Albany files disclosed that on November 10, 1958, 
|appeared at the

Albany FBI Office and claimed to be the object of "psychological 
terror" but could not identify the perpetrators thereof.

Undieated that she wag employed as I ~lat the
___ I New Ynrir. it was determined 

through this interview that_______________ mental condition is not
what it should'be. This was indicated Dy questions as to 
whether she should seek additional medical advice.

‘ On December 30* 1958 
Personnel Offlcel I, New York
advised that 

New Yor» is currently employed these as

I Albany indices contain no further information identi
fiable with I I

The above information is not being furnished the Bureau 
under a 140-0 caption, inasmuch as it is felt thatl I
activities do hot come.under the purview of Executive Order No. 
10450. No further action being taken by this office, UACB. .

2Bureau (100-423395) (RM) 
IWFO (Info)(100-3326)(RM)
1 - Albany (105-1869) 
RAB/hcv w U JAN 12 1959



FD-3'6 (Rev. 12rl'3-56)

>

Date: 1/8/59

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority dr Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)

^Seaboard white citizens councils
RACIAL MATTERS . ..

/ Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies and for
Richmond two copies of a letterhead memo setting forth 
information concerning plans for literature to be distributed 
in Front Royal, Virginia, on 1/10/59, by captioned group. 
Information copies are being sent to the Richmond Office.

The sources referred to in the enclosed memo are 
I and the original information furnished isand_______  

located in and [ respectively*

Information concerning the article about the FBI 
sent to the Bureau add Richmond by airtel 12/15/58.

was

ELT:hbm 
(8)

AIRTEL

.3-Bureau (Ends. 
2-Richmond (Ends. 2) 
3-WF0

(1 - 
(1 -

Special Agent in Charge

& 1559

Approved: Sent — __M Per





STANC^RD FpPAJ NO< 64

UNITED ST^hs GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM,

DATE: 1/7/59

(105-1483)

SUBJECT-/WITE CITIZEWS 

Seaboard White 
RACIAL MATTERS

Citizens Councils HIM !SWW

Re WFO letter, dated 12/12/58

The following investigation was 
conducted at New London, Conn., by SA JOHN J
WARD, JR.:

Patrolman CORNELIUS DONOHUEj New 
London, Conn., Poli.cie Dept., advised on 1/2/59, 
thatjfrs. DAVID HUNT^eTTWALS.,. Aka Gene A, 

\; Gottwal~s, has resid8d~aF-’225 Ocean Ave./~Ndw 
. Tx^ndon, Conn., for the past four years. She

'—acdraai^y~l*±ves there only six months of the year,. • 
May to October. During the winter months- of 1957 • 
she lived in Florida jand currently she is at the 
Tower isle Hotel., Jamaica, -BWL* He stated that. 
Mrs. GOTTWAHS Is a widow, advanced- in years, 
appears, to- have ample funds- from a private income, 
and lives alone. He had, the impression that her 
husband was a retired* officer of the United 
States Navy* Patrolman DONOHUE said that he 
cares for Mrs. GOTTWALS-property. H.e has found 
her thoughtful, generous, but somewhat eccontric. 
She does not associate with anyone in the neigh
borhood, is not active in civic affairs, and 
rarely has visitors. He said she has never 
spoken of political or racial matters to him or 
to anyone in the neighborhood to his knowledge. 
He stated that Mrs. GOTTWALS is scheduled to 
return to her home in May / 1959* 1 ' ’

Bureau ‘(10 0-4233 95) (RM)
■2 - WFO (100-3 3226) (RM) 
1 - New Haven (105-1483)

(5)



NH 10^-1/183

WALTER DAVIS., JR., Assistant Cashier, 
Hartford. National Bank, New London, Conn., j on 
12/31/58, advised that GENE A. GO.TTWALS, formerly 
maintained a checking .account- in that bank* She 
gave as a reference the City Bank','Conn. Ave. 
Branch, Washington, D. Cv

ROBERT MAC.LEAN,, Credit Reporting 
Bureau, advised on 12/23/58, that the files of 
that firm reflect ho information concerning Mrs. 
DAVID H. (--GENE A.) GOTTWALS.

JOHN MURPH?, Clbrk, New London, Conn.,, 
Police Dept., on 12/23/58, a.dvised that there is 
nd: record in the files- of- that dept, identifiable 
with Mrs. GOTTWALS. . .

. • J *■ ••

No- record in New Haven files.



STANDARD FORM. NO. 64

unitedWates government

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date: January 12, 1959

SAC, MIAMI (105-1274)

subject: j^XTHITE citizens councils of d. c., 

Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

aka,.,

Re Washington Field letter to Bureau, 12/12/58, 
listing on Page 29, two members J I of Miami p/
and 1 ' lof $t« Petersburg, Florida.

On January 6,. 1959, the indices of the Miami Office 
contained no reference to either| |or  ,

On December 30, 1958, Investigative Clerk I 
checked the records of the Miami Police Department

Miami Municipal Court, Miami Credit Bureau a Miami Beach
Police Department, Dade County Sheriff’s Office and no reference 
to CROCKFORD was located.

On December 18, 1958, SA JAMES E. WALLACE checked 
the records of the St* Petersburg Credit Bureau, St. Petersburg 
Police Department,. Traffic Bureau, Pinellas County Sheriff’s 
Office and no reference to sas located.

RUC

(2,Bureau (RM)
2 Washington Field (100-33226)(RM)
1 - Miami .
LOP:mbb .
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 1/13/59

A^ RICHMOND (62-1367)

To DIRECTOR, FBI

>UBJECT:

INFORMATION CONCERNING

^e WFO air tel to Director dated 11/26/58 
captioned^SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS,’ RACIAL 

” and SavannalTTe^er"!;o"RTchmbnd 12/30/58.MATTERS"

The Richmond Office has been carrying BELL as 
a potential bombing suspect. Referenced Savannah. letter 
reflects that [was inducted into the U. S, Army at 
Fort Jackson* S..C-.--on 12/2/58 and was assigned Army Serial 
Number! '

, In view of subject’s induction into the Armed
Forces, no further investigation is being conducted in this 
matter and this case is being closed* .

^Bureau
T-WFO (100-33226)(info)
1-Richmond ,
WCL:std
(4)

c ,

is JAN 14 1959



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

DIRECTOR, FBI (.100-423395)

SUBJECT; i^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
OF D. C..,' aka 
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: 1/16/59

tosmwd

■ ReBSlet to Director 1/6/59, which letter set 
forth a .request for WFO to prepare a letterhead memo
randum on JOSEPH DEVITT, U. S. postal Employee at * 
Maiden, Massachusetts. DEVITT is the brother-in-law 
of FLOYD FLEMING, the president of subject organization.

WFO has not been preparing letterhead memoranda, 
on persons in government service who- have been associated 
in some’ manner with subject organization^ and UACB WFO . 
is not preparing a letterhead' memorandum on JOSEPH DEVITT. 
T, ■ '

^Bureau
1-Bostdn. (105-3287) (info)(RM) 
j~WFO

RBL.:..cjv
(4)

19 1959
® ■ 136



'd-36 (Rev. 12-L^56*

'J F BI

Date: 1/15/59

Transmit the-'following in
(Type in plain text or code)

I Mr.. Tolgon..—:— 
|Mr. Belmont—-r 
I Mr. Mohr :— 
rMr. Nease—-------

t
 Parsons..—,— 
Rosen-tk—— 
Tamm

"Mr. Trotter-------
7 Mr. W.C.Sullivan
* Tele. Room.-—-—

Mr! Holloman—- 
Miss Gandy-------

Via ATRTFR
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

i

To:

From

Subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI {100-423395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
RACIAL MATTERS

. /Reference is made to WFO airtel in captioned 
matter dated 1/8/59 enclosing seven copies .of a letter
head memo setting forth information that captioned 
group planned to distribute literature in Front Royal, 
Virginia. / »

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies 
and for Richmond one information copy of a letterhead 
memo containing additional information concerning this 
matter. .

Wk T-l in the. enclosed memo is [ 
and the information furnished bv -r • ~ 
1 ocated inl"^ TandI

■he informant is
WF T-2

.M , ,_____ lang tne original informafinn. furnished by
him is Located in
^Bureau (Ends. 7)
1-Richmond (Ends... 2) (info) 
3-WFO- 

(1-

ELT:bdb

* t 3 9 W

Approved: ,
■Special

_M PerSent
Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

unWed states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF, INVESTIGATION

January 15, 1959 .

. SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

WETtI and WF T>2, who have furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised on January 7, 1959, that 
■Floyd Fleming, President, Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
of Washington, D.C., planned to distributedliterature in 
Front Royal, Virginia, on Saturday, January 1'0, 1959.

WF T-l advised on January 14, 1959, that 
Fleming did not journey to Front Royal on January 10, 
1959,. but that he had mailed literature to one hundred 
individuals in that city, the informant learned that 
Fleming picked the names at random from a telephone 
directory. WF T-l further advised that on Saturday, 
January 17, 1959, Flemings. intends to mail out literature 
to One hundred additional persons in Front Royal*

I

The material mailed included John Kasper’s . 
article, "Abolish the Public Schools’ Now!” and an 
article critical of the Federal Bureau of Investigation^ 
investigations in connection with bombings of schools and 
places of worship in the south. Kasper’s article is 
critical of the United States Supreme Court and urges 
that public schools be abolished in favor of private 
schools. The article regarding the Federal Bureau of• 
Investigation.attempts to' show that the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation has ho jurisdiction in the investigation 
of bombings*

Frederick John Kasper organized the Seaboard 
Councils in June, 1956, and he is currently executive 
director of the organization, Kasper served a year’s 
sentence in a Federal Penitentiary on a conviction of 
contempt of court arising out of school integration’dis-’ 
turbances in Clinton, Tennessee, in the fall of 1956. 
In November,' 1958, he was found guilty in Nashville, 
Tennessee, on charges of inciting a riot relating to 
the same disturbances in Clinton.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ?



Re: SEABOARD WHITE 
CITIZENS COUNCILS

This memorandum is loaned to you by" the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor 
its contents are to be distributed outside' the agency' 
to which loaned.



■STANDARD FOpM

Office Memorandum > UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-42339 5) date: January 21, 1959

SUBJECT

■FROM AC, L Ie Rock (100-3232)

WHITE CITIZENSlMHGHiS^C, aka, 
Seaboard WhiteCitizens CounciTs^~^~~ 
RACIAL WATTERS

Re Washington Field Office letter to Bureau, b6 
12/12/58. b7C

Member ~
a

College, Jonesboro, Arkansas,-on January 15 
available the college file of|_______________
file reflected the following information:

Arkansas. State

7V

1959. made 
which

|__________ | application for admission to Arkansas
State College was dated November 14, 1956,. and he gave his
address as e. New Jersey.
His date and, place of birth waS given as]___________  
at Paterson. Ney^JjarAey... His father was listed as|________ 

- address, and the father’s employ
ment Was"given aS 
_______ 1 New Jersey* 

__________ rindinn-f-.Ad. he would graduate from|______, 
_______ iNew Jersey, in 1957^ His major field 
of interest wasI I and he expected
to enroll in Arkansas State College in September, 1957.

$

high school, activities were listed as:

Z27- Bureau (RM) 91 / / / <-
3 - Washington Field Office (100-33 226) (Encl..“TTnUKy*"

24 JAN 26 1959
All IHFOBMAW WHOEGC/'mvw 

(6)

1 - Little Rock (100-3232)



b7C
LR 100-3232

His major interest was in 
and he signed the application aS

The file further reflected entered Arkansas
State College on September 10, 1957, and he continued there 
two semesters, June, 1958] 
....................  I He re-enrolled at Arkansas State College 
in September, 1958, and he attends the college at the_____  
present time. He is majoring in| 
His IQ is listed as 107.

,_____ advised he is personally acquainted
with] j ana spared | ~|has attended the college 
regularly during, the semesters which he has been enrolled. 
He pointed out that any time a student misses more than 
two days at the college, it is brought to his attention

student and F
campus.

and he at that time discusses the matter with the student. 
He stated he has n^ver had to discuss this matter with 

stated he considered| |a model 
has never caused any trouble on the 
made available a photograph of |

which he states was: taken during the fall of 1958./ tne 
exact date unknown to him. He stated tha ninture need 
not be returned. Idescribedf |as a white
male, 5’ 10", 165 pounds, light brown hair,, medium build,
and medium complexion.

The photograph of 
the Washington Field Division

is being enclosed for

RUC.

- 2 -



•STANDARD FORM NO/64

« UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

: DIRECTOR, HBI, (100^2339^)' DATE: 1/21/29

from : SAC, NEW HAVEN, (1O9-1L|.83) .

SUBJECT: ^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C,> aka 

Seaboard White Citizens Councils .
; Ea0Ialwt®s ah st aiaia comi®

■ Re WPO Letter, dated 12/12/5&. KR® b KLASbMD /
New Haven letter, dated 1/7/29.

! The following investigation was conducted- by SA
FRANK B. WATTS, at. Stamford, Connecticut':

/W £ J- IK V1

On January 16, 1929J_______________ pail Carrier, United
■States Pos# Office, Stamford.^ Conhe cticut, advised-that ' 

hnd his, wife | , J''
have resided at __________________ _|^Stamford, Connect'Lc'.ut

' He stated that to•the’best of his ’since 1920._______________________ , ■
knowledge,! I had been residing at- 
this address since 1930. He-stated that|____ ______  
was previously married to an individual named I
than' again to- ah individual framed! ............................

Land that in about 1920, he married hl-s present 
Wife J I. He stated | ~~
came from the South, he felt, Washington, R.C.^ and . 
has resided with! Hat this address since ■
1920. He stated that they ha vs two children J I
continued that! |is

Stamford, Connecticut.

;V

'at 
seated

S3 JAN 23 1959

|has been so employed since approximately
19110. He stated this company received orders- and '

"1-Washington Field, (100-33226)'
1-New Haven 
FBW’jmac



Ml 1O^-1L|.83

stated since 19^0, he has become partially acquainted 
with both Mr. and Mrs I and that he considers
“ Hto be a very quiet., conscientious

Te sta-hed. however, that to the best ofindividual.
his knowledge_________________ is hot active in any------
civic groups and is rarely visited by anyone*  
stated he has never heard! |speak
politically or- of racial‘matters. -He stated he has 
n<=>ver heard any of the neighbors refer to Mrs. 
__________ as expre.ssing herself polltica lly or 
speak’of racial matters. [stated both
Mr. and Mrs.J |are well thought of by their
neighbors.

Stamford 
stated that ,

On January 16, 1999J__________________  
Credit Rating Bureau, I4I4. Park Street, 

■ his files, which dated back to 1931, reflect no
derogatory information concerning! ______
nr his wifeI These files reflect

Us

I -These records reflect!  
is the third wife of| ~|

Annual income, according to these'records is listed 
at ^19.000 for! and reflects

|.s a housewife.

On January 16, 1999, Officer_______________
Stamford Police Departments advised that there was 
no information .in his files identifiable with 

or

The New Haven indices contain no information concerning
either or

- 2 -e-



FD-36 (R<« 12-13-56) .
Hi.- $

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33226)
0 b7D
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: WFO)

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copi/es of a letter
head memorandum concerning an appeal for funds by captioned 
group to print and distribute a booklet entitled ’’Black Puppets.” 
Information copies.are being sent to the Richmond Office^

The source in the enclosed memorandum is x
and the original information furnished by the informant iS^^/ 
located in

- Bureau (Ends. 7)
2 - Richmond (Ends. 2) (RM)



In Reply, Please Refer to

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
January 27, 1959

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

A source, who has furnished reliable, information 
in the past, advised on January 26, 1959,' that Floyd Fleming 
President, Seaboard White Citizens Councils, Washington, 
D. C., is mailing out fifteen hundred letters appealing 
for funds to print and distribute a booklet entitled "Black 
Puppets." /

The source said t ha  ̂"Black Puppets" is. a sixty- 
fP-UX-PAge fe^ok&^tjati^di^wiiig^ by

/George /Lincoln^ 6 512Ji Ij iamsburg/Hbuleyard,
arid 'pur'pbfts t p show that the Jew is 

the agitator who is manipulating the Negro, Communism, the 
National Association for Advancement of Colored People, and 
civil rights problems iri the South. It also attacks the 
United States Supreme Court with rendering "Decisions of 
Dishonor."

The appeal for funds being mailed out by Fleming 
contains a "flyer" with sample copies of the drawings- in 
"Black Puppets."

The source learned that Rockwell will priri& the 
booklet when sufficient funds are available and that Rockwell 
has granted Fleming permission io distribute the booklet 
under the name of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils. 
Fleming has said that the ultimate goal is to distribute 
copies of the booklet to high school children in Arlington, 
Virginia, and other states faced with integrationi

The "Northern Virginia Sun," Arlington, Virginia, 
newspaper, during October, 1958, described Rockwell in 
several stories as the source of considerable anti-Jewish 
material and activity.

I MAIM OOttAKO '
an S MMFSED

ENCLOSURE



SEABOARD WHITE
CITIZENS COUNCILS

The Seaboard White Councils was organized in 
Washington, D. C., in June, 1956, by John Kasper, publicly 
admitted segregationist;

This memorandum, is loaned toyyou by the Federal 
Bureau of. Investigation and neither it nor. its contents are 
to be distributed outside the agency to which, loaned.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : Director, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 1-31-59

kt : SAC, Memphis (105-207)

subject: WHlTE_CXEKENS~COW OF THE. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 

WrA"£"WTTERS~~~~' 

Washington Field Office. if I

Re Memphis letter 12-6^58 to Bureau, copy to 
. Washington Field. ‘ b6

' ' ■ ' ■ b7(
The Memphis Commercial Appeal, ’a daily newspaper 

published in Memphis, Tennessee, in the 1-23.-59 issued 
carried a hews article reflecting that! [was
convicted ph a charge of contributing to the delinquency of 
a minor and sentenced to 11 months and 29 days at the Penal 
Farm and fined $1000... The article further reflected that motion 
.for a new trial, was asked by his attorney J
from the Public Defender’s Office. According to the•news. 
article, the state presented testimony to the effect that 

_________ and a 16 year did girl registered on 12-3.r-58 at the 
King Cotton Hotel, Memphis, ”in a double bedsingle foot! as 
man and wife.” The article related that| ~ [testified 
his business as a professional segregationist was to promote 
the ’’duration of Southern culture.’’’ He described his avocation 
as an agent to sign up young women.for commercial modeling and 
testified that ho retained an office in the East Pearl Building ‘ 
in Jackson, Mississippi. The motion for a new trial was set for 
hearing on 2-13-59 and the sentence fixed for was the
maximum under the statute.

For the information of New Orleans, was
arrested in Memphis by the local Police Department Vice Squad 
ph December‘4, 1958. He had material in his possession which
indicated that he was the Executiye~.Se.c^ _pf ,the_^eabord 
White Citizens- Council. and ’’King Klegle, U- S- KTah. state of 
Mississippi*. The girl arrested'with him was

if "

2—Bureau (100-423395) RM '
2t Washington Field (100-33226) (encl..-2) RM
1- New Orleans (info) RM __________ /

1 - Memphis (. 105-30> I u .S*' Kians) ' 'b7D
1- Memphis(105-207)

(8) . V

' 7

i



Me#105-207

b6
b7C
b7D

______________________  Maryland. was a rupa.wav and ad
mitted traveling.as man and wire wren from Washington,
D, C. to Wihchester, Virginia on 11-19-50, returning to 
Washington, D. 0. and Subsequently coming to Memphis with a 
stop in Washville.

confidential source‘of
this office.I Imade
a letter dated 1-10-59, which he received from I _____

available

_________  ___________________________ _____ In 
the l etter I I identifies himself as having been the________

in me letterI iciaimea ne naa
just conducted mree months research at the Library of. Congress 
on the subject of States Rights, Southern history .and other 
matters pertaining to segregation. He stated at the time of his 
arrest he was enroute to New Orleans. He further stated that he 
had come to the conclusion that his arrest was caused by the , 
Antir-Defamation League as a means of harassing segregationists.

jail
On 1-23-59,1________________________ Shelby County

Memphis, made available, a letter written by l~ I
dated 1-16-59, to I Mississippi
This is a ten page letter, which is being photostated and the 
photostates retained in this file. In. the letter__________re

' ]in obtaining his release fromquested the .assistance of I in obtaining his release from
custody in Memphis. He refers in the letter to being fee head of 
an unidentified organization which is to "supplement the citizens 
council movement and designed to create insurance of’positive 
■action should the picture ever range beyond the limitation of 
the council and, "etc* Throughout the letter indicates
that he has previously had some personal or,profess iona1 contact
With in connection with various modeling and beauty con-
tests in Mississippi, as well as other public gatherings

________ Although and the above named
were IntswlRwad hv Biirean Agents in connection with a 

possible White Slave case]_________________ Assistant USA,
Memphis, declined prosecution op 12-11-56.

Por the assistance of Washington Field, 
and are forwarded herewith.

photographs of

The Bureau and interested offices will be kept advised 
of petition for a new trial.



STANDARD FORM'^O. 64

t

TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, HOUSTON (100-9413)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re: WFO letter to Bureau, dated

DATE: 1/30/59

aka

12/12/58

Referenced letter listed the following Houston 
persons and requested background information concerning 
these persons:

Mrs. (.LAWRENC-g OTURFORD'
^29JJ^e,si^reiand Place /7\ 
Houston, Texas

VIRGINIA
LAWRENCE

. Houston indices contain no information concerning , 
or LAWRENC^BURFORD. Houston City Directory lists 
M* and VIRGINIA BURFORD as residents of Apartment 1,

229 Westmoreland Place, Houston. LAWRENCE, BURFORD was 
listed as an accountant. The greater Houston Credit Bureau, 
as checked by^ on 3^23/58 contained information
reflecti^gU^cWp^  ̂ M^BURFORD and wife VIRGINIA have
been on file since 1943. They have resided in Houston at 
>4518 Stanford, 1013 Kenwood and 109 Stratford. At present 
they reside at 229 Westmoreland Place.

Hadvised that LAWRENCE 
known to the Credit Bureau since he makes 
his own credit standing which is fated as

BURFORD, is well 
frequent, checks on 
satisfactory to

good. She advised that he has indicated that he is a self
employed publico accountant and has been engaged aS such 
for more than 25 years. The couple have no children.>|_______  

ladvised that LAWRENCE BURFORD is a white male, of 
average appearance, and is 57 years of age

Bureau /
2 - Washingtori Fie3td.., (100-33226)
1 - Houstofi



HO 100-9413

J On 1^23/58, _________________ J Credit ^ureau, advised
^^that her records indicated /-that J._R.Zand RUBY Cx^ ELLIS of 
\ 3028 Ella Lee Lane, had been on file since September 7, 1928.

"'Mr, ELLIS had consistently maintained a satisfactory credit 
rating. ELLiS-listed himself as a self-employed building 
contractor, and broker, although his employment was never 
verified by the Credit Bureau. Mrs. LONG advised that the 
file indicated-ELLIS had retired in June, 1943, and that his' 
present age was 80.

____________Houston indices reflect that bn 9/10/41]
visited the Houston Office and 

furnished some papers she said were dropped by Mr. j.- R. b6 
ELLIS of 312 Fannin Street* The papers consisted of a card b7C 
of ADOLF G. .KOHLER, of the Commercial Department of the 
Welcome to Germany Servbe of Berlin/ Germany;- a note from, 
the Turner Urological Institute, of Houston, Texas; a note 
containing German script; a prescription blank of Dr. HANS 
VIKTOR BUHLER, of Germany and an automobile insurance card 
listed to Mr. J. R. ELLIS.

|said she was furnishing these as a 
possible indication that ELLIS, whom she believed to be a 
full blooded German, was a peculiar man, although she did 
not imply that he was engaged in Un-American activities.

By letter to the Bureau dated 2/21/58, in this 
same case,, the Washington Field office advised that J. R. 
ELLIS of 3028 Ella Lee Lane, Houston, was listed as a 
cohtributdr of $10.00 to the WCC or KASPER Defense Fund.

- 2 -



HO 100-9413

and furnished a complaint of a vague natures When questioned 
as to the nature of her complaint, became very
belligerarit and hung up. She called back in a few minutes 
and repeated her vague complaint without reference to her 
first call.

in the case entitled UNKNOWN SUBJECT, aka. The Patriot; 
RACIAL MATTERS, Memphis Origin, Bureau file (105-74075), 
Houston, file (62-1399) ,| |is listed as a
probable Houston member of a secret organization/ who 
affords its members training with firearms, and whose purpose ^5 
is to arise at an undetermined time to follow an unknown ^7^
leader and to bake over control of the United States Government^7D 

~| of Texas, was listed
as a reference on an application for a Post Office Box in
Houston used by one 
above organization. 7 
that__________________

as a mail drop by the 
(Protect Identity) advised'

in~ Houston, is a close friend Of________ _______________________
~| who are | for the above

organization. The group is strongly anti-semitic and anti
integration. ■

Houston Police. Department records and Harris County 
Sheriff’s Office records contain no information identifiable
With LAWRENCE Or VIRGINIA BURFORD, 
or

J. R. pr RUBY C. ELLIS,

On 1/25/59,
advised that he had no Knowledge 

indicating that faAWRENCE or VIRGINIA BURFORD were anti-sdmitic 
or had engaged in anti-semitic activities. Mr. FREEDMAN 
advised that he had no Information reflecting that J. R.
ELLIS,. RUBY ELLIS, or 
Semitic.

were

- 3 -



HO 100-9413 b7C

On 1/8/59,| Intelligence
Section Department of Public Safety, advised that his section n 
was charged with the responsibility of gathering information 
oh individuals or groups who might cause racial trouble..
He said he had ho knowledge of Mr. and. Mrs. R. ELLIS,
Mr. or Mrs. LAWRENCE BURFORD, Or| |-

RUC. ’



STANDARD^gM NO. 64

Office • united sta® government

to :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

mS^AC, BALTIMORE (100-20015)

subjec^hite CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. aka 

Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE; l/3l/59

AUIKFWAW COM® 
HERE® IS IWASSWED , 
BATE .

Re WFO letter to the Director 12/12/58 requesting that 
offices having Seaboard White Citizens Councils members 
in their division, listed in this letter, furnish background 
information concerning those members.

The following information concerning these Seaboard White Citizens 
Councils (SWCC) members living within the area o'f “the Baltimore" 
Fidld Office was^djStairfed as a result of bn indices check.
No further investigation to obtain additional information con
cerning these persons is contemplated at this time.

furnished a partial membershin list of the
of

. On 11/14/58, wiuBueu a p
SWCC among wmcn namea anpcareri that 

___ ________________[ Maryland.^

^2^ Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)
2 - WO (100-33226). (REGIS. MAIL) 

‘1 - Baltimore /
GOSilmb
(5) // O ' 4

a FEB 3 1959



BA 100-20015

On 12/11/57

b6 
b7C 
b7D

fnrni shaA information that the name, 
Maryland Park, Maryland, was 

contained in a stenographer’s notebook maintained at the headquarters 
of the SWCC, Washington, D.C. the significance of which was not 
known to the informant.

On '2/24/49, Captain Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White
Oak, Maryland, advisea cnat on a/25/494 an anonymous call Was re- 
cbived stating someone should check on| | an employee

’of this installation, as he was taking Government property. 
* - *

 _________________________________this installation, advised 
that I |had been working in the room in the vicinity of where
an adding machine had been stolen 2/21/49.

______________________________ :______________________________________________
On 6/15/49j _________________________ Washington,
ELC^, was interviewed and denied'having taken any Governmentprop
erty from the Naval Ordnance Laboratory and specifically denied 

\ahy knowledge of the theft of this adding machine.

It is not .known if this individual is identical with 
mentioned above----

Silver Spbiiig,, ,Maryland —

On 11/1^/58,| furnished a partial membershin list of

the $WQC among Which names was 
Silver Spring, Maryland.

. According to information rena-ived nn r/i^zk^__ £x»pm
I FLOY EMING at that timT _SWdin^HnZInned
in 6/o(7 the name of |
Silver Spring, Mcl. among otners, as one connected with the 
national group of various, organizations lighting racial integration.

* On 11/14/58,_____  furnished a partial membf>r«hi n list nf tho
SWCC among wnich names was that of

( Easton, Maryland. --------------------

During investigation pf | 
it was determined that | land his assn ci

Washington,’"DO During 1947

was. - FAG matter^____  
erated at| 
as reportedly

- 2 -



b7C

BA 100-20015

in the business of

During this investigation it was determined that one .............
nHva+ + gvi 11 c>. Md. known to be doing

business at

It is not known if this individual is identical with 
mentioned above.y 

--------  , .i „

Severn, Maryland

On 6/17/57, furnished information indicating, that
according to FLOYD FLEMING. Vice-President of SWCC at that time 
=___I SevernMaryland, was

On 11/14/5811_________ [furnished a partial membership list of the 
SWCC among which names was Severn, Maryland.

Oh 1/11/57 J______ _______ |furnished information indicating that the 
name, [Severn, Maryland,, was .contained, on a membership 
list maintained at the J^eadqudrters of the SWCC, Washington, D.C.

.On 6/17/57, |~ 
'.according toH

furnished information indicating that
। FLEMING.. Vice-President of the SWCC at that time
_________________________ Mount Rainier ,^Md.j

was

Wn 11/14/58
/SWCC among wnicn names 
/ l&ount Rainier; Maryland

furnished a partial membership list of the 
was I

On 12/11/57,|  made available records maintained at Head
quarters. SWCC. Washington. D.C. reflecting that the name _____  

/ I________________________________________[Hagerstown, Maryland, was on a mem
bership list and that a letter was addressed th him requesting

\ financial assistance. According to the informant, these records

- 3 -



BA 100-20015

also indicated’this individual made contributions of $20.00
and $22.00 to the White Citizens Council or to the Kasper defense 
Fund.

On 11/14/58 fnrhi gherl a nartia-J_ memher.ghin 1 1 «f nf the SWCC
among which names was
Hagerstown, Maryland. ------------------- ;—'

On 8/3/56, SAs of the FBI observed FLOYD FLEMING and JOHN KASPER 
load a bundle of papers into an automobile from the Cadmus Book 
store, Washington, DiC,. Later that evening, they were observed re
moving some of these papers, accompanied by an unknown individual. 
This person was identified As Locking the automobile bearing Maryland 
tags DE 66 31. ' .

Records, Department of Motor Vehicles.^Baltimore 
registered to

Md. reflect DE 66 31"

Hagerstown, Jfaryiaixa.^^ 1
Rev. J . J^^OTT

' QwingA,JMaiyJLand

7^

On 12/11/57, _____________ | made available records of the SWCC among -
which was ah address book containing the name, Rev. J<H. GOTT, 
Cohowingo, Md, and Owings, Md*, the significance of which is not 
known.

On 11/14/58j| _________ | furnished a partial membership list of the
SWCC, among which names was that of Rev. J. H. GOTT, Owings, Md.

On 3/31/58,r Mrs, ORA YORSKEY, Postmaster, Chesapeake Beach, Md,, 
advised that anti-integration activity in' this area appears to be 
directed by the Maryland Petition Committee (MPC). She identified 
Rev. J. HUTCHINS^GOTT,, Paster, Randall ^Cliffs.,Communfty-Church., 
Randall CJLiffs-,-4Md. as a person who appeared to be a leader in the 
MPC-fn this area. '

On 6/26/56, Mr. MAURICE A. DUNKLE, Superintendent, Calvert County, 
Board of Education, Prince Frederick, Maryland, advised that on 6/15/56 
he met with about 25 persons of the CalveriCounty Chapter, MPC, 
concerning the school integration problem. He advised that Rev, 
4, HUTCHINS GOTT was among those persons, Mr. DUNKLE described GOTT 
as an eccentric individual who founded a church of his own in the 
community known as. the Randall Cliffs Community Church.

4



BA 100-20015 .

He also operates a garage in Owings, Maryland.

Mr. DUNKLE exhibited a letter from Rev. GOTT dated 5/23/56 
in which GOTT expressed opposition to the Supreme Court decision 
regarding segregation and in which letter GOTT indicated he 
believed integration was opposed to the natural order of things as 
created by God.

The Evening Capitol, an Annapolis,- Md, newspaper, 9/5/56/^, 
contained an article stating in effect that Rev. JOHN H^tiOTT, d 
Randalls.Ciiff ^Chunch was in attendance'at an - ’
anti—integration meeting held at Wayson’s Club Houses Anne_________  
Arundel County. Md. 9/4/56. At this mating,| I

SWCC and Montgomery
County Chapter, MFC, were speakers. 7?

- 5. -

b7C



’'itf^DARD FOI^M-NO. 64" 
%c- *

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT,

DIRECTOR> FBI (100-423395) (RM) date: 2/2/59

SACj SEATTLE (100-24163)

TOTE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. C.;, aka 
Seaboard.White Citizens Councils 
RACIAL MATTERS . . 1

Investigation conducted by the Seattle Office fails 
to indicate that there is any organized chapter or activity 
of- the above-captioned organization. in the State of Wash-^ 
ington. The following sources have been contacted and none 
could furnish any pertinent information, relative to this 
organization as to -4ts existence dr activity in this state :

the WFO
By letter to the DirectorA dated February ‘21, 1958 

furnished information obtained from the headquarters

b7C

.of cautioned organization to the effect that a | | 1)0
k .Seattle3 had communicated — b7C-- ------------------------- -- - - •

r2

■ 1
HEM/ell 
(4)

Bureau (RM) *
WFO (10Q-3322.6) (RM)
Seattle ; REC- 70

is FEB 4 1959



SE 10'0-24163 ,

/ with FREDERICK JOHW ERjand expressed support, of KASPER, 
{ TH ... is also- known as I k
' and presently re-

^^a^Ugnshif^/Bides at / ' ' ' '
■ In November, 1952. ^Hwas reported tp

the Seattle Office, by a landlord-as having come from Kansas 
City, Missouri, and to have been married to I 
According" tcT^She sourcey I 1 claimed td~have sep-
arat.ed from her husband in. Kansas City because the latter 
was supposed to have been connected -in some wav with the _ _ 
Communist Party. The source sal di [parents ‘ ’
are deceased and her husband,______ is supposedly residing 
in Kansas City. The Kansas City Office advised in February, 
1953, that security informants in that area were 'Contacted 
with respect to|__________________________| with negative results
and that no information regarding these persons could be 
located from public sources with the exception that Missouri 
State Ennlovment records indicated that in April, 195%

| had Indicated that she was separated from her 
husband and that the latter's whereabouts' were unknown. 
Seattle security informants have never furnished any infor
mation concerning I lor Captioned matter. .

During the course of the current investigation, 
records of the Seattle Credit Bureau reflect that I_____  
is known as I . , , , । and|.................................

' | No record of |was located at the Seattle
Police Department or the King County Sheriff's Office.

and a
On January 23> 195% __i__________  

|Seattle3 advised that   
childj about three years of age.,, resided at 

Seattle, for part of 1955 and 1956. ------------ |was| ______
landlord and| |related that in view of the strange
actions of I lit was necessary to evict in 19564

| advised that she could furnish no information 
regarding racial matters and ~| ■but she stated that
In her opinion I Iwas mentally sick. I delated__
that Iwould pin notes on various doors of the|_________
residence, write letters to with writing on the
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SE 100-24163

outside of the envelopes. and cause the|(family un
pleasantness. by accusing them of being murderers, etc. In
asmuch as these letters were sent through the malls,

[referred the' matter to the U. S. Postal authorities, 
stated thatI Ihad cut all the hair off

jhlld when I Pbecame angered .with the child,
also stated that I [celebrated Christmas

by cutting a carrot bpd putting the carrot in a glass of • 
milk, then placing them on the floor of a room. She accused 
others of not knowing how to celebrate Christmas because 
they did not follow this ritual. ’

On January 23, 1959^ records of the U. S.- Postal 
inspector, Seattle, reflected that in the latter part ’of 
1956, | ' ~~~~|was investigated by this agency
in connection with, a violation of Title 18,. USC, Seetion 
1463, in that| |had sent through the mails letters
bearing delineations and epithets on the outside of the ’
envelopes. Investigation in this matter was conducted by 
Inspector I ] and hi.s recommendation to the United
States Attorney1s Office in Seattle was that no prosecution 
be authorized against in view of her obvious mental
condition. __

On January 26, 1959a records of the. United States 
Attorney’s Office, Seattle, reflect that no prosecution.: was 
authorized in the above-mentioned matter but a letter bv the 
United States Attorney had been directed to | |on
October 9, 1956; asking her to cease, and desist in such ac
tions-or that she would be‘prosecuted for violation of Title 
18, USC,. Section 1463. A review of the evidence in this 
postal matter was reviewed and these appeared to' have been 
written by an individual who is mentally unsound.

In view of the alleged mental condition of 
she is not going to be interviewed.

By letter to the Director, dated December 12, 1958, 
in captioned matter, the WFO advised the Seattle Office that 
information had been developed to- the effect, that the follow
ing individuals had requested literature from the SW(3C:.

- 3 -



SE 100-24163
7 b7C

Spokane, Washington

Spokane,,, vjaShihg.W

In regard to . the Seattle Office has
opened an individual case file -on this individual who is . 
identical with '1 laka; MISCEL
LANEOUS .- INFORMATION CONCERNINGY (SE file 10-9060) '

(Bufile 65-19243). . There is no indication 'that I
is connected with captioned organization.

Efforts are being made bv the Seattle- Office to 
identify the above-mentioned I • .

- 4 -



t FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

CHARACTER OF CASE '

Reporting. Office

WASHINGTON FIELD
Office of Origin

WASHINGTON FIELD
Date

1-29-59,. .
Investigative Period

12/28/58,1/21/59
TITLE OF CASE Report made-by-/

SA RICHARD B. LAVIN
Typed By:

rim
-WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 
Seaboard White Citizens Councils RACIAL MATTERS

CC TO:

REFERENCE

f5 
1

Do not write in spaces below

/DO -^.3

Special Agent- 
. In Charge

SEP S 1967 
Af^o /

P

Bureau airtel to all offices dated 10-16-58, 
entitled, ’’BOMBINGS. AND ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS*”

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated 12-31-58 
at Washington, D, C.

Referenced report of SA LAVIN set forth a 
lead for WFO to report current credit and criminal checks 
on a list qf members of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils

AIL INFORMATIONCONTAMO 
HEREIH IS UNCLASSIFiEO

Approved

Copies made:

Bureau (100-423395)
Baltimore (100-20015) (Info) (RM I

1 - Richmond (105-632)(Info)(RM) 
Washington Field (100-33226)2

i /

iiv>- k

REQ. REC’D - - - - - - - - - - -
BATE FORW. —
HOW FORW. ■■-AVAl 
BY

Property -of F]
i__ _________ —___ ____ _________ ____ __ ------- -------- ------------

by the FBI, and neither it nor its. contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned,/

~ ☆:U..S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: TBBB o3-S4475O
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WFO 100-33226

as furnished by T-l | |. credit and criminal
checks have been completed on tnese persons and it is 
becoming apparent from these checks and from information 
from informant that these persons are not active members 
in a strict sense.

It is contemplated that after further background 
information is developed on these persons individually, 
letters will be directed to the Bureau under the SWCC 
caption setting forth this background information, and , 
requesting permission to interview these persons for 
informant potential. The backgrounds of these persons 

accordingly not being set forth in report form.

INFORMANTS . •

Identity of Source Itpcation

WF T-l I ~|

WF T-2 | 1

Careful consideration has been given to the 
sources concealed and T~symbols were Utilized in the report 
only in those instances where the identities of the sources 
must be. concealed,

LEADS

BALTIMORE ANDRICHMOND DIVISIONS (INFORMATION) .

One copy of this report is being sent to these 
divisions since SWCC is active in their areas.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

Will follow and report activities of SWCC 
in this area,

- A -
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Kb-204 (Rev.'g-23-58)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU GF INVESTIGATION

. Copytor

Reportof: 
Date:

SA RICHARD B. LAVIN
JAN 2 9

Office: WASHINGTON FIELD

File Number: Washington Field 100-33226
Bureau 100-423395

Title:
WHITE, CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka 
SeaboardWhite Citizens Councils

b7C

Character:

RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis:
areRecords of SeaboardWhite Citizens Councils (SWCC) 

maintained at the homes of FLOYD FLEMING and his sister
RAN DE MENT. Officers of the SWCC are: Executive 
Director, FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka, JOHN KASPER^---- --  
President, FLOYD FLEMING: Vice President., CARY JOHNSON 
HANSEL: Secretary, I ......................

Activities of the organization during the 
past month cohsisBW^i mailing literature to Virginia 
Legislature and torpor sons at Front Roval. Virginia. 
Material in possession of | Iformer
Executive Secretary of SWCC at time of his arrest in 
Memphis, Tennessee, set forth showing affiliation of 

[with Ku Klux Klan.

- P -

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and is.a loan to your agen 
it and/or its contehtsare'not to be distributed, outside.your agency. 10—7462M .<



WFO 100-33226

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON* P» Q.

I. HEADQUARTERS

WF T-l advised on January 21, 1959, that the 
organization ddes not maintain any office but the records 
are kept at the homes’ of FLOYD FLEMING, 905 Quincy Street, 
N. E., and his sister RAN DE MENT, 2409 Franklin Street, N. E.

II. OFFICERS

T-l advised on January 21, 1959, that the officers, 
of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC) are as follows:

Executive Director: ^FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
JOHN KASPER

President: —'5FLOYD“FIEMINQ_.
Vice. President: CARY JOHNSONTIANseL
Secretary: ^SYLVIA DINNEEN CRUTCHFIELD
Treasurer: RAN DE MENT * '
Chairman of the
Boardof Directors: SAM CRUTCHFIELD A

* - ' 'J
Concerning CARY JOHNSON-^I&NSEL the fallowing should 

be noted: ------— - ■ —
. - * * i

SA ELMER LEE TODD on January 20, 1959, reviewed 
his file at the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Department 
of Interior, 18th and C Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C. 
This file indicates that HANSEL is employedas a biological 
aide (GS-5) at College Park, Maryland. His date of birth 
is listed as February 14, 1905, at Alpena, West Virginia. 
The file indicates that he has a college education, A.B.
degree from Davidson College, Davidson
resides at 1119 Peyton Randokh Drive, 
Hi s is listed as |

I at Marion* North Carolina.

i. North Carolina. He 
Falls Church. Virginia

I bornI
a cHa-tor is listed as

Virginia.

III. FINANCES

T-l advised on January 21,1959, that FLEMING 
intends to contribute his entire pension consisting of



WFO 100-33226

approximately $60 to $70 pet month to the SWCC. T-l also 
advised that I |intends to continue contributing
approximately $40 per month to the SWCC. T-l advised that 
the SWCC until recently had approximately $40 in a bank 
account. D

b7C
IV. ACTIVITIES OF THE SWCC .

T-l advised on December 11, 1958, that FLOYD 
wjgMTKa had mentioned on December 10, 1958, that 

|was in no way any longer connected with the 
SWCC.1 T-l also advised that FLEMING intended to mail 
out material written by JOHN KASPER and a Dr. T. D. PATTON 
of Carthage, Tennessee. According tn informant this mail_______ _ 
was being fhhadledd by FLOYD FLEMING,____________________ ___________
and CARY HANSEL at the request of JOHN KASPER* The material ~ 
was to go to members of the Virginia'Legislature. T-l advised 
on December 15, 1958, that on December 13, 1958, FILMING . . 
mentioned that the mailing of letters to the Virginia 
Legislature Should wait for a few days inasmuch as he had 
something written by J* BENJAMIN SIMMONS which develops the 
theory that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has no 
business involving itself with bombings. According to 
informant Mrs. DE MENT reduced this material to two pages and 
Mimeographed it and addressed the letters to the Virginia 
Legislators. FLEMING mentioned at the time that he wanted 
to compose a cover letter telling the people what they 
were getting and a price list of other material available. 
FLEMING at the same time also indicated that he wanted to 
get some material together about filibustering which he wanted 
to have ready to mail out when Congress begins.

T-l advised on December. 29, 1958, that on December 29, 
1958, FLOYD FLEMING mentioned that he was thinking of getting 
about ten people and going to the Capitol to hand ou^ 
material about the passage of the bill to stop the filibustering 
and the pending Civil Rights Legislation. FLEMING mentioned 
that he had written JOHN KASPER a letter telling him that 
he should be here for this, and that KASPER should come up 
from the South and try to reorganize the SWCC With the 
help Of LINCOLN ROCKWELL of Arlington. FLEMING mentioned 
that he had talked to an ex-member of the Maryland Petition 
Committee and this man stated he would try to get some 
people for the Capitol march. FLEMING mentioned the dates

- 3 -



WFO 100-33226

of January six and seven for the event but later stated 
that he did not know when it could come off.

T-l advised on January 7, 1959, that FLOYD FLEMING 
intended to distribute literature in Eront Royal, Virginia, 
on Saturday, January 10, 1959, T-l stated that FLEMING 
contacted people in the Washington, 3). C. area to go with 
him for this activity. According to T-l the material 
to be distributed includes JOHN KASPER’S artiele “Abolish 
the Public Schools. Now!” and an article critical of 
the FBI's inquiries in connection with bombings of schools 
and places of worship in the South,

T-l advised on January 14, 1959, that FLEMING 
did not Journey to Front Royal, Virginia, on January 10, 
1959, as previously planned but had mailed literature to 
one hundred individuals ih that city. T-l ascertained that 
.FILMING picked the names at random from a telephone . 
directory. T-l further advised that on Saturday, January 17, 
1959, FLEMING intended to mail out literature to one hundred 
additional persons in Front Royal.

WF T-2 advised on December 16, 1958, that FLOYD 
FLEMING had sent material to one hundred forty-one Virginia 
Legislators. According to informant this material included 
"Abolish the Public Schools! Now!” by JOHN KASPER, 
a two page article showing the illegality of FBI investigation 
into State affair^ and a list of available publications of the 
SWCC. According to the informant the above material had 
a Cover letter quoting from a Congressional Committee report 
on “The American Negro in the Communist Party” signed by 
Mr*. FLEMING. FLEMING mentioned that he would send a copy 
of the material which he had sent to the Virginia Legislators 
to JOHN KASPER. .

T-2 advised on January 7, 1959, that FLOYD FLEMING, 
was contacting persons in the Washington, P. C., Area to 
go with him to Front Royal, Virginia, on Saturday, January 10, 
1959, to distribute SWCC literature. According to informant 
FLEMING Wanted to get. in touch with | ~~|CARY
JOHNSON HANSEL, and perhaps'LINCOLN ROCKWELL to ask their 
assistance in distributing this material. Db

' - Vx '"7 /
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T-2 Stated that with reference to the Front Royal 
trip, FLEMING stated that one_________  his contact there
had a cancer and was in a Richmond Hospital for treatment. 
According to T-2, FLEMING stated that he had arranged an 
appointment for J* BENJAMIN SIMMONS, KASPER’s Attorney, 
to meet LINCOLN ROCKWELL but that SIMMONS had assured 
FLEMING that he could not represent ROCKWELL since ROCKWELL’S 
purpose was to change our form of Government and he had 
sworn to uphold the Constitution. According to T-2 SIMMONS 
was interested in .meeting ROCKWELL.

T-2 also commented that FLEMING stated the SWGC 
should not become connected with ROCKWELL for the above 
reason although he personally thought ROCKWELL was sincere 
but misguided.

T-lhad previously advised on November 17, 1958, that 
Iwas at that time the Executive Secretary

of the SWCC.----- ”------

In connection With[ ]it should be noted
that the Memphis, Tennessee, Police Department arrested . 
him on December 4, 1958, and he was charged in Memphis b7< 
with contributing to the delinquency of a minor. At the 
time of his arrest, | |ha.d voluminous records concerning
the SWCC and the Ku Klux Klan.

The Ku Klux Klan has been designated by the United 
States Attorne^l^r.suant to Executive Order Number 10450.

Included in this material which was made available 
by the Memphis Police Department was a letter dated 
October 12, 1958, addressed”To All Offices and .'Members of 
the SWCC and to whom it may concern? signed bv JOHN KASPER 
as Executive Director of the SWCC. 

The material in|____________ [possession also contained
old incorporation papers of the SWCC which indicated that 
it was incorporated August 28, 1956, at the office" of the 
Recorder of Deeds, Washington. D. C.. by JOHN KASPER, FRED P. 
HOCKETT, FLOYD FLEMING, and|

Contained in this material was [ outline
for fostering the SWCC. Included in this material also are

5 -



WFO 100-33226

the names and sometimes comments on various persons, 
names and comments are as follows:

These

1.

Knoxville, Tennessee

"KASPER's good friend”

2.

’Widow money through FLEMING"

3
Arlington -

“Has money, real estate, son 
was very active*”

4. I , J ' ■•

( • 5.

’Will solicit funds * good”

Alexandria

Alexandria

Merryileld, Virginia

Hagerstown, Maryland 

’Will send money etc good for action”

6

financial mainstay’’Top man 
Ga. Bay

- 6 -



WFO 100-33226

7 . Mrs. RAN DE W ,
NO 7-0757 _
2409 Franklin Street, N. E. 

’’FLEMING’S sister, Mimeo machine” • b6

ME 8-8983
JA 8-4840

"Baby sick in hospital, good for Klan”

9 ., ETT’^STROIiECKER ' 
Alexandria J - . •

’’Good at promotion hia&e one or two talks”

JA 5-5096

’’Has money, ePre
Gave $50 on car”

Falls Church 
JE 4-4276 (Unlisted)

13.

Edmonston, Maryland
WA 7-8628 ‘ '

,“Will donate Anti-Jew. signs arid distribute 
’ literature. Has contacts in his area.
Knows Mayor FINCH, Deleware contacts.



’’Will distribute literature 
Contacts in area”

Also contained in this material ofT I
was a letter dated August 14, 1956, signed b^__________ [ .
Imperial '.Wizard, United States KlaiS,Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan, Atlanta, Georgia, addressed to ”Tn whnw^rt 
May Concern”. This letter appointed!_________ JKing b6
Kleagle of and for Mississippi with authority to commission ^7
Kleagles to work under him,in the state of Mississippi* 
He also had authority to organize and to collect money and 
dues* . -

• Contained in this material was a discharge from 
the Army of the United States stating that/ ____ /

I I was discharged October 5, 1944, due to
Army ragnlatinn« AiR—ft Aft. This discharge sets forth 
that\ \is not eligible for re-enlistment, induction,
dr reinduction. His enlisted record reflects that his 
character is listed as poor*

' ' V* MEMBERSHIP ' - • .

T-l advised on January 21, 1959, that the 
active membership of the SWCC is very small and that various 
persons were carried as members on the SWCC tester but are 
not active in the organization*



STATES DEPARTMENT OFT®; TICE

W'SF ................ ■ ■
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

In Reply,PleaseRejer to
File No. 100-33226 Washington 25, D. C.

■ ' ■ . JAK 2^1959 .

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., aka 
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

RACIAL MATTERS

WF T-l and WF T-2 mentioned in the report of 
Special Agent Richard B. Lavin dated and captioned as above 
have both furnished reliable information in the past.

This memorandum is loaned.to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via ___________

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-^23395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS .

ReWFOtelcall to Bureau

Date: 2/2/59

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or'Method of Mailing)

F B I

today.

Mr. Tolson——. 
Mr, J3elmont___  
Mr. 4)eLoach___  
Mr. McGuire___  
Mr. Mohr____ _  

^Mr. Parsons:__ —, 
My. Rosen_ .*"*'^7 

"Mr., Tamm._____
Mr. Trotter____  
Mr. W.C.Sullivan. 
Tqle, Room.. — 
Mr. Hollomaii___ 
Miss Gandy

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies of a 
letterhead memorandum Concerning literature distribution 
by the president of captioned group in Arlington, Va. An 
information copy is being sent to the Richmond Office.The 

• Alexandria RA was telephonically. advised. k

original
The source in the memo is 

information is located in

lureau (Ends 7)
1-Richmond (Encl 1) (Info) 
3-WFO

(1 -62-8024) \ ;
(1-

. 1 ELT:pab
(7)

REQ. ii&'D - - - - - - - - yr—TZa 

date .'ORW- - - - - - -  
HOW FORYA—.—Xprr

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

AIRTEL

Sent

and the



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

* 4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

February 2, 1959

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

A source, who has furnished reliable inforniatipfr^ 
in the.-past, advised on February 2, 1959, that .Eloyrafel^ 
President, Seaboard White Citizens-*Councils*; is going To^^ ** 
pass, out literature in Arlington County, Virginia, today..

The source stated that Fleming remarked that the 
literature was prepared by someone in New York, and that 
he was? distributing the material in opposition to the 
integration of Arlington schools. Fleming did not say 
where he was going to hand out the literature, but indicated 
that it would not be at the site of Stratford Junior High 
School.

The Seaboard Councils was organized in June, 1956, 
by John Kasper, noted segregationist.. ' ’

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation■and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed, outside the agency to which loaned.
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*

: DIRECTOR, FBI (T00^423395)- DAtE: 2/12/59

</M : SAC,. RICHMOND (105-632.)

yUBJECT; SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, Inc.

L RACIAL MATTERS

________ : On 2/9/59 a letter was received bvl ZZ 
] Petersburg3. Va., wife of SA I  

I wirn return address Post Office Box. 4.5.64 Brookland
Station,. Washington 17 D. C. Enclosed were the following:

AL
L IM

Ml
 CW

TA
tiO

1. Form letter which begins "Dear Fellow 
Americans" and is from FLOYD FLEMING, 
President, Seaboard White Citizens Councils, 
Inc.

2. Leaflet captioned "Alaska Mental Health Bill 
H-Zr. 6376 - A MEDICAL FRAUD!"
■' ' ' ' ~ ‘ ' - b7C

3. Leaflet listing available literature which 
may be secured by writing Post Office Box 
4564 Brookland.Station, Washington 17, D.C.

4. , Leaflet containing sample pages from 
"Black Puppets"

5- . Leaflet headed ""I wouldn’t eVen look at it, 
.Jim! You ought- to be ashamed,-Reading that 

’’Hate’' Stuff! Why it's just what the commies 
are. trying to do J --Divide us. by religious and 
racial predjudice! Most of it. is put out by 
lunatics!"

6. Two-^page article entitled "ILLEGALITY AND 
THE F. B. I."

______ It appears that this material was received by|_____  
because of |the Women.'.s

Club -in Petersburg> Virginia. The Women's Club' in. that -city 
has had no dealings with the Seaboard White Citizens Counsils 
nor has the club entered into the racial issue.



RH 105^6’32

The material' received by__________ |is being .
retained in the. Richmond Office; however., if■ .ahy of it is 
desired, Washington Field is requested to please advise.







"An Open Letts/ Ta Xha Virginia Legislature

Your attention is invited to the following “Open Letter To Governor J.L.Almond" 
from the undersigned, dated January 30,1959 which was headed:* * * *** * it- *

"Your Resignation— or Impeachment ?

"Your announcement, reported in today’s Press, that you will veto apy measures 
adopted by the Legislature, of Virginia intended to support the State’s — and 
indirectly all other States’ — reserved rights and powers under the United States 
Constitution, against the usurpers in the Federal- government regarding the school 
issue, raises the grave question of your resignation or, in the alternative, your 
impeachment. This is the issue confronting the legislature, from the standpoint 
of those, like myself, who earnestly desire to see the American constitutional 
system iri all it s integrity preserved — as the bedrock foundation of our .unalien
able rights under our American philosophy and system of Man-pver-Government which 
you are betraying, per my letter yesterday reading:

'■ The New York Times reports that you say officially much the same thing you 
wrote me last Fall, that you will not try to stop -the judicial-usuxTpene 
.(Federal courts) from violating the constitutional rights and powers of your 
State .and its people, by use of the power of your office, by force.

• This failure to use all possible force at your command, including the- State 
hilitia, judged by the teachings of the Founders .— including The Federalist 
writings by Madison and Hamilton, and by the writings of Jefferson et al —’ 
is betrayal of your oath to support the-U.S.Constitution (against all usur
pers, of course), betrayal of the-rights and powers of all the States re
served under the Constitution, betrayal of the unalienable rights of the 
people as a whole and posterity which depend for their security on- a stable 
and effective Constitution, and betrayal of all that iian-ovei^-Government 
stands for in America.

• I, for one, say you are thus selling our America down the river —: selling 
us into the despotism of. Government-over-Man — by your ariti-Cohstitutiori 
actions. You are desecrating the heritage of all your -great predecessors- 
as Governor of Virginia. May you suffer -accordingly in your lifetime, as 
your memory will iri history s Virginia’s great betrayer, foe of Free Han in 
America; Yours is the.- infany. ’

"Every competent and intellectually honest student of the subject knows full well, 
that the Constitution, as amended, was never intended by the people — through 
their agents : the Framers and Adopters of the original instrument and of each 
amendment — to give the Federal governmerit any power whatever over the fields of 
power listed, in the 1930 States Rights speech of Governor F.D.Roosevelt of New 
York, as being prohibited to the Federal government by the Constitution:

’...the conduct of public utilities, of banks, of insurance, of business, of 
agriculture, of education, of social welfare and of a dozen other important 
features. In these, Washington must riot be encouraged, to interfere.’(as he 
said)

The American people as a whole, even school children, knew this to be true in 1930 
and the Constitution has never been amended since- theri to increase Federal power.

"As The Federalist makes clear, in the essays by Madison and Hamilton, the Framers 
intended arid expected the State governments —and particularly the' Legislatures, 
all members being thus obligated’ as well as by oath to support the U.S. Constitu
tion and the Virginia- Constitution (in your State) against all usurpers — to be 
in practice the vigilant friends and defenders of the people in their .unalienable 
rights, and the rights and powers of the States, reserved tp- them under the U.S, 
Constitution, against usurpations by the Federal government particularly. The 
Virginia Resolution's of 179S-1800, and Madison’.s. related Report, emphasize this.,



"as 'me federalist makes clear, in the essays by Madison and Hamilton, the Framers 
intended and expected the State governments —and particularly the Legislatures, 
all members being thus obligated as well as by oath to support the U.S. Constitu
tion and the Virginia Constitution (in your State) against all usurpers — to be 
in practice the vigilant friends and defenders of the people in their .unalienable 
rights, and the rights and powers of the States, reserved to than under the U.S, 
Constitution, against usurpations by the Federal government particularly. The 
Virginia Resolutions of 1796-1800, and Madison's related Report, emphasize this,, 
The Virginia Legislature is therefore oath-bound to protect the State and people 
of Virginia, and by the same token all of the people and all States indirectly, 
against you, by impeachment, if your announced course is pursued to duty’s ne
glect." (signed) Hamilton A. Long (4 W. 43rd St.,N.Y.City)

The above mentioned writings make it clear thatt(l) all acts and utterances by 
usurpers (President,Congress, judges) are null and void —have no existence in the 
eyes of the Constitution; and (2) the State's full power (including its Militia) 
must be used against any Federal power (including troops) used to support the at
tempts of the usurpers to govern in conflict with the Constitution — that is to 
attempt to enforce Rule-byhan in place of traditional American Rule-by-Law (funda
mentally the people's basic law, the Constitution) to the doom of the unalienable 
rights of the people today and American posterity, to the end of the Republic. For 
instance, see The Federalist no. 28 by Hamilton, no. kb by Madison, discussing the 
use of the States' Militia to oppose any force of Federal usurpers' troops.

January 31,1959 4 W. 43rd St.,N.Y.City Hamilton A. Long
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FROM
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(Type in plain text or code)

I Mr. Tolson.

Mf. BaLoa'h------ ■ 
Mr. McGufe-—-
Mr.. Mohit——-
Mr. Parsons^Z,.
Mr. RosenA
Mr. Taming-—
Mr. Trotter---- — 
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Date; 2-4-59

(Priority dr Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS • - •

ReWFOaiftel in captioned matter dated 2-2-59. 
enoldsing a .letterhead, memorandum that FLOYD FLEMING, 
president ofcaptioned group was going to distribute a 
leaflet in Arlington, Va., on that date.

advised on 2-4-59
[the source for.the original information 

that he has not been able to ascertain if
FLEMING did distribute the material that day or the area 
covered if he did engage in this activity,, The informant 
on. 2^-4-59, furnished a copy of the leaflet FLEMING intended 
to distribute, and it consists, of ah open letter to the 
Va. Legislature by HAMIETONJS^ 4 .Wes.t J3xd_St.,,. Nevi. 
J^ik-City* The lea£1 ej^ut^ in
pointing cut that Governor LINDSEY AEMGNB^I^^ used 
Virginia’s full power (troops) against any Federal power in 

. stopping integration* . C

, 4)6^ photostat of the leaflet is enclosed for the 
the Bureau, A copy is. also enclosed for the 

The original leaflet furnished by the 
informant "i's^lbc a ted in WO file 100-33226, 1A. - - /

1 - New York '
1 - Richmond (Encl. 1)
2 - WFO_______

(1-
ELT:SKR----------------------
(7)

24 FEB 13 195©

AIRTEL
7

“Approved:
/W* ___ ■- Sent

Special Agent in Charge
,‘M Per-.

L_.



Director, FBI (100-423395)

* UNITED S\ OVERNMENT^

DATE: .2/18/59To

OM SAC, Atlanta (105-544)

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C.j aka Al I INFORMATION CONTAINED
Seaboard White Citizens Councils Ur6n&| JO 
RACIAL MATTERS lb

Re WFO let 12/12/58.

It will be noted that relet lists only one person within 
the Atlanta Division as being a ’’member” of captioned 
organization^- namely, M. 0. McCORD) Jackson., Georgia.

The following background information regarding McCORD 
was obtained during a general conversation with the Ordinary 
at Jackson by SA JACK T. BEVERSTEIN.

: ’b6
M. 0. McCORD, a former school teacher, presently operates 
The State Supply Company, which is a Propane Gas Company,, 
located oh Highway 42 south of Jackson. This cbmnanv is . 
managed and operated by| | M. O.
McCORD,. SR. was the first manager of the REA which has offices 
in Jackson. McCORD is described aS a visionary who likes to 
organize things but is considered in the .community as a 
.’’crackpot” and no one pays any attention to what he says. 
McCORD. is outspoken against any change and has advocated 
against any industry coming into the city of Jackson.
McCORD appointed himself as the Butts County Chamber of 
Commerce and operated as such for several years without any 
remuneration. All inquiries sent to the Butts County Chamber 
of Commerce concerning the opening of new factories or industry 
in Butts County were answered by McCORD with the comment that 
Butts County was happy the way it was and that they did not 
desire any new industry in the county. The people of Butts 
County when they learned of this became very angry and the 
Jaycees organized a chamber of commerce. For a period of time 
McCORD and the Jaycees both operated a chamber of Commerce 
and McCORD threatened legal action in an effort to get the 
other chamberof commerce closed. McCORD is described as 
very conservative against any change and one whowould be // 
opposed to use of force or violence. McCORD was strong 
advocate of the Constitutional Party during the presidential 
election this party was running and attempted to talk people
around the,court house at Jackson into voting the Constitutional 
Party ticket,. .

2 - Bureau V* '
1 - Washington Field (100-33226
1 - Atlanta

HEK/hs \\(4) h



AT 105-544

MARVIN' OVMcCORb
a j

SR.. is described as follows

RUC.

Age X • 
Height 
Weight 
Hair
Pecu1iarities

Marital status

Son 
Daughter 
Son

Approximately 65 
5’8" 
155 lbs. 
Gray
Wears horh^rim glasses, 
squints ________ ________
Married,
Butts County .^aa .

b7C

12/22/13,

___________________ Ja ckson , Ga. 
I Jackson, Ga.

M. O. MCCORD, JR., deceaseddeceased



TO

STANDARD FORM NO. 64

THE DIRECTOR

-

• UNIT VERNMENT

date: February 18, 1959

FROM A. ROSEN

SUBJECT: ^SEABOARD WHITE. CITIZENS
COUNjCJLS,.^
RACIAL MATTERS

z.

Tolson _ 
Belmont . 
DeLoach 
McGuire . 

.Mohr

<

________ ____________]ii;Qm the J^ejcMah Jewish
Congress,. 1625^ Eye Street, N. W.?, left. the'attached propaganda in. 
my office yesterday . W'KsA ' *

) / The attachment consists of a four page mimeographed article
captionedJWegality and the FBI> ” It is over the typewritten name of the

l SeSjoard^Wtiite. Citizens Councils, Inc; and informatibh in bur files
I indicates that it was prepared >by j. Benjami]^ attorney for
' John Kasper. Kasper is onaof the folhid^s.^
) Seaboard White Citizens. Councils. ‘ i •

’ The article alleges that the FBI has no jurisdiction in bombing ■'
; investigations , criticizes .decisions and justices bf the Supreme. Court,. ;
; criticizes the use. of troops in Little Rock, and repeats vicious anti--Semitic ’ . 
[ propaganda which has. appeared in other hate sheets such as: the allegation 
’ that the Jews have bombed their own facilities. ’ ’

The Seaboard White: Citizens Councils, Inc. is currently under 
investigation to determine whether it advocates, condones., or incites violence.

For information only.

RECOMMEWATION:



w ~ ILLEGALITY AND THE F. B. I. 
. _________

Many responsible people are" naw becoming greatly concerned with respect uo "■■

the operation of the F.B.I. ’

Article IV, Section 4 of the Constitution, provides that the federal police 
ft. 

power my be used in a state only upon application of the state legislature and 

when the state legislature is not in sesalon^ then upon the application of the 

governor of said state. In recent months, the F.B.I. has been operating in

direct violation of that constitutional provision. Its operations are extensively 

used in Arkansas, Tennessee, Georgia," bjsdjVlrginia, aasl neither the state legis?

lature nor the governor of any of those states has requested the assistance of the

federal police power. Ths federal- police-power consists of the United States

military forces, United -States Marshall, and F.B,I. agents.

Just recently, a Jewish meeting place in Atlanta and a highschool in Clin^^,
-• ♦ . , - ’

Tennessee, ■ were bombed. The F.B.I. immediately started its investigation afte^^. 
- ■ . ,

the Jewish meeting place was bombed. Their investigation was directed against 
< « , ■ > qSbxx• - ' '

people who had been classified as sending, out “hate mail": and people who knew^Ss.
* 4 * * * §«EW' !

or had been affiliated with John Kasper. It is interesting to analyze the "ha^g :

mil" to see what it contains, • It shows that oyer 90^ of persons convicted of^

spying for the communists were Jews, Such literature points out that Felix
* * - ‘ . cxCHact^

*°«VUkU(

Frankfurter^ before, becoming a member , of the Supreme Court, was the legal advilof-

to the EAACP and since coming on the Supreme Court has decided cases in favor of

the NAACP. Such literature points out that the Supreme Court decisions in recent
M ' ‘ * * ’ • ’ * J K ’* * J*'

years are pro-communist. (See Nelson v. Pennsylvania, (350 U.S. 497) nullifying

state sedition law which prevents states from prosecuting subversives and 

communists; Schware v. Board of Bar -Examiners, (353 U.S. 232) which admits comm- 

unists to practice law; Watkins v. U.S. (35^ U.S. 179) which renders impotent 

congressional investigations of subversives and communists; and Brown v. Board of 

Education, (347 U.S. 484) which ordered negroes admitted to white schools and the
^2 7 3 •

WCLOSUjgg.



Court nullified. the 10th. Amsndmmt'rguaranteeing' states rights by|ths rendition of 

this infamous decision. It was in the teeth of all previous decisions'of|the 

court on this subject and based upon'psychological tend sociological consider* 

ations because all of the law was th£ contrary.) All, of these;statements are 

absolutely true, but yet, anyone publishing these facts ie, a "race<hater" and 

indulges in sending out "hate literature."

The principle workers in the Seaboard White Citizens Councils have been known 

to the- F.B.I, since its inception. All of the literature sent out by this Council 

has been sent out indiscriminately; and in many instances, a direct point was made 

that it be sent to Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, to Mr. Brownell while he -was Attorney 

General, and even to the President. It is well known to the F.B.I. that; the 

officers and directors- of this Council are' loyal American citizens, some of whom 

have distinguished military records, and that their life is dedicated to the 

preservation and defense of the United States of America. The President is greatly 

disturbed over the recent election indicating to him that the radical wing of the 

Democratic Party has been elected arid his greatest concern is that we will be 

thrust into a free-spending era. When this is analysed, it will be remembered that 

it cost the tax payers five million dollars to illegally send troops Into Little 

.Bock in order that one negro would have the honor and distinction of graduating 

fros a previously all white school. The- President must know that the- use of the 

' F.B.I. as previously mentioned herein is costing the tax payers many thousands of 

dollars? so one wonders if there is a real desire to reduce federal spending.
/ < . ■ - - ■ ■_ . -

There are credible reports that the portion of the Jewish meeting house that 

was bombed was in a dilapidated condition particularly in need of major repairs so 

this episode enabled insurance proceeds to be used to make the repairs. On the 

other hand, there are credible reports that the Jews themselves did the*bombing to 

generate wide public sympathy and to lead the hounds o^S -the trail. The same can 

be said of the tombing of the high school in Clinton arid at Nashville, because



) ,

f r t1 -Si ;

othejKJfab'buohJdeplorahlerincidents-do.j.not:^ strange^that ,

the bombing-of-the-Hdttie- Cotton'school was never .polved, in .spjte. of.all the yast 

aiwuntbf-effortstom^ It^hBrgeabl^-.tQt^ .f And. isn't it strange that

the dtHei^bp^infeschavei not.b?e^ 6Qlv$^, ^jp^hpye, they been solved ,

resuMa^ugp®#e8ea^  ̂ n.•:$ . . 3.

vx - in -thERjnfbcess..i5fthe: F-.B.I.-makli^^ investigation of persons as afore - 

nfentionedy* the <agents -knew. that .theb^.p^J^e1? as^pot participants and have no 

knowledge-of the boohing occurrence^.* but.'they not only case two by twoJio inves

tigate the persons active in the.Ccfuncll,/but P^-ace °- .business of

their wives and let it be known to the employers that they want to question such 

and such a person, /now, their motives in this type of investigation is clear.

It is done to create suspicion; to invoke economic sanctions, and to destroy their 

will to resist. They know that no crime has been committed by these parties. ’ Is 

it any wonder that people are now able to talk so intelligently about "government 
» ’ • & * ' » ■ 1’ - ■

by men" instead of "government by law?^/

,.In years.gone, by the E.B.I. was ah organization with very great traditions, 

■used for the purpose of defendingand protecting the best intereats of this 

country. How the situation has changed. Known communists are going the length 

and breadth of this country advocating the overthrew of our government by force 

and violence ■ and they are completely-free to do so because the Supreme-Court in 

the case of Yates v. United States (35^ U.S. 298) has stated in no uncertain terma 

that they have that right and that right is guaranteed them under the freedom of 

speech provisions of the first amendment. ' It will be recalled in this connection 

that an injunction was issued in Knoxville, Tennessee, which prohibits any person 

from interfering-with the integration of Clinton High School by words, acts, or

otherwise, and the validity of that injunction has been praised by high government 

officials. This means that under that injunction you can not speak against the



integration of Clinton High School/W ®lse you be lai ecMaspt of court/or 

violating that injunction, Didyou ever think that in the United States of 

America, a person could be protected and it be declared aea right that they • 

could advocate the overthrow of our-govertBHihit by force and violence, and yet, 

one cannot speak against the integration of Clinton High School within the 

jurisdiction of that United States District Court in Ktoxville? There is every 

indication that under the present trend, the South will be subjected to another 

reconstruct ion period, m other words, things will get laueh worse before.-they 

get better. We think it is later than you think, _ ■

Additional copies of this article may be had by supplying postage, Write to:

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, INC. 
P. 0, Box - Brookland Station
Washington 17 D. C. ‘ '



ItANDard form NO. 64

Office • UNITED s®tes government

to : Director, FBI (100-423395)

Lllv > , . .
: SAG, Birmingham (105-375)

/ subject:^hITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C., aka ‘

]/ Seaboard White Citizens Councils
" RACIAL MATTERS '

date: February 19', 1959

■ Re Washington Field Office letter to Bureau 
■December 12, 1958, which listed following persons re
siding Birmingham territory who were reportedly on a 
partial mailing list of subject organization or were 
"contributors.” The following information is set forth 
concerning these individuals:
____________ lL________ * ■

Hayaea, Alabama —-

___  Oh January 14, 1959,.......................... ............................... 
IChancery. Oneonta, Alabama, advised SA EARL C. McCOOL, 

JR. that she is personally acquainted wit hl
a housewife who came to Hayden from Birmingham 

a Dour live years ago and who has a good reputation in the 
community. ■
EARjASkER - ■ '/-hl-/i'f- .
463 West 13th._Si.reet -------- ~~ — —- .
Birmingham 8, Alabama

.-LU'

Oh February 10, 1959,____________  
Merchants Credit Association, advised SA JAMES L. PUGH 
that a credit file'-'bn'/EARZrCOKER, 463 Wes.t. 13 th Street., 
Birmingham/,'_.re±’lected he was born July 10, 1893; his 

.Wife was LAURA M^ASOKER?/ and he worked as a clerk at 
the Fairfield Steel Works, Tennessee Coal and Iron Divi
sion, U. S. Steel,, Birmingham. His credit file reflected 
he has been known to the Credit Bureau since 1919, and 
over the years, has varied in the manner in which he 
met his debts, having a number of suits against him and ' 
a bankruptcy in January 1931. He was formerly in the dry
cleaning business,ahd the credit file reflected that he 
and his wife were- divorced on February 2, 1945, but there
was ho record of a final decree.

2/- Bureau. ‘ ’
1 - WFO (100-33226)
1 - Birmingham (105-^375)
JLP:MFL ' 24 FEB 24 1959

A



BH 105-375

Birmingham files reflect that Washington 
Field Office letter to the Bureau dated February 21, 
1958, set forth information received from 
on December 11,. 1957, that EARL COKER, 463 West 13th 
Street, had requested financial assistance from cap
tioned organization. Birmingham files are negative as 
to LAURA M. COKER.

_____________  Birmingham police Depart
ment :l___________________Recorders Court, City of Birmingham,
and| Jefferson County Sheriff’^ Office, On
February 13, 1959, advised SA JAMES L. PUGH they had no 
record identifiable with above EARL COKER.

Anniston, Alabama b6

Birmingham files 
to this individual.

Mrs. OLENE^CULLEY
Route ’ ”77 * Box 225 
BirminghamAlabama

are. likewise negative as
b7C

Above WFO letter of February 21, 1958, also 
listed Mrs. OLENE McCULLEY, Route 7, Box 225, Birmingham, 
as having requested financial assistance and. As having 
written to JOHN KASPER or that she had expressed support 
of KASPER.

| Merchants Credit
Association, advised .SA^PUGH on February 10, 1959, that 
a credit file regaMt^jSEgRgu 1008 South
66th Street, reflected his wife is OLENE W. McCULLEY.
A notation, in the file dated May 2, 1957, indicated that 
the Clark Memorial Company made an inquiry concerning 
Mrs. OLENE McCULLEY,. widow of GEORGE W., McCULLEY. Residence 
of these individuals was reflected as of January 1955 as 
Route d, Box. ^20.,- Bir.mxngham.,._Alabama. The file reflected



O-vf

BH 105-375

a number of suits on accounts and a suit for unlawful 
detainer, but there was no derogatory information con
cerning the character of the McCULLEYS.

> On February 13, 1959, the following persons 
advised they had no. record concerning Mrs. OLENE McCULLEY 
or GEORGE W. McCULLEY: ■

H Jefferson. County Sheriff’s 
uiiice, ana|______________________ |. Recorders

. . Court, City of Birmingham. .

| Identification Division, Bir
mingham Police Department, oh February 13, 1959, advised 
her, records reflect that under Pt) No. 89016,, ft appears 
that HAZEL 0^^ white female,, date of birth
July 3, 1910, Pickens County. Alabama, was arrested on.' 
January 19, 1957, for disorderly conduct and vagrancy 
and her address was 6516 Joppa Avenue, - Birmingham. She 
was released on the vagrancy charge, but fined $30.00 
on the disorderly conduct charge on January .2.4, 1957,. '

W. E, McLEROY ■ .. ... . . .

b6
b7C

The following investigation wa§ conducted by 
SA EARL C, McCOOL, JR., relative to W.. E?z?McLEROY^ 
Route 3, Hayden, Alabama:

On January 27, 1959,| | Route 3,
Hayden, Alabama, advised that W. E. McLEROY had resided 
in the vicinity of Hayden most of his life and had a ‘ 
good reputation and is employed at the Tennessee Coal 
and Iron Division, U. Si Steel, Fairfield, Alabama. 
Check of repords of the Blount County Sheriff’s Office, 
Oneonta, Alabama, on January 14,. 1959, revealed no 
arrest record concerning McLEROY. .

Birmingham files reflect "The Southerner," 
a pro-segregation, publication formerly published at 
Birmingham, Alabama., in its issue of March 1956, listed 
the name of WILLIAM ET^cLEROY^ as Chairman of the Citizens 
Council of Corner District, -----

- 3 -



BH 105-r375 . b6

b7C 
On November 29, 1956] |

Merchants Credit Association, provided information 
concerning WILLIAM EDWARlffiMpLER Route_l.,_Blpunt
Springs> Alabama, wfii"cli”reflected'he was a maintenance 
helper with the'Tennessee Coal Iron Division, U. S. 
Steel Company, Fairfield, Alabama. No unfavorable 
credit information was reflected concerning him. This 
individual appears to be possibly identical with W. E. 
McLEROY at Hayden, Alabama.

W. E.. McTERRY

Op January 14, 1959, SA McCOOL contacted 
Sheriff ROY MURRAY, Oneonta; A. L. HANSON,- Citizens Bank, 
Oneonta;. H. M., HURST, Alabama Highway Patrol, Oneonta. 
Alabama, and/ 
(conceal identity),, and they advised there was no person 
known to them, by the name W.. EyhMcTERjlY living on any 
of the rural routes at HaydenrTAlabama, and this name 
was not familiar to them. It appears that the name of 
W. E. McTERRY resulted from erroneous reading of the 
name of W. E. McLEROY.

University, Alabama 
” ~ ""77____________ ______________________ /

University. Alabama., is apparently fdantinal with 
_____________________ | identified as an individual who 
opposed the admission of |a Negro girl,
to the University of Alabama, in March, 1956.

b7C

On January 14. 1959. SAYAI PIERCE A PRATT
ascertained from Clerk. Tuscaloosa
Credit Association, that| 1 was expelled
from the University in March, 1956, and as of January, 
1958;, was employed in Tuscaloosa, Alabama^ at the 
Warrior Asphalt Company. SA PRATT checked records of 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama Police Department January 14,. 1959, 
and found no arrest record on 



BH 105-375 ■
1

_______ :___ On .Tannarv 14__ 1959, | | 
_________________________________ (conceal identity)♦ advised 
SA PRATT that Post Office Box is still assigned to 
___________ _ _________LHe advised that a woman, name unknown, 
as well as |_______ J picks up mail from this box.

_____________/On February 17, 1956]__________ ,_________________ 
I Tuscaloosa. Alabama, advised SA PRATT that

I University of Alabama student, had been 
named Chairman of the Citizens Council of West Alabama, 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. On March 12, 1956,^ |advised
________ |had been expelled from the University of Alabama 
as a result of statements he made concerning University 
officials.

__________  On August 27, 1*956, Confidential Informant 
---------------- |advised SA COLEMAN D. GEARY, III arid PIERCE A. 
PRATT of a meeting of the U. S. Klans of Alabama, Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, which was held at Alberta City Park, 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, on August 25, 1956. He advised 
triat--------------------------- | former student, University of Alabama,
who xavored segregation during the period that the Negro 
girl,_________________  attempted to enroll at the University
of Alabama, was a speaker at this meeting.

b7C

Records of the Tuscaloosa, Alabama Police 
Department were checked by SA PRATT on January 14, 1959, and 
no arrest record was found on

RUC
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STANDARD FORM NO.-64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR, FBI -i DATE.: 2/2'6/59

EROM SAC, RICHMOND (105-632)

SUBJECT: _- „ MEHCHARLOTTESVILLE and ALBEMARLE *-*’■’*
cowy71zwinta~77“ - ~ ‘ fllTF
(7^TiTia^d'”With''White.. Citizens
Councils of the District of Columbia, 
aka Seaboard White Citizens' .Councils) 
IS - X '

Re Richmond letter to the Director dated .Decerns 
her 19, 1958. ‘ . .. . '

Almost daily contact is maintained with F

source.
an established

‘ On February 18, 1959j advised
that.no information has come to his attention regarding ; b7D 
any recent activities- by the White Citizens Council (WCC). 
in Charlottesville. ' Source pointed put,that since the " 
Charlottesville School Board had been granted a de.lay in 
the. integration of Charlottesville "public schools, one o 
the chief centers of interest of the WCC in Charlottesville 
has been dulled. stated that he would
Immediately advise the 'FBI. pf .any activities of the WCC 
that come to his attention. r

~ Daily issues of the Charlottesville Daily Progress 
a daily newspaper published in Charlottesville, .are reviewed 
and no information contained therein has ‘indicated activity 
oh part of WCC in Charlottesville.

CD Bureau fiG5-^!-23395-/^*"
3 - Richmond (1 - 105-632) a. 

, 1 105-732
(1 - 105-405)^.

WBW/mw f
(5).

OSMARS



UNITED STAGES GOVERNMENT

STANDARD FORM NO. 64 , ,,

Office tAem^mdum •
to ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) date: 3/3/59

ffW SAC, SEATTLE (100-24163)

n AltMWW COBl
op c- m

DATE
Re Seattle letter dated 2/2/59. '

By letter to the Director dated 12/12/58 in cap
tioned matter, WFO advised that information had been developed 
to the. effect that an individual under the name of i^a^JUJSON, 
Room 416, Realty Buildingj Spokane, ^Washington, had requested 
literature from the captioned organization I”

Investigation by the Seattle office reveals that 
records of the Spokane Credit Bureau list no record of an 
H. JOHNSON being connected with the following companies 
which use.premises of Room 416,. Realty Building, in Spokane.

Globe Exploration Co.
Key Mines, Inc.
Last Chance Cons. Mines, Inc.
U. S, Metals, Inc. Mining Operations
Wept Star Mining Co.

A search of current and recent city directories of 
Spokane fail to reflect any H. JOHNSON as being connected 
with either of any of the above companies,. On 1/29/59 a 
pretext call was made to the Globe Exploration Co. at Room 
416, Realty Bldg., and it was stated by a representative of 

. this company that ho one by the name of H. JOHNSON was known 
at this address.

--------- On 2/12/59|
______ Spokane, statea tna-c sne nas been I
at the Realty Bldg, for | ~| years, and claims to
know personally all occupants of the Realty Bldg.
stated she has never heard of anyone using the name of H.
JOHNSON at Room 416> Realty Bldg., or any other,r^pm in this 
building.

J

(^29- Bureau,(REC-‘) . . „ _
1 - Washington Field' .i('3.OO-33^6;I (;REGt)pn
1 - Seattle - ft "

O MARJ4 1959



SE 100-24163

Inasmuch as there is no indication that a chapter 
of' the White Citizens Council of D. C* exists in the State 
of Washington, and there is no indication that there are' any 
members in this state^ no further investigation is contem
plated at this time by the Seattle office. RUC.



STANDARD FORMNP^64 -

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

•z_

TO : SAC,Memphis (Your file 10£-207) date: February 27, 19^9

from : Director, FBI (B.ufile and serial i00~l|12339^)

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF THE

1.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, RACIAL MATTERS

Office of Origin:

The deadline in this case has passed and’ the Bureau has not 

received a report. You are instructed to submit a reporjt^—. 
immediately. In the event a report has been submit ted,-j2you''A 
should make a ndtation of the date on which it was submitted/ 

. -on this letter and return it to the Bureau., Room NoZ.

Rapurt will be submitted .

Reason for delay

2

3

4.

(K:E>Advise Bureau re status of this case.

(X). Advis'e ^Bureau when report ihay be expected 
rf -

(■ )■ Surep immediately.

Report ■submitted.......

SERIALlZED.^.^FlbED^AB^^

FEB 28 1959
i FBI ■: MEMPHIS

(Place your reply ph this form and return to the Bureau. Noue^^, jh^^~ 
top serial in the case file the receipt and acknowledgment ofutMrS^chm^ 

munication.) U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1956-0-377906



in^cisb^^-OVERNM^um • UN

FROM

SUBJECT:

DATE: March 1

Donohf^^

NITE

1959
Tolson __ 
jBelmont _ 

/WeLoach- 
/ /‘McGuire _ 

/, / 'Mohr,____

_ „ CITIZENS COUNCILS (WCC)
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1 f^Tx V «Tafn\
¥

At 6:10 a.m., March 1, 1959 called and

Trotter_______H
W.C. Sullivan J
Tele. Room__H 
'Holloman H 
Gandy______ H

said he was working with Agents Todd and Lavin on Citizens, Council
matters and wanted to report that he had just received a telephone 
call to he ready about 6:30 as ”theyn would stop dnd pick him up.

 said ^they11 were going to cover the Georgetown area and
he would call Todd- or Lavin later in the day and report what 
transpired this morning.

anSA Todd of WFO was called, and he sa 2d | ps
informant on the WCC and the WCC will often get together :at odd 

• hours and distribute handbills to avoid attention from'the police.
He said this was a routine matter find he would g et the details from 
the informant of this, particular "activity. Supervisor ■ OVerndorf
of WFO Was also advised.

ACTION:

• This 
gative Division

should be sent to SA. F. H. Freund of the -Investi- 
for information.

JDD:fk 
(5)

Belmont 
Donohue 
J. G. Kelly 
F. H. Freund

1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

I 3>

9* WF 4 1959
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DAMN ALL race-mixers
GOD BLESS JE "7 JAX/j. JOHN ADAMS 

a I so A0£ ■V

LOATHE CAR.PET-BAG
DESPIS E 

1 I AT ■ 
manure

(pink punks, flat-chested highbrows, homos, 
perverts, freaks, golf-players, poodle dogs, hot-eyed socialists, Fabians, scum, 
mould on top of the omelette, Myerization of news, liars for hire: the press-gang, 
degenerate.liberals crying for petrefaction of putrefaction^ complaining the s-—. 
used to be blacker and richer, SOCIAL-DEMOCRATS, new dealers, Said Ben: "Better 

keep- ’em out or yr/ grandchildren will curse you It



I— NAALz <lick, UMCLEAN, UNCHM8TM 

©LAST irrevtrawt , urv^oily LEADERS 
W A W G 7 S UP KE M E CO U RT SWf NE 

(this Aom.tA.e- ’A )
6ANISH MARS 

Destroy Reos (ALJ- Muscovite Sa-Vujas^ 
roos® veltiuru cLupcs) 

EXPOSE 8ERJA*S ^che-^lsW

DEATH TO USURERS,
money monopolists, OBSTRUCTORS OF DISTRIBUTION 

' (international finance, WORLD BANK & BUNK, UNESCO currency, FEDERAL RESERVE 
racket, Barnie Baruch’s check-book, Schiff and Warburg finance Bolshevik 

( See New York Times, March 24, 1917) 
refolooshun, 1917, Lehman finances Newhouse $ $ Birmingham News)

GOO ®Le^THE o . oTecT THECoHSTITUTIM 
U REPUBLIC eaowcc

I^OVa/ d®T*-*.xA: State- CoiutduAion.<U
Co»»-V«Ktion. in, Virginia,

Kust^/y HOMO a, PRl 06, Fl GHT SAVE THE WHITE



Race mongrelism is contempt for the Creator. Race is the basis of history. 

Race mixers are degenerates. Contemptible white politicians are destroying 

the Nigra*s racial pride. The personal character of President Eisenhower, 

his alien advisers', and the 9 members of the Supreme Court as race-

destroyers and race-mongrellzers fills all true White men everywhere with 
disgust. Destroy the reds. FIGHT RACE HATERS. Join your^White Citizens Counc



V t

Our movement arises front ii

blot one single dis tine tipn-p^p^d|^
‘ ‘•' ■.r* - ’" •/ ^55^?' A ' I* ". '..

ence. Nigras were not meant to be -1 ig^iwhite
. * 7 :..

intended to be anything.-but White 1 1 ’ “»'C .
We damn all race-mixers t

degenerate It

We-hedie^’-^ is.

is our privilege idck-fgmd? destroy

the Communist.

Christendom are

The Nordic* peoples ixr .£he"ira&^ 

the heroic barriers against

$
-s

As white citizens we are organized-, to def end

of the white man. We refuse to see our chlldreh^s&I l; into slavery

We demand that the white politician exhibit the highest ponpept- of ■'

honor as a white man .or GET' OUT OF POLITICS 4? We demand? racial

pride in

grelizer

our youths. We demand the politician fight| the race-mon- 
or leave the field, of action. We the pebpl^ d-emand the '

I . . ■

right to attack and destroys the communist directly. >a|id shead^bn. We

demand the communist-led NAACP be placed .immediately? on the Attorney- I ' * \
General’s list of red-subversive organizations. ’’We-Remand the red-

leaders of the NAACP be prosecuted and given life-imprisonment or

the maximum the law will allow
3 .

We are organized to root out every degenerate preacher, civic 
'1

leader, P. T. A. mongrelizer, school board official-,1 Commissioner, 
. . i

pinko professor, lawyer, or politician who uses his honorable office ■ ■ • I
to destroy our people. We are an attack program. We proclaim action

as our creed. We are nationalists. We declare .for America FIRST.

Join your- Council NOW. You have no alternative as a white man but 
, t

to join. - We are fighting. You must fight with us. ; If there is no
I

Council in your community, you must have one. The time is mow.
1 i

CONTACT: Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils. 
1246 Wisconsin Avenue,. N. W. , 

Washington 7, D. C. i.
C01umbia-5-886H. . 5 . • h •|v.



1. No person should be entered in public payrolls who is an employee : * i
. i;bf or who is controlled by any organization in control of forces existing 

outside this state; and any such person now on the payrolls shall be removed j 
5 ■ ’ V

; forthwith (within 3 months).

2. Remove from the public payrolls every appointed State and local official 

' and employee who is in anywise connected with the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People* the Anti-Defamation League, Freedom Souse, the 

American Jewish Committee, the NAACP Educational and Legal Defense FUnd, the 

Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National Community Relations Advisory 

Council, the Southern Conference for Human Welfare, the National Urban League, 

the Communist Party, Communist fellow-traveller or front organizations, or with 

any of their associated, affiliated or subsidiary organizations or with any 

similar private organization (other than churches and political parties) 

which advocates integration.

3. Purge all educational institutions and all libraries of educational 

institutions, which are owned or exclusively controlled by the State or by any > 

political subdivision or local public body of the State, of all books, literature • 

and propaganda which advocates integration, or any material inspired by Beria’s 

program for the destruction of American life and our Southern heritage.

4. Establish, at State level, an independent commission of State Government, 

which may employ secret special agents concerning integration and related matters, 

and is empowered to prepare and give out information consonant with the long- 

established ideals, heritages, traditions, and way of life of the State.

5. Establish (even if necessary to amend the State Constitution) a permanent, 

separate committee of the legislature, with power of subpoena, to sit at any time 

or place within the State and hold hearings concerning integration and any other 

activities in the State which may or do adversely affect the above-mentioned ideals,



heritages, traditions and way of life. ’ • 5

6. Prohibit any person from holding any civil office or emplcyment unaer 

this State or under any political subdivision or public body thereof who, at the 
a

same time, holds any civil office or employment under any other. State or political 

subdivision or public body thereof or under the Federal Government.

7. Provide that no person shall be a qualified elector of the State unless 

such person shall have resided in the State for not less than five years, in the 

county for not less than four years, and in the precinct for not less than two 

years, next preceding the date on which he offers to qualify. Revise the State 

Constitution accordingly.

8. Discontinue all extra-curricular activities in all educational institutions 

owned or exclusively controlled by the State or any political subdivision or 

public body of the State.

9. Prohibit any person who is not a qualified, registered elector and a 

domiciliary of the. State from holding any position or employment in, or in connec

tion with any educational institution owned or exclusively controlled by the State 
«

or any political subdivision or public body of the State.

10. Prohibit any person who is not a domiciliary of the State from being 

taught in any educational institution owned or exclusively controlled by the 

State or any political subdivision or public body of the State.

11. Require every official and employee of the State or of any political 

subdivision or public booty- of the State, as a condition to qualifying for or 

holding such office or employment, to disclose the names of all private organizar- 

tions (other than churches and political parties) with which he is in anywise 

connected.

1^. Provide that the Attorney General of the- State shall, be, ex officio, Bond 

Commissioner of the State, and that no bonds, notes, or securities shall be issued, 

and no .contracts, agreements or assurances shall be. entered into with the Federal



( *

Government, by the State or any political subdivision or public body of the State

without the prior approval of said Bond Commissioner.

13. Publicize appropriately from time to tine, to the electorate of the State, 

the names of all private organizations (other than churches and political parties) 

in the State known to advocate integration.

14. Prohibit the use by any assembly of persons (other than State or local 

public officials or employees in their capacities as such, or students enrolled 

in educational institutions owned or exclusively controlled by the State or any 

political subdivision or public body of the State) or by any private organization, 
of the facilities of any educational institution owned or exclusively controlled l‘‘ 

by the State or any political subdivision or public body thereof, except for 

regularly scheduled school activities and ceremonies.

15. Prohibit the establishment of any so-called "extension11 of the University 

of Virginia in northern Virginia, because it is perfectly apparent that no 

sooner than it is established than it will have to become very extensively inte

grated or close down.

16. Expressly and specifically prohibit the State or any political subdivision 

or public body thereof from agreeing with the Federal Government, as a condition 

to Federal financial assistance, to comply with any rules, regulations, orders, 

policies or procedures issued by any official of the Executive Branch of the 

Federal Government.

17. Prohibit the introduction into or continuance in any educational institu

tion owned or exclusively controlled by the State or by any political subdivision- 

or other public body thereof, of any literature or propaganda directly or indirectly 

suggesting or advocating ,fworld government” or a "World State", or which is issued 

by UNESCO, or the United World Federalists, the Atlantic Union Committee, or 

similar organizations.
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33, Prohibit the introduction into or continuance in any educational insti

tution owned or exclusively controlled by the State or any political subdivision . 

or public body of the State, of any literature or propaganda issued by the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People* the Anti—Defamation League* 

Freedom House* the American Jewish Committee, the NAACP Educational and Legal 

Defense Bind, the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National Community 

Relations Advisory Council, the American Jewish Congress, the Fund for the Republic* 

the Southern Regional Council* the Southern Conference for Human Welfare, the 

National Urban League* the Communist Party, Communist fellow-traveller or front 

organizations, or by an affiliate, subsidiary or associate thereof prj by any 

other private organization with similar aims and purposes respecting integration.

19. Subdivide, if deemed necessary, and sell (without necessity for public 

advertisement and bidding), or donate, to locally organized, appropriate private 

clubs, all State-owned public parks which are threatened with integration. Ehact 

adequate State laws for this purpose.

20. Expressly prohibit any so-called "local option" election by ;any locality 

in the State to permit integration in such locality in any educational institutions 

owned or exclusively controlled by the State or any political subdivision or 

public bo<ty of the State. •

21. In interpreting the school decisions of May 17, 1954, and May hi, 1955, 

by the United States Supreme Court, Judge John J. Parker of the Fburth Circuit 

Court of the United States, speaking for that Court in July, 1955, in the case of 

Briggs versus Elliott, 152 Federal Supplement 776, stated:

" * * * it is important that we point out exactly what the Supreme 

Court has decided and what it has not decided in this case. It has not . 

decided that the federal courts are to take over and regulate the public 

schools of the states. It has not decided that -the states must mix persons



of different races in the schools or must require them to attend schools . . 

or must deprive them of the right of choosing the schools they attend. 

What is has decided, and all that it has decided, is that a state may 

not deny to any person on account of race the right to attend any school 

that it maintains. This, under the decision of the Supreme Court, the 

state may not do directly or indirectly; but if the schools which it 

maintains are open to children of all races, no violation of the Consti

tution is involved even though the children of different races voluntarily 

attend different schools, as they attend different churches. Nothing 

in the Constitution or. in the decision of the Supreme Court takes away 

: from the people freedom to choose the schools, they attend. The Consti

tution, in other words, does not require integration. It merely forbids 

discrimination. It does not forbid such segregation as occurs as the 

result of voluntary action. It merely forbids the use of governmental 

power to enforce segregation. The Sburteenth Amendment is a limitation ». 

upon the exercise of power by the state or state agencies, not a 

limitation upon the freedom of individuals.11

Accordingly, the term ’’voluntarily segregated school" as used herein 

means a piblic shcool which is either all-white or all-colored and is so composed 

not by requirement to that effect by the State or any political subdivision or 

public body or official or employee of the State, but is so composed because 

each individual utilizing the school has, of his own free will and accord, 

chosen to utilize that school.

22. The State Constitution should be completely revised on all matters 

directly or indirectly pertaining to education. The only fair way to go about 

this is to call an unlimited State Constitutional Convention, since there must, 

of necessity, be many interlocking provisions. In this connection, it should be
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remembered that a State Constitution IS NOT A GRANT OF POWER but IS A LIMITATION

UPON THE EXERCISE OF OTHERWISE PLENARY POWERS SO FAR AS THE LEGISLATURE IS - ' - J
CONCERNED. Keeping this in mind, we submit that the following limitations, 

among others, should be expressly set forth in the State Constitution, with 

appropriate refinements of language; no effort being made here to. set them forth 

with precise, technical, legalistic accuracy:

(1) Neither the State nor any political subdivision or public body thereof 

may maintain any public shcool except so long as such school is a - 

voluntarily segregated school.

(2) Public funds for educational purposes may be expended for public 

schools or public school facilities only so long as such schools 

or facilities are voluntarily segregated schools or facilities.

(3) Public funds shall not be raised or used by the State or any political 

subdivision or public body thereof and no laws shall be passed, to 

provide for, establish, operate or maintain any integrated public school 

or integrated public school facilities.

(4) Neither the State nor any political subdivision or public body thereof 

shall pass any law, rule, regulation, order or instruction providing for 

the compulsory education of children of school age.

(5) Public funds shall not be raised or used by the State or any political 

subdivision or public body thereof to pay the salary, compensation or 

expenses of any person to instruct in a public school other than a 

voluntarily segregated public school.

(6) Public funds shall not be raised or used by the State or any political 

subdivision or public body thereof to pay the salary, compensation or 

expenses of any white person to instruct or be otherwise emplqyed in 

any public school composed of colored persons^ or of any colored



person to instruct or be otherwise employed in any public school 

composed of white persons, or of white and colored persons to 

instruct or be otherwise employed in the same public school.

(7) Laws shall be enacted under which public funds raised for educational 

purposes may be used to make cash grants, in advance or by reimburse- 
J 

ment, directly to, but only to, parents, guardians or other persons in . 

lawful custody of children of school age residing in the State, to send 

such children to nonsectarian private schools selected solely by the 

parent, guardian or other person in lawful custody of the children.

(8) Public funds shall not be raised or used by the State or any political 

subdivision or public body thereof to support or maintain any religious 

activity or institution or any sectarian school.

(9) No person other than a qualified, duly registered elector and domi rAH ary 

of the State may hold any position or employment in or in connection 

with any educational institution owned or exclusively controlled by 

the State or by any political subdivision or public body of the State.

(10) No person other than a domiciliary of the State may be a student at 

any educational institution owned or exclusively controlled by the 

State or by any political subdivision or public body of the State*

(11) Nothing in this Constitution shall be construed as creating or 

recognizing any right to education or training at public expense.

(12) No contract, agreement or assurance shall be entered into or made «
by the State or by any political subdivision or public body thereof 

with the United States or with any agency, instrumentality or official 

of the United States unless such contract, agreement or assurance 

is in accordance with the express provisions of State Law.

(IS) No appropriation, loan or grant of public flinds shall be made by.



the State or any political subdivision or public body of the State 

to any educational institution not owned or exclusively controlled 

by the State or a political subdivision or public body of the State.

(14) No law shall be passed, and no public Stands shall be raised or used 

by the State or any political subdivision or public body of the State 

for co-education in any educational institution owned or exclusively 

controlled by the State or any political subdivision or public body 

of the State.

(15) No activity of any educational institution which is owned or exclu

sively controlled by the State or any political subdivision or public 

body of the State shall be conducted in any church or religious 

institution.

(16) No law shall be passed permitting the State or any political sub

division or public body of the State to exercise the right of eminent 

domain to take private property for any public housing, slum clearance 

or urban renewal project.

(17) Binds shall be provided for all great public objects (school construc

tion, parks, water-power, etc.) not by means of loans, but by granting 

non-intere st-bearing State bonds, or without using ready money. In 

other words, the irresponsible printing of bank notes without creating 

new values means inflation. However, an issue of non-interest-bearing 

bonds by the State cannot produce inflation if new values are at the 

same time created. The fact that today great economic enterprises 

cannot be set on fbot without recourse to loans is sheer lunacy. The 

United States Constitution, Article 1, Section 8, Paragraph 5, says: 

••The Congress shall have the power to coin money and regulate the Value . 

thereof, and of foreign coin . . This does not say the Congress



shall have EXC III SITE power to coin money and the Federal Constitution 

does not preclude the State from issuing money, k reasonable exercise 

of the State's right to create money might produce the most beneficial 
* 

results.

’ It must be clear to anyone that - for instance - a great hydro-electric 

plant might be constructed in the following unexceptional manners 

k Bill is introduced in the' State legislature to develop the water-power 

of say the James River, due regard being given to all economic require

ments. At the town where a dam is to be constructed, the local body 

(Commissioners, Council, etc.), decides on the construction, and empowers 

the State Treasurer to issue a series of bank notes, marked specially 

to show that they are fully covered by the new works under contemplation. 

These notes are covered by the combined credit of the local body ana the 

State. No one can make any objection on the score of inflation. Con

struction is carried out on the credit granted by the local body and 

the notes become legal tender like the rest. When the work is completed, 

nitrates or electricity are supplied to customers against this money, 

and in a few years the issue can be recalled and destroyed. Result: 

the State has instituted a new work, which secures to it a great new 

source of revenue, and the people, the State, and the nation are the 

richer by it.

To prove the folly of the present system let us compare the foregoing 

with what occurs now:

A loan is taken up. A few capitalists do what the whole nation, even 

though Congress may vote in favor of it, cannot do: they allow the 

State to borrow money from them. Instead of using its direct authority 

for the benefit of the people, the State engages to pay permanent 

interest for the sum required to complete certain work, thereby hanging



a millstone around, its neck* And what is most costly of jail, It issues 

bonds, thus creating “fresh purchasing capacity. ” On the balance sheet 

it makes no difference whether the new work is represented by new paper ■ 

money or by new bonds. The conrauhLty is certain to suffer injury, 

because the bonds imply that the new work is mortgaged to financiers 

(usurers), which naturally makes itself perfectly secure, dictates 

prices, and takes the profits. Thus it is really the financiers who 

are the richer by the development of the nation’s water—power; they . 

are indifferent as to repayment; they like to have such monopolies as 

permanent milch-cows. The people are forced to pay dearly for electric 

current and nitrates, .and once again a part of the State’s property 

is converted to the interest of the financiers.

It is the duty of all men of good-will to see to it that the power of 

the public purse does not fall into the hands of men who neither produce 

anything or transport anything (bankers, loan-lice, international and 

national money manipulators, financiers of every description, and 

above all, usurers.) (Usury is a fixed charge exacted without regard 

to production or the possibilities of future production.) ' The 

sovereignty of money shall rest exclusively with the State and the 

State shall be a responsible, representative government. Our demands 

call for the abolition of the thralldom of interest-slavery. We 

demand that all State monies shall be spent into circulation exclusively 

by the State and no private banker or money monopolist shall have the 

right to “create” money.

(18) The State Constitution shall be revised so as to provide for all State 

revenue and expenditure in the following manner:

The State of Virginia never conceded to the national government any 

EXCLUSIVE right to issue money for needs inside the State of Virginia.

\o



Virginia shall, when the legislature so deems useful to the public 

good, issue paper money subject to continuous redemption ty means of 

an adhesive stamp of suitable size and strong enough gum, to be affixed 

monthly on the State paper currency. Said stamp to be one percent (1%-) 

of the value of the currency note, this being the only known means 

whereby all state expenditures will cancel out in eight (8) years and 

four (4) months, leaving no public debt at* interest to weigh on posterity. 

Jefferson noted that the earth belongs to the living.

This form of tax, i.e, the one percent monthly stamps can never fall 

on anyone who has not one hundred times the amount of the tax in his 

pocket the moment it falls due. It eliminstes wangles of assessment 

and the cost of collection. Thousands and thousands of bureaucrats 

would be freed either for work or for the amenities.

23. In Virginia, repeal all provisions of basic law or statutes which permit 

any person to hold civilian office or employment under the State or any political 

subdivision or public body of the State who at the same time holds any office or 

employment under the United States, or any other State or the District of Columbia, 

or is drawing "retired" pay from the United States or the District of Columbia.

24. In Virginia, repeal the provisions of the State Statutes which provide 

for the kinds of county government under which Arlington and Fairfax Counties 

are presently operating.

25. In Virginia, repeal the State Statutes which permit Arlington and Fairfax 

Counties to have school boards selected in a manner different from the system of 

selection provided for the great mass of the counties of the State.

• 26. In Virginia, enact a Statute consolidating the school divisions of 

Fairfax County and the City of Fails Church into one school division for the 

County as a whole, to be selected in the same manner as provided for the great 

mass of the counties of the State. The 1950 Amendment to the State Constitution.' 

will specifically permit this to be done.



Hl, In Virginia, take the area'commonly known as the "Willston" area of 

Bhirfax County and make it a part of Arlington County.

28 • In Virginia, the State Constitution should be immediately revised so as 

to purge all lists of electors, and so as to. provide that no person can become a 

qualified elector who has not been domiciled in the State for at least five years, 

in the county for at least three years, and in the precinct for at least two years, 

immediately preceding the date on which he offers to register and qualify. The 

present provisions are too liberal and offer an open invitation to the "nomads" 

and "cliff-dwellers" from the North.

29. * In Virginia, the State Constitution should be ininediately revised so as 

to prohibit any county, city, town, or other subdivision of the State from levying 

and collecting any real estate tax for any public school or educational purposes, 

except to service bonds, notes, and obligations outstanding at the time of the 

adoption of the provision.

30. In Virginia, the State Constitution should be immediately revised so as 

to prohibit any county, city, town or other subdivision from levying any so-called 

"sales tax".

31. In Virginia, the State Constitution should be iinnediately revised and 

laws should be enacted accordingly by the General Assembly establishing for 

"Northern" Virginia, a "North Virginia Water, Sewage and Service Authority" as a 

public body, with power to acquire all water, sewage, sewerage, incinerator, and 

garbage disposal plants, reservoirs, systems, etc., now in operation or under 

construction in the area, and to acquire water supply sources, to construct, 

operate, and maintain a consolidated system of all such facilities, to serve the 

general public in the area of the Authority’s jurisdiction. The Authority should 

have the power to borrow money and issue its revenue bonds for its coiporate 

purposes, and to fix and establish rates and collect fees for its services.



The Authority should have no taxing power. The Authority should be given 

.power of eminent domain. The members of the Authority should be appointed by 

the. Governor and confirmed by the Senate of the General Assembly. It should be 

one of the functions of the Authority to service the inhabitants of the several' 

counties, cities and towns in the area of its jurisdiction, and the laws shcsild 

be so framed that the counties, cities and towns in the Authority’s jurisdictional . 

area of service will not be thereafter permitted to .engage in activities of the 

character coming with the Authority* s functions. Alexandria, Falls Church, and 

the Counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Prince. Hilliam and Loudoun should be within 

idle jurisdictional area of the Authority. This will take these very ”lucrative,, 

functions out of local politics and away from local politicians, and put them on 

a non-political basis for the best interests of the State as a whole and the 

local people in particular. Similar laws have been enacted in other states for 

thickly settled areas.

32. It is one-thing for Southern Senators and Congressmen to sign and issue 

the so-called "Southern Manifesto" and it is quite another thing to really imple

ment it and do something. .When will these Manifesto signers quit supporting and 

voting for appropriations to the District of Columbia for integrated public schools! 

When will Southern Senators in the United States 'Senate quit voting for and 

supporting U. S. Senate confirmation of the appointments of Negroes to important 

Federal offices!! When will the signers of the Manifesto quit voting Federal 

funds for sectarian private schools!1 When will they quit supporting integrated 

public housing! I When will they undertake to prevent Federal agencies and 

departments which make loans, grants and gifts of money to local public bodies, 

from using this money-power to destroy or minimize local autonomy and responsi

bility! 11 When will they quit voting for more and more funds to expand and bring 

more and more integrated military installations into the Southern States! 11



Wien are they going to try to co something to prevent dur Nation’s Capitol from 

becoming a completely Negro-ized metropolian I

33. If the Congress of the United States passes a law providing for Federal 

aid for education but either directly or indirectly prohibiting such aid to any 

State rvhich does not integrate white and colored persons in its public schools* 

such as has been suggested ty the Bill which passed the lower Haise of.Congress 

on July 3, 1956, each Southern State should imnediately enact a law making it 

a felony punishable by imprisonment in the State penitentiary for any official 

or employee of the State or of any political subdivision or public body of the 

State to apply for or accept any Federal financial aid on behalf of the State 

or any such subdivision or public body. Indeed, the State law should be made 

even more detailed and completelll

34. Freedom of the Press shall, not be interfered with, but any paper 

printing a misstatement of fact shall be obliged to print the rectification with 

prominence equal to that of the error. That means the headline of the correction 

shall be as large as that of the error, it shall be in position of equal 

prominence and on a page of the subsequent issue corresponding to that of the 

original issue. If the number of pages be not the same it shall be on a page 

equidistant either from the first or the last page of the article in which the 

error has occurred. There is no need that the correcting article shall be the 

same length as the original but it must be adequate to the clarification. This 

must be done promptly, with three days of proof of error being presented in a 

daily paper, within two weeks if the paper be weekly or two months if it be 

monthly.

35. One of the most potent weapons in the psychological warfare arsenal of 

the racial integrationists is a mongrelized "blood bank", and approval of. the 

injection of Negro blood into Write persons and’ White blood into Negro persons,



where blood transfusions are called'for. The advocates of this* scheme "assure” 

the public that there is no difference between Negro and White blood. We believe 

that a permanent committee of the Legislature should be established, with power 

of subpoena, to sit at any time and place in the State, whether the Legislature 

is or is not in. session, and to make thorough and exhaustive investigations of 

this matter, and its hearings, findings, and proceedings should be recorded and 

published. We further believe that all blood obtained should be plainly marked 

on the containers so as to show whether it is a Negro person’s blood or a 

White person’s blood. We further believe that proper State legislation should be 

prepared and enacted to regulate this subject, and to make it a felony to inject 

the blood of a Negro into a White person or the blood of a White person into a 

Negro. We believe that no public hinds should be used to maintain any hospital, 

health center, etc., or to pay any compensation or expenses of any officials or 

employees thereof, where this "mongrelizing" of blood of .White and Negro persons 

is permitted. We .believe that any physician who engages in such methods should 

be denied a license to practice. We believe it should be made a felony for any 

person, firm, association or corporation to maintain any so-called blood bank 

or blood storage supply in which Negro and White blood are mixed, or are not 

plainly distinguished. We believe it should be made a felony for any person, 

firm, association or corporation to mix Negro blood and White blood in con

tainers, for use in blood transfusions with respect to Negroes and Whites.

36. We recorauend •the passage of appropriate State legislation to provide for 

the establishment and maintenance of a list of "subversive1* organizations and 

publications, along the lines of existing Federal legislation on this general 

subject. In this connection,, we call attention to House Document No. 137, 82d 

Congress, 1st Session, entitled "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publica

tions", prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American Activities, U. S.

I?



House of Representatives, Washington,.!). C. .

37. Legislation should be enacted'by the State to prohibit professional 

boxing and wrestling matches or so-called "golden glove tournaments" anywhere 

in'the State.

38. It should be made a criminal offense for any one to have in his possession 

in the State any alcoholic beverages not purchased by such person from a duly 

authorized State-operated alcoholic beverages store in the State.

39. State laws should be enacted to make it a criminal offense to operate 

a "pawn-shop" anywhere in the State.

40. Prohibit the exhibition, at any educational institution owned or 

exclusively controlled by the State or any political subdivision or public body 

of the State, or on or in any building, park, playground, auditorium, stadium or 

other property so owed or controlled, of any painting, portrait, picture, object 

of art, magazine, newspaper, periodical, poster, hannb-i 11, book, film, radio or 

television show, or any play, tape or other recording, or any other display, vdiich 

in any wise advocates racial integration in public schools or intermarriage of 

White and Negro persons. .

41. Prohibit public hinds for educational institutions owned or exclusively 

controlled by the State or any political subdivision or public body of the State, 

from being used to subscribe to or purchase any newspaper, magazine, periodical, 

book, film, recording, or service which either directly or indirectly advocates 

integration in public educational activities, or intermarriage of Whites and 

Negroes.

42. Prohibit any school or college fraternity from operating at or in 

connection with any educational institution owned or exclusively controlled by 

the State or any political subdivision or public body of the State, where such 

fraternity advocates or practices integration.



43. Prohibit use of public fluids for any kinds of "junket’1 trips of public * * •
school children to points outside the State*

44. Put a prohibitive license on all commercial slot-machine music dispensers 

which play "rock and roll” or similar so-called music*

45. Establish a permanent legislative committee, -with power of subpoena, and 

to sit at any time or place in the State and as often as it may deem necessary, 

with full authority to make a thorough and extensive examination of all books 

and other literature and propaganda in use in all educational institutions and 

libraries thereof owned or exclusively controlled by the State or any political 

subdivision or public body of the State, and to hold hearings and make findings 

and recommendations, with a view to removal from such institutions and libraries 

of all books of a .subversive character or which advocate integration or deprecate, 

falsify or "play down" the time-honored ideals, heritages, traditions or way of 

life of the State and of the Southland.

46. If and when integration should be forced upon any, educational institution « 
owned or exclusively controlled by the State, with respect to any dormitory, 

cafeteria, or lunch counter, so owned or controlled^ abolish the continued use of 

such dormitory, cafeteria or lunch counter.

47. Establish, at State level, a board or boards, and require that any person 

who shall desire to engage in the occupation of bell-hop, maid, waiter, waitress, 

cook, chef, beverage-dispenser, elevator-operator, janitor, utility repairman, 

usher, guard, watchman, engineer, dish-washer, or similar occupation, at any hotel, 

motel, tourist court, theatre, inn, restaurant, cafe, cafeteria, public club, 

drugstore, grocery store, or other similar establishment catering to the public, 

shall be individually licensed to engage in such occupation and that no applicant 

for such a license shall be granted the same except' upon passage of a satisfactory 

written examination by such board and except that the applicant is a graduate of



a high school or its equivalent.

48. A rapid and increasing migration of colored people from ihe Southern 

States to the industrialized North, the Middle West and the Far West cities and 

metropolitan areas is said to have been taking place presumably because these ' 

migrants have concluded that greater, quicker economic and related opportunities 

■will be afforded them in those areas. The Southern States should, by all 

legitimate means, make the glorious opportunities of these cities and metropolitan 

areas fully known to all who may be interested. It is hot fair to Americans 

anywhere for the slanted press to portray these great Northern, New England, Middle

western and Far Western metropolitan and industrial areas as bleak, dreary, or 

lacking in the great opportunities for quick advancement, economic security, etc., 

which so many of our colored citizenry are said to find so sadly lacking of 

immediate fruition in the deep South communities and localities. How can any but 

a prejudiced soul deny and conceal the wondrous opportunities for colored people 

in such great centers as Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Wilmington, 

Independence, Missouri, New York City, Rochester, Syracuse, St* Paul, Minneapolis, > 
Boston, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Kansas City, Hartford, Omaha, Peoria, Chicago, 

Providence, Detroit, Springfield, Lansing, Bangor, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 

San Diego, Honolulu, Cleveland, Dayton, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, 

Portland, Cheyenne, Seattle, Salt Lake City, Albany, Ogden, Duluth, and nameless 

other fast-growing Yankee communities. Compare the brilliancy of these golden 

opportunities with the prospect of forever following a mule down a cotton-row 

in the "prejudice-infested” deep Southl Was it not Horace Greeley who exhorted: 

"Go West, young manj go Westi"; or did he suggest the North, New Jhgland, or the 

Middle West? He certainly never exclaimed that the searcher for the overnight 

"Land of milk and honey" should go Southl It has been said that there, in those 

not-too-distant lands north and west of the Mason-Dixon Line,- one may, in truth, 

find surroundings where he never has to change his socks; where the box-cars all



are empty; where the bull-dogs have rubber teeth; where one may practically lift 

himself over the fence of shiftlessness, poverty, penury and economic and political 

despondency and anonymity ty his own boot-straps. One might think of the amazing 

opportunities there to become a banker, side-burned philanthropist, coupon-clipper 

counting his tax-exempt stocks and bonds, a justice of the peace, dieriff, mayor, 

an unequaled political boss dispensing plenteous jobs and political patronage, a 

congressman, an operator of a multi-million dollar .shin-dig or nite-spot, or any 

number of occupations wallowing in a newfound wealth and "filthy lucre", knowing ' 

all the while that he can even, with increasing migrations thereto of his own kind, 

gain ultimate control over the rat-eyed Yankee democrats, and blue-bellied republi

cans who are "oldsters" in those parts, if he will but use his talents and artistry 

through the NAACP, The Urban League, the Anti-Defamation League, and the manifold 

other wire-haired "isms" and pressure groups which are so welcomed and barnacled 

in those regions. "Why should any. colored hep-cat, jive expert, or zoot-suiter, 

or other gallused colored "gent" of skeptical means, etc., be cajoled to look 

askance at these possiblities. in Yankeelandl Then, too, with local civil rights 

laws, and so on, he can dine with white men and women at any swank public place 

he chooses, get himself a white wife, or she a white husband, join all the lodges 

of his white brethren, spit at any sidewalk, block-bust all white communities, 

throw out his chest like a real "superman", make love to white debutantes, get 

his picture in the society pages of the goober-nosed press, and even run fbr 

Governor or President or, maybe, get considered for appointment as Chief Justice 

of the United States Supreme•Court. "What a pity that Greeley is not here today, 

along with Thaddeus Stevens, so that the "magnificent" story can be told in a 

completely unabridged manner, instead of the poor colored Southerner having to 

depend primarily upon the carpet-bagger and -scalawag propagandists! Harken! Ye 

rednecked, tobacco-chewing, stick- whittling, snuff-dipping, gimlet-eyed, white 

Southern gentry! Pass not up this beneficent opportunity to let the truth about
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Yankeeland be honestly toldl You’ll be branded vicious bigots when they 

seek it, you refuse release to "Sambo" from the "cruel and crushing life ^behind 

the plow”, or "Jezebeile" from her “pots and pans”, so they can quickly journey 

to the new ’’Land of El Dorada", the new "Seven Cities of Cibola” beyond the Mason- 

Dixcn line, where both National political parties continuously vie with each other 

to see which can have the most gushing ease of "flux" for their political favors, 

and where it is rumored that the Yankee dominated, national labor organizations 

are frothing at the mouth for the Negro workers to (almost* but not quite) "take 

over" from the "rootin’, tootin’ Reuthers" and the "eenie—Meany-^niney-moes." 

Who knows bit what "Sambo" can become a half-dozen "Bunches" and replace the 

"lodges" and’^lleses", General Motors Wilson, "Elder" Benson the agronomist, 

the whole "shi-bang" in the Department of Labor, Rockfeller Center, Hollywood, and 

the Pentagon Building. After all, hasn’t a Negro of erstwhile as mundane a past 

become chief justice of the Methodist Church, to which all good, white Southern 

Methodists owe an allegiance!

49. And, wake up, you teeth-chattering Southern idealists! Think what a 

marvelous thing it would be if every Yankee-owned textile, mill were to "pull 

up stakes" and go back to merry old "New England". Let’s raise the State tax^s 

on them so they will want to go backl Let? s cut out the State and local tax 

exemption "baits" to foreign owned, new businesses to locate in the State.

50. Except for the Amendment to Section 141 of the Virginia Constitution 

which the so-called "Gray Commission Report" recommended, and which Amendment 

the people have adopted, the remainder of the "Gray Commission Report" should be 

thrown into the political garbage pit. It poses abject surrender to the racial 

mongrelizers and integrationists. True Virginians should bury that piny piece of 

political double talk under an avalanche of ballots ana consign to political

X



5 oblivion any member of- the General AssenbJy or ary other seeker of. public office' 

in the State who brazondy advocates it.

The •people of Virginia should now demand an unlimited State Constitutional 

Convention to put real “curb-bits” on State and local governments in this matter. 

of foisting on the people gradual, creeping, spotted, and, eventually, wholesale 

integration in public schoolsl The • Gray Connnission Report envisages just that sort of 

an eventual “paradise” for the latter-day carpet-baggers, scalawags, mongrelizers and 

pinks who seem bent on trying to give the Ola Dominion and its ’’Cavaliers** a 

. facial uplifting, apparently in the image of Ubangi-land. We opine that somebody- 

planted a ’’Trojan horse”, or ”stink bomb” in the Gray Coinnittee, to make it come 

up with a witches’ brew like its ’’Report”, and'we further opine it was not 

Senator Garland Gray. ’ cause we have heard he is "sick at heart” at the debacle - 

or does he really believe he can get elected Governor with Fenwick "and company” 

keeping that contraption tied to his political coat tailsl Quick, Watson, with 

the smelling salts I.

EL. Ori the matter of segregated versus integrated public schools in Virginia 

the question before the house is not “Who killed cock robin", or "Who raped poor 

little old * Stare Decisis*", hut "When is a usurper not a usurper." Regardless 

of who psalm sings legalisticaliy about it, the best proof that the people of 

Virginia never authorized the General Assembly to provide for racially mixed 

public schools is the fact that the politicians dare not call an unlimited State 

Constitutional Convention so ihat the people of Virginia can deal, as they choose, 

with the whole school question and give •the integrationist politici ans their 

"walking papers". Every man ana woman in Virginia knows full well that, in an 

unlimited State Constitutional Convention, there is no more likelihood of the 

people permitting the General Assembly to provide for racially integrated public 

schools than for a celluloid dog to catch an asbestos cat in a chase through Hadesl



Wien will Richmond wake up and interpret and apply the State Constitution according 

to the necessarily implied restrictions upon Legislative authority by reason of 

Wiat the framers of that basic instrument obviously intended! Ifr as has been 

suggested, the Justices of the United States Supreme Court "rewrote^1 the Federal 

Constitution on the basis of the maunderings of a philosophically crosseyed 

Scandinavian by the name of Gunnar Myrdal, why can»t Richmond and its galasy of 

brilliant minds interpret the Virginia Constitution as prohibiting public funds 

for racially mixed public schools and cite, as rationale for its pronouncement, 

Edgar Allen Poe’s "Raven"1 Or, are our politicoes bent on driving an old-fashioned 

legalistic ox-wagon down the road to certain mongrelization of the white children 

of Virginia, still sticking to the axle-deep, time worn ruts of "precedent” merely 

to save harnessing the General Assembly to the plain inhibitions of the State 

Constitution? It is high time for Richmond to unlimber its political guns, 

quit goofing and grunting, and conjure up and demonstrate some political courage 

and initiative. New conditions can make new theories, but it takes plenty of 

"guts" to adopt this strategy. Let’s make the State Government stop fud-dudding 

with left-handed monkey wrenches in an effort to both “placate" the integrationists and 

pull the rug out from under the segregationists. Demand an unlimited State Consti

tutional Convention NOW! Every straight thinking Virginian knows full well that 

this is the one and only sure way for Virginia to handle the entire, dilemma 

it is in with respect to the matter of public education!!! The political spat

wearers, whirling dervishers, pinkoes, universal brotherhood boys, "cliff-dwellers", 

new era carpetbaggers, scalawags, and political eunuchs and opportunists won’t 

like this! It* 11 scare them stiff and stop them in their tracks! This is because 

they know that, if fully awakened to the awesome situation, the traditional 

Virginian will take charge and kill any chance fbr any racially mixed public



schools in this State. ' .

52. In the "deep South" today, aside from many more lucrative fields of 

endeavor, a very substantial proportion of agricultural employees or tenants are 

colored; private chauffeurs are colored; waiters, waitresses, cooks and chefs in 

eating establishments are colored; truck drivers are colored; bellhops, maids, 

janitors and other help in hotels and motels are colored; doormen at hotels are 

colored; "deliverymen" are colored; drink-fountain employees are colored; cooks, 

maids, servants and handymen in homes are colored; nurses of children in private 

homes are colored; workers in industrial plants are colored; mechanics in shops 

are colored; workers on public highways, streets, and utilities are colored; 

workers in the "turpentine" orchards and other orchards are colored; workers on 

the docks and in the shipyards are colored; "maids" and "nurses" in hospitals 

and health centers are colored; workers in highway shops are colored; elevator 

operators are colored; chain store utility men are colored; workers in the mines 

and mills are colored; workers in the timber and lumber mill s are colored; 

janitors and "servants" at white public schools are colored; workers at private 

clubs or public recreational areas and on the golf links are colored; many of the 

commerical "music" banks are colored; vaudeville shows continue to indulge in 

colored jokes, etc; many filling' station attendants are colored; railroad and 

bus station "luggage boys" are colored; warehousemen are colored; laundry help 

is colored; white and colored ride the same streetcars and local buses, which, 

oft-times are predominantly colored; racially integrated athletics are rapidly 

increasing; racially integrated industries, plants and installations are encouraged 

by abominable State and local tax exemptions, and various; other means, to come from 

the North and elsewhere and establish and flourish in Southern communities; most 

Southern Senators and Congressmen fat-headedly continue to support and clamor 

for all sorts of Federal aid and lend aid and comfort to the promoters of a

3



“world order", or a "super state", or a "regional state", or to a^ery subsidiary 

or affiliate of the United Nations,. UNESCO, and the International’Labor Organiza

tion, and "what-nots", knowing full well that all of these are part of the many 

spearheads for racial mangrelization and integration; Southern schools, PTA’s and 

many so-called civic associations are literally filled with professional artists, 

etc., completely unfriendly to preservation of any racial segregation; most of 

the daily press is owned, controlled, or edited ty elements apparently bent on 

promotion of the "leveling off" process; white Southerners continue fealty to • 

many church organizations which are- endeavoring to force a "shot gun marri age" 

of "Racial Integrity" to "Universal Brotherhood", and bring the Negro man and 

the Southern white man under the same yoke; mulattoes, sepias, tans and hues 

multiply daily as a result of the rollicking of certain sorry whites amongst 

Negro damsels, etc., white children and teen agers in educational 'institutions 

are drilled in ideologies of a "world, citizenship"; the old ideals, traditions 

and great moments in Southern history are emasculated or so played down that 

children in the schools emerge with little pr:no appreciation of traditional 

Southern culture; the white family unit and love for its preservation and pride, 

in its integrity is breaking up; local public officials grasp frantically at 

every proposed handout from Washington; and, so on, we could continue "ad 

infinitum; ad nauseum". There is an old saying, "You can’t have your cake and 

eat it, too." It has also been said that if one wanders too far into the *
wilderness, he won’t be able to see the forest for the trees. It would be 

interesting indeed to compare the deep south’s actual way of life with that of 

Vermont or many other'similar areas we know. We do not suggest that the deep 

South jostle itself into a new way of thinking and acting in any of the matters 

we have mentioned. We only suggest that its days are numbered, "going with the 

wind", and will surely pass into oblivion, to be replaced by ultimately complete



mongrelization with the destruction of the racial integrity of both t)ie 

White and Negro races throughout those regions, if the white Southern 

politicians, pulpiteers, educators,, statesmen, leaders in all walks of 

life,,and the masses of the honorable white Southern citizenry, do not 

quit their dreaming, their peeping through the keyhole of reality darkly, 

their worship of the "fatted calf", their confused thinking, the turning up 

of their noses at menial jobs, and their fawning at the foot of the dollar 

and the Northern controlled political parties like flea-bitten feists. We 

also,suggest there needs to be a return to regard for and pride of family; 

that the destruction of family integrity presages the certain destruction 

of any great people.

Virginians! Don*t be fooled by the politicians! The General Assembly 

of the State is going to meet at Richmond before very long and those who 

bow deep obeisence to the "public school system" as if it were some sort 

of "sacred cow" are going to try to put over a so-called "placement plan", 

a "retirement plan" for persons teaching in certain non-sectarian private 

schools, and a bill to limit tuition cash grants to those parents who send 

their children to only segregated private schools. These and similar make

shift devices will be concocted by these same politicians at the coining 

session of the Virginia General Assembly.

This whole program represents assumption by these politicians that. 

the State and its counties, cities and towns now and always have had legal 

authority under the existing Virginia Constitution to provide, for an 

operate racially mixed public schools. These politicians know full well 

that the framers of the existing Virginia Constitution intended never to
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permit the State or any of its subdivisions to do any such things These 

politicians are trying to make it appear that they are for segregation and, 

yet, are playing right into the hands of the racial integration!sts. They 

know that a "placement plan" offers no assurance whatsoever that any public 

school can or will be operated on a racially segregated basis. They know, 

if they know anything at all, that any act passed by the General Assembly 

which restricts tuition grants to parents who send their children-to 

segregated private schools will be held unconstitutional by the United 

States Supreme Court as predicating the use of public funds on a racially 

discriminatory basis. They know, if they know any thing at all, that any 

act passed by the General Assembly which provides that public funds are to 

used to pay retirement benefits to teachers who retire from teaching in private 

schools will, in all probability, cause the United States Supreme Court to hold 

that the affected private schools must be operated on a racially non-discrimina

tory basis. These same politicians know full well that the really decent and 

courageous thing to do is let the people revise the State Constitution so as 

to expressly prohibit use of public funds for mixed public schools and so as 

to provide that public funds can bp used to operate a public school only 

■so 122$ as it is operated as a voluntarily segregated public school. These 

politicians also know that the only valid act which can be passed for tuition 

grants is one which will let the parent be the sole judge as to what non

sectarian private school he will have his child attend. These politicians 

know all of this, but, being perpetual feeders at the public crib, they are 

lacking in the essential elements of political courage to face up to the 

mongrelizers, integrationists, pinks, carpetbaggers, scalawags, and other 

haters of Southern traditions. They are afraid of the parent-teacher’s



associations, the termited civic associations, the public educational , 

heirarchy by,the "cliff-dwellers", the evangilizers for the world 

proletariat, the political pulpiteers, and the hosts of goofy, social 

uplifters who psalm-sing for racial integration so long as that' integration 

is for the other fellow. Write,’ phone and see your Governor your General 

Assembly man, your State and local officials, and demand of them, in no 

uncertain terms, that no public funds be raised or used to provide for or 

operate any racially mixed ’public school anywhere in Virginia. Demand of them 

an unlimited State Constitutional Convention be immediately called to deal with 

the entire school problem!!!

Demand of them that they quit fud-dudding. around with a "placement plan", 

a "retirement plan" and all the rest of the "hocus-pocus" in the weazle-worded 

"Gray Commission Report"! Demand of them that they get rid of every public 

educational official, professor, school-teacher, supervisor,- and other two- 

bit janissary who favors any form of racial integration in public education 

and who is now frantically nudging at the public udder! Demand that they 

take steps to immediately repeal all laws providing for compulsory education! 

Demand that they immediately close down any public schools which, if left in 

operation, will be racially mixed! Demand that they immediately investigate 

subversion in any form in the public educational institutions of Virginia! 

Demand that they either get out of office or demonstrate that they have the 

"guts" and ability and determination to stand by the decent, self-respecting 

white people of Virginia!

If you don’t do this, you might as well quit yeow-yeowing, slink off 

to the abyss, blab out that "here goes nothing", and plunge down the precipice 

into racial oblivion; but, before doing so, crawl over .to your family’s



dinner "table and scribble and leave there a callous and cowardly note 

telling your loved ones that, so for as you are concerned, the racial 

integrationists are welcome to "take over" and foist upon them and your 

friends and neighbors and Virginians yet unborn the" certain mongrel5 zation 

and consequent eventual destruction of that white Southern manhood and 

womanhood which has been one of the greatest contributions in the 

monumental progress of the Anglo-Saxon peoples of the world! 11
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oy*’ Club Debate
The NAACP never tires of 
i: futile struggle to integrate 

private orgahization-^he 
etropolltan Police Boys’ 
uha. Some time ago they ap- 
aled directly to the Presi- 
mt, over the heads of the 
strict Commissioners, only 

find the matter concerned 
e District, not the federal 
ivernment.
Now they return to the Com- 
■Mibnerx and complain of 
taction" on their part, and 
ice discontent with the pres* 
mt of the Police Boys’ Clubs, 
tomes G. Carney.
I wonder if they ever stop 

think how fortunate it is 
it they do not succeed? If 
ey did, the only, defense left 
.• those vitally concerned 
er checking the rising tide 
juvenile delinquency would 
to organize—for the first 

ae—“citizens’ councils" here 
the District Is this what the 
LACP is looking for?

PAUL CETERA. 
Washington.

POLICE ON DUTY AT SCHOOLS

Williams Asserts Wave Of Violence

Stirred By Washington Integration
By BOB INGRAM

Advertiser Staff Writer
SELMA, Ala., May 17—U.S. Rep. John Bell Williams. (D-MiggJ) 

protest meeting of the Dallas County Citizens Council here'tonight ttiat tte inttgrat 
ing of public schools in Washington, D. C., “result in so much violence that police 
men were assigned to patrol the halls ■full time in' several schools.”

The eloquent congressman heaped much ridicule on the group he referred to as
the “left wing do-gobders who 
have claimed that the mixing of 
the woof# result in the en- 
richmeri of both white and col
ored ’children.” ' 
FIGURES STATED

"Let me give you a few figures 
.to point out this so-called en- 
richment," Williams said. “A 
prominent school official told me 
that Washington schools now have
set up a standard of promoting 
children solely on the basis of age,
height and poundage.

CHIE RA:

HE BLACK SULTANS* is an organization

am whom you shall recieve some ve

rsonal attention if you do not cease

i desist in your racial hatermongering

or intemperate remarks have attracted

r ears and we feel that an object lesson

Williams, who is a member of CRIME RATE w
the House District of Columbia will. eiahnmfpd on thwhich administers the govern-’
mental- operations of the Capital, |ncre^l^® •c5nH,_ r
said he recently asked the school
board to -tell how many schools.. said that^jeojo

the public schools to quell racial. Sg^^^a^ajo/Sbreak ( 

attacks.
I “When I learned of this:! in

disorders.
“They refused to give me this| 

information but I can assure you 
that-we are going to get it be
cause our committee has the pow
er of subpoena," Williams de
clared.

(Copy of letter 
received June 5,56 
env. postmarked 
May 31, 1956)

Mr Chiera has 
turned over the 
original of this 
red-threat to the 
F.B.I. and the 
Justice Dept, for 
investigation.

mediately .called the chief of p< 
lice to get the figure,.” William 
continued.,“He told me that in th 
last six months there had bee 
350 attacks on white women o 
which 320 had been done bj 
Negro juvenile?."

Earlier, Williams had unleashet 
a sharp attack on the attitude o: 
the Northern press in its cover 
age of racial issues and also hii 
at what he called “the commer 
cial diatribes of scallawag South 
ern journalists.”

“Even a mediocre writer — if 
he is a Southerner — can scale 
the heights of journalistic acclaim 
by the simple expedient of depict
ing his neighbors as fools, bights, 
ignoramuses; - hate - peddlers and 
sadistic fiends who take delight tn 
murdering those of the minority 
races,” Williams charged.

behaviorism is overdue YOU. As for the 

art threat of Citizens’ Councils - YOU 

LI not be among those present ••• since 

i already area narked man. Many negroes 

tl that the N.A.A.C.P.’s tactics are 

.irely too slow, and devoid of teeth. 

IS BLACK SULTAKS* propose to take a 

“ferent type of action towards race-

FIGHTL There's no place to run. 
Our homes ruined by red-NAACP ■ 
schemes for white-race destruction. 
Schools laid waste. Streets unsafe. 
Demand Commissioner McLaughlin 
relieve the oppressed 'white 
minority in DC or GET OUT'. Jail 
the NAACP leaders. There's no 
choice. You must join or face-loss 
of identity as a White. Destroy 
the race-mixers'. Save the WHITE'.

ting, prejudiced SCUM like yourself.

.ember YOU are our quarry, BE PREPARED. 11

•hour Of pyniahment riranoi-.b wanv



Cross Is Set Ablaze 
At Warren’s Home

SpceUl to Th. NW York TtaM.
WASHINGTON, July 14— 

Crosses were burned before the 
residences of two Supreme 
Court Justices, a Senator and 
the Solicitor General here last 
night.

District of Columbia police in
vestigating the incidents called 
them the work of a gang of 
teen-age boys. They said the 
boys were playing pranlqi.

Chief Justice Earl Warren 
and Democratic Senator Her
bert H. Lehman of New York 
were targets, of the first cross 
burning. They both live at the 
Sheraton-Park Hotel on upper 
Connecticut Avenue.

According to the hotel door
man, a group of -oys stopped 
a' car alongside the hotel lawn 
at 12:30 A. M. They planted 
the cross, a wooden affair 
wrapped in oil-soaked rags, set 

fire to'it and fled. The doorman 
made a note of the car’s license' 
number and it was through this 
clue that the police said they 
were tracing the gang.

ago Bmi&aij ©rihwtt 
July IS, 1986

BURN CROSSES 
AT HOMES OF 
U.S. OFFICIALS

Washington, July 14 UR—The 
Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion joined local police in in
vestigating the planting early 
today of fiery crosses near the 
residences of top federal offi
cials and a county chairman of 
the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored 
People..

Atty. Gen.- Brownell an
nounced that Director-J. Edgar 
Hoover of the FBI “Tias made 
the full facilities of the FBI 
available” in the inquiry.

Students Kick Crosj? Over
Police said crosses were 

burned in front of the hotel 
residence of Chief Justice Earl 
Warren of the United States 
Supreme Court and the homes 
of Associate Justice Felix 
Frankfurter and Solicitor Gen. 
Simon E- Sobeloff.

Officials said two ■ George 
Washington university students 
discovered and kicked over a of . ’

Beside the burning cross the 
doorman found two paper signs 
bearing the names of the Chief 
Justice and Senator Lehman. 
The signs indicated resentment 
over the Supreme Court decision' 
ending school segregation. '

A short time later a passer-by 
found a similar cross ablaze be
fore the apartment house in 
which Simon E- Sobeloff, tine so
licitor-general, lives.

Shortly after 1 Ai M. another 
cross was -found burning before 
the home of Justice Felix Frank
furter in the Georgetown section 
of Washington.

Police said that neither- Mr. 
Sobeloff nor Justice Frankfurter 
was' aware " of the ' burning 
crosses at the time.

About a half hour after the 
cross' was set afire before Jus
tice Frankfurter’s home, a group 
of boys in a car answering the 
description given by the Shera-; 
ton-Park doorman planted a 
cross on the-lawn of the home 
of Mrs. David King, president of 
the Prince Georges (Md.) Coun- 

- ty branch of the National Asso
ciation for the Advancement of 
Colored People.

MTs. King told the police she 
heard voices on her front lawn 
and saw the cross burning a few 
minutes later.

The police discounted talk that 
the incidents might be connected 
with a resurgence of the Ku 
Klux Klan in the Washington 
area. They said they had no in
dications of such a development 
and that the incidents early to
day were the work of prank
sters.

The Government, however ."took 
a more serious view of the inci
dents. Herbert Brownell Jr.’, At
torney General, ordered the Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation to 
look into the matter today. He 
had-discussed the incidents with 
President Eisenhower in a visit 
to Gettysburg, '•

James C. . Hagerty, White 
House Press Secretary, told 
newsmen that the President 
“thought it a good idea” to-call 
in the F.B.I.

burning cross in front of Sobe- 
IWf’s apartment house in north
west Washington. They said 'a 
partially burned sign bore the 
words “ Sobeloff . \ . Jew.”

A 6 foot cross, still smould
ering, was found on the lawn 
of Frankfurter’s home, and an 
8 foot cross was burned in 
front of the home of Mrs. Doug
las King, N. A. A. C. P. chair
man for Prince Georges coun
ty, in nearby Beltsville, Md.

Hotel Denies Report
A spokesman for the Shera

ton-Park hotel, Warren’s resi
dence, denied a cross was 
burned there but police said 
witnesses saw two men in a car 
with Virginia license plates 
drive up, plant the cross and 
set it afire.

The hotel is the' home of 
several top Washington offi
cials, among them Sen. Leh
man m n vi

THE WASHINGTON POST 
and TlMES HERALlf ",

WhiteGitizens Council 
Formed in Washington

A Georgetown bookseller re? 
vealed yesterday that a dozeq' 
Washingtonians organized the 
District of Columbia “White! 
Citizens Councils” Monday 
night. . i

The bookseller, 26-year oldj 
John Kasper, a native of Cams 
den, N. J. said the D. C. Coun-^ 
oils are chartered by the North, 
Alabama Citizens Council head-1 
ed by Asa E. (Ace) Carter of? 
Birmingham. $

This style citizens council has« 
had a running fight with the" 
“orthodox” citizens council in- 
Alabama, headed by State Sen. 
Samuel Engelhardt, who con-' 
siders the Carter group too ex
treme.

Kasper owns the . Cadmus 
Book Shop, at 1246 Wisconsin 
ave. nw., which he calls a “rights 
wing” -book shop.

Kasper said the group does
not dislike Negroes and intends n J I * I C
to show them “how integration • Kfifl LIHK j6cH 
retards their progress by losing, . wvvn
for him, the white man’s organ
izational power. This has noth’-
ing to do with the humanity of 
the Negroes, but they just don’t 
keep things orderly.” •

To be a member of'the Coun
cils, applicants must be white, 
18, and “believe in the divinity
of Jesus Christ,” Kasper said., secretary o fthe Alabama White
He said his group is not anti- 
Semetic, although Jews are not 
eligible for membership.

‘The Nation was founded by 
white Christians and we do 
know that Jews are leaders in 
integration movements,” Kas
per said.

Objective of the District- 
Councils, Kasper -added, is to 
stop the integration process in 
Washington, reverse it and re
establish segregation; get the

National Association ■ for th< 
Advancement of Colored Peopli 
on the Attorney General’s sub 
cial contributors to the NAACI 
and Urban League, and- wip< 
out “Rock and Roll” music, 
versive list; publicize commer

Kasper said he ’ attendee 
Yankton College in South Da 
kota and graduated from Co 
lumbia University in New 
York.

He said his group will not 
joint forces with the recently 
organized Fairfax Citizens 
Council because it is “too 
liberal.”

Wash. Star 
6/16/56

In Integration
A leading Southern segrega

tionist and -a book store operator 
charged last night that "those 
who favor integration are tools 
of Communists.”

Asa (Ace>' Carter, executive

Citizens Councils, told 100 area 
residents at a membership-drive 
meetting of the District White 
Citizens Council that “Commu
nist integrationists are using the 
American Negro to tear up the 
framework” of government.

Mr. Carter and John Kasper, 
26-year-old organizer of the Dis
trict group, outlined the aims 
of white councils in the-Ever
glades room of the Annapolis 
Hotel.

The hotel room was rented 
under the name of the Seaboard
Citizens.. Committee Committee. 
Mr. .Kasper said the Seaboard 
igroup includes the white coun-. 
cil here and those in Maryland, 
Virginia and Delaware.

Outlining .council aims, the 
speakers hit at President Eisen
hower. the Supreme Court, the 
District Commissioners, “a 
Northern Senator,” the press in 
general and rock ’n roll music. 
The President was ' criticized 
strongly for “keeping integration 
going after it got its start under 
President Roosevelt,'.’ Mr. Kas
per said.

The program was almost 
halted at the halfway point when 
three Negroes, two of them of 
the press, were barred from the 
meeting.



White Councils Dmka
to Reds * FTQOC

Communistintetrationistsare Ders- of the Negro press seek- _ — — WW _ *

" Cross-Burningusing' the Negro to “tear up tag, to cover the 
,.;i the framework? of the United .their newspapers. I

: States^Government, Asa (Ace) J --
. 11 Carter, an organizer of the

Alabama White Citizens Coun-
oils in Birmingham* charged 

■- last night
Carter told an. organizational 

meeting of the White Citizens 
. Councils of the District that 

.. communist-front organizations 
. are persuading large groups of 
’ Negro voters in this country to 

“pool; their votes like poker 
chips" and throw them down

* for Bed-backed causes.
He declared that Communist- 

infiltrated groups are waging a 
■ “psychological warfare” for the 

minds of,the children and teen
agers of the United States by 
attempting to integrate the 
White with the Negro. He cited 
“rock ’n roll” music as one of 
the most effective means of 
achieving this aim.

A crowd of about 100 persons 
at the Annapolis Hotel turned 
out to hear Carter and-John 
Kasper,- the organizer of the 
District Citizens Councils, out
line the aims of the Citizens 

.councils.
Carter said the pro-segrega

tionist council movement had 
a “hard and fast philosophy- 
restoring racial, pride to the 
citizens of Anglo-Saxon extrac
tion.

Carter’s brother, Douglas Car
ter, was posted at the door of 
the meeting room and, with sev
eral other members of the coun
cil, refused admission to mem-

per referred to the 
whole as the “greatest 
the people, apart from

of 
poll-

Con^ 
when 

was 
He 

is tire 
------------------------------ work 
for would be a re-segregation 
in Washington with Waite and 
Negroes divided into [specific 
areas at the city.

Kasper announced that a

they Mid that fate 
working in W

meeting which had been sch
eduled at a Veterans of Foreign 
Wan hall at 19th and Uhle sts. 
in N. Arlington tonight had 
been canceled by the VFW.

In the Capital
FBI Agents Investigate 
Burning of Crassest

Seaboard White
1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W 
Washington 7, D. C.

Fiery Cross
Citizens’ Councils Set at Home

John Kasper, Exec. Sec’y

ADDITIONAL COPIES OF

OUR ATTACK PROGRAM

25^ Each
5 for $1,25 for $5

Of Warren
F. B. I. Joining 
Police in Probe

Fiery Crosses 
In Washington 
Probed by FBI

Crosses Are Burned
At Officials’ Homes

FBI Probes Fiery Crosses

Crosses Burn ut Homes of Lehman, 
Warren, Frankfurter in Washington



A few minutes before this picture was taken 
a marriage license was issued to them in the 
Winnebago County Courthouse. About 20 
minutes later they were married.

as age
Madison. Wis. The groom 

was Airman | _ _ , I 23, stationed at
Truax Field outside pf. Madison. His home ad-

dress was given as Chicago, Ill.
They had known each ptherfor two years be

fore deciding to become man and wife. Both were 
happy to be photographed and the lovely Miss 

| unfearful of sharp tongues 
which might be aimed at the marriage, sweetly 
said: *Tm not afraid of what people will say. I 
lovd
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. 1246 Wisconsin.Ave,, N.W. ■ 
, Washington 6, D.C.

The Virginia League ‘ 

31O-53rd Street , 

Newport News ' , 

Virginia'

ALL 1MF0HWI0H CONTAINED. ...
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . „
datL&MwyS^S^^



(From Wash. Post
Times Herald 
May 31, 1956)

Boys’ Club Debate
t The NAACP never tires of 
1 its futile struggle to integrate 

a private organization—-the 
Metropolitan Police Boys’ 
Clubs. Some time ago they ap
pealed directly to the Presi
dent, over the heads of the 
District Commissioners, only 

) to find the matter concerned 
the District, not the Federal 
Government.

' Now they return to the Com
missioners .and complain of 
“inaction” on their part, and 
voice discontent with the pres
ident of the Police Boys’ Clubs, 
Thomas G. Carney.

I wonder if they ever stop 
, to think how fortunate it is 
• that they do not succeed? If 
I they did, the only defense left 
I fpr those vitally concerned 
I over checking the rising tide 

U o^ juvenile delinquency would 
be to organize—for the first 

/ time—“citizens’ councils” here 
i in the District. Is this what the 

NAACP is looking for?
PAUL CHIERA.

> Washington.

POLICE ON DUTY AT SCHOOLS ADVERTIZER’5/18/56

Williams Asserts Wave Of Violence

Stirred By Washington Integration
By BOB INGRAM

' Advertiser Staff Writer , -'
■ SELMA, Ala., May 17—U.S. Rep. John Bell, Williams. (D-Miss!) , j a frijiass 

protest meeting of the Dallas County Citizens Council here tonight ’tli'at the .integrat
ing of public schools in Washington, D. C., “result.in so much violence that police
men were assigned to patrol the halls 'full time in' several schools.”

The eloquent congressman heaped much ridicule on the group he referred to as
the “left wing do-gooders who 
have .claimed that the, mixing of 
the i^^.,wou’l$ ^result in the en- 
richmefnt of both white and col
ored "children.” ' ’
FIGURES STATED

“Let me give you a few figures 
to point out this so-called en
richment,” Williams said. “A 
prominent- school official told me 
that Washington schools now have 
set up a standard of promoting 
children solely on the basis of age, 
height and poundage.”

Williams, who is a member of I crime RATE UP
House District of Columbia william^hlso elaborated on the 

which . administers the govern- increa^' ^ime rate lOT^ng- 
ton flowing the integf^ttoq« of 
schools..lifef-said that^W^eupt-

mental? operations of the Capital, 
said'he recently asked the school 
board to -.tell tyim how many 
times police have been called to 
the public schools to quell racial, 
disorders.

“They refused to give me this] 
information but I can assure you 
that we are going "to get it be
cause our committee has the pow
er of subpoena,” Williams de
clared.

MR CHIERA

“THE BLACK SULTAN’S” is an organization

from whom you shall recieve some very

(Copy of lettei’ 
received June 5j56 
env. postmarked 
May 31, 1956)

personal attention if you do not cease

and desist in your racial hate-mongering

Your intemperate remarks have attracted

our ears and we feel that

in behaviorism is overdue

an object lesson

YOU. As for the

^vert threat of Citizens’ Councils - YOU

^ill not be among those present since

you already are a marked man. Many negroes

feel that the K.A.A.C.P.’s tactics are

entirely too slow, and devoid of teeth

“THE BLACK SULTANS” propose to take a

different type of action towards race-

j baiting, prejudiced SCUM like yourself.

‘ Remember YOU are our quarry, BB PREPARED 11 

| the hour of punishment drawe.th near.

Mr Chiera has 
turned over the 
original of this 
red-threat to the 
F.B.I. and the 
Justice Dept, for 
investigation.

ly the wnile^Womq^^O^slIhg- 
ton demanded police‘projection at 
night due'to a major outbreak of

“When- I learned of tWs'il im
mediately .called the chief, of po
lice to get the figures,” Williams 
continued. .“He told me that in the 
last six months there had beenj 
350 attacks on' white women of 
which 320 had been done by 
Negro juvenile?.”

Earlier,- Wilji^ms-bad unleashed 
a sharp -attack'’on "the attitude of 
•the Northern press in its’ cover
age .of racial -issues and also hit 
at What he called “the commer-. 
cial- diatribes/of scallawag South
ern Journalists'.” •

“Even a mediocre writer .— if 
he is a Southerner — can scale 
the heights of journalistic acclaim 
by the simple expedient of degiet- 
ihg..his neighbors -aS fools, bights, 
ignoramuses,';:hate- peddlers And 
sadistic; fiends who fake delight- in'
murdering ’ those 
races,’’.Williams

of the" minority 
charged. .

FIGHT 1 There's no place to run.
Our homes ruined by red-NAACP 
schemes for white-race destruction 
Schools laid waste. Streets unsafe 
Demand Commissioner McLaughlin 
relieve the oppressed white 
minority in DC or GET OUT'. Jail 
the NAACP leaders. There's.no 
choice. You must join or face loss 
of identity as a White. Destroy 
the race-mixers'. Save the WHITE’
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Charlottesville Arrests 4
Area Anti-lntegrationists

THE WASHINGTON POST and TIMES HERALD 
Tuftday, Augiut 7, 1956 ••••»

4 White Council 
Men Face Trial

Four organizers of the Sea
board Citizens Councils will 
face trial at 9:30 a. m. Satur
day in Charlottesville. Va., 
Police Court on charges of 
distributing membership appli
cations in Charlottesville with
out official permission.

The four men. residents of 
the Washington area, were ap
prehended by Charlottesville 
police late Saturday in the Bel
mont section of the city. The 
arrests were made following.! 
call from an unidentified resi
dent who was solicited at his 
home.

Charlottesville police listed 
the four as John Kasper, 26. 
3206 Volta pl. nw.; Edgar 
Franklin Johnston, 35, 1103 
Bellevue st. se.; Floyd Fleming, 
60, 905 Quincy st ne., and Alex 
Hanna, 32, Temple Trailer Vil
lage, Alexandria, Va. They 
were released late Saturday on 
$100 ^ond.

Kasper, who describes him
self as executive secretary of 
the anti-integration organiza
tion, helped organize on June 
4 a White Citizens Council for 
the District The Seaboard

White Citizens Councils is af- 
„ the extremist
North Alabama White Citizens 
Council headed by Asa E. (Ace) 
Carter.

Kasper said recently he sold 
the Cadmus Bookstore, 7246 
Wisconsin ave. nw., to a friend 
but still works there occasion
ally.

Charlottesville Police Chief 
J. E. Adams said yesterday that 
the grdup had applied for per
mits to distribute printed mat
ter but their requests were de
nied.

Kasper telephoned protest of 
the arrests to The Washington 
Post and Times Herald. The 
statement said, “This action 
from City Hall shows a deplor
able degeneratibn in the white 
man’s character when fellow 
white citizens are denied the 
right to save their own race 
from mongrelization."

Meanwhile, the court-decree 
ending racial segregation in 
Charlottesville public schools is 
expected to be entered today.

Federal Judge John Paul said 
yesterday the decree would be 
mailed to Lottie M. Morris
sette, deputy clerk of the Char
lottesville division of the U. S. 
District Court, for entry on the 
law books.

CHARLOTTESVILLE ATTACK
August 7, 1956 

Open Letter To The White Citizens of Charlottesville, Virginia:

Less than one month ago, in a historic decision, the public schools of Charlottesville 
were ordered to mix Nigras with white Virginians "with all deliberate speed". Every informed 
white citizen knows that race-mongrel Ism has been a part of the red's programme to destroy the 

Sovereign States and the United States since the year 1926. The Nigra, white-race-hating 
organization, NAACP, is a red-led organization. Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., Nigra Congressman 
from Harlem, New York, is a particularly odious and offensive Nigra with an African background. 
He has been cited by the Un-American Activities Committee as having more than 66 commie-front 
citations to his name. Powell is a"bad-nigger". ’

We know, however, that Nigras have never successfully organized anything except a "skin
game" on the corner or a "gin-party". It is the noble white man who has given the Nigra benefit 
of white-organized Christian civilization, and it is the degenerate white man who has organized 
the Nigra to destroy the white race in America to establish world commonism.

. Why have the reds picked on Charlottesville? What deep weakness has caused corrupt Federal 
Judges and NAACP race-haters to destroy the Anglo-Saxon in Charlottesville? -

On Saturday, July 28th, responding to the desperate plea of the white citizens of Charlottes
ville, organizers from the headquarters of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils located in 
Washington, D.C., rushed to Charlottesville to set up a Council to attack race-mixers and stop 
the forced raee-mongrelism about to take effect in.the public schools of Charlottesville.

They brought with them.our ATTACK PROGRAM for'Virginia, which is the only totally sincere, ■ 
extreme segregationist program ever presented to the Virginia State Legislature or any state 
legislature confronted with race-mixing problems. ’

The Mayor, Weinberg, the police chief, Adams, and the City Manager, Bolen, said they were 
deeply impressed with our program. They invited the men back on Monday July 3Oth at 2 P.M. to 
meet with themselves, State Senator McCue, a man named Oglesby, and other officials, to discuss 
our program and our request for permission to distribute our program to the Charlottesville 
white citizens and hold mass rallies in Charlottesville.

Driving 125 miles, we returned at the appointed time, on Monday,July 3Oth, at 2 P.M'.. 
No one there. Just Adams who said all the Senators were away, the mayor at his drugstore, and 
the city manager out to lunch. Adams said they decided over the weekend our literature was , too 
violent and too emotional and best to keep everyone nice and quiet!" No, we could not distribute 
to the people the only program which completely means SEGREGATION IN VIRGINIA FOREVER and NOT 
"creeping, spotted, and gradual integration", as envisaged by the political garbage called the 
"Gray Elan ".The "McCue Plan" is weak and little better than the Gray Plan. You can't be a 
little bit pregnant. *

No meetings either. Might cause a commotion. . .
Then we went to the City Manager. Bureaucrat, no~initative, no-individuality, no-personality 

Bolen called, our program "disgusting trash".
Then to the Weinberg's drugstore. The little fellow with the limpid, liquid brown eyes 

and bullet head said:"We have nothing to worry about, by court appeals we can stay segregated 
for-at least six months to a year. Nothing to worry about---- nothing, nothing...

Having met these 'guardians of the people', heard their cowardly statements, their run, 
run, run, RUN policy we went to Ed McCue's office, expecting something better.



The Senator was in Richmond. In his son, Ed Jr., we did fine something better. We found 
a very personable, intelligent, handsome young man, completely informed on the segregation 
issue, expressing a willingness to stand up and fight for the white folks. He pointed out to 
us that the Weinberg in City Hall was pushing "floridation" of the Charlottesville city water 
supply, an alien scheme to put a poisonous toxic chemical in the water which causes untold 
damage to the physical body of people. Young McCue said, ’’We never paid attention to City Hall 
before and local politics. That Jew-----has-been in for 12 years and Just re-elected for more.
That evil-smelling crowd .in Ctty Hall is the gang responsible for Charlottesville being the first ■
city in Virginia, to put Niggers in its schools. They are all integration's ts! J Wait 'till the 
next election!" We admired McCue's frankness and it was only when he said Charlottesville
didn't need a dynamic White Citizens Council that we put him in the category of one more
politician, willing even at this late hour to sell our children into slavery. McCue said the 
situation was well in hand and he had been taking care of it.

White Citizens of Charlottesville!! The situation is so well in hand,that your children 
will go to school with niggers come January.

Leaving your lovely city, home of great Thomas Jefferson, we stopped at a gas station 
where we met Mr. G. R. Thomas, manager. He had been contacted by the men the previous Saturday, 
and after talking a few minutes we knew we had met a real man who felt deeply about having his 
children or his children's children go to school with Nigras. Mr. Thomas courageously offered 
to serve as chairman of our Charlottesville Council.

We told him we would print applica.tions for Charlottesville and come back c.n Saturday, 
August 4th, to distribute them to the people of Charlottesville. We also made it absolutely 
clear that the $3-00 dues yearly for each member would stay in Charlottesville .to fight race- 
mixers. If later the members of his Councils agreed by vote, they could send £1.50 to Washington 
to pay printing costs.

Our men returned on Saturday, August 4th. We v?ent to the Belmont section of Charlottesville 
Going door-to-door, telling the white citizens who we were,and leaving applications with each 
person who wanted’them, we found the people of Charlottesville WITHOUT EXCEPTION are opposed 
to niggerism and placing the fair white bodies of their children in the schools beside i.’igras-. 
The people are desperate and are pleading for leadership in this fight. The people of Charlottes
ville we talked with Instinctively knew we were the forthright leadership they need and grabbed 
up each and every application we had with enthusiastic zeal.

Suddenly police cars. Our men were arrested. The charge: distributing leaflets without 
a permit.

Mr. Thomas, our chairman, was summoned.
In Adams-' office, Mr. Thomas and the spokesman for the White Citizens' Councils, John 

Kasper, were interrogated by a" plainclothesman' in the presence of Adams. Mr. Thomas was made 
tp tell how he came to know us.

Then the plainclothesman said to Mr. Thomas: "Mr. Thomas, you know you've had no education. 
You know you can't keep books. You know you can't handle money. You know you can't, organize 
anything. You know you're not smart enough for a Job with the Citizens' Councils —

Mr. Kasper interrupted to say this fish-eyed investigator had nothing but contempt for the 
working man of Charlottesville. That it was the working people of Charlottesville who would 
suffer from Nigras entering their schools, churches, restaurants, theatres, homes, and marriage
beds. That-Mr. Thomas was manager of a busy gas-station, handled the money there responsibly 
and "organized the daily operation of the station. That Mr. Thomas had more understanding of 
the evils of .race-mixing in Charlottesville than .all the City Hall politicos combined, and that 
the investigator should apologize for such defamatory remarks to Mr. Thomas.

Adams said the Judge would decide.
■^-^Ouiiside., the men of the police force of Charlottesville were giving tacit support and 
encouragement. They asked for applications. They were embarrassed and ashamed of what their-- 
"bosses" had done: arrested white men who were fighting for the white man, and without cause 
or provocation.

We say without cause because the White Citizens1 Councils are a non-profit ecucatlonal 
organization. We were not soliciting money (which a plainclothesman in a brown suit and a 
reddish face and who likes to go fishing viciously accused us of.) Ve were not advertising. 
We were not selling anything. We were only speaking personally to residents of Charlottesville 
on our own time and money, giving applications and stating they should be sent into the 
Charlottesville address .when filled out. We did not need a permit because at no time did we 
conflict with Chapt. 9, sect. 30 of Charlottesville Code. We gave no written literature, 
applications only.

Bond was set at $400.00.
When bond was set so high, we immediately called Ed McCue for help. His wife answered 

the phone and said he was taking a nap. We explained we had passed out applications, been 
arrested, needed bond and could he help or suggest a bail bondsman. McCue's wile returned to 
say he only knew of a bondsman named Brown near the Monticello Hotel. Ed Jr. could not stir 
himself to see what white men were in trouble and why. Meanwhile the NAACP marched on to 
mongrelization In Charlottesville.

When we pointed out to Adams that bond was-ridiculously high for a misdemeanor, it was 
reduced to $100.00. A hearing is set for 9=30 A.M.,-Saturday, August 11th.

Citizens of Charlottesville'.! Alert. Wake up! Find out what stinks in City nail. . 
Be at our hearing. See in person the scoundrels who have let your city be put under attacx 
by the reds, NAACP, pinks, race-haters and mongrelizers. ■

Be there Saturday. Fight the battle of Charlottesville with the White Citizens councils 
attorneys. Honor, pride, fight, SAVE THE WHITE!!

Seaboard White Citizens'Jouncils 
12—5 Wisconsin .-.venue, X.W.
Washington ", U.S.

John Kasper, Exec. Sec'y.

CHARLOTTESVILLE FIGHT



HEAR IN PERSON

JOHN KASPER.
SEGREGATION CHIEF

TIME: 8:00 P.M.

PLACE: 3201 Nichols Avenue ' 
. {Nichols & Esther Place)

SPONSER: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

- SOUTHEAST COUNCIL

Hear what is being done in Washington and surround- " 
ing States to destroy the race-mongrelizer. Find 
out,why the red-controlled Supreme Court is forcing 
race-mixing on the American White People /_ Learn 
how Attorney-General Brownell's Nigra rights program 
is promoting race-hatred and bigotry. Know how 
"Ike" Eisenhower is destroying 80 years of racial 
pride and progress for the Nigra. Learn the red- 
led NAACP's plans to start full-scale marriage 
between Nigras and Whites by 1963. '

Fight race-haters 
Remove degenerate politicians 
Jail the NAACP .
Destroy the reds

Honor, pride, fight SAVE THE WHITE ’

COME-SEE-HEAR
JOHN KASPER.
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‘ ‘ . - it / ; k i - , ’ - * . - ■

. Clinton^ Tenn., is living.,proof of the breakdown of law and order ,

in the- United States. Kot. one of the persons arrested has ;ever been

.. • per s:pnaily served with any type d£:ingMcMp^ order ‘.
* ' - * ' r ' 1- ' - . k ' -- * 1 y _* " - • ' > . ■

' desighed-td'restrict their heroic resistance tb‘ the Federal 't ' - .

‘irit'eryeritibn.-ih' Clinton is- ah out standing ;•■ »

. example pf: the degeheWtibh;o£ Merle an^ph^ 'Brownell ■
’ " F,'vr, ' ■z-' ' " ' - -? ’ -i,- , ' ’ 1 * "' ' . p

, isj of coursei one of the -leading Advdoates of race mixing ih- ■
\ ' '• ' ■ - ; 5 ’ * J'■/-/., . ■„* -x/ ■ ' ’ ' . . ' .

/ the' United States. He even- has. a Kegro mhrried into.iis own family
:; a> Ms been wording d de struct! oh-pf the white

^^0 bf the sESfrarid evety aspect-of~the—F-<
■■*' ' ' - •’-< ■■ . - • -MUawe*!'

(ait?jtE0pia'

to enforce an edict of the'-Upfim^is^ roiled 'Supreme- Court ip ■

identical, in nature to the- Soviet, secret police, ahd the 'Huriga-riah , 

star chamber courts,- • 5 , ■ r,, . 'v - < " v •

* '•■ ■ ■ -4ma-s3 arhepti tanks and Government troops- to . _ - 

; t crush^he.. -pedple;’s M resist siavery is .typical of the on? - , • 

. wbrld,. One race squalid mind'.. We' sdrye’'hotio'b' hovrtii^

'purest.s>. this trave sty of, the vAmerlean Ubhstltutibh ind its - y 

., nnequaied guar^^ freedom to everypcitizeh shall drily renew

pur -energy,;'-our- determination to fight-tor total victory against '

• the subversive forces which, have tempdrarily gained cOhtrb-1 of ,\

our 'Governiiient .1
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transcript! of cpnvprsation between -jolmJkaspeT^ani w^
' L-_ k '.. ''"J.- '• .Rp.'-i., R. Ri :<-■ " PR »'•

.' '.■ (December 6,. 1956) 1 ' ; k.‘-. ?.r '* ..'p R* y 'i.-

*

KAHL:., Is that-iail,, Mr'- /Kasper? 

KASPER:,Yes. ", - ' .

^opujle p,f. ithuigh-Ipwan^ phone

First ofall, someone .called up to say that ypu are- addressing p .

^me ptihg' iHlpokyaae; btfwSuMafe*4s^

KASPER: Poolesville.^.. . ' - , , , • •
t ■ - ”* ’ ••'• ’' ‘ •• „ ‘ b

• KAHL: In Poolesville?. • . . I - I ' ’„ - - ........ ' a- '> »•, p
.. M^PERy X dpn-ft -to^ ■ . /I " ■

• . ■ KAHL:' Dp-ypij tep;p,*what.p,rgahizhtjion..

. KASPER; . Np^ I don 't feipw J.Bsttwhpt It.'isRw^^

^mfotdljagljol^ .Wit.e: Citizens.’ ffpuncjlo pr?.Tffipth^ ' •
»-.V '■ * = ’.• > • ■/ ‘ «•- » ■'^3*-. ' .V a '-‘ t*- . --

Rjust:!aRgro.u^;oi;P^ .Xjlpftft;3mo^ ,4^R' .

. .'KAHL: -Wha t time will that, be? 

v - KASPER:;-- j don't know-aa.y^

’ ..KAHLr.. 1 |ee,' . "t;

J i&SPER:-' I:’ll know by tomorrow. ., A ...y '. .?'

':. -RiKA'®? >1-se;e>. ',M:so ,. therein i»eh :ppr.d:.'p^^

th lOiht6h"’fhatrihe-reLs anbther warrant ’ypuvheapd- ..

. ..anything. like' that? , . , - - . ■ - ■-

KASPER: I’ve heard rmors-. ■ . ■' »
■’m \ '7.r~'s\ **■ - - ' f/'-' ■' ’■

- ;KAHE: You,/Iw^eii.’ t. been jerved any S#BM|K notipe? .

' . '. KASPER: . Noj. sir.,. ? .' ............................. R. ' .\R . ' ’
/ ; '■**; k’ • - *' ■“■ K J t " - - -

■kAhT;:. Dp ;ypu; £lani'a4,hl^

' this current situation? ’ . - ’ ' - < . . - ‘ -'

KASPER; • fell, T.W- very busy right here now and; I just ' -.

haven’J made'any plans about Clinton^- , . .

KAHL:.' I see. •.' • ' - ' ■'’■,.■■ •■•

< ' > KASPER* r-for the next day .or SO|| anyway. ; ; .• J



ad, one -kasper-kahl ‘ " ■-.* -f . ■ •' 7-:7j
; ~ * " " . ' '7' r ’ , S'' _ - . , - - ,7 - , > v '7 .3

A'*:-''" ':7/^ v?
’ ■•■ ;. < . ■' _ ' . ■ _ ' ;

\ A . * - _ ~ • 7-/^ 1 ' 1

' '-.v An3 one thing in your statement--who is the. MBMBBS? ■.

’ , member'o|-the Bbq^e, 11 .
1 * ■ - ' * V i

. . ' ' . JASPER; That Ws.;Ma hibcev7^at ,w^ ’
- - , / _• ” y *' • " ---•-■ -• ^ , ;

. yegys ago, or”'five, Brownell’s mother was very~she was an'invalid '

j in'Eincoln^^ -i. • ‘ ; • / ' - _ - ■’ j

•' ‘ ■ ' KAHL:- Uh-hA. 7 ' , ' !
\ • . . .... . •-■ , : , /-: ... - I

' z, • > K|S??5': find the/woman Ao, took, pare of her 'think Jhe^ ■-

hake? was .Jfe‘isie; Suzell~r^ it written down, somewhe.r.e, here■ " j
~ /■ ‘ ............................................................ - ’’

: ..andJ .She; ty<&..theAmse«;tp£Brbwnell,8s.A^

came inland introduced this- nigger as her husbands He. was: a Xale 
= - ■ ' ■ / - . ' • '• - , ■* ' / * - I ■

graduate; . - ' .;7-

, " . • KAHL: Uh-huh. \ \ . . ' ' •

* , . . .KASEER:. And-they had a pickaninny baby, which was tl^eir 

/Child;. ’Now; I 'Understand; they are since diy.or.ce.d, ■ I. think t-hey\’v.&> - 

been divorced about two years. . ‘ ’

t ?. ■' KAHL: ’ T: see .’much-—

• ' ■ . ■ ► »>, ■ -
: ’’7 ’ KASPER: ' You're: welcome . 7 - ;

; . KAHL:, --for your statement; ' • • • ,

. '7 . ’ -3Q-: ” ' '
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Guardians Of Our American Heritage

"Be assured that all those I who 
.have labored for the preservation, 
defense, and welfare of their 
country, will enjoy eternal hap
piness in heaven."—Cicero (De 
Repub. Lib. VI)

' December 1965

DEAR GUARDIANS:

Founder President: 
NAGENE CAMPBELL BETHUNE. 

1028 CONNECTICUT AVE. 
Washington, D. C.

WISHING YOU AN OLD*FASHIONED CHRISTMAS—THE KIND WE HAVE ALMOST LOST. 
NAGENE CAMPBELL BETHUNE

NATIONAL PRESIDENT
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Despite Drought the Crains Still rile Up

$1 Million a Day for Surplus Storage
By JAMES DANIEL
Scripps-Howard Staff'Writer

The taxpayers’ bill for merely 
storing the Government’s sur
plus farm commodities soon will ' 
hit the fantastic sum -of $1,000,- 
000 a day.

Agriculture Secretary Ezra Ben- 
son says storage costs for surplus i 
crops will hit the $l,000,000-a-.day 
mark, in June.

MILLION A DAY
In contrast, there were only 

eight years prior to 1900 when the 
Federal Government’s total expen
ditures averaged more than $1,000- 
000 a day. Five were ^during the- 
Civil War arid three during Nation
al financial crises. ' • '

The enormity of the Government’s 
farm crop storage coSts tends- to J 
be overshadowed in these tiines of 
billion dollar - expenditures.' But it’s 
still big money.

Why is the Government, spending 
bo much just tin storingfarm com-. 
modities?

The answer is--that the Govern
ment for the past 17. years,has been 
guaranteeing the price of. various 
farm commodities. :

This works all right when farm 
prices are rising.'

BACKSTOP
But when nobody else wants to 

buy farmer Jones’ output at the 
Government-guaranteed' price, the 
Government has to' take it.

It does this in orie .of two ways.-. 
Either it buys the commodity out
right, or It makes farmer Jones -a. 
loan on it, at the "price support” 
figure, hoping the market, price* 
will rise and farmer Jones will pay : 
off the loan. - '

But in recent years the price sup
ports have been well above the mar- ■ 
ket price in most instances, -with, 
the result that farmer Jones and 'alP 
his cousins have been electing to 
forfeit their commodities and pock-, 
et the amount of “the. Government 
crop lean. '.-a- X-;- .’

To-date, largely ,-by'this means? 
toe Government hak -acquired—arid' 
has been unable, 'to ’get rid of—$4,- ’ 
000,000,000 wortli of farm commodi
ties. Another $3,000,000,000 is iri -the 
delicate “under loan” stage, with 
prospects strong that the Govern- 
merit shortly will have.-to take it 
over.

NEW HARVEST
And looming ahead in the -next 

few months is the. 1955 harvest sea
son, which promises to drive the; 
Government's total irivestment in 
farm surpluses somewhere up to 
the $10,000,000,000 mark.

Complicating all this is the poli
tical fact that the House of Repre
sentatives this week is debating a 
move by some farm bloc members 
to bring baek the high rigid price 
support system—under which these 
surpluses were acquired.

OUR TOUGHEST BIRD

j ly would derive, little benefit 
* from such a step.

Last year, Cohgres^wt&l‘.to per
mit the Administration to'begin'in 
a small way to “flex” farm price 
supports oh the 1955 crops. The idea 
is that tower guarantees may dis
courage some surplus production, 

•‘and thus contribute to smaller Gov
ernment purchases.

But with some farm bloc mem
bers this is unpopular. They :say 
when the Government announced it 
would pay a little, less for future 
crops this encouraged lower prices 
in the. commodity markets where 
wheat, corn and other “futures” are 
traded. So they want to jack up the 
Government guarantees.

As. of now, the middlemen; tra
ders and “speculators” own vir-. 
tually all the farm products not 
in Government hands, so that 
farmers themselyes apparent-

■ Meanwhile, the Government’s sur
plus- acquisition- program has 'be- 

- ’Come" a' financial mainstay to the ’ 
commercial storage- business. Some 

' 12,000 to. 15,000' .commercial ware
houses (the Government isn’t quite 
certain-how many) derive, any where 

• from a small part to a-major pro
portion .of .their income from Gov- ( 
ernmenf storage checks. |

. Every month the “take” to com-' 
mercial warehousemen is $14,200,- 
000 on wheat, $4,500,000 on small, 
grains such as oats and bar
ley, .$900,000 on surplus butter and 
cheese, $1,000,000 on cotton, $130,000 
on wool. Besides this, the Govern
ment owns and operates corh bins 
and floating liberty ship “granar
ies” which cost $7,500,000 a month.



Views of The News-Sentinel FT* WAUBS, IND.

Does UNESCO Oligarchy RulePTA?
Serious charges of a defiant pro- ■ 

UNESCO faction in the National PTA 
and failure of State Parent-Teacher offi
cers to resist its brazen domination at the 
recent Indiana State PTA Convention,, are 
made by Mrs. Mildred K. Cope, a PTA 
delegate from Huntington. Her revealing 
charges are contained in a, “Letter to the 
Editor” appearing elsewhere on this page;

Mrs. Cope charges the pro-UNESCO 
faction in the Indiana PTA with- steam
rollering tactics, in which she: claims this 
faction was aided and abetted by a lo
quacious and dictatorial representative- 
from the National PTA. And if .the Hunt-' , 
ing delegate’s charg'es are true, the tac
tics pursued at the convention were 
grossly undemocratic and biased. . .
- Mrs. Cope was one of a group of patri
otic delegates who were thoroughly aware 
of the dangers of contravention of the

• United States ‘ Constitution, through some

Views of Our Readers
Delegate Hits PTA Convention Tactics

As a first time delegate I went from- Huntington last week to the 
state convention of the PTA, armed, with an American resolution to 
add the words “* * * when it does not supersede or undermine the 
Constitution of the United States-of America” to the PTA action- 

,.. item about support of the United Nations and its component parts.

-of the provisions of UNESCO; and they 
were alarmed at the action of the. PTA, 

: unrestrictedly “to support the United Na- 
■ tions and. its component parts.”

In order to avoid any supersedence of 
the United States Constitution, and only 
for that purpose, as its phraseology plainly 
shows, Mrs. Cope said she presented a 
resolution to add to this pledge of unquali- 
Bed support of the United Nations and all 
its component parts, which read simply, 
logically, fairly and patriotically; -

“When it does not supersede or under
mine the Constitution of the United States 
of America.” •

The Huntington delegate and leader in 
the patriotic group that thus sought to 
safeguard-the U.S. Constitution explained:

“We had made a laborious study of 
UNESCO and had found evidence that 
part of it should be - questioned because 

. ‘patriotism,’ in the UNESCO pamphlets, 
. seems to be a naughty- word. As - the 

pamphlets say, ‘the poisoned idea of na
tionalism (patriotism) is bred in the home 
and must be killed/ ” - '

Mrs. Cope added that:
“Our American safeguard to the PTA 

international relations ..policy, proposed 
.with deep conviction and sincere intent, 
was steam-rollered and defeated. The na
tional representative, Mrs. Ludlow, spoke 
from the platform for' 10 minutes, giving 
slanted and biased arguments against 
our proposal. The members of the delega
tions by parliamentary rules of order, are 
supposed to have two. periods of two min
utes each on a subject. Someone said, ‘I 
move the question,’ which ended the-de
bate' without allotting to us our regain
ing eight minutes. We were restricted 
from giving our evidence to clear up the 
confusion left in the minds of the con
vention by Mrs. Ludlow’s official and die-

We had made a laborious study 
of UNECO and .had found, evi

' dence that part of it should be 
questioned because patriotism, in 
the UNESCO pamphlets, seems to 
be a naughty' word. As the pam
phlets say, the poisoned idea of ' 

, nationalism (patriotism) is bred 
‘ in the . home arid -must .be killed.

• Qur American safeguard- to the . 
PTA international relations polity, . 
proposed with deep conviction and 

‘sincere ifftent; was steam-roller-' 
ed and defeated. The natiorial 
representative, Mrs. LudloW, 
•spoke from the platform- for’ ten

tatorial 10-minute oration. When I askea 
■ to defend my position, which she had at

tacked, I was told that I was ‘out of- 
order.’ ”

We are riot presuming to sit in. judg
ment on the^State PTA'officers. However, 
we cannot, nevertheless, help but recall 
how on numerous occasions in the past 

. the PTA membership were denied auton
omy by a tight little state control group, 
which went overboard for such things as 
unrestricted “federal-aid” to education and 
UNESCO. And we cannot help but remem
ber how the fight to retain this arbitrary 
dictatorship was bitterly waged- by this 
state control group right here in Fort 
Wayne when the State PTA Convention 
was held here last year. For years the 
State PTA had been committed to unlim
ited “Federal Aid,” merely- by authority 
of the state board of managers.

However, there had long been mani
fested a particularly -large volume of op
position to “Federal Aid” by PTA unit 
members of Fort Wayne and Allen County. 
Under their determined leadership, the 
majority of the delegates attending the 
convention.here, voted to regain their au
tonomy on such things as “Federal Aid” 
and UNESCO. ’ .

However, apparently that autonomy has. 
been lost again, but we believe it is only 
lost for a time. As long as there are fear
less, patriotic delegates like Mrs. Cope, 
and like the many PTA unit members of 
Fort Wayne and Allen County, it cannot 
remain usurped for long. .

minutes g. i v i n g slanted and 
biased arguments against our pro
posal; slanted arid biased accord
ing to all tHe evidence we have 
been able to gather. .
. The members of the ‘ delega- . 

tions, by parliamentary rules of 
order, are supposed to have two 
periods of two minutes each on 
a subject. Someone skid, “I move 
the question,” which -ended de
bate without allotting us our 
remaining eight minutes. We were 
restricted", from giving our evi- 
.dence to clear up the confusion 
left' in the minds of the conven
tion by Mrs. Ludlow’s official and 
dictatorial ten minute oration. 
When I: asked to "defend my po-. 
sition,- which she had attacked, 
I was told I was out of order.

Is the PTA really supposed to 
be a representative body? I be
lieve our State president, Mrs. 
Heuman, and the state board of 
managers want it to be repre-. 
sentative. If we-are to blindly fol
low the dictates of the National 
PTA in Indiana, let’s quit, having 
conventions. Most mothers are too 
busy to take time from their chil- . 
dreh to attend a, three-day con
vention where a dictatorial hier
archy passes down decisions.

Evidently the cards are stacked 
against individual delegations who 
differ with National PTA policies. 
Shall we quit having- conven- _ 
tions, red-blooded Hoosiers,, or ~ 
shall we. who believe in the rights 
of a delegate get together and 
work out our plans for next 
year’s convention?

I will welcome communications 
from Mrs. Heuman, the Board of 
Managers, delegates, PTA mem
bers and ariyone interested in solv
ing this problem.

MILDRED K. COPE,
1022 North Jefferson St., 
Huntington, Ind. •



STARTLING!
JT was startling to learn, from one of our 

correspondents here;, that almost half . 
the nation’s high schools no longer have 
formal courses in geometry^ physics and 
chemistry. '

We asked a half-dozen adult friends 
what they thought about it.

Their replies were surprisingly alike:
“Why, when I went to ‘high school----- ”
Precisely. .
When we went to high school, people 

had to take certain basic subjects, and rid 
nonsense about it. '

We were told then this was a part of 
“growing up.” Geometry; algebra, chem
istry, physics, Latin, English, arid the like 
would give us fundamental, knowledge use
ful the rest of pur lives. •

'We were .'fold tost studying these sub
jects would help us learn -to think; to reach 
conclusions thru- orderly; disciplined, ma
ture reasoning.

We were assured , these subjects-might 
be temporarily painful to some—but that 
they never had killed anybody yet.

We found all this true—and to this day 
have, not met a man or woman whose 
psyche had been warped permanently by 
that close association with sines and co
sines, past participles,, the conjugation of 
Latin verbs or the pesky algebraic "x.”

Nonetheless, our high schools generally 
have -drifted away from the old “must” 
subjects'. The hew theory, in many places, 
seems to bd that you train a boy or girl to 
grow up by teaching the arts of auto driv
ing, typing, bookkeeping and so forth.

. We. are all for instruction in these prac
tical subjects—but they should not inter
fere with the- teaching of basic knowledge. 
The evidence given so far is that they have 
not merely interfered but in many schools 
have taken the place of the classic courses.♦ * *

This practical vs. classical education 
argument could go on and- on, blit for 
harsh realities that take it out of the 
abstract debate category. ’

Forgone thing, it turns out we’re peril
ously short of scientists and engineers in 

. an era that calls for more and more such 
meh.

And while our accredited colleges turn 
out fewer than 25,000 engineers a year, 
the Russians produce 50,000.

Some of our top men-in education, gov
ernment and business are alarmed at the 
clear danger ahead.

They agree that the root of the trouble 
is in the high schools. That boys given 
little encouragement’ to study the basic 
science courses aren’t likely to go on to the 
advanced ones.

Further, there’s a terrific teacher short-. 
age in this field.

Fortunately, something is being done 
about all this.

Influential men are speaking out. The 
Carnegie Corp, has given $300,000 to a 
group of scientists and teachers who are 
studying the problem and seeking solu
tions. Other groups are working on it, too.

There is something the rest of us can do.
It won’t hurt a bit, and it may help a 

lot, if all of us speak our minds, right at 
home, where we cari—to our school offi
cials,, civic groups, P-TA organizations and 
politicians. .

Let’s get the fundamentals back into our 
high schools. WASHINGTON DAILY NEWS,

Ikes Blueprint 
Would Leave U. S.
Little to Hide

By ALBERT M. COLEGROVE Scripps-Howard staff Writer -

pUT in A-B-C terms, President Eisenhower’s newest peace 
offer to the Russians means this—:

If the Soviets accept the terms, 
Russian military photographers 
could fly over forbidden -areas 
in America where you and I, if 
we tried it today, might be shot 

■dead. .
Russian scientists and intelli

gence experts could have, for the 
asking, blueprints which few 
American eyes have seen—blue
prints of all our military instal
lations.

It would mean, actually, that 
America had little left to hide.

If you give aerial photos and 
blueprints to the experts, you 
might almost as well give them 
keys to the front doors.

CONDITIONED
The offer, of course, is condi

tioned. The Russians must give 
us the same privileges. ■

There are six areas in the 
United States where virtually all 
civilian flying is banned at this 
time, Civil. Aeronautics Admins- 
tration (CAA) spokesmen said 
today.

One of these is the air space 
over the White House and the 
Capitol.

The others are at atomic ener
gy installations—Hanford, Wash.; 
Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Los Alamos, 
N. M.; Arco, Idaho,, and the Sal- 
ton Sea in Southern California. 
Aerial snoopers at these places 
run the risk of being shot down.

There are some 450 other zones 
—some huge, some small—which 
are known as “restricted” or 
“warning” areas.

The restrictions on flying in 
these areas vary greatly. In 
some. such, as that at Edwards 
Air Force Base in California’s 
Mohave Desert, civilian planes 
are banned most of the time.--

.In others, the restrictions are 
purely a matter of safety. At Ft. 
Benning, Ga., for example, the 
air over practice gunnery ranges 
is filled with artillery shells at 
certain hours on particular days.

All along the nation’s east, 
west and northern borders—and 
at some strategic spots inland- 
are “air defense identification 
zones.” ’

These are regions kept under 
■ 24-hoiir-a-day watch hy military

radar and civilian. ground ob
servers.

Military and civilian pilots 
planning to enter these zones 
must give complete details on 
their flights to authorities in ad
vance. If they don’t, they’re like
ly to set off an air raid “alert,” 
•and they can expect trouble
ranging from a bawling out to 
being shot down by fighters or 
anti-aircraft weapons.

In general, areas over most 
U. S. Air Force bases are not for
bidden territory.

Restricted and forbidden areas 
are easily located. Anybody can 
buy a CAA "Airman’s . Guide,” 
which lists them, and they are 
marked prominently on CAA 
maps. ■

TOO HANDY
In fact, some security-minded 

military men have felt that the 
CAA maps are too handy for 
spies.

For instance: Two years ago, 
I was permitted to visit a secret 
radar base in Alaska, and' to 
write about it for The News and- 
other Scripps-Howard newspa
pers.

Air Force censors carefully 
checked my story. "It’s all right 
to call the base by its- name 
(Sparrevohn) as long as you 
don’t tell where it is,” they 
stressed. I obeyed their instruc
tions.
'When I returned from Alas

ka, an air-minded acquaintance 
pointed out to me that, Sparre
vohn was- pin-pointed on the 
CAA’s maps of Alaska.
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Back Door to U. N. Swings Open
Taipei Opposition to 'Package' Based
On Moral as Well as Practical Reasons -turn a deaf ear to" the Ameri-

■ can entreaties to yield to the
Nationalist China’s deter

mined opposition to the “pack
age deal” which would permit 

•admission of 18 qualified and 
unqualified new members into 
the United Nations is based, 
according to reports- from 
Taipei, on moral as well as 
practical reasons.

The Chinese Nationalists 
maintain that Article .4 of the 
Charter provides specifically 
that each applicant to join the 
world peace organization shall 
be judged solely on his own 
merits. He must prove that he- 
is peace-loving and willing to 
submit to all the provisions 
of the Charter. Outer Mon
golia, a province of the USSR, 
definitely does not fulfill these 
requirements.

In the past the Western 
powers defeated overwhelm
ingly Russia’s attempts to bring 
its stooges into the United Na
tions by the back door. It is an 
•insult to compare Outer Mon- 

• golia, which has even less free
dom than the other’ Soviet 
satellites, with-free and sover
eign countries such as Italy, 
Spain, Portugal or Ireland.

Our own Government fully 
shared, this point of view and 
expressed it forcefully in the 
past beforeWashington yielded 
to a policy of expediency which 
is highly unbecoming to a na
tion which has assumed the 
leadership of what is left of 
the free world.

We have brought heavy 
pressure on the Taipei govern
ment to abandon its present 
position. Ambassador Karl 
Rankin, on positive instruc
tions from the White House, 
warned Chiang Kai-shek that 
his attitude would, seriously 
affect his chances of remain
ing in the United Nations when 
Russia, backed by Britain, 
makes another attempt next 
year to substitute the Commu
nist regime for the Nationalists 
in the U. N.

We have reminded the Na
tionalist leader that only 
through pur strenuous lobby
ing—particularly with the 
Latin American republics— 
have we succeeded in the past 
in keeping Free China in the 
UI N. Chiang was warned on 
stubbornness on the package 
deal might lose us the much- 
needed votes of the Latin 
Americans in the next show
down.

The answer from Formosa 
was that from the practical 
point df view the Nationalist 
veto will not materially influ
ence the future. Nationalist 
China’s position hr the U. N. 
will be threatened if the United

States gives up opposing Com- wholesale admission- .of sov- 
munist .China’s entry.. The day ereign and satellite govern- 

We agree for expediency’s.saxe ments into the U. N.
to overlook the past sins of the 
Peiping regime in Korea, Indo
China and elsewhere. Free Chi
na will be ousted. Taipei feels 
confident, it is said, that so 
long as the present adminis
tration is in office in Washing
ton it will continue to fight 
determinedly to keep'the Com
munists .out.

Moreover, say, the Nation
alists, the acceptance of the 
package deal, in addition to 
seating five Soviet satellites 
which will obey Moscow’s or
ders, will also admit-a number, 
of countries which may adopt 
the Soviet view, on replacing 
the Taipei regime by the Pei
ping regime. _

Libya and Nepal, for in-

United World 
Federalists On 
Offensive flgain

DETROIT, Mich.— Six years 
ago, at the behest of United World 
Federalists, as many as twenty- 
two states of the Union had pass
ed resolutions urging Congress to
initiate legislation with a’ view tostance, will not chance the initiate legislation with a’ view to 

USSR’s ire for the sake of the . merging this country into a world
Chinese Nationalists. Nor-arc 
Austria and Finland likely to 
line up with the United States 
in such a controversy. And-will 
Japan which is seeking better 
economic ties with Communist 
China and the USSR want to 
jeopardize her interests for the 
sake of the Nationalists? And 

. for that matter, will Italy vote 
against seating Peiping while 
important economic deals be
tween the. two countries are 
the making?

If the powerful United States 
is willing today to adopt a 
policy of expediency how could
these- lesser countries be ex
pected to do otherwise* when

federation. Since that time prac
tically all of them have rescinded 
their- action. However, the World 
Federalists still hope to put across • 
their merger, as indicated by the 
following editorial warning from 
the Detroit Free Press:
One-Worlders at Work To Sell 

Out Independence
Asa citizen of the United States, 

do you believe in preserving your 
country's independence?

If the answer is “Yes,” be on 
guard against the efforts of the 
globally minded visionaries who 
are trying to destroy it

Two powerful and well-financ
ed groups, Atlantic Union and the

. .either their economic or polit- United World Federalists, Inc., .are 
ical interests require them to again beating the drums for fed- 
put expediency ahead of prin- eration with other nations.

The UWE'S plan would take usciple?
Thus, say the Chinese, the into world government by amend- 

package deal introducing 18 ing the charter of the United Na-
hew members into the U. N. tions. Atlantic Union’s scheme is 
might easily offset the present less ambitious but likewise, with-
balance which has kept Pei- .in ’ the framework of the U. N., 
ping out of that organization. '
The new setup would make it 
even more, difficult for Amer
ica to’ garner the necessary 
voices when the next showdown 
on the “two Chinas” comes up, 
probably next December.

It is true that if the .pack
age deal is successful the 
threat of a Communist aggres
sion against the Nationalist- 
held islands might be averted. 
Communist China, may feel 
that her chances of being taken 
into the U. N. have consider
ably increased and an aggres
sion in which she might come 
out second best would be un
necessary. If she belongs to 
the “club” she might even be 
willing to agree to place For
mosa temporarily under a U. N. 
trusteeship.

would join the United States and
the Western democracies, federal
ly or otherwise, into a defense, 
economic, and political union.

What does all this mean to you?
It "could mean that the United 

States, except in. purely domestic 
matters, would be subservient to 
a world legislature.

less, fortunate countries .without 
thought of,repayment....

We cooperate in diplomatic and 
political, affairs to promote peace 
and better understanding.

But, once the- - United States 
.joins either a limited or global 
federation of nations, your coun
try then.loses its right of self- 
determination while assuming the 
defense, economic, and political 
burdens of the world.

There are presently before both 
Houses of Congress concurrent 
resolutions requesting the Presi
dent to invite appointed delegates, 
from the democracies to meet!, 
with similar appointed" represen
tatives from the United States for 
the purpose*’of exploring the.pos- 
Sibilities of creating a supergov-' 
ernment. .

The resolution, advanced by the ’ 
Atlantic Union-Committee, Inc., is ' 
being ■ sponsored by 16 Senators 
and 53 Representatives. ?

The United World Federalists, 
are even more active through a- 
large number of local chapters 
and the emotional propaganda • 
that is generated whenever they 
can induce anyone of .national 
importance to join their cause.

Both groups speak of the 
dangers which confront our coun-. 
try and imply that somehow 
.these dangers would disappear if 
their pet nostrums were used to 
save the world,.

But they never quite "get around 
to exnlaining how. or why, except 
in the most naive ’ and fatuous 
terms.

Without questioning the sincer
ity of those who favor our fed-, 
erating with other countries, it 
would seem they are ready to 

‘ abandon the principles for which 
this Nation" has. fought and bled.

True, our country is facing, as 
It has through the pages of its 
glorious history, many-critical and 
dangerous problems.

But haven’t we the strength, and 
the patriotism to face them as 
courageously. as we have- in the 
past?

It is appalling that responsible 
elements- of our citizenship have 
so little national pride that they 
would be willing to sacrifice our

It could mean, since treaty law 
takes precedence over domestic ■’

independence on the altar of a 
super state.

They ought to try on some 
Davy .Crockett caps for size and 
read a few. volumes of Americah 
■history.
"The Steuben News" December

law, that if the United Nations, is 
permitted to assume the responsi
bilities of world government, our 
constitutional guaranties might 
well be destroyed.

-Any form .of defense, economic, 
and political union with other 
countries wouM'’Spell the end of 
our Republic as conceived by the 
Founding Fathers.

We give economic assistance to
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By JOHN O’DONNELL
Washington, Dec. 5.—It’s a sound custom to observe 

anniversaries, so we might well recall at this time the 
great events which our. republic experienced 14 years ago 
this week. .

On Wednesday, Dec. 7, we should take time.-off. to meditate on 
what happened-on the day-which, the .late Franklin D. Roosevelt 
declared, “would live’, in-infamy.”

We’ll buy that “day of infamy” crack. But we insist that the 
infamous part in the deal was played by Roosevelt himself. That 
day was infamous on his part because he concealed from the 
citizens pf the republic. the now long-revealed fact that he war 
deliberately leading his peace-loving country down the path to war 
to win a third tbx^n election.

Think back to what happened that week. A fortnight earlier, 
F. D. R.’s Secretary of War Henry Stimsdn had’jotted-down in his 
diary, after leaving a. White House session, that Roosevelt was- the Hawaii command. , .
now faced with the- dilemma of how to “maneuver Japan into firifig Marshall sent a telegram via regular commercial cable. .It 
the first shot” so .that this nation could -get into the-war against .arrived OK and-a boy on a bicycle took it and pursued a frightened 

course through the blasted area. When Marshall’s telegram from 
Washington was received and decoded, seven hourshad passed sinep 
the Japanese air fleet of 351 planes- had destroyed eight capital ships 
of. our Pacific Fleet, killed 3,000 Americans, wrecked our air instal
lations but had accomplished F.D.R.’s. hope. . .

The Japs had been maneuvered into the position of striking

the first shot” so .that, this nation could -get into the -war against 
Germany without “public opposition.” Goading Japan into delivering 
the first blpw would “unite all ou% people.”

Roosevelt's. Own Diplomatic Strategy
F. D. R. certainly got what he wanted—which was war for his 

country. But, now comes the question:. What have-we Americans 
got out of the Roosevelt meglomanic delusion in the last 14’ years ?

We' had a, Secretary of State named Cordell Hull, but F; D. R.-
was running his own wartime diplomatic strategy. So just 11 days ’ 
before Pearl Harbor,’Hull submitted to the Japanese ambassadors . 
his famous “ten dem’ands”-rwritten by F» D; R. -.and the Harry 
Hopkins-Bob Sherwood’war party. These were deliberately-phrased 
so that they meant nothing less than humiliating and-unconditionar 
. surrender by the most powerful empire in the Far Pacific.

; These, wore the very hours 14 years ago when we had broken 
the top secret Japanese, code. >Our top meh charged with the defense 
of our country—Commander in Chief Roosevelt, Chief of Staff 
George .’Catlett. Marshall, Chief of Naval Operations Harold R. Stark 
knew the details of the instructions which the top Japanese com
mand was sending to its representatives in Washington.

Peace'Became a Thing of the Past
Those secret commands for the' Pear! Harbor attack were, known 

to the White House—but dur commanders in Pearl Harbor, Navy’s 
Kimmel and Army’s Short, were never given the information.

Secretary -Hull had no illusions. When" he .handed the Roosevelt- 
dictated note to the Japanese a few days earlier, he knew that peace 
was now a thing of the past. He told Stimson: “I have washed iny 
hands of it and--it is now in the hands of. you and Knox—the Army 
and the Navy.” '

Then came the critical hours. We knew the’Japanese plans, that 
“things are automatically going to happen.” But still no word of 
alert or alarm went to Kimmel and Short in Hawaii.

Suppose the United
------- ------- - --------- ---- ------------------ - . States were to relax and let-the Kremlin go on racking tip 

Tben “Magm” came through with the information that Japanese these promises to its rascally heart’s content. ■
agents in Hawan had reported back to them superiors the exact Thd betting is gQod that Red Rugsia jeIiver in

Pearl Harbor—the “day of infamy.’.’

anchorage and berth of every .capital ship in our Pacific Fleet which , 
had been based—by F. D. R.’s.orders and against the violent, opposi
tion of former naval commanders—at Pearl.

On Dec^ 6, 1941, the top White House gr.oup began to get the 
decoded orders from Tokyo, to the Japanese spokesmen in" Wash
ington. This was the night when Roosevelt, reading them in his 
upstairs study in the White House with Harry Hopkins and other 
intimates, exulted, “This means' war.” This was the night-that-Adm.

■ SJark was located at the National Theatre here.'
Chief of Staff Gen. George Marshall—even- under oath, .before 

a Congressional committee—has as yet been,unable to recall where 
he was on that night.. - The following morning, according ’ to his 
sworn testimony, he was horseback riding in Rock Creek Park.

At Down, the Foe Was Ready
But no word of warning went out to Kimmel and Stark. At 

that very dawn the Japanese were poised for attack—and Ameri
cans here in Washington knew that they were. But the powers in 
the White House, in the words of Secretary of War Stimson, wanted 
to- “maneuver” them into the position of .striking the first blow 
because this would unite the nation behind Roosevelt’s1 desire to get 
into World War II. . _• ■

Finally we did send a warning tbs our servicemen- in Hawaii, 
Gen. Marshall did* get to his office on that warm, muggy morning 
of Dec. 7. And he did send a warning.

. If Marshal! had’used the almost instantaneous, communications 
of the Navy, FBI or Signal Corps, his warning would have alerted. 

. the American defenders a couple of precious hours before the bombs 
started to fall. At his elbow was a telephone with a scrambler de
vice which would- put him into- immediate voice communication with

.the first blow.

GIVEAWAYS UNLIMITED?
Soviet Russia’s happiness boys, Nikita KhrusRchey and 

Nikolai Bulganin, are bawling^prbmises of huge, economic 
aid to India, Burma, Afghanistan and Egypt, among others. 
Thereby, they have pumped a new-flood of generous senti
ments into U. S. giveaway fans such as Nelson Rockefeller 
and Paul Hoffman.

Our own happiness-boys are telling us that we mustn’t 
let the. Kremlin get away with this-. For every steebmill
Russia promises India, we must promise two,;' for every 
Russian promise of an Egyptian dam, we’ve got to promise 
a bigger dam; and so on. Otherwise, we’re told, we’ll lose 
the battle for world good will to the Commies. ■

At risk of being called curmudgeons. and Scrooges,
we’ll suggest that exactly

Krernlin Promises vs. ___ _____
Kremlin Performance W better.

the opposite (Wurse might

full on such ‘promises, because its ramshackle economic 
system lacks capacity to do so. Such dams, steel mills, 
btc., as it does come up with will be wrung out of the blood, 

■sweat, toil and tears of the Russian masses—which can 
hardly steam up those masses’ love for their masters.

With the Kremlin exposed to the world as a welcher, 
arid hated more than ever at home, the United States 
would have scored a tremendous cold-war victory at no 
cost to. itself.

Isn’t the experiment at least worth trying, in the 
seemingly substantial hope that the Kremlin will eventually 
weave a rope of promises long enough to hang it with?.

. DAILY NEWS, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1055
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DEEPj QUIET PEACE OF CHRISTMAS pee. 8,1954 °° daily signal

Town Takes Down Baubles, Turns Out Lights, 
Tosses Out Santa; Put Savior Spirit Back In

HASTINGS, Mich., Dec. 8. <U.PJ—This com
munity 'of 6400 will turn off its gaudy Christ
mas lights Saturday night, put away all the 
paper Santa Clauses and try to forget how 
many shopping days remain, until Christmas.

Instead everyone -will try to remember 
Bethlehem ... the gospel according to St. 
Luke ... an old, old message ox “Peace on 
Earth, Good Will Toward Meh.”

■ . . Hastings has come up, with a unique com
munity plan to help “put Christ back into 
Christmas.” The plan Involves taking the com
mercialism out.

"This is one night when there will be -no 
place in our town for Santa Claus;” said Philip 
Ec Schubert, secretary of the Hastings Cham
ber of Commerce.

Protestant and Catholic Churches are join
ing to sponsor a citywide Yule program that 
will try to recapture the original spirit of the 1 
celebration of the Birth, of the.Christian Savior.

Owners of all shops and markets that nor
mally would be open'. Saturday night to cash in ’• 
on the Christmas shopping rush will be closed 
tight as a Christmas' drum.

There will .be an hour-long torchlight parade 
featuring tasteful religious floats by 14 Hast-

KEEP AMERICA COMMITTEE Reprinted
H. W.’ Courtois, Secretary-

Box 3094,,Los Angeles 54, Calif.

io honor the birthday of the True Head of this Christian Nation— 
Jesus, the Christ. We also wish to express our appreciation

of this glorious news to the publishers.

ings churches. A different phase of the biblical 
Christmas story will be depicted on each float.

Merchants along the parade route have 
agreed to remove Christmas merchandise and 
advertising from the show windows and put 
up .religious displays instead.

As the parade moves along the transformed 
Main st. the Rey. Russell Houseman, a Baptist 
minister, will .explain the significance of each 
float. His script, is being written by the Rev. 
Leason Sharpe, a Presbyterian.

The 14 churches will start, the observance 
by ringing their bells simultaneously. After 
the parade a massed choir of men, women and .
children from. Hastings and elsewhere In Barry 
County will sing Christmas carols.

Schubert said, he expected 10,000 out-of-town 
visitors for the event. Copies of the carols 
to be sung have been sent to 60 churches In 
the county so parishioners will have a chance 
to polish up their harmony before becoming 
part of the Hastings choir.

“We never realized there were so many peo- 
,, pie who had such an overwhelming desire to 

do something like this,” Schubert said.
“Santa Claus? He’d better stay out of town. 

He has a certain place, I suppose; but It won’t 
be around here on Saturday night.? (Dec. 11)
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INFORMATION COrM
Christian Concept of Christmas

’ / u- DV "rbe COORD OJAS O>ADe pLeStiAMD
, dujcLt aoomcj us;

CJdDSQif? cdine down from. Deav’n. above. 
The QifE of a wonderful Life of Love,.
The Cjift.of a: beaulifuL hope for earth;
But Ute world. saw orik^ a. lotvlg birth.

And. nothing more.

Teach us, O Lord, this Christmas mom
To see in the manger where Thou wqst bom 
The QifE that is hidden, the Qodhead veiled., 
That here, where the sight of the world, has failed. 

We mag adore..
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Intermarriage to Follow
Integration,
ORANGEBURG; S.C. (^Inter

marriage will be a' natural con
sequence of, integration, an offi
cial of the National Assn, for the 
Advancement of Colored , People, 
said; last night.

Albert A. Kennedy, a graduate 
of the South Carolina State College 
here, how state counselor for the 
NAACP, .told the Orangeburg: 

.Times -& Democrat in an inter
view, that “once the two races, are 
integrated intermarriage is the 
natural-consequence,”

Speaking as a private citizen, 
Kennedy said “intermingling can’t 
be regulated by the state and if 
the 'state. tries to regulate it you 
will find the same thing in every 
particular ... in the dark, behind 
closed doors and in automobiles.

“There were no mulattoes 
brought from Africa'and there' are 
many of them now with your regu
lations.” '

■ He said' he had been active in 
the NAACP since his college days.

•• Kennedy stated his- grandfather 
was" a White man.

Man Thinks, 
“Psychologists say that a girl’si 

chances of ’ getting married are 
governed by the number of her 
male, associates,” He said.

Integration will result in white 
girls being associated with Negro 
boys and "naturally intermarriage 
would result.” •, ■

The NAACP will not be satisfied 
w it h voluntarily segregated 
schools, he declared. Such a plan 
has been suggested by North.Caro- 
lina’s Gov. Luther Hodges but the 
proposal has not been made in this 
state..

He said “we should.have. compul
sory school laws such as it was 
before it was wiped, off the books 
and we should have'strict compli
ance with the ruling of the Su
preme Court, both.the letter and 
spirit.”

He added the. NAACP “wants 
integration in all forms-of public 
life. . . transportation and employ
ment. The- NAACP’wants more 
than just menial jobs.,. . it seeks 
executive positions -to the extent 
of, abilities.”

Kennedy said he felt -that “we 
have committed ourselves” to a 
■program of full integration,

TWIN CITY SENTINEL, Winston-Salem,

No,rth Carolina, August. 311955

LAND OF ONE RACE

‘.Th Brazil, you will find blue eyes and^ 
• black skin, flat.skulls with triangular~f aces^- 
hair .plaited in pigtails, white babies'at'the 
breasts of colored mothers, colored babie^ 
at the breasts of white mothers and colors 
running from ebony to eggshell via copper, 
olive, caramel, and banana.
"A mixture- of this sort has made any 

attempt at racial segregation out of the 
■ question in Brazil—because no one could 
possibly tell where white begins and black . 

. ends.” . ' ‘ ■
‘‘Brazil has long since passed'.the rest ‘ 

pt the world in its race relations. The 
so-called race ; problem simply does • not

* ■ exist in Brazil.”
—Washington Afro-American News.

Additional copies may be had, postpaid, for:
100 for ...... $3.00

ASSOCIATION OF CITIZENS’ COUNCILS 
Winona, Mississippi



IS SEGREGA TION 
UNCHRISTIAN?
From THE HOLY BIBLE (King James Version) 

(The Old Testament)

Genesis 1:25. And God made the beast of the earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and 
everything that creepeth upon the earth after his kind: and God saw that it 
was good.

Genesis 6.2. That, the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair, and they took 
them wives of all which they chose.

Genesis 6:10. And Noah begat three sons; Shem, Ham, and Jap'heth.

Genesis 9:22. And Ham, the father of Canaan, saw the nakedness of his father, and told his two 
brethren without.

Genesis 9:24. And Noah awoke from his wine; and knew what his younger son had done unto him.

Genesis 9:25. And he said-, cursed be Canaan-; a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren.

Genesis 9:26. And he said, blessed be the Lord God of Shem; and Canaan shall be-his servant.

Genesis 9:27. God shall enlarge Japheth, and-he shall dwell in the tents of Shem; and Canaan 
shall be-his servant. ‘

Genesis 10:6. And the. sons of Ham; Cush, and Mizraim, and Canaan.

Genesis 10:20. These are the sons of Ham, after their families, after their tongues, in their coun
tries, and in- their nations.

Genesis 11:6. And the Lord said, Behold,, the people is one, and they have all one language, and 
this they begin to do, and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have 
imagined to do.

Genesis 11:7. Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language, that they may not under
stand one another’s speech.-

Genesis 11:8. So the Lord scattered them-abroad from-thence upon the face of the earth; and 
they left off to build the city.

Genesis 11,: 9. Therefore, is the name of it called Babel; because the Lord did there confound the 
language of all the earth: and from thence did the Lord scatter them abroad upon 
the face of all the earth. ’

Genesis 15:1. And he said unto-Abram, know of a surety that thy seed shall be a stranger in the 
land that is not theirs; .....

Genesis 24:3. A.nd I will make thee swear by the Lord, the God of heaven and the God of the earth, 
that thou shalt not take a wife unto my son of the daughters of the Canaanites, 
among whom I dwelt

Genesis 24:4. But thou shalt go unto my country, and to my kindred, and -take a wife unto my son 
Isaac.

Genesis 28:6. When-Esau saw that Isaac had blessed Jacob, and sent him away to Padanaram, to 
take him a wife from thence; and that as he blessed him he gave him a charge, say
ing, Thou shalt not take a wife of the daughters of Canaan;

Genesis 28 :7. And that Jacob dbeyed: his father and his mother, and was gone to Padanaram.

Leviticus 19:19. Ye shall keep my statutes. Thou shalt not let thy cattle gender with a diverse kind; 
thou shaft not.sow thy field with mingled seed; neither shall a garment mingled of 
linen and woolen come upon thee.

Leviticus 20 :24. . . . ; I am the Lord your God,, which have separated you from other people.

Numbers 36:5.'- And Moses commanded the children of Israel according to the word of the Lord, 
saying, the tribe of the sons of Joseph hath said well.

(OVER)

a 3



Numbers 36:6. This is the thing which the Lord doth' command concerning the daughters of Ze- 
lophehad, saying, Let them marry to whom they think best, only to the family of the 
tribe of their father shall they marry.

Deuteronomy Neither shalt thou make marriagfe with them; thy daughter thou shalt not give un- 
7:3. to his son, nor his daughter shalt thou take unto thy son.

Deuteron. 7:6. For thou art an holy people unto the. Lord thy God; the Lord thy God hath chosen 
thee to be a special people unto himself, above all people that are upon the face of 
the earth.

Deuteron. 28:32. Thy sons and thy daughters shall be given unto another people, and thine eyes shall 
look, and fail with longing for them all the day long; and there shall be no might in 
thine’hand.

Deuteron. 32:31. For their rock is hot as our Rock, even our enemies themselves being1 judges.

Joshua '23 :;12. Else if ye do- in any wise go back, and cleave unto the remnant of these nations, even 
• these that remain among you, and shall make marriages with them, and go in unto 

them, and they to you;

Joshua 23:13. Know for a certainty that the Lord your God will no more drive out any of these 
nations from before you;, but they shall be snares and traps unto you, and scourges 
in your sides, and thorns in your eyes, until ye perish from off this good land which 
the Lord your God hath given you.

Jeremiah 13:23, Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his spots. ...

Malachi 3:6. For I.am the Lord, I change not; , ,

(The New Testament)

Matthew 5:17. Think not that I am coma to destroy the law, or the prophets'; I am hot come to de
stroy, but to fulfill;

---- JMatth£.w-15.‘:l%^EvenjL1planti..-which--my he,avIenly-Eatker -hath^ ‘

Matthew .15:14. Let them aloner they be. blind leaders of the blind. And if the blind lead the blind, 
both shall fall into the ditch.

Acts 17:26. And hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell On all the face of the 
earth, and hath -determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their 
habitation;

Hebrews .13:8. Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, and forever.

Additional copies available: 20............... $1.00 100........... ,...$3.00 1,000..,..... .'...^..$25;0b
Please send-.cash, money order or check with order.

Write to

ASSOCIATION OF CITIZENS' COUNCILS
207 West Market Street Greenwood, Mississippi

Read and pass on

(OVER)



FAMOUS QUOTATIONS

GEORGE WASHINGTON

'From his “Farewell Address^
“If, in the opinion of the people, the 

distribution or modification of the consti
tutional powers be in any particular wrong, 
let it be corrected by an amendment in 
the way which the Constitution designates. 
But let there be no change by usurpation; 
for though this, in one instance, may be 
the instrument of good, it is the customary 
weapon by which free governments are 
destroyed.” ■

SUPPORT THE
EDUCATIONAL FUND OF THE

CITIZENS' COUNCILS, Inc.
GREENWOOD, MISSISSIPPI



. FAMOUS QUOTATIONS

HENRY W. GRADY—1889

“If there is any human force that can
not be withstood, it is the power of the 
banded intelligence and responsibility of 
a free community. Against it, numbers 
and corruption cannot prevail. It cannot 
be forbidden in the law, or divorced in 
force. It is the inalienable right of every 
free community. It is on this, Sir, that we 
rely in the South. Not the cowardly men
ace of mask or shotgun, but the peaceful 
majesty of intelligence and responsibility, 
massed and united for the protection of 
its homes and the preservation of its lib
erty.”

SUPPORT THE
EDUCATIONAL FUND OF THE

CITIZENS' COUNCILS, Inc.
GREENWOOD, MISSISSIPPI



FAMOUS QUOTATIONS

THEODORE G. BILBO
“If our buildings, our highways, our rail

roads should be wrecked, we could rebuild 
them. If our cities should be destroyed, out of 
the very ruins we could erect newer and greater 
ones. Even if our armed might should be crush
ed, we could rear sons who would redeem our 
power. But if . the blood of our white race 
should become corrupted and mingled with the 
blood of Africa, then the present greatness of 
the United States of America would be de
stroyed and all hope for the future would be 
forever gone. The maintenance of American 
civilization would be as impossible for a negroid 
America as would be redemption and restora
tion of the white man’s blood which had been 
mixed with that of the negro.”

SUPPORT THE
EDUCATIONAL FUND OF THE

CITIZENS' COUNCILS, Irie.
GREENWOOD, MISSISSIPPI



FAMOUS QUOTATIONS
JAMES F. BYRNES

“Frequently, the question is asked: 
‘Where do we go from here?’ Solomon, 
with all his wisdom, could not give a 
positive answer. We do know that the 
approximately 40 million white Southern
ers will do everything that lawfully can . 
be done to prevent the mixing of the races 
in the schools.”

“Power intoxicates men. It is never 
voluntarily surrendered. It must be taken 
from them. The Supreme Court must be 
curbed.”

SUPPORT THE
EDUCATIONAL FUND OF THE

CITIZENS' COUNCILS, Inc.
GREENWOOD, MISSISSIPPI
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Benjamin H. Freedman Sues A.D.L 
ForSSOO^OOODamages

New York-Benjamin Freedman, -has 
brought-suit in the Supreme Court of'-the- 
State qf-New York,-, againsttfe 
Tjph League. B’nai B’ritli,- American- Jewish 
Committee- and" their -officers, based upon- 
libelous statements made in, the” .A.-DdL.’s 
“GFtQSS CURRENTS!’-' -and for conspiracy.. 
Defendants"®.'this.-suit:ihclude-p6ubleday & 
Company as publishers, arid’-Bretaho’s" Inc. 
as> distributors-.of the A-D. L/s'.publication 
“GROSS-.'CURRENTS”, Summqhs.-ahd, edm- 
;Plaint?haye 'be^ these .corpora-:
lions and': approximately- '3'0- •officers,' .and 
managingagents:of,the-above -corporations:.- 
This action-.wai’jir^ Mr. iFreedman- 
in an effort to. expose the/methods'employed- 
by-the American.' Jewish Committee, '.the 
'Anti-Defamatidn'Itea^uq.of‘B’nai B’rithpand-: 
-the- B(Hth;,"fqi'destroy -anyone -who- 
att^nStfs. ’tirej^opertiiducrimihMk^^

The-A. Io’.^i&Mcg^Jzed>a^ ’
Gestapo” by;ffioje4vhfr:ar8Snfoi^ f
Marxist technique.-jof. Obtaining’ \vofld" cpri- 
■&br.,®iese: ^ou^ openlysbqaSt’pf^ 
2,000 paid-full-time’ agents who.-spy upon, 
Christians. apdiCJiristidn.'prganizatiohs. 'The- 
'AJJ^C. is feared.-by men-iin public-lifei.irhe- 
'A.D.L. has a -recordintheif 'files, -of 'the 
.personal ifves.df--.thdusands-’Of men in public’ 
life,- whom- they, blackmail info-.,submission 
by threats. pf-’exppsurfc '.

", The American Jewish. Committee, The’ 
Anti-Defamatioh.League oflB’,hai’B’fith;.ahd 
the B’nanB'fi.th Fraterhal'Order,- control the 
votes of theJews.This-voteis-conceritrated 
intfivekey States.and enables-this'grbup to- 
control- 28% of the electoral votes .by which 
they control-the electioh-of the-President-of 
the United:States..They suppIy both political 
-parties with/a large1 part of their financial 
contributions. Since 1932, these groups, have 
always, maintained their “spy’’ inthe -White 
House. David Niies (Neyhus) acted in this 
capacity to Ff'D/R. a.rid’ Harry Truman, 
Maxwell liabb (Rabinowitz) ’fills This posi
tion at The .present .time.-Rabti has charge 
of “minority’''.affairs:'and^
Cabinet,, .arranging what- matters: .shall, be 
discussed at Cabinet meetings. Rabb Thus' 
serves as.the "pipeline” by.whiclr informa
tion is -passed-' both .ways ■ on matters affect- 
ting the security of the United' States. The 
.principal contacts'in. the White 'House al’s 
the agents: placed there iby-the D. L.

Mr.-Freedman is not,the only One smeared 
in"CROSSCURRENTS”.'The following are a 
few of 'the patriots who are also smeared 
because they dare -to--challenge the- con
spirators who .are seeking to, obtain world- 
control.'.by 'dominating' the government -of 
the United States:

■'5^'
•.■G.tb&raigHt,.gqrigres^a<r'BTcaHW^ 
„ .’If'Sou'' fh’aJe hqeri;' .libeled', lit “GROSS- 

•CURRENTS'’ ;ds .Freeman, has - been; 
maybe-.yout&eionte’of'fh^^

■stand- is:''t>rinpng suit .against the A; Di L,. 
'andtttie-hgpk'storesi-or
■irigtthis vicious-smeart . ;
Followirig/iye- .publish- -excerpts from Mf.
-Freedman's 2(hpage.x&^ • 
Ittis-allegedi’ :"

FOR A: FIRST CAUSE. OF ACTION
FOR COMI’ENSATORY DAMAGES
Upon-Thformatidn -ands belief, that -cer- 

tain-of’the -above hanaed-defendants aretreji- 
.dents of'Westcheste'r. County, State of New 
York, including defendants Barney. Balaban, 
Herbert H. -Lehman, Leon Lowenstein, 
Thomas R'. Burns, Kenneth D. McCormick 
and .Ralph Samuel:

That the defendants Arnold Foster and 
Benjamin -R. 'Epstem wrote and participated 
in the publication- and circulation of a cer
tain book entitled. '“Cross -Currents" (cbpy- 
righted ‘by the Anti-defamation League of 
B’nai’B’fith 1956; .arid, printed by Doubleday 
& Company, Inc:)-during-the year 1956.

Upon- information and -belief that 
defendant Doubleday & Company, Inc. is a 
New York corporation; that Dotibleday & 
Company,. Inc. .printed and published, the 
aforesaid- book at -the. request of certain of 
the other-defendants.

To the general public.
That plaintiff herein had for 30 years 

prior to-1946 engaged in business success^ 
fully in theState of-New York, and id other 
states of The United States and in foreign 
countries, and at all times enjoyed a good 
reputation, .had a good name and gbeid 
credit; until the .defendant The American 

। Jewish-Comniittee arid certain .other dc- 
. fehdarits, and-dtjiefs acting;on-th’eir behalf, 

instituted a- program for persecution of 
plaintiff solely :fbf The reason plaintiff had- 
expressed in public print.his personal views 
as an Ameniian .’citizen upon 'the Middle 
.East-situation . riotably the situation -created ;

•, by- American Zionist pretensibpS regarding. 
Palestine;. That plaintiff’s views differed on. 
Tliatisubject from,: 'the: >vj'etys> .of the de© 
fehflarit' The Ameficaif Jewish. -.Committee.

• -anjl’certahv qtheb,’defendants;- Wat as -a 
T^fc'brisggggnce• riih^e.'iMa^ 194j’<<teftairi';0f‘-.t^. 
■igjri^^nfehereiri, actfrated’by'rilMhtep^^

uj>--Kgiuny'^ritrwrat«Tpusi^wibFfri.'^tera}:,-t-?“' 
■v’tstiny.gaihtiff’s reputation; gppdi-name- and’ 

pamingjidwer^iiv.butiri^ .
v,Ihatiri.saidi^^

.defendants,herein.plaintiff.was characterized 
among -other, things, of a like nature as an 
’fanti-Seinite'!, as' a'“hate^ as a 
'“disgrace to:His.race”;..as a “traitorfo the’ 

.. nation’’, jis tr “Benedict Arold’-’, as an “Arab- 
.(Continued on Page Two\

A Rabbj-»Man OF God?
’’The Reflex”', Jewish- Magazine,. Nqv,.’ 

1927, whereiwit was stated:
“The modern American Rabbi, is a -man- 

of tlie world; He knows and cherishes the 
power of money; and is-adept'in matters of 
finance,-mortgages and-lpans, Iri.the-chang- 
ing currents of American life; he -follows 
with tlie stream. His sermons are pale 
exhortations- of -a soothing Judaism, which 
demands nothing and obligafes no.one. The 
American- Jew is mot only thoroughly 
rationalized, but de-theologized as weli;”-

■vr

Upon information and’ belief that the 
aforesaid defendant, .Doubleday. & Company 
Inc., demanded and received from certain of' 
the other defendants, an indemnity agree
ment and/or surety bond' indemnifying 
Doubleday & Company, Inc. against any 
damage sustained by reason of actions 
•brought for alleged libelous-, matters con
tained in said-book.

Upon- infofritatiph- and belief that de- 
fendant-Brentano’s Inc. is a New York 
corporation;,That -defendant Brentano’s -Trie,

Kenneth Goff,. Mrs: Elizabeth Dilling, 
Merwin-K. .Hart, CondeMcGinley, -Edgar W. 
Waybright Sri; AdmiraVJohn-G. Cfbmmelin 
U.S.N; • (Ret) Major Robert H; Williams,, 
former -Senatpr Jack B. Tenney, Senator 
Jpieph. McCarthy, Verne B; Kaub, -W;L, _^r„_ . ,.
Foster, Lt. -.Generhi. P...A, Del Valle -U.SM.C. operates -retail'’stbres- in; the City of New
(fet.)- Aldricfi,.Biake, ,Austirp£..’Han?qckM , XmIc,arid'ejsewhi^ the.sale' of hooks 

(Cla^nce"S:;Milmpn’,®Qbert'.>Dannei?3MajQrj < ,'toMe"p^^
Geo. Racey Jb'fdsH, .Rqbdi^MKHaVriS^ Gfaoe''’ ’ defendant Bretang’s»in.6,i,’parti<^^^^^
L.H; Brgssequ; Cbfimie.bGrifiith; iredeticlc. -sale and proinotion-of ’thei-aforesaid’.book

■ Fcrlzweig lets- the Cat out at Glasgow

The Jew M. Feri? 
zwclr, an -official of 
ihe World Jewish 
Congress, is report
ed in the 'Jewish 
Ch r o n i c i c’ (16th 
Dec: 1S49I to iiave 
recently stated -in 
ah address at Glas? 
cow: “it was th© 
World Jewish- Con
gress which had 
secured the-holding 
of "the Nurembafg
trials at which it ~TT *•
had provided'-'expert advice and -much valuable***..* Li- ., .. . - .; - ... .. _ ______ .v.-.V* -V-pert advice and much vaiuawejj^/ Uh.

-the World Jewish Congress',evidence: it-was-the World Jewish Congress thatC^ _
had sifch lih« of-Communication throughout tho~»»-.c<Q 
War, extending even-Into the German Foreign^—, 
Office, that‘they received information- long bcforoy— N < 
either The British Secret-Service-or. ihe American.””^ ,
Intelligence did.” This quotation appears in ■
Better;’from-TM^eivJE.' Is: Mendel who thought Jlg^f - , Tr 
inadvisable Apj Ferltwclglfolspcaki so} openly, 
sptech-.’of rcrlzwcig was .indde- tir ZJilt'INov: -awr, 1 -c.
tangside'Halls.11 ■ - - - SB'S*? *



Keep This Manin Our Fight!
I—------ ---------------------------------- --------

I ---------
| Conde McGinley will shortly be com-, 
| pelled.to cease,publication of Common Sense 

for lack of sufficient funds to continue 
operations. That is the situation at this 
moment. It must not be permitted to happen. 
Generous friends and loyal subscribers will 
not allow this to take place when they 
consider the consequences. If Conde 
McGinley is compelled to cease publication 
of Common Sense it will prove a serious 
blow to the chances of victory in the 
struggle to preserve civilization. It will 
mark the beginning of the end. It will be 
a sad day for countless unborn generations.

It is impossible for Common Sense to 
continue without a little financial support 
from each of its many loyal friends through
out the nation. This is the hour of decision 

' for Common Sense. Blit the decision rests 
entirely with its friends. Furthermore, there 
is no-time for delay. If Conde McGinley is 
forced to cease publication for the want of 
a few dollars today, Common Sense will 
never again be published. That conclusion 
is based on hard facts.

Common Sense has been published for 
over ten years as a losing venture. 
Common Sense was never intended as 
a money-making, enterprise,-and would serve 
no purpose if it were operated to earn a 
profit. During the past ten years millions of 
copies of Common Sense were distributed, 
many to persons who were not subscribers. 
The cost was enormous, but it has proved 
its worth. It has educated millions of 
Christians existing in a fool’s paradise.

Conde McGinley supplies subscribers with. 
24 issues for the $1.00 annual subscription, 
price. Common Sense carries no advertising. ‘ 
.These 24 issues cost more than the $1.00 
subscription price. That must be obvious to 
anyone. He realized the necessity of placing 
gpnu^pn,,Sense,in,' ;“;‘^?gns who 
were at the mercy of theli-'ft-arehemies.. y

Millions of copies were circulated,tolionf- 
■ mimity leaders throughout' the nation in all 

walks of life. That campaign awakened a 
sleeping nation to its danger. That campaign 
must continue without interruption. Common 
Sense is growing so rapidly with a nori- 
profitable venture that it must be subsidized.

Conde McGinley cannot carry on any 
longer without a little more financial 
assistance from generous patriots. The need 
is more pressing than it is advisable to state 
here. But a response to this appeal can save 
.the day if it is made at once. If you can 
only afford to send $1.00 your generosity 
will meari more than a larger amount sent 
by another who can afford.more. Those who
can afford to send more will do so. wish to stop its publication, and use every

I WAS STALIN’S AGENT!!

Conde McGiriley is fighting your fight for 
you. It is a duty you owe to yourself to 
finance Common Sense as much as you can. 
If any-friends can . afford to send $20.00 or 
$50.00 or $100 they owe it to themselves 
as well as to their-families to send it.

Conde McGinley retired from business 
11 years ago to devote his money and his 
life to fight the enemies of this nation and 
our civilization. Every dollar he' had in the- 
world he spent educating this nation to its 
dangers. Conde.,McGinley .has never drawn 
one cent salary.iri.10 years. He sleeps in his 
office, and labors' no less than 16 hours 
every day of the year. Trie nation should not 
"turn tfieir backori'him" if they arejyise.

’ TZyery'siet "orbing Comr-on- Sense
reo> r^’ cash' '
Mcijmleyi .Ne' asi ne .... ,
cash/Postag^,-, ,»,.«cash item? ' ‘ •

’Twenty-six’persons are necessary to keep.
Cotrimon Sense afloat They operate the press, 
lineotype machine, folders, insert and 
address envelopes. Most are part-time 
voluntary workers. Money is needed to mail 
free copies to people who need to know the 
facts the so-called free press dares not print 
under penalty of losing their advertisers.

With enough help from generous patriots 
Comrnpn Sense can be placed in the hands 
of every community leader in the United 
States. Unless they learn the suppressed 
facts this nation, will not long be the "land 
of the free” though once “land of the brave”.

Common Sense has many enemies who

Here is a.man.who, but for the grace of 
God, might Ijave been the 12th man in the 
trial of the leading communists. He has 
served- as an expert witness oh communism 
for tiie government. He is one of the best 
living authorities on this subject.

Hear
KENNETH GOFF

Thursday Evening, June- 21st, 1956.. 8 p.m. 
Also other well informed speakers.

<4 SOKOL HALL
258 MORRIS AVENUE 

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 
REFRESHMENTS SERVED FREE 

BRING YOUR FRIENDS
Mr. Goff was formerly -a leader in the 

Communist Party. He was assigned by 
Stalin’s agents in the U.S. to work among 
young people and help bring about a bloody 
Red revolution. He plotted the death of 
officials and Christian leaders. .'He used a 
number instead'of a name. He worked with 
Red .plotters from N.Y. and .Hollywood. 
While a Commuriist he was invited by MrS. 
Elearior Roosevelt- to be a guest at the 
White House.

vile trick to destroy it. These enemies.know 
the only way they can silence Conunon 
Sense is to cut off its source of reygpue. 
Conde McGinley’s enemies spread theptory I 
am very rich and I alone supply Common 
Sense with all the money it-needs. Th^t is 
done to discourage others from coritributing 
to‘Common Sense. I am neither ..tremen
dously wealthy, nor do I subsidize Cotrimon 
Serise with all the funds it requires torinake 
up its deficits. I only regret that Ir.aigcnot 
now able to do what I was once ableto'do.

I manage to help Common Sense-every 
week of my. life. Some weeks it may be’ only, 
a few dollars. Some weeks more. But’J give 
every dollar I can spare above my -modest 
living expenses. I do not ask whether.it is a 
“tax deductible” transaction.'Common Serise 
would have passed away long ago if Coride 
McGinley depended upori.the wealthy men 
who make contributions only to “tax 
deductible” organizations. Common Sense 
has been kept in this fight by the modest 
contributions of the rank-and-file of this 
nation, with the exception of a few great 
patriots who have been magnificent friends.

This is not an appeal for charity. This is 
an appeal to your common sense. Common 
Sense is-fighting your fight for you: Conde 
McGinley is dedicating his life .to the labor 
of fighting your fight for.you. It is. to your 
interest to keep Conde McGinley and 
Common Sense in this fight.. Your conscience 
and your common sense must tell you that 
you carinot afford to let this patriotic paper 
cease publication for so little from so many.

I personally give until it hurts. But it is 
a nice hurt. Try it and find out for your
self. Obey that impulse. Fold $1.00 or as 
much as you can afford today into an 
envelope and put it. into the mail before you 
get into bed tonight. You will sleep better. 
Do not let the .enemies of Common Sense 
close it up. Do not believe rumors that are 
circulated for that purpose by your enemies. .

There is no man or no cause in the 
Ij^Uoaicixicsjg^ay more deserving of your 

—"w.HECHT 4 -acrifice now than Conde
"taisisaoM ata s;

lU-<ak2~«inmg lor himself.. But he does 
ask you to back him up’. Can we afford to 
abandon him?

I have paid for this space in order to 
give this message to you. Send your contri
bution to the Christian Educational Assn., 
Union', New Jersey.

Faithfully,

Kenneth Goff is now a sincere, active 
and militant Protestant Minister, who risked 
his life to make a'complete break with the 
Party. He is the only former Communist who 
really went all the way and who tells the 
real story on the hidden power behind Com
munism. This is the only opportunity you 
will have to hear this great patriot.

DIRECTIONS^
1. From New York Port of Authority Bldg.:

Take Public Service bus No. 107 to- 
Irvington Center, then take Springfield Ave. 
bus No. 25 East to Morris Ave. Newark,’, 
walk in on Morris Ave. 100 yds.
2. From Downtown Newark:

Take No. 25, 26 or No. 8 bus on-Market 
St. to Springfield and Morris Ave. get off 
and walk in 100 yds.
3. From Union, Irvington, Vailsbiirg and 
the Oranges:

Take No. 94 bus to ‘Irvington Center, 
there take No. 25 bus to Morris Ave. and 
Springfield Ave. get off and while in 100. yds.

AUSPICES:
Americans Against Communism

530 Chestnut Street
Union, New Jersey 

ADMISSION -L___ ’-1__ $1.00 (Tax litcl.)
. We reserve- the rights ‘ to refuse ad

mittance to anyone.
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cooperation. But each Arab nation cherishes its integrity just as 
Egypt does. ■ The concept of Arab imperialism is foreign fiction or 
foreign propaganda based on ignorance or worse. The primary and 
basic objective of the revolutionary government of Egypt is the 
radical improvement of the economic and social conditions of the 
Egyptian people as a free and independent nation. It is to this 
purpose that I desire to concentrate the energies of my government. 
But that cannot be the case until certain highly inflammable problems 
are solved. I call upon all the governments of the world and upon 
every man and woman of good will to join in serious efforts to 
achieve just and honorable solutions of these problems.

This publication comes to you with the compliments of the 
Egyptian Embassy, Washington, D. C.

Requests for additional copies may be addressed to the Press 
Department, Embassy, 2310 Decatur Place, N.W., Washington 8, D. C.
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These are but a few of the atrocities that the. British and 
French forces committed and are still committing in the 

City of Port Said.
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An Eyewitness Account of British-French Invasion 

of Port Said by the Swedish Newspaperman

Perolow Anderson

This is an eyewitness account of the horror at Port Said, written 
by Perolow Anderson, Swedish newspaper correspondent and photog
rapher. Mr. Anderson, who is a widely known photo-reporter, covered 
the Spanish civil war and the fighting in Korea. He managed to 
bring the account of his experiences at Port Said out of the city with
out censorship by the British-French occupation forces, and cabled it 
to Swedish newspapers and to British Opposition leader Hugh 
Gaitskell. His story follows:

“My eyewitness story is not a nice one to tell the world.

“If what the British-French troops have done to the Egyptians 
can be called a ‘police action’ then there is no place for the word 
humanity in the dictionary.

“A few hours after the cease fire was declared, I managed to 
slip through the British lines (Port Said was completely closed off 
by the Anglo French troops and cameramen were prevented from

getting in the city). I got into the town at sundown, to find a burn
ing, smoking inferno.

“In the ruins I met children searching for their parents. I saw 
parents, their hands bloodied, pushing aside wreckage in a search 
for their children.

“I saw thousands of bodies in the ruins, and in the grounds of the 
few hospitals that are left. Two hospitals, containing some 900 
patients were completely destroyed by bombs.

“Six war correspondents arrived from Cyprus, but were taken 
only to the places in Port Said that suited British public relations 
authorities.
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If what the British-French troops have done to the Egyptians 
can be called a ‘police action’ then there is no place for the 

■ . word humanity in the dictionary. The Anglo-French forces also prevented the Red Crescent 
mission .from helping the people carry away their dead.
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Statement by President Gamal Abdel Nasser 

Made in Cairo, Noon Wednesday

November 21, 1956
The policy of Egypt is a policy of national independence. Egypt 

and Egyptians value this independence more than life itself. I will 
not become the stooge or satellite or pawn or hireling of anybody. 
Just as Egypt is determined to have political independence so also 
Egypt is determined to have and maintain ideological independence 
from all foreign ideologies such as Marxism, Fascism, Racism, 
Colonialism, Imperialism and Atheism, all of which incidentally are 
European in origin. The revolutionary government of Egypt is dedi
cated to the universal ideals of justice between- men and justice 
between nations, the equality of all men and all nations before the 
world and individual and personal freedom, and to achieve these 
ideals the new Egypt will work in accordance with her own special 
circumstance, in accordance with her -own religious teachings and 
cultural heritage. Dedicated to national independence, Egypt is 
profoundly aware of the necessity of the cooperation of nations. 
Situated where it is in one of the historic crossroads of the world 
Egypt could not lack this awareness. Egypt desires to cooperate— 
an honorable cooperation—with other countries. Concretely and 
specially Egypt stands for international law. I pledge myself to the 
strict observance of all the international law which now exists. 
More than that I desire the expansion of international law to meet 
the needs of the complex modern world. Egypt like all other nations 
has a special fellow feeling for those nations which share its cultural 
traditions and for those excolonial nations which are in a similar 
phase of transition to independent democracy and economic progress. 
But the idea of trying to create an Arab empire of attempting to 
dominate such an empire or of attempting to dominate such an 
empire is repugnant to Egypt and to me. Just as European nations 
work toward European union and just as the twenty-one sovereign 
nations of North and South America have developed a Pan Ameri
can Union so the Arab countries work toward an ideal of fruitful
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“In the Gamil area, 350 small houses that belonged to poor 
inhabitants were completely burned out by firebombing from jet 
fighters and bombers. I saw in the ruins of these wooden houses 
hundreds of bodies—women, children, animals—of those who had 
been burned to death. Helicopters had flown through the streets, 
machine-gunning into the windows at civilians in the houses.

“The European quarters of the city was almost untouched.

“In the stadium, British soldiers dug two mass graves for the 
bodies of civilians which were handed over for burial from a nearby 
hospital. A doctor said that during the first days of the attack there 
were three hundred dead a day. I saw 400 bodies of civilians in one 
place alone.

“The British authorities claim small damage to civilians, but the 
estimated loss of life is between 7,000 to 12,000. The real figure 
cannot be known until all the houses which were bombed have been 
searched.

“I saw thousands of refugees leaving Port Said by small fishing 
boats. Others sat numbly in the shattered ruins of their homes. For 
days bombs had,been dropped incessantly, and the water supply and 
electricity had been cut. Doctors operated with instruments that they 
thrust into fire to sterilize. Since no water was available, they washed 
their hand in two buckets of water which were in the operating room 
—the water remained unchanged for three days.

“I saw children with bullets in their backs. Some of their bodies 
had holes which were as much as 7 centimeters wide—inflicted by 
machine guns. They had been shot as they ran in panic.

“During two hours in one spot I watched 270 dead being carried 
away. A truckload of British soldiers was distributing food to. some 
of the still living civilians, arid: their army photographers busily took 
pictures, obviously designed for propaganda purposes.

“I was finally arrested by the British and ordered to report at 
Paratroopers Headquarters for a trip to Cyrpus, where they said 
they would develop my films and send them to my agent in New York.
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“I got away, and managed to hide in Port Said. Later, I was1 
smuggled, among escaping refugees, to Matarya, some 50 kilometers 
away.

“I have been a war photographer since the civil war in Spain, 
arid-it is hard for me to find any comparison to Port Said. I met with 
some.British .officers who were never taken to the bombed area. They 
had never talked to the people of Port Said, as I had; they did not, 
as I did, have any opportunity to get details from doctors in the 
hospitals, the> commander of the fire .brigade and the men and women 
in the streets.

“There is not much more to say. It could never be put into 
words, but my pictures of a wounded mother holding her little dead 
daughter, and a father leaning over his dead child are documents 
that will not.be forgotten.

“Is it ‘police action’ to fly planes through streets, machine gun
ning the inhabitants of a city? I call it terror and murder, and a 
shame which will never be erased from the record of the British.”
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The Anglo-French forces have imposed a seige on the city so 
that no foreign correspondents may see and record the result 

of the cruel assault.
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“I saw in the ruins of the wooden houses hundreds of bodies, 
women, children and animals.”
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“In the ruins I met. children searching for their parents.”
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In the Gamil area, 350 small houses that belonged to poor 
inhabitants were completely burned out by Jet bombers.
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punished and the world should realize that such aggressive barbarism 
should not pass without retribution. We demand an investigation by 
the competent international organizations to be • carried into the 
barbarous crimes, inconsistent with the spirit of humanity, which 
were perpetrated by the enemy forces against peaceful citizens. In 
Port Said, the British and French troops destroyed homes, fired 
without discrimination on peaceful women and children in their 
homes, robbed the civilians and compelled them to work by force of 
arms, this in defiance -of all laws and practices, .and in contempt of 
the fundamental human rights'.

In Rafah and El Arish, the Israeli forces undertook acts of prov
ocation and retaliations, opened fire on civilians and killed them in 
large numbers without reason other than savage revenge. After 
driving out the U.N. -truce observers in the Gaza strip, the aggres
sive Israeli forces carried out many acts of retaliation against the 
refugees causing the death of many. One of these incidents occurred 
.under the eyes of UNRRA officials during the distribution of the aid 
sent by the United Nations to the .refugees. More than fifty defense
less persons were killed while many were seriously injured owing to 
the barbarous behaviour of the Israeli troops.

We insist on an investigation with the aggressors who violated 
the universal declaration of human rights and madedight of all human 
principles by their criminal attack, on our peaceful people. We ask 
the United Nations and its various committees in cooperation with 
the International Red Cross and the committee of the rights of man 
to set up a committee for the purpose of investigating into the 
barbarous aggression of Egypt and Gaza. The Egyptian government 
demands an investigation into, the atrocities prepetrated by the in
vading forces oh the Egyptian people, an investigation into the 
destruction and slaughter carried out by the British' and French 
troops in Port Said and by the Israeli troops in Gaza, Rafah and El 
Arish. It demands that the aggressors should be punished, so that 
the world may live in peace. If they are left unpunished for their 
crimes, the aggression will be repeated in a more violent manner. 
The tragedy will recur if the criminals get away with impunity.
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The British authorities claim small damage to civilians, but 
the estimated loss of life is between 7,000 and 12,000.
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Statement Submitted to the United Nations on 

November 21, 1956 by the Delegation of Egypt 

Regarding Anglo French Atrocities in Port Said
The Anglo French forces are still committing their brutal acts 

against the civilian population of battered Port Said. They search 
houses at most unusual hours and assault their occupants. The Anglo- 
French Command has imposed an undeclared martial law. Military 
courts are in session. The Commander of the forces has admitted 
the jamming of all Egyptian broadcasts so that all-connection between 
the city and the homeland may be severed. The aggressors went even 
further: they confiscated all radio sets owned or rented by civilians.

The Egyptian Government considers these acts flagrant viola
tions of the Human Rights Declaration especially of Article 19, which 
stipulates that "man shall have the right to express his opinion 
freely, and shall be free to uphold whatever opinion, without inter
ference, and to seek information and thought, and to declare them and 
broadcast them by whichever methods, without confinement to the 
boundaries of the state.”

The Anglo-French forces have also imposed a siege on the city 
so that no foreign correspondent may see and record the result of 
the cruel assault committed by these forces. On 17 November 1956 
they prevented twenty correspondents of different nationalities from 
entering the city; furthermore, they fired at them for some time 
and arrested them, for over four hours after which they were escorted 
in a closed van to the outskirts of'the city and ordered to return to 
Cairo immediately.

The Anglo-French forces also prevented the Red Crescent mis
sion, with accompanying nurses from entering the town, thus denying 
them the opportunity of carrying out their task and again robbing 
the unfortunate civilians who fell victim to the barbarous Anglo- 
French bombardment from the sea and air the chance of receiving 
medicines and food the Red Crescent had brought for them. This
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the destruction of their oil pipelines. The Egyptian government 
declares that all these accusations are premeditated falsehoods, 
devised to justify the barbarian aggression on Egypt and the occupa
tion of Egyptian territory, that Egypt was the victim of a precon
certed joint British, French and Israeli aggression. Egypt appeals 
to the U.N. to investigate these accusations - so that world public 
opinion might know that the officials of both France and England, 
two of the big powers, did not hesitate in misleading it by their false 
declarations. The'British, French and Israeli forces announced that 
Israel had laid her hands on larger amounts of Russian equipment 
stored for use in Sinai which they evaluated at about fifty million 
dollars. The Egyptian denounces this charge as false and as meant 
to mislead world public opinion as the losses sustained by Egypt did 
not exceed thirty T34 tanks, and fifty armoured cars. These were left 
behind by the army when it was decided that it should withdraw from 
the Eastern frontier in order to face the British-French attack, and 
they were all not fit for use.

Egypt wishes the. U.N. to investigate these false charges so as to 
proclaim the facts before world public opinion. If Britain and France 
and Israel, their catspaw, claim that there is a plot between Egypt 
and Russia, let them prove it to the world, let them disclose to the 
world whatever documents they may have to make good their accusa
tions, as nobody will listen to this kind- of. delusion and deception. 
It is obvious that this joint campaign aimed at Egypt as 'well as 
accusing Egypt of plotting and aggression is only a. means of covering 
the crime carried out by Britain, France and Israel against humanity, 
international law, the U.N. charter and moral values. It .is regrettable 
that the imperialistic devices carried out in the past century are still 
predominant in the minds of British and French politicians, driving 
them to plan attacks on the liberty of peaceful nations by means of 
delusion and falsehoods. These ignoble deceptions which the officials 
of two big powers did not scruple to utter can only be meant to cover 
the failure of their strategy when world public opinion gets wind of it.

These attempts on the part of Britain and France cannot prevail 
on world public opinion. It is necessary that the criminals should be
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“My pictures are documents which will never be forgotten.”

’ prevention order was directed not only against the Red Crescent, but 
was extended to include the Red Cross mission, which was also stopped 
from entering the city -to carry out its humane duties. The aggres
sors have also refused to allow civilians wishing to join their families 
who had previously left town from doing so. Those families who had 
previously left the town while it was being bombed consequently 
do not know whether members left behind are still alive or have long 
been dead under the debris to which their homes have been reduced 
as the result of the ruthless raid of the Anglo-French Air Forces. 
These families have also been refused admittance into the town, 
although a great many of them wanted to go back because they could 
no longer stand the nervous strain of not knowing what had become 
of their kinsmen left behind.

These are but a few of the atrocities that the British and French 
forces have committed and are still committing in the city of Port 
Said. All of these measures and atrocities are in truth nothing but 
a series of violations of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
which was adopted by the United Nations; they are thus a violation 
of the United Nations Charter.
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Statement Submitted November 21, 1956 

by the Government of Egypt Requesting the

U.N. to Investigate Anglo-French-Israeli

Aggressions, Atrocities, and Falsehoods

The chain of events which started on October 29, 1956 have 
proved that Egypt has been and still is the target of a complex con
spiracy in which the main role is played by Britain and France with 
Israel as the tool they have used to implement their aggressive plot. 
On October 29, 1956 Israel announced that her forces had started 
their invasion of Egypt’s territory at a time when these forces had 
already crossed the Egyptian frontier. Then twenty-four hours after 
the Israeli aggression against Egypt, the British government—in her 
own name as well as in the name of the government of France— 
sent Egypt an ultimatum requesting that the Anglo-French forces 
be allowed to occupy three Egyptian towns, Port Said, Ismailia and 
Suez. The ultimatum stated that if Egypt didn’t agree to this in 
twelve hours, Britain and France would occupy these towns through 
the use of their armed forces. Egypt’s answer to the British and 
French governments was that she refused to accept that ultimatum 
as it constituted an infringement on her rights and sovereignty and 
was also a flagrant violation of the United Nations Charter. Egypt

“There is not much more to say. It could never be put into 
words.”
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This open aggression against Egypt was denounced and decried by all 
those who respect human rights. The whole world joined in accusing 
Britain and France and their catspaw, Israel, for their brutal attack 
against Egypt, their violation of the international treaties and their 
contempt for all human rights and moral laws.

It would, not have occurred to anybody that two great nations, 
which are considered as constituent members of the United Nations, 
and permanent members of the Security Council which was founded 
to preserve peace, could possibly conspire with a small nation like 
Israel in order to justify their infamous attack on the peace loving 
Egyptians. The British authorities, however, did not succeed in dis
guising their conspiracy. The British Minister of State, Anthony 
Head, professed to the House of Commons that Britain’s and France’s 
attack on Egypt was intended to -dominate part of the Egyptian ter
ritory against the Egyptian people’s wishes. Christian Pineau also 
announced that Britain and France had planned' to occupy the Canal 
Zone including the cities of Port Said, Suez and Ismailia. Britain 
and France have therefore violated the 1888 Convention which 
stipulates freedom of navigation and prohibits the exposure of the 
Canal to any military actions. They have hindered navigation in the 
Canal and have endangered all international economic interests. When 
imperialistic intentions of Britain and France were exposed to the 
world at large, they resorted to falsehoods in deceiving world public 
opinion, and accused Egypt of concerting a secret plan with Russia. 
On November 7, Anthony Eden evaded the question put to- him by 
the parliament, and refused to disclose the details of the alleged plot 
in the Middle East by answering: “It is preferable not to reveal 
anything at present.” Selwyn -Lloyd was reported to have said in 
the same meeting: “Further proofs have come to my knowledge 
which I prefer not to divulge tonight—proofs which are extremely 
dangerous.” Again on November 8, Peter Thorncroft, Chairman of 
the TUC, while representing the government in the House of Com
mons, accused Egypt of executing a Russo-Egyptian plot. This was 
a poor justification of Britain’s chaotic invasion of Egyptian terri
tory. On. the 15th of November, Lord Halisham, Chief of the British 
Admiralty,, announced that Egypt, together with Russia, had planned
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The real figure of civilian casualties cannot be known until all 
the houses which were bombed have been searched.
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This section of Port Said which the British and French forces 
destroyed by their bombers and warships used to house 

60,000 inhabitants.
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French atrocities in Port Said. These have been transmitted to the 
United Nations so that the delegations of all the member states 
might witness the barbarous actions perpetuated in contempt of the 
rights of man.

The Egyptian government, in proclaiming these atrocities, 
demands an immediate investigation by the United Nations, as it 
wishes to reveal to the world at large how Britain and France 
attempted to throw the world back into an era of anarchy and 
barbarism. It also wishes to unveil to the world the actions which 
brand the twentieth century with shame and chaos. It wishes' to 
convey that in their struggle for survival against the imperialistic 
powers, the Egyptian people are not fighting for themselves alone but 
are defending the cause of peace in the whole civilized world. Accom
panying their pernicious onslaught on the peace-loving people of 
Egypt was another campaign waged by the Anglo-French and Israeli 
authorities, the aim of which is to mislead world public opinion.

On October 31, the British Prime Minister, Mr. Eden, announced 
that the object of the British and French is to separate the fighting 
forces and to protect the Suez Canal. However, attacking and even
tually occupying part of the invaded nation’s territory was a strange 
way of separating two fighting forces. This did not fool world public 
opinion. It is only reasonable and logical that putting an end to 
hostilities cannot be realized by impeding the United Nations resolu

tion and attacking the invaded nation. The logic applied by Britain 
and France in their behavior towards Egypt is the logic of countries 
which have conspired' with Israel on a premeditated aggression 
against the people of Egypt. The French and British planes joined 
forceswith Israel in its attack on the Egyptian army under the pretext 
of separating the fighting forces. In its official announcements, the 
British command headquarters disclosed that it had bombed the ship 
“Akka” and sunk it, under the pretext of protecting the Suez Canal. 
During its continuous bombing of Port Said Britain again succeeded 
in sinking the ships lying in the Port under the pretext of separating 
the fighting forces and protecting the Suez Canal. However, world 
public opinion would not be duped by these groundless justifications.
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time declared that they were going to fight in defense of their rights 
and sovereignty from village to village and from street to street. The 
Egyptian government then decided to appeal to all the nations of the 
world for help to repulse the imperialistic assault.

And then on November 5 they invaded the town of Port Said the 
population of which numbers 250 thousand people. The invasion, 
however, was preceded by continuous air raids that resulted in heavy 
losses among the civilian inhabitants of the town. But in spite of this 
land attack, which is contradictory to even the most elementary 
principles of humanity, the inhabitants of Port Said did not surrender 
to the aggressors but fought courageously in defense of their town 
alongside their armed forces. In the face of this resistance, the 
Anglo-French forces bombarded the town from the sea and air. The 
Anglo-French combined command announced that their air forces 
carried out 500 air raids on the day of invasion. As a result of this 
barbarous action, a great many houses collapsed upon their inhabit
ants who were mostly women and children, and fires raged in the 
town. All the town’s utilities stopped functioning. Hospitals crumbled 
and fell, a physical outcry that the rights of man and the principles 
of humanity had all been tramped underfoot.

In the face of the stiff resistance the enemy encountered in Port 
Said and due to the pressure of world public opinion and the efforts 
of the United Nations, the aggressor countries agreed to the ceasefire 
order but the assaulting forces endeavoured in every way they could 
to force Egyptian workers to cooperate with them, a thing that the 
people of Port Said categorically refused to do. This made the British 
and French resort to the most inhuman and most barbarous measures 
against the inhabitants of the town. They threw some of the inhabit
ants out of the town towards the Menzalla Lake and when the boats 
carrying those inhabitants started moving, the British soldiers fired 
at them. This, however, happened under the very noses of the foreign 
journalists who were trying to enter Port Said from Lake Menzalla. 
Those journalists, however, saw with their very eyes women and chil
dren die in the boats from the bullets of the British. The Egyptian 
government is able to get photographs and a film of the British and
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then emphasized the fact that she would defend her sovereignty and 
rights and asked that the Security Council be convened at once to 
consider the imminent Anglo-French aggression while she reserved 
all her rights to self defense in the face of this highly imminent Anglo- 
French aggression. This same day the Security Council convened- 
to consider the Israeli assault on Egypt and on the-request of the 
United States’ delegate adopted a ceasefire resolution. However,. 
Britain and France opposed the United States’ proposal for a cease
fire order. Tn other words, they declared they were agreeable to 
Israeli’s aggression and her invasion of Egyptian territory. Egypt 
thus became the target of a treacherous Anglo-French attack at a 
time' when she was defending herself against Israel as, on October 31, 
the Anglo-French air forces bombed the following Egyptian cities 
and towns: Cairo, Alexandria, Port Said, Suez and Ismailia. They 
also bombed Egyptian military as well as civil aerodromes. The 
British and French defense ministries simultaneously announced the 
beginning of their combined air and land operations under General 
Keightley’s command.

Thus world opinion learned about the Anglo-French-Israeli con
spiracy, worked out beforehand by the three countries for the subjuga
tion of the people of Egypt and the delegation of their sovereignty 
and legal rights. The world had all learned by then the just and 
equitable stand of Egypt and the enormity of the premeditated Anglo- 
French-Israeli aggression. Consequently, the General Assembly of 
the United Nations held a special session and, on November 2, adopted 
a resolution providing for an immediate ceasefire and for the with
drawal of all invading forces from Egypt. This resolution was 
adopted by a majority unprecedented in the history of -the United 
Nations. But Britain, France and Israel were resolved to go on 
with their aggressive conspiracy against Egypt for they declared that 
they were not responding to the United Nations resolution. Britain 
and France continued their air attacks on Egyptian towns using 
their bombers. The General Assembly held other sessions and adopted 
other resolutions on November 4 and 5 and 7, but the aggressor 
countries defied the whole world and continued to carry out their 
aggressive plans against the people of Egypt who had in the mean-
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“My eye-witness. story is not a nice one to tell the world"

-
a

“During two hours in one. spot, I watched 270 dead being 
carried away.” , ’
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''The Scribe” publishes with regret the text sent, 
to the Press Agencies of the world, by. the Swer 
cjish Journalist-Photographer Per-Olow Anderson, 
who went to Port-Said two jhours after the city 
was ''policed” .by the-Anglo-French forces which 
game to Egypt to restore peace after Egypt Was 
invaddd by Israel;
‘fThe Scribe” apolqgizes for publishing these grue
some photos which hardly nepd any explanation, 
gpart perhaps from stating that they were taken 
in Port-Said on Tuesday November 6th, 1956.

EDITOR



ANGLO-FRENCH 
POLICE ACTION 

in 

PORT-SAID
November 6, 1956

My eye witness story would pot be a very nice 
story to tell childrep of the world, If it cap be; 
calle'd, a “policeactiqn” what the French and Bri
tish troops have done to the Egyptians,, then there 
is ho place for the .word hurpgnity ip their Dic
tionaries; Few hours after ceasefire was declared 
I entered in the' cit^ of Port-Said and found a burn
ing smoking.inferno. I, met children in the bombed’ 
out houses rapd- among the iuihs searching for their 
parents. I spw parents, they too were searching 
with ’bleeding hands in tjie wrekages that were left 
of. their homep, to fipd their killed, children. I saw 
the thousands of dead bqdies ip smalderipg smoking 
ruins, ip. the backyards of tlie few hospitals that 
still were left, two hqspitals, completely blown

• up'' containing some nine hundred patients altoge
ther. Is this t'q be. called “Policeactioh” to fly along 
the streets machinegprinipg into every house as well 
as the streets? Teal} it terror and murder.

If you wapt ,to see ipy pictures pleqse call on 
International News Photos ’who has my materia:!; 

■ the pictures and the story that british officers tried
to stop me from getting out of Port-Said. I was 
smuggled out of-that hell so that the whole world" 
may know what happeped ip Port-Said,

■ It Js a. shame for England apda1 black spot which 
can, never be cleaned off. I have been a war pho
tographer sipce ’ the' civil war in Spain, and it is 
hard for me to find any comparison to Port-Said, 
horror and terror against civilians. , f '

. British pfficers in the Port-Said , arpa, claimed 
thaf only small damage was ‘done to civilians and 
thejij property. So do the so-called' french and 
British war correspopdants. I met and talked to 
some British Officers they were never allowed to 
.the terrjbje bombed areas by 'the P.R.O. . They 
never had a chdnce to speak to the popula
tion that had been so cruelly hurt. The Israeli 
correspondent would paturally never give a true 
picture, , That is why some officers offered to send 
me to.’ Cyprus for developpihg- m!y pictures.. I -had 
been with the people of Port Said and.,got all these 
details from doctors in the hospitals, the com- 
mapder of the fire brigade and the' meh and wb- 
.mep in the streets. I had seen the corpes of the
civilian's* children as well as. women, wi|h the holes 
in their backs as they had been shot whilst run
ning ,away. .Six blocks of woodhouse^ were, fire-, 
bombed ip Gamil area and in the ruinp among all 
other buildings I counted two • hundred severity 
,degd carried away' in the two 'hours I was there. 
There is not much’more to’.say it could never be
put into wbfds but my pictures of the' father over 
his dead little daughter and the wounded mother 
holding her’ dead little, daughter are documents that 
peyer will be, forgotten. '

j Per-Qlow Anderson • -

■ Swedish Journalist-photographer.
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That was Port-Said
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet
Recorded 
8-17-56 emj LAB FILE

Re: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C.S aka 
IS - X

File # 100-^23395 
Lab. # D-234526 BS

Examination requested by: SAC, WO (10Q-33226)

Date of reference communication: Let. 8-15-56 Date received: 8-16-56

Examination requested: Doe*

Result of Examination: Examination by:

K2

Specimens submitted for examination

\ Piece of paper -which appears to be a letter beginning ’’Saturday- 
Worn June 2, 56 D C Dear de Tom and ending "...Pla. TRI. TOMF 
jwhich is believed to be in the handwriting of |
[Two portions each of five pieces of xxpEK letterhead paper of "THE CADMUS 
jBOOKSTORE of GEORGETOWN...” bearing carbon copies of a tw. message 
/beginning "Last night, at the Cadmus Bookshop,..." b6
/Piece of paper bearing tw. beginning "Points fof- segregation...b7C 
Piece of pager torn in half iRngtkKxsa vertically, bearing tw. beginning 
“On May 27, a rainy..."

RETURN EVID.



1
A' FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT^fc 
^UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

7-2

He:

Laboratory Work Sheet
b7C

beh

CIVIL RIGHTS: CONMET OF GOJRT

File #
Lab. #

BS

Examination requested by:

Date of reference communicalSbnKefflO Pride to So'SenDsfce29exS2ved: 
Louisville( 1^-219)

Examination requested: ^let'X-22^7 1-28-^?

Result of Examination: Docrajent Examination by:

Specimens submituad for examination

tw let and env. addressed to 
bearing the sig, JOHN KASPER

cc-Knoxville

)



THE CADMUS BOOKSTORE 
of gEORgETOW^

1246 WISCONSIN AVENUE, N W.
COlumbia 5-8863

WASHINGTON 7, D. C.

June 14, 1956
b7C

Dear

______ T rpp-ret tr>_inform you that it is impossible for me to stay in 
_____ as the condition of the house renders it unlivable, 

and, while it was my understanding that you would leave "decorating" to me, 
the house would have been habitable. Because of holes in the floor 
the house is filled with rats to the extent that two policemen whom we 
called thinking the place broken into were astonished by the noise
in the walls. The basement's being filled with water makes the 
cold and wet, so that we are constantly chilled and sniffling, 
several places, one being the downstairs bathroom, the floor is 
to the point of being unsafe to bear weight. The roof leaks in 
places, and the upstairs plumbing leaks as well. Holes in the

house 
In 
rotted 
two

wall of the downstairs bathroom and the wall beside the basement steps 
have not been repaired except by us, and the condition of the material 
of the walls id such that we cannot make permanent repairswithout re
enforcing the entire outer wall, the drafts being caused by the condition 
of the oy.ter wall as well as the holes in the inner side. It is impossible 
that you could not have known most of this, also' that the furnace is fired 
by men in’ hip boots. It does not seem that in fairness the owner could . 
expect a woman to occupy those premises, when the condition of the house 
is recognizably such that a family would be menaced in its health, not 
to mention peace of mind, I understand that the condition of the house 
as it is could justify its condemnation by the District Health Commissioner. 
Precisely, your obligation was to make the house HABITABLE, which it 'is 
not, and as I have been forced to find other living quarters, and have 
been able to spend very little time in residence there, I think I am 
justified in stopping payment on the check for rent from May 15. to June 15., 
the .initial deposit of $20.00 being fair payment considering the discom
fort I experienced during the time I was there and the very real menace 
to my health. The repairs for which the owner was to have been responsible 
according to the terms of the lease do not limit his responsibility when 
the premises are in such a poor state of repair that it,, ip not habitable, 
and I believe investigation with this thought in mlnd^|||KL necessitated your 
releasing me from the lease.

Sincerely
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEsWatO

' > UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

Re: 1Mrr' C/r/x.ff7/S Coc*A/a^s rue # /^O^^itSS^S^

1“$ "X Lab. #

&s

Examination requested by:

Date of reference communication: IjfTS Date received:
'8'- 8'$'(S J j. 8-/Sx

. Examination requested: 7)^, c -

176^,
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet
Recorded 
8-17-56 emj . LAB FILE

Re.: ■ WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS -OF-BTC., aka File # 100^23395 
Lab, # D-23U526 BS.

Examination requested by: SAC, WO (100-33 226)

Date of reference communication: Let. 8-15-56 Date received: 8-16-56

Examination requested: Dpc'<

Result of Examination: Examination by:

K2 Two portions each of five 
BOOKSTORE of GEOBSETOW...

Piece of paper which appears to be a? letter beginning .’’Saturday 
morn June 2, 56 D C Dear de Tom 
which is believed to be in the handwriting of

pieces of ESTES’ letterhead paper of ’’THE CAD 
” bearing carbon copies of a tw. message /

$ kl

K3
beginning^ ’’Last night, at the Cadmus Bookshop, ....”
Piece of paper bearing tw. beginning, "Points for*; segregation^^r^"
Piece of paper torn in half' isasgthwiEis vertically, bearihg^tw* beginning
” On May 27, a rainy...” , --------------

RETURN EVID

J
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* Laboratory Work Sheet " ”

; Re: . File #
IS-X ./ ’ . . ' Lab.

•" ' ' " ■- ‘ - '

- K ^ .' ■ ’• - > . -
, c J / , <• ’■ - *•- . ,. • ». . '

. Examination requested by: S AC, « v
T " '
Date Of reference communication: 17 f Date received: £-

Examination requested: uaQ . ,. '
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

7-2

boh. Laboratory Wox

Re: ___________________ |ET AL;
CIVIL RIGHTS; CONTEMPT OF COURT

Examination requested by: Bu Memo Pri6e 
- . Louisville

Date of reference communication: J^let 1-

Examihation requested: Document

Result, of Examination:

.sb
F&r# 3 77 a

Specimens submitted fo

Q.2 One-nase tw let and env. ad

•k Sheet _

File#
Lab. # D-2^67 BS 

■ b6
b7C

to Rosen l-29-£7
-219)
22-^7 Date received: l-28-£7 i

Examination bv:1_____________  ,

X.

r examination 
‘ - - f -

dressed to___________________

'
* ’ ^Sb-Knoxvi

/?// /Z

- V J
.lie .
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tr. Baughman ’ . ?
-• A ? > 0n Wveidref & jSQbr£% furnished

. In^orsat^o^' in. the M^risetf that picbretihg
t-M Supreme Court on November 8S ‘ ’

W>ulp hat take place inasmuch as;, hu^ would Se ; <
.contrary to the law. He said the White Citizens Councils •
of District of Columbia srculd picket the Wiite Mohse :

..on Kovember t : r —•. < • . ■<■/. '■ " *7 • ■' ’<•
'. £ ; Any additional pertihe^

rplatiw’ to this matted will be /furnished .

•'• 1.,^ Director of ^avallntelligonce;; ■ ■ ‘ -■;-< ,-■. ■" .
; 1 > Dfiice of Special Investigations •.-.■.''■>■• .'“.••••■ '
■ •■•; AirForce ' - . ' f *- ’’ .r’ -? \ '
- ”” * ' ' , - ■ > J i • 4 ' ^ ‘ -. ' * . t ’

-, i ’ , . , » '* = *’■-■ » . r ' > '*■ *
. ‘ , * , • ' ’ ' - » -••<"■ - _ 1 , «'* v :

. .£^4-Assistant-ChiefAOf^ InfSlligehcev,/ ■ .-■'■' ' ’ .•
--.•_ Department of the: Army .': j . ..■ •■< '.; ••

--.Attentipni • Chidt*.$epwl^^ Division' /f-? ; <•



FD-36 (Rev. 12r13-56)

F B I

Date: 11/1/57

Transmit the following in______________________________ ____________ ;_________
__ (Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL
Via_____;,________________________________________________  

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (105-19792) 
SUBJECT: ^WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF DC 

IS-X

(00: Washington Field)

The New York Times, newspaper, of 10/31/57 
carried an article on page 36 captioned "Kasper 
Associate Talks at Columbia.” This article related 
that ”50Q students at Columbia University heard an 
associate of John Kasper yesterday defend racial 
segregation."

I____________I a Chinese graduate of Dartmouth, r
College, told the students that the “forced b
intergration of the races will result in the dis- b7C 
intergration of all races involved.”

AiBureau (100-423395) (RM)
i 4. v, Citizens Council)
1-Washington Field (100-33226) (rm)1-New York (105-27837) '
1-New York (IO5-19792)



F B I

Date: . I.

Transmit the following in - -_____ =___________;______ .__ - ' ■___:_________ ,___ I
' (Type in plain- textorcode) * >

XT- - ' > ' 4
Via____ , - -- ■ •  __________ • ; ’____________ ___________ ।

’ ' ’ ~ . (pTfofity or Method of Mailing) . i
_________________________________ 1_____ .________________________ _______________________________L

PAGE TWO

■ He said he was encouraging the formation • ' b6
of White Citizens Councils in all the Ivy League b7C
Schools. .

~1 said he did not believe in, white 
supremacy* but believed: the ‘different races should . 
be given the opportunity to develop^their potentiality : 
independently of one another."

His talk was sponsored by the Political _ .
Assembly of Columbia University, a group devoted to '
fostering student interest in political topics, while 
remaining impartial. ‘ .

Information. - , . ’

, POWERS

Approved: ,____ __________ ? ;_______ Sent ;--------------;---- M Per
Special Agent in Charge .



AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI 11/4/57

sac, wfo (100-33226)AU IHFOWATIOli COiFAIHEO
' WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS Effi IS TOSSIFiEO 

is - x nirr
ReWFOairtel today re 

.« on 11/8/57, by captioned group

Kwm.
?-'r. H .■Il-'.'siian

PSI (protect) advised
today that the plcketers are to assemble at 10:00 a.la., 
11/8/57, at the Seaboard White Citizens Councils Office, 
1047 31st Street, N.W., WDC, from where they will-proceed 
to the vicinity of the White House. Twenty-five placards 
are being made and the PSI advised that captioned group 
expects around 20 participants.

The PSI furnished the following slogans which 
JOHN KASPER recommended be on the placards:

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Why Are Commies Heard But Not JOHN KASPER?
We Demand Justice for JOHN KASPER - Seaboard

White Citizens Councils
Supreme Court Does Not Make the Laws - Impeach 

the Traitors
Is Supreme Court Promoting Communism - Why Not 

Hear KASPER Case '
Is Free Speech for Communists Only?
Why is Supreme Court Afraid of KASPER? Is it

* Because He Has Exposed Them?
Justice Dept. Investigates White Citizens 

Councils - Why Not Red NAACP?
Supreme Court Hears Reds. Why Not JOHN KASPER?
Is Supreme Court Afraid of KASPER Case? Why Not 

Hear It?
Murderers, Rapists, and Commies go Free. JOHN 

KASPER Goes to Jail. Why?



WFG 100-33226

The PSI said, that the: wordage of above slogans 
Were being reduced in order that words on placards would 
have larger letters. Those completed so far are as 
follows:

j/Murders, Rapist, Commies Go Free, KASPER Jailed 
(Free KASPER '

2 -Reds Freed - KASPER in Jail Why - Tenn, 
/.JEW SPINGARN - Pres. NAACP



F^-36 (Rev^ 12-13-5&)

A

Transmit the following in

v<n AIRTEL

TO

FROM

*v.-

FBI

Date: 11/5/57

(Type, in.plain text'or code)

_______ -_________ ___________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR; FBI (100-423395) 
SAC; NEW YORK (105-19792)'

। Mr. Tolson-
। Mr. Boardmans—
। Mr. ” ’
। Mr. 

Mr.

Eelmont-

| Mr. 
AMr.
8 ‘Mr.
f Mr.

“1 Mr.
I Tele.

. Mohr_____ .
; Neasf?
I‘arr?ns___ _
itvson____ .
Tarnm______
Ti iTt-?r______
Clayton____ _

;• Room____ _
J Mr. Holloman - 
7 Miss Gandy_
r _ _______

SUBJECT: <^HITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.cZ 
■ . IS-X .

(00: WO) ' -
On 11/5/57J __________ | who has furnished reliable

information in the past, receivedthe following information from 
a source which he termed reliable^ but whose identity he did not 
desire to discJnaQ- Thia information was unsolicited and 
volunteered by|to the NYOi

[" This source furnished information relative tp]
l__lto the effect that "an investigation into | has .been 
^^hdmubted by an agency and what has been uncovered -confirms what 

we- know plus a few details rel __ |and others. He is described b6 
as being a free-lance artist who gets small bit parts with the b7C 
Actors Playhouse. He has ah account in the Bowe-nv Savings Bankij^o 

I IW been in regular touch, with] .of^Washington.-^
SheJ^as.soh.iated^wd.th^theUJlC'^^^ Until

about a month ago she is said to have held down a Job with L > 
in D^Ci She has a private

N
T C

'

1-
iu5-i9'f92

(^Bureau (100-423395) RM
(1- NYS.Uhite Citizens Council)

1-Philadelphia (White Citizens “Leaders”) RM 
^Washington Field (100*33226) RM
1-WV 105-07^7 (Ossified

Agent in Ch

ItlJJN OOKEAIJSED

sbom

WCJ:EG 
(10)

W MOV 6 1957

Per



FD-36(Rev. 12-13-56)

?
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it *:

•F B I

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text dr code)

Date:

Via
(Priority dr Method of Mailing)

I ’’phone number which is:- JO 2-3689222 JO as been in
| regular touch with| |usj!ng__the name To __ 1 Before -
I KASPER was taken into custody"tb~ser^.h3^^ trended b6
* a Conference of Nhite Citizens ’Leaders’' and adherent sin - ^70

Ashland,.^8^ (Note: has been reported as
KASPER’s girl friend0 She .is blonde and came to the. phone 
when KASPER once phoned) |for literature2 The name
RUTKO has been bandied around, but nothing had been cOhnActAd 
with iti also has a phone number at his I |

| | home in.NeY AC-?* fig J ,

For' informatibni

POWERS

Approved: ___ ;__ _ - - _ - ■___ ___ Sent
Special Agent in Charge *

M Per

NT1AL



-. 1' -^r r Rd s eif • -
1 OW • Williams;.? * ; •/
1 MX .Dials On *5ectfofi *;

ahwowcoBiiw / ^oyember 5 s? 1957 "

Honorable' Robert Cutler . . ;
* Sp&diW Assistant 4
-Execute • *

• Washingtoh, D. C. . '

Bear General Cutler* '. •< ■■ . - t -

b7C

Reference is made to^ &y previous c:o^ ,
/‘in which yoUHwere i^ <

/ ’ the contemplated picketing:cat the Uni^ 
r. Court oh RoVemhbF 8i 1957, hx/te^abefs bf-.thcFWlt^hY: •

■Ciiiz^ Councils of Bisfrict of W1 i - -/ -- -‘—..in—iwd'rMwimn.nui * . V __ -  v.L-.-^^,'...-..^ ..^., —r— *&

if 
M I .

Q 
s

Ror your Uhditipnal. ihforiiiation ph. ,- . ? *
" November R, 1957, Sergeant Joseph Chennaults Special: -"/-/■ 

■ . Investigations Squad, Metropolitan,Police Deoartn.ent 
. ’ Hashingt^ C> > advise# that I _ ___ | ha"d

'' -‘/eaile# Precinct Mjuaher '3 of the Metropolitan poiih9*§; f ■■* 
Bepartmeni bn that data and had' advised the White? dtlzehs

"~~l Councils of District of Columbia Will picket the
White House? on November Si 1957. Sergeant thennault 
said he called] |and ascertained that the White ?.
Citizens Councils or pist^iot #f Colwbia Will not . 
.picket the Supreme court due-td* the possible vioiatipie 
of Section 1597, Title 18(f iJhited States Code i and thw : & 
the White House would be the? only' place picketed* c.^

bolson., ....■___—x
lichols ; ■ . -y -J ' 
So'ardmdn - ’ y-v; 
lelmont*______ :___  
iohr---- ■ ■...- ■ 7 
larsons ■__—■ ~ - 
losen —T———/ 
|imm —x—____ 
lotte&j—-z -' - -- 
lasb^CZ^liil
■ iioman ———_ 
■ndy____;--------xi

ui

. >

i •- - '•> • ■ ,

■“k . ‘ | | Also ad'Hsed - t^ennaUlt.
/ -3# pickets in all coMihg from. Tennessee, 
v <iiRlnia and Maryland. ' ' ; 4

-.0:

sro,DB;s 
, 2„l;i..



Honorable Robert Cutler « ' -
- /■ : : ; ’ •' •«■ .

V. ; \ . W Mvomhef.2| 195^, a source,. who has^ furnish 
/'McklhhlKfihM^ thht picketing .

at. the wfted Sthte|i
■ would not take place inasmuch as such picketing would be
; <6dQt^az^ to the law* He "said the Mite JGif izsens Councils 

of District of Columbia would , picket the Mite -House >
* on Mvembef 8, 1957, / .. . ’ . ,

' ? Me foregoing infoitiation is.<eihg furnished ? 
/k-’-ihe^ithrhey /: .. ,

and the intelligence agencies of the Forces* '' ' ’ . •
-: ‘ fc ■ . ' 1 >> •>'' V \ ' 1 . ’ ’ h , /’ *' i \ * ■ " ' ’

5 ■ , Additional pertineht infottiatiOh received
relative, to this matter will M furMsMd

. ■ -- : V- ; ■. • .. <"'■■'Sincereijrybu^ , ' . / ..
\ ‘ ~ ‘ - , ■ ,;.-t ' - *: 3 - ; ■> V- - 'V -/ ' \ ; ...

'k ■■ ■ ; y\
•* ’ ’ - ' . - ► * - .. ‘ „ ■*' - ♦

i

• w , ?<

/< > ' . v 0nrll/i/57 Assistant United’ ^thtbp Attorney-; ' r 
Smithson raised question ds to jurisdiction of FBIj \
Metropolitan Police Department and Office

. . States, Marshal in the .event of picketing, at United • *
States'Supreme CouH-, there will he. rio : ' ,, '

/ 'picketing; at United States- Supreme C0Uf t:4%WMi>h^^^ ' r ’
--be'nece^ .time-to gp- into .the-?jhfis&ictionhi •

-matter* '-7'r* ,. - / " .?. --. ■ ', 'S 1
* '*. "- ■ '/ > i -■ • - ■■ >> 2- t* - ’



MRTEL

Mr. Tolson_____ 
.Mt Boardman-
Mr, Belmont .
Mr, ■ Mohr...__  
Mr* Nease.___ __  
Mr. Parsons____ 
Mr. Rosen. ... . 
Mr. Tamm ..___ .
Mr. Trotter™__  
Mr, Clayton — 
Tele, Room™——■ 

' Mr,. Holloman-—-
Miss Gandy...

'TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-l|.23395) -

FR0t4‘SAC, .WO (100-33226) -

-'WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS. OF D, C., aka
IS X * ' •

11/7/57

' ReWFO airtel td Director ll/||/57 concerningpicket-
ing at the White-House, by subject organization.

Appropriate, local agencies have been advised of 
this, picketing. This office-intends only, to observe the 
pickets and to take photographs, which will be used tp 
identify persons coming from other office territories* .

:> . I PSt; advised SA ELMER L. TODD
on 11/7/37 that| | had told him that the “Grand
Tyton” of the KKK in South Carolina, a'man named (FNU) 
BACWELL, was bringing some KlansmOn to Washington to march 
in. the picket line.

" b7C

RBE»

7p Bureau
1 * WFQ

AIRTEL

13 NOV 8 1957



R* 12-13-56)

F B I

Transmit the following in

Date: 11/8/57

PLAIN TEXT_____________________
(Type in plain text or code)

DEFERRED
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, IS DASH X.

FROM: SAC, WFG

TO: DIRECTOR AND SAC, KNOXVILLE

ADMISSION TO

RALLY IN SOME AUDITORIUM OR ARMORY

flITH THEM* PURPOSE OF TRIP IS TO BE

TFTYSEVEN^ PSI HAS BEEN INVITED Tu

Mr. Tolson__ 
Mr. Boardma

fl | Mr. Belmont. 
tQz/l Mr.
- 'I Mr.

I Mr' 
I Mr. 
I Mr. 

Mr. 
Mr.

Mohr~T 
Nease^ 
Parsons 
Rosen ~ 
Tamm ... 
Trotter 
Clayton.

AND POSSIBLY FLOYD

Tele. ____
Mr. Hellcxian___ 
Miss GarJy___

PSI

11:30 a.m

(PROTECT) ORALLY ADVISED TODAY THAT

FLEMING ARE GOING To KNOXVILLE, TENN. , EITHER LATE

SATURDAY, NOV NINE, FIFTYSEVEN, OR EARLY NOV TEN

GO

IN

AT

AND WILL BE

ATTENDANCE AT

WHICH AN ADMIRAL

RALLY WILL BE

xS GRANTED ONLY TO THOSE PERSONS AFFILIATED WITH CAPTIONED

GROUP OR FRIENDS. PSI HAS BEEN INSTRUCTED TO TELEPHONE

« KNOXVILLE OFFICE AND FURNIbH ALL PERTINENT INFORMATION

TO THAT OFFICE. HE WILL UbE CODE NAME QUOTE FLOYD

f: iX8^1?^33^^ ■« M7-

Approved: ________ :______________________ Sent___________ :-------- M Per-----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



12-13-56)

F B I

Date: j
I

Transmit the following in______________________________ ._________________________________ I
(Type in plain text or code) '

Via ,,_________________ __  __________________________ ___________ ._______________ - j
(Priority or Method of Mailing) i

---- :___ L

PAGE TWO

END QUOTE. PSI STATED HE WOULD CAUL OFFICE IF HE COULD

GET AW FROM LONG ENOUGH TO DO BO
b6
b7C

Approved: Sent M Per------------------ -----------
Special Agent in Charge
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A Director^ EBI (100--423395) ’
SAC, New; Haven - ^105^1483,)::
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SUBJECT . TE .CITIZENSCOUNCILS 
of District’ of.Wii&bia’ 
isAx - —r ■ •■•"'•-.

e - . ‘ - ' L . ■. ' , * •? V *. _ -*

. po: wfo - •' <: A ”.

•ReBulet' to- ffiewhrfo-iO^^^ 'Wen? let to Bureau
5^/19/57. -Pr^itlec^ |>;plyil
iteH eh letter Mate.hriO^i^/57t (iShb3?a^^^ . 1 •
thfL^ileADaiiy New^ tjiat l ____ J J

Hadi announced5 in a telephonic',, ihtterview- f honi. New ' 7 n 
York City a# hih plans to set up a collegiate., segregationist. it 
grphP ’ ph Ivy league; cplTege campuses. under < the; - name of = ■ ' '' 
'^TheAlhter^ •Club * '••. - The -.Ya.le Daily- News*1 article *,. .1.
notes that no Such;’ hiub; exists at: ’Yaley 1 kalsb yentioned 
the’ ^pshiMilt^ -Of: -susing. the ^jobhipewey -Society *tp? jihvande; ‘ 
his program. >7?7:.V <7-' ;A7 O,

The;"yaie Pally Newe". bf 1.0/22-^57' contained ail article .. 
advising'that- the John DeweySocietyat Yale • anhpjunped^ 
that] I'Mpfinitely^w;^^^^^ by. ./
the?: jpnn^pe^^ .TAA'l/- 'vA
oh 11/8/57'1_____________________________________ , k

*

a.dylspdA'71
’ that he and sne. various' xaie university peans ;na^ taken? *v 
note of .the hhove4meritiohed,' .himohhod>hatto£^ I I in.

: ■ the L^^ issue of • the "Yale pally News," arid had’ been 
bhreful/t'p .asbef tain, if any "White. -.Gitigeha Co '.

X O.r Other^^^^^^^^ /Wh ;ihltiat^ji. Yale.. :|
: 7 s^viM^ ^hatl't^ ; b’eeh feepdhts \.ph7-.. -• ■s

indibatldh- that l or anyone Olde has begun any. such <
7 \.a.dtiyiti&.^ this: time'; further that they'hay>':+;
" h*0t'hoard’ pf <ahy deslijeloh. the- part Jpfr any' Yale-’students .
A/fOa^Uch/.ahxotga^^  ̂ '' ” ’’ " ’’

>a^^ufeati A . ;4. -
\'i4JFOr(iO0L5322^ ■ W <>?
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NH 105-1433



■ * I further volunteered that such activity was.
• so repugnant to Yale authorities that the NHOwould he

. advised if they occurred. ■ > r'; ,

, ; 'in/ view of the above* it is believed that no further . ‘ 
action in this matter is necessary. The Bureau and

’ WFO will be: immediately advised in the event any future ’ 
- ■adtiyity is?ho^^^ : 7 - ' < ■ '



AIRTEL

Tut DIRECTOR, RBI (100-4-23395)

SAC, WO (100-33226)

Ji-Mr* Parsons
.r. Roseri^

&ITE CITIZENS COUNCILS GF D,C*,

----- '■
Clayton.—-

TTele. Room—1 
Mr. Hollomanl— !

aka
CINAL

' rv

~~k]
advised that^i

On 11/2/57, Sgt. JOSEPH GHMAULT (NA), Special M 
Investigations Squad, Metropolitan Police Dept.,- <ash», 
advised SA RICHARD B. LAVIN that I ^.had called V
Predict $3, M.KsD.,, on 11/2/57, and advised thatjct. xrthat 
hgWite Citizens councils would picket the IJhit^HousedOn_ 

|gt. GHENNAULT advi^edTEEaTliejI^
^eTpK^ner’and ascertained that the Wit© Oitizen^Gounbils 

O^Bicket tlie Supreme Court due to Title Section 
rsIB77'’ah^^ House would be ^e only

Section

advised CHEMAULT there would-be thirty - b7C
pickets in all coming from Tennessee,. Kentucky, Virginia an! 
Maryland. JOHNSTON stated that he himself would not be among 
the pickets.

GHENNAULT advised that he was no tifying,'Appropriate 
log.^1 agencies. WFQ will advise AU SA SMlTHSuN^ph 1.1/4/57 <>

On 11/2/57i RSII pad^ised.SA
»ELMER E. TODD that the contemplated picketing of the U.S..

weekend.] |will furnish WO the wordings to
on the; placards in picketing the v^hite House on 11/8/57

VAlBureau
-Baltimore (info)(RM)

‘ 1-Bichmond ( info )(RM)
x x xlX 1-Memphi$ <4^

2^ 1-Khoxville' ( ^I'fpXRM)
X XJ i„pouisville ( itiforjlRMl

2-WO A1—----------■-------

1 Supreme Court on 11/8/57 would not fact

loggaapa^BSc^^ House_on. 1-1/8/5Z; that b7D

. ^a^ar^ntly JOffiKASPER, through his attorney, had furnished
a list of suggested wordings for the placards to be use in the 
pie tee ting, and, that the placards would be made up over this 
weekend.] |will furnish WO the wordings to be used

Z)/ S w 114 4" 1 'J

1(1-e

a/

<11.



„ STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum UNITED SIWES GOVERNMENT
1 • * ' ■

to : , DIRECTOR, EBI DATE: 11/13/57

SUBJECT:

SAC, WFO (100-33226):

^WHTTE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
IS - X

-------:-------- RAWEn teletype 11/8/57, advising that PSI___________  
protect), had received an invitation to 

attend a meeting at Knoxville, Tenn., with others from 
Washington, D. C.

The informant ahvised on 11/12/57, that members of 
captioned group from Washington, D. C., did not journey 
to Knoxville, Tenn., for the meeting because ’’they were 
mad” at the Ku Klux Klan members from the South for not 
assisting in the picketing of the White House on 11/8/57. 
For information.

b6 . 
b7C 
b7D

ELT:mw
(5)

1 - Knoxville (Info)
2 - WG 

(1 •
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Hr.. U. Baughman ‘ : . ’
"NAACP is Jewish Communist Controlled, New York1’ 
"Freedom for Reds, Jail for Kasper, Tennessee” 
"Does Communist NAACP Control Supreme Court, Del.” 
"Justice for Kasper, Maryland" •
"D. C.NAACP President Davidson Says ’I ama,

a Trouble Maker,r 'Seaboard White Citizens Council." 
"Commies go Free,. Kasper goes to Jail, S. Carolina” 
"Seaboard White. Citizens Citizens, 1047 31st St.f

N.K.j BE 3-7660" ——
"We Demand the Cons ti tut ion, Long LiveFaubus.”
"End Armed Terrorism, Budapest,. Hungary;? Poznan, 

Poland; Clihtoii, Tennessee; Naspville;; Tennessee;
Little Rock, Arkansas."

Floyd Fleming, who. was in charge of the pickets, 
advised representatives of the Metropolitan Police
Department, Washington, D. C., that more men were expected 
but their car broke dowp in Virginia. '

In addition, on November 8, 1957, United States 
Marshal of the Supreme Court, T. Perry Lippe it, advised 
that J. Benjamin Simmons, John Kasper’s attorney, had 
filed with the Supreme Court on November 8, 1957* motion 
papers. This may pertain to a motion for a rehearing 
of a petition for certiorari in connection with Kasper’s 
Conviction for contempt. .

1 * Assistant Chief pf Staff, Intelligence 
Department of the Army ‘ '

Attention: Chief, Security Division

1, - Dipector of Naval intelligence 
: .. ’ ’ b7D

1 » Office of Special Investigations *
Air Force ' '

NOTE ON YELLOW: Previously information concerning/contemplated 
picketing at the White House was furnished the Attorney General 
and to General Cutler at the White House.. However, it is 
S^a^information set forth above does not warrant dissemination . 
to those individuals. One of the^pickets was| 
a potential security informant of the .Washington field utnce 
who has requested his identity be protected. ."
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... AIRTEL . ,

' TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

SAG, WO (100-33226) ’

tilHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF B. C., aka 

» IS - X .

• Mr. Totsd^j—^ 
•Mr.
ML' Belmon^C^— 
Mr.
Mr, Mnase^-r--.

nn8-^>,
’ Mr.y&w'n .feu-— !

, Mr? Tsjimv.... ;
■ ?I& 'Tr-'1*-”* ,-■ - ‘ 
Ms. Clayton..j-^w 
TMe. Eoom—| 
Mr. Holloni&iU^ | 
Miss' Ganay^^u—l

■■ * ( •. Hemyairtel 11/7/57 regarding picketing, at White 1
. - by subject organization. ' J* . . <" / ", -

At 11:06 a.m*________________  in a 1953 Plymouth
iTenn,. license plates. 3F7442, registered to JOHN KASPER,- disa 
1 charged 5 men with placards - in- front of the White House on 
I the Pennsylvania Ave. side. These men commenced picketing 
with some placards and' placed Others, near 'the White. House’ j-

QSO®' » fZ^ “**s. 1--■- ' '• .. - • ^. 'pissrr/ioPei- i'r^Ai . . •* < /“

FLOYD ■FLEli^Q, ih .hhatge..of the • pickets, “AdvKseS / • .
’ members, of -the MPD that more men were expected but their chr 

broke down some, place in Virginia. When,a M the local
police asked FLEMING if the other men were Ku Klux Kl<h-members., , 
FLEMING merely stated, again, that the other car had broken -down 
inuVirginia. ■-•■./ . . ’ , . . , ., «• / ' , ^1, Er?

' ’ ' £ t ‘ >■>'«»•* , * ■* ■ ■ ■* ’ < , , t,r t ‘ 't’ ,« ' ‘ . J 'J ,
The. picketing lasted'•from approximately IljOo^.'M. At ' . 

. until !;.22 p.;m-. ■ aii a’ total of 9 persons .'p/hr-ticipated , •? 
but it whs usually only 6 at one time.. The fpllpwipg|persdn^ 

r were idehtifibd: ' . ‘ • ~~,

.■ ,1 'Floyd* Ff.WTNG. 905 Quincy St./ N.S.> Washington,; D.C, 
7 New York City, Executive Secretary of the .

■* *_____.,___♦ _ _ r<* J-..* >. 4‘11‘h'inH * «- • NorthAmerlean Citizens for the- .C oh s t itution
I r>resent.lv staying withl——------_ ., ,_____

Tr-atJ / f driving a. black
"pnntiac with Virginia license plates 236810.

~|j Bronx, New York, ; 
jjhite, 19 years olddahd a student atChristopher , 
Columbus High School* , .

Balt^P^,' (info). A 
chap iott,e". 4infP')-’ 4’ 

_ _ , •• Najh ^ork (Info)
1- -• RiohJkoniX Info)

?/## 0 ■•/■ ■- :'

f 4 A -i



WFO 100-33226

_______ __ _____________________________________ I New York City, 
white, 10 years olch- '______-.

Unidentified white male. a young man who accompanied 
~l and |back to New York on a bus. '

Unidentified male wearing a motorcycle pap and a
* bright red Jacket, approximately 2R, 5 feet 

. & .inches, black hair, olive complexion with * 
side burns. , - . t

* COUNCIL" ' ’
“COWES Go FREE, KASPER GOES TO JAIL, S, Carolina” 
"SEABOARD WHITE-CITIZENS CITIZENS, 10R7" 31st ST., 
. •N.W.-,- FE 3-7060" ' 7 ■ ' - ‘

^WE.DEMAND THE CONSTITUTION, LONG LIVE FAUBUS" / 
"SND ARMED TERRORISM, BUDAPEST, HUNGARY; POZNAN, . ,
' ■ ■ POLAND^ CLINTON, TENNESSEE; NASHVILLE,. 

TENNESSEE; LITTLE ROCK; ARKANSAS."

- 2 - ■

Tt is to be noted that!

a. PSI, of this office) .

The placards carried by the above were as follows:

"STOP GOVERNMENT BY INJUNCTION, Tennessee" ■ 
"STOP ILLEGAL INJUNCTION, Kentucky” . >
"FREE KASPER, Virginia” '
’’SUPPORT POIICE CHIEF MURRAY., SEABOARD WITS 
■ • CITIZENS COUNCIL" ' . '
“JAIL ALL REDS, FREE KASPER" . .
"JEW SPlNGARN, PRESIDENT OF NAACP" • '
"WHY IS KASPER IN JAIL?, -S, Carolina” \
"STOP PHONY INJUNCTION, JUSTICE FuR KASPER, Virginia" 
"NAACP IS JEWISH COMMUNIST CONTROLLED, New York" - I 
"FREEDOM FOR REDS, JaIL FuR KASPER, Tennessee" 
"DOES COMMUNIST NAACP CONTROL SUPREME COURT, Del,” 
"JUSTICE FOR KASPER, Maryland” •
"D. C. NAACP PRESIDENT DAVIDSQN SAYS 'I A ■ •

- TROUBLE MAKER'’, SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS



WO 100-33226 ; : - / - 'W . ' " • . . .
1 ’ ■. ’ V'‘ . ■ ' ‘ ’ ' ■■'

« Due tp, the .small number- of pickets,- they continually. . 
shifted the placards, carried durihg the demonstration., from-J 
one to another. , ' ..

> ■" tU Si liarshaj. -T. 2ERRY LIPPERT advised Ms ARNOLD 0.
•DUQUETTE and WINEREDDH. .ANDERS, this, date, that .JOHN KftSPER’s- .

.’ attorney,• J,,/BWMWf SIW0K^> had.'file.d.mpti^
the Supreme Court this date. ‘ ■ ? ’ " ' ' j. -



|Hk7 w^be sent through on Monday (11-4- ■F- whi^h will anal^L» this problem and Wcomend a course' emotion to be followed.



AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100—423395)

FROM:

SHITE 
IS - X

SAC, W0 (100-33226)

CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. aka

t fl Mr. 
Air. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

ToIsonJK; 
NicholZ^J 
Boardman. 
Belmonte- 
Mohr____

X’Mr. Tro^j?..—A
Mr. *—7
Tele. Rodin A-

HollAvmrj—

BR
■^myg.iftbl 11/1/57, re picketing at Supreme 

Court;- by^s^bjiect organization.

\ ';0g 1171/5A, Sgt. JOSEPH CHENNAULT, MPD, ,(NA)
adVlsed SA ©ECE^RD B. LAVIN that he had been in conversation 
witfUSM T. PERRY LIPPERT of the Supreme Court and they had 
discussed the possibility of what action might be taken if 
subject organization pickets the Supreme Court. According 
to CHENNAULT, LIPPERT states that under Title 40, Section 13 J, 
the USM has^juriSdiction if any disturbance takes place within 
the curb- limits of the block on which the Supreme Court is 
situated'andino further,.

^CHENNAULT stated that his office had consulted USA 
FREDERICK* G.^SMITHSON concerning any other picketing which 
might be done by the subject organization having in milid 
USC Title 18, Section 1507 which pertains to picketing/a 
-court bt the U.S. According to CHENNAULT, USA SMITHS Of “has' £ 
advised that CfiENNAULT' and representatives of the FBI get ' ’ 
together on who. will have jurisdiction on any disturbance hh. 
which might take place. % . rh

USA SMITHSON was contacted on 11/1/57, 'by SA LAVIN 
and he stated that by;' jurisdiction he meant that if should 
~be established beforehand by the interested agencies, FBI,
MPD, and USM, just where everybody stUSA .SMITHSON stated } 
for instance that if an ordinary*^n । rrffiarr^^took place on ' 7' 
the street, the MPD would haye jurisdiction but that if a // 
disturbance,„tbpk place within the provision s of Section 1507, * 
the FBI wpui/P'have’ jurisdiction.

*

*31 Rureau, 
^-WFO’ - ’

RBD:rcs• 
(40

AIRTEL^

laW



WFO 100-33226.,,:- ' t.
' ' ' - .

USA SMITHSON stated that he will not give any 
opinion as to the picketing being a violation until 
such time as an overt act has been committed. He stated 
that he would be particularly interested in what the signs 
or placards read* SMITHSON wants to be kept advised of any 
developments. This off ice intends to maintain close contact 
with the MPD, USM LIPPERT and USA SMITHSON.

WFO will follow developments andj depending upon 
developments, submit proposals as to action to be taken 
if the picketing occurs. A letter on proposals will be 
submitted by 1175/57.



STANDARD form no. 64

Office Memo^mdum • UNITED SMSES GOVERNMENT

to : Director, FBI (100-423395) . date: 11/15/57
X

Baltimore (100-20015)

subject ' ^IHITILIIIEIW^
^DI^J^RLCIL-.QE__CQLIXMBXAot 
IS-X

Re BU airtel to New York and Baltimore advising of possibility 
of picketing the Supreme Court on 11/1/57 by ah anti-integration 
group at Deale,. Maryland.•

| a panel spurce who has been furnishing this ^6 
oiripe with information concerning the Maryland. Petition Committee, b7C 
Anne Arundel County Chapter, which is an active anti-integration b7D 
group in Anne Arundel County was contacted on 10/24/57 and 10/31/57. 

ladvised that he .could not learn of any organized efforts 
to picket by any Anne Arundel County group.

On 10/31/57, Lt. ELMER F. HAGNER, NA, Anne Arundel County Police, . 
Department, who has in the past month been making an investigation 
at Deale, Maryland, because of some anti-integration activity *' 
at Deale., Maryland, advised that he was not aware of any organized 
effort to picket.

If any information along the lines set out in BU airtel are deten/i 
mined, will immediately be brought to the attention of the ( ' 
Bureau. P„ - X.

6 7 NOV 201357
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AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, EBI (100-423395)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-33.226)

INTERNAL SECURITY' - X 
CINAL

b7C

Tol

Mr. F 
Mr. E 
Mr. T 
Mr. 7 
Mr. ?

r. Boar
elmo

Tele. Room__ ___  
, j Aly. Holloman^. 

11/. ./ps7 Gandy _/-

Re WFO airtel 10/29/57?- concerning plans of captioned 
organization to picket U, S. Supreme Court.

On 11/1/57, T- FERRY LOT ITT, Marshal, U. S. Supreme 
Court, who had previously’ been alerted by WFO relative to possible 
picketing of the U. S. Supreme Court on 11/8/57, by subject organi
zation, telephonically contacted SA WILLIAM C. SHAW to advise 
he had just received an inquiry from|~ , who ^dent’iy
fied himself as an official of the White Citizens Councils. ”':3 

~| solicited. Marshal LIPPITT’s cooperation in making* avail 
able an area on the grounds of the U. S, Supreme Court which
could be utilized by his organization for the purpose of nickfei 
ing on 11/8/57- ‘ Marshal LIPPITT advised that he informed-1 
that picketing of the U. S. Supreme Court is a direct v^latid 
of Title 18, Section 1507, U. S. C. ; that H appealed
to be. very surprised to- learn this, and -that| | stated
he would immediately discuss this matter with his attorney. 
Marshal^LIPPIT'E'advised that he- Wuld advise WFO in the eyent 
he receives any further information regarding the above matter.

WGS: jad 
(4)

AIRTEL

Hl W 18 1957

!
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AIRTEL

I

i r 
f

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) 
y^FROM: SAC, WO (100-33226) 

^HITE CITIZENS COUNCILS

IS - X
CINAL

I

b7C

I Mr. T«ls?n____ ;
A I

Mr. BehiiontiC 
| Mr. Mohr______

I
 Mr. Nease_____  
Mr. Parsons__ .
Mr. Ros.in.____  
Mr, Tamm_____ >
Mr. Trottor :
Mr. Clayton ‘
Tele. Room_____ 7

. Ho!Ioman_J"

,v.

ss Gaidy

Jadvised on 11/21/57, that there is dissen
tion in the Seaboard White Citizens Councils> The informant 

-bha-f-1 J and_________________want to drop
[ and FLOYD FLEMING from the organi

zation. They want to drop FLEMI ise he is ftalways
putting his foot in his mouth” * |______ I thinks I I
and are ”crazy| ~| stated that she was in favor
of sending JOHN KASPER a letter to sound him out and if he 
did not go along he would be dropped also*

and_______ herself^,________________ .
____________________ [to be the nucleus of -^h^new organization* 

1indicated that they might have^t$ keep FLEMING 
because they would lose J. BENJAMIN SIMONS if FLEMING was 
dropped*___________________________ . i. .

wants

T|ie informant said that I I talked to I
in this regard on 11/20/57, and she thinks that he will be 
”won over in a little time”,. - .

I I also advised that SIMMONS is to speak
before, a White Citizens group in Milford, Delaware, oh 
11/22/57*
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Office lAsm^mdum UNITED STRIFES GOVERNMENT «. -

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-l|23395) DATE: 11/19/^7

'ROM SAC, WFO (100-33220)

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., aka 
IS - X

Enclosed for the information of the Bureau are 
two photographic copies of "White Man Awaken" which is to 
be published twice monthly by the subject organization. 
These copies are reproduced from an original copy fur
nished by| | The original will be maintained
in 100-33226-1A.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

ladvised SA ELMER LEE TODD on 11/18/^7- 
at the time of furnishing the original that he received 
this paper froxd
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BULLETIN X-l lonor and Principle

REQ COURT & JEWSPHPER LIES SEND
Kasper to jail: turii

t

i.-T»

H ■ A 01 '■

COMMUNIST KIKES SCOT- FREE. ■■

4: < V * J

'r-v >’ M:
A Krais'

THE SUPREME SNORT SAYSt

It is "free speech" when COMMUNIST' 
the violent overthrowing,of our country .'

BUT— . ' .

When a WHITE GENTILB^appealstfcir against conitUMisT BROTaEJtHOODISK ' '
tegration — that White Man is a_________  
of CONTEMPT, subject'to trial •ITfOU.r jwfX*^^

FREEDOM far COMMUNIST KIKESi JAIL fer WITr
mnt.

Live and let live" in
of our fathersis the real AEeri&h p&iio«.ophy^b£*l
But we can be pushed■.onlyAsaM^vaW^ 
a matter of

dent, the Supreme Cbuct^W^^ 
P^11? officials respa<i|lRU!^ 
type "police-state cbnditions^iijM!^^

'. .- W /■ iSig/*■,? .r^

-it ,1
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Jowaierlssr

»:&»*.■•. release of TORN XASPFO and ~^W^WWW^^1^01608 pesP°nsib^e for his unlawful detection! ***

penalty* for all those ’’America-hatintf ele
°”8'r8Ce’ «-ool* dictatorship

reviving the "SPIRIT OP 
carrying, forth the high principles of our fathers in the-

AMERICA, based on the principle of blood/ ‘ ;
counted! This- is. a "death struggle"-! ' Commu^—- 
Sam’s kindred! Our c^mon blood and our com-

.-personal ambitions, racers everything! We can 
creeds, or our religions;rbut we can never change 

cradle to the grave.

'?- BLOOD IS THICKER THAN WATER!
;<.*;■ -j j

EMERGENCY! If you’re qualified, join up with us. But above 
DO aonething —.NON! today! We’ve just started to fight. Send 

f^ WMcy, and HELP SUPPORT THIS MOST SACRED COMMON CAUSE.
, BUTV DOMBD. MBANB SUrmiftO! DUTT DESERTED. MEANS DAMHATION! 

DEATH TO COMMUNIST BROTHERHOODISH!

^3' *

psf 
rib



’i ’’
Mr. jfilliams .

‘ SACj - Richmond

Director } FBI (100-423395)-

9;i957

MITE CITlZ®Sh«qtlKClt.S: OF. :' ■. 7 .
CHARLOTTESVILLE.ABD ALBEMARLE -TOHtt

„ SSSE. -x . WlC^SjKa
Reurlet dated yovoiaber 2^. 19X7^ in which t)7[ 

.you^requested permission io Contact [;
' < detective^ ^harlottpsviilb Police department j: tor; tnq 

purpose Of explaihiiig te hiin the.BUreauls. position . ; ’ “
’ with regard to citizens councils. ' \ ' " ' ' : J ' '7

- BufdlCs contain no pertinent information 
concerning ! knot already in possession of your office. 

. Authority is granted '.to contact him. for th® purpose .
-pf eiplhining to him; tha< the Bureau is not interested 

- in ihe legit activities of citizens councils- but v ?, 
Jwould appreciate receiving any infOrmation concerning 1 -

.violations of laws oyer which the Bureau has Jurisdiction, 
% particularly civil, rights and

showing citizens councils may; resort to yidlence< .HO L ? 
attempts should be made to developf l as a Source \ ’ 
and no efforts should be made to guide his activities ‘

. in any way. • v’ V ? ? ’ X X

Tolson;* -■ jj 
Nichols.
Boardman--^. 
Belmont. L 
Mohr. ....
Parsons
Rosen7 ~

■Tamm.-'.-.,, v-= 
Trotter • -• • 
Nease_ —__ . 
TeleiKoom— 
Holloman C

iGandy*-.-

with
Ornish ;Burdau results Of your

1 Bufile 1-3750 : 

: .NOTE ON YELWl^ /

contacts

£

.' I |attended the 30th session -ofcthe':
' Academy. There is nothing derogatory in Bureau files ' .

■ .concerninghim and to the*contrary these files indicate
' . he is a<conscienfious and reliable police officer. He has’
. beeuvery cooperative with the Bureau in tie past

CW:dlh

' MAIL ROOM .□

I'd

teS-W' 
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ACCESS TO INFORMATION- . - ■ ., . —r  ;——-----------* - < , a . ■

■’ * De fee c t iv e through'. hi s. work, khows;'* \ '
numerous individuals in Charlottesville and enjoys the- 
confidence of many prominent citizens in that area* " '

- .Because of his having lived in Charlottesville ah,d •
; worked on. the Folice. Odp.a-rtment if on a large -number ’■ . -

.of ye:ars., h0 i> aware- of Any erim-ihal activity or. ’ • ’■
-potential security activity his humerous. ■'

• i contacts... He has previously, Ton ,a, number of occasions,' 
' furnished' this -Office infoimatipn concerning matters1 '

• in which this Bureau has. had an interest.. ' - ‘

. - ' STATEMENT- AS TO INDIVIDUAL'S TRUST \ -

has - been contacted on' Detective-
‘» numerous, occasions by SAs of- the FBI. concerning mat:- 

.■ . ters of mutual interest "and matters in which the (BuheAU 
. Only ha;s an interest* He has 'been found to be accu- '

'' rate in the ’InfQrmation he has furnished. . He. has. .;
■ never been known to furnish fhls.e ;information and •>’ ’ 1 
. ; . because, of the numerous/ times' he has been ’contacts _ 

‘.ed,.ho’ attempt will be made' to summarize .the inftr-,.
-■ matibh he has furnished. He it'also..a.ldlj^

; • y ft is -noted that he’has been extremely. , ;
helpful td Agents of this Office in previous inyesti- . ’
gallons regaling* the White ditizehe1 Councils. - ’ .

ft*. ■* -- 4 * “

- - '^INFORMATION IN FILES. WHICH. MAKES CONTACT INADVISABLE

would be mad^sanle. '- ' . ■* ? ; *
f ...    • ■ , • . - ;

■ •’ It. is .recommended that |_________ |be contacted
for information concerning the\Whit.e Citizens Councils 
of Charlottesville and AlhemarlO Eounty; Virginia, .
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RH 10^632

concerning t]ae White Citizens Councils of Charlottes- 
ville and Albemarle' County, Virginia. *

; Wh i t a SA .TOR M. ARROW discussed another ■ 
matter with DetectiveI___________________ Charlottes-.. ■ ■

' ville. Police Department,! |voluntarily advised
he has heard of no activity in recent months concern
ing any activity being engaged, .in by the White Citi- 
zeds Councils of Charlottesville., He said that he- 
recalled, the incident involvingI I who wa'i as
signed a trailer at Copeley Hilland when the police . 
department was Called by the’University, the Univer-.

. s.ity was assured that in the * event, there Was trouble 
•over' the matter, the. police, would furnish necessary

" ' personnel so that peace would be-maintained. - He said 
. / he-knew of no further- incident concerning the matter..

■- • This- 4 rep pit -is. leaned yon by the FBI and/- -s.
*’■ neither tit .npr. i^S ..contepte are. to/be. distributed'

• '• t»Utside .the agency t'o which iQ^nedi^ ' '• • • '

2 -



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 105“632

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
' POST OFFICE BOX 2218

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
NOVEMBER 27, 1957

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF
CHARLOTTESVILLE AND ALBE
MARLE COUNTY, VIRGINIA

In an article captioned ”Copeley Will Get 
Police Protection’*, and. appearing in the June 29,. 
1957 issue of The-Daily Progress, a newspaper pub
lished at Charlottesville, Virginia, it was stated 
that the University of Virginia’s President, COLGATE 
W. DARDEN,, promised police protection on that date 
for a negro student and his family assigned to a 
trailer at Copeley Hill, the University’s Housing. 
Development for-married students. - -

The article said that eight members of 
Copeley Hill’s ten man council met in special ses- • 
sion the previous night and drafted a letter to 
DARDEN asking for police protection for the area 
’’in view of the fact that violence has been threat
ened to the person of a resident.” ’

The article States that"DONALD THOMPSON, 
Mayor of Copeley Hill, said he called the special 

^ppuncil session after the negro studpnt] 
i_ Ito Id him he and hi,s family had been threats-
/'ehed by" a member of the, local White Citizens .Council.

This article further states that THOMP^ON;^ 
hha council voted unanimously in favor of| f" 

living on the Hill. I I "was an^aeronAu-
r i c ai.i?e s,ejirj?h...£hR^ mo ve d“*
into the trailer after being assigned by/the Uni
versity’s Housing Authority for the summer.session.

b6
b7C

ofThis article states that



White Citizens Councils of.
. Chkdottesvllie ahd Albemarle-
. Cpuntyi. yirgihia Rd ”

- '1 ' . b7C
Free Union, Virginiaj a member of the White . Cftiz.ens - 
Council in Charl ottesvi fLej..j was ■identifred a^ ^elian ;

The art!de- ~igiTa ______ Joh*Thuf sday.c __ ___
quoted | | as stating, that he. told ”he-
wasnit supposed to be there with those wnire. people

- 'ahi 4idn’-t' he think he. aught to move away.” He.- -' f
deniedmaking any threats of violence; * » 1 -

’ The- \article continues 'that • GEQRQEg^^
- : president of the White Citigepgaj C p^Xe.^j£i.lTeX_y< 

fsaid he intends t o- protest ' the. residence
in CopeleyHill through official .university channels 

> . and through his Congressman and Senator. •He. stated . .
•' he would bphtact . J* NottOyay County/

• . a member of •'the University Board.‘of Visitors'; ahd an 
. . out-spoken opponent of integration to ask the family

■, 'be' moved, ■ ' ; ‘ : ■- ;' . * - / -a . •'' - . ..' ’

. ' ’The .article stated that president DARDEN
• said he, has5 as yet, received no protest or other • /

communication from the'.WhiteRCit.i^ a ny o t he r - .d
group, He. .said he-,instrusted SYLVESTER O‘’-GRIGE, " - 

' ' '. Superihtendeht of .Buildings and GfOhndSy to. give, whaty 
ever protection and help the.people of Copeley wished*

• * - ; n——“—i
* ' The-article said that bpth|____________ and his "

wife are- 'members' pf the National Assohiatidri;for the :
, .Advancement:of ‘ Colored jEeopie-i ; : " ’ • '

- Thh November 19h7\issue‘of 'Thh^a^ 
gress- contained ah. artiOle, captioned’‘VCopele^^^ 
Council Acts ph Raoe.' Matter”, which s.tateduthat a re- 

’-sdiutiph had hpeh aibfted .by-the. .Cppele'y’‘Hill SObhcil 
stating that residents Of the Uhiversity/.of .Virginia 
Rousing- pevelpphfeht. would; find it :”dtstastefu'l”. tph . 
live next-door .tp a-negro f amily*, .The? resolution fur
ther*-stated'that they felt, the'residents would vaccept- ' 

fthisiaSsighmeht ■eithbut The- Copeley ^Hiil. . ;



Ret White- Citizens. Councils of , 
Charlottesville and Albemarle

. , , County, Virginia

' Council5 according to'the article,- is a governing body' 
- elected by residents of the housing center for mar-.

ried students; This article also mentioned I
residence in Copeley Hill and the visit by ______________  

-'■which prompted the council to ask DARDEN' for polic.e 
protection. It was stated that there were no further 
incidents* .

had written

An article appearing in the November 13, 
1957 issue of The Daily Progress, captioned "Negro.. . 
Who Lived on.Copeley Hill Proud to Have Participated ' 
in Rights .Drive”,. stated that ~ .
the Copeley Hill Council saying he is proud to have, 
participated in the Negro’s'drive iri America. Hi's
letter, was, in. respppse to-a'reso.luti'on. adopted by' the - 
Council, directed to the University of Virginia-ad-/,- ■ 
ministration which said resident's At Copeley Hill 
would.firid.it distasteful to live-.next door to<a-pe-- 

. gro but would accept the- situation without. violence,.

lows
The article quoted letter as fol

"In. regards, to the .resolution of the Copeley 
(sic) Hill Council and the erisuing articles in the ■- 
press, I, as. the object of this motion, feel obliged 
to make the. following comments. . ' . -

"First, iny family and .1 are. proud Of the 
fact that we were chosen to bear a small portion of 
the Negro’s drive in America to make democracy a reality 
riot for the self-chosen few but"for all of its citi
zens. ‘ '■

”Our only hope has been, that ohr humble- con
tribution will inspire others to stand.and d.emand their ’ 
rights and privileges and that- they will not shirk in - 
the face of ..rebuffs,-pettiness and ignorance.



RE.: White Citizens- Councils of
-.Charlottesville and Albe- 

, . marie County, Virginia

- ’ ? ”We sincerely believe and feel that when-- -
ever we. are- called upon in the future id .assert our- * ’
.selves we will gladly .accept the opportunity to make ' 
oiir‘ presence felt without hesitation? ’ , , .

' s ‘ . ’’Secondly > most - of you have been misinform- ’ ,
- ed as to the purpose'of the Gppeley Hill. Prcfject;

that/is, it is■ a low-cost housing project for married 
students regardless of rape*. creed, or national ori- . 
gin and hot a resort for the selfish few.. ' .

”1 feel, therefore, that if you object to 
. this, democratic method of assignment, then you should 
/find some 'Other plane of residence, more,- to your taste-.'
/ Since'.'the University pi Virginia is a' tax-atipporte'd..

- -institution, of" wliich I bear my share of this tax, I 
don’t feel, that you should assume that you have the . . 
right th- deterrains who .shall reside’there '
' \ ‘ /,.•'" ■ ■ ’ . ‘ ’ ’ < . ’ -

' • ' ”1 fplt this,. Summer and still f eel that’my / ’
primary ■ gp$l Is' ’an • educational ’One., 'and your per spnal?Z. 
likes and ..dislikes'. are’ of' ho concern to -me now and ih /,

/ the-future-., ' /?•'.- ' ':.-/ - .'•?. -

. ... : !,’if the. sb™ called majority of the Copeley h
' jiill residents would spbhd' as much time' oh.theirvs^ 
'* as.they;are spendihg in attempting to. deprive their?' . ' ' 

fellow-citizens.'of their rights,- I am. -certain that 
America*" would give a better account Of “hers-ell in'the?. - > 
Arts, and-Sciences. ' * . . ‘‘ ■'

’ . ' • ’’Accept'this letter then, as a harbinger of . . -
- the .Negro’s drive for -equality and you can be .certain. : 

■ that he? will not be’ deterred, by contemptuous.terms and. ■ 
acts of violence... . . • r . ; - .' ? . ' . '

- ’ • • ' . -s*.' ' ' • *

’”ln closing, I beg God’s blessing -oh all of , 
■ you and that He grant you continued health and happiness.”
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On ±0/29/57 informatioA received Klan 
members/ from South Caroj^^a would participate 
in picketing Supreme court with members of 
White ^’citizens Councils of District of 
Columbia. On 11/1/57 citizens councils 
decided not to picket Supreme Court but to 
picket the White House instead. Attached 
teletype shows 12 members National Ku Klux 
Klan are coming to Washington to picket the 
Supreme Court in connection with John Kasper’s 
case. It appears that Klan members have not 
been informed that the citizens councils 
have changed the picketing from the Supreme 
Court to the-,White House. To insure 
coverage Washington Field Office has been 
advised to have Agents at the Supreme Court 
as well as- the -White House"; "Information 
concerning picketing of the White House 
and other pertinent facts in this matter have 
been disseminated to the White House, Attorney 
General, Rogers, McLean, Secret Service and 
-intelligence agencies of the Armed Forces.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

Mr. BoaiiPnarM 
Mr. Belnr^t_ 
Mr. ib.hr — 
Mr. Nease  
Mr.^Pai < ss__ 

.. _J 
i Mr. j anna— 
| Mr. Trotter_  
IMr. Clayton.

Tele. R om - - 
' Mr. II 4! >inan 

Miss Gand

FRO'7; SAC, CHARLOTTE 2P

SFVFN

TO I PE CTOR AND SAC, WFO

0 THREE TURFF TWO TWO SIX
Sc Cfrlil'L-KV^

-7-57 5-31 PM, EVI

TELETYPE

■ HIM THIS DATE TWELVE KLANSMEN. FROM HIS ORGANIZATION’ INCLUDING

BAGWELL, GRAND DRAGON., NATIONAL KKK, GREENVILLE, SC, ADVISED

Q
W

MEMBERS OF ORGANIZATION, WOULD DRIVE TO WASH. TODAY FOR SAME

INFORMED SA JAMES W. CANNON THAT JAMFS W,

URGENT

CITIZENS .COUNCILS, .AKA, IS-X, BUFILF ONF HUNDRED DASH FOUP

NATIONAL KKK, KNIGUTS OF ^KK

OF SC, IS-X. RE WFO ATRTFL TO BUREAU, UNDATED. ON NOVFMBF

HIMSELF DRIVING BY AUTO TO WASH., DC, THLS AFTERNOON FOR PURPOSE ex
, > - _ - tiit -y r ■■ _ --- ■ - --r—** । \J

PICKETING U.S. SUPREME COURT ALONG WITH OTHER GROUPS QN ■ 

NOVEMBER EIGHT. IN CONNECTION WITH CASE JOHN KASPER. -BAGWF.1.1. 

ALSO SAID OTHER KLANSMEN FROM’ LOWER PART SC, APPARENTLY ALSO

PURPOSE, BUT BAGWELL WOULD NOT FURTHER IDENTIFY THESE KLANSMEN

NOR WHERE FROM. BAGWELL SAID NEGOTIATIONS MADF WTTM MPD, WDC, 

 

f FOR PICKETING" TO TAKE PLACE A'ND POLICE WE<^^T^NG^ONSc|fD FOR

1
o

■PURPOSE ASCERTAINING WHETHER CLANSMEN WOUL1^

ROBES DURING PICKETING SAID BAGWELL

coms we

BSWEAR

IM W 20 1957



PAGE TWO

GROUP WOULD RFTURN GREENVILLE SATUPDAV, MOV. NINE, RUT

SAID LEARNED FROM

KLAVERN FOUR SIX ZERO, GREFNVIHF, SC, NATIONAL KKK, 

TRIP WAS BEING PLANNED AS PELATFP BY BAGWELL, BUT  COULD 

NOT GO DUE TO ILLNESS IN FAMILY. I I ALSO INFORMED  

BAGWELL AND SOME OF GROUP WOULl RETURN GPFENVTLLF VIA TFNN.

WHERE CONFEDFPATI ON OF KLANS WIT» WI Cu NATIONAL KKK IS

ASSOCIATED, WOULD MOLD PRIVATE CLOSET CONVENTION MEETING, SUN., 

NOVEMBER TEN. ACCORDING TO PRIOP INFO W^ICu OBTAINED

| FROM BAGWELL, T«IS CONFEDERATION IS CONSOLIDATION OF EIGHTEEN

OR MORE KLAN GROUPS OF WMICM BILL »FNDRIX OF FLA. IS
// ‘
MODERATOR OF GRAND COUNCIL D SAID AFTER LEARNING

FROM OF KNOXVILLE MEETING ON NOV. TEN, RECONTACTED BAGWELL

ABOUT MEETING AND BAGWELL CONFIRMED MEETING BEING MELD IN

KNOXVILLE THAT DATE AND WOULD ATTEND. BAGWELL WOULD NOT FURNISH

DETAILS RE MEETING PLACE NOR WHO OR MOW MANY WOULD ATTEND.

SV, MM, KX ADVISED BY MAT L.

END

3-3H PM OK FBI'WA DI

DISC PLS

IO



1 ■,Mr,. Wiiliams '

SAC, ■ Washington Field Offices .
\ * (160-33226)

Director, EBI (100-423395) —

December 18? 1957

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
. ' DISTRICT OF COLWIA , .

. INTERNAL SECURITY - X ; . -

. “ t Re Richmond letter December 10, 1957 j copies
’of wfrich^ furnished to vour of flee > requesting . b<

., • authority• io contactf U , b
’as a possible neighborhood source concerning the \ c h 
activities of

■ ’ , , < - * J - # . •
. * ’-4 . * . ' - • ' . ' * - ■ . -V ■" -, ‘ "• x .

' . Yen are, instructed to immediately submit '
vour recommendation^ as to whether the coverage which '

\ , |is in a position to furnish is stilf
\aesireg or necessary., , ‘ ;

. , • . -Upon receipt and • .consideration of Washington
Field Office^ itecQmendatip^ this, regard, Mchm6rid'‘ 

twlili be advised of the Bureau^ decision concerning a scontact 
- with 1 •

. :• For the information of the Richmond’ Office. 
Buffies contain np fhfo^ concerning I

1 and no derogatory information,concerning / .

' v - Richmond (105-632) t . / ,!/ ■
NOTE ON YELLOW: ' ' \ --J. . ' .

\ . . During October when John Kasper and pthe.^
captioned group were demonstrating inHfashihgton, Richmbnd •

• „ Was ’instructed to secure coverage .of Imembers residing in ? .
T nearby Virginia,,. The re-.,has been lit tie activity of this , 

organization two br thre.e weeks;• and' it may ‘
be that coverage of this type ,is no longer desirable.; ‘ 
is affiliated with paptfo'nef o^ ' ■/. —

■ • JGK-dlh

(6)

MA'i^FiodM:

I.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

v GOVERNMENT
■ ? 7 ' X.ATO. 14W;. ‘ .TO ’ / DIRI&Tdt, FBI (100-423395) .

(105-632) "

subject:- WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OP'S “T

.aka-. ~ 
a -x ...

(OO;WFO)

, Rqferehce Bureau letter, to* Richmond dated’ 16/9/57. ' ■ ' , •

■ . ! j^ti^ATiffid^: resides .8^ 357^North.Rote^ . •
Arlington,Virginia. This is also the address of ”D. L^R'ATHBtNE-. '

. . ,^d &qns,w'JPl^he^ with which JACK RATHB®^ ; . ' .
; 7 associated., ' J

• i, > ’This residence .andbusiness is" Jocated. about 200 yards •• »
<;■ fnpniNbrth Robert^ Laae. so gltjtiate.d- that there1 ^afe^nd neighbor^ *• ’ 
'ing homes which commanda view of it. * - 1 ■- . . ‘ '

; \\ ' « It is not believed that contact with neighbors, who would not
’be -in a position to observe the home of. RATHB®E, iwpuld. be practical or

. warranted at this' time-. ’ Unless advised to the contrary by the Bureau-no
^ further efforts will be made to develop a neighborhood source in.the *

> -Vipittit^ of'R^HB®E.v * - /-/ \ . ' • /. “ .

who re-
sides at.| - ' : / ^-r. *. ' b

•- ''‘''- i. b
. .Captain Wi RECTOR,. Chief of Detectives, Arlington C6unty*Police

Department, on December*3, 1957, advisedtSA HOWARD E. RICHARDS® that, the ; 
files qf his office* do-hot- contain ahy information refldctihgadverseiy- - 
uppu the' char.a'cteg ........... . T . t «■

2
Bureau (RM)- v ’ ' 

~ -WFO(1OO-33226).(RM) 
2--RH 10^632 ‘ ... .

.RH 105-732 .(info) . 
■ I m.^105-576 (info.) 
. • 1 - RH .105-679 (info.) . 

. :HER/vlr - . * ;. > .
/ (io)' ■■■ > • ■ >■



. RH 105-632 ' ; / ;>

’ •”•-■. _ •' • - C apt a in REOBCR state d- that
, .an'dl .................. I

’ ' ? Richmond- Office5 dd -not.cohtain any,"
derogatory informatiph. ' ■

T
•; \ - Bureau permission to contact ;ah a-^‘ssible .
he ighixirhood, • sour eg. t i&o."wpuld be ih^sitipn to fib^islT'Ofbri^tip'h

»’Ooficelmin^l ;.isVre.qt^Stbgi» .* '-

i'..,f ; , • . \torthe ‘e^ _______________ 'ib: ’'
‘ granted',' -sW. be^advlseb-initio.
-activities.- bf Oitirenh Cqwqa^hiabt'such b^t ih

■ information, which.«juid; indicate violence W
:or their, members* • ' '•*'^. . >- :/y ■';

1

'V* A- ‘ -'X ' .

y-h-



FD-36 (Rev. .l?-13-56:

Vig AIR TEL

TO:

■ FROM:

SUBJECT:

Transmit the following in

’ FBI

Date: 12/9/57

(Type in plain text or code)

Mr. Tolson—------  
Mr. Boardman—

Mr. Belmont------  
Mr. Mohr——
Mr. SFease.--------- .

Mr. ' ?arsons-------  
Mr- pcsen.-------—
Mr. (Tamm----- —

Mr. |Trotter-------
Mr. IClayton-------  

Telcl ------ —

ADD.

b7C

(Priority'dr Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100^423395)

SAC, NEW HAVEN (105-1483)

"WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IS - X

Re NH letter to Bureau, 11/9/67.__canti oned .as above and 
furnishing information that]____________________ of New'York

V/CCity, intended to set up a collegiate segregationalist 
.^grouP on Ivy League collgge campuses.

The Yale Daily News, a student, newspaper at Yale University, 
New Haven, Conn,, issue of 12/6/573 pg 1, 'has an article 

‘ ref lecting that I I has written the Yale Political
Union, a Yale undergraduate parliamentary debating society, 
asking for an opportunity to appear before that, group in a 
debate with leaders of the.NAACP. The article stated that the 
Political Union is- "seriously considering111 J proposal.
There are being submitted- to .the Bureau as encs to this atel, 
Copies of the above article and an original and eight copies 
of aumemorandum summarizing the information in this article.. 
The Bureau will be advised of any further developments in 
this matter. Interested offices are being furnished a copy
of this article, for information purposes..





In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUDICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Haven, 10, Connecticut 
s December % 1957 b6 

b7C

$ 7’
The Yale Daily News, a student newspaper at Yale University, 
New Haven, Connecticut, issue of Decemhe# 6, 1957j page 1, 
has an article reflecting that I I has written the
Yale Political Union, a Yale undergrac^te parliamentary 
debating society, asking for an opportunity to appear before
that group in a debate with leaders of the NAACP. The article
stated that the Political Union is "seriously considering 

proposal.
it

This article describes 
JOHN.KASPER" and also as

as a "close personal friend of 
The executive secretary of the North

American Citizens for the Constitution, a group closely related 
in principle to KASPER’s White Citizen’s Councils." 

The article states that, "in his first, bid for Ivy League support, 
appeared at Columbia University on October 29,. where he was 

met by a crowd of unsympathetic students who ridiculed and 
derided him. His next appearance will be at Dartmouth College, 
of which he is a "graduate, Wednesday and Thursday. At Dartmouth 
his topic will be 1Integration: The End Produce of White Supremacy’." 
The article states that I I says he does not advocate supremacy 
of one race over another, but simply separation of the races".

This article also describes _____ las being "critical of the.govern
mental status quo" and that! I believes that President Eisenhower 
is surrounded by a ’bunch of Palace eunuchs’

ML MORMON CONI AMO 
WMOIKWMD

coru^ i -- ' --'’ ■ *

§ 11 OCT 26 1963
ENCLOSURE

4



Segregationist Wang Asks Ml Support 
Of Racial Debate With NAACP Spokesman

by William A.
David R. Wang, active segrega

tionist, and close personal friend 
of John Kasper, has written the 
Political Union asking for an op
portunity to appear before that 
group. The PU is expected to answer 
Wang’s request within the next week.

In a letter to the NEWS, Wang 
expressed the desire to appear in a 
debate-with leaders of the Nation
al Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People.

When! Contacted yesterday by the 
NEWS, Frederick O. Cowles, 1959, 
a member of the Political Union’s 
executive committee, said that the 
committee is "seriously consid
ering’’ Wang’s proposal. Although 
the decision is not finals Cowles 
indicated that there was "a strong 
possibility’* that an invitation'will 
be extended to Wang in the near 
future.

NAACP Approval
The PU will be likely to sponsor 

; Wang and the debate, however, only 
if he agrees to appear with a mem
ber of the NAACP who has been ap
proved by the New Haven chapter 
of that organization. This stipulation 
is, presumably* to preclude the 
possibility of Wang’s selecting an 
opponent who does not really re
present the views of the NACP.

Wang, who is 26 years old, is the 
executive secretary of the North,, 
American Citizens for the Consti
tution, a group closely related in 
principle to Kasper’s White Citi
zen’s Councils. Early inSeptember, 
in a special'NEWS interview, Wang 
expressed his ambition to organize 
and encourage a "small but in
tellectually powerful” segregation-

Borders Jr.
1st group in eastern colleges.

In his first bld for Ivy League 
support, Wang appeared at Colum
bia University October 29, where he 
was met by a crowd of unsympa-’ 
thetic students, who ridiculed and- 
derided him. His next appearance, 
will be at Dartmouth College, of 
which he is a graduate, Wednesday 
and Thursday. At Dartmouth, his 
topic will be, “Integration: the End 
Product of White Supremancy.” 1

‘Mutual Race Respect’
Wang says he does ribt advocate’ 

supremacy of one race over another, 
but simply separation of the races. 
Of his organization, he says, "We 
respect people not for their simi
larities, but rather for their dif
ferences. The ultimate alm of soc
iety is to produce mutual respect 
of the races, before anything else.” ’

Critical of the governmental 
status quo, Wang believes that Pre
sident Eisenhower is surrounded by 
“a bunch of Palace eunuchs,” and 
that “Senator Kefauver is definitely , 
a Communist.” At the same time, 
Wang includes among “clear-think
ing distinguished ' Americans,” 
Kasper, and William F» Buckley 
Jr., editor of the National Review.

Wang claims that he is misun
derstood by many Americans. “I 
want to see the Negro a man,” 
he says, ’.‘rather .than a barbarian. 
Negroes depend to too great a degree 
upon Whites. They must regroup, 
and learn about themselves while 
living together.. Then they can come 
back, on a voluntary basis. In this 
philosophy, I uphold the writings 
of such men as Confucius, John 
Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and 
Abraham Lincoln.”

Date '
Submitted by the Mew Haven Divisi

enclosure
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM *** UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

CONW^L

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM

SUBJECT:

DATE

SAC, NEW YORK 105-19792)

WHITE CITIZENS' COUNCILS 
IS - X

FBI (100-423395)

the enclosedInformation set forth in 
memorandum, dated and captioned as above, was furnished 
on 11/20/57, by I ~], who has furnished reliable
Information in the past. I |advised he obtained b7D
said information from a source whom he termed reliable
but whose identity he did not wish to disclose

Enclosed for WO and the Bureau are one 
copy of a pamphlet entitled^Tublic Enemy Number One.— 
Jewspapers." fTfipcepamphlets were furnished by]__________  
6Hn7?U757. I [stated that thegepamphlete were
originally obtained rrom JAMES MADOLE. leader of the
National Renaissance 

ENGLO. ATiAuWD

^CLOSURE? Classified by
Declassify on; OADR

TION GOAiLI
herein is
EXCEPT ’Anxui 
0THERW1

g-Bure^^^O-423395) • (Encl

2-Baltimore (rm) fact.
2-Washington Field (Encl. 3) t\ 
5-New York (105-19792)

(1-105-6112)
(1-105-6129)

10) (RM)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

■ ' L

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDJERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York., New York

DECEMBER/&1957 CONFIC^!^

Re: White Citizens.-' Councils /

On November 20, 1957, a source furnished 
.1 nfnrmati nn tn hha effect that

____| had recently visited oonae Me Ginlev 
publisher of "Common Sense." Reportedly! stated,
that the "White Citizens* Councils are a complete 
failure. They won't get to first base. They hand out 
a lot of talk but no action." He,,| added,
''•There is only one thing left for us and that is a klan
a klan that will also go along with Catholies and. face 
the enemy
Killers.." 
organized

and tha' enemy consists- of the Christ 
indicated "In Delaware we have

a group and meet once a week."
explained to Me Ginley that he was sorry he could not
invite Me Cribley to att nd a meeting. He stated that
only members could attend such meetings. |
assured Me Ginley that these meetings would not be 
held as they do- in South Carolina where Edwards (the 
Atlanta, Georgia, leader) attacked the Catholics

This source added that ________ (brought 
with him a "KKK" folder, which was. about thirty years old 
and wanted Me Ginley to print 1,000 copies for him. 
However, he, Me Ginley, was unable to do the Job because 
he could not reproduce the colors..

The above mentione source, who furnished 
the foregoing information bn November 20, 1957^ is^a source 
who has furnished reliable information in the paste

AHi INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLo^oaFIED 
except WHERE SHOWN
OTHERWISE

ChssMby-—> 
Declassify on*. O^R

COPIES
2 11 OUT l^3

C0NHPENI1AL.



Re: White Citizens' Councils

It is noted that "Common Sense", published 
by the Christian Educational Association of Union, New 
Jersey, was characterized in a report issued on December 
17j 195^> by the Committee on Un-American Activities 
of the United States House of Representatives as a 
"hate group" vehicle publishing "some of the most 
vitriolic ha,te propaganda ever to come to the attention of 
the Committee." According to the report, "Common Sense" 
depicts Communism as "Judaism" and devotes its pages 
almost exclusively to attacks on the Jewish, and to a 
lesser extent, the Negro minorities in our nation. 
Sympathy for the former Nazi regime in Germany is also 
injected into this propaganda.

This memorandum is loaned to you by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and neither it 
nor its contents are to be distributed outside the 
agency to which loaned.

- * » < t A < *s * ' * .* * ;
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ENEMYPUBLIC

NEWSPAPERS
NUMBER ONE

", , Kasper goes to jail. The Communist Party- - NAACP - Herb Brownell (whose niece 
married a nigger) - nike'y" Supreme .Snort gang rejoices. It’s a great day for the reds, 

’ 'kikes,' pinks^ "liberal slobs, and broad-bottomed,. pot-bellied politicians everywhere; ' 
"i'^ul>dd^rtha'-r:flag?j5Q^ America weeps while the-, jewspapers.*.

rj -j’ackals''(liar^.fbr hiie’)‘ hbwT i&* glee-. 7 • $ 7 - j ? ’ / " "
, * * 'z , ' ■ ’ * - ' ' * i ' • $ *

Ies, the Supreme Snots have spoken - John Kasper goes to jail. WHY? Because 
Kasper has exposed the degenerate scum -who are working for a one-world, one-race, one- 
color dictatorship with jew control at the top. . '

tr

Rally boys. Raise-t&t\baimei;.. 'rStarid your ground. . Attack,the.devils. We’ve 
given ’em hell* bef orb'- we'won’t qMt-‘now.; ?•-We pledge ,our! lives.. to 'the ’.task-.of making 
the Communist ’Supreme* Obiirt4 rue the’day they-eveh.^ent’a white leaderj John; Kasper* 
to jail, We?ve just started;- this ■ fight7l’,S^ funds at once, today,; that' wb; can* 
go. on. - Join up; with us-if ypu:te^ Don ’t just "stand there.- .Do7 something •
■NO^P^XODAY! ‘We'’.re still. Citizen.^Councild,"Suite 5, ‘

/7 P.Gi.'tSehd some, money. ’* ' ' - ‘ ‘1047 31st Street, O'

v HONOR, pride; FIGHT
A, , ' -i , *.** * ’ * ‘

SAVE THE WHITE
' * 4 • 4..

i^JR- EN©1
s'
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Director, FBI

_J.

Assistant -Attorney General ' 
W. WilsonWhite

’ J ■

_ -JfcGowan
1 - Mr. Williams

TXT

December M, 1957

(Relationship to Frederics John Kasper 
and White Citizens Councils of , 
District of Columbia) - /

•- b7C

:*■
x . , Refereiice is* made to your Xaempratidum dated „
\ December 13, ,1957, yourReference i^:W:>y, 144-7 
JK 144-76-127 and 140-1-3289, in which you.advised that 

Tws the Bureau of Prisons has received a request from c 
« ♦Frederick John Kasper to have Floyd Fleming and! |

I Inlaced onldiis list of approved correspondence. 
'.X You requested information; concerning Ocmtng and

S 5 nature of their association with Kasper

■"HMI -

7 In response to your request there is /being , . ; 
set forth below info’rmatibn available in the files? of ' 
this Bureau concerning Fleming and /. ■- • : —• ■ .... • ‘ z

Floyd K^fpleming, was bofn $eptemb®C
place- unknown. He resides * at WXQniWjT Sfroet^ WortheaStf.

• :Washing;fonf.'>iis eWibW^W a ps^ter^aF ,‘X~ , ’•
the^ifeB 'M^ in Washington,

►

£®
IM.. v—< , , 
». O-Q

§ Councils of district of. ^olwiibiai'^ .
’’ as the Seaboard White Citizens Codbcil (SWCC) , frpm - 
_. its inception in June, 1956, up to the present time.

During that period he has been in close contact with 
Kasper concerning the* activities 0 this organization * 
As of October,-1957 > Fleming' was acting, executive 

^secretary of SWCC which has headquarters at 1047 
:§lst .'Street.,. ■ X6FihW’&s£* 'Washington,- -D* -C.; A. \ ‘ . ’ •

• Tolson —_
Nichols _ 

" Boardman^ 
' Belmont —

Mohr1
“ Parsons _i

Rps.eh -_ 
< Tamm.—. 

. Trotter —1. 
’' Np<rh 

,• Tele.Jjgbi 
■_ Hollo®.
^GandySsS.

In addition to the information available ■ 
concerning Fleming’s activities in connection with 
citizens councils, in September, 1956,|

i ICharloftesvilleX Virginia, Police Deparwnr, 
t . Wvise^fid had received inf ormMtion f rofe a source Wo

' Fleming of}WCCM has long beeh known;

X 10QM23395 :

X Sep note,bn yellow page 2.
-t OTrdlhVWi / . -
- (5) ' ■ .





. Director, Federal Bureau. of Investigation

.. W* Wilson. White, Assistant Attorney General, 
• Civil Rights Division

Floyd Fleming; _____ '
‘ (Relationship to Frederick John Kasper \ 

antfewkite Citizens Councils of 
District of Colmbia)' - .

• • ‘ ■ PA. r' • '
b6 Hlh-70-126 .M*. EH!

. lU-70-rl27 ^iss —
° U .114.6-1-32891"------—

The Bureau'>of Prisons has received a request from Frederick 
• John Kasper, who is presently in federal custody, to have the follow- - 

ing two individuals placed upon his list of approved correspondents.: - 
Flovd Fleming. 90^ Ouincv Street. N. E.« Washington. D., C., and

Washington, ^D.«^-C

We should appreciate your checking your records .for infer 
mat ion, which, might appear' concerning Fleming ,and| |and the 

• nature of. their association witk Kasper, with particular reference 
to their possible association With him in any Citizens'^’Council 
activities,in the District of Columbia or elsewhere. . _



Mr., Willian^rrp

SACj - Richmond January S?.1958

Director* FBI
RECORDED-95

(100-

.. b7C
Reurlet dated DecbMxCf 10 f. 1957;; Bule t 

to Washington FlelU Office dated December 18,, 19571; 
and Washington Field Office letter dated December 30 
1957*. ’

__________ Bureau authority is granted to contact

Tolson 
Nichols_  
Boardman , 
Belmont _
Mohr_____ 
Parsons _
Rosen -to 
Tamm Jo
Trotter_  
Nease 
Tele. Room*. 
Holloman _
Gandy

Ifor the purpose or aeTersiming - 
her willingness and potentiality- to furnish information 
concomihdl | Yoh should explain
to] | that the bureau is not interested ->
in the legitimate abtivitihs bf citi&ehS councils ’ 
but is interested solely in violations .of laws within - 
the bureau%. jurisdiction,, particularly ci^il, rights . 
violations^ and id potential for viblehh^ ’ ■ .

Furnish Bureau promptiy results of contact
with

2 - Washington Field Off ice? (100-33226)
\» -

NOTE ON YELLOW:
. -

Richmond -Was requested by WFO id obtain

.jus

sources concerning individuals connected with captioned
* organization who reside in Virginia. Richmond by______  

letter 12/10/57. requested authority to contacts]
]as a neighborhood source on I IWho is an

'official of 
ofKcheck of

the .citizens councils in Washington. Results 
Bufiles has been furnished Richmond previously.

i /-»*<* m, X i n*
t >.

CFRsdlh 

.

MAIL ROOM

WOD31,

t

Wl
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Subject organization maintains headquarters in Room 5, 1047 31st *
St.-, N.W., WDC. An.informant advises that JOHN KASPER while out 
of jail controlled this organization and even while in jail the 

7organization attempts to foliow his .decisions to the fullest.
The present officers of the WCC are FLOYD H. FLEMING. Executive 

.^Secretary; | I President;! 1 Vice b6
President, andf ___ | Secretary-Treasurer. Descriptions b7C
of KASPER and other officers set forth in report. Informant

President; |
] Secretary-Treasurer.

furnished a list of organizations which are ..affiliated with
WCC according to KASPER; WCC picketed the White House on 10/1/57, 
and 11/8/57,-carrying placards against integration. Subject 
organization on KASPER’S instruction is attempting to establish 
a publication which originally was tb^haye been, called ’’Seaboard 
Fortnightly: and which was later changed ~to ’’White Man Awaken.” 
future editions are to be called ’’Charge.” Only one edition has 

een printed to date and it was called ’’White Man Awaken.” 
^Informant furnished financial record of WCC for the period

June to December 1956, reflecting an income of approximately
$2,000 and expenses of approximately $2,000; The WCC plans an es- f 
(Say contest in 1958. An informant has furnished the names and 
addresses of some of KASPER’s associates and correspondents. An
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informant has advised that[ an officer of
WCC, has made the statement ’’They knew whete they could get 
guns for $24 a piece” referring to the WCC. ‘

b6
b7C

- P

ADDITIONAL COPIES

1 - Charlotte (105-471)(Info)(RM)
•/l - Knoxville (105-122)(Info)(RM)
[/I - Little Rock (Info) (RM)

1 - Louisville (Info)(RM)
^1 - Memphis (Info) (RM)

1 - Miami (Info)(RM)
1 - Mobile (105-258 (Info)(RM)
1 - Newark (105-3383)(Info)(RM)
1 - New Orleans (Info)(RM)
1 - New York (105-197792)(Info)(RM)
1 - Norfolk (105-242)(Info)(RM) .
1 - Philadelphia (105-2702)(Info)(RM)
1 - Pittsburgh (105-1364)(Info)(RM)
1 - Richmond (105-632)(Info)(RM)
1 - St. Louis (Info)(RM)
1 - San Antonio (Info)(RM)
1 - Savannah (Info)(RM)
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WFO 100-33226 CONFIDENTIAL

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

I. HEADQUARTERS

Mrs. EMMA STEVENS, Real Estate AgentZ1220 Wisconsin
Avenue, N.W.. advised on November 4..1957, that 
had rentedT I/from, her to be
used for the Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils.

Mrs. STEVENS advised that this same ofganiza-tTon
had formerly rented a hall from her at 3204 M Street, N.W.,
but had to give it up when the lease ran out in October, 1957, 
due to the owner wanting the space for himself. b6

' , - b7
Confidential Informant T-l advised on October 7, 

1957, that the printing press of the WCC had been moved to a 
private home somewhere in the District of Columbia.

< ‘’<1

On October 6, 1957, Special Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation observed that JOHN KASPER and others 
loaded equipment on a trailer from a residence at 2621 North 
Brandywine Street, Arlington, Virginia, and 3204 M Street, N.W., 
which equipment was unloaded at 3638 HornerJPlace, S.E. It 
is to be noted that -2621 NorthJBrandvwine. St^eAr^Ar-Lington.._ 
ia____ tha re.cH Hence of Hm-nl

 is the residence~ot-l 
also known as --------- :------------------ :-------------------------------

It is also to be noted that the publication of the 
organization "White Man Awaken" carries the caption Seaboard 
White Citizen’s Council, 1047 31st\ Street, ,N.W., Washington 7, 
D.C. \

II. OFFICERS

T-l advised on. December 6, 1957, that, regarding the 
role which JOHN KASPER plays in the WCC,there is no doubt 
that while he was out of jail he was the controlling\individual 
and the activities of the council were governed by him. .
According to the informant, even while in jail the council 
attempts to follow his decisions to the fullest. They weigh their 
decisions in the light of what KASPER may thinjs of the idea.

- 2 -
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It is the informant’s opinion that KASPER has this influence 
with the council because of the following:

1. He was one of the originators of the 
movement.

2. He represents to them a big name and an entre 
with other organizations and individuals for 
the ultimate furtherance of their objectives.

It is the informant’s opinion that if KASPER pulled
out of this organization while the council and groups associated 
with it would not fold or go out of existence, they would be 
greatly reduced in their effectiveness. The effect of his 
being jailed has also handicapped the council in that people 
who would do things for KASPER will not do it for the council 
alone.

It is to be noted that the Supreme Court of the
United States on October 14, 1957, refused to review JOHN 
KASPER’s case in connection with his conviction on August 31, 
1956, for ’’willful contempt” for interference in desegregation 
of the Clinton, Tennessee, High School.

On October 17, 1957, U S. Marshals in Washington,
D.C., took JOHN KASPER into custody on order from U.S. 
District Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR of Knoxville, Tennessee. 
Judge TAYLOR ordered KASPER’s arrest after learning that the 
Supreme Court had refused to review the conviction.

On November 5, 1957,. Confidential InformanK T-2 
supplied information from a source of informant’s that 
JOHN KASPER had been in regular contact jwith of
New York, using the name JOHN RUTKO. WM 1-------------------

Confidential Informant T-3 on November 19, 1957, y
furnished a copy of a rough draft statement which bore on the 
bottom of it the typewritten name JOHN KASPER, Tallahassee, 
Florida,’ March 12, 1957, and which bore a title ’’Statement Given 
to Investigation Committee and Press.” This statement reads 
as follows:

**I have never denied associating with Negroes 
several years ago in New York. The fact that I did 
has long been aired in the National Press and the
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Negro Press si.nce'two months after the
Clinton, Tennessee, struggle. The committee has 
done a good job in developing this line of thought. _

’’What I learned about segregation came after 
a visit to Alabama to assist Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN 
in his campaign for the U.S. Senate. -

’’A vital mind is susceptible to change once 
in awhile. I have changed my views on the segregation 
issue, radically, within the last year and a half.

”0ur most deadly enemy is ignorance and the 
man with the fixed idea. It is to be hoped that more 
Yankees from the North and rabid race mixers will 
see the light and lend efforts towards turning back 
the gradual destruction of the basic rights of every 
American as guaranteed by the Constitution.

”It is further hoped that, while continuing to 
exercise the responsibility to see to it that every 
Negro has the same .rights as every white man, more 
white Yankees will have dropped the principals 
of segregation and help relieve the tensions set-up 
by the different racial ellements being forced to 
associate against their will.

’’Interest; slavery, Communism (Federal 
Centralization) and ignorance are the deadly enemies.

’’In New York I was not aware of the Communist’s 
efforts to destroy the Southern white people through the 
Negro, by breaking down segregation barriers. The 
Negroes, that I have associated with in New York 
were not aware of it either.

’’The struggle to maintain Constitutional Govern
ment is centered in the Southland. The ’Red Tide* will 
either be turned here or we will be engulfed in a 
barbarous Red dictatorship which will out do all 
previous efforts to enslave free men. *

’’Waging war on this threat to American .
liberty is a life’s work, to this end I am dedicated.”

The portions underlined above were crossed out ( 
in the statement. I )

_ 4 . CONESpENTlAL'
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On September 17, 1957, Confidential'Informant T-4
/ advised/that in the first part of September/, 1957, one
/ |___ | New York Cit^4 had mentioned that
V^Ee'Ead once lived~wi’th~JOHN'KASPER~^ name had received
/national prominence in the recent newspapers. Informant 
/ stated that related this fact With "a kind of elation,

because obviously she thought she owned a portion of KASPER’s 
limelight." According to informant, KASPER limited his
residence to place "to four days a week 
might share anotner apartment with another girl 
three."

so 
the

that he
remaining

According to T-4, 
School ,of Social Science in

attended the Jefferson

It is to be .noted that the Jefferson School of
Social Science has been designated by the United States 
Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

T-3 advised on. November 19, 1957, that the following 
persons were elected officers of the WCC at a special Board 
of Directors meeting held in November, 1957:

Executive Secretary: FLOYD H. FLEMING 
President: 
Vice President: 
Secretary-Treasurer:

On November 21, 1957, T-l advised that there
is dissension in the WCC. Informant stated that I
and I __ I want to drop I_____________________ ___ ________________

3^/an^J^OYf^&EMING from the organization. They want 'to drop
"^ FLEMING because he is "always putting his foot in his mouth."

~1 according to the informant, thinks I and
are "crazy./" According to informant, lis in favor

of sending JOHN KASPER a letter to sound him out concerning
this matter and /if he did not go along he would be dropped
al so • / -’V i'•**'<

wants I rand herself to
be the nucleus of a hew organization, and they might 
have to keep FLOYD FLEMING because they would lose J. BENJAMIN 
SIMMONS if FLEMING was dropped.

confidential,'
- 5 -
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It is to be noted that J. BENJAM

confideiWal 
- - A

SUMMONS is a
Washington attorney who has represented JOHN~KASPER

The following descriptions of the officers and KASPER 
have been obtained through public records, personal observation 
and interviews.

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER \

Name:

Sex:

FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, aka / 
JOHN^KASPER, JOHNflRUTKO. JAY0^?sp£:o 
Male” ' \ / 7 ■

Race: - White ’
Date and Place—

Residence:
10/21/29, Camden, Ne.w„ Jersey__ ; 
KASPER usually lists his 
permanent address as 14 
Franklin Avenue, Merchantville, 
New Jersey, the home of his

Height: 
Weight: 
Build:
Hair:
Eyes: 
Complexion:

175 lbs. ‘ -
Slender ' J
Dark Brown '
Green 
Fair

Occupation:
Marital Status:

Book Store Proprietor 
Single

Education: B.S. degree from Columbia 
Rniversity, 1951

Military Service: The records of Confidential 
Informant T-5 as checked on 
10/23/56, reflect that KASPER 
registered for the draft with 
Local Draft Board # 8, Camden, 
N.J., on 9/15/48

On January 3, 1951, KASPER received a physical examination 
for U.S. Army service' at the National Guard Armory in Camden, 
New Jersey. He was found to be suffering from a psychopathic 
personality severe. The records of T-5 reflect that KASPER 
has a history of mental hospitalization for mental disorder. He 
was rejected for military service and classified 4-F because of, 
psychiatric disorder. The records of T-5 reflect a letter received 
from KASPER dated November 3, 1950. In the letter

CONFIDENTIAL.
6
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KASPER stated that he was subject to extreme periods of 
depression even when among people. The letter stated that he, 
KASPER, had a very bad experience at the Riverside Military 
Academy, Gainesville, Georgia. KASPER stated that he has been 
a patient in a mental hospital for early homosexuality and 
for general neurotic behavior.

FLOYD H. FLEMING

Name: 
Sex: .
Race: 
Date of Birth:

/

Residence:
. Height: 

Weight: 
Build: 
Hair:

t Complexion: 
\ Occupation:

\Marital Status:

FLOYD I^FLEMING 
Male 'v * '
White
9/l/95-96._Newmar,ket,. 
Virginia.
905 Quincy Street, N.E.
5’7” '
145 lbs. 
Slender 
Brown-greying 
Fair 
Painter, U.S. Naval Air 
Station, Anacostfa, Washington 
n r

b7C

Army Serial 
~Education^

Name:
Sex:
Race :
Date of birth;
Residence:

Height: 
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Eyes: 
Complexion:

vUivofced

Maxe 
White

bprmejr; wxie

Military Service: 7*28/18 
U.S.- Army 
5-20-18 
High School

Washington. ._C_.
6” 
170 to 175 lbs. 
Slender 
Brown 
Brown 
Fair

i

ENTIAT
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Occupation:

Marital Status-T • Married: wifel

Military Service: U.S.

Social Security #:

Name:
Sex:

(Race:
I Date of Birth.:— 
'TR^sidence:

‘IMaTe
White____

------------ ’ * x—

Washington. D..

Height: 
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Complexion: 
Occupation:

147 lbs.
Stocky ,
Black - curly
Fai r

to

,c.

Marital Status:
Military Service:

Single 
U.S. Nav

US .Navy Ser.ial,,fe:^

Parents:

HigfiTSchool, Washington
Lee, Arlington. Va.____ _ 
Mother,, 
Father,

L

Name: 
Sex: 
Race: 
Born;.. 
Residence:

Height:
Weight:

Female 
White

100 lbs.

CON
- 8 -
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Build:
Hair:
Complexion:
Occupation:
Marital Status:
Parents:

confidential
Small 
Dark blonde
Fair___________

single 
Father

7

. III. AIMS. AND PURPOSES OF WCC

On November 19,.1957__ T-3 advised that JOHN KASPER 
in issuing instructions to___________________ |about the affairs
of the WCC stated that a leaflet ’’Citizens’ Councils, What 
Are They” should be reprinted. KASPER stated that this 
leaflet is a good basic sheet for the Seaboard White Citizens’ 
Councils'1. • .

On October 31, 1957, Commander JOHN BLACK, Anacostia 
Naval Air Station, made available copies of papers in the 
possession of FLOYD H. FLEMING on March 26, 1957, when 
FLEMING’S car under went a routine inspection at the Naval 
Station. Among these papers was the following':

A Leaflet bearing the caption
’’White Citizens’ Councils, What Are They”

”0ur movement arises from a deep-seated belief in the 
diverse natures of animals and plants as established by the 
Creator. To blot one single distinction is to defy the highest 
plan of Providence.. Nigras were not meant to be WHITE. The 
white race was not intended to be anything but white.

"We damn all race-mixers. We believe the race-mongrelizer 
is degenerate. It is our privilege and our power to attack and 
destroy the Communist. The Nordic peoples in the United States 
and White Christendom are the heroic barriers against red 
savagery and murder. As white citizens we are organized to defend 
the cherished vision of the white man. We refuse to see our 
children sold into slavery. We demand that the white politician 
exhibit the highest concept of honor as a white man or GET OUT 
OF POLITICS. We demand racial pride in our youths. We demand 
the politician fight the race-mongrelizer or leave the field of 
action. We the people demand the right to attack and destroy

CONFIDENTIAL
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the communist directly and head-on* We demand the communist-led 
NAACP be placed immediately on the Attorney-General ’ s list 
of'red-subversive organizations. We demand the red leaders 
of the NAACP be prosecuted and given life-imprisonment or the 
maximum the law will allow.

"We are organized to foot out every degenerate 
preacher; civic leader;- P. T. A. mongrelizer, school board 
official, Commissioner, pinko professor, lawyer, or politician 
who uses his honorable office to destroy our people. We are 
an attack program. We proclaim action as our creed. We are 
nationalists. We declare for America FIRST. Join your Council 
NOW You have no alternative as a white man but to join. We are 
fighting. You must fight with us. If there is no Council , 
in your community, you must have one. The time is now." f i .

IV. AFFILIATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Oh November 19, 1957, T-3 advised that JOHN KASPER 
stated;; in writing that the 'following organizations were 
affiliated with the Seaboard^White Citizens’ Councils: •

1.^Tennessee WCC
-LEE^C^TER: ' Executive Secretary J

■ ~P0RTER^ \
Regional* Secretaries z' '

' asaacArter'
ia Citizens* Councils

ExecutiveSecretary

3 *^Southern Knights of Ku. Klux^Klan^^ 
' BIEIJ^^^RIX': ~ Imperial Advisor

4* ZSputh Carolina _ Ku..Klux*.Klan—, 
J AMEl-F^GWELL: Grand Titan -

5 .S&hio W.CCX''^^ - ’
"PETE^^AVlER: Executive Secretary

7 .1$New York WCC
ROBERlxJL'HOMMEDIEU : Executive Secretary

8 .^IarylandJWCC '
FRANCIS^BERRY: Executive Secretary or
JOHJFPEARCE - — ~~~~ ' '

- 10
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12. /^ew Jersey WCC

9. /yxyirginia ^CC , ’
RT^QASSIDY^Executive Secretary

11 .^Jgprth Carolina WCC

10. /|

15.

14.

16.^

19. /^National Progressive Party 
THOMASsCFENTON: Director'

18.^Beaumont/Citizens’ Councils

uth

EMORY

XiEidaJ^CC—
ELDONS (?): Executive Secretary

.erican-Citizens for the Constitution 
Director

eorgia ^Patriots 
BURKET^irector '

Vigilantesr.v. 
ONER: Chairman

17. ^nAryan Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
^HSOffiCE^SHERim^to

—Waco, Texas

It is. to be noted that the Ku Klux Klan is an 
organization which has been designated by the United States 
Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

On November 4, 1957, T-l advised that|_  
had supplied a member of WCC with an application blank for 
the KKK. According to informant, ]intended to give
this application to a Klansman from South Carolina.

b7C

On November ^10,, 1957, T-l made available a flyer 
which set forth that arfc^American Nationalist-Oonvention 
would take place on Sunday^ in Knoxville,
Tennessee. The flyer set forth that twelve nationalist ’
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organizations and three WCC with delegates from 20 states would 
meet td unite their forces for action in the form of a political 
mass movement to ’’save the white race, stop integration, 
drive traitors from political office, release imprisoned 
patriots, stopJEISENHOWER’s invasion of the south.” This 
flyer was s^cout -over the typewritten signature of Dr. 
EDWARD NV^FIELDS, 1617 Bardstowu Road.^Louisvillq, Kentucky.

T-l advised on Decmeber 3, 1957, that there is to be 
a Nationalist; Convention in Knoxville in another month or so. 
According to the informant, I I stated that b6
because the Seaboard White Citizens’ councils did not.send b7C 
someone to the last one, November 10, 1957, the leaders are 
having another one. .

On November 18, 1957, T-l made available a grovp 
of applications to WCC. These applications can be split down 
into two groups, both from Tennessee. Informant was unable 
to explain why these applications were presently in the 
possession of the WCC in the District of Columbia.

Group One

Membership Application 
7r^hesse£lW County Division,
6509 Robertson Road, Nashville, Tennessee

' H.L><gOBBS HOWELL E ^C^OCKER
5616 Mkrtha Avenue 5302 Elkins "Avenue

LLOYD LEESSHADRICK E. cJ^ONGWORTH
1721 Nassow St. 4811 Alabama Ave.

W.F.^fcCORD._ 
West Nashville 
Route 2

MpNROE-B-XKELLY.—' 
718 Joseplr^kvenue

RAYMOND^NTECOST 
OldHickory Boulevard 
Number 2

J.K^roMLIN.__. 
1406 Steinback Ave.

PORTER^FREEMAN
Antioch X

Group Two

Membership Application
CONFIDENTIAL,
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/ JAMES D><PRIEST 
'~36T1 Meadowbrook Avenue

I PRIEST listed as references W.B. BANKS, G.H 
’ HARDING and JAMES BILL MC INTER

I CLYDE^SMITHSON 
“3IT-32nd Avenue IlOTTall Street

Telephone AL 5-7896

W.C^^NRY, JR. 
Route 4
Nolensville Road

V* ACTIVITIES

I. JOHN KASPER’s 
Own Activity-

Record of His

T-3 on November 19, 1957, furnished a handwritten 
record of JOHN KASPER which set forth his activities and 
the activities of the WCC from August, 1957, to November, 1957,. 
The following is a brief digest of this record in the same 
form as it is written. ■

August, 1957

KASPER in Nashville
Meetings every evening in Nashville neighborhoods 
Tremendous quantities of literature distributed 
in Nashville, 300,000 pieces estimated 
Motorcades to protest race mixing every Sunday 
Meetings every night at Davidson County Court 
House and War Memorial Building, .Nashville 
Organizing campaigris in Winston Salem, Greensboro 
and Charlotte, North Carolina 
WCC formed in all three cities

September, ,1957' . . .
"7" : y l
Rally- before ‘school opening to hear KASPER,

AgENDRICKS, EDMELD§$ J.B. STONER, JOHNiMERCURIO - 
^7^-^^^VIER and others ’ ------ 1-----———

-13- OoWlDENTIALC
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Rally War Memorial Building

The following is an exact quotation from the 
record:

’’Hattie Cotton school bombed (much speculation 
that NAACP did this) and rain of Nashville police, terror under 
orders of N’Ville Mayor BEN WEST and Chief Red secret 
police type round up and arrest of innocent victims. Many 
persons brutually beaten at police station to try fix blame 
for bombing.” .........................................................................................'

’ At the instigation of Davidson County Attorney General 
HARRY NICHOLS and Tennessee Governor FRANK CLEMENTS, KASPER 
framed up and indicted by Grand Jury for inciting to riot. 
KASPER held in solitary for nine days until $2,500 bond posted 
by LEE FOSTER, Regional Secretary of Tennessee WCC. Leaders 
Conference, Montgomery, Alabama. Organizing Cleveland, 
Dayton, Chattanooga. Speaking Nashville, Knoxville.

October, 1957

Move to new headquarters at 1047 31st St., N.W. 
Speaking Knoxville, Tennessee 
Leaders conference, New York; Washington, D.C. 
Meetings New York, Knoxville, Washington and 
Nashville
Ground work for a new political party based on 
racial nationalism laid at Knoxville, Nashville, 
Washington and New York City 
Enter three WCC backed candidates for city 
council and school board at Knoxville 
U.S. Supreme Court refuses to review KASPER’S 
first conviction for contempt and Judge TAYLOR’s 
one year sentence 
Seaboard picketed White House and conference of 
four scalawag governors - HODGES of North Carolina* 
COLLINS of Florida; CLEMENTS of Tennessee;

, and MC KELDIN of Maryland and "eisenhower, 
in connection with the eisenhower , _fcrownell - 
£abb decision to send bayonets and 1,000 troops 
to force ’nigras* into Central High School at 
Little Rock, Arkansas

confidential,
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New membership and organizing drive started 
seeking 50,000 members in all 48 states and 
District of Columbia
Drive for legal funds intensified
KASPER’s bond revoked by order of Judge b6
TAYLOR and "brownell." b7C
Remanded to District of Columbia Jail by 
U.S. Marshals

November, 1957

FLOYD flem I NG e^bft^d“Execu7vivu fteuretary------------  
I re-elected to presidency

J- Vice President 
__  l~- Secretary-Treasurer 

20’07000 piece’s of printed matter ordered, 
printed and distributed giving the facts on the 
KASPER Case arid the Seaboard record, and 
the truth abou$ Communist-Jew-NAACP 
The Fortnightly Seaboard publication planned, 
first issue expected to be January

2 . Picketing of the/White HouBeJon 
October 1, 1957

The ’’Washington Evening Star” in its evening edition 
September 29, 1957, carried an article titled ’’Picketing 
Planned at White House." This article indicated that JOHN 
KASPER, Executive Secretary of the Seaboard White Citizens’ 
Councils said "a group of his supporters will picket the 
White House at noon tomorrow in protest of the Hungarian 
■type police state rule in Arkansas by President EISENHOWER."

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
on October 1, 1957, observed in front of the White House 
picketers carrying the following placards:

1. Government By Injunction is Evil 
Education by Bayonet is Crime

2. America Sold Out to Red Pressure, Remove 
Troops from Little Rock

3. Release Arkansas From Palace Guard

4. Free Arkansas from Dictatorship

CON^pENTIA^
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5. Tanks at Clinton, Bayonets At Little 
Rock, Police State at Nashville, 
Whither America

6* Federal Dictatorship Versus the People 
NAACP Rejoices, White People Weep

7. End Armed Terror, Budapest, Hungary;
Posan, Poland; Clinton, Tennessee; 

Nashville, Tennessee, Little Rock, 
Arkansas

8. Keep Our White Schools White

9. FAUBUS for President, Turn IKE’Out to 
Pasture

10. End Police State Education Now

11. Down With White Traitors

12. IKE, CLEMENT, HODGES, MC KELDIN, All 
This Will Pass Away

13. CLEMENT Is a Fraud, Is He Here For IKE’s 
Tanks

14. We Demand the Constitution, Long Live 
FAUBUS

15. End Police State Terror Little Rock Now

On the back of some of these placards were the
following:

1. WCC of District of Columbia, S.E. Council
2. * WCC, Owings, Maryland
3. Seaboard White Citizens* Councils

While the picketing was in progress at the White
House, Confidential Informant T-6 identified the following 
persons as participating in the picket line: ~ *

CONFIDENTIAL
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According to T-6 
from Warrenton. Virginia, and are

. are
younger brothers of

is from Deale-, Maryland.

3. Picketing the White House on 
November 8, 1957

T-l advised on October 21, 1957, that the WCC 
was planning to picket the Supreme Court on November 1, 1957. 
According to the informant, requests had been made of out of 
town groups to assist in the picketing. Two of the groups 
asked were the National Renaissance Party of New, Yprk City 
and an anti-integration group from Deale, Maryland. ’

Informant advised that the picketing was set 
for November 1, 1957, to coincide with a final appeal to the 
Supreme Court on JOHN KASPER’s behalf by his attorney J. 
BENJAMIN SIMMONS.

On October 22, 1957, T-l advised that|................ 
had been sending out letters asking various groups to help 
picket the Supreme Court on November 1, 1957. She mentioned 
that she had asked thg^Ational Renaissance.. Party. 10 West — 
90th Street,..-New. Y^^^ New..YorlC According to I |she
called this prganizat iQn''N^she hoped that they would 
not send down uniformed men as they have a group of brown shirts.

T-l advised on October 25, 1957, that, according to 
FLOYD FLEMING, who is a painter, is taking care of the 

signs for the picketing at the Supreme Court. At this time, 
I I mentioned that they were pretty sure a group from

Deale, Maryland, would assist in the picketing but that she 
_ had had, no conformation from the National Renaissance Party, 

mentioned thatl I would not assist in the picketing
because he would lose his job if his picture appeared in the
newspapers.
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-------------- On October 25, 1957, T-l advised that 
stated that JOHN KASPER had advised them to picket 

me supreme Court even though they only had six people.

On October 29, 1957, T-l advised that KuKlux ' 
Klan members from South Carolina were scheduled to take part 
in the picketing of the U.S. Supreme Court on November 8, 1957.

On November 1, 1957, T. PERRY LIPPETT, Marshal.,.
U S. Sunrema a rixzi spri that he had received an inquiry
from ___________ J who had identified himself as an official of
the WCC. [solicited Marshal LIPPETT*s cooperation in
making available an area on the ground of the U.S. Supreme
Court which could be utilized by his organization for the 
purpose of picketing on Novpmhpr ft, 1957. Marshal LIPPETT 
advised that he informed I I that picketing of the U.S.
Supreme Court is a direct violation of Title 18, Section 
1507, U.S. Code, and that appeared to be very
surprised to learn this.

On November 2, 1957, Lt. JOSEPH CHENNAULT (NA), 
Special Investigations Squad, Metropolitan Police Department, 
Washington, D.C., advised that| had called
Precinct No. 3, MPD, on November 2, 1957, and advised that 
Precinct that the WCC would picket the White House on November 8, 
1957. I advised CHENNAULT that there would be 30
picketers in all coming from Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia 
and Maryland, and he also stated that he,.himself, would not 
be among the picketers

Confidential Informant. T-T.advised'^on November.^ 
1957, tha the had overheard JAMES W^B3SWELL,/ Grand DragogMatipnal 
Ku KIux Klan, dGrAeLn3dLl.le1_^ state 12 klansmen
from ‘Eis organization /’"TocTuding himself, were going to drive 
to Washington, D.C., for the purpose of picketing the U.S.
Supreme Court along with other groups on November 8, 1957, in 
connection with the JOHN KASPER Case. BAGWELL mentioned that
other klansmen from the lower part of South Carolina also 
members of the organization would drive to Washington on November 7, 
1957, for the same purpose. BAGWELL mentioned that negotiations 
had been made with the MPD, Washington, D.C., for the picketing 
to take place and the police were being contacted to ascertain 
whether the klansmen would be permitted to wear robes during 
the picketing.

CONFIDENTIAL
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T-3 advised on November 19, 1957, that|_____  
in correspondence had mentioned that it was her idea for

picketing of the Supreme Court.

- On November 8“, 1957, Special Agents of the federal 
Bureau of Investigation observed the following: At 11:06 a.m, 

________ | in a 1953 Plymouth, Tennessee License Plates
3F7442, registered to JOHN KASPER, discharged five men with placards 
in front of the White House on Pa. Avenue side. These men 
commenced picketing with two placards and placed the others near 
the White House fence.

FLOYD FLEMING in charge of the. picketing advised 
members of the MPD that more meh were expected but their car 
broke down some, place in Virginia. When a member' of the ideal 
police asked FLEMING if the Other .men were Ku Klux’Klan members 
FLEMING stated again that the other car had broken . down in , • 
Virginia. • ■ /' ./yL’ \ ■ -Jy :-

The picketing pasted from approximately 11:08 a.m. / ' 
until 1:22 p.m. In all, a total, of nine persons participated 
but there-was usually only six. at .one time. The following 
persons were identified in the picket. line; by members of MPD.

FLOYD FLEMING ‘ ' .
905 Quincy Street, N.E.

New York City

Ufied white male who accompanied 
back to New York on a bus

/wearing a motorcycle cap and 
a red jacket
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N.W.
b7C

Unidentified young man,21years 
of age, short cropped hair, wearing 
dark glasses

The placards carried by the above persons were 
as follows:

STOP GOVERNMENT BY INJUNCTION, TENNESSEE
STOP ILLEGAL INJUNCTION, KENTUCKY
FREE KASPER, VIRGINIA
SUPPORT POLICE CHIEF MURRAY, SEABOARD

. WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS
JAIL ALL REDS, FREE KASPER
JEW SPINGARN, PRESIDENT OF NAACP
WHY IS KASPER IN JAIL, S. CAROLINA
STOP PHONY INJUNCTION, JUSTICE FOR KASPER, 
VIRGINIA
NAACP IS JEWISH COMMUNIST CONTROLLED, NEW YORK 
FREEDOM FOR REDS, JAIL FOR KASPER, TENNESSEE 
DOES COMMUNIST NAACP CONTROL SUPREME COURT, 
DELAWARE
JUSTICE FOR KASPER, MARYLAND
D.C. NAACP, DAVIDSON SAYS "I AM A TROUBLE
MAKER" SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS

■ COMMUNISTS GO FREE, KASPER GOES TO JAIL,
SOUTH CAROLINA
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS‘CITIZENS, 1047 31st
STREET, N.W., FE 3-7660
WE DEMAND THE CONSTITUTION, LONG LIVE FAUBUS 
END ARMED TERRORISM BUDAPEST, HUNGARY; POZNAN, 
POLAND; CLINTON, TENNESSEE; NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE; 
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS

Due to the small number of picketers they continuously 
shifted the placards from one to another during the demonstration.

VI . OFFICIAL PUBLICATION

On November 19, 1957. T-3 advised that JOHN KASPER 
in November, 1957, had informed _______________that a publication
called the ’’Seaboard Fortnightly’’ should be started as soon as 
possible. KASPER stated that language should be strong, '
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militant "pypn vicious." KASPER instructed that it should be
under)____________  direction and should attack Jews as "behind" b7C
integration in ever^,issue. According to KASPER, support 
should be given tex^®OMMELIN in Alabama and FOSTER in Tennessee 
in every issue. '

KASPER instructed that this paper only be printed 
as needed and that the first issue,fbe limited to 2,000. 
KASPER set the rate at $3 per year.^, or whatever else is 
possible financially.’

KASPER also advocated that brief biographies y \ //. 
should be given about people in the fight, BILJ^ENDRICKS, 
CROMMELIN, FOSTER, CARTER, FIELDS and HENSLEY. According to 
informant, KASPER instructed that in every issue there should 
be a request for funds for legal attacks, memberships and 
contributions.

KASPER instructed that readers be urged to subscribe 
to "Common Sense, American Nationalist, GLK SMITH, etc." .

On November 19, 1957, T-3 made available literature 
of the WCC which set forth the following concerning the 
Seaboard Fortnightly:

"Have you subscribed yet? If not, you are 
missing the finest new publication in the Nationalist field 
today. Only $3 yearly. It tells you all the works on the Jews, 
whois doing what in the money swindle, which Jews have been 
promoted in the NAACP and the Department of Justice, how the 
’liars for hire* in the press-gang are smearing it on thick, 
latest moves by nationalists to rejoin the constitution, 
meetings, persons, places, faces, it all comes your way via 
the Seaboard twice a month."

T-l on November 17, 1957, made available a copy of 
the publication of the organization "White Man Awaken," published 
by the Seaboard White Citizens’ Councils, 1047 31st Street, N.W., 
Washington 7, D.C. The headline on this one page document is 
captioned "Red Court and Jewspaper Lies Send KASPER to Jail; 
Turn Communist Kikes Scot-Free. This article demanded the 
immediate impeachment of the President, of the Supreme Court and 
of all other "so-called" public officials responsible for the 
pro communist type "Police State Conditions" in America. The

CONfflJENTIAL,
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article also demanded the immediate release of JOHN KASPER 
and the arrest of all the police state politicians responsible 
for his unlawful detention.

On December 3, 1957, T-l advised that JOHN KASPER 
had instructed that the name of the .paper be changed from 
’’White Man Awaken” to ’’Charge."

COfmpENTIAL
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VII FINANCES OF WCC

T-l on November <10, 1957, made available the 
financial records of the WCC for the period June through 
December, 1956. These records reflect that the following 
persons or organizations have made donations or loans to 
the WCC on the'dates indicated for the amount specified:

ORGANIZATION DONATION
DATE OR PERSON OR LOAN AMOUNT b

b7C
6/5/56 FT.OVD FLEMING Loan $125.00

Donation 31.23
Donation 15.00
Donation 10.00
Donation 10.00

' Donation 45.85

6/25/56 
6/29/56 
7/2/56 
7/13/56 
7/21/56
7/25/56 FLOYD FLEMING Loan 130.00
8/1/56
8/3/56
8/7/56
8/7/56
8/14/56

Donation 18.62
Donat ion 10.00
Donation 5.60
Donation 45.00
Donation 40.00

8/18/56
8/18/56

FLOYD FLEMING , 
BOB^MlALL at

GHarlhtt.ASville

Loan 10.00
- Donation 20.00

8/23/56 Donation 15.00
8/23/56
8/23/56
8/28/56

W.lS^KELIOTT-Donation 50.00
FLOYDil^EMING , Loan 10.00
C.Zt ^TINCHER Donation 10.00

9/10/56
9/12/56
9/19/56

Donation 365.00
Donation 14.60
Donation 15.30

10/5/56 
10/6/56 .
10/15/56

^ALABAMA WCC
>O3Mfcwcc^

Donation 50.00
2^ Donatiori 210.00

Donation^ 5.00
10/19/56 ' ___________________ r Donat ion 160.00
10/29/56 

- T0/31/56
W. IT^DDNCAN U.S a Donation 10.00

. EVERETT^rAMES-. Donation 2.00
11/1/56f Donation 250.00
11/5/56 
11/5/56 
11/5/56 
11/8/56 
12/1/56

.FREDgLASATER^ /,7 ■ Donation 5.00
HARVE¥^INNEY'"'7''" Donation 10.00 1

^ADA^^SSUP-^^U^^T-^ Donation 10.00
ROBERfe^LTZ^S' Donation 20 .’00
FLOYDIfLEMING^^ Loan 50.00

12/12/56
12/13/56

A Donation 27 *-0 6
Donation 10.00

12/17/56 Donation to JOHN KASPER from 160.00
Press'^(CBS) ‘

12/21/56 Donation 20.00 \ }
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From the above it appears that the heaviest 
contributors appear to be I _ | $436.20, FLOYD
FLEMING, >$325, and| $672.06. From a review??

. of the expenses of the organization, it does not appear 
that these amounts have been repaid. From June, 1956, to 
December, 1956, expense column of the organization reflects 
that JOHN KASPER received $107.56 which were all listed as 
expenses.

The following are the totals listed as income, 
and expenses for the months June through December.

DATE INCOME ~ . EXPENSES

June, 1956 $94.23 $34.07
- July, 1956 142.85 95.29

August, 1956 286.87 162.24
September, 1956 ■747.90 582.35
October, 1956 492.56 60253
November, 1956 498.00 426.21
December, 1956 223.06 400.39

On November 19, 19^, T-3 advised that on September 1, 
1957, JOHN KASPER wrote ACE^CARTER.^ Executive Secr.e2tarv_Qf„the^  ̂
Alabama—WCQ, 2005 Bessmer Road,. Birmingham ^Alabama, the 
following pictur'e~of finances^of the WCC_as-of September, 1956:.

”0ur Seaboard Headquarters is floundering with a 
measly $300 phone bill dating back to our meeting at the 
Annapolis Hotel in Washington, D. C. $125 needed for book 
store (headquarters), rent September♦ I I
home rent $95. Paper and printing bills amounting to $300, 
we are~desperate for funds to continue. These are moneys - 
needed apart from the thousands for our legal attack funds 
for BE^gM!MQ^’‘^rhe phrase' ’’for BEN SIMMONS” has been lined

On November 26, 1957, T-l-advised that PAULSEN 
^SgENCE, who is the president. of the Louis ianaEas ter n^Rail-x 

' road', has been furnishing the WCC a lotof money. According 
to infbrmaht, .-he originally sent <it- about $100 and in 
November of 1957, he sent in another $50. According to ■ 
informant, SPENCE’s office is Baton Rouge, Louisiana. '

s On November 18, 1957, T-l made available a money
receipt book which is usually in the possession of|

1 The exact significance of this book is not known, 
but the receipts listed in the book are as follows:
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7/7/57 to J. T^NA^IER for pro-Sou, $2.
/ ' “ ■

1957 to BILL^SAMPLY, $3.
7/24/57 to R, ^^FREEMAN for KKK, amount $5.

7/25/57 to L. E^EAD for KKK, $5.^

7/27/57 to pro-Soiir for pro-Sou, $2.
7/25/57 to N. J^^^NS for pro-Sou, amount $2.

f 8/5/57 to P. D^/^AVIS, 4009 Nevada Avenue for Serg, $3.

8/5/57 J. S-r^KlEST for WCC, $3.

8/5/57 to ROBERT J^REEMAN for WCC, $3.

8/5/57 to W.C. HENRY, JR., for WCC, $3.

8/5/57 J. L^SgSKIN for WCC j

PETER DAVIB^AVI^ for WCC, $3.

8/5/57 to JOHN^ARBER for WCC, $3.;

8/5/57 ,to- JAME^zgO^ELL .for WCC.,' $3., 

8/9/57'to LUTHEJ^RElB for WCC, $3.

8/9/57 to W. GERMAN for WCC, $3.

8/9/57 to H. L. HOBBS for WCC, $3. ' ’’’
i . .

HOWELL E. CRpCKER for WCC, $3.

11/57 to C. dS^ENPRLCK for dues WCC, $3.

8/12/57 HENRY A ./JARRELL for dues paid to 8/12/58 
for WWT^S—*—-- .

8/15/57 to. E. bS^ATSQN , Number 107, for dues paid 
to 8/15/58 T?WCC, $3 -

%
8/15/57 to BERNADINfe^>TSON for dues paid to 8/15/58

T WCC, $3.

8/13/57 to RUBY^JARRELL for yearly dues to 8/13/58, 
T WCC,

8/18/57 to JAMES—H^J^ATSON-f or dues paid to 8/18/58,

t wcc, $3- -2ox/ CON/iDENT!AC
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which 
contest on

VIII PLANS OF THE ORGANIZATION

T-3 made available, la written docui 
indicate that the WCC intends to hold an < 
three subjects. This document in part reads,as follows:

"Contestants in the Seaboard WCC’s essay contest 
may choose one of three topics to write on. The topics are:

"1. Proof that the jews are behind communist 
integration. Proof that the jews control the 
NAACP and communist movements in the United 
States.

"2. Why JOHN KASPER was illegally put in jail by the 
United States Supreme Court. ' How and why the 
Supreme Court has destroyed Constitutional 
Government.

"3. Why the Federal Reserve System is a swindle.
How and why the Federal Reserve System must be 
abolished in any new political philosophy that 
hopes to deal with usury,/ and legalized robbery 
of the American people."

It is specified in this document that all entries 
must be postmarked not later than April 30, 1958, and that 
winners of the contest will be announced on May 15, 1958. 
It is to be noted besides a small cash prize, the following 
publications are listed as prizes:

"Common Sense," "Cross and Flag," "The Virginian," 
"American Nationalist," "Seaboard Fortnightly," "White 
Sentinel," and "The Christian."

On November 19^y19^7, T-3 made available correspondence 
from WILLIAmWc NAUGHTON Jan associate of JOHN KASPER, which 
set forth that a conference on money matters was to be held in 
Washington in September, 1956. It was mentioned that 58 nations 
were sending representatives to this annual“meeting of the 
World Bank and Monetary Fund and that headquarters would be 
at the Sheraton Park Hotel. MC NAUGHTON inquired of KASPER 
as to whether or not they were making plans at that meeting to 
set up a depression. MC NAUGHTON mentioned that chronologically 
it is "about that time" for a depression. MC NAUGHTON then 
inquired of KASPER as to whether or not he wanted to picket 
the meeting and tell them "financiers go home, we don’t want your 
depression." MC NAUGHTON mentioned to KASPER that if there was 
a depression, he would be in a good spot to "capitalize" on the
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T-3 on November 19, 1957, advised that a Mrs^WAY, 
117 J Street, Nashville, Tennessee, had corresponded with 
KASPFR^thr’o'CTgh Box 6930, Congress Heights Station, Washington, 
D.C., in October, 1957. Mrs. WRAY stated in part that ’’With
out your leadership and learning, none of us know which way to 
turn.” Mrs. WRAY volunteered the following names as witnesses. 
Informant did not know the exact purpose of these witnesses: 

/Mr. and Mrs. K.J^^OLLINS, 5608 California Avenue.

\ Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT E-rgSROMLEY, 309 - 33rd Avenue, North.

Both are presumably in Nashville.

T-3 advised on November 19, 1957, .that a person by the 
name of ’’SHUDDI” corresponded wj^h- KASPER and asked him to 
remail a card to an ALEXANDER^MATTHEWS of Waldorf, .Maryland^ 
According to in formant, this" cardTwas' to annoy MATTHEWS- -because 
of something he had done to "SHUDDI."

On November 19, 1957, T-3 advised that "SHUDDI" 
later corresponded with KASPER and^-told him to hold, up on 
any mail until 26 October, 1957, when "’GOO BOO’ would be 
off the hook." ,

From other information recei^jie'd, T-3 advised 
that this "SHUDDJ" is actually 3901 Nichols
Avenue, S.E^^/-^, - ...----- ------------- —

T-3 advised on November 19, 1957, that oijje^JOE (LNU) 
of 2481 Northwest 97th Street, Miami 47, Florida, was in v \ 
contact with'jOHirWsPERT''’^^ '------- 4

,/ 'V
T-3 on November 19, 1957, advised that onaaEOM* (LNU), 

26_th Northwest  ..South River Drive, Miami^^Florida, h^cT c orrespoffde d 
with KASPER. - -

T-3 on November 19, 1957, advised that a WILLIAM 
MC NAUGHTON, 3035 M Street, N.W., Washington D. C. , had 
corresponded with KASPER in care of CLYD^COoK, Rout.e-_1.^ 
Clinton, Tennessee. in November, 1956, and sent'him a song 
on integration.
_____________On November 19, 1^57^1-3 advised thatJ I from b6

I New York.//corresponded with JOHN KASPER in b7C
September, 1957, and acknowledged receiving JOHN KASPER’s 
power of attorney. I I mentioned that the City Office 
promised not to throw JOHN KASPER’s belongings out. [ ‘
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also mentioned that he had been in Washington, ha~d $ 
"land might borrow a mimeograph machine from

her. I I also mentioned that he had met |_____
I I also mentioned that he would give JOHN KASPER news
later on the fall assault on Ivy Colleges.

T-3 on November 19, 1957, advised that JBETTY 
X^LYMAN, El, Westville, Indiana, had corresponded with KASPER 

fin'"April,‘ 1957, about her receiving money from KASPER.
_ • i '

Oh j November^rO, 1957, T-3 advised that there is a 
. JI. A<^LYMAN,/ SW 3/Bos 310 P, MC B10, care of Fleet Post • 

Office, San" Francisco, California, who writes to BETTY 
LYMAN. . Informant did not know the relationship.

, On November 19, 1957, T-3 advised that one WILLIAM T,
_j>^LES on October 23, 1956, was a correspondent of KASPER.

On November 19, 1957, T-3 advised that .JOHN KASPER’s 
mother wrote to him from 206 Watts Street, Durham,1 North 
Carolina, in March, 1957, and also from 1111 Street,
Durham, North Carolina, in March, 1957. ’

. X PUBLICITY GIVEN TO JOHN KASPER AND THE WCC
IN LOCAL PRESS '

The following articles have appeared in local 
newspapers.concerning KASPER .and the Seaboard WCC in recent 
months:

’The Washington Evening Star,” on September 30, 1957, 
carried an article captioned "Picketing Planned At White House." 
This article outlined that JOHN KASPER, Executive Secretary 
of the Seaboard WCC, would picket The White House on October 1, 
1957 "in protest to the Hungarian type police state rule in 
Arkansas by President Eisenhower."

"The Washington Evening Star," on*Octdber^i, 1957, 
carried an article captioned "KASPER and Seven Followers 
Picket The White House." This article set forth the details 
of the picketing of The White House on October 1, 1957.

"The Washington'Post and Times Herald," on October 2, 
1957, carried a small article entitled "White House Picketed 
By KASPER and Six Others."

5’The Washington Daily News," on October 2, 1957, 
Page 30, carried a larger coverage of the picketing on October 1, 
1957, entitled "Pickets, Picket, Pickets as President meets 
Southern Governors." This article carried four photographsi/
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of the picketing with two good photographs of JOHN.KASPER
and b6 

b7C
"The Evening Star,” on October 12, 1957, carried

an article entitled "Court Resists KASPER Appeal." This 
article datelined Nashville, Tennessee, set forth that 
the Circuit Court on October 11, 1957, upheld three or 
four city court misdeameanor convictions against segregationist 
JOHN KASPER. The city attorney ROBERT JENNINGS is quoted as 
saying that the New Jersey born segregationist would be kept 
under police surveillance "as long as he is in Nashville to 
determine whether he finds an honest calling.” "As a convicted 
vagrant," Mr. JEONGS advised, "he is subject to arrest day 
by day." During the lengthly interview, KASPER was questioned 
as to where he gets bis money. The article quotes him as 
saying, "That’s none of your business." The article states 
that he gets his money from collections at local meetings and 
contributions from all over the world.

"The Washington Evening Star," on October 14, 1957, 
carried an article entitled, "KASPER Loses in High Court. Contempt 
Case.^ Conviction Upheld." This article sets forth that the 
United States Supreme Court declined to review KASPER's con
viction and one year jail sentence imposed as a result of an 
anti-integration Clinton, Tennessee, in August,
1956

"The Washington Post and Times Herald," on October 18,
1957, carried an article entitled "KASPER Gets Year in Clinton 
Case.” The article sets forth that KASPER was jailed on 
October 1, 1957, a few hours after a Knoxville, Tennessee, 
judge ordered him to serve one year in Federal Prison for 
stirring up trouble in Clinton, Tennessee.

"The Washington Evening Star," oh October 18, 1957, 
carried an article, "JOHN KASPER Arrested, Placed in District 
Jail." This article sets forth the details concerning KASPER’s 
arrest by United States marshals on orders from Federal Judge 
ROBERT L. TAYLOR of Knoxville, Tennessee.

"The Washington Evening Star," on November 9, 1957,
carried an article entitled, "KASPER Asks Court Again for 
Review of Conviction.” This article sets forth that KASPER 
asked the Supreme Court on November 8, 1957, to reconsider 
its recent denial of a petition to review his contempt of 
court conviction. ’ ,
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XI MISCELLANEOUS

It is to be hote.d that ’’The Washington Evening 
Star,’’ on October 7, 1957, carried an article entitled, 
’’Cross Burning Probed at MC KELDIN’s Mansion.” This article 
mentions that the State Police of Maryland turned, on 
October 7, 1957, to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for 
scientific help in tracking down the persons who burned a 
cross and hung anti-integration signs on the fence of Govern
ment house, the residence of Maryland’s Governor. The article 
mentions that Governor MC KELDIN publicly had accused Governor 
FAUBUS of inciting the violence at Little Rock, Arkansas. 
He also had denounced segregationists in Deale, Maryland, who 
forced the withdrawal of a six year old Negro boy from a white 
elementary school by throwing bricks at classroom windows 
and burning a cross in his parents’ yardii

Confidential Informant T-8 advised on October 3, 
1957, that the name of the man in Deale, Maryland, who was 
responsible for burning a cross recently at the home of a 
doctor is STEWART VAUGHN, who is a real estate operator.

On November 7, 1957, Captain CHARLES MAGAHA, Frederick 
Barracks, Maryland, State Police, advised that the cross used 
in the cross burning at Governor MC KELDIN’s residence, which 
had been sent to the FBI Laboratory, had been returned with
seventeen unidentified fingerprints. He advised that six of 
>hese prints had been identified as belonging to | 1

Prince Frederick. Calvert County, Maryland. It is 
to De noted that I I was identified as participating in 
the picket line of WCC of The^White House on _

_____ On October 18, 1957, T-l advised that on October 16, 
1957,|____________________mentioned that "she knew where they nould
get guns for $24 a piece. ’’ Informant advised that was b
referring to the WCC. She also mentioned that KKK uniforms 
were $8 a piece.

CONFIDENTIAL.
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ft®* W AMardMn

'Mr. X/aTfr-ence
WMsty AttothW •&.cMral

®i^etdrs-^l

-. Mr* -.Williams

January 1^8

—OiSS^
»w<w.

Me your Mewttfl» a confidential iHf©xW>t» .
Mo has famished reliable .information in the aaatX b6 
advised on January 3.* 1958,. that. according t®| J b 7 c 
I_______ Jsscretusy-treaSurer Citizens /CatmeMs
of Distrin±-a^.£alEgtbia. United States’ 'Senator. 
jBashtll- or Mm ^connected” with Mu* gay© the Whit® 
Citizens 'Councils' ot-Metrict ©1 WwMa abeut 4*30$ 
copies of % consists of a '
talk by MtWey Michael'Of 'Sweetwater*. Tennessee* 
Hof dr® the M«liah Club of Mnokville* Tennessee ,’on 
August • The cdMents -of Michael were printed
&;"W ^Congressional Secord” at -Senator taseivs reunest.

- ' • The iiifonnsnt stated that these reprints.
are M-seMed wv.eiepes xhich bear Senator' KUssiOM’s 
frank and can -be- sent W anyone the. White 'gitikenS. 
Semichs-©! Mstrict of desiahates*

The .ipfoi^ani stated it ws his. impression 
that Meyd Memihg ?. CKecutivs secretary of the
Wile. £lti&ws t&uncils of Mstriet pf IfclwMsu ©Mhi&ed 
■these rep^MiSe

Tolson--------
Nichols  
Boardman — 
Belmont _ 
Moli 
Parsons _ 
ROsen 
Tamm , -- 
Trotter _i 
Nease _k. 
Tele.Roo> 
Holloman.
Gandy , ~

‘ With regard- th We ^eve another sour#©;, t&e 
Ms- £ ami-shed reliable infb^atiM in the pM-t».Wde 
available on December 11* '1957i information concerning . 

- & loiter MWd 'Moveaber 15;-19s^ <tm -®<©hh“ (probably 
.John Kasper) ;to- *fepydw W< ^lemihgi* ■

- xiMch letter Ms. dapTiened ttFinal Tnsttwtipnsi* 
- The letMr listed six things- to he one- of M&& 

■ Ms, >3.. ”hrite #enaW Mssell for.-iWM store of enclOhMv’3
MfUe 10.0-4X33^ (White CitiKeM of S* M’ irmw toti '. ' • a v„.

See memo J 
captioned

CFMidlh
(7)

RECORDED



75981 
lawrene© £. Walsh

source furnished no mterial wieh could he identified 
as the enclosure 1© this letter: however, ^ohn” may ,. 
hay© heei referring fa ©epiea ©f ^A Tragedy nf Errors” 
ref drred *° ab&.ve? '

For your information Kaspor-was formerly 
executive secretary .of White Citizens iComeils df 
District of Columbia.^ ';^a October 17f X9STr ^dsper 
was- taken into custom by United States Marshals in 
Washington* Do CM ■and ©a Woyegiber-.-22-,-. began 
serving a one-year sentence at th© Federal .Correctional 
XnMitution* tallaMs's'ee*. Merida, for ’’.Killful contempt” 
duo to MS- •activities in- kinton, Tennessee, in 

■August j,; 1956* ,
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■ ‘ ’ Office Mtmwandum • united STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)

COM
SAC, WFO (100^33226)

DATE: JANI 0 795g

aka

report

^AmiTE CITIZENS* COUNCIL OF D.C. , 
IS - X
(00: WFO)

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of
of SA RICHARD B

at Washington, D. C
;. LAVIN dated and captioned as 
as -well as eight copies, of a

letterhead memo dated and. captioned as above.

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

the 
above

Information, copies of this report are being
: : . . . . _ : WCC and. KASPER to personsOffices listed due to association of

or organizations in those states:

1
1
1
1

- Bureau (Ends. 16)
-Atlanta (Info) (Ends. 2) (RM)
- Baltimore (Info) (Ends. 2) (RM)
- Birmingham (Info) (Ends, 2) (RM)
- Charlotte (Info) (Ends. 2) (RM)

l^^Knoxyille (Info) (Ends. 2) (RM) 
^^f^ittle Rock (Info) (Ends. 2) (RM) 
‘^.i-^^puisviHe (Info) (Ends. 2) (RM) 
^^£|ie^mphiS (Info) (Ends,. 2).(RM)

M^'iami (Info) (Encls. 2) (RM)
^ Mobile (Info) (Ends. 2) (RM) 
-Newark (Info) (Ends. 2) (RM) 
- New Orleans (Info)(Encls. 2)(RM)

Hi'

^1

. . New York (Info)(Encls. 2) (RM)
(Info) (Encls. 2) (RM) 

(Info) (Ends* 2) (RM) 
sburgh (Info) (Encls. 2) (RM) 

. ^^Schmond (Info) (Ends. 2) (RM) 
Louis (Info) (Encls. 2) (RM) 

San Antonio (Info) (Encls. 2) (RM)

sent to

^GENCY^ 

REQ. REC’D 
DATE EORW. 
HOWFORW. 
BY_ _ _ _

7e e

/P/x

ALLINFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN is UNCLASSIFIED 
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN' 
OTHERWISE

Classified by
declassify om OW

1 — Savannah (Inf oLCEncls^^) (RM)
3 - WFO v A

RBL:pf brews 
(25)
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coWemAL
_____________________________ I b6 

~l is | ] His name is not being b7C
set forth to further protect his identity. b7D

Copies of this report are being sent to G-2., 
MDW; ONI, PRNC; OSI, Bolling Air Force Base along with 
copies of a copy of the evaluation memorandum.

The following agents of WFO observed the picket 
line at The White House on 10/1/57:

ROBERT C. PUTNAM 
ELMER LEE TODD 
WINFRED'H. ANDERS 
JAMES D. HUPPERT

The following agents of WFO observed the equipment 
being moved from Brandywine St., Arlington, to 3638 Horner 
Place, S. E., on 10/6/57:

LAURENCE E. DANBOM 
CARROLL M. GARNETT 
RAYMOND L. O’KELLY 
ROBERT E. TORRENCE 
ELMER LEE TODD

The following agents of WFO observed the picket line 
at The White House on 11/8/57;

F. B. GRIFFITH, JR. 
ELMER LEE TODD 
HARMON J. OGREN v -
RICHARD B. LAVIN

INFORMANTS

INFORMANT DATE OF ACTIVITY LOCATION
OR DESCRIPTION OF ~-------------

Moving press to D. C. 
home.

100-33226-538

National Renaissance 
Party asked to picket
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INFORMANTS (CONTINUED)

LOCATION

NT1AL

INFORMANT DATE OF ACTIVITY 
OR DESCRIPTION OF 
ACTIVITY

JOHN KASPER advised WCC 
to picket Supreme Court

KKK to be in picket line

not picketing

KKK Application

100-33226-561

T-2

Picketing scheduled for 
Supreme Court

Identified 
picket

as

Dissention among WCC 
officers

Convention in Nashville

Characterization of 
JOHN KASPER

All information furnished 
11/10/57 (Photographs)

All information furnished 
11/17/57 (Photographs)

All information furnished 
11/18/57 (Photographs)

KASPER using name JOHN 
RUTKO

T-3 
Anonymous

100-33226 
1B1-2

100—33226— 
1B1-3

100-33226-
1B1-4

100-33226-603

T—4

I(ueemea aavisaoxej

AIT information this 
report

-3-
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INFORMANTS (CONTINUED)

INFORMANT DATE OF ACTIVITY
: . OR DESCRIPTION OF

ACTIVITY

NTIAL

LOCATION

report

T- 5 All information this 100-33226-273
report

T-6 All information this 100-33226-523

All information this

T_7 All information this 
report

100-33226-606

(Deemed advisable)

report
100-33226-534T-8

(Deemed advisable)

Careful consideration has been given to each source 
concealed and T-symbols were utilized in the report only in 
thos.e instances where the—identities of the sources must be 
concealed. *

LEAD .

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

Will Analyze and report information from an anonymous 
source contacted concerning headquarters of WCC on 
12/11/57. . .

REFERENCE

Bulets to WFO Jia tdd <9/25/57 and 9/26/57.

-4- CONFIpSsW.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

JAN 1 0 1958

WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
ALSO KNOWN AS 

SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL
INTERNAL SECURITY - X 

. Reference is made to th© report of Special Agent 
RICHARD B. LAVIN dated as above at Washington, D., C., in 
captioned matter.

Confidential Informants T-l., T-2, T-6, and T-8 
have furnished reliable information in the past.

Confidential Informant T-3 was in a position to 
furnish reliable information. >

Confidential Informant T-4. Contact with this 
informant has been insufficient to judge the relfability 
of his information. z

Confidential Informant T-5 is another Government 
agency, ■

Confidential Informant T-7 is of unknown reliability.

, This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor .its contents* 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

mi imm wmb

ENCLOSURE
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1. 2 photos of John Kasper taken 8-b-5>6

2. (1) Wank Tenn. White Citizens Councils membership card.

b6
b7C

SEARCHED ......- INO!/ H .
SERIALIZED . FR’D ...........
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ware

Fre?«______ ^laghington^^d^
(Name uf contributor)

(Address of contributor)

Hy--------------------------------------------„
(Nasne of Special Agent)

T»> Re Returned Yes < ) 
No (x v

i>csc riptton:
2 photos of John Kasper taken 

8-U-#

Fito Nm. ___











Bate Received

(Name of contributor)

(Address of contributor)

b7C

(Name of Special Agent) 
To Be Returned Ies ( )





twite Received

From mwmyw»WlWIffW«IIFIIwA.... Ml 111, JJIW 
।'Name of contributor)

b6
b7C

(Address of contributor)

(Naswe of Special Agent) 
To th Returned Yes ( )

Ne ( '



flood fl. 0. Klananin to put on your mailing list » 
 "|Greenville,0.

May 25rd, 1957

Sawf |last weekend. Ya had a good meeting up here and organized the

basis of a good Klan.

ad/ those guys were up again asking about me. I don’t know

What that’a all about, but I guarantee you. I’ve never been a mambor of the NAAOP or*

any rad-outfit. *

Judge Taylor will order integration in Knoxville in July to begin in v

Septamber. If there ever was a time to.send Common Sense in here, it’s now.

Suggest you take the preachers in the yellow pages and send them the Common Sense t 
3 r - B

issue ( the latent ) on thoNAAOP. Ye will send them down to you already stamped with' *
»

Knox County White Citisena1 Councils and hope wo can get some money for stamps as 

well, but this needs to be done in a hurry. Ye have a lot of old Common Sense and I 

think wo’ll dimp those up Joo and have them sent to the preachers and others as | 
the Did you got' somo of that issue? 1 J

• h 
ordered several thousand for feu from McGinley when ho was at Ida. Ordmolin’s. |

Admiral Craamolin will come down and speak for you or Bill most anytime. Just "< f , ’ -- — J• I t
invito him* Give him good notice. And pay hie travel expenses.^ He’ll roallyjdo a

jafb on the jews for you. i W
i - - - 1

Hope you’re casing along well with your house* and' getting it in shape. .W 
The Knoxville wailing is critically important, and I hope you have sow time for It. 1 
DK you get thio other stuff out wo sent down a while ago stamped with Ihox County ■ 
tkWW. wa ’it need to send more if you’ve still got ease stuff*' Yhat was' tM 
naaso and address Of the friend with the ear business in Knoxville you told mo abbwt IB

Thanks so wish fow all. past kindnesses and your wonderful faith W 
and hospitality, J ~l' I hope someday, in a coo small way, I may bo able io be of *W
help to you. » , Jk

kindeet personal regards,-. <



Received..-^Lr_Z>y 7

l>at e Received.

F r«m ________________  _____ __
(Name of contributor)
USN, NORFOLK_____ _ 

(Address of contributor)

(Name of Special A sent) 
To Be Returned Yes ( )

Nd <X >

b6
b7C

--- ..........—
(Name of contributor)

________
(Address of contributor)

By------------ ---------------------- -—
(Nai«e of Specif! Agent)

To Be Returned Yes ( ) 
No

description:

inscription: 1 blank Tenn. White Citizens Councils membership card

File No- ----- -





WiA' • 1 W®cM» TO

«r -BM

8/22/56

r

o£ WhiteCit
__  (protect identity by request) advised SA 
ZJ<m S/SVSS tl^ organise- A 
is’ Councils of Distriet of Colombia- (WCC) -:-■ 
lat the TOC of DC is in bad financial .v. .

a MU and a $2©0 ■MU
-WWedr ItMt W is going to Charlottesville., .. 

Mig M B/WW and then on S/23/SS h® IS going to CUotoni5 
/Tennessee, toorganize a White Citizens’ Council there in'-; 
j-aa.-effort to; Mop-integrated soaools*/,' gBSPSR-A

ospmtoid 0*t ACIS CARTKB, ■Wwatiw. \-

AU. mid Me,' r down. to help ■ Mb. -
advised that,_______________  partner of JW

Eianageaent oi Vadims TOC, will regain la TOC

CAHt®l Mea to ffBCW do ,^^0 writ'la TOC and Mchaond, W.. 
According to I IMA^M is very dibhihoMted 'concerning- . '
Wo-WC'BOWaettt- and is going- io try’to go ahead without . 
money. ?

j believes 
and BB1 1115 Maryland

av^t, hi. >u cmim
i^ile'Wm is sway. '.

■3-toem-" '■■

• ^Wo - - ; , A 

S^L:dlp A
(8)

Airmail a 
£{ amsd 
—1 Registered

■ avd' Spec. Del.A

SEARCHEDJz^XtNDEXEirV
SERIALIZED.z^C^.EILED AA



t©? --5 7
.■wm craor cootcsls w micr crcowmu > J' 'X b7C 
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August 31, 19%
Airtel

SAC, Washington Field Office
WHITE CITI»S» CGUWCB OF DISTRICT OF 

C01WIA, IS - X. Kwspaperman who furnished reliable 
information in past advises as follows:

It is reported a Beetle ox captioned 
organisation MH be held September 3* 29%, at 2 p*m* 
at the park Streets ana Constitution
Avenue, p^tt^school strikes with particular
reference to the State of Virginis. Ace Carter is 
supposed to be there and also John Kasper if h© can 
make bail.

Another meeting is also reportedly planned 
for somewhere in dryland on September V 1956. On® 
Washington, D. C., newspaper has reportedly been 
conducting a surveillance on Kasper on a continuing 
basis* -.-Another Washi^ton, B. C.f newspaper has been, 
preparing background material for a story on Kasper 
which, however, will not be printed until after 
September 3, 19%« It is observed that the foregoing 
arrangements of captioned organisation may have been 
made prior to the sentencing of Kasper at Clinton, , 
Tennessee, since September 3, 19%, meeting being 
planned by Kasper’s organisation Washington Field 
re<uast®d to alert sources and furnish any informtion' 
concerning this matter and advise Bureau by noon, 
September 1, 1956, arrang^onta Tor covering this • 
meeting.

HOOVEH

cc SAC, Baltimore 
^-ec-QAG, ®mville 

. ce 8ACt BlOhmond

.,■.100423395

(Information) 
(Information) 
(Information)
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Sejtenbar 17» 1956 
- ■ Alrtel

O 'ifti'itMiiii w iff - • •,■■.■•■•<

7’/' ' WHITE » COUKCILSOF BWBXCt W COLUMBIAs
-.//TS-*1^ '/Be Mrs<nghasi teletype-September 1^» -in;

which information was furnished that John Kasper, executive 
secretary of captioned organisation, said he would return 
to Knoxville on September 23, 19 to plan for a state 
w|anisation in Tennessee which will support 'segregation

■< .

7'■' Birmingham is -instructed 7to- furnish the Mteaut ■ ' 
"■ ■ Wrohis and Ihexville :w.'a$MtioaO:\.in£ormtlon
</; relative to Msper’s plans for .such ■ah-orgai^sati^

W&hls and '^owille' are' instructed .to alert" . 
informants .ana sources -.to-keep your offices promptly ■ 
advised Of any information received in this regard.

"/-Such information should be forwarded to w Bureau.. .
."./immediately .-upon receipt, thereof*,•

'All-meetings at which Wper speaks should 
be covered by informants and sources preferably those 
who may be in a position to testify at a later date

■ / tp Statements'-made by Kasper. '
■/c ■•'■'HOOW

' ,.• 2c.e'^0| Memphis ■

7;'/.£cc'>SM#/M^

100^23395



AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) 9/21/56

FROM: SAC, WO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF D. C., aka 
IS - X 
(oo: wo)

For info of all Offices, Bureau has instructed WO 
and NY to submit reports on captioned organization by 10/1/56. 
All offices having outstanding investigation to conduct in this 
matter are requested to submit investigation to date in report 
form suitable for dissemination by 10/1/56. Eight copies of 
reports should be designated for the Bureau, six copies to 
WFO. P

3-Bureau
rliKnoxville (105-122)
1-Richmond (105-632) 
1-Birmingham (105-375) 
1-Baltimore (100-20015) 
1-Mobile (105-258) 
1-NY (105-19792)
1-WO
BBL:pas
(10)

AIRTEL



’ I STANDARj} FORM NO. 54

Office ^Asmofandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to t DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) DATE: 'SEP £ 1 1956

BROM : SAC, WFO (100-33226)

subject: WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF D. C.
Aka., Seaboard Citizens’ Councils
IS - X 
(00: WFO)

ReBuairtel dated 9/12/56 instructing WFO to furnish 
all southern offices a photograph of JOHN KASPER and a brief 
summary of his background ahd activities in captioned organi
zation.

// FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, Jr., with aliases, JOHN KASPER, 
FRED KASPER, was born 10/21/29, at Camden, New Jersey, to 
PREP JOIN KASPER, Sr. , and ROSE KASPER. He attended Temple 
University High School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1945-47; 
Yankton College, South Dakota, where he fulfilled requirements 
for a high school diploma. He was graduated from Temple 
University High School in June, 1947. He continued at Yankton 
College, and withdrew in June, 1949, after completing his 
sophomore year. KASPER attended Columbia University, New York 
City, from 1949 to 1951, obtaining a B.S. Degree.

2 - Bureau 2 - Memphis (Info) (RM) (Encl. 2)
2 - Atlanta (Info) (RM) (Encl. 2) 2 - Miami " (Encl. 2)
2 - Baltimore ” (Encl. 2) 2 - Mobile n (Encl. 2)
2 - Birmingham ” (Encl. 2) 2 - New Orleans ” (Encl. 2)
2 - Charlotte ” (Encl. 2) 2 - Norfolk ” (Encl. 2)
2 - Cincinnati " (Encl. 2) 2 - Pittsburgh ” ( -ncl. 2)
2 - ballas ” (Encl. 2) 2 - Richmond w .(Encl. 2)
2 - El Paso ” (Encl. 2) 2 - St. Louis " (Encl. 2)
2 i Houston ” (Encl. 2) 2 - Savannah 11 (Encl. 2)

Knoxville " 2) 2 - San Antonio (Encl. 2)
'2 -
2 -

Little Rock « (eScI. 2)
Louisville ’’ (Encl. 2)

1 - Washington Field

RBL:jgw 
(45)
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According to information received by|________ |who has
furnished reliable information in the past, (information 
furnished to SA_______________ orally on 7/27/56) KASPER
operated the "Make It New'* Bookshop, 169 Bleaker Street, New 
York, being financed by a Mrs. LENA LETT of New York.

According to information received by KASPER
did not invest any money into the bookshop, and it became a 
hangout for "Negro and Chinese homosexuals." According to 
information received by I ~| KASPER had a steady income 
from numerous married women whom he "accommodated" sexually 
during the day. According to information received by CSNY-1, 
KASPER closed this bookshop without notice and left New York 
owing two months' rent. ‘

Washington, D. C. , Credit Bureau records and newspaper , 
accounts reflected that in late 1955 KASPER and _______________  
commenced operation of the Cadmus Bookstore, 1246 Wisconsin 
Avenue, N.W. , Washington, D. C., and this shop is still functioning. 
This bookstore is listed on literature of the White Citizens' 
Councils (WCC) as headquarters of the WCC.

DESCRIPTION

The following description of KASPER was obtained 
from personal observation and school records:

Name: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, was. , 
Fred Kasper, John Kasper

Date of Birth: October 21, 1929, Camden, New 
Jersey

Sex:
Race:

male 
white

Education: Columbia University, B.S. Degree, 
1949

Height: 6'2"
Weight:
Hair:
Marks:

175 
brown 
none

HISTORY OF THE WCC OF D. C.

The "Washington Post and Times Herald", a local news
paper of Washington, D. C. , in its issue of 6/6/56, page 19, 
published an article entitled, "White Citizens' Council Formed 
In Washington. " The article set forth that a "dozen Washingtonians"

- 2 -
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organized the District of Columbia "White Citizens’ Councils" 
6/4/56. According to the article JOHN KASPER stated that the 
Council was charted by the North Alabama Citizens' Council 
headed by ASA E. (ACE) CARTER of Birmingham, Alabama. I

_____of unknown reliability, advised on 7/10/56 
(SA CHARLES B. STANBERRY) that ASA E. (ACE) CARTER is the 
Executive Secretary of the Alabama Citizens' Council and a 
strong advocate of segregation of the races. Informant advised 
that the Alabama Citizens' Council has headquarters at Birming
ham, Alabama, -nd supports the existing pattern of segregation 
in Alabama.____________ |is in a position to furnish correct
•information. The definition of "unknown reliability" is used 
because he was involved in some difficulty whileI

b7D

"The Washington Evening Star", 6/6/56, page A-22, 
set forth from an interview of KASPER that the aims of the 
WCC of D. C. are as follows:

1. to stop the integration process in Washington, 
reverse it, and re-establish segregation

2. get the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP) on the Atorney General's 
subversive list

3. publicize commercial contributions to the NAACP 
and the Urban League

4. wipe out "rock n roll" music

On 6/15/56 the WCC held a mass meeting at the Annapolis 
Hotel, Washington, D. C., at which "ACE” CARTER and JOHN KASPER 
spoke and delivered speeches against Negroes.

On 7/6/56 and 7/13/56 the WCC held smaller organizational 
meetings in D. C. which were attended by approximately fifteen 
and twenty persons, respectively. At each of these meetings 
KASPER spoke against integration.

Arlington, Virginia, on $21/56 furnished a detailed statement 
that during an intermission in the 7/13/56 meeting he was 
approached by JOHN KASPER and asked to partirina te in cross 
burnings in the Washington, D. C., area. [advised that
four crosses were saturated with inflamable liquid and a caravan 
proceeded from Southeast Washington to Northwest Washington.

b6
b7C

- 3 -
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advised that KASPER and others dropped out of the caravan 
in the vicinity of the residence of SIMON SOBELOFF, Solicitor 
General, and that| and others proceeded to the Sheraton-
Park Hotel and ignited two cresses. b7C

'’The Washington Post and Times Herald" in its edition 
of Saturday, July 14, 1956, page three, carried an article 
captioned, "Crosses Burned At Official's Homes." The article 
set forth that "fiery crosses were burned 7/13/56 in front 
of the homes of top Washington officials and a leader of 
the NAACP. " The article mentioned that crosses were burned 
in front of the residences of Justice FELIX FRANKFURTER, Chief 
Justice EARL WARREN, Senator HERBERT LAHMAN, Solicitor General 
SIMON SOBELOFF, and at the home Of Mrs. DOUGLAS KING, NAACP 
leader in Maryland. .

"The Washington Evening Star, 8/7/56, in an article 
entitled, "Charlottesville Arrests Four Area An'i-Integrationists," 
set forth that KASPER and three others were arrested 8/4/56 in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, for distribution of WCC literature 
without permission. The same newspaper on 8/11/56 carried an 
article setting forth that these charges were dropped.

____________On 8/2/56| ________ ________ __________
I Kprotect by T Symbol requested), who has
furnished reliable information in the past, advised SAs 

__________________________ and JAMES H. DOWNING that KASPER 
planned on going to Clinton, Tennessee, on 8/23/56 to organize 
a WCC in an effort to stop integrated schools. Informant 
advised that KASPER, on 8/24/56, intended going to Birmingham, 
Alabama, to assist "ACE" CARTER as a speaker for two weeks.

b6
b7C
b7D

"The ’Vashin^tnn Daily News, 8/31/56, page nine, 
carried an article, "Kasper Blamed In Clinton Row." The article 
set forth that police for five days had escorted Negro 
students to a Clinton, Tennessee, school. Assistant Attorney 
General WALTER FISHER (Tennessee) is quoted as saying, "only 
trouble we’ve ever had here is because of this man."

"The Knoxville Journal", 9/3/56, pages one and five, 
carried an art^C’e entitled, "Guard Moves Against Mob Still 
Threatening Clinton." The article set forth that National Guard 
troops had been ordered out to maintain order in Clinton. The 
article also set forth that JOHN KASPER had been sentenced to 
a one-year jail term for contempt of a Federal Court order.

- 4 -
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’’The Washington Post and Times Herald," 9/7/56, 
page fourteen, carried an article reflecting that KASPER had been 
granted bail right. '

"The Washington Evening Star,” 9/11/56, reflected that 
KASPER arrived in Alabama 9/10/56 for a "series of appearances. " 
"The Washington Daily News," 9/14/55, in an article captioned, 
"Kasper Asks ’Rabble-Rousers’ To 'Die' For Segregation Cause," 
quotes KASPER from a speech he made at Birmingham, Alabama, 
on 9/13/56 as follows: "We need all the rabble-rousers we can 
get." "We want trouble and we want it everywhere we can get it -
a collapse of law and order is near at hand. " KASPER said the
purpose of the Councils "is seizing local control of local
affairs — and I mean seizing it. " "We will have to have our
martyrs and some will have to die before this is over, because 
the Federal Government means death to all of us. "

Any offices receiving any information concerning 
speeches o. appearances being made by KASPER in any of their 
territories should notify the Bureau and WFO. P

ENCLOSURES: TO ALL OFFICES

Two photographs of JOHN KASPER

- 5 -
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9

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

1. NEWSPAPER ARTICLES-REGARDING ACTIVITIES OF JOHN KASPER, .

JOHN KASPER, Executive Secretary of the White 
Citizens’ Councils (WCC), Washington^ D. C., ‘has received 
nationwide publicity due to his activities at Clinton, 
Tennessee. The following is a chronological tabulation 
of newspaper articles concerning KASPER. '

Washington Post-and Times Herald 
August 27, 1956, Page 23, Column 8 

"Tennessee Jails Segregationist From District"

' This article sets forth that JOHN KASPER, Executive 
Secretary of the Seaboard White Citizen’s Council of .
Washington, D. C., was jailed oh AugUst 26, 1956, at Clinton, 
Tennessee on charges of "inciting a riot" by encouraging ‘ 
picketing at a "high school scheduled to integrate white and 
negro students.

Washington Post'and'Times Herald
August

"KASPER Freed in School Case"

' This article sets fbrth that JOHN KASPER was cleared
oii'August 28, 1956, at Clinton, Tennessee, oh charges of ’ 
trying to stir up a protest against integration at Clinton 
High School, KASPER announced immediately that he' would‘ 
continue his efforts to keep negroes out of Clinton High.

Washington Post'and Times Herald
August 30., .,195,6.,-Pag,a.,.17    _
"Integration'of State Aid High School Results in
—Clash ..in. ... ............... .............. ... .... .....

.........This article sets forth that violence over the 
integration of Clinton High School, Clinton, Tennessee, flared 
on August 29, 1956. The Principal of the school, D. J. 
BRITTAIN, JR., advised the press that he had received an

- 2
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ultimatum from JOHN KASPER that he either oust the negroes 
from the school or resign.

The article also sets forth that United States 
District Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR in Knoxville, Tennessee, 
issued a temporary injunction on August 29, 1956,' against 
KASPER and several other white supremacy demonstrators.

Washington Daily News -
Awist- .311, 1956,. Page.. 9.,_Cftlumn.-!
"KASPER Ignores U. S. Restraining Order"

This article Sets forth that police at Clinton, - 
Tennessee, served a federal restraining ordef on August 29, 
1956, to JOHN KASPER of Washington, D. C., in the‘middle 
of a speech to Some one thousand cheering segfegatidniSts. 
The article sets forth that JOHN’KASPER ignored the order 
and continued" Speaking. The crowd howled shouts of "kill 
them" at the police officers who served the order on KASPER.

‘ Sheriff JOE K. OWENS"is quoted as stating that 
KASPER "has got them stirred up to a high pitch."

The Washington Post and Times Herald - '
August 31,...1956,,^^^
"Mob Violence Erupts Again in Tennessee School 
-Integration"

• ’ This article date lined Clinton, Tennessee, on 
August' 30, 1956, Sets forth that facial tension'over ' 
integfatiOn at Clinton High School flared into violence 
for the second successive day.

"In Knoxville meanwhile," the article continues, 
"JOHN-KASPER, accused of stirring -up much of the trouble 
here, was arrested on a Writ of Attachment by Federal Judge 
ROBERT L.’TAYLOR. KASPER was placed in custody-of'the United 
States Marshal and was jailed in default of $10,000 bail."

- 3 -
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Washington Daily News - 
August ...31, 1956,, .pag? 9, Column..! 
"KASPER Blamed in Clinton Row"

This article sets forth that authorities at 
Clinton, Tennessee, on August 31, 1956, believed that a 
ruling on a contempt charge against JOHN KASPER, 
segregationist leader, "would decide the fate of an attempt 
to integrate the Clinton High School. The article set forth 
that police for the fifth day escorted twelve negroes to 
and from classes.

Washington Evening Star -
September 1, 1956, Page 1, Columns 6 and 7

"Town Plans ’Home Guard’ After Integration Rioting"

This article relates that Clinton, Tennessee, 
officials on September 1. 1956, plan the organization of a 
"home guard" unit after "an unruly mob fired up by an 
outside segregationist held the town in a reign of terror 
for several hours last night" (August 30, 1956). The article 
also relates that JOHN KASPER was sentenced to one year in 
prison yesterday (August 30, 1956) at Knoxville, Tennessee, 
after United States District"Judge ROBERT TAYLOR found him 
guilty of violating a" restraining Order which the court 
issued "Wednesday" (August 29, 1956).

Washington Evening Star
September. 3,. .Column 1
"Clinton Quiet After Bayonets Awe New Mob"

According to the article, "Tennessee Militia Men 
with fixed bayonets overrode'a new mob loaded with teenagers 
late last ni.gnt (September 2, 1956) dissolving threats of 
renewed anti-integration riots."

Washington Post and Times-Herald
September.. 3, J.25.6,. 1, Column 7
"Troops Ready to Clash with Clinton Mob"

This article Sets forth that National Guardsmen 
on September 2, 1956, "pushed back a restive crows of some
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six hundred anti-negro demonstrators at gtin point as tempers 
hit a white hot pitch in this riot torn town? (Clinton, 
Tennessee).

Washington Post and Times Herald " •
September 6r 1956, Page 25, Columns 2 and 3

"KASPER Gets Hearing in Tenn. Jail Sentence"

..... This article date lined September 5, 1956, at 
Knoxville, Tennessee, sets forth that JOHN KASPER “of 
Washington, b; C. "whose fiery segregation harangues were 
blamed"for contributing to Tennessee mob disturbances, 
will appear in United States District Court on September 6, 
1956, seeking release from jail."

Sheriff JOE OWENS, AnderSon County, Tennessee, 
is quoted in the article as stating that "everything had 
been quiet until he (KASPER) arrived."

' This article sets forth that KASPER was addressing 
a cheering and shouting crowd'August 29, ’1956,’ when United 
States Marshals called him"aside and served a restraining 
order on him. ’ According to the article,'KASPER told the' 
crowd "An injunction has been served On me;. .We have'almost 
carried this fight to victory.;.You know how it is done, 
even if I am not here with you."

......... At his trial KASPER stated that he did not willfully 
violate the court order and that it was not read to him and 
that he considered it "merely a summons to appear in court. 
However, United States Marshal FRANK QUARELS testified he 
read the order "word for word" and gave KASPER a copy.

Washington Post and Times Herald' ’ 
September 7, 1956, Page 14, Column 4

"Bail Right is Granted to KASPER"

This article date lined Knoxville, Tennessee, 
September 6, 1956, sets forth that JOHN'"KASPER, who is 
under a one year prison' sentence Oh a contempt Of court 
injunction’on September 6, 1956," was granted privilege 
to make bail. United States District Judge ROBERT L.
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TAYLOR set the bail at $10,000 and denied motions for a hew 
trial. Judge TAYLOR "also made permanent ah injunction against 
KASPER arid others prohibiting them from interfering with 
racial integration at Clinton High (Clinton, Tennessee).

Washington Post and Times Herald 
September. 9,1956, Page A-19, Columns 6 and. 7 

"KASPER to stay in Tennessee and Peddle Integration" 

This article sets forth that JOHN KASPER'!tOok 
his seat on the powder keg of southern racial tensions when 
he announced that he will *)set up headquarters in Tennessee."

KASPER in* an interview on September 7, 1956, 
told thepress, "I plan to stay within the Tennessee, 
Kentucky, West Virginia area for the time being."

Washington Evening Star 
September 11, 1956 ...

"KASPER to Address Alabama Rallies"

... article'date lined at Birmingham, Alabama, 
September 11, 1956, sets forth that KASPER came to Alabama 
on September 10, 1956, for'a series of appearances. KASPER 
also stated that he plans to return to Tennessee and 
conduct an organizational campaign through that state when 
he leaves Alabama..

Life Magazine ' ' ■ ' .....-
. 10, .1 6, ,.djs.sRe.t .̂.. 46

"Trouble Maker for a School"

This article sums up the activities of KASPER as 
follows:

"Last week 12 negroes enrolled peacefully in Clinton 
High School, Tennessee’s first state-supported school to 
be integrated by court order. But a stranger, JOHN KASPER, 
a Yankee from New Jersey, interferred. Scoffing at both 
school officials and police, KASPER spread anti-negro 
literature, drummed up a march on the school, harangued
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• •

the town'and organized white pickets". Fights broke, out, 
the negro’ studehts were jeered and stoned. Ignoring a 
judge’s restraining order, KASPER drew a year’s sentence 
for cdhtempt, “but the damage v/aS already done. Negroes had 
to attend class under armed escort and unrest continued 
in Clinton.”

"Washington Daily News ... - . ...
September 14. 1956. Pace 4f Columns 1. 2. and 3

"KASPER-Asks 'Rabble-Rousers’ to ’Die’ for 
Segregation Cause",

This article date lined Birmingham, .Alabama,’ 
September 14, 1956, by the United Press sets forth that 
KASPER told* a huge* tally Oh September 13,* 1956, that* true 
segregationists "want trouble" and some must be’willing 
to die for their Cause.’ "The article/contihUes that KASPER 
addressed "five hundred White Citizens’ Council members" 
including-f if teen who showed up wearing the full regalia 
of the Ku Klux Klan for the occasion.

KASPER is quoted aS saying that he was "deeply 
'hoirored"* by the Klansmen. "Such gtoups'as the Klan ate 
needed to '•‘reserve segregation in the souths KASPER stated.
......... KASPER is also’"quoted aS stating, "We need all'the 
rabble-rousers’we* can get." uWe want trouble and we want 
it everywhere we can get it — a collapse of law and 
order is near at hand."

..... KASPER said the purpose of the~€ounclls "is” 
seizing local control of local affairs — and I mean 
seizing it."

KASPER is also quoted as saying, "We will have 
to have our martyr and some will have to die before this 
is Over" because "the Federal Government means death to all 
of us.”

It is to be noted that the Ku Klux Klan has been 
designated by the Attorney General of the United States 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.
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2. ACTIVITIES OF WCC IN. THE WASHINGTON. D.. C..-.....AW

“ ‘ ‘ Confidential Informant T-l, who has furnished ' . '
reliable information'in the past, advised on August 29; 1956; 
that on the evening of JOHN KASPER’s arrest. August 26. 1956, 
KASPER attempted to calll „ _ . . I'
and BENJAMIN SIMMONS; a local District of Columbia attorney, 
"but was unsuccessful. T-l advised that KASPER had mentioned 
to him before he left that-he was going to Charlottesville, 
Virginia, then to Clinton, Tennessee, and later to......  
Birmingham, Alabama. KASPER related to"T-l he tenatively 
planned to return to Washington'possibly over the Labor 
Day week end and hoped to be accompanied by ASA "ACE" 
CARTER, an Official of the Alabama Citizen’s. Council. 
According to T-l, while CARTER is in the D. C. area ’ 
KASPER-mentioned' that the WCC may hold meetings in Wash- ‘ 
ihgtdn, D.'C'. , Falls Church, Virginia, and on the Eastern 
Shore of Maryland. . 1 . .

T-l has previously furnished information that NORA 
DEVEREAUX is a partner of JOHN KASPER iii the-operation of 
the Cadmus Book Store, 1246 Wisconsin Avenue. N. W„ T-l' 
has- nrevinusTv furnished ihfpnriation that

I is the Chairman or tne soutn-
east Council, WCC.

' ‘ ' Newspaper articles reflect that BENJAMIN SIMMONS,
an Attorney, represented KASPER in Tennessee.

..... ' Confidential Informant T-2, who is in'a position to 
furnish correct information, advised oil July 10; 1956, that 
ASA E." (ACE) CARTER" is the Executive Secretary' of ' the 
Alabama Citizen’s Council and a "StrOnge 'advocate of 
segregation of the races. Informant' advised that the 
Alabama-Citizen* s 'Council has headquarters at Birmingham,' 
Alabama, and supports the existing pattern of segregation 
in Alabama.

T-l Advised also on August 29, 1956, tliat he had 
ascertained from I_______________ I that KASPER was expected -
back in Washington. D. C., on Labor Day week end (August 31, 
1956). | [mentioned to T-l that she had had some
WCC literature printed and wanted T-l to assist in its

8
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distribution prior to the arrival of KASPER arid ACE CARTER 
in rin effort to get additional people to attend WCC meetings 
over that week end.

........ Captain M. H. LEACH; Acting Chief. United States 
Park Police, Washington; D. C.l advised SA I
nh Angngt Al 19.^ that al , .
___________  ___________ representing'the White"Citizens*
C ouncils; contacted' the Park Police for a permit"to hold a 
meeting on the'Mall September 3. 1956/at 2:00 pm. The 
permit was refused....... I stated that the WCC
would come down and hold the meeting anyway.

' " Captain‘LEACH advised that the park area- south''
of Constitution Avenue between 7th arid 9tli Streets* N. "W., 
may be Used for a meeting Place without the necessity of 
having a permit and that was so informed.

. . J advised on August 31. 1956, that
had mentioned, that! land other WCC members-in the D. C.
area planned to go to Charlottesville, Virginia, on............  
September 1, 1956, to ..distribute* WCC' literature. I ..
stated that they were to he met there by KASPER and CARTER- 
on' Sunday, September 2, 1956,' for* a WCC meeting at 2:00 pm; " 
which meeting was to be held at McIntire Field, Charlottesville 
Virginia.

b7C

' ~ __________ |also indicated to T-l that the WCC may -
possibly go to-an unknown location near Marlbofo, Maryland, 
on September ’3, 1956* for possible distribution of 
literature or a meeting.

’ . A pretext telephone call to an unidentified woman 
at the Cadmus Book Shop on August 31, 1956, disclosed that 
the WCC planned to hold meetings at Charlottesville,- ‘ 
Virginia, on September 2, 1956; at Washington,' D. C., on 
September 3, 1956, and at Weysons Kall, Weysons Corner, 
Marlboro, Maryland, on September 4, 1956. It was ascertained 
that the Washington meeting was to be held on Constitution 
Avenue between 7th and 9th Streets, N. W. It was also 
ascertained that JOHN KASPER and "ACE" CARTER were 
scheduled to address the above three meetings.

The Washington Daily News, September 4, 1956, 
Page 3, Columns 2 and 3, carried an article entitled

- 9 -
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"Racists ’rally’ here Fails to Get a Crowd." This article 
sets forth that NORA DEVEREAUX,‘Secretary to JOHN’KASPER 
and FREDERICK HOCKETT, 1115 Maryland'Avenue,-N. B., - '
conducted a’meeting'of ’ the WCC on September'3, 1956, On 
Constitution Avenue, N. W. NORA DEVEREAUX is quoted as 
saying that"JOHN KASPER was going’to speak aha then they 
threw him in'^ail." She is also quoted as saying "ACE 
CARTER was going to speak too but he had to go back to 
Alabama because they are going to try * to integrate ’ 
schools there tomorrow and he’s not going to allow It."

. ' " The Washington Post and Times Herald, September 4
1956, Page 10", Columns 5 and 6, carried an article "Pro- 
Segregation Rally Draws Few in District." This article 
sets forth that a pro-segregationist rally at Constitution 
Avenue and 9th Street, N. W., oil September 3, 1956, drew 
fewer'than fifty persons and more than half of these were’ 
policemen on duty, reporters, and photographers and curious 
passers-by. Before the meeting got underway MrsDEVEREAUX 
told* reporters that she was the only person authorized 
to speak for the Council in JOHN KASPER’s absence. The 
article sets’forth’that FRED HOCKETT who said he was 
Chairman of the Northeast Council" (WCC) indicated he 
did not recognize the leadership Of Mrs.'DEVEREAUX although 
he would "back KASPER down the line."

T-l advised on September 20, 1956, that with 
JOHN KASPER away from Washington, the WCC was without 
leadership and that he knew of no" future plans for the ' 
WCC. - Informant advised that on approximately September 6, 
1956, he received a call from EDGAR JOHNSTON who wanted 
informant to go to a"small town hear Bluefield, West 
Virginia, to distribute literature.

JOHN FREDERICK, 614 Lamarre-Drive, Warren Woods, 
Fairfax, Virginia, on August 29; 1956, advised SA DAVID P. 
HURLEY that on Saturday evening, August 25, 1956. between 
the hours of 7:00*ind 8:00 pm, someone whom he did not 
see left three nieces of literature at his door. ■ This 
literature consisted of a membership application for the 
White Citizen’s Council of Fairfax, Virginia; a leaflet 
captioned "White Citizens’ Councils, What Are They," and 
the October 15. 1955, issue of a newspaper captioned 
"Common Sense."
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' “ ' FREDERICK advised that inquiry in the neighborhood 
disclosed that'"approximately four or five other families 
received the same type of literature during Saturday....  
evening but that there appeared'to be no'specific pattern 
as to which homes were given this'literature. ' From what 
FREDERICK was able to learn, the only person who observed 
the distributor of the’literature was'a Mrs. LARRY FRAZIER, 
whose address he was unable to recall. FREDERICK stated 
that Mrs; FRAZIER advised him that she could only describe 
the individual as a white man, middle aged, who appeared 
to be drunk.

a....WCg. OFFICE,.. WASHINGTON, .

advised’ ST____________________ on September 18, 1956, that ’
he occupies an apartment on the third floor of this building.

Hinformed that' recently the Seaboard White Citizens; 
Councils have opened an office on the second floor of this 
building and are operating a printing press in the building. 

I ladvised that from his observance of those persons
who have been coming into the office of the organization, 
he would characterize them as "poor white trash."

’ - ’ I ~l was contacted again on September 21',
1956, by SA RICHARD B. LAVIN and he advised at that tiifie 
that the only one that he has spoken to in connection with 
this office is a FRED HOCKETT. 1 H stated that he 
held a conversation.with HOCKETT wherein HOCKETT advised 
him that JOHN KASPER was sponsoring the office.

’ ............ Argo Express Company, 1220
Wisconsin Avenue, in. w., advised on September 21, 1956, 
that the hall on the second floor of 3204 M Street, ' •
N.'W. was rented by her to FRED P. HOCKETT on September 12, 
1956. I | advised that HOCKETT signed a one year
lease ror a monthly rental of $50.00 a month. The lease 
stipulates that the hall is to be used for social gatherings.

I stated that the rent was paid for the month 
of October in cash by HOCKETT.

On September 21, 1956, it was observed that the 
street entrance door of 3204 Nf'Street, N. W., has printed 
thereon Seaboard White Citizens* Councils.

- 11 -
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b6
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4. INFORMATION CONCERNING PUBLICATION OF WCC LITERATURE

On August 29, 1956,   
Street, S. E. Washington, D. C. advised SAs HURLEY and 
JAMES H. DOWNING that on August 27, 1956, he went to the"”' 
Cadmus Book Shop, 1246 Wisconsin Avenue. N. W. .Washington; ~ 
D. C., to do some printing which I I had previously
requested him to do. When he arrived he found that I 
did not have the necessary negatives which he needed to make 
the offset print. At approximately 6:00 pm I 
left the Cadmus Book Store returning in about fifteen 
minutes with the necessary negatives. (stated that
neither JOHN KASPER nori _______[have ever indicated‘to 
him where their photographic work is done; .. .... |advised
that the Lithographic Photo Service, Inc., 3227 M street, 
N. Wo?; is located just around the corner from the Cadmus 
Book store and that this establishment has the necessary 
equipment to do photographic work which is required prior 
to his doing the printing at the Book Shop.

I _____ stated that on August 27, 1956, at the
direction of I I he printed one thousand
membership applications for the White Citizen’s Council 
of Fairfax, Virginia, and one thousand membership appli
cations for the White Citizen’s Council of Culpeper, 
Virginia. | [advised that he was paid at the rate of 
$2.50 per nour tor the above work and that he was given a 
check drawn on the account of the Cadmus Book Shop at the 
National Bank of Washington.

Mr. MARTIN BACHER, Manager of the Lithographic 
Photo Service, Inc., 3227 M Street, N. W., advised SA LAVIN 
on September 18, 1956, that bis rnmnanv has done some work 
for the Cadmus Book Shop and|_____ __________ | He stated that
after producing lithographic negatives on a few occasions 
for _________ | he noticed that the material being
reproduced concerned negroes and due to the fact that he 
has negroes working for him in his shop he informed 
__________ I that he did not wish to reproduce any more material 
in order not to offend his workmen.

Mr. BACHER produced the accounts for the work that 
he has done for the Cadmus Book Store and they are set out 
in table form below:

- 12 -
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■Qrler-^mb.gr Exico Ma.tgxi.al
Material

68896 February 15, 1956 $15.56 Card and 
book

JOHN KASPER

68915 February 16, 1956 2.30 No 
explanation

JOHN KASPER

69329 February 28, 1956 47.94 EZRA POUND JOHN KASPER

69499 March 2, 1956 6.80 Alaska Bill JOHN KASPER

69662 March 7, 1956 1.66 Petition to 
Congress

Unknown

71061 April 18, 1956 2.86 NAACP

71062 April 18, 1956 3.83 Hear JOHN 
CROMMELIN

72415 May 21, 1956 6.12 A reprint Unknown

72416 May 21, 1956 7.81 Applications Unknown

73153 June 12, 1956 3.50 The 
Southerner

JOHN KASPER

74514 July 18, 1956 45.85 Virginians 
on Guard

See explana
tion below

74628 July 24, 1956 10.20 Newspaper- 
clippings b6

74854 July 31, 1956 3.52 Membership 
application

Unknown
b7C

74937 August 1, 1956 4.69 Membership 
application

74953 August 1, 1956 2.86 Membership 
application

75142 August 7, 1956 5.60 Unknown Unknown

- 13 -
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........ Concerning number 74514, Virginians oh Guard, 
according to Mr. BACHER’-s record* this photographing 
job consisted of the following pieces of paper:

i’5"-x8nr
24 8$"' x 11”
2 10" X 12"
1 12” x 18"
1 10" x 12"
3 8i" x 11"
2 8" x 10".

* - - Mr. BACHER stated that usually when a person
picksup’a job that person must sign a receipt for the 
material; however, in some cases this is not done and'this 
happens to be one of them'." Mr. BACHER produced a bank 
deposit slip showing a deposit in the American Security 
and Trust Company dated ‘ July"23, 1956, which reflects__  
thereon a check for $45.85 ^th the notation! ______ 

Iwhich BACHER states was received from | 
Ifor the printing" of this order, "Virginians oh 

Guard." Mr. BACHER alsobekplained that hedoes not keep 
any material that is turned into' him for reproduction and 
that the negative and the original are returned to the 
customer.

b6
b7C

5. BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING. JOHN .KASPER 
• .— w. -- * - r ..... . - - -

The files Of Confidential Informant T-3, another 
government agency, were checked on September 5, 1956," and 
these files did hot reflect that JOHN KASPER ever registered 
for Selective Service in Washington, D, C.

. The* files Of Confidential Informant T-47 another 
government agency, were checked oh September 5, 1956, 
and these files did hot reflect that JOHN"KASPER'ever" 
registered for Selective Service in Yankton County, South 
Dakota.

- 14 -
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Mrs. E. B. OREM, Merchant Vessel Records and Welfare 
Section, United States Coast Guard, on September 18,’ 1956, 
made available to SA LAVIN Merchant Marine papers-on' 
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., born October 21, 1929, at 
Camden, New Jersey. This file indicates that Certificate 
of Identification Number Z870398 was issued to KASPER on 
June 13, 1947.

An application for Seaman Certificate dated June 13, 
1947, at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, reflects the following 
information:

Home address, 6725 Harvey Avenue, Merchantville, 
New Jersey. ROSE KASPER is listed as next of kin, mother. 
This application also indicates that a birth certificate 
from the Camden, New Jersey, Registrar of Vital Statistics 
had been seen.

The file contains an application from KASPER 
dated ^arch 10, 1952, for duplicate seaman’s papers due to 
loss of his original papers. This request sets forth, 
"In December of 1951 while walking in the vicinity of 125th 
Street and 7th Avenue, New York City, I was attacked and 
as a .result I lost my seaman’s documents along with other 
valuables." When writing to the Coast Guard on December 24, 
1951, concerning the loss of these papers, he gave as his 
address Box 552, GPO, New York 1, Nev/ York.

This file contains a record of two voyages. The 
first of these voyages was made from June 18, 1947, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to July 3, 1947, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, aboard the S3 Fort Winnebago as a Galley Man. 
This voyage was a coastwise voyage. The second voyage 
was made from July 17, 1947, Norfolk, Virginia, to 
.September 1? 1947, Norfolk, Virginia, aboard the SS Robert 
Stuart. This voyage was a foreign voyage. His Social 
Security Number is listed as 153-20-0077.

A check of the Central Driver File, Metropolitan 
Police Department, Washington, D. C., on September 19, 
1956, reflects that permit number 970447 was issued to 
FREDERICK J. KASPER, JR., 3206 Volta Place, N. W., which 
permit expires October 27, 1958. No violations were listed.

- 15 -
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The following identification record'lias been 
received* from the'■'Identification Division of the Federal ' * 
Bureau of' Investigation under Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Number 340297C:

Contributor'of 
jeingfixprints Name and Number

PD, Sioux Falls, JOHN KASPER 
S. D.

US CG FREDERICK JOHN
KASPER, JR. 
Z870398

Dats .Cham Disposition,
July 21, Sleeper Released 
1948

March 10, 
1952

Dsssriptinn:
Sex:
Race: *
Date of Birth:
Place Of Birth:
Citizenship:
Hair:
Eyes:
Complexion:
Build:.........
Scars and Marks:

Male ' J 
'Caucasian -
October 21, 1929 "
Camden, New Jersey 
USA'
Bfowii
Green
Medium
Tall ..
Left handed.

6. BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING 
ALIAS

WITH

......... During a physical survei1lance by Special Agents 
of'the Federal ButeaU of Investigation of JOHN KASPER bn 
August'9, ‘ 1956, it was observed that he was driving a 1953 b6 
Plymouth with D. C. license tag AX5927. ^7

'  Mr. EDWARD J. ROGERS, Clerk, District of Columbia 
Department of Vehicles and Traffic, made available Oh ' 
September 19, 1956, his file On D; C.' license tag number 
AX5927. This file contains ah application for a certificate 
of -Hflp tn a mntbr vehicle filed July 20, 1956. by I ~l 
 which' sets forth that she' was both ' 
. ........------ I (no place' shown)’. This' 'application *
indicates that she' has an operator’s license from the" State 
of West Vir pi hi a - number - 379806. Her address is given as

N. W., Washington, D. C.

- 16 -
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The application sets forth that she acquired the 
car from W. R. Keesee Auto, Bluefield, West. __ (hi 
thi^ application she signed her name as| b7C

This file contains a certificate of title from 
the State of West Virginia. number 818454, for a 1953 
Plymouth. Serial Number| I issued tOJ
~ ~ I west

Virginia.

A check of the Central Driver File, Metropolitan 
Police Department, Washington, D. C., on September 19, 
1956- reflects that, permit number 991961 was issued to

I which expires July 18, 1959. On this 
permit is carried the following description:

Born:
Race: 
Sex: 
Height: 
Weight: 
Hair: 
Eyes: 
Violations:

WHTEe---------
Female 
5* 7" '
135 pounds 
Blonde 
Blue .......  
None recorded.

- 17 -
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

A Grand Jury hearing had been'scheduled-concerning 
the White Citizens1 Councils lii Washington; D. C., on 9/11/56; 
however, this Grand Jury hearing has been postponed 
indefinitely due to the one year sentence received by JOHN 
KASPER in Knoxville, Tennessee.

For information of all offices covering leads, 
it is to be noted that New York in a"report of SA JAMES P. 
MARTIN, 8/22/56, entitled White Citizens- Councils of 
District of Columbia, IS - X,“sets"forth inforfiiation that 
KASPER formerly ran a book store in New York (1954) which 
was labeled as a hang out for queer characters^ mostly 
young college people who were so called "liberals." 
Information was developed that this book-shop 'was frequented 
by negroes and Chinese homosexuals. According to the 
report, KASPER had no day time’ employment but had a steady 
income from numerous married women wnofn he "accommodated" 
sexually during the day. Information"was also developed 
that EASPER’s girl friend while operating the book store was 
a young negress,

A fisur conducted by WFO, 8/9/56, reflected KASPER 
on that night visited Various bars in Washington, D. C., 
after which in the early morning hours he attempted to engage 
a white woman in conversation on the street. He later 
accompanied a negro woman into an alley at 3:45 am and 
remained in the alley with her for 21 minutes. He also 
stopped another negro woman in the street asking her where 
he could locate an open bar and girls. All offices should 
be alerW to obtain any further information concerning 
KASPER1s Conduct.

Pretext telephone call to Cadmus Book Store 
was made by SA DAVID P. HURLEY 8/31/56 using pretext of 
interest in WCC.

Fisur conducted by Special Agents of WFO on 8/9/56 
is contained in 100-33226 Sub B-2.

b6
b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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Carefulconsideration lias been given to the sources' 
concealed arid T symbols were utilized in this report Ohly in those 
instances where the identities of the s»urces must be concealed.

Identity' 
of Source

Date of Activity 
Or Description 
of Information

Date 
Received

Agent to 
whom’ 
Furnished

File # 
where

T-1 • KASPER attempted 8/29/56 JAMES H. I 100-33226-
contact of DOWNING 142

_ . . (Oral)

__________ Iprihting 8/29/56 n 100-33226-
WCC literature. 147 .. , .

- . . . . . DO

8731/56 n 100-33226- b7C
Charlottesville 
trip, 9/1/56

157

WCC leadership 9/20/56 n Instant 
report

Characterization 
n

of 
it

T-2: Charac t er i z at i on of ASA E. (ACE) CARTER.

T-3: ' 
Selective 
Service Head 
quarters,-' 
Washington,

KASPER not 
registered

D. C.

9/5/56 RICHARD B.
LAVIN

Instant 
report

T-4:"'”' 
Selective 
Service, ‘ 
Local’Board 
Yankton, S.

KASPER hot 
registered

I1’
D.

9/5/56 REEL ADAM 
BOYD

Instant 
report

LOUS

AT ..............
Report of ROY L. TUSSEY, SA, 8/23/56, Philadelphia, 
Pa., entitled White Citizens’" Councils' of District 
of Columbia, aka., IS - X, sets forth that FRED 
JOHN KASPER, JR., attended Riverside rMilitary ’ 
Academy located Gainesville, Georgia,. 1944-45..:.

Will contact school officials for comments concerning 
KASPER while in attendance at that school.

ADMINI STRATI VE.JAGE 
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NEW YORK DIVISION

AT NEW YORK CITY. NEW YORK

1. Will check the”draft status of FREDERICK JOHN 
KASPER at appropriate local draft boards.

2. Will" C bndilct Credit and criminal rharlrc nn 
the new name T

b6
b7C

NEWARK DIVISION

AT_ MERCHANTVILLE. NEW JERSEY

1. Will check draft status of FREDERICK JOHN 
KASPER at appropriate local draft boards.

- w w , . ... ✓ w „ . v. . . . , . ... - ........

2. Will conduct discreet inquiry concerning 
KASPER including credit and criminal checks.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION

’ “ AT_PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA

I. Will check draft status of FREDERICK JOHN 
. . KASPER, ’wa;, JOHN KASPER, at appropriate

local draft boards.

2. Will conduct discreet inquiries concerning 
KASPER"from school officials at Temple 
University High School.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION

AT BLUEFIELD. WEST VIRGINIA

1. Will cbhdUrt credit and criminal shocks '
nnnr^-rningl______ wa>

2. Will conduct discreet inquiries concerning 
her background from reliable sources.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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BALTIMORE DIVISION: (INFORMATION)

One copy of this'report is being furnished to 
this office inasmuch as the’activities of"the 
WCC overflow into the territory covered by this 
division.

BIRMINGHAM DIVISION: (INFORMATION)

Two" copies of this report are being sent tb 
Birmingham for information inasmuch as that' 
office may desire to disseminate to the local 
United States Attorney.

KNOXVILLE DIVISION: (INFORMATION)

Two' copies of this 'report are being sent to 
Knoxville‘for information inasmuch'as that‘ 
office may'desire to disseminate to the local 
United States Attorney.

MOBILE DIVISION: (INFORMATION)

One copy of this report is being furnished to * 
this office'for information due to the activity 
of WCC in that area.

RICHMOND DIVISION: (INFORMATION)

One'copy’of this fepoft is being furnished 
to this office inasmuch as the‘activities of the 
WCC‘overflow into the territory covered by this 
division.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT_JUSHINCTONf D. C._ _ _

Will continue to follow the activities of the 
WCC iii the Washington, D. C., area.

REFERENCE: Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated August 27, 
1956, at Washington, D. C.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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FD+S2 (5-12-55)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

SYNOPSIS:

REPORTING OFFICE

RICHMOND
OFFICE OF ORIGIN

WASHINGTON FIELD
DATE

9/28/56

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 8/ Hk! j J j 

24,28,31;9/1,2,4,5,6, 

R T O TO TO T 7 OT
TITLE OF CASE

WHITE CITIZENS' COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, Aka

REPORT MADE BY 27/56^ 3 3 ' 3 3

CHARLES F. HEINER

TYPED BY

gpc
CHARACTER OF CASE

INTERNAL SECURITY - X

On 8/23/56, JOHN KASPER, Executive Secretary, Sea
board White Citizens' Councils, Washington, D. C., interrupted 
a meeting of Virginia Council on Human Relations, Charlottes
ville, Va., and a cross was burned on lawn of church while group 
held its meeting inside. Members of Virginia Council on Human 
Relations, Charlottesville, Va., have received telephone calls 
criticizing their stand favoring integration and crosses burned 
in their yards on 8/29/56 and 9/6/56. Seaboard White Citizens' 
Councils of District of Columbia sponsored rally held at Char
lottesville, Va., 9/2/56, attended by approximately 250 people 
and speeches given by EVERETTE SEVERE of Bethesda.,. Md., and 

.—ASA»E,.^-QiCEJ—CARTER, Executive Secretary, North Alabama White 
Citizens' 'Councils. At this rally LEE WALLACE VARNER, Char- 
lottesvilleV Va., agreed to act as temporary chairman to arrange 
for organizational meeting. On 9/8/56 FLOYD FLEMING of Wash
ington, D. C.\ present at meeting Charlottesville, Va., when 
White Citizens' Councils of Charlottesville and Albemarle 
County, Va., Chapter organized. GEORGE A. CASON named chairman 
of Charlottesville Chapter and other officers identified.
At 9-8-56 meeting FLOYD FLEMING urged harassment of 
officials of City of Charlottesville; however, EUGENE CASSIDY,

APPROVED SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

copiesmadE:3 - Bureau (100-423395)(RM)
1 - OSl, Langley Field (RM)
1 - ONI, Norfolk (RM) ----
2 - CIC, Richmond (RM)
1 - G-2, MDW, Washington, DC (RM)
7 - WFO (100-33226) (RM)

(1, USA, Washington, DC)
1 - Baltimore (100-20015) (Info. )-fRM) 

(Cont'd on page la)

PROPERTY OF FBI.—This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 16—60637-4
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1-Norfolk (Information)(RM)
1-Birmingham (Information) (105-375) (RM)

rJ/Xnoxviile (105-122)(RM)
2-Richmond (105-632)
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Treasurer of Charlottesville Chapter, later announced the chapter-
had decided to drop the campaign of harassment. No activity 
of White Citizens’ Councils reported in Fairfax, Culpeper 
.and—LLaxtas s as, Virginia. Mrs. _________________ and I I

Alexandria, Virginia, unable to identify individual who 
distributed literature at their residences.

b6
b7C
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DETAILS; AT CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA

JOHN KASPER interrupts meeting of Virginia Council 
on Human Relations, Charlottesville, on August 23, 
1956, and members of Virginia Council on Human 
Relations have received telephone calls and crosses 
were burned at their homes.on August 29, 1956, 
and September 6, 1956.

The Charlottesville, Virginia, Daily Progress in its 
issue dated August 2fy., 1956, carried an article reflecting that 
JOHN KASPER of Washington, D. C., Executive Secretary of the 
Seaboard White Citizens' Councils, attended a meeting of the 
Virginia Council on Human Relations which was held August 23, 1956, 
at the Westminster Presbytarian Church in Charlottesville. The 
article continued that during the meeting, KASPER arose and 
declared ”We in the Citizens' Councils have declared war on you 
people...We are going to run you out of town.” The article 
continued that following a ’’filibuster” by KASPER, the temporary 
chairman of the Virginia Council on Human Relations asked KASPER 
if he was going to make it necessary for them to call law enforce
ment officers and KASPER replied ”If you wish.1’ The article advised 
that the police never entered the meeting room and no charges 
were made by the Council.

This article further stated that KASPER’s group had been 
working in Charlottesville for the past three weeks or longer in 
an attempt to organize a local chapter of the Seaboard White 
Citizens' Councils. The article reported KASPER challenged the 
Virginia Council on Human Relations’ right to hold an inter
racial meeting pointing out that approximately 5 of the 30 odd 
persons present were Negroes, He also accused the organization 
as being ”flat-chested highbrows” and that there were no laboring 
people or farmers among them. ’
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The article continued that as members of the Virginia 
Council on Human Relations left; the church, they discovered that 
a burning cross had been placed on the side lawn of the church 
during the meeting. The cross was described as being approxi
mately 6 feet tall, made of wood and wrapped in burlap.

This article further carried a statement by 
Krs. SARAH PATTON BOYLE, a member of the Charlottesville Chapter 
of the Virginia Council on Human Relations and an officer of 
the state group, in which she declared that .she thought KASPER’s 
appearance and comments at the meeting would actually help the 
pro-integration group. She stated ’’Extreme segregationalists 
make such a lot of noise that they seem to speak for the people, 
actually, there are far more Virginians who wish to stand by the 
Supreme Court than most of us suspect. When the opposition 
behaves this badly, all sensible people know that it doesn’t 
represent Virginia thinking.”

It is to be noted that JOHN KASPER on August 18, 1956, 
at a White Citizens’ Councils rally (hereinafter referred to as 
WCC) held in Charlottesville, urged a telephone call campaign 
against persons favoring integration and be identified Mrs. SARAH 
PATTON BOYLE, of Charlottesville and the Virginia Council on 
Human Relations, as one favoring integration^"

The Virginia Council on Human Relations, according to an 
article appearing in the Richmond, Virginia, Times Dispatch 
dated May 16, 1955, was formed in February of 1955 and is 
affiliated with the Southern Regional Council with headquarters 
in Atlanta, Georgia. The announced aim of the organization was 
promoting better relations among racial and economic groups 
through a program of educational activities throughout Virgihia. 
This article identified Mrs. SARAH PATTON BOYLE of Charlottesville 
as second Vice-President of the organization.

On August 25, 1956, Mrs. SARAH PATTON BOYLE, Piedmont 
Farm , advised SA WILLIS A. BENNER that she had received two local 
telephone calls to the effect that she would be ’’run out of town” 
and that "a pile of dead Negroes would be placed on her lawn.” 
She advised that these calls were received from men who refused 
to identify themselves. They indicated that they did not like 
the stand she was taking on the racial situation in Charlottesville. 
She informed that the men made no threats to her or to her property; 
however, one of the men indicated that they intended to burn a 
cross on the property of Mrs. MORRIS BROWN whom Mrs. BOYLE 
identified as a member of the Virginia Council on Human Relations. 
Mrs. BOYLE continued that during the Last meeting of the Virginia
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Council on Human Relations, JOHN KASPER of Washington, D. C., had 
attended the meeting and created such a disturbance that she 
was forced to leave the meeting to call the local police and 
that Mrs. BRO'/N had acted as chairman while she was away and she 
believes that it is for this reason that the telephone calls 
have been made concerning Mrs. BROWN.

On August 25, 1956, Mrs, MORRIS BROW, 201 Sunset Avenue,
Charlottesville, advised SA WILLIS A. BENNER that she had received 
local telephone calls from two unidentified men and a woman who 
had criticized her for favoring integration in Charlottesville 
schools. She continued that one of the men had indicated that there 
might be a cross-burning on her lawn and that the fire could 
spread to her house. Mrs. BROWN further advised that she had 
received a call from a man who first refused to identify himself 
but later advised that his name was 0. E. PERRY of Charlottesville 
who made no threats to her but advised that he opposed her stand 
on racial problems.

Mrs. BROWN related that she had notified the Charlottes
ville Police Department concerning these calls and they assured her 
that they would maintain a watch on her residence.

On August 28, 1956, Ser’eant C. 0. DURHAM, NA,
Charlottesville, Virginia, Police Department, advised SA BENNER 
that his department had been unable to develop any suspects in 
connection with the telephone calls received by hrs. SARAH PATTON 
BOYLE and Ilrs. MORRIS BROWN. 3 ergaar.it DURHAM further informed 
that his men had been patrolling the area in the vicinity of the 
BOYLE and BROWN residences since the receipt of these telephone 
calls.

The Charlottesville, Virginia, Daily Progress in its
issue dated August 30, 1956, carried an article advising that a 
wooden cross wrapped in burlap was burned on the night of 
August 29, 1956/ on the lawn of Mrs. SARAH PATTON BOYLE. The 
article continued that this incident was investigated by the 
University of Virginia Police inasmuch as Mrs. BROWN lives 
at Piedmont Farm, a University of Virginia housing facility for 
faculty members. The article stated that Mrs. BOYLE’s husband is an 
associate professor at the University of Virginia.

On August 31, 1956, Sergeant C, 0. DURHAM, 
Charlottesville, Virginia, Police Department, advised SA BENNER
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that no susoects had been developed as to who was responsible 
for burning the cross on the lawn of Mrs. SA:<AH PATTON BOYLE on 
the night of August 2D, 1956. However, it was believed that 
this incident was caused by local people.

. On September 6, 1956, Lieutenant DONALD MOORE, Charlottes
ville, Virginia, Police Department, advised SA BENNER that his 
department had received a call from Mrs. MORRIS BROWN, 201 Sunset 
Avenue, informing that she had discovered a cross burning on her 
lawn. According to Lieutenant MOORE, Mrs. BRO-’N requested that the 
Police Department make no investigation of the cross burning 
as she wanted no publicity in connection with the matter.

The Charlottesville, Virginia, Daily Progress dated 
September 7, 1956, carried an article reflecting that a cross 
had been burned in front of the home of Mrs. MORRIS BRO-W, Vice
President of the Charlottesville Chapter of the Virginia Council 
on Human Relations, on the night of September 6, 1956. This 
article related that it was the third cross to be burned in 
Charlottesville in slightly more than three weeks. The article 
further reported that Mrs. BROWN had stated that although she had 
received several telephone calls several weeks ago she had received 
none since JOHN KASPER of Washington, D. C., had been reported 
as being in Tennessee.

WCC Rally, Charlottesville, Virginia, 
September 2, 1956.

On August 28, 1956, Chief of Police JAMES E. ADAMS, 
Charlottesville, Virginia, Police Department, advised SA BENNER 
that the Seaboard WCC of Washington, D. C., had applied for a 
permit to hold another rally in Charlottesville at 2:00 p.m. 
Sunday afternoon, September 2, 1956.

On September 2, 1956, Sergeant C. 0. DURHAM, , 
Charlottesville, Virginia, Police Department, advised SA BENNER 
that he had received no information indicating that any members 
of the Seaboard WCC were in Charlottesville in oreparation for 
their rally scheduled for September 2, 1956, excent FLOYD FLEMING 
of the Washington, D. C., group came to the Police Department 
on Saturday evening, September 1, 1956, to request permission 
to talk to people on Fain Street in Charlottesville to verbally 
advertise their rally the following afternoon.

On September 2, 1956, an Agent of the FBI observed the 
WCC rally scheduled for 2:00 p.m. at McIntire Field, Charlottesville.
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Shortly before 2:00 p.m., FLOYD FLEMING was observed to enter the 
field with two men who were later identified as ASA E. (ACE) 
CASTER, Executive Secretary of the North Alabama WCC, and 
EVERETTE SEVERE of Bethesda, Maryland. This meeting was delayed 
for approximately 30 minutes and FLOYD FLEMING Introduced 
EVERETTE SEVERE who was the first speaker. SEVERE advised the 
group of approximately 250 people that he was encouraged by their 
interest and declared that "If we stand together it will take 
more than the Administration, the Supreme Court, UNESCO, 
and the Armed Forces to integrate us.:’ SEVERE reported that he 
knew of three schools in Maryland which were going to have strikes 
on September Lj., 1956. He did not identify the schools other 
than to say they were rural. In his talk, SEVERE criticized the 
Supreme Court for their integration decision and admonished them.

After concluding his talk, SEVERE introduced ASA E. (ACE) 
CARTER as Executive Secretary of the North Alabama’ WCC and as 
a brave leader of their cause. CARTER told the group that the 
white people of the south could not depend on politicians or the 
courts to protect them from racial integration. He declared that 
the problem was not a legal one and could not be settled in 
the courts and he related that it was up to the people to say that 
the Negro was not going to their schools and it would be up to the 
people to keep the Negro out. CARTER related that Virginia was the 
front line of defense and that the whole South was looking to 
Virginia for leadership in this matter. He declared that integra
tion could be blocked if all the people organized to stop it and he 
commented that if everyone opposed the law which had been forced 
upon them, nothing could be done '’because they just could not put 
everyone in Charlottesville in jail.”

During their speeches, both SEVERE and CARTER stressed 
the fact that the Supreme Court's decision on integration was based 
on a book called "The American Dilemma" and that contributions 
to this book for the most part had been made by persons who were 
"Commie-Pronters. ”

CARTER concluded his remarks by saying that he would see 
his blood on the ground before he would see integration.

Upon the conclusion of the speeches, it was observed 
that literature was available and many persons in the audience 
went forward for this literature which consisted of (1) member
ship applications for the Seaboard WCC. On the back of t hese 
applications was printed an announcement of the WCC rally sponsored 
by the WCC of Charlottesville on September 2, 1956, and bearing 
the names of ACE CARTER and JOHN KASPER, segregation leaders; and
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(2) copies of the May 15 and July 1, 1956, issues of the news
paper '’Common Sense” issued in Union, New Jersey.

Copies of this literature have been appropriately 
identified and are being held as exhibits in the Richmond Office.

On September 2, 1956, Serjeant C. 0. DURHAM, 
Charlottesville, Virginia, Police Department, advised SA BENNER 
that following the rally he had learned that several persons, 
possibly 12, had approached ASA CARTER and FLOYD FLEMING with 
money in their hand for membership in the organization. DURHAM 
added that following the rally, FLOYD FLEMING suggested that HOMER G. 
RITCHIE of Charlottesville act as temporary chairman for the local 
council; however, RITCHIE declined because he was leaving Charlottes
ville and LEE WALLACE VARKER agreed to serve as temporary 
chairman in Charlottesville. DURHAM further informed that VARNER
immediately announced that he would arrange for an organizational 
meeting on September 8, 1956.

b6
b7C

Sergeant C. 0. DURHAM, Charlottesville, Virginia, 
Police Denartmftn-h nn Seotember 5, 1956, advised SA BENNER that 
____________________ was employed as a night clerk at the Albemarle 
notei in Dnarlottesville and he was presently living at this 
hotel and has in the past been enrolled as a student at the 
University of Virginia. According to DURHAM, is approx
imately 20 years of age and was believed to be from Waynesboro, 
Virginia.

Mrs. EVELYN MANN, Retail Merchants Association, Staunton, 
Virginia, advised SA RENNER nn Sfintamhsr £1956, that her files 
contained no record for

Sergeant M. J. PAYNE, Charlottesville, Virginia, Police 
Department, advised SA BENNER on September 5> 1956, that his files 
reflect that ____ _______had been arrested on July 20, 1956,
on a charge of reckless driving; however, this charge had been 
dismissed.

WCC of Charlottesville and Albemarle County, 
Virginia, Chapter organized September 8,1956, 
at Charlottesville, Virginia.

On September 8, 1^56, Sergeant C.. 0. DURHAM, 
Charlottesville, Virginia, Police Department, advised SA BENNER
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that FLOYD FLEMING of the WOO in Washington, D. C,, had arrived 
in Charlottesville on the evening of September 7, 1956, and had 
requested permission to walk along Main Street to announce 
the organizational meeting of their group to be held in 
Charlottesville the following afternoon.

On September 8, 1956, an Agent of the FBI observed 
the meeting sponsored by the WCC at McIntire Field in Charlottes- 
ville jsihich was held at approximately 3:30 p.m. I I
_______ (acted as temporary chairman and opened the meeting b7C 
by stating that nothing could be accomplished except through 
peaceful and reasonable efforts and he declared that he would 
like to continue as a member of the organisation as long as the 
group conducted itself in a peaceful manner. ^___| advised, 
however, that he could not continue as an officer of the organi- < 
zation because other duties would occupy his time.

After)_______ |had made his statement, FLOYD FLEMING
spoke to the group. FLEMING also stated that he wanted to 
accomplish his goal by peaceful means; however, he defended 
the actions of JOHN KASPER, Executive Secretary of the Seaboard 
WCC of Washingtoh, D. C., and he told the grouo that KASPER was 
innocent of the charges of inciting a riot at Clinton, Tennessee. 
FLEMING went on to explain that KASPER was just passing through 
Clinton, Tennessee, on his way to Alabama when he became interested 
in their case and decided to help the people organize in Tennessee.

FLEMING declared that the only way segregation in the 
schools could be fought in Charlottesville and in other sections 
of the country was by organizing such groups as the WCC and by 
presenting a common front.

It was noted that only 
attended this meeting and as the

approximately IpO persons
meeting progressed, various persons

attending the meeting spoke out without identifying themselves- and 
sharply criticized the Charlottesville city officials because the 
city council had recently adopted a resolution opposing 
Governor STANLEY’S plan to deny state money to communities which 
integrate their schools, a brakeman for the
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, was very outspoken in his criticism 
of the city officials of Charlottesville,

During the meeting both and FLOYD FLEMING urged
those in attendance to harass the members of the city council with 
telephone calls at all hours of the day and night. At this 
meeting the group adopted the name WCC of Charlottesville and
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Albemarle County, Virginia, f or their chapter and 
through a voluntary system appointed the following officers and 
members of the board, all of Charlottesville, Virginia;

Chairman, an employee pf the
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, residing at

Secretary, employed as a 
clerk-typist for the Virginia Forestry Service, and 
resides at 1 I

[Treasurer, a bookkeeper for Reynolds 

Southern Electrical Company, who resides at  
Southwest.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

dry cleaner, who resides at 
Avenue.

a truck driver for the city of 
Charlottesville, who resides at Box 917# Route 1.

____________________ Iplumber, who resides at 
East Market Street. ,

a truck driver for the city
of Charlottesville, who resides at Route 1. 

_________________ plumber, who resides at Harris Street.

mechanic, who resides at Box 3,
H.F.D. 3.

carpenter, residing Route 1.

a flooring machine operator ,
residing at Chestnut Street.

Avenue.
ailway express employee,____Bolling

carpenter, Route 3.

carpenter, Vine Street.
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residing at
I employee, Barnes Lumber Company 

McIntire Road.

b6
b7C

carpenter, residing Route 2-.

During the appointment of the officers, most of the 
group in attendance moved out of the stands and formed a very 
close circle on the softball field around FLOYD FLEMING. 
The meeting progressed in a very disorderly manner as the 25 or 
30 persons present at this time were talking with FLEMING as well 
as among themselves. It was noted that neither the newly 
appointed chairman or FLEMING called for order during this 
business session.

As the meeting ended, FLOYD FLEMING requested those 
present to contribute what they could for the fund which was 
being raised for JOHN KASPER’s defense. It was reported that 
approximately $35 was raised through a passing of the hat 
collection.

There was no literature distributed at this meeting.

The Charlottesville, Virginia, Daily Progress dated 
September 10, 1956, carried an article on the September 8, 1956, 
meeting in Charlottesville and announced the f or.mat ion of the WCC 
of Charlottesville and Albemarle County, Virginia. This article 
stated that the group was formed at a rally held in Charlottes
ville on September 8, 1956, and the group had decided to affiliate 
with the Seaboard WCC in Washington. D. C. The article further 
identified! I 25 years of age, and father of three
children, as the head of the local chapter. The article stated 
that the new pro-segregation group declared its support of 
Governor STANLEY’S plan to deny state money to the communities 
which jntep-rate than r schools. This article further stated that 

_______ |and FLOYD FLEMING, chairman of. the Southeast 
Washington, D. C., WCC, who addressed the rally, urged the group 
tp harass members of the Charlottesville city council with telephone 
palls ”at all hours of the day and night.” This article also 
reported that at its organizational meeting, the local WCC raised a 
*35.25 legal fund to assist in the defense of JOHN KASPER, Execu
tive Secretary of the Seaboard group, who was sentenced to a year 
in prison for contempt of court growing out of riots in Clinton, 
Tennessee.

This article also identified other officers of the 
Charlottesville chapter and it noted that' | i
Secretary of the Charlottesville Chapter, was 18 years of age,
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and the treasurer, was 21). years of age,. The
article further commented that most of the 13-man Board of 
Directors were in the age group of 20 to Lj.0 years of age. 
This article also referred to remarks of FLOYD FLEMING made 
at the rally which referred to the WCC as a ’’working man’s 
organization,"

b6 
b7C

The Daily Progress article appearing in the September 10, 
1956, issue, advised that| ~~| 20-year old University
of Virginia student from Waynesboro, Virginia, acted as temporary 
chairman and in his comments injected a note of moderation on 
several occasions and urged the group to abide by "good American 
principles." This article further reported that ___ __________
of Route 1, a Post Office employee, replied to the above 
statement as followsj "The old Ku Klux Klan was a good American
principle. If they ever come back I’ll be first in line to join 
them." The article further reported that| Iwas greeted 
with applause when he declared "Before my kids go to school 
with a (negro). I’ll move out of the State of Virginia.” This 
article reported that___________________  of
told the group attending the September 8, 1956, meeting, that 
he had attended a public hearing before the General Assembly in 
Richmond, Virginia, and that 'this was the first time he had ever 
attended the Legislature, and he would not take $500 for the 
experience,” He urged the crowd to attend the special session 
of the Legislature in Richmond.

The Ku Klux Klan has been designated by the Attorney 
General pursuant to Executive Order 101l50.

On September 8, 1956, Sergeant 0. 0. DURHAM, 
Charlottesvi lie. Vi rc-ini a Police Department, advised SA BENNER 
that both and his brother, | have in
the past been nostue to anyone serving the city of unarlottesville 
in an official capacity. Sergeant DUr£AM further commented 
that a majority of the individuals comprising the officers of the 
new WCC organization in Charlottesville were poorly educated.

On September 10, 1956, Sergeant DURHAM further 
advised that he had received a report that none of the members of 
the city council in Charlottesville had received telephone call a 
as a result of the harassment action urged by |
and FLOYD FLEMING at the WCC rally held in Charlottesville on 
September 8, 1956.

The Charlottesville, Virginia, Daily Progress in its
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issue dated September 12; 1956, carried an article stating that 
I L Treasurer of the WOO of Charlottesville and
Albemarle County, on that date had disavowed the announced 
campaign to harass members of the Charlhttaaviila pit-y council by 
telephone calls. The article continued that________ | in his
statement stated '’We do not wish to fight the city council 
nor harass them, ^’e only want to work with them, although 
they do not seem to represent us by their opposition to__________  
Governor STANLEY. ” The article further stated that| 
had stated that the suggestion for harassment had come only from 
FLOYD FLEMING, chairman of the Southeast Washington, D, C,-, WCC 
and that several members of the Board of Directors of the
newly formed organization, including its newly elected chairman 

had met on September 11, 1956, and decided to 
one campaign of harassment and to urge instead a protest 

movement by letters and telephone calls nat reasonable hours.'* 
This article further quoted 1 as stating "We are opposed
to violence'* and he listed the three main objectives of their 
organization as ’*(1) To preserve segregation; (2) to prevent 
mongrelization of the white race; and (3) to fight Communism.’*

The article further quoted ________ as stating that the 
WCC would hold another mass meeting in Charlottesville soon, 
and added that the local group intended to launch a membership 
campaign to "interest the working man in joining the organization.*’

AT ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA

Interview of recipients of WCC literature.

_________________ ___________________,J Alexandr! a 
on August 22. 1956. advised SA WILLIAM D. TEMPLE .aha 
this address with her mother,___________________ I

Virginia
resides at this address with her mother, 
is now ill in Shelby Hospital, Washington, D. C. ____________  
further advised that on the night of August 3, 1956, at approximate^ 
9:30 p.m., an unidentified white male knocked at their door
and said that he was from the Seaboard WCC. She added the man 
gave her a pamphlet captioned "Common Sense" a leaflet captioned 
■Virginians on~Guard." and an application for membership in the
Seaboard WCC, identified and initialed the literature
which she had received on August 3, 1956.
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_ [related that she and her mother noticed ^7 

there were three or four white men who looked as if they might 
be college students distributing literature in the block on 
August 3j 1956. She commented that neither she nor her mother 
called the Alexandria, Virginia, Police Department; however, she 
understood that someone in the neighborhood did call the police 
department and that one of these men was arrested. She could 
furnish no further details in this regard.

was unable to identify photographs
of fredfr'iok rTnmr jasper,|~~~ j floyd Fleming
and________________ She further furnished the following approximate
desbriprion or me unknown person who came to their door on the 
night of August 3, 1956, as a white male, age 25, 6 feet one inch, 
weighing 200 pounds, and having dark hair.

DENNIS H. CAHILL, Director of Planning, City of 
Alexandria, who resides at lj.ll Duke Street, Alexandria, advised 
SA WILLIAM D. TEMPLE on August 23, 1956, that on the night of 
August 3, 1956, at approximately 9:10 or 9:15 p.m., an unidentified 
man knocked at the door of his residence. He continued that when 
he went to the door the unidentified man handed him two pieces 
of literature and said, ’’This is something which you may be 
interested in reading” and promptly left. CAHILL added that this 
man did not identify the organization he was with and made no further 
comments. CAHILL advised that when he looked at this material 
he observed that it was a leaflet captioned ’’Virginians on Guard” 
and an application for membership in the Seaboard WCC, WCC of 
Alexandria, Virginia. He continued that because of the content 
of this material he called the Alexandria, Virginia, Police 
Department, and he turned this material over to Sergeant ZIMMERMAN 
of the Alexandria, Virginia,. Police Department, who responded 
to his call. CAHILL identified and initialed the leaflet and 
membership application which he had received and they are being 
maintained as exhibits in the Richmond file.

CAHILL was unable to identify photographs of FREDERICK 
JOHN CASPER, I | FLOYD FLEMING,

| or FRED HOCKETT. CAHILL added that he only had a momentary 
xook ar the unidentified man who furnished him the literature 
and he described this person as being a white male, years of 
age, 5 feet 7 inches, weighing llpO to 150 pounds, medium build, 
having graying hair, wearing slacks with a wh'ite shirt..
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and. believed, by CAHILL to have been wearing glasses; however, 
he was not certain.

MISCELLANEOUS

On September 10, 1956, the General Index to Charters 
located at the Clerk’s Office, Fairfax County, Virginia, court 
house were searched by SA ’«ULLIAM L. COLLIER. These records 
which contain copies of all corporations and partnerships 
operating in Fairfax County, Virginia, since the year 1885, con
tained no information concerning a WCC.

On September 12,. 1956, .Mrs. CLYDE G. MILLER, R.F.D. 3, 
Box 570,. Fairfax, Virginia, was interviewed in connection with 
another investigation by SAs WILLIAM L. COLLIER and. HOWARD E. 
RICHARDSON and she volunteered the following information. She is 
the executive secretary of the Fairfax Citizens’ Council, Fairfax 
County, Virginia, which is in no way connected with the WCC of 
the District of Columbia or its organizer, JOHN KASPER. Mrs. MILLER 
declared that she and the members of her group abhor the methods 
and tactics of KASPER and his group. She related that approxi
mately four weeks ago she attended in Alexandria, Virginia, a 
meeting of citizens who were gathered to fora'a citizens' council. 
She added that JOHN KASPER walked in on this meeting unexpectedly 
and unannounced and proceeded to give a ’’vitriolic" speech. She 
added that the meeting broke up as a result of KASPER’s appearance 
inasmuch as those present did not desire to listen to him.
Mrs. MILLER did not volunteer the identities of the persons at 
this meeting. Mrs. MILLER related that she was aware that JOHN 
KASPER had stated that he was forming chapters of the WCC through
out the State of Virginia, as well as in other states. She 
declared, however, that she is confident that KASPER and his outfit 
in Washington, D. C., have not been successful in their efforts 
to organize the WCC in Fairfax County or Alexandria, Virginia.

On September 1U, 1956, the following individuals who 
reside in Manassas, Virginia, were interviewed by SA J. A. AMRHEIN, 
Jr., who informed that there has been no indication of the formation 
of a WCC in Manassas, Virginia;. County Court Judge C. LACEY COMPTON, 
Commonwealth Attorney STANLEY OWENS, Deputy Sheriff RALPH SHUMATE, 
Deputy Sheriff RALPH CORNELL,. GARRY A. WILLARD, Manager, Journal 
Messenger newspaper,.
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On September 27, 1956, the following individuals 
who reside in Culpeper, Virginia, were interviewed by SA J. A.. 
AMRHEIN concerning the formation of a WCC in Culpeper and they 
advised that to date there has been no .indication of any activity 
by this organization in Culpeper. They informed that they 
would be alert for any activity by this group and if they 
learned any information t ley would immediately contact the 
Richmond Office. Those contacted were: C. E. REAMS, County 
Court Judge, DANIEL F. SLAUGHTER, Assistant Commonwealth 
Attorney, WALTER B. POTTER, Editor-Publisher, Culpeper'Star- 
Exponent” newspaper, C. MASON GREENE, Sheriff, Culpeper County, 
and MARSHALL SEALE, Deputy Sheriff, Culpeper County.
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Eight copies of this report are being furnished to the 
Bureau and six copies to Washington Field Office, pursuant to 
WFO Air-^-Tel September 21 r 1956»

One copy of this report is being furnished for the 
information of Baltimore, Birmingham, Knoxville, and Norfolk 
for their information due to their interest in subject organizations

The Agent who participated in the surveillance at 
Charlottesville, Virginia, on September 2, 1956, and September 8, 
1956, was WILLIS A. BENNER.

The Bureau has been previously advised bv letter
dated 9/21|-/56 concerning 
identified in this report

statements made by _____  
as a Post Office employee.

LEADS b7C

THE RICHMOND-DIVISION

AT CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA

Will through Informants, confidential sources, and 
established sources, follow and report the activities of the 
WCC of Charlottesville and Albemable County. Will be alert 
for formation and activity of WCC in other secbions of Virginia.

REFERENCES

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN at WFO dated 8-27-56.

Report of SA CHARLES F. HEINER at Richmond dated 
8-27-56.

Bulet to Richmond dated 9-Ji-56.

Bureau Air-Tel to Richmond 9-lli~56.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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Synopsis:

JOHN KASPER, official of White Citizens' Council of Washington, 
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September 12, 1956, that JOHN KASPER, official of the White 
Citizens’ Council of the District of Columbia, visited ASA 
CARTER, Executive Secretary, Alabama Citizens Council, in 
Birmingham, during the week of September 10, 1956. T-l said 
he talked to JOHN KASPER on September 12, 1956, and that 
KASPER said he was in Alabama on a speaking tour as the guest 
of ASA CARTER. T-l said he heard KASPER say that he, KASPER, 
had received hundreds of letters and telegrams since his 
action at Clinton, Tennessee, where he made speeches and 
passed out literature opposing integration at the Clinton 
High School. KASPER further said, according to T-l, that 
the people at Clinton, Tennessee supported him, and that 
they were for what he was doing, T-l further stated he 
heard KASPER say, "Every type of resistance is necessary 
to fight the open and naked display of power wielded by the 
United States Supreme Court." KASPER also said, according 
to this informant, that, "A lot of pro-segregation groups 
believe they can stop this thing in the courts. This is 
ridiculous—the courts are too corrupt."

T-l, above mentioned, advised on September 14, 
1956, that he attended a rally at the Central Park Theatre, 
Birmingham, on the night of September 13, 1956, and that 
JOHN KASPER made a speech favoring segregation. T-l said 
there were approximately four to five hundred persons present 
and that at the end of KASPER’s speech, 15 robed and hooded 
Ku Klux Klansmen appeared and shook hands with KASPAR. 
KASPER said he was deeply honored by the presence of these 
men and that such groups as the Ku Rlux Klan are needed to 
preserve segregation, according to T-l. T-l said KASPER 
stated, "We need all the rabble-rousers we can get." KASPER 
predicted someone would be killed before the fight was 
finished. T-l said KASPER made the following statements: 
"We want trouble and we want it everywhere we can get it. 
A collapse of law and order is near at hand. The purpose 
of White Citizens Councils is seizing local control of 
local affairs and I mean seizing it." T-l said that KASPER 
also told the crowd at the Central Park Theatre to immediately 
ascertain the identity of people who favor integration in 
their community and "take care of them." According to T-l,
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KASPER stated, "We will have to have our martyr and some will 
have to die before this is over. The Federal Government means 
death to all of us." T-l said he learned that ASA CARTER 
planned to use JOHN KASPER to make inroads on a rival group 
of citizens councils in Alabama, headed by State Senator 
SAM ENGELHARDT of Shorter, Alabama.

T-l said that KASPER, in his speech at the 
Central Park Theatre, attacked Governors FRANK CLEMENT: of 
Tennessee, CHANDLER of Kentucky; and FOLSOM of Alabama, 
stating that these governors have shirked their responsi
bilities to their people. T-?l said he heard KASPER say 
that he intends to turn the White Citizens Councils into 
"roving bands" which groups would be ready to proceed to any 
point in the Southern areas where integration is attempted.

Birmingham Confidential Informant T-^2, contact 
with whom has been insufficient to determine his reliability, 
but who is in a position to furnish correct information, ad
vised on September 15, 1956, that he was present at the 
Central Park Theatre in Birmingham on the night of Septem
ber 13; 1956, and heard JOHN KASPER make a speech favoring 
segregation. T-2 stated he heard JOHN KASPER make the follow
ing statements which he managed to copy down verbatim:

"We now have this battle joined. There is 
no question about it."

"If a nigger in Montgomery can pay a quarter 
to the NAACP, there is no reason why a white man 
can't give a dollar to our organization."

"This issue of segregation is the burning 
issue of our times."

"We are demanding a government which is a 
servant of the people—not it's master."

"We can no longer wait. We can no longer 
put it off. We must fight by every available means."
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"The Supreme Court Is enforcing a manner of 
life that we do not want and will not have."

"We believe that total collapse of law and 
order is at hand."

"We must use every means to stop the 
niggers—every means."

"We have fought our legal fight. We have 
no recourse in a court. We will see in this case 
if freedom of speech exists."

"Some of us may die before this thing is 
over."

"We have got to pull ourselves up by our 
own boot straps."

"They hate ACE CARTER because he tells the 
truth.n

"We believe in exposing and cutting out your 
next door neighbor if he is an integrationist."

"We are going to deal with the National 
Guard when they get here."

T-2 further stated that JOHN KASPER said "we" 
are going to organize the entire states of Tennessee, Kentucky, 
and West Virginia. T-2 said KASPER referred to Governor 
JAMES E. FOLSOM of Alabama as an "enlarged ape-like form in 
the state house in Montgomery." According to this informant, 
KASPER referred to Governor FRANK CLEMENT of Tennessee as 
"SMILEY" CLEMENT, at which time the crowd booed loudly and 
shouts of "Hang him!" were heard. T-2 said that 15 Klansmen, 
by actual count, appeared in the auditorium near the end of 
KASPER's speech; that these men were fully robed and hooded 
and it was impossible to identify them. T-2 said that when 
the Klansmen came on the stage, ASA CARTER said he was proud 
to be on the stage with them. T-2 said that the crowd at 
the Central Park Theatre was well-behaved and appeared to be
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composed, of citizens of average means. He said the crowd 
was not composed of "riff-raff". T-2 estimated there were 
approximately 400 persons present.

T-l, above mentioned, advised on September 17, 
1956, that JOHN KASPER intended to speak at Anniston, Alabama 
on the night of September 15, 1956, but-that City authorities 
in Anniston refused KASPER the use of the City Auditorium. 
T-l stated he had learned that City officials at Montgomery, 
Alabama, refused to permit KASPER to speak on Sunday after
noon, September 16, 1956, at Montgomery, and that hotel au
thorities there refused KASPER permission to use the ball 
room of the Hotel Jeff Davis, which KASPER had previously 
rented.

Birmingham Confidential Informant T-3> contact 
with whom has been insufficient to determine his reliability, 
but who is in a position to furnish correct information, ad
vised on September 24, 1956, that he attended a meeting of 
the East Lake Citizens Council otherwise known as the Eastern 
Section Citizens Council, at Cascade Plunge on the night of 
September 20, 1956. He said that an individual by the name 
of EARL NEWMAN presided. T-3 said that the main event of 
the evening was a speech by JOHN KASPER, official of the 
Citizens Council of Washington, D. C. T-3 said that KASPER 
talked about his recent trip to Clinton, Tennessee. KASPER 
said he went to the homes of citizens in Clinton and asked 
them if they wanted Negroes to attend their schools. He told 
these people to picket and to strike against integration. 
KASPER said he told the people of Clinton that they did not 
have to send their children to school. T-3 said KASPER stated 
that the real issue at Clinton was "Do we or don’t we have a 
Constitution?" T-3 said he heard KASPER say that an iron 
curtain surrounds the people of Clinton, Tennessee today and 
that "when law and order break down, it is up to the people 
to remedy the situation," T-3 said KASPER stated that people 
are not allowed to talk about integration at Clinton, Tennessee; 
that he saw three people standing on the street corner at 
Clinton and a Deputy Sheriff told them to move on. KASPER 
quoted the Deputy as saying, "You’re not allowed to have
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meetings here. I don’t care about your meetings." According 
to T-3, there are people in Clinton, Tennessee at the present 
time who are seeking ways and means of communicating with each 
other concerning the segregation problem. T-3 said KASPER 
did not elaborate upon this latter statement.

According to an Associated Press story in the 
"Birmingham Post-Herald," a daily newspaper, for September 25, 
1956, JOHN KASPER was arrested at Oak Ridge, Tennessee on 
September 24, 1956, on an indictment of "Sedition and inciting 
to riot, growing out of early demonstrations in nearby Clinton," 
This article further stated that KASPER, age 26, was released 
fj?om Jail at Clinton the same date under $2,000.00 bond put 
UP by "local followers".

On September 27, 1^56, Detective HAROLD FINCHER, 
Birmingham Police Department, advised he attended a public 
rally at Central Park Theatre, Birmingham, on September 13, 
1956, at which JOHN KASPER spoke. FINCHER said he recalls 
that KASPER made several remarks which he believes border on 
violation of the. "Treason Statutes." Specifically, FANCHER 
said he recalled KASPER making the statement that, "We want 
trouble. We need more rabble-rousers. Some people may die 
before the issue of integration is settled." FINCHER said 
the above quoted statement is correct to the best of his recol
lection. He said the words may not be exactly in order, but 
that the above statement expresses what KASPER actually said.

Detective J. B. JONES, Birmingham Police Depart
ment, was interviewed on September 27, 1956, and furnished 
substantially the same Information as received from Detective 
FINCHER. JONES said he recalls KASPER making the statement 
about wanting trouble and wanting it "now" and that more rabble- 
rousers were needed to maintain segregation. JONES said he 
also recalled KASPER stating something about people may die 
before the issue of segregation vs. integration is settled.

On September 27, 1956, GRAY GABLE, Reporter for 
the "Birmingham News", a local newspaper, was interviewed. 
GABLE stated he arrived at the rally at Central Park Theatre 
on the night of September 13, 1956, just as JOHN KASPER 
finished speaking. He stated that the crowd was still
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applauding when he entered the theatre, but that he did not 
hear anything KASPER said.

The "Birmingham News" in its issue of Septem
ber 13^ 1956, carried an article by JAMES SPOTSWOOD, Associated 
Press Staff Writer, entitled, "Segregationist has 'Distrust' 
for College Men, Likes Working Class", This article stated 
that JOHN KASPER was born in New Jersey, is a college graduate, 
and has an "instinctive distrust" of men with college educations. 
The article stated that KASPER is an admirei! of the poet, 
EZRA POUND, and that he, KASPER, has been interested all his 
life in the "purity of the races". KASPER was quoted as saying 
"I believe that all movement in history has been a product of 
race and personal character. I believe the white race is the 
great race and the only race which has fought for free insti
tution. I do not hate Negroes, but I believe that for the 
progress of the white and Negro races this is best accomplished 
by separate Institutions based on a particular destiny of the 
separate races."

KASPER denounced anti-Semitism as unscientific. 
He denied that the White Citizens Council of Washington, 
D. C. is anti-Semitic.

The article indicated that KASPER began organizing 
the Washington Citizens' Council after a tour of Alabama in 
March 1956; that he had a choice between two types of councils— 
one which claims that all white schools have been preserved in 
Alabama by legal means; another which accuses the first group 
of cowardice in handling the Negro problem. The latter group 
is headed by ASA E. (ACE) CARTER, a former radio announcer. 
KASPER sided with CARTER, according to this article. KASPER 
allegedly said, "The only sincere and courageous leader in 
the entire movement was ACE CARTER--that the rest of the so- 
called leaders in Alabama and other states, including Missis
sippi, were controlled by politicians seeking to gain a foot
hold in their respective states outside of the regular 
political machines."

KASPER was further quoted as saying, "I have an 
instinctive distrust of any man with a college education. I
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find the working people are the only living representatives 
of the white race in the United States who have the intelligence 
and the courage to maintain their racial integrity. I can 
talk much easier to a person who works with hands and either 
produces something or transports or helps to grow something, 
because they have horse-sense and independent thought. They’re 
npt--as the intellectual—trying to imitate someone else and 
someone else’s way of living."

In this article, SPOTSWOOD wrote that KASPER wa,s 
born in Camden, New Jersey, October 21, 1929; that his parents 
were of German origin^ and his father was a successful indus
trial combustion engineer. KASPER graduated from Columbia 
University with Bachelor of Science Degree in 1951. The article 
quoted KASPER as stating that EZRA POUND, above mentioned, has 
had "the greatest external impact on my thinking."

SPOTSWOOD asked KASPER how he thought the Negro 
issue would be solved and KASPER allegedly answered, "Ulti
mately I believe that the people will compel the degenerate 
politicians and Communists.. .to withdraw from public life and 
return us to constitutional government, responsible, repre
sentative and composed of men with front names, hind names 
and addresses. KASPER said he admires political leaders, 
Senator MCCARTHY; Representative WALTER of Pennsylvania; 
perhaps Senator JENNER of Indiana, and Governor TALMADGE of 
Georgia.

According to this article, KASPER became bitter 
when he referred to the Federal Court intervention at the 
recent racial trouble over school integration at Clinton, 
Tennessee. KASPER was quoted concerning this as follows:

"The right aim of any law is to prevent 
coercion either by force or fraud. The Supreme 
Court (school) decision is precisely fraudulent 
and in the use of federal injunction to enforce 
that fraudulent Supreme Court decision on segre
gation it makes no difference whether U. S. Marshals 
or federal troops are used.
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"Force is being exercised. Woe to those 
whose only right is their power. The wild grass 
will grow over their dead bodies."

T-l, above mentioned, advised on September 20, 
1956, that he had ascertained that ASA CARTER and JOHN KASPER 
had "split up". T-l said CARTER would speak in Fountain City, 
Tennessee near Knoxville, at 4:00 p^a. on Sunday, Septem
ber 23 > 1956. T-l said CARTER has stated that KASPER would 
not accompany him on this trip; that he is through working and 
associating with KASPER. CARTER said, according to T-rl, that 
KASPER is too fond of publicity. T-l said JOHN KASPER in
tended to be in Knoxville or Clinton, Tennessee, on Septem
ber 23, 1956, to make a speech.

T-l advised on September 27, 1956, that he had 
that day received information which indicated that CARTER 
and KASPER have not "split up" as he had previously learned; 
that they spoke together at Knoxville, Tennessee on Septem
ber 23, 1956.

Information was received from the Knoxville 
Office on September 23, 1956, that JOHN KASPER and ASA CARTER 
spoke to a group of approximately 35 to 50 people at Fountain 
City, Tennessee, a suburb near Knoxville, on this date. Both 
made speeches from the bumper of a Buick bearing 1956 Alabama 
license 1-67562. Parked adjacent to this car was a Nash Rambler 
bearing 1956 Alabama license 1A-18579»

On October 1, 1956, SA CHARLES B. STANBERY' checked 
records of the automobile registrations, Birmingham Police 
Department, which reflected that Alabama license 1-67562 
is issued to HAROLD McBRIDE, 909 Idlewood Circle, for a 1953 
Buick, Alabama license 1A-18579 was issued to C. J. MC
FARLAND, 1250 Park Avenue, Tarrant City, Alabama, for a 1955 
Nash. Birmingham indices were negative concerning both 
Individuals.

- RUC -
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b6 
b7C 
b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS

Date of Activity Agent to File Number
Identity or Description Date whom where
of Source of Information Received Furnished Located

T-l:l Talk with JOHN 105-375-23
KASPER 9-12^56•

(Requested).

II JOHN KASPER’S 105-375-33
speech at An-
niston can-
celed.

n Alleged split- 105-375-42
up between JOHN
KASPER and ASA
CARTER.

105-375-30

(Requested)

: 1 CHARLES Instant
B. STAN- report.
BERY,
orally.

(Requested).

Careful consideration has been given to the sources 
concealed and "T" symbols were utilized in this report only in 
those instances where the identities of the sources must be 
concealed.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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ADMINISTRATIVE

Eight copies of instant report have been desig
nated for the Bureau and six copies to WFO, office of origin, 
according to instructions set forth in Washington Field Office 
airtel to Bureau dated September 21, 1956, in this case.

KNOXVILLE DIVISION; (INFORMATION)

One copy of instant report is being furnished to 
the Knoxville Division for information inasmuch as 'KASPER has 
been active in that division.

MOBILE DIVISION; (INFORMATION)

One copy of instant report is being furnished to 
the Mobile Division for information inasmuch as KASPER has 
been active in that division.

REFERENCE; Birmingham Teletype to Bureau, September 14, 
1956;

Bureau Airtel to Birmingham, September 14, 1956;
Birmingham Airtel to Bureau, September 15* 1956 j
Birmingham Teletype to Bureau, September 17, 1956;
Bureau Airtel to Knoxville, September 17, 1956;
Washington Field Office Airtel to Bureau, 

September 21, 1956

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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against the Supreme Court desegregation decision. Repeating 
on TV that ’’for all intents and purposes • ••• we have a 
Communist government now”, KASPER calls PRESIDENT EISENHOWER 
”a hollow pumpkin on a pole” and said that the people ought to 
be praying for the death of the next president, "STEVENSON, or 
whoever he happens to be”, Ku Klux Klansmen in full regalia 
attended his speech in Jemison, Ala., where ASA E. CARTER of 
Birmingham, Ala. reportedly said, "When they try to integrate 
the schools where my kids are going, I will fight the National 
Guard or anybody else”. KASPER made no violent statements that 
night.-

- RUC -
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ALSO KNOW AS- JOHN KASPER AND FRED KASPER 

IN MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA AND VICINITY, 
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Speech at Wetumpka,. Alabama, September 17, 1956

On September 13, 1956, Mr. WALLACE C. McDOW, Radio 
Announcer of Radio Station WEPU, Wetumpka, made available for. 
copying, what he described as an original recording on magnetic 
sound recording tape of a speech made by KASPER at Wetumpka, 
Alabama, on September 17, 1956, at a meeting of the Elmore County 
Alabama Citizens1 Council. Mr. McDOW said that this recording 
was made with the knowledge and permission of KASPER. Following 
is a transcription of that recordings
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Thank you Admiral Crommelin. pood evening 
ladies and gentlemen of Elmore County, members of the 
Justice Department. The importance of the party 
platform is something that affects every Alabamian. 
The reason I’m here tonight, ladies and gentlemen, 
is to try and give you some idea of the broad issues 
which are involved and the entire resistance which 
was organized in Anderson Co. in Tennessee. I first 
of all went there at a time when I first learned of 
the situation in Clinton, Tennessee that the Negroes 
were going to be entered into the school there, when 
I was sitting in a hotel in Charlottesville, Virginia. 
We had just waged a three weeks fight over there where 
the local officials of Charlottesville had attempted 
to suppress constitutional rights, had arrested myself 
and three other men for distributing white citizens’ 
council literature and applications. We were arrested, 
we were put on bond, a week later we had a trial and 
the charges were nol-prossed for lack of evidence. 
The real issue was never faced up to. Whether or not 
they had the right to prohibit free speech of any kind, 
the right of petition for redress of grievances as 
guaranteed in the first amendment of the Federal 
Constitution, the freedom of assembly which became in
volved in Clinton, Tennessee. But we whipped them 
there in Charlottesville. We went through it in the 
court. They tried to prevent us from having a rally 
a week later. We faced that down and we had our rally 
and while sitting there that afternoon before it I 
saw a little piece in the paper about an inch big 
stating that Negroes would enter the Clinton High 
School in Tennessee for the first time in its history 
and it was to be the first school in the history of 
the State of Tennessee to have Negroes enter it.. I 
made up my mind then and there that were it possible 
I would go to Clinton. That I would find out from 
the people themselves if they were agreed to this 
mandate against them to put the Negroes in the school 
because one thing is eminently clear in this entire 
fight. The people themselves were never asked by 
referendum, by any means whatever, even by candidate 
or officers in office now to state whether or not 
they want to mongrelize their race, in the schools, 
the theaters, the restaurants, the hotels and the 
marriage bed (omission - indistinct) 
faced with that because (omission - indistinct)
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rejected 100% and they know it. So I want to Clinton. 
A man interested in that situation went out, a 
Virginian; he borrowed $50 that I could go. I arrived 
there exactly 36 hours before the school was to open 
for the first time with Negroes in it. I stopped at 
a residential area in Clinton, Tennessee? I went door 
to door; I asked parents were they aware that the 
Negroes were going to enter the school for the first 
time on Monday. They said they were. I .asked them 
how they felt about it, without stating how I felt 
about it. They said we are absolutely opposed to that, 
it is against our deepest feeling on this matter of 
race. We do not want our children to be mixed in the 
school with Negroes, but we don’t think there is any
thing that can be done about it. It seems to us in
evitable. I told them it was not inevitable because I 
believed at that time that the constitution existed, 
that the rights guaranteed to every citizen to free 
speech, right to petition, redress of grievances, right 
to assemble, right to protest, still existed. I be
lieved that and I asked them would they come with their 
children to the high school on Monday morning to or
ganize a protest strike, I called it; some would call 
it a boycott, a massive and even passive resistance, 
nothing violent about it, nothing armed or aggressive, 
but simply that the people of Clinton had not been 
given the choice as to whether they wanted the Negroes 
in the schools dr not and their state constitution 
provides that their schools shall be segregated, that 
is the constitution of the State of Tennessee and, 
therefore, I felt there was only one last recourse and 
that was the people themselves. My entire concept in 
that fight in Clinton was that of the common law. 
The common law is built on a custom of the people and 
is based on what the people actually believe in, what 
the people actually do, what they most subscribe to, 
what is their custom; even in some cases it might be 
a harmful one to them, but so long as most of them be
lieve it is their right to have the defense of law to 
support. This is the basic notion of common law. It 
is the foundation of our law. It arose in 1215 at 
Magna Charta. When up to that time kings had exercised 
the right of Godhead and whatever a king said the 
people had to believe in, whatever a king said the 
people had to do, whether the people agreed with it or 
not. When the king wanted taxes the people paid more 
taxes; when they were levied into the Army they had to
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go to war and the people themsetveS had no voice in 
government • And one day a group of farmers with their 
pitchfdhks and city folks with their muskets of that 
time or whatever they had, or just with their bare 
fists, they went up to King John and they said, ’’King 
John* we want part of this government too; We want 
what we call representative government, we want.to 
play a part in it”; and from that time on the divine 
right of kings disappeared and the people themselves 
were taken into government. They had a right from that 
time on to exercise how they felt and that’s the way 
with common law.

The segregation situation in Clinton my feeling 
was, still is, that if there’s something the people 
don’t like about their law or their government they 
have a right to change that law and change that govern
ment under the constitution. Our constitution is 
our bedrock, it is our foundation, it is our pledge 
and contract of the people and the sovereign states 
and we don’t change the constitution except by the 
process provided in the constitution to change it.. 
So we had a strike. I had arrived there on Saturday. 
I spent until 11 o’clock that evening talking to people, 
going door to door, later I went down town and talked 
to a number of high school boys and talked to them 
about it. They did not want to go to school with the 
Negroes, they said they had their own ideas on how to 
handle the Negroes. Their idea was along the lines of 
violence. I told them we had no intention of doing 
anything like that. Our aim was to protest by having 
the white people themselves strike that school until 
the Negroes were removed. The following day, Sunday, 
I had planned to meet some boys to make some picket 
signs with various kinds of objections and so on to the 
Negroes entering the school. The only place to buy 
them was from the newspaper office, which was closed; 
but through another person I made contact with that 
newspaper and the editor said he would be there at 3 
o’clock to provide me with show cards so we could make 
our picket signs. At 3 o’clock the editor arrived in 
company with the state attornp.y general, several men I 
believe were FBI Agents, the Sheriff, the Mayor and 
various local officials. They told me they had heard 
of my plan to cause trouble in Clinton. I told them 
what my so-called plan was and that I was not there to 
cause trouble, but that as a last resort the people
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themselves needed to be called into this fight* 
They said, we have spent $10,000 qf the people’s 
money. We have spent $10,000 fighting this. We 
have done everything we can. There is nothing else 
to be done. There is nothing else we can do. We 
have spent all this money, the taxpayer’s money for 
two years fighting it and don’t you know that this 
decision was issued, don’t you know that there is no 
other way now and we have been having orientation 
courses, they called it, to orient the students’ minds 
to accept Negroes into the schools, get them brain
washed and soften them up and get them ready for 
eventual mongrelization. I said so far as I know 
there is no objection, Cannot be any objection under 
the constitution as I know it, that if a parent 
doesn’t want to send his child to school he has a 
right to keep that child out of school. That he is 
not yet, I report at that time, not yet. We have not 
yet arrived at the point where we have a soviet dic
tatorship, where we have regimentation of human life, 
where we are told what we must do and where and when 
and how and how much. My concept of America to that 
day was that we had not arrived at that point, that we 
were still the free nation we think ourselves to be 
and in a position to resist it, but they asked me then 
repeatedly would I leave Tennessee. We want to keep 
everything quiet. One of the main principles of the 
Communist conspiracy is divide and conquer. Keep every
one quiet, don’t say anything, suppress anyone with 
any emotion whatsoever, with any deep-seated feelings, 
you are not supposed to have any and if you do, you 
may be mentally unbalanced, there may be something 
wrong with you if you have deep feelings. This is a 
cardinal principle of the Communist conspiracy, keep 
everything under strict control, everything. Ladies 
and gentlemen, I told them that I wouldn’t leave 
Tennessee because I had already arranged with some 75 
people to lead them out there that next morning, Monday 
morning, and that I felt it was the time to stand up 
and be counted in this fight. That we could no longer 
peek through the key hole of reality and evade the fight 
we eventually must make. That we could no longer stick 
our heads in the sand like an ostrich and act as if the 
enemy wasn’t standing right there in front of us and 
they said why don’t you go and petition the Supreme 
Court? Why aren’t you back in Washington where you 
belong? Why don’t you ask the Congress to do something
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about this? Why don’t you take it into a court, 
that is where you111 find relief on this thing, but 
the fact is that the Niggers are going in the school 
the next day, in Clinton, Tennessee, right there. 
But this is natural that that would be their approach. 
When you hear a news broadcast anymore you will hear 
15 minutes of foreign news, you will hear 5 minutes of 
national news, perhaps a little bit about the Governor, 
how he’s spending your money for you, something like 
that. But you won’t hear anything about local news 
and what they are gradually eroding away from us. 
What they have taken away from us under the guise of 
emergency powers, under the guise of federal control, 
federal spending, is local control of local affairs, 
interest in local control of local affairs, interest 
in the kind of local government you have, the kind of 
a mayor and the Chief of Police, the kind of County 
Commissioner, because those men are the men who most 
directly effect your immediate lives, even if they tell 
you to the contrary. Now ladies and gentlemen, they 
then brought a charge against me for inciting a riot. 
You understand I was standing in the newspaper office 
talking to these men when they served me. I had in
cited a riot. They asked me where I had slept the night 
before. I told them in my car, so they charged me with 
vagrancy, and the fact is, it later came out in the 
trial, that there is no such statute,, even in the books 
in the State of Tennessee for inciting a riot. They 
don’t even have a law to cover it, but they wrote it up 
and it had all kinds of things in there, inflamatory 
literature and this and that and inciting the people 
to hatred and all kinds of things. So the idea was at 
that time to get me in jail temporarily at least, to 
get me in jail so I couldn’t be out there Monday morn
ing and lead those people in their resistance to the 
Nigger ism they were about to get. Now it so happens 
that the people of Clinton, Tennessee just like the 
people here, are anything but a mob, are anything but 
rebels, are anything but a thundering herd led by some 
so-called outside agitator and rabble-rouser. There 
is nothing that can be resented more than those terms 
because the people themselves in that town and in that 
county, Anderson County, are among the strongest, most 
independent, most intelligent people you’ll ever find 
in the world of white people and it wasn’t necessary 
that I was there on Monday morning because they were
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there 5 they got the picture 5 they knew what to do and 
there were 400 out there Monday morning and school 
was disrupted, the Negroes came in the Mayor’s car, a 
few other white students went, but those people or
ganized that strike themselves and they stayed out 
there while I was in jail. Finding this, also when 
they put me in jail the first time I told them I was 
going to call my attorney and I tried to, but couldn’t 
reach him, so instead I called the newspaper press and 
told them where I was and the circumstances and with
in an hour it was all over the U. S. and they knew the 
jig was up on that because they said, no, don’t let 
him get to the phone, don’t let him call that news
paper press, because they wanted this thing suppressed, 
they wanted it quiet, they didn’t want any trouble. 
They wanted to be nothing but a herd, nothing but a 
mob, a stupid dumb animal mob is what they want us to 
be, just pushed this way and that, pushed that way and 
this and to obey, obey, the mandate of the Communist 
on the Supreme Court.

Now ladies and gentlemen, between the time I was 
arrested that Sunday until the time I came to trial 
9?30 the following Tuesday I was offered some eleven 
different occasions> by the states attorney general, 
a little man in a cowboy hat and fish hook, up there 
in Anderson County. On eleven different occasions he 
said I will reduce the bail bond and the jail door will 
be open if you will leave Tennessee. Now ladies and 
gentlemen, I was charged with a very serious crime. 
I was charged with inciting a riot, later I was charged 
with sedition, which was the only thing which seemed 
to fit my case so they threw that in too and vagrancy. 
They had men in that Anderson County jail who had been 
in there for 34 days awaiting a grand, jury to find out 
whether they would be indicted or not and all they had 
done was make a little moonshine whiskey, but they 
couldn’t get out, they couldn’t even get bail bond, 
but this man, this Attorney General, which is a very 
high, honorable and important office in any state, it 
is designed to protect the people of the state against 
any crime against those people, and here I was a very 
very dangerous criminal potentially, if proven a riot, 
and especially if people get hurt, and he was willing 
to open the jail door and let me out. A number of 
segregation organizations also came to me with the same
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deal and they were supposed to be for segregation, 
for the white man and segregation. Here’s what 
we’ll do for you, we’ll get your bail bond reduced, 
I have connections here, I know lots of people here 
and we’ll get you out of here, but you have to go 
back to Washington and I told them to go to hell.

So, we had the trial. I find it very appropri
ate to be in a court room now, I’m getting pretty 
used to this, standing and making my case to the people 
because that’s the way every trial I’ve had has been. 
I’ve had two of them and every time the people present 
were the people I’m sitting with, sympathetic to why 
I was there. In the first trial I was acquitted by 
the people, it was more of a kind of a circus than it 
was anything else, every time the prosecution would 
say something the court room would boo and the judge 
would have to pound on his gavel, threaten to clear 
the court and every time my attorney said something in 
my favor they would clap and cheer. I was really ac
quitted by the people, of Clinton more than anything 
else. The judge had no choice but to drop the charges 
because there was no evidence of any kind that I had 
started a riot or conspired to be seditious. That day 
we went to the school and we organised our strike. As 
soon as I was out many more people began to collect at 
the school. That evening we had a large rally in front 
of the court house, some 1,500 people were there. I 
told them about what a man can find out in 36 hours 
about people he’s never seen before, on the good side 
and the bad side of things. I told them how amazed 
I was at the strength and power and independence and 
intelligence of those people and the courage above all 
that they had and their passionate belief in the race, 
in the white race, their passionate belief in personal 
character and having that character of good character. 
I found up there in Tennessee that the so-called common 
people, the folk, had been breeding themselves true 
for hundreds of years, the same people who had pushed 
into the wilderness to fight Indians, disease, starva
tion, to be free and independent people, the kind of 
people who produced an Andrew Jackson and a Polk and 
an Andrew Johnson and a Nathan Bedford Fox and those 
people, the people themselves, those mountain folk who 
make moonshine whiskey up there, there as strong and 
true as ever, but having climbed on top of them in the
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middle of the night somewhere along the line, and 
how many generations ago or how recently I couldn’t 
say, but on top of those folk had climbed what I in
tend to call a typical, vicious, political clique, 
which was there to harass the people, to do something 
to the people, not to represent them or to do any
thing for the people. I feel, even though you don’t 
know those officials, it’s worth telling you a little 
something about their character, it’s worth something 
to know the kind of Sheriff they had there, who would 
sieze bootleg whiskey and then resell it to cab 
drivers, who holds two jobs, important jobs, there, 
when there are men out of work, who had all of his 
farmers deputized and on the payroll, who was well 
known to be nothing more than a thug, beating up men 
with his men who were perhaps a little drunk or had 
done some misdemeanor of some kind and beat them up, 
put them in jail, $300 bond and let them stay there 
till they work it out a dollar a day. There are a lot 
of good men in that jail who shouldn’t have been there. 
They had that Sheriff, they had a Mayor, who I’m told 
was a drunkard; he certainly had no character of any 
kind. They had a school principal who, if he had the 
courage, he said I believe in segregation, but he 
wouldn’t fight for segregation. He said there’s 
nothing we can do, this law has been passed we have 
to put the Negroes in the school. Do you think the 
people of Anderson County would have allowed that 
principal to be jailed by federal decree if he had 
fought to keep the school segregated? They would 
have never have allowed it, but he didn’t have the 
guts for that. And what I found there was the first 
condition, I found it in the first few days, the first 
condition to breaking down resistance, to putting 
Negroes in the school, to beginning,to make a beginning 
at mongrelizing races, a corrupt local political clique 
first of all, men who were pliable, who wouldn’t fight, 
who were more interested in maintaining themselves for
ever, they think, in their political office, and also 
there was a proximity to Oak Ridge, Tennessee, which 
is a federal reservation and which was integrated over 
a year ago. Those are some of the reasons. At any. 
rate, I explained this to the people every evening in 
speeches in front of the court house in Clinton. I 
told them to go on with that strike. I told them to 
continue to organize. I told them to form white
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citizens* councils to maintain, that not only after 
we have whipped them in this fight we will have some
thing to go on with and use through the whole County 
for good government in that area, local control of 
local affairs, men with front names, hind names and 
addresses. Well, two days later we had a very large 
meeting of between some four and six thousand people. 
Again I refer to the point that we were described as 
a mob, as a herd, as rabble. In that crowd, in that 
gathering of four to six thousand people at least half 
of those people were women and little children, babies. 
There was not one fight* There was not one obscene 
word. There was no swearing. Those people stood there 
and they listened. They were serious and they were 
interested because they were concerned. They were 
facing the most fundamental issue of their lives and 
they wanted to know what they could do about it and 
they were ready and willing to do something about it. 
There was no mob there. And it was that evening as I 
began to address those people, that the Marshal came 
and served me with an injunction or an order to appear 
in court the following day to show cause why an injunc
tion against these activities, against this resistance, 
against this petitioning, against this free speech, why 
this activity should not be stopped, enjoin they called 
it. I also received at that time a what*s called a 
temporary restraining order, which means to stop in
stantly. The Marshal who served it, he came with some 
six or seven others, deputies, he stepped in the door, 
handed them to me, told me what they were. He told he 
about the injunction and I said that’s all right, I’ll 
read it myself and I put them in my pocket. There was 
some eight pages on one document and four pages on the 
other. I was gone about two minutes. He could not 
possibly have read it to me in that length of time, 
and then I returned and continued to speak to those 
people. The following day when I appeared in court I 
was arrested for having violated the restraining order 
when I continued to speak. The temporary injunction 
was granted at that time. The following day the case 
was concluded. We had two days of trial. I was found 
guilty of contempt of the court order and sentenced to 
a year in jail. A week later or five days later I^was 
out on bond, I made a speech with Ace Carter in Oliver 
Springs last Sunday, a week ago, and then came to 
Alabama, where I’ve been since. Now ladies and gentle
men, that is the actual background of what happened at
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Clinton, That is what actually happened on the 
surface of it, but there is many more things that 
happened that are not on the surface and that so 
far the yellow the press, the corrupt and degenerate 
newspaper press, there are a few exceptions to that 
statement, but by and large a lying press, has not 
yet brought to the attention of the American people. 
When I was first out on bond I purchased over $10 
worth of newspapers from all over the U.S. with 
accounts of what happened in Clinton. There wasn’t 
one account that wasn’t tainted, there wasn’t one 
account with the same old story, outside agitators, 
outside rabble-rousers, mob of people, unruly, unin
telligent, mob in the streets, trying to kill 8 
Negroes. They all had the same story. Not one report
er had the facts or if they had the facts they made 
sure that they were changed. The fundamental issues, 
certain portions of the press are beginning to come to 
their senses now that I have been properly convicted 
and possibly no longer a threat to the peace of the 
southland, the calm, subservient, quiet, sheeplike, 
integration of Negroes into our school syctem. They 
are beginning to talk now about the constitution, what 
happened to it, where is it. Do we have any free 
speech? Are we allowed to assemble? Can we petition 
against anything we don’t agree with? Or do we have 
to sit and take anything they tell us? Our constitu
tional tradition says we do have those rights, but on 
last Sunday apart from this case, which I’ll deal with, 
Ace Carter and I went to Oliver Springs, went to Clinton, 
to ask permission to hold a meeting and they said no 
that will violate the injunction if you’re going to 
speak on the school situation and Ace Carter asked if 
he could speak on integration generally. Could I tell 
the people about Communism and Karl Marx and how in
tegration is part of the Communist conspiracy, because 
the white race is the only resistance to Communism. 
They said no, that will violate the injunction. This 
is the United States of America. This is the land of 
the free and the home of the brave. This is the land 
where you can tell your neighbor what you think of it. 
You can tell the President what you think of it. It 
used to be. We are told of the Soviet Union where they 
have the thought control. It’s the Communist countries 
where they have the thought control, where there’s a 
knock on the door, where they’re not allowed to criticize
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the State or Stalin or Lenin or anyone who is a 
Communist boss. You can’t talk about integration 
any more. You can’t talk about segregation any more. 
That’s not your right. You can talk about integra
tion if you mean you’re going to help the Negroes 
into the school system, yes, you can do that. If you 
want to work to get the Negroes into the churches you 
can talk all you want about that. Has the Regional 
Conference on Southern Welfare ever been enjoined or 
the NAACP ever been enjoined by the federal government? 
Have they ever used the police power on them? They 
never have. With any man who would fight for the white 
race, as least in this case, as the first case, the 
government itself has struck him down, or tried to. 
What can we conclude about our government, particular
ly if we know that it is part of the Communist plan to 
destroy the white race, to mongrelize the white race? 
It means we have a Communist governments We have it 
now. Just we sitting here, we don’t see the uniforms, 
but it’s here, it’s here now. The entire issue in the 
case in which I happen to be a principal is whether 
or not we have a constitution left. I won’t go so far 
as to say our government is now a Communist government, 
but in two and a half months I’ll be prepared to say 
precisely what it is because, ladies and gentlemen, if 
this case is not reversed in the appeal court or the 
Supreme Court this means we have no constitution, make 
no mistake about that and they were in the court room 
telling me that I was advocating a government of men not 
laws, that is exactly what they will have given us, a 
government of men and not of laws and a government of 
men who have thought <f Communists or subservient to the 
Communist conspiracy to destroy the free white man.
It is my absolute conviction that the people of Clinton, 
Tennessee, myself and Clay, Ky. and Sturgis, Kentucky, 
and Mansfield, Texas, and anywhere else where this pops 
up are exercising their free speech when they state 
they don’t w^nt Negroes in school with uhltH children, 
that it is in no way a violation of the American con
stitution which provides in its Tenth Amendment that 
the state shall regulate and control their own affairs 
and if the states don’t regulate it the people them
selves shall. This is right in our constitution. This 
is the great issue that is facing us nowe There was aa 
editorial the day before yesterday in a Washington 
paper. There’s a newspaper up there owned by a criminal
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named EUGENE MEYER which is called the Washington Post 
and the Washington Post has constantly fought for the 
rights of Communists, the Communists who are called 
before the Congressional Committee and investigated as 
to their background. Communist background* They have 
always defended them, pleaded that they not be sent to 
jail, pleaded that they would have the right to except 
themselves from the American tradition, the American 
pattern and welded to the American constitution. Their 
plea is that these men be made exceptions, that the 
Communist doesn’t apply, but recently this past week 
they attacked myself and said that under the circum
stances, since violence had occurred, that free speech 
should be denied. Now what does this mean? It means 
that the reds and the pinks and the liberals and all 
those people who believe that there’s some kind of a 
vision in the Soviet Union and that there’s nothing in 
our own traditions to look to to remain as free men. It 
means that they are now showing open and naked power. 
The Supreme Court did that in 1954. They made an open 
show of naked power, because their decision was not 
based in any sense on our constitutional tradition or 
previous Supreme Court decision or the common laws of 
the people or our states’ rights. It was not based on 
anything like that. It was based on the view that a 
Negro could not get along in this world if he can’t sit 
next to a white child. They frankly said so, whether 
that happens to be true or not. They said this is the 
reason we are making this decision. What it was to 
legislate, to legislate by judicial decree, by a court 
decision, to legislate something that had not itself 
ever gone through a legislative body, a representative 
body of the people which would reflect in any way what 
the people themselves want in this matter of segregation 
We have a nakf-d show of power. To repeat, the; case 
I’m involved in is- perhaps the most important case 
that has ever been in this entire segregation fight. 
The fact that I’m under sentence of a year in jail 
doesn’t mean a thing to me. I’m a very young man and 
a year isn’t too long, but when that restraining order 
was issued on me it was not on me, John Kasper. When 
those handcuffs were on my wrists they were not on me. 
They were on the entire -American free white people.
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That restraining order was served on the entire Ameri
can people. It said you are restrained from exercising 
free speech. Henceforth you shall be a part of our 
machine, our integration machine. You have no right 
to object to a Negro in your school. You have no 
right to object to a negro in your restaurant or in 
your hotel or in your marriage bed. That is not your 
right. Now my understanding of the American concept 
of freedom is very simple. It’S the right to choose 
or refuse one thing at a time and we don’t have the 
right to make that choice any longer and the right. 
My concept of law in this whole fight has been that 
the aim of law is to prevent coercion either by force 
or by fraud, that is what law is for, but the Supreme 
Court decision is a forceable coercion on the 
American people. They know the people of Alabama, . 
Mississippi, Georgia, South Carolina, the border states. 
North Carolina, don’t want integration. They don’t 
want race mixing. They don*t want race mongrelism, 
for whatever reason they don’t. The real reason is 
that the people of the southland in our country are 
the only people who have retained a profound sense of 
race and what race means. What is the importance of 
race, what you are, who you are, your heritage. We 
recognize the genius of other races. We recognize 
the Greek and the Chinese for moderation. We recognize 
the African for agriculture. We recognize the Hindu 
for tolerance for all living things. But the white 
man’s concept is free government, free institutions. 
And the white man, with his religion of Christianity, 
the most positive, the most uplifting experience in 
the western world, that has been brought by the white 
man. The white man has actually fought to be free 
and other races have failed to do so. Th« white man’s 
inventive capacity, the white man’s creative ability. 
The white man’s arts, his industry, his Inventions, 
manufacturing, his farming. We are called white 
supremacists, but we know what our facts are, we know 
what our heritage is, we are proud of it, we want the 
Negro to be proud of his own. We will even help the 
Negro to be proud of his own, but the fact is 
(indistinct) has been long gone, it is the only place 
left where there is a wide number of white people who 
fully understand the importance of race, the importance 
of race integrity and race purity and the Communist
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knows this and it is now that he has launched his attack 
on the South# The north has been.long gone in this 
whole fight. Now ladies and gentlemen I’m sure you 
want to know something about what can you do about 
this. Is there anything we can do about this (technical 
difficulty omission). Otherwise it’s a very 
depressing picture. It means that we are only a few 
steps away from what they’ve now got in the Soviet 
Union as a concept of government and they have no 
concept of free government. If this decision is not 
reversed and there seem to be similar cases developing 
toward it. Like it. Over there in Arkansas the 
government has stepped in and is a friend of the court 
to prosecute 500 people who have kept their children 
out of an integrated school. Again the federal govern-r 
ment becomes the enemy of the people. If this thing 
continues, if these cases do not find relief under 
the constitution and we no longer have constitutional 
process, we must immediately, and why not now let’s 
begin to look at it realistically and squarely. 
Let us no longer evade one fact of one aspect of 
reality4 We must begin to work on our own (indistinct) 
to enforce race mongrelization or any other kind of 
continuing corruption of our politicians who have 
brought about this condition (indistinct), the 
Communist is the source of the idea, but it is our 
own politicians who have been failing us time and time 
again. A hundred men signed the Southern Manifesto. 
They say, “We are for segregation,” and where are they 
in Tennessee, why aren’t they up there, why didn’t 
they open their voice and say, yes, help those people 
fight, help them. But it said no, call out the 
National Guard, throw tear gas bombs on people who 
didn’t have one arm among them, not one shotgun, not 
one pitchfork, bring in your (indistinct) and your 
tanks and your machine guns and your 600 steel 
helmeted National Guardsmen and put those 12 niggers 
in that school. Not one of a hundred Southern Manifesto 
signers raised his voice in protest to that. The 
Governor of this state, FOLSOM, a living miracle - 
a living miracle, has failed in two times in office to 
show he has any brains or guts. He has said, God bless
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FRANK CLEMENT of Tennessee. I’ll do the same thing 
when they co*me over here. He has promised it to you 
folks and learn now that here in Alabama, the testing 
ground, the battleground of integration and segregation 
and Communism and red dictatorship in America, the 
testing ground’s right here, it’s coming close to you 
now, it’s coming right here in your own door. Your 
own politicians, many of them, and there are some who 
didn’t, but some of your politicians and your state 
legislature had you people go to the polls on the 
28th of August and told you that you were voting for 
segregation, to keep Alabama segregated. Some of those men 
who told you that knew differently and some of them 
didn’t, but some of those men actually were that 
(indistinct) as to tell you that you were voting for 
segregation when you were taking out of your constitu
tion the only means to keep Alabama schools segregated 
and you have not touched segregation in your constitu
tion today. It isn’t in there. It was takei out on 
the 2$th of August and they told you you were voting 
for segregation, and that yellow filth, the newspaper 
press, Montgomery Advertiser, Birmingham News, Mobile 
Press Register, one worse than the other, liars for 
hire, everyone of them - (technical difficulty - 
omission)• Up there in North Alabama somebody with 
a (indistinct) half and half, tried to get in. But 
(indistinct) lack of anything in your state constitu
tion. Tennessee is actually better off today than 
Alabama is because they still have segregation in 
their state constitution and Alabama does not. But to 
show what absolutely corrupt and degrading depths the 
politicians will go to, they are told they have to do 
something to protect the people on this issue of 
segregation so they throw a bill in like that and 
they’re actually destroying you, your children and their 
children. Now the white citizens’ council movement 
(indistinct) is a drive for good government in every 
respect, in every aspect, not only in this segregation 
fight because the segregation breaks down so soon as 
you have those local corrupt politicians, the NAACP is 
there yet and the Communist is there pushing this thing, 
but it’s not possible to get in if you have the Mayor 
of Clay, Kentucky. No nigger is going in that Clay
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school with a Mayor like that or with the people backing 
him up or with those local' officials or a school board 
like that, but as soon as you get a school board as 
you have in Anderson County, Tennessee, the niggers 
go in and our concern is in getting better government 
at a level that probably we have not even seen yet in 
our life time,.that has hardly existed in our nation 
since our founding fathers, the ideals we constantly 
return to. There have been good men in public office 
through all this time, but there is very few, a very 
few men able to withstand the press of so many 
corrupting forces that they themselves are able to 
be a force, but we now must begin to think of other 
remedies. I made a speech in Birmingham last week, 
which was quoted widely, two sentences of it. ’’That 
we need all the rabble rousers we can get and we want 
trouble wherever we can find it.” that’s what the 
press printed. The meaning of that is simply this, 
and what I said then and I repeat here now, that time 
was before we had a free government and a union of 
13 sovereign and independent states forming our first 
United States, the time was when it was discussed 
widely in the minds of the people would we continue 
to be under the allegience of the British crown and 
pay taxes to them, pay allegience to that crown and 
be subservient to it, or would we declare ourselves 
free and independent, it was discussed for many years 
before it actually was decided, because impending in 
such a decision was the fact that if you declare your
self free it may be necessary to fight for that 
freedom. They decided they no longer would recognize 
the British crown and they fought and they won and 
it was people just like ourselves who when they heard 
the Redcoats were coming met on the bowling green, 
again with their pitch forks and their shotguns, and 
whatever else they had, or their bare fists, and they 
were ready to pledge, as they said in those days, 
their lives, their fortune and their sacred honor.
In this fight there are many of us who have now 
reached the point of pledging our honor, some of us 
have seen that it will bS necessary to pledge our 
fortunes and ladies and gentlemen, if our constitution
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has truly vanished, been usurped and taken away from 
us, we are going to have to pledge our lives in this 
fight and we are going to literally have to fight for 
it and it doesn’t mean that the other man will do the 
fighting or I wish that would be done, or I wish that 
nigger would be strapped, I wish he couldn’t get in 
there, I wish he wouldn’t come in my restaurant, I 
wish he wouldn’t come up to this door. It means that 
you are going to have to take a position.

”It means that you, each and every one of 
you will have to do the work, you’ll have to have your 
own courage and not someone else’s, you’ll have to 
strengthen up every single conviction you ever had on 
your own race and on a concept of a man’s personal 
character; We have noticed in this fight, there are 
many people who call themselves segregationalists, I 
believe in segregation, but don’t fight, we must work 
through the courts, no matter how corrupt they are. I 
believe in segregation and in many cases we find them, 
we found that these so-called segregationalists are 
fighting other segregationalists who may be really 
fighting, but the main thing is that there are more 
people who fail for lack of talent than for lack of 
character. More people whose character is not strong 
enough, they know what this is in their minds, but they 
are not willing to stand and take a position and fight 
for this thing. Commission) With your being 
threatened right now with negroes entering the University 
of Alabama again and this time it’s not one it’s two or 
six or how many and are we going to have to go through 
that every year and have the riots that FOLSOM said 
he doesn’t want. It does mean, whatever happens, 
that we ourselves are going to have to be there, use 
our own hands and devise our own solution. We have to 
keep working through our ballot box, we have to get 
men who have never before been in politics, who have 
never taken an active part in civic life, civic affairs, 
or who see that their own children, their own race is 
being threatened for its final destruction if they 
don’t get in there now and do something about it. 
They are going to have to run for office, every single
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kind of a local office, men who would never conpeive 
of being in politics before, for Sheriff’s Office, 
Police Chief, Mayor, City-Commissioner, Road 
Commissioner, Dog Catcher, every conceivable kind of . 
local office. Too few of us have seen how the corrupt, 
but alert, politicians have made use of the ballot box 
to destroy our children, to perpetuate themselves in 
power, or to put another man in power to succeed them
selves who has identical soft notions on race mongreli- 
zation. Last night JOHN SPARKMAN said that he is 
against the Supreme Court decision. The Supreme Court 
decision was on May 17, 1954* This is the first time 
I have ever heard JOHN SPARKMAN say anything against 
the Supreme Court decision.

"He would never open his mouth on the LUCY 
affair, he would never open his mouth on the Clinton 
affair and if there’s one thing I can get across to 
you tonight, ladies and gentlemen, is, to go back to 
that Clinton affair, is that if these men were truly 
sincere, if they were real segregationalists, if they 
were white men of the highest caliber, they would have 
supported the people of Clinton, Tennessee, they would 
have said so.

’’Now a few state governors have come out and 
said they never would use a bayonet to force their 
people into integration, but we, sofar as Alabama is 
concerned, Tennessee, we, even I, as an outside 
agitator, which I’ve been called, it’s supposed to be 
none of my business what happens in Alabama or 
Tennessee, supposed to be your business, your 
supposed to take care-of it, and I knoWj given the 
facts, given the time, and given the situation, you 
will take care of it, but my interest in being in 
Alabama and Tennessee is because I’m interested in the 
white race, I’m very interested in what happens to it 
and as far as I’m concerned it is my business 
wherever it’s threatened.

"The way I feel it’s best to work in preparing 
ourselves for the enemy and their coming here in Alabama
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is through the white citizens’ council. Our notion of 
a citizens’ council, or my notion, is an organization 
very similar to the old town hall meeting at the time 
when the colonies were deciding whether or not they 
would fight for independence or whether they would 
be part of Great Britian. And they got together and 
they discussed their own affairs. Their own rulers 
of that time were corrupt, they had the same 
scurrilous, dishonest and lying newspaper sheets in 
those days as they have now, which gave the people 
no information of any kind whatsoever, except as part 
of what was then the British conspiracy, today it’s the 
Communist conspiracy# When it became necessary for 
people to talk, to communicate, as so many of you do 
on a Saturday afternopn in town, when it became 
necessary to talk about things besides the crops and 
the rain and business and television and cars, it 
became necessary to talk about good government, it 
became necessary to talk about how they were going to 
free themselves and remain that way and that is the 
concept of the citizens’ council, It*s for every one 
to come down and put in their two cents, to find out 
what they can about what’s going on and to put in 
their idea and what they think should be done about 
it * We consider it a very democratic process» Our 
idea is there should be a white citizens5 council in 
every town in the state, in every county there should 
be one# Concern with government, find out what kind' 
of men are running in your elections, look into their 
record, find out where they stand on segregation, find 
out if they are really opposed to Negroes in the 
schools with the white children, and then do something 
about it# Then you organize, you educate other people 
and beyond that, ladies and gentlemen, if law and 
order has proven broken down and our constitutional 
process does not exist, when law and order breaks down, 
again it’s for the people themselves to find their own 
remedy. I suggested the other night that perhaps we 
should organize, and again that should be through 
the white citizens’ councils, a kind of a roving band 
or roving force of people, to be outsiders if you 
will, to be outsiders of a situation where there is 
trouble, where there is help needed immediately and to
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come and help those people. If thos? pepple in Clinton, 
Tennessee, need more help outside that school house 
those of you who have a weekend or a day, be there, 
help them, because their fight is your fight and ' 
what happens to them is going to affect you. And 
you know our whole concept here, we want again to 
have come into wide use such words as honor and 
courage, nobility of action, we cannot to win this 
fight, continue to (indistinct) only whatever material 
needs we have to satisfy and to keep increasing them. 
The men of old who in a given moment of historical 
crisis stepped out of their shoes, stepped out of 
their own skin and saved their nation, saved their 
children, saved their race, they did it by 
tremendous self-sacrifice, they did it by selfless
ness, they did it by giving everything they could at 
a given time without consideration of themselves. 
It may mean spending weekends, days off, passing out 
literature, educating people, what are the real issues 
of race, why is it so important. It isn’t just because 
it’s always been this way. It’s because it affects 
you fundamentally, the way you are. Ladies and gentle
men, those of you who don’t live in Elmore County, 
if you haven’t got a citizens’ council you should 
organize one, at least that is our view, that you 
should. Some kind of organization with which you can 
deal with problems which will not have in them 
politicians who would only use you people again to 
further their own interests.

”1 believe that it won’t be long before the 
battle of Alabama will begin. If any of you have not 
taken an active interest in your own race and in your 
own children up to now I cannot urge on you with any 
more sincerity any one thing than that now is the time 
to organize, to find out, to be able to do something. 
There is no question they’re coming here in the deep 
south. The old story that the people of Alabama know 
how to handle Negroes doesn’t hold up any more, or the 
people of Mississippi know how to handle the Negro, 
doesn’t hold up any more. We have heard that many 
times, but I’ve heard it about North Carolina. I’ve
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heard it about Tennessee and they’re coming in, 
they’re coming in all the time, It is not hopeless 
by any means# We can whip this thing, but it’s only 
through the people themselves. Our concept of a 
citizens’ council is primarily the people who either 
produce something with their hands or transport some
thing, the working people, because they’re the people 
who suffer the most from Negroes mixed in their 
schools, homes, churches and every where else and 
they’re the people who in the end do most of the 
dying in pur wars and pay most of our taxes. 
Politicians are able to go elsewhere, private schools 
and so on, but now is the time.. I don’t think the 
battle of Alabama will begin in anything more than a 
year away. There is.going to be some kind of trouble 
at the University this year and now that we have 
nothing in the Alabama constitution to maintain segre-? 
gation with it will become so that there is something 
going on here and there and every where else and so hard 
to keep up with, so hard to get there as our roving force 
and our roving band, if we have such a thing, to stop. 
Now they say the Ku Klux Klan is organizing again. 
To me that’s good news. What their plan is, to deal 
with any of this, I don’t know. I certainly believe 
that you people should be organized as quickly as you 
can be, that you can’t any longer ignore this one issue, 
which is, ladies and gentlemen, not just the segrega
tion issue, but to come back to what I was talking 
about mostly through this evening, the question of 
whether we have any rights at all left or are consti
tutional rights for Communists only. Do non-Communists 
have any constitutional rights? We feel that issue 
will be decided in this particular case that I happen 
to be involved in. But the lesson of Clinton, 
Tennessee is that the federal government is now 
prepared to harrass the people, to force them, and 
instead of being in close harmony with the people, 
instead of working for them and being their servant, 
it has decided to become the people’s master.
(omission) This is an unprecedented. This is not 
scheduled in this meeting here and I personally did 
not expect to see ACE CARTER here, but he is over there 
and I just wonder if it would be all right with the
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people here if ACE CARTER could speak for a few 
minutes because he is certainly one of the great 
segregation leaders in this fight.

. Fn?. LESTER HOLLEY, JR., Wetumpka, Alabama,
advised on September 13, 1956, that he was present at the 
meeting of the Elmore County (Alabama) • Citizens’ Council at 
the Elmore County Courthouse, Wetumpka, on the evening of 
September 17, 1956, and heard the above speech delivered 
by KASPER. He also listened to the recording transcribed 
above, and said that it was in his opinion a true and 
correct reporduction of KASPER’S speech.

Mobile informant T-l, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, furnished on September 
25, 1956, the following account of KASPER’S September 17, 
1956, speech:

”Circuit Solicitor GLEN CURLEE of Wetumpka 
introduced Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN (Retired) and 
CROMMELIN in turn introduced JOHN KASPER. KASPER, 
after addressing himself to the assembly with the 
phrase ’’Ladies and Gentlemen, Citizens’ Councils 
members and members of the Justice-Department,” 
related his experiences in Clinton, Tennessee, saying 
that he arrived at Clinton just thirty-six hours 
before the school there was to be integrated, and 
went on a house-to-house canvass, asking parents if 
they wanted their children to go to school with 
Negroes. When they said that they didn’t, but thought 
that it was inevitable, KASPER told them that it was 
not. KASPER related how he talked to some high school 
children who talked of violent ways to keep the 
Negroes out of the school, and told them that such 
violent ways were wrong. In his speech, KASPER repeatedly 
indicated his belief that the United States Government 
is Communistic, and referred to what he called the 
Communists on the U. S. Supreme Court. At one point 
he cried out in a loud voice ’’Where is our constitu
tion!” He made reference to previous newspaper 
quotations from statements purporting to be his, made 
in Birmingham during the previous week, and ’’more or
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less back-tracked” on those statements, but then said 
very much the same thing in a much milder tone, and 
said ”If our constitution has been forgotten then we

' will have to fight.” In his speech, KASPER referred 
to the early American Colonies who decided to fight 
against England and wop indepencence. He said that 
the time has come for men who never thought of 
getting into politics to run for offices, from Dog 
Catcher on up, and that there were not enough men 
in public offices who could stand up like men. 
KASPER made reference to the reorganization of the 
Ku Klux Klan and said that was good. He advocated 
the organizing of roving bands of citizens to go her? 
and there, to help where they were needed, to prevent 
integration. He constantly repeated that our government 
is getting more and more Communistically inclined, 
and spoke of our rights being taken away - freedom of 
assembly, speech ahd petition of redress of grievances, 
and said that if he didn’t win his appeal (of his 
conviction on contempt of court), then that would 
prove that our Constitution did not guarantee any
thing. He said that Alabama would have the same 
trouble that Clinton, Tennessee, has had, within a 
year.”

T-l also advised that at the meeting on 
September 17, 1956, a cash collection was taken up for KASPER 
and that in a conversation with persons there after the speech, 
Admiral CROMMELIN said that he met KASPER two years ago in 
Washington, D. C., where KASPER owned a bookstore.

Press Interview, Montgomery, Alabama, September 19, 1956

Mr. HENRY BRADSHER, Associated Press 
Correspondent, with office in the Advertiser Company, 
Montgomery, advised on September 25, 1956,- that he interviewed 
JOHN KASPER at Montgomery on September 19, 1956. He said 
that KASPER disavowed any intent to stir up violence, and 
claimed that his previous references to ’’roving bands” did not 
indicate violent bands, but groups of persons who would 
organize resistance to integration in threatened cities, 
by calling on citizens, passing out leaflets, and forming
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picket lines, Mr. BRADSHER as,ked KASPER about alleged 
statements that the roving bands would ’’take' over-” a town, 
and KASPER replied that he meant that they would take oyer by 
the ballot box. When BRADSHER pointed out that non-citizens 
of.a community could not vote on such short notice, KASPER 
said that he meant that the roving bands would ’’educate" 
the people of the town, and teach them how to vote to 
preserve their way of life. Mr. BRADSHER said that ASA E, 
(ACE) CARTER of Birmingham was present during the interview 
and appeared to be in complete agreement with KASPER’S 
remarks.

Television Appearance on WSFA TV, Montgomery, Alabama. 
September 20, r956' '

Mobile informant T-2, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, requested on September 27, 
1956, that his identity be maintained confidential until and 
unless the information furnished by him be needed in an 
appropriate judicial procedure. T-2 said that in such 
event, he would honor any proper court instructions to 
produce evidence Of the information furnished by him on 
September 27, 1956, and set forth below?

On a telecast on station WSFA-TV, Montgomery, 
Alabama, Channel Twelve, on the evening of September 20, 1956, 
JOHN KASPER, known to T-2 as leader of a'Citizens’ Council 
organization in the District of Columbia, was asked the 
following questions by WSFA - TV News Reporter FRANK McGEE, 
and furnished the answers indicated.

Mr. McGEE? ”Do you believe that the Negro is 
by nature inferior to the white man?”

Mr. KASPER? ”1 think the Negro has his own 
special destiny, which is entirely different from the 
white man’s. The white man should and must exercise 
the role of dominance in the United States. 1 think 
he has an innate superiority for the type of civili
zation that white people want.”

Mr. McGEE? ’’You mean that he has innate 
superiority?”
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Mr. KASPER: "I do, for the typ6 of 
civilization that we’ve got here. In the matter of 
organizing government — free government, the Negro 
has historically always fallen into slavery. The 
white man has fought to keep himself out of slavery, 
and it is the only race that has done so with any 
success.”

Mr. KcGEE: "Do you believe that segregation 
should be ended at any time under any circumstances?"

Mr. KASPER? "No, I don’t. I believe that 
segregation should be established where it doesn’t 
now exist, not only with regard to the colored races, 
but to other races that are alien."

Mr. MpGEEs "What other races would you 
mention in particular?"

Mr. KASPER: ’’Any race or any racial 
component in the United States which is not composed 
of the Anglo-Saxon or Nordic peoples, the people who 
come from northern Europe, England? I think they should 
be given their own status apart from the white 
people. (Two or three words indistinct).

Mr. KcGEE: "Could you elaborate?"

Mr. KASPER: "Segregation is the right of 
the South. If segregation is ended, the South is 
destroyed."

lir. KcGEE: "Do you think that this country 
has anything to fear from the Jews?"

Mr. KASPER: "I do, I think there’s a very 
serious Jewish question."

Mr. McGEE: "What would that question be, in 
your mind?" ‘

Mr. KASPER: "I think it’s their — well, 
their international finance that has brought nations
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into war at times, senseless wars in recent history, 
their leading role in Communism, their leadership 
of Communism in the world and in the United States, 
their efforts to mongrelize the races right here in 
the United States. They are one of the leading elements 
in integration moves. I think they seem to exercise 
an unnatural control and monopoly in the newspaper 
press and in communications, which does not reflect 
the best constitutional traditions of our country, 
and the founding fathers’ ideas and visions.”

Mr. McGEEs ’’Were there anything in Hitler’s 
racial views that you would endorse?”

Mr. KASPERs "I am not familiar with Hitler’s 
racial views.”

Mr. McGEEs ”He was anti-Jewish to the 
extent of having many of them slaughtered in concen
tration camps over there. Would you endorse anything 
like that?”

Mr. KASPERs "No sir.”

Mr. McGEEs ’’You do not believe in racial 
extermination then?”

Mr. KASPERs "No sir, I believe in racial 
segregation.”

Mr. McGEEs "Do you think that this country 
has anything to fear from the Catholics?"

Mr. KASPERs "I have never had any acquaintance 
with the Catholics to any extent.”

Mr. McGEEs "Then you do not feel of yourself 
as being opposed to the Catholics?"

Mr. KASPERs "No sir.”

Mr. McGEEs "Do you approve of the people 
taking the law into their own hands?”
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Mr. KASPER; ”No sir, I don’t."

Hr. McGEE; "Do you approve of the people 
taking any action which might be considered in violent 
opposition to the law?”

Hr. KASPER; "Yes, I do, if, I feel if laws 
are so framed as to be nothing but a curse to the ' 
people and their welfare and their innate feelings, 
and' their total aspirations — what they want in life, 
what their highest ideals are — that the law is 
nothing but a restraint and destruction of them as a 
people, or their institutions, then, why, they should 
work to change that law.” ’

Mr. McGEE; "With violence?"

Mr. KASPER; "Well, not — it depends on what 
you mean by violence."

Mr. McGEE; "With one of the flagrant acts of 
lawlessness, with physical abuse of someone who disagrees 
with them."

Mr. KASPER; "No sir, I don’t believe in 
violence if there’s any recourse to legal procedure. 
If the court system is corrupt to the extent that 
there is no legal procedure, the people themselves 
will obviously have to find their own remedy."

Hr. HcGEE; "Do you believe that our legal 
system is corrupt to that extent on this particular 
question?"

Mr. KASPER; "I believe that our court 
system is extremely corrupt. 1 would say in that 
connection that the people who fought our colonial 
revolution — that revolution was fought twenty years 
before the actual bloodshed occurred. There was 
a revolution which first occurred in the minds of the 
people themselves, when they decided to be independent 
and free, and they couldn’t stand the tyranny of 
British rule, and they opposed it in their own minds.
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If the Supreme Court continues to force and coerce 
their own Communist ideologies oh the American 
people, who basically will not accept it, and don’t 
want it, I think this country is going to face some 
very very violent and critical times ahead of us. 
It will be necessary,”

Mr, McGEE: ”Do you believe that the people 
can violently oppose constituted law and not be in 
revolt?”

Mr. KASPER: ’’They cannot violate constituted 
law and be in revolt, you mean, uh, would you say 
constitutional law or just law that happens to be?”

Mr, McGEE: ”Law based on ruling.”

Mr. KASPER: ”1 would say the.people are in 
revolt against this Supreme Court decision right now. 
Yes sir, they’ve been in revolt.”

Mr. McGEE: ”Do you believe that the Communists 
are fostering integration?”

Mr, KASPER: ”Yes sir, I positively do.”

Mr. McGEE: ’’Have you ever seen anything 
in the nature of evidence to support that?"

Mr, KASPER: ”1 certainly have. I’ve seen 
it at Columbia University in New York; I’ve seen it 
on the streets in New York City; I’ve seen Communist 
meetings where PAUL ROBESON and BENJAMIN DAVIS, JOHN 
GATES — his real name is ISRAEL RAGENSTRETCH 
(phonetic) — he’s the editor of the "Daily Worker,” 
they came and spoke in these interracial meetings; 
they advocated interracial meetings; and the 
necessity to destroy what they called the lily-white 
and white supremacy and the white race, necessary to 
attain the objective of world Communism,”

Mr, McGEE: "Why do you think that Alabama 
State Senator SAM ENGLEHARDT’S wing of the white
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citizens* Council has the wrong approach to this 
problem?” . . ■ ■

Mr* KASPER: ’’Well, I think because (one 
or two words indistinct) that he and many of his 
followers, are basically dishonest and insincere — 
that they are simply trying to get a foothold in 
Alabama politics outside of the regular, or perhaps 
irregular machine — the LISTER HILL machine, the 
SPARKMAN machine, the FOLSOM machine. They see a way 
to maintain themselves politically through the white 
citizens’ council. They are not a peoples* movement. 
The people themselves have no role in this council so 
far as I can see. They are political councils — 
politically controlled.” '

Lie. McGEE: ’’Would you disagree, then with 
their advice to resist integration by all legal 
means?”

Mr. KASPER: ”1 would disagree with that if 
that means not to fight in the face of the Supreme 
Court decision — that there’s nothing we can do — 
we must accept it — we must adopt it.”

Mr. McGEE: ’’When you use the word ’fight* 
it could possibly be misconstrued. By that do you 
mean to resist, or to take actual open, physical 
action?”

Mr. KASPER: ”It means to use every available 
means, every possible means.”

Mr. McGEE: ’’Including the last that I 
mentioned?”

Fir. KASPER: ’’Well, I don’t know.”

Mr. McGEE: ”1 don’t want you to be misunder
stood.”

Mr. KASPER: ”1 don’t know. I mean to use 
every possible means available. If the courts themselves, 
the Federal Judiciary System, is positively following
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Communist ideology, how can one have recourse. I 
haven’t heard yet of one suit that has been thrown out 
of federal court where the NAACP and other alien 
organizations have tried to put negroes in the 
school. The NAACP keeps winning. These phoney 
segregationist groups say ’we are for segregation’ 
and when any action occurs as of the people of 
Clinton, Tennessee, the ARTHURINE LUCY case, or any
thing of that nature where the people themselves demon
strate against it, where they petition against what is 
being done to them, you’ll find these segregationists 
run, the minute the integrationists give them some 
criticims, or the press.”

Mr. McGEE; "One question now, a bit 
different from the others. What effect do you think 
our current racial difficulties in the South will have 
on our future industrial and business growth?”

Mr. KASPERs "Well I think they have the 
greatest possible detriment to the South, because the 
races have developed peacefully and in the greatest 
harmony for eighty years here, ever since the 
Reconstruction Period? and the main facts in that 
case are that the white people themselves have 
furnished tremendous educational facilities for the 
Negro — high schools, colleges — some of the 
finest schools in the world for them. There are 
better schools in Montgomery, Alabama, and Charlottes
ville, Virginia, for Negroes than there are in New 
Jersey for white students. Also, the Negro’s role 
in agriculture in the South is very great. They 
can’t get jobs available in many cases in the North. 
They have a great deal of employment here. They’re 
taken care of by the white people. The white people 
have deep respect for the Negroes. They’ve gone out 
of their way to take care of them.

"But you have now a Communist Supreme 
Court, you have, for all intents and purposes, as was 
seen in the Clinton — in the use of federal police 
power in the Clinton demonstrations there to coerce 
the people — we have a Communist government now. We
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have a hollow pumpkin on a pole, EISENHOWER: and as 
far as I’m concerned, the people ought to be -praying 
for the death of the next President, STEVENSON, or 
whoever he happens to be? because they are all 
committed to the destruction of the races, not just 
the white race, but the colored race,"

Mr. McGEE: "What do you feel you are 
contributing to furthering understanding between thje 
American people and other people of the world?"

Mr. KASPER: "My concern, and what I think 
is useful action on my part or anyone elses’ in this 
fight, is that we are attempting to restore our basic 
racial pride in what we are — in what we consider to. 
be the most important achievements of the white 
race, which is free government."

Mr. McGEE: "Do you expect the darker 
peoples of the world to understand and appreciate 
this?"

hr. KASPER: "I certainly do. I’ve talked 
to many Negroes who are completely opposed to race 
mohgrelization. In fact, I should say most of them 
are. There’s a Negro Bishop,, as a matter of fabt, in 
New York City, who has been sponsoring a plan to have 
the Negroes move back to Africa, to colonialize them 
there. He feels that that’s their native continent 
and that they belong there — that they belong — that 
they’re out of place in the United States."

Kr. McGEE: "Would you support such a • . • 
(interrupted by KASPER’S reply)?

Mr. KASPER: "Well I certainly would."

Mr. McGEE: "Have you ever discussed this 
with, say, anyone from India or China? "

Mr. KASPER: "Well, the Chinese have their 
own racial destiny. It’s not much of a problem in the
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United States. We have ne Indian population to 
speak of.”

Mr. McGEE: ”1 was curious to know if you 
think they would understand you.”

Mr. KASPER? ”1 think they would understand
us. The Indians forcibly moved the Pakistani people 
over into Pakistan when they partitioned there.”

Mr. McGEE? ’’Was that on a racial basis?’’

Mr. KASPER? ’’Positively on a racial basis.”

T-2 advised .that the above telecast was entitled
’’The Degree of Difference,” and that Alabama State Senator 
SAM ENGLEHARDT, Executive Secretary of the Citizens’ Councils 
of Alabama, was asked approximately the same questions, and 
gave his answers. T-2 explained that the purpose of the 
telecast was to show the ’’degree of difference” between 
the points of view of the two segregationists.

Speech at Montgomery, Alabama, September 21, 1956, at the 
Woodsmen of the World Hall

T-l advised on September 25, 1956, that he
attended a meeting on Friday, September 21, 1956, at the 
Woodsmen of the World Hall, 5 South Court Street, Montgomery, 
Alabama, and heard an address by JOHN KASPER. T-l furnished 
the following information?

KASPER spoke from S?00 p.m. to 10?00 p.m
to a group of about fifty persons. He repeated almost 
exactly the same account of his activities in Clinton, 
Tennessee, as in his earlier address on September 17, 1956, 
at Wetumpka. He then criticized Attorney General HERBERT 
BROWNELL for introducing Civil Rights legislation in order 
to get the Federal Bureau of Investigation into the 
segregation issue. He said that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation is already in on some cases. He said that the 
City Ordinances in Clinton, Tennessee, made that city 
like Moscow, Russia, and said that they had ordinances
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there prohibiting groups of more than ten persons from 
gathering and when a speech was to be made, requiring a 
forty-eight hour notice to be filed in advance of the 
time of the speech. He decried the use of ’’tanks, machine 
guns, bayonets and state troopers,” and said that if the 
current trend- is not reversed, we would see the FBI 
become like the Russian ”K,N.V.D.or secret police. 
Referring to the split in the Citizens * Councils movements 
in Alabama, KASPER said a third party was necessary to 
bring them together, and suggested Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN 
for this role. He said that he had never heard ASA E. (ACE) 
CARTER say anything about the Jews, but had talked to 
LUTHER INGALLS, Attorney for the Citizens’ Councils of 
Alabama, and INGALLS had told him, KASPER, that he knew 
that the Jew was back of the integration movement, but that 
he couldn’t say anything about that. T-l said that KASPER 
again said that he was glad to see the Ku Klux Klan starting 
up again, KASPER attacked the Montgomery Advertiser. a 
daily newspaper published at Montgomery, Alabama,' and 
charged that the Editor, GROVER HALL, was influenced by 
’’that Red, AUBREY WILLIAMS.” T-l said that KASPER made 
repeated references again to his belief that the United 
States government was becoming more and more like a 
dictatorship.

Mr. HENRY BRADSHER, supra, also advised on 
September 25, 1956, that he attended the meeting at the 
Woodsmen of the World Hall in Montgomery on September 21, 
1956o BRADSHER estimated that less than forty persons 
attended this meeting, including representatives of the 
press. He said that KASPER’S remarks were more guarded 
than in any previous speech, and that he made no more 
references to ’’roving bands.” BRADSHER said that he did not 
hear any remark by KASPER in this speech in which KASPER 
advocated violence or force of any kind, although he 
viciously attacked various public officials, and charged 
that they were causing our government to become more like a 
dictatorship.

. Mr. WESLEY OWENS, Reporter, the Montgomery 
Advertiser. Advised on September 25, 1956, that he attended 
the meeting at the Woodsmen of the World Hall on September
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21, 1956, and heard KASPER’S speech. Mr. OWENS said that 
a large portion of the speech was KASPER’S account of' his 
activities in Clinton, Tennessee, and said that there was 
very little "newsworthy” material in the speech. He . 
recalled KASPER charging that the Junior League is a 
Communist Front organization and that the League of 
Women Voters has "pink tendencies.” He also claimed that 
the Editor of the Washington Post is either a "pink” or a 
"Communist.” He charged that the laws of Clinton, 
Tennessee,- violate civil liberties as guaranteed by the 
Constitution of the United States, and attacked many public 
officials, specifically stating that former Presidents 
ROOSEVELT and TRUMAN and President EISENHOWER are all "soft 
on Communism.” He charged that the federal government 
coddles Negroes and Jews for political purposes, and said 
that the Principal of Clinton (Tennessee) High School is a 
Jew and inferred that he has Communist tendencies.

Mr. OWENS said that the Woodsmen of the World 
Hall was rented for this occasion by "We The People Speak,” 
which he described as an organization started by Admiral 
JOHN CROMMELIN (Retired) for the purpose of defeating a 
proposed Amendment to the Alabama State Constitution which 
was popularly known as the "Freedom of Choice Amendment.” 
OWENS also recalled KASPER saying that he was glad to see 
that the Ku Klux Klan was active again, and said that he 
was applauded for this statement.

Speech at Jemison, Alabama, September 22, 1956

Mobile informant T-3, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised-on September 26, 
1956, that on the evening of September 22, 1956, he attended 
a meeting of the Jemison (Alabama) Citizens’ Council in the 
Auditorium of the Jemison High School, at which JOHN KASPER 
and ASA E. CARTER were featured speakers. T-3 said that 
CARL ROEGNER, Chairman of the Jemison Citizens* Council, 
presided at the meeting, and introduced the Mayor-elect 
of Jemison, Fir. J. A. CHANDLER, an employee of the 
Louisville and Nashville Railroad, as a member of the Jemison 
Citizens’ Council. Mayor-elect CHANDLER introduced KASPER.
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T-3 said that KASPER’S speech was mostly 
concerned with his activities in Clinton, Tennessee, He 
said that he was at Charlottesville, Virginia, when he 
heard that the school at Clinton was going to be integrated, 
and went to Clinton to stop it. He knocked on hundreds 
of doors, organizing resistance to integration, and was 
jailed on a sedition charge or some similar offense, but 
released the next day and was told to get out of town, 
according to KASPER’S account. When he refused to give up 
the fight, he was jailed on a federal injunction and was 
convicted of contempt of court, KASPER in his speech said ■ 
that President EISENHOWER is a liar, because he did use 
force to bring about integration after he said he would not 
do so. T-3 said that KASPER blamed the President for the 
National Guard being called out to suppress the segregationist 
demonstrations in Clinton. He said that KASPER made the 
additional remark that "EISENHOWER quite often lies.” 
KASPER urged his listeners, who numbered approximately 
two hundred, according to T-3*s estimate, to get Citizens’ 
Council members to run for all public offices and to get 
into all political groups even the Parent-Teachers 
Associations and civic organizations, so that their influence 
can be more effectively felt. T-3 said that KASPER’S 
speech was on a highly emotional plane, but that KASPER 
was apparently being cautious not to make any statements 
directly advocating the use of force to block desegregation 
in schools. He said that a contribution was collected from 
the audience for "defraying Mr. KASPER’S expenses."

T-3 said that one statement touching on 
violence was made by ASA E. CARTER, who spoke after KASPER, 
CARTER said that he had been quoted in the Birmigham, 
Alabama, press as saying that if he could get up enough 
men, he would fight the National Guard, if that organization 
should be used to enforce integration in the schools. CARTER 
denied making that statement, but said, "When they try to 
integrate the schools where my kids are going, I will fight 
the National Guard, or anybody else,"

T-3 said that between KASPER’S speech and 
CARTER’S, CARL ROEGNER announced that he wanted to introduce 
some friends, and at a signal, twenty Ku Klux Klan members 
in full regalia entered the auditorium from the rear, and took
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seats in the front of the auditorium. He said that they 
were not individually introduced and said that he did not 
recognize those who were not wearing dark glasses so that 
their faces were visible, but suspected that four of them 
who were wearing dark glasses were local people. T~3 said 
that ROEGNER and N. L. DUFFY, Vice Chairman of the Jemison 
Citizens’ Council, seemed to know the Ku Klux Klan members.

- RUG -
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administrative

Careful consideration was given to the use of 
T symbols in this report and the identity of informants was 
concealed only when absolutely necessary.

With respect to the TV program ”The Degree of 
Difference,” described by T-2, T-2 advised that the program 
was prepared on sound-movie film, 16 mm., on 9/19/56, and 
that KASPER and ENGLEHARDT were separately interviewed, with 
neither having the benefit of the answers furnished by the 
other. Then the film was spliced so that after McGEE asked 
the question, each of the men answered, before the next 
question was asked. T-2 said that it can be positively 
established, for purposes of evidence, that there was no 
editing of the answers given by KASPER — that is, that it 
can be established that he did give exactly the answers 
set forth herein, and did say exactly what it is indicated 
that he said, with one exception. That exception is that 
there would be no positive way to establish, except by 
McGEE’S testimony, that nothing was removed from the 
beginning and the end of the answer. T-l said that 
actually one brief excerpt was taken out of one of KASPER’S 
answers, because it was personally defamatory against Attorney 
General HERBERT BROWNELL in that it alleged that a niece of 
BROWNELL’S was married to a Negro. He said that this 
excerpt was removed from KASPER’S answer to the question, 
”What effect do you think our current racial difficulties in 
the South will have on our future industrial and business 
growth?” More exactly, it was removed from the place just 
after KASPER’S statement ”We have a hollow pumpkin on a pole, 
EISENHOWER.” This latter information was furnished by T-l 
on 9/29/56.

The sound tape of the 9/17/56 Wetumpka speech 
was furnished to and copied onto memobelts by SA SPENCER H. 
ROBB. Transcription was made by Stenographer BETTY LOU 
SHINAULT from the memobelts.

The matter of statements made by THOMAS 
BENJAMIN BELL to PSI Reverend ROBERT S. GRAETZ, Mobile, 
9/13-20/56, concerning alleged Violent type prosegregation

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE -
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“goon squads” allegedly headed by KASPER, are not being set 
forth in this report, 'inasmuch as sufficient information 
concerning BELL and his allegations has been obtained to 
show fairly conclusively that the information he furnished 
is entirely false.

The original sound tape recording of KASPER’S 
9/17/56, speech at Wetumpka is available, and will be obtained 
and filed as a bulky exhibit in Mobile file 105-25$.

INFORMANTS

Date of Activity Agent File No,
Identity And/or Description Date To Whom Where
of Source______Of Information______ Received Furnished Located

T-l isl_______ Wetumpka Speech 9/25/56 WOODSON
9/17/56 DRAUT

(written)

Montgomery Speech 9/25/56 WOODSON 
9/21/56 E. DRAUT

(written)

T-2 i«1 Telecast of "The 9/27/56 WOODSON This
degree of Difference” E. DRAUT report, b6
(original film available) (dubbed Evidence b7C

sound available
tape at WSFA-
furnished) TV in 

custody 
of HOYT

ANDRES, former SA, 
Manager

T-3 is Jemison meeting 9/26/56 WOODSON This
E, DRAUT report
(orally)

(name protected 
by request)

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE -
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LEADS

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE (INFORMAT ION)

Two copies of this report are designated for 
Birmingham in view of KASPER’S activity within that Division 
and as the report contains information concerning the 
activity of ASA E. CARTER, Birmingham.

KNOXVILLE OFFICE (INFORMAT ION)

Two copies of this report are designated for 
Knoxville as that office may desire to disseminate to the 
local U. S. Attorney.

REFERENCE

Washington Field airtel to Burega.. 9/21/56o

Washington Field letter to Bureau^ 9/21/56e

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE -
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€08 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-^23395)

» SAC, WO (100-33226)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D»C#
IS-X ' • H

On I lodviocd SA Jems H* Doming that JOHN KASPER}
Executive Seeretaxy, WCC, wao loavingWDC 10-27-56 f©r Clinton Tennj mod© of j 
travel unknown# It will bo noted that I "Ila a PSI of thio office and it is \ b7D 
requested that hio identify be protected# _____

KASPER requested xaonqy froml Hdue to swero shortage of funds# Iwao 
advised by Downing that th® FBI would not roco^pmsol if ho gave money to 
KASPER# •. ------  . ■

Above for info of Bureau and Knoxville#

UUGHUE '

3-Bureau . \/3>' .'y \.
^MKVllla^^ . ? ,
■2-WO 1-| ' - \'
1-100-33226 ’ b7D ■ 5

RBLseco



JOHN KASPER
» trial opens. Monday!

dkid'Newspa- NSw; Ybrl&Negro’j 

newspaper, ran .a-Lpn’gi story? 
Following:!a^ some ’ .quotations 
from- it:1 .. - , • - t

: fSegregation-. Tea&rf-Jbl^ Kas? 
■pepj oimc'fe/had, a Negro girl 
’friehd/accqnfi^ which 
•hayahppeared'in- at least three 
'publicatidris>\^ •' ’

Kasper,.'Whb''-w'as -one of the 
J'eadfefs; in -Capsing .the Clinton 
iripts/bdclti ifLAiigust and; early

irfrCnmindi Cburi in Chilton..tori 
^cHai^fesi iof .sedition. He claims 
■to be- .executive secretary of ths 

: Seaboard White Citizens 'COuncilj
. .Caused; Surprise; Jet, SayK " 
Federal District Judge- Robert 

D. Taylor sentenced- Kasper to 
fa year-in prison bn^aj- charge 
’ that he. violated a court order; 

Kasper-hast appealed th£ deci-, 
sibn..-';. ...' ;. * ' ,t
‘ Jet/ ,a leading Negro slick
paper magazine; ran the follbw- 

. ing headline and story on Sept;
27.

! ' “PEOPLE ARE. TALKING 
I - ’ ABOUT” .'4 ’■
I “The surprise ini New ’York’s 
Greenwich Village art circles 

• after, learning that'-John Kasper,;
the White Citizens Council. lead- 
er, had, sparked Jh-e Clinton^ 
Tenn., school rioting. He had a 
book shop: .down here, at which 
he’-he]d> interracial-weekend par-: 
'ties, Negro artist Ted' Joans re-, 
called angrily. .He even had a 
Colored’chick and Once acted as 
a go-between for-a married in
terracial couple in helping them 
get an apartrnent.” • .

'Remembered !By Many’ • .
On Septi 12, The Village Voice', 

a Greenwich V i 1 Ta- ge weekly 
newspaper, carried this story:

“Given a year in jail in Ten? 
nessee last, week for stirring up 
ahti-iritegration riods, JOHN 
KASPER, 26, left the Village 
only about a year ago after 
starting the- Make-lt-New- Book
shop at.169 BJeeker Street. He is 
remembered'by-manyVillagers, 

’ among theni Negro artist Ted 
Joans, who yesterday told The 
Voice:: .‘His bookshop did con-, 
tain- a lot of Fascist-type literal 
ture, but. he apparently had no 
grudge against colored people 
then; At one time he had a cbldr- 

■ ed. girl , friend, land; he once in
terceded -with a landlord to 
help myself and my white wife 

* gsMire* apartment?' ” ■»—i
And, on' Sept. 29, The Amster-

'“Choreographer Ned Williams 
of 224 W. 4 th St., Kasper’s- clos
est churn' in the artist colony,, 
■told The Amsterdam News: • 
, “ ‘.Wd shared'the same bed on 
numerous occasions jri myfof- 
mer‘;StpJib .at: 61. Fourth ' Ave. 
’And’ often he ' spent ah-: night 
sleepihg-bn'the flpor; with -Negro 
girls:, arid b.oys.-,after-one of tour 
e x hausting: parties,-’ - Williams 
said'? L ; . •/ , ’
/‘ScenehOf: Many. .Discussions’- 

,, “It was-through- Williams' that 
Kasper met his,. bro^vn-skinned 
loves.-.His. primary heart-throb 
was.a. willowy,’ soft-spoken- school 
tea-c\hef from. Brooklyn who 
flpyed io- party’ and;, danced oc-. 
Ctambnaliy with-tone--piL Whlianis’; 
intermediate classes.-”;. -'
; “Kasper's Negro- lady ’loved, 
lived and" worked closely with 
Him ih., his 'Make-Jt-New Bopk-
,shopi>.The -shop;, which special- 
izedihJNe^o’te 
scene; .of many discussions

the
of

ii'd,
the race problem-Bi these, Vil- 
liams’ and- other' friends s ii'd, 
;Kasper always tooh thef sidjj-of 
.the Negro.”'1 , - ' - ■
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December 7, 1956

Alrtel

SAC, Knoxville

MCI&L SXTUA1IOK, CL1KM, CTIESSEE.

Report submitted in this natter should reflect 
as a caption the names of the subjects identified by 
your Investigation and the character «Clvil Bights * \
Contempt of Court.11

For your information the Washington newspapers ' 
of 12-5-26 reflected that dohn Kasper, Executive Secretary \ 
of the Seaboard Citizens Council, was arrested in Fairfax■ .' 
County, Virginia, at 12s30 a<n«, on 12-^*%. Kasper ‘ ' 
was charged with reckless driving after police stated 
they had paced him at more than 7> miles an hour. 
Kasper gave his address as Clinton, Tennessee, and told 
the police officers he was driving iron Clinton to - • 
Washington, 3. C. .

Kasper posted collateral according to the 
news articles and a trial is sdieduled for l*^*o7*

HOOVEK
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FORM No. « . |
this case otaaiNATEo at Washington Fie Id

Ao.‘- . ■ Ji .

REFpflT MADE AT

? W fe'.
WASHINGTON FIELD

title ■'SW<W«

RS
RICHARD B?SLAV^

Jos

WHITER CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF ^0 C. / W
' • 4 '* - ' ’ • • A '•?

^SSijSwwrs^-r^^
VW ,> ' >D

’. AternXl^ecuritt - x ■
■lie';'/ ■ ■ 'k-. '

.... Informant advised JOHN ffiSpM/ Executive,., Secretary, 
■ 'WCC, arrived in W.D.C,, 10/14/56, and left W.b.C., 
10/30/56, for Clinton, Tennessee. WCC., W.D.C,, has 
hAd offset negative made for printing of an appeal 
for funds for ’’JOHN KASPER’s defense fund”, “organiz- 
ing In seven states and D.O,” Negative was made for■ 
printing of an explanation .of ’’Citizens’ Council”. / 
Othe^.literature being prepared by WCC under letter- 
head" 6f American ..Constitution Party of Iowa. Confi- ■ 
dential informant has furnished some contacts of WCC 
main office, 3204. M Street, N. W., Washington, D, C. 
Newspaper article reflects KASPER acquitted in State 
oi fewnesses on charge.^, sedition and inciting riots.
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Baltimore (100-20015) (info) (RM) 
Knoxville (105-122).., (Info) (RM) 
Birmingham (105-375) (--Info) (RM) 
Mobile (105-258) (info) (RM) 
Richmond (105-632) (Info) (RM). 
Louisville (Info) (RM). 
Omaha (Encls,. 1) (RM) 
Washington Field (100.-33226)
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DETAILS; AT WASHINGTON, D. 0,

ACTIVITIES OF 'JOHN KASPER , EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
OF WHITE CITIZE^S^~COUNCiLS OF P.O. (WCC)

On October 13, 1956, Confidential Informant T-l, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised 
that he had ascertained from| | WCC, Chairman,
Southeast Council of Washington, D. C., that JOHN KASPER 
was supposed to speak in Jacksonville, Florida, on Saturday 
afternoon, October 13, 1956. >

1
b6
b7C

On October 15, 1956, T-l advised that he had 
learned that JOHN KASPER had returned to Washington, D. C., 

’bn October 11|, 1956.

On November 1, 1956, T-l advised that he had 
learned that KASPER left Washington, D. C., on October 30, 
1956, to return to Clinton, Tennessee.

T-l advised on November 1, 1956, and on November 21, 
1956, that he had not heard of any meetings of the WCC 
in. the District of Columbia area in recent weeks.

The ’’Washington Post and Times Herald", November 21, 
1956, Page B2, Column Six, contained an article entitled 
’’Jury Clears KASPER of Sedition". The article, datelined 
Clinton, Tennessee, November 20, 1956, set forth that a 
twelve-man criminal court jury on November 20, found JOHN 

\ KASPER innocent of charge of sedition and inciting riots 
when the high school at Clinton was racially integrated.

The article pointed out, however, that KASPER 
still faces a one year sentence for violating a federal 
court injunction prohibiting interference with integration 
at the high school.

CONTACTS OF WCC AND JOHN KASPER

Confidential Informant T-2, who is in a position 
to furnish some information concerning the contacts of 
the WCC of D. C., 3201|. M Street, N. W., and JOHN KASPER 
furnished Information during the months of October and 
November, that the following persons and organizations were 
in contact with either the WCC or KASPER:

2
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American Constitution Party of Iowa 
609 West 16th Street, Davenport, Iowa

Route 10, Ellis Road, Knoxville, Tennessee

b6
b7C

' |No W., Washington, D. C.

White Citizens’ Councils of Kentucky, Incorporated 
11|27 South 6th Street, Louisville, Kentucky

LITERATURE OF THE WCC

On October 17, 1956, Mr. MARTIN BACHER, Manager 
Of the Lithographic Photo Service, Incorporated, 3227 M 
Street, N. W., made available to Special Agent DAVID P. HURLEY 
a negative of a leaflet captioned ’’Seaboard White Citizens ’ 
,Councils, 3201}. M Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. JOHN 
KASPER, Executive Secretary.” This leaflet, in the form 
of a letter dealing with an appeal for funds, is as follows:

”3201}. M Street, No W. Phone FEderal 3-7660

• ’’Washington 7, D. C.
\ JOHN KASPER - Executive Secretary

Octobep 15, 1956

”0ur fellow Americans? >

”In an exclusive interview over C.B.S.-TV this 
week, Coinmuni st-Nigra Congressman from New York, ■ 
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL (66 red-front citations) said he 
requested a secret interview with ’IKE’ (the imbecile 
in the White House) about his, IKE’s stand on Nigra 
rights. He said he asked IKE if the Federal govern
ment would USE FORCE to destroy the white race as the 
red-controlled Supreme Court has ordered. IKE, said 
POWELL, said YES, if there was any resistance by the 
people to niggerism, the Federal government should 
simply see that an injunction against interfering 
with the Communist conspiracy (race-hatred, mongreli- 
zation, degeneration) should be issued. U.S. Marshalls 
should deliver it. Special persons should be deputized. 
And any failure to comply with the injunction would be
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cause to haul the people before a Federal judge, cite 
them for contempt of Court, and put them behind bars 
in prison.

"Now friends, this procedure has already been 
followed in the case of Anderson County Board of 
Education vs. KASPER. The conviction of JOHN KASPER 
for contempt of Court, his sentence of 1 year marks 
the beginning of the showdown in our fight for States ’ 
Rights guaranteed by the 10th Amendment of the Constitu
tion.

"There is no difference between U.S. Marshalls 
and Federal troops so far as the exercise of federal 
police power is concerned. The KASPER case shows 
clearly that Federal force will be used to destroy 
the States’ (peoples) rights to determine their own 
course in education and other matters reserved to the 
decision of the people.. Also the stirring resistance 
against 'communist infamy and Washington bureaucratic 
infamy led by JOHN KASPER in Anderson County, Tennessee, 
furthered by the courageous people of Clay, Sturgis, 
Henderson, Kentucky; Matoaka, West Virginia, and 
Mansfield, Texas is- living proof that the white people 
have not forgotten altogether their unequalled heri
tage of free government and Constitutional government.

"The battle is joined. We have promised a fight 
to racemixers. We have kept our word and fought to 
victory at Charlottesville, Virginia. Our battle rages 
in Tennessee and elsewhere, still undecided.

"Friends, we are desperate for funds for our work 
(JOHN KASPER’s defense fund: thousands of dollars need
ed for legal expenses), for organizing in 7 States and 
D. C. What can you do? Give a week’s salary and then 
give again. It is every white person’s fight, other
wise the leadership we have furnished has been in vain. 
We are organized for the sake of our children, our 
Constitution, and our race.

"Send money now. PLEASE. Get -your friends to 
donate. It is too late to ask our enemies for peace. . 
He will have only unconditional surrender (racial doom). 
Send donations to:



SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS 
3202+ M Street, N. W. '
Washington, 7$ D. C.”

Attached to this letter is another page which reads
’’What is the Citizens’ Council?”. This page sets forth the 
following;

”What Is The Citizens Council?

”The Citizens’ Council is the modern version 
of the old-time town meeting called to meet any 
crisis by expressing the will of the people. The 
right to peaceably assemble to petition for a redress 
of our grievances is guaranteed in the first one of 
our Bill of Rights in the Constitution of the United 
States of America, The only reliable prophet for 
the .future is the past, and history proves that the 
Supreme Power of the government of men has always 
been Public Sentiment. The Citizens’ Council simply 
provides the machinery for mobilizing, concerting 
and expressing public opinion.

”0ur councils are independent groups located 
within the towns and counties of our state. The 
local officers are chairman, vice-chariman, secretary 
and treasurer. Each council has four basic committees. 
Others may be formed to meet the situations.

nl. Information and Education - This committee 
seeks information pertaining to racial problems 
from all over our nation. It presents to the people 
within its community the truth about the racial 
question, thereby nullifying the propaganda from 
alien influences and pressure groups. Its job is 
to convince all of our people of the advantages of 
segregation and the dangers of integration.

”2. Political and Elections - This committee 
studies candidates for local and state elections ' 
and presents their qualifications to the voters. It 
attempts to get candidates to voice their opinion 
on vital subjects prior to election. It can reach 
each voter personally to present the truth on all 
matters to the people. It is our belief that an 
interested, informed people who vote intelligently 
is the only means we have of perpetuating our con
stitutional democracy.
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”3« Membership, and Finance - This committee 
enlists all patriotic white citizens for membership, 
thus assuring your local organization of the support 
of public opinion and also financial means with which 
to operate. Thus far, nearly all of the local organ
izations have set theih annual dues at $3.00 per 
member. Every white Southerner should be prou^ to 
pay this amount in our battle for States’ Rights and 
the individual right -to educate his children with 
children of hie own kind, it is a fundamental right 
for every American to have pride in his race and to 
avoid conditions that might foster and promote inter
marriage of his children with other races.

”1}.. Legal Advisory - This committee provides 
the legal knowledge that will aid us to achieve our 
aims by constitutional lawful means. If the way 
of life of fo: ty million people supported by over - 
a century of precedence and practice can be upset_ 
legally by nine political appointees, surely legal 
steps can be taken by a determined majority to correct 
this grievance.

uWhy Does Your Community Need a Citizens ’ Council?

’‘Maybe your community has had no racial problems3 
This may be true; however, you may not have a fire, 
yet you maintain a fire department. You can depend 
on one thing: The NAACP (National Association for 
the Agitation of Colored People), aided by alien 
influences, bloc vote seeking politicians and left
wing do-gooders, will see that you have a- problem in 
the near future.

“The Citizens’ Council is the South’s answer 
to the mongrelizers. We will not be integrated! We 
are proud of our white blood and our white heritage 
of sixty centuries. .

“People with racial pride are attacked by the 
NAACP and its affiliates as being bigoted, prejudiced, 
biased, immoral, un-American, etc. These hysterical 
smear words are used in lieu of any logical reason 
why a person can no longer be loyal to his white blood, 
his church, his state, and his nation above all else.

■6
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uIn other words, the right to esprit de corps 
which has won every war we have fought is nd longer 
in style. The idea now is seemingly to pride our
selves in the fact that everybody in the world should 
be made equal by law, regardless of aptitude nr 
heritage, • The ’have nots’ must share equally with 
the ’have gots’ in this new world order.

"If we are bigoted, prejudiced/ un-American, 
etc,, so were GEORGE WASHINGTON, THOMAS JEFFERSON, 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN and our other illustrious forebears 
who believed in segregation. We choose the old paths 

. of our founding fathers and refuse to destroy their 
ancient landmarks to appease anyone, even the inter
nationalists , This integration scheme ties right 
in with the new, one world, one creed, one race philo
sophy fostered by the ultra-idealists and interna
tional left-wingers.

’’The fate of our great nation may well rest in 
the hands of the Sourthern white people today. If 
we submit to this unconstitutional, judge-made inte
gration law, the malignant powers of atheism, 
communism and mongrelization will surely follow, not 
only in our Southland but throughout our nation. 
To falter would Ue tragic; to fail would be fatal. 
The white people of the South will again stand fast ■ 
and preserve an unsullied race as our forefathers 
did eighty years ago. We will not be integrated, 
either suddenly or gradually. ' .

“Our youth,. then, of both races is our wealth 
and our proven defense against the sinister forces 
that would destroy our nation. We are certainly not 
ashamed of our traditions, our conservative beliefs, 
nor our segregated way of life. ‘

“How Will The Citizens’ Councils Roll Back the Dai?k 
Cloud of Integration?”

"By organizing the white Americans who have 
pride in their white race and forethought for their 
posterity, by mobilizing public opinion.

"We need every patriotic white Southerner, rich 
or poor, high or low, who is proud of being a white

-7-
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American. It is indeed sickening to hear some of 
our brain-washed ’educated people whine, ’It’s in
evitable. There’s nothing we can do. We have lost I 
Our Southland by. every material line of reasoning 
should already be a land of mulattoes. Eighty years 
ago our unconquerable ancestors were beaten, in 
poverty and degradation, unable to vote and under 
the heel of negro occupation troops. All they had 
was their undying courage and faith that the Almighty 
helps those who help themselves. Are we less than 
they? We are the same blood; white blood that was 
kept pure for you for 6,000 years by white men.

’’Either we will all stay white together or we 
will all be integrated community by community, county 
by county and state by state. Are you doing your 
part? There is nothing more important at this time.”

The above two negatives, according to Mr. BACHER, 
were negatives he prepared for | ~|of the Cadmus
Bookstore, 1246 Wisconsin Avenuei, m . w. These negatives are 
used according to BACHER for offset printing.

On October 30> 19^6, Mr. BACHER made available to 
SA HURLEY' the following material, which material, was left with 
BACHER on October 30, 1956, by an unknown male individual. 
This material consists of the following:

1. A poster in the form of a cartoon. This 
cartoon appears to be a medal with the inscription, 
”1 aided integration ”, on it. The medallion attached 
to the ribbon, has five figures, one appears to be 
a caricature of a politician smoking a cigar, another, 
a white soldier holding a negro child, another, a man 
wearing a dunce cap. The soldier has one foot on 
the head of a woman lying in a prone position with 
a banner ’’majority ruled” draped across her. The 
bottom of the medallion has a wreath with the words, 
’’Justice for All” on the banner.

2. Application blanks as follows:

a. ’’Membership application Tennessee 
White Citizens’ Councils.. Roane County White 
Citizens ’ Councils,|
Box 181|, Oliver Spring, Tennessee."

-8-
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b. "Membership 'application Tennessee 
White Citizens’ Councils, Campbell County  
White Citizens’ Councils,I I
No. 1, Jellico, Tennessee."

c. "Membership application Tennessee 
White Citizens’ Councils, Anderson County 
White Citizens' Councils, CLYDE COOK, member
ship chairman, Clinton, Route 1, Tennessee, 
Telephone Clinton 958m1|."

3. A series of addresses which have written above 
them the following:

"Additional copies, 2£ for $1, 300 for 
order form."

The addresses are as follows:

a. South Knoxville. White Citizens’ Council

JAMES R. DODRILI/x Chairman

Route 10, EUTsfRbad, 
Knoxville, Tennessee

\ \
b. West KnoxvriLe White'Citizens ’ Council

KEITH BOSTIC Ohairman 
^ffi^i^l^Jd'-'A.enue,
Knoxvilie, Tenne^ee

c. Roane Coun\by_White Citizens’ Council

W. J. PAYNE,/Chairman 
■^TosT0rrTcr'Box%181|.

Oliver Springs,, ^^nnessee

d. Campbell County White Citizens’ Council

BANNER TODD/ Chairman
~Route No. 1,
Jellico, Tennessee

e. Charlottsvilie-Albermarle County White 
Citizens’ Council
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* *

GEORGE A. CASON A chairman
617 Rines Street!
Charlottsville, Virginia

f, Dante Community! White Citizens’ Council

JOSEPH Mo DTT^B^r.hairman
Route No, 1, Callanan Road, 
Knoxville, Tennessee

\ Vg. Anderson ^ounty Wh^te Citizens’ Council

CLYDE-■COOKO/member ship chairman
Clinton, Route 1, Tennessee

h0 Southeast Whrte Citizens’ Council 
of Knoxville \

1306 Border, ' '
Knoxville, Tennessee

i. Prince Georges County White Citizens’ Council

Box 2I4.I1, 
Hyattsville, Maryland

j. Inskip Community White Citizens’ Council

£318 Cedar Heights, 
Knoxville 18, Tennessee

ko Seaboard White Citizens’ Council

320l|. M Street, N. W., ■
Washington 7, D. C.

U. A two-page letter written under the caption 
American Constitution Party of Iowa, 609 West 16th Street, 
Davenport, Iowa.

This letter is captioned "The Tragic Betrayel
of JOHN KASPER." It is an open letter to "Maj. R. H. 
WILLIAMS and all Nationalist leaders."

The letter is as follows:

-]Q«,
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Il6O9 West 16th St., Davenporf* la.

"EDWARD R. FIELDS, State Chairman 
WARD R. EVANS, Vice-Chairman 
Mrs. DOLORES FIELDS, Secy.-Treas.

11 THE TRAGIC BETRAYEL OF JOHN KASPER"

"OPEN LETTER TO Maj. R. H. WILLIAMS and all Nationalist 
Leaders.

"Stories, half truths and outright lies have been 
circulated by the A.D.L., cowardly politicians, and 
misled Nationalists. What is the truth, JOHN KASPER 
has been fighting communism since he was a teenager. 
He was a publisher of the first edition of MULLINS’ 
work on the Federal Reserve five years ago. He has 
owned and operated a Nationalist bookshop for years. 
JOHN KASPER was a campaign manager for Admiral CROMMELIN 
during his recent try for the U.S. Senate. Early in 
September integration was ordered in Kentucky and the 
single Tennessee city of Clinton. The Federal Govern
ment hoped to use Clinton as a test case for integration 
of the deep South. If the White people surrendered 
here, all the South would fall.

"The people were un-organized until one JOHN KASPER, 
arrived in town. KASPER had no money, ate only when 
taken in by local patriots. KASPER slept in his car, ’ ' 
he had no funds for advertisements, but only went door 
to door talking with people urging them to resist and 
attend a meeting at the end of the week. At his meet
ings he had no fllod lights, microphones, or any 
other equipment. He simply told the truth and urged 
the people to return the following night and bring 
their friends. Soon he had united the entire town. 
The awakened people fought with every legal means at 
hand. They boycotted the integrated school, picketed 
the school, and shouted defiance when Gov. CLEMENT 
sent tanks and troops to force integration down the 
throats of a rebellious citizenry. Gov. CLEMENT and 
the Mongrelizers lost the battle when they resorted 
to the use of troops. This proved to the entire nation 
that peaceful integration of the deep South will be 
impossible.

-11-
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’’This is the greatest victory we could possibly 
have won under the present circumstances. The 
rebellion initiated by KASPER spread to Texas and 
Kentucky where integration was stopped and reversed.

"JOHN KASPER is a modern PAUL REVERE who warned 
the people in the nick of time.

“Today, many conservative Nationalists are 
shocked by KASPER’s methods. But, the average intellec
tual Nationalist has absolutely no appeal to the 
average country farmer and worker. White KASPER may 
seem crude to the intellectual conservative.nationalist 
he speaks the only language the country people know 
and understand. He is able to arouse these people 
to action, and this is the greatest qualification and 
contribution to the Nationalist Movement.

’’The following are statements made by KASPER which 
have brought criticism from certain conservative 
Nationalists. ’We want trouble wherever we can get 
it’ and ’there will be a breakdown of law and order.’ 
Now, since the Supreme Court’s ruling, and subsequent 
enforcement by local Federal Courts, law and order 
stand on the side of Mongrelization, thus every loyal 
patriot favors the breakdown of this type of law 
and order. In other words, the only way to break such 
evil laws and authorities is by popular mass protests. 
In states where law and order favor integration we 
must have ’trouble’ in order to arouse.the people 
and temporarily stop such acts, and to cause per
manent change legally and politically later. People 
are aroused to change evil by mass arisings and mass 
protests, not by intellectual writings and peaceful 
discussions around the conference table. Are the 
People of Poland and Hungary to be condemned because 
they are causing ’trouble’ and trying to ’break
down’ their government ’s so-called law and order? ,

“KASPER has been criticised for saying ’White 
men must be ready to die in this segregation fight.’ 
Anyone who is not ready to give his all in this 
struggle for the preservation of the White Race, is 
no worthy .of being called a Nationalist. I quote 
from.the united States Constitution, ’When a long 
train of abuses and usurpations persuing invariably

-12-
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the same object evinces a design to reduce them (the 
people) under absolute despotism, it is their right, 
it is their duty to throw off such governments’.
This is exactly the situation which existed in Clinton, 
Tennessee? and the state of Kentucky. The people 
had the right to act, in any way they saw fit, to 
protect their homes and families.

’’This is the only type of language the epemy 
respects and understands. The left wing press for 
the first time, now admits that only bayonets will 
ever force the people to swallow integration. And, 
that would be Civil War—-this our squeamish Federal 
Government dares not risk.

’’Today, JOHN KASPER faces one year in prison 
for violating a tyrannical Federal judge’s injunc
tion against Freedom of Speech, Freedom of Assembly, 
and Freedom of Press. He also will be tried on a 
phoney, trumped-up charge of sedition and riot, in 
Clinton on November ^th. The enemy feels that if 
they can break KASPER and sentence him to a Ipng prison 
term, it will be an example of what will happen to 
every other citizen who attempts to arouse the White 
People to fight back. .

"Lies have been spread by the A.O.L. against 
KASPER to the effect that he is a highly paid red 
agitator. This is intended to split our unity while 
this defenseless Patriot is railroaded.

MWHAT ARE THE FACTS? - I can personally report 
to you that KASPER is broke and doesn’t have a dime 
to defend himself. Some misled Nationalists have 
been fooled by the tremendous smear campaign against 
KASPER, thus drying up his sources of supnort. This 
betrayal of a patriot who has risked his life, and 
years of imprisonment to awaken and lead our persecuted 
White citizenry, is now forced into the humiliating 
position of having to beg his friends for food.

’’Gentlemen, we cannot, we must not, let this 
brave young patriot be sacrificed. Put yourself in 
his shoes, a Patriot, ostracized by his fellow 
Nationalists because he is too ’hot’ to handle, because

-13“
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we don’t want to be realistic enough to admit to 
ourselves that the situation could become so bad 
that such steps as KASPER took might have to be 
taken in our communi ■hies. Because, it is easier 
to sit in a comfortable, secure home by the fire 
place, surrounded by our families, than it is to 
Struggle for the People in the streets, fighting 
and dying, that Freedom might live.

"Do you not have a social conscience? Does 
your anguished heart not cry out for justice for 
JOHN KASPER?

”1 hereby announce the formation of the 
’Justice for KASPER Committee’, I ask all Nationa
lists to let their followers know the truth in 
this case, I ask all Nationalists to send every 
penny that can be raised for KASPER’S Defense to 
his attorney, J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS, 901 16th Street, 
N. W., Washington, D. C. SIMMONS has served with
out pay in KASPER’S defense. At this moment there 
is no money for court costs, appeal bond, transcripts, 
etc. Please give this case all your efforts. I 
ask all who receive this letter to contact me. I 
want every Patriot to stand up and be counted in 
this case.

"For a Free White America,

"October 30, 1956"

Attached to the negative of this letter is a hand
written signature of EDWARD R. FIELDS, 609 West 16th Street, 
Davenport, Iowa.

MISCELLANEOUS ' -

Confidential Informant T-3, who is in a position to 
furnish reliable information, advised on October 25, 1956, that 
FRED HOCKETT had applied to the Metropolitan Police Department, 
Washington, D. C., for a pistol permit on October 20, 1956. 
T-3 stated HOCKETT’S new address was 3UH Richmond Highway, 
Fairfax, Virginia. According to T-3, HOCKETT indicated to 
the Police Depart mant that he wanted to purchase a P-38 pistol 
from Dixie Pawnbrokers, 1100 H Street, N. E. Informant ascer
tained that the MPD referred HOCKETT to Virginia authorities.
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Informant ascertained - that the MPD was going to turn down 
HOCKETT’S request in Washington, D. C.

HOCKETT has previously been identified as a leader
in the White Citizens' Councils movement in Washington, D. C., 
by T-l.

On November 23, 1956, it was observed that the
Cadmus Bookstore at 121|6 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W,, has been 
closed and the premises have been vacated.

On November 23, 1956, it was observed that a book
store occupying the premises at 3231 P Street, N. W., bears 
the name nPivot Book Shop”. A notice on the door from the
telephone company was addressed to

ENCLOSURES? TO OMAHA:

b6
b7C

On copy of a photograph of the open letter to 
Maj. R. H„ WILLIAMS under the letterhead of the 
American Constitution Party of Iowa.

15-
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA:

The list of names set forth on the side of the 
letter being enclosed to Omaha, showing the party electors 
of the American Constitution Party of Iowa, will not be 
set forth in this report, inasmuch as it is not believed 
that they have any contact with the White Citizens’ Councils 
of D. C. •

INFORMANTS:

Identity 
of Source

Date of Activity 
Or Description 
of Information

Date 
Received

Agent to 
whom 
Furnished

File Number 
where 
Located

T=1 • Speech in 
Jacksonville 
10/13/56

10/13/56 JAMES 
DOWNING 
(Oral)

This report

» KASPER’s return 
to W.D.C.
10/14/56

10/15/56 it. n „

it KASPER leaving
W.DoCo 
10/30/56

11/1/56 it H JI

b6
b7C

it 

it

T-2:
Mail cover 
3204 M St, 
N. Wo 
10/25 to 
11/23/56

No activity 
WoDoC„ area

Char ac t er i z ati on

All information 
this report

11/21/56

of FRED HOCKETT

RICHARD B. 
LAVIN

» n b7D

it M

T-3: Info re 10/25/56 J. LEWIS Ji tt

HOCKETT KELLY
(Oral)

^Requested)
-16-
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e

Careful consideration has been give to each source 
concealed and T Symbols were utilized in the report only in 
those instances where the identities of the source must be 
concealed.

LEADS:

BALTIMORE, KNOXVILLE, BIRMINGHAM, MOBILE, RICHMOND, -LOUISVILLE: 
(INFORMATION) :

One copy of this report is being furnished to those 
offices inasmuch as this report contains information per
taining to activities in their territories.

OMAHA DIVISION:

AT DAVENPORT, IOWA;

1. Will furnish to WFO characterization of the 
American Constitution Party of Iowa.

2. Will furnish WFO with any details concerning 
the activities of this organization on behalf 
of JOHN KASPER.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE:

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

< 1. Will continue to follow the activities of
\ White Citizens’ Councils through informant coverage.

\ 2. Will attempt to develop new sources of infor-
\ mation concerning the White Citizens’ Councils.

REFERENCE:

Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated 9/28/^6, at 
Washington, D. C.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
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DIREG TOR, < .FBI, ■( 1qO2339^ ), 
SAG, HORF^i (WWMb 7 ■ 

WHITE CITI’Z® »/cW 

DISTRICT OF C.0tnMBIA/ •■

Jandary?15',

Rerep SA CJIAIiLEbb/W J -■■ /
Rebulet to Atlanta, 12/13/^6y captioned CitIsens’5.Council 
:iS^'.//b^^^^ 'b'- ■-C'?b '3:'. 1" / ■■ ?b'b- <zI ?

_l_______ ___________ _ Wit , M /i ; jW| |/

• ]Virginia, andbtt^ Air? •,-.-. ?7 •
:Station: 0ceaha/ -Va«i toiephonlCRllv -e g - ■ - ? .

; .olMggbfin^ Advise- tliat| | 7 ;
] | is ^mixed'-up”' ' in tne White C itlzenbt 1'

: / ^QuncIls ,;.,which • Were eausing trouble., in' C liritop^Teiin, //

________ ■Tadyiscd Wht he 'and hla .wife had two hhiWheh^
• wnp ae t^ I I and that she:bn occasion 7

/. Visits vthein./: He he/did: nbt>wlshbp;be^^ /./?/•’■
7 ' af this .organization.and w bald’ rather.7she/s.'

mot-., visit' him.' Ulb,..a^ . stated'’ that. | [had' beeh /b ?
livltig-.RASPER, a’ leader dr. we "writs

■ ■, bpana-ll^ he advised thht| kbeps
. considerable literature pertaining to the organiza t Ipii 
/ inher/car^' ■ He,stated..that. she''this.literature 
//.through.hot'..Pivot .Book Store,' *3231, p St., , bb 
': b,.:,C./ H® hdvlseh-t&a^ ’’.x 7?
< dwMd hb keW but that it wa< obtained her broTri^KASPERl -:

0h i/ig/g.faJ contacted -hhls ... '.
hffice? and, - adVised lie desired gbiha ahslstnrton , from .the^ - - 
■FBX', in preventing | I frota'..visiting tfis -.... ?/•

?/homei'.7b .77?.'?7-■/ ;...b/ 7 '■?

. [ Ws~-tactfully: advisedwadbri'-nb-- ■. ’b
posit ion .to' nreventT I ,f row. visit Ing ■ e Ith^/hib /
•or ‘her .chil'drohb stated?ho': would advise--this officer 
-if she .hecatie- engaged in any ’organizational work . in? tl&s’b"-.; 
dha.a./tod..stated’, if he obtained any of her, literature, 1 . _ 
.h<:wb;.ulb b.b • ’?/??

■.. In view?0-f; bhe . information; sct ■f orth. inb^ ' -■■..
jXs: not being Contacted,, however, any ihfbrrhdtldn : _ 

..■■' ;ne. -desiresbb: furnish win be. accepted and furnished ■'.’ ? ;
; 'Interested .offices..,'7'- / ? ' ■■ '. / > ?/ •'" - bg/''\

■:';2-^uhbaji (lo6-h233Wi WISTEnED.^^IL ’ /?• /
■;^noxville .{Into) /REGISTERED: MAIL' , ' .
?bt^pO. W ' Infb:/REGISTERED jbAIL ..' \ . J ? JAN 1W 1QS7
l^offoikbio$-292b^ ■■ ■??■•-■ ? b



STANDARD FORM, NO. 64

Office MsmoranAwn • united states government

to : SAC, Knoxville
FRO{t^sac, Memphis (105-new)

date: January 15, 1957

subject: JOHN KASPER 
SM - X

The following information was furnished to SA FRANCIS
W. NORWOOD on January 2, 1957 by Panel Source, bb

I [Tennessee Federation tor constitutional b7C
Government, Nashville, Tennessee. If used in any report or 
communication outside the Bureau, the source should be carried 
under confidential symbol and evaluated as having furnished 
reliable information in the past.

The informant advised that I I Vice President
for the TFCG, had recently received a typed copy of an unsigned 
report by someone who had apparently conducted considerable 
investigation in New York City concerning JOHN KASPER. This 
was made subsequent to KASPER's appearance at Clinton, Tennessee 
and apparently subsequent to his appearance in U. S. District 
Court in Knoxville, Tennessee.

This report alleged that KASPER had operated a book 
shop in New York City called the "Make-it-new Book Shop,” and 
that it appeared he was an associate of or worker in the 
Anti-Nazi League allegedly headed by one Dr. JAMES SHELDON. 
The report claimed that the Anti-Nazi League was formed while 
HITLER was in power in Germany, and that after World War II 
continued to operate,oftentimes finding persons to be Nazi or 
Fascist to suit its own purposes. The group worked with some 
Communists and with some Jewish groups, according to the report, 
and one of the methods allegedly used by the Anti-Nazi League 
was to set up a dummy or front organization which claimed to be 
Fascist or Right Wing. This organization would then make con
tact with a legitimate right wing organization and work with this 
organization until they became associated in the minds of the 
public. The dummy organization would then become violently 
Fascist in its writings and speeches by its members in such a 
manner as to discredit itself and also the legitimate organization,

2- Knoxville RM
1- New York (info) RM
1- Memphis I
1- Memphis(105-new) 
FWN:FJ
(5)

b7D

SEARCHED .
SERIALIZED-/ X-.HLED -

>11 81957 
xri - kuoxville



Me#105-new

Letter to Knoxville Re: JOHN KASPER 
SM - X

1-15-57

making both of them to appear violently reactionary and destroy- b6 
ing their reputation with the public. b7C

The report stated such a group was the National 
Renaissance Party, and the report stated that persons supposedly 
active in the National Renaissance Party were frequently ob
served in KASPER’s book shop, and that they apparently were 
very friendly with him and moved about his shop with familiarity.

__________ In the report it was alleged that one|__________ 
________ I described as a former Special Agent of the FBI, had 
called at the Make-it-new Book Shop in New York and_talked with 
a Negro woman named I I She was referred to as I Iby others
in the shop. She was believed to be a partner in the business. 
The report stated that | | was willing to sign an affidavit
to this effect but had not been advised that the information was
being furnished to the Citizens Councils. The report also stated
that one had
that KASPER had admitted to
time attended a Communist summer camp

talked to KASPER at the book shop, and 
that he, KASPER, had at one

The report claimed it had been proven that the 
instant JOHN KASPER was not the son of a former JOHN KASPER 
(now deceased) who was known to have been a Communist. Part 
of this information was supposed to have come from the files 
of the Nev; Jersey State Police.

Enclosed with the report, according to the in
formant, was a typed copy of an article which supposedly appeared 
in the Amsterdam News on Saturday, September 29, 1956. In this 
article it was alleged that JOHN KASPER was a former associate 
of Negroes in New York City, having several amorous affairs 
with Negroes, and supposedly having had an affair with a Neero 
woman school teacher from New York. In the article | 
a choreographer, residing at I I New York City,
was quoted as telling of wild parties that KASPER had attended 
with Negroes, and also information of a similar nature was.----  
attributed to one| | operator of an art studio at

New York City.
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Letter to Knoxville Re: JOHN KASPER 
SM - X

1-15-57

The informant stated this information had been sent 
tol I in an envelope postmarked at Montgomery, Alabama
and bearing the return address ‘'Citizens Council’s of Alabama, 
3929 Atlanta Highway, Montgomery, Alabama." The date on the post
mark could not be read by the informant.

There was nothing else in the envelope and the 
informant did not know whether had asked for the material
and knew the writer of the repoFTJ Of whether it had been sent to
him without his knowledge.

The informant did know that the Tennessee Federation 
for Constitutional Government is having trouble with KASPER in 
connection with the defense of persons arrested in Clinton, Tennessee 
for contempt of United States District Court, Eastern District of 
Tennessee. The TFCG, at the request of the defendants, has under
taken to supply them with legal counsel. KASPER and his attorney 
are trying to get in on the case even though they have both been 
told by the TFCG that they are not wanted.

Informant stated that immediately after the arrest of 
the defendants some of the relatives did call KASPER and ask for 
help; however, after the TFCG was asked to supply legal counsel, 
the defendants wrote to KASPER and advised him they did not need 
him nor did they desire his assistance.

The informant stated that KASPER and his attorney in
sisted that they are going to help in the defense in U. S. District 
Court in spite of their being told they are not wanted. Informant 
did not know whether (plans to use the material from the
report to keep KASPER out of the case or not.

Since the Memphis Division does not have available 
sufficient information concerning KASPER to determine the value of 
this information, it is furnished to the Knoxville and New York 
Divisions for whatever action they might deem advisable. The in
formant, it should be noted, cannot evaluate the reliability of 
the information contained in the report or the news article since 
the source of this information is unknown to the informant. RUC.
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JULY 25, 1957

AIR-TEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WPHIS
T

(105-275)

JOHN KASPER 
IS - X

Articles appearing in both newspapers in Nashville, 
Tenn,, quote JOHN KASPER as stating that he is coming to 
Nashville to organize segregationists and that he is to be 
in Nashville on August 3 or 4 for a rally to be held in 
cooperation with the Ku Klux Klan.

Discreet pretext telephone calls to residences of 
known Klansmen in Nashville in connection with investigation 
of Klan groups resulted in information that Klansmen in 
Nashville are opposed to KASPER and want no association with 
him because of alleged association with Negroes in New York;

The Tennessee Federation for Constitutional 
Government has stated to the press that they "want no part of 
KASPER.“

No investigation or inquiry concerning KASPER will 
be made in Nashville GACB.

3 - Bureau (RM)
Knoxville (INFO) (RM) 

i - Memphis (105-275)

FWsmih
(5)

Mrtel.^X-
Teletype. . . . .

A. M. . . . . . . . .
A. M. S. D,

Spec. De!...—
Reg. Mail...—«a
Registered——a
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Clinton Man
Plants'Cross
Here, Jailed

Police Nab 
4 at Negro 
Residence

Act Is Followup
Of Picketing

By JOHN MILLER
Herald Staff Writer

Four men, one an official of 
White Citizens Council at.

! Clinton, Tenn., were arrested 
I late Saturday as they attempt- 
, ed to erect.. a kerosene-soaked 
seven-foot cross-at the home of

। a Negro who moved into a 
j white district in Northwest Mi
ami.

i One of the men, Fred B.Hoc- 
■ rwtt. 51, admitted to police he 
' -'as an official of the Seaboa nd 
t >Vhitc Citizen's Council at Clhl- 
| ;on and that, he'd taken an at- 
i live part in recent race trou- 
| bles there.

I The arrest of the four came 
j »ftcr daylong picketing in front 
■ of the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
; ''rank Lcgrce. 1455 NW 55th 

It. The Lcgrccs arc Negroes.

Whites in the neighborhood 
— four blocks from the Ne
gro district — carried plac
ards urging the Negro family 
to Inose.

Assistant Police Chief J. A. 
Youcll. anticipating a flare-up 

; in the troubled neighborhood, 
■ led a squad of six men who hidl 
i rear the Lcgrcc home. I
i At. 10:40 p.m. the four mcn.1 
I cd by Hockett, approached the! 
I la" n, carrying a white cross. 
! They dug a hole. in the lawn 
j and were placing the cross when 
! Youcll and his men moved in, 
! Taken to headquarters, the 
others were identified as Frank , 
I... Foster Jr.. 29;-of 2701 SW j 
50th Ave.: James N. McSwecn-; 
ey. 45. of 272.5 SW 80th Axe.. ! 
and Hampton E. Shaver. 47. of ' 
425 NE 63rd St. i

i Youeil. who said all four men I 
| will be held for investigation! 
i of trespassing, quoted Hockett. | 
j as saying he was a member |of j 
!' the executive council of the St a-
board White Citizen's Counhll 
and as being "active in race | 
troubles throughout, the nation." j

Miami Herald

February 24, 1957



"We can. do without his kind 
of people down he; c.’.V Chief 
Youeil said of Hockett, who ■ 
Rave his address as a trailer i 
park at 12600 Biscayne Bh d. |

I
Earlier in the day a Herald i 

photographer took a picture of I 
a woman picket at the Lcgree I 
home who identified herself as ; 
Hockett's wife. I

There were reports from po- । 
lice headquarters that Hockett | 
was “a right-hand man" of i 
Frederick John Kasper. 27, of; 
Washington, D.C.. executive I 

j secretary of the SWCC and the j 
person instrumental in fanning i 
the racial fires in the Clinton ! 
episode. ;

Kasper was twice acquitted 
of charges of inciting to riot 
in the Clinton troubles, but 
has been sentenced to a year 
in prison for criminal conk 
tempt. He is now free, under 
$10,000 bond pending outcome 
of his appeal.

Hockett told police he was 
a carpenter.

Foster is an aircraft mechan
ic at Pan American Airways. 
McSweeney is an employe of 
the Empire Plumbing Co. Sha
ver said he was an unemployed j 
baker. |

"I'm holding them on a tech-; 
nical charge of trespassing bi t i 
Iwill check with the states attoi -I 
nicy's office Monday to see f ■ 
(here is any ordinance against: 
planting crosses,” Youeil said. ' I

j Shaver, the baker, was much I 
in the news in 1943 when then : 
Chief of Police H. Leslie Quigg > 
•'cured" him of a nine-year 1 
lapse of memory, during which i 
time he was supposed to have ' 
had amnesia. Quigg is an am- I 
ateur hypnotist. •

A native of Columbus. Ohio.' 
; he told police he was struck on : 
I ths head in a fight with a fellow : 
bakery employe in 1943. . i

de was before juvenile au-i 
thoritics in Columbus in 1942: 
for improper support of two 
daughters. ■

There had been unrest and : 
much commotion all Saturday 
at the Legree's seemingly de
serted home. Pickets carrying 
signs reading, “Out With All 
Left Wingers." and "We Want 
t<> keep this Neighborhood 
White." paraded most of the 

day.

Two of the picket s identified : 
thelnselvcs but. would not give : 
their addresses. One was Mrs.
Hodkett: the other Mrs. W. B.
Campbell.

Assisting Youeil in. the ar
rests were Sgt. Robert Adai-, 
and Policemen H. J. Lake. M. E.;

I Clark and H. J. Brady. i
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Kasper Lieutenant

Council Organizer

t

his fa-

10-y e a r-old

ff IThey have tried to

the

integration speech1 
ther said proudly.

The Hocketts’

the 
fan-

ie pickets at the Negro home 
currently the object of the'

Mrs. Hockett, a plain-look- 
itig woman, belongs to the 
s ante groups her disband does, 
and parades militantly with

Who is this man?

eciitive secretary of 
SWGC.

It was Kasper who did 
lion s share of the work in

group's displeasure.

By JOHN L. MILLER
| Herald Staff Writer

A tattooed and wind-burned 
man who says he is a carpen
ter, but admittedly spends most, 
of his time traveling the coun
try for an anti-integration 
group, is in Miami.

He says he is here to help 
Miamians fight off integration.

He has begun by organizing 
a local chapter of his group, 
the Seaboard White .Citizens 
Council, which has headquar- 

। ters in Washington.
Since the group was organ

ized, members and followers 
have picketed the home of a 
Negro living In a white north
west section.

4 burning cross on the Negro’s 
lawn.
’ Waving their placards and 
shouting obscenities, they have 
chased cars carrying Negroes 
down the ordinarily peaceful 
street on the 1400 block of NW 
55th Street.

He is Fred B. Hockett, 51, 
living with his vyife, two chil
dren, and their hound dog in 
a tiny trailer at 12600 Bis- 

’ cayne Blvd.

They moved in about two 
months ago. the trailer camp 

: operator said, and were ac- 
’ copied "on probation because 
i of the dog."
; They Jive in art ancient green 
I trailer; about" 23 feet long. It 
j doesn't, have a bathroom or 
[ plumbing, so they must use the 
| camp's facilities.
j They are a very race-con
scious family.

Hockett is on the board of 
Erectors of the Citizens Coun
cil and has held offices in other 
iiti-intcgration groups, beside 
tping a one-time member of th“ 
Ku Klux Klan.

Her son, Tobey, 13. a good
looking, likable, boy. was help
ing his mother parade and pick
et Sunday.

That’s not unusual for Tobey.
"He has made several anti-

daughter. a pretty blonde 
named Frcdcricka. does not 
participate in the family's light 
for segregation. Hockett appar
ently feels she is too young.

Hockett, who claims his 
anti-integration efforts have, 
cost him $5,000. is a top lieu
tenant of John F. Kasper, m-

ning racial fires in Clinton. > 
: Tenn., recently. '
i Kasper, currently in Knox; 
; villc, Tenn., is expected heir 
this month for a "big rally."

Hockett has in his possession, 
a letter addressed tn Kasper. It 
is a progress report, on what: 
has been done to tight Integra-i 
lion here. I

Hockett, who faces unlawful 
assembly charges with three 
others in city court. Tuesday 
for his attempt to burn a cross 
on the Negro's lawn, was asked 
if he intended to try again.
- "Well, I wouldn't, tell you 
ihat, would I?" he replied.
I Then Hockett went about] 
the business of planning a rally] 
Pb protest, against the Negro] 

i family living in a white neigh-l 
borhood.

Miami Herald 
February 25



Negro Target Of Fiery Cross
Declares He’ll Stick To Home

By DOM BONAFEDE
-Miami Xm Staff Writer

A Miami Negro said today he doesn't intend to move
from an all-White neighbor 
a.nti-integrationist group to,, 
front lawn. |
“I intend to stay — unless the 

t ight authorities tell me I have . 
to move.” declared t'rank I.e- 
gree. of 1455 NW 55th St.

Legree, an entertainer, says j 
he is not a member of the! 
NAACP. He has, however. been I 

supported by the Miami branchi 
ift his fight to retain his home.

Cross-Planters Seized
Last Saturday segregationists! 

seeking to oust I.egree and his :

hood despite efforts by an | 
plant a fiery cross on his I

Plans Were Known
Saturday's cross burning at

tempt was known'to the NAACP, 
the sheriff s department, rhe Mi
ami police and The Miami News 
several hours before the incident.

Released on $50<» bond each, 
hhey will be tried in City Court 
tlomorrow. |

Criminal Charge Possible I
• Ally. Gen. Richard Ervin sa|d 

yesterday the four could also face 
a criminal charge under a state 
law which forbids action design-

family stepped up their campaign 
by picketing Ihc residence. And 
late Saturday night four mon I 
were seized by police when they ; 
tried to erect a kerosene-soaked I 
cross in front of the house. j

The group was led by Ered BJ 
I Hockett, 51. an avid segregation ! 
' isl and onetime Ku Kiev Klan J 
ner, who claims to be an assiwi-:
ate of John E. Kasper, IkwiH of 
the Seaboard White Citizens 
Council which has been accused

I of inciting violence during the ra-
। ci a I dispute in Clinton, Tenn.
| Under Hockett s organizaitoiWa;
i Miami offshoot-of the council ups
I formed last week. I ‘
: At th.it lime Hockefl advocalrd 
. more radical measures to oust ! 
: the I.egree family than had been • 
j advocated by TBlvid Hawthorne.
president of the Dade Comity I 
property Owners Associa I ion. ! 
Hawthorne u r g e d protest ing i 
Some owners in Die NW 55l.h i 
Street section to remove Legree! 
oy legal and peaceful means. I

ed to prevent citizens from •'en
joying any of their constitutional 
rights and privileges as Ameri
cans.''

undaunted bv
the

his ar-
• ...........  • ' ' '' ' ‘ > v ui | I (;

jlome Sunday with his wife an,I
won. Tobey. 13. and resume

I icketing the place. Police ordei
' d Ihem to leave but no arrest 

I were made.

News' reporters and photogra-j 
pher were on the scene when the; 
fi!ur were nabbed. I ;I ..'-r | j

’ |Arrcsled. besides Hockett, anid| 
cnarged with unlawful assembly! 
and possible violation of the stale' 

Jaw governing cross - burning 
were-James N. McSwiney. 45, of 
2725 SW With Ave : frank L, Eos' 
ter. 29. of 2701 SW 80 th Ave., and 
H. E. Shaver, 47, of 425 NE 
(tttrd si_______ _____ ,

Miami Daily News 
February 25, 1957



Foursome

In Miami

tn

Face Trial

—Herald

By ALAN MacLEESE
Herald Staff Writer

Florida's attorney general 
said Sunday that four men 
jailed for trying to fire a cross 
on a Dade Negro’s lawn can 
be prosecuted on at least two 
criminal counts.

The men are free on $500 
bond each on a city charge of 
unlawful, assembly. Trial date 
is Tuesday.

Staff Phnfo by gteve Wgv*r

Violation

Police Disperse

Sunday Pickets

The four—led by an admit
ted organizer of an anti-in
tegration group — were ar
rested by police Saturday 
night outside the home of a 
Negro who recently moved 
into a white northwest sec
tion.

Miami Herald 

February 25 > 1957

Anti-lntegralionist Fred B. Hockett
. . . he erected a crbis on a Reero?i lawn
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Their leader, Fred..;W_Ho£k-- 
ettE 51.” an organizer for the 
Seaboard White-Citizen’s Coun- 

. cil, with headquarters in Wash
ington, was back at. the scene 
of his arrest, shortly after his 
release.

His wife and 13-year-old son, 
along with a number of teen
age children, were dispersed by 
police from noisy picketing of 
the home of the Negro, Frank 
Legree, 1455 NW 55th St.. Sun-

”1’11. check with Diet-- '.Qgr_ 
stein) first thing Monday (to
day), and if anyone is break
ing any Florida laws, we'll 
move in on them.”

"You can line me right up 
witii Gerstein.” Kelly said. "we 
don’t need any importations 
from out. of state to tell us how 
to handle cur problems.."__ _ -

The slam law under which 
Hockett and his henchmen can

4

1

•J

4

day afternoon, 
arrested.

none be charged provides 
mum sentence of 91

a max’--

Police had arrested Hock
ett. a tattooed part-time caA 
pettier from Missouri, and his 
three companions as they 
Were erecting a kerosene- 
sopked cross in front of Le- 
g lice’s empty home.

Etale Attorney Richard Ger- 
strin said Sunday. "We don't 
need any professional trouble
makers or agitators from cut 
of the. state io come here and 
try tc run our affairs lor us.”

The state attorney general. 
Richard Ervin, pointed out in 
Tallahassee that, they may al'o
be prosecuted under a 
law which reads .

"A n y demonst.rat ion

tat 6
di

signed to scare any people, ,o 
prevent, them front voting er 
to prevent them from enjoy
ing any of thier constitutional 
rights and privileges as Amat' 
leans is a criminal offense un
der law.”

Persons picketing the Le- 
gree home with placards, de-
manding that the Ixigrees
more, could he charged under 
this state lan.

Queried about, the tense sit-

jail and not more, 
lino, or both.

Tuesday morning in Municipal 
Court, provide.- a fine of not, 
more than $500 and b0 days in
jail, or both.

The men arrester 
Hockett are. all Great 
amians and. according

with

the
organizer, "didn't realize ful-

I'll take all thd
hfHHir.

S SCn li

;w so in

ngrri S'.
plan to

E.

Honal Assn, lor the Advance
ment of Colored People. with 
an inlormer. visited Gerstein.

। Miami police, and Assistant Fo- 
i lice Chief James A. Youell and 
I five uniformed men’ hid near. 
! the home.jint.il the men ap- 
i proached with the cross.

After the arrest. Youel!
nation in the normally quiet • said lie would check villi Ger-

. neighborhood. P-o-lic e Chief 
Walter E. Headley Jr. said;

"Why doesn’t he move and 
stop all this trouble,” in an 
a|«arenl refcremic fo Legrcp.

Dade Sherif! Thomas J. KeJ-
Jyi when informed that Hocke; 
h^l returned to the scene (

i stein abont. the possibility of, 
ttfurther charges against ilia 

foursome. ’
''We don't; treed his tHocki 

lifst kind down here,” Youel! 
said.

f
his arrest, along with pickets, 
said:

1^

*7JT ”x
-4.- ■■&<»,, ■>. U*x»s'
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Awaiting Segregationists Signal

Will Dynamite
Set Off Racial
War in Mami?

SWit

John Kasper
. . . decision his

Fred B. Hockett
• . . awaits word

Miami Herald 
February 2b, 1957
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Somewhere outside the Miami city limits, 100 boxes 
of dynamite are hidden.

.... When a brooding convict from Washington, D. C. 
gives the signal, the explosive will be set off at the place 
he chooses.

The purpose: To prove that he and his followers 
mean business when it comes to preserving segregation.

Sound like Clinton, Tenn.?

The script is the same, and so is the main actor, 
but this time the setting is Miami.

The first step by outsiders to take charge of Miami 
segregation problems came Saturday night, with the at
tempted cross burning at the residence of a Negro who had 
moved into a white neighborhood.

P
But that was only the opening signal of a carefully 

fanned campaign to follow, The Herald learned Monday.

I

The campaign director is fiery Frederick John Kasper,

the 27-year-old Washington, D. C. segregation leader 
who waved the biggest fan on the racial fires in Clinton.

Kasper is the convict with a one-year prison term 
hanging over him for criminal contempt in the Clinton 
case. But he is free on $10,000 bond.

Serving as Kasper's henchman in Miami Is Fred B. 
Hockett, 51, the man who willingly accepts the blame— 
or credit as he calls it—for the attempted cross burning 
Saturday night.

The plan of Kasper and Hockett to make Miami a prime 
battleground on the segregation front was unveiled for 
The Herald Monday by one of 18 men who attended a 
Hockett strategy conference last, Friday night.

For obvious reasons, the man who outlined the plans 
asked not to he identified.

In a nutshell, the Hockett-Kasper approach is this, 
as Hockett has outlined it. to his followers:

“Miami segregation leaders aren't tough enough.

They don’t want to use violence. We won't stop at noth
ing-”
__ that was Hockett's battle cry when he planned the 
moss burning.

In more detail, here is the overall Kasper-Hockett 
strategy:

Kasper designated Hockett to come Io Miami two 
months ago and “move in” on the local segregation situ
ation.



Within a matter of weeks,. Hockett made good on 
his assignment.

By last Friday night, when he held the second meet- 
fng'of his local chapter of the SWCC, Hockett had re- 
rruited nine dues-paying Miamians into that organization. 
lEach paid the $3 annual dues.

• In addition, nine other Interested non-members sat. in 
on the Friday night session at which the cross burning 
plans were laid.

■ Those IS persons represent the ’real follow;;-;: for

Continued from Page 1

and peaceful means to try to get Negro Frank Lcgree tri 
move, from his new home in the white section at 145a 
NW 55th St. J

“Get in there and pick out a few rabid boys and 
then bring them into our own outfit," Hockett was told.

The Hockett-Kasper outfit is the Seaboard White Cit
izens Council.

Within a matter of weeks, Hockett made good on 
his assignment.

Ry last Friday night, when he held the second meet
ing of his local chapter of the SWCC, Hockett had re
cruited nine dues-paying Miamians into that organization. 
Each paid the $3 annual dues.

In addition, nine other interested nnn-rncmbcr.s sat in 
on the Friday night session at which the cross burning 
plans were laid.

Those IS persons represent the total following fo; 
Kasper and Hockett in Miami at. tins time. Hut most ot 
them arc strong supporters of the approach the two out- 
of-staters plan to use.

“A little fire and some dynamite uill show these 
.........we mean business,” Hockett has told 111? group.

The fire, or the attempt at it, came Saturday night. 
The dynamite is scheduled next.

Hockett, out on bond awaiting trial in city court 
toddy, denied Monday night there are any plans to. use 
dynamite. His boss Kasper, reportedly back in Wash
ington, could not be reached. The telephone at the 
Washington SWCC headquarters went, unanswered.

Kasper will be “sneaked” into Miami sometime with
in the next, two weeks, the talkative member of the local 
SWCC said.

“Jolin (Kasper) is gonna decide the. right place and 
the right time to let go with the big blast,” his eager 
follower said.

I Meanwhile, the 100 boxes of dynamite are kept hid

den outside Miami.
1 Just like they were in Clinton.



Rally Adds^..to Rotkett Fund

Negro Householder
Receives Bomb Threat

By JAMES BUCHANAN
Herald Staff Writer

A bomb threat against Negro Frank Legree anti an
। open-air meeting to solicit funds for would-be cross burner; 
Fred B. Hockett highlighted Monday’s action by anti- :
integrationists in Miami.

Legree, who recently moved into a white ncighborhooc 
with his family, was told in an anonymous telephone cat 
that his house would “blow up or burn” if he turned elec
tricity on in the home.

Police searched the house 
and probed its electrical con
nections Monday evening, but 
found no evidence of a bomb.

Hockett addressed a meet
ing of some 50 persons Mon
day night on the lawn of the
W. H. Roper home, 1501 NW 
55th St., just a half block 
from Degree's house at 1455 
NW 55th St.

Hockett, a spokesman for 
the Seaboard White Citizens
Council, told the audience the 
attempt by him and three 
friends to burn a cross on Le
gree's yard Saturday night 
“was not an act of violence.”

“I had to get arrested,” he 
said, "to get the situation to 
the attention of all Miamians."

Hockett introduced two of
his three accomplices in the i 
act, James N. McSweeney and : 
Frank L. Foster, who,“he told 
the crowd, “are real heroes, 
like Jeff Davis."

A woman in the audience 
asked, “What are we going to 
do to get these boys off the 
hook?” and another suggested 
fen immediate collection. Ap
proximately $3.3 was raised.
>vhich was added to $100 col
lected in the neighborhoou pre
viously and given to Hockett.

I “Nothing will ever come of 
I the charges," Hockett told the. 
audience after the collection 
He referred to the “unlawful 
assembly" charges which wera 
'place'd against him. Foster, Mc
Sweeney ard- Hampton E. Sha
ver.

“We’re set up to he a po
litical foothall." Hockett said.j

Hockett told the crowd, when, 
the collodion was being made, 
"If you don't, have the cash
with you tonight. you can com
mit yourself,” and pushed a 
sheet of paper forward for non
contributors to sign.

Picket lines set up recently 
in front of Legree's home will 
continue to function, Hockett 
said. New signs are being pre
pared, he added, along the 
lines of “We're Not Here to
Frighten Anyone."

Tlie SWCC organizer said 
“that could take care of 
State Atty. Gen. Richard W. 
Enin's opinion that picketing 
and cross-burnings might b< 
construed as a demonstratior 
designed to scare people an, 
<cep them from enjoying their 
Constitutional rights.

Hockett said he himself was 
going to swear out warrants 
a. jainst the drivers of five Ar 
st ven cars who he said hurled 
obscenities at his pickets SuA-: 

.’dAy. j
“We're also making an in-' 

vestigation,” he said, "of the 
people who sold the house to 
(Legree), and we'll have a re
port for you later on that."

Hockett asked all his “neigl- 
bprs" to return to the Roper
li 
d

>me for a meeting next Fr - 
,ly night and bring their

frfends. “because we ..want this 
to be the biggest. SWCC chap-

; ter in the United States."

Miami Herald 

February 26, 1957



Four Face Trial
This' Morning
In Cross Burning

By ‘LAWRENCE THOMPSON 
Herald Staff Writer

Four men — one of them a 
professional organizer for an 
anti-integration group — are 
scheduled for trial in City 
Court this morning on a charge 
of unlawful assembly for try
ing to plant a kerosene-soaked 
cross on the lawn of a Negro 
family here.

But their attorney, J. T. Gor
don, is expected to ask for a 
postponement.

Patrick Brady, assistant ! 
city attorney assigned to ' 
prosecute the case, said Gor- I 
don told him he would seek a I 
continuance when the case is ; 
called for trial. j
Brady conferred Monday; 

with Richard Gerstein, state 
attorney, on whether to pro
ceed with prosecution under 
the city charges or to step 
aside while Gerstein files state 
charges^

Brady said Gerstein suggest
ed that he go ahead with the 
city charges and that he (Ger
stein) would decide later about 
the state charges.

State Atty. Gen. Richard 
W. Ervin has said the men I 
could be prosecuted under a 
state law prohibiting "any 
demonstration designed to 
scare any people . . . to pre
vent them from enjoying any 
of their cohstitutional rights 
and privlleg-rgg-Amerlcans.”

jTherm is only a 3- ic.y dif
ference between penalties un
der the city and state laws. 
Conviction under the city or
dinance carries a maximum 
penalty of 60 days in jail and
a $500 fine; conviction under head o{ the seaboard White 
the state law has a maximum; Citizens Council, Frederick j 
of 90 days in jail and a SoOO jj^p jasper, is due in Miami'!

I soon. The Herald has learned !
Leader of the four men j]la[ Hockett has told his fol-1 

scheduled for trial is Fred B. lowers Kasper will give the'; 
Hockett, 51-year-old organizer. wor(j on when to set off a dyna- i 
Ijor the militant Seaboard
A'hite Citizens Council.

Arrested with him on th< 
tame charges were Frank L, 
Foster, 29, of 2'01 SW 80th 
Ave.; James N. McSwiney, 45, 
of 2725 S. 80th Ave., and 
Hampton E. Shaver, 47, of 425 
NE 63rd St.

They were picked up while 
they were erecting a wooden 
ciross on the front lawn at the 
Home of Frank Legree, 1455 
tIJW 55th St., Saturday night.

I The . Legree home has been 
the scene of noisy picketing led 
by Hockett. Prior to that, a 

series of neighborhood meet-1 
ings had been held to protest I 
the Legree family's moving! 
into a white area. ' ’

Assistant Police Chief J. J. 

Donell said Monday that atj- 
Jhough patrol cars in the. arci- 
are keeping a close watch on 
the Legree home during reg
ular tours, no special detail 
has been assigned to guard it.

Despite the disturbances, Le-| 
gree has said he intends to re-1 
njain in his house unless to! 11 
td' move by the "right author -1 
tjes.” . '

Hockett has said that the

mite explosion as the next step; 
in Ihe anii-integrationist cam-1
paign.

Since coming here two 
rronths ago, Hockett has or
ganized a local chapter of the 
S .’aboard Council. Herald in - 
formation shows that so far he
has received little support.

Miami Herald 
February 26, 1957
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Florida Turns Back . > » . Noipdy loV.es Him!

Kqsper Says Negro Girlfyu^ 
Ttm Skango; May Become Monk

Testifying before a Florida'social; cphtact with Negroes?” ■ ..Kasper,, when informed ; oFlorida' social-contact with Negroes? 
dq.H.n “Yes,’ sir/’ Kasper answered; 

segregationist Whose “But 1 have never had a Negro.
legislative, committed, John 
Kasper, i 
activities have, brought head
lines ip Clinton, admitted fe* -yiu 
luctaiitly he had danced With girl tp 
Negro girls* at mixed parties hitHrnn’ro ,i 
New York. •

After hedging and sparring, 
, over thq. question, Kasper 
i finally admitted his* friend* 
i ship with Florette Henry, a 
: Negro, girl employed ip his, 

bookshop; and said “She show- 
; ed me how to do the shango.”
He added that the shango was * 
a Westr#Iridies dance.

j Kasper- ■ said; ‘ his;' friendship. 
With the girl had coritinuedovef 
;he years.and.thathe once took 
ler .to Washington' by train for q 
(isit with him to see Ezra Pound 
;he insane poet. , 
‘ Add,, he. added, he sept her a- 
Christmas card from Qlihtofi last. 
Secembef, arid he still thinks 
kshe is ri fine girl.” 
Kasper, 27, who has been id4n* 
ified with the origin of piuch of 
he disturbance iri: Clinton; over 
ntegratipn of the high school, 
yas* called* before the Florida 
pmmittee, to answer questions,, 
bodt his Florida, activities. The- 
pmhdttee- is investigating acti- 
sities of the National Associa? 
ion; fOf the Advancement of 
ioibred People and* white supre*

girl friend, as the papers say.”
“Pid you ever’ take a colored

1J a dance?< Remember,, 
you’re under ,,oath.”

“I don’t remember;” Kasper-

..Kasper,, when- informed of 
Hockett’s decision, said hisfpr-

law groups; - ; *
' Mftf? Hawes,. committee: coun- 
£, atsjsed Kasper: “Did you have

said.;
“Did you ever attend- a dance 

where white, meh danced 'with 
colored girls and colored, men. 
■with white girls?’,’ Hawes risked..

“Yes.”, ' .
“Did. you- ever .dance with, 

colored girls?”
“Not. necessarily.” ' ,
“Did you; or ' didn’t you?”

Hawes persisted. •
“I may have.”, . ■' •
“Did you’do it?” '
“I probably have once of- 

twice.” ‘
Chairman. Henry Land of the. 

.committee-demanded that Kas? 
per answer yes or no, of refuse 
to answeri * - '

Hawes then' repeated the- 
question, and Kasper answer
ed: “lies, I have.” ,, . s

He then related his learning, 
to do the. shango.

( Fred & Hockett, part? 
time carpenter and associate of 
Kasper,' in organizing the Sea
board While Citizens. Council,

: in Washington, said he would 
have nd further association, 
with Kasper;. He added that 
Kasper had: misrepresented 

■“certain things” to-him.

mer follower was “probably a 
•little nervous” ’and declared 

• “that’s Ais privilege.” ;
■ He added: “He certainly 
should- have known about' my 
background because plenty of. 
publicity hag, been given tpiit. 1 
don’t 'think? this- htiffs us at all.

“I believe the' essential job. tp 
be done ds to make the North 
states rights coiiscidus and the 
South, nationalistic in; its out
look.” ,• . ' - • «

Hockett was convicted recent
lyalong- wftli threh other .men 
of atteiniiting1.fo.burh a cross in' 
front of a Miami Negrois’ home. 
’ , Only last Friday. in Miami,. 
Hockett" praised Kdspef aS “the 
greatest’ oratot in the; US: iii the: 
last ,2(J years” as- the segrega
tionist spdjie. .at a-rglly in the., 
resort' city.' '- ‘

Revelations, by Kasper of : 
• his. friendship with Negroes 

before: the Florida legislative; 
committee have broiigHt about 
a withdrawal of support, of 
former friends , of the segre- 
gationist.. Apreviously sche
duled . speaking ^engagement : 
for Kasper at Tallahassee for 
Saturday has. been abandoned 

‘ by its spdhspr,’ the Ku Klux.
Klan. ... ...
Homer Barrs* of Tallahassee, 

executive, .secretary of the ,£s> 
sociationMf Citizens. Councils! of 
(Continued Ori Page 4,Sec; rl)

i..
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See. t—;Page 4 Clinton •Courier-News, Clinton, Tenn. March, 1'4', 1957 

jasper Says He Has 
banced With Colored

• , (Continued from- Page. 1, Sec.. 1) 
Florida, said - Kasper had ■ “done 
a disservice to-legitimate segre- 

' gation organizations.”
Kasper “ought .to get put'of 

' Florida,” Barrs, said after lis- 
■ tening to some Of Kesper’s: tes

timony. * . ’ * ‘ •
And in Alabama another forf 

) mer associate, Asa ’ E. - (Ace>
Carter, fiead of the. North 

• Alabama White ‘Citizens Coun-' 
. oils,, also denounced: Kasper; : 
Tn Birmingham Carter said he* 

/ believes Kasper’s admissions-
will end: His ihfliieiicein- the ■ 

,, * South., ;
Kasper, apparently- undisturb- 

r ed; said he didn’t know what, he 
would, dp of ■ whether he wouhij 

■, remain in Florida,. He, added; ‘T 
do not go where i’nriibt want-r
ed.”, ' .. , . '.

• A nfew and "confusing twist : 
to Kasper’s, future- plans- was- - 
injected) later ivhen; Bill Hen
drix -Of Cleafwatery'an official- ’ 
of the KKKj when, asked if he; : 
kne-iw What?* Kasper planned 

. 4 to; do, replied;:
1 “I think he’s going; to .one,of . 

- Those monk schools and be-1
«ome a monk?’ • ■ •■ ■■ ’ • •' 
Pin winding up his testimony! 

' before the committee, Kasper!

'said nobody in; Clinton had in
vited: him there? He said, he went 
there pn the suggestion of a. man. 
named Edward Johnson, wliom 
he identified as; a charter mem
ber. of the Seaboard White Citi
zens Council.

Already under . a , one-year 
sentence- for. his activities; in 
ClintOnj'a second warrant, has, 
been issued by the Eastern Ten
nessee Division of U. S, Circuit, 
Court.in.Knoxville charging'Kas- 
per with a- further 'contempt of 
court. . violation. ■ The ..stteond? 
charge concerns inducing white- 
students in- Clinton High SilhPol: 
to intimidate Negro students in 
an effort to get them ejected; 
from the school.

. ■—-r—)-----o------ —



Florida Probers 
Subpena Kasper.
Uy AssdciatedTresv' ' r
| TALLAHASSEE, Fla., MarciH 
] lie chairman' of the legislative 
i rvestigating committee said to
day segregationist John Kasper 
had been subpenaed -to ap? 
pear before the committee; here 

‘at :10 ■ a.m? Monday to- answer

The fooxvine Page A-T7 .
^questions about.Ms; Florida ac- 
itiwties; 1 *
I |‘We are going- to try to find 
put who is: backing--him,” Said 
Kep. Henry Land, of Orange 
County-.
'■ Subpenas were,served on Kas-

per, 27r-year-old ‘executive secre-'S 
tary -of the SeabdardWliite-( 5ti- 
zens. Council,. councilm !m-.j 

ber Joe Siddpns following a- rally • 
in Miami last .pight. at- which * 
Kasper spoke. , ............ . I



Florida Official ।1 
Quizzes Kasper ;

Segregationist talks 1 

at Rally Tonight
By Associated Press ' ' _ .
. MIAMI, March 8—John1 Kas- J 
per, leader of the; White Citizens’ s 
Council- movement- to- preserve i 
segregation, was. called’into, State t 
Attorney. Richard- Gersteirf's, of-? 
fice under subpena yesterday. for 
questioning ‘“concerning- his ac
tivities in- Florida.” ’ ’

Fred Hockett,. Citizens” Council 
organizer for-the Miami area, ac^ 
companied Kasper, although he 
had not been summoned. "

The state attorney said, -the 
men “denied any plans for vio
lence ih this area, and claim 
they have no interest in vio
lence.” .

Hockett was found guilty along 
with three1 others, in city court 
Wednesday of unlawful assembly 
and intimidation in connection 
with- an attempt to burn a cross 
on the. lawn of. a Negro living in 
a white neighborhood;.' .
‘ Kasper whs. siibpenaed. on the 
eve of his scheduled address be
fore a Citizens’ Council rally to 
be held, in' downtown- Miami to

-night. He announced; the talk 
t iyUl. deaf with his plans for rfcr 
ilgahizing a Florida White Yoi/fth 
ICouhciL. ’ .. ’//
1 Gerstein said Kasper and Hoek- 
pett "will be carefully watched as 
will' their, meeting.” |

SEARCHED......... .....INDEXED...........
SERIALIZED LED
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Kasper Plans '
Speech At Clintbit

TALLAHASSEE; Fla,,. Mar Hr 7 
®,— Segregationist John Kasper 
‘wilt discuss, his anti-integfation 
■activities, in Clinton, Tenn., at a 
rally to be held here Saturday 
night, March 16. ’

The announcement was; made 
from Dunedin: today, by BiU Hend-' 
rix, Imperial Officer. of ■ the 
Knights of the:. Ku Kfux Klan 
which sponsored Kasper’s first 
speaking, appearance in Chiefland 
last- Saturday night.

Hendrix also announced’- that 
Kasper would ispeak' Saturday 
night in a field three miles south 
of Inverness on US 41. .

Kasper, top. man in the- Sea
board'White Citizens Council, is 
now in Miami, ■ . ,

Kasper Subpenaed 
Fbr Florida Quiz

MIAMI, Fla., March.- 7 ffl- —. 
State Atty. Richard. Gerstein-'to;, 
day' subpoenaed John- Kasner, 
white. Citizens’ Council- leader 
fitom Washington, ‘-'to queslnon. 
lym concerning his activities/ in 
Florida-.” . J ’ '

SEARCHED--------JMDEXED .. 
SERIALIZED c^ff'LED....-

MAP 9 “ 1957
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : SAC, Atlanta DATE: April 2, 1957

FROwr^ Director FBI (105-3^237)

SUBJECT: CITIZENS COUNCILS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

, ReBulet dated December 13, 1956.

At the time the field was instructed to discontinue 
inquiries concerning citizens councils the Department was 
requested to advise whether or not additional inquiries should

• be conducted relative to the White CitjLze.ns * Councils of 
District of Columbia, also known as Seaboard WhiteU^TtrsT^^ 
*C31In^ils7 ri'i^^ Department had previously requested
that inquiries concerning that organization be made. .

■ The Department has now advised that no further
investigation of the Seaboard White Citizens' Councils or 
similar organizations should be conducted with a view toward 
having, such organizations listed under the provisions of 
Executive Order 101+50.

It was requested, however, that the Department be 
advised of all information which comes to the attention of the 
Bureau concerning such activities of these organizations 
as may involve possible deprivations of Constitutional rights.

2 - Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Charlotte 
Dallas 
Detroit 
Houston 
Kansas City 
Knoxville 
Los Angeles 
Little Rock 
Louisville 
Memphis

2 - Miami 
Mobile 
Newark 
New Orleans 
Norfolk .
Oklahoma City 
Richmond 
St. Louis 
San Antonio 
San Francisco 
Savannah 
Washington Field



SAC, Atlanta

Re: Citizens Councils 
105-34237

Upon receipt information concerning such activities will 
be reviewed by the Department for the purpose of determining 
whether violations of Title 18, U. S. Code, Sections 241 or 
242 (Civil Rights) are involved.

With regard to the above, you should remain alert 
for information regarding the activity of citizens councils 
which might involve violations of Federal statutes within 
the jurisdiction of this Bureau. Any such information 
received should, of course, be handled in accordance with the 
existing instructions pertaining to the specific violation 
indicated.

- 2 -



SAC, Washington Field 4/8/57

SAC, Knoxville
CITIZENS COUNCILS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER was recently airrested 
by the United States Marshal at Knoxville and on March 
23, 1957, he appeared in U. S. District Court at Knoxville.

JOHN C. CRAWFORD, JR., U. S. Attorney, 
advised that while KASPER was in his office awaiting 
his hearing before Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR, KASPER 
requested lb?. CRAWFORD to locate his attorney, J. 
BENJAMIN SIKNOKS at Washington, 0. C. Mr. CRAWFORD 
stated that he was unsuccessful in locating SIMMONS 
at his residence and business telephones and that 
thereafter KASPER requested that he attempt to locate 
SIMMONS at telephone number LA-69220 in Washington, 
D. C. Mr. CRAWFORD advised that he was unable to reach 
SIMMONS at that number and that the person who answered 
the telephone identified the telephone as being located 
in the FLEMING (phonetic) residence and indicated that 
SIMMONS did not reside there. This person, however, 
furnished the residence telephone number of SIMMONS 
and it was Mr. CRAWFORD’S opinion that someone at that 
number is well acquainted with both SIMMONS and KASPER.

The above information is being furnished 
to you for information inasmuch as Knoxville has no 
indication as to the identity of the FLEMING residence 
or telephone number LA-69220.

2 - Washington Field 
1*- Knoxville (105-175)

HES/epm ,
( 3) '



SAC; Washington "Field-’ J100-33226)

SACt Korfolk ‘ .

oiit- o^ ’ ,
Pisn^xt^ Oi- c^minkA, aRa ■ b?r 

^b7D

■* frj u r -~ J '
Hopylet to Bureau datudX/13/£?, > carbon copy to b&shinrtan 

and carbon copy vo Knoxvilli?, < r • » “ . ' , _ - ’ -
?ield<:

* , ftc Washington Mold Office letter'to Bureau 3/21/56. wit^u '
copy to Atlanta. ” - ’ s

‘ ~ ( On- 3/aeZ57|.........   [ VBIh
^lrg,lnia Reach, -Va^, attached th the^a ,&!■ aur 'otatidnu'^ja^Ahfi..

; Va,. advice! ^03?f/f < & ITh .lha.t| ' ’
|i------ ------------ ,Ahad 'blsltcd .him '^fe^ha-yS/pre^c^bly. * 7 7
1... q .1 statec, thatkhh^' sn^gf©^' in
ureaf - and Lie furnished tho. name of

■ I Knoxville 1n, Tsnh / vhich 1U - aciviseti ae" foUhd aitohp 4idr
oers^MjalT-e-ffec^s/\n' ,

•”> u . t v 7. *-£< -I s f r * '

h^XT110 ■
f ; •••■£ ;■ ' - ..". • ?\ ;' ' ’ • •’■-■_ \ .
J also providoda blanir Tennessee ^.rhi£c Citizens '’ ,I------------- -- ------- j/ivvxu^u ci uxuilH iViH'«aaqb V.JUXbC yiUXZeHB

/Councils mcruborlbip card,\whieh <3 Wind enclosee for.Knoxville; ’
« I"" *——1~~11 .4 ‘ \ , , ’ „ .' , , ' A’i « i'>j " ■

---- 1---- [ stated^ ti at also among ,pevson£L, effects ' 

,  ---- -—I he located, the naW of ^^^KlpANTWr.h'IS* W.T^,
Tost Cffiee Rox $3,vhtlanta, <hi. He chuld furbish, no ' *■ '
Information regarding the significance of this;name, \ '

i $ ^O. -*■ l-> K C -* I f ' "?k „.

- tIt io noted thht^ he investigation regarding these _
> ' ‘organisations ls,be/nn conducted^ "IRSWever/ tha Information , ’ 

sot LTorth above map be- of \ralue for the itonthiy'’Citizens Councils 
Sumin y • ..." . 1 1 , . . * *' ' -

2-^ ashlngtoh Mb Id (Registered) 4
l-Atlanth (info.) (Reglst^x^d) r - , 
T/Kn wUlo (info4.) IbncV,-1),(Register^d)
-1—Airfoil? ,
RW] : JC ' ‘
C5? " A/rJ ’ ' ? '

f

L

‘ I
£

*



Standard Form No. 64

OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

To: SAC, Miami 6/26/57

From: SAC, Charlotte (105-469)
b6
b7C

Subject: ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA KLANS, b7D
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN 
IS - X 
00: SAVANNAH

Re Charlotte let 6/24/57> transmitting report of 
furnished 6/17/57> containing information concerning

of Tampa, Florida.

On page 3 of that report appears a statement that | 
had a letter he said was to him from JOHN KASPER. One photostat - 
of that letter is enclosed. The original was made available 
by I | on 6/24/57 to SA JAMES M. UNDERHILL for photostating,
and the original was returned to him the same date. An 
initialed photostat copy is in CE file 105-469-1A. Informant 
stated | | left the letter with him in order that he
might if desired contact I I
Greenville, S. C., whose name and address appear on the letter 
with the notation "Good S. C. Klansman to put on your mailing 
list". For your information,! |has been reported to
Charlotte as one of the leaders of the South Carolina Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., at Greenville, S. 0.

This letter is on letterhead of the Tennessee White 
Citizens Councils, Knox County Division, Knoxville, Tennessee, 
P. 0. Box 1323. dated May 23, 1957. It is addressed to 
"Dear I I and is signed "John". Informant states that 

| stated the "Bill" mentioned in the letter is 
BILL HENDRIX.

One copy of the photostat of the letter is enclosed 
for Knoxville and WFO.

In the event this information is included in any
report, extreme care should be taken to protect this informant.

2 - Miami (Kael. 1)(RM) 'Mh
( 2? - Knoxville (Encl. 14/RM*p rp
2 - Washington Field (Encl. 1)(RM/
4 - Charlotte (105-469)

JMU:jn 
(10)

(1-105-331) (1-105-502) ...

JI';' 2 b 1957
PSi — Ki-i'jAWLLF



CE 105-469

It is suggested it only be 
in possession of such a letter, with 
that an exact date not be given, and 
left the letter with anyone.

stated that ______ was 
no mention made of where, 
that it not be said he

b6
b7C

-2-



FBI

Date: 7/29/57

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text- or code)

Via AIRTEL______  ____________________' ______
(Priority or ' Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (105-New)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, Aka 
John Kasper
SM - X

On 7/26/571 stated he was in telephonic
contact on 7/231 21]. and 25/57 with KASPER who was in Knoxville,
Tenn. He states KASPER said he is going to hold a big Klan 
meeting in Nashville, Tenn., in about two weeks and would like 
to have this informant come there to help him set it up. No ■ 
promise was made that this would be done but informant replied i
he would do so if his affairs would permit. Arrangement was *
made that if informant can come to Nashville to meet KASPER 2
he will contact KASPER through FLOYD FLEMING- of Seaboard White i
Citizens Councils in Washington, D. C. j

According to informant, KASPER made the statement > 
that Nashville will be the next battleground and they are i
going to have to fight to keep Negroes out of white schools ! 
there, |

i
No other details obtained re plans for action at 1

Nashville and not expected informant will be able to obtain 
any more details unless he does meet with KASPER. If Memphis 
or Knoxville desire informant meet with KASPER about the |
proposed Nashville meeting they should submit recommendations • 
to the Bureau together with recommendations of payment of his < 
expenses from near Charlotte, N. C. ।

END
■^Bureau (RM) 
2^<Khoxville (RM) 

2-Memphis '(RMJ’ 
2-WashingtorTField (RM7 
2 Charlotte (105-NewT” 
JMNefbr 
(11)

CHILES

Approved:__________________ Sent
Special Agent in Charge
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8/1/57

AXEHAIL (KWISTEEBD)

SO:
FROM: SAC, KHOMLLS <105-175)
RE: FREDERICK JOSH KASPER, aka: J

John Kasper

Re Charlotte airteltothe Director dated 7/29/57.

Th® SaCKvill© Office is not now conducting any 
investigation concerning JOB? KASPER, or the Seaboard 
White•Citizens Councils.

In view of this, the LQ£oraaat’s going to 
Rashvilie to contact KASPER would serve no jpurpose to the 
Knoxville, Office..

BBS: SSB W 
<6)



s p E C*| a L
F IS x

Date: Augusij 2, 1957

Transmit the following in .................... . ,. - ,

Via AIRTEL__________ ______ AIR MAIL_________
“ ™ 1 '"(Priority''or Method of Mailing}

TO:

BROM:

Director, FBI (100-4233395)

SAC, Birmingham (105-375)

RE: WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IS - X

A confidential informant of the Birmingham Office 
today advised the following Western Union telegram received 
Dy ACE CAR TER} 1962 Bessemer Road, Birmingham, Alabama, from 
JOHN KASPER, Knoxville, Tennessee.

'•You are announced to speak Nashville. Sunday, 
August4, 1957, 2 PM with HENDRIX BAGWELL. XAVIER and others. 
Urgent you be present no matter how* Important. Bring 
army. Will meet Nashville at U9 and Charlotte Avenue 11 AM 
Sunday. Any difficulty, call CY 7-9109? Nashville. Make 
press release from Birmingham. .

JOHN KASPER"

' For'the information Of.Bureau.and offices receiving 
this airtel,' ACE CARTER has■ been active in .connection with the 
Citizens’ Council of Alabama and has in the past been active ' 
with JOHN KASPER in connection with racial'segregation. ;

3 Bureau (AM$D)
1 Washington Field (100-33226) (AM)
2 Memphis (105-207) (AMSD) 

(^Knoxville (105-122) (AM)
3 Birmingham (1-1Q5-375) (1-1OO-3O8O) b3b7D
JLP:pas 
(11)

b7E



TRANSMIT THE i1 GILO JING IN ruiTK TEXT

VPi MR TEL AM

< TO; DIRECTOR, FBT

' FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS

RE: FREDERICK JOHN K/UrER, Aka®
. John Kasper

SM - X

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

: Re Charlotte air Te] to Director, 7"29“57»

( According to an article appearing in the Nashville Tennessean,
; a daily newspaper, S/l/17, JOHN KaSPER appeared at that paper and
announced chut he plans a meeting of Klansmen and White Citizens 
Council members at 2 Sunday, 3/4/57, at the front entrance of

1 Centennial ^ark in Nashville* He stated he has come to Nashville to 
organize opposition to desegregation in the first grade of the city’s

, schools this fall* He said that speakers would be ASA (ACE) CARTER, 
’ Birmingham, Ala*, BILL HENDRIX, Ku Klux Klan leader, Clearwater, Fla*, 

•: JAMES BAGWELL, Klan official of Greenville, S. C*, Dr* EDWARD R* 
; FIELDS, White Ciuisens Council official from Louisville, PETER XAVIER, 
• Ohio White Citizens Council official of Dayton, Ohio, and Rev. JOHN

MERCURIO, pro-seg.egationist of Los Angeles. Klan leaders and leaders 
! of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government in Nashville 

have both announced pullicly that they will have nothing to do with
. KASPER.

The news article referred to above stated that KASPER was 
accompanied by LEE FOSTER, Knoxville, who KAS’-ER stated was the 
regional secretary of the East Tennessee Division of the White 
Citizens Council.

Chief DOUGLAS HOSSE, Nashville Police Department, has advised 
the Memphis Division that his department has a surveillance on KASPER.- 
He said the Nashville Park Commission has not given KASPER a permit 
for the meeting and that none will be issued. He stated he will not 
be allowed to hold this meeting at the park and that efforts to do so

3 Bureau (RM)
2 Charlotte (RM)
1 Cincinnati (Info) (RIA)
1 B irm in gham (Info)(RM)
1 Miami (Info)(RM)

Knoxville (Info)(RM)
1 Los Angeles (Info)(RM)
1 Louisville (Info)(RM)
1 ’Washington Field (Info) (RM
2 Memphis (105-275)
FWN:BN
(14)



ME 105-275

will give the police a reason for arrests

In view of the above, it is not believed desirable for 
Charlotte informant to attends



8-30-57
r

FREDERICK ^0I^KA$fER>- 
akai JohnKahper "7/

■<

A/-:'- : '/
(Info re possible Violence, Nashville, Tenn

Public.Schools)’ ■ ■■ . /..v.,y',-; ■ j://'/,;-7'

Ite Memphis 'Airtel:

'/■:./'? news'-Ato'^r-Appeared. .in the"Memphis -Press Scimitar/'' ■ ,. 
.issue entitled :.9NegrO-'Parents 'Hear- Wrests in. Nashville .T
The story related, that at least 3 df the:parents of 13 Negro , / 
childHn,Mhd have for first time in: history of Nashville, TeW. 
public school system enrolled in heretofore all white public 
schools, were: earned by anonymous. caller® on 8-28-57 that: they ; 
and their children would be harmed unless the children were 
withdrawn from the white schools. It was reported that if. H. 
OLIVER, wliite, Assistant .Superintendent of Schools, Nashville ; 
was .threatened* The article stated that OLIVER asked for police 
protection At his home following the tossing off laming rags 
upon the porch of his. hew on the night of io-28-57. ■ OLIVER io / 
Also reported to have said that he had received several anony- 
mods telephone calls since therecent registrationof 13 Negro / 
students at formerly--all, Ahi to- schools'.:-i- The .-'new .story:, said' - 
the asserted leader of the intimidation progxam is JOHN KASPER/ /; 

^/ahd described him as An avowed segregationist and Executive 
^Secretary- of the Tennessee Wiite Citizens Council.; We article , 

.further.Atated,>'‘‘KASPER,■■ who is appealing two contempt-convic-. 
Teletype; ./tions for attempting - to thwart school integration at Clinton, . . 
. jX-Tenn.-., said..-his followersmtou1$- visit-:each-of-the-l^-Wgro.■'/’■ ■■ 
“w / Ate said the . parents would be warned that unless they
Ai<.S,:D......... . "■•/ ' ' ' ' ’ ’ " ' ' ' ’
/■--///■■ 3 - Bureau

*

'f2"-<.mmpMs 
'i '^Memphis

..^HLtAJ '//
(9)

j^g. Wai/ 

. Ragfsterad'.



8-30-57
* 7 .’7 ' -7 ■ •7. \ t /; • • *. - • - ’■ - ‘ \ ,} V • <■. ; v'-> ~ . ■ ■ • •••. /. ; ,

7, 7y7, 77y'yy7vy ,:i -;V: y< ' : : y ; ■"

■

■ WzlO-W-' .. ;V--'-/^^ 7 • : ' 7T7'477 7/
director, zlBI/y-'-./'-z:/:.^ - </ . . •- •- \ -z^y.; 777 7-

7 77.7; .;7.-77,'7 ^ 
Z" ?■ " r '•■•' ■■ - 1 ‘ ' 7 ■ ' t ’ -•• ' z .■ • ■'•• 7 v ’ ' s ; ■ • ’■ f ’ ' ' ' . ■' „• '

Withdrew their children from the white schoolsthey would be y-7 - 

sh0t,hangedor-h^ ■ 77 -ivy
?7.7’‘';-':/:.’''7-. 7?■'. •..;>< •- ■-y ■/ ■ y ;7 7; y 7,7. y7. - y ,7 \ 7 1 ;- ■ ■' . . ■ ’-7 7.

7-artleie adde4 that KASPBR was also mppihg plans . ■ 
against.school ^integMtisri :ln- the 7.

North Carolina cities of Raleigh, ■ 
ah< Oreensborp, arid atLittle y •;•_ /■ 7 \

A news story in the 8-28^7< Walls’.. 
newspaper,■ daptiohed':::’13:<egroes Signed at White schools,'5 ■X- 

Tstated .that 13. Negroes Zsl^aed up to attend white schools in : 7 \

■■Nashville, on >-27^57> as■..•■the7South, s first mjor city opened’ 7 ■?■■•;. 
■the;- doors of .white.', jschdoli^ to 'Negro ■ 'graders: - ■ a- -. -
federai court order. This story, Written by JANES’ EWING, from 
the Commercial Appeals Nashville bureau/ stated that jOHN ■ 

'Miled to visit any. of-TtW- schools.yontll/.regist  ̂
was; cc^leted« 7 Then tie visited- several schools and a^ced the 
principals how many?’Niggers'’ registered. C The story added that-. 
N,:Superintendent pf the Nashville public 
school s,roportedKASPER's visits: to Be tec tlvejX^ief SIDNEYC. 
RITTER, Nashville and said he considered EASTER/an intruder. 
The article, added that SISTER addressed a shouting: crowd of , . 

•’aboufc’lQb'at the Davidson County Court House, Nashville, on 
■-tmsday8*26-57 arid • told them, We tre going. to talk to: / ”■ 7 "■ ■ 
the *Niggers, and tell them if they want to .avoid, the shotgun, / 
■•dyna^t^'^dzl^^ better ge&-but...of7tiw white,:schools." :.

, i This article reported the greatest opposition’ to the 7 7 
iriteg^tidn appeared at Glenn School in East Nashville; that about : 

■^/bWgregati^^^^^ of thWNearing7 Mttons- proclaiming, ■.■ <■,
"Keep Our White:Schools White,” gathered in front of the. school- f 
add circulated/literature: attach members of the U* S. Supreme/ 

<;ec»^''ans/^ ■ --•<■'<<•7/77.,, 7777^
7-j,'.!<■ / ' 77.7 ' 77- - .77- - -.7' ; . ',’7.. '7' - '7 ■ — < ... 7- \ -7 , ; -7; , .7; / —

: 7 7 ; No information has thus far been developed to Indicate VC 7- 
..'thfcFaster ■- is working. tn.. concert' ’.with; the:, u. ■■ s. MansKni^t's :: 77..-yy..: < '/7''-.7/y ■ _ 7,..,.?: ■ . y.;.- y^.y.' , yy - y 7-:- ’/ \y-7- :y 7 ■ y ••:■•,; .7





9/10/57

SAC, C3AFX0HE (105-593)

olca John Saspos?
® * X .- ■ '

Sheika, are enclosed for th© Bureau 2 copies each ©f th©
/.roilouingnowpapor Xtcos.'eo^^^ ■ ' . ■ •’ 'i

(1) Editorial- M Chapel BUT Hew IhMoi?/ Chapel • Mil* IL C., '■
, ' 3/39/57. : . ■■■ ■ ■ . - a - ■■■ ■- . - • . . ■ v < : •
(2) ■ .Editorial and cartoon' in Bally ta, Groensboro/ XL LiL

•.. ■ 9/1/57. 7. . • < ■ ■ . • . .: .. ' ■• / •.. .. ■;. . ; ;
(3) Editorial in Ulnston-Salcu Journal, binstcn-dalcm, N. C,.

9/W, :- u ' 7 ■ ■ '■ .■ ■ . .' ' ■ .
(A) Editorial■in'Sally Bjes Haws, Darlington, tL C„ 9/2/57*

X./{5) Editorial in the Charlotte-Hows,' Charlotte,XL Co 9/3/57. .-

■■•■ . .. . ' . W I5EBS: • . . ■ ; ' ..

: Charlotta Charlotte, H* C., 3/29/57.
7 ' , Charlotta Ohoorver, Charlotta, H. C., 3/30/

; ■. Charlotta Hem,' Charlotte, U. C., 3/30/57. - 9
Charlotte Obaower, Charlotte, th C., 9/2/57.

■'■"iCharlotto Obsiowor,.Charlotte, jl • C., 9/^p7*"■ ■'•■•• -■ ■ •• • • .
■ ■■.' Charlotte Observer, Charlotto, XL■. 9^/^* ■ (2 ortieloo)' yy ■."-

■ Mn City Sentinel, tlinotm-Salcm,. H, ‘C., 3/31/}?,. ' . • 4 '. >:■ ■
'Ittnston-Sales Journal,- Vihoton-galem, IL C., 3/31/37. -... •• ■ ■
Journal and Sentinel, iXnoton-Oalm,'-^Ci, 9A/5Xt (2 articles) ■•

. Uinston-Salcsa Jouroal, Vlnstoji-SalcEi, XL C», '
.. Greensboro Daily How* Greensboro, XT. C.-, 0/

- Dally 13ow, Greensboro, XL C., ,9/1/57. 13 a 
Greensboro Record, Greensboro, XL C., 9/2/57

' • Bnterprloe, High Point, IL C«# 3/31/57* ' '
.-/ Enterprise, Highpoint, IL C., 9/1/57. . ' ■
. ' -.Enterprise, High Point, H. C., 9/2/57.' y - 
". : Dally Times Hows, Burlington, H. C., 0/31/57

•■ Daily Times How, Burlington, XL C,, 9/2/57•

3(12015^X9 X1IL) \■ ' 2-; Bureau
' 2 - Memphis- (103-275) M ■ ■
;■ ©~ Enor^iUe. (105-175) W ■ - 

■ ’ . 2 -- Uttle • Bock (3^) ■ ■ ■ ..
' 1 * Charlotta (1O5-550) . .

' .. jMhjn/A' - • -■ ■ ■ .. '. ■’ - ■
(9) - . •

/ZZindexe^^

1^2X957 : I
KNOXVILLE J I





Kasper Pickets Meet, 
Gets Picketed Himself
WASHINGTON, Oct. 1 (INS)—[pickets walked away with a 

Segregationist John Kasper and,; three-man police escort, toy ‘ 
a small band of his followers had been picketed themselves 
picketed Hie White House for by two Negro men and heckled 
three and one-half hours today by two white spectators.by two white spectators.
In what police described as "a Kasper, free on bail from 
very orderly demonstration.” w L.

Kasper in turn, had praise for ^fo a riot ja Nashville, Tenn., 
to 50-man police force that kept|maae n0 effort to answer his 
a ivatchful eye on the picketing, toe ’ ~

charges tot he attempted to in-

.. r,.........—o-uikc ders, one of whom chai-
IT| thanked Deputy Police Chief lenj .ed a picket t0 fight. ,
George R. Wallwdt for this "co
oSera’lon.”

AB 3A RESTRICTED
rz5.;^ The segregationists took up 

their position in front of he
up -

(White House at 11:30 a-m. 
'(EOT) to protest President Eis- 
’enhower’s conference with South
ern governors on school segre
gation.
/ Washington Deputy Police 
Chief George E. Wallrodt told 
Kasper to confine his picketing 
to an open area of about 100 
yards and directed the Negroes- 

•;to an area just west of the seg-, 
negationist group.

,f Tiere were seven pickets, in
eluting Kasper, on hand when

J to; demonstration began. Kas-- 
Jper said they all wore from 
Washington, but he expected 

.[others from Delaware, Mary

. land and Virginia.
- GARBS’ SIGNS - :
s A crowd of about 150 persons, 
i including some Negroes, gath-. 
, ered in LaFayette Park across ,

1J 3^7

PTA^

5
S

the street to watch the pickets. 
Some of the policemen on the ' 
scene also were Negroes. >

Kasper carried a sign in each 
hand. One said, “Ike, Cement, 
-Hodges, Collins, McKcldin—all । 
ill s shall pass away.” The other .th
sa d: "Clement is a fraud, is
he ’e for Ike’s tanks?”

Other signs held aloft by the 
pickets contained such slogans ; 
as "federal Dictatorship vs. the ; 
People.” "NA A CP Rejoices-J 
y<TMtc’T’ewfav”Jreei/t* '"Tates'Ah ‘ 
Clinton, Bayonets at Little Rock?
■Mice State at Nashville,” "B 
Base Arkansas from Pala<!ej 
Guard,” and "End Armed 
Terror.”  ‘



DOUBLE DUTY — Segregationist John Kasper 
carries placards in both hands in Washington yes
terday as he walks a picket line before the White 
House diwing a' protest by the Seaboard White 
Citizens Council against the meeting between Presk 
defat Eisenhower-and four Southern governors seek
ing a solution to the integration problem, A Negri । 
reporter walks beside Kasper who is the Council’s 

executive secretary. (AP Wirephoto)
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; y"y ■;■ ?y. ■ y • y^: yyyyy? y'■ ;-: ■:.■•.■,■.yyy .
.•y. w lo^ssmy. .?■■ yy y.V ".... ■ .y ' :y ?-■■ y> ■? yyC. ' ■:y' ■• b?c 

- ■?■' > 'yyyy j-’ y-yy■ "-y " .■???.- ' y ...y ■ y ?. y?yy-y-y^
yy y . ,.■■■■ in'.regard■'to-.pichet^g». ^gban.t--g<WPM CHETOWTi■■■■'■ ■ -■-■.■ . .. 
. ■ . Special instigation^ SQuad* misadvised M wwa® b. aws . ■:.;

on 0/30/57, that leaned Precinct W on 9/30/57 to
..■ advise' ''that ■ the. .Seaboard -^hite?Citisend Council wuld picket?. y-; ■■ > ■.. 

.-. the White House? betwen lit oft a. and 2:00 on 10/1/57 -y ■"."'■?■
■■■ and th©re would .b© a|  .not:further?identified^'?in' y? y'

.-,:■.. charge-of? this.-.-group. < ^advi^drthat -the fCorporation.?.- -
■ " - ■. counsels. .OffIce IS- considering possible violations.:-■■ ■ At?they •■ y: ? ?. ■• ■ 

meeting, dt. ther [ advised M AVIS ; <
• ■ orally.I lof Virgiaia asked.g^SPSBlf h© believed? ‘y ■...

.'? ■■>' in- assasamation'.'?.■MSPgB':'aaswred" ’’purposeful -assassination,w? ." '■ .. 
?: ■ with-a purpose.”?: ...;'. • '•■
•?;'.■■'■'at''We'feting ?^ tlibi:ihe;..$irecW^ '' ’

■?■.. . .?®G^.'-.HbovM'd^&:i^ wit® his own -speeches-■Mt that a. ^My-yyy y ■■ ■

■y?. ' I I and I I stated that the ■ ::
'. :. for burniaga cross ■ at? Male, >d.,' recently .gt th© home' ?:; yy?: ■' - ..

■ .■ of a - doe tor* W a I _ I resides In ■ Prince Frederick,.':■ 
' ■•' W.?:'MriM tMmeeting at f ThM<» vSWM according to ' ■■' ■ 

?■ :infdrmantb, made-the following verbatim remark about, they. r '•?-:? '
y... bombing of aMshville?'■""■“When' W*re?s&i .©1^ by ?

' ' ' the '.tire' X might have a stW'W.MlX MMt- that.’y'McMding^ ' 
' - ■ : the informants,■ KKEVn intandethis' weh to go to W to see some . - - 

■ ; .'friehds .and- then 'bn? hi® - MohJ-tOrWaEhi^ M? bt©p at Camden, ? ? 
. - . . Mew Jerseyytosee Mb mother. Th® infomants cauld hot reconcil®

'■ ??thlb.tr'lb-with1 the ■ fact .that, O^®g?-Btbted he Md?-to ■.-■r®turn??tb' :• . ■ ’
■y Tennessee'' to jail. , Both infomants are etrongly of tho-bpiaion C

. ‘y.'that'MW^'MntB-.M M Jailod.-H $&&££ TW do Mt hnow'Osactly ' - 
- ;\h©®-h®,.iat©nas-to. bring?: thia about. .:■■■., ; ? ■; .y -y . '■

. .................................... (.............
y ■' to ■■■visiting them on -:a- •©mblo.-og ' sy according?, to i i y ■'
:y who is'posing, as. WS. I |--this: is.igg>os81bi©'■because, the . ,y-y <?

■ ;. .'..-address which she has given- toPLB^WG, KASPEB and othors is ' .
■ ■??'■ tha aparfanont'af7S friend Of herat a| | AOcOrdi&gy ?'" ■'..

■ ?. y to ■the.' info$mants,|_________ I is Jewish in sneeen and'; " " ■■?■ ■
.'-' ■ appearance and''had'small children. . -.She.also 'has a Jewish aableia ? - 

on her door as wall as amorous Jewish articles and pictures in
' her home. l has suggested, that-I be moved ’temporarily . .
. to a furnioed-apartmont whero 2^S?ER and others may .visit* ' .. ." ...- y



b6 
b7C 
b7D

b-~- m. " '/: b'7,<7/7'; /"b;'
and lank ’thatsuch ^Mfe~ on behalf "of 7W# woman

thd-ma*0au. ..would • share At ■ legist half •' the: e^onseb.’. Oue to ' the 7
' excellent' ccopcrotidn being’ .given. and-the. valuable inf O'-forth" ' /". <

• coining from. these'.’informants'sit is recommended that this expense b
■ ■ be shared for a period of7,.W0A's^thS/.after'AMch't^ ■

'value ■ of ■ these iniOrmanW till-■ be againconsidered1. ■-■ ■:<>■' • - -
bit'iir npiM4wt the.'Bnreaub<^S'n^

..■ ■■■ ."Control-Of.' thei^-'pwl®'-baVt^ th® ^flce-..®f.Bn&i^
' --becm. :b^ll«nt’<iM' womptig-furni^ihg',all 'into received;, frb^' .thto* ■

? ,:b Wo Info .is: hotrnvaliabi®' to :.thir -of fice'in; any'other Wbhionb b
? .7 .'■ - ' -'1 ; .'" ?■ ;<7 /b;'" ■■■? ■ ?7;:b.'7/;^'7': bb?'-'-;?■?'■ ■• w 7‘b777; .'b77b ■■ 7

■"' ::b '■Cohderniw thb .btohing.^&hrese^^^
7 Chevy Chase -.^hocl'?iD the. c^ of W''/;

, set-forth in 'i^airttelv/tMs.oi^^ with 7th© MontgbSeryb,
...,County><^^^ PD, through the.M.at Mirer -dpringjb^ -and.: ,'77'''

. ■'Ascertained ■thatba-crds©. wn®' burned.Ah''A/S©/®?/.at liw^
•77; ■ '■; Wo of flcersi.7Mwm-'’ahd?^ oh. fontinA’patrol on •Merest'•' •

77 ■'■ Highway, ■ ■ observed the\ Cross burning at W7 school. ■'■ ■■ ihey reported. 
that itbfd■ six f©o$"tall.' ■. 'Wey" also ..cafeo-'upon■ a sign. in'7the '7

' grass'■ near ’;the-cro6S'.' which had ,tho letterd-Mii written1’thereon-. ■".
■'. : in/two-foot letters'.’ . An ifcveiiftij^tiim’/'wne
b.'®®t®<*tiv® SSCWr 'SAMIS, .SphtgCHBery, County PD and no witnesses-■ 

dr ..©aspects wre ■ developed*.: was supplied ■bybbb-77'
?7^ aohtg«®e^7tfctt^

• A number 0$
'' included in? reairtels- rafl-cctfa..'^ it &

BbtbehdiU

bbon/the wtd House 'in" th®/evening: hours of ' ■
bbb; ^.»*¥7W^ geer®t'.Serv^

■’ -.. it w not®i ■thai.'M^m'im^ uai1 %_■
• ■drivihgba red' Plymouth convertible with Tennessee lieenBe/.g.'Wa

. According' to- informants, .this: car' is | [~~"

. < / - Kaosvill© is ■ renwisw to ascertain .''
. this /vehicle.

. /
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Expeditious consideration of the Bureau is requested 
to the suggestion that the Bureau assume half the expense of 
the informant’s apartment. . '



—United Press Telepnoto 
h " •'POLICE STATE' PROTEST—Segregationist John Kasper, center, talks to news- 
(ken as he led picketing at the-White House to protest against "police state rule of 
Arkansas by Gen. Eisenhower" and the presence of four Southern "scalawag" gov
ernors meeting with President.,

THE KNOXVILLE

I'

Knoxville, 
Tennessee

'4 October 2, 1957

By Associated Press •
WASHINGTON, Oct. 2 —J 

handful of pickets started march 
ing in front of the White House 
yesterday three hours before the 
talk between President Eisen
hower and four Southern gover
nors on the school integration 
issue got under way.
iThe pickets—seven In numbeii 
at the start—were outnumbered 
more than three to one by go- 
l$e.

28 Officers on Duty
The pickets were led by John 

, Kasper, who said they were, as
sembled by the Seaboard White 
■Citizens Council, of which he is 
secretary. Kasper who has been in, 

(trouble in racial disputes at varM 
Ibus pointe in the South, calls: 
! himself a rabble-rouser and a' 
Campaigner against school inte- 
fgration.

Page 5

indehsd. 
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j-TflcuSejien pickets circled di- _ 
rectly in front of the

‘Smile, John, Smile’ „
Kasper mentioned three things.

ers and occasional hecklers atdistance. twill a80®?1!the removal of Gov.
The pickets included four men,IFaubus of Arkansas 

toe girl and two toys. T'from his executive ctor.by
I v. L ™ Hearee of President Eisen-

’ L„ Can Fight for It lifowcr”; and the presence here
> (The pickets carried _placards!,of four governors “who we are
searing such inscriptions as insure will sell out the South as 
“America Sold Out to Red Pres-Jithey have the people of thefl 
sure ,.. End Police State Terrox* own states.” '
in Little Rock Now.., Keep Our> Ona heckler asked Kasper fl 
White Schools White . .. Faubus he had “been out to St. Elizas
for President — Turn Ike Out to 
Pasture.”

After Kasper’s group had pa
raded about two hours, a pair of 
Negroes showed up with opposi
tion signs. One of them, Richard 
Tynes, told reporters:

4‘We feel if Kasper can fight 
democracy, we can fight for it,” 
j ‘Thank God for Ike’ 

/Tynes, a 37-year-old upholster
er who said he fought in 
War H, carried a -sign topped 
with an American flag. On one 
side it said: “Unwanted Joto 
Kasper—Signed Uncle Sam.” On 
the back was an inscription in 
German which Tynes translated 
as “Freedom for All People 
Throughout the World,"

Tynes’ companion, who re
fused to identify himself, carried 
^placard reading, “Thank God 
for President Ike.”
I Denies Any Gain

he had “been out to St. Elizas 
beta (mental hospital) lately?”

: Another called out: "Smile, 
“tohn, smile for the cameras.” 
'Then he hooted, “Oh, Elvis," 
.just before police hustled him 
across the street.

; Promoting Third Party ;
Of his anti-integration cam ; 

paign Kasper said: “If I have to 1 
F^to jail there will be others hk 

’cany this on.” He said he j: f 
j promoting a. third political party i, 
phased on racial nationalism. j 
; Kasper said the ‘picket line® 
■was made of persons from]! 
; Washington, but would be joined'1’ 
later by reinforcements fromf 
Mdyland, Virginia and Dels-; 

. ware. t
The picketing attracted per-' 

haps 200 spectators at first, but,, 
then the crowd began dwindling.! 
The picketing ended shortly aft-j 
er Mr. Eisenhower’s•I .... ....I

J The two Negroes walked back' 
and forth about 100 feet fedm 
Kasper’s pickets. ■

Reporters asked Kasper what 
he was trying to gain from the. 
picketing. |

“Well. I am not frying to gain« 
anything,” he replied, “except ah 
little States' Rights and constitu-l 
tional government and to end at 
Federal dictatorship that's com-| 
ihOlLXFant to watovp^omes 
people,” * * < J



t

To Picket Ike’s 1
I O * r
I WASHIKGT02?. Sept. 30 (INS) 
(Segregationist John Kasper said; 
•today that he and his followers. 
Swill picket the "White House,; 
.Tuesday when President Eisen-’; 
;hower meets with Southern* 
governors on integration,

Kasper, free on hail after his; 
arrest in Nashville, Tenn., on 
.charges of incitement to riot, 
said the pickets would protest 
•what he called “the Hungarian| 
;type police state rule of Arkan
sas by General Eisenhower.” • 
I His Seaboard "White Citizens! 
'Council and other organizations, • 
|he added, also are protesting the 
‘presence at the White House of 
the four Southern governors 
whom he attacked" as “Scala
wags” and “weaklings.”

Kasper charged that the four 
governors—McKeldin of Mary-
tend. Clement of Tennessee,
follins of Florida and Hodge11 of 

to;forth Carolina—“are here
sell out the white people ge:ier-i 
Ally and the South in particular. *“





AIHTEL

TO: SAC, BALTSMORE (100-20015)
:7<7'\\bvbbVb^/.Vb/b^ b^'b./b ■■/■. ,/.■’7■.,.-, ,b

' FROM:
777:

WHITE
7;1S7&,;:X'.7?7 777 • b 7' 777,7" • ■ if'7 tv ‘ 1 '■;7b.

(OOsWO)

11/18/57 b6
b7C .7
b7D 77

if

BeSAairtel 11/12/57? requesting infoconcerning 
a ,g^'' ''‘W^ of]

 __ ______ , , fcbdt'wiilW'Me^
, ,______cam<71a7andv stated . oh

j^iiMezsr;
EWised SA-O_ . . .....____ .__________ . B^WXFWT^Ee

following ^rsods^^re,:j^esdhi; aththh.: aeetliag:. 7 • :,.7;77-'7
iv;'

JOHNKASP®

WI
77?''b (W 

andL
as andb&ysT 
of

from KiHJWillej :Tennessee;- bib-;// ?i-- 
Ltom Kno^lll^ tenhesshe 7 7 ‘; 7.;' 7 ■ 
___ LandJ .......... I posing ;

(cover ’ by .7re^est)%ihformahts

/rests'
' . r 1 •’•. - ' •'' ' . . .' •*" ' '

tofurnisho the identities of
7j^'.gihd M/'P/b b/ f 7b 7.7 : 7

<- Baltimore 
” Knoxville 105-175

RBLsrcs 
(5)
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SAC, WASHWGTON FIELD (100-33226) (rM)

’ SA£, KNOXVILLE (105-175)

: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

: .is.-'X;' ■ ' . -. _ ."

(00: WFO)

Re Washington Field airtel to Baltimore 11/18/57 
‘ land

Re Washington Field airtel to Baltimor 
: wherein Knoxville requested to furnish identity of|

< reported to be from Knoxville, Tennessee.

 is possibly identical with___  
listed in the 1958 City Directory of knoxville_ae 

residing with his wife] I at 
T I Knoxville._____________________ . :

12/24/57

b6
b7C

Oh 12/4/57 Mr. ANSEL HALL, Assistant Manager, Knoxville 
Credit Bureau, furnished information from his files to SA THEODORE A. 
SANDERS to the effect that ] and wife,| ' |
was formerly from Chambliss: 

. as of April 1957 by |_______
address in April 1957 was |_

He

J and his credit
■■ ■ rating was slow. , '• • ■■ ; b ■ ■■ ' ’

A news article appearing in the Knoxville Journal, 
Knoxville, Tenn., 10/16/57, Page 2. entitled HNnlte Citizens 
Protest Decision on John Kasner”, was reported to be
______________________________ fof tne’Knox c6unty WCC. ,

: . I H is possibly identical with .
who is listed in local Knoxville Directories as ___________  
residing at I I Knoxville.

■ < : On 12/11/57 Mr. ANSEL BALL, Assistant Credit
Manager, Knoxville Credit Bureau, advised SA THEODORE A, SANDERS 

' ■tha.t his rannrds reflent. that | is | |
_____ Land has been known to the files of his office 

since July 1948. I l and his wife | [ reside atl_. 1---- . \
____________________________________ .Knoxville ,, yammaaaQa I------------ J \ 
7is^ennriedZ5n-ZEaxeZ-heenZ^reximisix_emiilnxad_asl________

_ __________________ ______ _______ p- It is
reported that he is a native of this locality and is a veteran 
presentlydrawing a GI disability of 30$, or $480 peryear.

■ : 2 - Washington Field ' '■ . \ : ' / ■' ■ . ■ '■ ' ■
> - Baltimore (100-22015) (RM)
i - Knoxville ...b- ’ -

' - TAS/bgc b' ■' . ’■ . - ' ' ' ' ■
(4) ■■ '
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KX 105-175 ... . . . . ./■ .. ' ■_ ■ r. b . .

A news article in,the Knoxville News-Sentinel. .local 
Knoxville paper, dated September 20, 1056, described|_______as the 
person who was arranging a speech in Knoxville for the WCC by 
ASA CARTER of Birmingham. I I was also reported in a news .
article appearing in the Knoxville Journal, local newspaper, ■ 
9/30/56, as the person who would preside at this WCC meetIng.where 
CARTER was invited to speak. ?

An article appearing in the Knoxville News-Sentinel 
11/30/56 quoted JOHN KASPER as identifying as chairman
of Knox County WCC. n-

Ah article appearing in the Knoxville Journal 
10/16/57 describedI I as public relations director of
Knox County WCC and is reported as stating thatI I is
chairman of this Councils . ;

J . ROC

«►' 2 —



ilrnirb states Brpartmont of 3ui. tro 
Choral bureau of Jnopatigation

Tennessee
March 19» 1958

Me: FREDERICK JOHK KOPEK, wa 
John Kasper
SECBRm MOW * X...........

Reference is mad© to the memorandum, dated March 19, 
1958, captioned as above. Mataphis Confidential Informant T-l 
referred to in this memorandum has furnished reliable information 
in the past.

This Is loaned to you by the FBI# and neither it 
nor its contents ere to be distributed outside the agency to 
nhioh loaned.



Untteb States ®rparfmettt nt Swtitre 
^rhrral Bureau at Inmeti^itinn

Memphis, Tennessee 
March 19, 1958

b6
b7C

R®! FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, wa
John Kasper
SECURITY - X , '

On inarch 3, 1958, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-l furnished the following inforaotlons

______ a member of the Tennessee Uhito 
Citizens Council, Davidson County Branch, Nashville, Tennessee, 
and an active supporter of FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, advised T-l 
that there io a movement in progress to get a 1000 people who 
are members of the bMt© Citizens Councils or who are sympa^ 
thisers with them, and who arc sympathisers of FREDERICK JOHN 
KASPER, to go to the prison where KASPER is incarcerated to 
be on hand the day KASPER is released fro® prison. Ho stated 
th© idea la that they want to hold a rally outside the prison 
gates when KASPER is released to show hi® that they sr© still 
behind him, and also to show that they arc still opposed to 
the integration of public schools.

did not indicate to the informant who was 
pushing this idea, nor did he indicate to the informant how much 
progress had been made in getting people to go. He was unable 
to tell the informant when KASPER would be released from prison 
and he did not know th® name of th© prison where ho is in
carcerated.

This is loaned to you by the FBI# ond neither it 
nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to 
which loaned.



Director, FBI March 19, 1958

SAC, Memphis (105-275)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka
SB - X . . . .

b7D

furnished informationOn March 3, 1958
to SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD regarding captioned individual. which
is set out in the enclosed letterhead memorandum. 
is referred to as T-l in the letterhead memorandum. Also is 
a letterhead memorandum setting out the reliability of the 
informant utilized in this memorandum.

This Information is furnished to the Bureau and 
interested offices for whatever action is deemed advisable.

2- Bureau (encl.-10) RM
1- Washington Field (encl.-2) (info) RM 
V Knoxville (encl.^Q (info) RM
1- Memphis
1- Memphis (105-275J 
WNsFJ !
(6)

b7D
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AIRTEL

TO DIRECTOR» FBI (100-42339$)
FROM SAC, WO (100-33226) S
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C./aka
IS - X

6/19/58

On 6/1^/581 Ifurniahad the following
information to DAI loyally, thia will
be reduced to writing and will be filed
, zlJ.._ "There was a meeting of the Seaboard WCC on 
o/$f/58» FauOYD FLEMING > Executive Secretary, was inter
viewed by a reporter from the ‘Northern Virginia Sun,» who 
asked FLEMING what the organisation Intended to do after 
JOHN KASPER gets out of jail. FLEMING replied ‘reorgani
sation will begin - several committees will be set up.*

b6 
b7C 
b7D

I -------- ------ -J who attends ‘Deffijadsrs» meetings
came to this meeting with T 1 commented
regarding the situation in Virginia by saying ‘There 
might be a fight.» 1

‘hate literature* is being prepared.

b6
b7C

, __ I Tenn., Admiral GOROKMELUE Ala
B, EoDRJX of Florida are supposed to moot JOHN 

KASPER when ho gets out of jail about August 9, 1958. H

3 - Bureau
1 - Birmingham (Info)

G - Knoxville (mfo)
1 - Memphis (Info)
1 - Miami (Info)
2 -Richmond (105-632)(WCC)(Info) 

(1 - 105-405) (DEFENDERS)
2 - WFO,____________________

(1 •
b7D

CMG:mw
(11)
A2®L

MAIL
Airmail------- -—-- 
amsd------  
Registered-----  —
^nec. Del-------------
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DIWWS FBI (100*423395) 7/9/53

SAC, JACKS0WIW (105*45)

wits cmzro cowdils
OF DISTRICT OF COtBlBIA
IWBmt SECURITY - X

ReBulct 6/25/58 to Assistant Attorney General w.
WILSON TSIfB, a copy of which was furnished to Mr. JAMBS V* 
BENNETT, Director, Bureau of Prisons.

On 7/1/58, SA AMDW T. WALSH verbally furnished 
this informtion to Er. EUGENE R» G00DWN, JR., Warden, Federal 
Correctional Institution, Tallahassee, Florida. Mr. G000WN 
explained. that .the information had previously been called 
to Ms attention by the Bureau of Prisons, Washington, D. c,

I GROWTH advised that no detainers have been filed
j against KASPER’S release -and' that, with accrw^good .time*-, 

he will be released from the Federal Correctional Institution, 
Tallahassee, on 8/1/58. .

■ Continuing, ®0WTB stated that KASPER has written 
. his attorneys that he "wants no fanfare® when he is released. 

'• fie recently informed Warden GOOMthat he plans to depart 
fro® Tallahassee ’’quietly® on the morning of 8/1/58. Ite -also 
told-^OOWTR that he plans to sect a friend at the bus station 

■ in Tallahassee at. 8:00 A.M. on that date and the. two of the® 
will 'proceed to Knokville,- Tennessee. GWOOT explained that 
the Federal Correctional Institution- authorities at Tallahassee 

. planned to-furnish'KASPER a bus ticket to Knoxville upon Ms 
release. . .

..'■ In conclusion, GOOBW stated that he anticipated 
"no trouble, or fanfare" in connection with' KASPER’s release on 
8/1/58.

Refer to WFO airtal to Bureau of 6/27/58 which says 
that CROMWLIM would- meet KASPER upon his release., COLLIN 

; may be friend mentioned by- the. Warden* Bureau will he .kept 
currently advised.

' , 2-Bureau(mn • 
l»®c®phis (info.)(rm) 

®Knoxville (Info^n
> , 1-W (Info.) (rm) '
\V ^Jacksonville
\\ JWjcw -
\ (6)



UNIT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395)TO

..V j'

NMENT

DATE: july 15> 195g

FROM SAC, JACWWILLE (105-45)

SUBJECT: ®ITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
IWMAL SECUBin * X

Re Jacksonville letter to Bureau dated 7/9/58

On July 14, 1958 Deputy United States Marshal MASIOK 
WOW MFIS, Northern District of Florida, Tallahassee, 
Florida, advised he was in receipt of a commitment dated 
Movesber 1$, 1957 fro® the United States District Court, 
Eastern District of Tennessee, Northern Division, Knox
ville, Tennessee, on 0U. S* mOBSICK J0H8 
Iter Crisinal Contempt Woceedings" for wilfully viola
ting permanent injunction issued by that court on Sep
tember 6, 1956. This cowitment was for a period of 
six months, to begin at expiration of sentence of one 
year imposed on August 31, 1956.

Mr. DAWS advised that this coimitaent was being 
placed as a detainer on KAS^R at Tallahassee Federal 
Correctional Institution, Tallahassee, Florida, on July 
14, 1958* Ke stated that it was his understanding that 
KASPER could make bond on this case, and, if so, his re
lease date from Federal Correctional Institution would 
be August 1, 1958.-.

On July 14, 1958 Warden.EUGENE R. GOODON, Jr*, 
Tallahassee Federal Correctional Institution, advised 
he would furnish to the Jacksonville Office any in- 
fdrmtionr coming to his attention, concerning- bond- made 
Dy OSW on the contempt cowltaent*

BUREAU (BI)
P* ooxmus (tm) (w>
1 » WWHIS (IW) (BO
1 - WO (WO) (BO
1 - JACKSONVILLE
W.mlk
(6)
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 ~ f

Office ^Memorandum • united states government

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100=423395) DATE: 9/17/58

FROM

SUBJECT:

-Rights

3 AC, JACKSONVILLE (10^45)

(SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS/ COUNCIL 
Wpalhington, D* C. । /

ReATairtel, 7/30/58, entitled, ’’National States 
Party, IS - X.”

The following is a resume of the investigation at
Tallahassee, Florida, 7/31/58 and 8/1/58 in connection with the 
release of JOHN KASPER from the Federal Correctional Institution

On the afternoon of 7/31/58,1 ^5
FCI, Tallahassee; Florida Highway Patrol Headquarters; Leon , 
County Sheriff’s Office; and Tallahassee, Florida, police D 
Department were alerted to possibility that a demonstration b7D 
by his supporters might ensue in connection with the release of 
KASPER• from the FCI. Later the same day.I Icon-
tacted SA I I and confidentially advised that on
order from Director BENNETT, Bureau of Prisons, KASPER was 
removed from FCI, Tallahassee, at l;00 P.M., 7/31/58, to prevent 
any local demonstration and transported to the U, S, Penitentiary., 
Atlanta, Georgia, where he was to be released at 8; 00 A.M*, 
8/1/58. This information was made available to the Bureau and 
Atlanta.

b7EBy communication dated 8/1/58, the Atlanta Office 
advised that KASPER had been released as scheduled that morning, 
from the Penitentiary and that through[ |it had
been ascertained that KASPER had made reservations fo return 
to Tallahassee with GEORGE BRIGHT and BILLY BRANHAM, National 
States Rights Party (NSRP) members, via Eastern Air Lipes,

2 *■*
1 Washington field (Info) (RM)
2 - Richmond (RM)
2,- Mobile (RM)
2'^ Knoxville (RM)
2 w. Miami (RM)
2 Atlanta (RM)
2 - Savannah (RM)
3- Jacksonville (1 - 105-60)(1
GRMjgjm
(18)



JK 105=45

leaving Atlanta at 2:15 P.M.,.EST, and arriving Tallahassee 4:18 
PoMo;)EST, and that a demonstration of some sort was apparently 
planned. .It was also ascertained that KASPER would be met at 
Tallahassee Airport by Admiral J. G. CROMMELIN of Alabama.

•Following receipt of the above information, BILL DURDEN, 
Administrative Assistant to the Governor of Florida; Captain 
A. D. COSSON, Florida Highway Patrol Headquarters; Sheriff W. P. 
JOYCE, Leon County Sheriff’s Office; Warden GOODWIN, FCI; and 
Chief FRANK STOUTAMIRE, Tallahassee Police Department, were 
advised that KASPER planned to return t© Tallahassee and that , 
a rally or demonstration was possible. D

b
.At approximately 4:20 P-M,. 8/1/58. KASPER, accompanied 

by two other men, was observed by SA I I to arrive
at Tallahassee Municipal Airport as scheduled. He was met near 
the plane by Admiral CROMMELIN, FRED HOCKETT, Executive Secretary, 
Florida White Citizens Council, Miami, and approximately twenty 
other apparent supporters. Extensive press, radio, and tele= 
vision coverage was afforded KASPER’S arrival and after several 
short press interviews KASPER and followers departed the airport 
in a 1957 Buick Sedan (believed to be Admiral CROMMELIN’s) and 
went directly to the Leon County Courthouse in Tallahassee where 
KASPER attempted to get permission from city authorities to 
speak at a small amphitheater behind the courthouse. At this 
point HILL HENDRIX, former Grand Dragon, Southern Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan, now believed Grand Dragon of the Order of the 
White Camellia, and residing at Oldsmar, Florida, was observed 
to- join KASPER’s followers.

KASPER was refused premission to speak back of the 
courthouse and, after approximately 45 minutes of arguing with 
city officials over his right to speak, KASPER and his small 
group of supporters numbering about ten then assembled at front 
of the east steps of the State Capitol Building where KASPER 
spoke briefly to his followers and a sizeable gathering of 
newsmen, photographers, and law enforcement officers about a 
third party in the United States to promote segregation. He 
then berated integration practices at FCI.

It should be noted that KASPER’s movements during the 
entire time he was in Tallahassee, following his arrival on 
release from the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, were under con
centrated surveillance by representatives of all local law 
enforcement agencies which included two plain-clothes troopers 
of the Florida Highway Patrol.

CT o»



JK 105=45

After his brief talk at th© Capitol steps,’ KASPER, 
Admiral CROMMELIN, and wife and daughter , left the area in 
CROMMELIN’s 1957 black and white Buick sedan bearing 1958 
Tennessee license tag 3GD725, and immediately drove north out 
of Tallahassee on U. S. 27 towards the Georgia line. The car 
was closely surveilled by two Florida Highway Patrol cruisers 
which dropped them ten--miles inside Georgia. The above infor= 
mation was immediately furnished the'Bureau, Atlanta, and Mobile,

On 8/1/58, following KASPER’S departure from Florida, 
Captain A.. D. COSSON, Florida Highway Patrol, advised KASPER had 
been overheard to remark he was then going to Admiral CROMMELIN’s 
home hear Montgomery for a rest before resuming his job as 
Executive Secretary of the Seaboard White Citizens Council, 
Washington, D, C.

On 8/1/58, Captain A.. D. COSSON advised that during 
the night of 7/31/58, as a security measure, the Florida High
way Patrol nondncteri a. «nnt. ffliwyaniannfl nfl 
property located  
which property has in the past been utilised as a Florida Ku 
Klux Klan meeting place, inasmuch as it was felt the Klan or 
possibly’ some other extremist group might have planned a large 
demonstration in connection with KASPER’S release from FCI, 
Tallahassee. This information has been appropriately reported 
in the report of SA BENNETT M. HIRSH, Jacksonville, 8/28/58, 
in the case entitled, ’’Florida Ku Klux Klan, aka, IS-KLAN, ” 
BuFile 105=38069 and J Wile 105=15. -

b6
b7C

During the course of discreet coverage of the 
activity surrounding KASPER’s return to Tallahassee, the follow= 
ing vehicles were observed in the vicinity of the Tallahassee 
Airport and around the Cherokee Hotel in Tallahassee, where 
Admiral CROMMELIN and FRED HOCKETT headquartered awaiting the 
arrival of KASPER, the owners of which vehicles may have had 
some connection with KASPER’s appearance. With the exception 
of two vehicles, it was, of course, impossible to determine 
whether these persons were followers of KASPER or;merely curious 
spectators: ’ •'

1958 Ford Stationwagon bearing 1958 Florida tag 
4-17645, registered to WILLIAM HENDRIX, Box 47, Oldsmar, Florida.

1957 Plymouth Sarian bearing- 1.958 Fiori ria tag 65=70 
registered to Florida.

- 3 =



JK 105=45

1956 Pontiac Sedan bearing 1958 Florida tag 37W-158
registered to Florida b6

b7C
1955 Ford 4=door Sedan bearing 1958 Florida tag 

28=37 registered tol
Dade City, Florida,------------------------------------------------------------------

Model and make unknowns, bearing 1958 Virginia license 
tag 35=608, .

1955 Studebaker tonne bearing 1958 Florida tag 
3=72754.registered to|

1 Tampa, Florida;

Late model Ford bearing 1958 Georgia license tag 
18=J=924.

1949 Plymouth 4=door bearing 1958 Florida tag 11=
5265 registered tq_______________________________ _______________
Tallahassee. Florida, mitv directories list] 
___________________________________ Tallahassee, Florida,)

Model and make unknown, bearing 1958 South Carolina 
license tag D-432241,

1954 Chevrolet Stationwagon bearing 1958 Florida 
license.^  tag 1=51734 registered to

Florida, .

■ 1957 -Sedan bearing 1958 Tennessee tag 3GD725 
(vehicle in which JASPER and CROMMEMN1 family departed Talla
hassee) ,

1954 Buick 2=door bearing 1958 Florida-tag 13W-215G 
registered to Tallahassee,
Florida,___(city dxredtorxes ugg |

Taiianassee, noriaa. > .

It should be noted that there was no indication 
KASPER’s return to Tallahassee', Florida, had any significance 
other than fact that he had originally planned to be released, 
here from FCI, 8/1/58, and may have made committments to 
supporters.that they meet him in Tallahassee for ’’welcome back 
KASPER rally.”

= 4 =
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JK 105-45

........... • The indices, of the Jacksonville Division are neg&iisa 
regardingI and

Off ices, receiving copies of this communication are 
: requested to,.attempt; to further identify owners of vehicles 
pertinent to.respective areas■ and'search office indices .regard* 

. ingthese.persons»

5
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SA TO WE W

10*13*58

wb citizens cracxw 
IS-X .

Location

10-7-58 SA EWER WE KW 
(witml

b7D

^October 5, 1958

»FW¥D EWW said last night that he 
received a letter with a check in it 
KASRER from Florida, stating that he had > - 
been gone fw® Florida for several days, and 
should be in D. C. soon.”

2 *

b7D
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----------- ------ Eonogtng is a report received froal
' ___ __________ | who eaa be described as active in' White ..

Citizens Councils, and who has furnished reliable iaiomi-

Date Received To lYhonFUrnisned Location

1U-1U-S8 '

(Protect)
(tritton)

W-12-53 ■
' On Saturday, October IX, 1958. at amawimtolv 

>.M., «WS» SWiXW pichcd up] 
and tood then to the “ ‘ ‘ office waere a smuii .

- meeting was scheduled. were appro^iaately ' 
twelve people there: ChRt ■. with his wife and 
tM children,| ianvT

new nhead<f of Seaboard 
with I land that

i general natters ■ . '
whota he had »t

~~1 os- being. the- .

activities.

.- ■ - t
then gave a rcGuatc of his foraer 
Sostated that he was the publisher

of the Southern bigwst, lamer head o£ The Southern 
' Geatlaaenorgaiiization and that he had been railroaded ’ 
to prison under a Louisiana state law, since voided, 
forbidding possession of an hypodermic needle. He said 
M was in possession oi this etiuigoent on a doctor’s 
order but not the order of a Louisiana doctor '
required under the statute. .Alter spending sone tig©' i - ' 
in prison he wo. released.- this year after the 
voided. |

Ub I





1 aentioued bis a Kiu Mux Man
group in th© fashiWJtcm area, and the lactthat although 
he ms aati><ath©lic and anti^w h® thought it best 
to st ids to tlwsegregatioa issue in any publications ■ 
as that had mor© »©tional .appeal. -

OSPBU received a not© fr« a .fat aan in a brown b6 
suit sitting at. an adjoining table asking to speak 
with his, stating he had just returned from equatorial b7n 
Africa. O»O joined him for a fw souents and upon 
Ms return stated that th® man Just wanted to talk. '

. Suring the meal a white girl accompanied by a 
Wgro ma entered the restaurant and sat across the 
Mele. ■ OSF» took the cuwa which | Iwas
carrying and took their picture together> creating ■ 
Quite a stir. - .

After dinner Mm and left in OSm*®
car with KA8P£K stating tw ee was leading that aijjht 
for Oreensboro, mrth Carolina, to aa&ak at a Klan - 
meting Sunday and to met I _ I in tetevixie.__  

th® next Tuesday. [~WT_______  
left in | H automobile. '

mentioned at one tim that 
sold Ms printing pr^o for $100.
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URGENT 10-27-58

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC KNOXVILLE

6-37 PM EST

IP

EJH

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C. IS DASH X. CAPTAIN 

CHATTANOOGA PD, ADVISED JOHN KASPER 

SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT POLITICAL RALLY, WARNER PARK, 

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,'NIGHT OF OCT. TWENTY EIGHT NEXT. 

REPORTED WILL SPEAK AT CAMPAIGN MANAGER ON BEHALF OF 

LEE FOSTER, INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR OF 

TENN, TOM GOUGE, INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE U. S. SENATE 

FROM TENN., WILL ALSO SPEAK. CAPTAIN, |aND

CHATTANOOGA PD DETECTIVES WILL ATTEND AND ARRANGE 

COVERAGE. -THEY ALSO PLAN SURVEILLANCE JOHN KASPER 

WHILE IN CHATTANOOGA. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED. 

REND AND ACK. 

6-4OPM OK FBI WA CRA 

®U DSC

b6
b7C



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

FBI I
I 

Date: 10/27/58 |
I 

Transmit the following in___________________________ _____________________________ I
(Type in plain text or code) I

Via________ TELETYPE__________ URGENT________ ;_________________________ J
, (Priority or Method of Mailing) ।

______________________________________________________________________________ J________

TO: DIRECTOR FBI

FROM: SAC KNOXVILLE (105-175) IP

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C. IS DASH X. CAPTAIN 

CHATTANOOGA PD, ADVISED JOHN KASPER 

SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT POLITICAL RALLY, WARNER PARK, 

CHATTANOOGA, TENN-., NIGHT OF OCT. TWENTY EIGHT NEXT. 

REPORTED WILL SPEAK AS CAMPAIGN MANAGER ON BEHALF OF

* LEE FOSTER, INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR OF fog

TENN. J TOM GOUGE, INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE U. S. SENATE ' 

FROM TENN., WILL ALSO SPEAK. CAPTAI1| |AND

CHATTANOOGA PD DETECTIVES WILL ATTEND AND ARRANGE 

COVERAGE. THEY ALSO PLAN SURVEILLANCE JOHN KASPER 

WHILE IN CHATTANOOGA. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END 

GCW:mlc 

(1)

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge



Routing Slip
F0-4 (Rev. 12-4-57)

To ' 5

I —I Director

Att.......................................
F^ac

□ aSAC .........................
I ..JSupv..............................
I I Agent...........................
I ...J SE ................................
IZH CC ...................... 7.......
I.... - Isteno ..........................
I ... I Clerk............................

* Date .....

FILE £ ...............................................

ACTION DESIRED

I___ [Acknowledge
I lAssign.........Reassign
I I Bring file
I ICall me
I I Correct
I . iDeadline.......................
I -IDeadl ine passed
I Delinquent
I Piscontinue -
I Expedite
I File
I Initial & return
I Leads need attention
I Open Case

Return with explanation or notation as to action taken.

□ Prepare lead cards 
l|Prepare tickler

□ Recharge serials 
□Return assignment card
□ Return file 
ZReturn serials 
ZlSearch and return 
z=[See me
— I Send Serials.............. 
to ........................................
□ Submit new charge-out
□ Submit report by...........
ZlType

SAC

I I See reverse side Office
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BEST AVAILABLE COPIES

hFb (105-25225)

white cihzeks omits

Following, in part, is a report frois 
TODD’s observations are in parenthesis*

TnrArainnt

SA ELMER

b7D

(written)
“October 20, 1953

said that for such a snail meeting.
yesterday. a lot Hau~5cm accomplished. He said that I L 

H called hix a God-send and saiu that ne wctxL 
furnish ^50.53 a »th for keeping the office gobi.., and in-— 

that he air Lt l ive taore. In the next breath, 
saiu | 1 spoke up and said that hl was tarou. u
with Seaboard as an oryanizstion* and that U didn't want Lis 
na .e cisd an with it* I l ouid however, that he c^tld 
be counted oh to co anything for the cause where he didn't Lave 
to link his naae with Seaboard. I Isaiu thatl I
indicated that he was displeases with the treatment that KUd 

had piven to the Lard core when he was bcret and that------  
I considered that UUftk ui^Lt be slightly off* l__^___ 

said that it looked as if the Council had lost one wan, for all

nd T.Lr-t

?racticzfl purposes

Isaid that he w: a havinp luocii vatLl 
uiJ (J. HUhMI.liI) today, for the of workxn;;
out a plan to protect the ^nbers in f.-aure* ce indicate.. 
that SIIiuGhS, end wuvbel andCZ I would to to tlx
SBI field office, and tell the agent in charge that any *aore 
interviews would be wet with silence, antas the warcan let 
the interview take place at office, whore glUUU3 coul; 
act as advisor to tn© fersen bcinc, interviewed. I 1 uaiu

xMxuru

b6
b7C 
b7D

(1 >150—UUuO ) (KXUUhL)
(1 - I I

l^tlantb U.oro) Ui J ' 
1-kiwxvillc (Info) (UI) 
I-KicL.oiU (info) (UI) 
M'hiladelfaia (Info) (Ui)

Ii^xpab

b7D



4-d 100-33226

that the FU hue no business in this case, that it 
the duty of the Georgia police to find the won' doers. I 
said that his boss took the interview with a cals outlook. but 
said that any printin? on Ms machines would lead to tt^e dis- 
missal of |________ _____ ____J objected most to the way the inter
view was conducted at his office, he said*
---------------- I „ , I went on to say that

-hd that he was stay 
AH*, at £Epd^U^» iLu<JLvj Is m tae air again because 

-------------- Jis puttin:-; the bite on him for ta t t 
------------□ expressed surprise that }^Od«G anu 
see UOW RuCKWtIX yesterday morning, especially as IWdKG 
^aC bat. night that he wanted nothing to do with the moa. 
------------- JsaL that Kt£&mx was too danaernus u i®n for

b7C

CM to

to pct involved witl

, , Sssiw? ti^at *v^ai t4». ji letter to pris
tec touay, arw several printers Idsd refused tn Irarn the 
flute tor Ft-.*
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GROUP PROTESTS 
RA^^&ASPER

: . From Page Three
a- reputation as one who is an ad- 

i vocate pf law and order. , ,
; The telegram Stated!. ’ •’ 
, "We note with, interest that

ten 
;Fr 
fai 
as 
•as

th 
|N

Rally by Kasper
A special committed , of the In

terdenominational . Ministerial 
Alliance sent a telegram to Com- 
missibner.McInturff Monday pro-1 
testing, the scheduled Appearance- 
of John" Kasper, segregationist 
and- agitator, as' a speaker at a 
political , rally tonight at -War
ner Park. ■ , - ' . '

Kasper is campaign manager5' 
for Lee- Frists?, independent’ 
candidate for governor. The rival 
and Trim Gouge, independait 
candidate for the U.S.'Senate,, 
are- expected.to .talik-yt a -rally’ J 
in their honrir.,

The ministerial cortimittee pro- 
tested that Kasper has. not won
See Page Five, Column Four

hJ athong thecampaigners to appear J 
J in. Warner-Saric- this, week wilt-be 
• Mr. John Kasper, appearing in the 
‘ interest, of MK1 Lee Foster, an ih- 

dependent candidate "for governor; 
and Mr. Tom Gouge, an independ
ent candidate for the' U.S. Senate/ 

"While we* are in full; accord 
with the principle of: the free
dom of speech, , we think those 
who1 adhere to this principle 
should at the> same time be 
equally as strong advocates of 
law and order.

“Im our opinion;’ Mr. John 
Kasper 'has not, in- his past per
formance, won the- reputation 
of ope who-is an advocate- of 
law hnd order. Therefore, We 
dp not endorse His right to 
speak in our public park.”-’ 
_ ..The- telegram' 'was - signed by 
M. J. Jone’s/ C; B. Holloway, 
H. A. Tyler and J. C. Bonner;- 
president of the alliance.

Asked for comihent on. the 
telegram, Commissioner Mcln- 
turff stated:.- ‘ . 1

"One day last week, 'someone 
called at the' Warner Park of
fice- arid, asked P a ti 1 Woods 
(park sdperlntehdeht) if they 
could hold a_ political rally f.or 
Lee Foster. FaitlUISk^d me if it 
would be all right and I said

each time-we ..have. an. election 
anil it was on that basis, that I 
gavepermissirin. As: I "said, ho 
one. indicated’, at the- tithe that 
Kasper would be one of the 

. speakers/’
■ At Knoxville Kasper told; the

Associated Press' he had. no In-1 
tentien-of calling off the speech. 
He-added that'othertalkswduld 
be delivered at Athens and 
Cleveland earlier in the day.

to go ahead. I
“They didhit mention a- thing 

about. Kasper. Many political' 
rallies are held at Whrner Park

SEARCHED_ _ _ _ _ INDEXED
SERIALIZED_ _ _ _ FILED

OCT 2 91958
FBI — KNOXVILLE



URGENT 10-29-58 4-11 PM EST EJH

TO DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC MEMPHIS

FROM SAC KNOXVILLE 2P ,

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., IS DASH X. RE KNOXVILLE 

TEL OCT. TWENTYEIGHT LAST. LEE FOSTER, KNOXVILLE, TENN., 

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE FOR TENN. GOVERNOR, AND JOHN KASPER, 

CAMPAIGN MANAGER, DENIED SPEAKING PRIVILEGES ATHENS, TENN. 

AFTERNOON OCT. TWENTYEIGHT, WERE ESCORTED FROM ATHENS BY PD 

AND FROM MC MINN COUNTY BY SO. ARRIVED CHATTANOOGA, TENN. 

APPROXIMATELY SIX PM, OCT. TWENTYEIGHT. FOSTER AND KASPER 

SPOKE WARNER PARK, CHATTANOOGA, NIGHT OF OCT. TWENTYEIGHT, 

NO VIOLENCE OR DISTURBANCE REPORTED. SPOKE IN OPPOSITION 

OF INTEGRATION, CRITICAL OF POLITICAL LEADERS ALLEGEDLY 

FAVORING INTEGRATION AND CRITICAL OF JEWISH RACE. MEETING 

COVERED BY CHATTANOOGA PD. KASPER, FOSTER AND TWO UNKNOWN 

WHITE MALES DEPARTED CHATTANOOGA NOON OCT. TWENTYNINE IN TWO CARS, 

TWO MEN EACH. CARS DESCRIBED AS NO. ONE"- FIFTYSIX BUICK 

SEDAN, BLACK BODY AND WHITE TOP, FIFTYEIGHT TENN, LICENSE 

THREE G DASH D SEVEN TWO FIVE, REGISTERED TO FOSTER, 

END PAGE ONE

16^-17^7/



PAGE TWO

HAS SMALL PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM SPEAKERS 'MOUNTED ON TOP AND 

SIGN REPRESENTING FOSTER FOR GOVERNOR ON TOP. NO. TWO 

DESCRIBED FIFTY GRAY CHRYSLER SEDAN, FIFTYEIGHT TENN. LICENSE 

THREE W DASH D ZERO SIX NINE, REGISTERED TO KASPER. LARGE 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM SPEAKERS MOUNTED ON TOP., LAST REPORTED 

TRAVELING WEST ON US HIGHWAY FORTYONE A, LEAVING MONTEAGLE, 

TENN. THROUGH NASHVILLE, TENN., VIA WINCHESTER AT TWO 

FORTYFIVE PM EST INSTANT DATE.

E MEMPHIS TO BE ADVISED.

END AND ACK PLS

R0M4-17 PM OK FBI WA DM

TU DISC-



FD-36 (Rev, 12-13-56)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in________________________ —--------------------------------------------- I
(Type in plain text or code) I

TELETYPE |
Via _________________________________________________    1

(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।
______________________________________________________________________________ J____________

URGENT 10/29/58 3:15 PM

TO DIRECTOR FBI AND SAC MEMPHIS 

FROM SAC KNOXVILLE

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C., IS DASH X. RE KNOXVILLE 

TEL OCT. TWENTYEIGHT LAST. LEE FOSTER, KNOXVILLE, TENN., 

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE FOR TENN. GOVERNOR, AND JOHN KASPER, 

CAMPAIGN MANAGER, DENIED SPEAKING PRIVILEGES ATHENS, TENN* 

AFTERNOON OCT. TWENTYEIGHT, WERE ESCORTEDDFROM ATHENS BY PD 

AND FROM MC MINN COUNTY BY SO. ARRIVED CHATTANOOGA, TENN. 

APPROXIMATELY SIX PM, OCT. TWENTYEIGHT. FOSTER AND KASPER 

SPOKE WARNER PARK, CHATTANOOGA, NIGHT OF OCT. TWENTYEIGHT. 

NO VIOLENCE OR DISTURBANCE REPORTED. SPOKE IN OPPOSITION 

OF INTEGRATION, CRITICAL OF POLITICAL LEADERS ALLEGEDLY 

FAVORING INTEGRATION AND CRITICAL OF JEWISH RACE. MEETING 

COVERED BY CHATTANOOGA PD. KASPER, FOSTER AND TWO UNKNOWN 

WHITE MALES DEPARTED CHATTANOOGA NOON OCT. TWENTYNINE IN TWO CARS, 

TWO MEN EACH. CARS DESCRIBED AS NO. ONE - FIFTYSIX BUICK 

SEDAN, BLACK BODY AND WHITE TOP, FIFTYEIGHT TENN. LICENSE 

THREE G DASH D SEVEN TWO FIVE, REGISTERED TO FOSTER, 

105-475 
GCW/bgc 
(1)

Sent^^,."-^__ Per^L____________________

I
Approved:



FD-36 (Rev, 12-13-56) j

FBI |
I

Date: ।
I 

Transmit the following in_________ -________________ ______________________________ I
(Type in plain text or code) I

Via_____________________________ { 
(Priority or Method of Mailing)_।

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J_______
PAGE TWO

HAS SMALL PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM SPEAKERS MOUNTED ON TOP AND 

SIGN REPRESENTING FOSTER FOR GOVERNOR ON TOP. NO. TWO 

DESCRIBED FIFTY GRAY CHRYSLER SEDAN, FIFTYEIGHT TENN. LICENSE 

THREE W DASH D ZERO SIX NINE, REGISTERED TO KASPER. LARGE 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM SPEAKERS MOUNTED ON TOP. LAST REPORTED 

TRAVELING WEST ON US HIGHWAY FORTYONE A, LEAVING MONTEAGLE, 

TENN. THROUGH NASHVILLE, TENN., VIA WINCHESTER AT TWO 

FORTYFIVE PM EST INSTANT DATE.

END

Special Agent in Charge
Approved:  Sent M Per ---------------------------
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■ M. £UW . - ■

■■ , CUtW qwor'

sr,. M-daaerlbed as - active in Whits
who ,b7D

' ' ■' •■■.v:^ - a«UE!W^?' i| ~
. ____ _ . . . ■., . (writtW) ; - . ‘ . ■ . - •
(protaet) • . L; ■L - I ; V ■' " -'■ ■■ >-.

' ; '■ ’^^eeday, October^/1$^^
late beeauRo he talked witk

>)♦ / KASrai spok© in a ratherw ' .' b6
b7C

' ': ' ths KASPiS Party, If M was Mimtitiod with it, &o to
• ’ change the hsne to KASPAR Farty. Ho stated that he decided thia .'

’ a shame thia would ®* to wastes aarttioned that && ", 
.". hod while 8WM wae isc-

.. resistance to the eh&ng® fto® as^one else. ■. . ■

. ' '. prison n® ©imj had an autaamfeil® for Ms or offered hia iaongy, mt ; 
ewi ■ He aMted this was proMtsly’due te ar .

., : «.USi’4B was rather critical of th® fact that ?U©G Mt s^t':

f ,2

b7D
:'-X. * ItfeMiond'* (Info) (W) ■’ \ ' • " -

. L 1 - CharlotU - (Irfo) W

SEARCHED __.^.INDEXED __
SERIALISED :fi4_„FllED
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.eirmwtee w a>» a# cm<m»w. *

thi» letter is »oclo«®d ter eeah at the offieee r«sei¥iM 
tMs Mrl*i tw iafo^

'Ths letter matiaas that CMOWMM Mt fatmUwd . - 
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So«tb« IM IMereeat thai that .IWOM la la 
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wtre$$llt$a Armu
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KASPER TALK^ ii

•i

s

City Apparently 
Won't Try to Block 
Rally on Tuesday

By JULIUS PARKER/ 
Neios-Pree Press Political Writer 

City of Chattanooga officials’ 
apparently will, not try to block1! 
a reported Warner Park rally’ 
at which segregationist Johnj 
Kasper will speak next Tuesday.

Lee -Foster, who identified? ' 
himself* as a candidate: for gov- h 
ernor, issued a statement yes- ”
terday in which he said:

"My campaign manager,. John 
Kasper; TosU-Gauge, candidate, 
tor U.S. Senate, and myseir will 
speak next Tuesday night, 7 
o’clock, at Warner P^rlj in-Chat
tanooga to expose the Clem
ent, NAACP, Communist-Jewish. 
conspiracy." He referred to Goy; 
Frank Clement arid* Democratic’ 
gubernatorial nominee Buford1 
Islington as “low- p-odd tic-ad' 
types."

Neither poster nor Gouge is. 
listed’ on Hamilton > County’s', 
ballot for the Nov. 4 generail 
election.

- Asked. for comment in regard 
to the use. of .Warner Park. 
Mayor P. R. Olgiati . told The 
News^Free Press; .. ■ ‘

‘PUBLIC PARK’
“I don’t know how you can 

keep anybody from coming intd 
Warner Park and talking. It is 
a public; park and the Consti
tution of. the United States'. 
guarantees numerous freedoms, 
including that of freedom of 
speech and, assemblage." '
' The mayor said; “I. imagine 

we (the commission) will dis
cuss it.”

Candidate Foster, a medium- 
built, .light-haired mail, issued 
the following statement:

"I am a candidate for gov
ernor in opposition to..the. sell-’ 
out of native; white Tennes
seans to the NAACP, federal; 
enforced race mixing, dehtfuc- 
tio^fiXJiuMjublio sclyMJ-ojestiTm
(Continued on. Pages' Column 4)

(Continued ,Fj.om. Pa?B 

types
■Jington. Ht and Bufoi’d Ek

South haters
TutH traitors when he 

^nk^ead wi9* Lyndon John- 
1^’ .Kofativer, Gore and Cletn- 
eht in Nashville this week 

’ whiM ?rs\no ^Ok^hi to keep 
white schools tor white Tenries- 
Ten^^ "“c the "Uts Coffer 
fbrd Bftfw a pr°Rram- Bu- 
iord Ellington is digging his own 

. grave by ii§s and'misleading the

I

(

e

hellm,n ho *r* t 0^ thiS state to!, 
: b «4Ye .be 13 for segregation. , 

His idea of closing the schools 
terwnw-ei?t Yiolence and'federal in- : 

cowardly .statement Ive ever heard, plus : 
for^efliie^^3/’16 act of retreath 
tor rennessee taxpayers and a l 

victory for the Com-

whether wtXe.wjW 
segregated public schools,

( necktie parties I 
It ’a vote of , this type is not 

en^^Tp^^ Brank dlem' 
Gu ,2nd President Eisenhower 
£ for ^°fy°^er svcamore

party! old-fashioned necktie

and Vst^ihl^’3 type b ^hhd 
and just, then there .is riot enough 
federal judges,, federal marshals 
Communists and‘Jews in the Uis’ 
Indif^5^?2^ Tennessee' I 
M yeder?l authorities did iri- 
-rfere I wouid-persoflally see that I 
StSh aM ^led M 

tioh f * he Tenness6e cbnstittf-l

I will not yield- segregated 11 
■white schools to' the ’federal^gov- 1 
ernment, Buford Ellington'or fny- f 
one else; even if it is necessan, iTennessee to the teeth atSll 
fi^federal fr°op? f°rce.n J 

campaign manager, Johnll
US P^°m G^USe’ oandWate for i 
u.b. Senate, and myself will sneak 1 nexl Tuesday night aty o’clock j 
at.Warner Parkin Chattanooga to I 
expose the demerit, NAACP Com 1 

, rnpnist-Jewish conspiracy!” ' ' .
-isSS We6k’ ®6^ation-f/
■nIrtf.I d jounced that busted Baulston Schoolfield .will 
defend him in his incitin'/ to riot r------------------- —....... ...... —- —
trial in Nashville Nov 3 ” “ " , t . ’hr*"

State charges againsf' era cou£t sentence a few monthsrega onist1fohowf a r f Tal!aliassee' He As,
distui bances arnnns a beep free 011 bond since-then, i
schoo s when mixed Tla^le/^>te<3? Schoolfield, recently ithpeachry 
starMi in i957 d C sses ^ere and removeci from office, ran for 
_2^r finished.serving r^951 °^£segrega-

SEARCHED.^_ _ _ INDEXED 
SERlALIZED-iSp^lLED_ _  

-—(40^244)58
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Negro pastors Hit 
Warner Park Rally
Segregationist John Kasper 

stated from. Knoxville today 
that he- had no intention of 
•calling off .his talk at Warner 
Park tonight which'has drawn 
protest from the Ihterdenomina- 
tional Ministerial Alliance, a 
Negro- group.

Kasper is campaign: manager 
for Lee Foster, independent 
candidate for1 governor,, who 
last week announced' the rally 
Which & to be held for Candi
date Foster and Torn. Gouge, 
independent candidate for the 
U.S. Senate,

The telegram sent <by the 
ministerial committee protested 
in part: “In: our 'opinion; Mf. 
John Kasper has hot, in his 
■past performance,, won the rep
utation of one who is ah advo
cate- of law and. order; There
fore, we do not endorse his' 
fight to' speak itr our public' 
park.’" '

Commissioner George' Mctn- 
tprff said, someone- called last 
week . and, asked Park Stipt. 
Paul Woods if they could hold 
-a political, rally for Candidate 
-Foster. . • ./ .

“Paul asked jne if it would 
.be. all right arid .1 said to; go 
a h ea.d;”. Commissioner McTri- 
turff said, “They didn’t men
tion' as thing ' about. Kasper. 
Many political rallies; are held 
at Warner Park eacl^AHttenyb 
have an -election and. it was pn 
tlnrt"T5Ssis that I. gave- parmis-

oE«JL.
serialized:



Mlfanee Protests GROUP PROTESTS

A special: committee of the In-’ 
terdenominationar Ministerial 
Alliance sent a. telegram to Com- 
misslonerMcInturff Monday pro- 
testingdhe.scheduledappearance'

P1®3®1-' segregationist 
and agitator, as a speaker at a 

’ Political rally tonight at War
ner- Park.

is,campaign manager 
r Lee Foster, independent 

‘ Sd^Tom^n®™™^two 
$oufie,. independent 

candidate for the U.S. Senate 
lire; expected to talk at S 

m their honor. ■
tn^Si h^8^31 col?unittee pro- tested that Kasper has not Wah 

_gee Pagh Five; Column Four

From V&gi Thr??

a reputation as one who is'an ad- 
; vocate of law and-order.
, ■ The telegram .stated:

We note-, with interest that 
^^ ihe campaigners to appear 

J ru Warner Park this week will be 
, Mr, John.Kasper, appearing in the 
interest of Mr. I<ee' Foster, an in- 
anTweT CMdite e for S°vernor, 
and Mr; Tonuqouge, an independ- 
en,‘^ndidate-for the U.S. Senate. 1 
wit^n - aye ^ ^ull accord. 
With the prmciple of the- free- 

we think those 
should rCUto this principle
fiirtoii 5am® time be

advocatls of 
jaw ‘ v'

e 
a 
b;

°ach tiife we have ap election fl' 
and it vha on. that bafls that III 
gave p^misslom A^TsaidT noil ’ 
one indnated: at the time thaMi

01,19 IAt Knoxville .Kaspertold the I— 
AssaoWed Press he had' no in- 
■tention of •calling off the speech., I 
He-added that othef talks would; I 
he delivered at. AtWT^fi d-ll 
Cleveland earlier in tha-^ ~~ 'f«'SWZ Therefore; w( 

sneak tmeni3Qr?e £’a to
speak jn- our public park.-”

The telegram was signed by 
? ~TT3’ a » Hdliawa^ 

H. A Tyler and J. C. Bonner i 
president of the alliance n \

Asked fer comment oh the I 
Wn- 

caKVVw we<*- 
flee .Ana . T Park of.
nce and asked J* a u i Wnndq 
iParh superintendent) if thev 
8R£S W* «“»s 
would r’ l?3^' me » it

*^wey didn’t mention, a. thing

o 
a

h- 
i, 
a

i-
J- 
id-

iz, 
de

lai,

%

T
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KasperSpeech Here Uneventfully 
AthensWarns Him Away Twice

Segregationist John Kasper,
By HAL MUNCK

rolled into Chattanooga Tues
day under the constant watch of 
city police after twice beirigrun-

press, Jews/ the. 'Supreme Court
and praised former Chattanoo
ga Judge Rauiston. Schoolfield 
for his "guts’* on hid segrega-

kasper's speech 
isaquietaff^ir 

. ■. . From pafnrwnr” > ‘ ■' 
feft the -City without intjidEnt 
after. being- warned by PolidO 
Chief Ray -Johnson and Deputy 
Sheriff W/R. Reynolds that “tHts 
people here are. riot interested 
in what yoti have tri say;” , 
; When told by the deputy that

a 
I 
i 
i
I 
$ 

I 
5 
£ 
£

e

out of Athens.. .
The 39ryear-old Kasper spoke' 

■to- a chilled crowd’ of between .50 
to 70 persons at Warner Park. 

• Asst. Police Chief E. E, Wil
liams eqtimatedthe-crowd, at 50. 
persons, while he and about 25 
plainclothesmen stood by.

Kasper introduced Lee Foster, 
a. 32-year-old Knoxville contrac
tor who is running for governor 
as an independent. . ■

Both men spoke about 30 
minutes each while standing be
side a 1955-modeI, two-to ne 
Buick, The rally lasted' just a 
little.over one hour.. There was 
no trouble; * 1 ■ -

The former' Washington; D.C., 
bookstore operator lashed, out 
at Gov.- Clement, the; Northern.

tionstahd; .
Earlier in the day, Kasperand 

Poster were ordered, out of'Ath
ens after announcing they in
tended. to speak oh the court
house lawn. ’ .

Foster said, in Chattanooga he 
planned, to bring suit hr federal, 
court against the deputy sheriff 
who gave the orders. He said he 
was denied freedom of speech,* 
_ Tuesday night’s^ talk was the 
first public appearance in Chat- 
tapooga of the 6-foot 3-inchKas-, 
per. He- stopped briefly here 
some months back and was can- 
tibhed then by Chief Williams 
about making, any trouble. . ■ 
; In Athens, Kasper and Foster

See Page;Eleven; Column Six:

He was following orders rif Shef-I 
iff Roy Buttram in rirdering him 
out of town, Kasper reminded 
the officer chat Foster was a 
candidate for governor.

He-.asked: “Are you going to 
deprive him of the Opportunity 
of speaking?” Reynolds * re
plied.- “If you’re with him, yes,” 
adding, “riow you, had- befc 
ter go.” ' ‘
' Johnson- reiterated that, “we 
have a peaceful' town here, and 
we want to keep* it that, way 
and don’t want ariyone, stirring 
up any trouble.” " ■

The, pair left, but returned, to 
the courthouse square 20 rhin- 
Utes later. “The second time,?’ 
the chief'said, “Policemen Nick 
Crittenden, and Ed Morrow Es
corted them to the city limits,- 
where they werO met.by Mc
Minn County officers whorac- 
companied- them to., the Bradley 
County line.” ‘ ■ ’

Desk Sgt. Arthell. Davis of 
the Cleveland police-department 
said- Kasper and'' Foster made 
no; stops in- his. city. Bradley 
County officers’picked up their 
car- at. the McMinn County line 
and trailed -it to .the northern-, 
most city limits. . ■

. There city police tobk up- thri 
writch- arid followed the auto 
■through ’ Cleveland by way- of 
the Keith: Street-bypass. . . 

: tSpeakirig in. Chattanooga .un
der the lights.! :of- Warner Park, 
Kasper told, his audience- that 
he had been- described- -as 
“something in*»- q .mqpstor; a: 
Jer.-jg James?’- ' '
’ He grinned a small hand micro- 
pbphe; and several times- acknowl
edged aonlause: - Some of the 
crowd was- standing under a shel
ter that housed, some.. barbecue 
pits. '• ‘‘

J

1
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He mentioned' Hie ’cowardice-of 
Frank Clement” fa .feXiisfag to 

: represent.the.pepple on-the segre- 
,, gatipn . issue; Kasper said- he' 
: ddesn t condone: violence in afiv 
. form and tHSTW? wasn’t any 
i violence at-Clinton-until Clement 
sent fa “tanks and' tear gas:.’’.

. Once he referred td.Sen. Estes Ke
, fauver. as “Cow-feveh” : ■ 
;■ TSe independent gubernatorial 
• candidate,-Foster; said.'he would 
legislate ;rock ’n’ roll' music from 
the air waves- and juke bokes. He

. criticized the Tennessee Highway 
Patrol as a unlt that.“runs er- ■ 
rands for lady friend-!:” :

A sign-.-pn top of the- Par along- ’ 
side- which, they were standing 
read:-“For Nation' and: Race, 
Vote Thomas Gouge for U.S. Seri- 
ator;” Gouge wasn’t therh.

The two -men saiil they didn’t 
know where they would go from 
Chattanooga. They are touring 
the state for the-s^ealled, “Wheat - 
in. Bread.” party. . . ",
. When the -rally was all ’ over, 
Kasper took off his wide-brim‘hat. 
and passed it .around for contritim - 
tibrisi .



Athens Speech Ban 
Hit by Candidate

By 1RBY PARK JR..
,^’6 segregationist: 

candidate: Joi governor,. today 
tiled A ?50,0QQ' damage- suit in. 
federal.court here..against of? 
fleers who rgn.him and his cam
paign manager oUt of’ Athens, 
Tenn., last. • Tuesday, . charging, 
th? officers With having' threat
ened him and Violating his don-, 
stitiitiohal right ip freedom, of. 
speech,- '

■Plaintiff' Foster brought the 
suit against McMinn County 
Sherjff Ray Buttram, Deputy 
Sheriff W. R, Reynolds, Athens 
Police Chief R5JT Johnson and 
the Maryland Casualty Co.,. as' 
surety uppn the official-bond of 
Sheriff Buttram..

His campaign manager,. John 
Kasper, who was- to. go on trial 
ip Nashville oh- charges- of in-> 

* citing: to riot during school in
tegration- demonstrations there 
more than a year ago,, was- not, 
namg'ilin the suit.

The- candidate' of the Wheat 
ii? Bread Party told The News- 
Free Preps that th? reason for 
the- suit is to “regain freedom 
of speech.arid peaceable agsem- 
ens,. in. Tennessee and in the 
United, states.

. . - PEACEOR BLOOD.
In, tiling the suit he. said, “I 

believe, this' lawsuit Will settle- 
for all time theright-offreedom 
of speech and peaqable assem
bly-" and-that ho. would'keep up 
the; practice, of filing, suits,when 
such freeddm1 was denied' him, 

He ?aid the constitutional 
rights Would either be. regained 
peaceably through the-omiEts-.or 
'“tKSrSTs no d°Ubt that blood 
Will flow’ in the Streets," ■

-- 1$. extensive quotations of 
T ^profanity .allegedly used-Jiy tite 

- mEfSiiOThtS; p l-atatiif Foster 
charged’ in the'suit that ho wasi- 
“by force -ah$ arms, restrained- 
from speaking in behalf of his 
candidacy for the office of goy- 

- erhbr . e , by these defendants 
1 and was compelledtp leave the 

limits of Athens’...» by tlie 
open, threats and: coercion of, 

• these defendants” . .
., - He charged that chief John

son. and Deputy Reynolds “ac
costed plaintiff ajid’ his party 
agd forbade plaintiff to speak 

; ., . ordering- them to ‘move oh" 
■ down" the road.’ ”

GESTURE
According to the bill, of com-' 

- plaint, “when: plaintiff inquired 
if other caqdRffltes had' spoken, 
at Athens,, defendant Reynold^ 
raising his hand in A,.threaten
ing. gesture towards the plains 

' tiff, ordered plaintiff' out. of 
town saying, “If you don’t get 
out of town, we’ll see if we. 
cah‘t get you out. You’d Better' 
hit the road and hit it quick Or 
we’ll move', you.' ”'.

He alleged that, he then left 
town but after traveling s.shbtt 

-, distance decided to: return to 
see- the- sheriff. Upon arriving 
back- in Athene, he charged,. he. 
wasstoppedbythe. officers and: 
was again ordered- out of tewii 
and-was> “cursed- and yevUed;?- '

The-.plairittff charged that.the 
incident, hair “done him irre
parable- harm and damage Doti 
in his constitutional rights- an< 
to his right to- snealLand solid 

I tha people ofM<S®Hi

RBWS^SK ft*
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO SAC (105-175) DATE: H_19_58

FROM : SA

subject: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL
OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, AKA. 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

b6
b7C

John Kasper and Associates

At Chattanooga, Tennessee

The October 25, 1958, issue of the Chattanooga 
News - Free Press, a daily publication, carried a story 
indicating that LEE FOSTER, who identified himself as a 
candidate for Governor, for the State of Tennessee, issued 
a statement that his campaign manager, JOHN KASPER, TOM 
GOUGE, Candidate of U. S. State Senate, Tennessee, and 
FOSTER, would speak in Chattanooga, Tennessee, on Tuesday 
night, 7 p.m. at Warner Park, Chattanooga, to expose the 
CLEMENT, NAACP, Communist - Jewish Conspiracy. The article 
continued by stating that Chattanooga Mayor, P. R. OLGIATI, 
reported KASPER, FOSTER and associates would be allowed to 
speak at the Chattanooga Public Park on Tuesday night, 
October 28, 1958.

The October 28, 1958, issue of the Chattanooga 
News Free-Press stated that plans were still under way 
for JOHN KASPER and LEE FOSTER to speak at Warner Park, 
7 p.m., on October 28, 1958, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Chattanooga City Commissioner GEORGE MC INTURFF 
stated KASPER and FOSTER would be allowed to speak in 
Warner Park. News Free Press Article stated that a telegram 
had been received from the Inter-Denominational Ministerial 
Alliance, a Negro Group, protesting allowing JOHN KASPER 
to speak in Chattanooga Public Park. Telegram stated in 
part "In our opinion, MR. JOHN KASPER, has not, in his 
past performance, won the reputation of one who is 
advocate of law and order. Therefore, we do not endorse 
his right to speak in our public park."

GCW:AM, _ 16^'
(2)
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KX 105-175 .

The October 3, 1958, issue of the Chattanooga Tines 
also listed a story abut the Inter-Denominational Ministerial 
Alliance protesting JtHN KASPER’s speech. This newspaper 
article stated the telegram was signed by M. J. JTONES, C. B. 
HOLLOWAY, H. A. TYLER aid J. C. BONNER, Presi^gnt of the 
Alliance. bg

i--- ----------------- b7On October 28, 195V, Cwt^inJ | 19 s
Detective Department. Chattarcoga Polic C j: .?cment, advised

SA I I that he had received a report from the
Tennessee Highway Patrol, on the afternoon of October 28, 
1958, that JOHN KASPER, LEE FOSTER and associates arrived 
in Athens, Tennessee, on the afternoon of October 28, 1958, 
for the purpose of making a political speech in Athens. 
The Highway Patrol reported that the Athens Police Department 
did not grant KASPER and FOSTER permission to speak in 
Athens and requested FOSTER to leave if he was planning to 
make a speech in the company of KASPER. The Highway Patrol 
reported KASPER, FOSTER and associates left Athens, Tennessee, 
approximately 3:30 p.m«, being escorted by the Athens 
Police Department and the Me Minn County Sheriff’s Department. 
He stated they reportedly were planning to speak in Cleveland, 
Tennessee, but that Chief of Police, LUTHER GOODWIN, Cleveland 
Police Department, had stated that no permit had been issued 
and they would not be allowed to speak in Cleveland, Tennessee.

CaptainI Stated that he and other detectives
planned to meet JOHN KASPER at the outskirts of Chattanooga 
and keep him under constant surveillance during his entire 
time at Chattanooga. He stated that approximately twelve 
Chattanooga Detectives would be present at the speaking rally 
held by KASPER and FOSTER at Warner Park, for the purpose 
of maintaining order. He stated from the information he 
received from the Tennessee Highway Patrol, KASPER and party 
were expected to arrive in Chattanooga, October 28, 1958.

Captain on the night of October 28,
1958, advised LEE FOSTER and "JOHN KASPER arrived in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, approximately 6 p.m. He stated 
they were travelling together in a 1956 Buick Sedan, black 
body, white top, with PA System on the top and LEE FOSTER 
banners also mounted on top. He stated they stopped at a 
Drug Store for the purpose of purchasing a paper, coming 
in Brainerd Road and then proceeded to the Boxwood Motel, 
Brainerd Road, Chattanooga, Tennessee. He stated at the 
Boxwood Motel, they were joined by a second car, a 1950 
gray Chrysler Sedan, which also had a PA System mounted on 
top and which bore 1958 Tennessee Licenses 3W-D069. He 
stated it was determined that this license was registered 
to JOHN KASPER. He stated the first car, the 1956 Buick,

2
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had 1958 Tennessee Licenses 3G-D725, which was registered to 
LEE FOSTER. He advised the Chrysler was occupied by a 
young blond woman and an unknown man, names of both being 
unknown tel I He stated the party appeared to register
at the Boxwood Motel, remained there approximately 30 minutes 
and then left approximately 6:20 to 6:30 p.m. travelling in 
the two above described cars. He stated they proceeded by 
Brainerd Road through the Me Callie Avenue tunnel and when they 
arrived at the Me Callie Shell Service Station located at 2400 
Me Callie Avenue, both cars stopped and remained at this Station 
for approximately five or ten minutes. He stated then both 
cars proceeded to Warner Park where LEE FOSTER and JOHN KASPER 
spoke to a group of approximately 75 to 100 individuals. He 
stated both speakers spoke in opposition to integration in 
public schools, opposition to Jewish Race and were very 
critical of all political leaders, who allegedly favor the 
above two.

Captainf ~| stated the principle person leading
the applause for the sneech of both of the above was one 

______________________________________ |of the Tennessee Society to 
Maintaln Segregation at Chattanooga, Tennessee. Captain 
_______ __ stated that KASPER’s speech was recorded by two 
young boys who were sons of|____________ I Chattanooga City
Policeman. | I stated there was no violence and no
radical statements or statements of violence made by KASPER 
which would be basis for his making an arrest of this individual

Captain stated after the speech that the
two above described cars and a third car, a 1950 Chevrolet
Station Wagon, green in color, bearing 1958 Florida Licenses 
1-1.51734. which was reported to be the property of a FNU

Jof the National White Citizens Council of
Miami, Florida, proceeded from Warner Park in convoy, following
a Chattanooga automobile, described as a 1954 Oldsmobile 
Tudor, bearing Hamilton County Licenses 4B-D435. This car 
is registered to

I | Chattanooga, Tennessee. He spared rue tour cars 
proceeded convoy to the James Restaurant, located on 
Highway 41, South, in East Ridge, Tennessee, where all 
occupants entered the Restaurant and appeared to be eating 
dinner.

Captain. described the unknown white male
believed to beP l as a man 30 - 35 years of age, 5’10”, 
165 lbs., reddish hair, wearing horn riimned ruddy
complexion, medium build. Captainf stated after the

3
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above had dinner at the James Restaurant, FOSTER and party 
returned to the Boxwood Motel.

• Chattanooga City, Detectives I and
advised SA___________________  on November 5,

19b8, that they were assigned to the surveillance of JOHN 
KASPER, LEE FOSTER and party on the morning of October 29, 
1958. They advised they took up surveillance at 7 a.m. 
on that morning and continued same until KASPER,T land
party left in the 1956 Buick and 1950 Chrysler described 
above, approximately noon of October 29, 1958. He stated 
they left the Boxwood Motel all at one time during the 
morning and on this occasion they drove to the Bethea's 
Restaurant where they apparently had breakfast and then 
returned to the Boxwood Motel. He stated no other contacts 
were known.

b6
b7C

_________ S^sJ___________________ WILLIAM B. HODSON and
I surveilled JOHN KASPER, LEE FOSTER and two unKnown 

white males, travelling in the above two described automobiles, 
the 1956 Buick and the 1950 Chrysler, from Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, to Monteagle, Tennessee. They proceeded two men 
in each car from Chattanooga, leaving approximately 12 noon, 
arriving in Monteagle at 2:45 p.m. They made no contacts 
en route. Surveillance of these two cars was dropped on 
the outskirts of Monteagle, at which time the cars were 
proceeding in the direction of Winchester, Tennessee, on 
the U. S. Highway 41-A, in the direction of Nashville, 
Tennessee.

It should be noted that while proceeding through 
the streets of Monteagle, Tennessee, one of the PA Systems 
was used requesting those in hearing range to vote for 
LEE FOSTER, Independent Candidate for Governor for the 
State of Tennessee.

On October 29, 1958, MR. HERMAN SHOEMAKER, owner and 
manager of the Boxwood Motel, 4711 Brainerd Road, Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, advised SA MC INNIS L. WARD that JOHN KASPER and 
LEE FOSTER, 5317 Cedar Heights Drive, Knoxville, Tennessee, 
travelling in a Buick Sedan, with Knoxville Licenses 3G-D725, 
registered in the Boxwood Motel, 6 p.m. on October 28, 
1958, and checked out of this hotel on October 29, 1958, 
at 1 p.m. He stated they were aoinqd by three who were 
registered in Rooms 15 and 16. These men checked into the 
Motel at 10 p.m. on 10-28-58 and out at 1 p.m. on 10-29-58.

4
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The above three men registered
I and | 1 all

I Miami. Florida,

as 
of

According to an article appearing in the November 
3, 1958, issue of the Chattanooga Nevs Free Press, LEE FOSTER, 
Segregationalist, candidate for Governor of Tennessee, on 
11-3-58, filed a $50,000 damage suit in U. S. District 
Courty Chattanooga, Tennessee, against the McMinn County 
Sheriff RAY BUTTRAM, Deputy Sheriff W. R. REYNOLDS, Athens 
Police Chief RAY JOHNSON and the Maryland Casualty Company, 
as surety upon the official bond of Sheriff BUTTRAM. She 
above suit was filed charging that the officers threatened 
him and violated his constitutional rights and denied him 
the Freedom of Speech on October 28, 1958, at Athens, 
Tennessee.

RE:

_____________________ I on November 5. 1958. advised that 
______  ______________________________ | Tennessee-------------  
society to Maintain Segregation; A local organization 
formed at Chattanooga, Tennessee, approximately 1956, in 
opposition to Integration of Public Schools. He stated

yas one of the principal leaders in this organization, 
and was। I former Criminal
Court Judge RAULSTON SCHOOLFIELD, the Impeached Hamilton 
County Judge.

RE: aka

advisedOn November 10, 1958, 
lx St "t |

East Ridge, Tennessee, has been known to their files if Oik 
1956 to present. He has a satisfactory credit rating and 
nothing of a derogatory or disloyal nature appears in the 
file. According ±0 the Oreriit RiiT’oan ho wag fnrmoylu___ 
employed 
Chattanodfeu, xenueasee, auu was inter employed ny me—

b6
b7C

_____ ____ Chattanooga. His date of 
oimn was listed as £ । described as white, male,
married to [_ ____ | and presently resides at \ 7

\ 7 Chattanooga,. Former residents were listed as '
---------------------------- ----------- I Chattanooga, Tennessee, and I I 
_ _________________ Knoxville. Tennessee. He began employment 
with |_____________________________ |Mprch 13, 1953, date of
termination was not listed. Former employment was listed

5
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as

On November 10, 1958, MR. TRACY PARKER, Manager and 
owner of the Kingwood Pharmacy, East Ringgold Road, East 
Ridge, Tennessee, advised he has known| |for the past five
or six yparc Hp q-f-q-t-cH r__  |

and that he was closely associated
wxxa nim when I------ .--------------------  
He stated T___ is a strong admirer of RAULSTON SCHOOLFIELD, 
Former Hamilton County Criminal Court Judge, who was 
impeached in 1958, and who is the present President of the 
Tennessee Society to Maintain Segregation and the States 
Rights Counsel of Tennessee. both located at Chattanooga, 
Tennessee. He statedF I is a close personal friend of
RAULSTONSCHOOLFIELD and of I I He stated SCHOOLFIELD
and <MBlJF<re outspoken Segregationalists and all three take 
an active part in any organization which tends to oppose---- .
Il^tONBtion of public schools. He stated I  Lam? I I
are both employed| ~|6taxxanodga,
Tennessee. MR. PARKER stated he considered! ____ | an
intelligent individual, and although he is strongly imposed 
to segregation, he does not believe that he or ___ I would 

to violence or be a party to any violencebeing plannedresort

Employees Me Callie Shell Service Station 
2400 Me Callie Avenue, Chattanooga, Tennessee

1958 City Directory reflects that GEORGE M. DURHAM 
is the Manager of the Me Callie Shell Service Station. No 
record was reflected regarding DURHAM as to his place of 
residence in the City Directory. A pretext telephone call 
was marie tn Mr Pallia. Shell Service Station, 11-10-58, by 
SA J in an effort to determine the identity
of otner employees of the Service Station. The individual 
answering the phone identified himself as| I

who advised that the manager of this service station

6
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as GEORGE M. DURHAM. ' 
♦ ' / 

MR. CLEMENT ROACH, Raich’s Grocery Store, 2334
Me Callie Avenue, advised the Me Callie Shell Service 
Station has three employees, one|________________ | who has been
employed by that company for approximately one year. He stated 
he is only slightly acquainted with this individual but to his 
knowledge he has a good reputation and he knows nothing of a 
derogatory nature concerning this individual. He stated one 
FNU I Iwho resides at| 1 has been employed
by this service station for the past six years. He stated I 
is mhonest, loyal, American citizen, trustworthy and dependable. 
He advised the Manager, whose name he does not recall, has been 
at the Station for the past two years. He stated he is only 
slightly acquainted with him and knows of nothing of a derogatory 
nature concerning him.

On 11-10-58,[ I
who has been employed at

I I GFOPra '
DURHAM, who lives in a Trailer Court, East Ridge, Hamilton 
County, Tenn, and himself. ________stated that he was working 
at this Service Station on the night of October 28, 1958, when 
two automobiles pulled into the Station bearing banners for 
LEE FOSTER, Independent Candidate for Governor. He stated the men 
occupying these two cars entered the Restroom of the Service 
Station and returned to their car without talking to anyone 
employed at the Service Station and without making any purchase.

He was questioned concerning JOHN KASPER and advised that 
he did not know JOHN KASPER and that he as well as the other 
two employees of the Me Callie Avenue Shell Service Station 
were bitterly opposed to JOHN KASPER and anything he stood 
for.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SA ELMER LEE TODD

DATE: DECS

subject: SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS
RACIAL MATTERS.

Pertinent portions of the following informant’s 
report have been disseminated to the Bureau.

Informant Date Received To Whom Furnished Location

11-18-58 SA ELMER LEE TODD

"November 18, 1958

"FLOYD FLEMING.I___________
BENJAMIN SIMMONS, and I Imet last night
at the bowling alley in Mt. Rainier. SIMMONS and 
FLEMING were finishing up a bowling match, and

~I suggested that he and go to
BASS’s bar for a drink until the game was over.
Once there, he said that FLEMING had mentioned
KASPER’s letter, 
it. I 
had written to

and asked if had seen
1 let him read the Letter that KASPER 

I andl Isaid

b6
b7C
b7D

that ’old JOHN must have really been shook to have 
written a letter like this.’ When told that
FLEMING was thinking of pulling out of the Council, 

__  said that he thought that the group had 
made too much progress to break up over a letter 
like this. He said also that KASPER had no right 
to ’talk to the old man like this, for God knows 
he’s worked his tale off.'

6-WFO
(1-62-8024)/FLOYD FLEMING)
(1-62-8021
(1-62-8022
1-62-8028)’(JOHN KASPER) 

(1-
1-Atlanta ^InfoHRMj 
^-Baltimore (lnfo)(RM) 
l-«Knoxville (infoHRM)
Memphis (Info) (RM) 

1-Mobile (info)(RM) 
ELTsSKR 
(12)

b7C
b7D



WFO 100-33226

' "Discussing the school problem in 
general, Isaid that he thought the day was
coming when a different philosophy would be used to 
settle the problem. | |said that maybe
some of the people in the South who were working on 
the schools might have the right idea, and I 
said that it was plenty right with him. He said

b7C

"Going back to the bowling alley, the 
four went down the street to a restaurant-bar, and 
had beer and sandwiches. FLEMING started talk by 
cursing for five minutes on what an ungrateful 
soul KASPER had. SIMMONS and | | laughed, and
SIMMONS said, ’JOHN is doing just what I thought that 
he.would do. He has never listened to advice, and 
thinks an attorney is to get him out of a jam after 
he gets into one.’ He told FLEMING that he doubted

- 2 -
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_ . . b7C

that KASPER mistrusted FLEMING, but probably 
wanted the letters with donations to use to get more 
money, to follow up on the people that had 
contributed. SIMMONS said that KASPER could get 
the stuff in, but had no money sense, and didn’t 
care of it once he had it. SIMMONS went on to say 
that the group could expect no help from KASPER, 
but had received little help in the past. He 
suggested that Seaboard be held together, and to use 
KASPER’s name as the group pleased. No open breaks 
should be made. I Iwent along with this, and
said that he for one favored giving KASPER a lot of lee
way, and that JOHN had done too much for the group 
to get mad at him. He went to Jail, if nothing else, 

|said. I agreed with this, and
FLEMING said that he would just be cool when KASPER 
came around.

I than asked SIMMONS if the 
Cincinnati decision, if bad, should be appealed 
to the Supreme Court, as KASPER wants. SIMMONS 
laughed and said that KASPER wanted a lot of things 
that would take a lot of money tn do.I _ Lsaid, 
’Don’t beat around the bush________________ answer
my question.’ SIMMONS then said that he nad little 
desire to work further on the case, that the court 
would refuse to hear it, and that it would take from 
$750.00 to 2500.00, depending on how soon the court 
would hear it. FLEMING said that he wouldnLi_______ 
’give a damn cent from my pocket for it.’ | 
seemed to weight the idea over, and dropped it. 
He then asked if SIMMONS thought that KASPER would 
come up f or two weeks and help| ..  |get
the Council going again. He said tnat juhn knew 
people here that would help, and we needed him to 
get things started again, as for as SWCC was 
concerned. SIMMONS said that he thought that 
KASPER was happy living from door to door, and 
FLEMING said that he told KASPER when he was in 
D. C. that he just wanted to establish residence in 
Tennessee so that he could run for office. SIMMONS 
said that he was a fool if he thought he would be 
elected, even as dogcatcher. I_ lsaid that he 
was going to try and phone KASPER last night, and

I leave him two numbers he might be reached
at. SIMMONS said that KASPER might be down at the

- 3 -
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•

Admiral’s (CROMMELIN) and FLEMING said that, be 
thought he was still in Nashville., 
also said that he was going to try and send 
KASPER some moneys, and| |said that he
and I [wanted to take JOHN out for meals 
while they were at home.

"Talking about general problems; • 
everyone expressed surprise thatl » Iwas
absent, and| |said that he like him, and
thought he was the man to get th a a-roup started, 
if the group could ever get started. •

| ~lasked SIMMONS if the FBI had
interviewed him, and SIMMONS said that he 'would 
throw them down the eleavator shaft if they came 
to his office.' He said that he .had written a 
letter to Adm. CROMMELIN expressing admiration 
for CROMMELIN's letter to J. EDGAR HOOVER, and 
had put in three paragraphs about the FBI not 
being legally involved, and CROMMELIN wrote back 
and asked if he could print the letter. SIMMONS 
said that this would make the FBI mad. SIMMONS

b7C 
b7D

said that he thought that before the problem 
was over. Blood would be flowing in the streets.

~~I repeated again that if the Georgia schools 
were integrated, there would be trouble. 'I have 
a brothejr that weighs 200 pounds, and together...’ 

said. saicj that ha, had
better start getting ready, and |________  said that
he was ready. ’I do my exercises every night’, 
he said...

■ "The meeting broke up around 12?15 
A. M. and I________ told_____ that if he
would meetH at lunch today.

"One thing more, said that
he saw no need of losing his jon wnen money was 
needed, but that if need be, he would 'go active’ 
in certain areas, and actually participate in the 
projects of the groups."

L

4



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office • united states government

TO : sac DATE: 12-8-58

FROM : SA T'ffiODCRE a. sanders

SUBJECT: SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL 
Washington, D.C.
IS-X

A report has not been submitted in this matter more 

promptly due to the fact that writer was assigned to 

the special on ’’Unsubs,Dynamiting of Clinton Highs 

School, 10-5-58, Kx Fi2e 69-7.

A nought draft RUC letter has been submitted this date.



birector, m <w-42ws) '

sac, aos-m)

- sejiboard mm citissj© cowcii. .■ ..........
wazNGiw, ©* a ■■'-■
IB - X .

• -W Jacksonville letter to Director 9/17/58.

Reflet reports tMt KASXW, Adairal and
wife and daughter on 8/1/58 left the area of Tallahassee in 
a 3uicU sedan bearing 1858 Tennessee license ,3G ©7 25.

The records of the Knox County Court Clerk’s office 
reflect that the above license number is.issued to Mr. and . 
to. LEE K. FOSTER, 5317 Cedar Heights Knoxville, 
Tennessee* ;

The Chattanooga Hws-Froe Press,' daily newspaper, 
Chattanooga, Tennessee,' in an article in the issue of 11/3/58 
described LEE FOSTER as the candidate for the/Wheat in Bread. 
Party. (WKXB) and a ’‘segregationist candidate for governor” 
of Tennessee* JOHN OS^ER was reported to be FOSTER’S cam*, 
paign manager* FOSTER, according to the article, sued McMinn 
County, Tennessee authorities for refusing to allow him to 
speakin Athens., Tennessee. '

The Knoxville Journal, daily newspaper, Knoxville, 
Tennessee, in issue of 10/16/5T carried an article which 
reported that LEE FOSTER wb chairman of the Knox County White 
Citizens Council.

~I who has furnished reliable Information
In the past, advised on 9/2/S8 that he personally observed b7D 
JOW KASPER in city Court on the occasion when LEE. FQSTT& ■ 
appeared in the Knoxville City Court on that date to answer 
charges of disorderly conduct and inciting to riot brought

2 'Bureau (IQS)
2 * Jacksonville (105«G0$ 
2 - WO (100-33226) (RM) 

,4V Knoxville (105-176)

TAB:at

/Z?b-/7S'-O



nx 105-175

against ■FOSTER after he picketed a showing of the movie, 
“Kings GO Forth", at a local Knoxville theatre. ®ie dis
orderly conduct charge was dismissed but FOSTEB was bound ■ 
over to the Grand Jury on a charge of-inciting to riot. ‘ H© 
was released on a $500.00 bond. This informant has reported 
there is no indication there is presently an active White 
Citineas Council in Knoxville at the present tiae.

FOSTER is also reported to have been one of the 
signers on bonds for JOO KASNER when the latter was answering 
■charges in Federal Court, Bnoxvill©, arising out of the 
integration of Clinton High School, and on local charges in 
K^hville, Tennessee which are pending against KASPER.

ROC.

- 2 -
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : SAC, KNOXVILLE

FRO.
SAC, WFO (62-8021)

DATE: 12/29/58

b6 
b7C

SUBJECT: INFORMATION concerning

On 12/2/58, a highly confidential source 
of information was contacted concerning subject. This 
source furnished photographs of material in the 
possession of the subject, which photographs are 
being maintained in the 1-A exhibit section of 
subject’s file.

------ 1----------- 1__^_________________________  identified 
by ---------------------| as the person who, in 1957, offered
$500 to bomb the Clinton, Tennessee, high school. This 
school was bombed in 1958. I ______ I in the ^cn
publicly identified I ------- '

______ .__________ |JOHN KASPER who received Nation
wide attention and publicity due to his activities in 
connection with the Clinton, Tennessee, high school riots 
in 1956. KASPER served a one year Federal prison term for 
viol ati np- a court order in connection with these riots, 

who has furnished reliable information in
past, has advised that I b7C

, I ______________ | advised in July. 1956
vhat he participated with JOHN KASPER and
in the burning of crosses at_the_homes of prominent 
public Officials in WDC._____________ ladvised on 1Q/9/^g
that ‘ ’!R had made

WDC. □ 
> a stats

riaaen in 
WDC.

o the effect that| 1 | and KASPER had-------
the same -car the nignr tney burned crosses in

On 12/2/58, source furnished a letter 
tol

Knoxvixxe*
A00V6 suomitted for information of

- Knoxville (Encl.l) 
1 - WFO 
RBL:jll /i'i2 1959

FBI(3)



12/29/58

SAC, WO (62—8021)

’lONX^CERNIMG - 2. b7C

On 12/2/58, a highly confidential source 
of information was contacted concerning subject. This 
source furnished photographs of material in the 
possession of the subject, which photographs are. 
being maintained in the 1-A exhibit section of 
subjects file. '

।—------------------ 1________________________________ (identified
by I _ _ las the gamp who, in 1957. offered | 
$590 to noab the Clinton, Tennessee, high school. Tais ' 
school was bombed in 1958. I I in the east has hem
publicly identified asl

wide attention and publicity due to his activities in 
connection with the Clinton, Tennessee, high school riots 
in 195d. 8A8W served a one year Federal prison term for 
violating a court order in connection with ■ these riots.

I Who has farwished raHwKto *»»c------------------------------

that he participated with JfOO K&SMR s 
in the burning of the e* 
public officials in WDC

advised in. —les*

that KASPER had nade a stateaent
Ite the effect thatl i and easmb> h«a-------

fsawe car the night they burned crosses in

*^y confidential source contacted 
©n 13/3/58* furnished a list wf ones whidh was captioned 

letters to the following.- The names Mll be
set forth alphabetically by field office. .
2 - Baltimore (rm)
® - Knoxville (info) (rm)
1 •• 
1 • 
1 "•
1 - 
1 ••
WML*111

Ix>s Angeles (Info) (rm) 
Louisville (Info) (rm) 
Mew York (XndPo> (RM) 
RichBond (Info) (rm) 
WFO

INDEX 
filed.

M2 1959
OXViUE

SEARCHEi
WU2|

b7C



WO 62-8021

b6
b7C

LOUISVILLE

GRUBBS, MILLARD W
Citizews Cornell of Kp.» Zoo* 
1427 sooth Sixth Street 
Miievllle,

FIELDS, ED, Dr.
Louisville, sy.

NW YORK

l’hohmediev, robket 
10 South OceiusBlds Koad 
C0MM814O, S. Y.

SADDLE, JAMES K. 
10 West 90th street 
Nw York 24, N.Y.

*3*
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SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (100-33226) 2/17/59

SAC, KNOXVILLE (105-175)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. C., aka. 
RACIAL BATTERS

Re Washington Field letter to Director 12/12/58 
setting forth names on a list pertaining to subject organization 
received by| on 11/14/58. Offices receiving copy of
reflet requested to furnish background information on names of 
individuals. Following information submitted concerning those .

' ■ names in' Knoxville Division: ' ■ ‘ • . -Db
. ■ . . . . . ' . . . . , : . b7C

The following names appeared on the records of b7D 
WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OF D. C. as furnished by | on
12/11/57, as set forth in WFO Letter to Director 2/21/53. The 
indices of the Knoxville Office contain no additional references.

and

CLYDE COOK, Clinton, Tennessee, and Mr. and Mrs. 
HENSON NELSON, Clinton, Tennessee, were defendants in a contempt 
of court action which arose out of a court order requiring the 
integration of the Clinton High School, Clinton, Tennessee, in 
September 1956, COOK was convicted and given probation. Mr. and 
Mrs. HENSON were acquitted. Mrs. JOHN GATES is the wife of 
defendant JOHN GATES in the above action. GATES died before 
trial. COOK and Mr. and Mrs. HENSON and Mrs. JOHN GATES have 
been interviewed by Agents of the Knoxville Office in connection 
with the case entitled "UNSUBS, Dynamiting of Clinton High School, 
Clinton, Tennessee, October 5, 1958; INFORMATION CONCERNING". 
All denied any knowledge or part in this dynamiting or any other 
bombings•

With reference to ARTHUR COLE, LaFollette, Tennessee, 
on October 17, 1958, ARTHUR BRUCE COLE, LaFollette, Was interviewed 
by Agents of the Knoxville Office in connection with the investi
gation "UNSUBS, Dynamiting of the Clinton High School, October 5, 
1958; INFORMATION CONCERNING". COLE advised he is National 
Chairman of the National States Rights Party. He denied any 
knowledge or part in the above dynamiting or any other acts of 
violence.', ' ■ '

2 - Washington Field (RM) 
(J - Knoxville .
TAS/bgc 
(3) ■



• - ■ .. .:b, . Mtti Jeter©nc<j to MWKS, - Post; Office B©x2161,
Knoxville,'.Tennessee,■'.'WOct^rw; 1958, DUPES was interviewed 
by Agents of the Knoxville Offide in connection with the invest!- 
gation bf the dynamiting of the Clinton High Scheel, DUPES 
advised he Wong< tb’the Mtipnal States Bights Patty. He denied 
any knowledge concerning the dynamiting.of the Clinton High 
School or any ottfe? bombings. ' 7

. b6 7
><■ .: "___  Concerning I  , |Tehnessee, on 

10/27/5^,___________________ , fcaWise<Agents of - , b?c
the Knoxville that|____________________ orthe U. S. Klans t
Knights of the Ku Kiux Klan. Inc.. Whitwell Klavsvn #3T WtWll. 

stated .that I I is a member of this organize-
tion, wt that he did not think that! I is the type of
person dm $?uld be involved in any acts of violence.

.- 7b7-'7'f'b- -7. b'?. ; ' i———i—•'   .........>- ---------—-— '
' -7 - bb'-.-. With referenco tel_________________ , --------------------

: b7D

1 fuse T symbol

7<eutherS -Sc 
& decla»at« 
of Virgins

'

Terence Educational Fundjlnc,, on ll/2^/48, sponsored 
conference on civil rights at Madison Hall, University

_Charlottosville, Va. Subsequent to this meeting,
I signed h declaration adopted .atvthisr ec^erence -

as a sponso^fe■ 
b confidential*)

^eqpestedTher ideirtlt^ be Kept'

"I made available a. letterhead 
I as a member of the ..Xj

A . . . w> KW^FWOw > wUSlfi^i? tp* AT^a^w )7
wdb a witness for the defendants in the contempt of court action

' which arose out of a court dfder requiring the integration of
the Clinton High School, Clinton, Tennessee, in September 1956.

7 ■ ?.y< ‘ .. ■ ■ ■ • ‘ :. 7. : ■■ ■ t: ' ■ :̂-'..-1''

>rdper^ waisn aa dpen air meeting was neial_________ J ..' ;
according to an informant of the KnfiwilMWffi^(protect 
identify? 717^^0^ has furnished reliable Information in

White Citihens^luhcil^etin^Xi^SiHE^SPER

Spoke on thisfoccasion. \

' 7 V

;W:; ■■



lex 105—175

' DONALD H.*-'HENSLEY, 412 Tobler Lan®, Knoxville, is 
Chairman for the National States Rights party for•th© State of , - 
Tennessee, according to an article in the October 1958 issue 
of ’’The Thunderbolt”, official publication of the NSRP. ' On - 
November 85, 1958, HENSLEY was interviewed by Agents of the ' 
Knoxville Office, at which time he denied any knowledge concerning 
the dynamiting7of the Clinton.High School .or any other bombings. .

Indices of the Knoxvillb Office contain-no reference 
to I I Chattanooga, Tbnnessed _

__  I Knoxville J _____ ________________ 
Knoxville. I iKnoxvillef

Chattanooga, Tenn.; I ~
Knoxville: Hr. and J

| Knoxville.

I Tenn.!
Tenn.j .

in the mat F 
on I

An informant who has furnished reliable information 
L protect identity) advised

b6
b7C
b7D

at which
J had attended a meeting)_______________________ 
time JOHN KASPER was present and the meeting

was sndasored by.a local pro-segregation group. He stated

where the meeting was held in an automobile also occupied by KASPER.
I I was interviewed by Agents of'the Knoxville Office in .
connection with another investigation, at which.time, sho denied 
having any knowledge concerning the Clinton High School dynamiting 
or any other bombings. ' . ■< ■ . .. . . ,■ ' ■ ■ '

NATIONAL STATES. RIGHTS PARTY

. " On . . ..________ .____________ . .. _ _ I ■ . b7D
advised that the United White Party has passed out of existence 
and is being replaced by the National States Rights party.
This informant furnished an application form for this organization 
which contained the platform of the NSRP attached thereto. The 
platform reflects statements of racial, economic, social, states* 
rights' and foreign policy as the platform of the.NSRP. . Among" ... . 
the policies stated was the statement: "We favor complete 
separation of all non-Whites and dissatisfied racial minorities 
from our White Folk Community”. ; ”We demand tiat the Federal :
government cease interferring with the sovereign rights of the 
states, as guaranteed by the Constitution.”

— 3 —
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: ■- ' ...>'./. ’ .. ■

"' ■ ■ .-' An informant advised on..-'October 12,.• 1956, that. • • -'.
. ■ ELDON LEE EDWARDS organized a'net Sian• group at Atlanta, ''Georgia, 

■' in 1953., ".Thisorganization received >-corporate charter In ; .,. /
Georgia in October ''1955,' under the'name U»'-.'.S?/Klanso. ' ... : _■ '

' ■ Informants advised in October 1956 that the U» So ', ■■ ■ - ' .
. .'. Klans has no-affiliation with.any previous.Klan group .but-utilizes '- 

■' . ' with-Minor changes the Klan Kloran or ritual written in about 1915 ' . 
. . by WILLIAM JOSEpH’SIMMONS’.and used by the now defunct Knights' of:..7 '

the Ku Klux Klan (1915-1944)a These informants advised th So. ' . .
. Klans has"as. its principal, aims and-objectives the-promotion of .

. : Americanism/White Supremacy and. Segregation;' An informant stated ■ 
.'-■■"the aims, objectives and. principals for all■practical'purposes are .' 
■■ ■.-' the same as those of - the Knights of the Ku Klux Klano . .■ -' \ '7. :'

' . ' Informants stated that on numerous' occasions' EDWARDS'■ ' .
' has announced objectives will be met ■ through. legal-means ■ and .■'', ' ' 

' without violence« In addition,.'informants advised Klan-officials . 
■ . expect to achieve objectives through strength and membership, ’ .‘ ' 

■ thus insuring selection of public officials who are sympathetic "■ ; .
with their viewso ■ . -. . ." -■' '■' ..'.'■ '. / ■ >7. -. '

. . . . Informants-advised in November 1956 that EDWARDS,and
■ other individuals responsible for organizing U, S, Klans-,, are .J;'':'.

former officers and members of the’ Association of Georgia Kians , ’. ■ ■ 
' (AGK)« AGK has been-designated'-'by the'Attorney General pursuant' •

to Executive Order • 10450e ■ Informants .advised in 1950 that the ' • '
• U« So Klans continues as the-principal klan'in operation and '■ 

is actively engaged in recruiting-’members in.several southern; - ..- .' 
■■■ states, These. informants advised'..that the U. S, Klans has mads.; ■■ 

- o considerable progress within the past year in opening new units " ' 
’ 'in the Southern;states,7 ' ■ ■. ■ ■' .. ' . : .. .

. :' ______ ______ ______ratofBri ±6 P.bnva aral ' . •
. . ■-...■ b7D

.. ' '. 7 ’ ■ SOUTHERN CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL FTO '. . ■ ; > ' .-

: . An amendment to the charter of.'..the Southern Conference ’
-. for ■■-Human .-Welfare (8CHW),. which-has been cited by the Congressional 

Committee on Un-American activities as a communist front, changed
.- the name.of.-the organization-to the Southern Conference Educational 
' Fund, Inc9 (SCEF), and listed Its purposes. As being to improve;■■ - . . • 

.: the educational and cultural- standards of the Southern people ih'- 7
. accordance- with the' highest American democratic, institutions, ? - - ..

.. traditions and ideals0 This amendment was dated April'26, 19460 -■/

' ' - ’. ' : ' . RUCo ■ .' ' :■ 7.'

■ ■ ' ' ' .. "■■; ' . - ■ '- ■ —4 - . ■ ... ’ 7 .-X5 '-



STAMOAk^ form no. 64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423395) MAR 1 ? "'sg
DATE:

FROM : SAC, WFO (100-33226)

SUBJECT: WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D. C., aka 
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Memphis letter to Director U2/16/58, 
transmitting undeveloped film of materialTin the 
possession cf | __ |when he) was arrested
by the Memphis PD on 12/4/58.

/' <
For jnfnrmatinn pf nffinA^ receiving copies 

of this letter_____________________ was publicly identi
fied on 10/16/^8, by FREDERICK JOHN KASPER as the new 
Executive Secretary of the Seaboard White Citizens 
Councilsof D. C. | | no longer holds this position.
KASPER Organized the Sy/CC in June, 1956, and he is cur
rently the Executive Director of the organization. 
KASPER has served a ope year sentence in a Federal 
penitentiary on a conviction for contempt of .court 
charges arising out of the school integration riots

b6
b7C

at Clinton, Tennessee, in 1956

2-Bureau
ItAlbany (info)
1-Atlanta (Info)
1-Baltimore (info)
1-Birmingham (info) 
1-Boston (info) 
1-Butte (info) 
1-Charlotte (info) 
1-Cincinnati (info) 
1-Cleveland (info) 
1-Dallas (info) 
liDenver (info) 
1-Houston (info) 
1-Indianapolis (info) 
1-Jacksonville (info) 
(l^Knoxville (info)
l^Little Rock (info) 
1-Los Angeles (info) 
1-Louisville (info)

1-Memphis (info)
1-Miami (info)
1-Milwaukee (info)
1-Mobile (info)
1-Newark (info)
1-New York (info)
1-New Orleans (info) 
1-Norfolk (info)
1-Philadelphia (info) 
1-Pittsburg (info) 
1-Richmond (info) 
1-San Antonio (info) 
1-Savanah (info)
1-Springfield (info)
2-WFO --------

(1-62-8022)
RBL:cjv

(36)



WFO 100-33226

On 12/5/58, Inspector W. P. HUSTON, Head of 
the Vice Snuad. Memphis PD, made available to SAs 
__________________ | and WILLIAM H. LAWRENCE the papers 
and personal effects of| |which he had in his
possession at the time of his arrest.[ Twas
convicted on 1/23/59, on a charge of contributing to 
the delinquency of a minor and was sentenced to 11 
months and 29 days at a penal farm and fined SLOOP. 

I haterial was photographed by SAsI I
and LAWRENCE. The original film is being maintained 
in WFO file 100-33226-1B3-7.

Two items of special interest in this material 
are the following:

b6 
b7C

A letter dated 8/14/56, captioned U.S. Klans, 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., Atlanta, Ga., ad
dressed "To whom it may concern" signed bv E. L. EDWARDS 
Imperial Wizard I

A letter dated 10/12/58, "To all officers and 
members of the Seaboard White Citizens Councils and to 
whom it may concern" signed by JOHN KASPER. Execut-iya 
Director. SWCCI

Set forth below are the results of a review of 
this material, which consists of 168 photographs. The 
material has been broken down into 11 general categories. 
The photographs have been numbered and in the event that 
any office desires to have a copy of the original photo
graph, it will only be necessary to request the photograph 
by number.

The attention of all offices is directed to the 
portion of this letter starting on page 92 captioned 
Complete Address Unknown. Some offices may recognize a 
name or address in their own territory.

The categories are as follows:

1. Material pertaining to the SWCC Photos 1-22.
2. Material pertaining to personally.

Photos 23-61.

- 2 -
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3. Material showing books requested at the 
Library of Congress, dealing with the Ku Klux Klan 
and Related Matters., Photos 6^-75.

4, Material of a racial nature from Sweden. 
Photos 76-80.

5. Material concerning the proposed plans 
of an organization to be called The Southern League 
of America. Photos 81-85.

6. List of names captioned association of 
Citizens Councils of Louisiana. Photos 86-88.

7. A list of names, the significance of 
which is unknown. Photos 89-111.

8. A list of names and titles of persons 
who attended a meeting April 7, 1956,at New Orleans. 
Photos 112-115.
----------- 9. MiscfiOlaneous names which appear in

 material, the significance of which are 
unknown. Photos 116-131.

10. Names appearing in two small notebooks 
belonging to | Photos 132-159.

11. Miscellaneous material such as Application 
Blanks for Re-instatement to the US Klans of Georgia. 
Photos 160-168. b6

b7C
Categories 6,7,8,9, and 10 consist of names 

and these names have been set forth by field office. 
The category and photograph number are set for by each 
name, such as:

DOE, JOHN
Category 

6
Photograph

100

It is believed that the names set forth in 
this letter may be of assistance to field offices, in 
the event of violence due to a racial or a religious 
basis. It should be’ noted that| has photographed
girls for commercial purposes and some of the names of 
girls set. forth in this letter may pertain to this hobby 
or business of|

- 3 -



WFO 100-33226

ALBANY
Category Photo

7 109

7 106

ATLANTA

8 112

b6
b7C

BALTIMORE

7 110

7 105

' 10 147

BIRMINGHAM ..

10 154

8 112

7 111

7 107

8

. 4 -

112



■tjr 
*

WFO 100-33226

BOSTON
Photo

150

105

10

7

7 109

7 109 ,

b 6
b7C

10 146

7 109

10 145

9 123

BUTTE

9 120

CHARLOTTE

8 114

7 111

7 105

- 5 -
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CHARLOTTE
______ tlateoorv Photo ■

7 106

7 105

8 114

7 109

8 114

8 114

7 105 b6

7

b7C

105;

10 158

7 106

10 159

7 105

' - 6 -



WFO 100-33226

DALLAS

CLEVELAND
Category Photo

10 149 b6

b7C
7 105

Oh jLO

DENVER

8 115

7 111

8 115

7 106

7 : 106

7 107

7 106

7 110

7 110

7 110

- 7 -



WFO 100-33226

DENVER
Category Photo

7 110

7 110

HOUSTON
b6
b7C

7 106

10 158

8 115

7 106

7 111

10 132

7 106

7 106

7 106

- 8 -
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HOUSTON
Category

10
Photo

159

b6

INDIANAPOLIS b7C

10 155

7 110

JACKSONVILLE

8 . 112

8 112

9 125

KNOXVILLE /Z /

— 8 115

7 110

8 112

8 . 112

- 9 -



WFO 100-33226

LITTLE ROCK
Category Photo

8 " ' 112

10 154

10 152

6 87

LOS ANGELES

7 111

10 141

10 141

10 143

7 110

10 153

7 106

7 106

7 106

10 -



WFO 100-33226

LOUISVILLE

LOS ANGELES
Category 

7
Photo

106

10 134
b6
b7C

7 106

10 159

7 111

10 155

7 106

7 108

9 118

7 111

7 108

8 114

- 11 -



WFO 100-33226

MEMPHIS
Category Photo

7 107

7 105

7 107

8 114

7 107

7 107

7 107 b6
b7C

8 114

7 107

7 108

7 105

8 115

8 115

7 107

7 108

8 115

8 - 113

- 12 -



WFO 100-33226

MEMPHIS Category Photo

7 107

7 108

7 108

7 108 '

7 ' 107

10 145

8 114

7 107
b6
b7C

8 115 ■

7 105

7 108

8 115

7 107

10 153

7 . 107

- 13 -



WFO 100-33226

MEMPHIS Category Photo

8

7

7

7

8

7

• 7

7

7

7

8

7

7

8

- 14 -

114

107

107

107

115

105

108

b6
108 b7C

107

106

115

107

107

115 -



WFO 100-33226

MEMPHIS Category Photo

7 107

7 108

7 108

7 108

8 115

7 106

8 115

7 107

7 105

MIAMI

7 106

10 159

10 149

7 106

b7C

- 15 -



WFO 100-33226

MOBILE

MIAMI Category

7

Photo

106

7 106

b6
b7C

MILWAUKEE

10 134

7 106

7 111

7 111

8 112

8 112

8 112

8 112

8 112

7 106

- 16 -



WFO 100-33226

NEWARK Category Photo

10 157

10 153

7 105

10 157

10 158

b6
b7C

NEW YORK

7 109

7 109

7 110

7 110

7 110

7 110

- 17 -
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NEW YORK Category Photo

7 109

7 110

7 110

7 110

10 134

7 110

b6

10 156 b7C

10 159

10 156

10 153

7 110

7 110

9 122

- 18 -



WFO 100-33226

PhotoNEW YORK

7 ■ 109

7 105

7 109 .

7 110

7 110

10 156

b6
7 ' 109 b7C

7 109

7 105

10 134

7 109

7 110



WFO 100-33226

J

NEW YORK Category Photo

7 109

10 157

7 110

7 105

7 110

7 109
b6
b7C

7 109

10 150

7 105

10 156

7 109

7 109



WFO 100-33226

NEW YORK Category Photo

7

7

10

7

10

7

7

7

l

7

7

7

7

7

7

105

110

156

110

133

109

109

109

109

109

109

110

109

b6
b7C

109

21 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW YORK Category Photo

10 157

7 109

10 157

7 109

7 109

7 . ' 110

b6
7 ■ 109 b7C

7 109

7 109

10 133

7 109

7 110

7 110 .



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS

NEW YORK Category Photo

7 109

7 109

7 110

10 137

10 133

10 133

7 110

7 109

7 110

10 134

b6
b7C

9 128

6 87

6 87

7 
La.

96

- 23 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 96

7 96

9 128

9 128

7 99

6 86

7 89

7 98

7 89

7 107

9 131

7 95

9 ’ 128

7 89

7 103

b6
b7C

- 24 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

111

102

103

107

89

131

99

86

102

103

98

131

89

98

b6
b7C

89

- 25 -



WFO 100-33226

Photo

111

103

86

90

101

102

. 108

128

128

101

111

89

111

91

108

b6
b7C

102



WFO 100-33226

I

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

9 129

9 129

7 96

9 131

9 129

6 86

7 98 ,

9 131 b6

b7C
------------ 7 89

7 103

7 103

7 89

_______________ 7 90

7 91 .

______________  7 102

- 27 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

87

126

107

111

94

88

129

99

128

107

93

130

89

128

108

b6
b7C

97

- 28 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

_______ Lz_________  96

6 88

7 105

9 128

9 128

7 94

7 90

7 89

7 97

7 97

7 107

R 113

*7 111

”7 ■ on

6 87

7 103

b6
b7C

- 29 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category

7

7

7

Photo

99

96

101

90

128

103

129

111

102

89

101

99

111

98

89

98

b6
b7C

- 30 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

128

108

99

108

129

90

101

101

128

86

116

96

90

108

b6
b7C

99

- 31 -



WFO

NEW

100-33226

•

PhotoORLEANS Category

7 97

7 107

7 99

7 99

7 90

7 90

7 99

b6
b7C

7 99

7 90

7 102

9 129

7 96

7 90

7 96

- 32 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

9 127

6 87

8 112

7 108

7 103

7 96

6 87 b6
b7C

7 91

7 90

9 129

7 101'

7 102

7 ' 90

- 33 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 90

7 98

7 95

9 129

7 99

7 94 '

6 86 b6
b7C

7 90

7 94

7 107

7 90

7 96

7 98
A

- 34 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 90

7 91

7 95

7 94

7 95

7 108

b6
9 129 b7C

7 108

9 129

9 128

7 111

9 129

7 90

- 35 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 107

• 7 110

7 107

7 107

7 100

9 130

b7C

9 128

7 104

7 90

7 96

6 88

7 90

8 113

- 36 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

6 88

9 128

7 . 95

7 95

7 90

7 90

6 86
b6
b7C

7 103

7 108

7 103

7 100

7 99

7 107

7 103

- 37 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 102

7 90

7 97

7 98

7 111

7 100

9 129 b7C

7 97

7 90

7 105

9 128

9 129

7 100

- 38 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo .

7 101

7 98

7 98

7 101

7 108 ■

7 97

7 90 b6
b7C

9 129

9 129

9 129

7 96

7 93

9 129

9

- 39 -

129



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

9 129

7 103

7 98

7 90

9 116

9 130

9
116 b6
x . b7C

6 87

7 97

6 87

7 106

9 128

9 129

- 40 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS_________________ Category Photo

7 94

7 108

7 91

7 103

7 97

8 113

8 113

b6
b7C

10 155

7 104

7 100

9 127

7 91

7 108

9 128

- 41 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 104

7 111

7 91

9 128

7 91

7 89

9 127 b6 
b7C

7 102

7 102

7 102
■

7 102

7 95

7 102

- 42 -



WFO 100-33226

- 43 -

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 94 '

7 89

7 98

9 128

7 101

9 128

7 109

9
129 b6

b7C

7 102

7 102

9 128

7 100

8 113



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 - 91

7 102

7 91 .

8 113

7 101

7 96

7 98 b6

b7C

7 91

7 91

7 98

7 97

9 128

7 107

- 44 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 99

7 91

9 129

9 129

7 95

8 113

b6
7 102 , "

b7C

9 128

7 89

7 89

9 129

9 129

7 91

- 45 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 99

7 95

7 98

7 101

7 97

7 107

7 91

. b6
9 128 b7C

7 91

7 104

7 102

6 88

7 91

7 108

- 46 -



WFO 100-33226

NEV/ ORLEANS Category Photo

7 97

7 99

7 95

7 96

7 95

7 91

9 129

7 111

7 100

7 91

7 94

7 104

7 . 98

9 127

b6
b7C

- 47 -



WFO 100-33226

PhotoNEW ORLEANS Category

9 128

7 .102

7 100

7 104

7 108

9 127

9 129
b 6
b7C

7 107

7 89

9 129

7 97

7 102

7 111

- 48 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 111

8 113

7 101

7 101

7 89

7 111

7 91 b6
b7C

7 97

9 128

9 128

9 128

7 94

9 116

- 49 -



<

WFO

NEW

100-33226

•

PhotoORLEANS Category

7 94

7 96

9 128

7 104

7 102

7 97

7 107

9 125 b7C

9 129

7 . 107

7 97

6 86

7 101

7 101 "

- 50 -



WFO 100-33226

PhotoNEW ORLEANS Category

7 99

7 100

7 97

6 . 86 '

7 91

6 . 87

7 91

* b6
7 .105 b7C

7 91

7 97

7 102

9 ' 131

7 106

7 107

- 51 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo.

7 96

. 7 91

7 91

9 129

7 97

7 107

8 113

6 87

7 91

7 91

7 91

7 108

7 105

b6
b7C

- 52 -



WFO 33226

NEW ORLEANS Cateqory Photo

8 127

9 127

7 102

8 127

7 100

7 98

7 107

6 86

7 98

— 7

7

96

101

7 90

7 89

7 101

7 91

- 53

b6
b7C



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 105

9 127 '

7 94

7 100

7 94

7 104 ■

7 108

b6
7 92 b7C

7 91 ■

7 89

7 97

7 108 '

7 100

9 128
- 54 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

6 87

7 91

7 92

7 96

7 111

9 127

7 104

7 89

9 131

9 129

7 104

7 104

7 100

6 87

7 101

b6
b7C



WFO 100-33226

R

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 95

7 95 .

7 . 92

7 92

7 100

9 128

7 ' 105

■ b6
7 97 b7C

7 98

7 102

7 100

7 111

9 129

9 129

- 56 -



>1

•

WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

9 127

7 98

7 103

7 89

7 98

7 98

7 100

7 92

7 92

7 92

7 92

9 116

7 100

7 100

b6
b7C

- 57 -



< I

• •

Photo

WFO

NEV/

100-33226

ORLEANS Category

9 129

6 86

7 101

9 128

6 86

7 101

7 89
b6
b7C

7 95

7 92

7 92

7 100

7 95

9 128

- 58 -



•

Photo

WFO

NEW

100-33226

ORLEANS Category

9 128

7 108

7 92

7 92

7 92

9 129

9 128 b6 
b7C

9 128 z

7 102

9 128

9 128

7 108

9 127

- 59 -
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Category PhotoNEW ORLEANS

7 . 92

7 92

7 92

7 96

7 95

9 130

7 104
b6

. b7C

7 108

7 92

7 108

9 128

6 86

6 86

9 128

- 60 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 92 ’

6 87

7 106

7 110

7 92

7 92

7 104

b6

7 92 b7C

9 129

7 95

7 90

7 104

9 128

7 94

- 61 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 92

7 95

7 97

7 97

9 127

9 127

6 86

7 105

7 97

7 99

7 102

7 94

7

- 62 -

92



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 95

9 128

7 99

7 98

7 89

' 7 108

7 111
b6
b7C

7 111

7 97

7 104

6 87

9 129

7 102

7 107

63 -



WFO 100-33226

Category PhotoNEW ORLEANS

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

6

7

9

7

7

7

7

6

89

99

104

104

99

89

95

86

94

116

96

107

99

108

b6
b7C

87

64 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

9 128

6 87

9 ' 127

7 111

9 128

9 128

7 111

9 128

9 129

7 98

6 88

7 92

7

- 65 -

92



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

107

89

92

95

102

92

111

111

101

93

127

91

92

b6
b7C

99

- 66 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 99

7 104

7 95

7 98

7 104

7 103

7 108

b6
7 111 b7C

7 99

9 128

9 127

9 128

7 101

7 101

7 89

- 67 -



WFO 100-33226

Category PhotoNEW ORLEANS

6

7

7

9

7

9

7

8

7

7

6

7

7

7

9

87

111

92

128

97

131

104

113
b6
b7C

111

98

86

98

108

100

131

68 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 96

7 111

7 99

7 89

7 92

6 86

8 113
b6
b7C

7 103

o 129

7 92

9 127 •

6 88

7 96

- 69 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

8 113

7 92

7 96

7 94

7 93

7 105

9 129

9 129

7 93

7 93

7 95

6 88

8 113

- 70 -

b6
b7C



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 93

7 97

9 128

9 129

7 93

9 128

7 104 b6
b7C

7 95

9 131

7 99

7 103

9 129

6 86

9

- 71 -

128



WFO 100-33226

Category PhotoNEW ORLEANS

7

7

6

9

7

7

10

7

7

7

7

9

7

6

108

95

87

116

107

93

151

b6
108 b7C

94

99

103

129

93

88

72 -



WFO 100-33226

Category PhotoNEW ORLEANS

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

9

7

7

7

7

86

93

108

101

95

104

93

99

97

96

131

98

95

98

b6
b7C

107

73 -



f (•

WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 93

7 99

7 93

7 97

7 93

7 93

■
7 93 b7C

7 111

9 129

7 99

7 104

7 93

7 98

- 74 -



WFO 100-33226

Category PhotoNEW ORLEANS

7 93

10 151

7 93

7 93

7 101

9 129

7 104
b6
b7C

7 108

9 116

7 93

7 94

6 87

9 129

7 99

- 75 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

6 87 ’

8 113

6 87

9 129

7 108

6 87

7 107
b6
b7C

8 114

7 107

6 87

9 129

7 .95

8 113

7 103 ’

- 76 -



WFO 100-33226

Category PhotoNEW ORLEANS

7 111

7 111

7 111

7 94

7 103

6 88

9 128

b6
7 102 b7C

7 101

7 93

6 86

7 97

7 93

7 108

- 77 -



WFO 100-33226

Category PhotoNEW ORLEANS

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

9

7

7

7

108

93

97

103

103

95

93
b6
b7C

100

94

129

98

108

93

78 -



WFO 100-33226

Photo

97

93

94

86

100

86

93

107

93

93

105

130

90

b6
b7C

101

- 79 -



WFO 100-33226

Category PhotoNEW ORLEANS

9

7

7

7

9

6

7

7

6

7

9

7

7

127

104

96

100

128

87

93

95

b6
b7C

86

96

128

101

93

80 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

9 129

7 89

7 100

7 102

7 108

7 104

7 108

b 6
b7C

9 129

7 96

9 128

9 127

7 100

7 100

7 111

- 81 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 111

7 93

7 104

9 127

6 86

7 100

9 128

b7C

8 113

7 103

7 103

7 103

7 103

7 103

- 82 -



WFO 100-33226

Category PhotoNEWORLEANS

7

7

8

7

7

7

9

7

7

9

7

7

7

7

103

100

113

94

100

100

100

131 b6
b7C

94

127

94

108

111

111

83 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

9 128

7 94

9 116

7 . 111

9 129

9 129

7 101 b6
b7C

9 129

9 129

7 100

7 101

7 95

7 94

- 84 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 94

7 101

7 101

6 88

7 98

9 129

7 96

7 104

7 100

7 104

7 103

6 87

9 129

7 94

b6
b7C

- 85 -



WFO 100-33226

A

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 94

7 94

7 96

7 96

7 108

7 89

9 . 131

7 106

7 103

7 108

9 129

7 94

7 104

7 104

7 111

- 86 -



WFO 100-33226

NEW ORLEANS Category Photo

7 107

6 88

7 107

7 107

7 103

9 129

NORFOLK

8 115

b6
b7C

PHILADELPHIA

10 158

7 109

7 109

7 110

PITTSBURGH

10 157

-87 -



WFO 100-33226

PITTSBURGH Category Photo

10 145

7 109

SAN ANTONIO

7 107

7 107

SAVANNAH

7 105

8 114

7 106

7 111

8 114

8 114

10 134

8 114

b6
b7C

- 88 -



WFO 100-33226

SAVANNAH Category Photo

7 105

7 105

8 114

8 114

8 114

b6

7 105
b7C

SPRINGFIELD

7 . 106

RICHMOND

10 145

8 115

7 106

10 146

10 146

10 157

- 89 -



WFO 100-33226

WASHINGTON FIELD Category Photo

10 143

10 148

10 146

10 157

9 117

9 117

17 ' 14.,

10 144

10 147

7 106

9 117

10 156

b6
b7C

10

10

144

144

10 146

10 144

10 147

10

90 -

147



WFO 100-33226

WASHINGTON FIELD Category Photo
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COMPLETE ADDRESS UNKNOWN Category Photo
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SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (100-33226)

SAC, NEW ORLEANS (105-710)

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C., Aka. 
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
RACIAL MATTERS

6/3/53

Reference is mdc to the enclosed Brioi 
Which includes FREDERICK JOHN KASPER as an appellant.

A copy of this Brici is being furnished to 
Washington Field and imoiazillc for possible iutwyo use.

2 - Washington Field (Enc. 
“ Enosvillc (Slip. l),(^0 

Lew Orleans jc r)

1)(RM)

1
523: J£b



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Matin ial 
FD-306 (3-21-58)

TO: SAC, MEMPHIS

FROM: SAC, WFO (62-8028)
M 71959

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS

SUBJECT

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

IY I in person I I by telephone I 1 by mail I I recording device I ■ X) written by Informant

Remarks: ■ - -

por the information of the ips Angeles o^f^ce, records of the-passport 
Office concerning Reverend JOHN MERCURIO being checked and your 
office will be advised of the reSults*

."JOHN—KASPER arrived at_________________ .________ _______
je said he had bepn:t® se® M21* SIMMONS but that ne was 

not in at the time*, ge said he had arrived in Washington Sat
urday and had then gone io New jersey to visit his mother* h®

/5)-Memphis_______ mV
/ V' t

1-Atlanta ij^ b;;'stoner)(info)(rm)

W?®11® 7 JOHN QROMMELIN) (INFOXRM) 
1-Richmond; (CARY HANSEL) (INFO) (RM) 
6”TO62.=»8021)r ~~7 V fJ

>1-62-8024% CT?mvn 
>1-157-4^

b7C 
b7D

.indexed 
.FILED....

I ’Block Stamp

searched
SER1AL1

ELT:®^® 
(15)

. SV.KZED



WFO 62—8028

nsaid his mother was still trying to get some action taken 
against -rtt.t. HENDRIX Florida for an alleged building swindle. kasPER Sad dinner at | | and after
making telephone calls to'vr/wn vt.vmtwc rwno was not too
-p-r-i ondlvi . I_____________________________________________________________

b7C 
b7D

he could not reach) left to pics up a xi-gaui rraner in 
7»gorner«. Virginia, after getting this trailer, he 
drove to

sihce| | moving some or me material naa peen
thrown out for trash and this KASPER diligently gathered 
up, we then took T and left for

»»KASPER said he expected not to have much time before going 
to jail for six months. Therefore, he was going to leave 
Washington the afternoon of june 23, after conferring with 
IF* SIMMONS, I I and FLOYD FLEMING in tbe morning,
and drive to gashville. in pjashville he would leave-his 
trailer of papers and drive his car to Louisville, Kentucky, 
in jpnisville, he would transfer the car to the name of 
J'S STONER? a Georgia attorney now staying with ED FIELDS"* 
STONER would keep the car until kasP^r is released from 
prison. Then KASPER would go either to Admiral rpnmrvTQcs 
home in Alabama or return to Washington_________ _________ F

luntil he either decided to surrender or was
picked Up by Federal marshals, inasmuch as rasper did not 
.know whether or not he would return to washington, he rented
the trailer for a one-way trip which cost considerably 
more money than a round-trip would have. KASPER said that 
if he were arrested in Washington either now or when ----- 
returned (fif he had the car with him) he would like

| | to call STONER and keep the car until ne
(STONER) could come for it.

"KASPER appeared to have plenty of money and stated that his 
fund-raising campaigns were very successful. ge was interested 
in what GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL was doing and launched into 
a tirade against his tactics, a11 in al1 he seemed very 
jealous. KASPER said he thought violence could still be 
used with effectiveness in some parts of the south but that 
the -only permanent, way of enjoying success was through 
political action, g® f®ld about the campaign for mayor of



WFO 62—8028

n^ashville and said he spoke at yanderbilt university and on 
the court RGU.se steps in jjashville; Re said | ] was
doing very well in his court cases, one for being chased out 
of a town when campaigning and the other for picketing a 
theatre. KASPER said he had received a letter several weeks 
ago from mercurio? postmarked Germany, but that he did not 
mention how he had gotten there but said he was contacting 
former ss Men.««

b7C

«-*3«ra



FD-'S9 (Rev. 6-29-59)

RECORD OF INFORMATION FURNISHED OTHER AGENCIES

Orally ----------------------- By Telephone ---------------------- Written Communication
date date

Information concerning:

Information furnished from File, Serial, and Page Number:

Information furnished was obtained:

5 during^eourse of Bureau investigation

from informants

I I from complainants or other sources

Information furnished to:

Remarks:



oajx

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

~n p confreest!pi source r^de svpII^LIg

records o£ dTo vCIdb CCLOr.^ C? d -

b6
b7C
b7D



FD-159 (Rev. 11-25-64)

RECORD OF INFORMATION FURNISHED OTHER AGENCIES

Orally By Telephone  
date date

Written Communication 12/12/67
date

Information concerning:

Information furnished from File, Serial, and Page Number:

105-175-50

Information furnished was obtained:
b6

I I during course of Bureau investigation b7C

1X7 from informants

□ from complainants or other sources

Information furnished to:

CSC

Remarks: Information regarding fact that|_________  name appeared
on a list of names found in records of White Citizens 
Councils of D.C., aka Seaboard White Citizens Councils,

105-175 
80-175

b6
b7C



FD-159 (Rev. 5-23-66)

RECORD OF INFORMATION FURNISHED OTHER AGENCIES

Orally  By Telephone  Written Communication 
date date

4/26/68 
date

Information concerning:

b7C
Information furnished from File, Serial, and Page Number:

105-175-50

Information furnished was obtained:

I I during course of Bureau investigation

I from informants

I I from complainants or other sources

Information furnished to:

CSC

Number of items disseminated: 
&

Remarks: Information regarding fact that subject# name appeared on 
list of names found in records of White Citizens
Councils of the District of Columbia.

105-175
1 - 80-175

Special Agent

b6
b7C



FD-159 (Rev. 5-23-66)

OH lx

RECORD OF INFORMATION FURNISHED OTHER AGENCIES

Orally  By Telephone  
date date

Information concerning:

Information furnished from File, Serial, and Page Number:
100-3332-21' . ■
105-175-50
69-4-21,37,24

Information furnished was obtained: ’

I I during course of Bureau investigation

I from informants . '

w ■ v 12/16/68Written Communication ——• •---------
' . date

b6 •
b7C

IX I from complainants or other sources

Information furnished to: ■

CSC .
Number of items disseminated: --- 3

Remarks: All info pertaining 
Xerox copy of serial 24.

to only in above serials.

1 ~ 100-3332
(J?- 105-175

1 — 6j9—4
1 - 80-175



FD-159 (Rev.\-23-66)

RECORD OF INFORMATION FURNISHED OTHER AGENCIES

Orally  By Telephone  
date date

Information concerning:

Written Communication 1/14/69
date

b6
b7C

Information furnished from File, Serial, and Page Number: 
116-19065-6,14,19 (xerox copies) 
105-175—15, plO, 50, 84, p22 
105-176-27 (Newsclipping) 
100-3332-21 p5

Information furnished was obtained:

I during course of Bureau investigation

I from informants

I from complainants or other sources

Information furnished to:

CSC
4

Number of items disseminated: 

Remarks: See attached.

1- 116-19065
17- 105-175
1 - 105-176
1 - 100-3332
1 - 80-175

b6
b7C
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b7D

The files of the Knoxville FBI Office contain 
the following infoxmation concerning the above-named 
individual.

Ono__________________________  was investigated under
the Atomic Energy Act in July# 1949. So unfavorable security 
or loyalty information developed during this investigation.

Derogatory information was developed at a later 
date re this individual, Seo attached Knoxville reports 
dated 12/11/57, 6/24/58, and 10/23/58.

described as follows

Race White
Sox Male_________________
Data of birth

Address

Wife I
saae address________

Social Security No.|

Oil 10/30/20,1_____________________________________
Ditkographic Photo. Service, Incornoratod, 3227 H Street, d. 
made available certain material left with him on 10/30/55, by 
an unknown male individual. This material consisted of the 
followings

1. A poster in the form of a cartoon. This 
cartoon appeared to be a medal with the inscription, MI 
aided integration", on it. The medallion attached to the 
ribbon, had five figures, one appeared to be a caricature 
of a politician smoking a cigar# another# a white solider 
holding a Negro child# another, a man wearing a dunce cap, 
The soldier had one foot on the head of a woman lying in a 
prone position with a banner "majority ruled" draped across 
her. The bottom of the medallion had a wreath with the 
words, “Justice for All” on the banner.



2- Application blanks as follows:

a. “Membership application Tennessee White
Citizens’ Councils, Roane County white 
Councils* I |
Oliver Spring, Tennessee**

H7 Pb. "Membership application Tennessee White
Citizens* Councils, Campbell County White______  ^70
Citisens’ Councils,! I
Jellico# Tennessee*^

c. "Membership application Tennessee White 
Citizens* Councils, Anderson County White citizens* 
Councils,I IwiBbershio chairman, Clinton,
Route 1, Tennessee, Telephone Clinton 958M4.“

3. a series of addresses which had written above 
them the followings

“Additional copies, 25 for $1, 300 for $5, order 
form. *

One of the addresses mentioned above is as follows*

__________ iMemhership Chairman
Clinton, Route 1« Tennessee

On 12/11/57, a confidential source advised that 
the following information appeared in the records of the 
White citi-:ear Councils oO C-, also known as the Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils, Washington* B- C

Route #1, Clinton, Tennessee, 
appeared on a list captioned "mailing list®.

2,_ __________Route #1, Clinton, Tennessee,
appeared on a list which was not captioned. 
The significance of this list is unknown.

3. a letter was adflr^ssed by the White citizens* 
Council to |________ | Route #1, Clinton,

Tennessee, requesting financial assistance*

4* a notation also appeared in the records 
“Posted part of Kasper bond. $12,000°

— 2 *•



On 11/14/58, a confidential source, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past# advised that 
the name | J Clinton# Tennessee, not further
identified# appeared on one of four lists of individuals 
belonging to the Seaboard White citizens Councils (SWCC). 
The lists were captioned as follows^

1* Partial mailing list of WCC«

2. Persons who contributed money to SWCC 
without asking anything in return.

3. Persons who have requested literature from 
SWCC such as pamphlets written by dOW KASPER*

4. Partial list of members of SWCC. b7C

the name
It is not known which of the above lists that

b7D

Clinton# Tennessee# appeared on.

■* M* an* ■«« w *■* •** ** ** W* <N* WW* W *•< •»,* *** •* Mg? W« M **

On 9/17/60, one PETER b# XAVIER was arrested by
Officers of the Dayton, Ohio Police Department after he had 
been observed by them in the act of setting fire to a cross 
in front of the Community Chest Building# Dayton. The 
residence of this individual, 335 Linwood Street, Dayton, 
was searched by the Day ton Police Department on 9/19/60. 
Numerous index cards, correspondence files, hate literature, 
etc., were confisgatpri police Department. The nainc

JClinton, Tennessee, appeared
on one of the above mentioned index cards.

On 2/18/59, a confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that XAVIER professes 
to be anti-Negro and anti-Semitic and is strictly opposed to 
the mixing or wmongrelizing“ of the races in the United states. 
Source advised that XAVIER, in everyday conversation, is 
violently opposed to integration, and his hate for the 
Negroes and the Jews has reached insane fanaticism. He 
claims to be a member of the Order of the Rattlesnake, which 
is allegedly a part of the Ku Klux Klan (OK), and professes 
to he a member of a movement which is currently working to 
prevent integration and to combat what XAVIER considers 
control of the United States by the “dews’*.

**•**’***«• »* *■ **« ***

— 3 ~
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See attached Xoro:x copy of news, clipping from 
the Knoxville Journal dated 10/10/56 regarding Tennessee 
VJhito citizens Council, It is noted that | is
listed as one Of the incorporators of this organisation.

It is not known if the above individual or 
individuals mentioned above are identical with 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

•*« ^ *■*



159 (Rev. 5-23-66)

RECORD OF INFORMATION FURNISHED OTHER AGENCIES

Orally _____________ _
date *

Information concerning:

By Telephone
date

Written Communication 2/20/69 
date

Information furnished from File, Serial, and Page Number: 105-175-50, Page 45 
*

Information furnished was obtained:

I I during course of Bureau investigation

I l from informants

I I from complainants or other sources

Information furnished to: _

Number of items disseminated:

Remarks:
See attached

TL:lhm
(2)

• Sju1" ini jTiji-irt—

1 -80-175
(Q- 105-175

searched —Ondexed. 
serialized FILED—

FeS 01969 

FBI — KNOXVILLE



The files of the Knoxville FBI Office contain the 
following information concerning the above named individual. b/L 

b7D
On 12/11/57. a confidential source advised that the 

name I I Tennessee appears on a list
maintained in the records at the Headquarters of the White 
Citizens Councils of D. C., Washington, D. C.

Source advised that the significance of this list 
list is unknown.

__________ Tt is .nnt- known if this individual is identical with 
L Tennessee listed on your referral 

sheet. '

th



F"fo-15d fftev. 5-23-66)

RECORD OF INFORMATION FURNISHED OTHER AGENCIES

Orally  By Telephone  
date date

Information concerning:

W r 2/27/69Written Communication ___ f___-______
date

Information furnished from File, Serial, and Page Number:

100-3332-21 105-175-50

Information furnished was obtained:

I I during course of Bureau investigation

I St from informants

I St from complainants or other sources

Information furnished to:

asa

Number of items disseminated; ____________

Remarks: gCG qttachcd.

b7C 
b7D

X - inn-^29
1 -

db - 105-175
1 - 80-175

b6
b7C 
b7D



b7C 
b7D

The files of the Knoxville FBI Office contain the 
following information concerning the above named individual.

On _________  a confidential source advised that
the name | Clinton, Tennessee appeared in the
records of the WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF D.C., also known 
as SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS, Washington, D. C.

Source advised that the above name and address 
appeared on a list captioned "mailing list"'.

__ It is not known if this individual is identical 
witt_________________________listed on your referral sheet.

On 9/17/60, one PETER L. XAVIER was arrested by 
Officers of the Dayton, Ohio Police Department after he had 
been observed by them in the act of setting fire to a cross 
in front of the Community Chest Building, Dayton. The 
residence of this individual, 335 Linwood Street, Dayton, 
was searched by the Dayton Police Department on 9/19/60. 
Numerous index cards, correspondence files, hate literature, 
etc., were confiscated by the Police Department. The name 

| Clinton, Tennessee, appeared on 
one of the above mentioned index cards.

On 2/18/59, a confidential source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that XAVIER professes 
to be anti-Negro and anti-Semitic and is strictly opposed to 
the mixing or "mongrelizing" of the races in the United States. 
Source advised that XAVIER, in everyday conversation, is 
violently opposed to integration, and his hate for the Negroes 
and the Jews has reached insane fanaticism. He claims to be 
a member of the Order of the Rattlesnake, which is allegedly 
a part of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK), and professes to be a member 
of a movement which is currently working to prevent integration 
and to combat what XAVIER considers control of the United States 
by the "Jews".



OWJX

Page 2 

_______________CC ont’d)
b6
b7C
b7D

On a confidential source advised that

Clinton, Tennessee, is an official of the Clinton Klavern, 
U. S. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.

Onl I source advised that a meeting of the
U. S. Klans. Knights of the Ku Klux Klan was held or 
________________________________|. Source advised that 
was present at this meeting.______________ .

On another source advised that
and two other individuals get together approximately every 
three weeks in order to meet the requirements that a meeting 
of the Clinton Klavernb be held at least each month.

-------------Knoxville files contain no other information re 
and it is not known if he is identical with individual

listed on your referral sheet.



FD-159 (Rev. 5-23-66)

RECORD OF INFORMATION FURNISHED OTHER AGENCIES

Orally ----------------------  By Telephone ---------------------- Written Communication 
date date date

Information concerning:

b7C
Information furnished from File, Serial, and Page Number:

105-175-Sb

Information furnished was obtained:

I I during course of Bureau investigation

I X| from informants

I I from complainants or other sources

Information furnished to: C™ SERVICE COMMISSION (ATLANTA)

Number of items disseminated: _____=______

Remarks:

SEE ATTACHED

1 - 80-175 
105-175-»

fcrfHlL: 

'EC 8 1976
; Bl—KNOXVILLE \

(CLERK)
b6
b7C

Special Agent
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• On| a source who was in a position
t'o furnish reliable information, made available the papers and 
records maintained in the headquarters of WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS 
OF D. C., also known as Seaboard White Citizens Councils, Wash
ington, D. C.

Contained in the records were various lists which were 
not captioned. The significance of these lists was unknown. 
On such list appeared the following name and address:

CLINTON, TENNESSEE

Soneses ’ ■ ■‘3'’ /. *' "‘”'3 "<■ ronled '
herein ha/. . . : ../nation
in the past except where otherwise



WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL OF D. C

n 0n| _______________ la leaflet was furnished to the FBI,’bear-
the caption, "WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCIL, WHAT ARE'"THEY". This leaflet 
reflected the following:

[/ "Our movement arises -from a deep-seated belief in the 
diverse natures of animals and plants as established by the 
Creator. To blot one single distinction is to defy the highest
plan of Providence. Nigras were not meant to be WHITE. The 

not intended to be'anything but white.■white race was

damn all race-mixers. We believe the race-mongrelizer 
It is our privilege and our power to attack and

"We 
is degenerate, 
destroy the Communist. The Nordic peoples in the United States 
and White Christendom are the heroic barriers against red
savagery and murder. As white citizens we are organized to defend 
the cherished vision of the white man. We refuse to see our 
children sold into slavery. We demand that the white politician 
exhibit the highest concept of honor as a white man or GET OUT 
OF POLITICS. We demand racial pride in our youths. We demand 
the politician fight the race-mongrelizer or leave the field of 
action. We the people demand the right to attack and destroy 
the communist directly and head-on. We demand the communist-led 
NAACP be placed immediately on the Attorney-General’s list 
of'red—subversive organizations. We demand the red leaders • 
of the NAACP be prosecuted and given life-imprisonment or the 
maximum the law will allow.

• "We are organized to root out every degenerate 
preacherj civic leader, P. T. A. mongrelizer, school board 
official, Commissioner, pinko professor, lawyer, or politician 
who uses his honorable office to destroy our people 
an attack program. We proclaim action as our creed

We are
We are

nationalists. We declare for America FIRST. Join your Council 
NOW You have no alternative as a’white man but to join. We are 
fighting. You must fight with us. If there is no Council

. . in your community, you must have one. The time is now."/.
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

™ • DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: H/4/58

Rom = SAC, WFO (62*NEW)\V/

SUBJECT: FRED ICK ___  _ _ was., 
Jo Kasper, John^Rutko,Jay— 
INFORMATION CONCERNING; RAC I AL MATTERS

The subject KASPER has received nationwide 
publicity due to his segregationist activities, particularly 
in regard to the 1956 Clinton, Tennessee, High School 
incident for which he served a one year term in a 7

. federal penitentiary, KASPER, during a recent visit to 
Washington, D. C., gave a press release in which he claims 
that he is now the executive director of the Seaboard 
White Citizens Councils (SWCC), which is located at 
1047-31st Street, N, W., Washington, D. C. It is to be 
noted, however, that KASPER has also been .characterized 
as an officer in some white citizens councils in the South, 
for example Clinton, Tennessee, Most of KASPER'S 
activities since being released from prison and prior to 
his serving his prison term have been in the South, although 
he maintains connections with the officials of SWCC in 
Washington, D, C.

It is believed that the Bureau would desire to have 
the activities of KASPER under the constant attention of 
this Bureau, A separate case has never been opened in , 
WFO on KASPER, and his activities have been followed through 
the case on the Seaboard White Citizens Councils (Bufile 
1100-423395). WFO is at the present time opening a. case on 

y: v- l |?ASPER3_andJLt is requested that the Bureau designate an 
so that his activities may be more closely 

^i^Wfo^l^^ At the present time, KASPER
between office territories, 

that information concerning KASPER in the 
files^bf^vtrious offices should be channelized to an office 
of origin.

Once an office of origin is designated, it is 
recommended that offices having information on KASPER 
should channel that information to the office of origin

jZ^-Bureau 
1-Charlotte (Info) 
1-Knoxville (Info) 
1-Memphis (Info) .

(7)



SAC, Washington Field November 17> 1958

23 Director, FBI (62-105095) — /

. FREDERICK JO® KASPER, 
also known as John Kasper, 

O John Rutko, Jay
RACIAL MASTERS

Re Washington Hei J le tter dated 11/4/5 8 
advising that a,separate case was being opened in 
that office on Kasper.

The Washington Field Office is being 
designated office of origin in this investigation 
and all offices receiving copies of this communication 
should forward information in its files to Washington 
Field Office.

Also offices receiving copies Of this 
communication should open a separate file on Kasper. 
The Bureau file number for refereiice purposes will 
be 62-105095.

1 ~ Charlotte
1 - Knoxville
1 - Memphis

mailed; h;
• NOV 171958

. OOMM-FBI

Ison______
kdman ____  
Imont_____

Ise 
pons 
len - . 
nm 
itter -x
3. Sulll/an _ 
to. Room__  
jLman - - -



RASAM

1 P

AFFECTED*

END AND ACK IN ORDER PLS

WA 8-14 AM ,0.K FBI’ WA’ DI

OK FBI KX BT

TU DICTM

FEDERS’. EI’DE’" r<F lr',-€^TIGATr-Vl 

U. S DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMBNICWS SECTION

FROM SAC, CHARLOTTE

7-14

T

URGENT 10-15-58

IRECTOR, FBI AND SAC- S KNOXVILLE AND WFO

JOHN KASPER ARRIVED AT RESIDENCE OF GEORGE DORSETT

Mr. Tolson_____ - J 
Mr. Bek-ont____ -  
Mr. Mohr_______ !
Mr. Nea-ie---------- ;

r. PaKJ’iis_. -
. Ros&n__6^77 

Mr. Tamm______  
Mr. Troteer_____ 
Mr. W.C-Suliivan 
Tele. Room_____  
Mr. Holloman— 
Miss Gandy.

SIX FIFTEEN

A. M., TEN FIFTEEN FIFTYEIGHT. APPR0PRIATE1C0VERAGE BEING

OCT 20 1958



^^uKMoFlt!VESTIe/im;i
If. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

URGENT/10-23-58 11-12AM MTB

Mr. Tolson- 
Mr. Brimoni 
Mr. Mohr- 
Mr. Nvase_ 
Mr. Purso 
Mr.’
Mr. Ta<iim----------
Mr. Tiottor--------
Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Trie. Room---------

Holloman___  
Mis*Gandy_____

TO IRECTOR, FBI, AND SAC-S KNOXVILLE, CHARLOTTE, AND ATLA

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS IP

FREDERICK JOH ASPER, IS - X. KASPER OBSERVED COUNTY

COURTHOUSE, NASHVILLE, TENN., APPROXIMATELY EIGHT FORTYFIVE

AM, TWENTYTHIRD INSTANT. APPEARANCE APPARENTLY IN ACCORDANCE

PREVIOUS INSTRUCTIONS CRIMINAL COURT JUDGE WEIMER TO APPEAR

TWENTYTHIRD INSTANT TO DISCUSS COUNSEL REPRESENTING HIM IN

TRAIL, NASHVILLE, NOV. THIRD, NEXT. PD HAS SURVEILLANCE ON

KASPER AND INDICATES WILL KEEP HIM UNDER SURVEILLANCE WHILE

IN NASHVILLE. BUREAU WIL’L BE ADVISED OF ANY PERTINENT

DEVELOPMENTS

END AND ACK PLS

WAI-15 PM OK FBI WA AR

KX

CE

AT

OK FBI KX EJH

OK FBI CE EVI

OK FBI AT ESC

DISC

TV

NOV 251958^



( FEDERAL BUREAU OF TNraSiTXTOH

' U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTES

EOKaMW SEBTIG1

NOV 4 1953

URGENT 11-4-5S 5-O^PM MTB

DIRECTOR, FBI
■ j

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS^ IP-

Mr. Tolson_____ _ 
Mr. Belmont_ .
Mr. Mohr_____
Mr. Neare___
Mr. Parson^ t 
Mr. Rosen_/5Jfe 
Mt. Tamm___
Mr. Trotter,__
Mr. W.C.SullIm

i Tele. Room
0 Mr. Holloman___ 

MiSS Gandy,

FREDERICK JOHN KASRER, SM - X. SELECTION OF JURY FOR

KASPER-S TRIAL NASHVILLE NOT COMPLETED TODAY. ADDITIONAL

JURY PANEL BEING SUBPOENAED IN EFFORT OBTAIN THE NECESSARY

TWO ADDITIONAL JURORS. DEFENSE HAS MADE MOTION FOR CHANGE

OF VENUE, CONTENDING KASPER CANNOT RECEIVE FAIR TRIAL

NASHVILLE. MOTION TO BE ARGUED TOMORROW

END AND

€-05 PM

DISC

. Rosen

ACK PLS JK NOV 17195®

OK FBI WA JG

53 NOV 20



URGEN 11-5-58 5-10 PM MTB

FEDKA^JREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
u. ^■PARTMEiH of justice

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

TO/DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS IP _ „
FREDERICK' JOH^ASPER, SM-X. KASPER-S DEFENSE MOTION FOR

Mr.

Mk
Mr. Parsons 
Mr. Rosetfe 
Mr. Tamm_

>ter —X_ 
.FuKvan

Tele. Rnnm
Mr. Holloman___
Miss Gandy.____ .

Mi 
M

CHANGE OF VENUE DENIED. SELECTION OF JURY COMPLETED AND 

ACTUAL TRIAL BEGAN TODAY. COURT ANNOUNCED THAT DAY AND NIGHT 

SESSIONS WILL BE HELD UNTIL TRIAL COMPLETED. DISTRICT 

ATTORNEY CONTEMPLATES TRIAL WILL BE COMPLETED BY NOVEMBER 

EIGHT, NEXT. STATE-S WITNESSES TODAY WERE NBC-TV CAMERAMAN,

WHO FILMED. KASPER RALLY AT NASHVILLE, SEPTEMBER NINE, FIFTYSEVEN, 9 Me-76 r
.AND POLICE OFFICERS WHO COVERED RALLY AND TESTtEffiT^T^^f

STATEMENTS MADE BY KASPER TO CROWD. ' EX. - 124 23 N0V 341958

END AND ACK PLS.

6-11 PM OK FBI WA JGZ

O NOV 201958$

| Mr. Rosen |

CO: MH. ROSEN 
AND SUPERVISOR--— 
INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION



Me Tolson?/'.y 
Mr. Belm‘dnt.i—.
Mr. Mohr______/
Mr. Nease___ —y
Mr. Parson&^X/
Mr. RosenJsUjM
Mr. Tamm__ i—'..

Mr. Trotter __
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 

i Tele. Room______ 
I Mr. Holloman___  
I Miss Gandy.____

AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI

(62-8028)

For information of Miami and Memphis

AIRTEL

RBL:mei 
(7)

SAC,. WFO

v 
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
IS - X

11/6/58TO:

Re Memphis airtel to Director 10/30/58, 
advising that FRED HOCKETT from Miami, Fla., and a 
blonde woman who may beHOCKETT:’;s wife, were staying ; 
the Boxwood Motel in Nashville, Tenn., with KASPER. 
It should be noted that FRED HOCKETT participated in 
burning fiery crosses Washington, Dj C., 1956, and 
was arrested Miami, Fla., either 1956 or 1957 for 
attempting to burn cross on lawn of Negro.

HOCKETT was characterized as dangerous by 
WFO sources in 1956. Information was also received that 
HOCKETT at times is armed.

3— Bureau
2- Memphis (105-275)
1- Miami
1- WFO

CO- Wick



URGENT 11-^58 5-33PM JB

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM/SAC, MEMPHIS IP
&

FREDERICK JOHN kASPER, SM DASH X. ^URDAY MORNING, NOV* EIGHT

TAKEN UP BY ARGUMENT BY BOTH DEFENSE AND PROSECUTION ATTORNEYS*

JURY WAS CHARGED BY JUDGE WEIMER AFTER LUNCH AND WAS OUT FROM

TWO THIRTY PM UNTIL FOUR FORTYFIVE PM AT WHICH TIME THEY

RETURNED WITH VERDICT OF GUILTY. SENTENCED KASPER TO SERVE

SIX MONTHS DAVIDSON COUNTY WORKHOUSE, NASHVILLE, AND TO

PAY FIVE HUNDRED DOLLAR FINE. DEFENSE ATTORNEYS HAVE NOT

YET INDICATED THEIR NEXT ACTION BUT ARE EXPECTED TO ASK FOR

NEW TRIAL OR APPEAL.

END AND ACK PLS..

6-35PM OK FBI WA CRA-4

DISC 2 NOV 14 1958

} Mr. Rosen |

8 3 NOV 201® F



FEFERAL BUREAU (IF ItJVESTICATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

section

NOV 6 - IW/ 

TSLETyPSS

URGENT U>6“58 5-30PM JB

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS IP

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER*, SECURITY MATTER

MOTION FOR DIRECTED VERDICT OVERULED BY

4609
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Nease_ 
Mr. Parsons 
Mr. Rosen y 
Mr. Tamm .
Mr. Trotter_____ 
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room______ 
Mr. Holloman— 
Miss Gandy

KASPER. TOOK WITNESS STAN& LATE THIS AFTERNOON*

EDN AND ACK PtS

6-31PM' OK p^;WA CRft 

DISC

®NOV 20 W(?s^



TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

DATE.: 10-30-58

FROMi^^j SAC,MEMPHIS (105-275) ,

RE: . FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
SM - X - •

i

• Oh 10-29-58,1 Patrolman, Nashville
ED, Nashville, Tenn., advised SA Francis w. NORWOOD he has been - 
assigned to conduct a surveillance on the subject. He advised 
that he surveilled him in Chattanooga, Tenn. oh 10-28-5.8 and deter
mined that subject was staving at the Boxwood-Motel> 4711 Brainard.

‘ Road," with I ~| Also staying, there was a man named FRED ,
' HOCKETT from MiaM, Fla., and a blonde woman who was. with HOCKETT 1 
- and who-may be. HOCKETT'S wiEe., He Stated KAOW is driving a_ I 

' bluish-gray Chrysler hearing 1958 Tennessee License No. 3W-D0-6.9.

! ’ . ' , • ' . .KASPAR was distributing- a paper published by the; :
Georgia Commission on .Education and in hib speech appealed for 
funds for gasoline, stating that he desired to tour the state, for ;

:foster. ' ' ■ ; ' • ' . ■ ■ ; . -

’ • J [advised that the Nashville PD will keep -
up MW KASPERrs .activities, in Nashville. , .. ’

a-.bureau (rm). r
2 - Knoxville ta) *.

(tnfo.)(rm) . .. " r' .. -A -
1 - MIAMI (-INFO) (RM) ' ' ’ . . ;

MEMPHIS (105-275)(^ . .

;FW:BN
'(10)

t.



TO

UNITED ST S GOVERNMENT

date: October 31, 1958

SUBJECT:

FROM

MR. TOLSON

Jack Carley at Memphis, Tennessee, advised Q>v 
Mr .^McGuire at 12:10 P.M., while discussing other matters, that 
JomrKasDer was scheduled to make, a speech in Memphis at 1 o* clock 
this afternoon and that he has been reliably informed by the Memphis 
Police Department that as soon as Kasper starts his talk he will be 
immediately thrown into jail under an old Memphis, law covering, 
threatened brea’ches of the peace. Kasper undoubtedly will be able 
to get out of the charge but it will be a harassment and undoubtedly 
the wire services later this afternoon will carry the story. '

-Xroison — 
f .Belmont 
^^^Mohr _ 

Nease

T%le. Room 
Holloman^___
Gandy______



FEDERAL BUREAU OF ICTESn^^TC:;
U. S. DEPARTMENT CF JUSTICE

DM SEGTIQ"

MOV 3 1958

URGENT/ 11-3-53 8-31 PM CST JWB

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FRCW SAC, MEMPHIS IP
FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, SM DASH X. SUBJECT-S

Mr. Tolson——. 
Mr. Belmont , 
Mr. Mohr____ _ 
Mr. Ncase—™, 
Mr. Parsonsp^—_ 
Mr, Eason 
Mr, ?ammA / , 
Mr. Trotter .
Mr. V/.C.Sullivan 
Tele, Ennm
Mr, Holloman.

TRIAL, CRIMINAL

COURT, NASHVILLE, TENN., STARTED NOV. THREE, FIFTYEIGHT._ AFTER

OPENING STATEMENTS BY. COUNSEL, ENTIRE DAY^gEy^^^ 
SEVEN JURORS. IN SELECTING THESE^I^^T^AJUrV^PA^^

THIRTY,FOUR WAS EXHAUSTED AND THE JUDGE HAS ORDERE^UgYl^NEL 
' ..

OF ONE HUNDRED MEN TO BE PRESENT ON NOV. FOUR, FIFIY^WW^

WHICH TIME SELECTION OF JURY WILL CONTINUE. BUREAU WILL

BE KEPT ADVISED

END AND ACK PLS

AT

A CRA



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office l^en^andum • united st^es government

\GTO A. Rose date: November 3, 1958

J
FROM W. B. Wei

SUBJECT:
O

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Davidson 
riot.

On 11-3-58 Kasper 
County, Nashville,

is scheduled to stand trial at 
Tennessee, on a charge of inciting a

Tolson______
Nichols 
Boardman____  
Belmont
Mohr________
Parsons
Rosen _______
Tamm_______
Trotter______  
Nease —;_____ 
Tele. Room__  
Holloman____

This charge arose from disturbances in Nashville, Tenne
fin September of 1957. The Hattie Cotton Elementary School in Nas 
was dynamited at 12:33 a;m., on 9-10-57. On 9-10-57 Kasper was

e, 
ille

arrested by the Nashyille Police on charges of vagrancy and loitering 
and two cases of disorderly conduct. He was again arrested on the 
same day by the Nashville Police for traffic violation. Kasper on 
9-11-57 pleaded not guilty to the vagrancy and loitering charges as 
well as the disorderly conduct charges in Nashville City Court but 
was found guilty and fined $200. On 9-11-57 Kasper was arrested by 
Davidson County Constable on charge of breach of peace by inciting a 
riot and was committed to the Davidson County Jail. A nolle prosequi 
was entered on 9-13-57. On 9-13-57 Kasper was indicted by state grand 
jury on charge of inciting a riot and bond was set at $2500. This is 
the charge that Kasper is presently facing in Nashville, Tennessee.

It may be further noted that Kasper served a one-year 
sentence for contempt of court in the Federal Prison at Tallahassee, 
Florida.. This conviction arose from disturbances at Clinton, 
Tennessee, on or about 8-30-56. Kasper was released in August of 
1958 and is still out on appeal bond in connection with the second 
sentence from Federal Court on charge of contempt of court. The 
second contempt conviction carries a sentence of six months and appeal 
was heard by the Circuit Court of Appeals at Cincinnati, Ohio, on 
10-16-58 but a decision has not yet been handed down by the Circuit 
Court of Appeals.

4 N0V 12

CLM:ers
(5)



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office
’ “ ‘ A'

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO DATE: 11-7-58

from SAC, Memphis (105-275/

subject: FREDERICK JOHN JCASPER 
SM - X .

b7C

" As the Bureau is aware, KASPER is presently on
' trial in the Criminal Court of Davidson County, Nashville, 

Tennessee, on a charge of inciting to riot. The presiding 
judge is HOMER B. WEIMAR. ’ •

. On November 3> 1958, Judge’ WEIMAR, advised SA EDWARD- 
T. STEELE that he desired to turn over to the FBI, for whatever 
use or purpose it found desirable/ a copy of a letter addressed 
to. KASPER signed ................... |” which copy was sent to ,
Judge WEIMAR in *An envelope postmarked. at Houston, Texas oh * 
November 1, 1958; addressed. "Dis-Honorable' Homer B. Weimar, 
Criminal Court Building, Nashville^ Tennessee.” It is noted 
that a copy is also designated- for -the Director, FRANK. CLEMENT 
(Governor of Tennessee), RAULSTON SCHOOLFIELD(KASPER’s attorney), . 
BILL HENDRIX, all State Citizens Councils, American Jewish 
Committee, Anti-Defamation League and the, NAACP. - “

The contents of the letter indicate that it may have . 
been written by a racial extremist. It does hot appear to con- .. 
taina threat or other matter which would constitute a Federal C 
violation. Judge WEIMAR indicated that he was not concerned pverC^ 
the letter, planned no action concerning it and was;-furnishing ' 
it to the FBI only because he thought that the FBI might desire . '' 
to- have it for intelligence purposes-.. A copy' of the letter is . 
attached as an enclosure.to the'Bureau and the Houston Office.a/ 
No action based op the letter’is contemplated by the Memphis 1/

\Office. . ' . . ‘Is
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Mt. John Kasper 
Route One 
Callahan Road 
Knoxville, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Kasper, ‘

. I read by the Nashville Banner where you face trial again 
on the phony charge of "inciting a riot", which in the case of a

. . communist, nigger, NAACF, ADL-B’NaiB’Rith or jew rally would
•. be defined as- the right of assembly, freedom of speech and the

• exercising of "constitutional rights". Is it not strange that 
a White Christian American is denied the right to free speeech, 
freedom of assembly and freedom of thought. Ths condition .only 
confirms the plot of the "learned, elders, of zion" as laid out 
in their anti-Christ scheme to annihilate Christianity * , .

; You wont get any "justice" from this.pharisee stooger
\ ' Weimar,. . You have-to be a nigger, pharisee and a communist to ‘ '

; " ' get -a "fair',tria1" in todays courts., .The' "reprimand" your'.. ' .
•received by the "Honorable" Weimar"You were instructed to be

■ here at 9 a.m. and not,9:30. 'Now, your case is set fortrial :• 
at 9:30 a.-m.. Nov.- 3 and you.are to here .exactly that time.

;; /• Understand?" The "honorable justice" would not dare say. such .
. \ a thing to a Julius. Rosenberg, Daisy Bates,’ Paul Robespn, • ■ -
\ . Thurgood Marshall or any .other such pharisee trash. . ’

" < " ' , I hate, to he SO pessimistic buti dont think that you .
; have the chance bf; that proverbial snowball, but I send along. . .

• • ... this Small amount.to help you. out and. at the same time prayer- ' \
. /. fully, wish that it was. a thousand times as much. The Weimar

Warrens-, -Frankfurters. and others of such pharisee ilk do not , ’ > 
realize that the tide is turning and that they will also find. ’ ’ 

\ " themselves before the bar of Christian, justice, and this will 
not be long in coming. Then it will be interesting to see'.

' them squirm and to hear'them whine that "they didn’t mean any. 
harm that they were just following orders "y that.aft©bail they < 

.had to protect their jobsy didn’t they’" * . ,

These bombings that have taken place have been done by 
the pharisees you can rest assured. They are trying to getthe 

. ’ heat off them. They know that the grass-roots Christians ail‘: 
over the world are getting wise to them and they fall back on



that Old -worno^t Vry of "antisemitism",'’persecution" andall 
the other huchVphony crys of wolf they have been sending forth 
down through the ages.’ But in spite of all their attempts to 
"rewrite" t^e wil’d ^pf God in their, frantic efforts to whitewash, 
themselves ~ as'‘ourtLord and Saviour tells us "ye shall Know 
the truth and tn| truth shall set ye free". So just hold to 
your faith and God a^d Christianity will win this outrage, to 
Christianity^ .< ...

yours truly,.
\ \ v ,.V : r

- . V-", - / - , ' •
J cc*. J. Edgar 'Hpover . . ’

■ . ■ "Judge" Homer B. -Weimer , ;; -
.. - Frank Clement "V. . .•

• . , H0A0table; Raulstph .Schbolfield;
- ~ jit. Bill Hendrix V ‘ ' . .

: •• All state Citizens Councils 
American. Jewish porntfittee . 
Anti-Def amation League '' J i 

-NAACP •. ’ ] '.
' 4 • > *• * „ "r' * /, 5 u f k ■ *

’ . ; . i ' XV ' '' " f.• ’ ' ' " /. ' ’ IT--; ■ ’ ' - \ , . ' ■ ' V / . V- , - I'

' ' . ,* * ■ 4 „ f E '
<>"'V 

a ■ , * . , * ‘ 1 •,. •

' * ' - ' - t.................  ■' lii. ■ 7,
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTtSATON 

U. 3. BEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONSSiCIWH

NOV 7 1958 

®t£©®E

Mr. Tolson_____ „ ! 
Mr. Belmont____ I
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Nea 
Mr. Parses 
Mr. Rosen- 
Mr. Tamm.
Mr. Trotter.___  
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room_____ _ 
Mr. Holloman 
Miss Gandy

f

URGENT 11-7-58 5-58 PM CST JWB

Tq/dIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS IP
FREDERICK JOHt/^ASPERj^TDASH X^COURT ATTACHES

KASPER-S DEFENSE TESTIMONY WILL BE CONCLUDED LATE

EXPECT

TONIGHT

AND TRIAL PROCEDURE COMPLETED TOMORROW. IN KASPER

TESTIMONY YESTERDAY HE DENIED PURPOSE OF BEING IN NASHVILLE

THAT OF INCITING RIOT AND APPROXIMATELY FIFTEEN DEFENSE

WITNESSES TODAY DENIED BEING INCITED TO RIOT BY KASPER.

IF CONVICTED KASPER-S PUNISHMENT WILL BE FIXED BY THE JURY

ON INSTRUCTION OF THE COURT, THE MAXIMUM SENTENCE BEING 

ELEVEN MONTHS TWENTYNINE DAYS AND ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR 

FINE FOR THE OFFENSE WITH WHICH HE IS CHARGED, A

MISDEMEANOR IN TENNESSEE.

EbJD AND ACK, PLS
* ‘ L yj
7-OOPM OK FBI WA CRA

TU
^^121958 ■

[Mr. Rosen |
R. ROSEN
ITD SUPERVISOR _______ _
’VEpTIGATIVE DIVISIOJi



( , • .-.FBI,'

' Date: 12/4/58

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT____________________________
(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL
Via_______________ s________  _________________________________________

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (195-275)
RE: FREDERICK JOHN^SPER

RACIAL MATTER , 

00: WASHINGTON FIELD

JUDGE HOMER WEIMAR, Criminal Court, Nashville, 
Tennessee, stated 12/3/58 that he received a telephone call 
from RAULSTON SCHOOLFIELD, KASPER’S defense counsel this 
date, asking for postponement of hearing on KASPER’S petition 
for a new trial, as SCHOOLFIELD would be in Federal Court on 
12/5/58, the date originally set for the hearing. Judge . 
WEIMAR reset the case for 12/15/58 and instructed SCHOOLFIELD 
to have KASPER in Court on that date.

KASPER is presently free on $2,000.00 bond.

3 - Bureau (RM> 
_

1 - Washington Field (62-8028)(RM)

1 - Memphis

23

24 DEC 6 1958

Sent M Per _------------------------



• OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: .DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233)- DATE:. 11/26/58

FROM; SAC,. CHARLOTTE (105-683)

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS BARTY
I£=X . 0

NOT BSCOKM®
'60 DEC 4 1958
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office IbAemorandum • united .states government ,

to : DIRECTOR, FBI date: 12-12-58

^WijKsAC, WFO (62-8028)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, 
aka John Kasper, John Rutko, 
Jay
INFORMATION CONCERNING 
(00: WFO) ' b7D

______________ On 12-4-58.1____________________ (_________ ________
| furnished WFO with two 

documents | | should be covered by T symbol by request
and care should be utilized in dissemination of any of this 
material. '

furnished background information Toj_________________________________
____________________________________ pnemo set forth that KASPER was T 
admitted to Columbia University with advanced standing from I 
Yankton College, South Dakota. According to the memo, he was ) 
reported to have gone to New York JJity about three or four 
years ago (1952) and to have" drifted^iround Greenwich Village, 
making numerous .acquaintances and was known to nave made the 
acquaintance of ong^ETT, an artist who lived at 5 Minett 
_Stre_et.? in the Village. ‘According to the memo, Mrs. LENj^LETT, 
wife of the artist, who sponsored KASPER, stated tEaF’snewaS* 
just one of the foolish women who found KASPER to be good 
company and she agreed to set him up in business, advancing 
$3,000 from her savings. KASPER is reported to be a very
attractive looking 
a flair for women,

man, very personable and ingratiating, with 
particularly unhappy or dissatisfied young

Q-Bureau
-New York 

1-WFO ’

RBLimeg 
(4) _____

(Ends.

KEC* 65



WFO 62-8028

married women. Mrs. LETT stated that KASPER had around his 
book store at 169 Bleecker Street, a number of ’’queer characters, 
who call themselves the new Reconnaissance Party.” In addition, 
she stated that KASPER also had quite a few colored and 
Chinese homosexuals in the shop. b6

_________ b7C 
______ |memo reflects that the owner of the ^7^ 

property at 169 Bleecker Street, New York City, confirmed 
the statements made by Mrs. LETT as to KASPER’s attraction 
for and activities with married women and homosexuals. He 
added that KASPER dressed in a manner ^j^ony-mous to the late 
Nazi Storm Troopers, usually in riding pants, boots, and dark 
green shirt.

|____________  memo set out that investigation was made
at 526 East 6th Street, New York City, which KASPER listed as 
a residence. At the time he left, a ’’friend," a young woman, 
took over his room. She is reported to have stayed here with 
KASPER from time to time prior to his leaving New York City, 
and when he comes to New York, which is reported to be in
frequently, she and he occupy the room.

------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I rhas advised that JOHN KASPER is presently

writing a book and is devoting a good bit of this book to 
an explanation of his early way of life in New York, and 
attempting to justify his associations with Negroes.

Enclosed for New York are photographs of KASPER 
taken in New York at his ’13lake-It-Afew’’ book store.

New York is requested to cover the following 
leads so that the Bureau may have accurate information on 
KASPER’s associates in New York prior to the publication of 
his book. ■

1. Interview Mrs. LENA LETT, 5 Minetta Street, 
New York City, for a thorough background check 
of KASPER and his association with Negro and 
Chinese homosexuals. Attempt to ascertain identities 
of these Negro and Chinese homosexuals and interview 
them.

-2-



WFO 62-8028

2. Interview the owner of 169 Bleecker Street, 
New York City, for his information on KASPER.

3. Contact appropriate informants and. sources 
among homosexuals in Greenwich Village area 
for their information on KASPER.

4. Attempt to identify the persons in the enclosed 
photographs and interview them concerning KASPER

5. At 526 East 6th Street, attempt to ascertain 
if JOHN KASPER ever lived there with EUSTACE 
MULLINS, a Segregationist, who presently maintains 
headquarters in Chicago. Also, attempt to obtain 
the identity of the woman KASPER lived with at 
this.address. In this regard a photograph of

~|is enclosed. KASPER lived with 
|in Washington, JUJCL.. after coming from 

New York City. .

6. Inasmuch as WFO has been designated office of 
origin by the Bureau on JOHN KASPER, Nevz York is 
requested to furnish WFO a summary of all informa
tion in its files not previously furnished to 
WFO on KASPER.

-3-



FD-3^ (Rev. 12-13-56)

• Date: 12/16/58 I

Transmit the following in PT.fl TH TEXT_____________ ____________________ ___________ !
(Type in plain text or code) •

„ AIRTEL ' I
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- L

To: Director, FBI (62-105095)

From: L*SAC, Memphis (105-275)

Re: FREDERICK JOHN^SPER, AKA

RACIAL MATTER
b6
b7C

00: WFO

On 12 /15 /58,_______________________________  Stat e Att orn ey
General’s Office, Nashville, Tennessee, advised SA FRANCIS W. 
NORWOOD that Judge HOMER B. WEIMAR, Criminal Court, Nashville, 
Tennessee, on that date denied KASPER a new trial upon motion 
of defense attorneys. He stated that Judge WEIMAR gave KASPER 
and his attorneys 60 days in which to prepare an appeal to the 
State Supreme Court. KASPER'S bond was continued pending the 
appeal.

Defense attorneys attempted to introduce as new evidence 
a letter from JOHN MERCURIO, stating he was the one who wrote 
the inflammatory literature in 1957 j which was distributed in 
Nashville, but that KASPER'S name had been attached to it 
since KASPER was so well identified with the segregationists’ 
movement. This letter was headed: ’’Affidavit ”b.pt.‘was not 
made under oath and was not admitted.

Judge WEIMAR stated he would allow defense attorneys 
to obtain a legal affidavit from MERCURIO but he was not of 
the opinion that such a statement would be applicable. WEIMAR 
stated that if KASPER was in Federal custody on 
sentence growing out of his conviction in the Eastern District 
of Tenn, on the Clinton case, when his appeal is set before 
the State Supreme Court, he would automatically forfeit the

- *

- Bureau-^*""’’ 
‘^b'^C^oxville (Info

. _ Washington Field
Ttbijpo.i~.~wMemphis , r 
A. ^.J?gN:MEN ' . ■ DEC 17 1958

. ................... ..... W-SMSS

I □ ^7.7"------- -----------
Rsg, fee!!.......... -
rsjberfejoyed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sent---------- ' • M Per

ecial.Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: I
I

Transmit the following in_______________________________ ______________________________
(Type in plain text or code) '

Via________________________________________________________________ :_________________ |
(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।

---------PAGE "TSO----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ‘-1-----
AIRTEL TO DIRECTOR 12/16/58 *
ME # 105-275

$2500 appeal bond.

EARL HAWKINS., Criminal Court Clerk, was quoted in the 
Nashville Tennessean on 12/16/58 as stating that court costs 
and KASPER’S fine presently amount to $950.00; the appeal to 
the State Supreme Court will cost another $1,000.00.
KASPER told reporters he had been in Nashville almost con
tinuously since his conviction except for one short trip to 
Chattanooga. He stated he intended staying in Nashville for 
a few days longer.

Approved:  Sent M Per ------------------------ -—
Special Agent in Charge



FD-227 (Rev. 4-10-58) 
’ , STANDARD FORM NO. 64

ce • united states government

TO : Director, FBI (62-105095) 
front^^SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275) 

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka
RACIAL MATTER

DATE: 12/22/58

Attention:

I X | Domestic Intelligence Division

I I Investigative Division

Name: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Address: P.O. Box #7073, Nashville, Tennessee

Type of Mail: All First Class Mail

Type of Cover: Straight Mail Cover , \

Period Covered: 30 days

Purpose of Cover: Ascertain identities of correspondents

Justification: (Comment on necessity, desirability, productivity, possibility oCembarrassment'to Bureau, 
If necessary continue on extra page.)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER is the leader of the Tennessee 
White Citizens Council, Nashville, Tennessee, and also has 
been involved with persons who are suspected in bombing 
cases in the Southeast portions of the U.S. He is known 
to be a contact of persons ,who are suspected to be members 
of the so-called Confederate Underground and a person whom 
because of the publicity which has been given him would 
attract correspondence from persons prone to violence in 
racial matters. It is believed that this mail cover will
give the names of persons who are at least favorable to his 
type of activity and possibly the names of persons who might 
be connected with other organizations which advocate violence. 
The mail cover will be placed through the office of the Postal 
Inspector in Nashville, Tennessee, and he will place the cover

EQ

Pos^l Inspector 
Nashville, Tennessee

in his own name, thereb^J^ the possibility of embarrassment

d OU -

ectOJ -warns)

if authotebd-the Bureau

ibTiinnn!: possibility 61

tf2P Bureau1- Washington Field y 
[mail ROOM (l-P105-207, 1- 62





STANDARD FORM NO. 64

to : Director, FBI (62-105095)

UNITED SPATES GOVERNMENT’

DATE: 1-7-59

FROM' SAC, Mentis (105-275)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN JASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS 

Washington Field Origin

_____ ;___ \___ On ____________ ________________ ____ _____________
I who requefeted that his~n'ame"'15d^eptr' 

hrmfidefft'faT^ furnished the following information to SA 
FRANCIS W. NORWOOD:

b7C

- / ___________________________ ___________________________ J Mias r
GRACE/DAWSON. 4010 BrusKiHlll hqad, Jlashvilley He stated that./1./ 
he hafi learned FREDERICK JOHN KASPER is occupying a guest house'"’*' 
located on the property of Miss DAWSON, and that he is very & 
concerned about the situation between Miss DAWSON and the

1- Memphis(IO5-275) • 
FWN.xFJ 
(9)

•ject.. He stated that. Miss DAWSON is eighty-two years of age (.<£Zz 
at this time, and that she has been a court reporter in Nashville 
for many years. He* stated that she has been highly regarded by. 
persons .in the legal profession in Ndshville^ and that until 
the- last two years has always maintained a Very normal attitude 
toward racial matters and was considered to. be fairly lenient 
and friendly in her attitude toward the Negro people. He stated 
that in the past year or two he has noted a. definite change in / 
her attitude toward the racial problem, and stated he had been • 
unable to understand her sudfen change. He stated the family 
then noted that she seemed to break off relations with the ’' 
family, and that formerly where they would go by to- pick her 
up to go to. church or to take her to town, she would-call them 

.- and tel’l them s'he did not want them to come pick her up as her
"tenants" would take her tp town.. He stated that none, of the . 
family knew who the "tenants"- were untZl Sunday, December 21,
1958. At this time[

DAWSON’S house tbltake her to church

_2.t* Bureau/62-105095) RM
2- Chicago- RM. >.

. 2- Miami' RM , i
2- Washington Field(62-802$) RM?

| went by Miss 
He stated that they did



Me#105-275 ' , . ( \ r - . . J

Letter tp Bureau 1-7-59 ’ 1 \ ' - / ' . . »

not call prior to going over therey and that when| |
I 1 went to the doo^ of.tne house,

■ he got no answer. He noted that apparently someone was residing ‘ 
• ip-'the-guest house in the back of the main house-and went to,the 1 

door.- He stated that .TOWN KflgPBT? answered his. knock, gpd that 
■ KASPER was. recognized by| Ifrom‘Photographs which had'
_ ,■ appeared in the. Nashville newspapers. | Idid hot indicate

, -hpWevery tha t ’he recognized -KASPER And asked if* he could speak to-
•Miss. DAWSON if ■ She were there.| ~ Istated that Miss DAWSON

; came to the door, and that it. appeared to | |tha.t she ' .
j. was the. guest house with. KASPER, apparently taking dictation ?,.

from- him, and doih& Some* clerical wdik./ He stated, she appeared 
to he .somahat annoyed by the fact that| Ihad

ri . come by and. stated to them that she did-not intend to go to church
with.' them that’ day as/her I'ienant.Vwbt^ take her.: ?\ ’

-7 7' t lit t. r ‘
; : ' J_____________ Un turh advised

ror”

b6
b7C 
b7D



wna.r naa transpired.
. f ’. . t f’

.* >L_____ Fstdted hendesired t© know definitely whether 
dr not.it was KASPER who was residing- ip the house, ’and- that at. ? ’ 

‘. approximatply ,6s3:0* $.m: on December .211^8, ‘..he Weftt to- -Miss:RAWSON’s • 
■ tonse by a.-circuitqus to get her to the front /\'

ddpor of the house by.;knocking on the. door- but. apparently/sh^^ /
/ not at-home.,- / -He then went to the guest house: and-knocked on the:. ' . 

' . dodr -at. the guest house but no- one was at home at - that, time. He -• : v , 
stated that | ______ |was with him, and 4 . ; -:

> th.at they • located a window; tothe. ‘g-ue st. house whieh was- open and J, t' 
they entered- this guest house .through. the; window -and examined some • ’ 
.of. the contents. of the house.- He ’stated they determined very - ; . ?

. . definitely that the. house was being occupied by JOHN kas-'pEr -and 
stated he had -his cl-otheS.- in the house and there was quite a bit - 

; of pyinh^ correspondence, and- other items which indicated
*: KA.SRER was carryingnon'his .business from that house. • He 'stated he - ' 
-' only had., a * flashlight with which to, examine the material and-that ‘ ’

.he cphlxi; hot .t^ it4- He stated he picked'up some
- of the items in the, rdom and brought’ them- out with him/ which items 

he furnished to SA NORWOOD. . , ;

: One of the items' was an ir Mail, type envelope apparently
.mailed in .Italy, inasmuch '.as it bore It a lian* stamps, -however, the ' * .



• Me#105-275 ' ' b7D ■
b7C

Letter to Bureau ' 1-7-59 .

postmark could not be made Out because it was partially obliterated ’ 
and there wap nd returri /address, given. This envelope- was addressed ' 
to JOHN KASPER, care of/ ~| International; Air- . .

. port Branch, Mami, Florida. ......... ■ ~~

I Istated there Was With this envelope a.
letter which apparently had. beep sept to KASPER from .gomebne ip ' }
Italy representing the ."People’sMovement/’ He stated he does not • 
recall for sure that .was the.name, of the group as he did pot make 
a nOt.atipn Concerning it, but” that he; believes that is; the correct 

. ■ name. He stated apparently this individual had either -sent KASPER .
some material or some-money from the tone of the letter-. He stated 
that he read it so hurriedly that he does*, not recall the exact, 
wording of the letter. ’ ■ '. > • •<

*• - Another item furnished by |______________ |was a cartoon ; . ;
.' showing what purported-to be a/Jewish individual tied-to.-a 

with a bonfire built .up abound him-. Another individual dressed . 
fn. what appeared to be a Roman toga was holding a lighted torch - ■; 
■which.he .was about to place to the bonfire. Underneath the cattoon 
was the 'printed statement, "It-is better to light one candle than 
to curse the darkness." Also printed underneath this was the 
i’etutn>ddressi.. : .<

. upper portion of the cartoon 4 was torn off. ' - ' ' •
■ . ■ < — ? ■' -■ - ?■'
. : \ 4 Idlsoi furnished p copy of . a;ihhpw^away^

entitled "AbdliSh the- 'publ^ * by JOH-N KASPER, jhis
. is a one-page throw-away and is- an attack on the Supreme. Court . 
in Which it is alleged'that the Jewish race is using-the Negro 

/ ’ people in the United States to further their own ends-. , The. throw- „ 
' away is brinted and is signed JOHN KAiSPER, Executive Direc tor, .

Seaboard White Citizens Councils,, Inc... j.. 104.7 31st jSt.reetj NW, 
Washington, D. 0,. At the bottom, of the throw-away'is-an‘appeal ... 
for the person receiving it .to became 'a member of .the Seaboard 
White Citizens’ Councils and gives the' directions, as how tb. become 
a.member of this group; , • ;

I Stated there was a considerable stack of ‘ 
these throw-aways, and that apparently they ware being mailed out 
in plain white envelopes> and that the returniabdrejs of the 
envelopes-was, being, shown as P-,. .0., Box TO?^ ^Nashvifie, Tennessee. 

, THe furbished a sample copy Of one of the envelopes with’the’return



Me#105-275 _ ’

Letter to Bureau v 1-7-59

address typed across the end of the envelope. He stated thd? , . •
this was a sample of the typing from the typewriter which was ! 
.located in the guest house. : ' . ; ’ /

The above items are being maintained in the Memphis ’ c
• file 1-A Section. ‘ ;

. I Istated that | on De-
c ember 21, 195$; later in the evening: attempted to talk to .Miss ’■ 
GRACE DAWSON and get. her to cease her affiliation with KASPER.-------  
bat that she was. rebuffed by Miss GRACE DAWSON and he stated

I 1 is very concerned, •over.'the 'sitiiation as. it. now exists,. He 
' advised that he would furnish any additional information that he.
is able to obtain concerning KASPER to the Memphis Division. ., -

-EEADS- 7 --/.A A h i •>’■’77
‘ I IIU — — .!r! - •’ * , ‘ •, * ” ‘ _ ' - * k' \ ‘ ,

THE. bHiCASO- DlVISTON : ' t '•'< '■? C. ' s 7 <. A

’ AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS , . .. ‘7 • 7 t . V-; . .

. / The.Chicago Division is requested to identify the holds?
of ? • 6 .C BOX -17'8^^ arid fdrhish that information- to the

‘ office‘of origin and the Memphis Division. ? - -i . .. ' r .

THE.MIAMI DIVISION. / D f 7 •

• , . .- ' . ■ AT MiamI ^ FLORIDA . . . ' , • 7 ' ■ •: . 7. :7

.; ihe MiaM Division, is. rMuested-to-id^
. .Bpsp-77-4, ‘Internatfo’riai Airport Branchy, arid also.' ascertain if this "' ,. 

. ■ box might be used a? a /mail drop;for KASPER for receipt Of mail 
■. from overseas. ; . /' ■<; C , . ‘ . ■ ■ . -• ' ■ - V,.. ; ' . ..

A THE WASHINGTON eIEID DIVISION ' . ' 7 . 7 77/7
' ' . AT-WASHINGTON, D. C., . ' • - // - >7 b7D

’.The Washington' Rie Id Division -is requested to' contact' ■
> conf identiai Security Informant I I to > ascertain if-he cani -
identify the People Ts Movement from Italy Or the identity of the 
person corresponding, with KASPER from Italy. . ,



Routing Slip
— FD-4 (Rev. 12-4-57)

I
. TO'

Date

Att.........
ZJSAC 

ZZIasac

FILE ....

Titl^^®?CK.JQHN..OSPER....

INFORMATION CONCERNING

I I Agent
I I SE '......
I I CO.....
I ISteno
I— I Clerk

ACTION DESIRED

Acknowledge
Assign........Reassign 
Bring file
Call me 
Correct
Deadline......................
Deadline passed 
Delinquent 
Di scontinue
Expedite 
File
Initial & return
Leads need attention 
Open Case

I [Prepare lead cards
I I Prepare tickler
I [Recharge serials
I [Return assignment card
I [Return file
I ..-[Return serials
[ [Search and return

‘See me 
I------ ISend Serials..................

to ........................................
I I Submit new charge-out
I [Submit report by............
I------ iType

Return with explanation or notation as to action taken.

Re MEMPHIS letter to Director 1/7/59.

Correct file number for WO file on Kasper is
rcc.
ret
i cc
(CC

3^9 FAiJ 
P&IC fl-JO

/
WffapktS

62-8028 ’ij

]See reverse side

SAC

Office 3$



“tv D~FBI 
INVESTIGATIVE DI V.

Jan H II20 JH’53



M Date: 1-10=59 |

Transmit the following in Plain, text___________ _____________________________ I
(Type in plain text or code) , I

Via Air-tel________ , ________ _._________________________________________ |
(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
TO? DIRECTOR, FBI ,(62=105095)

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS 015-275)

FREDERICK J0H?5 <AS1 th
RACIAL MATTR ”• „ ’
Washington 1 b.id Origin '

b6
b7C

_________ On 1-7-59, | ] b 7 D 
whose name should be maintained in confidente9

advised that I |Miss GRACE DAWSON, 4010
Brush Hill Road, Nashville, with whom subject has ^een residing.
She stated that] Iwas
advised that subject left Nashville on 12=26=58 to go to Florida 
to visit with his mother., He drove his automobile, a 1950 grey 
Chrysler, 1958 Tenn. License No. 3W=D0=69, and is expected to 
return to Nashville within a week or ten days, | |is
unable to learn the address of subject’s mother.

A review of the Memphis file on subject reveals his 
mother resided at an unknown street address in Clearwater, Fla, 
Also that he is an associate of FRED HOCKETT, Miami, Fla,, and 
BILL HENDRIX, Florida Klan leader.

Miami and Jacksonville Divisions alert logical informants 
to ascertain subject's' activities in Fla,

Mobile make discreet inquiries to determine if subject is 
in contact with Admiral CROMMELEIN at Wetumpka, Ala,

Knoxville make discreet inquiries to ascertain if subject 
visits with RADLSTON SCHOOLFIELD at Chattanooga, or I
at Knoxville,

2=
2=
2=
2=

Jacksonville 
Knoxville 
Miami
Mobile
Washington F

4 JAN 12 1-959

1=' Memphis (105^ 

:______

n. « / 'Special Agent in Charge /
M A t\ A A r“»

Sent



# DateViVS?..............Routing Slip 
FD-4 (Rev. 32-4-57),

To ; * ‘
I— ^Director

Att..........................................

□□
□□

□□
□□

SAC ................................
ASAC ........ ,....................

Supv................................

Agent.............................
SE ..................................
CC ...................................

Steno ............................

FILE £&/.•/(.... X?

TitleFREDERICK JOHN KASPER

INFORMATION CONCERNING

Clerk...........................................................
ACTION DESIRED

I [Acknowledge
[------ [Assign.......... Reassign
[ I Bring file
I ICall me

]Prepare lead cards

iDeadline............. 

^Deadline passed 
iDelinquent 
iDiscontinue

] Recharge serials 
jReturn assignment card 
]Return file 
JReturn serials

Jlnitial & return 
]Ledds need attention 
]Open Case

See me
I-------iSend^erials...............

to ................. ....................
Li__JSubmitjhew charge-out 
[ [Submit report by r. 
I iType

^Return with explanation.or notation as to action taken.

Re MEMPHIS Air-tel 1/10/59.

CORRECT FILE NUMBER FOR WFO
C. y- ...... - . .

/ec. 62—^023
rce-
/ ee. M < t 
{ec-

L.V. BOARD
SAC....... ........

WFO
Office............1------- ISee reverse side



Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO ’ DIRECTOR, FEI DATE: 1/15/59

from :SAGj NEW YORK (62-12085)

subject: Frederick john kasper, aka 
INFORMATION CONCERNING 
(OO:WFO)

Re WFO letter to Director, 12/12/58.

Relet requested NYO to interview Mrs. LENA 
LETT, 5 Minetta St., NYC, for a thorough background 
check of KASPER and his association with Negro and 
Chinese homosexuals..

It is to be noted that in report of SA 
JAMES P. MARTIN, New York, dated 8/22/56, and 
captioned "WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF D.C. aka., 
IS-X" information that CSNY 1 obtained from LENA C. 
LETT is set forth. This information shows that LETT 
reportedly informed CSNI 1 that KASPER in 1952 0r 
1953j in partnership with LETT, operated a book 
store known as the Make It New Book Shop, 169 
Bleecker St.., NYC, and further that KASPER had many 
Negro and Chinese homosexuals in this book shop in NYC.

It is noted that CSNY 1 is Pun and Bradstreet 
and that this same information concerning KASPER, set 
forth in helet is attrbuted’-to. a Duri and Bradstreet * 
investigator.

NYO will make no .attempt to reinterview 
LENA C. LETT concerning KASPER since it is felt that 
she furnished all information in her possession con
cerning KASPER when interviewed by SAS of the FBI 
on 9/25/56. The results of this interview are set . 
forth in report of SA JAMES P. MARTIN, New York, dated 

" 10/1/56 and captioned "WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT AF COLUMBIA, aka., IS-X".

(g}- -jBureau (RM) '
2 - ’W//(62-8028)
1 New Y^k,„(62-12085) 

w *■*<//*

JDB ::rml,,.
(5) • ■■ '



NY 62-12085

It is further noted that following the above 
interview of LENA C. LETT on 9/25/56 and the interview on 
9/26/56 of| \ alleged Negro girl
friend of KASPER, the II/I/4./56 issue of "Jet" magazine 
carried an article stating "the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in New York indicated that it is combing 
the Greenwich Village section of Nevi York for former 
associates and acquaintances of race-baiter John Kasper"..

In view of the above, it is felt by the NYO that 
recontact of persons previously interviewed and any in
vestigation concerning KASPER conducted in Greenwich 
Village, NYC, will serve no useful purpose and might 
possibly result in unfavorable publicity concerning the 
FBI.and its interest in KASPER* Accordingly, NYO will not 
conduct investigation requested in relet since this in
formation has been previously reported to both the Bureau 
and WO under- the caption "WITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka., IS-X".

In addition no investigation will be conducted 
at 169 Bleecker St., NYC, or at £26 E. 6th St., NYC, 
since this investigation was previously conducted by NYO 
and reported in report of SA JAMES P. MARTIN, New York, 
dated 10/1/56 and captioned "WHITE CITIZENS’ COUNCILS OF 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, aka.; IS-X".

On 1/7/59.1 who has furnished reliable
information in the past, and who received his information 
from a source whom he termed reliable, but whose identity 
he did not wish to disclose, advised SA EDWARD A. BRANDT 
that, to his knowledge, EUSTACE MULLINS never resided 
with. JOHN KASPER. The informant, who described MUIS INS as 
a homosexual, stated that MULLINS, at one time, lived with 
MATT KOEHL.

b6
b7C

b7D

It. is noted that as of 11/58$ KOEHL was listed 
as National Organizer of the National States Rights Party 
(NSRP).

On 11/3/58. advised that the NSRP
was formed in 1958 and it is composed of past members of 
the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) and notorious anti-Semites. At its 
convention at Louisville, Kentucky on 8/30/58, this party 
indicated that it was a political party dedicated to 
segregation.

- 2 -



NY 62-1208^

The KKK has been designated by the Attorney 
General of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 
10^0.

present
___________  was unable to identify the individuals 

with KASPER in the photographs enclosed with relet.

Inasmuch as NYO- has previously reported all pertinent 
information concerning KASPER to the Bureau and UFO in 
reports captioned "WHITE CITIZENS COUNCILS OF DISTRICT 
OF COLUMBIA, aka, IS-X", NYO will conduct no further in
vestigation in th&s matter. RUG.

~ 3 -



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO? DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) DATE? 1/15/59

SUBJECT?

SAC, MEMPHIS (KJ5-275)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, Aka.
Racial Matter

00? WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

Pursuant to inquiries concerning the subject’s 
activities and contacts in Nashville,- Tennessee, toll calls 
made from telephones subscribed to bv known associates of 
KASPER were checked with I I
_____________________________________________________ _______________  by 
SA FRANCIS W, NORWOOD on January 6, 1959 J________________ name
is to be kept confidential in view of the type of information 
furnished.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

The following is a list of toll charges to these 
telephones from October 1, 1958, through December 31# 1958?

Telephone Number ALpine 4-7848 -________________
Subscriber! , |

DATE CALL TO v person CALLED PERSON CALLING

10/25/58 AL 5-6071, Nashville, 
Tenn.,, from CO 5-0767 
Collingswood, N.J. 
Chg. to AL 4-7848

AT, ^—6073 is 1 4 -hip

Unknown \

(2)- Bureau
2 - Atlanta
2 - Baltimore

13 JAN 1919592 - Charlotte
2 - Knoxville
2 - Little Rock
2 - Newark
2 - Springfield .
2 - Washington1 Field A
5 - Memphis Ce = 105-275) JL\

x All - 105-388 ROBERT WALLACE WRAY) JR \
/\V\ /Ml -'105-387 WILLIAM CHARLES HENRY) > \
V ' (1 - 62-962 INFORMANT COVERAGE IN ORGANIZATIONS\WHlCH

FWNsjm*®./* JAM ENGAGED IN VIOLENT ACTIVITIES
(23) JAW 60 lyby INVOLVING MINORITY GROUPS)



ME 105-275

DATE CALL TO • PERSON QAILED PERSON CALLING

10/31/53 OR 7-246?
Pleasant Shade} 
Tenn.

residence

f
n /o'? /cfi MT1 &ILCY7 st10/ k; (/ ;}O rlxXIOX'U CHv ( 

Ellendale, Del. 
from CO 5-3700 
Collingswood,N.J. 
Chg. to AL 4-7848

11/15/58 Collect from 
RO 4-3344 at 
Macon, ILL, 
to VE 2-0495 
Chg. to AL 4-7848

VE 2-0495 is listed to
Nashville, Tennessee.

b6
b7C

11/19/58 VE 6-3221 
Roberta5 Ga.

11/29/58 4438 at
Hen&ei^pnXL11® > 
Tenn/

12/2/58 461x122
Heston, Kan.

Telephone Number CHanel 2-6118 -
Subscribed___________________ ________________

10/1/58 MY 1-4981 
Knoxville, Tenn

Note - On 11/5/58J [telephone was changed as
followss

Telephone Number ALuine 5-5011 - 
gnhRP.rl berl______________ ____________

12/12/58 GL 5-9135
Tullahoma, Tenn.

-2-



ME 105-275

DATE CALL TO PERSON CALLED PERSON CALLING

Telephone Number CO 2-3798 -
Subscriber Miss GRACE DAWSON, 4010 Brush Hi.n Road,
Nashville9 Tennessees ' ’

12/2/58

12/3/58 '

12/8/58

- . ' -

AM 7-6703 RAULSTON SCHOOLFIELD
Chattanooga, 8th. & Georgia Ave.
Tenn. • ...........

IT tt

11 n

Telephone Number VErnon 2-9520;

10/22/58

10/30/58

1930/58

Charlotte, N.C.

MAdison 4-3417 
Chattanooga

HU 3-6482
Washington, D.C 0

RAULSTON SCHOOLFIELD

b6
10/30/58 Collect from 

MV 5-9104, 
Memphis

b7C

11/10/58 MO 4-1253 JOHN KASPER
,■ Little Rock/

11/11/58 AM 7-6703 
Chattanooga

12/8/58 CR 4-3440 
Eagleville, 
Tenn.

Judge SCHOOLFIELD

It is requested that offices receiving copies of 
this communication ascertain Identities of subscribers to 
the telephone numbers called in cities within their Division. 
Each office is requested to check indices on persons contacted 
and subscribers and advise Office of Origin and Memphis if there 
is record of these persons’ being connected with any group 
advocating violence in connection with racial matters. Knoxville 
need not furnish this information concerning RAULSTON SCHOOLFIELD, 
inasmuch as it is known from press notices that he is KASPER’s 
attorney. It will be noted that TOM DOOLEY is a name used 
recently by KASPER.

-3-



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • UNITED. STATES GOVERNMENT

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR., FBI (62-105095)

A'C,^xittle Rock (100-3232)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
Racial Matter

00: Washington Field Office

date.- January 21, 1959

Re Memphis letter to Bureau, 1/15/59, reflecting b6 
telephone call of JOHN KASPER to ~| b7C
4-1253, Little Rock, on 11/10/58.--------------------- '-----------------------------

■Hie Little Rock telephone directory reflects that___ j
MOha wk 4-1 2.5S i « 1 i gi-oH l-rd______________________________________________________ \ i

I is well known to tne Little Rock |J 
T>f the Capital Citizens Council, Little fr w 

Rook. T l|)

of the Capital Citizens Council. This organization, the vl* 
leading pro-segregation organization of Little Rocks publically 
advocates peaceful means to maintain segregation. 1

24 JAH 26 1959

Little Rock files contain nd reference to I 
1 is never mentioned in the press in W 

" the Capital Citizen^connection with the activities of 
Council.

RUC.

2

2

Bureau
— Washington Field OfficenEC-
- Memphis (105-275)

1 - Little Rock (100-3232) 
LJM/mvw
(7)

os-jam



UNITED- STATES GOVERNMENT

» STMOMiO FORM NO. 64

' r\rr I*Office Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) DATE: 1/29/59

FROM SAC, CHARLOTTE (105-558)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka
RACIAL MATTER
00: WFO

Re Memphis let to Bureau 1/15/59 advising that on 
10/22/58 subject contactedl ~

The December 1958 Charlotte Cross Reference telephone 
directory listsl ~las assigned to

Charlotte. The 1958 Charlotte City Directory lists** 
__________________________________________________I as residing at 

• Agents of the Charlotte, office as F
1is known to

__ Un 12/875^,1

____  ______ 1 made available to SA
Randolph E. trow information contained on a tape recording 
furnished-to by] | in th ip wnnrn

I identifies himself as residing at

and_____________________________ |KASPER stated that|_____________
himself planned to make a trip throughout Tannase.[

wanted * 
to speak at every town that he could. The reason for the trip ■ 
was thatj |was going to be on the ballot for Governor of ’
Tennessee, and KASPER felt that if |spoke to the people 
of Tennessee at as many towns as he cou±a reach before election

2/- Bureau (RM)
- Washington Field (RM 

1 - Memphis (105-275)(RM 
2 - Charlotte (105-558)

WFG:jn 
(7)

(i - io5-®rr—■

(S3 FEB 2 1059

i £ 0



CE 105-558

thatf could win. T

__ I KASPER advisedl I that he could be reached 
at Nashville, Tennessee, .telephone number 2-6118, or that

I could write him at Box 7073> Nashville.

The Bureau has jxnhvisusly instructed: .When the 
information submitted by | |is not absolutely clear as to 
its meaning it should be used ror investigative leads only arid must 
not be set f dr th in communications to be disseminated outside 
of the Bureau until it has been clarified. Individuals should , 
not be identified in reports or other communications as members 
of the Klan unless the date supplied bvl Iclaariy ind-ina-hea 
that such is the case. When information4furnished by |

is set out in communications to be disseminated 
tended as having been received from T-lj | 

________________________ |who obtained the fetS—p 
from, a source'whose reliability is. unknown to the Bureau.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • UNITED ST^ES .GOVERNMENT

to : Director, FBi (62-105095) • date; 1/29/59

SUBJECT:

SAC, Mobile (62-739)

FREDERICK JOHN JASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS
(WO: 00)

Re Memphis airtel to Bureau 1/10/59.

Spot surveillances conducted at the Montgomery, Ala. 
and Wetumpka, Ala. residences of Admiral JOHN Gi^ROMMELIN 
(USN - Ret.) on 1/13/59, 1/19/59/anSri/21/'597"^ that 
at the times checked, KASPER’s automobile, was riot parked in 
the vicinity of either residence on those dates.

For information of WFO and Memphis, Bureau has 
declined to authorize investigation of CROMMELIN at this time, 
and Mobile has developed no sources of information who furnish 
coverage on him. Mobile has no readily available manner of 
ascertaining the contacts of CROMMELIN which would not appear 
to be investigation of CROMMELIN.

In the absence of information reflecting any special 
significance which might be attached to a contact between 
CROMMELIN and KASPER, no further investigation of this matter 
is being conducted by Mobile.

RUC

Bureau
2 - Memphis (105-275)
2 - WFO (62-3023)
1 - Mobile
WED-vlw
(7)

F4FEB 2 1959



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum •
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) DATE: 1/30/59

FROM AC, WO (62-8028)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka
RACIAL MATTERS
(OO:WFO)

Re Memphis let to Director 1/7/59 setting forth 
information that KASPER was corresponding with someone in 
Italy who was representing the ^.'People’s Movement," or a name 
similar to that.

In this connection) it is to be noted that KASPER, in 
the past, has been connected with EZRA POUND, who is presently 

, in Italy. The -Washington Daily News" on 7/1C/58 published a 
photograph of EZRA POUND which carried the caption "Poet 
EZRA POUND, recently released from St. Elizabeth’s, arrived in 

. Italy yesterday and immediately offered a Fascist salute and 
the comment that ’American is an insane asylum.' He plans to 
stay in Italy."

St. Elizabeth's is a mental hospital?,in Washington, D.C. 
(WDC) where POUND was confined. A twelve-year old treason indictment 
was dismissed in U.S. District Court, WDC, on 4/19/58 when it 
was argued that POUND had been found mentally incompetent to 
stand trial for the indictment that was brought against him 
for his pro-Fascist broadcasts in Italy during the war,

Another person, who has been in Italy lately with 
whorn^t is possible that KASPER, nnifld he in correspondence, is 
WEST^OOKER, who, according to| was at one time
connected with the National Renaissance Party in New York.

WFO is presently checking Passport and State Department
files on HOOKER and POUND to ascertain if those files contain 
any info concerning a, "People's Movement."

New York is requested to search its indices, in 
particular in connection with WEST HOOKER, for any mention of 
a "People’s Movement," and advise Memphis and WFO. P.

/2)-Bureau
TT-Memphis (105-275) (Info) (RM) ,9ft

2-New York (62-12085) (RM)
1-WFO

:pab
a FEB 2 ^59



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

•F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
1/28/59

$ P !t or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

A
DIRECTOR, FB^ (62-105095)

FROM:

visit

SAC, MIAMI (44-1055)

O
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: WFO) '

Re Memphis airtel 1/10/59, advising ‘subject was to 
his mother at Palm Harbor, Fla.

advised subject’s mother, ROSE KASPER, 
Palm Harbor, Fla.on Christmas card mentioned subject was 
to visit during holidays, on 12/31/58, subject telephonically 
contacted!I staging he was visiting mother and on 
that day was leaving for Cocoa, Eau Gallie, and Cape Canaveral 
Fla., for a "few days;" purpose of the trip and contacts were 
not revealed. I

On 1/24/59, subject again contactedl 
advising had returned to mother’s residence; stating had 
been at Cocoa, West palm Beach, and Miami, Fla. Subject 
stated he planned to be here about one week tfiore and return 
then to Nashville, Tenn.

advises subject has not been in contact Too HAHw4»Tr 'EH a ^h«v*4ma« w4«4 4. ».»4 4.1*^with Klan members, Pinellas County, Fla., during visit wit/^ 
mother.. Ihformants being contacted to determine activities
while in Fla

3/Buyeau (RM) (AM)

4-Miami

(11)0*01^ ;

- so JAN 29 1959

M PerApproved: Z ---------- Sent
Special Agent in Charge



URGENT 1-30-59

TO/IRECTOR, FBI

SU Of OESTlGATiCii
U. S. EEPffiTOT OF JUSTICE

COMMOTIONS SECTION

JAN 3 01959

TELETYPE

Mr. Tolson—^—, 
Mr. Belmont____  
Mr. DeLoach____  
Mr. McGuire____  
Mr. Mohr__  
Mr. Parsons. 
Mj< Rosen.
sir. Tamm_
Ir. Trotter____  

Mr. V.’.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room______ 
Mr. H Ujman— 
Miss Gandy._//

9-02 PM EST RBJ

AND SAC“S MEMPHIS, NORFOLK, RICHMOND, FIELDWA

FROM SAC, MIAMI IP

RACIAL SITUATION, STATE OF VIRGINIA, RACIAL MATTERS. RE MEMPHIS

TEL ONE THIRTY, FIFTYNINE AND MIAMI AIRTEL TO BUREAU ONE TWENTYEIGHT, 
FIFTYNINE, CAPTIONED 1£E11£RLCJC_JD^ AKA, RACIAL MATTERS.

BUFILE SI^ TWO DASH ONE ZERO FIVE ZERO N?NE~~FtVE. KASPER CAME TO

FLORIDA FOR CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS VISITING MOTHER AT PALM HARBOR, FLA.

FROM TWELVE THIRTYONE, FIFTYEIGHT DASH ONE TWENTYFOUR, FIFTYNINE KASPER

WAS ABSENT AT MIAMI, WEST PALM BEACH AND COCOA, FLA.

ADVISED ONE THIRTY, FIFTYNINE, KASPER-S MOTHER ON THAT DATE

STATED KASPER HAD POSTPONED DEPARTURE FOR NASHVILLE, TENN. ORIGINALLY

Scheduled for one twentyeight, fiftynine and is sti 
DEPARTURE DATE UNKNOWN. DESTINATION ASSU&S^lwi

BY KASPER IN ANY CONTACT ON VIRGINIA SCHOOL PROBLEM. WHEREABOUTS AND 
24 FEB 13 195.9

ACTIVITIES BEING FOLLOWED.

END ACK PLS

I 0 WA 9-05PM OK FBI WA CR

ME OK FBI ME JB

NF OK FBI NF LHP

RH

TU



m EU^y
U. 8. BEPARMI GF HINGE 

BOWUNICJMS SECTION

URGENT 30-59 2- 46PM GET

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC-S MIAMI RICHMOND AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS 2P

RACIAL SITUATION, STATE OF VIRGINIA, RACIAL MATTERS.

RE WFO TEL TO BUREAU AND SACS RICHMOND AND MEMPHIS JANUARY 

TWENTYNINE LAST. FOR INFORMATION MIAMI INSTANT TEL ADVISED

THAT BUREAU DESIRES TO KNOW EXACT WHEREABOUTS OF FREDERICK
■Jw£uSPER_ AND THAT SUITABLE ARRANGEMENTS BE MADE TO BE AWARE

OF KASPER-S WHEREABOUTS FOR NEXT TEN DAYS, i 
____________________________ 2___________ c_______ om id ______

__________________________ ^—ADUXSED
----------------------------------- —------------- --------------
ON JANUARY TWENTYNINE LAST ON CONFIDENTIAL BA^KWER

b6
b7C
b7D

WROTE MISS GRACE DAWSON WITH WHOM HE RESIDES LN—NASHVILLE?^

TENNESSEE, LAST WEEK FROM MIAMI, FLORIDA, STATING HE IS

VISITING WITH HIS MOTHER IN FLORIDA AND WOULD RETURN TO

NASHVILLE SOON. HE DID NOT SPECIFY A DATE. SHE RECEIVED THIS
' r-|

I Mr. Rg&aJ- ~
copies



PAGE TWO
b6

INFORMATION ON LAST SUNDAY.|| b7C
------- b7D

ADVISED ON CONFIDENTIAL BASIS THIS DATE THAT KASPER

HAS NOT RETURNED, THAT HIS BOOKS, PAPERS AND OTHER PERSONAL 

POSSESSIONS ARE STILL AT MISS DAWSON-S RESIDENCE BUT THERE 

IS NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AS TO WHEN HE WILL RETURN.

IWILL ADVISE IMMEDIATELY UPON KASPER-S RETURN TO

NASHVILLE. KASPER-S CASE IN COURT IN NASHVILLE HAS BEEN 

APPEALED TO STATE SUPREME COURT AND DATE FOR HEARING HAS NOT

BEEN SET. MIAMI LOCATE KASPER AND ARRANGE TO KNOW OF WHEREABOUTS

FOR NEXT TEN DAYS. SUTEL BUREAU, MEMPHIS, RICHMOND AND

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE GIVING HIS LOCATION.

END A IN 0 PLS

WA 3-49 PM OK FBI WA CS

MM OK FBI MM KNG

RH OK FBI RH MCW

DVSC PLS



hO-3oiriev. iz-Xo-j.
J . *
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Transmit the following in

F B I

Plain text

Date: 2-11-59

' * • (Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)
Via Air-tel

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

ROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)

CIAL SITUATION 
STATE OF VIRGINIA 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Washington Field Office teletype to Bureau.and 
SAC’ss Memphis and Richmond 1-29-59, and Miami tel to Bureau 
and interested- offices 2-6-59*

For Information of offices not receiving prior com
munications in instant case, Washington Field advised that 
Bureau desired to-know- exact whereabouts of FREDERICK.. JOHN:. 

t^KASPgR for next ten days. At that time KASPER was visiting 
“HnoTher in Fla. Miami advised that KASPER left mother’s 

residence at Palm Harbor, Fla. 3:40 AM, 2-6-59, alone in his 
car, which is a grey fifty model Chrysler fouf-door sedan, with 
1958 Tenn, license.

whose name should be kept confidertial, 
advised mis date that she had learned from Miss GRACE DAWSON 
that KASPER had contacted Miss DAWSON over weekend from Ala., 
place not stated, advising that he was on his way to Nashville 
but was stopping to visit in Ala. for several days.

b7C

LEADS

Airtel. . . .
Teletype...../ 
A. M..../,

A. M. S. D .. 
Spec. Del.... 
Reg. Mail. . . .  
Registered....

Bureau RM
2- Birmingham RM
2- Knoxville RM.
2- Mobile RM KLG- bb
1-
1-
1-
1- Memphis (1Q5-275)

Ml#

i
£

Appr’

FWN:FJ 
(W

V

25 FEB 1 959

___ v ________________ Sent
Special Agent in Charge

M Per



I

i

Me#105-275

Air-tel to Bureau 2-11-59

The Mobile Division? Will determine if KASPER visiting 
■ CROMMELEIN at Wetumpka, Ala.

The Birmingham Division?
■ ■Ci w ncganwr i/jeaa«o

The Knoxville Division?

Will alert informants and sources of 
information to determine if KASPER 
makes contacts in that division

Will alert sources in Chattanooga and 
Knoxville to advise if &ISPER contacts 
SCHOOLFIELD or|

It is noted ten day period is up but believed desirable 
to keep KASPER’s whereabouts known until his return to Nashville.

b7C

-2-





FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

f’b I

Date: ZlYllW
Transmit the following in

AIRMAIL
(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, MOBILE (157-1)

RE; RACIAL SITUATION
STATE OF VIRGINIA 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Memphis airtel ho Bureau, 2/11/59, pertaining to 
movements of FREDERICK JOHN OSPER.

Spot surveillances conducted at both Harrogate Springs, 
Wetumpka, Alabama, and 1253 Magnolia Curve. Montgomery, Ala., 
residences of Adm. JOHN C. CROMMELIN (Ret.) on 2/13, 14, 15 and 
16/59. Adm. CROMMELIN observed and surveilled for short period 
of time on afternoon of 2/14/59 in Montgomery, Ala. Neither 
KASPER nor his car observed at any time during this period.

In view of delicacy of any investigation involving 
Adm. CROMMELIN, particularly in view of his current candidacy 
for position of Mayor of Montgomery, Ala., no overt inquiries 
deemed advisable. No confidential sources on Adm. CROMMELIN
have been developed in view of Bureau* s instructions to conduct 
no investigation of him. - '

&)- Bureau (RM)

1 - Norfolk (RM) (Info)
1 - Richmond (RM) (Info)
2 - Memphis (105-275) (RMk,
1 - Mobile
WED-arc
(a)

Approved:
Agent in Charge

Sent M Per



UNITED siwes government

TQ : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) DATE: 2/19/59

rROM : . SAC, NEW YORK (62-12085)

subject: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER^ aka.
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: WFO)

ReWFQlet to the Bureau, dated 1/30/59.

A. review of the NYO indices reflected no 
information concerning a “people’s Movement.”'.

On 2/6/59,1 I who has furnished
reliable information in me past, and. who received this 
information from a source he termed reliable1, but. whose 
identity he did not wish to disclose, advised SA EDWARD 
A.- BRANDT that he. could furnish no information con-, 
cerning a ’’people’s Movement.” RUC - ■

@ - Bureau (62-105095) (RM) ..
2 - Washington Field. (62-8028) (rm")
1 - New York (62-12085) ,

JDB:mzg .
(5) .



STANDARD

• UNITED..STATES GOVERNMENT’

SUBJECT:

SAC, CHICAGO (105-5810)

DIRECTOR, FBI (6 2-105095.)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka. 
RACIAL MATTERS 
OO-Washington Field

DATS; 2/19/59

b7C
Re Memphis letter dated January 7, 1959. b7D

_______ _ ____On January 5, 1959.1_______________I (Protect Identity’) 
________________ ____ _______________ __________ | Chicago,

Illinois, advised^that-post Office Boxl Iwas issued on 
October 16v 1954, to|

and family1 reside at!

_______________ ________________________________________________ was 
recently under investigation by th.e Chicago Division in 
connection with the Case entitled /'BOMBINGS AND ATTEMPTED

• BOMBINGS IN SOUTHERN COMMUNITIES, RACIAL MATTERS", .as a 
logical suspect in any extremist activity, in the Chicago 
area. '

On November 19, 1958,1

furnished SABDGSTAD the following informa-

nas been in
2| who has. incontact with [

the past promoted neo-Nazi activities.

$4 FFS 24 1959

2-Bureau (RM)
2-5?ashington Field (62-8028) (RM)
1-Memphis (Info) (105-275) (RM)
1-Chicago A ■

•L©B:FBT . .



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 2—25—59

Transmit the following in Plain text____________ ,________
(Type in plain text or code)

vm Air-tel
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI(62-105095)

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275) b7C

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS

. whose name should be maintained
in confidence, telephonically advised SA. CHARLES F. GRIGSBY on • 
2-24-59, that subject had returned to Nashville, Tenn.., arriving . 
during past weekend and residing with ____________________Mrs.

. GRACE DAWSON, 1010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville. ~ •

b 3-' Bureau(62-10509 5) RM
2- Washington Field(62-8028) RM 

. .1- Atlanta (infp) RM
1- Birmingham (info) RM '
I- -Knoxville (info) RM ;
1- Miami (info). RM
1 - Memphis’ *( 10 5-27 5)
CFG:FJ '* '
(10) \

REC- 33

: ft, £ 
Spec. Del.. . . . .

- Reg. Hail. . . . . . . . .
Registerei-.^^

Approved: Sent
Special Agent in Charge



.. ww, * ’"F. •"

?ARD FORM NO. 64

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT,

SAC, MIAMI (44-1055)

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) date-, 2/26/59

FREDERICK . JOHN'KASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS ■

(00: WFO)

Re Memphis letter to the Director dated 1/7/59; 
Memphis airtel to the Bureau dated 1/10/59; Miami airtel , 
to the Bureau dated 1/28/59; Memphis teletype dated 1/30/59, 
captioned "RACIAL MATTERS, STATE OF VIRGINIA - RACIAL 
MATTERS;" Miami teletype, to the Bureau dated 1/30/59, 
captioned, "RACIAL 'MATTERS, STATE OF VIRGINIA - RACIAL 
MATTERS;" Miami teletype to Director dated 2/6/59,

' captioned, "RACIAL MATTERS, STATE OF VIRGINIA - RACIAL 
x. MATTERS." - . . , . . '

On'December 31, 1958, [ who has furnished
. reliable information in the past, advised SA JAMES P. O’NEIL 

that FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, who was spending, the holidays
» with his mother at her residence, 11th Street and Illinois

Avenue, Palm Harbor, Florida, was departing from Palm 
Harbor on that day for a trip through Florida. According 

. to the informant, KASPER was planning to visit Cocoa,, 
Eau Callie, and Cape Canaveral, Florida, for "a few days." 
Informant, stated that the purpose of the trip and the • 
persons who might be. contacted by KASPER were not known.

1
Oh January 8, 1959

*
Jadvised SA JAMES

E. WALLACE that the informant had received a Christmas 
card irom.Mrssubject’s, mother, from her ' 
residence at Palm Harbot, Florida. Mrs. KASPER stated ‘ 
that her son would spend the”holidays with her, af^iving^ 
about December 23, 1958, and staying through Decdwe‘r-*27, ' 
1958. Informant Stated Mrs.. KASPER had requested no one tell

W• Bureau (RM)
2 - Washington Field/Office (62-8021) (RM)
2 - Memphis ( ' ‘ ’
2 - Charlotte 

* 1 - 
. JPO:



MM 44-1055

BILL HENDRIX about KASPER’s visit as she feels HENDRIX 
cheated her on the deal in which he constructed her house.

~| also advised that a Christmas card
had been received rom the subject with return address '
P* O. Box 7073, Nashville, Tennessee, shortly before 

* Christmas, but no mention was made of his planned visit 
with his mother

7 ' j C ; WILLIAM ”BILI^ NDRiX,,: p. 0. Box 47,.. Oldsnar'^ ; - ■ A y 
Elpr jdh,: 105 Summerdale.M^&ive, ';QldsS^ the. ' J i • /

^admxtHredJiead of t^ Klux -Klaii and ! ’ - -
uses. the’tCtlebf imperial r&npefwjvHENDRIX, is "an - - /' •

■'old-time klansman ahd~his org^^ isknown in ■ ?
. addition to the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan as the . . J "
Southern^ the Ku Klux Kian, Southern-Northern .

i vKhighnh of-.the; (^m:eiiia;> L/ l .
-• ; Knights of -the MiW. Christiah 7 ' A'1.

Church," National Christian (hurch ‘dnd Order of the Rattlesnakes, - •' 
yCBdgie 'W '-L? -U/

-? ” W- ■ >0n--Jahuai^ .My [advised SA JAME-S ;E. * ..J..'b7D '
•WAiiACE^the informant visited<the KASPER residence 4.atJ .

• IPdlm: Harbori Florida .on ja^ Mrs, ROSE: KASPER .
arid the Spbjeet* wehe present. ' Infprnhf& ’S^ the.. ■ ■,

■A •sdMhbt' commented he had returned, ’’just- this- week"-'frow.;;;
, /’.'a, trip that took him through Cocoa, Cape Canaveral, West / ? - . 7
:' Palm- Beaoh, and Miami, . Florida. ’ KASfER did/nOt ■ comment . : :
. \bh,;th® pf, his trip had; . • < ; f : \ j‘ -

seen. -. /»'7 .. b: "• ' v •. •; .

. i, . ftahpianhipg^ to Nashville
1 Tennessee in about ;.a week wherehe had some "unfinished ; ;£'

• bxisineSsn; and ’’Charges hangi^ ■ . ?. ’ s i

; " \ ' KASPER made' inquiry concerning, activities in ; .
> the area; but did not indicate he Would be in contact : < ' 

with supporters of the Anti-Integration Movement, : \

*



MM 44-1055 *

The informant, stated there was discussion of a . 
political -dinner-meeting at whichex-Governor FRANK CLEMENTS 
of Tennessee and Governor LEROY COLLINS, of Florida would’ > 
appear. KASPER expressed. the desireto arrange a picket , 
line at the dinner using such signs, as. "Go back to integrated 
Clinton Florida doesn’ t, want yot(;" "Jew CLEMENTS - .Get out 
of Florida;" "CLEMENTS - Get out of Florida we don’t need 
you;" "COLLINS is bad enough for us". •" .

; . ’ * ; . The informant stated; that KASPER had copies of " h 
"ThePoint", a Catholicmonthly printed by Saint Benedict 
Center, 12 Sow Street, Cambridge,. Massachusetts, which A 4 \ . 
KASPER. recommended for tlhe-statid taken against Jews add”. ' -
tfoeir attempt ;;to '^ , \ y > ■ *

. .. The .'informant- Stated that both the subject and -
.his .mother felt that Mrs* KASPER'had been ."swihdle.d" by • 

* BILL, HENDRIX in the* construction of her house.lat Palm Harbqr:, 
Florida arid tha^ yts;. JASPER, wat plapning td , ’ J ■ \
residence and thdhd$bihing New jierSey*. 1.

-. • ': • -The, following persons^swete /contacted c>h fhe' - y
indicated: date® by; SA^ANTHQNS'’ KV LEEt^N; JR. add all'< / 'y ;,
(Stated they dbthiag jbfCa siibject id ; y y

• the EauJ '
i-

January 15,. 1959 ft

46, 1959;; y
Eau Callie? January

5

Eau' Callie,
January ib,.1959;

Florida, January16, 1959:

Florida, January 16, 1959;

Florida, January 16, 1959.,
f



MM 44-1055

’ All of the above listed persons requested that
their identity be kept confidential in view of their , 
positions. \

' , , ' ' \ . ' - ' , . * ., - _

. ' On January 30,’ 1959,___________ who has furnished
■ reliable information in the past, advised SA; ROBERT '

WISEMAN that he had no knowledgepf« subject’ being jin > ,
, the West Palm Beach, Florida area during .the holiday - 

season* The informant, stated that persons locally active 
.' inthe Anti-Integration Movement thirikthe Subject is . ■

’’too hot” and do not desire tp have any dealings With v ‘
him. ./ ' ■■ ■' ’

• . ____ On January 16. 1959 J 
whose

- identity should ndt-helfey^
' ~~|that Post office. Box I I International-.
■, Airport^^IWanch,, , is rentefd: tp | r

‘ I ...... 1residing at 

': ./ * ■' it is' to be noted that the Memphis Division
. \ has- reported KASPAR fecei^ing imiilk from' foreign?Sources
v thrpugiil I" ? ~■ i -.ri'.' ?. •'

/ . ; ( j. No mail, cover, is being' plated' nn |_____ ' .
• Fps.t, Office ^px; in the Absence of a Request hy: the ‘ ;
; - Office of Origin;. ;• ; -■ ? ;/-

J ■ On February 3, 1959
advised SA CHARLES :J’

/ W. EDMISTON that I....... &5thl ' .............. I
/ T^pa^^Fldri^ beenanplpyed|

‘ r I ? According to these records,- ,

unfavorably on
Elle contains nothing, which reflects



MM 44-1055

' On February 3. 1959 , | |
pwho requested his identity remain confidentialj , 

advised SA CHARLES W.. EDMISTON that he had heard comments , .
, concerning |and | "[outspoken belief in segregation.

, also stated he had heard has.made speeches 
against integration* . ; . •

The files of the Miami Division disclosed that

4 '/

<b7C

Florida, made Contributions to the White Citizens * ? < . • 
; Council, .Washington, D. C. on. December 11, • 1957. and- 7 

; ’ ; November 14, 19571 according toF H. On September .. 
‘ '22, 1958 J [advised that JOHN KASPER Wad Planning

to reside at thehome of 
visiting in that city,. y

.in Miami xjhile* '

; - ' ^rid< then plann^d^^^ to jii$
•V-7 - ■som^'timex ;’b7.

; ''''1 7; • '7, ' ■' ■ - ^7*a’■' / "' .’ - z ’ F7 , -?"’ i""' -£

' ■-v ;77 7'/•'' ■ &idmy?N#fe^ jnnuaty j ;.
7J *;'' carried aAdtor^-^nd^
J 7 that fASPER-dad: .made a. speech before the With Citizens'. ’ , 

7 Cbupcii, Miami,Flprida,on the eyeping of January 12j<-.’ ;
7-’1959, . According to SMITH’ S .article, -twelve persons A 7- ;
7 ’ were p£esentiahd^ 1fdisapppi^ .1 '- j /'

/' ’ • ' *' .'' - / 7', ■ ■'* * . • ’. * x „ - ■ ‘ 7 7* * *
k. ’ 7*' 7 7 ' \SMW reported that KASPER good humpredly J ; 7 7

7; answered' questidhs7about the ten month, term he seryH 7 - V 
’ id the federal Correctional institution^ .ThlXahAbsee,;

' 7 Florida j and stated that attempts; were made to ’’brairi-wash'” 
7-A him while in custody there, but that these att^h|ts.7had not 

changed any pt his segregationist’s views,. / f

7 5 7 •
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SMITH also reported that KASPER commented he 
had not been treated badly at the "Federal Reformatory" 
and that one. of those present at the meeting stated - - 

.KASfER was recbhaiied to "going back." ' . - .

On January 20, 1959,| (advised SA JAMES b7D
E. WA11ACE that 'a'meeting ofthe Knights of the Nhite. I

; Camellia of the National Christian Church was held at ' ' j
\ the' KRK Klavemp 105 North Sutmnetdale Road, Oldsmar, " ; -
'Florida''Xthe residence o^ , / ' '
January 15, 1959. The informant-stated that FREDERICK " X 
JOHN KASPER was the subject of discussion and HENDRIX 
had commented that many people. in the .movement felt KASPER:.

- is informing on members... According to the informant, HENDRIX. . 7 . 
. cited Cased of/^bart^ to ^embers. by being interviewed c

by the’EBI -and polite :a^ter ’ y ,
7 ‘ contact with the members. *. HENDRIX mentioned specifically ' 1 \ - 
';y;the'taS& T^pa$;Plpfi^

l:ijebartMent>yinfbrmapt’'st^^ ; 7 '
GASTON Stated GASTON claims he nearly lost his J ob after ;/ J ; *,;

; Questioning byth^ authorities ori matters that only/^SPER ; ' I
- Could' have known:. ; HENDRIX,; reportedly stated; that. GASTON is < 7 * k.

anxious th'Seek.^ and if/he, finds that KASPERy • V- “'
. .squealed, he will kill him. Informant related "thbt HENDRIX' L y 
?.b6^bhte3^th^ is not. the ;only iristanc.a'p]f .such-«■< y 
‘ Kasper’ s, part .and that ^spER-bas .neyer retu^ v ’ , • y
Ethane people or Comuhicate with jthem which adds '’proof" , : ' J 

■y-tba£he maybe a spy.-.- - yy ‘X-Zy, t y
■ y ’• ' •: •
> 7 . y Ori January 31; 19591 | advised SA JAMES .. ■ , z > .
y Ri O^lL thdri^^ in. .contact:#i^ 'J b6 y
y HANSO^glDSON' aOiS' residehce M >;:b7c ?

’ Ahdqrdlhg ■ to^the informant; KASPER was BieStipg with; .CHlibSpN: • b 7 D ;
■and] ^Nbrth Carolina.; "The infoimahf ■ *; :
adyised. that the reason-ipr the cbhtMt\£etwe^t^^ y
arid the matters discussed were not known, y T’ ; 7 ,b < xf ' 

bb- ■ ; , b ■ : j
X b'-• b;7 ?x<. , , «.. .--./i.. -yx./xX .--.
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■ . The informant stated that KASPER mentioned, he had . 
been, in contact with JAMES HALL arid M. L. COKER, both of \
St. Petersbyrg,, Florida’, -Since, his return to his .mother ’ s ’ *

• ' , residence. 'i - ’ . '

. ; HARLEY HAHSON CHILDSON, 1136 Oak Street Northeast, ,
’ St. Petersburg, Florida, is the admittedImperial Wizard i 

Of the Confederate Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, aka ■. . ;
Confederate VndefgtQuhd. (Burgau file , ; L

9 ■ " ■?' - ~ ' - ? " ’ 'A*'". A;-i

. ’ \ .1 __________ North Caroliha, * ‘ ' i
( was; identified’ byl las being, considered ’Szery / .

, actiyed in the Anti-integration Movement in the'Carolinas»/ •

/ ; : V ’ JAMES -SALL was identified by ~l as being.
. ■ a member of the Knights of. the Ru Klux Klan and M. L.- ’. j p" 
• ? :CO^R waS/idahtified by the informant’a^ hb^ •. ’9
; M, the Ahti-lntegratioh

'Mbtida?areai.—;,9 - : 9 b7

- ’ ’ ; • |_____ ladvised that after January 31, 1959, ,
'the informant had no contact with-the subject and t y < .

b during; M ail bbnfaCth with°.‘hi$!, there was; '
^/^he^dRin^fr^ th4.'ra^AleaibuatdQn:lt^^
j Virginia,,: The infp^ advised that.other thah vx4
. 1 * c;bn^^ January 24, 1959, there was ho; m^ •
, ' attempt by KASPER. to arrange. for pickets at the meeting. '

‘in Clearwater , RibnidA CLEMENTS'-;
and Governor LEROY COLLiNS sppke. ' . ; 0 .9 ;‘1. •

p ,,f '. f LB February- .2, 195$’, -And -Februafy 4,01959^ eybj.eeu 
.0 RASPERwas; observedat theresidence of? histoother, 11th ;

’ Street ‘ and? ;fi^ ’ :f
* SAJAMES P.- O'NEIL, It was noted at that time that . ' ’' / , 

0 the KASPER residenceand the adjoining house tb the east, .'
Also pwe4 by Mr s . -KASPER j were <£bf sale J Oft

\ that KASPER was engaged in wbrk on the. houses preparatory
. to their sale,. .- ' , ‘ ?^0-'

' v 7 ’



STANDARD FORM NO. 64 - .JW . ■

Office ^Aemovcwdum. • united spates government

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) date: 2/27/59

^r°m : ’ SAC, JACKSONVILLE (105-45)

subject: FREDERICK JOHN^SPER ,

RACIAL MATTERS
(00: WFO)

ReMEairtel, 1/10/59, reflecting KASPER had left 
Nashville, Tennessee, on 12/26/58 to visit his mother in 
Florida.

Logical informants and sources were contacted con
cerning KASPER and were unable to furnish any information con
cerning his trip to Florida,

The 2/13/59 issue of the "Chronicle, ” a Jacksonville 
weekly newspaper, reflected the following article: .' *

"JOHN KASPER, the ’segregationist’ was in Jackson
ville Monday, but the Chronicle couldn’t ideate him* Local 
lawyers said, he conferred with them about suing Klan leader 
BILL HENDRIX for a sum which KASPER was quoted as saying his 
mother had loaned HENDRIX.” '

subsequently advised on 2/19/59 that ^1 
Jacksonville, had just'

5 had oeen. in ।Jacksonville re cent ly and 
had had coatee with him on Sunday.

2/8/59, in her home. According to informant,|
said KASPER had been down to* see BILeVhENDRI-X Of the Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, Oldsmar,. FloridaTI ^Isb ltJ
stated“tfiat KASPER ’ said HENDRIX had beaten KASPER’s mother out.
of $10,000,00 and held a mortgage on her home for $3,200.00 
________________ saidl Idid not elaborate on the 
above information.  |indicated. to informant
KASPER was just passing through Jacksonville. RUC.

2 - Washington, Field (62-8021) (RM)
1 - Memphis (105-275) (Info) (RM)
1 - Miami (Info)(RM)
2 - JaclfsnrmJ_l_La__________

S MAR 2 1959

b7D



STANDARD FORM NO., 64

Office • .united stJBes.government

to ; DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) date: March 2, 1959

•ROM : SAC, BALTIMORE (100-21375)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHnSsPER, aka 

RACIAL MATTER ■
00: WASHINGTON FIELD

Re Memphis letter to Bureau, dated January 15, 1959*

The December, 1958 Lower Delaware Telephone directory 
contains the following listing:

GArden 2-Bl}.07". !

This Directory does not set forth the date on which this 
telephone was converted to 7-digit, dial service..

On June 12:, 1958,_____________________________________ _________
(protect identity) advised that there was a Ku .Klux .Klan 
organization_in~Delawan.e during the fall and winter of b6
1957-1958, under the leadership of of b7C
Ellendale, Delaware. “ ~~ ! b7D. , .... ....------ - ~. SK
On October 7, 1958,________ |advised that this Klan organization^ 
was no longer active. RUG_________________ ' ' 11 -

12 MAR 3 1959

1 - Washington Field (Info)
2 - Baltimore (14 oc 100-21.375)

6 61MAR X31859



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

U^’ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF.^JSTICE

FEDERAL bureau of investigation I ' r

Washington 25, D.C. 
February 27, 1959

FREDERICK JOHNKASPER
i * r >•

A source, who has furnished reliable information in the 
past, advised on February j26, J1959, that Frederick John Kasper 
had recently returned to ^ashville, Tennessee, from Florida. 
While in Florida, Kasper spent about.ten days meeting some of the 
’’standing people” including ’’wonderful contacts there.”
n; ' ■ ‘ J'" ' * L * "
v; >. - ■ The source, added $hat Kasper was sending a list pfrthe 

(Ku Klqx Klan in thp*JackSbhyille, Florida, area to the Seaboard
white Citizens Councils in order that they can receive Seaboard 
material. Kasper instructed that none of sthe’material prepared 
Sy George Lincoln Rockwell}be/s^ to thg people on the list” 
fj^cause he feels that the’./iutr^^^ is/npt.
Apprdpiihte at this-'timey^'  ̂ • ’ • "■

? ‘ ’ When issuing the^ .instructiQi^Xia^^ to the*source, 
Kahpetustated that he.4has4$old many gSd^p^that/HO admires.j 
^Rockwell, his talents, ancLas a; man iSyyery.greaii I urge ig 11 
^hphcannto work witSjiim^C^e is deVe^ppiiig a form which meets 
^he nOe&s of persons iu tnOfii.C. - Virginia kyea who are Ih^ 
the^ struggle for afnatioflalist America;” ’Kasper Added 
npt^ppllaborate with.Rockwell 'because^ Rockwell ^gotifuses' propaganda- 
§$th£S- movement; however,hKasper has gfCat .respect, for Rpcisweills 
”8utlpdkr’ ■ ‘

; The source?ileariieH, that Kasper^eiieve^ that his^dRys .
as a "propagandistl0f general Views ar^epBed” add that hisA?:t'

I duty now is to ’’express...a concrete expression of, the propaganda 
programmatically and inJSSe^framework pf^a^ 
According to the spurbe,^Kabper recentlyc:|mphat^ stateff‘^:’" ‘ 
%Hat he intends to ^hhvO^aSfprganization^hd that1 Kasper ’’will^Be 
back-in .^Virginia, never ’Qqfiot that. If^there are those who want 
to beat the drum on my account |hat I will -.soon re-enter the' . 
fight in Va. well and good.’If not, .then^that tOo in due time.”

1 t: ,• - ■ ,
According to the'information received by the soutce ' 

Kasper ’will be back in the District of Columbia as soOn as possible, 
but’ that Kasper’s appeal of a conviction in Nashville, TennOssep, 
pin charges of inciting to $iot poses a /big problem to him. ?

' ■ j ~7 o •.



RE; FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Regarding Rockwell, the "Northern Virginia Sun", Arlington , 
Virginia, newspaper, durihg^October, 1958, carried several stories 
stating that Rockwell, 6512 Williamsburg Boulevard, Arlington, 
Virginia, is the source of considerable anti-Jewish literature 
and activity. *

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation and neither it nor its contents are to be 
distributed outside the agency to whicli loaned.

- 2 -
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FD-36* (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 2/27/59

Transmit the following in_____

Via_____ AIRTEL__________

(Type in plain text or code)

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Belmont____  
Mr. DeLoach_____ 
Mr. McGuire____  
Mr. Mohr_______.

. Parsons. 

. Rosen .
Mr. Tamm______
Mr. Trotter_____
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room______ 
Mr. Holloman___  
Miss Gandy_____

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO (62-8028)
FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER

INFORMATION CONCERNING

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of a letter
head memo, which contains information regarding future plans . 
of FREDERICK JOHN KASPER. 6“

Information copies are being sent to the Memphis, 
Norfolk, Richmond and Jacksonville Offices. ^713

The source is|_____________and ibe information
furnished was in a letter dated 2/22/59 which KASPER sent 
to the informants A photostat of this letter is located in 
the 1A section of WFO file 62-8028.

The Jacksonville Office will be furnished with the 
KKK list as soon as the informant received the list from KASPER.

1-Jacksonville (Encl. 1) (Info) (R 
1-Memphis (Encl. 1)/ (Info) (RM) . // 
1-Norfolk (Encl. #) _ (Info) . (RM) // 
2-Richmond _ (Ends/. 2) . (Info) . (RM) 
4-WFO (62-8028) / _ . . _ _

(1 -

ELT:hbm 
(12)

(1 - 100-33226) (SWCC)
(1 - 100-34886^ (ROCKWELL)
(1 -

AIRTEL

kq. _
Ft

Approved: 
ft

MAR 3 1859

Sent M Per



March 13, 1959

Airtel

' . To: - ' SAC, Memphis. (105-275) . ’ ‘ “ '
. ■ ' ' > '

’ • From?. ■ Birector, FBI (62-105095)

FACIALMATTERS' - . , - . •' ”?
I ?'■■ * ‘ x " , - • .. ’

’ , • Advise exact status of pros^caiive. action.
. , agaiizst Kasper in Criminal Court, Nashville'Tennessee»

^'l^TfVaphiftgtoh^Fte^ ’ '



NO. 64 ’

• UNITED Wa^S'GOVERNMENT

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) ’ date: 3/18/59

FROM o SAC, NEWARK (105-6730)
IaJUV^ '

SUBJECT: * x* •
RICK JOHN'KASPER, aka

RACIAL MATTER ‘
(00s Washington Field)

Re Memphis letter to the Director dated 1/15/59.

On B/2/5d
b7C

Iwho- requested that her identity be protected, advised 
SA PHILIP J. CARROLL that the telephone listing of CO 5-0767, 
the subscriber of which was requested in the referenced letter, 
is  _________

is over this, telephone listing rrcml 
__  on 8/27/58. F I had utilized 

service on this number for many years . ‘
to

according 
has been employed

mation relative to
The ind tees of the Newark Office contain no Infor

or

__________ :___The telephone listing of CO 5-3790 according to 
_______ _______ | is the listing for the Bible Presbyterian Church,—.
Haddon Ave. and Cuthbert Road, Collingswood, N.J. | _______
stated that the Reverend CARL MC INTIRE, lj.26 Collings Ave., 
Collingswood, N.J. is the Pastor of this church and he has had 
telephone service at his residence address since 9/29/33*

. Reverend CARL MC INTIRE is the subject of Newark case 
entitled "CARL MC INTIRE; POTENTIAL BOMB SUSPECT”. Washington 
Field Office letter to the Director captioned ”Reverend CARL 
MC INTIREs INFORMATION CONCERNING” dated 10/27/58, reflects

advised
SA RICHARD- B. LAVIN that Reverend CARL MC-INTIRE is the leader

b7C

b7C

of the American Council of Churches

2,- Bureau (RM)
2 • Washington'Field (RM)
2 - Memphis (105-275) (RM)

an organization which

3 - Newark ’,,
tl - 62-2523) (REV. CARL MC INTIRE)

PJCjcds
(9)

7 IWAR 191959



NK 105-673©
b6 
b7C 
b7D

opposes the National Council of Churches. He stated that 
MG INTIRE is editor of “The Christian Beacon”, a weekly 
newspaper published since 1936. MG INTIRE was. ousted fran 
the Presbyterian ministry in 1935 for violation of hi| 
ordination vows J I stated that MG INTIME is an Unspoken 
critic of the Ronan Catholic Church and that his activities 
have brought him in contact with anti-Semites, although he 
has consistently denied charges that he is anti-Semitic. His 
writings, as well as reprints of material from the “Christian 
Beacon”, have frequently appeared in anti-Semitic publications, 
such as “The' Cross” and “The Flag” published by GERAW L. K. 
SMITH. SMITH, according to| 1 has praised MG INTIRE in 
his publication “The Cross and Flag”. According to| 
MERWIN K. HART, another known anti-Semitic who is head of 
the National Economic Council of New York' is also an associate 
of MG INTIRE.

- RUG -

- 2 -



Date: 3/23/59

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT 
(Type in plain text or code)

Via airtel____________ AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)
SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER

RACIAL MATTERS

Re Bureau airtel dated 3/13/59.

On 3/19/59, Mr. DAVE LANSDER, Clerk, Tennessee State 
Supreme Court, Nashville, Tenn., advised SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD 
that KASPER’S case was appealed to the State Supreme Court 
from Criminal Court, Davidson County, Nashville, Tenn., and was 
received by the Supreme Court on 3/16/59. He stated that he 
has not as yet put the case on the docket but that it will be 
heard by the court sonje-time in June, 1959 and that a decision 
will be rendered by/the cbu^t sometime in July, 1959.

.2' - Bureau
1 - WFO (62-8028) (Info.)
1 - Memphis
FWN:EMB
(4)

1  ̂ial Agent in Chdrge
Sent M Per__________ ,_______
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___________ l^nfequ^ that his-identity hot \ 
be revealedj- advise<SA-J^Es Edbruary -4k
£Wt he had observed nd unusudi activity on . the part of - 
KASPER during his visit; with"his; mbtherrhnd there had / •< 
heeii no visitors ,̂ th hi4 I i :
h-ta ted . that ,KA§PiER. bthbr; ?thdh res.tingVacation i . 
t^ip: wad wprkl^ ’pn; tha^hptiSes Whi.ch^h^.’mother WS - V>“X i - 

,afetei^t;ihg;tp.’.sdi^ > ;'X' ■’
"? >'■ ' \ ." ■' ;'•>

■ '"oh.^febi&ai^h^;^ _ adv^pd-;^ 
' that 'M$Rer, departed fhis ;mpther’s?:^^^ 
at 3:;40 P^M. and" .that i^ ;h.<

'4paded:;/hhe.cnf with.his clothing .and 'luggage as .if to . - 
;&ej^rt?peri^^ v'■ • .XV '■-= ..X V
; -£« " -. ---• • - : _ V J' .*' . . ?■ *. ’'Vi - '--■ \ .

The information • j^rhished by is filed

isrfiled ih
1 information ‘ furnished by

-■ ; Exf rem.e Xa^a :§^o>ld« be’ex&fpihed disse^natibii
■ or use ’of information Concerning the. activities .of -K^SRER. ’ 
as set forth abd'ye inasmuch. as KASPER was either in direch' 
edhtadt with the, infoimiaht alone bh’ was the \st1b3 ect „o'f ::, V 
discussion by Kian members’ when no mpre than two' others: ( 
were, present with the informant. * / ’ . ; ,

ruc,- XX. -*\X- ;7X; v

8





No. 13,513
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United Slates Court of Appeals
Fok the .Sixth Circuit

Frederick John Kasper, Appellant- Petitioner 
v.

United States oe America, Appellee

No. 1555, Civil Action

Appeal from the United States District Court for the 
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PETITION FOR RE-HEARING
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STATEMENT OF POINTS INVOLVED

1. The Court based its opinion upon an erroneous under
standing of evidence going to the heart of the case.

2. The Court did not decide the issue: “The injunction 
which the appellant allegedly violated shows on its face 
that it is repugnant to and violative of the First Amend- 
ment of the United States Constitution.”

3. The Court should reconsider its opinion on Appel
lant’s Point No. 3 (double jeopardy) because of the Court’s 
erroneous understanding of the evidence as set forth earlier 
herein.

4. The Court should reconsider appellant’s position that 
the trial court should have granted appellant’s motion for 
a judgment of acquittal.

5. The Court should reconsider appellant’s Point 17: 
“The Court did not have jurisdiction over the alleged co
conspirators by reason of which the conviction of appellant 
cannot stand.”
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IN THE

United States Court of Appeals
Foe the Sixth Circuit

No. 13,513

Frederick John Kasper, Appellant-Petitioner
v.

United States of America, Appellee

No. 1555, Civil Action

Appeal from the United States District Court for the 
Eastern District of Tennessee, Northern Division

PETITION FOR RE-HEARING

Comes now the appellant-petitioner and in accordance 
with Rule 22 of this Court, petitions the Court for a re
hearing and as reasons therefor sets forth the following:
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' I.

The Court Based Its Opinion Upon an Erroneous Under
standing of Evidence Going io the Heart of the Case.

On Page 6 of the Court’s printed opinion, the statement 
is made that Mr. Burnett testified that on the morning of 
December 4 the appellant Kasper was talking to the 
Reverend Turner, and that he said, “Is your name Turner? 
* * * he said, “You can’t get away with this.”

The Oourt at that point was apparently quoting from 
Page 36b of the Appendix for Appellee, but if the Court 
will again refer to that portion of the Appendix, the 'Court 
will understand that it was Clyde Cook, one of the appel
lants, and not Kasper, who was present at the time Rev
erend Turner escorted the colored children to the school, 
and it was Cook that the witness Burnett was referring 
to and not Kasper.

It is shown further on Page 6 that this Court relied 
strongly upon Kasper’s having been present at the time of 
the Turner episode in sustaining the trial court’s denial 
for a motion for severance. As shown on Page 15 of the 
Court’s opinion, the Court says, “Kasper’s proven utter
ances during the incidents of November and December, 
1956, like his speech of August 29,1956, were clearly calcu
lated to cause a violation of law and hence were not pro
tected by the First Amendment.” Farther down on Page 
15 of the Court’s opinion, the Court said “One of Kasper’s 
particular acts in violation of the permanent injunction, 
namely, his effort to prevent Rev. Turner from conducting 
the negro children to school, was done December 4, 1956. ’ ’

All of the foregoing statements are completely erroneous 
because, as stated in this appellant’s brief at Page 11, “The 
record does not show that Kasper participated in or was 
cognizant of the overt acts in any manner whatsoever, or 
that he was eYen in the area at that time. Turner only 
decided to take the negro children to school on November 
29, 1956 (App: 22a).” '
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Since the Court misconstrued the evidence on this vital 
issue going to the heart of the case, it is submitted that 
the entire opinion of the Court has been predicated upon 
this false premise. One of the vital elements of this case 
is whether or not Kasper entered into agreements with the 
other appellants to violate the permanent injunction as 
alleged in the Order of Attachment. Counsel for this 
appellant thought that this issue was drawn into sharp 
focus because on Page 11 of this appellant’s brief, imme
diately after the above-quoted portion, appellant made the 
following statement: “It is submitted under this criteria 
that if subsequently other people do anything to resist 
integration respecting the Clinton High School, they could 
be brought in in the same manner, and Kasper again be 
charged, and convicted (assuming complete innocence) 
along with them, with conspiracy, if the criteria in this 
case is approved. It amounts to charging and convicting a 
person of a crime committed by remote control or mental 
telepathy which is so fantastic there is no precedent.”

This appellant believes that since the Court has misun
derstood the evidence on such substantial points as hereto
fore related, that the Court should grant a re-hearing in 
order that the points raised by this appellant can be con
sidered upon facts which are correct.

II.

The Court Did Not Decide the Issue: "The Injunction Which 
the Appellant Allegedly Violated Shows on Its Face That 
It Is Repugnant to and Violative of the First Amendment 
of the United States Constitution."

The Court on Page 15 of its opinion correctly stated 
that Kasper claims the injunction issued by the District 
Court violates the free speech provision of the First 
Amendment to the Constitution. The Court then goes on 
to say that freedom of speech is not absolute and does not 
confer the right to persuade others to violate the law. 
Appellant understands this to be the law,, but it does not
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come to grips -with appellant’s point that the injunction 
which this appellant allegedly violated is so broadly worded 
that it is void on its face because it cuts across the 
First Amendment. In other words, if this injunction is 
held to be valid, then freedom of speech is dead with respect 
to the integration-segregation issue in Anderson County, 
Tennessee, pertaining to Clinton High School. It has 
developed in this case that the other appellants who were 
not parties to the proceedings leading up to this injunction 
are now brought in and convicted of a criminal offense, so 
it is respectfully submitted that this Court should spe
cifically decide this issue, because if the injunction is in
valid, then permitting it to stand violates the constitutional 
rights of this appellant and others.

III.

The Court Should Reconsider Its Opinion on Appellant's 
Point No. 3 (Double Jeopardy) Because of the Court's 
Erroneous Understanding of the Evidence as Set Forth 
Earlier Herein.

In the Court’s opinion on Page 15, the Court ruled out 
Kasper’s claim to double jeopardy because of the 
erroneous conception of the facts as hereinbefore related. 
The Court considered the Turner episode as a separate 
and subsequent contempt, but now that it has de
veloped that such is not the case and that all of the 
evidence against Kasper presented in the trial court in this 
case insofar as violating the injunction is concerned are 
the same facts that were considered in his former convic
tion, then this appellant has again been convicted for the 
same contemptuous conduct. Here again, since the Court 
misconstrued the fact, the Court should again review this 
case with a correct understanding of the facts involved. 
The Court makes the statement near the bottom of Page 
15 of the opinion that under the constitution Kasper is not 
immune from prosecution for contempt of Court committed 
in November and December 1956 simply because he was
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found guilty of a similar contempt which occurred in 
August 1956. That would he very true, but the facts in 
this case do not show that this appellant committed any 
contempt during November and December, 1956.

IV.

The Court Should Reconsider Appellant's Position That the 
Trial Court Should Have Granted Appellant's Motion for 
a Judgment of Acquittal.

The appellant urges the Court to again review his point 
on appeal that the trial court erred in not granting his 
motion for a judgment of acquittal. If the Court will 
reconsider this case and review the evidence in the true 
light, it will show that this appellant can only be found 
guilty by conjecture and speculation and certainly the 
evidence falls far short of supporting a finding of the 
appellant’s guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

V.

The Court Should Reconsider Appellant's Point 17: "The 
Court Did Not Have Jurisdiction Over the Alleged 
Co-Conspirators by Reason of Which the Conviction of 
Appellant Cannot Stand."

As the Court points out in its opinion, this is a criminal 
case and the appellant has been sentenced to six months’ 
imprisonment. Appellant pointed out in his brief (Page 
28, Point 17) that constructive knowledge has no place in 
the criminal law. Of course, this appellant had actual 
knowledge of the permanent injunction, but the record in 
this case shows that the other appellants had only con
structive knowledge. In order to find this appellant guilty, 
there must be a finding that one or more of the other appel
lants is guilty because this is a conspiracy case. The ap
pellant cited cases supporting this position, but the point 
was not specifically dealt with by the Court. As pointed 
out by appellant, if the conviction of the other appellants 
cannot stand, then this appellant’s conviction cannot stand 
as a matter of law.
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CONCLUSION

Since the 'Court has misconstrued the evidence on points 
running to the heart of this case, it is respectfully sub
mitted that this Court grant this petition for a re-hearing 
so that the Court may review and reconsider its opinion 
in the light of the matters set forth in this petition.

Respectfully submitted,

J. Benjamin Simmons
1010 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Attorney for Appellant-Petitioner 
Of Counsel:

Herbert S. Ward
1010 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
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SAC, CINCINNATI (100-12387)

FREDERICK JOHN"KASPER
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: 4/1/59

.. The "Cincinnati Enquirer," a newspaper of general 
circulation in the Cincinnati, Ohio, area, in its issue of 
March 20, 1959*- carried an. article reflecting that F. JOHN 
KASPER, convicted, of criminal contempt in a U.. S>. District 
Court in Tennessee for inciting mob action to prevent 
school integration at Clinton*. Tennessee, had on March 19, 
1.959, filed a petition'for a; rehearing before the II. S. 
Sixth Court of Appeals in Cincinnati. This article further 
reflected that the Appeals Court had recently upheld his 
conviction for a six month jail sentence by IT. S. District'1 
Court Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR. In addition, this article 
reflected that in the rehearing petition, KASPER’s attorneys 
claimed the Appeals Count misunderstood the evidence going 
to. the heart of the .case, claimed double jeopardy because 
of that erroneous, understanding, said they felt that the 
District Court should have granted KASPER’s motion for a 
judgment of acquittal, and asserted that the trial court 
did hot have jurisdiction.

On March 25,, 1959, SA ROBERT C.. DAVIS Obtained 
through Mrs.. NOYCE ROBERTSON, Clerk, U.. S. Court of Appeals 
for the. Sixth Circuit, Cincinnati, two copies of the 
printed* Petition For Re-Hearing. which was filed by KASPER 
with that Court on March 19, 1959* One copy of this 
printed .petition is enclosed for the Bureau, and the second 
copy is enclosed for the Memphis Office.
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Date: APRIL 6, 1959 I
PLAIN TEXT !

Transmit the following in _ ____________________________________________________________
(Type in plain text or code) I

Via AIR-TEL I
(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ;---------- J_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)
FROM: TsAtT, MEMPHIS (105-275)

FREDERICK JOHNKASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS

WFO 00

Reurair-tel, 4/3/59
/

_________ I whose name should be kept 
confidential, advised on 4/6/59 that subject is presently 
at residence of Miss GRACE DAWSON, 4010 Brush Hill Road, 
Nashville, Tenn.

I................  |adv{sed during
March, 19py, that he has been in contact with KASPER who is 
principally concerned with: X

b7C

(1)

(2)

(3)

Getting his books finished and published.

His appeal from conviction in criminal court 
Nashville.

Getting some candidate to oppose Mayor BEN WEST 
for re-election in Nashville in May, 1959. He 
made a trip to Chattanooga, Tenn., on or about 
3/16 or 3/17/59. No other future plans known.

7 J9S9

3/- Bureau
1 - Washington

Mrtd_ _ _ . x “
TeSstyrs.^—FWN;
A. _ _ _ _ (5)

Field (62-8028)(INFO)

Sent
Special Agent in Charge
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Spec.
Reg. M..
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI ('52-105095) - DATE: 4/22/59

EROM^^^ SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275) 

subject: FREDERICK J0H1TKASPER
'RACIAL matters
(WF0:00) <

There is transmitted to Knoxville a copy of a letter 
from Cincinnati to the Bureau dated 4/1/59 and the enclosure 
to: that letter which was sent‘ to the Memphis Division. This 

' enclosure is the printed Petition for Re-Hearihg' which was • 
filed by KASPER with the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth 
Circuity Cincinnati on 3/19/59* Since this case originated 
in the U. S. District Court, Eastern District of Tennessee, 
Knoxville, Tenn., it is felt that Knoxville should have instant 
information in their files. . ' .

i K1 - Khoxvllie (RM) (Ends. 2) . ■ ,
k 1 -Cincinnati (iOO-12387) (info.) (RM)
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RICHARD B. LAVIN
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‘ RACIAL MATTERS

INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY

The Bureau, by letter, 11/17/58, designated
WFO as office of origin on subject. It is to be noted
that FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR. , 
between field office territories, 
residing in Nashville, Tennessee.

comes and goes frequently 
At present, he is 
In the past, he has

made contacts in various other Southern states and wherever 
there is an integration problem, it can be assumed that 
KASPER may take part. The Bureau, on various occasions 
when trouble has arisen in a particular locality, has 
specifically requested that the whereabouts of KASPER be 
ascertained. In this regard, offices receiving
information on KASPER should channelize that information 
to WFQyasi office of origin.
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ADDITIONAL COPIES:

1-Knoxville (Information) (rm) 
1-Louisville (Information) (rm) 
1-Memphis (Information)(rm) 
1-Miami (Information) (rm) 
1-Mobile (Information) (RM) 
1-Richmond (Information) (RM) 
3-Washington Field (62-8028)

INFORMATION CONCERNING KASPER’S REMARKS 
AT THE AUGUST 9, 1956. MEETING CONCERNING 
FORMER UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
HERBERT BROWNELL

It is believed that the following material 
should not be disseminated in the report section of this 
report due to the nature of its content.

SA LESLIE E 
had stated

__________ |WF T-12 in this report, advised 
CHISHOLM on August 10, 1956, that KASPER 
_________________________  meeting of the

Seaboard White Citizens Councils (SWCC) that the 
Attorney General’s brother’s daughter had gone to the 
Attorney General’s mother’s home in Lincoln, Nebraska, 
to live with a Negro husband from Yale University 
and her ’’mongrelized” four year old child which has 
kinky hair and a flat nose. According to| 
KASPER indicated the source of this information was a 
nurse employed by the Attorney General to take care of 
his aged mother who quit her job because of this 
incident.

b6
b7C
b7D

____________ L WF T-28 in this report, 
| and____________  

also furnished substantially
the same information as set forth above in August, 1956.

GRAND JURY .CONCERNING CROSS BURNINGS IN 1956

OLIVER. DIBBLE of the Department of Justice, 
called at WFO 8/15/56 and advised ASAC HOWARD B. FLETCHER 
that the Department was going to take this cross burnings 
case and the printing and publication of the pamphlet

- A - 
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(Virginians on Guard”) recently distributed by JOHN 
KASPER and others of the SWCC to the Grand Jury on 
9/11/56. He stated that as an excuse to present it 
to the Grand Jury, they were considering Section 1461, 
which relates to the mailing of obscene or inciting 
material; Section 1507, which relates to picketing or 
parading to influence Courts or Judges, and Section 
875, which relates to interstate communication of 
threatening communications, all set out in Title 18 
of the U.S. Code.

Mr. DIBBLE remarked that it was planned 
that KASPER .would be called before the Grand Jury and 
it was hoped that he would commit*\perjury; for 
example, that he would deny that h^had any part in 
the printing, publication or distribution of the 
pamphlet recently prepared and distributed by KASPER 
and others in Alexandria and Charlottesville, Virginia.

This matter was never presented to the Grand 
Jury.

KASPER’S SPEECH AT WETUMPKA, ALABAMA ON 
SEPTEMBER 17, 1956

The original and.complete tape recording 
of this speech which was obtained by the Mobile Office, 
is maintained in the files of that office.

Pretext used to interview FLOYD FLEMING on 
8/3/56 was that of an interested by-stander.

SA HOMER E. DUNLAP overheard portion of 
KASPER’s speech on 3/2/57 at Chiefland, Florida.

Special Agents observing KASPER’s car in 
October, 1958, were SAs RAYMOND L. O’KELLY, WILLIAM G. 
SHAW and RICHARD B. LAVIN.

Physical surveillance conducted 8/9/56 on 
KASPER in WDC was conducted by SAs J. LEWIS KELLY, 
WILLIAM T. FORSYTH, F. B. GRIFFITH, JR. , and LAVIN, 
(100-33226-1A).

- B - 
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INFORMANTS

Identity of Source

WF T-l
CSNY-1

File Where Located

100-33226-137

(Requested)

WF T-9 62-8023-8

b7D

Characterization National States Rights Party

WF T-10 
Anonymous

- C - 
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Identity of Source

WFT-ll

File Where Located1

62-8028-51
62-8028-76
62-8028

(.Requested}

WF T-12_____ 100-33226-28
" -41

-51
-56
-92
-102

WF T-13

(Requested)

100-33226-515

b6
b7C
b7D

WF T-14 100-33226-515

62-8028

WF T-19

(Requested)

100-33276-485

100-33226-997

- D
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Identity o£ Source

WF T-21

WF T—20

(Requested)

File Where Located

100-35283-16

62-8028-50

b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

62-8028-55

100-33226-606

WF T-25

IRequestedj

WF T—26

(Requested)

100-35283-59

b6
b7C

100-35283-59 b7D

WF T-27

(Requested)

100-33226-19

WF T-28

WF T-29_____

(.Requested?

BH 105-375-30 b7C
b7D

- E -
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WF T—30

Identity of Source File Where Located

WF T-31 100-33226-237

(Requested)

WF T-32___________________ 100-33226-243

( Res^queslfe d)'
WF T-33*_______________ __________ b6

__________ b7C
b7D

WF T-34 100-33226-248

(Requested)

WF T-35___________________ 100-33226-1014 •

WF T—36 Characterization of ASA (ACE) CARTER b7D

WF T-37__________________ 62-8028-68

(Requested) b 6

WF T-38___________________
b7C

62-8028-68 b7D

(Requested)

- F -
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Identity of Source

WF T-39

File Where Located

100-33276-1077

WF T-40________Characterization of PETER L. XAVIER

Careful consideration has been given to each 
source concealed and T symbols were utilized in the 
report only in those instances where the identities of 
the sources must be concealed.
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LEADS

INFORMATION: ATLANTA, BALTIMORE, BIRMINGHAM, 
CHARLOTTE, JACKSONVILLE, KNOXVILLE, LOUISVILLE, 
MEMPHIS., MIAMI, MOBILE AND RICHMOND

' Information copies of this report are 
being furnished to these offices inasmuch as KASPER 
has been active in these areas in the past and may be 
expected to be active in the future.

All offices receiving copies of this report 
are requested to channelize any information coming 
into their possession concerning KASPER to WFO.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

Will follow activities.

- H -
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(Bev. 9-28-88)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of: SA RICHARD B. LAVIN 
Da»«‘ 4/24/59

Office: Washington, D.C.

file Number: Washington Field 62-8028 Bureau 62-105095

™,,‘ FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., aka, 
John Kasper, John Rutko, Tom Dooley, 
Jay

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synoprli:

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., was born 10/21/29 at Camden, New 
Jersey. He attended Columbia University, New York City, 
receiving a B.S. Degree in 1951. Subject operated bookstores 
in New York City and WDC. An informant advised New York 
bookstore was frequented by Negro and Chinese homosexuals. 
An informant advised that KASPER made'-his. living in New York 

~^accomodating numerous married women sexually. Subject 
admitted • an early history of homosexuality on his 
part. KASPER did not have any military service due to a 
mental disorder. Subject organized .. Seaboard White Citizens 
Councils (SWCC) in WDC in 1956 and allegedly participated 
in burning crosses at the homes of prominent individuals 
including Supreme Court Justices in WDC in 1956. In the fall 
of 1956, KASPER entered into the school integration problem 
at Clinton, Tennessee, and due to his activity in connection * 
with the integration of the Clinton High School, Clinton, 
Tennessee, was sentenced to one year in Federal Prison.
KASPER picketed the White House, WDC, in 1957, carrying..s;Lgns 
concerning integration.' Subject’s name has been linked inJ 
possible connection with- the bombings of the Hattie Cotten 
School, Nashville, Tennessee, and Clinton High School, Clinton 
Tennessee. KASPER has made numerous speeches in WDC,
Maryland and Tennessee, which have been strong in nature 
dealing with the problem' of integration. Subject has written 
some brief articles on integration and the public school 
system: and is reportedly presently writing a book about his 
experiences. KASPER has received nation-wide publicity due 
to his activities. Subject has been involved in various

. This document contains neither recommendations nor conclvslons of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/ 
it and/or. its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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legal actions due to his activity and has completed one 
jail sentence. Other legal actions are presently 
outstanding concerning him, including a jail term.
His associates include various persons who have been 
active in segregation work. Description and FBI 
identification record under FBI Number 340297C set 
forth.

- P -
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DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

I. BACKGROUND t/

1. BIRTH DATA

The records of Temple University High School, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which were checked on 
August 22, 1956, reflect that the subject was born 
October 21, 1929, at Camden, New Jersey, to FRED JOHN 
OSSEK^rTT^nd ROSE^ASPER. His father hM^^HT 
attended Massachusetts Institute of Technology and 
was listed as being employed as a Combustion Engineer. - 

- __
2. EDUCATION '

Riverside Milj^tary^Xcademy, Gainesville, 
Georgia '

On October 30, 19^6\ Colonel JAMES K. MOONEY, 
Registrar, Riverside MilitaryVcademy, advised SA J. TRUETT 
BROOKSHER that FRED JOHN^ASPEEL^JR... also known as ' 
"JAY", enroiled in J'September71944, resided on the 
campus and voluntarily withdrew in May, 1945, at the end 
of the school year. MOONEY stated KASPER transferred 
from Pennsauken High School in New Jersey to Temple 
University High School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
The school records indicate that his father was born in 
Boston, Massachusetts, and his mother was born in Montreal, 
Canada.

Colonel MOONEY stated that KASPER was a 
mediocre student and his record was weak although he was 
not involved in any disciplinary action. • He stated there 
were a few minor infractions of the rules such as having 
an untidy room during inspections. He claimed the only 
sport KASPER participated in was water polo.

Colonel T. F. GARNER, Dean, Riverside Military 
Academy, on October 30, 1956, advised that he thought 
KASPER had a negative personality. Colonel GARNER 
pointed out that KASPER was quite usual when he was at 
Riverside and asserted no trait or character which would 
label him as an extremist on any view.

Temple University High School, Philadelphia» 
Pennsylvania 7

The records of Temple University High School, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as reviewed by SA ROY L. TUSSEY 
on October 17, 1956, reflect that KASPER attended the school 
from 1945 to 1947. . _ 2 _
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HUGH E. HARDING, Director of the school, advised 
SA TUSSEY on October 17, 1956, that KASPER enjoyed 
participating in athletic contests either with white 
or colored participants. He was a slight disciplinary 
problem because he was not punctual in meeting his 
class schedule and because he created minor disturbances 
in his classes in order to focus attention upon 
himself. KASPER possessed an above average intellect.

at Temple University High School, on October 17, 1956, 
advised SA TUSSEY that on occasion KASPER exhibited 
a slight tendency to prevaricate. According to| 
it was her opinion that KASPER prevaricated in order to 
bring more attention on himself. KASPER was an 
irrational youth who seemingly possessed the trait of 
exhibitionism. According to on one
occasion KASPER, in her class, stood up uninvited and 
began to recite one of Shakespeare’s plays. After he had 
finished his recitation, he turned and walked from the 
class in a majestic manner. It was I 
belief that perhaps some of KASPER’S strange behavior 
stemmed from the fact that KASPER’s father was very 
stern in his association with his son.

___________ Temple University High School, on October 17, 
1956, advised SA TUSSEY that KASPER possessed the trait 
of acceptable sociability. According to| I he 
refused to take his school work seriously when he first 
entered the school and subsequently, was irregular in his 
attendance and occasionally created minor disciplinary 
problems. Subsequently, however, he became a better than 
average student.

Yankton College, Yankton, South Dakota

___________________________ Ya^ik^ton College, 
advised on July 24, 1956, that FREDERICK J 
enrolled on September 15, 1947,'’as a freshman imthe 
Arts and Sciences Course. He majored in Psychology 
and philosophy and minored in English. His grades 
averaged ”B”. He withdrew in June, 1949, after completing 
his sophomore year.

b6
b7C

-3-
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A memorandum is recorded in his file which, 
according to| ~[ apparently was prepared by
a faculty member of the college although his or her 
name is not signed in the memorandum. This memorandum 
is dated July 28, 1952, and sets forth that | ~|

reported to the administrative offices or me 
Yankton College that he was in New York City the week 
of July 25, 1952, when he was on his way back to Yankton. 
He claims he saw JOHN KASPER and that KASPER was 
hobo-like; goes from place to place, rarely sleeps 
in the same place, is emaciated and had become fanatical 
about POUND’S writings, an$ according to| |
KASPER was publishing POUND’S articles and other books. 
PEREIRA also expressed the opinion that KASPER is 
’’mental himself”.

b6
b7C

. . This file also contained a letter addressed
to the Director of Admissions, University of Chicago, 
which is a recommendation for KASPER. The file indicates 
a transcript of KASPER’s record was forwarded to the 
University of Chicago on March 17, 1949.

Concerning EZRA POUND, the ’’Washington 
Evening Star”, a local newspaper, on April 19, 
1958, reflected an article wherein it was set 
forth that the 12 year old treason indictment 
against EZRA POUND had been dismissed in 
District Court, Washington, D.C., by Judge 
BOLITHA H. LAWS. THURMAN ARNOLD, POUND’S 
Attorney, stated that POUND had been found 
mentally incompetent to stand trial for the 
indictment that was brought against him for his 
pro-fascist broadcasts in Italy during World 
War II. The Government agreed to the 
dismissal. The article points out that 
POUND had been committed to Saint Elizabeth’s 
Hospital, a mental institution in Washington, 
D.C., for many years.

University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

On August 22, 1956 Office
of the Registrar, University of Chicago, unicago, Illinois, 
advised SA ROBERT V. WALKER that she was unable to locate 
any record for the subject.

- 4 -
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( „ V

Columbia University, New York City, New York

The records of General Studies, Registrar’s 
Office, Columbia University, New York City, which were 
furnished by JAMES R. BLAIR, Assistant to the Registrar, 
on July 17, 1956, to SE JOHN W. DOBBINS, reflected 
the following information:

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., born October 21, 
1929, at Camden, New Jersey, was admitted to the 
School of General Studies, Columbia University, New 
York City, in September, 1949,-as a matriculating 
student and a candidate for a Bachelor of Science Degree. 
His major subject was philosophy. He attended Columbia 
University from September1 ,• 1949, to June, 1950, and 
again from September, 1950, to June, 1951. He received 
a Bachelor of Science Degree on June 7, 1951.

The records of the University contained no 
derogatory information concerning KASPER.

3. EMPLOYMENT

The credit records of greater New York which 
were checked by SE | ~ on July 30, 1956,
reflected that KASPER had been employed as a field 
representative by Household Finance Corporation, 44 East 
23rd Street, New York, New York. No dates were listed 
for this employment. ,

Household Finance 
Corporation, 44 East 23rd Street, New York, New York, 
advised SA WILLIAM C. JOHNSON on September 26, 1956, 
that from available records KASPER had been employed by 
his firm as a field representative from January 15, 1954, 
to July 26, 1954, at which time he was dismissed. His 
address was listed as 526 East Sixth Street, New York, 
New York. Former employments were listed as follows:

Make-It-New Book Shop 
Library of Congress, 
Researcher
Bluebird Inn, Manager and 
Bartender

’’Washington Spectator”, 
Copier

Square Dollar Series

Merchant Marine, 1947

Six Months

Seven Months

No address or 
dates listed

Two Months, no 
address listed 
One year, no 
address listed
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| stated that KASPER was dismissed
in view of his peculiar manner in lealing with 
prospective loan clients. He described KASPER as 
the "Bohemian type" who possesses an inferiority 
complex. He stated that the incident leading up to 
KASPER’s dismissal grew out of KASPER’s prolonged 
and embarrassing questioning of a prospective 
client’s 15 year old daughter.

stated he had never received any 
information relative to any interest for or against 
the Negro race on the part of KASPER other than one 
incident. He stated that this incident involved 
an unscheduled visit by another employee of Household 
Finance Corporation to the residence of KASPER at which 
time KASPER was being visited by a middle aged Negro 
woman. KASPER subsequently explained that this Negro 
woman was being taken by him to Bellevue Hospital, 
New York, for treatment.

WF T-l advised on July 27, 1956, that the 
following information was in informant’s possession as 
of June 25, 1956; '

According to WF T-l, KASPER was associated 
as of that time, with the Cadmus: Book Shop, 1246 
Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. , Washington, D.C., and had 
formerly been associated with a bookshop known as
Make-It-New Book Shop, 169 Bleecker Street, New York 
City. The Make-It-New Book Shop was registered on 
March 9, 1954 > as doing business under that name by 
FREDERICK J. KASPER, JR. This style name was previously 

i/a/egistered on October 27, 1953, by KASPER and LENA C.
'A LETT.., The Make-It-New Book Shop had been operated as ' 

a small shop principally engaged in the secondhand 
book business. The Make-It-New Book Shop went out of 
business during the Spring of 1956.

WF T-l advised that Mr.s,._,LENA^CT 75 Minetta". . 
Street. _Gr.eenw;i.ch^.Village^New>JYor.k,-^,New._York, had stated 
to WF T-l that she had met KASPER three or four ..
years ago in Greenwich Village, New York, and had 
invested $3,000 of her savings to set KASPER up in 
business, thereby establishing the partnership with him 
to operate the Make-It-New .Book Shop. Mrs. LETT stated 
that KASPER had put no money-into the partnership. She
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also advised WF T-l that the bookshop became a 
hangout for queer characters, mostly young college 
people who were so called "Liberals" and who called 
themselves members of the "New Renaissance Party". 
Mrs. LETT also informed WF T-l that KASPER had many 
Negro and Chinese homosexuals in this bookshop in 
New York City. She stated that the shop was open 
only from late afternoon until late in the night and 
that KASPER had no daytime employment. She advised 
WF T-l that he had a steady income from numerous 
married women whom he "accoirtnddited" sexually during 
the day. Mrs. LETT advised WF T-l.that after she had 
ascertained the above, she withdrew from her 
partnership with KASPER at which time he agreed to 
pay back to her the sum of $400.

WF T-l furnished information that MORRIS 
GOLDMAN, owner of the property at 169 Bleecker 
Street, New York, confirmed the substance of 
Mrs. LETT’S allegations concerning KASPER. Mr. GOLDMAN 
advised WF T-l that KASPER dressed in a manner similar 
to the late Nazi Storm Troopers, usually in riding 
pants and boots and a dark green shirt. GOLDMAN also 
advised WF T-l that KASPER had closed the Make-It-New 
Book Shop without any notices and had left, owing 
two months rent.

WF T-2 advised on July 31, 1956, that he 
had visited the Make-It-New Book Shop, 169 Bleecker 
Street, New York, on a few occasions during the Spring 
of 1956. WF T-2 advised that he knew the Make-It-New 
Book Shop had been operated by KASPER who was also 
known as JOHN KASPER and had seen him in the Shop on 
one occasion. WF T-2 recalled that on the other two 
Or three occasions that this source had visited the 
Make-It-New Book Shop, he had found the Shop operated 
by a young Negress who furnished her name as| 
WF T-2 advised that the persons frequenting the Make-It- . 
New Book Shop indicated that| |was the girlfriend
of KASPER but informant could furnish no further b7C
information concerning this allegation.

WF T-2 also advised on July 31, 1956, that a 
few of the members of the National Renaissance Party 
visited the bookshop operated by KASPER but stated that 
it was on an infrequent basis. WF T-2 mentioned that it 
would appear that KASPER must have been acquainted with 
and sympathetic toward the National Renaissance Party or 
blse the members thereof would not have visited this book shop. 

- 7 -
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Concerning the National Renaissance 
Party, WF T-2 advised on May 19, 1955, . 
that the' National Renaissance Party (NRP) 
at that time was a neo-Nazi,’ anti-Semetic, 
anti-Negro organization with activities 
generally confined to the New York City 
area. WF T-2 advised that the NRP leader 
and founder is JAMES H. MADOLE and that 
its principal financial contributor is 
FREDERICK WEISS.

WF T-2 advised bn July 31, 1956; that 
KASPER, because of financial difficulties, gave up 
the operation of the Make-It-New Book Shop during 
the Spring of 1956 and went to Washington, D.C. , where 
he operated the Cadmus Book Store.

WF T-2 on July 31, 1956, made available the 
December, 1955, issue of a publication entitled ’[Right*’, 
which mentioned under the title that it is "A monthly 
news letter of, by and for the American Rightwing.” 
This publication indicated on its cover page that it 
is published at ^18_ El 1 is^Streei^San^Eranciscp,,.^ 
California, and that C, W^THOMAS is the Editor.

Page five of this news letter contained in 
part the following:

"THE LARGIST STOCK OF RIGHTWING BOOKS IN 
AMERICA is the .boast of the Cadmus Book Store, new 
pro-America group just established at 1246 Wisconsin 
Avenue, N.W.j Washington, D.C. The three men behind 
the venture, BOB FURNISS, DAVE HORTON and JOHN KASPER, 
ask that all patriotic groups with books to sell, contact 
them now.h

WF T-2 advised that he had ascertained that 
on Jul v 18, 1956, KASPER and his girlfriend,! |
___________ J had telephoned CONDE McGINLEY, Editor of 
the publication, ’’Common Sense’’, published in New Jersey. 
According to this source, KASPER requested McGINLEY to 
furnish him some of the literature published by 
McGINLEY. McGINLEY refused to do this, however, 
according to WF T-2, since KASPER had not paid McGINLEY 
for other literature KASPER secured from McGINLEY over the 
past two years. WF T-2 advised that McGINLEY stated 
that I________________ His a divorcee who lives with KASPER
in Wasnington, D.C. , and assists him in running the Cadmus 
Book Shop there.

b7C
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Concerning CONDE McGINLEY, it should be 
noted that the "Preliminary Report on Neo
Fascist and Hate Groups", published and 
prepared by the Committee on Un-American • 
Activities on December 17, 1954, contained 
in part, the following:

"Growth of the hate groups in recent 
years is exemplified by the public endeavors 
of CONDE J. McGINLEY and his son, CONDE J. 
McGINLEY in Union, New Jersey. The McGINLEYs, 
Senior and Junior, operate as the Christian 
Educational Association for the purpose of 
publishing a semi-monthly paper, 'Common 
Sense?, as well as a mass of individual 
printed matter.

"'Common Sense' represents itself as 
'The Nation’s Anti-Communist Paper’. 
Subscriptions are acquit from ’’loyal and 
patriotic Americansr in order to ’’help save 
our republicv.

"Such patriotic claims provide poor 
disguise, however, for some of the most 
vitriolic, hate propaganda ever to come to 
the attention of the Committee. ’Common 
Sense’ defines communism as ’Judaism’ and 
devotes its pages almost exclusively to 
attacks on the Jewish and to a larger extent 
the Negro minorities in our .nation, -Sympathy for the 
.former Nazi’ regime in Germany also is 

, injected into this propaganda, which is 
hardly distinguishable from that of the 
National Renaissance Party except for the 
latter’s open appeal for a Fascist 
Government in the United States." . . ,

JWrs, LINA ELYDONaLETT. Apartment 4-C, mu,
5 Minetta StreefT'New York, New York, advised Q'
SAs EDWARD A. BRANDT and JOHNSON on September 25, 1956, 
that in October, 1954, she invested a few thousand dollars 
in a joint business venture with JOHN KASPER. This business 
was a bookstore named the Make-It-New Book Shop located' 
at 169 Bleecker Street, New York, New York. She stated 
that she furnished the entire capital for the business. 
She advised that her association with KASPER terminated in
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February, 1955, at which time she withdrew from the 
bookstore business venture. Mrs. LETT stated that she 
has recovered from KASPER $400 of her . original 
investment.

b6
b7C

of 169 Bleecker Street, New York City, advised 
SAs JAMES P. MARTIN and BRANDT on September 17, 1956, 
that to the best of her recollection, KASPER had 
commenced operation of the Make-It-New Book Shop in 
a store located on the street level at 169 Bleecker 
Street about November, 1954. She stated that the shop 
operated until about the early part of the summer of 1956, 
at which time the stock had been removed from the store 
since KASPER had been dispossessed for non-payment of 
rent. '

_ stated that on several occasions 
when she entered the bookshop to make inquiry for the 
rent which was due, she had noticed groups of people 
there, sitting around the bookshop, whom she would 
describe as ’’Bohemian”. She explained this by stating 
that these people seemed to be students of the type 
that patronize Greenwich Village and included both 
white and Negro.

related that she usually had 
difficulty gerring rne rent money from KASPER.

advised that when the bookshop was 
first openeu, KH.bPJB.tt had been assisted by a white woman, 
Mrs. LINA LETT, and thereafter was assisted by a 
young Negro girlfriend. Subsequently, this Negro 
girl left and KASPER was assisted by a young blonde 
white woman;

I I New York. New York, advised
SAs BRANDT and JOHNSON on September 26, 1956, that, it 
was a great surprise for him to hear of KASPER’s__________  
activities in favor of segregation of Negroes.
stated that KASPER had formerly operated the Make-it-new 
Book Shop which adjjined his store. He related that a 
great number of Negro students as well as white students 
used to frequent KASPER’s bookstore. [stated

- 10 -
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X

that he had observed KASPER on several occasions in 
the company of Negroes on the street outside the 
bookstore at which time KASPER appeared to be quite 
friendly with these Negroes. | | advised
that on several occasions, dancing was engaged in at 
the bookstore.

WF T-3 advised on July 16, 1956, that KASPER 
came to Washington, D.C., from New York^on November 28, 
1955, and opened a- bookstore here. According to 
WF T-3, in New York, KASPER ran the Square Dollar 
Book Shop which WF T-3 castigated as an outletgf 
’’hate literature”. WF T-3 stated that one Tr^HORTON 
was associated with KASPER at one time and owned a^ ** 
bookshop, ’’Make-It-New” . in Washington ,^D. C. WF T-3 
advised that the Cadmus Book Shop, bperated^by KASPER, 
was mainly a mail order business and was one of the 
leading distributors of anti-Jewish literature in the 
East-

WF T-4 advised on April 14, 1959, that there 
has been no indication coming to informant’s attention 
that KASPER has held a job of any sort since his 
management of the Cadmus Book Store in Washington, D.C. 
WF T-4 advised that KASPER gave up the • management 
of the Cadmus Book Store in Washington, D.C. , in the 
fall of 1956.

4. MERCHANT SEAMAN SERVICE

Mis E. B. OREM, Merchant Vessel'Records and 
Welfare Section, United States Coast Guard, on 
September 18 r 1956, made available to SA RICHARD B, 
LAVIN Merchant Marine papers on FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR. , 
born October 21, 1929, at Camden, New Jersey; This file 
indicates that Certificate of Identification, Number 
Z870398 was issued to KASPER on June 13, 1947.

The file contained an application from KASPER 
dated March 10, 1952, for duplicate seaman’s papers 
due to loss of his original papers. This request sets 
forth: ”In December of 1951 while walking in the vicinity 
of 125th Street and Seventh Avenue, New York City, I 
was attacked and as a result I lost my seaman’s 
documents along with other valuables.”

It is to be noted that 125th Street and Seventh 
Avenue, New York City, is in a predominately colored 
neighborhood.

This file contains a record of two voyages. The 
first of these voyages was made from June 18, 1947,
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to July 3, 1947, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, aboard the SS ’’Fort Winnebago” as a Galley "‘Man. 
This voyage was a coast-wise voyage. The second voyage was 
made from July 17, 1947,-Norfolk, Virginia, to September 1, 
1947, Norfolk, Virginia, aboard the SS ’’Robert Stuart”. 
This voyage was a foreign voyage.

. 5. MILITARY RECORD

The records of WF T-5 were checked on October 23, 
1956, and reflect that KASPER registered for the draft 
with Local Draft Board Number 8, Camden, New Jersey, on 
September 15, 1948. On January 3, 1951, KASPER received 
a physical examination for the United States Army Service 
at the National Guard Armory. Camden, New, Jersey. He was 
found to be suffering from a Psychopathic Personality, 
severe. .

The records of WF T-5 reflect that KASPER has 
a history of • Hospitalization for mental disorder. 
He was rejected for military service and classified 4-F 
because of a psychiatric disorder.

6. STATUS OF HEALTH

On November 16, 1956, Dr. J. MARTIN MYERS, 
Executive Medical Officer, Department for Mental and 
Nervous Diseases, Pennsylvania Hospital, 4401 Market 
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, furnished to SA TUSSEY 
the following information concerning KASPER:

KASPER, on the instruction and insistence of his 
parents, voluntarily became a patient in the Hospital’s 
Department for Mental and Nervous Diseases on August 29, 
1946. His condition was diagnosed as possessing a 
Psychopathic Personality without Psychosis. On September 27 
1946, when KASPER was released from the Hospital, his 
condition was described as unchanged.

KASPER’s parents gave the following reasons for 
having him admitted to the hospital:

(1) He refused to accept their parental guidance 
and discipline,

(2) He did not stay home and kept running away 
from home.
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The records of WF T-5, which were reviewed 
on October 23, 1956, as set forth-above, reflect a letter 
received from KASPER dated November 3, 1950. In the 
letter, KASPER stated he was subject to extreme periods 
of depression, even when among people. The letter 
stated that he had had a very bad experience at the 
Riverside Military Academy, Gainesville, Georgia. 
KASPER stated that he has been a patient in a mental 
hospital for early homosexuality and for general neurotic 
behavior. He stated that he had been confined to the 
Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for 
schizophrenia.

7. MARITAL STATUS

There is no indication that KASPER has ever 
entered into a formal marriages relationship with anyone.

8. MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION

On November 5, 1957, WF T-2 supplied information .
from a source of informants that JOHN KASPER had been

* in regular contact with|  I using 
the name

WF T-4 advised on November 18, 1958, that 
KASPER was using the alias TOM DOCLEY.

advised SAs MARTIN and BRANDT on September 17, 1956, that 
he had been acquainted with JOHN KASPER since sometime 
around the end of 1954.| ~[recalled that he visited
the bookstore operated by KASPER'in New York on about 
three or four occasions and related that every time he 
visited there he noticed both Negroes and whites 
loitering around the shop. He said that he recalls that
on about two occasions he noticed that there was dancing 
going on in this bookshop operated bv KASPER with 
Negroes dancing with whites. | recalled a trip
that he made to Washington, J.u., accompanied by KASPER 
and a friend of KASPER’s. a Negro girl who^e first name 
was| Ibelieved that this Negro;girl’s
last name was but he was not sure.
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___________ claimed that he I I had long 
been an admirer of EZRA POUND as a poet and that 
POUND had been committed to Saint Elizabeth’s 
Hospital in Washington, D.C. | [mentioned to
KASPER that he was going to visit EZRA POUND and KASPER 
stated he would like to go along. KASPER stated that 
he would also bring this Negro whose first name is 
| ~Tmentioned that he, KASPER and the
Negro girl all went to Washington, D.C. , together on the 
same train about April, 1955, to visit EZRA POUND.

___________recalls that most of the way down on 
the train KASPER and the Negro girl dozed with one
arm about each other and with KASPER’s head testing 
on the Negro girl’s shoulder.___________ stated that from
this he gathered that the Negro girl and KASPER had more 
than a passing interest in each other.

Mrs. LINA ELYDON LETT, mentioned above, 
advised SA BRANDT and JOHNSON on September 25, 1956, 
that she made the acquaintance of KASPER around August, 
1954, through her former husband, PAUT^EETT. She stated 
that this relationship with KASPER developed into a 
very intimate relationship which resulted in her leaving 
her then husband and sharing the same residence with 
KASPER at 526 East Sixth Street, New York, New^Yogk. and 
at 5 Minetta Street, New York, between October, 1954, and 
Chr istmas, 1954.

b7C

advised SAs BRANDT and JOHNSON on 
beptemoer ze>, 1^55^ that she had worked from February 
to April, 1955, for JOHN KASPER at-the Make-It-New Book 
Shop, 169 Bleecker Street, New York, New York. She 
stated that the bookstore was a gathering place for both 
white and Negro students from various New York city 
educational institutions interested in cultural 
development. She advised that gatherings took place at 
this store from time to time on an informal basis and that 

' often a little dancing might be engaged in by the students 
in attendance.

__ [stated that she was aware of KASPER’s 
present activities against the desegregation of the 
Negro race. She stated that KASPER’s present attitude 
”of hatred” toward the Negro race is a complete reversal of 
the attitude he had when she, a Negress, was associated with 
him in the operation of the bookstore.
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_______________ related that KASPER, on several 
occasions, was in attendance at social parties held at 
some of the Negro students’ homes. .She advised that 
she could not recall the identities of' the Negro students 
who held these particular parties at their homes. 
She did recall that at one of these social parties, KASPER 
had solicited contributions in behalf of the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).

b6
b7C

I advised that KASPER was 
romantically interested in several Negro girls whose 
names she cannot recall at the present time. She 
advised that these Negro girls did not reciprocate KASPER’s 
interest. | Jdenied having ever lived with
KASPER and stated that her relationship with him was 
never intimate.

I _____________(furnished information that it was
her understanding that KASPER had been a Godfather 
to several Negro children whose names she could not 
recall.

1 advised that there were several 
he bookstore in New York whom she 
understood were members of the NRP. However,!

was of the opinion that KASPER was not a member of this 
organization.

___ WF T-3 advised on August 3, 1956, that KASPER 
and___________________^had lived for a while at 2131 F Street,
N.W. , Washington, D. C. , and had moved out owing the 
landlord a considerable sum of money.

A physical surveillance conducted by SAs of 
the FBI on August 9, 1956, reflected that a meeting of the
SWCC took place at 3201 Nichols Avenue, S.E. er
the meeting the physical surveillance on KASPER/continued. 
At approximately 10:50 p.m-. JOHN KASPER, FLOYB^FEEMING,

L___________ and an unidentified male were Observed_____
to enter a bar, Merrill’s Pizza House at 2739 Nichols 
Avenue. S.E. At approximately 12:10 a.m. August 10, 1956, 

was observed to leave Merrill’s Pizza
. nouse. At ±z:25 a.m. FLEMING, KASPER and the unidentified 

male left Merrill’s and proceeded to the 800 Block of G 
Street, S.E. , where the unidentified male left them. At
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12:40 a.m. FLEMING and KASPER entered the Ship’s Cafe 
Bar on Eighth Street between G and H Streets, S.E.
At 2:10 a.m. FLEMING and KASPER came out of the 
Ship’s Cafe and stood talking by KASPER’s car until 
approximately 2:40 a.m. at which time FLEMING drove 
off in his car.

Immediately thereafter, KASPER drove to the 
800 Block of Eighth Street, S.E., and entered the 
East Restaurant. At approximately 2:55 a.m. KASPER 
came out and followed a white woman in a red blouse 
south on Eighth Street, S.E. , making an effort to 
engage her in conversation. He walked along side 
of her for three blocks where she finally walked away 
from him. KASPER then drove to the Northwest Section 
of Washington, D.C. , and at 3:30 a.m. he entered 
Middletons Restaurant in the 2000 Block of 13th Street, 
N.W. At 3:39 a.m. KASPER came out of this'restaurant 
and drove to the 1700 Block of 14th Street, N.W. At 
3:43 a.m. KASPER was observed talking to a Negro female 
at 14th and Swann Streets, N.W. He and the Negro 
walked around the corner and into an alley in the 1400 
Block of Swann Street. At 4:04 a.m. the Negro woman 
was observed leaving the alley. At 4:05 a.m. KASPER 
was observed leaving the alley.

KASPER then walked to the 1700 Block of U Street, 
N.W. , where he looked into a window of Uncle John’s Cafe. 
He then walked to the Hut Drug Store on the corner of 
15th and U Streets, N.W. At 4:20 a.m. KASPER came out of 
the drugstore and walked to the D.C. Donut Shop in the 
2O0O Block of 14th Street, N.W. At approximately 4:45 
a.m. KASPER came out of the Donut Shop and walked on 
14th Street where he talked to a Negro girl in the 1900 
Block of 14th Street, N.W. It was observed that KASPER 
started a conversation with this girl.

SA LAVIN, after KASPER had talked to this
Negro girl, interviewed her briefly and she gave her name 
as
She srarea tnat kasper, wnose name sne did not Know, 1 
wanted to know from her where he could find an open bar 
and girls. She stated he did not make any advances 
toward her.

At 4:57 a.m. KASPER walked back to his car
in the 1700 Block of 14th Street, N.W. , and he was observed
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sitting in the car waving his arms above his head.
At 5:22 a.m. KASPER was observed to enter the basement 
apartment at 2916 Olive Street, N.W. , and the lights-

,went on in the apartment. At 5:30 a.m. the lights 
were observed to go off in the apartment.

_____________ Tt ia to be noted that during this period, 
____________________ KASPER’s Assistant in the, Cadmus 
Book Shon. ofiftuniedF

advised nn January 11, 1957, that [

children of

I had been living with JOHN KASPER, 
'mentioned that he and his wife had the two

at that time.

WF T-6 advised on September 17, 1957. that 
onein the first part of September, 1957, _______  _______

____ __________ |-New—York^City^had mentioned th'at she 
had once lived with JOHN KASPER. The informant stated

b7C

that related this fact with ”a kind of elation
because pupposed’ly/.,, she owned a portion of KASPER’s 

. limelight.” According to informant, KASPER limited 
his residence to _____  place ”to four days a week
so that he might share another apartment with another 
girl the remaining three.”

According to WF T-6 had attended the
Jefferson School of Social Science in 1953.

The Jefferson School of Social. Science has 
been designated by the United States AttcMii^y 
General pursuant to • Executive Order 1045(1#

WF T-7 advised on September 13 and 19 1956 
that he had learned through I ______________________

' _________________________________ Ihad determined that KASPER
was' a sex pervert and was very vulnerable on that point.

;WF T-8 advised on September 1, 1958, that 
a convention of the National States Rights Party met in

, -Louisville, Kentucky, on August 30, 1958, and was attended 
. by two women at the request of WF T-8. These women were 

requested to leave the convention and on the way out they
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I

met KASPER. KASPER urged them to return and indicated 
he would arrange for them to attend the evening session. 
According to one of these women, KASPER, at the time, 

”pr©positioned"one of the women to visit him in his 
room that evening.

Concerning the National States Rights Party, 
it should be noted that on May 27, 1958, 
WF T-9 advised that the United White Party 
had passed out of existence and is being 
replaced by the National States Rights Party. 
WF T-9 furnished an application form for 
this organization which contained the 
platform of the National States Rights Party 
(NSRP) attached thereto. The platform 
reflects statements of national, economic, 
social, states rights and foreign policy 
as the platform of the NSRP. Among the 
policies stated was the following:

"We favor complete separation of all 
non-whites and dissatisfied racial minorities 
from our White Folk Community.” Another 
statement was, "We determined that the 
Federal Government is interfering with the 
sovereign rights of the funds as guaranteed 
by the consititution. ”

WF T-10 on November 19, 1957, furnished a copy 
of a rough draft statement which bore on the bottom of 
it the typewritten name‘JOHN KASPER, Tallahassee, Florida, 
March 12, 1957. This, statement bore the title, 
"Statement given to investigation Committee and Press”. 
This statement reads^s follows:

"I have never denied associating with Negroes 
several years ago in New York. The fact that I did has 

* long been aired in the National Press and the Negro 
Press since two months after the Clinton, Tennessee, 
struggle. The Committee has done a good job in 
developing this line of thought.

"What I learned about.segregation came after 
a visit to Alabama to assist Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN in 
his campaign for the United States Senate.
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' ”A vital mind is- susceptible to changing
once in a while. I have changed my views on the 

. segregation issue radically within the last year and 
a half.

”0iir most deadly enemy is ignorance and the 
man with the fixed idea. It is to be hoped that more 
yarikees from the North and the rabid race-mixers will 
seethe light and lend efforts toward turning back the 
calendar discovering all the basic rights of every 

■American as guaranteed by the constitution.

”It is further hoped that while continuing to 
exercise the responsibility to see to it that every 
Negro has the same rights as every white man, more 
white yankees will have dropped the principals of 
segregation and help relieve the tensions set up by 
the different national ellements being forced to 
associate against their will.

’’Interest; slavery, Communism (Federal r 
Centralization) and ignorance are the deadly enemies.

”In New York, I was not aware of the 
Communists’ efforts to destroy the Southern white 
people through the Negro by breaking down segregation 
barriers. The Negroes that I have associated with in 
New York were not aware of it either.

’’The struggle to maintain constitutional 
government is centered in the Southland. The ’red 
tide1 will either be turned here or we will be

. engulfed in a barbarous Red dictatorship which are 
out to use all previous efforts to enslave free men.

. - . ’’Waging war on this threat to American liberty 
is' a life’s work,. To this I am‘dedicated.”

The portions underlined above were crossed 
.out in this statement.

• On September 11, 1957, Mrs. JANICE REDLEY, 
^Mptjqr Vehicle Bureau, Tennessee Department of Finance 
and Taxation, Nashville, Tennessee, advised SA WILLIAM M. 
HOBBS that 1957 Tennessee automobile license 3F7442 was 

■ issued May 8, 1957, for a 1953 Plymouth, the property of 
JOHN KASPER, Route 1, Callahan Road, Knoxville, Tennessee.
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During a visit by KASPER to Washington, D.C. , 
in October, 1958, it was observed by SAs of the FBI that 
he was driving a 1953 or 1954 dark gray Chrysler bearing 
Florida license 1W102155.

WF T-ll advised on January 7, 1959, that KASPER 
was, at that time, driving a 1950 gray Chrysler, 1958 
Tennessee license number 3WD0-69.

9. IDENTIFICATION RECORD

The following identification record for the 
subject under FBI Number 340297C was furnished by the 
Identification Division of the FBI:

1956
See Supplement

Contributor of 
Fingerprints

Name and Number Arrested or 
Received

Charge Disposition

Police Department 
Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota

John Kasper 
#—

July 21, 
1948

Sleeper Released

United States 
Coast Guard

Frederick John 
Kasper, Junior 
#Z-870398

Finger
printed 
March 10, 
1952

I

United States 
Marshall

Frederick John
Kasper #2936

August 30, 
1956

Contemp of 
Court

1 year on 
August 31,

Police Department Frederick John September 10, Violation
Nashville, 
Tennessee

Kasper #20572 1957 parking law; 
vagrancy;
disorderly
conduct; inciting riots; 
loitering; disorderly 
conduct

Sherifffs Office 
Nashville, 
Tennessee

Frederick John 
Kasper #10011

September 11, 
1957

Breach of 
Peace

District of John Kasper October 17, Held for Released to
Columbia Jail 
Washington, 
District of 
Columbia

#115821 1957 United States United
Marshall States Marshal

for removal to 
East District,

Tennessee, October 17, 195 
on charge of contempt
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II. ACTIVITIES OF KASPER

Contributor of Name and Number Arrested or Charge Disposition
Fingerprints Received

United States 
Marshall 
Washington, 
District of 
Columbia

Frederick- John
Kasper 
#1555 ED

October 17, 
1957

Not given Sentenced to 
Jail

Federal 
Correctional 
Institution 
Tallahassee, 
Florida

John Kasper 
#14423-TF

November 
1957

22, Criminal 
contempt of 
court

1 year 
EXP. 8-1-58

#2936 11-15-57 6 months 
custody of 

A.G. to run consecutively 
with sentence he was then 
serving.

1. INFORMATION CONCERNING FORMATION; OF SWCC 
AND ACTIVITIES IN THE WASHINGTON, D. C. 
AREA

On February 18, 1959 vas
interviewed by SAs LAVIN and ELMER LEE TODD at .
residence at| ___________ I__ concerning his
knowledge of juhn "KASPER.________________ [advised that he
first met JOHN KASPER through the poet EZRA POUND about 
five years ago (19.54). at Saint Elizabeth’s 
in Southeast Washington , D.C. According to 
KASPER was in the "Pound' Group" along with a siri py 

namo I land
Subsequent to Me NAUGHTON meeting KASPER, 

ne visited him at his Make-It-New Book Shop in New York 
City. | |claims that he disassociated himself
from PUuiw aoouT rwo years ago but still maintains 
friendship with KASPER.

b7C

________________ [advised that Admiral JOHN G.
CROMMELIN owns property in Washington, D.C., and sometime 
in 1956 dropped into the Cadmus Book Shop on Wisconsin 
Avenue. During this time, the shop was being managed by
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JOHN KASPER. KASPER and CROMMELIN struck up a friendship 
and KASPER accompanied CROMMELIN to Alabama to help 
CROMMELIN in his 1956 election campaign. During this 
campaign, KASPER met ASA (ACE) CARTER, ’the segregationist. . 
Upon KASPER’s return to Washington, D.C. |________________ I
claimed that he was "full of ACE CARTER". Prior to 
this meeting,! claimed KASPER had never had
any or at or ical aspirations. mentioned that
KASPER threw over POUND to a great extent after 
meeting CARTER and becoming interested in the segregation 
problem.

On April 13. 1956
who, at that rime, was a

nSBBrB33BSm1
part-time employee of the Cadmus Book Shop,” 1246 
Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. , was interviewed by SAs 
WILLIAM G. SHAW and LAVIN at her request. She stated 
she had been employed by JOHN KASPER, owner of the 
Cadmus Book Shop, as a part-time employee since about 
January, 1956. She mentioned that KASPER had not 
paid her for her services and that she felt the 
bookshop would undoubtedly go into bankruptcy within 
a short time. She stated that in the middle of 
January, 1956, KASPER began holding a series of 
lectures at the bookstore on Sunday evenings, which 
lectures were .usually attended by 20 to 30 people.

explained that no charge was made for
admission ana the only collection taken was for 
refreshments. According to ~L she was
certain that speakers at the bookshop volunteered 
their services and a lot of people in attendance were 
friends of the speaker and had never been in the 
bookshop prior to the speech. As to others in attendance, 
she advised that they were recruited by KASPER who endeavored 
to have practically anyone who came to the bookshqp sign
a mailing list. [ Jremarked that she thought
at first that KASPER used this lecture series as a 
promotional plan to get people to come to the store so 
they would purchase books. However, at the time of 
the interview, she believed KASPER was not interested 
in selling books but was a fanatical anti-Semite..

pointed out that while KASPER is very
anti-Semetic, none of the lectures at the bookshop, 
with one exception, followed this line. She stated 
that usually after the talks had been concluded, a small 
group of eight or nine remained and discussed their 
anti-Semetic views.
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According to the ’’Washington Evening Star”, 
June 6, 1956, in an article entitled "White Citizens 
Council is Organized Here", JOHN KASPER made known 
the following objectives of the District Council 
of the White Citizens Council:

(1) To stop the integration process in 
Washington, reverse it and re-establish segregation;

(2) Get the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People on the Attorney General’s 
list;

• (3) Publicize commercial contributions to the 
NAACP and Urban League and wipe out "rock and roll” music.

The article set forth that the council does 
not dislike Negroes and intends to show them "how 
integration retards their progress by losing for him 
the white man’s organizational power." This, according 
to KASPER, has nothing to do with humanity of Negroes 
but "they just don’t keep things orderly."

This article set forth that a dozen persons 
were present at JOHN KASPER’s bookstore, 1246 Wisconsin 
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. , on Monday night (June 4, 
1956) and established a White Citizens Council. In the 
article, KASPER was referred to as the organizer and 
it was set forth that the organization was associated 
with councils chartered by the North Alabama Citizens 
Councils under ACE CARTER.

The "Birmingham News", in its issue of 
September 13, 1956, carried an article by JAMES SPOTSWOOD, 
Associated Press staff writer, entitled "Segregationist 
Has ’Distrust’ For College Men, Likes Working Clas&’. 
This article stated that JOHN KASPER, who was born in • 
New Jersey and who was a college graduate, has an 
"instinctive distrust" of men with college educations. 
The article stated that KASPER is an admirer of the poet, 
EZRA POUND, and KASPER has been interested all his life in 
the "purity of the races", KASPER was quoted as saying, 
"I believe that all movement in history has been a 
product of race and personal character. I believe the 
white race is the great race and the only race which has 
fought for free institutions. I do not hate Negroes but 
I believe that for the progress of the white and Negro 
races this is best accomplished by separate institutions, 
based on a particular destiny of the separate races."
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KASPER denounced anti-Semeticism as unscientific. 
He denied that the White Citizens Council in Washington, D.C., 
is anti-Semetic.

The article indicated that KASPER began 
organizing the Washington Citizens Council after a tour 
of Alabama in March, 1956; that he had a choice between two 
types of councils—one which claims that all white schools 
have been preserved in Alabama by legal means; another which 
accuses the first group of cowardice in handling the Negro 
problem. The latter group is headed by ASA E. (ACE) CARTER, a 
former radio announcer. KASPER sided with CARTER, according to 
this article, and said, "The only sincere and courageous 
leader in the entire movement was ACE CARTER—that the rest of 
the so-called leaders in Alabama and other states including 
Mississippi were controlled by politicians seeking to gain 
a foothold in their respective states outside of tie regular 
political machines.”

KASPER was further quoted as saying, "I have an 
instinctive distrust of any man with a college education. I 
find the working people are the only living representatives of 
the white race in the United States who have the intelligence 
and the courage to maintain their racial integrity. I can 
talk much easier to a person who works with hands and.either 
produces something or transports or helps to grow somethiig; 
because Ihey have horse sense and independent thoughts. 
They’re not—as the intellectual—trying to imitate someone 
else, and someone else’s way of living.” According to this 
article, KASPER became bitter when he referred to the Federal 
Court intervention in the racial trouble over school integration 
at Clinton, Tennessee. KASPER was .quoted concerning this as 
follows:

’’The right aim of any law is to prevent 
coercion either by force or fraud. The Supreme Court 
(School) decision is precisely fraudulent and inihe act 
of federal injunction to enforce this fraudulent 
Supreme Court decision on segregation, it makes no 
difference whether United States Marshals or federal 
troops are used.

’’Force is being used. Woe to those whose only 
right is their power. The wild grass will grow over their 
dead bodies.”
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WF T-12 advised on August V, 1956, that on a trip 
from Charlottesville, Virginia,to Washington, D. C., on 
August 4, 1956, where KASPER had gone to distribute literature, 
KASPER talked considerably about the life of ADOLF HITLER and 
pointed out that HITLER had started out along the same lines as 
the White Citizens Council. KASPER mentioned that at first 
HITLER had no members but his organization eventually grew and 
it would possibly take the Seaboard White Citizens Council (SWCC) 
a few years to get a good start. KASPER pointed out Ihat if.the 
SWCC did grow strong enough they could have things done the way 
they wanted them. According to informant, KASPER’s thinking and 
speech were strongly against Jews and Negroes. WF T-12 advised 
on September 20, 1956, that with KASPER away from Washington, 
D.C., the SWCC was without leadership.

WF T-13 and WF T-14 advised on September 28,1957, 
that a meeting took place at the home of _______ _______

on September 28, 1957. During this 
meeting, KASPER stated he had come to. address the group for the
expressed purpose of starting a new political movement. According 
to informants, references were made innumerable times to the
origin of the Nazi Party. KASPER mentioned that he had to return 
to jail on October 3, but he wanted it understood that the seven 
persons present were to be the embryo of a third party with 
national headquarters in Washingtonj D. C., having himself as ' 
director.

KASPER, during this meeting, according to informants, 
stated that he is against violence generally, but not particularly.

n^emayked "Effective violence in selected instances."
According to inforcgits, [remarked, "When we burned those .
crosses on the lawns of particular individuals, you saw the response
picked up in the papers across the country." KASPER and others 
present made the remark, "You mean you had something to do with 
that thereupon all present laughed. •

KASPER remarked that he is almost positive that he 
is the reason that Governor FAUBUS called out the National Guard 
in Little Rock, Arkansas, because two days prior to opening of 
school, he got a long distance call from a man by the name of 
MILLER in Arkansas asking KASPER if he was going to Little Rock 
and KASPER replied, "Why, sure." KASPER admired the way FAUBUS 
clouds the issues by bringing up those completely irrelevant to 
the issue.

WF T-13 and WF T-14 advised on September 28, 1957, 
that another meeting took place on September 28, 1957, wherein
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it was decided to picket the White House in early October, 1957* 
The objective of the picketing was to coincide with the President’s 
conference with five Southern Governors and to ’’Protect 
GRIFFIN (Governor of Virginia), the only white man in the lot.”

Concerning .his new party, according to infrmants,’ 
KASPER stated, "If we’re going, to be radical we’re going to 
be radical. We’re going to adhere to HITLER’S policies, 
fantastic as it may sound. Everyone else is wrong and we’re 
right." According to WF T-13 and WF T-14, KASPER wanted every
thing about his new political movement to be confined to national 
extent only. He pointed out that the idea of revolution has 
already taken place in people’s minds and it was now a question 
of making it physically come to pass. KASPER remarked that 
ACE CARTER was of the opinion that the movement shoud go under
ground but KASPER maintained that they had nothing to hide.

WF T-15 advised on October 11, 1958, that on 
October 10. 1958,.±here was a meeting of a small group at the 
home of _______________________________________________________________________

During this meeting, KASPER said he planned to do
write a book in the future that would afford the public a b7C
concise view of what he is doing aid what he is trying to 
accomplish. He is showing how the "Jewish and Negro people 
have always worked hand in hand" and how in reality the 
Jewish people have "used the Negroes" for their own purposes."

KASPER related that he would like to get away 
from the White Citizens Councils and form a new political 
party. He said he believed that such a party would best 
be started on a local level. KASPER, according to WF T-15, 
expressed the opinion that such a party could reach the 
national level in ten to fifteen years.

WF T-4 advised on December 6, 1957, that while
JOHN KASPER was out of jail he was the controlling individual 
of the SWCC and the activities of the council were directed 
by him. According to WF T-4 even while in jail, the SWCC attempts 
fo follow his decisions to the fullest and they weigh their decisions 
in the light of what KASPER may think of the idea.
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41

WF T-4 advised on October 7, 1958, that on 
October 6, 1958, there was a meeting in Washington, D. 
with the following persons present"?

FLOYD FLEMING: J. BENJAMINtSIMMONS; |[

^and JOHN KASPER. I [during the meeting,* mentioned
that, he was not thinking the night they threw KASPER 
in jail for he could have gathered 250 men and blown 
KASPER out of the’jail. KASPER, according to WF T-4, 
agreed to this stating that there would have been 
blood in the streets if the Tennessee State Highway 
Patrol had been 30 minutes later. According to WF T-4, 
they were discussing the time that KASPER was arrested 
in Clinton, Tennessee; Also during the evening,

A

-^h

c

b7C

^stated that he wondered if the FBI 
was following JOHN KASPER and remarked that he "would 
like to catch one of the FBI ’/bastards’ and beat him up."

WF T-4 advised on October 8, 1958, that on 
October 7, 1958. JOHN KASPER' had sp^nt the evening 
with some of lais, followers and that during the evening 
KASPER spent most of the -time ^discussing "what a great ‘X/?- 
guy KASPER is" and what KASPER thought about the WHIB < 
PARTY. KASPER‘thought that, his'followers should have 
had a car waiting-^when he was released, from prison as 
he needed one/Badly. According to informant, KASPER 
in speaking about the WHIB' PARTY (Wheat in our bread) 
launched into a full description’ of^its concept ion. He, , 
mentioned that' certain people, LEg^OSTER-for' one, _ had’ 
accepted 'the Whib idea without dOt', and had. wprked hard / 
to further it J ^KASPER mentioned'that/during his last few 
weeks in prison he had different thoughts^ on the idea and 
he wanted to talk to seyeral responsible people about it. 
He mentioned that after reading HITLER he decided that a 
popular name should be put to the people; a name that was a 
household word and a name that the people knew stood for action. , 
KASPER mentioned that he thought the party should be called 
the KASPER PARTY. He mentioned that the "Jews" would
call 
not

"We

any party that he started a KASPER PARTY so why 
beat them to the punch.

According to WF T-4, KASPER went on to say that 
are Facists of 1958 with different symbols and ideas."

WF T-4 mentioned that during the"eveh-i-ng—KASPER'stated 
that more drastic action would have to be taken to let 
the people understand that the Supreme Court was not the 
law of the land and that people knew that he stood for
this action.
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WF T-4 advised on October 12, 1958, that
KASPER attended a meeting on October 11. 1958, in the 
offices of the SWCC, 1047 31st Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. According to WF T-4, KASPER opened the meeting with 
a shorT speech stating that among other thxngs—he- — ’ 
had to return to Nashville, Tennessee, and might be 
coming here. He wanted support of J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS, 
his Attorney, to ’’Keep him in the fight”. KASPER 
mentioned that even his close friends, including 
CROMMELIN had failed him right after he was released from 
prison. KASPER stated that they should have had clothes, 
a car and money waiting for him because he ’Was I ike
a foot soldier without a rifle”. At this meeting 
according to WF T-4, KASPER introduced]
as the new Execut ive_S.e.cr.e.tarv ,of SWCC and it was 
suggested fhatKASPER take' the title of Executive 
Director of the SWCC.

b7C

J
On January 23, 1959

x2Z.
was

convicted in Memphis, Tennessee7, on a cnarge of 
contributing to the dellquency of a minor and
sentenced to 11 months and .29 days at a penal 
farm. He was also fined $1,000.

WF T-4 advised on October 12, 1958, that,.
upon hearing about the burning of the Atlanta Synagogue 
on October 12, 1958, KASPER made the statement that 
the bombing was "A good thing”, ”A great thing”, 
”A direct hit on the Jews”.'

WF T-4 advised on October 22, 1958, that 
KASPER remained in Washington, D.C., on October 12 and 
13, 1958, for the expressed purpose of writing an 
article which he wanted distributed under the SWCC name. 
He had originally planned to leave Washington, D.C., on 
October 11, 1958.

WF T-4 advised on March 13, 1959, that JOHN 
KASPER, in writing about GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL of 
Arlington, Virginia, had the following to say:

’’After three months reflection on the subject, 
I am of the very definite opinion that ROCKWELL is 
great danger to all we have accomplished over three years 
of severe struggle. I will not meet or talk with him 
when I return to D.C., which should be soon now.” . 
’’The Swastika Rot, Adolph photographs, hysteria, • 
National Socialism, etc. , do NOT fit in the political
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picture of American and it all leaves me ice cold.” 
KASPER went on to say, according to WF T-4, that . 
association of the SWCC with ROCKWELL’S organization 
could get the SWCC on the subversive list.

Concerning GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, the 
’’Northern Virginia Son", during October, 1958, 
published several articles reflecting that 
ROCKWELL was the originator of various anti- 
Semetic pieces of literature in the Washington, 
D.C., area. WF T-4 has furnished information 
during March and April,, 1959, indicating 
that ROCKWELL is starting an organization 
called the World Union of Free Enterprise 
National Socialists, with headquarters at 
6512 Williamsburg Boulevard, Arlington, 
Virginia. According to WF T-4, ROCKWELL 
admires ADOLF HITLER and is modeling his 
organization along the lines of HITLER’S 
ideas.

WF T-16 advised on October 16, 1958, that a 
meeting took place on October 11, 1958, at the SWCC 
office in Washington. D.C. . at which time KASPER spoke ^6 
and introduced I las the new executive .
secretary of the SWCC.

WF T-16 advised on October 16, 1958, that 
KASPER commented on October 7, 1958, that he was going 
to call his new party the Kasper Party since it would 
be called that anyhow. KASPER expressed indignation 
that upon his release from prison no one had an 
automobile for him nor off erred him money; not even 
Admiral CROMMELIN. He stated that this was probably 
due to an oversight but he resented the fact that they 
got a lot of free publicity from his release.-

WF T-16 advised on March 20, 1959, that
KASPER had given instructions by letter to the officers of 
the SWCC that they should keep away from GEORGE LINCOLN 
ROCKWELL. According to informant, KASPER mentioned that 
association with ROCKWELL could lead to the SWCC 
being placed on the Attorney General’s subversive list.

WF T-17 advised during March, 1959, that he has been 
in contact with KASPER and that KASPER is principally 
concerned with (1) getting his book finished and published;
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(2) his appeal from conviction from criminal court in 
Nashville; (3) getting some candidate to oppose Mayor 
BEN WEST for re-election in Nashville in May, 1959,

2. INFORMATION CONCERNING SUBJECT’S 
ACTIVITIES IN THE SOUTH

WF T-12 advised on August 21, 1956, that KASPER 
mentioned that he was going to Charlottesville, Virginia, 
on August 22, 1956, and then on August 23, 1956, he was 
going to Clinton, Tennessee, to organize a White Citizens 
Council and in order to stop integrated schools. 
According to informant, on August 24, 1956, KASPER 
intended to go to Birmingham, Alabama, and remain there 
two weeks.

The Richmond, Virginia, ’’Times Dispatch”, on 
AugusJ 24, 1956,, carried an article reflecting that 
KASPE had interupted a meeting of the local chapter of 
Virginia Council on Human Relations in Charlottesville, 
Virginia, on August 23, 1959, and a cross was burned on the 
lawn of the Church where the meeting was in progress. 
The article indicated that after repeated interuptions 
by KASPER, the Police were called. According to 
Mrs. SARAH PATTON BOYLE, a member of the Council, KASPER 
called members ’’insulting names” and tried to break up 
their meeting.

The article mentioned that KASPER had been 
working in Charlottesville, Virginia, to organize a local 
White Citizens Council and mentioned that his group 
had held, a rally in Charlottesville on August 18, 1956, 
where local segregationists were urged to organize 
a school strike to conduct a telephone campaign against 
integrationists and to attend and speak up at meetings of 
integration groups,.

WF T-18 advised on July 26, 1957, that he was 
in contact with KASPER on July 23, 24, and 25, 1957, when 
he was in Knoxville, Tennessee. KASPER mentioned that 
he was going to hold a big Klan meeting in Nashville, 
Tennessee, in about two weeks. He made the statement that 
Nashville would be the next battleground and that they 
are going to have to fight to keep Negroes out of white 
schools.
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The Ku Klux Klan has been designated '
by the United States Attorney General 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

The ’’Long Island Press” on October 6, 
1957, carried an article captioned ’’KASPER May 
Tour Long Island”- which indicated that KASPER /
had attended a White Citizens Council meeting in 
Manhasset, Long Island, on October 4, 1957. j

WF T-4 advised on March 7, 1958, that
JOHN KASPER was the guiding force of the SWCC and 
the Tennessee White Citizens Council. According to 
informant, material available at SWCC headquarters 
reflected that KASPER had organized the Tennessee 
White Citizens Councils and they followed his 
instructions.

Mb''" WF T-9 advised on August 1, 1958, that 
BILL^BRANHAM, GEORGE BRIGHT, and L. E^ODGERS 
met KASPER upon his release from the Atlanta 
Federal Penitentiary on August 1, 1958, and that --------- 
BRIGHT and BRANHAM accompanied him to Tallahassee, 
Florida. /

GEORGE/VBRIGHT was indicted in Fulton County, 
Georgia, for his alleged connection with„the., ----------  

bombing of _the Atlanta tepiple on ZOc3^ 
19258» He was acquitted of this charge.

The Nashville ’’Tennesseean”, a daily 
newspaper on August 1, 1957, set out that KASPER 
appeared at the paper and announced he planned the 
meeting in Nashville of Klansmen and White Citizens 
Councils (WCC) members August 4, 1957. The article 
stated that KASPER had come to Nashville to organize 
supporters to desegregation in the first grade of 
the city school that fall. He mentioned that speakers 
for this meeting would be ASA (ACE) CARTER, Birmingham, 
Alabama; BILL HENDRIX, Ku Klux Klan leader, Clear Water, 
Florida; JAMES BAGWELL, Klan official, Dr? EDWARD R. 
FIELDS, WCC official from Louisville, Kentucky; 
PETER XAVIER, Ohio WCC official of I^ton, Ohio, and 
Reverend JOHN MERCURIO, pro-segregationist of Los 
Angeles, California.

The August 1, 1958, issue of the Memphis 
’’Press-Scimitar” newspaper reported in a United Press 
International news story from Atlanta that segregationist 
JOHN KASPER undaunted after eight months in prison, 
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walked out of the U.S. Penitentiary on August 1, 1958, 
and announced he would keep up the racial battle that 
landed him behind bars. This article pointed out that 
KASPER had said that some of his supporters, not 
identified, had written him in prison that, ”some work 
needs to be done in Memphis” and that this city 
(Memphis) might be receiving him after a trip to Florida ..

According to an article appearing in the 
Nashville ’’Tennesseean”, a daily newspaper, August 10, 
1958, KASPER telephonically contacted a reporter for 
that paper on August 9, 1958', and advised him that he 
was in Nashville and intended to work in opposition to 
the integration of the second grade of the Nashville 
public schools in September, 1958. He stated he did 
not think that the injunction of the U. S. District 
Court, Nashville, against his working against integration 
in the Nashville public schools applied to the second 
grade but only applied -to the first grade. He further 
advised that he intended to go to Memphis to oppose the 
integration at Memphis State University, stating he had 
been requested by some students at the University to 
come and assist in the fight against integration.

On Sunday, August 24, 1958, television station 
WLAC, Nashville, at 10:00 p.m. reported that KASPER 
and some of his associates appeared at Clark Memorial 
Methodist Church, 1014 14th Avenue North, Nashville, 
Tennessee, a predominately Negro church and attended 
a meeting in progress there. During the meeting, an 
anonymous caller advised both the Nashville Police and 
Fire Departments that the church had a bomb planted in 
it. The church was evacuated and searched but no 
explosives located. After the search the meeting was 
resumed with KASPER and his group re-entering the meeting.

The ’’Nashville Banner”, Nashville, Tennessee, 
newspaper, on August 25, 1958, carried a story of the 
above incident on the front page. It quoted KASPER 
as answering the question of whether he intended to 
resist integration in the first and second grades in 
Nashville as follows: A'A

’’The Federal Courts are running the schools.”

He declined to comment on the bomb scare, declined 
to give his address and stated he was at work on a book 
explaining his racial views. With regard to the meeting
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he was quoted as saying, ”1 just came over to hear 
what they had to say and to see what was going on.”

WF T-4 advised on September 8, 1958, that 
FLOYD FLEMING, after reading an-article in the 
Washington, D.C. , ’’Evening Star" concerning KASPER’s 
announcement that he was executive secretary of the 
Tennessee WCC, intended to write KASPER a letter 
wherein KASPER would be "told off". FLEMING mentioned 
that he knew more to damage KASPER than any man in 
the United States and that he hoped that he did not have 
to do this.

WF T-19 advised on October 16, 1958, that 
KASPER visited Charlottesville, Virginia, on October 14, 
1958, en route to Greensboro, North Carolina. 
According to informant,.KASPER announced to two reporters 
that he and his group had not planned action in Virginia 
in relation to integration. He expressed his approval 
in the manner with which Virginia authorities were 
fighting the Supreme Court integration decision. He 
stated that his efforts would be directed against the 
officials of those states who have violated a public 
trust placed in them by adhering to the Supreme Court’s 
decision to integrate public schools.

WF T-20 advised on October 6, 1958, that KASPER 
was in Greensboro, North Carolina, on October 5, 1958, 
and had a discussion with members of the press at ■
that time. KASPER made the statement that he thought ■ 
Governor CLEMENTS of Tennessee had better get on the 
wagon with segregationists or he was afraid something 
might happen in Nashville. Informant stated KASPER gave 
no indication whatsoever that he had any information 
that something would actually happen in Nashville.

WF T-4 advised on November 17, 1958, that 
KASPER had written FLOYD FLEMING a letter in which he 
had bawled FLEMING out for not obeying his orders 
and mentioned that he was staying in Nashville and would 
look for a job and write the first draft of his book. In 
this letter KASPER mentioned that he was tired of having 
to "ask for handouts like a bum".

WF T-4 advised on November 30, 1958, that 
KASPER had stated on November 30, 1958, that he had a 
hard corps of about 250 people in Nashville, 75 people 
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in Knoxville and 35 in Clinton that could be depended upon 
when the chips were down. KASPER mentioned that there 
was a lot he would like to mention to the informant about 
the bombings but that "we had better wait until we get 
in our dotage.”

WF T-21 advised on December 22, 1958, that 
KASPER is occupying a guest house located on the property 
of Miss GRACE-WAWSON, 4010 Brush Hill Road Nashville , 
Tennessee. Informant advised that Miss DAWSON is 82 years 
of age and that she has been a court reporter in Nashville 
for many years. b. appbox,

WF T-22 advised on December 31, 1958, that 
KASPER, at that time, was visiting his mother at Palm 
Harbor, Florida, and on December 31, 1958, he was 
leaving to visit Cocoa, Eaugallie, and Cape Canaveral, 
Florida, for a few days. On January 24, 1959, WF T-22 
advised that KASPER returned to his mother’s residence 
after having visited Cocoa, West Palm Beach and Miami. 
According to informant, KASPER intended to return to 
Nashville. Informant advised that KASPER was not in 
touch with Ku Klux Klan members during his visit to 
his mother. ■

WF T-ll on January 7, 1959, advised that KASPER 
was living with Miss DAWSON, 4010 Brush Hill Road, 
Nashville, Tennessee.

WF T-22 advised on January 28, 1959, that 
KASPER, on January 24, 1959, while visiting his mother 
had commented concerning a dinner meeting at which 
ex-Governor, FRANK CLEMENTS of Tennessee, and Governor 
LEROY COLLINS of Florida would appear. KASPER expressed 
the desire to arrange a picket line using such signs 
as "Go Back to Integrated Clinton-Florida Doesn’t Want 
You"; "Jew Clements-Get Out of Florida; "Clements-Get 
Out of Florida-We Don’t Need You"} Collins is Bad J3”
Enough For Us". ■ b7C

WF T-23 advised on February 19, 1959, that
KASPER had been in Jacksonville, Florida, recently 
and had had trouble With BILLHENDRTX. According to informant, 
he ascertai n^d big infnrmat.i on from I |
___________________________Jacksonville, That KASPER had come 
to see HENDRIX of the Ku Klux Klan, Oldsmar, Fiori da.
Informant advised that according to| | KASPER
said HENDRIX had beaten his mother out of $10,000 and held 
a mortgage on her home for $3,200.
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WF T-ll advised on February 24, 1959, that 
KASPER had returned to Nashville, Tennessee, arriving 
during the weekend of February 20 to 22, 1959, and was 
again residing with Miss DAWSON.

WF T-4 advised on February 26, 1959, that KASPER 
had recently returned to Nashville, Tennessee, from 
Florida. Informant added that KASPER was s'ending a 
list of the Ku Klux Klan in the Jacksonville, Florida, 
area, to the SWCC in order that they could receive 
SWCC material.

WF T-ll advised on April 6, 1959, that KASPER 
is presently at the residence of Miss DAWSON in Nashville, 
Tennessee.
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3. INFORMATION CONCERNING CROSS BURNINGS

The ’’Washington Post and Times Herald” on July 14, 
1956, carried an article ’’Crosses are Burned at Officials’ 
Homes”. The article set forth that fiery crosses were burned 
last night (July 13, 1956) in front of the homes of top 
Washington officials and a leader of the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People. The article mentioned 
that crosses were burned on the lawn of Justice FELIX 
FRANKFURTER, on the front lawn of the Sheraton-Park Hotel 
where Chief Justice EARL WARREN and former Senator HERBERT 
LEHMAN resided. Another cross was burned at the Brandywine 
Apartments, the home of former Solicitor General SIMON 
SOBELQFF. The article pointed out that one other cross 
was burned at the home of Mrs. DOUGLAS KING, Beltsville, 
Maryland. Mrs. KING was identified as the Chairman of the , 
Prince Georges County, Maryland, National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).

WF T-12 on July 26. 1956. advised that JOHN KASPER, 
FRED HOCKETT, |_____________________________________ |went to Chesapeake
Beach, Maryland^ on July 7, 1956, to distribute SWCC literature. 
While returning to Washington, D. C., the Negro problem was 
under discussion and HOCKETT said he was a former Ku Klux Klan 
member and someone ought to burn some crosses. KASPER 
replied he could look up. some good addresses if they wanted 
to do it. WF T-12 believes this was the inception of the 
idea to burn crosses. WF T-12 advised that KASPER telephoned 
him on July 11, 1956, and wanted him to come to a meeting on 
July 13, 1956. KASPER asked the informant if he remembered 
the discussion about cross burning and stated they might 
carry it out on July 13.

WF T-12 advised that KASPER called him on July 18, 1956, 
and mentioned there was to be aiSWCC meeting on July 20, 1956, 
and they might set off a 30-foot one this time. Informant 
believed KASPER was referring to a cross.

____  I furnished a detailed statement on July 21, 
1956, to SAs LEO I. PROSISE and RICHARD B. LAVIN concerning his 
participation in the burning of crosses at the Sheraton-Park 
Hotel in Washington, D. C., on July 13. 1956. According to 
this statement KASPER approached at a meeting of the
SWCC on July 13, 1956, and requested his participation in the

b7C
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burning of crosses. | __ 1 advised that on July 13, 1956,
KASPER had mentioned thatl (phonetic) was going
to take care of another one, meaning a cross some place else

and 
1956

I advised that FRED HOCKETT, JOHN KASPER, 
_________________________ an unidentified individual, 
participated in burning the crosses on July 13,

b6
b7C

V/F T-12 advised on August 2, 1956, that on
August 1, 1956, KASPER and others met and discussed SWCC 
matters. This group indicated that they were going to 
burn some crosses at Alexandria, Virginia, and Charlottesville, 
Virginia, and ’’wherever needed.”

V/F T-12 on August 5, 1956, advised that on 
August 4, 1956, KASPER contacted a man named (FNU) 
THOMAS, 315 Main Street, Charlottesville, Virginia, in.'.an 
attempt* J to burn some crosses in Charlottesville. According 
to WF T-12, KASPER mentioned plans to burn more crosses 
and stated he had friends Who would be willing to help. 
According to KASPER, attempts were going to be made to 
burn crosses at the homes of ARTHUR GODFREY and ED SULLIVAN, 
TV personalities. Also, according to KASPER, an effort 
was to be made to burn a cross at the home of United States 
District Judge ALBERT V. BRYAN in Alexandria, Virginia.

V/F T-12 advised on August 3, 1956, that approximately 
two weeks before August 3, 1956, HOCKETT and KASPER had 
made a 30-foot cross and had attempted to ignite it in 
Alexandria. WF T-12 advised the cross fell down.

WF T-12 advised on August 16, 1956, that
KASPER was going to Charlottesville, Virginia, that date to 
distribute literature prior to a meeting to be held there 
August 18, 1956. KASPER mentioned that they are.."going to 
light Charlottesville, Virginia, Saturday night.” KASPER 
mentioned the possibility of their placing crosses at the homes 
of two white women and two Negro women in Charlottesville.
These women were supposed to be leaders in the NAACP. KASPER 
also indicated that there would be more cross burnings in the 
Washington, Do C., area, but no time or place was mentioned.
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WF T-16 advised on December 2, 1958, that KASPER 
in late November, 1958, made the statement that | 
had proved his courage by going with him to burn crosses xn 
Washington, D. C. KASPER stated that he and | had
been in the same car.

4. PICKETING OF THE WHITE HOUSE

’’The Washington Evening Star” in its edition of 
September 29, 1957, carried an article entitled ’’Picketing 
Planned at White House.” This article mentioned that JOHN 
KASPER, Executive Secretary of the SWCC, said a "group of 
his supporters will picket the White House in protest of 
the Hungarian type police state rule in Arkansas by President 
EISENHOWER.”

Special Agents of the FBI on October 1, 1957, 
observed in front of the White House, picketers carrying 
placards /.1.'.- such as "Government by injunction is evil, 
education by bayonet is crime”, "America sold out to red 
pressure, remove troops from Little Rock", "Federal 
dictatorship vs. the people, NAACP rejoices, white people 
weep”. Observed in this picket line were JOHN KASPER, b6

| FLOYD FLEMING, and seven other persons. b7C

WF T-4 advised on October 21, 1957, that the 
SWCC was planning to picket the Supreme Court on November 1, 
1957. Informant advised that the picketing was set up to 
coincide with a final appeal to the Supreme Court on JOHN 
KASPER’s behalf by his attorney, J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS.

On October 25, 1957, WF T-4 advised that JOHN 
KASPER had advised members of the SWCC to picket the Supreme 
Cou^t, even though they only had six people.

On October 29, 1957, WF T-4 advised that 
Ku Klux Klan members from South Carolina were scheduled 
to take part in the picketing of the United States Supreme 
Court.

WF T-24 advised on November 7, 1957, that he had 
overheard JAMES W. BAGWELL, Grand Dragon, National Ku Klux 
Klan, Greenville, South Carolina, state that twelve klansmen 
from his organization were going to drive to Washington, D.C., 
for the purpose of picketing the United States Supreme Court, 
along with other groups on November 8, 1957, in connection with 
the JOHN KASPER case.
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United States Marshal T. PERRY LIPPETT, United 
States Supreme Court, advised on November 1, 1957, that 
he had informed! | an official of the SWCC, bo
that picketing of the United States Supreme Court is a b7C
direct violation of Title 18, Section 1507, United States 
Code. Due to this the picketing was switched to the 
White House.

On November 8, 1957, Special Agents of the 
FBI observed pickets in front of the White House carrying 
placards, some of which read as follows: ’’Free KASPER”, 
"Jail all Reds, Free KASPER", "JEW SPINGARN, President 
of NAACP", "Stop Phony Injunction", "Justice for KASPER".

KASPER did not participate in this picketing.

5. POSSIBLE CONNECTIONS WITH BOMBINGS

a. Hattie Cotten School 
Nashville, Tennessee f

W. E. HOPTEN, Director, Tennessee Bureau of 
Criminal Identification, on September 10, 1957, advised 
that the Hattie Cotten School, Nashville, Tennessee, had 
been bombed. HOPTEN advised that it was estimated that
several cases of dynamite had been used.

On August 27, 19.57,
]contactea

SE JOHN D. JONES telephonicallv. [advised thatx
he had been attending^meetings held by JOHN KASPER and__ t 
that he and | |had been attending KASPER’s
meetings chiefly because they were curious about his vibws 
on segregation. I [stated he was not in agreement
with KASPER’s ideas and he believed that KASPER’s group
would resort to violence.

On September 5, 1957J__________ |was contacted by
SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD and he advised that he had never 
heard KASPER make any statement indicating that he v' 
adhered to violence and on the contrary had always made 
statements to the effect that he is opposed to violence. 
He stated that some of the people who have been at the 
KASPER meetings have talked of possible violence.
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On September 7, 1957, contacted
SA NORWOOD and furnished tha following information which 
he stated he had gotten from|_____________ 
approached on the morning of September 7, 1957, by JOHN 
KASPER, who asked! | if he could use dynamite. KASPER 
explained to [that he had several sticks of dynamite, 
which came into Nashville from outside the city and had
not been purchased locally. He also said he had four 
quart fruit jars full of gun powder or an explosive of 
some sort.

On September 8, 1957,__________ |again_contacted
SA NORWOOD and stated he had learned from I Hthat KASPER 
had contacted ^and that the use of dynamite would be 
delayed for a we ex or ten days. He stated that he understood 
that it would Ba ng Ad at a. schooli

^EDWARD T
September 10, 19574

was inter'viewed by SAs WILLIAM -L. - SHEETS ana 
STEELE at his residence on the afternoon of

denied that he- had had any
conversation with KASPER or
to dynamite, gun powder, or other explosives

or anyone else pertaining

interviewed together at| |on Sepremoer m,
1957, bv SAs NORWOOD, STEELE, and SHEETS: At this time 

I tin the presence of I ' I repeated the information
previously furnished. Again!______denied any knowledge and 
stated in the presence of |_________ that he did not know where

1 got such ideas.

On the morning of September 11, 1957, 
telephonically contacted SA STEELE at the Nashville 
Resident Agency Office and again denied he had any 
information about the dynamite and stated that he felt 
that if JOHN KASPER were released from jail, he would 
come to | | house and that possibly) | could get
information. He then stated that he couia sure use some 
money as he was not employed and was unable to pay his 
debts.

On September 12, 1957,| again telephoned_____  
the Nashville Resident Agency Office and advised SA NORWOOD 
that he had been lying and that he did..have information about
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the dynamite. He stated that he had actually seen the 
dynamite in KASPER’s possession. | then voluntarily 
came to the Nashville Resident Agency Office and furnished

b6
b7C
b7D

a signed statement. [ ]set forth that KASPER had come
to his house on September 7, 1957, with a box of dynamited 
According to I 1 KASPER asked him to keep the dynamite,
butf [refused. I I also stated that a day or two 
before KASPER brought the dynamite to his house KASPER 
andl ~I had ridden around in the car' a little. KASPER
stated he wanted to look at the schools and see which one 
would be the easiest J ' understood him to mean the 
easiest school to dynamite.I stated on Monday, 
September 9. 1957. he arrived home at 11:00 p.m. KASPER 
was on I ~| porch and as he walked up he put a flashlight
inf I face and stated. I Hwhere in the Hell have 
you been?*’ According to | KASPER was acting like a 
maniac the way he talked and waved his hands. Later that 
night I I heard a dull thud and immediately thought that
KASPER had used the dynamite.

On September 12, 1957, | furnished a written
statement to SAs NORWOOD and STEELE, in which he set forth 
that on Monday night, September 9, 1957, he went to the 
residence of I j at about 9:00 p.m. After he
had been there a little while KASPER came in and asked for 

I Itold him that I Iwas not there.
According to I KASPER was very nervous and paced
up and down on the porch. He stayed at the house about 
an hour and a half and stated several times that he was 
very anxious to see I | KASPER stated, ’’Tonight
of all nights I wish he Would get here.”

On September 13, 1957, SAC JULIUS M. LOPEZ, JR., 
and SA JAMES B. ANDERSON presented to FRED ELLEDGE, United 
States Attorney. Nashville, the statements and allegations 
made by I ] and]__________________ /
Mr. ELLEDGE, after discussing the matter with Mr. MC LEAN 
of the Department of Justice, advised that even if the 
allegations were true, such allegations related to a state 
matter and in no way constituted an offense within federal 
jurisdiction.

On September 13, 1957, SAC LOPEZ furnished DOUGLAS
E. HOSSE, raw. Police Department. Nashville, the information 
secured from | Handl
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b. Clinton High School 
.glisten, Tennessee

It is to be noted that the Clinton High School 
at Clinton, Tennessee, was gutted by a series of three 
explosions at three minute intervals beginning at 4:21
a.m 
by [

on October 5, 1958. This information was furnished

on October 5
Deputy Sheriff, Anderson County, Tennessee, 

1958, to SA HERBERT E. SHRIDER.

Smokies Trailer Court, Knoxville, 
Tennessee, advised Ch October 8, 1958, that he sells fencing 
to a "big time” Knoxville and Oak Ridge Negro bootlegger 
and numbers racketeer. I I refused to identify this person 
other than that he was very heavy set. According to| I
this Negro bootlegger told him that three or four days 
before the Clinton bombing. one of his runners saw KASPER 
at Clinton, Tennessee. | stated this unidentified
bootlegger also told him that KASPER brought professionals in 
to do the bombing and that the bombing had been planned 
for several months.

b7C

WF T-25 advised on October 30, 1958, that shortly 
after a ’’Chicken shack” was bombed, which bombing occured 
in Clinton, Tennessee on February 14, 1957, WF T-25 was 
contacted by WF T-26. According to WF T-25, WF T-26 advised 
him that a ten man organization was being formed to handle 
dynamiting and that he, WF T-26, had been contacted by KASPER 
to join the organization.

III. SPEECHES

It, is to be noted that KASPER has made many speeches 
on the-problem of segregation. Informants have advised that 
these speeches sometimes were strong in nature and attacked
public officials. Set out below is a list 
as to date and place. No attempt is being 
the content of these speeches:

of these speeches 
made to record

Date Place Source

June 15, 1956 Annapolis Hotel
Washington, D. C

WF T-27

July 20, 1956 Anne Arundel County, 
Maryland

"Evening Capital” 
Newspaper, Annapolis 
Maryland
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Date Place Source

August 9, 1956 Washington, D, C. WF T—28 and WF T-12

August 14. 1956, Eastern Shore, 
Maryland

WF T-12

August 18 1956 Charlottesville, 
Virginia

Special Agents of 
the Richmond Office

September 13, 1956 Birmingham, 
Alabama

WF T-29

September 17, 1956 Wutempka, Alabama WF T-30 1d7D

September 20, 1956 TV - Montgomery,
Alabama

September 20, 1956 East Lake Citizens* 
Council, Tennessee

WF T-31

September 21, 1956 Montgomery, Alabama WF T-30

September 22, 1956 Jemison, Alabama WF T-32

September 23, 1956 Fountain City, 
Tennessee

"Knoxville News 
Sentinel”

September 30, 1956 Near Clinton, 
Tennessee

Special Agents of 
Knoxville Office

September 30, 1956 Clinton, Tennessee WF T-33

October 5 , 1956 Warrior, Alabama WF T-34

October 6 , 1956 Jacksonville, 
Florida

WF T-22

October 7 , 1956 St. Petersburg, 
Florida

WF T—22

December 11, 1956 Poolesville, 
Maryland

’’Montgomery County 
Sentinel”

January 22, 1957 Charlottesville, 
Virginia

’’Daily Progress”, 
Charlottesville 
newspaper
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SourceDate Place

March 2, 1957' Chiefland, Florida 
Ku Klux Klan meeting

Special Agent of the 
Mobile Office.

March 8, 1957 Miami, Florida ’’Washington Post 
and Times Herald”

July 14, 1957 Knoxville, Tennessee “New York 
Tribune”

Herald

August .-.4, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville, Tennessee 
daily newspaper

August 4, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily

August 11, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily

August 21, 1957 Unknown Nashville 
newspaper

daily

August 23, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily

August 25, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily

August 26, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily

August 26, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily

September 6, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily

September 7, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily

September 9, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily

September 9, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville 
newspaper

daily
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Date Place Source

September. 9, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville daily 
newspaper

August 17, 1958 Nashville, Tennessee Nashville daily 
newspaper

August 31, 1958 Louisville, 
Kentucky, Convention 
of National States 
Rights Parties

WF T-8

January 12, 1959 Miami, Florida "Miami News"

IV. WRITINGS OF KASPER

FLOYD FLEMING, President of the SWCC was interviewed 
under pretext by Special Agents of the FBI on August 3, 1956, 
while he was distributing literature in downtown Alexandria, 
Virginia. FLEMING at that time advised that the pamphlet, 
"Virginians on Guard" was prepared by JOHN KASPER and that 
copies had been mailed to every state governor:-and to the 
mayors of several cities.

. The pamphlet called "Virginians on (lurad? consisted 
of a single piece of paper approximately 17" long and 11" wide. 
The outside of this paper has printing thereon, some of which 
is in bold type handprinting and some of which appears to be 
printed in smaller conventional typewriter type, A sample 
of the bold handprinting material is as follows: "Virginians 
on Guard J" "Now damn all race-mixers the stink: Roose, 
Harry and Ike God bless Jeff/Jax and John Adams also Abe, 
loathe carpet - bag. Despise scalawag. Hate mongrelizer, 
Jai’lNAACP, alien unclean, unchristian blast irrevent ungodily 
leaders hang r.ifte Supreme Court Swine (this year domihe * * 56) 
Banish liars, destroy reds (all muscovite savages, Rooseveltian 
dupes) expose Beria’s ’psycho-politics* Death to usurers".

WF T-10 advised that on November 19, 1957, that 
KASPER in November, 1957, had instructed officials of the —— 
SWCC to print a publication called "Seaboard Fortnightly’zas 
soon as possible. . KASPER instructed that the language should 
be strong, militant, "even vicious".
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WF T-4 on August 27, 1958, furnished a copy of 
’’Segregation or Death", a 12-page booklet written by KASPER. 
The booklet attacks Jews and Negroes and the concluding 
statement is as follows: "We will not fail in this struggle 
even to death. To those who oppose us, Marxists, Usurers, 
race-mixer, degenerate politician we pledge eternal vigilence, 
eternal combatness, even death!«

On October 23, 1958, WF T-35 advised that 5,000 
copies of an article by KASPER entitled "Abolish the Public 
Schools Now" were printed in October, 1958.

WF T-4 furnished a copy of the article "Abolish 
the Public Schools Now", which attacks the United States 
Supreme Court as being "Hell bent on white race destruction" 
and urges that the public school system be abolished throughout 
the United States.

WF T-4 advised on November 19, 1958, that KASPER 
was undertaking the writing of a book in Nashville, Tennessee, 
about his experiences.

V. NEWSPAPER PUBLICITY AFFORDED KASPER

KASPER has received nation-wide publicity both in 
newspapers and magazines. Articles have been featured 
concerning him in "Look" magazine in its issue of February 19, 
1957, and "Jet" magazine, September 27, 1956. This newspaper 
publicity was given to KASPER due to his activities in Clinton, 
Tennessee. Most of the articles have been in the same vein 
as the following samples: "Washington Post and Times Herald” , 
August 27, 1956, "Tennessee Bars Segregationist from District". 
This article sets forth that KASPER was jailed on August 26, 
1956, at Clinton, Tennessee on chargesr^gtnciting a riot by 
encouraging a picket at a high school scheduled to integrate 

'white and Negro students.

VI. LEGAL ACTIONS INVOLVING KASPER

ROBERT WARREN, Sheriff, Yankton County, South 
Dakota, advised on July 24, 1956, that his records reflect 
FREDERICK J. KASPER, 408 Mullberry of Yankton, a student 
at Yankton College was arrested May 8, 1948, charged with 
the improper 1 licensing of a car.
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The identification record furnished by the 
Identification Division of the FBI reflects that KASPER 
was arrested July 21, 1948, by the Police Department, Sioux 
Falls, South Dakota, as a sleeper. He was released.

On August 4, 1956, KASPER was arrested by the 
Charlottesville, Virginia, Police Department for the 
distribution of hand bills and printed matter without 
obtaining the mayor’s permission. On August 11, 1956, 
this charge was nol-prossed.

KASPER was arrested in Clinton, Tennessee, 
August 26, 1958, for inciting to riot due to agitation 
arising concerning school integration of the Clinton, 

Tennessee, High School.

Newspaper clippings reflect KASPER was released 
from local custody, Clinton,tTennessee, August 28, 1956, due 
to insufficient evidence to warrant holding him to the Anderson 
County Grand Jury.'

The "Birmingham Post Herald", September 25, 1956, 
reflects KASPER was arrested at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on 
September 24, 1956, on an indictment of sedition.*, and 
inciting riot growing out of earlier demonstrations at 
nearby Clinton. The article pointed out that KASPER was 
released under $2,000 bond.

On November 23, 1956, PHIL MASON, Anderson County 
Criminal Court Clerk, at Clinton, Tennessee, advised that 
Docket Numbers 7448 and 7449 reflect that on September 2 4, 
1956, an Anderson County Grand Jury returned a true bill 
charging KASPER with a two count violation of raddition. 
KASPER was tried and on November 20, 1956, was found not 
guilty.

It is to be noted that United States District 
Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR on January 4, 1956, ordered the 
integration of Clinton, Tennessee, High School.

On August 26, 1956, WALTER FISCHER, Assistant 
Attorney General, 19th Judicial District, Tennessee, caused 
the issuance of a warrant charging KASPER with vagrancy and 
inciting to riot. KASPER was arrested and confined in 
Clinton City Jail under $5,000 bond.
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On August 28, 1956, PAUL HORTON, .City Recorder, 
Clinton, Tennessee, advised that KASPER had been released 
on that date by Trial Justice J, LEON ELKINS for insufficient 
evidence to hold him on vagrancy and inciting to riot.

On August 29, 1956, Deputy United States Marshal 
WILLIAM PETREE advised that at 8:00 p.m. United States 
Marshal.,FRANK QUARELS had interrupted KASPER while KASPER 
was addressing approximately 200 persons from the courthouse 
steps in Clinton, had escorted KASPER into the courthouse 
and read to him a restraining order issued by United States 
District Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR, Knoxville. PETREE advised 
that KASPER had returned to the steps of the courthouse, 
advised the crowd that he had no intention of abiding by 
the provisions of the order and urged the people to also 
ignore them.

On September 6, 1956, United States Attorney 
JOHN C. CRAWFORD, JR., advised that on that date United 
States District Judge ROBERT L. TAYLOR had ruled that he 
would release KASPER under $10,000 bond pending a ruling 
on KASPER’s appeal.to the Sixth Circuit Court.

It is to be noted that on August 31, 1956, 
United States District Judge TAYLOR had found KASPER guilty 
of contempt and had sentenced him to one year in the custody 
of the Attorney General.

On September 24;, 1956, Anderson County Sheriff 
GLAD WOODWARD had arrested JOHN KASPER at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 
based on an indictment returned previously by an Anderson 
County Grand Jury, which charged KASPER with seditions.
KASPER was released the same date under $2,000 bond.

It is to be noted that the Sixth Circuit Court 
of Appeals upheld the contempt sentence of KASPER and on 
October 14, 1957, the Supreme Court of tile United States 
refused to review it.

On October 17, 1957, United States Marshals in 
Washington, D. C., took JOHN KASPER into custody on order 
from United States District Judge ROBERT L.: TAYLOR of 
Knoxville, Tennessee.
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_____________ On July 14. 1958, Deputy United States Marshal
I "H Northern District of Florida, advised
that he was in receipt of a commitment dated November 15, 
1957, from the United States District Court, Eastern District 
of Tennessee, Northern Division, Knoxville, Tennessee, >on 
U. S. vs. FREDERICK JOHN KASPER for KASPER’s wilfully 
violating a permanent injunction issued by that court 
on September 6, 1956. This commitment was for a period 
of six months to begin at the expiration of the sentence 
of one year imposed on August 31, 1956.

The ’’Memphis Commercial Appeals” in its issue 
of August 11, 1958, in an Associated Press story dated 
August 10, 1958, from Nashville reported that JOHN KASPER 
would work against desegregation of the second grade of the 
Nashville public schools during the Fall of 1958. The 
story pointed out that Federal Judge WILLIAM E. MILLER had 
issued a temporary injunction during the Fall of 1957, 
ordering KASPER to stop interference with the first grade 
integration of the public schools.

Lieutenant Nashville Police Department,
advised SA WILLIAM M. HOBBS on September 13, 1957, that 
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, 2901 Scott Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee, 
was booked at the Nashville Police Department on September 10, 
1957, and charged with four violations, including vagrancy, 
disorderly conduct, loitering and additional charge of 
disorderly conduct.I ladvised that KASPER was released 
from custody on September 10, 1957, and as he was leaving 
Police Headquarters he was again taken into custody by the 
Nashville Police Department and booked for violation of the 
parking laws.

District Attorney General HARRY NICHOL advised 
SA EDWARD T. STEELE on September 11, 1957, that KASPER was 
again taken into custody on September 11, 1957, by Davidson 
County officials on a charge of ’’breach of peace by inciting 
a riot”. Bond was not set and KASPER was committed to the 
Davidson County Jail.

KASPER was tried in City Court on September 11, 
1957, on the four city charges for which he was arrested 
on September 10, 1957. He was found guilty on all four 
charges and fined a total sum of $200. He was then confined 
in the city work house, Nashville Police Department to serve 
out the fine at a rate of $1.50 per day,

._____ .
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On September 12, 1957, United States District 
Judge WILLIAM E. MILLER issued temporary restraining 
order in barring KASPER and others from interference 
in the peaceful integration of the Nashville city schools. 
This injunction was '.\r'eado ’ to KASPER in the Davidson 
County Jail on September 12, 1957, and a copy was left 
with him.

On September 13, 1957, KASPER was indicted by 
the State Grand Jury, Nashville, Tennessee, in the common ■ 
law offense of ’’inciting to riot”. Bond was set by 
Criminal Court Judge CHESTER A. HART in the amount of 
$2,500.

On September 13, 1957, KASPER appeared in 
General.S^^EBSCourt, Nashville, at which time the charge 
arrising from his arrest on September 10, 1957, by Davidson 
County officials for ’’breach of peace by inciting a riot” 
was nol-prossed on motion of the State.

United States Attorney FRED ELLEDGE, JR., advised 
on September 16, 1957, that KASPER was brought to the 
United States District Court from the Davidson County Jail 
on a temporary restrabicg order at which time a temporary 
injunction was granted by the court in bonding KASPER and 
others interfering with the court’s order pertaining to 
integration of Nashville public schools.

District Attorney NICHOL advised on September 17, 
1957, that KASPER was arraigned in Part I of the Criminal 
Courts, Davidson County, Nashville, Tennessee-, under 
Criminal Court Case Number 8465 (inciting to riot), at which 
time he entered a plea of not guilty and requested, through 
counsel, a period of sixty days to prepare for trial. His 
request was granted by the court. KASPER was released from 
the Davidson County Jail on September 18, on posting of 
a $2,500 cash bond.

On October 23, 1958, KASPER appeared in Criminal 
Court of Davidson County, Nashville, Tennessee, and announced 
that he would be defended in his trial in that court which 
began November 3, 1958, by Attorneys J. ALFRED SMITH and 
RAULSTON SCHOOLFIELD.
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On November 8, 1958, KASPER was convicted and 
sentenced to serve six months in Davidson County Work House, 
Nashville, and to pay a $500 fine.

On December 15, 1958, Judge HOMER B. WEIMAR, 
Criminal Court, Nashville, Tennessee, denied KASPER a 
new trial and granted him sixty days to appeal.

. On March 19, 1959, DAVE LANDSER, Clerk, 
Tennessee State Supreme Court, Nashville, Tennessee, advised 
SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD that KASPER’s case was appealed to 
the State Supreme Court and was received by the Supreme 
Court on March 16, 1959. He stated the case would probably 
be heard some time in June, 1959, and that a decision would 
be rendered by the court some time in July, 1959.

The ’’Cincinnati Inquirer” of March 20, 1959, carried 
an article reflecting that KASPER, who was convicted in the 
United States District Court in Tennessee for inciting 
mob action to prevent school integration at Clinton, 
Tennessee, had on March 19, 1959, filed a petition for a 
rehearing before the United States Sixth Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Cincinnati. The article pointed out that the 
Appeals Court had recently upheld his conviction for a six 
month jail term by United States District Judge ROBERT L. 
TAYLOR.

VII. ASSOCIATES

WF T-34 advised on September 20, 1956, that • 
ACE CARTER and KASPER had split up and that CARTER had 
remarked that he was through working and associating with 
KASPER because KASPER is too fond of publicity.

WF T-36 advised on July 10, 1956, that ASA E. 
(ACE) CARTER at that time was the Executive 
Secretary cf the Alabama Citizens’ Councils 
and was a strong advocate of the segregation 
of the races.

It is to be noted that J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS has 
been reported by WF T-4 as KASPER’s attorney.
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WF T-4 advised on November 18, 1958, that on 
that date SIMMONS had made the statement that 
if the FBI tried to interview him he ’’would 
throw them down the elevator shaft if they 
came to his office”. He also mentioned that 
in relation to integration problems,before 
the problem was over blood would be running 
in the streets.

WF T-21 advised on December 22, 1958, that JOHN 
KASPER had in his possession atcNashville a cartoon which 
purported , to be a Jewish individual tied to a post with a 
bonfire built up around him.,, Another individual dressed 
in what appeared to be a Roman toga was holding a lighted

WF T-4 has furnished information, from time to time 
reflecting that JOHN KASPER has been a close associate of 
JOHN G. CROMMELIN, United States Navy Admiral, retired.

WF T-39 advised on September 9, 1958, that a 
source of informant’s had supplied information that JOHN 
KASPER had recently referred to the fact that he is getting 
funds from SLA.BADER of the AA Institute at 2028 Hillyer 
Place, Washington, D. C.
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It is to be noted that'the JJnited States-Jteab- 
Asian-Institute, Inc„._, which was former iy~at" 2028 Hillyer 
Place, N. W., is presently located at 2132 R Street,,N. W.

The records of the“Foreign Agents Registration —.
,. Section, Department of Justice, reflect statements 

were filed with- the Department of Justice on 
May 16, 1957, pertaining to the United States

/ e .b Arab-Asian Institute. Inc.J^T-hese statements 
filed by I |set forth b6
that they had as their intention in b7C
representing various Middle Eastern countries 
such items as counseling, advising and negotiating 
for American investment in these countries.

WF T-16 advised on December 18, 1958, that PETER 
XAVIER, a baker living in Ohio, has been an excellent 
contributor to JOHN EASPER and has never failed to send 
money when requested.

WF T-40 has advised that PETER L. XAVIER 
resides at 335 Linwood Street, Day ton, Ohio, 
and is employed as a baker. He professes 
to be anti-Negro and anti-Semitic and is 
strongly opposed to the mixing of "mongrelizing" 
of. the races in the United States. The source 

. advises that XAVIER in every day conversation is 
violently opposed to integration and his hate 
for Negroes and Jews has reached the stage of 
insane fanaticism. Informant reports that XAVIER 
claims to be a member of the Order of the Rattle 
Snake, which is allegedly part of the Ku Klux Klan 
headed by BILL HENDRIX of Florida.

On January 15, 1959, Agents of the Knoxville
Office interviewed | of Knoxville in connection
with the investigation of the Clinton. Tennessee, High School b6 
bombing on October 5, 1958. I I advised that in October b7C 
and November of 1958 he campaigned for governorship of 
Tennessee on the Whib Party and was accompanied by KASPER.

On November 19, 1957, WF T-10 advised that 
JOHN KASPER stated in writing that the following 
organizations were affiliated with the SWCC:
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1 Tennessee WCC
[Executive Secretar
~| and |_______________

. Regional Secretaries

2. Alabama Citizens* Councils
ASA CARTER: Executive Secretary

b7C
3. Southern Knights of Ku Klux Klan 

BILL HENDRIX: Imperial Advisor

4. South Carolina Ku Klux Klan 
JAMES BAGWELL: Grand Titan

5. Ohio WCC
PETER XAVIER: Executive Secretary

6, Pennsylvania WCC . ’ 
 Executive Secretary

7 • New York WCC__________
Executive Secretary

8. Maryland WCC 
[Executive Secretary or

9, Virginia WCC
I Executive Secretary

10. Florida WCC
(?): Executive Secretary •

11. North Carolina WCC

12. New Jersey WCC

13 » American. Ci’fcizens for the Constitution
Director

14. Citizens* -Councils of Kentucky
(?): Chairman

15. Georgia Patriots 
EMORY BURKE: Director
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16. Southern Vigilantes
J. B. STONER: Chairman

17. Aryan Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
HORACE SHERMAN MILLER, Wizard 
Waco, Texas

18. Beaumont Citizens* Councils

19, National Progressive Party 
THOMAS FENTON: Director

VIII. DESCRIPTION

The following is a description of the subject 
as contained in the records of the Identification Division, 
FBI, under FBI Number 340297C:

Race: 
Sex:

White 
Male

Height: 
Weitht: 
Hair:
Eyes:
Complexion:

6* 3"
185 pounds
Brown 
Green 
Medium

Build: Tail
Date and Place 
of Birth: October 21, 1929, 

New Jersey
Citizenship: United States
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. 62-8028

D STATES DEPARTMENT 0

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

April 24, 1959

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR. , aka. 
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to the report of Special 
Agent Richard B. Lavin dated and caption’ed as above.

All informants utilized in this report have 
furnished reliable information in the past with the 
exception of WF T-6, WF T-ll, WF T-17, WF T-21, 
WF T-25, WF T-26, WF T-32 and WF T-35. Contact with 
these informants has been insufficient to evaluate the 
reliability of their information.

This memorandum is loaned to you by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor 
its contents are to be distributed outside the agency 
to which loaned.



( FILED )
) 1
( Aug. 27, 1959)

John Kasper August 23rd. 1959 ) (
( B. J« Boyd, )

P.M.B. 16391 #37034 ) ’ Clerk (
(Supreme Court )

ITo The Supreme Court of Tennessee 
I

•Supreme Court Building

'Nashville, Tennessee

j'Honorable Sirs;

: As I am temporarily without benefit of counsel and in-

icarcerated in prison, making it practically impossible to employ 

new counsel on short notice, I herewith make the following motion 

before the Tennessee Supreme Court on my own behalf as appellant 

petitioner:

। Comes the appellant petitioner John Kasper and makes

motion for a petition for a rehearing to overturn and set aside
i

Jthe judgment of trial court of Nashville, Homer B. Weimar presid- 

ling, and the opinion of Hon. John Swepson of this Court delivered 
li
on July 27th, 1959, in which judgment in instant case of Kasper 

:Vs. Tennessee was affirmed,.

Reasons why appellant-petitioner believes trial court 

erred in its1verdict and Judge Swepson of this Court did not rule 

|on critical errors assigned in this case are given below, and re

spectfully urges this Court to grant a full hearing by its several 

members and set aside the verdict or grant a new trial. 
।
| To Wit:

11) Trial court erred in not granting appellant-petitioner's'motion 

I challenging the array of veniremen.

! Appellant-petitioner proved beyond a reasonable doubt
|that jury panel did not represent an economic cross-section of



the Davidson bounty community; that the jury panel represented 
I 

in fact a class action against the appellant-petitioner, its
I 

members constituting a high income professional group, omitting 

almost entirely the toilers of the fields and working classes.

This denied apnellant-petitioner trial by jury of HIS I
PEERS as guaranteed by the U. S. Constitution and the Tennessee

; Constitution.

2) Trial court erred in not granting a motion for a I
i j 

change of venue. j

Appellant-petitioner on questioning rejected veniremen

proved that 23 of some 30-odd veniremen under oath stated that 
appellant-petitioner could not receive a fair and impartial - !

trial in Davidson County, Tennessee.

3) Trial court erred in not striking from trial jury 

panel when challenged for cause, one Juryman who stated that he ’ 

had prejudice against the defendant (appellant-petitioner) that 

could not be overturned in his mind in that very strong evidence 

in appellant-petitioner’s favor. *

x 4) Trial court erred in not allowing evidence of police | 
brutality by Nashville police department against wltnessee for I

the State, viz., Vicent Albert Crlmmons and Millie Meador be 

introduced in the presence <f the jury.-Stafe witness Meador j

testified In the absence of the jury that ne was in fear of the 

police at that time (as he was giving his testimony) and stated 

to attorney Schoolfield for appellant-petitioner that he was !

being intimidated by State prosec tion to testify against appellant 
pe t i t i o ne r. J

i

5) Trial Court erred in not permitting appellant-petitionei 

to refute testimony of State witness, Floyd Peek,



6) Trial Court erred in exhibiting various weapons before 

the Jury; knives, loaded bats, wires, etc., that were never con

nected up to appellant-petitioner. *

7) Trial court erred in not declaring<a mistrial when 

State’s Attorneys R. B. Parker and Paul Bumpus uttered scanda

lous, defamatory, and mendacious remarks to the jury in their 

closing addressee to the jury, all of which were not testimony 

in the trial record, and which were only designed to Inflame 

the jury against appellant-petitloner.

8) Trial Court erred continuously during trial in per

mitting State to take testimony concerning appellant-petitioner, 

but would not allow appellant-petitioner to inquire into or re- 
* 

fute the same testimony.

9) So far as ’riot’ is concerned, none was ever proved 

which in any way was connected to appellant-petitioner. The 

greater preponderance of the w6ig£tt of the evidence was against 

the verdict of the jury. This ground, the gravamen of the case, 
« 

shows beyond any doubt, that no arrests were ever made in appel

lant-petitioner ’s presence even though large numbers of Nashville 

City policemen^ were present at all meetings where appellant-pe

titioner was a speaker.

No violence ever occurred at meetings where appellant- 

petitioner was a speaker and testimony of both State and defense 

witnesses clearly showed that the meetings attended by appellant

petitioner carried all the aspects of an orderly, enthusiastic . 

political rally or a ^revival’ typd outdoor meeting.

KO RIOT OCCURRED AND APPELLAKT*PETITIONER COULD NOT 

THEREFORE BE GUILTY OF INCITING TO RIOT. To let a conviction 

'stand of this type is to defy all laws of logic and human reason.

Although a speaker’s remarks may be reprehensible to



some of his hearers, he nevertheless enjoys the protection 

of both the Fe'deral and Tennessee Constitutions in exercising 

that right. The right to speak freely is absolute; it cannot *
be conditional on anything, otherwise it does not exist.

Judge Swepson’s opinion of July 27th cites U. S. Supreme 

Court Justice Holmes’ opinion that a man does not have a right 

to yell fire in a crowded theatre when there is no fire. Appel

lant-petitioner takes the position, supported by all adherents 

to the American Constitution and advocates of American liberty, 

that one can indeed speak freely, but must stand responsible for 

any consequences involving unlawful violence or the deprivation 
of anothedllfe, liberty or property, and which can directly be 

connected to the speaker.

In the instant case, appellant-petition is supported 

throughout entire trial record in contention that no ’incident’, 

no act of any person present at any of the meetings where appel

lant -pet it loner was a speaker, could even remotely be construed 

as riotous. The State’s own picture exhibits of these meetings 

are the best proof of appellant-petitioner in that they show a 

large gathering of persons peacably assembled. That is all they 

show.

The Supreme Court of Tennessee will set a dangerous pre

cedent If conviction is upheld in the absence of any ’material’ 

riot in the instant case, and if a conviction is affirmed on 

such a total absence of evidence, it will not be very long be

fore various other types of harmless activity by American citizens 

will also be construed as riotous by zealous prosecutors seeking 

to safeguard their political futures, or advance them.

The matter of yelling fire when there is no fire cannot 

be relevant in the instant case. There was a fire indeed,*in that



racial integration of Nashville public schools was taking' plaeo 

for the firwt time in the memory of living men and women. A pro

found social revolution was about to occur and the white citizenry 

of Nashville were understandably very concenned about, it.

Appellant-petitloner takes the position that the exercise 

of freedom of speech in such a situation does not excite or ang- 
% 

ment the concerns of a worried populace to the point of riotous 

conduct, but free expression of one’s thought in such a situation 

serve to decrease the tension which wfill might end in Conflict 

and violence. In fact, through free speech, such conditions are 

usually eliminated altogether.

The record shows that although there was wide spread con

cern over impending racial integration in Nashville in September 

1957, there was no violence or riot at any meeting where appel

lant-petitioner was a speaker.

Further, all 23 witnesses fdrthhe state and 37 witnesses 

for the defense testified under oath that appellant-petitioner 

did not advocate violence. The only witness for the State who 

implied that appellant-petitioner ever advocated violence was thp 

witness Meador who was shown to be in physical fear of the police 

while testifying, (cf. above #4)

Clearly, the unequivocal language of the Cons tittition. of 

Tennessee and the United States guaranteeing freedom of speech 

must be swept aside in all its awesome grandeur, destroyed in 

fact, as a protection of any significance, if this verdict is not 

aet aside. Nothing could be more infamous or more judicially de

spotic than to strike at freedom of speech because much of what 

was said was not to the liking of certain listeners, particularly 

political listeners. In the absence of any violence at any maeting



where appellant-petitioner was a speaker, it defied all senses 

of American justice to affirm a conviction which, in its very 

nature must be predicated on violence. Without doubt there is 

hero a case of an individual being deprived of his liberty for 

oxercising the badge of honor of free manhood, the freedom of 

speech.

10 .) Trial Court erred in overruling appellant-petitioner 

objection to various meetings where appellafat-pe tit loner was a 

speaker being referred to as "Kasper Meetings”. There is abundant * 
proof in the trial record showing there were many speakers from 

the Davidson County community present, and the same spoke at 

every meeting attended by appellant-petitioner. There is NO 

EVIDENCE IN TRIAL RECORD showing that appellant-petitioner over 

organized or called the meetings to assembly or for his sole 

edification. Rather, the trial record clearly di ows that meet

ings held in August and September, 1957, in Davidson County, 

wherein appellant-petitloner was a speaker, were spontaneous ga

therings of the general populace to discuss problems confronting 

them in the face of impending racial Integration.' This entire 

case presented by the State in trial is predicated on clrcumstan- 

tial evidence from start to finish. It is patently ridiculous 

to single out one Individual, in this instance, the appellant- 

petitioner as the one responsible for large numbers of persona 

assembled for the purpose of listening to many and diverse speak

ers express their view on racial integration. Even were this true 

it would be a type of activity well protected by the Tennessee 

and U. s. Constitutions, and no infamous charge of this type can 

legally be entered by agencies of the State.

It is as unreasonble to assume that appellant-petitioner



i ia responsible for every word uttered by other speakers, and 

I every assembled gathering during the time covered by this law- 

I suit, as it would be f<r one member of the Tennessee Supreme 

I*Court to be bound by the deliberations and opinions of an asso- 

I elate member of the same court. The analogy may labor a little 

for the simple'reason that a written opinion is delivered ex

pressing the views of the several members of the Court, but it 

holds true so far as the individual rights and responsibilities 

of every person are concerned. Every man is responsible for his 

own aoul. If something, no matter how slightly illegal were done 

at the meetings where appellant-petitioner was a speaker,why were 

not the other speakers also charged and brought to trial? Both 

State and defense testimony show that other speakers present said 

substantially the same thing as appellant-petitioner, as did a 

vast majority of the general populace of Davidson County, whether 

in private or public.

11.)
11 .) Riot and inciting to riot in Tennssee is not a 

statutory offense. This charge originated as a "common law" 

offense, and it reverts to the time when there was no written 

constltltion, In the State of Tennessee or the United States. 

Before the formal adoption of the written Federal Cons tittition 

I in the State of Tennessee or the United States. Before the formal 

adoption of the written Federal Constitution and its ratification 

by the several States in 1787, many types of activity which today 

are considered basic rights guaranteed by the Constitution, were 

in those days, high crimes, felonies or misdeameanors in the oyo 

of the Crown or Royal Governor. The American colonists were not 

permitted to assemble or speak freely in that unlamented past, 

and individual liberties taken for granted today were severely



limited or curtailed entirely.

If it is now deemed •justice’ To reach into the Jmt 

whenever a matter arises which is not covered in statutory law 

and describe it as a common law offense, then justice itself 

is in a retrogressive condition. Particularly is this true of 

matters which are more in the nature of political offenses and 

which under different circumstances might well be construed as 

virtuous, benevolent, and legitimate activity.

Apart from this obvious fact that legalistic gywations 

and machinations were entered into by the State to bring a formal 

charge in the absence of statutory definition, since the adoption 

of the Oonstltdtlon there have been repeated rulings by appellant 

courts which have upheld the right of persons to peachbly asBombay 

and speakers to speak.

Perhaps the most graphie decision rendered in recent 

years in a case of this type was a majority opinion delivered by 

Mr. Justice William 0. Douglas of the U. S. Supremo Court in 

1947, (U.S. Law) in the case styled "Terminiella vs. Chicago.0 

In that case, a riot had actually occurred. The speaker, one 

Terminiella, a labor organizer, had actually urged th© persons 

assembled to use force and violence if necessary in gaining 

their ends. Several persons were injured and Terminiella was 

convicted of inciting to riot.

In his opinion, Justice Douglas said (here appellant

petitioner relies on memory) that "one of the functions of 

freedom of speech is to invite dispute, it often strikes at 

preconceived ideas and deep prejudices, often it stirs up and 

provokes anger among its listeners, and freedom of speech, 

though not absolute, must be untrammeled and uninhibited as ono 

of tho very foundations of a free democracy. ° The potitlonor who 

opt froe.

Moro rocontly, in the controversial °Yala case (1957) U.



S. law, the Supreme Court of the United States has held that 

it is protected under the 1st. Amendment to the Constitution

I protecting freedom of speech to "advocate the overthrow of the 

government by force and violence.”

While appellant-petitioner questions the "intent" of 

man^ rulings of the U. S. Supreme Court in recent years, it 

is worth phlnting out that the. c highest Judicial tribunal 

in the nation has afforded blanket coverage to the extremes of 

personal liberty as outlined in the Constitution. This has been 

extended to subversive^ and members of minority groups who have 

exercised every doubtful strategem to disturb existing order.

In the instant case, appellant-petitloner did not advo

cate the use of force or violence at any time. The trial record 

is unchallenged proof of this statement.

Nor w^ere any persons injured at any meeting where"ap

pellant-petitioner was a speaker.

Nor did appellant-petitioner ddvocate the overthrow of 

the government. *

And no riot occurred at any time in the presence of ap

pellant-petitioner, to to Jits knowledge at any other time out t 
of his presence.

Therefore, any conviction under these circumstances, and 

in the face of all the evidence presented, thia so-called "common 

law" offense cannot be sustained as constitutional, legal, or 

just in any sense.

In conclusion, appellant-petitioner only reminds this 

Honorable Court that there is a futher bar of Judgment besides 

the bar of Justice,‘which can often go awry. That is the bar of 

history, and the Judgment of posterity who will possess a more 
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dispassionate impartial and non-polltical judgment of the days 

in which we live, and the acts of man in our time*

Although appellant-petitioner’s personal liberty and 

property is in jeopardy with the affirmation of this most in

credible Judgment of the trial court and the recent opinion of 

Judge Swepson, the issue here is far beyond the scope of one 

individual’s liberty or property. What stands at contest are 

the broad liberal view and visipns of liberty championed by early 

American patriots of this nation, especially the inuortal Wash

ington, Adams and Jefferson in our beginnings,-And shades of the 

past may rise to haunt those who would trample liberty in the dust 

at this hour. The great sons of Tennessee who struggled long and 

ardorously for American liberty, Andrew Jackson, James Polk, Thomas 

Hart Benton, Andrew Johnson and Justice McReynolds, all of these 

and so many more of their blood and breed would look aghast at the 

feeble defenders of that blood-bought libertyembodied in the Con

stitution who today use *law* and •’Justice* as a means to satisfy 

their own personal power lust and political ambitions.•

The right alm of law is to prevent coercion either by 

force or by fraud, and appellant-petitioner prophecies that meaness 

of spirit> petty personal consideration of a political nature on 

the part of this court to swim with the current no matter how un

just it is, will insure a place of dishonor and obloquay to those 

who lend themselves to the perpetuation of this flagrant injustice. 

The pusillanimous would have all of us become ajjnts and history 

will, if necessary, make the judgment.

For tbese^and other good and sufficient reasons, appel

lant-petitioner prays that thii petition for a rehearing be granted 

and the verdict of trial court be set aside or a new trial grttMteA* 

Most respectfully yours,
John Kasper 

P.H.B 16391 

Tallahasftee, Florida





August ®3rd, 1959

John jasper

16391

To The Clerk, Tennessee Supreme Court,

Nashville, Tennessee

!

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find a motion for a petition for 

aj rehearing in the case of Kasper vs. Tennessee.

Please file this motion With the several menbers of 

the Court.
j I will appreciate your acknowledging receipt of this

motion, and a copy, when available, of any decision of the 

Court on this matter.

Most respectfully yours,

John Kasper

P. M. B. 16391

Tallahassee,

Florida

Enc. Motion for a petition for rehearing
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John Kasper August 23rd. 1959 ) (
( B. J4 Boyd, )

P.M.B. 16391 #37034 ) Clerk (
(Supreme Court )

To The Supreme Court of Tennessee

Supreme Court Building

Nashville, Tennessee

Honorable Sirs:

As I am temporarily without benefit of counsel and in

carcerated in prison, making it practically Impossible to employ 

new counsel on short notice, I herewith make the following motion 

before the Tennessee Supreme Court on my own behalf as appellant 

petitioner:

Comes the appellant petitioner John Kasper and makes 

motion for a petition for a rehearing to overturn and set aside 

the judgment of trial court of Nashville, Homer B. Weimar presid

ing, and the opinion of Hon.' John Swepson of this Court delivered 

on July 27th, 1959, in which judgment in instant case of Kasper 

Vs. Tennessee was affirmed.

Reasons why appellant-petitioner believes $rial court 

erred in its verdict and Judge Swepson of this Court did not rule 

on critical errors assigned in this case are given below, and re

spectfully urges this Court to grant a full hearing by its several 

members and set aside the verdict or grant a new trial.

To Wit:

1) Trial court erred in not granting appellant-petitioner’s 'motion 

challenging the array of veniremen.

Appellant-petitioner proved beyond a reasonable doubt 

that jury panel did not represent an economic cross-section of



the Davidson County community; that the jury panel represented

in fact a class action against the appellant-petitioner, its 

members constituting a high income professional group, omitting 

almost entirely the toilers of the fields and working classes.

This denied appellant-petitioner trial by jury of HIS 

PEERS as guaranteed by the U. S. Constitution and the Tennessee 

Constitution.

2) Trial court erred in not granting a motion for a 

change of venue.

Appellant-petitioner on questioning rejected veniremen 

proved that 23 of some 30-odd veniremen under oath stated, that 

appellant-petitioner could not receive a fair and Impartial 

trial in Davidson County, Tennessee.

3) Trial court erred in not striking from trial jury 

panel when challenged for cause, one juryman who stated that he 

had prejudice against the defendant (appellant-petitioner) that 

could not be overturned in his mind in that very strong evidence 

in appellant-petitioner’s favor.

4) Trial court erred in not allowing evidence of police 

brutality by Nashville police department against witnesses for 

the State, viz.,. Vicent Albert Crimmons and Willie Meador be 

introduced in the presence of the jury. State witness Meador 

testified in the absence of the jury that he was in fear of the 

police at that time (as he was giving his testimony) and stated 

to attorney Schoolfield for appellant-petitioner that he was 

being intimidated by State prosecution to testify against appollani 

petitioner.

5) Trial Court erred in not permitting appellant-petitioner 

to refute testimony of State witness, Floyd Peek.

r.~ , . _______  __________ - --------  . - . - ■ - 1 - — ■ . ■ 1«il~ - ■ -I i. ■ , . _r '-'--NT - -■*



6) Trial Court erred in exhibiting various weapons before 

the jury; knives, loaded bats, wires, etc., that were never.con

nected up to appellant-petitioner.

7) Trial court erred in not declaringaa mistrial when 

State’s Attorneys R. B. Parker and Paul Bumpus uttered scanda

lous, defamatory, and mendacious remarks 'to the jury in their ft 
closing addresses to the jury, all of which were not testimony 

in the trial record, and which were only designed to inflame 

the jury against appellant-petitioner.

8) Trial Court erred continuously during trial in per

mitting State to take testimony concerning appellant-petitioner, 

but would not allow appellant-petitioner to inquire into or re

fute the same testimony.

9) So far as ’riot’ is concerned, none was ever proved 

which in any way was connected to appellant-petitioner. The 

greater preponderance of the of the evidence was against

the verdict of the jury. This ground, the gravamen of the case, 

shows beyond any doubt, that no arrests were ever made in appel

lant-petitioner's presence even though large numbers of Nashville 

City policemen^ were present at all meetings where appellant-pe

titioner was a speaker.

No violence ever occurred at meetings where appellant

petitioner was a speaker and testimony of both State and defense 

witnesses clearly showed that the meetings attended by appellant

petitioner carried all the aspects of an orderly, enthusiastic * 

political rally or a il revival’ type outdoor meeting.

NO RIOT OCCURRED AND APPELLAHT^PETITIONER COULD NOT 

THEREFORE BE GUILIY OF INCITING TO RIOT. To let a conviction 

stand of this type is to defy all laws of logic and human reason.

Although a speaker’s remarks may be reprehensible to



some of his hearers, he nevertheless enjoys the protection 

of both the Federal and Tennessee Constitutions in exercising 

that right. The right to speak freely is absolute; it cannot 

be conditional on anything, otherwise it does not exist.

Judge Swepson's opinion of July 27th cites U. S. Supreme 

Court Justice Holmes’ opinion that a man does not have a right 

to yell fire in a crowded theatre when there is no fire. Appel- 

lanfi-petitloner takes the position, supported by all adherents 

to the American Constitution and advocates of American liberty, 

that one can indeed speak freely, but must stand responsible for 

any consequences Involving unlawful violence or the deprivation 
of anotherbllfe, liberty, or property, and which can directly be 

l 
connected to the speaker.

In the instant case, appellant-petition is supported 

throughout entire trial record in contention that no ’incident*, 

no act of any person present at any of the meetings where appel

lant-petitioner was a speaker, could even remotely be construed 

as riotous. The State’s own picture exhibits of these meetings 

are the best proof of appellant-petitioner in that they show a 

large gathering of persons peacably assembled. That is all they 

show.

The Supreme Court of Tennessee will set a dangerous pre

cedent if conviction is upheld in the absence of any 'material’ 

riot in the instant case, and if a conviction is affirmed on 

such a total absence of evidence, it will not be very long be

fore various other types of harmless activity by American citizens 

will also be construed as riotous by zealous prosecutors seeking 

to safeguard their political futures, or advance them.

The matter of yelling fire when there is no fire cannot 

be relevant in the instant case. There was a fire indeed, in that



racial integration of Nashville public schools was taking place 

for the first time in the memory of living men and women. A pro

found social revolution was about to occur and the white citizenry 

of Nashville were understandably very concenned about it.

Appellant-petitioner takes the position that the exerciae 

of freedom of speech in such a situation does not excite or aug

ment the concerns of a worried populace to the point of riotous 

conduct, but free expression of one’s thought in such a situation 

serve to decrease the tension which w£ll might end in donflict 

and violence. In fact, through free speech, such conditions are 

usually eliminated altogether.

The record shows that although there was wide spread con

cern over impending racial integration in Nashville in September 

1957, there was no violence or riot at any meeting where appel

lant-petitioner was a speaker.

Further, all 23 witnesses fbrthhe state and 37 witnesses 

for the defense testified under oath that appellant-petitioner 

did not advocate violence. The only witness for the State who 

implied that appellant-petitioner ever advocated violence was the 

witness Meador who was shown to be in physical fear of the police 

while testifying, (cf. above #4)

Clearly, the, unequivocal language of the Cons tittition. of 

Tennessee and the United States guaranteeing freedom of speech 

must be swept aside in all its awesome grandeur, destroyed in 

fact as a protection of any significance, if this verdict is not 

aet aside. Nothing could be more infamous or more judicially de

spotic than to strike at freedom of speech because much of what 

was said was not to the liking of certain listeners, particularly 

political listeners. In the absence of any violence at any meeting



where appellant-petitioner was a speaker, it defied all senses 

of American justice to affirm a conviction which, in its very 

nature must be predicated on violence. Without doubt there is 

here a case of an individual being deprived of his liberty for 

exercising the badge of honor of free manhood, the freedom of 

speech. ,

10. ) Trial Court erred in overruling appellant-petitioner’ 

objection to various meetings where appellaiit-petitioner was a 

speaker being referred to as ”Kasper Meetings”. There is abundant 

proof in the trial record showing there were many speakers from 

the Davidson County community present, and the same spoke at 

every meeting attended by appellant-petitioner. There is NO 

EVIDENCE IN TRIAL RECORD showing that appellant-petitioner ever 

organized or called the meetings to assembly or for his sole 

edification. Rather, the trial record clearly diows that meet

ings held in August and September, 1957, in Davidson County, 

wherein appellant-petitloner was a speaker, were spontaneous ga

therings of the general populace to discuss problems confronting 

them in the face of impending racial integration. This entire 

case presented by the State in trial is predicated on circumstan

tial evidence from start to finish. It is patently ridiculous 

to single out one. individual, in this instance, the appellant- 

petitioner as the one responsible for large numbers of persons 

assembled for the purpose of listening to many and diverse speak

ers express their view on racial integration. Even were this true, 

it would be a type of activity well protected by the Tennessee 

and U. s. Constitutions, and no infamous charge of this type can 

legally be entered by agencies of the State.

It is as unreasonble to assume that appellant-petitioner



is responsible for every, word uttered by other speakers, and 

every assembled gathering during the time covered by this law

suit, as it would be f&r one member of the Tennessee Supreme 

Court to be bound by the deliberations and opinions of an asso

ciate member of the same court. The analogy may labor a little 

for the simple reason that a written opinion is delivered ex

pressing the views of the several members of the Court, but it 

holds true so far as the individual rights and responsibilities 

of every person are concerned. Every man is responsible for his 

own soul. If something, no matter how slightly illegal were done 

at the meetings where appellant-petitioner was a speaker, why were 

not the other speakers also charged and brought to trial? Both 

State and defense testimony show that other speakers present said 

substantially the same thing as appellant-petitioner, as did a 

vast majority of the general populace of Davidson County, whether 

in private or public.

11 . ) *
11. ) Riot and inciting to riot in Tennssee is not a 

statutory offense. This charge originated as a ’’common law” 

offense, and it reverts to the time when there was no written 

constitition, in the State of Tennessee or the United States. 

Before the formal adoption of the written Federal Constitution 

in the State of Tennessee or the United States. Before the formal 

adoption of the written Federal Constitution and its ratification 

by the several States in 1787, many types of activity which today 

are considered basic rights guaranteed by the Constitution, were 

in those days, high crimes, felonies or misdeameanors in the eye 

of the Crown or Royal Governor. The American colonists were not 

permitted to assemble or speak freely in that unlamented past, 

and individual liberties taken for granted today were severely



limited or curtailed entirely.

If it is now deemed ’’justice’ to reach into the hat 

whenever a matter arises which is not covered in statutory law 

and describe it as a common law offense, then justice itself 

is in a retrogressive condition. Particularly is this true of 

matters which are more in the nature of political offenses and 

which under different circumstances might well be construed as 

virtuous, benevolent, and legitimate activity.

Apart from this obvious fact that legalistic gyrations 

and machinations were entered into by the State to bring a formal 

charge in the absence of statutory definition, since the adoption 

of the Constitution there have been repeated rulings by appellant 

courts which have upheld the right of persons to peachlhly assembly 

and speakers to speak.

Perhaps the most graphie decision rendered in recent 

years in a case of this type was a majority opinion'delivered by 

Mr. Justice William 0. Douglas1 of the U. S. Supreme Court in 

1947, (U.S. Law) in the case styled °Terminiella vs. Chicago.” 

In that case, a riot had actually occurred. The speaker, one 

Terminiella, a labor organizer, had actually urged the persons 

assembled to use force and violence if necessary in gaining 

their ends. Several persons were injured and Terminiella was 

convicted of inciting to riot,.

In his opinion, Justice Douglas said (here appellant

petitioner relies on memory) that Bone of the functions of 

freedom of speech is to invite dispute, it often strikes at 

preconceived ideas and deep prejudices, often it stirs up and 

provokes anger among its listeners, and freedom of speech, 

though not absolute, must be untrammeled and uninhibited as one 

of the very foundations of a free democracy. n The petitioner was 

set free,.

More recently, in the controversial ”Yala case (1957) U.



S. law, the Supreme Court of the United States has held that 

it is protected under the 1st. Amendment to the Constitution 

protecting freedom of speech to "advocate the overthrow of the 

government by force and violence."

While appellant-petitioner questions the "intent" of 

man# rulings of the U. S. Supreme Court in recent years, it 

is worth phinting out that the. « highest judicial tribunal 

in the nation has afforded blanket coverage to the extremes of 

personal liberty as outlined in the Constitution. This has been 

extended to subversives and members of minority groups who have 

exercised every doubtful strategem to disturb existing order.

In the instant case, appellant-petitioner did not advo

cate the use of force or violence at any time. The trial record 

is unchallenged proof of this statement.

Nor w^ere any persons injured at any meeting where ap

pellant-petitioner was a speaker.

Nos? did appellant-petitioner Advocate the overthrow of 

the government.

And no riot occurred at any time in the presence of ap

pellant-petitioner, to to his knowledge at any other time out 
' • I 

of his presence.

Therefore, any conviction under these circumstances, and 

in the face of all the evidence presented, this so-called ®common 

law" offense cannot be sustained as constitutional, lega.1, or 

just in any sense.

C
In conclusion, appellant-petitioner only reminds this 

Honorable Court that there is a futher bar of judgment besides 

the bar of justice, which ean often go awjyy. That is the bar of 

history, and the judgment of posterity who will possess a more



dispassionate impartial and non-pbliticai judgment of the days 

in which we live, and the acta of man in our time.

Although appellant-petitioner’s personal liberty and 

property is in jeopardy with the affirmation of this most in

credible Judgment of the trial court and the recent opinion of 

Judge Swepson, the issue here is far beyond the scope of one 

individual’s liberty or property. What stands at contest are 

the broad liberal view and visions of liberty championed by early 

American patriots' of this nation,, especially the immortal Wash

ington, Adams and Jefferson in our beginnings. And shades of the 

past may rise to haunt those who would trample liberty in the dust 

at this hour. The great sons of Tennessee who struggled long and 

ardorously for American liber^, Andrew Jackson, James Polk, Thomas 

Hart Benton, Andrew Johnson and Justice McReynolds, all of these 

and so many more of their blood and breed would look aghast at the 

feeble defenders of that blood-bought libertyembodied in the Con

stitution who today use ”lawn and M^usticew as a means to satisfy 

their own personal power lust and political ambitions.

The right aim of law is to prevent coercion either by 

force or by fraud, and appellant-petitioner prophecies that meaness 

of spi^itj; petty personal consideration of a political nature on 

the part of this court to swim with the current no matter how un

just it is, will insure a place of dishonor and obloquay to those 

who lend themselves to the perpetuation of this flagrant injustice. 

The pusillanimous would have all of us become a^nts and history 

will, if necessary, make the Judgment.

For thsse^and other good and sufficient reasons, appel

lant-petitioner prays that thid petition for a rehearing b® granted 

and the verdict of trial court be set aside or a new tri C grznxt£<b 

Most respectfully yours, ’
John Kasper

P.M.B. 16391

Tallahassee, Florida



August ®3rd, 1959
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John jasper

16391

To The Clerk, Tennessee Supreme Court, 

Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find a motion for a petition for 

a rehearing in the case of Kasper vs. Tennessee.

Please file this motion with the several members of 

the Court.

I will appreciate your acknowledging receipt of this 

motion, and a copy, when available, of any decision of the 

Court on this matter.

Most respectfully yours,

John Kasper

P. M. B. 16391

Tallahassee,

Florida

Enc. Motion for a petition for rehearing
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
e

fO DirectorFBI ($2-105095) DATE: 5=5-59

FROM ^AC, Memphis (105^275)
SUBJECT: . FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, aka ’

/' RACIAL MATTER'S sjF ---------  , ramndin ni"-ntr —re—*rt—‘  — * - *—r.™ tit. m

Washington Field Origin

Transmitted herewith are seven copies of a letter
head memorandum setting forth information concerning the acti
vities of the subject. Also transmitted is a letterhead memo 
setting forth the reliability of the informant utilized in the___  
above memorandum.__ Memphis Confidential Informant T-l is |________ _

I who obtained the information from KASPER

In view of the information contained therein re
lating to the Tennessee White Citizens Councils and the National 
States Rights Partyj copies are being furnished other offices, 
who have had past activities in connection with these groups 
within their respective divisions, for information.

______  KASPER advised that there will be 
another meeting of. the group that met in Knoxville sometime in

b7C

ALL COPIES' REGISTERED MAIL ■ 
Bureau(62-105095) (encl.-14)

2—
2—
2
2 «»
3
2
2— 
2
2— 
2
4—

Atlanta(encl.-4) 
Birmingham(encl.-4) 
Charlo11e(encl.-4) 
Indianapolis(encl. -4) 
Jacksonville(encl.-4) 
Knoxville(encl?-6) 
Louisville(encl.-4) 
Miami(encl.-4) '
Mobile(encl.-4) 
Savannah(encl.-4) 
Washington Fie Id (encl, -4, 
Memphisl I

3. ■ MAY 11 1959

(1-105-275)(Frederick John Kasper) .
(1-105-207)(Tenn. White Citizens Council)
(1-105-320) (Na^tU States Rights Party)

FWN:FJ 
(30)

53 MAY 191959

Req. Rec’d 
Date Forw. 
How Forw>

ritt'HfMwtKtttf*'



Mb# 105-275

the next two months but did not say where or when it would take 
,P1 a Oft___I

The informant was instructed to toiiow 
this closely and keep in touch with his contacting agent in order 
that the Bureau may be immediately advised.

It is suggested that other offices advise Memphis 
in event they learn of any proposed meeting of this group in 
order that appropriate arrangements may be made to cover KASPER’s 
activities. ' ,■ - b7D

One copy of this letterhead memorandum is being 
furnished to CIG. Third Army, bv separate letter, in view of

Lt.. Colonel ROBERT COOK, Region 1, 111th CIC Group, Nashville, 
was advised of this information orally on 4-23-59 by SA FRANCIS 
W. NORWOOD.



e
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Memphis, Tennessee 

May 5, 1959

Re: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS

On April 22, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-l furnished the following information:

The informant furnished copies of mimeographed 
material which KASPER is having distributed' in behalf of Mrs. 
BESSIE M. WILLIAMS, Candidate for Mayor, City of Nashville, and 
HENRY A. JARRELL, Candidate for Vice-Mayor, City of Nashville, 
Tennessee. KASPER is the campaign manager for these two people. 
This material sets forth their platform, which is in favor of 
segregation of races, anti-Semitic, and calls for an exposure 
of the "Communist-Jewish Conspiracy.” It is in opposition to 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
and to alleged interference by the Federal Government in the 
local affairs of the people of Nashville. The literature gives 
a short paragraph of personal history on each of the candidates.

------ :----------------------- :------------------------ b6
The informant advised that he had learned that b7C 

KASPER had made the statement that by running Mrs. WILLIAMS 
and JARRELL he had the opportunity to speak publicly and dis
tribute literature without being arrested. The informant also 
stated that the literature being distributed has in it an 
advertisement for the Tennessee White Citizens Councils, Davidson . 
County Division,' p. o. Box 7073, Nashville, and urges the readers 
of the material to join .'this group.

Memphis Confidential Informant T-l stated that 
KASPER recently advised an associate of his that he had attended 

|a meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee on April 12, 1959, the exact 
|nature of which he did not disclose. The informant stated that 
* KASPER, in talking to his associate, at times referred to the 

. National States Rights party in connection with this meeting but 
did not specifically state that this was a meeting of leaders of 
that organization. Also in connection with the meeting KASPER 
referred to the "Thirty Young Men" or "Thirty Angry Men." He 
allegedly said something about a publication by the "Jewish

ENCLOSURE



Ref FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 5-5-59
RACIAL MATTERS

Anti-Defamation League” which he said was entitled Thirty Angry 
Men. The informant was not familiar with the publication and 
only knew of it through the statements made by KASPER to his 
associate. KASPER stated: that the publication named thirty men 
who have been identified as being anti-Semitic and said that 
many of the meh named in the article were in attendance at the 
meeting in Knoxville on April 12, 1959. During the conversation 
KASPER was critical of the National States Rights Party for'‘being 
'inconsistent and stated that they did not have ah over-all plan.

In a theoretical discussion concerning the aims 
of KASPER and his associates, KASPER mentioned violence onbe or 
twice; indicated that he felt that it was proper to use any 
means to an erid; and made some reference to the use of ’’selective 
assassination. ’’ The informant Stated that his remarks appeared 
to be strictly theoretical arid KASPER did not indicate that he 
himself would engage in such activities.

This is loaned.to you by the FBI, and neither it 
nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which 
loaned.

=2—



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
May 5, 19 59

Re: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER
RACIAL MATTERS ___

Memphis Confidential Informant T~l> mentioned
in the memorandum of above caption, dated May 5, 1959, has 
furnished /reliable information in the past.

This is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither
it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency 
to which loaned.



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: May 13, 1959

Transmit the following in ELOLTEXT.

Via . AJRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

Airmail
(Priority hr Method of Mailing)

FROM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN' KASPER, Aka, 
RACIAL MATTERS •
(00: WFO) '

b6
For information of Bureau and interested offices, b7C 

because of appearance of J. B. STONER with KASPER, the 
following information, which was developed through!

| the Nashville Police Department, 
ana personal observation of agent of the Memphis' Division, 
is being set forth herein. Complete information in insert 
form will be forwarded to WFO.for inclusion in next report.

On 5/9/59 KASPER held a political rally for Mrs. 
BESSIE M. WILLIAMS, aka Mrs. Wayne M. Williams, candidate 
for Mayor, City of Nashville, and HENRY A. JARRELL, candidate 
for Vice-Mayor, on the steps of the Davidson County Courthouse 
at 1:30 PM. This had been announced previously by KASPER 
to the Nashville papers. Only twenty-five persons Were 
present, which number included, news reporters, plain 
clothes police officers and college students, who came 
to heckle, as well as KASPER’s supporters. It was esti
mated that only about ten adults present, other than 
SBe^peakers, were KAS PER’.s supporters. Others were 
passersby and persons listening out of curipsity.

The first speaker, a guest speaker, was J. B. 
STONER, who spoke for about fifteen- minutes. At one time 
in his talk, he stated that he had addressed a group in 
Chicago, Ill., on Wednesday 5/6/59. Other speakers 'were 
the candidates themselves and KASPER.

A. M.....

A. M. S. D.

Spec. DaL.

■bg. Mail... 

'’f’SbtBrsd.

/3 * Bureau
’-T" - Atlanta

1 - Chicago
1 - Birmingham
1 - Cincinnati
1 - Charlotte
1 - Indianapolis
1 - JacksQnyille
1 - Knoxville

1 - Louisville
1 : “SrW 58 &

1 - WFO
i “ »phis EX 109 2 MAY 15 1910
FWN:EMB
(16) .■..... • ■
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ME 62-105095

Iadvised that KASPER had not said anything about 
STONER coming to Nashville and that he did not know where STONER 
was staying or how he was traveling, He stated that he believed 
that STONER might be staying with KASPER at his quarters at 4010 
Brush Hill Rd., Nashville,

On 5/11/59,1 I
whose name should be confidential by his request, advised that 
lights were on in KASPER’s quarters very late on Saturday 
night, and that on Sunday night or Monday morning 5/11/59 at 
approximately 3:00 AM, KASPER, another man, and some women 
came in and made quite a racket for thirty or more minutes. 
The car they were driving had a license that was black with 
white numbers but| [could not make out the number of the 
state. He stated that he does not know'whether the women 
left or not, but that everything got quiet and the lights 
went out. However, about daylight, he heard the car leaving. 
He did not know who was in the car.

On 5/11/59 at 3:00 PM, advised, that
KASPER had come out of his quarters where he apparently had 
been sleeping all day. He got-his-old Chrysler out of the 
garage and left in it,. No one was with him at the time.



Fb-36.(Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 6/5/59

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code) ,

_______ AIR MAIL ,________
(Priority or Method of Mailing) ’

TO:

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS 
00: WASHINGTON FIELD

On 6/4/59 Investigator, District
Attorney’s Office, Davidson County, Nashville, Tennessee, 
advised SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD that arguments were heard 
on the morning of 6/4/59 by the Tennessee Supreme Court j 
on KASPER’s case. This case went to the Tennessee Supreme 
Court from Davidson County and was an appeal by KASPER 
from a conviction bn the charge of inciting a riot in // 
Nashville.I Istated that the hearing was attended by PAUL
BUMPUS, for the District Attorney’s Office and that Mr. BUMPUS 
stated that no new arguments were made by either the 
prosecution or defense. zThe court did hot hand down a 
decision but will probably do so in July, 1959.

Oh 6/4/59 Mr. DAVID LANSDEN, Clerk, Tennessee ' 
Supreme Court., advised SA NORWOOD that arguments for the 
State were presented by Assistant State Attorney GENERAL FOX 
and arguments for the defense were presented by RAULSTON 
SCHOOLFIELD. Mr. LANSDEN stated that the court was expected 
to hand down a ruling on the case on July 27, 1959.

„ Bureau (62-105095)
2- Washington Field (62-8028) 

r 1- Memphis
“ FWN:hmw

A. (6)
A* S * 

spec. DsL...

Approved:  --------- -------------- ;—
Special Agent in Charge

Sent



/ FD-'36!(Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 6/15/59
Transmit the following in _

(Type in plain textor code)'

Via —AIRTEL

Mr. Tolson__— 
Mr. Belmont__ __ -i 
Mr. DeLoaeh____ 
Mr. McGuire—_ 
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Parsons-/—. I

Rosen___ —- ■ 
'Mr. Tamm______  
Mr. Tr'/iter 
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room 
Mr. Holloman— 
Miss Gandy——

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, WFO (62-8028)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
John Kasper
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: WO)

| |advised this date that JOHN
KASPER intends to visit WDC this week to see his attorney, 
J. BENJAMIN SIMONS.

territory 
.and spot

WO will follow KASPER's activities in WFO 
by use ofI 
check surveillances*

Bureau will be kept advised*

of travel
P>

MM is requested to furpish WFO any known plans 
for KASPER as well as. a description of his car*

Bureau

2 - IFO 
(1 -

RBL: J d
(7)

A IR TEL:

G^G Wick

KO JUN 161959

Approved: _____ ■.____
f/ S»e/iai Agent, in Charge

Sent M Per



FIT-36- (ReV. 12-1'3-56)

F B J

Date: 6/22/59

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT , ._______ ,
/Type in plain text or code)

i 
I 
I 
I 
J 
I
I 
I 
I 
t 
I

Via , AIR TEL ._______ .. _ . .
" . . . . . (Priority or Method, of Mailing)

I 
I 

4
I 
L

TO:. DIRECTOR,. FBI (62-105095)

FROM^f" SAC, MEMPHIS (lp5-275)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN TCAS PER, Aka* 
RACIAL MATTERS

00: WFQ

. . Re WFO -airtel to Bursu, 6/15/59* and Memphis airtel 
to Bureau, 6/20/59.

On June 20, 1959 > _________________________  
advised SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD that he had made contact with 
.Miss GRACE DAWSON, who is furnishing KASPER living quarters. 
She stated that KASPER left Nashville Thursday night. He was 
scheduled to go to Knoxville where he was going to confer with 
RAULSTON SCHOOLFIELD and from there he planned to go to 
Washington, D. C., for a few days. He then planned to visit 
with his .mother in New Jersey and would then return to Nashville. 
He plans to be gone from Nashville for a period of two weeks.

On June 20> 1959^ a spot check at 4010 Brush Hill 
Road by SA NORWOOD revealed that KASPER’s car is gone from 
his garage. ,

b6
b7C
b7D

KASPER is driving a 1950 bluish-grey Chrysler, 
four-door sedan with 1959 Tennessee license number 30-6927.
On the 
of the

rear window is a sticker with an American flag at the top^ 
sticker.

Mrtol.____

TESeWPl— - 

ft. H..........

A. FA. S f-..

Spec. Del..
Hai...

ffeslstel-

gz- Bureau 
2 - Knoxville RE^S
2 - Newark
2 - Washington Field (62-8028)
2 - Memphis (1 - 105-275) 

(1 -
FWN:JM

JUN 24 1959

Sent M PerApproved: - .—=--------- :— ---- ---------—
Special Agent in Charge



ME 105^-275

LEADS, . .

THE KNOXVILLE DIVISION -

AT KNOXVILLE AND CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE

Check sources to ascertain if KASPER has been in 
touch with SCHOOLFIELD and. | I If itinerary is
ascertained, advise interested offices.

THE NEWARK DIVISION

AT NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Ascertain if KASPER’s mother presently staying in 
New Jersey and, if so, arrange to cover subject’s activities 

•While in New Jersey. ' • '

THE WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D. Ci

Kill follow KASPER’s activities in Washington,.



TO:

(/ FROM:

. RE-:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SAC,, MEMPHIS (10^275)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA 
RACIAL MATTERS

00: WFO

Re WFO air-tel to Director dated 6/15/59.

________ :________ On 6/19/59 at 4:15 P. mJ I 
___________________  whose name should be kept confi- 'io

dential I I b7C
7 advised that KASPER was at that time in his quarters b7 D

and that his car- was. in the garage,., He did not Know anything about 
KASPER'S plans. It should be noted that on 6/17/59.1 1
advised that there had been considerable activity at KASPER'S 
residence and from information furnished by I las to descriptions 
of cars calling at the house, it appeared that his callers were 
leaders in the Tennessee White Citizens Council, Davidson County
Division. ' •

_______ ;________ On 6/19/59.I I and
______________________________________ | were contacted.. Neither had infor- '
mation as to KASPER’S planning to take a trip. Both are alepted to 
advise immediately of any information received. .

For the information of WFO, sub^edt is driving a 1950 
Chrysler 4-door Sedan, bluish gray in color. It has 1959 Tennessee 
license No. 30-6927^ arid has a sticker on the rear window which

' has an American^Flag at the t<5p.

k

3 - Bureau 
^^Washihgton, Field (62-8028)

ISS**'

i^.£WN:MEN'
(8)



FDr36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code:

Mr. 
Mr, 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.- 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Belmont____

DeLoach... 
Guire... 

hr--  
rso

• r.er_.

Via AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO:, DIRECTOR, FBI .(62-105095)

FROM: SAC,WFO

Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
John Kasper
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00: WFO)

Re WFO airtel 6/15/59, re KASPER coming to. WDC.

~I advised this date KASPER is in WDC

WFO will institute fisur of KASPER this date to 
establish his activities.

• Bureau will be 
coverage. P.

Bureau
1 - Memphis. (Info) (RM)
2 - WFO
(H , --- 1
RBL/sal
(6)

AIRTEL

„ i;r. 05 ^59 lx

feept advised of fisur and by informant

fiC-Iick '
-A - » >

/

Approved: -----;j M*.-----*
■ Special Agent in Charge

Sent ± M Per



FD^36:(-Bev.. 12-4’3-5'6).

FBI

j Mr. Tolson______4
। Mr. Belmont____, J
j I Mr. .'>3Loach____
| ' M'\ McGuire_____j
| Mr. Mohr.______ J

Parsons xd
Rosen

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEJL

TO:

. FROM.

RE:

■Date: 6/24/59

(Type,in plain text or code)

(Priority, of Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (62r-8p.28)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER,, aka 
BAC.IAL MATTERS.
00: WFO

r. Tamm_ 
’ Mr. Trotter_____  

j Mr. W.C.SuIlivan
Tele. Room....... .... 

. Mr. Holloman ■
• Miss Gandy

Re Memphis airtel 6/22/59 setting forth leads concerning 
a trip of subject t.o Knoxville, Washington and; Newark.

For information Knoxville and Newark, KASPER visited WDC 
from Monday, 6/22/59 to Wednesday morning, 6/24/59. At 
,3:30 A.M., KASPER left WDC for Nashville, Tenn.

Newark may d.isrejard lead in reft el.

Knoxville is requested to cover its lead in reftel to 
ascertain if KASPER has been in touch, with SCHOOLFHEED 
and

3 Bureau
1 N ewark

Memphis
Knoxville 

W.FO 
rblivim

(info), (RM)

It

b7C

C C- Wick

W JUH 25 1559

Sent M Per
gent in Charge



:FD-36 ij-Rev- 12*13-56)

F BI

Transmit the following in _

Via AIRTEL.......

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (62-8028)

RE.: JOHN KASPER
RACIAL MATTERS

(Type in plain text-or code)’

(Priority or. Method of Mailing)'

Date: 6/24/59

Mr. Tolson ■ _ .
, Mr. Belmont—.__  

Mr. DeLoach_ —
' Mr. McGuire__ _  
Mr. Mohr_______ .L

I I Mt. Parsons—~Z‘i
Mi/ Rosen_______ 
r. Tamm___ _

Mr. Trotter_____
Mr. W.C.Sullivan

| Tele. Room______  
Mr. Holloman_

:MisS Gandy ■

Re WFO airtel 6/22/59 a.dvisin,g th.at subject was visiting 
iR WDC. FISUR conducted by WF0 Agents, and information 
obtained from informants reflect KASPER did not do any 
actions in WD.C in connection with racial .matters. Re- 
parted WDC 6/24/59 at 3:30 A.M., f or Nashville,. Tehn.

KASPER 
to turn 
trailer

advised on b7D
on 6/22/59 rented a JJ-Haul trailerkwhich he has 
in at Nashville within 7 days. He is Using the 
to haUI some of his possessions to Nashville.

FIStfR. by WFO reflects KASPER is driving a 1950 dull gray 
Chrysler sedan, Tennessee liceri.se 3C6927. The trailer he 
is hauling bears Florida license IN 1649.

Ll.

Sources adyised that KASPER believes he'will be arrested 
immediately if the u.
Therefore,

where he will dee

S^ Supreme Court denies his appeal: 
after taking his possessions to Nashville, he

1.1
p) G C - Wk

M JUN 26

intends to go to. Louisvillej Kentucky
his car to J B. STONER. After doing this, KASPER will 
either go. to Wetumpka, Alabama, to visit Admiral JOHN, 
CROMMELiN dr return to Washington, D-- ------------- „„ .. uuu, a*. G., to visit the

KASPER said he would stay at either Wetumpka or 
the Suprdme COurt acts. on. his appeal. At the 

time of his departure, sources said KASPER indicated he 
would pypbably go to Wetumpka instead of returning to

sources.
WDC until

Washington

P. \ A
3 Bureau
1 Louisville 

Memphis 
Mobile

3 WFU'TI

II

Approve^E^: .V. I.M------- --------------—_
Special Agent in Qkarge

Sent Per



FD-36.(Rev. 12-13-56)

1

F B I

Date: June 27, 1959

Transmit the following in . PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain .text or code)

v.n  AIRTEL '
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: ^DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095$

^SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275) 
FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, aka 

RACIAL MATTERS
00: WFO

advise d SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD on|_____ that subject returned 
to Nashville, Tenn.. late evening of 6/25/59 I

_______________________________________________________ rhe
conferred with J, BENJAMIN SIMMONS in Washington, D. C., about 
writ of certiorari and that SIMMONS is of opinion that Supreme 
Court will deny writ on Monday KASPER states he is
leaving Nashville early AM of 6/27/59 to go to Admiral 
Cromelleins residence at Wetumpka, Alabama, where he. will stay 
Sunday and Monday* He stated that if court denies certiorari 
he will “turn myself in down there for propaganda purposes”. 
He did riot state whether would turn himself in Monday dr 
Tuesday.

z Informant to recontact KASPER and obtain further
information, which Will be disseminated as received

Alrtel....

A.

L E A D '

THE MOBILE DIVISION

. A. M. S

Spec. Dd,

D..,,, J Will make arrangements to cover KASPER’S activities
""through established, sources ih Wetumpka, Alabama.

Reg. Ma 

Reglsterc

] Bureau
.. 2^ Mobile
“—“2- W (62-8020)

i 1- Memphis
/ ’ FWNsdrw

SO JUL6
; Approved: ___ _______ ;------------------------- - Sent

, Special' Agent in Charge

REO 73

■

12

M Per



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMO NICAT8ONS SECTOR

J® 301959

FREDERICK JOHtH^ASPER, RACIAL MATTERS. RE

BUREAU JUNE TWENTYFOUR ’ •*> I

JUNE TWENTYSEVEN LAST.

AST AMD MFMPWT.q ATRTH. TO BUREAU.

CONTACTED SUBJECT TODAY FOR STATEMENT OF HIS

INTENTIONS; AFTEIg; SUPREME COURT REFUSED TO REVIEW HIS CONVICTION.
• . Ujj/Marshaf

KASPER SAID. KE INTENDED TO TURN SELF IN TO JJSM, MONTGOMERY, BUT 

DID NOT SAY-EXACTLY WHEN. AP ALSO CONTACTED' USM CHARLES - r . .
I i * £ OK

PRESCOTT,.MONTGOMERY, WHO SAID HE COULD NOT ACCEPT CUSTODY OF 

KASPER UNTIL USMl, .NASHVILLE, FORWARDED CERTIFIED COPIES ' 

NECESSARY PAPERS. KASPER CURRENTLY STAYING. WITH ADMIRAL , 

JOHN CROMMELIN, HARROGATE SPRINGS, WETUMPKA, ALA.' MOBILE WILL

ADVISE FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS THIS MATTER*

END AND ACK PLS .

WA 6-31 PM OK FBI WA DM/
EX-132

OK FBI ME EM

TUDISCO

JUL 7 1959

6o JULIO, 'oses
HOSS??’



July 16, 1959

Mute! • ' -'

To ? - SACs., Mobile ^3201
Memphis • '

Fy0m: . Director, FBI(£2-105095)

john4<asper
RACIAL MATTERS

Mobile -Advise whether Kasper still In Wetumpka 
and nature of any public activities* Submit weekly airtel 
as long as he. remains in. your territory, Memphis determine 
and advise status, of legal action against Kasper and approxi
mate daW warrant will be issued for his arrest*.



i

1 Tra

; Vial

36 (Rev. 12-13-56) |
*• * i .

FBI I

Date: 7-17-59 |

nsmit the following” in_________ ——--------- :------■—;:—:----------- 1
/Type in plain text or code) 1 ■

AIRTEL AIRMAIL

'.............. ‘ ' (Priority or Method, of Mailing) ।
. . . . . . • . .. K. r .

J ,

i .—
2

)

r
> 
>

I .

i ‘
I -

t

.i. ,

I

\ ■

?

? V

V '

TO: Director, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, Knoxville (62-623) ;

FREDERICK JOHN^KASPER, aka 

RACIAL MATTERS .

Re Memphis airtel to Director dated 6/22/59,

Captain M. W. UPCHURCH, Chattanooga Police 
Department was contacted by SA JACK D. HUGUELET on 6/24/59 
and 6/30/59. He advised that he has ho information 
indicating that KASPER has been in Chattanooga recently. 
No information has come to the attention of the writer 
indicating KASPER has been in Chattanooga within the past 
several months. .

An article appealing in the Knoxville News-Sentinel 
of 7/1/59 and deadlined Montgomery, Alabama, 7/1/59, states 
that on Tuesday (presumably 6/30/59), KASPER appeared in the 

. office of the USM at Montgomery and'attempted to surrender 
to start serving the sentence he received in the USDC at 
Knoxyille after having been convicted pf contempt of ///^
court in connection with his activities in respect to 
the integration of the Clinton High School. The article 
indicates that Marshal CHARLES S. PRESCOTT refused to take 
KASPER into custody inasmuch as he had not received proper 
authority from USDC, Knoxville, for accepting the surrender 
of KASPER. The article states that KASPER indicated he was 
visiting a friend, retired Navy Admiral JOHN G. CROMMELIN, 
at CROMMELIN*s home in nearbvWetumpka.. .

0J- Bureau (62-105095) 5® '
2 Washington Field (62-8028) - **
1 Knoxville (62-623) _ ® 20 1959

- HES:ejh
(6) ........ .............. ........... j



FD-,36 (Rev. 12-13-56) [

FBI |

Date: I

Transmit the following in______ - - • - .__- - ■__ ■—_ ;------------------------------------------ J
(Type in plain text or code) '

Via ...............  - ■ -____ _______ ■ • ....... ........ ____ ___ ____ :--------------——j
(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।

_____ ...____ r__________ .______ ____________ _______ ___________________.______ _______________ -----______ b.______  

b6 
b7C

KX 62-623

A spot check at the residence of I in
Fountain City, a Knoxville suburb, on 7/2/59 by SA HERBERT 
E. SHRIDER revealed the presence there of ah old model 
blue-gray Chrysler, bearing 1959 Tennesseelicense 3C6927. 
It is noted that this was the same license number which 
was reportedly on aLcar which had been in KASPER’S 
possession.

____________On 7-8-59 advised SA SHRIDER 
Ivisited CROMMELIN and KASPER in 

Alabama from 6/28 - 6/30/59 and had returned in KASPER’s 
car. She advised that the car was, at that time, being 
repaired in Knoxville at I ~~l direction and would be
released bvl Ito friends of KASPER from Nashville, 
Tenn ., who would keep the car during his incarceration.

I I indicated that insofar as she knew KASPER
remained in Wetumpka and would do so until taken into Federal 
custody.

Oh 7/17/59.I I Deputy U. S. Marshal,

Knoxville, advised that approximately 2:30 p.m., bn 7/16/59 
KASPER Was taken into Federal custody by a USM at the 
home .of I [stated that bn 7/17/59
KASPER would be removed to the Federal Correctional Institution 
at Tallahassee, Florida, by a USM.

| |stated that KASPER had made no effort
to surrender to the office of the USM at Knoxville but 
was taken into custody after it was learned by employees 
of the U. S. Marshal’s Office that KASPER Was at the

I home.

RUC.

-2-

Approved: ______ ; ■ _ -___ _;__ - Sent_____ ________ _M Per __—- . - - --------—
Special Agent in Charge



July 219 1959

A irtel

lot Jacksonville
Froms Jircctoj^ FBI (62-105095)

FAGTAZ FA2SJJJ .
cte r/A^^j&sc^ fuzd offigf

Fe Knozcvtlle cizrtGl 7-27-59* n© copy £© Jacksonville* 
whiah indicated that Jasper had keen apprehended by the 0* 8* 
Uarahal at hncxville and viQitld ha r^iavad to the Pclcral 
Cor rest tonal Inst Hut tcn9 Z^lakaa&ate PlaridUi an, ^17*^9^

Verify that dialer its greaently tn -Federal Ctrractianal 
dnatftuti&29 ^a22a^a^ee9 and aduiae by return a2rt$2.» A2ao 

discreet arrangeMenta to be aduised when Ikoa^er is to 
be released and keep the bureau currently informed of any 
developmental . . . '
2 ^Knoxville (6^6231 (information). 1 I'
1 ~ Fashingtcn Field (u2-"8023) (information) s fF>



FP-36 (Hey... 12-1-3-56)

F B I

Date: 7/17/59

Transmit the following in _

AIRTEL
(Type in plain iext'Or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

Via

To: Director, FBI (62-105095)

From:

Re:

’’JOHN

SAC, Mobile (62-^739)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER
RACIAL MATTERS ALL

DATE^
Re Bureau airtel to Mobile and empnis ca 

KASPER, RACIAL MATTERS”, dated 7/16/59.

Montgomery Advertiser, daily at Montgomery, Ala-., 
7/17/59 carried, an article on Page 50 relating that subject 
was taken into custody at home of 
by USM FRANK QUARLES on 7/16/59. This article states that 
KASPER held in Knox County*Jail pending transfer to Federal 
Prison. Article did hot indicate any statement made by 
KASPER.

Iadvised T I that on 7/^/59 visitors
to Harrogate Springs, residence of Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN, 
included U. S. Klans, KKKK, Inc* Imperial Kladd TURNER CLINTONr 
MILLS and two other Klan leaders from central Alabama. U1 . 
informant stated that these persons conferred with CROMMELIN Kq 
and KASPER and that the subject of conversation was princi- / ( 
pally CROMMELIN’s and KASPER’s anti-Semitic propaganda line .^~ ■ 
Informant stated that it was apparent that CROMMELIN has » 
substantial influence over MILLS and ROBERT SHELTON, Grand 
Dragon of Alabama, U. S. Klans, and is believed to have 
considerable influence in shaping policies of U. S. Klans in 
Alabama. Informant, stated that it was apparent that KASPER 
is full confidante of CROMMELIN in these matters. Details



MO 62-739 . .

of this information appearing in current report being prepared 
Mobile in U. S. Klans, Bufile 100-7301.

__________ ’ . b7D
. ' I advised that at a "big” meeting '

of U. S. Klans, KKKK, Inc..., Realm or Alabama, at Evergreen, . 
Ala. on 7/"9:/59, CROMMELIN and KASPER were speakers and each 
in his turn addressed the Klan group, principally attacking 
the Jews. ' ' . ’

. On 7/17/59 Deputy USM WILLIAM SHERRILL, Montgomery, 
Ala., advised that the USM at Montgomery, Ala. never did .
receive appropriate copies of documents enabling that office 
to arrest KASPER.

RUG



F B I

Date-: July 22, 1959

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT _____ ________ _____
(‘Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL . . . _ AM
' (Priority or Method of Mailing) —t

1. .

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC> MEMPHIS (105-275)
O

RE: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER
RM
00.:. WFO

Reurairtel dated 7/16/59. ReMeairtel to J 
6/5/59. .

The oaly legal action against KASPER in Ni 
Tenn., is a conviction Ln Circuit Court, Davidson Coui 
Nashville, on a charge of inciting a riot* This cohv 
was appealed to the Tennessee State Supreme? xOburt and 
Bureau was advised, the decision by the State Supreme 
will not be handed down until 7/27/59. At that time. 
Bureau will be advised of the results. KASPER is on ' 
this appeal. However, local Nashville newspapers hav< 
wire service dispatches stating that KASPER surrender* 

. self to the. U. S. Marshal, EDT, at Knoxville, pn his
conviction and has been remanded to the custody of th 
Attorney General.

(^/Bureau (62-105095)
1- Knoxville Hrifo) 

. 1- WFO (Info).
1- Memphis

' y FWNsdrw 
/ (6)

39 .

'£?------- CT W <3 JUL 24 1959
,

/ , //

Bureau

ashville, 
ity> 
Lotion 
, as the 
Court 
the

bond pending 
a carried 
ad him- i
federal 
a 0. S. .

Up $

— - t ~j - - - .......... ' ' - *-

Approved: ____ _______________________ Sent______:___ s_____ M;
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F B I

Transmit the following in

Date: 7/27/59
PLAIN TEXT_______________

(Type in plain text or code)

Via
(Priority or Method of Mailing)-

TO:

FWI:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SAC, JACKSONVILLE (105-45)'

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHNkASPEX, Aka.
FACIAL MATTERS
(00 W0)

Ite Buairtel to Jacksonville, 7/21/59

Marden EUGENE R. GOODNYN, JR., Federal Correctional 
Institution, Tallahassee, Fla., on 7/24/59, informed SA JAMES 
B. I-IAFLSY that subject vas received at this institution at 4:30 
PM on 7/23/59 to serve a six months sentence.

GOOLiTYN explained that subject could possibly be 
released in five months^ due to the ”good time’" he can earn 
while an inmate there. Ue said that liASPEK will probably be 
classified as ”a medium custody inmate”, which means that he 
will not be assigned to duties outside-the compound area of 
the institution.

Inasmuch as KASPER was "a model prisoner” when an 
inmate at this institution previously, G0.0DNYN is of the 
opinion that he will cause no trouble during instant period of 
incarceration. He said he would keep this Bureau advised of 
any further current developments in this matter, as well as 
subject’s exact release" date as soon as it is known.

HARGETT

/^Oureau (62-105095) AH
Knoxville (62-623)INFO AM

1- WO (62-8028)IW0 AM
1- Jacksonville (105-45) 
JBH/sdl
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-
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Approved:
Jecial Agent in Charge 
I i95ha.
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FBI

Date: 7/29/59

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

PLAIN TEXT
("Type inplain text or code)

Via
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)

FREDERICK JOHNKASPER, Aka
RACIAL MATTERS

00; Washington Field

‘ On 7/27/59, Tennessee Supreme Court ruled against
subject in his appeal from conviction in Criminal Court, Davidson 
County, Nashville, Tenn. KASPER received a 6-mbnths sentence and 
$500 fine. He will start serving this sentence in the Davidson 
County Workhouse upon completion of time servedin Federal 
Correctional Institution, Tallahassee, Fla.

In commenting on the case the Tennessee Supreme Court 
commended Judge HOMER WEIMER, the lower court judge, for his / f 
efforts in assuring subject an impartial trial. No announcement J 
has been made by Raulstdn Schoolfield, KASPER’s defense attorney,?/ 
as to whether he will appeal the case to the U. S. Supreme Court f f 
or not. 'j

CjP- Bureau (62-105095) (RM) 
2 - Washington Field (62-8028)



Transmit the following in -_____ — ■ , - ....... : ____ ______ _—:—
(Type in plain text dr code)

Date: 7/28/59

Via AIRTEL________ AIRMIL . . . ... .
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI ((62-105095))

SAC, JACKSONVILLE (105-4'5)
&

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER
•RACIALAMATTERS. - '
(00: WFO)

Mr. EUGENE R. GOODWYN, Warden, Federal Correctional 
Institution, Tallahassee, Florida, on 7/27/59 advised as 
follows;

At about 3:30 P.M., on 7/25/59, subject KASPER J 
was on the recreation field of this institution participating, 
in some sort of athletic contest with other inmates when
a Negro inmate named
said, "You don’t like Negroes, dp you?"

Jeame up to KASPER and
and KASPER

then exchanged a few words and the two.men scuffled for a 
minute or so before the other inmates could pull them apart.

J!/ .

GOODWYN explained that|_________is serving a five- 
year sentence, having been, convicted on an assault charge4 
while in the U. S. Army. He said that neither man had beeMy/ 
hurt and that no weapon had been used by either man. Ac-/ 
cording to GOLDWYNJ I had admitted to him that he had
been thp agi^ssbf in the scuffle, and that KASPER had neither 
done nor sa^i anything to provoke it.

6@ntlhuing, GOODWYN explained that scuffles of this 
type between Various inmates occur at this institution almost 
daily//however-., this is the first time KASPER has been 
involved/in one* GOODWYN said that he did not want this 
information to gpt to the press as the, latter " would 
probably blow it up into a full scale race riot," and 
such was definitely not the case.

. REon
Kj? Bureau (RM) \

V 1 - Knoxville (62-623)(Info)(RM)
. J l\ 1 - Washingt6nvFi$^ (62r8028) (Info) (RM) 18 JUL 30 1959
py.^1 - Jacksonville ’* ■

V yBHt gjm luilAj mass
^U.-(6)— ---------- ■ - .. . ■ / --------- —----- -------------—  ------—

Apprnvad*^ X)'. * - - j,/ /J
Special'Agent in Charge r °PerSent
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He said that if any inmate other than KASPER had 
been involved in this scuffle, he would have thought no more 
about it; however, in view of KASPER’s potential for causing 
racial disturbances, he, GOODWYN, plans to recommend to the 
U. S. Bureau of Prisons that .KASPER be transferred in the 
near future to some other Federal institution outside the 
South-, such as the Federal,Correctional Institution, Danbury, 
Connecticut. GOODWYN stated that he would keep, this Bureau 
advised of any further developments in the future with 
reference to KASPER’s possible transfer to another Federal 
institution. .

The Bureau will be kept closely advised in the pre
mises.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
REPORTIb/s OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE - . INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

WASHINGTON FIELD___ ' WASHINGTON' FUEL!) 6 W 4/] 4- 7/27/5<L_
TITLE OF CASE ? IREPORT MADE BY

: RICHARD B. LAVIN______ :____
CHARACTER OF CASE

FREDERICK JCHN^ASPER, JR. aka 

. RACIAL MATTERS ••

TYPED BY

_MMG__

. REFERENCE

Report-of SA RICHARD B’. DAVIN, dated 4-24-59, at 
Washington/ D. C.

P* -

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

■ALL WO

. Due to the fact that KASPER is presently incarcerated,
this case is being placed ih a pending inactive status until 

.such time as he is released.

non dour: 
!SIK

• The Agent conducting spot checks on KASPER in Nashville', 
• Tennessee, was 'SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD.

■ The Agents to whom ROCKWELL furnished his program on 
3-26-59, are SAs ELMER LEE TODD and RICHARD B. LAVIN.

APPROVED SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE .

COPIES MADE: — 

f Bureau (62-105095)
Jacksonville (RM) 

1-Knoxville (62-623)(Info)(RM) 
1-Memphis (105- 275.) (Info) (RM) 
1-Mobile (Info) (RM) 
2rWa.shington Field. ')Q

Agency
' Req. Roc’d....
Date Forw.
How

z By

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

► you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.
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z The Agents conducting the physical surveillance who
observed KASPER in his car on 3-26-59, are 'SAs TODD and LAVIN.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source 

ME T-1 is I

File Where Located

MF T-1A is

Instant Report

____________ t______pis the source used to characterize the 
Seaboard Whites Citiz-ehS--Councils and the World Union of Free 
Enterprise National Socialist^ . ... .

a 1

Careful consideration has been given to each source 
concealed and T symbols were utilized in the report only in those 
instances where the identities of the source must be concealed.

LEADS

KNOXVILLE, MEMPHIS’ and MOBILE (INFORMATION) . . ■ . ...
» - ’ 1 ri . , , .

Information copies ^re being sent to these offices since 
KASPER has been active in their, divisions, and may again become 
active upon his release from prison.

— A — 
COVER PAGE
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JACKSONVILLE' DIVISION ~ ‘ '

AT TALLAHASSEE,.FLORIDA.......... . . . .

Will make discreet arrangements to joe advised when 
KASPER is 'to be" released from prisbh as set forth 
in Bureau lair-tel to Jacksonville 7-21*^59.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON-, D, C, . . .

Will upon notification of release of KASPER from prison 
place, this matter in. an active status and resume 
following his activities.

' ■ J

- --U

COVER. PAGE
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The following investigation was conducted by SA 
FRANCIS W. NORWOOD at Nashville, Tennessee:

On April 22, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant
T-l advised SA NORWOOD that he had received material and information 
from FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

T-l furnished copies of mimeographed material which 
KASPER is having distributed in behalf of Mrs, BESSIE M. WILLIAMS, 
Candidate for Mayor, City of Nashville, and HENRY A. JARRELL, 
Candidate for Vice-Mayor, City of Nashville, Tennessee, KASPER is 
the campaign manager for these two people. This material sets forth 
their platform, which is in favor of segregation of races, anti
Semitic, and calls for an exposure of the ’’Communist-Jewish Con
spiracy,” It is in opposition to the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People and to alleged,interference by the 
Federal Government in the local affairs of the people of Nashville. 
The literature gives a short paragraph of personal history on each 
of the candidates, I_________________________________________________________

The informant advised that he had learned that 
KASPER had made, the.statement that by runhing Mrs, WILLIAMS and 
JARRELL he had the opportunity to speak publicly and distribute 
literature without being arrested. The informant also stated that 
the literature being distributed has in it an advertisement for 
the Tennessee White Citizens Councils, Davidson County Division, 
P. 0. Box 7073, Nashville, and urges the readers of the material 
to join this group.

b6
b7C

Memphis: Confidential Informant T-l stated that 
KASPER recently advised an associate of his that he had attended 
a meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee on April 12, 1959, the exact 
nature of which he did, not disclose. The informant stated: that 
KASPER, in talking to his associate, at times referred to the 
National States Rights Party in connection with this meeting but 
did not specifically state that this was a meeting of leaders of 
that organization. Also in connection with ’the meeting KASPER 
referred to the ’’Thirty Young Men” or "Thirty Angry Men." He 
allegedly said something about a publication by the "Jewish Anti
Defamation League" which he said was entitled Thirty Angry Men. 
The informant was not familiar with the publication and only ,
knew of it through the statements made by KASPER to his associate. 
KASPER stated that the publication named thirty men who have been 
identified as being anti-Semitic and said that many of the men 
named in the article were in attendance at the meeting in Knoxville

-2 -
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on April 12, 1959. During the conversation KASPER was critical 
of the National States Rights Party for being inconsistent and 
stated that they did not have an over-all plan.

In a theoretical discussion concerning the aims 
of KASPER and his associates, KASPER mentioned violence once or 
twice; indicated that he felt that it was proper to use any 
means to an end; and made some reference to the use of ’’selective 
assassination.” The informant stated that his remarks {appeared 
to be strictly theoretical and KASPER did not indicate that he 
himself would engage in such activities.

On May 4, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant T-2 
advised SA NORWOOD that KASPER was still residing at the residence 
of Miss GRACE^AWSON, 4010^^ The in-
formant stated that he had not seen KASPER at that residence, but 
that he had learned that KASPER was there on Sunday, May 3, 1959. 
He also stated that on Friday, May 1, 1959, KASPER was not at the 
house but that he might have been in Nashville on that date. At 
10;00 PM, May 4, 1959, T-2 stated that KASPER and Miss DAWSON were 
working in KASPER’s quarters as of 7:30 PM of that date. The in
formant did not observe JLASPER5s car at the house. He has ad
vised that in the past the house at 4010 Brush Hill Road is owned 
by Miss DAWSON who is furnishing KASPER quarters in a garage apart
ment at that address free of charge.

On May 7, 1959, the Nashville Tennessean, a daily 
newspaper, Nashville, Tennessee, carried: a story stating that 
at 11:30 PM the preceding evening the subject appeared to speak 
on the campus at Vanderbilt University at Nashville. He apparently 
had been invited to do so by some of the students and appeared 
before a group in an open air meeting in the Kissam Hall area. 
At this time a large group of students gathered around and asked 
him questions. Some of the students threw raw eggs at him and 
some wanted to throw him in the lake in nearby Centennial Park. 
The demonstration was broken up by school officials.

On May 7, 1959, a Special Agent of the FBI ob
served the subjects old model blue-grey Chrysler Sedan parked 
in a garage across the street from 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nash- 
ville. This is a private garage owned by Miss GRACE DAWSON. 
On the night of May 7, 1959, spot checks were made by a Special 
Agent of the FBI to locate the subject in Nashville with negative 
results. He returned to the residence of Miss DAWSON sometime 
between 9:00 PM and 11:00 PM that evening.
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On May 9, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant T-l 
furnished the following information to SA NORWOOD;

B. APPROX-
.FREDERICK JOHN KASPER,’ as campaign manager of 

Mrs. BESSIE MCWILLIAMS, candidate for Mayor. City-jqf 
and HENRY A^£JARRELL,' candidate for Vice-Mayor, City of Nash- 

Pyille... organized a political rally that was held on the front.
steps of the Davidson County Courthouse at l;30 PM, May 9 1959 

O^There were -approximately fifteen people present when the speak- 
-ing started, with some children in the crowd. There Were also
four or five newspaper meh and photographers present. As the 
meeting progressed some paSsers-by stopped and listened, , 
apparently out of curiosity, and one or two Negroes werM among 
them. .Also some young peqple, who were apparently Vanderbilt 
University students, who were dressed in Burmuda shorts, came 
up while the speeches were being made. They apparently came 
to heckle the speakers, KASPER in particular. In ail there 
were never more than twenty-five people present. /

\ The first speaker introduced was J. B^s^TONER, 
who was a guest speaker. In his speech STONER attacked the 
integration of schools, the NAACP, the Jews and the CommunistSi 
He used the usual.line of propaganda which appears in most of 
KASPER’s material. It was noted that STONER was a more polished 
speaker than any of the others.

B. .APPROX

KASPER introduced all of the speakers and in 
doing so managed to get in two or three speeches of his own. 
Mrs. WILLIAMS made a short talk and JARRELL made a long talk, 
punctuated with verbal blasts at Mayor BEN WEST. All speeches 
were apparently written by KASPER or at least the speakers were 
coached by KASPER as they all followed his line of propaganda.

STONER was a crippled man, wearing a brown suit. 
He wore no hat. He is about forty years of age, has brown hair, 
is 5’ 7” tall, and weighs about 150 lbs. 'Mrs. WILLIAMS is in 
her late forties, about 5’ 4” and weighs about 150 lbs. She 
has dark hair and is very heavily built. JARRELL is a small 
wiry man about sixty years of age with white hair. He is 
5’ 6” and weighs about 140 lbs. There was ail old man standing 
with the candidates and speakers who was never identified. He 
was in his sixties or seventies, had white hair, 5’ 10” tall, 
weighed 160 lbs. and wore a hat throughout the rally. The 
crowd that gathered was principally made up of persons who 
appeared to be laborers or persons of the lower economic bracket.

- 4 -
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Literature was passed out which consisted of a 
mimeographed circular giving the platform of the two candi
dates, some information about the candidates, an advertise
ment for the Tennessee White Citizens Councils and some of 
the campaign slogans.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC

FROM : SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD(105-275)

SUBJECT; FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS \

DATE? 5-15-.59* * '
Dictated: 5-11-59

On 5-9-59, the following information was obtained 
by SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD by making a spot,check at the Davidson 
County Courthouse, Nashville, Tennessee:

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER and four other individuals 
appeared on the front steps of the Davidson County Courthouse 
and proceeded to make speeches in behalf of Mrs. BESSIE M. , 
WILLIAMS and HENRY A. JARRELL. The first speaker noted was a 
white male, 5? 7”,dark brown or black hair worn straight, 
medium complexion, age thirty-five to forty, 145 lbs. He was 
wearing a brown suit, white shirt, bow tie and no hat. Only 
brief statements made by him could be heard but he was heard 
saying that he had addressed a crowd in Chicago, Illinois on 
the night of Wednesday, May 6, 1959. His principal remarks 
seemed to be aimed at what he termed the Jewish-Communist 
Conspiracy to force integration on the South, ^ater on this 
man distributed literature among the spectators and it was 
observed that he limps badly.

KASPER introduced the other speakers who were 
identified by SA NORWOOD as Mrs. BESSIE M. WILLIAMS and HENRY A. 
JARRELL. There was another man standing with the speakers who 
never did speak. Mrs. WILLIAMS was not a very forceful speaker 
and none of her remarks could be heard.

JARRELL is a loud talker and forceful in his de
livery. He attacked Mayor BEN WEST, Nashville, for his 
policies on integration and attacked the NAACP, the Jews and 
the Communists. He apparently was reading from a prepared 
text.

FWN:FJ
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Mrs. WILLIAMS was observed to be;

Race ' White
Sex t Female
Age Late 409 s'
Height 5<’-"4»”" '
Weight -145. to 155
Hair Black .
Build Heavy ■
Complexion Medium

JARRELL was Observed to be;
1

Race White
Sex Male
Age 60
Height . 5’ 6”
Weight 140
Hair White .
Cpmplexion Tanned
Build Small .
Voice Medium tone, Southern

accent

The man who did not speak was observed to be;

Race ’White- '
Sex Male
Height 5° 10”
Weight 150
Hair Grey (wore hat)
Build Medium
Age . 65- . .
Complexion Medium

During the speaking literature was passed but.
This consisted of a mimeograph sheet giving the.campaign plat
form of the two candidates. On the reverse side was given some 
background information about each of the two candidates and an 
advertisement for membership in the Tennessee White Citizens? 
Councils. One of these was picked up off the street where it 
had been thrown and is submitted herewith.

there were not more than twenty-five people listening, includ
ing newsmen, photographers, two plain clothes police officers 
from the Nashville Police Department, and five or six students

The talks lasted for about two hours. At most

- V . ■
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from one of the universities in Nashville. At one time there 
were nine adults observed in the crowd who seemed to be sup
porters of the candidates and adherents of the KASPER policies.

The following license numbers were noted on auto** 
mobiles in the vicinity which appeared on cars either known to 
be driven by KASPER’S adherents or by actions of their occupants 
suspected as such.

1J-5403 (19 59 Tenn.)-

1H-7844 (1959 Tenn.)-

1F-2863 (19 59 Tenn.)-

Recognized as being car belonging to 
 and driven by 

Recognized as being car normally driven 
by I _______________ |_At this time it was
driven I

b6
b7C

Old man from speakers group seen getting 
in this car with two women and a man be
lieved to be | |

The following two out of state license numbers were 
noted on cars in the vicinity of the courthouse:

1981370 (1959 Illinois) - Noted because speaker referred to having 
made speech in Chicago.

115-072 (1959 Delaware) - Noted because KASPER is known to have 
associates in Delaware.

Neither of the above two licenses were on a car 
known to have any connection with the subject.
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On May 11, 1959, Mrs. JANICE RIDLEY, Motor Vehicle 
Division, Tennessee Department of Finance and Taxation, Nashville, 
advised SA NORWOOD from records pf her office that the following 
registrations appeared for the license numbers shown.

- Registered to1J-5403

1H-7844

________ Nashville, for a 1950 Ford Tudor 
Sedan on Mar ph 26, 1959. -fV

11.
- Registered toT __________________________ .

I |Nashville, for a 1956 7g,
Nash Station Wagon on March 27, 1959.

_____________£_________________
1F-2863 - Registered to I __________ |

NashyJ.lle„^for a 1951 JJgJt
Chevrolet Tudor Sedan, on March 11, 1959

On May 11, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant T-3 
advised SA NORWOOD that the lights were on in KASPER’s living 
quarters very late on Saturday night, and that on Sunday night or 
Monday morning, May 11, 1959, at approximately 3:00 AM, KASPER, 
another man and some women came in and made quite a racket for 
thirty or more minutes. The car they were driving had a license 
plate on it that was black with white numbers but the informant 
could not make out the numbers or the state. The informant did 
not know whether the women left or not but everything got quiet 
and the lights went out between 2:30 and 3:00 AM. However, at 
daylight a car left. The informant did not know who was in the 
car.

At 3:00 PM, May 11, 1959, Memphis Confidential 
Informant T-3 advised that KASPER came out of his living quarters, 
where he apparently had been all day, got his car out of the 
garage across the street and left. No one was with him at the 
time.

On May 12, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-2 advised that Miss GRACE DAWSON had given the subject almost 
free run of her house. The informant stated that he had learned 
that she left the house open to him in the day time so that he 
Could use the telephone. He felt that any long distance calls 
made from there would probably be made by KASPER.

On May 12, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-4 advised SA NORWOOD that places and persons had been contacted 
by some person from Miss DAWSON's residence since May 4, 1959:
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3-4-59 - RAULSTOWSCHOOLFIELD - C^attenooga,,_Tenn.. - Telo #AM 7-6703

3-6-59 — H 11 11 - tf tt ft

3-10-59 - J. BENJAMlN^IMMONS - Washington,D»Co #MA 2-1131

3-13-59 - RAULSTO^* SCHOOLFIELD - Chattanpoga^ Tenn. #AM 7-6703

4-6-59 — ” ft it it #MA 4-3417

4-7-59 - Person unknown - Knoxv i1le, Tenn, 5-7456

4-9-59 - Southland Motel Lebanon, Tenn. #HT 4-2933

4-11-59 - Person unknown - Knoxville, Tenn. 8-1840

4-13-59 - Rich's 4-4011
,,♦1

4-22-59 - Person unknown 8-1840

4-22-59 - Rich's ... ” 4-4011

4-23-59 ft ft 11 tf

5-2-59 - J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS - Washington, D. C. #MA 2-1131

- 10 -
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II. . .Activities at Washington, JD.. C. /

WF T-4 advised' on May 15., 1959-, that,_______  
had received a letter from JOHN, KASPER and KASPER stated he 
did not intend returning to WashingtonDo C. FLEMING 
indicated’ he1 wanted to hold a m e e t i nSeaboard White 
Citizens.-£Lq^ (SWCC) to- either close it dowh or re-_________ b6
organize it” leaving KASPER out of the group. ~b7C

A description of the SWCC is contained in the (
appendix section of this report. '

WF T-4 advised on May 25, 1959, that the SWCC is not. 
an active organization and the possibility of its folding 
up is great.. Informant advised that KASPER is still carried 
as the Executive Directors f . ■

WF T-4 advised on June 25> 1959, that during a brief 
visit to Washington, D.. C., on Jude 23, 1959, KASPER went 
into g^eat detail about why he didn’t want to.be tied up-With 
GEORG^ LINCOLN ROCKWELL of Arlington, Virginia6 The -maih 
reasopj according to informant, seemed: to be that KASPER 
thought ROCKWELL was a 1920 Nazi living in 1959, KASPER 
indicated that, he thought the Attorney General would /socn- . 
pu-i .ROCKWELL on the subversive .list and KASPER statezd h< 
would go to jail for his beliefs but not for something ■ theft 
•he didn’t, he Heve ino He mentioned that he did not’ care what 
________________Ithoyght of this plan, but stated that he was 
going to revoke the SWCC charter. KASPER talked about 
Nashville and in answer to a question from informant,, stated 
that bombing was not out of style but depended- on the local 
situation. He thought that the..justice Department.wanted him 
in jail when- schdpl opened, but it was.never too laste to- 
instigatetactioho ■; cKASPER mentioned to: informant that he had, 
a good-.supporting crowds in Nashville of .about’1^100. ...He . .
also thgught that his support throughout - the country.was 
good and he -indicated he had. a great deal, of success in- his 
last fund raising^appeal. According to.the. informant he had 
a largettsUmgof money with hinu KASPERjalso-.-mentioned that 
he might-go to Vanderbilt Law. School./ . < . .. .

' ' ' - 11 - • ■ '
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/ A description .of GEORGE LINCOLN ROCBiWELL and his 

organization, the World Union of Free Enterprise National 
Socialistsj is contained in the appendix of this report.

/ . . ~ - -
7 WE- advised on .June 23,. 1959that KASPER rented

<a-±rail;^T^rhi^ B. C»s which he jhad to turn in
at Nashville wM^ He is using tHe trailer . __
to haul his pcfesessidns- io. Nashville ., * t

WF T~4 advised onJune 23., 1959 , that KASPER believed 
he would-be arrested .immediately if the Supreme Court denies 
his appeal. Therefore;,. after taking his possessions to 
Nashville, he. intended to -go, to ■Louisville. Kentucky, where he 

. ’would dead his rar th jZ B^STONER of the National States Rights 
Barty. After doing: this KASPER intended to gb toTWetum^kT, 
Alabama, to visit JCHU^ROMMELIN (retired Admiral

The National States Rights Party will
in the appendix to this .report.., 

,__ WF T°4 advised on June 25. 1959

be described

KASPERJ. 
of

that on _________  
Jmet at the home

as he thin, 
being.

i _____ _________ and KASPER indicated to
Jthat he is going to turn in his part of the 'SWCC charter 
• ifg i t t g hast to discontinue fhe group-for the time
 I indicated to infdrpant that she is going

. to mail KASPER all Of the names that she has collected from
__  sources. She indicated that she already had 50G names 

to. send KASPER. . '
various

WF T~16 advised on June .25, 1959, that on June 22, 
1959, KASPER had mentioned, that he did not expect to have much 
time before going to jail for six months. According to the .
informant he appeared to have plenty of money-and he. stated ; .
that his fund raising campaigns were very successful. KASPER 

. was interested i-n what GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL was doing and 
launched into a tyrant a^a^nst his tactics.. All in all he seemed 
very jealous of;ROCKWELL. ■

- 12 -
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According to Informant, KASPER saysrthat -he thought 
Violence cp^ld still be used with effectiveness in some 
parts of the South, but that the only permanent way of .enjoying 
success was thrOughpolitical action.

. Physical surveillance by Special Agents (’SAs) of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI’} was conducted on KASPER 
during a visit he made to Washington, p. Co, from. June 22-24, • 
1959o On June 23^ 1959, it was observed that he was hauling.- 
certain material in a U-Haul Trailer bearing Florida license 
IN .1649o His car-was. observed to be a 1950 dull gray Chrysler 
Sedan, bearing Tennessee license; 3-C6927.

IIIo Writings , - ■

On May 26, .1959, Post Office Inspectors'Office, 
Jacksonville-ii Florida, made available a mimeographed letter- 
captioned "JOHN KASPER Appeal” dated May 11 J. 1959*. The . 
letter was signed JOHN KASPER .Post Office Box 7073, Nashville 
10, Tennessee. _ .

. • This is -five page appeal for fuddsv" The following 
paragraphs are sattiples from that letter® ’ ‘ ....._...._

J .

'We are struggling for civilization in America. We 
are working for a hatiph Which will present equaL Or greater 
opportunities to Americans sons and daughters ih^.the past 
has afforded them. We aim at the most intelligent'white ""
leadership in .our various governments, Federalj 'State and , 

. local. We stand for the Constitution of the United States ass 
Ratified in 1789, every word of it, as the greatest instrument 
of government ever devised by free men. - 4

' t i

"Against this is barbarism. Against.this is the 
return to savage, jungle life•embodied in the murderous 
ideals of the Bplshevic and the jews who conceived such a 
monstrous concept of life. Against this is Usury and the 
international financiers,- Federal Reserve' racketeers,, mostly 
controlled by the Jews of New York, Washington, London, Paris, 
Geneva and Moscow. Against this is the present Supreme Court 
'of the United States comprised-of communist sympathizers, jews,

. - 13 - ' ; '
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■ ' ’’ ‘ .

tohite-race haters, and radicals of the rppseveltian revolution 
which changed' our government from a Constitutional Republic to 
a centralized welfare ‘state with jew-control at the top.

7 "X- -X- -X-
"Also, here in Nashville, after I was ’rehabilitated* 

in Federal prison for a year, I went to trial on an ’inciting 
to riot? charge. The charge was made before I went tp prison 
but not tried ’til after I got out. It was a great comedy, 
a strutting judge who beamed benevolently out at the court on 
this ’big case’ he was trying;, a nicely stacked jury of big 
silk stocking muckety mucks, witnesses who lied in fear of 
being beaten by police again, as they were at the time they 
were arrested', and State prosecutors whptmissed their calling 
in the theater Or the vaudeville circus and somehow landed 
in the courtroom. . ' .

* * * ' ' J ->< ‘ .

■ ”1 ask you now, .to please serld 'me bs much money as
you possibly can, that I may be enabled to continue these 
appeals and remain out of jail until they are finally 
decided. Between the two cases, Federal and -State, I must 
have, at least $5,000.00 to carry them on. the time is short 
on the Federal, case and I must tell my attorney what I am 
going to- do. ’What I do depends oh what I can do. What I 
can do depends on what you will dp to help me."

Legal Difficulties / .

Investigatory District
. . . , . . ashville, Tennessee,

advised SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD that hearings, were held on the 
morning of June 4, 1959, by the Tennessee Supreme Court op 
KASPER’ s cas^ari that this was as appeal by KASPER from a- b6
conviction ph .a charge of inciting a riot in Nashville. b7C

SA NORWOOD ascertained from Clerk of the Tennessee 
Supreme Court that the court was expected to hand down 
a ruling on the case on July 27, 1959.

On June- 4., 1959, 
’s Office. Davidsc

- 14 -
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f The New York Times, newspaper, oh July 28^ 1959, carried-

f an article -on page- C15 entitled ’’Kasper Plea Fails." The
article points out that the Tennessee Supreme Court oh July 27, 
1959,, ruled that KASPER must serve six months in the Davidson 
County workhouse at Nashville and pay a $500 fine for inciting 
to ript in Nashville integration troubles in 1957. __ .

On June 29, 1959, the United States Supreme Court 
denied KASPER’s petition for a writ of certiorari from his 
conviction in the Federal Court at Knoxville, Tennessee, in 
connection with the 1956 Clinton, Tennessee High School 
integration riots.. . .

Oh July 17, 1959, __________________ Deputy United States 
Marshal, Knoxville-, Tennessee, advised that on July 16, 1959, 
KASPER was taken into Federal custody by a United States 
Marshal.. He indicated that KASPER would- be removed to the b7C 
Federal Correctional Institution at Tallahasseej Florida.

The Washington Post and Times Herald, local newspaper, 
on July 24, 1959,' set forth in an article that KASPER Jaes 
checked in at the Federal Correctional Institution at Tallahassee, 
Florida, to begin his six month sentence for interferring with . 
integration at. Clinton, Tennessee High School.

- 15 -
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APPENDIX .

'.White Citizens Councils of D* C., aka Seaboard."White ■ 
Citizens Councils. ; .

The '.White Citizens Councils of D. Ci, aka the ‘Seaboard . 
White Citizens Councils' (.SWCC) were incorporated in the District 
of Columbia. as reflected in certificate 16343 file d August 31,, .
1956, with the Recorder of Deeds, 'Washington., D. C. The '’particular 
business and objectives of said corporation shall be to promote , 
the material improvment of its members by designating information 
to members and others for the purpose of improving race relations.'’ 
Among individuals listed, as trustees, directors and/or managers 
for .the corporation were JOHN KASPER and FLOYD FLEMING.

/ FREDERICK JCHN KASPER also known as-JCHhf KASPER was
sentenced to one year in a Federal prison in the- Fall of 1956, 
by United States District Judge ROB’ERi TAYLOR in Knoxville., 
Tennessee, for violation of a restraining order growing out of 
the Clintpn, Tennessee High School racial riots in August, .
1956. KASPER has also received a six months Federal prison 
sentence and a six months sentence from the state of Tennessee, 
for his - .activities. .

A source has advised that as of May, 1959, KASPER 
is still the Executive Director, of the SWCC'. The source has. 
advised that the actual active membership of the SWCC is 
small and limited to approximately nine persons.. ’

- 16 -
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'World Union of Free Enterprise National 
Socialists,

A source advised on February 27, 1959, that GEORGE 
LINCOLN ROCKWELL of Arlington, Virginia, had held an 
organizational meeting of the World Union of Free Enterprise 
National Socialists (WUFENS) at his residence on February 26, 
1959. -Six persons were present and they, according to the 
source, comprised'the beginning of an officer corp of the 
organization. ROCKWELL told those present that the WUFENS 
would be an international movement, but that the section of 
the organization in the United States would be known as the 
American Party of the WUFENS.

ROCKWELL• on March 26, 1959, furnished to Special 
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation a copy of the 
program of the WUFENS stating that he expects to become 
president of the United States through the organization’s 
platform. The main enets of the WUFENS,as reflected in a 
program, call for the migration of Negroes to Africa and the 
trial and execution of all Jews guilty of communist and 
Zionist treason.

The source advised on May 20, 1959, that the main 
activity of the organization since Its Is- inception has been the 
distribution of anti-jewish material as well as material 
setting forth a program of the organization.
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National States Rights Party ..... ........................” - ...- y ” ' ’ । b7c 
|................................... ______ ................... _______ _J advised

Special Agents or me federal Bureau of Investigation on 
December 9, 1958, that she was formerly National Vice 
Chairman of the National States Rights Party (NSRP). The 
NSRP was started in Louisville, Kentucky, as a third 
political party to preserve segration in the South. , She 
added, however, that the organization had become violently 
anti-Jewish.

■' - 2

■1
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U ED STATES DEPARTME^t 0JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. €,

Kg’S «

' — FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
. RACIAL MATTER'S .. '

Reference is made to the report of Special Agent 
Richard B. Lavin; dated and captioned as above.

All informants utilized in this report, have 
furnished reliable; information in the past with the 
exception'of ..ME^T-^. Contact with ME T-3 has been 
insufficient to evaluate--tfte reliability of his 
information. : ■ - -

. . This --.meihOr^ndum is loaned to you by-the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its.contents 
are to be distributed outside 'the agency to which, loaned.



Jr. 9-23-68)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of: ^RICHARD B. LAVIN
Date:

AUG 6 1959 ’ ■ ■ -
File Number:,W8shingtOH Field

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER;, JR.

Office: Washington,©. C.

Bureau 62-105095

Character: RACIAL MATTERS
• J: ' '■ • ■ ।

X , *

Synoptic _

KASPER managed,'campaighs f or BESSIE WILLIAMS and HENRY A? JARRELL 
for-'Mayor and Vice-Mayor of Wshville in 1959. KASPER’ spoke at 
Vanderbilt Uhiyeifsity^ May, 1959, and was poorly
receive^, On 5-9-59, KASPER held a rally on the front steps 
pf DavidsonCounty Cpu-rt House .in the WILLIAMS'campaign.
KASPER visited ^a^rington,©.C'., briefly in June, 1959, but 
did not conduct. any activity along racial lines while in

C. KASPER*s petition for a Writ of. Certiorari, the tl.S. 
Supreme Court denied add KASPER taken' into custody by U.S. 
Marshal 7t16-59, <tp; commence serving- 6 months prison term. 
KASPER presently incarcerated in Federal Penitentiary, 
Tallahassee, Florida. . *": • ■;

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/ 
it and/or. its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.





Nashville, Tennesseej 
July 31,1959*

TO, WHOM .IT MAY CONCW:’ - _

We, the undersigned, would, like it be known thatwe.'. 
protest and abhor the cruel and inhuman treatment of Mr. John-" 
Kasper,. who is serving a six-month term at the federal Correb^ional 
Institution at Tallahassee, Florida. We are 'infosned?tiit^^^;£^'" 
constantly harassed by negroes there, and, to add InJ&xy tb ;insuit, 
he was either beaten up or punched in the face by oneof. the.'.-.- 
negro prisoners. We protest Mr. Kasper being persecuted':®©!^.' i. 
had not obe Mf. Haskell Johnson of Mobile, d^bma’bsi&riii^s^ 7- 
from said prison, and given his story to. the, Associated Press, it' 
would never have been known.- ■ - " - -----............. , _■ -

We protest to the warden, to the guards at the. . 
prison, to the Federal Government of the United States,.'and1 mgst 
of .all, to the Supreme, Court who is responsible for-Mr. Kasper’s 
being there. We ask that this, harassment Tw ’stopped- at Jonhe* ‘;- 
that Mr. Kasper be transferred- to another prison. Fehling that 
his life is in danger, we urge that hie safety should be 
assured. '

b6
b7C
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We, the undersign^, wopl^lijlifc^^^ 
protest and abhor 
Kasper, who is serring'.a 
Institution at lallahaesas^ ^orida, •' "art-'
constantly harassed by hegr^eis there, i&,74e. •& 
he was either beaten up orp^hchedinthefaceby dh»,x^t2^be- 
negro prisoners. We protest Mr, Kasper being pereSdttted said, ' 
had not ohe Mr, Haskell Johnson of Mobile, Alabama been released 
from said prison, and given his .story to the Associated Press, it 
would never have been known.

We protest to the warden, to the guards at the 
prison, to the federal Government of the United States, and cost 
of all, to the Supreme Court who is responsible for hr. Kasper’s 
being there. We ask that this harassment be stopped at once, of ' 
that Mf. Kasper be transferred to another 'prison. Keeling that ■ 
his life is in danger, we urge that his safety should be 
assured.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT .

STANDARD FORM NO. M

TO The Director

FROM A, Rosen

SUBJECT:

DATE: August 3, 1959
Tolson______  

Belmont
DeLoach
McGuire .____ 

’’ Moji/*_____>_ 
^rsops Z__ 

Mposen-sC^—J 
'Tamm -

Trotter______  
W.C. Sullivan _ 

Tele. Room__
Kasper was convicted for contempt of the G,S, District*^™™ —— 

Eastern District of Tennessee, in connection with his an y 
' opposition to integration at Clinton, Tennessee, The Supreme Court 
recently denied his appeal and on 7~16~59 he was arrested by the 
G, S, Marshal, Knoxville, Tennessee, to commence serving six. months'

Court

sentence
Kasper is presently in the Federal Correctional institution 

Tallahassee, Florida, and Warden Kugene R, Goodwyn has furnished the 
fol lowing inf ormat ion:

At about 3:30 p*m,, on 7~^5~59 subject Kasper was on the 
recreation field of this institution participating in some sort of
athletic contest with other inmates when a Negro inmate named 

1 came, up to Kasper and said
do you?"\ and Kasper then exchanged
men scuffled for a minute or so before the 
them apart.

"You don’t like Negroes, 
a few words and the two b6
other inmates could pull ^70

Goodwyn explained that is serving a five-year
sent&ice, having been convicted on an assault charge while in the 
G. S, Army, He said that neither man had been hurt and that no weapon 
had been used by either man, According to Goodwyn, I ~~ha<2 admitted
to him that he had been the c^ressor in the scuffle, and 
had neither done nor said anything to provoke it,

Continuing, Goodwyn explained that scuffles of

that Kasper

this type
daily;between various inmates occur at this institution almost daily; 

however, this is the first time Kasper has been involved in one, 
Goodwyn said that he did not want this information to get to the press 
as the latter"would probably blow it up into a full scale race riot, "
and such was definitely not the case

He said that if any inmate' other than Kasper had been 
involved in this scuffle, he would have thought no ^Dr^fh^u&^t; 
however, in view of Kasper's potential for causing racial disturbances 
he, Goodwyn, plans to recommend to the G, S, Bureair^o^Prisor^That 
Kasper be transferred in the near future to some other^Federal ' 
institution outside the South,.such as the Federal 
Institution., Danbury, Connecticut, Gocidwyn stated 
this Bureau advised of any further developments in

9

Correctional 
that he would ke$pf 
the future with 
Federal ihstitution,reference to Kasper's possible transfer to another



UNIT 1VERNMENT '

to : Director,. FBI (62-105095)
FR^^/: ^c» Jacksonville (105-45) 

subject: FREDERICK JOHN ^JASPER, JR., aka

RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: August 18, 1959

Rerep SA RICHARD B. LAVIN dated 8/6/59, at 
Washington Field Office. V

Appropriate arrangements have been madby 
this office with authorities at the Federal Correctional 
Institution, Tallahassee, Florida, whereby this office 
will be advised when Subject is released from that 
institution. Whenthis information is received,the 
Bureau and auxiliary offices will be immediately ^advised.

In the meantime, instant case is being*placed, 
in a’pending inactive status for a period of ninety (90) 
days. .. .

EX 109’

RFC- 42
2-BureaU
1-Knoxville (62^-623)
1-Memphis (105-275)
1-Mobile
1-Washington Field (62-^8028)
2-Jacksonville
JBH-cpc • .
(8) ’ - ,



In Reply, Please Ref er to 
File No.

t I
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

September 2^ 1959

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

A source, who has furnished reliable•information 
in the past., advised on September 1, 1959, that a petition 
has been circulated in the Nashville, Tennessee area 
protesting the incarceration of Frederick John Kasper in a 
Federal prison at Tallahassee Florida.

The petition also protested the "cruel and inhuman" 
treatment of Kasper in that he is "constantly harassed" by 
Negroes there. It adds that Kasper "was either beaten up or 
punched in the face by one of the negro prisoners".

The petition ended with the request that Kasper be 
transferred to another prison because his life is in danger 
at Tallahassee.

According to the source, the petition has been 
mailed to Kasper’s attorney, J. Benjamin Simmons in Washington, 
D.C.

Kasper is serving. a six month sentence in the 
Federal prison at Tallahassee following a conviction arising 
put of racial disturbances over school intergratioh at 
Clinton, Tennessee, in the Fall of 1956,

This memorandum is loaned to you by the. Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.



FD-36 (ReV. 12-13-56)

A

Wwrarihnfirnirrr-

Mr. Tolson - .
I Mi;KelntoSt—1 
। Mr. t)ej£oach=_ 
Mr. MiGuire_

.F B I

Date: 9/2/59

Transmit the following in
(Xype in^plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL

f Mr. Mohr_. 
Mr. Parsons

I Mr. Rosen__ 
’ Mr. Tamm_
Mr. Trotter-
Mr. W.C.Sullivan I1
Tele; Room____  

. Mr. Holloman— 
‘.Miss Gandy___

D

(P'riority'or Method of Mailing)

i-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO (62-8028)

FREDERICK JOHN: KASPER 
. RACIAL MATTERS ’

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies.of a 
letterhead memo concerning £ petition which is being 
circulated protesting the incarceration of subject. Infor
mation copies are being sent the Memphis Office.

Also enclosed for the Bureau and the Memphis 
Office are two. Photostats of the petitions which were 
forwarded, to J.. BENJAMIN SIMMONS, KASPER• s attorney.

, The source in the memo is.
* original information is located in

T whosp

ALL INFO#(RM)

AIRTEL

■ i

c c m

“2-Memphis (Encls-^)
2r-WE£__________
(1<
ELT/sal
(7)

ON aONTAI

Approved: _ y :_ nn—
//SpeBiril Agent in Charge

DATS fWM 
HOW FORW..

Cl

Sent -M ' Per



STANDARD FORM NO. 64' JL"A 7 ‘
Office Memoranaum- UNITED sMe§ GOVERNMENT

WFO

DIRECTOR, FBI

JBjECT:FREDERICK JOHNnKASPER. 
RACIAL MATTERS

(62-10509.5)

(62-8028)'

, JR., aka

date.: 8/19/59

00: WFO

As- requested by Bureau Form 0-17, 8/17/59, enclosed- are 
two additional copies of the report of SA RICHARD B. ' 
LAVIN, WFO, 8/6/59.

2 Bureau (Enc. 2)
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. v • uNi " ■ ^vtOvernment
r vj L^*--'----'^^ 1
. 4?-^

= DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) DATE: &W59

SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275) .
r! O '

C. subject:. FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka
■< • ■ RACIAL MATTERS '

j 00: WFO _ ,
4-/ ’ - ■

fe 5 Rerep SA RICHARD' B. LAVIN dated 3/6/59 at WFO.
■ ' . 1

. On 3/27/59, there was filed, with the CJerk of Tenn. .
| State Supreme Court a petition for rehearing of the case in

? 4 which subject was convicted of inciting a riot. This nn .. —
was prepared by the subject while in Federal Prison and suty*’’*’’^

4J mitted by mail. The original is in the’subject*s handwriting^ 
., j • j . . ’ .
dj J On 3/31/59, the Tenn. State Supreme Court dismissed his
■ ;j 3 petition for rehearing. Subsequent to that time, BENJAMIN*^^ 
:j; ^^IJVMONS, Atty., Washingtpn,r._ 0 ..C., advised the clerF of*THe“”Tenn• 
V 1 State Supreme Court that he intended filing a writ of certiori 
V ' with the U.S. Supreme Court on behalf of the subject. He . ,
I/-1 A requested copies of the trial record and certain other documents, J.
' . one of which was the petition filed by the subject. •

■ Mr. JACK BOYD, Clerk, Tenn.■State Supreme Court, fur- 
nisheduSA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD the above information on 9/23/59 
and at that time, a photostat pf the copy of the subject’s . 
petition filed 3/27/59, which he has had typed for the benefit

1 of SIMMONS* Copies of this are being forwarded to the. Bureau 
f and WFO for information. ’

‘ In view of the fact that KASPER will undoubtedly return
’ to Nashville, Tenn., after his release from Federal Prison, this 

case is. being placed in a pending inactive status in the Memphis 
Division to be reactivated January 2, i960.

2J- Bureau (Encl. 2)(REGISTERED)
2 - Washington Field (Encl. 1)(REGISTERED)
1 - Memphis
FWN/krp



. iiovembar 25, 1959

Airtel

To: SAC, Jacksonville (105-45)

; From: Director, FBI (62-105095)

FREDERICK JOWICAEPER, AKA.
. RACIAL MATTERS

/> RcBuairtel T^SJMjD •
-. /h ■ ■

A >• Information has been received at the Bureau
/f indicating that Edward R. Fields, head of the National States
/ / Rights Party (KSRP), expects Kasper to be released from
I / Federal Correctional Institution* Tallahassee, on 11-27-59,

z and to attend a convention of the NSRP at Dayton* Ohio, .
11-28 & 29-59. Immediately advise anticipated date of 
Kasper’s release and advise whether any detainer has been 
filed. .

1 - Washington Field (62-8023) (information)

WLM:ers 
(5)

EX-105

Tolson_______
Belmont . _ - .
DeLoach........... 
McGuire ......... 
Mohr__ ;_____  
Parsons ___  
Rosen_ ______
Tamm ___ 1 r..
Trotter_ Lui!_ i 
W.C. Sullivan_  
Tele. Room___  
Holloman____ _ 
Gandy ______





Admiral John G. Crommelin, U.S.N. ret., one of the 
greatest living patriots....first brought to ' '
my attention the seriousness of the attack 
on racial separation..cfrom the time I had the 
privilege of Admiral Crommelin*s friendship, 
I have worked incessantly to maintain white
race integrity and segregation throughout ‘

. the Uj.Se

. The Kasper letter goes on to boast of

his varied activities since 19^1: attacking the Federal Reserve System;

starting bookstores "to break the monopoly of book distribution exercised

by left-wing international Jews”; fighting "the ’mental health’ racket...

a Jew-ridden occupation designed to control hon-Jews who stand against

their aims to rule the world." Kasper answers charges that he had socialized

with Negroes: ’

Over a 3 or U month period in N.Y., I attempted 
to alert New York Negroes to the fact that they 
are being duped and used as instruments of the 

■ . Jewso '

In the course 'of a lengthy discussion ■

of his bouts with the courts, Kasper lists the attorneys who have "worked 

tirelessly” and "without compensation, even though their defending me has 

worked reprisals against them financially, and otherwise." J.- Benjamin 

Simmons of Washington, D.C., is cited for his work on Federal cases. Four f 

Chattanooga, Tenn., attorneys are also credited for having "stuck with me 

all the way" — Judge Raulstpn Schoolfield and his law partners', Excell

Eaves and John Taylor;, and James Carroll.

MADOLE CIRCULATES The leader of the National Renaissance
FANATIC LITERATURE ' . -

OF CHICAGO GROUP Party, James Madole., is. distributing the

"Survival Issue" of Frontier, a four-page

leaflet published in Chicago by the Institute of Biopolitics, "a research
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and policy formulation group of the Democratic Nationalist Partyo"

To accomplish- its stated aim of "Advancing 

Democratic Nationalism,’1 Frontier advocates "a basic design for the organic 

preservation of the moral and material elevation of the Whitefolk of North 

America." Proposals are based on the demand that "only members of our 

Whitefolk may be citizens of the Nation," This excludes not only Negroes 

and "unclassified non^-Whites," but also Jews, Communists, Liberals, Humanists 

and Pacifists. From this starting point, the "Folk Policy" proposals demand: 

j ...the complete and officially enforced 
segregation, of all non-Whites in the Nation.

. ...creation of a National Repatriation
Commission to bring about the emigration 

' . and resettlement of non-assimilable Whites
‘ and non-Whites through financial and '

economic assistance.

...(that) Immigration shall be restricted 
, to select Whites from lands of ethnic con

. sanguinity. '

" U.S. , EXPERT ON ■ The Newsletter of the Organization of Arab
PALESTINE ADDRESSES '

ARAB STUDENTS Students in the U.S.A.,, in a special

, issue on conventions, reprints an address

delivered by Paul D> Arthur, Fulbright professorial appointee in the Middle 

East, at OAST West Coast Regional Convention.

. Zionist political and financial power,

.according to Dr. Arthur, "is all out of proportion to their numbers, 

’ particularly in our larger cities." He cites the entertainment industry

as offering an excellent'opportunity for "frequent and well organized Zionist* 

presentations," and singles out the "understandable" Egyptian boycott of 

Elizabeth Taylor’s films:



. ‘ if
It should .be noted that the boycott of 
Mrs. Goldbogen was' due’ to- her purchase 
of Israeli bonds, not her decision to 
become a Jew, /Goldbogen was the late 
Mike Todd’s, original, name,/

In a similar vein, Dr. Arthur describes

"we^l-known" Zionist pressures on local and national politicians:,

The; most flagrant current example's of Zionist 
influence is the continued tax-exempt status 
of the United Jewish Welfare Fund and its
Zionist recipient, the United Jewish Appeal. ■ .
Classed as tax-exempt charities by the U.S*

' government, this group- siphons three million
dollars out of Los- Angeles alone for Israel, 
its political parties* and military program... 
Our Treasury Department is too cowed by 
the Zionists to even discuss the matter,

"ANTI-SEMITES
■OF THE WORLD, Mahmoud al-Habi’i, a top correspondent

UNITE"
’ for the Cairo magazine,. Akhir Sa’a,

reviews the resurgence of anti-Semitism

in Germany in a recent issue and suggests that Arabs should find ways of 

cooperating with European anti-Semites;

...the Arabs are not alone in their struggle 
against Zionism, even though no attempt has 
yet been made to cooperate with the- various 
organizations' that fight Zionism and Jewish 
"graspingness"' in their various countries....

Why don’t the League,, the Moslem Congress, 
or the Christian Arab associations in the 
Arab East take the initiative in organizing 
a general congress that would get-together 
all the various associations arid organizations' 
that fight ^Zionism and its expansionism?

GERALD L. K, SMITH Hatemoriger Gerald L.K. Smith has obtained
PEDDLING. HENRY FORD’S '

"THE,INTERNATIONAL JEW" mailing lists of attorneys in at least two .

cities for his current campaign to advertise

and sell The International Jew, originally published by -Henry Ford



5* 9
Publication of this book: is entirely without the sanction of the Ford 

organization, which will continue to ignore it —r the best way of insuring 

against widespread publicity*

I

Funds for the activities of the American Jewish Committee 
are raised through the Joint Defense Appeal®



STANDARD FORM NO. ’64

Office l^em^andum UNITED STIPES GOVERNMENT

TP : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) date: 11/25/59

^from : SAC, JACKSONVILLE (105-45)

subject: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., aka.
1 RACIAL MATTERS '

Re Washington Field Office letter 11/18/59 to 
Jacksonville requesting that a check he made at the Federal 
Correctional Institution, Tallahassee, Florida, to ascertain 
the approximate date of KASPERrs release and any detainers 
that have been placed against him.

Warden EUGENE R. GOODWYN, JR;, Federal Correctional 
Institution, Tallahassee, advised on 11/23/59 that KASPER 
is scheduled to be released from that institution on 
12/16/59. No detainers have been filed against him, 
GOODWYN made available a copy of a letter dated 11/17/5.9, 
which he recently wrote to Mr. HARRY G. NICHOL, District 
Attorney General, Davidsoh County, Nashville, Tennessee,, 
regarding KASPER, which letter reads as follows:

"Federal correctional Institution
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA

"November 17, 1959

"Mr. Harry G; Nichol
District Attorney General
Davidson County
Nashv i 1 le., Tehness ee

"Re: KASPER, Frederick John 
Reg. No.. 16391-TF

"Dear Mr. Nichol:

"We are writing you at this time because 
we routinely do so with all authorities about 
thirty days in advance of releases in all cases 
where we have had correspondence regarding the

' 4
k 2 J Bureau

2 - Washington Field
2 - Jacksonville
JBH-cch

REC- 48
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JK 105-45

status of ihmates so that such authorities 
will be cognizant of proximity,of release.

"Kasper is now being scheduled for release 
December 16, 1959. ,

"In your last letter to us of September 28th, 
you advised us that defendant is under $2,500 cash 
bond; that no forfeiture Had been taken oh the 
bond in view of possible further proceedings in 
the Supreme Court; and that it was your intention 
to let the bondsman take him back to Tennessee 
or else take forfeiture on the bond. .

"In compliance with your letter of September 28th, 
we shall advise you when Kasper has been released 
and will include in our letter release information 
such as destination and so forth. . .

"If we can be Of further service to you, 
please do not hesitate to call on us.

"Very truly yours,

"E. R. GOODWYN, JR., GARDEN

"J. J. THOMPSON
"Administrative Assistant
"Classification and Parole"

The Bureau and IVashington Field Office will be kept 
advised of further developments in this matter.

-2-
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53TANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

ty/y from ■; SAC, LOS ANGELES' (100-0)

‘ subject: JOHN’kASPER '
INFORMATION CONCERNING

DATE: 12/4/59

On 11/18/59, a letter was received by the____  
t-na a nerol Qg Offina from I .... ............................ I
_______________ ______________ I *n ho q-t-.Qj-.oH thafr wh5:l;a in 
South Dakota ______________________________________________________  
he metl

I who stated he knew'KASPER I 
at which time he was an outspoken exponent of 

Communism until apparently he became close, to EZRA POUND.

stated that this KASPER is the one who was. 
jailed in the.South for leading the fight against Negro

■ integration.

 |also advised that|_(stated that he 
would be willing to talk with representatives of the FBI 
and furnish all.information in his possession concerning 
KASPER. •___________ .

Copies of this letter are being furnished to 
the Minneapolis Office in view of the fact that________  
lives in that field division. . -

®iis is being brought to the attention of the Bureau 
for information purposes.

- Bureau- (REGISTERED) .
2 - Minneapolis (REGISTERED)

2 - Los Angeles . ----------------  
. (1 - 100-53044;

T4LP:nak 
(6) REC- 58
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office ^Aem^bandum • uniteds^1ES GOVERNMENT

: DIRECTOR., FBI (62-105095) . DATE1: 12/7/59

AC, WO (62-8028)

subject: JOHN KASPER

(00: WO)

1 advised on that JOHN
LASKER intends to travel to Knoxville, lennessee, upon 
his release from prison on 12/16/59. This information 
was obtained through KASPER’s mother.; however, the. infor
mant did not learn whether or not KASPER‘s stay in Knoxville 
will be temporary.

A copy of this letter is being sent to the 
Charlotte Office since*Knoxville is relatively close to 
North Carolina.*

For information.;

Bureau
1 - Charlotte (Info)
1 Knoxville (Info)
1 - Jacksonville (Info.)
1 - Memphis (105-275) (Info)
1 - WO

ELT:ac
(7)



F B I

Date: 12/11/59

Transmit the following in_________:_______________ .__ ________________________ ;---- I
/Type in plain text or code) '

via ■ AIRTEL________  ____ - ■ ■ ■ -_____AIR MAIL____ ;----------------------1
(Priority or Method- of Mailing) ।

____ ________ :_____________________ _ ______ ________ ____________________-______ 1,

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLE (105-45)
0 ' - •

SUB J: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

00: Washington Field

Re Memphis letter to Jacksonville dated 11/19/59

Warden EUGENE R. GOODWYN, JR., Federal Correctional 
Institution, Tallahassee, Florida, on 12/9/59, informed 
SA JAMES B. HAFLEY as follows: ........................

Since subject KASPER has been an inmate at this ^5 
institution on his last conviction, two letters dated 
9/30/59 and 10/22/59. addressed to him, have been received D/b 
for KASPER from T I of Nashville. Tennessee;
Since this person is hot on KASPER* s approved correspondents* 
itst? the letters have not been delivered to KASPER, but 
remain in a dead letter office at the institution. i,

' According to Warden GOODWYN, KASPER has written I 
to his mother in New Jersey, his attorney, bondsman, and 1 
the Clerk of the Court at Knoxville, Tennessee, during 
this most recent incarceration. GOODWYN explained that 
KASPER will be released from this institution oh the

<3
2

1 
1
2

- Bureau (RM)
- Memphis (RM) ' REC-94/^
- Knoxville (62-6230 (Info) (RM)
- Washington Field (62-8028)(Info)(RM) —
- Mobile (Info) (RM) „EnrP 14^959
- Jacksonville -15 DEC 14 19by

JBH-cch 
(10)

>ved: Sent
1 Agent in Charge

M Per



JK 105-45

morning of 12/16/59, will be driven to th< Greyhound Bus 
Station in Tallahassee by"authorities from the institutioh, 
and will be furnished"a bus ticket to Knoxville, Tennessee. 
It is GOOWYN’S belief that KASPER will arrive in Knoxville 
late during the night of 12/16/59.



STANDARD STORM NO. <4

UNITED ST GOVERNMENT

to s TheDirector '

from A.. :Roi£eji^^

smyaat FREDERICK JOHNKASPERj JR. 
RACIALMATTERS

. The early morning radio broadcast over Station WRC, , 
Washington,: D. C>, on. December15; 059., indicated that * 

• Frederick JohnKasper, Jr., was to be released from the Federal 
Correctional, ihstitutidny Tallahassee, Florida, on December 16, 
1959. ‘ "

date: December 15, 19,59

Kasper ip presently serving six months in the above
mentioned institution for contempt of D. S. District Court,. Eastern
District of Tennessee,; arising'out di Khsi^ opposition to ■ 
integration at Clinton, Tennessee^ ' Warden. Ei^ Gbodwyn, ■ 
Jr.,, adv0edtKasper, upon release on the morMng pf December 16, 
059, wifi be driven to the Greyhound Bus' Station in Tallahassee 
by; institution authOrities and.tiiihu^h^ bus ticket toKnoxyillh,
Tennesse'e'.

- < .i , ■ T- ’ 7
Kasger also stands convicted at Nashville, Tennessee^ 

ph local ch^ to: riot v|hen .Nashville schools' were,
firpt? integrated.-. He, wa^f PentericedTo six mori^

■ and,;iiheti7$^ ’The TehhespeesSuprem upheld- the: cdnyihtioh
lj0y 27.^0 59,. No local detainer has been filed; however,'•Kasper is 
Lpnder .$2J5Q0; bond iri thd Nashvilie case., Harry Niphc^- District 
Attorney General, Davidson, County, Nashville,Tehriessee, advised 
Warden Goodwyn to release Kasper; and not hold him for the State of 
Tennessee. Nichol advised that Kasper has filed a petition for 
certiorari with the United.States Supreme„Court on December 3, 
19:59, to have- that Court review the casednasmuo h as, the. $2500 cash 
bond cannot- be forfeited until .January^ 1960^- Nichol Wahtp td wait 

i’until Eiuted/St^^ dgcisiOh before taking ahy action
regarding Kasper.’ ' He feels that action can be taken against the bond 
at any time.' pfc. H IA\ Ct K

; You will, be kept advised .of any pertineht^deve^^
in this matter - ’ ' * 1

FHE

S3 DEC 17 1959

S •



FD-36 (Rev.vl2r13-56)

Transmit the following in

F B L

PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

ate= 12/17/59

Via TELETYPE URGENT .

I Mr. Tofeoit— 
I , Mr. Belmont— 
I Mr. DeLoach— 
] Mr. McGuire— 

Mr. Mohr— 
Mr. Parsons 

^Mr. Rosen. 
^tr. Tamm

1 Mr. Trotter;------- -
Mr. W.C.Sullivan

■; Tele. Room—-------  
| Mr; Holloman—— 
| Miss Gandy-------

(Priority or'Methodof Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS MEMPHIS, MOBILE, KNOXVILLE AND 
JACKSONVILLE

FROM: SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (62-8028,)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER,, JR. RACIAL MATTERS. RE JACKSONVILLE

TELETYPE DECEMBER SIXTEEN LAST AND KNOXVILLE TELETYPE DECEMBER

SIXTEEN LAST. KASPER DID NOT ARRIVE KNOXVILLE ABOARD BUS FROM

TALLAHASSEE. MOBILE REQUESTED TO DISCREETLY CHECK HOME OF

ADMIRAL CROMMELIN, WETUMPKA, ALABAMA* ALL OFFICES SHOULD

BE ALERT RE KASPER UNTIL HE SETTLES IN SOME PARTICULAR AREA. P

SB DEC 18 1959

,masa^

(^-Bureau
1-Teletype Unit
1-WFO
RBL:dil
(5)

I

Approved':
j^faTAgent in Charge

Sent M. Per _



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

Tolson^—__
Belmont____

TO DI

URGENT -16-59

MOBILEND

DEC 1 6 195

3-39 PM EST RHR

!CTOR, FBI, AND SAC-S,

FROM SAC, JACKSONVILLE IP 
FREDERICK JOHN IaSPER, JR., ,

DEC. ELEVEN LAST TO DIRECTOR. WARDEN,

Mr.ffidGuire____  
Mr. Mohr_______  
Mr. Parsons.._j^< 
Mr. Rosen.^e^__

*Mr. Tamm
Mr- Trotter..------  
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room---------  
Mr. Holloman----
Miss Gandy_____

MEMPHIS, WASHINGTON. FIEL

AKA, RACIAL MATTERS. REMYAIRTEL

TALLAHASSEE, FLA.,

ADVISED SUBJECT RELEASED FROM THAT INSTITUTION AT APPROXIMATELY

EIGHT FIFTEEN A.M, TODAY AND FURNISHED RUS TICKET 

TENNESSEE.

TO KNOXVILLE,

ADVISES SUBJECT

ARRIVED AT TRAILWAYS BUS STATION, TALLAHASSEE, APPROXIMATELY EIGHT THIRTY

A..M> TODAY AND WAS MET BY APPROXIMATELY FIVE LOCAL PRESS REPORTERS.

SUBJECT WAS INTERVIEWED INFORMALLY BY THOSE REPORTERS AT BUS STATION

AT WHICH TIME HE TOLD THEM HE PLANNED TO TAKE EIGHT FORTYFIVE A.M. TRAIL

WAYS, BUS TO KNOXVILLE, TENN,, AND LATER ON- PROCEED TO NASHVILLE, TENN., 

TO CHECK FURTHER INTO CASE IN COURT PENDING AGAINST HIM THERE. 

INFORMANT STATES SUBJECT BOARDED EIGHT FORTYFIVE TRAILWAYS BUS TO

KNOXVILLE AND DEPARTED UNESCORTED IN IT.. IT IS NOT BELIEVED THAT

HE WAS CONTACTED BY ANY OTHER PERSON

THAN ABOVE PRESS REPORTERS SUBJECT SCHEDULED TO .ARRIVE

AT TALLAHASSEE AFTER RELE1

-I

TENN., BY BUS APPROXIMATELY

HER

ADVISED AIR WATL*

END AND ACK IN ORDER PLS 
, H \ ' ' ' ' ■

WA “- 3r39-PM OK FBI WA RL

ME OK FBI ME BE

EIGHT THIRTY P,M. TC

TU DISC



FD-16 (Rev. 12-13-56)
/ • ~ -

F B I

Date: 12/16/59

Transmit the .following in PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

Via KTR TEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, Aka. 
INFORMATION CONCERNING

00: WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

Bureau to
Re telephone call from Mr. WILLIAM WELTE of the 
ASAC HALTER, Memphis, 12/15/59, advising that no

detainer is on file at USP, Tallahassee, Florida, in favor 
of Nashville authorities.

HARRY NICHOL, Davidson County Attorney General, 
Nashville, Tennessee, advised SA WILLIAM L. SHEETS on 12/15/59 
that he had written the warden of above institution to release 
KASPER upon completion of his Federal sentence. He said he 
took this action for several reasons; namely, that KASPER has 
petitioned the United States Supreme? Court under date of 
12/3/59; that KASPER has posted a $2,500.00 cash bond with 
Nashville authorities, which bond could not be forfeited 
until January, I960; that it would cost more than $200.00 to 
bring KASPER back to Tennessee at this time, and it was 
decided to await action of the United States Supreme Court 
before taking necessary action to have KASPER begin service 
of his sentence of six months and $500.00 fine received at 
Nashville.

Mr. NICHOL said he would appreciate receiving any 
information coming to the attention of the FBI with regard
to the status of KASPER's application
Supreme Court

to the United States

AlrteL

Teietype.-y

1
4

3)- Bureau (62-105095)
2 - Washington Field Office
1 - Memphis (105-275)
WLS:JM
(6)

(62-8028)

SpGS. 1JSL. 

Reg. MalL

Approved:

’«isterad...

Sent M Per

1



f ♦ ;
■ ME;105-275■-■■■.' • f ■)< ’ ■

. < .. ■ LEAP ' / - V.:.'

THE WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE . /

: S : ' < ? . AT WASHINGTON, D. G. 7 ■ .

- Will follow Supreme Court action and advise 
Bureau and Memphis.;



Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Tol won
Belmont___ _

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COnMIKSECW

DEC 1

Mr. McGuire____
Mr. Mtdir_______

’ Mr. WrSTaons
I Mr. U&Qsen

Mr. WaL______
Mr. Trotter
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room______ , 
Mr. Holloman___  
Miss Gandy_____

12-16-59 11-11 PM ESTURGENT GH

TO 'DIRECTOR FBI AND SAC-S ^EMPHXS«-AWD WASHINGTON’FIELD

FROM SAC KNOXVILLE.- - ”^1P

FREDERICK JOHN EASPER, JR. , RACIAL MATTERS. RE JACKSONVILLE TEL

TWELVE SIXTEEN INSTANT. TRAILWAYS BUS FROM TALAHASSEE ARRIVED 
KNOXVILLE NINE PM THIS DATE. KASPER WAS NOT ON BOARD. ANY /I 

PERTINENT INFORMATION COMING TO ATTENTION' KNOXVILLE OFFICE InX/^

FUTURE-WILL BE FURNISHED TO BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES.

8944 IN TITLE AFTER JR SHLD READ AKA, RACIAL MATTERS.

END AND ACK IN 0 PLS

as DEC 17 1959.REG- 68
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FD-3G^Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 12—31r-59

Transmit the following in Plain text_______________ .____________
(Type in plain text or code)

Via - Air-tel________ .____________________ ;_______________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275) 
FREDERICK JOHN^SPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS
Washington Field Origin

,______________ On 12-20-59, ____________________________________ _
| advised SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD that there 

was activity at tne residence of Miss GRACE DAWSON, 4010 Brush 
Hill Road, indicative that subject may have been at that address 
on that date, |did not see the subject. Spot checks were
made by SA NORWOOD but no activity was noted. b7C 

b7D
On 12-21-591 _______

Nashville, advised SA NORWOOD that from the activities of I ~
|Miss GRACE DAWSON, on 12-20-59, she believed that KASPER 

was in Nashville. Miss DAWSON has never discussed KASPER by 
name! so she could not definitely state that it
was KASPER. She stated that on 12-21-59, he had gone.

On 12-29-59, Criminal Court Judge HOMER WEIMAR, 
Davidson County, Nashville, before whom the subject was tried 
and convicted on a charger.' of inciting a riot, ordered the 
subject and his attorney to appear in his court on 12-31-59 at 
9:30 AM. The purpose is to hear arguments from BENJAMIN SIMMONS, 
the subject*s attorney, to the effect that KASPER should remain 
free on bond until the U. S. Supreme Court has ruled on subject’s 
request that that court review his case. WEIMAR indicated that 
he was of the opinion that he had no authority to allow KASPER 
to remain free on bond. After the Tennessee State Supreme Court

Mitel.............

Teletype.............

A. M..............

A. M. S. D............. .

Spec. Del..............  

Reg. Mail............. 

Registered.,

Bureau(62-105095)
1- Knoxville (info)
1- Washigtbn Field(62-8028)(info)
2- Memphis (1^-275)
FWN: FJ
(7)

A^pfoveaAALQ__;;____________ Sent-----  
'________________________In Charge

& JAM 2 Iago.

M' Per_____



Me#105-27'5 ; -

Air-tel to Bureau 12-31-59

upheld the conviction, of the subject, Judge WEIMAR ordered $1400 
of the $2500 bond used to pay the $500 fine and court costs 
against KASPER. Renee,, if.WEIMAR allows KASPER to remain on-bond, 
he must post another $1400. Judge WEIMAR stated that if KASPER — 
fails, to appear, and no good reason is given by his attorney, he 
will issue a capias for his immediate arrest and confinement to 
the DavidsonCounty Workhouse when located.

On 12-30-59♦ advised that she did
not believe that KASPER was at Miss DAWSON^s residence. She 
stated that Miss DAWSON had Christmas Dinner with|

I(known to.be followers of KASPER). but that no 
mention was made, of her ’’roomer” being present* | ]
Stated that Miss DAWSON never identifies KASPER other than to 
refer to him as her "roomer.”

‘ ■ b6
b7C

' ■ ■ - ' ’ ; b7D



FEDERAL BUREAU (SfINVESTIGATIOU 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

■KOR SECTIOM
Mr. • JToIsmi-------
Mr. jBelnwnt------- 
Hr. Del^aeh—~

DEC311953
Mr. McGuire—-
Mr. Mohr— 
Mr. ParsonsX—
,Mr. Rosen?
Mr. Tamm.
Mr. Trotter------_ 
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room---------
Mr. Holloman___

Miss Gandy--------

"URGENT 12-31-59 6-33 PM CST JWB k

TO DOCTOR, FBI , AND SACj WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE |

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS IP
WITTER

FREDERICK JOHN ’’KASPER, RM_. HEARING ON SUBJECT-S CASE HELD 

IN CRIMINAL COURT, DAVIDSON COUNTY, NASHVILLE, TENN., THIS 

DATE. JUDGE HOMER WEIMER RULED THAT SUBJECT COULD REMAIN 

FREE ON BOND PENDING RESULTS OF REQUEST FOR CERTIORARI TO 
4 0 10 -

US’ SUPREME COURT. SUBJECT STAYING AT FOUR ZERO ONE ZERO

BRUSH HILL RD., NASHVILLE, TENNo AND STILL DRIVING GRAY

NINETEEN FIFTY CHRYSLER

END AND ACK PLS
18 JAN 5 1960

UWA 7-25 35 PM OK FBI WA RL___  ... WO COPIES WO

TU DISC CC—KRo ROSS



STANDARD FORM NO.,64 £

aV • j ’ Office Memorandum- ' "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) DATE: 1/11/60

SAC, WFO (62-8028)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00: WFO)

ReMEairtel to Director 12/16/59.

SA JAMES J. RYAN procured from EDWARD SCHADE, 
Clerk of U. S. Supreme Court on 1/5/60, a copy of the petition 
for a Writ of Certiorari #561 filed by subject with Ui S. 
Supreme Court on 12/2/59, and the answer of the Attorney General 
of the State of Tennessee filed 12/30/59, with U. S. Supreme 
Court. The petition seeks a review of opinion and judgment 
of the Supreme Court of Tennessee dated 7/27/59, in the case 
of JOHN KASPER vs, The State of Tennessee. The petition and 
answer are enclosed fpr the Bureau,

Mr. SCHADE advised that at present he is unable 
to furnish any definite date when the Supreme Court will 
reach a decision in this matter. WFO will follow action of 
the Supreme Court.

’ •
*

® - Bureau (Encls-2)
1 - Knoxville (INFO)
1 - Memphis (INFO) (.105-275)
1 - WFO 'x,

RBL:RMR/dbl .
(5)
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 Office-Supreme Court, U.S, | 

FILED ’
DEC 2 1959

JAMES R. BROWNING; Clerk

■ IN THE

Suptrae ©nuri nf tip S’taio
October Term, 1959

no. 5 61'

John Kasper, Petitioner,
N.

State of Tennessee

PETITION FOR. A WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE 
SUPREME’ COURT OF TENNESSEE

J. Benjamin Simmons 
1010 Vermont Avenue, N.W. 
Washington 5, D. C.

Attorney for Petitioner 
Of Counsel:

Herbert S, Ward

1010 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Press of Byron S. Adams, Washington, D. C.
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IN THE

(tart nt tip Mniteit
October Term, 1959

No.

John Kasper, Petitioner,
N.

State of Tennessee

PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE 
SUPREME COURT OF TENNESSEE

Petitioner prays for a writ of certiorari to the 
Supreme Court of the State of Tennessee which af
firmed judgment of the Criminal Court of Davidson 
County, Tennessee, finding petitioner guilty of inciting 
to riot, sentencing him to six months’ imprisonment 
and to pay a fine of Dive Hundred Dollars (App. 
No. 8a). ‘

OPINION BELOW

The opinion of the Court below has not yet been 
officially reported. Copy of the opinion and judgment 
are annexed hereto and printed in the Appendix.
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JURISDICTION

The judgment of the Supreme Court of Tennessee 
was entered on July 27, 1959 (App. No. 8a). A Peti
tion for a Rehearing was denied on September 3,1959 
(App. No. 9a). The jurisdiction of this Court is 
invoked pursuant5 to the provisions of 28 United States 
Code, Section 1257 (3).

QUESTION PRESENTED

Are the. speeches made and printed material circu
lated by the petitioner which, formed the basis for the. 
charge and conviction of the common law offense of 
“inciting to riot” protected under the First Amend
ment of the United States Constitution ?

STATEMENT OF THECASE

The petitioner was convicted of the common law 
offense of inciting to riot (App. 8a) and sentenced 
to serve for a period of six (6) months in the Davidson 
County, Tennessee, workhouse and pay a fine- of $500.00 
(App. 8a).

The summary of the testimony is covered extensively 
in the lower Court’s opinion so will not be repeated 
here (App. la).

In the Court’s opinion, it was stated (App. 6a) :

“The defendant’s insistence is that he does not 
believe in violence and has never at any time ad
vocated violence; that be came here for the purpose 
of promoting friendly race relations. He admits 
the general tenor of statements attributed to him 
-by numerous witnesses^ but insists he was simply 
quoting the predictions of others.”

A reading of the entire opinion of the Court is urged.
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REASON FOR GRANTING. THE WRIT

Are the Speeches Made and Printed Material Circulated by" the 
Petitioner Which Formed the Basis for the Charge and 
Conviction of the Common Law Offense of "Inciting to 
Riot" Protected Under the First Amendment of the United 
States Constitution?

■■ Stating the reason for granting the writ another 
way: “Are the “freedom of speech:” and “freedom of 
press” protections under the first amendment absolute 
with- respect to a prosecution for- “inciting to riot” 
under the common law; the State of Tennessee having 
no statute making inciting to -riot a crime?”

In the case of Terminiella n. Chicago, 337 U.S. 1 
(1949) a Chicago ordinance was judicially interpreted 
to permit punishment for breach of the peace for a 
speech which “stirs the public to anger, invites dis
putes, or bring about a condition of unrest”. In that 
case a riot had actually occurred and the .speech'in 
question had in fact “provoked a hostile mob, incited 
a friendly one, and threatened violence between the 
two”. The Court reversed a conviction under the 
ordinance and Justice Douglas wrote:

“A function of free speech under our system 
of government is to invite dispute. It may, indeed, 
best serve its high purpose when it induces a 
condition of unrest, creates dissatisfaction with 
conditions as they are or even stirs people to 
anger. Speech is often provocative and challeng
ing. It may strike at prejudice and preconcep
tions and have profound unsettling effect as it 
presses for acceptance of an idea. This is why 
freedom of speech, though not absolute, is never
theless protected against censorship or- punish
ment, unless shown likely to produce a clear and 
present danger of a serious substantive evil that 
rises far above public inconvenience; annoyance, 
or unrest.”
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The length to which the Supreme Court has gone in 
protecting freedom of speech is illustrated in the case 
of Yates et al. v. United States, 354 U.S. 298, 77 S. Ct. 
1064, and the issues in that case were whether or not 
it was a violation of the Smith Act:

. “. . . to advocate and teach the duty and neces
sity of overthrowing the government of the United 
States by force and violence and (2) to organize 
as the communist party of the United States, a 
society of persons who so advocate and teach, all 
with the intent of causing the overthrow of the 
Government by force and violence as speedily as 
circumstances would permit.” .

This Court held that those persons had the right 
to advocate the overthrow of our government by force 
and violence so long as it clearly remained in the realm 
of advocacy.

In the Court’s opinion below it will be noted that 
the Court stated (App. 5a):

“At this meeting there was passed out with the 
name of the defendant (petitioner) on the reverse 
side of same printed material that stated that these 
were the last days of peace between the white and 
negro races and tended to question the motive and 
sincerity of national, state and county officials and 
urged that the white people stiffen their backs and 
prevent integration of schools with their shotguns. 
There was also passed out by the defendant or 
those aiding him in the conduct of his meetings 
and speeches a picture of a negro boy kissing a 
white, girl.” ■

The cases that are pertinent in this connection are 
Konigsberg v: State Bar of California, 353 U.S. 252, 
77 S. Ct. 722; Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494, 
71 S. Ct. 357; Bridges N. California, 314 U.S. 252, 62
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S. Ct. 190; Schware v. New Mexico, 353 U.S. 232, 
77 S. Ct. 752. '

In Konigsberg v. State Bar of California, supra, 
the Court said' at page 269:

“Because of the very nature of our democracy 
such expressions (an article he wrote saying this 
Court had sold out to the enemy, meaning fascists) 
of political views must be permitted. Citizens, have 
a right under our constitutional system to criti
cize government officials and agencies. Courts are 
not and should not be immune to such'criticism.” 
(citing Bridges n. State of California, supra).

In the Dermis case the history of the “clear and 
present danger rule” is discussed and delineated and 
this Court apparently agrees with Justice Holmes’ 
statement in Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 
39 S. Ct. 247, 63 L. Ed. 470:

“The question in every case is whether the words 
used are used in such circumstances and are of such 
a nature as to create a clear and present danger 
that they will bring about the substantive evils 
that Congress has a right to prevent”.

The prosecution in this case proceeded upon the 
common law offense. There is no statute in Tennessee 
making inciting to riot a crime. The Tennessee con
stitution gives even a wider scope in its Bill of Rights 
than the Bill of Rights to our federal constitution. It 
would be gravely doubtful if the Tennessee legislature 
could legally enact a statute making it an offense to 
“incite to riot” in view of absolute protection its con
stitution gives on speech and press matters.

Article I, Section 1 of the Declaration of Rights, 
Constitution of Tennessee, provides:
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“That all -power is inherent in the"people, and 
all free governments are founded on their author
ity, and instituted for their peace, safety and hap
piness ; for the advancement of those, ends they 
have at all times, an inalienable and indefensible 
right to alter, reform or abolish the government 
in such manner as they may think proper. ’ ’

Section 19, Declaration of Rights, Constitution of 
Tennessee, provides:

“The free communication of thoughts and opin
ions is one of the invaluable rights of man, and 
every citizen may freely speak, write, and print 
on any subject, being responsible for the abuse 
of that liberty ...”

The record in this case shows that the prosecution was 
based entirely upon the speeches made by the petitioner 
and the printed material put out in connection with 
his speeches.

The Court will observe that the entire case against 
Petitioner is that the modus operandi of the commis
sion of the common law crime of inciting to riot was 
by oral and printed words. Counsel has examined the 
cases cited herein and others and believes that the free- 
don of speech and freedom of the press protections of 
the First Amendment are absolute in this situation. 
Tennessee has a written constitution and statutes 
covering the usual crimes. Petitioner was not charged 
and convicted of violating any statute of Tennessee, but 
instead is charged and convicted of a common law crime 
by written and oral words. Tennessee is a very old 
state, carved out of the Territory of North Carolina, 
and its legislature has been active during its history as 
a state, as a casual glace at its Code will illustrate. But
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its legislature has never made 4‘inciting to riot” a 
crime, and as set forth earlier herein, this is un
doubtedly due to the broad protections its written con
stitution rightly gives these two great freedoms (speech 
and press).

CONCLUSION

It is the position of the Petitioner that freedom of 
speech and of the press are absolute so far as forming 
the basis.for an offense known only to the common law. 
This being a case of first impression so far as Peti
tioner can ascertain, it is urged that certiorari be 
granted.

Respectfully submitted,

• J. Benjamin Simmons

1010 Vermont Avenue, N.W. 
Washington 5, D. C.

Attorney for Petitioner
Of Counsel: .

Herbert S. Ward
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. APPENDIX

Filed July 27, 1959
B. J. Boyd, Cleric ' .

OPINION OF THE TENNESSEE SUPREME COURT

John Kasper, Plaintiff in Error,

v.

■State of Tennessee, Defendant in Error. 
##**#«**#■*

Opinion

Plaintiff in error, John Kasper, hereinafter called de
fendant, was convicted for inciting a riot and sentenced 
to serve for a period of six months in the Davidson County 
Workhouse and pay a fine of $500.00.

There have been filed in behalf of defendant 20 assign
ments of error, some of which overlap, but counsel has not 
seen fit to file any written brief or argument in support 
of said assignments of error.

Under assignments 1, 3, 4 and 8 it is insisted that the 
court erred in not sustaining the motion to quash the array 
of jurors upon the alleged grounds that they did not 
comprise a cross section of the County either geograph
ically or economically ; that they were a biased and preju
diced panel of jurors holding strong opinions in opposition 
to defendant; in refusing to grant the motion for change 
of venue. ■

We have examined the record thoroughly in this regard 
and we find absolutely no merit whatever in these insist
ences. The trial judge heard ample evidence in regard 
thereto and gave the same most careful attention. Hence w'e 
overrule those assignments. -

The second assignment of error is that there is no 
common law offense of inciting to riot because it is al-
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leged that the indictment or presentment is based on the 
common law and that the same has been expressly repealed 
by the adoption of .the State and Federal Constitutions 
on those subjects and that no legislation covering the 
subject has been enacted. ■ ■

There is no merit in this insistence because Aid. XI, 
Sec. 1 of the Constitution of this State expressly provides 
otherwise and it has been so held in Henley v. State, 98 
Term., 665. 41 S. W. 352; 39 L. R. A, 126.

Assignments 5, 6 and 7 are that the evidence preponder
ates against the verdict and in favor of his innocence; the 
proof fails to show that as many as 3 people were assem
bled at any' time as would be necessary to establish the, 
existence of a riot, that proof fails to show that a riot ever 
occurred, and if so, in the presence of the defendant;

It thus becomes necessary to refer to the evidence. The 
State offered the following evidence: .

The defendant, a native of New jersey, and a graduate 
of Columbia University, Class of 1951, came to Nashville, 
Tennessee, about the end of July, 1957. At that time there 
was considerable feeling and unrest among a substantial 
number of residents of Nashville because of a Federal 
District Court order requiring the first grades in all City 
Schools to be integrated upon the opening of September- 
1957 term of school.- •

The defendant had appeared before the City School 
Board in an attempt to prevent integrating the first grade 
in the public schools. He began making speeches sometime 
in the early part of August around in various places. It 
was shown by the testimony of a Mr. Fullerton^. a news
paper reporter for. the Nashville Tennessean, that at a 
meeting on the first Sunday in August, 1957, the defendant 
said in substance “Well, he said that people are getting 
pretty excited about it (the school opening) and he said,
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we don’t want any trouble here but people are. getting 
pretty excited. I remembered he said, I had a fellow- 
come up to me and say, “John, Why don’t you hang the" 
School Board.”' He said, “I don’t say we should do that” 
and he said, “another fellow came up to me, John, I have 
got a shot gun, we might have to use it to defend myself 
and my family and I can do it.” He said, another fellow 
came up to me and said, “John, I don’t want any trouble. 
here but my kids aren’t goin to school with Negroes,, and 
if I have some dynamite, I know how to use it.”

This witness stated" that the defendant kept repeating the 
above statement in substance and that in all these refer
ences that he made to violence he purported to be quoting 
somebody else and not saying these things, himself.

This witness attended another meeting the latter part 
of the month of the same nature. The defendant con
tinued speaking around in various places before the open
ing of schools on August 27 for enrollment of pupils. On 
one of those occasions he spoke in front of the Davidson 
County Courthouse and on that occasion he made ex
tremely derogatory remarks about Governor Clement, 
Mayor West and other officials, including the School Board. 
He said the School Board had a Jew and negroes on it 
and they were nothing but pushbuttons for the Mayor. 
He referred to negro people generally as “niggers” arid 
said the Jews were agitating and promoting this trouble 
with the negroes to the point where the negroes thought 
they were better than the people he was speaking to. He 
said the negro is better than the Jew and that the Jews . 
were Christ killers. Again he said he was not advocating 
violence but there would be bombings, dynamiting, blood
shed and probably killing but regardless, they were not . 
going to put negroes in our schools. That statement 
brought on some loud talking and clapping of hands. On 
this occasion 'the defendant’s hat was passed around among, 
the crowd to take up a collection which defendant said was
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to defray the expense of printing literature and the money 
was turned over to him.- The only literature passed out 
at the first meeting was announcement of the schedule 
of future meetings. At a subsequent meeting in the same 
spot, other literature to be referred to hereinafter was 
passed out.

On August 27, the enrollment date for the schools, the 
defendant appeared at least five of the schools and made 
inquiry about the number of negro children registered, if 
any, and created a disturbance by urging the people not 
to let their children go into the schools or urging them 
to withdraw them as a result of which a very substantial 
number of children were withdraw from each of the schools.

Then on 'September 9, the day the schools were to begin 
class, the defendant engaged in the- same performance. 
For instance, at the Caldwell School there were Some people 
there before the defendant arrived and they were quiet. 
After he arrived and began speaking, the crowd increased 
and became loud and traffic was blocked so that the police 
officer made him move on. Defendant in departing told 
the crowd to follow him to the Buena Vista School. Then, 
at Fehr’s School where defendant appeared on September 
9, there were 156 pupils there before he came and only 40 
afterwards. The mob yelled for the lady principal to 
come out and they threatened to get her. During the 
disturbance the colored janitor’s automobile was burned. 
After the crowd had dispersed, the schoolyard was filled 
with sticks, stones and broken bottles.

This principal definitely testified that parts of the threats' 
made against her were made while the defendant was talk
ing to the crowd asking them to boycott and picket the 
schools. She named more than 4 people in the crowd.

Then that night of September 9, the big show came off. 
The meeting started out in front of the War Memorial 
Building in Nashville but as the crowd grew in size and
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were blocking traffic on Capitol Boulevard, the meeting 
was moved to the steps of the Capitol Building. The 
crowd was estimated to be in the beginning a little more 
than 100 but increased to the maximum estimate by some 
witnesses of 700. At this meeting the defendant spoke 
his usual line of stating what would happen if the integra
tion was proceeded with but was careful, of course, not 
to make any statements or threats as to what he would do 
himself personally. He designated pickets to go to some 
of the schools; he held up a rope with a noose in the end 
of it and suggested that a lot of people would like to see 
Z. Alexander Looby hanged (this latter person being a 
negro lawyer and a member of the City Government of 
the City of Nashville). The defendant posed for a picture 
holding some wooden mallets crossed in his hands, these 
mallets being the type used by stonemasons.

At this meeting there was passed out with the name of 
the defendant on the reverse side of same printed material’ 
that stated that these were the last days of peace between 
the white and negro races and tended to question the motive 
and sincerity of national, state and county officials and 
urged that the white people stiffen their backs and prevent 
the integration of schools with their shotguns. There was 
also passed out by the defendant or those aiding him in 
the conduct of his meetings and speeches a picture of a 
negro boy kissing a white girl.

The evidence shows that the crowd reacted to these 
things as one would expect. Immediately thereafter, ac
cording to one witness, at least 150 people who had attended 
the meeting in front of the Capitol repaired to Fehr School 
where a riot occurred. The crowd was breaking glass and 
running all over everything.

About two o’clock A. M. that same nightj the Hattie 
Cotton school was dynamited and partly demolished.

We deem it unnecessary to go into further detail as we 
are of opinion that there is ample evidence both direct and
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circumstantial, to fully support the verdict of the jury. 
We would like, however, to make this comment. The 
defendant’s insistence is that he does not believe in. vio
lence and has never at any time advocated violence; that 
he came here for the purpose of promoting friendly race 
relations. He admits the general tenor of statements 
attributed to him by numerous witnesses, but insists that 
he was simply quoting predictions by others.

As for his alleged non-violence attitude, it seems to be 
a case of the voice of Jacob and the hand of Esau. As 
for race relations, his every move was consistent with and 
conducive to nothing but disruptive race relations.

Evidently we must overrule these assignments.

Assignments 10 and 14 relate to the refusal of the trial 
judge to permit counsel for defendant to cross-examine 
two witnesses relative to their being beaten by police 
officers and causing them to make statements. The State 
concedes that this was error but we do not think so under 
the circumstances of this case. These men did testify that 
they were beaten by the police and that they were afraid 
of the police but under questioning by the trial judge, 
they testified in the absence of the jury that regardless 
of their claim of having been beaten that what they had 
said in their statements and in their testimony was the 
truth. The trial judge was satisfied with their statements 
that they were telling the truth and he was very careful 
all through the trial not to get into side issues but to 
stick strictly to the charge in the indictment. We do not 
think this was error but even so, in view of all the mass of 
evidence otherwise, we agree with the State that it is 
harmless error.

The same thing may be said of assignment 19 with refer
ence to Constable Peek. That is, the trial judge was not 
interested in Peek’s conversation with the defendant when 
he arrested' him and sought to elicit from defendant a
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history of his views and theories about Communism, race 
relations, etc.

Assignments 9, 11 and 12 relate to matters introduced 
in evidence consisting of a baseball bat, a mallet, etc., f ound 
in the car of witness Crimmons after he had been attending 
the defendant’s meetings and about a piece of wire; also 
a sound film taken of the meeting on the night of September 
9 showing the crowd in front of the Capitol.

Crimmons had been associating with the defendant, driv
ing him around and also taking orders from him about 
picketing. It was proper to put these items found in his 
car before the jury to let them decide whether they were 
relevant to the charge in the indictment. The film was 
also properly authenticated and introduced for whatever 
it was worth and that also was for the jury. There is 
some question about the type of wire, whether it was 
suitable for discharging dynamite, but that is likewise 
a matter that was for the jury so that we can see no merit 
in these assignments. .

We have examined the other assignments and find no 
merit in them. There is no doubt in anybody’s mind that 
any citizen has a right to express his opinion about the 
opinion of the .Supreme Court of the United States in the 
integration cases but the right of free speech is limited 
just as are all other so-called rights and when one goes 
beyond a proper expression of opinion and incites to 
riot, he has gone beyond the area of freedom of speech. 
The great Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes said that no one 
has a- right to yell “Fire” in a crowded theater when 
there is no fire.

Before closing we wish to make the following comment. 
The trial judge made a preliminary statenient to- counsel 
that he would confine the evidence strictly to the charge in 
the indictment and there would not be tolerated any side 
issues. He enforced this ruling strictly and impartially as
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well as humanly possible. It is well that he did for many 
reasons including the fact that approximately fifty wit
nesses testified.

The judge commended counsel for the efficiency and 
propriety of their efforts. We most heartily commend the 
judge for his fairness and efficiency.

All assignments are overruled and the judgment below 
is affirmed.

/s/ John E. Swepston, J.
John E. Swepston, J.

SUPREME COURT MINUTES AT NASHVILLE, 
M. B. 44, page 782.

John Kasper

v.

State of Tennessee , 
Davidson Criminal. 

Affirmed.

Judgment

Came the plaintiff in error by counsel, and also came 
the Attorney General on behalf of the State, and this 
cause was heard on the transcript of the record from 
the Criminal Court of Davidson County; and upon con
sideration thereof, the Court is of opinion that there is 
no reversible error on the record and that the judgment 
of the ■Court below should be affirmed, and it is accordingly 
so ordered and adjudged by the Court.

It is therefore ordered and adjudged by that Court that 
the State of Tennessee recover of John Kasper, the plain
tiff in error, for the use of the County of Davidson the 
sum of $500.00, the fine assessed against John Kasper in
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the Court below, together with the costs of the cause 
accrued in this Court and in the Court below, and execu
tion may issue from this Court for the cost of the appeal.

It is further ordered by the Court that the plaintiff in 
error be confined in the county jail or workhouse of David
son County, subject to the' lawful rules and regulations 
thereof, for a term of six months and that after expiration 
of the aforesaid term of imprisonment, he remain in the 
custody of the -Sheriff of Davidson County, until said fine 
and costs are paid, secured or worked out as required by 
law, and this cause is remanded to the Criminal Court of 
Davidson County for the execution of this judgment.

And it appearing that a cash appeal bond in the amount 
of $2,500.00 was deposited with the Clerk of the Criminal 
Court of Davidson County, when the defendant, John 
Kasper, has been taken into custody, the cost of the Court 
below and of this appeal and the $500.00 fine assessed 
against the defendant will be paid from said cash bond, as 
provided in Tennessee Code Annotated, Sec. 40-1234. July 
27, 1959.

SUPREME COURT MINUTES AT NASHVILLE, 
M. B. 44, page 792.

Davidson Criminal. 
Petition to Rehear Denied.

John Kasper

v.

State of Tennessee

Order

This cause coming on further to be heard on a petition 
to rehear, upon consideration of all of which and the Court 
finding no merit in the petition, it is denied, at the cost 
of the petitioner. 9/3/59
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IN THE

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.

. OCTOBER'TERM, T'959.

JOHN KASPER, 
Petitioner/

v.
- STATE OF TENNESSEE 

Respondent.

ANSWER
To Petition for Writ of Certiorari.'

May It Please the Court:

The petitioner seeks a review by this Honorable Court 
of an opinion and judgment of the Supreme Court of Ten
nessee, dated July 27, 1959 (petition to rehear denied Oc
tober 2, 1959), in the case of John Kasper v. State of 
Tennessee, not yet officially reported, but unofficially re
ported in 326 S. W. 2d 664.
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JURISDICTION AND QUESTION PRESENTED. '

Jurisdiction of ’this Honorable. Court is invoked by au
thority of Title 28, U. S. 0. A. 1257 (3). ■ ' ■

... rv - -f:rr. o- C" '

Counsel -for the :Stbte' of Tennessee-- insists that the-ques
tion presented is . whether dr not. the .common law offense 
of inciting to. riot in the State of Tennessee is repugnant 
to the-right of free speech'and"'free press guaranteed by 
the First' Amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. .Counsel for.the. ji^titioner a,dmits on page'3 of the 
petition that this is another way of stating the issue, in
volved, although .'“Under. Question Presented”, he states 
the--problem. for.solution to :be-as--follows: • ■

• • 0 ’ L’’. t ‘
-“Are the speeches made- arid, printed material'cir

culated by the petitioner' which formed the basis for 
the charge and conviction of the common law offense 
of ‘inciting to rio.U protected, under.the First Amend
ment of the United States Constitution-?”

Kucher,fact that none -of the. evidence.-in 
this cause has been designated-as a basis for this petition, 
it is again insisted that the question involved must be 
whether or not the common, law, offense of inciting, to riot 
in this State.^conflicts w;ith-the right.of freedoin of speech- 
and freedom of the press.



\ \ T argument. , ; ”(; .."’
. ■ Cases .determined by this- Honorable Court and -cited by 
counsel fpr,the petitioner: .-answers- this question.-contrary 
to-the contention of the petitioner; -In Terminiella y. Chi- 
cagp,93?L. efi..ll31, 37 IL'S. l,<it was said: • " - ■
. ' ‘ “ The :jconstitutional. guaranty pffree speech does

' ’ not .prevent ’ the punishment; for’ slanderous,' abusive;
• and' offensive, utterances which’have'a' tendency 'to 

■ ■ breach the peace. Stromberg-v. California'; 283’ tL Si- . 
■ 359, 368; 75 K ed: '1117, ’ 1122; 51. S.’ Ct. <532; Near v;
' .Minnesota, 383 H. S. .697,.708/711,■.712,' 75 L. ed; 1357;

1363, 1365, 1366,: 51'8.. Ct. 625- (distinguished)-; .Thotn-
. _ hill y. Alabama, 310 U. S. 88,..84 L. ed.. 1093, 6Q S._Ct.
t 736Ogren y. Rockford Star Printing Cd., 288 til. ’405, 

: !’ 417,123 N. E. 587; Murdock v. Pennsylvania, 319 IL
105, 87 L. ed. 1292, 63 S.- Ct. 870, 882, 891,156 A. L: Ri 
81 (distinguished)*’;- Thoniasv. Collins, 323 U. S. 516, 
89 L/ed. 430/65 8, Ct/315 (distinguished); Cantwell v. 
Connecticut, 310 U.. S, 296, 308, 84 L. ed. 1213, 1220, 

. 60 S. Ct. 900, 128 A. L. R. 1352; Chaplinsky v. New
Hampshire, 315 If. 8, 568, 571, 86 L. ed. 1031, 1034, 62
S. Ct. 766; Chicago y..Hiint, 374 Ill. 234, 29 N. E. 2d

.’ gg;„’ • -. ' ; .■
• * , ' • f

This Honorable Court in Stromberg v. California,-75 
L. ed. 1117, 283 U. S. 359, had this to say with respect to 
the-right..of free...speech:.. . :

' * ‘ . ‘j < j ‘ V . \ .* . .... ■ * , • ■

. VThe/right is not an,absolute one;, and- the state’in 
. ■ dhe. exercise., of its police power may punish; the abuse 

of this freedom. There .is. no .quesfipn but. that the 
state may thus' provide if of' the punishment of those 

' who ’ indulge in utterances which incite to violence 
and crime and'threaten’the- overthrow of organized' 

"■gbverhm'eht-By unlawful means.’-’ .• •*

Counsel for the. .petitioner has not designated that^the. 
indictment in this cause be certified to this Honorable
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Court, and the -Tennessee Supreme.. Court did not in its 
opinion state a clear and concise definition of the offense 
‘‘inciting to' riot”. However, it is clear’ from the Court’s 
opinion and the facts recited therein that the petitioner 
did intend to incite his followers to riot to prevent the in
tegration of Negro children' with white children in public 
schools of Nashville^ Tennessee, by violence and unlawful 
means. ' Considering the principles stated in the cases cited 
above and 'the facts recited- in the Tennessee Supreme 
Court’s'opinion, it seems-clear that the common law offense 
of inciting to riot, in "the State-of Tennessee does riot con
travene the fight of. free speech as guaranteed by Amend
mentI, Constitution of the United States.

1 tri yiew of the. for egoing, it is submitted that the -peti
tioner ’s prayer for a writ of certiorari in this cause should 
be denied. ; ............

/ • - ■ . ■ Respectfully submitted, •

■ ' ' ’ ' ‘ ' GEORGE F. McCANLESS,
■ V / ■' " •’ -Attorney General,
v”- '’7............... ’ ’ State of Tennessee.

. ... / . , J , ■ ■ THOMAS E. FOX,
! Assistant Attorney General,

State of Tennessee.
TEF/b' ■ - ' ' 7

I certify that I forwarded a copy of this Answer to Pe- 
titibri for Writ of Certiorari’ to Mr. J. Benjamin Sirhmons, 
1010 Vermont Avenue, N. W-, Washington, D. C., oh this, 
the .... day of December, 1959,

., Thomas E.Fox,
•.• Assistant Attorney General, 

  State of Tennessee.
TEF/b ' ." ’ ' : .
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, WFO (62-8028)
FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00: WO)

ReMEairtel, 12-31-59

EDWARD SCHADE, Clerk, D.-S. Supreme Court, 
Washington^ D.C., advised SA KEVIN F.. FLANAQAN on 1-11-60, 
that KASPER’s petition for a writ of certiorari was denied 
by the Supreme Court on 1-11-60.

WFO by separate letter this date has sent to the 
Bureau the petition and answer filed with the Supreme Court 
in this case.

. S' Memphis will 
the action being taken 
the subject.

keep the Bureau and WO advised of
by the State of Tennessee concerning

P

^3/Bureau
'"1 -Knoxville (INFO)

2-Memphis (105-275)
1-WFO
RBL:AJC
(7)

RtO 38
12 JAN 13 1960

AIRTEL

$ 0 - Wick

Approved: ■.
^3 d 1 R RI

Sent Per
gent in- Charge



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

WASHINGTON 25, D. C. '

January 14, 1960

~ A source who has furnished reliable information 
in the past has advised that Frederick John Kasper, who 
is currently in Nashville, Tennessee, communicated with 
Floyd Fleming this week and requested Fleming to send* / ' 
three thousand copies of the leaflet ’’Are you a Segregationist?” 
to Grace Dawson in Nashville; Kasper advised Fleming“that ■ 
he needed“the leaflets to assist in raising f^nds in order 
that he could pay court fines. He indicated/that if he”“ 
did not raise the money to pay the fines he/would have to 
spend considerable more time in jail. /

’ “ The leaflet is Signed by FToywrieming as Chairman, 
Committee to Free John Kasper; It depicts Kasper as~the . 
IeadeF~Tn the Tight td^pf eserve segregation and requests“that 
funds be submitted to save Kasper months in prison and to 
complete his legal battle.

The source has furnished/information reflecting 
that Fleming, Washington, D. C., is a close associate to 
Kasper and that Grac^©awson has been active in Kasper*s 
behalf in the Nashville, Tennessee; area. '

Regarding Kasper, he is a publicly known 7 
segregationist who was released from a. Federal Penitentiary 
in December, 1959, after serving a six-months* sentence 
resulting from disturbances at Clinton, Tennessee, over 
school: .integration. He is currently appealing and ecis ion of the 
Tennessee state courts arising out of the same disturbances.

' * Attached /o each'copy of this memorandum is a
copy of the leaflet^Ure you a Segregationist?.”

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the HI. It io f>e property of 
the I~I and i; boned to your agency; 
;■ । c i I ’ - . d: are net Io be 
di'-'." ..cd v.il.'c your agency.





. "SURfc!" "you say. "I'm not ashamed of 
it! Only Jew-Communists, phoney "■intellect- 

■ uals, Jew bootlickers and greedy carpetbagger 
politicians want to mix the races! I'm ready to 
FIGHT to keep America WHITE! "

w Those are great Words, and they, sure 
need to be said, -but are you 'DOING all you 
•can to save' the White Man from Jew-Com
munist integration? , , • -

"SURE!" you say again, "What MORE 
could I do ? "

The answer is right here in your hands!

John Kasper saw Jew Communists push
ing the White and Negro races together open
ly as part of their devilish plans to breed the 
White Man down into a race of docile, brown 
mongrels for ahMarxist one-world, .--and he 
did what HE could! !

picket White House for reds! ! !

What he did was pretty DAMNED good! !

They had to call out the U. S, Army with 
fixed bayonets and their’TANKS to prevent.the 
rise of the Christian American White people in 
their “wrath when John Kasper did HIS bit to , 
alert them to the menace of Jew-Communist 
integration! !'

100'0's of jews 
1.

£ ai

Nopody at White House for John Kasper

Take a.look at the two pictures above! !

Th* «bov»> picture -was not taken* in East 
Berlin or Poxnen, Poland. It wax taken on a 
tchool 'yard In the U.5.A. The tank and loaded 
machine gunx are there to bemused “if 
necettary'* aqainxt the parents'and, citixens 
who gathered at the school Jn protest 
against the admission, of Negroes. Thus,

with the -backing of a Marxist-tainted 
Supreme Court, and with the aid of two 
turn-coat governors (Clement of Tennessee: 
Chandler ,efvKentucky) bayonets, tanks and 
machine guns!,V*ere at long fast bei’-i used 
to enforcoKfhe' N,A.A,C.P.'i vic' 'inte
gration" program;

Th.ey constitute the' best possible object ’ 
• lesson in WHY w’e have been steadily/losing the 

battle to save America and the White Race 
from the Jew Communist conspiracy since 1913!

When the rotten Jew triators, the Rosen
bergs, were' caught stealing bur atom secrets 
for the Communists,’ along with fifteen other 

•Jew Communist traitors, THEIR side turned 
out en masse and poured out their money and 
their efforts in the battle to save the traitors. 
Huge MOBS of Jews, -hundreds of the vermin, 
stampeded to the White house on behalf of the 
vilest traitors in our history! Look at them! !

, You who read this are probably sitting 
comfortably in you.rhome or office. And as you 
read:, -John Kasper, who put up the most mag- 
'nificent FIGHT ever made for YOU and your 
race, is jammed into a thoroughly MIXED Fed
eral PRISON, on the ROCK PILE! Only a short 
time ago, this lone American patriot was slug
ged by a brutal, sweating black, naked to the 
waist and snarling and cursing in the prison . 
yard, crawling with other ugly black criminals.



■ u •
■. . ■ ■

• * " Not a SOUL has appeared at the White
House'on behalf of YOUR side, —America's 
side, --and John Kasper’s legal defense has. 
been.bdrne almost wholly by a pitiful few.

Now maybe the rest of us haven't got 
' what it takes to make’a. lone stand like John. 

God does not grant such courage and leader
ship to many,.

And maybe not many of us can even' get 
to the White House as the Jew-Communists can 
always do, with their usurious money.

/ •
But any man or woman who claims to be

• ready to fight for the White Race can certainly 
help get John Kasper , off of that rotten, inte-, 
grated rock-pile and out of that federal prison!,

Kasper has already served one year for.- 
contempt"--(exercising his rights of free —, 

speech in Clinton),.and is presently serving 
•six months for "conspiring in Tennessee", 
-although he was proved to be over a thousand 
miles away- (iri-Washington,-D. C.) at the time 
he was supposed to be -conspiring! ! !■

John Kasper was sent to jail .two times 
for exercising freedom of speech, -for oppos
ing the mixing of negroes and whites in, the 
classrooms. He never advocated nor partici
pated in any violence. >

When jew playwright Miller and jew 
Goldfine were cited 'for open defiance and con

i’ tempt of Congress, neither one spent a day in 
jail! -and the jews howl up a storm .that they 
were even cited! The courts today protect and 

‘ defend these red jew termites, while they peru
se cute and prosecute courageous Americans 
like John Kasper who stand up for our Race, 
our Nation and our Constitution.

In addition to these two chunks carved 
out-of John Kasperb life for standing up for 
YOU and’ our Race and Nation, John has been 
fined $500, which means MORE time in jail, 
unless the money is raised and paid.

Beside all this, John faces still another 
six months at the hands of the enemy he al- 

•most defeated and who will'never forgive him, 
-or you, for insisting-on racial decency.

John Kasper’s attorney of Washington, 
D. C., who handled John’s previous cases, has 
now. taken charge of the Nashville case, and is 
petitioning the U. S. Supreme Court to review 
this case. Although we are not so blind ap to 
be really hopeful of abtaining any relief from 
THAT court, we must complete the record to 
protect other patriots.

We are not going to beg you for the kind 
of large contributions which are really need
ed so desperately. We know that it is always 
the same LITTLE people who stand so long 
and loyally for the -cause, and most of us sim
ply don’t HAVE any money.

Negro criminals on-the prison rock-pile should 
prick your conscience to DENY’ YOURSELF 
even something’necessary, to GET JOHN OUT 
OF THERE AND BACK WHERE HE CAN A-
GAIN ATTACK I ! !

How would YOU feel, had you'knowingly 
rushed the massed-forces of the Jew Commun
ist enemy to save your fellow White Ame ricans 
from treason and mongreliaation, and if YOU 
were' oh a filthy rock-pile with negro crimin
als on a vicious and false charge right NOW, 
while other '.' segregationists" lolled around 
their homes complaining that they could not k 
"afford" the few dollars it would take to. get 
you OU T ? Even ten dollars* from just 200 
people would save John Kasper months of ag
ony in prison, and complete the legal battle as 
well. The Jews do it ALL THE TIME! Have 
we White, Christian Americans' LESS loyalty 
to our persecuted heroes than a gang of JEWS?

No person who received this letter is so 
poor that he can- not scrape together .at least . 
five dollars .to save John Kasper from another 
YEAR in the1 torture of an integrated Federal 
prison! We are not asking for money to publish 
some paper or open an office, but to stop the 
inhuman, brutal torture of a great he roe who 
gave everything he had for YOU and YOUR’ 
race and nation, -and to get a great leader of 
the White Man's fight back onto the front lines 
where he can again strike mighty blows against 
Jew-Communist treason and race mixing!

OBEY YOUR DECENT, WHITE-MAN'S 
INSTINCT, -RIGHT NOW! !

Prove that we are at. least as worthy to 
survive as the Jews, who fight like tigers for 
their "heroes"! Prove that you MEAN your 
devotion to the White Man and America,. by 
giving up something small to win the greatest 
prize on earth, —a free, clean, decent WHITE 
CHRISTIAN AMERICAN REPUBLIC!

Floyd Fleming, Chairman, 
5ommittee-to Free John Kasper 
P. O. Box 4564, Washington 17, D. C.

But every moment you spend in comfort 
while John Kasper is all alone amongst those

Make check or Money Order payable to: 
SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL
—. ii. j -ini —r.—rn^j------ ^-^-^■*■■1'1
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Date: 1/14/60
Transmit the following in _

I
 Mr. Tols*n___  
Mr. Mohr.__ 
'Mr. Farsons../. 
Mr. Belmont— 
My, Callahan. 
Mr. DeLoach.. 
Mr. Malone _ 
Mr. Me Ire... 
Mr. E 
Mr. T

(Typein plain text of code) Mr. TroM*
Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tele. Boom______
Mr. Ingram____ _

-

Vin. AIRTEL,
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

. Miss Gandy.

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM:, SAC, WO (62-8028)

FREDERICK JOESTKASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS .

nw

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of a 
letterhead memorandum and two copies for Memphis, concerning 
a request by subject for material to be distributed in the 
Tennessee area. Information copies are being sent to the 
Memphis Office. '

The source furnishing the above information is 
______ Llhe original information is located in



Re: Frederick^7 \Kasper
'r'-why

Attach w .idicates that Kasper wa^(W| ■ 
allowed to remax on bond pending results of : - 
request f«r certiOKmlto U. S. SupremeCourt at
hearing in C r iminal Court, Davison County, Tenn., 
12-31-59.

Frederick John Kasperanti-s emetic segrega
tionist, formerly head of the Seaboard White Citizens 
Council, Washington, D. C., and attempted to form 
a White Citizens Council in Tennessee, Kasper 
recently served 6 months in the Tallahassee, Florida, 
Federal Correctional Institution,, which conviction 
arose out of Kasper’s opposition to integration at 
Clinton, Tennessee.

Kasper also stands convicted at Nashville on 
local charges of inciting to riot when Nashville schools 
were first integrated. He was sentenced to 6 months in 
the Workhouse and fined $500.

The Tennessee Supreme Court upheld the 
conviction 7-27-59. He was released from.the 
Tallahassee; Florida, Correctional Institution on 
12-16-59. <He^was^nder^$2590~b^ Nd local 
detainer has been filed, but he is under $2500 bond in 
the Nashville case.



............. ; .......... \ ...................................................
STANDARD FORM NO. 64 >

Office Memorandum • united states government

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105'055) bATE: 1/21/60

= SAC, JACKSONVILLE (10.5-45) 
W/

subject: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., aka*
RACIAL MATTERS
00: WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

'z^
M Re teletype dated 12/16/59 from Jacksonville

to Director, Memphis., Washington Field Office, Mobile., 
and Knoxville advising of subject KASPER’s departure 
from Tallahassee, Florida,on that date to Knoxville, 
Tennessee*

A news wire service report from Nashville, 
Tennessee^ which item appeared in the Jacksonville Journal 
daily newspaper, Jacksonvillej Florida,, on 1/1/60, reflects 
that subject on 12/31/59 appeared before Criminal Court 
Judge HOMER WEIMAR to plead for temporary freedom until 
a higher court can make its decision. This article also 
stated that the Tennessee Supreme Court has ruled that 
KASPER can remain free on $2,5,00.00 bond until the United ; 
States Supreme Court decides whether it will review his- I 
appeal of a conviction of inciting a iiot. j

Inasmuch as it appears that subject is no longer/ 
located in the Jacksonville Office territory and is in ho 
way active in that territory at this time, no further 
action in this case is being taken by the Jacksonville 
Office.

^UG
jp- 
TL -

1 -
1 - 
1 - 
1 -

Bureau (RM)
Knoxville (62-623) (Info) (RM)
Memphis (105-275) (Info) (RM)
Mobile (Info) (RM)
Washington Field Office (62-8028) (Info) (RM)
Jacksonville

m**9 58 FEB

23 JAN 25 I960



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Transmit the following in

Date:
PLAIN TEXT

1/18/60

Via
AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, Aka 
RACIAL MATTERS

00; Washington Field

Re Washington Field Airtel to Director dated 1/11/60.

On 1/16/60 District Attorney General’s
Office, Nashville, Tenn., advised SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD that subject 
appeared before Judge^HOMER WEIMAR, Criminal Court, Davidson County 
Nashville, Tenn., being surrendered by PORTER FREEMAN, his bondsman , 
At this time,, he requested that he be allowed to serve his six months 
sentence in the Davidson County Jail rather than in the Davidson 
County Workhouse. His reason for this request was that he felt 
that there might be trouble from some of the Negroes in the 
Workhouse if he were sent there. Judge WEIMAR committed KASPER 
to the County Jail until Monday, 1/18/60, at which time he will
decide where he is to serve his sentence.

Present with KASPER in the court were his bo sman, 
PORTER FREEMAN, and Miss GRACE DAWSON, who as a court reporter 
was taking a record ofthe'* proceedings, both by shorthand arid 
with a tape recorder which KASPER was operating.

>« *e«0

Teletype.
A. M.Z

A, S.

. Spsc.
»

The only other who are KASPER followers
'observed in the courthouse were

•--were only spectators, 
n KASPER and wished him

It was 
well as

observed that Iwent over to
he left the courtroom for the jail

Reg. Bureau (RM)
j?.. , 1 - Knoxville (Info.) 

Washington Field (62-8028) (RM)
J 2 - Memphis (105-275) $(105-388)

(RM) ^28 ^0 JAN 20 1960

Sent
Special Agent in Charge

Per



.STANDARD FORMiNO. 64,

Office • UNITED ST S GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT:,

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095).

SAC, MOBILE (62-739)

FREDERICK .JOH^KASPER

RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: 1/26/60

Re WFO: teletype 12/17/59 arid Molet to Knoxville, 
12/19/59. .

Referenced correspondence relates to keeping Current 
data re whereabouts of subject. Spot surveillances at 
residences of Adm. JOHJ^CROMMELIN, both at Wetumpka Ala. and 
Montgomery, Alai 7" conducted 12/1S/59 and 1/177^0, refledt ho 
indications of presence ‘of KASPER.. b6

—----------------------------------------- b7C
Imade inquiries discreetly on 12/31/and attempted u 

to have himself notified if KASPER arrived
This effort not productive as of 1/7/60.'_________________________
_________________________________________________ I nas nor nearu 
of presence of KASPER as of 1/18/bO.

AP story.appearing in Montgomery Advertiser, daily 
at Montgomery, 1/16/60, relates that KASPER ordered 1/15/60 to 
report to; criminal court, Nashville, lenn,.. to begin serving 
term, for ^inciting to^iot” in Nashville in 1957, and that 
his bondsman, PORTE^TOEEMAN, said that KASPER would appear.

If additional refforts desired to locate KASPER 
Memphis should so advise.

RUC
Bureau (RM) 

2 - Memphis (RM) 
2 - Mobile 
WED-vwm 
(6)

JAW 29 I960



STANDARD FORM NO? 64

* UNITED S<TES GOVERNMENT

WFO (62-8028)

: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) DATE: 2/4/60

subject:. FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
aka
RACIAL MATTERS.
(00:WFO)

Memphis by airtel 1/19/60, to Louisville in a 
matter ei^tled "NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY" set forth 
that JOHNUKASPER was incarcerated, in Davidson County Jail, 
NashviITe7~Tercnessee, on 1/16/60., to start a sentence of 
six months.

Memphis, is requested to make appropriate arrange
ments with the authorities of the Davidson County Jail to be 
informed of any pertinent information coming to the attention 
of the jail authorities, during KASPER's sentence and also 
Memphis should be advised when KASPER is released.

WFO is closing the case oh KASPER xintil the 
reception of information from Memphis that KASPER has been 
released. C

C 
^Bureau 
^Memphis 
1-WFO 
RBL;cas 
(5)

(105-275)



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
‘ .-jr

TITLE OF CASE

REPORTING OFF1CJS ’ OFFICE OF ORIGIN

Memphis Tennessee’ Washington Field

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka
CHARACTER OF CASE

DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

2 1.0 ‘*“60 9/28/59 - 1/26/60
REPORT MADE BY TYPED BY

FRANCIS W. NORWOOD ♦ FJ

RACIAL MATTERS

■ MREFERENCE: Report of SA RICHARD B. LAVIN, dated 8-6-59 at WashingtonyD.C. 
Memphis letter to Bureau dated 9-30-59.
Memphis 
Memphis 
Memphis 
Memphis

air-tel to Bureau dated 12-16-59.
air-tel to Bureau dated 12-31-59.
teletype to Washington Field dated 12-31-59 
air-tel to Bureau dated 1-18-60.

■ P
LEADS

: THE KNOXVILLE-, MIAMI AND MOBILE DIVISIONS (INFORMATION)

. One copy of this report is being designated for each of the
above offices for information in view of the fact that information is '
contained herein which is of possible interest to those offices be
cause of the subject’s contact with persons in that territory.

THE MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

APPROVED

GOPf^^iADE:

SPECIAL. AGENT 
IN CHARGE DONOTWR E IN SPACES BEL

’“’T- 
1 — 
1
2
2—

?Bureau(62-105095) RM
Miami (info) RM
Knoxville(info) (62-623) RM
Mobile(info) (62-739) RM
Washington Field(62-8028) RM
Memphis(105-275).

Ito”

FEB 12 1960

PROPERTY OF FBI.—This reporV-is io^igji toy’ou^ the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned!



Me#105-275

Will make arrangements with local authorities to be 
advised of the subject’s release from the Davidson County Workhouse□

INFORMANTS

IDENTITIES OF AGENTS ON SURVEILLANCE

January 2, I960, SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD
January 4, 1960, SA NORWOOD
January 6, I960, SA NORWOOD
January 7, 1960, SA NORWOOD

__  January 11, I960, L- NORWOOD and.SA CHARLES J. HONETOR
' January 12, 1960, SAS NORWOOD and HONETOR

January 13, 1960, 3 A NORWOOD AND -U CHARLES F. GRIGSBY
January 14, 1960, -SAS NORWOOD and GRIGSBY
January 15, I960, ^AS NORWOOD and WILLIAM L. SHEETS
January 16, 1960, SA NORWOOD

SYMBOL NUMBER. INFORMATION ORIGINALLY FILED

B 
COVER PAGE



Me#105-275

SYMBOL NUMBER

Memphis T-5

INFORMATION ORIGINALLY FILED

b7

Careful consideration has been given to the use of 
T symbols in this report and ha® been done only when absolutely 
necessary to protect ths identity of the informant.

AMNISTRATm

The extended^period of investigation for this 
report is the result of this case being pending-inactive during 
the period of time that the subject was incarcerated ixi the Federal 
Correctional Institution at Tallahassee, Florida. The case was 
followed prior to his incarceration and subsequent thereto by 
means of air-tels and teletypes, copies of which were made avail
able to the Bureau.

C*
COVER PAGE



w Sl'^NDARD FORM NO. 64

C, WFO (62-8028)

: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

subject.: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 3/7/60

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and seven . 
copies of a letterhead memo concerning an appeal for funds 
letter presently being distributed by the subject*

Req. Rac’d 
bate Fo-w. 
How Forw.

ALL

1 ice CIVIL tars

A copy is furnished for the information of Memphis,

(^-Bureau (Encls-8) (

1-Memphis (Ehcl-1) (info) 
1-WFO
RBLicas 
(4)

' J 4. MAR 7 I960



UNITMLSTATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSME 
WoERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ’W

Copy to:

Report of: SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD office- Memphis
Date: 2-10-60

File Number: Me^l05—275j Bufile ^62—105095)

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopiii: KASPER’s conviction by Criminal Court, Davidson County, 
Nashville, Tenn., upheld by Supreme Court, State of Tenn., 
and the U. S. Supreme Court denied certiorari on his appeal. 
KASPER presently incarcerated Davidson County Workhouse, 
Nashville, on/six months sentence. He has $500 fine and 
court costs to pay. Information concerning.circulation of 
petition protesting KASPER’s treatment set forth. Informants 
report KASPER has belongings stored at 4010 Brush Hill Road, 
Nashville, and that there is a possible break between him 
and I . ~| because of the treatment of money advanced b6
bvl II for KASPER’s bond. KASPER still maintains contact
with. Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN at Wetumpka, Ala. KASPER had 
only one visitor during the week prior to.his entering -jail, 
this was

DETAILS: ACTIVITIES AT NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE \

An article appeared in the Nashville Tennessean, 
a daily newspaper published at Nashville, Tennessee, on 
Friday,. November 20, 1959, Page. 5, which stated that the 
subject’s term would end on December 16, 1959 at the Federal 
Correctional Institution at Tallahassee, Florida. The article 
pointed out that KASPER had a six months workhouse sentence 
still to serve in Davidson County, Tennessee, but that his

. This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions, of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and Is a loan to your agency/ 
it and/or. its contents are not to be distributed'outside your agency. '



Me#105==275

■'.attorney had stated that a petition for review by the United 
States Supreme Court would be filed by December 3, 1959.

0n| 7 C
advised SA. BANCIS W.^ORWOOD that b7D 

tnere was activity at the residence of Miss GRACWHAWSON, 40_l£L
of the fact that the ---- 

subject may have been at tnafaddress on that date. |
. stated that he did not see the subject. It should be noted that 

this is the place where KASPER has resided prior to the time he 
was committed to the Federal Correctional Institution at Talla
hassee, Florida.

On December 21, 1959, Memphis Confidential In
formant T-l advised from the activities of Miss GRACE DAWSON 
on December 20, 1959, informant believed subject was in Nashville. 
However, the informant could not make a definite statement that 
he was.

On December' 30, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-l advised that she did not believe the subject was at Miss 
DAWSON’s residence on that date. She stated, however, th&tiMss 
DAWSON had had Christmas dinner with a.j 
which might indicate that thev subject haq -caKOh-her there.’ .’me 
stated, however, that no mention was made of the subject. andMhat 
she could not be sure of her conjecture $V

On January 5, 1960, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-2 advised that someone at the residence of Miss GRACE DAWSON 
had contacted an individual in Clearwater, Florida at 7;45 PM 
on December 22, 1959, at the Telephone No. 82-4953, and that th© 
same number was contacted from that residence at-12:28 PM on 
December 25, 1959.

The informant stated also on December 25, 1959, 
someone at that residence had contacted Admiral JOHN G. CROMMELIN, 
Telephone No, AM4-7831 at Montgomery, Alabama, ^he informant 
stated the identity of the person making' these contacts was not 
known.

On October 8, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-3 advised SA NORWOOD that the subject had stored approximately 
twenty boxes of material in the basement of the residence of Miss 
GRACE DAWSON? 4010 Brush Hill^Road, Nashville. Informant stated 
these boxes contained a wide variety of material from clothing 
to newspapers and are in no particular order of filing but appeared 
to have been dumped into the boxes for storage purposes.



Me#105-275

One of the boxes appeared to contain material re
lating to KASPER’s activities in New York City when he was operat
ing the "Make-It New Book Shop," and the material consisted of 
correspondence which he had at that time with individuals in Nev; 
York City. There was also contained in this box some letters which 
had been sent to the subject from an individual in the State of 
Indiana; however, the name of this individual was illegible, as was 
his return address. The postmark on-'the material was 1954 and in 
the box were a number of cards which.are apparently cards from a 
mailing list and contained the names and addresses of persons in 
New York City. There were also contained in this box numerous 
pamphlets of an anti-Semitic nature.

Another box, and possibly two boxes, contains material 
relating to correspondence with KASPER by various individuals all over 
the United States, after KASPER became active with the Tennessee White 
Citizens Councils in Nashville, Tennessee, many of .the letters being 
addressed to him at Box 7073,. Nashville,.

Among the material in this bn* was -a, Ifittpr nnctmarkpd 
June 11, 1959 with the return address of _________________________________  
.Tennessee, which bears the typed address of JOHN KASNER, P. 0. Box 
7073, Nashville 10, Tennessee. Informant stated that the letter was 
written on letterhead stationery of T and the salutation appeared 
"Dear John." In the letterP apologizes for being late in cor
respondence to a request from KASPER and for sending such a small
amount of money. He stated that the NSRP had cost him so much money 
running around the country and, in view of the coal mining trouble 
in East Tennessee, which had caused a drop off of his business, he 
could afford no more contributions. He mentioned that the National
States Rights Party was scheduled to meet with two or three other 
organizations from California, Michigan and Illinois for the pur
pose of discussing a merger. The meeting was scheduled to take 
place July 4 or 5, 1959 in Chicago and| was supposed to be 
there, however, he stated he did not think he would be able to 
make the meeting. In the letter he remarked that the "ambushings 
around this territory" were such that all of the victims were white 
people. He stated "if there had been one Negro murdered the State 
and Federal Government would have raised heaven and earth to find 
the parties."

Informant stated that one of the boxes contained 
correspondence and two stacks of 3 X 5 cards which would number 
approximately 400 cards in all. He stated on the outside of one 
of these stacks was the following notation:"JOHN KASPER’s list 
(SAM sent over)." On the other stack of cards is the notation: 
"J.K. sent this list. It is to be filed permanent. These are 
filed alphabetically for Florida." Both of the lists are stacks
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of cards containing names and addresses of persons in the Jackson
ville , Florida area. Also contained in this box are a large number 
of papers called The Chronicle which was published at Jacksonville, 
Florida on April 3, 1959. The informant stated that there were some 
articles in the paper relating to racial activities. Another box 
contained a large collection of newspapers published in Nashville, 
which are regular daily newspapers and all are dated December 8, 
1958 and contained articles relating to bombings in Nashville and 
to the activities of KASPER.

Informant stated that Sin another of the boxes there 
was a considerable amount of correspondence, and there appeared to 
be a list of persons who were active in the Tennessee White Citizens 
Councils in 1958. This was during the ^ime KASPER was active in 
Nashville. These names and addresses were written in pencil and 
apparently were prepared by someone othe^ than KASPER because their 
writing is such that it would indicate them to be an uneducated 
person. Informant stated that there was noted in one of the boxes 
a book entitled ’’The Roosevelt Red Record and Its Background.” The 
name of the author could not be determined.

belonged to

T-4 advised

Informant indicated that this material apparently 
KASPER and was being stored by Miss DAWSON. ’

Memphis ConfidentxaJ_ informantOn
that the, subject had been in contact with

He stated that the slibj^ct told that he had spoken to
Admiral JOHN^^OMMELIN* about them and hoped they would be able to

stated thatf
take a trip wxtmhim to visit CROMMELIN in Alabama,. Informant.
____________ I Itold the subj e c t1

 tentative arrangements were made for
them to go on January 2U

—J‘‘a°^Tnfbrmant stated that KASPER was living very quietly 
at the residence of |
Nashville, and indicated ne wantea to go aneaa ana get ms legal 
difficulties ironed out in Nashville and settle down to writing a 
book. He also indicated that he has some political aspirations.

On I Memphis Confidential Informant
T-4 advised that the subject contacted

and pointed out that he would pronaoiy oe janea tne next 
day inasmuch as he had to report to Judge WEIMAR at Criminal Court
in Nashville. He stated that in regard to their proposed trip to 
Wetumpka, Alabama to visit Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN, he had tele- 
phonically contacted CROMMELIN and made arrangements for to
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visit CROMMELIN if|_______ could make the trip. iHe stated 
CROMMELIN was very much interested in meeting and 
they could Come down at any time he desired.,

that 
that

Informant stated that KASPER was planning to spend 
his time in the County Jail or Workhouse Sas quietly as he could and 
get it Over With. He stated he hoped that this would be his last 
legal tentanglement, and that he was going to try to get the Judge 
to let him spend the six months in jail instead of the workhouse. 
The informant stated that KASPER was planning to stay around Nash- 
ville^for ajwhile and was thinking of the possibility of establish
ing legal residence in Nashville in order to oppose Mayor BEN WEST 
on a political basis. t

On January 2, 4, 6 and 7, I960, subject’s automobile b6
was observed parked at 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville. However, blC

subject himself was not observed at this address.

■ On January 11 and 15, 1960, subject was not ob
served at the above address on Brush Hill Road, however, on the 
afternoon of January 14, 1960 J Hwas observed to
visit the residence at 4010 Brush Hill Road. 1 |had
with her a small boy approximately three years of age who played 
in the yard while she and KASPER went in the house.

. On January 16, 1960, a spot check was made at the 
Davidson County Courthouse prior to and subsequent to KASPER’s 
hearing before Judge HOMER WEIMAR. t.was noted that KASPER wa^__ 
accompaniedx.'to the courthouse by PORT EREEMAN, his bondsman, 
and Miss GRACE DAWSON, who reportedly a a record of the hear
ing.’ It was observed that the only other followers of KASPER who 
were present at the courthouse were 

V

CIRCULATION OF PETITION CONCERNING SUBJECT

An article appeared in the. Memphis Press-Scimitarj 
dated July 30, 1959, at Memphis, X^nnesseCr, with the Associated 
Press dateline of Tallahassee, Florida. This article reported

=5—
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that KASPER had been struck by a Negro prisoner at the Federal 
Correctional Institution in Tallahassee, Florida.

By communication dated September 2, 1959, the 
Washington Field Division advised that Washington Field Infonant 
T-l had made available copies of a petition which protested the 
cruel and inhuman treatment of the subject, claiming that he was 
constantly harassed by Negroes at the.Federal Correctional Insti
tution at Tallahassee, Florida. The petition ended with the request 
that KASPER be transferred to another prison because his life was 
in danger in Tallahassee.' The informant stated the petition had 
been circulated in Nashville, Tennessee area.

__________________ On November .1959.1_______________________________________

wa^interviewed bv SAS FRANCIS W. NORWOOD and JAMES B. HENDERSON. 
During the course of this interview Hvolunteered the information 
that he had signed instant petition protesting the treatment afforded 
to the subject in the Federal penitentiary, ^/He stated that he signed 
the petition at the request of I |who resides

on| ^a,shy411e^^i^ not recallNier house number.---------
| |xs a customer of] Jahd sometime during the Summer of 1959,
on an occasion when he called on her, she asked him if he was opposed
to prisoners being mistreated. He stated naturally he is opposed to 
such activities and when she explained to him that KASPER was being 
brutally beaten, he agreed to sign the petition that he was opposed 
to his being mistreated. He stated that he did not know KASNER and— 
knows little of his activities in Nashville. He stated that 

has never indicated any other activity to him.

LEGAL DIFFICULTIES

An article appeared in the Nashville Tennessean, a 
daily newspaper published at Nashville, Tennessee, on September 4, 
19.59, on Page 24, concerning the subject. This article stated 
that the Tennessee Supreme Court had rejected on September 3, 1959, 
the subject’s handwritten petition for reconsideration of his con
viction in connection with the integration of Nashville schools. 
The article pointed out that KASPER was at that time serving a 
sentence in a Federal institution at Tallahassee, Florida, and 
stated he filed a petition with the court, asking it to reconsider 
its decision of July which upheld a local conviction.

On September 28, 1959, ^r. JACK BOYD, Clerk, Tennessee 
State Supreme Court, furnished SA NORWOOD the following information:

em0 oa
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On August 27, 1959, there was filed with the Clerk 
of the Tennessee Supreme Court a petition for rehearing of the 
case in which the subject was convicted of inciting a rioto This 
petition was prepared by the subject while in Federal Prison and 
submitted by mail. The original of the petition is in the sub
ject’s handwriting.

On August 31, 1959, the Tennessee State Supreme 
Court dismissed this petition for rehearing. Subsequent to that 
time BENJAMINS IMMONS, attorney. Washington, D. C., advised the 
Clerk of the Tewae ssee,, State Supreme Court, that he intended filing 
a writ of certiorari, with the United States Supreme Court on behalf 
of the subject. He requested copies of the trial record and certain 
other documents, one' of which was the petition filed by the subject.

It will be noted by communication dated January 11, 
1960, the Washington Field Office advised that EDWARD-SCHADE, Clerk, 
United States Supreme Court, Washington, D. C., advised SA KEVIN F. 
FLANAGAN on that date that KASPER’s petition for a writ of certiorari 
was denied by the Supreme Court on that date.

In connection with the bond for the subject in the
Criminal Court, Davidson County, Nashville, Memphis Confidential 
Informant T-5 advised SA NORWOOD on November 19, 1959, that |

I [Tennessee White. Citizens Council, had indicated that ne 
was worried about some money of his. He explained that the last 
time the subject was arrested he had to put up bond in connection 
with his case in Nashville.] was approached to put up
the money. He stated that ne mortgaged his house and obtained 
$2000. He then gave this money to PORTER FREEMAN, who actually put 
it up for the bond. ________ advised.that he now wants his money back
but cannot get it back. He went to FREEMAN and asked him to get it
back but FREEMAN stated that he went to the Davidson County Court
house and inquired about* it and was advised that it could not be 
released as it was being held as surety against the fine and court 
costs against the subject. |was very worried as apparently
he did not get any type of receipt from FREEMAN and was afraid he 
would never get his money. The informant did not know why he did 
not put the money up himself instead of giving it to FREEMAN to 
make the bond.

fin necamber 30, 1959, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-5 advised that | |was still worried about his money and 
apparently he was a little shaken in his regard for KASPER. He 
reportedly made the statement that he”might have backed the wrong 
man.” Informant stated; that| [seemed to be confused about 
KASPER. He seemed to be doubtful of KASPER’s sincerity but at

■7
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the same time did hot want to make a break with him. Informant 
advanced the opinion that since) [reportedly put up the 
money for KASPER’s bond, but did it through another man, he had 
gotten himself into a place where he is dependent on KASPER’s 
good will if he is going to get any of his money back.

On December 29, 1959, Criminal Court Judge HOMER 
WEIMAR, Davidson County, Nashville, before whom the subject was 
tried and convicted on the charge of inciting a riot, ordered the 
subject and his attorney to appear in his court on December 31, 
1959, for the purpose of hearing arguments from BENJAMIN SIMMONS, 
the subject’s attorney, to the effect that KASPER should remain 
free on bond until the U. S. Supreme Court had ruled on the sub
ject’s request that the court review his case.

An article appeared in the Nashville Tennessean, 
a daily paper published in Nashville, on December 30, 1959, which 
stated that the state would resist an attempt by the subject to remain 
free on bond pending action of his case by the U. S.Supreme Court.

On December 31, 1959, after hearing arguments in the 
case, Judge WEIMAR ruled that the subject could remain free on bond 
pending the results of the request for certiorari to the U. S. 
Supreme Court.

On January 16, 1960,| | Investigator,
District Attorney’s Office, Davidson County, Nashville, advised 
SA NORWOOD that Judge WEIMAR had committed KASPER to the Davidson 
County Jail on that date to start serving his six months sentence 
He stated, that when KASPER came'into court he filed a motion to 
the effect that he be allowed to spend his six months in the 
Davidson County Jail rather than the Davidson County Workhouse on 
the basis that his life would be jeopardized in the workhouse be
cause of the fact it was not segregated. Judge WEIMAR stated 
that he would rule on January 18, 1960 as to where KASPER would 
spend his six months, however, he committed him to the County 
Jail on the 16th to remain until the 18th.

An article appeared in the Nashville Banner, a 
daily newspaper in Nashville, on January 18, 1960,•stating that 
Judge WEIMAR had ruled that KASPER would serve his six months 
in the Davidson County Workhouse, which he would enter either 
January 18 or 19, 1960. The article stated that the subject would 
serve the six months sentence, and that it might stretch out to 
longer than six months if he or someone did not pay the court costs 
and fine, which would amount to between $900 and $1400. The article

«• 8—
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stated that if the’ costs remained unpaid, the subject would have to 
work out the debt at $2 a day with no credit for Sundays, rainy days 
or holidays.
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united' states department of justice 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
February 10, 1960

Re: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS

With regard to Memphis Conf identia 1 Informants
T—1, T-2, T-3, T-4 and T~5, and Washington Field Confidential 
Informant T-l, mentioned in the report of SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, 
dated February 10, 1960 at Memphis, each of these informants has 
furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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In Reply, Please Refer'to

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

File No. Washington 25, p. C 
March 7, 1960

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
.Also. Known As

• John, Kasper '

On February 18, 1960, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, supplied the attached 
letter entitled "John Kasper Fine and Costs.”

This letter recounts the trials and imprisonments 
of Kasper and attacks various local and Federal officials. 
The.letter also requests that financial help be sent to 
Post Office Box 8771, Nashville 11, Tennessee.

Attached to this letter is a list of twelve 
publications which Kasper recommends for reading.

Concerning John Kasper^ it should be noted that he 
is presently incarcerated at the Davidson County Workhouse, 
Nashville, Tennessee, on a six-month sentence on a charge of 
inciting a riot in connection with the integration of 
Nashville, Tennessee, schools

ALL WOWAtTON'

DAS’SThis document contains n-iu>er 
recommendations nor conclusions oi 

' the FBI. .'It is the property, of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency,, 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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JOHN KASPER FINE AND COSTS
January JO, I960

This sound, camo in the dark, first must thou go the road, 
to hell —

Ag this is written I am in shackles, and. beginning the last phase of the first 
part of a' continuing. struggle for more light, The place is- the Davidson County 
Workhouse at Nashville, Tennessee',

There are so many things I would, like to write you about; of matters that are now 
history, of unbelievable illegality and railroading to jail by Federal and Stato 
Courts in Tennessee by methods heretofore thought buried in the barbarous past. 
Especially, I would like to engage your serious attention to specific remedies 
for specific diseases and how we can and must restore constitutional government 
to White America - or- at least a method of restoration that I think is soundly 
drawn.from ,my own conflict with the powers of darkness and confusion.

But John Kasper has been long on action and short on time, morcso now than ever 
before.

- -The' situation is this:' - ..... -• ......

In 1956, ’57, ’5S»I was railroaded to jail for exercising freedom -of speech and 
organising against the compulsory mixing of the races in Clinton and Nashville, 
Tennessee. I have also engaged in similar efforts to maintain white-race 
integrity and Constitutional .government all over the Southern part of the United. 
States and from-Chicago to Mobile; from New York to Miami.

Twice I have gone to jail (Federal prison) for a total period of 18 months 
FOR NOTHING. Only the fact that I was successful in mustering resistance to in
tegration wherever I was allowed the right to .froo speech and assembly has 
jailed me three times* The resistance was so sound, so natural, and so correct 
from any moral or legal standpoint that it was-as logical as night following day 
that some vicious, hateful expression of revenge would bo levied against any 
known leadership. The Federal District Courts and U.S, Supreme Court were 
incensed with rage because their'illegal decrees were legally confounded -by 
the white citizenry. . r

The N.A-.A.O.P. and its jpwish manipulators were venomous as a pit of rattle
snakes in their hebraic desire to seo the opposition crushed. Corrupt politi
cians who have gained power through the cheapest possible demagoguery of 
promising a rapist, venoral disease-ridden race, that they will soon govern 
State governments as well as the Washington welfare state and that the day is 
not far distant when white folks will approach Negroes with hat in hand and ask 
for jobs, housing and educational opportunity - these pimps of usury, 
international finance. World Bank and bunk, U.K.,Federal Reverse, irresponsibl# 
power, metro government, flouridation of water, devitalization of bread, Urban 
Renewal (attack on the homestead) collectivization of agriculture and 'Cod knows



what other rot of the rooseveltian revolution, these political betrayers sitting 
in the national jawhouse in Washington have cast their lot with infamy and dis
honor and would rather see America governed by aliens, jews, and black savagery 
than any decent impulse tied to the vision of the bounding Fathers,

So that — I am in the workhouse here in Nashville - for at least six months 
at behest of a few of the sorriest politicians; living. The Tennessee evil 
centers around former Governor Frank Clement, race-mixing Mayor Ben West of 
Nashville, the two left-wing Senators, Gore, Kefauver, Judge Homer Weimar of 
Nashville, the seemingly mad Federal Judge Taylor of Knoxville, and Federal 
Judge Miller of Nashville,

Whether I will be here longer than six months is entirely up to my friends.-

Through appeal and court action I have helped make a record of the Illegality of 
our courts and government. Perhaps you have helped me do that with your sacri
fices, your contributions, and your loyal support of the many legal appeals 
I have made, .

A day comes when I -will be able to personally thank you for all of the godly 
help you have sent me. There will again be opportunity for correspondence and 
a person to person meeting*

Now though, there are no more legal appeals possible;

And the only recourse is for the Tennessee Governor, Buford Ellington .to cut the... 
■sentence to time served. There is little likelihood of that, as he permits the 
continued existence of the communist Highlander Folk School, and has approved 
by inaction the integration of Clinton, Nashville, and Smyrna, Tennessee, as . 
well as his recent refusal to defend certain West Tennessee voting registrars 
who are being persecuted by the Attorney-General of the United States for pro
tecting white voter’s rights.

I must raise at once $lUjl,00 in cash to pay a fine of $500.00 and $931.00 in 
court costs. If this is not done, I must remain here at hard labor on this 
chain-gang (predominately niggers) and work out the amount at the rate of $2.00 
per day. Brief reflection will show you that at that rate I could be here for 
715 days beyond the six months I must serve in any case, and that is two full 
years less two weeks.

In the many efforts made to restore responsible Constitutional government in 
America people wonder if their'time or contributions are of my real use. In the 
present instance there can be-no doubt about it, for every $2.00 received is a 
day less I will have to crack rocks and it will be a day sooner that I can 
actively return to the firing line, and in God’s name, get but of here.

There are some who are receiving this appeal for funds who have contributed 
toward the legal appeal to the U.S.Supreme Court I made in the second Federal 
case, and there is a real possibility that I did not acknowledge your help or 
send you some expression of my gratitude.

If that is true for you,. I can only offer by way of explanation that my petition 
for appeal to the- Supreme Oourt was never heard and I was jailed shortly after 
the appeal for funds was sent out, I will’ answer every letter eventually, I 
promise that, For now I can only say "Thank you”, profound thanks for your
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help and. I pray that on© day I oan show you a snail token of ny deep apprecia
tion - every bit of help I have had has gone toward necessary costs of trial 
and appeal, I have been blessed with the services of a great constitutional 
lawyer, J. Benjamin Simons of Washington, P.O, who has continued the legal 
struggle without payiaent for his services, and Raulston Schoolfield of Chattanooga 
and associates who defended ne heroically in the absurd trial that now sends 
rae to the workhouse.

Bids is only the second tine in nore than four years that I have asked for help, 
I an not a professional money-raiser nor have I ever used tactics to shock 
people into giving help. Everything has been based on absolute need, and. Dy 
end of the struggle for Constitutional government and white-race integrity has 
been supported by mostly ’poor’folks, plain, everyday citizens whose common sense 
has cut through the deception of ’controlled newspapers’ and other communication 
media, For my part, the struggle has been made on a mouthful of air, a- shoestring, 
and continuous effort no natter what the circumstances or how criminal the 
opposition.

In the first appeal for funds written oarly last summer there appears the 
following:

”We are struggling for civilization in America. We aro working for 
a nation which will present equal or greater opportunities to 
America’s sons and daughters than the past has afforded them. We 
aim at the most intelligent white leadership in our various governments, 
Federal, State and local. Wo stand for the Constitution of the United 
States as ratified in 1789,. every word of it, .as..the greatest instru- . - ■ 
ment-of governhont ever devised by free men.

’’Against this is barbarism,. Against this is the return to .savage, 
jungle life embodied in the murderous ideals of the Bolshevic and the 
jews who conceived such a monstrous concept of life. Against this is 
usury and tho international financiers, Federal Reserve racketeers, 

mostly controlled by the Jews of New York, Washington, London, Paris, 
Geneva, and Moscow.

’’Against this is tho present Supreme Court of tho United States • 
comprised of communist sympathizers, jews, white-race haters, and 
radicals of tho roosoveltian revolution which changed oui’ government 
from a Constitutional Republic to a centralized welfare state with 
jew-control at the top,”

I can’t improve that writing at this time and don’t see anything to add or take 
away. It is what I stand for, and what I oppose, anything different or else 
to tho contrary notwithstanding.

Going- to a chain-gang for ’inciting to riot* when no riot ever occurred is 
difficult, but it is not nearly as difficult as- life in America will bo for 
all of us if we don’t all pull an oar together and beat back the- evil while 
we still aro shadows of froe men and women.

Ono can’t get through hell in a hurry and it seems that one must first go that 
road before coming to more light. It takes continuous energy,’relentless 
determination, every sort of hard work and-the courage of a thousand tigers.



As we have seen, there will be great persecution of the innocent to make small 
but significant gains over the foul host of grasping, perverse Lien who drive 
the nation to- wrack-ruin, Renewal has occurred before in our history in a 
dark hour and it will again if we all keep on keeping on.

It is urgent that you sacrifice your all now as never before - ny very freedom 
depends upon it - the bars and filth and stench of this, cage is the living 
testimony of it, and for God’s levs please got your friends to help as soon 
as possible. Ail checks dr money orders should be made cut-John Kasper, 
at P.O.Box 2771, Nashville 11, Tennessee.

If you are unable to send any money perhaps you could reprint this appeal or 
write me for more copies to send to your friends - even stamps will be a great 
help.

There have been issues and times when it would have beei the safe personal course 
to avoid a fight and thus I could have avoided the malice of political 
criminals. I have absolutely no regrets about the course of affairs as they 
have involved me, and I- would do all again- in the same way to accomplish the 
same result which is exposure of the communist-jewish-international finance 
conspiracy againsb white America,’oust corrupt public officials and elect 
raen of character and integrity to every public office, and ato^e all iesiore 
constitutional government to the American people.

Admiral John G. Crommelin, one of the greatest living Americans should be the 
draft candidate cf all patriots for President of the United States on. an inde
pendent ticket in l$6o. However, I have learned that the Admiral will run for 
either the Senate ni- House of Representatives in .the 1560 election on the 
Democratic- -ci cknf - at least-it is my fincex'est wish that ho will do-so,- Ue— -. - 
must got Admiral Cronmelin into the national government. He is the one man 
who w'vxl-t rov'er falter, fli.ich, or compromise on issue, especially on the 
Jewish quest ten. cr the integration question or the money question .or any 
matter concerning the public welfare.

Support the Admiral if he runs for the House or Senate. There is no patricbic 
activity .'.ore worthwhile for any American at this time.

I pray that God will guide and protect you wherever you are.

Yours for white-race integrity and the Constitution

John Kasper-

?»S, I would be glad to have word from you at the workhouse. Financial 
help should be sent to R, 0, Box 8771, Nashville 11, Tennessee.

’ "ONLY THE MOST ABSOLUTE SINCERITY UNDER HEAVEN CAN EFFECT ANY CHANGE",



To bo thoroughly informed, about the present workings of the American Government* 
I urge you to subscribe to the following publications if you donct already:

Chicago 5» Illinois

THE AMERICAN MERCURY
250 Wo 57th Street, 

New York 19, Now York

$4.00 yearly

THE AMERICAN NATIONALIST
Box 3019

Inglewood, California

$3.00 yearly

COMMON SENSE
530 Chestnut Street, 

Union, New Jersey

$1.00 yearly

THE CROSS AND THE HAG ■
P. 0, Box 27895 •

Los Angeles 27, California

$2.00 yearly

THE DEFENDER 
P. 0o Box 886, 

Wichita, Kansas

$2.00 yearly

the’dilling BULLETIN
P, 0c Box 659, -

Chicago 90, Illinois

$3.00 yearly

EAam'S^ VOICE '

R. W. Clindaniel, Rt. 1 , 
Syracuse, Indiana

$1.00 yearly

RIGHT
418 Ellis Street, P.O^Box 180 

San Erancisco, California

$3*00 yearly

THE STATESMAN 
5H E. Broadway

Glendale, California

$5.00 yearly

THE THUNDERBOLT
Box 261r

Jeffer sonville, Indiana

$3.00 yearly

THE WHITE SENTINEL
Box 156, 

St. Louis, Missouri

$3.00 yearly

WOMEN’S VOICE
537 South Dearborn Street,, Room 800

$4.00 yearly

(Also the great weekly newspaper The “Montgomery Hone-News11
211 Moore Street, Montgomery, Alabama $3*00 per year in Alabama

4.00 elsewhere .
1.50 - 6 months

Advertising rates on request)
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lr- 
1" 
1“ 
1

1

.1 
3
2-

New Orleans(info) 
New JforkX info) 
Oklahoma City(info) 
Philadelphia(info) 
Phoe nix ( info)”' 
Pittsburgh(info) 
SavannahX info) 
Seattle(info) 
St. Louis(info) 
Washington Field(62~8028) 
Memphis (105~275) ...

ALL INFOPJOnON CONT

APPROVED

.COPIES MADE: r -

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE DO fiOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

See above

^Agency 

Req. Rec’d .
. Date Forw. 

How-. Fom. 
By

£0 APR 18 1960

a ft Left' ..

PROPER>T\ipE F^lrrTbis report is loaned to'you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.
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LEADS

THE ATLANTA, BALTIMORE, BOSTON, CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, DALLAS, 
DETROIT, HOUSTON, INDIANAPOLIS, JACKSONVILLE, KNOXVILLE, LITTLE 
ROCK, LOS ANGELES, LOUISVILLE, MIAMI, NEW ORLEANS, NEW YORK, 
OKLAHOMA CITY, PHILADELPHIA, PHOENIX, PITTSBURGH,.SAVANNAH, 
SEATTLE, ST,. LOUIS DIVISIONS (INFORMATION)

One copy for information purposes is being furnished 
to the above offices because information is contained- herein to 
the effect that an individual residing' in the territory covered 
by these offices.is a correspondent, contributor, or has been 
.solicited for a contribution by the subject.

THE MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Will follow and report information received from author
ities in charge of the Davidson County Workhouse, where the subject 
is presently incarcerated bn a charge of inciting a riot, reporting 
all information concerning contact with the subject by individuals 
who indicate sympathy with his philosophies.

INFORMANTS

T-l i Information furnished to
SA RANDOLPH E.. TROW of 
the Richmond Division.
Original source, Me-105- 
275-381.■ b7C

b7D

Informant is being carried under a confidential symbol 
pursuant to Bureau instructions in this matter.

Information furnished to 
SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD.
Original source

Careful consideration has been given to each source con
cealed and T symbols were utilized in this report only in those 
instances where the identities of the sources must be concealed.

B*
COVER PAGE



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of: SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD
Date: 4—14—60

File Number: Bufile #62=105095; Me#105-275

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR.

Office: Memphis

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synoptic Subject remains incarcerated in Davidson County Workhouse, 
Nashville, Tenn., on charge of inciting a riot. He is 
receiving considerable propaganda material from racist 
organizations. He is also, managing to send out. statements 
which are mimeographed'.and. distributed by his associates - 
in Nashvillei List pf associates left at Davidson County 
Workhouse for hinj is set forth. ■ Informant furnished list 
of contributors to -KASPER and a list of persons who will be 
solicited for contributions. Information concerning cor
respondence set forth.

DETAILS: PROPAGANDA DISSEMINATED

Memphis Confidential Informant T-»l, on February 16, 
1960, furnished the following information to SA RANDOLPH E. 
TROW:

Informant stated that had received
a letter which was mimeographed ana carrTed^hel^fiadineL.”John 
Kasper Fine and Costs,” and which had typed in name.

This document eontainsnelfher recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/
it and/or its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 16-74625-1 OPO
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This letter was ostensibly signed by JOHN KASPER and was a four 
page, single space, typewritten or mimeographed letter, giving a 
history1of KASPER’s activities and was ostensibly written from the 
Davidson County Workhouse at Nashville, The letter set forth the 
tribulations of KASPER and also explained that he- must raise 
$1431 in'cash to pay the fine and court costs for his conviction 
in Nashville or stay longer in the Davidson County Workhouse. The - 
letter had a postscript-added to it indicating that any contri
buttons should be sent to Pi 0. Box 8771., Nashville 11, Tennessee, 
and indicated that KASPER would be glad to have a word from the 
recipient of this letter at the Davidson County Workhouse, Attached 
to the letter was another page setting forth a list of publications 
which were- recommended for reading by persons who wanted to be ' 
thoroughly informed about the ’’present workings of the American 
Government.” The letter itself was a diatribe against the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People and was anti- ■ 
.Semitic in nature. ■ It also spoke in behalf of Admiral JOHN G. 

^CROMMELIN as a candidate for President of the United States.

A news article appeared in the Nashville Banner, a daily 
newspapei’ published in Nashville, Tennessee, on Page 1 of the 
March 30, 1960 edition, stating that JOHN KASPER, a race agitator, 
had been writing letters from his cell in the Davidson County 
Workhouse urging the election of LESLIE E. JETT as Sheriff and 
bitterly attacking Sheriff TOM CARTWRIGHT and Mayor BEN WEST of 
Nashville. The paper indicated that a letter had been received 
by an unidentified couple in Nashville and was an attack on the 
present Sheriff, TOM CARTWRIGHT, Judge ANDREW DOYLE, City Judge, 
Nashville, Judge HOMER WEIMAR, Davidson County Criminal Court, • 
Judge RAYMOND LEATHERS, Davidson County, and District Attorney 
General HARRY NICHOL, " : ' . . . .

The letter1 also called for the support of PORTER , 
•^FREEMAN, a feed merchant from Antioch, Tennessee, who was seeking 

the post of General Sessions Court Judge. .

On March 25, 1960, Mr, HERBERT JONES, Superintendent, 
Davidson County Highway Department, Nashville, who also has 
under his jurisdiction the Davidson County Workhouse, made avail
able certain materia1 concerning the subject. One item of this 
material was a copy of a typed handbill concerning the elections 
in Davidson County which apparently had been prepared by some of 
KASPER’s associates and given to him for comment. This handbill 
set forth what KASPER opposed and what he stood for in the election 
and also listed the persons whose names should appear on the ballot 
that he was interested in, Mr. JONES stated this had been obtained 
when KASPER tried to get it out of the workhouse, since he was not 

osa2csa
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supposed to get such material out. Mr. JONES noted although in
carcerated in the workhouse, KASPER appeared to be taking an active 
part in the elections through the services of his friends in Nash
ville, particularly PORTER FREEMAN.

PROPAGANDA RECEIVED BY SUBJECT AT DAVIDSON COUNTY---- _-------------------------------------------------------—_____

On March 25, 1960, Mr.tHERBERT JONES, Superintendent, 
Davidson County Highway Department, Nashville, and Davidson 
County Workhouse, Nashville, advised that the subject had, received 
> letter postmarked March 21. 1960 at Jamaica, N, Y. from]___________ ' '
I '
iwKTbhTwas wiTtelF'oirTet*^^^ of .the American" Nation^- _•
alist Socialist Party. The letter stated tha-H .__________________ |was writing i 

to the subject at the suggestion of one|________ |and was to let ’
KASPER know he was thinking of him and working' for him. He stated 
that in part ’’the’old men’ of the rightist cause may have deserted 
you, but we Nazi’s have not.” He went on to state that conservatives 
and moderates have not the guts for the ’’tough battle" that lies ' '
ahead, and only Nazi men will be able to beat our powerful enemies.” 
He stated he hoped that KASPER would soon be out to join in the 
fight with "your comrades of the Nazi International.”

‘ The stationery upon which this letter was written had a
large American flag in the upper right-hand corner. Across the top ' 
of the paper was a large spread eagle with a swastika in a circle 
under it similar to those used by the Nazis of Germany. Under this 
was a circle with the name American Nationalist Socia list Party 
painted around the inner edge and in the center a swastika. On the ■ 
bottom was another of the spread eagle. Attached to the letter and 
also to the envelope were stamps similar to postage stamps. They' . 
read at the top "Fight Communism,” - and bore the figure of the Statue 
of Liberty and the American Flag. Coiled around the bottom of the 
flag standard and then stretching out and spelling the word Com- ■ 
munism was the figure of a serpent. The letter was contained in a 
plain white envelope. . . '

, On March 26, 1960, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST, Deputy Warden, 
Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, made available material which' 
had been left f oik the subject on that day by PORTER FREEMAN, an 
associate of KASPER’s and the man who was his bondsman while KASPER 
was. free on bond. This material consisted of the following: ■

1. A typewritten copy of a telegram, ostehsiblv sent to 
the President of the United States from one __________  _____ __________

-Nashville. This telegram principally was pointing out to”

b6
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the President the dangers of international Communism, and making 
suggestions for his handling of the international Communists in 
his conferences with them concerning Atomic Energy.

2. A copy of ’’The Thunderbolt,” the publication of the 
National States--Rights Party. This copy was undated and the prin- 
cipalf article was the announcement that the National States Rights 
Party had nominated che Faubus-Crommelin Ticket for ppaa-adAnf and.

President of the United States. It was signed bvl I
_ |_and mailed from Louisville, Kentucky on March 24, I960,. 

The'return address, however, was given as Jefferson-
ville,...Indiana. <

b6
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3. A publication entitled ’’The Klan Bulletin,” the May, 
I960 issue, which .purposed to'be the official publication of an 
organization nanfed/€he Christian knights of the Ku~Klux Klan. It 
listed one. J,„ Bl^TONER as .editor and in essence stated that the Klan, 
which was not further identified,,was rising to meet the racial 
crisis in the United States. This was mailed from Louisville, 

^Kentucky on March 24, 1960 and was addressed to ’’The Honorable
JohnKasper, Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, Tennessee.” On 
the back of The Klan Bulletin was a printed application for member
ship in the Christian 'Knights of the rKu Klux Klan. This showed’ that 
J. B. STONER was the archleader and imperial Wizard. It gave the 
membership fees for men as $10 and for women and applicants under ■ 
twenty-one as $5. The return address was given as P. 0. Box 45, 
Louisville, Kentucky. There was also contained therein a small 
advertisement for subscription to the Klan Bulletin, the cost being 
$2 per year. One other article appearing in the Klan Bulletin was 
an attack on the Congress of Racial Equality.

4. There was a short letter dated March 24, 1960 from an 
individual who only signed his note with the initial ”R” at Lake- 
worth, Florida. This individual included copies of a publication 
called ’’Closer Up,” which was an anti-integration paper or news 
letter and ostensibly was published by Marak, Inc., P. O. Box 2223, 
Palm Beach, Florida. Also contained in. this letter was a news 
letter from GEgALI^^^MITIL

In the short note which was signed ”R”, the writer mentioned 
that a publication called the Georgia Tribune had carried an article 
lauding Conde M. (Conde McGinley) and made the statement "see what 
M.L. KING did.”

5. Volumes 1 and 2 of a book entitled "Thirty years in 
the U. S. Senate” by THOMAS H. BENTON. These books were forwarded 
from Apartment 31, 909 20th Street, NW, Washington, D. C.

—4—
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6. The February and March issue of the American Mercury, 
no return address shown..

1. A plain envelope addressed to KASPER containing a 
page from the Knoxville News-Sentinel newspaper.- The particular 
page carried the story of the recommendation by the Board of 
Education for the City of Knoxville to integrate the public schools 
in Knoxville.

was forwarded
■ 8. The Apr .Xi 1, 1960 issue of ’’The Chronicle,” which

by Jacksonville, Florida.

Mr. PARKHURST advised on March 26, 1960, that the sub
ject also had received some personal letters without propaganda 
material. One of the them was signed only as ”01e Wet Hen.” This 
was written in ink and was on green stationery and appeared tn he 

i a female*s handwriting. The letter gave the address of one I _ 
'I I and Telephone No. AMhurst 9-5868
yfhis letter indicated that the writer was extremely fond of the 
'subject, and also made mention of several of the other subject's 

followers by the names I I
who apparently is a sister -of the writer. It also made mention of 
the fact that the writer had been to see the subject on the pre
ceding. Sunday and Mr. PARKHURST stated that the only woman that he 
could recall visiting KASPER on that day was]

b6 ~ 
b7C

On April 4, 1960, Mr. PARKHURST stated that the subject 
had received personal correspondence from I 

___________ -New: Or le a ns 15;,.^Lpu isiana,
' and J PB04 jRaxter Building.,, Nashville. (It will bp noted

that 304 Baxter Building is the address of™ the office of.Miss GRACE, 
\^DAWSON, a court reporter who is a close associate of KASPER.'• Miss 
'DAWSON is in her eighties.)

On April 4, 1960, Mr. PARKHURST alsV stated a letter 
had been received by the subject frod ............._ ~~~I

I [Illinois. This letter was* wrUTten“oiT the letter
head staTfonery of rhe Christian Patriots Crusade, publishers of 
The Revere. In this letter s-feted he had attended the Dayton 
Convention of the National States Rights Party and was considerably 
disappointed at .the slim attendance and the adverse publicity given 
the convention in the Dayton newspapers. He stated he felt that 
many of the segregationists had become lazy and were cowards, or 
else they were just hobbyists fooling with the political situation. 
He stated at the convention he had used a resolution reaffirming 
the Christian beliefs of the National States Rights Party, which 
resolution was passed. He also indicated that he hoped the party
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would be cleansed of the "Nazi and anti-Christian element.” In this 
■'regard he stated he felt there was no point in picking up a dead and 
foreign movements, and also stated that he felt most of the anti- 
Christian ’’fanatics” were as dangerous and undesirable as. the Jews 
themselves. -He made a statement concerning an individual by the name 

■ of| stating he was afraidF ^documentary would, be bad. He
also mentioned the press reaction to the National States Rights 
Party and pointed out that he was afraid the press was capable of’ 
vicious smear out of nothing, and that he shuddered to think "what 
will be put together with a few minutes of Rockwell’s ravings.”' The 
writer also stated that he felt that it was too bad about the boy 
who was arrested in Alabama. He stated ’’someone should have dis
covered him earlier and directed his enthusiasm toward a more •worth
while channel.”

PARKHURST also pointed out that there was another letter *// 
for the subject which he believed to have been sent by] _____ L

~|This was a letter of a personal nature in whicn the subject 
twas referred to as ”D.D.” and in which the writer professed her love 
for the subject. This was signed "Your Pet." j ..

PARKHURST stated there was also another clipping from the 
Knoxville News-Sentinel concerning the_integration of public schools 
which was sent in a letter postmarked at Knoxville, Tennessee April 3, 
1960. This contained no comment but bore the return address of 412 
Tobler Lane, Knoxville.

FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES

On March 3, I960, Memphis^Confidential Informant T-2 
furnished the following list of financial contributors to the sub
ject, which list' is mintained'Tsy;^ GRACE DAWSON. At the ton 
of this list waS~~the Yfbtat^^^ in -by Adm.' Cromelin - ______

Citizens..-Ba-nk of Maryland, Riverdale, Maryland, check 
$5," and another notation "Brought in by Mr. Wray - cash - $72."

-6-

Name of Person Bank Date Amount
- /

Citizens Bank 2-6-60 $25.00

V /

ox Maryland, 
■ Riverdale, Md

\ —
American Fletcher 2-9-60 $2.00
National Bank and

| Indianapolis , Trust Company, 
Indianapolis;...Indiana

b6
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The First Bank 
and Trust Com
pany of Pensa- 
cola;,. Pensacola,. 
Florida

West 17th Street 
Office, -Calif. 
Bank, 521 W. 17th 
Street, Santa Ana, 
California

First National 
Bank of Arizona, 
1st Avenue and
Washington St.
Bra nch, Phoe hix, 
Arizona

■Date

2“8—60

,2—8—60

Amount

'The Liberty Nation
al Bank and Trust 
Company of Savannah, 
Savannah . ..Georgia

2-10-60

The Citizens and 
Southern Bank of 
Albany, Albany/ 
Georgia

2 “IO “60

Chemical Corn 
Exchange Bank, 
72nd St. Office, 
Lexington Ave-. 8s

2“10-60

$18.00

$10.00

$

$

7.00

2,00

6.00

$16.00

Amalgamated Trust 
and Savings Bank, 
111 S. Dearborn,. 
Chicago, Illinois

York City

2-11-60

—7—
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Name ©f. Person Bank iiiiwnwioii
Elma Branch, 
The National . 
Bank of Com-- 
merce of 
Seattle, Elma, 
Washington

Rhode Island 
Hospital Trust 
Company, Provi
dence;, R. I,.

The First Nation
al Bank of Elgin, 
Elgin, Illinois

Bank of Maryville,
Maryville, Tenn.

First National 
Bank of Ceredo, 
Ceredo, W. Va.,

First City Na
tional Bank of 
Houston, Houston, 
Texas

First City Na
tional Bank of

Date Amount

2*9 “"GO $10.00

2-8-60 $ 5.00

2—15—60 $10.00

2-12-60 $ 5.00

2-17-60 $10.00

2—18—60 $10.00

2—18—60 $10.00

Houston,
Texas

Houston,
111 nimiirwasgq

MONEY ORDERS

Name’of Person Date

2—10-60

Amount 

$20.00

2-10-60
4

—s*=»

< £.,00
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Name of Person Date Amount

2-9-60 .$ 5.00

$ 1.00

2-11-60 $ 5.00

Amerlean Express 
Money Order 
2-8-60 ;

$ 4.00

American Express 
Money Order 
2—8—60

$12.00

$10.00

$ 5.00

$10.00

$10.00

$ 5.00

$ 4.00

Total $319.05
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■The informant also madevavailable a conv of a letter ad
dressed to the subject from _____ .Indiana,
dated February 4, 19600 This’ individual' indicated in his letter 
that his name had probably been, duplicated as he had received a 
letter on two days' running, apparently asking for a” contribution. He 
stated he had written a letter td Governor BUFORD ELLINGTON of the 

' State of \Tennessee. in begalf' Of the rsuhiehtl arid had also written to 
----------- T^xington^, Tennessee J_____________________________

He indicated

that some of the anneal .jL

b6
’ b7C

|a very good Aniericank. zSe suggested 
ett@rs be sent to| - — ~
_JL__ 2_____ awd ««gge»tad that \tb~e simhiect ask'

___________ He then listed a group of names to whom he suggested a 
copy of the appeal lettey be\sent. These name’s are as foTlpws:

T =10—
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| | stated at the end of his letter that he had had
personal correspondence with every -person on" the list .and stated .he 
believed it would help to send the appeal letter to them.

The informant stated that, the appeal letter referred to is 
a mimeographed letter entitled,,.The John Kasper Appeal. He pointed 
out that this is a letter which is mimeographed on both sides of 
three sheets of standard size white mimeograph paper. It sets forth 
KASPER’s activities, his aims and his propaganda; it tells of his 
troubles with the law and points out that he is badly in need of 
funds to continue his fight. He appeals to all patriotic .groups and 
individuals to band together and dyaft Admiral JOHN G. CROMMELIN for 
President in 1960 and is seriously critical of the Jews and Negroes 
in the United States. The letter is signed JOHN KASPER, P. Box 
7073, Nashville 10, Tennessee'/ On the last page, on the back of the 
page, is a suggested list of reading material and the cost of it 
for persons who are interested in reading right, wing literature.

The informant also furnished a copy of aletter to the 
subject addressed to him at | | Nashville 11, Tennessee,
which was from | and wnmnsent a contribution of
$5.00. He gave his return addresses] |
FlQSld^., and added a postscript as follows, “The"white world is’led 
by traitors, cowards, incompetents, opportunists and Jews. An inter

b6
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national Nazi movement is needed to destroy this scum from off the 
face of the earth.”

Memphis Confidential Informant T-2 also furnished a mimeo- /7^7 
graphed sheet entitled ’’The Autobiography of an Ex-Con(Or Why I Want 
to Return to Crime).” This ostensibly was written by| __ [ j——•
who claimed to be thirty-one years of age and a native of Nashville. /c'vip 
He stated in the mimeographed sheet that he had been in the Davidson 
County Workhouse with the subject, and because of the wonderful 
example set by the subject, he had changed his way and felt that the 
subject was a very wonderful man. The informant stated that apparently 
Miss DAWSON was printing up some of, these for distribution; however, 
he was unable to ascertain how widely? distribution would be.

LEGAL ACTION

On March 26, 1960, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST, Deputy Warden, 
Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, stated that PORTER FREEMAN 
who had been the subject’s bondsman, had been by to see the sub-’ 
ject and had left a legal document for him to read. He stated, that • 
this was a motion on behalf of the ..subject before the Criminal Court,

-11-
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of Davids©® Countys Nashville, to haw the court ©barges reduced 
and to release the money that the court had held out of the bond 
so that it could be returned to the bondsman. Mr. PARKHURST stated 
that he understood that the subject had asked that h® present this 
petition in court.

• On April 4, 1960, Mr. PARKHURST advised that the subject
had gone to court on that morning in order to present his brief, 
requesting that the court reduce the court charges and also that . 
they release the bond money which was being held as surety against 
the subject paying his fine of $5©©.

An article appeared in th® .Nashville Tennessean, a daily 
newspaper published at Nashville, on April 5, 1960, stating that 
the subject had appeared in Criminal Court on April 4, 1960, at 
which time he acted as his own attorney and said that it would be 
the same as robbery if the court insisted \on charging him $501 
for trial transcript which was made at KASPER’s own expense. He 
made a motion that the court order assessing this charge against 
him should be vacated. The article also stated that PAUL BUMPUS, 
the Assistant Attorney General, had stated -in court that the money 
should g©' to Miss GRACE DAWSON and not to EARL HAWKINS, the Criminal 
Court Clerk, as was ordered by the court. It was noted in the 
article that Miss DAWSON was retained by KASPER to take down the 
testimony 'off his trial in 1958 and, on agreement of both sides, she 
furnished the transcription of the testimony to the Criminal Court 
Clerk and to the Stat® Supreme Court when the case was appealed. 
It is this money that the subject is arguing should be vacated from 
the’’ charges against hi®. Judge HOMER WEIMAR took the motion under 
advisement and will rule on it during the latter part of April, 
I960..

On April 4, 1960, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST furnished the 
following list ©f names which had been left at the Davidson County 
Workhouse to b@ delivered to the subject. He did not recall who 
left the 'list but stated that it was mimeographed: -

b6
b7C
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BioniM, Tennessee

b6
b7C

$

Stahlman Building

Nashville 5, Tennessee 
(can be reached at Wendell 
Smith®s Restaurant after 
3-00 PM) .

Na shv i11@, T® Mmessee

Route 1, Antioch-, Tennessee

Added! t© this was. the following .notation:

■’’Important? The above list of names is to be contacted by tele.= 
phone,- in person, or by mail at any time when persons on list are 
asked to do so for any good reason whatsoever. However, do not 
contact by phon® or in person any named marked *. These names 
are for mailing’ purpose only. Supplementary lists will be added 
from time to time and you will receive them.”

=14=^
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
'FEDERAL BUREAU OF' INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
April 14, I960

Rs? FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR,
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is to the report of SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, 
dated April 14, 19S@ at Memphis. Memphis Confidential Informant T-l 
is- a representative of a private organisation who obtained the infor
mation from an informant of his, whose reliability is unknown to the 
Bureau. Memphis Confidential Informant T-2 has furnished reliable 
information in the past.

i I
This document, contains neither recommendations nor con

clusions of the .FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned 
! to yo®1 agencyj it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 

your agency.
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To: ■ SAC, fcphis (105-275)

From: Director, FBI (62-105005)
FREDERICK JOHN iLsPER, alia,

RACIAL HATTERS 
■ •" " '

(' z Re my radiogram 4/22/60 granting authority tor
interview of Kasper,

By return mail advise date and caption of 
communication setting forth results of interview.

FCW/avu 
(5)

MAJtED 9

Tolson_________  
Mohr___________
Parsons .
Belmont —'___
Callahan_______  

. DeLoach_______  
^Malone _________
)4cGuire _,_______
{Rosen_________1
Tamm__ £_______
Trotter _________  
M.G. Sullivan____ -
^Tele* Room 
Tn^Sm-QL 

;'Ga|gJy

I APR2 7 I960
cpm-m

4 4PR 28 I960

TELETYPE UNIT



U.S. DEPAWMENT'OFWST^

COMMUHICKHOHS SECTION

DEFERRED 4-22-60 7->2 PM RAM.

TO SAC M.EMPHIS^/<6'5-275/’ .

FROM DIRECTOR IP /62-105095/

FREDERICK JOHN. KASPER, <#KA, RACIAL MATTERS. REURTEL 

APRIL TWENTY ONE LAST. AUTHORITY GRANTED FOR TWO 

MATURE AGENTS TO INTERVIEW KASPER AT DAVIDSON COUNTY 

WORKHOUSE. IF HE FURNISHES CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT, 

ACCORDINGLY AND FURNISH UNDER THAT CAPTION.

END ACK PLS

OK FBI ME^JWB.

TU DI^G
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUWICATIOWS SECTION

URGENT^-21-60 2-48PM JB

TZDI-RECTOR, FBI /62-105095/

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS Z105-275/ 2P

Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room 
Mr. Ingram
Miss Gandy

| Mr. Tolson.
,Mr. Mohr-

Parsons_____
Belmont, 
Callahan____
DeLoach.-___
Malone_____
McGuire____
Rosen —T~
Tamm______
Trotter._____

Mr.
Mr.

H Mr.
1 Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

FREDERICK JOHN^SPER, AKA, RM, ONAPRIL TWENTY, SIXTY, KASPER 

TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED NASHVILLE RA OFFICE, NASHVILLE, TENN,, 

AND ADVISED HE DESIRED TO TALK TO AGENT IN THE DAVIDSON COUNTY 

WORKHOUSE WHERE HE IS INCARCERATED, HE STATED THE MATTER WAS 

NOT URGENT BUT THAT HE WOULD- LIKE TO TALK TO A.GENT WITHIN NEXT 

TWO OR THREE DAYS IF POSSIBLE,. NO COMMITMENT WAS MADE AS TO

WHETHER ‘OR NOT AGENT WOULD TALK TO HIM. FOR INFORMATION BUREAU,

I-
ON APRIL TWENTY, SIXTY, SUBJECT WAS IN CRIMINAL COURT, DAVIDSON 
CO.,, WHERE PLEADED H&S OWN CASE ON MOTION THAT HE BE FREED Fj^^ 

THE DAVIDSON COUNTY WORKHOUSE. HE BASED HIS'APPEAL ON CONDITIONS

IN THE -WORKHOUSE, CLAIMING THE WORKHOUSE, IN RUN LIKE_THE SPANISH^
INQUISITION. HE ALLEGED BRUTALItSSSn?® GUARDS an:

SOUGHT TO INTRODUCE TESTIMONY THROUGH WITNESSES TOb BACK UP HIS 
a- 18 APR 291960

ALLEGATIONS'!''WORKHOUSE OFFICIALS DENIED ■ALffGAO’ZZ^/^

BRUTALITY FROM WITNESS STAND. KASPER ALSO CLAIMED HIS MAIL WAfS



$

PAGE TWO. '

BEING OPENED AND' THE COURT TOOK JUDICIAL NOTICE THAT IT IS 

PROPER PROCEDURE FOR SUCH INSTITUTIONS TO OPEN PRISIONERS- 

MAIL. KASPER-S APPEAL TO BE RELEASED DENIED. HE HAS THREE 

MORE MONTHS TO SERVE AND HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO WORK IN ROCK 

QUARRY BY THE COUNTY WORKHOUSE. BUREAU AUTHORITY REQUESTED • .. , . . ..... ■ >

FOR TWO. AGENTS TO INTERVIEW KASPER AT THE DAVIDSON CO. 

/WORKHOUSE TO DETERMINE WHAT HE WANTsT SINCE HE HaFINTTIATED 

( THE INTERVIEWS, NO EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO DEVELOPE HIM AS A 

POTENTIAL INFORMANT. "

END AND ACK PLS.

PL^SE~i^EAT-^lr-W0RDS~AFTER^DE^^^

PA'GE^i-"”^0K~™Ml4^'^"-^AIrLEGA-TJ-QNS_~QE, ..

^BRTOtl’T^^^—KA£RE£-^SIWra£^A^^ 

-EN-D-PA€MNE7

3-55 PM OK FBI WA MS

TU DISC



TO SAC MEMPHIS (105-275)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (62-105095)

/pT FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA, RACIAL MATTERS. REURTEL

APRIL TWENTY ONE LAST. AUTHORITY GRANTED FOR TWO

MATURE AGENTS TO INTERVIEW KASPER AT DAVIDSON COUNTY 

WORKHOUSE. IF HE FURNISHES CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT, HANDLE 

ACCORDINGLY AND FURNISH UNDER THAT CAPTION.

FCW:IGE
(3) '

NOTE: IF RADIO CONTACT MISSEDj SEND BY DEFERRED TELETYPE

NOTE: KaSper, a notorious segregationist, is presently incarcerated at 
the Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, Tennessee, on a six- 

month sentence on a charge of inciting to riot in connection with the 
integration of Nashville Schools. On 4/20/60 he telephoned Nashville 
Resident Agency and stated he desired to talk to an Agent within the next 
two or three days if possible. By way of background, Memphis advises 
Kasper appeared in Criminal Court 4/20/60 on a motion that he be freed 
from the workhouse. He plead his own case basing his appeal on poor 
conditions and alleged brutality on the part of several guards. His motion 
for release was denied. 1

OF JUSTICE

I TELETYPE UNIT

'Sr? C?
Tolson___ ._____ 
'Mohr .. .. _ —
Parsons_ _ ;__ —
Belmont - _
Callahan____ .___
DeLdach -
Malone___ .____ -.
McGuire 
Rosen___ .------ —
Tamm-------------- -
Trotter_ .___  —
W.C.-Sullivan___ -

■ nany/ Wi



■FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

AIRTEL

Date: 4-28-60

PLAIN TEXT .............. ,
(Type- in plain text dr code)

AM . ..............................
’ (Priority dr Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM:

RE:

SAC, MEMPHIS (IO5-275) 
FREDERICK JOHkA&SPER 
RM

ReurAirtel to Memphis 4-27-60.

Subject was ■interviewed Davidson Co. Workhouse, 
Nashville-, Tenn..., 4-25-60, at which time he stated he desired 
to go bn record that he was, not affiliated with, or interested 
in, the Ame-rinsn Na 2:1 Party, or similar movements inspite of 
the fact that and others who were
interested in this movement were attempting to get him to 
join it. He stated he felt the FBI knew of their cpmmunicating 
with him and desired to set the record straight as io his 
feelings concerning this matter,

Aktei. 

fsietyt 

A.

A. M 

Spec. 

Reg f.

At the same time, he- cdgaplained because the 
officials of the Davidson Cd, Workhouse were opening his 
mail and stated they were delaying his mail. He also 
complained concerning the. general conditions in the Workhouse,, 
pointing out that the guards were illiterate, that, they cursed 
the prisoners, and that it is riot a well run institution. 
He made general allegations which he stated .were all hearsay, 
that punitive measures had been taken against some prisoners, 
but furnished no specific information or a complaint alleging j 
any civil rights violations. *

— He also furnished information in which he
a.?Si^_alleged that marijuana was. being smuggled into the Davidson

^County Workhouse.

( 3> BUREAU (RM) 
B‘.... “T - MEMPHIS

!a!L__ EWN: BN
Reaist ircd j4) /

• X)

Special Agent i arge
Sent Per

SO APR 30 1960



Fb-36 (Rev. T2-13-56)

Date:

Transmit ihe following in
(Type inplain text dr code)

Via
(Priority of Method of Mailing).

ME 105-275

KASPER1s principal reason for the interview 
appeared to be’ the matter of getting on record that he is 
not affiliated with, in any way the American Nazi Party. .

Letterhead memoranda suitable for dissemination 
are being prepared and will be forwarded to Bureau 4>-29-6o.

Approved: _____ . ■ . __ __ _ _ __ ___ __ ,__  Sent___ __ __ - -■___.M Per ■ , - ■_____ _
Special Agent in Charge
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v

TO ;
FROM^^

SUBJECT':

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SAP, MEMPHIS (105-275)
FREDERICK JOHnQaSPER, aka

RM

(00: WFO)

ReButel to Memphis dated 4/22/60: re Memphis airtel to 
Bureau 4/28/60.

Enclosed herewith for info Bureau are five copies each// aiioxuseo. nerewi.ua xor inio bureau are live copies e<
/-/ f of two letterhead memoranda setting forth results of interview

7/ with subject at Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville,. Tenn., on 
4//5/60. Two copies each are being furnished WFO.

KASPER was interviewed by SAePERANCIS W. NORWOOD and 
EDWARD T. STEELE.. Two memoranda are being^ubmitted in order to 
separate information furnished by subject relying to racist 
Organizations and his position concerning them, d information 

K- /relating to his complaints re the Davidson County Wbrkhouse. It . 
Jr is felt that the information concerning the American Nazi Party as 

most of a security nature and should be Separated from his complain£ 
concerning the workhouse which is more criminal in nature. Infor- 
mation furnished by him concerning his mail being opened and the 

. marijuana being brought into the workhouse is being disseminated
to postal inspectors and the Federal Bureau of Narcotics by separate 
communication.

It will be noted that during interview on several occa- 
... . KSions,, KASPER stated that any time the FBI desired to know anything 

about what he was doing, he would be glad to tell them. No effort

si.

A 
&

a-

2

Bureau<Encl. 10)(REGISTERED) EX. - 14ff 
.Washington Fi^ld ^^028) (Encl. 4) (REGISTERED! 
Mem-phi. s

/krp Xv/ Req. Rec’d

How
By ...

6 W £ P39

'J
Approved: . - Sent

in Cnarge
M Per



KE 105-275

was made to guide his conversation during interview* He was told 
in a firm manner that the FBI was in no way responsible for delay 
in his mail..

While the reliability of information furnished by the 
subject is certainly questionable, it was noted that he talked 
freely and at great length. In view of his voluntary statement 
that he would be willing to tell the FBI about anything that he 
is doing, consideration should be given to further interviews 
with him. Bureau authority- will, of course, be obtained prior 
to any other interviews.

2



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

uOted states department oWustice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Memphis, Tennessee 

April 29, I960

RE: Frederick John Kasper
Racial Matters ■

On April 25, I960.; Frederickis ./ - 
incarcerated in'the Davidson County Workhouse,,. Nashville, Tennessee, 
on. a charge of inciting a riot, was. interviewed by Agents of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. • This interview was made at the 
request of the subject..

Kasper stated that he had something which he wanted 
to bring to the attention of the Federal Bureau of investigation. 
He talked of his relationship with persons who are members of the 
American Nazi Party. He stated that he knows that he is a con
troversial figure and that he has attracted a,lot of publicity 
which is personally bad for -him. He stated that over the past 
five or six years, he has made the acquaintance sof many people 
who are extreme right wingers'. He stated that many of these 
people advocate things^ which he does-.not believe in. He stated 
that he has been told t^hat' the FBI knew of the fact that he had 
been receiving mail from persons who were members of the American 
Nazi__Rarty. (ANP) /and who were trying to get him to also associate 
Ihimself with this group. He stated that he is opposed to this 
I organization and/t^e basic" philosophy Which is advocated by its 
I leader.,, Lincolft^ockwell. He stated that he wanted to go on record 
with the. FBI’'that he is opposed to the group and wants the FBI to 
know that he is not affiliated with it in any manner except that 
some of his former associates are now active in this.

Kasper stated that Aie has met and talked with Lincoln 
Rockwell and that nearly two years ago he told Rockwell that he 
wanted nothing to do with him!or his organization. He stated that 
he also warred his friends nofc ho have anything to do with the 
group. He stated that| who was formerly a close b6
friend of his and one of fSeahparxL.White •
Citizens, Council werelJeing"drawn into this’’movement, he immedi
ately set about trying to dissolve the SWCC. He stated that 
the SWCC had outlived its usefulness but that rather than go to 
the expense of legally surrendering its charter, he had thought 
that it could be left to die of its own inactivity and failure to 
pay the fees’required. He stated that when he saw that it was 
being taken over by Rockwell and the ANP he realized that he should

ENCLOSES®#^



take, specific steps to dissolve the SWCC so that he would not be 
drawn into the ANP through no fault of his own. He stated that 
he was afraid that .some overt act would be committed by someone 
in the ANP and that he, Kasper, would be prosecuted for iton a 
conspiracy charge. He stated that he has asked Benjamj^^Sir^on^ 
his attorney in Washington, to have the charter revoked^ Simmons jhC. 
has advised him that it would cost money to do so because of the 
advertising and fees involved, and he, subject Kasper, does not 
have the money to do it. ■

Kasper stated that another former friend of his who has 
been drawn into the ANP is I I He stated that
was formerly active in combdtfhg communism and integration in St. 
Louis, Missouri, ' He formerly published the ‘‘White Sentinel,‘» 
which Kasper* states is one of the first publications to point out 
the dangers of the Jewish, communist, Negro conspiracy. Kasper 
stated that| |now lives in Eloxida and recently wrote to
him that he was now a member of the ANP. He stated that he still 
considers bothl __________ | as friends, but. fears that b6
they have been misled. *

He aHvieed that, he has also received some literature 
from a man named | from New York who is also interested
in the Nazi movement. He sthted that Tie wants nothing to do with 
Burros and that his literature is unsolicited..

Kasper stated that his literature had been taken away 
from hitti by the guards at-the workhouse, but that to the best of 
his recollection, the letterhead of the stationery stated that 
this organization was a branch of the World Union of Free Enter
prise National Socialist. Underneath that was given the name of 
the American Nazi Party.

Kasper repeated several times that he does not want to 
be on record as being affiliated with this organization.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the,FBI. . It is the property.of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

♦ e
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Memphis, Tennessee 

April 29, I960

Re: Frederick John Kasper 
Racial Matters .

On April 25j I960, Frederick John Kasper, who is 
incarcerated in the Davidson County Workhouse., Nashville, Ten
nessee; on a charge of inciting a fipt, was interviewed by 
Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. This in
terview was at the request of Kasper. .

Among the matters which Kasper discussed was the fact 
that his mail is being opened by the Officials of the Davidson 
County Workhouse. He stated that he was of the opinion that they 
did not have the right to open his mail without a specific, agree
ment from him and that he. had not so agreed. He stated that it 
was his understanding that the Tennessee State Penitentiary did 
not open prisoners4- mail without their signing an agreement,, tut 
stated this was hearsay with him. He stated that if had been the 
practice at the Federal Correctional Institution at Tallahassee, 
Florida, to get the consent of the prisoners before the officials 
opened their mail. Kasper stated that the censorship of his. mail 
resulted in delay of. his mail, possibly so the FBI could see it, 
and that on some occasions he had noted that it took as much as.a 
week for his mail to reach him from Florida. Kasper stated that he 
had nothing to hide but that he did object to his mail being opened 
and that he desired that it be brought to the attention, cf the 
postal authorities since, he felt that it was a violation of postal 
regulations. Kasper was informed that the FBI was in no way 
responsible for delay in the receipt of his. mail.

Kasper also stated that he wanted to protest the fact 
that the officials of the Davidson County Workhouse had taken some 
■of’his personallpossessions from his cell. He stated that they 
took a box of letters and some literature that he had in the cell. 
He advised that they told him that they would give it back to him 
when he was released, but he felt that this was stealing. He 
stated that on April 20, i960, he was in the Criminal Court of 
Davidson County, Nashville, on his motion for suspension of sen
tence, and that at that time all of the matters related herein were 
brought out. He stated that he got very little satisfaction from

lee: AAG Civil Rights



the judge and his motion had been denied. He stated that at 
that time one of the pieces of literature that had been taken 
from his cell was brought into court and displayed to the court 
by the District Attorney General. He stated that this piece of 
literature was from the,American Nazi Party, an organization with 
which he does not have anything to do. He stated that much was 
made of this in court, even though he stated to the court that he 
had not solicited the literature and that it had been sent tp him 
by a former associate. He stated that he alleged in court that the 
piece of literature had been stolen from his cell., but the court 
stated that they could take what they desired from his cell. He 
stated that the. District Attorney General claimed that the fact 
that he had this type of literature was the reason his possessions 
had been taken from him.

The subject, stated that another basis for his motion 
for suspension of sentence had been based upon the cruel treatment 
afforded the prisoners in the workhouse. He referred to it as 
medieval and stated that he sought tp bring out in court how the 
prisoners were mistreated* He stated that he was not allowed to 
do so and the judge asked him if he had been given a bed to sleep 
in, food and clothing. He stated that he had been given these 
things, so the judge told him that he did not see where he had any
complaint. He stated that the judge asked him if he had been per
sonally mistreated in a physical sense, and Kasper stated that he 
had tp admit that he had not been. Kasper.stated that he has not 
been mistreated himself, but has heard of other prisoners who have 
been mistreated. He stated that the guards in the workhouse are 
illiterate and curse the prisoners. He stated he has heard that 
the prisoners are threatened. Upon being pressed for particulars 
in this matter, the subject stated that there is a guard named

|at the workhouse who shot a prisoner in the stomach. He 
stated this occurred in 195$ and that| |was taken to fnnrt 
and cleared on the shooting* He stated tn at he feels that I 
should not be back as a guard and that the guards should not be 
allowed to have guns. He stated that, ____T._ .___ , _________
the prisoners. The subject stated that he has no specific/ informab6 
tion that | |has done more to any of the prisoners. J/V

curses and threatens

Kasper stated that he also wished to bring to the atten
tion of the proper authorities the fact that marijuana is being 
smuggled into the workhouse. He related that a week or so ago,, he 
was working beside a Negro priso her named| |in the
rock quarry. He stated ^Hat| _ , Iwhlspered to him and asked 
if he would like to get some marijuana* He' told Kasper that he 
could supply it to him for 20 cents a stick. He stated that he
went along with to get enough information as to how the
marijuana gets into the workhouse, but stated that he did not 
actually get any of the marijuana. He stated he understands that

- 2 -



a truck driver named| [brings the marijuana in to the guard
| in turn delivers it tn a prisoner named ~1

I also Known as then passes it w-
who peddles it to the other prisoners. Kasper stated that he 
learned all of this from | Iand does not know if it is true
or notx ■

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be. distributed 
outside your agency* '



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

•Director, FBI (62=10'509 5) Date: 4=19=60

SACj Memphis(105=275)
FREDERICK JOHnQaSPER, JR.

Bl ■

Washingtom Field Origin

Rerep SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, dated 4=14=60 at Memphis.

Transmitted herewith is a revised letterhead memorandum' ■ 
relating t© th® reliability ©f informants in instant report. It is 
requested that this replace th® original letterhead memorandum sent 
with the report.

J , There is also transmitted a revised Page 12 and addi=
tional Pages 13' and 14 to go with the report. Error scored.

P (ALL COPIES REGISTERED B

^Bureau(62=105095) (encl. =20)
1= .Atlanta (encl. =4) a
1=
1=
1=
1=
1=

Baltimore (encl.=4) 
Boston (encl.=4) 
Chicago (encl. =4)- 
^'xhc inna t i( e no 1. =4) 
&1&S (encl. =4)

4 V°i:
A0®

New 0rleans(encl.=4)
New York (encl.=4)
Oklahoma City (encl.=4)
Philadelphia (encl.=4)
Phoenix(encl.=4)
Pi t tsburgh ( e nc Is =4)

1= Detroit(encl.=4)
1= Houston(encl.=4)
1= Indi@nap©lis(@ncl.=4)
1= Jacksonville (encl.=4)
1= Knoxville(encl.=4)
1= Louisville(encl.=4)
1= Miami(encl.=4)

1= Savannah(encl.~4)
1= Seattle(encl.=4)
1= St. Louis(encl.=4)
1= Washington FieId(62=8028) 

(encl.=12)
1= Memphis(105=275)
FWN:FJ
(26)

«<
NOT RECORDED
13 APR 22 i960

5 9 MAY 3 1960
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

A

TO
FROiW SAC, Memphis

irector, FBI

OBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS

Washington Field Origin

Date: 6—3—60

Rerep SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, dated 4-14-60 at Memphis.
b7C

On furnished
7 a list of persons who have contributed to the John Kasper Defense 
1 Fund, or who had written letters and sent literature to the John 
I Kasper Defense Fund. The informant stated that this^information 
| was obtained bv him from I I

This information is being made available to the Bureau 
and one copy is being furnished to each of the interested offices 
for information purposes only.

The informant stated that the information concerning 
the contributors! , , ,
_____________________ I brings it in as the contributions are received 
in a Post Office Box in Nashville, Tennesee utilized for mailing 
purposes by the subject. The following listed names were brought 
in by her on 3-31-60 and thank-you letters with a pamphlet enclosure 
entitled ’’Federal Aid to Education is No Good,” was sent out on 
4-7-60. No letters were sent out to those persons who merely sent 
letters but no money:

ALL COPIES REGISTERED MAIL

2^1 Bureau(62-105095)
T- 
1— 
1— 
1
1
1
1
1— 
1— 
1—

Chicago(info) 
Cincinnati(info) 
Denver(info) 
Detroit(info) 
Houston(info) 
Jacksonville(info) 
Knoxville(info) 
Little Rock(info) 
Los Angeles(info) 
Louisville(inf mli

1
1
1- 
i—
1
1- 
i-
2^

1-

Miami (info) 
Minneapolis(info) 
New Orleans(info) 
New York(info) 
Pittsburgh(info) 
Richmond(info) 
Spr ingfieId(info) 
Washington Field(62-8028) 
Memphis(105-275)

FWN:FJ 
(22)

REO 7.1 18 JUN 6 1960



Me#105-275'

b6
b7C

NAME

Check on National 
American Bank of

TYPE OF CONTRIBUTION DATE

3-29-60

NewOrleans_12s_Lai. New Orleans, New

Vita Labor Savings

Orleans, La.

Cash

Check on Farmers 
and Merchants Bank, 
Rogers, Ark.

Not shown

3-29—60

Tools Co., addi’ess 
not shown

Check on 1st Nat’l 3-29-60
Bank and Trust Co..
of Evanston, Evanston, 
Ill.

Two bulletins, American 3-28-60
Liberty Foundation, 320
E. Kings Way, Winter 
Park, Florida

AMOUNT

$ 2.00

$ 1.00

$ 2.00

$25.00

No monetary 
contribution



Me#105-275

NAME ; TYPE OF CONTRIBUTION DATE

Jacksonville; Fla

Cash 3 *»31-60

Cash 4-3-60

AMOUNT

$ 1.00

C
Superst Light

$11.00

No cash

2516..W

, Dr» J.-C, 
Founder, 

. 3rd St.

Gadget called the 4-1-60

Los Angeles_57, 
CalUL-

The following list was obtained but the date

3-22-60

3-23-60

3—28—60

3-21-60

that it was

$ 5.00

$ 5.00

$10.00

$10.00

Letter signed
KASNER, return______

I address; |
I ]Los Angeles.Acalif?--------------

Letter indicating 
I I was writing 
from Switzerland .
Restaurant, Los 
Angeles 37, Calif.

3-24<°60 Nothing

3-



Me#105-275 b7C

NAME 
_______l

TYPE OF CONTRIBUTION DATE AMOUNT

Erie, Pa 
______L

U.S. Postal
Money Order

3-22-60 4.00

New. Orleans.

U.S. Postal
Money Order

3.00

Check drawn on 
Vienna Trust Co., 
Vienna, Virginia

' Oaktog^ Va.
3 “20“GO 1,00

Cash

Minneajgblis 7, Minn

3-22-60 $ 1.00

„ ns
troit 24,>Mich

U. S. Postal 
Money Order 
and stamps 
( 6 4^ stamps)

3—22—60 5.00

Letter and 
clippings

3-27-60 None

Louis v.Hle»«5, 
K^oucky^

Letter Not shown None

_ I Women' s
Voice, 530 S«. Jb.e.arl 
born St;. ^.Chicago, 
I1TT" .

Not indicated 
(possibly copy 
of magazine)

For the further information of the New York Division, 
~lew York 25, N. Y., also

furnished the following list of names of persons to whom an appeal 
letter might be sent by the ICgisper Defense Fund. These names are 
set forth as follows: 

__ l£
New York 17. N

4-



Me#105-275

i
hew York 25, N. Y._^ —1

I. Ve rmont.
_____ _ ______ ______________________________ Washington, 
Mrs^GUR.TCiXS-Keep America_Committ ee, Box 3094, Los

Angeles 54, Calif. "

In view of the fact that the above listed persons are 
merely sent in for purposes of a mailing list, and the identity 
of I His unknbwn to the Memphis Division, no effort was
made to disseminate this information to many of the offices catering 
the addresses of these individuals.

The informant^Tso advised that another person whose name 
had been sent in as^ar potential to whom an appeal letter should be 
sent was | LJacksonville, Florida
This name was sent' in by’ T .... 11 ■—

For the information of offices not previously having

.... [Palm_Beach,_Ela., 
Lt .os^nge^eaJ27.«_jCaXif.

Lcalif.
... ~~| Fresno 8,

CQN&

_____________________ Calif
I Salt T^ake. City, Utah. 
.......................rohio.

oGINLEY, .P.^9^807, Union._N 
AxM^joHJ^sawaX

Genera.l_GEO.—VAN_Hq^N^HOSELY, ,Hoie2^U£mo£e
______ Atlanta—Georgia

s

ROS^BARNET.T Governor-Elect

Cp.lumbus^—Ga. 
’,~New—York^4,

Jackson...^Miss
State of Miss.issipp.i

1 Mai no

b6
b7C

--------------—------------------------- -.-------------------- ——------------ N
QIL^MAU^^LrAW. HQte.l_Bur.lingto,n.f 1120 VerAont.2Av_e* 
_______ _____________________________________________ l___________

... ~

Y

P.J0^3.33, „West jiojdt,.JiQpnegticut.
Mrs. MARJOR p&wkERTZ, 86.-25 Dougan.Ay^^gG^El^ , 
~~........Long~'jfe ra^ ~' *

-5-



Me#105-275

received information in this investigation, FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
has for the past five or six years been involved in racial matters 
throughout several southern states. He was active in the organi
zation of the Seaboard White Citizens Council in Washington, D. C., 
and was very active in the opposition to the integration of public,, 
schools in areas surrounding Washington. He subsequently came to 
Clinton, Tennessee, where he was active in the opposition of inte
gration of public schools at Clinton, which activities resulted in 
his being given two sentences in Federal Court for contempt of 
court, each being six months in duration and each of which was 
served by him at the Federal Correctional Institution at Talla
hassee, Florida. He also came to Nashville, Tennessee in 1957, 
at which time he was active in the organization Tennessee White 
Citizens Council, which in effect is an organization made up solely 
of persons who are followers of KASPER, and who have now begun to 
refer to themselves as Kasperites. As a result of his activities 
in Nashville, he was tried and convicted in Criminal Court of 
Davidson County, Nashville, on a local charge of inciting a riot 
and at this time is serving a six months sentence in the Davidson 
County Workhouse as a result of this conviction. It should be 
noted that he appealed this conviction all the way through the 
State Supreme Court and attempted to appeal it to the U. S. Supreme 
Court but was denied certiorari.

Although serving time in the Davidson County Workhouse, 
the subject still continues to carry on his activities by means 
of sending out letters and communications to his friends and 
associates in Nashville, who in turn write letters for him and 
distribute mimeographed handbills in Nashville concerning matters 
of current interests.

Because of the notoriety of subject, he has attracted 
letters and communications from, many persons throughout the United 
States, many of whom have the same interests as he does, and many 
of whom appear to be psychotic.

-6
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UNITED STATES f '.RNMENT

Memorandum ■ . • " \ /
to . : Director, FBI

from y^SAC, Memphis

subject: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka

date: 6-20-60

Attn:, MECHANICAL SECTION

RACIAL MATTERS

Washington Field Origin

at Memphis.
^p SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, dated 4-14^-60

b6
b7C

On6-7-69, CHARLES PARKHURST, Deputy Warden,
Davidson Count# WbfkhddeMy NabhWlle, Tennessee, advised SA 
^ANQJS NORWOOD that on ^st6iir the Subject. who an , t > 

: there > wds • visited by|________  I
4^ Wife thef e . the:. subfiegt"ga#e| I a wok wnich /
'y’ he stated; M wanted her tq rehd. This bookwaschecked by one/ 
' of. the; giiar:d^,j$. ^uf'isuaiif to the. policy of the warkhpuse oh items; W/ 

had bn if a gaper coyerj^imil^r those
usddCtijH -s.ciOl. chx'l'dK.dn to- pfotpcf.’ their ,bQpks.V ''T^ OIL
nOtedrt'H^ cdyef-’ ^eem^d $0 'h?i 'Unus,uaily; thick.andL' t^ 'WW* 
offV.’-He’- fdhnd in it nine letter^ addressed to dif^efept peop^

'TettdBs9 fM', •subje'cf -wajS'
.iiefters^ wefie confiscated and turned: over 
tbe/payidsoh Cdunt^ Commissioner of Roadsy who

f IO-'
FRANCIS C NORWOOD and they were phdtogf aphe.d, ; They Jefe? L

L '■ ' turned to Mrs. J. Ri RIDLEY, record clerk at the Dayidson County 
V WpfkhOu^eV pursuant to JONES- request, fSyfOJdpe^fed 
'1‘' ' the film in the two. fifirt pacXb?'tfansi&ftp^

developed and that prints' qf? such size' as? td ^ake the Wffffbgj? 
iri the letters legible be made and returned. tp/Me^pnis.with t-he? 
h^ivesi. ' •

Bureau (62-105095) RM
1- Package RM ' ,tC<j 
1— Washington Field (62T-3

levaopED
MINTED
'JLARGEMENTS - 

:3RED
^SPECTED Ji



Director, FBI (62-105095) 7 7 •

wMick ^00 mm/MA
MCIAL-Wras ■ ’

/ -

■Reference is made th letter dated
'June 2Q* 1060, transmitting twh-film packs pertaining . - ' 

th^-aWv^captlw ; •' .'., -.■■■' r -.

• • ‘ ‘ In accordance with WT Truest.,, the film . :
packs- have been developed and-prints made. The. print# 
and negatives are'being forwarded th ^our office tinder 
Wpar^th hoVe> resiste?®d . .‘ _■•



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT .

O UM

; Director, FBI

►M SAG, MEMPHIS

SUBJECT; FREDERICK JOHN KASFER, aka

Washington Field Origin

On 6=13=60.
, furnished the following list of persons 

who had answered the appeal letters for the defense fund for 
the subject. He stated that this information had been obtained 
from I __ ~

b6 
b7C 
b7D

clearing house for correspondence with KASPER, 
and for contributions to the Kasper Appeal Fund. * It will be 
noted that KASPER himself is presently incarcerated in the 
Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, on a charge of inciting 
a riot. His sentence will end on 7=15=60.

Where available, the informant obtained, the amount 
of subscription to thr'fund which was made.

No name given. 837 Franklin Ave.. New Orleans, 17, no amount 
____________ ________________________________ I Memphis 11, Tennessee, ' 

-------- ■ _ b 6
Ln© street given, Boston. Mass., $2.00

" 7J • ~~ ’
Hattiesburg, Miss.

FHaTfiW^gj> M1W7T**' $53.00 (collected)

N. C., no amount given . .

^2^Bureau(62=105095) RM
Albany (info) RM 

1=.Baltimore (info) RM 
1= Boston (info) RM 
1= Charlotte (info) RM 
1= Detroit (info) RM 
1= Indianapolis ‘(info) RM 
1= Jacksonville (info) RM 
1= Los Angeles (info) RM

1= Newark (info) RM
1= New Orleans (info) RM
1= New York (info) RM
1= St. Louis (info) RM
1= Tampa (info) RM
1= Washington Field (info) RM 

(62=8028)
,2= Memphis (105<=275) 
' FW; FJ 
(18)

«ssis=«s5i v—yrriTr.l av (s



.&2L.

BiEghsB^^ $10.00

IDelaware, $4.00
NeW York .'16, N?Y. , no amount 

I jet?r©rt^3, Mich.

(This"“man claims to be the State Chairman of the 
oNationa1 States Rights Partyrf Missouri).................  

___________Limiting - illegible) , ...... _______
1 I California0 $5.00 ’ ~ ' .. ' ”■...... —■

m-orida, $2.25
N. J., $10.00

©rmnt also furnished a cow of a letter enclosing a 
$1.00 donation from ............................. ........................ ....................
Deland, Florida. This was an extremely nonsensical letter, nowever 
the writer set forth a list of publications, organizations, and 
individuals with whom the friends of KASPER should correspond, 
according to I I The magazines and organizations are well
known and have been known to the -Memphis Division in connection 
with the KASPER investigation as a result of previous information. 
Therefore, the list is not being set -forth. It was noted, however, 
that the name of | I

| was listed. This v 
name has not previously come to the attention of the Memphis
Division.

The above names are being made available to the Bureau 
and to the interested offices for their information, and for 
informational purposes only. No further investigation is being 
conducted in connection-with these names by the Memphis Division.



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 7-16-60

Transmit the following in Plain text____________________
(Type in plain text or code)

Via Air-tel
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, MEMPHIg^"^

FREDERICK JOHN@kSPER, aka

RACIAL MATTERS
Washington Field Origin

Rerep SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, dated 
and Memphis letter to Bureau dated 6-3-60.

Subject was released from Davidson County Workhouse, 
Nashville, Tenn., 7-15-60 at 2:00 PM, upon completion of his 
sentence. Surveillance instituted bv Bureau Agent revealed he 
was met at door b^ ...... I - and EDWARD
FIELDS from Louisville, Ky^ They were in|(automobile, a 
black and white 1955 Buick with 1960 Tenn. License 3U-9082. On

* the back of the car was a sign reading "Kasper for President," 
and on the right door was a sign reading "Welcome John." The 
press had apparently been notified inasmuch as newsmen ani TV 

‘ ’• cameramen were on hand.

Subject, FIELDS and went immediately to the
office of Miss GRACE DAWSON, Baxter Bldg., Third Avenue North
and Union St., Nashville. After a short/visit there they then
drove out toz,the residence of | 1
NashvilleT^where they werewe 1 comed by his wife, and(__=_l]''~

~ . [departed soon afterwards to go to work
Fahd within’’ah hour I I came in on the way home fyom his
' work. The subject aiTd'^£ffen<^tire group then left the '

b7C

rom his
1 residencei

and went to the residence of 
they had a barbecue party.

UitfpG.....
A.

A. M. S. 0

Spec. Del...
Reg. Keil...

$
3 — 
1
1
1
1
2
1-

Bureau( 62-^0^) «
Knoxville(info)* RM 
Louisville (info) RM 
Mobile (info) ~RM 
Newark (info) RM

where

n । *

Registered,

WFO (62-8028) RMt<4
Memphis (105-275) Ap

FWN: FJ---------------------------—
(10)

Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) I I Tolsoit—
I | Mr. 
lY'Mr. p/ts-^is 
। Mr. THsr-nt.

F B I
| Mr.

■ I Mr.

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO

SAC, WPO (62-8028)

Date: 8/19/60

D '' u-h------
_____

Ml-ua 
Ro;enJ<[S^Z 
Tamm______

(Type in plain text or code)
Mr. Trott-sr_____
Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tele. Boom______

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-10^09^)

REDERICK JOHN^KASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS
(00:WF0)

i Mr. Ingram. 
। Miss Gandy. 

J___________ --

ReBuairtel dated 8/16/60.

____________ I advised on. 8/16/60 that the
I I had received a one page handwritten
communication from KASPER dated and post marked 8/11/60 
at Nashville, Tenn.

It is noted in paragraph three KASPER states his 
plans .are to stay in Nashville, for a while, write, a book • 
and do some heeded things, for Miss GRACE (DAWSON). In 
pa-wagya-nh ?r>n-n he states he intends to travel nort.h through 
WDC.. ____________ commented, that he believes KASPER will stay
in WDQ, over nite and continue north to visit his mother 
in New Jersey.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two photostat 
copies and two for Memphis, nP the letter written bv KASPER 
dated 8/11/60 and captioned]________________________________________

|_____________________ |has been instructed to communicate
with KASPER determine KASPER’s plans in the immediate 
future. j h
3NCLOSURB 3J ft d

(3>- Bureau (Enols. 2) T': ’ ——*
2 - Memphis (Enols. 2) (10^W5) (™) <
1 - WFO 0 AUG £31960

■cial Agent in Charge
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I.

Date:

Mr. Tolson______
Mr. *Mohr_ 1__  
TAt. Parsons___ _ 
'Mr. Belmont____
Mr. Callahan___  
Mr. DeLoach___  
Mr. Malone_____

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

XtCSCH— 
I-- ‘/ilr. Tamm„ 
4; zMr. Trotter.

Via AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

Mr. W.C.SulIivan 
Tele., Room---------  
Mr. Ingram--------  
Miss Gandy-------

TO

FROM:

C C - Wick

LED:bl 
(6)

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-10^09^)

in Charge

SAC, WO (62-8028)

FREDERICK JOHNjKASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00:WF0)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ei^ht copies 
of a letterhead memorandum to which are attached three 
pieces of literature captioned ” Jackson Daily News,” a 
cartoon captioned ’’Listen Here, White Gal,” and one cartoon 
captioned ”If You White Folks Don’t Like our Supreme Court.” 
Two copies are. enclosed for the Memphis office for infor
mation purposes.

---------------——THa.M terature described above was* received by 
from FREDERICK JOHN KASPER in a letter 

postmarked^ 0/11/60.at Nashville, Tennessee,and furnished 
to WO oaW/16760.

AGENCY
REQ. re:

. w Haw

J CC 0 
co 3.

AIRTEL

Sent M Per

§/Bureau’(Enc *8 ;/
2-Memphi^«(105^75) (Enc 2MRM)‘
l-WO W S J'



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

r *UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER
RACIAL MATTERS

Washington 2^, D. C. 
August 22, I960

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, on August 16, I960, furnished a piece of lit
erature and two cartoons received from Frederick John 
Kasper in a letter postmarked August 11,. I960, at .Nashville, 
Tennessee.

attached
A Photostat copy of each of the three items is 

to this- memorandum.

The piece of literature is captioned ’‘Jackson 
Daily News,’-’ and relates the.sstory of a white female who 
was a victim of rape by'a Negro near Lumberton, Mississippi.

One cartoon is captioned “Listen Here, White Gal, 
You Gotta Marry Me, I’se Got A Court. Order.”

The other cartoon is captioned “If You White Folks 
Don’t Like Our Supreme. Court, Why Don’t You Get Your Own.”

Concerning Frederick John Kasper, also known as John 
Kasper, the following information is submitted:

He was sentenced to one year in a Federal prison 
in the Year of 19^6 by United States District Judge Robert 
Taylor in Knoxville, Tennessee, for violation of a restraining 
order prohibiting interference with integration of the 
Clinton, Tennessee, High School. Kasper has also received an 
additional six months’ Federal prison sentence for again 
violating this order-and he has also served a six months’ 
sentence in a Nashville, Tennessee jail on a state charge of 
inciting a riot.

EnsrStTsUi^s”’^^^

Kis document contains neitaer 
^“ndafcM nor fusions of 

onr 1L13tae Property of 
it and ? loaned to your agency/ 

lis contents are not to be y 
distributed outside your agency.

SNCLOSURH
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SD^YMAY13, 1959 PRICE 5c

Of Horror
the Jackson Daily News at h^r

set
cloudy night’- 
before raining'

it was "just 
— when the

'of'.^- brutal ‘by Mack 
C, /Barker,. If^Iemaking' ex- 
soldier and Lumberton. Negro

IM

ij^-iftijiatfAAJWLETON 
Utt Whiter

'old Monde' with 
•tei^vlaughipg, brown eyes 
•Isttips' "dead- fa her tricks, coy- 

face with her tiny 
,h^air and' cries. with fear 

everytime she' sees a Negro, . 
Any Negro. Anywhere.

And her soft spoken mother 
is constantly reminded of a 
night of pain and sharp terror 
by her daughter's, childish 
questions, asked again' and 
again as if it were engraved 
fa her brain: VMommy, did 
a Negro rape you?"

"I have to tell her 'yes',* 
said. the victim of M. C. 
Parker's savage assault.

“She .talks about it often,”

needs a, Bible, in it.”
She’s a frail woman — her 

doctor told ■ her .months ago-- • 
she has a heart conditioh'that.- 
was not serious at .the time- 
but; could become aggravated 
and she wears maternity
clothes because she's four 
months pregnant.

The young woman, original
ly from New York state moved- 
to Virginia when she was rO 

■ years old. She came to Mis
sissippi from Virginia nine 
years ago, "but people don’t 
tell me I speak with a north
ern accent," she said. Her 
husband is employed-’ina Hat
tiesburg plant and works part- 
time as a guitar player with a 
Hattiesburg band.

This round-faced, full-lipped 
young mother was the victim

the young- mother said;. "In. 
the middle of plajtliig^ she'll>' 
stop'and ask me that' ques
tion, Sho’s searai to' death.- of 
a Negro riow. Site.used,to not' 
be afraid, bf'anyone, .She .saw 
tils picture, in the newspaper 
and everytime she sees, a 
Negro now' she'll ask' me, 
'Mommy, is that-the one who 
raped you?' I tell-her, ‘no"; 
that’s not the one’.”

This is a young white .woman ■ 
speaking. She's the sort of 
typical, young housewife whose 
main interest is building a 
home, keeping it spotless and 
taking care of her little girl. 
In her spare time she works 
jigsaw puzzles and occasional
ly reads the white Bible kept 
conspicuously in her living 
room because "every home

woodcutter.' f^j^as'identified • 
as' the man who.-^natched the 
23^ear-pl(i- arid*-her 

.daughter'' from? 'their stallecT 
auto ahdrape^the'yodng wom
an while her, dS^ghte/ watch-' 
ed.

A hooded mo&4ook him from 
the Pearl Riv^^unty jail at 
Poplarville and slew'him three 
days before fie‘r'was;.to have 
gone on trialjfpr the attack.

Authorities ^Id there was 
little doubt he^ai guilty. -And' 
they revealed Ostade, of evi
dence which they believe would 
have proved his guilty.

Here is the* victim’s story 
as she- told itCexclusively to

home in Petal, Mis?.
She seldom works jigsaw 

' puzzles anymore because she's 
too nervous to sit’ stiU. She 
has good reason to be nervous,

February 24, was a dark.

car in which the young mother 
was riding with her husband 
broke down five miles from 
Lumberton, Miss. They were 
returning from a visit with 
relatives and their little girl 
was sleeping' soundly in the 
back seat of the car.

FIVE-MILE WALK
"When the car broke down 

we decided that I. would wait 
there because it was a five 
mile walk for help," (he worn-

an said, "it was going to 
rain, I was two months preg
nant and didn't think I ought 
to walk that far. My little 
girl was asleep and we didn’t 
think anybody would bother 
us because we were on a
public highway."

So the young husband 
set out-.for Lumberton to 
his step-father to come 
help him with his car, 
the young wife began 
lonely wait. ■

and 
and ’ 
her

“When the first oar stopped 
and shined their light into our 
car I didn't know what tp- 

’think," she said. "I was sur- . 
prised and kind of afraid be-- 
.cause I couldn’t tell if they 
were white people or Negroes. 
Then they went away. It, was

quiet and-1 wondered H my 
husband was all right.

"When the Negro came 
back I didn't see him until he 
stopped his’car behind oars. 
He came up -to the window 
where I was sitting fa. the
front seat and surprised me.- 
The windows were closed and 

__ the doors were locked and' I 
call* 'was' holding the door or my

side so he couldn't get in.
"He asked me if we need

ed any help,” the young worn? 
an continued. "I told him 
no and thanked him. He told 
md to get out of the car."

BREAKS WINDOW
It wasn’t until M. C. Parker 

used the butt of the gun in his 
hand to break out the car win- ' 
dow that his victim screamed.

Continued on Page 14

(over)



&

feats

gfe..;

wantyou 
ili^3«rrigt®nW '

epittryipg 
'didn't'dp 

SK^odj-i^sak^fv'e -'nofibegii

d<inthe-. front 
^tfsfeafl'in ;jlie

-^Cokttatoddr^ page-1

"Hfc.fiid'roe; ’don’t acreanri of 
PtrHUxyou. and.- the- lttle 
W^^&if.Wopian'Wd. ' ’ 
<?8fei^w*«" sfitihg tensely and 
Mking:'T}Uickly—as. H.by doing 
ip'j^.coridtril her story more 
eaUSffHe. polled us put of our 
i^'-JO.-ifie'cjfpund; My little girl 
iis/crying. Hd :told; ;ne to make 
her? atop,'crying, .!’tried ;to but 
g^stv :••••'• 
i-"JHe made us get into tf& car,” 
ifl^relat^^Itws^dir^^ both 
^M.t6et'car?q;'Iiis?iide.ahd he

int^TmidcSe/He 
*t*fW?-^^.-dpWhjtiieljhighway 
wElibgjs^djhim;™f;.tb.iJdll;tri; 
gegfi^ih£1iei,dMit^ 
dat-^pcjj^aadi$e5hadi-^

t^pA’^fGbri'the, 'headland
^^Smijffiyie'toia .me 

_.tro,anAefjer-igmt. crying.” 
yt^ern'j^liSbfc'-itiie^M siSe 

'victim-'said;
d »»• 

t^TO&-just;-tfide.TO^ one 
'^/•heatola’tnajhertfiad-.to ■ meet 
SOtoffxi&JiheiB^Ai;' first she -told

prisoa. and 
he^wifbOr-'iWlieo^he'-said'Iie-'Had

Was'Jna'jpartnert^He doltmelpot 
<w^M)te^teI<e.?kept!.polnling

The young, woman has thrown 
tbe’acarf away because “my but- 
babd-'kept looking at it.

'Jl’kept-tieggkig Hnf to stop and 
leake/me alooe," she recalled her 
right-lot horror. “I told him that 
my 'huebend bad some wine that 
bad not been opened in our car 
and that he oouJd have that He 
finally told me to get out of his 
car and walk straight ahead and 
not to look. back. I opened the car 
door on my side and-got out with 
nqr daughter. He headed bock 
toirard-the highway. ! didn’t look 
back until I got aronod a curve 
wjete.he/.toSSi't see me.- My 
littlp' gl'rr iooked back-but nothing 
hsigpeped.”' '.J

'.‘.STARTS RAINING
; The. .voung 'victim' .explained" to 
her-dilld’ihat:They were going to 

; tia’vei'To—walk' the highway ' for 
: h^ "but~we>started out in" the 
; wring' direction. I was afraid he 
was- going to come .baric. When 

! We.fihallyjid get ip the highway 
it began.to rain and I was afraid 

■ no one was going to stop.”
1: Always-in the front of the ffah- 
'■ tie mother’s mind was fear for 
I h^r little girl’s safety.' “f didn't 

break down until-we got to the 
' highway,”; she said. “I .had - to 
I keep' hold of myself for her sake.” 
I JA.Ipassing truck driver stopped 
1 and took , the mother and her 
t khild "fix Ikuniberton ' where the 
' husband' .had stopped at-a gas 

statii>n?..‘IThe. night watchman of 
mpiitujr'oc; whatever he is was 
thereffsid'np called the Highway 
Batroi,'’ the woman salt “We 
waited 'unfil -they 'came -and then 
wentuto the hospital where they 
checked me over but couldn't Jell

w 

istmei, the 

^{f^Iguq'Jin'.the 
rf-jjas' '.jroond) ;fis ■■•'cut

var$n: W!,-fr«i' floor 
£^?;hg;-^M.'it’': jig

^^■s^?‘®eSsaid 
tsjnSitfrnifidvW^^s

jb^^ba®SW.»^  ̂' ■«!’<?? 
l^hS^iieiffSSa' we- saw . the -'tire 
tracks tahdourfootprints'.”
>1 was 5:30.a, m. when the young 
wbmanfinallygot home.,
. “I feel like it was just a ter

rible dream,” she said,-"only it 
wasn't a dream because, it really 
happened to me.- Prit'.trying -to 
forget it but if'get^fWprse. every 
dgy.'So much is'^pe; on., we’re 
scared' to- death- because we're 
afraid something win" happen, to 
doe-ofus as a'resuif 'of this'.
. "My-little girl will never be 
jbtefto-forget Iteither.- It'wiH jp 
With'ier for- the restof her Ble. 
Even. when- she. grows up, she'll 
remember. The. Lord must have 
beeh'with us' that night because, 
I® ;just thankful to God that he 
did.'nbt-killus."________________

r®He.-.wiitiidiBty’:'’ahd. his, binds ......

LTBDESE REPBINTS1 COST $5.00 ' 
IE YOU WANT 

-to .contmue reprinting 
.AA^GLESOF THIS KIND, SEND 
-ArCONTRIBUTIONTO CAPITAL 
'GITIZENS'/GOUNCIL 614RECTOR 
BUILDING', .LITTLE ROCK OR 

;P. Q. 1977.
.JOINCAPITAL CITIZENS' 
iCCHINC.IL.ANNUAL DUES. / 
.$5.00 ■-





ev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

F B I

Date: 8/19/60 \J 
_____________________V/vM 
(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

: SAC, WFO (62-8028) 
REDERICK JOHN ^SPER, aka 

RACIAL MATTERS 
(00:WF0)

Mr. Tolson______
Mr. Mohr _
Mr. Parsons____
Mr. Belmont____

« Mr. Colia’-'aa__  
/Mr. D ‘Vaeh__  
j Mr. Malone 
4 Mr. M G-f

Mr
Mr. Tamm

• Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
> Tele. Room______ 
. Mr. Ingram_____  
? Miss Gandy_____

ReBuairtel dated 8/16/60 re KASPER’s activity 
___ •» •« a ■ a ’aand whereabouts proceeding and following the opening of 

schools and WFOairtel to Bureau dated 8/19/60 containing
info that KASPER plans to stay in Nashville awhile.

will 
will

In view of the fact that KASPER has. stated he 
stay in Nashville, Tenn, awhile and the Memphis Office

.... be following his activities closely it is felt the 
Bureau should consider making Memphis the office of origin.
WFO will not submit weekly air tel UACB

Jz- Bureau
2 - Memphis (105-275) (BM)
1 - "WFO

LED:jmm 
(6)

AIRTEL

CO- Wick

\ Approved: -___________________________  Sent - --------------------M Per---------------- ---------
Special Agent in Charge



. t . 8/28/00

Airtel• - ' ■ •

To: SAC, Memphis (105-275)

- ~ Director, FBI(62-10&>95)
REC- 8 s . * ..

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka,“ :
; RACIAL MATTERS

- . . ReBuairtel 8/16/6Q-to SAC, Louisville and various
- offices entitled, "Racial Situations.*’• Re airtel to

/ . Director 8/19/60 captioned as above* . f \
• " •' - ’ ■■ < ’ • • ,1 ■ \5 * -

“* Memphis is designate^,office of
should review its, files to insure that Memphis Is 'in’ ; \ 

’ possession of all’pertinent information oil subject. Memphis.
should submit the weekly airtel. concerning- the; location and 

; activities pf~ subject up until the time iifimediateiy preceding, 
- the opening of schools and then a dail/jteletype'-until such 

time aS th^ possibility of violence in ’ eonneation With the ?
. • ; 1 .Opening of Jschbpls -dissipated?.'?’- ' y' . a * * •.’*.* * ‘ * J. * » ' * - : . » ' z * /* z . . 1 » » , ;, -•.*<-*.* - V ’ • >

/ A .-2 Wo tea^sojs) ■' ■ ■'.■’■“-’ ; ':;- *3

8v N0TE1: W£Q has been office -of origin of Kajipeiy however* it now, ;
■ appears that Kasper- intends to -remain*.in the ’Nashville, Tennessee,. \ 
area.55 Kasper •S.egregaifpnist,.' Wa'S'fecehtly released’ > 4

* froiff ©ayidsch C.p£^ Nashville^ where’ he-servo'd
* a S-montl^fiiLefiten  ̂ of.inciting tp riot; ih the .■ ■ ' »

connection; with the.'integration.’of'Nashville,schools. ; -

1 ojson 
I ohr - - •• 
■ arsons  
■Belmont —i 
fcallahan 
l)eLoach 
jMalone _;__ 
'McGuire  
Rosen 
Tamm 
Trotter

■Ingram 
Gandy-,

I AUG2 3W
V. I ' : cOM^rF^i ?..
7 ’ "

i^“MHL£D9 - f

—. MAIL.ROOM EE TF.LETYPE UNIT -IZZl,



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 8/22/60

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT____________________
(Type in plain text or code)

v.n AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SAC, MEMPHIS (1^-275)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka
RACIAL MATTERS
00: WFO

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Re Buairtel to Louisville, Atlanta, Birmingham, 
Cincinnati, Memphis and WFO dated 8/15/60 entitled "Racial 
Situation."

[advised 8/2?76© that he has been in 
contact with subject on infrequent occasions since KASPER'S re
lease from Davidson County workhouse 7/15/60. Subject presently 
residing in small garage apartment at residence of Miss GRACE 
DAWSON, 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tenn. He moved there 
approximately 10 days ago and is not employed. Between time of 
release and time of moving back to DAWSON'S residence subject 
resided at residences of I landR both
Nashville, Tenn. He claims to be engaged at this time in writing 
a book. Subject stays close to residence during day rarely 
going out for any extended period. He drives a 1951 gray Chrysler 
automobile and visits with his associated during the evening 
hours only.

It has been noted by spot surveillance and also by 
information from neighbor that sub ject is visited during day by 
different women believed to be and 

| [advised
that subject has been occupied in some house painting activitles 
at 4010 Brush Hill Road and has also been doing some yard work.

«nc3x 
(GicSK 
a. n.
A. Mg

A discreet, loose surveillance is being placed on 
ubject during afternoon and evening hours only inasmuch as prior 

experience with him has Indicated that his activities are usually 
onfined to evening hours. Airtel summary^iLLJse^SUbmitted

8/29/60. RPC AR
KeL- do

- Bureau
'- WF-0 (62-8028)(info)

-4 - Memphis 1
s.&.

M Per
- Special Agent in-Charge



t

*2
S GEPmt.,2 .

Hr. ____
Mr. II *r--------
Mr. —
Mr. BdiawM:___ 
Mr. C ■" Y ■.« .
Mr. r I fill . -
Mr. MnVne
Mr. M C 
Mr.
Mt. T _____
Mr. < • r____
Mr. \7.> ‘.Sullivan

URGENT

DIRECTOR,

8-28-60 1-03PM HAE

FBI AND SAC-S KNOXVILLE, LOUISVILLE,^NEWARK,
V■

RICHMOND AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS /105-275/ IP

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA. RACIAL MATTERS. REMYTEL
* * »*

TODAY. AS OF TWELVE NOON CST SUBJECT HAS NOT DEPARTED

Mr. I
Miss Gi ndy____ _

NASHVILLE. BUREAU AND PERTINENT OFFICES WILL BE KEPT ADVISED

END AND ACK IN ORDER PLS



INFORMANT. NEWARK SHOULD ARRANGE COVERAGE IN NEW JERSEY. LAST

ADDRESS OF MOTHER KNOWN TO MEMPHIS TWO FOUR ONE SEVEN CENTRAL AVE.

OCEAN CITY, N.J. DETAILED AIRTEL FOLLOWS TODAY.

END ANp ACK PLS
4 ”

433 A^OK FBI WA ELR

KX OK^FBI KX RES
t,

LS OKjFBL LS JTN

NK OK^FBI NK HKP

RH OK FBI RH WEG

TU DISC w



BEST AVAILABLE COPY \

« ,

v

• MXasstafc 
' ■
Ctoississi&l 
j^rs-sMSS ,

$4«W

. • Ais #w wks j&5-4W£» to £$xs®etlo» the Supmoe
^43/t. wXtos the puhXla schools, tiie <^ewg

sU^egt b&s foeen to pteeecUng y£a^& 
unrest mad- violence*

s'.bbuM the- -cur-j^b^
£©4JwW €-4^C^>

113s X&M&

^X'o 2 r3 rX&Xd^ 
tednviXXG ^5*2^ 
jsw»U 10 5*440 0 6

rfr©d^Yval;
Wnshfogtan Fleidl

JL
is Xs32wS7S

'W AUG 1 7 I960

NQ^ECORDED 
198 • AUG 19 1960

Tolson _______ i------  
Mohr_________ - - 
Parsons —- ----------- 
Belmont__ L----------- ., 
Callahan__________
DeEoach-------------A RgLi .bl©

Malone -------------/ 1 4\
McGuire --------- V. 

rtX=z=5®9AUG' Trotter —--------------i v
W.C. Sullivan--------  
Tele. Room ,-------- —
Ingram -- -
Gandy ... - MAIL ROOM

O
R

IG
IN

S F
IL

ED
: IK



Airtel to SACs, Louisville
. ■ Atlanta

Birmingham
■ Cincinnati

Memphi s
Washington Field

.RACIAL SITUATION

It will be incumbent upon you to insure that the 
activities and whereabouts of subjects are known in the periods 
immediately preceding and following the opening of schools. 
Consideration should be given to conducting discreet surveillances 
of these subjects.

Appropriate_offices should submit a weekly airtel 
concerning the location and activities of subjects up until time 
immediately preceding the opening of schools and then a daily 
teletype until such time as the possibility of violence in 
connection with the opening of'schools is dissipated.

You should insure that in the event subjects travel 
to other field division territories that appropriate instructions 
as set forth herein are furnished to those divisions.

NOTE: The four subjects listed herein, Fields, Kasper, Stoner and 
Xavier, are all rabid segregationists and it is believed that they 
are the principal persons who may cause trouble concerning the 
desegregation of public schools in various states. It is felt 
that until the danger period concerning integration of public 
schools at the opening of the coming school year is past that 
these men should be watched closely.

- 2 -



Transmit the following in___________ PLAIN TEXT_____________
(Type in plain text or code)

Via TELETYPE DEFERRED
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

Mr. Tolson--------- - 
Mr. Mohr-------- -  
Mr. Parsons------- - 
Mr. Belmont------  
Mr. Callahan------ 
Mr. P h ach------ 
Mr. Mal- ne
Mr. M rifrOL
Mr. -n V
Mr. T"' ^-------
Mr. -r , » • r — 
Mr. '• '-llivan 
Tele. R -m ------
Mr. I -----

I Miss Gandy. 
1

TO RECTOR, FBI (62-105095), AND SACS, MEMPHIS (105-275)

FROM: SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (62-8028) C

PHILADELPHIA, KNOXVILLE, 
LOUISVILLE, AND RICHMOND

fARK

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, ALSO KNOWN AS, RACIAL MATTER, REFERENCED

MEMPHIS TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR AUGUST TWENTYEIGHT NINETEEN SIXTY.

INFORMANT ADVISED AT EIGHT TEN A.M. KASPER ARRIVED IN WASHINGTON, 

D.C., SEVEN A.M. THIS DATE VIA TRAILWAYS BUS AND DEPARTED. VIA 

TRAILWAYS BUS AT SEVEN FORTYFIVE A.M. THIS DATE FOR OCEAN CITY,

NEW JERSEY, TO VISIT MOTHER FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.* INFORMANT 

ADDED HE EXPECTS TO MEET KASPER| b6
b7C
b7D

TRAILWAYS BUS NUMBER S FIVE FOUR NINE DEPARTED WASHINGTON, D.C.,

SEVEN FORTYFIVE A.M. THIS DATE DUE TO ARRIVE PHILADELPHIA ELEVEN

FORTYFIVE A.M. AND OCEAN CITY, NEW JERSEY, ONE FORTYFIVE P.M. THIS

DATE. PHILADELPHIA AND NEWARK TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED OF BUS

ARRIVALS

Bureau
1- Teletype Unit
1- WFO

LED: ajm 
(6)

| Mr. Rosen | CO—MR,

If AUG 30 1960

Approved: __ ________ Sent
SpeciolAgent ^Charge

M Per





FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUG 3 0 19

Mr. .—
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Parana -— 
Mr. Belmont-— 
Mr. Callahan—— 
Mr. DeLoach-----
Mr. Malone.
Mr. MeGuir
Mr. Rose

URG 8-30-60 12-59 AM EDST WPN

0 DIRECTOR, FBI /62-105095/, AND SAC-S, MEMPHIS/105-275/

AND WASHINGTON FIELD /62-8028/

Mr. Tamm---------
Mr. Trotter--------
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tde. Room---------  
Mr. Ingram--------  
Miss Gandy------- -

FROM SAC, NEWARK /105-6730/ IP

FREDERICK JOHK KASPER, ACIAL MATTERS. RE WFO TEL TO DIRECTOR
AUGUST TWENTYNINE LAST^WWu§U®WffirED TRAILWAY BUSES, CAMDEN, NJ

TERMINAL AND KASPER NOT OBSERVED ON BUS INDICATED FROM WASHINGTON, 

D.C., OR “ON TR&ILWAY BUSES FROM PHILADELPHIA. TRAILWAY BUSES DO NOT 
~— /fdd.

GO TO OCEANICITY, NJ,^ TRANSFER POINT PHILADELPHIA WHICH OFFICE *
TELEPHONZCALLY^DVISED KASPER NOT-OBSERVED TRAILWAY BUSES, PHILADELPHIA 

“ PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE
TERMINAL, AUGUS^ TWENTY NINE LAST. FISUR MAINTAINED PUBLIC SERVICE 

TERMINAL AND AT RESIDENCE OF KASPER-S MOTHER, OCEAN CITY, NJ, AUGUST 

TWENTYNINE LAST AND NO INDICATION SUBJECT HAS ARRIVED AS YET.

INVESTIGATION CONTINUING TO DEVELOP SOURCES NEIGHBORHOOD OF MOTHER-S 

RESIDENCE. WFO MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH INFORMANT AND ADVISE OF NEW. 

DEVELOPMENTS. 
— ~-ir— u.-annwacnntf"' - -a —

—TIJlLE-^P^^B^FREDER'i CK JOHN-KASPER^—A4<^~#A^ "

fff^

END AND A

WA 1- 06

MESOK FBI 
TU DISC^I



FD-36,(Rev. 12-13-56)

“lr. TolS'in.

Ir.
Ir.FBI

Mohr. --------  
r^rs'-nu------  
F -kaont.-----

Date: 8/30/60

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

4

FROM:

T <
V.

Mr.
Mr.
•J?,

•:?h

DIRECTOR, FBI /62-105095/ AND SAC, NEWARK /105-6'73'071

SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD /62-8028/

FREDERICK JOHN

AUGUST THIRTY.

KASPERS MOTHER

CAN MAKE PHONE

3
1
1

KASPER, AKA. RACIAL MATTERS. RE NEWARK TEL

NEWARK DISCREETLY OBTAIN

AT OCEAN CITY, NJ. SUTEL

CALL TO DETERMINE KASPERS

Bureau 
Teletype Unit 
WFO

ELT:VIM

I Hgo Rosea

Sent

TELEPHONE NUMBER

WFO SO INFORMANT

WHEREABOUTS.

AUG 811960

M Per
ent in Charge



PLAIN TEXT

TELETYPE URGENT •

8/30/60

TO SACS NEWARK -J ' . . 1 . . '
PHILADELPHIA \ - . ' . ■ :

FROM DIRECTOR, FBI .. ' . ■ . . .
- FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, AKA,-RACIAL MATTER. RE WF0 TEL AUGUST TWO • - 

NINE, LAST INDICATING KASPER DEPARTED WASHINGTON, D. G*r SEVEN A? M. 

AUGUST-TWO NINE4 LAST FOR TWO WEEK VISIT TO MOT-HEX AT OCEAN CITV , <

; 'new jersey. Newark and' Philadelphia take necessary action to yJ
- LOCATE KASPER THIS DATE AND SUTEL BUREAU, MEMPHIS ADVISED,.' '

cc - MEMPHIS ,

RBLijamidl
(4)

NOTE: . Bureau-has instructed that activities and whereabouts,qf certain 
subjects, Kasper, Edward R. Fields, Jes'se B. Storier., and-Peter L. - . 
Xavier, known anti-Semites, be known. Kasper-left Washington 8/29/60;

■ to vis-it Toother. Newark advises 
arrived at h.is mother’s

8/30/60, that subject^asper has not- > * *- ta

Tolson
"Mohr____  
Parsons . 
Belmont.

; Callahan 
DeLcach. 
Malone — 
McGuire . 
Rosen'_

. Tamm__ : 
t Trotter — 
"W.C. Sullivai^J 
Tele.-Room.__  
Jngcam. — ' • 
.Gandy_________

*3

MM
Mid. 
hj 

V5,

U, U. UEPAf TMEM^F

ej

maiL-room I ' I ■ teletyre .UNIT.



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56

F B I

Date: 8/28/60
Transmit the following in _____________________________________

(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL______________________ AIRMAIL_______________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275) 
SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHl^ASPER, aka

RACIAL. MATTERS
00: WFO . ’

Re Memphis'. teletype 8/28/60 refleeting subject 
plans to travel to New Jersey9

Enclosed for Newark, Richmond, and Knoxville is one 
copy: ef Bureau airtel dated 8/16/60 captioned 
"RACIAL SITUATION" which includes instructions as to 
coverage of KASPER, and others during period of opening 
of school* .

Newark note paragraph 2 page 2 of enclosure re 
weekly airtel up until time immediately proceeding the 
opening of schools and then daily teletype until such 
time as the possibility of violence in connection with 
opening of schools is dissipated* Newark er other office 
covering jasper should keep Bureau, Knoxvilleand Memphis 
advised^

AIrtsl.
Telety )e.••••00*4
A. M. . . . .....
X. M. S. D..„.
Spec. Del...
Reg, Vlail..
Regis :ered

1
1
1

BUREAU
KNOXVILLE (encl- 1)
LOUISVILLE
NEWARK (105-6730) (encl- 1)
RICHMOND (encl- 1)
WASHINGTON FIELD
MEMPHIS.. REC’ M

"MWJfhae
-(9)

1
1

Sent
in Charge



• DEM EUEMJ OF KWESTISATJO!!

V. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

VIA WASHINGTON

6-11 PM JFH

AND SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD 62-S028

FROM SAC, NEWARK 105-6730 IP
FREDERICK JOHN^SsPER, AKA. RACIAL MATTERS. REURTEL EIGHT THIRTY.

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED ROSE KASPER HAS SPECIAL NONPUBLISHED b6

PHONE NUMBER EXPORT NINE DASH ONE NINE THREE TWO W AT SUMMER

RESIDENCE, OCEAN CITY, N.J. I

N.J., ADVISED TODAY MRS. ROSE KASPER HAS LEASED HER OCEAN CITY 

APARTMENT UNTIL AFTER LABOR DAY AND IS PROBABLY RESIDING AT

b7C

HOME TWENTY FIVE NORTH CENTER STREET, MERCHANTVILLE, N.J. MRS.

KASPER TOLD SUBJECT WAS COMING TO

VOLKSWAGEN. INVESTIGATION CONTINUING AT OCEAN CITY AND AUG 31^60
MERtHANTVILL'K/T.SDETERMINE KASPERS WHEREABOUTS

END AND ,A£K PLS

WA V6-16/77 6--i4 PM OK FBI WA RAM

TU DISC IV

50 SEP 6 I860

‘i /

Bo coms m



Ffr=r,u w.■ j ■; ,

U J. ifi'.KW;;! Cf

■ CttBwis se-hu

AUG 30 1939 /

teletype ™

URGENT 8-30-60 5-48 PM DA 

TO SACS NEWARK AND PHILADELPHIA 

FROM DIRECTOR IP

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA, RACIAL MATTER. RE WFO TEL AUGUST TWO 

NINE, LAST INDICATING KASPER DEPARTED WASHINGTON, D.C., SEVEN A.M. 

AUGUST TWO NINE, LAST FOR TWO WEEK VISIT TO MOTHER AT OCEAN CITY, 

NEW JERSEY. NEWARK AND PHILADELPHIA TAKE NECESSARY ACTION TO 

LOCATE KASPER THIS DATE AND SUTEL BUREAU. MEMPHIS ADVISED. 

END & ACK PLS 

NKNFBI PH JRJD 

PLS ACK AGAIN PH 

OK FBI PH JRJD 

NK OK FBI NK JAN 

TU DISA 

vr__________ ___ _______________________ —--------------------------—----------------- 1



URGENx 8-30-60 7-35 PM EDST JRJD

TO^DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC, NEWARK AND SAC, 

WFO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM SAC, PHILADELPHIA
FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, AKA, RM. REBUTEL TODAY. PHILADELPHIA

BY TEL TO NEWARKAND WASHINGTON FIELD AUG TWENTY NINE ADVISED 
PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE

I^UR MAINTAINED TRAILWAY BUSES, PHILA., TERMINAL, ELEVEN

FIFTEEN AM TO ONE~PM AUG TWENTYNINE. TRAILWAY BUS S DASH

FIVE FOUR NINE DUE PHILA. ELEVEN FORTYFIVE AM ARRIVED TWELVE 

THIRTY TWO PM. KASPER NOT ABOARD ANY OF THESE BUSES. BUS S 

DASH FIVE FOUR NINE TERMINATES IN PHILA. AND COMES TO PHILA.

VIA NEW JERSEY STOPPING AT CAMDEN 

NEWARK AGENTS ALSO CHECKED BUS AT 

BOARD.
END AND ACK PLS 8 IB99#

WA 7-38 PM OK FBI WA WS[QJ
S1H9IH AI0-Q.03HNK OK FBI NK JAN q

TU DI ,

PRIOR TO ENTERING PHILA.

K AUG 311960



WASHINGTON FIELD 62-8028, PHILADELPHIA 157-269

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE VIA WASHINGTON

FROM SAC, NEWARK 105-6730
FREDERICK JOH^ASPER, AKA, RACIAL MATTER. REBUTEL AUGUST THIRTY

INS^gNT.. INDIVIDUAL WEARING LIGHT BLUE CORD SUIT EITTING DESCRIPTION

OF KASPER AND KASPER-S MOTHER OBSERVED TODAY BY SOURCE AND THIS

EVENING BY BUAGENT IN VICINITY OF TWENTY FIVE NO. CENTER ST., 

MERCHANTVILLE, N.J., WHERE MOTHER RESIDING IN SECOND FLOpR APT. 

INVESTIGATION REFLECTS MOTHER-S AUTO IN GARAGE ADJACENT TO PREMISE. 

FISUR BEING INSTITUTED TO POSITIVELY IDENTIFY KASPER. SOURCE 
BEING ^DEVELOPED SO MOVEMENTS OF KASPER WHILE IN MERCHANTVILLE./ 

MAY BE KNOWN. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED. /

END AND ACK PLS IN ORD

WA 11-19 PM OK FBI WA ELR

ME OK FBI ME EM ‘‘

PH OK FBI PH JRJD

TU DISC MM

I Mr. Rosen ]

fjhll



8/31/60

TELETYPE : URGENT.

, TO SAC. NEWARK. '

< FROM DIRECTOR, 
€ '
Y/FFe'DERI^^ A5^ RA$J^:W ./ /;

. AUGUST TipRT YONE, SKTY. IT IS R^ONSlBILITf OF YOUR OFFICE ,

TO BE; AWAfife OEjEASPER^S LOCATIOKOM A AfHELE.

HE IS IK YOUR TERRITORY IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO AND. SUBSEQUENT • - ’

/ To period of general school opening, submit daily teletype <
* , ‘ , ■ “ ’W , ,"f * , ' ' " ' ■ ’

-. ADVISING BUREAU HIS WHEREAROUTA 'r \
\ 1 ■

FCWMCD^# 
T * •

4“

(4)
%

25 S E P J , W ‘ -

Tolson 
Mohr_____ 4*
Parsons .___

„ Belmpnt 
Callahan — 
DeLoach 
Malone  
McGuirp- _

' Ro'sen  
Tamm___

Ingram 
pandK

1960
MAIL RO0M-.E3-.-.TE4.ETYPE UNIT

feceral bureau of INVESTIGATION 
U; £. department of justice 

MMMSAIloHsSECTIjNy j_. 
sep-iwbo^s^ 

teletype ' r



URGE 8/31/60 7-40

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

fiUG31O

PM EDST

TO/ IRECTOR, FBI /62-105095/ AND SAC- S

AND MEMPHIS 7105-275/ 
7^

SAC NEWARK /105-6730/

FREDERICK JOHIWASPER. , AKA

Mi. ‘X '■•n——•
Mr. ^r___ — 
Mr. kr na——- 
Mr. Relmonii—»— 
Mr. Callahan—^ 
Mr. D£'L‘pach—

uire™^ 
sen

amm---------.
'rottsr----- —
Z.C.Sullivan
Tele. Room---------

I Mr. Ingram------ -
Miss Gandy-------

■

JAN

WASHINGTON FIELD/62i 8/

RACIAL MATTER. RE NEWARK TEL

EIGHT THIRTY AND BUREAU TEL EIGHT THIRTY. SUBJECT POSTIVELY

IDENTIFIED . OBSERVED IN MERCHANTVILLE, N. J. IN POSSESSION ----------- -------- - c...
VOLKSWAGEN, TWO^DOOR SEDAN , N. J. LICENSE FDE THREE NINE ONE,

J " ' * ' ’ ......... ■ ■ I ... — I J I   ■' 1 '   —■

COLOR BLUE-GRAY. SUBJECT DRIVING VOLKSWAGON ACCOMPANIED BY HIS MOTHER 
- "3

DRIVING HER^OLD.^MODEL PACKARD SEDAN , N. J. LICENSE FEH TWO FOUR 
4 i -

ZERO, COLOR LIGHT CREAM WITH BLUE TOP. OBSERVED BY AGENTS LEAVING

MERCHANTVILLE 7 N. J. , AREA ONE FIFTY FIVE P. M. INSTANT DATE AND

ARRIVING TWO ZERO THREE FOUR ASBURY AVENUE, OCEAN CITY, A TRANSIENT

NEIGHBORHOOD , AT FOUR FORTY P. M. , WHERE THEY UNLOADED LUGGAGE

FROM BOTH VEHICLES
PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE

UACB F^JR WILL NOT BE CONDUCTED ON A CONTIN-

iREC- 90

UAL BASIS SPOT CHECKS WILL BE MADE IN OCEAN CITY AND

ATTEMPT MADE TO DEVELOP SOURCES RELATIVE TO HIS ACTIVITIES 

fewAy/ CeRR-^JMBERS-^N-^ -HEA-M-NG-^HOU-LD^REAIl

ERSM=

END AND ACK

WA 7-46 PM

V OK FBI ME

PLS

OK FBI WA RAM

EM .

Mr. Rosen ]



OF JUSTICE

SEQTION

URGEN^ 9-6-60 11-41 PM EDSTJJV

Tp^DIRECTOR, FBI /62-105095/ AND SAC-S MEMPHIS /105-275/ AND

WASHINGTON FIELD /62-8028/

FROM SAC, NEWARK /105-6730/ IP
FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, AKA, RACIAL MATTER. SUBJECT OBSERVED 

IN AND AROUND RESIDENCE TWENTY FOUR SEVENTEEN CENTRAL AVENUE, 

OCEAN CITY, NQ CONTACTS FROM NINE PM SEPTEMBER FIVE LAST

TO NINE

WILL BE

END AND

PM SEPTEMBER SIX INSTA NT .^F^U^I^ BUREAU

KEPT?ADVISED OF ANY PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS.

ACK 'PLS . ..

WA 11-45 PM OK FBI WA JDS

ME OK FBI ME EM

TU DISCV

NK OPR NK OPR t

REC-10
**"^*^*^1^

5 SEP I960

twanTfiTHl



FFPE^AL EU.iiAU Of IhVCSTISATUJ 

U. 3. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP 5 1960

TELETYPE

Mr. Tolson--------- |
Mr. Mohr----------|
Mr. Parsons------
Mr. Belmont—- <
Mr. Callahan----- , 
Mr. DeLoach------ i 
Mr. Malone 
Mr. MeGuh

URGENT 9-5-60 19 /// 10 EEP PM SCA

T0X5IRECT0R, FBI 62-105095 AND SAC NEWARK 105-6730

FROM SAD , PHILADELPHIA
FREDERICK J0Hn4?SPER, AKA., RACIAL MATTERS . RENKTEL SEPT. FOUR

END AND ACK PLS

b7C

WA 10-30 AM OK FBI WA DV

OK FBI NK JFH

TU DEMS

H7
? SEP 7 I960

, , fwws®



r

’ Mr. T 'r •' /«

sectioni /n? 1 .-‘M’

TO

URGENT -4-60 10-12 PM JFH

zZ

IRECTOR, FBI 62-105095 AND

FROM SAC,

TELETYPE

105-275, ,

WASHINGTON FIELD 62-802S, AND PHILADELPHIA

SAC-S, MEMPHIS
f;

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

NEWARK 105-6730 1 P

JOFREDERICK ASPER, AKA., RACIAL MATTER. RENKTELS TO BU

Mr. T .tbiiii-------  
*1 * t •_ r —
Mr. XV/lSnUivan
Tele. -------
Mr* V;<Ti ------

/U .^Niss-Gandy. 
wH it —^4-^-

SEPTEMBER TWO AND THREE LAST. NKTEL SEPTEMBER TWO NOTED SUBJECT-S

RESIDENCE VISITED BY UNSUB WM OPERATING NINETEEN FIFTY SEVEN OR

FIFTY EIGHT BLUE OLDSMOBILE BEARING NJ DEALERS PLATE DBA FIFTY DASH

SMALL SEVENTEEN. THIS PLATE ISSUED TO NICK-S GARAGE FOUR ONE TWO

WASHINGTON AVENUE, WOODBINE, N.J. NK INDICES NEGATIVE, DISCREET

CHECK WILL BE MADE TO IDENTIFY DRIVER OF ABOVE CAR. ■ NKTEL SEPTEMBER

THREE CC TO PH NOTED SUBJECT VISITED MORNING SEPTEMBER THREE 4

BY UNIDENTIFIED COUPLE OPERATING NINETEEN FIFTYFIVE CHEVROLET, , t 
PENNA. LIC. SA EIGHT SEVEN TWO SIX TWO. THIS LICENSE NUMBER SHOULD Jf,/ 

BE S EIGHT SEVEN TWO SIX TWO. PH WILL IDENTIFY OWNER OF CHEVROLET j £ 

AND OBTAIN INFORMATION CONTAINED ON DRIVERS LICENSE. SUBJECT OBSERVED

AT MOTHER-S RESIDENCE BETWEEN NINE PM SEPTEMBER THREE AND, NINE PM .REC-ft
"SEPTEMBER FOUR. SUBJECT AND HIS MOTHER VISITED ON SEPTEMBER FOUR BY

JINK WM AND WF OPERATING NINETEEN FIFTY SIX DODGE FOUR DOOR SEDAN, TWO

* । TONE GREEN WITH CREAM TOP, NJ PLATE CNN TWO FIVE FIVE., ^NJLJJLLL-IDENTIFY

I REGISTERED OWNER AND OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM DRIVERSg^IC^NSSO FISUR

CONTINUING, BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENT^.

END AND ACK IN ORD PLS

WA 11-16 PM OK FBI WA ELR

ME OK FBI ME JWB ' XX

PH OK FBI PH ABC . i



URGENT 9-5-60

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

AND

F

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP 5 1960

TELETYPE

10-32 PM WJB

:62-105095

WASHINGTON

•1 SAC, NEWAR

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA,

TTiVT

AND SAC-S MEMPHIS 105-275 ,

FIELD 62-8028

1 P

RACIAL MATTERS. SUBJECT STILL

RESIDES TWENTY FOUR SEVENTEEN CENTRAL AV ENUE, OCEAN CITY, N.N

Mr. Telson. 
Mr. Mohr-
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Parsons_____
Belmont____
Callahan------
DeLoach____
Malone
McGuire____
T?o”oti Z .^—*
Tivum

NO ACTIVITY ON SUBJECTS PART OF PERTINENT NATURE OBSERVES DURING

TM... Room______
- I . ) i.rrum____ 

; Mus Gandy

t‘er_____ j
'.Sullivan

PAST TWENTYFOUR HOURS. UNIDENTIFIED BLONDE FEMALE, AGE 

FIFTY FOUR-FIFTY FIVE, DRIVING NINETEEN FIFTYNINE, CADILLAC, 

N.J. REG. BWO EIGHT EIGHT FIVE, VISITED SUBJECTS ADDRESS FROM 

EIGHT THIRTY A.M. TO TWELVE THIRTY P.M. TODAY. THE UNKNOWN,

WHITE, MALE, AGE, FIFTY TO FIFTY FIVE WHO WAS OBSERVED AT 

TWENTY FOUR SEVENTEEN CENTRAL AVE. OFF AND ON DURING A.M. OF 

NINE FIVE OBSERVED DEPARTING THIS ADDRESS IN NINTEEN FIFTY-FIVE 

DODGE SEDAN, N.J. REG. CNN 255. NEWARK WILL DETERMINE

IDENTITY OF REGISTRANTS TO ABOVE LICENSE

IDENTIFY VISITORS AT CENTRAL AVENUE.

END AND ACK PLS

WA 10-37 PM OK FBI WA NM

V (

ME ' • "*
ME OK FBI ME JWB

TU DISC 0 . '

NK OPR K OPR M —----- J



U. S DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COl^UMffiS SECT^M

SEP £ 1960

/URGENT 9-2-60 10-38 PM JFH

TO

Gh.ndy_____

Mr.
Mr.

’.Sullivan

Mohr__
Parsong.

Mr. Belmont
-Ir. Callahan____

’’r. T>M?nn ,

”Tr. D jKoaeh 
pcne_ 
eGuire. 
Isen_ l. 

smm__

RECTOR, FBI 62-105095 AND SAC-S, MEMPHIS 105-275

AND WASHINGTON FIELD 62-8028

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM SAC, NEWAR^ 105-6730

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA., RACIAL MATTER. RENKTEL-TO BUREAU

SEPTEMBER ONE LAST. SUBJECT OBSERVED AT MOTHER-S RESIDENCE TODAY

AND NO ACTIVITY NOTED WITH EXCEPTION OF VISIT TO RESIDENCE OF 

SUBJECT BY UNSUB WM OBSERVED OPERATING NINETEEN FI FT Yr SEVEN 

OR FIFTY EIGHT BLUE OLDSMOBILE BEARING NJ DEALERS PLATE

DBA FIFTY DASH SMALL SEVENTEEN AND VISIT BY SUBJECT AND MOTHER

TO LOCAL RESTAURANT. NK WILL IDENTIFY OWNER OF ABOVE VEHICLE.

FISUR CONTINUING. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END AND ACK PLS IN ORD

WA 10-39 PM NMXX OK FBI WA NM

ME SM OK FBIME JWB

TU DIS MV

iFO COPIES wa

bOSEP9 1060^



■ S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICs
COMMUNICATIONS section

SEP - 1 loand'f'

URGENT 9-1-&T 1-25 AM

TO SAC NEWARK

FROM DIRECTOR, 1 P

JDS

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA, RACIAL MATTERS. REURTEL 

AUGUST THIRTYONE, SIXTY. IT IS RESPONSIBILITY OF YOUR OFFICE 

TO BE AWARE OF KASPER-S LOCATION ON A CONTINUING BASIS WHILE 

HE IS IN YOUR TERRITORY IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO AND SUBSEQUENT 

TO PERIOD OF GENERAL SCHOOL OPENING. SUBMIT DAILY TELETYPE 

ADVISING BUREAU HIS WHEREABOUTS. '

END PLS ACK/ 

OK FBI NX WPN 

TU DISC

V



Va

URGENT 2-60

WASHINGTON FIELD

federal BUREAU OF INVEST! 
h. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUS 

WWI(Ws secm

SEP 2

12-42 AM EDS T

ECTOR, FBI /62-105095/,

FROM SAC, NEWARK i\ /105-6730/

TELETYP

WPN

Mr. Tolson.
Mr. Mohr_
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Pafcons- 
Belmont- 
Callahan. 
DeLoach. 
Malone— 
McGuirk 
Rosen 
Tamm—_ 
Trotter—

AND SAC-S MEMPHIS /105-275/,

/ 62-8028/

IP

Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tele. Renin 
Mr. Ingram 
Miss Gandy 

RTCHMOW^D

FREDERICK JOHNUfASPER, AKA., RACIAL MATTER. OO-MEMPHIS. REBUTEL TO

NK AUGUST THIRTYONE LAST. SUBJECT OBSERVED SEPTEMBER ONE LAST AT

RESIDENCE OF MOTHER, THIRD FLOOR, TWO FOUR ONE SEVEN CENTRAL AVE., OCEAN 

CITY, NJ,.- ENTRANCE TO THIRD FLOOR BY REAR STAIRS ONLY. SUBJECT IN 

COMPANY OF WHITE FEMALE IDENTITY UNKNOWN AT TWO THREE THREE ONE CENTRAL ’ i*/* *
AVE., OCEANIC I f.Y, NJ WHO WAS OBSERVED AND BELIEVED TO BE DRIVING A 

NINETEENJFIFTYKTVE OR FIFTYSIX BLUE FORD BEARING VIRGINIA LICENSE NINE 

THREE FOUR SIXt>OUR SEVEN. SUBJECT SIGHT SEEING ON AND OFF BEACH AND

BOARDWALK AND TO MOTHER-S RESIDENCE WITH EXCEPTION OF ABOVE CONTACT- | 

SUBJECT EXTREMELY TAIL CONSCIOUS. PHYSICAL PLANT ESTABLISHED AT TWO M 

FOUR ONE TWO WESLEY AVE., OCEAN CITY, NJ IN GROUND FLOOR APT. WHICH / > 

OVERLOOKS STAIRCASE LEADING TO THIRD FLOOR APT. OF SUBJECT AND MOTHER.

RICHMOND WILL IDENTIFY OWNER OF ABOVE VA. LICENSE AND FURNISH AVAILABLE

INFO FROM REGISTRATION PERTAINING TO OWNER AND SUTEL. BUREAU WILL BE

KEPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS

END AND ACK PLS RW- $

s SEP ? 1960

RH OK FBI RH LCW

TU DI SVC VMM VW

WO 00MB W



TO DIRE

URGENT

OR, FBI /62-105095/

9X7-60 11-12

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

comwmcATiojis section

Mr. T V'-«n______
Mr. Il _______
Mr. 17 <. cr-.?.____ r

teletype

SEP 7 196

AM EDST KAK

FROM SAC, NEWARK/i05-6730/

Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
j Tele. Room______  
i Mr. Ingram_____  
; Miss Gandy- . .

Mr. 
Mr. 

’Mr. 
Mr.

McGuire____
Rosen.
Tamm______
Tetter_____

Mr. Callahan____
Mr. DeLeaeb____
Mr. Malone

AND SAC PHILADELPHIA

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA., RACIAL MATTERS, 00 MEMPHIS.

RE TEL CALL TO
PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE

PH TODAY. FISUR BEING CONDUCTED OCEAN CITY

N. J. SUBJECT LEFT OCEAN CITY VIA PUBLIC SERVICE BUS AT

SIX FIFTY FIVE A. M. TODAY PURCHASING ROUND TRIP TICKET

ENROUtE- PHILADELPHIA, PA. SUBJECT ARRIVED PHILADELPHIA,

BOARDE’D'READING RAILROAD TRAIN, PHILA. STATION FOR GLENSIDE, PA.

NEWARK TO PH OFFICE FISUR NINE THIRTY A. M.

SUBJECT HATLESS, NO LUGGAGE. HIS VOLKSWAGON STILL PARKED AT

OCEAN CITY, N. J., INDICATING HIS RETURN. PH WILL BE AWARE OF

SUBJECT-S LOCATION AND ACTIVITIES THA^AREA ADVISE

APPROPRIATE OFFICES. MEMPHIS AND

NEWARK /105-6730

END PLS[H JO

VI1-15 AM OK .FBI WA NH

OK FBI PH 'BAR ’

SEP 8 I960

2^ 1

TU



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

1 .

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via____________

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM

T$r.

Tolson..
Mohr
Pv:-- - 
B-ln ■ ■

Tamm...

lj Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
। Tele. Room_____  
q Mr. Ingram_____  
q Miss Gandy_____

Jt T

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I Mr.

8/29/60

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
- RM

(00: MEMPHIS)

ReBuairtel to Louisville, Atlanta, Birmingham Cincinnati, 
Memphis and Washington Field Office, entitled “RACIAL SITUATION” 
dated 8/15/60. Re Memphis airtel to Bureau dated 8/23&0.

WEEKLY SUMMARY

During the past week, fisur and neighborhood inquiries 
revealed that subject’s time was spent at residence at 4010 
Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tenn. From Monday through Friday, 
subject left tiie premises on only two occasions, both for brief 
periods of time, and both trips of a routine nature. He was 
visited at this residence on one occasion bv a woman who was 
unidentif ied but who is believed to be I ------ I—He_was
pzisi±£d oh three different afternoons by_________________________  

a close personal friend of subject. b7C

that he was starting/ Subject advised __________________
/work on a book and also that he was doing some work around the 

residence at 4010 Brush Hill Road, which is owned by Miss GRACE 
AH" -DAWSON, who was giving the subject living quarters on her property 

small cottage, free of charge. Subject was not observed 
be doing any work outside during the days and spent, the days

& inside this cottase. Jinside this cottage
X ..

Bureau
lag. or-. Washington Field
_.,, 2. - Newark[ouster}---- ^ejQphis

FWN/krp
(8)

.m—Mg km

; SEP 7 1960

Approved: b

c c - Wick

Sent

fl? r

M Per



ME 105-275

On 8/27/60, subject, dressed in a suit and hat, left 
the premises and went to uptown section of Nashville, where he 
walked around for a short period of time- but n» nAni-nn-t-c 
He then drove to the residence of __________
where several people had gathered, apparently to await subject# b6 
From automobiles observed- in the vic-ini tv. it arnSeared that b7C 
among these people were/ ________ | and
________  _ _______________ I From a license check of a car in the 
vicinity it is possible that one| I from Lebanon,
Tenn.? was present. Others were not identified.

Subject advised on the night of 8/27/60
that he was leaving the next morning at 7 a.m. to visit his 
mother in New Jersey. He also stated that he had met with a 
PORTER FREEMAN, another close associate in Nashville, that after
noon^ and assisted him in drawing up a petition to the Davidson 
County Election Commission, complaining that his, FREEMAN’S, name 
as a candidate for the Tennessee legislature from Davidson County 
was left off the ballots on the voting machines in several pre- . 
cincts in Davidson County in the 8/4/60 election.

On Sunday, 8/28/60, subject left Nashville, Tenn., by 
bus en route to yisit his mother, who resides in Ocean City, b6 
N.J. His ticket was purchased bvl land was purchased
to Philadelphia, -Pa.,, which is only a short distance from Ocean 

. . City, JI.J. Subject advised informant and associate, that he would 
stay in New Jersey for two- weeks dr a month and then .Would return 
to Nashville. He also advised an associate that he would not 
want to get involved again ii the school integration activities.

It Will be noted that, students register for school in. 
Nashville on 8/30/60. Regular classes, however, do not start 
Until 9/6/60. ‘

LEADS ; \ -

NEWARK .' ’ ,

Verify that subject is in New Jersey and make arrange
ments to be advised in the event he leaves.



UGWMTW SECT®]

y^RGENT 9-3-60 8-30 PM JFH

TO J^HJECTOR, FBI 62-105095 AND SAC-S, MEMPHIS 105-275, 

PHILADELPHIA, AND WASHINGTON FIELD 62-8028 

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM SAC, NEWARK 105-6730

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, AKA* RACIAL MATTER. RENKTEL TO

BUREAU SEPTEMBER TWO LAST. SUBJECT VISITED MORNING SEPTEMBER

THREE BY UNIDENTIFIED COUPLE OPERATING NINETEEN FIFTY FIVE 

CHEVROLET, PENNA. LIC. SA 87262. NO OTHER ACTIVITY NOTED. 

PHILADELPHIA IDENTIFY OWNER OF FOREGOING VEHICLE AND OBTAIN

INFORMATION CONTAINED ON DRIVERS LICENSE. COPIES FOR

INFORMATION TO MEMPHIS AND WFO.

END AND ACK IN ORD PLS

WA 8-33 PM OK FBI WA NM

ME OK FBI ME JWB

PH OK FBI PH ABC

TU DISC PLSOM

53 SEP 121960

23 SEP 7 I960



FfDESAi. B’JkM 01 MCSrtMiiSi 

u. S. DEPARTMENT of JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP

teletype

URGENT/ 9-8-60 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

1-05 AM EDST JJV

/62-105095/ SAC-S PHILADELPHIA Z157-269Z

MEMPHIS Z105-275Z AND WASHINGTON FIELD Z62-8028Z

FROM SAC, NEWAg|C Z105-6730Z

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER JR., AKA., RM. REPHTEL SEPTEMBER SEVEN 

LAST. SUBJECT ARRIVED OCEAN CITY, NJ BUS TERMINAL ABOARD 

PUBLIC SERVICE BUS AT TEN FIFTY PM SEPTEMBER SEVEN LAST AND 

WALKED TO RESIDENCE TWENTY FOUR SEVENTEEN CENTRA AVENUE, 

OCEAN CITY, NJ WHICH TOOK SUBJECT ONE HOUR. FISUR DISCONTINUED 

AND NEWARK HANDLING SAME ON SPOT CHECK BASIS.

Z C -



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

CGMMUNICATWHS SECTION

SEP ? 1960

.teletype

M>r»
Mr. Mohr--------— i
Mr. Parsons------- 1 
Mr. Belmont.------  
Mr. Callahan—— 
Mr. DeL neh------ 
Mr. Mak”?-------  
Mr. MaGuirS^-^

। Mr. Eacen.
Mr. Tamm---------- 
Mr. T, -ter-------- 
Mr.' /.C.Sullivan

I Tele. Room---------  
i Mv, Ingram--------

URGE^Vl-SO 10-14 PM EDST JRJD /l^ IMiesGand 

TO^^IRECTOR, FBI /62-105095/ AND SAC-S, NEWARK /105-673oZS&

WASHINGTON FIELD /62-8028/

WFO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM SAC, PHILADELPHIA /157-269/ 2P
FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER JR., AKA., RM. REPHILA TELCALL TO MR. 

COURTNEY EVANS, BUREAU, TODAY. SURVEILLANCE TAKEN OVER FROM 

NEWARK NINE THIRTY AM TODAY. KASPER TOOK LOCAL READING SUBURBAN , 
TRAIN TO GLENSIDE, PA. WHERE HE HAD DENTAL APPOINTMENT. UPON // 

COMPLETION TOOK READING TRAIN BACK TO CENTER CITY AND CAME DIRECTLY 

TO PHILA. FBI OFFICE. FOR ONE HOUR HE VOLUNTARILY STATED HE HAD 

GREATEST ADMIRATION FOR DIRECTOR AND FBI. DESIRES TO ESTABLISH 

NEW LIFE AND CLAIMS WILL NOT REVERT TO PAST ACTIVITIES. WILL HELP 

FBI IN ANY WAY POSSIBLE AND CAN BE INTERVIEWED ABOUT ANYTHING AT ANY 

TIME. CLAIMS ENDEAVORING TO DISBAND SEABOARD WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL 
_____ DEZ' Z "5 _ 7 /* & Jr— J /*104 R£Cr 34 Jr[/,

WILL STAY OCEAN CITY DASH MERCHANTVILLE, N.J. FOR ABOUT TWO MORESI ®
, ■ . ,»»aa 1. i«"«

WEEKS THEN PROCEED TO WASHINGTON, D.C. TO SEE ATTORNEY AND PERHAPS 
jSSEP 9 I960

CONFER WITH DEPT. OF JUSTICE OFFICIALS OR BUREAU, THEN GO TO NASHVILLE, 
"J" 1 i"1*1

TENN. TO GET A JOB. DETAILS OF INTERVIEW FURNISHED IN AIRTEL TODAY

TO RECEIPIENTS THIS TEL. NEWARK ADVISED THAT SPOT CHECKS WILL BE

SUFFICIENT AFTER KASPER RETURNS TO OCEAN CITY, N.J. PURSUANT RETELCALL

Mr, Rosen
COPIES VO



PAGE TWO..,

TO BUREAU. FURTHER ASSUMED DAILY TEL SUMMARIES NOT NEEDED ON ACTIVITIES.

AFTER LEAVING OUR OFFICE KASPER DRANK IN TAP ROOM UNTIL EIGHT PM.

DEPARTED PHILA. EIGHT FORTY SIX PM ON PUBLIC SERVICE BUS L SIX ONE

TWO, NEW JERSEY LICENSE 0 OVER A THREE FOUR SEVEN FIVE, FOR OCEAN 

CITY, N.J. NEWARK AGENTS TOOK OVER KASPER AT EIGHT FIFTY FIVE PM 

AT CAMDEN, N.J. AND WILL TAKE KASPER TO OCEAN CITY PRIOR TO GOING 

ON SPOT CHECK BA$IS. REPORT FOLLOWS. MEMPHIS ADVISED BY MAIL. 

END AND ACK .ELS IN ORDER. ■_- n
WA 10-19 ftf-OK EBT WA JHA FOR RELAY

ma DOKMFBI :NK HKET 
MM v

2^^ 1 - ■ *



FD-pG'fRev. 12-13-56)

FBI '■

Date: 9/1/60

Transmit the following in________________________________________ ______
(Type in plain text or code)

v. AIRTELVia_______________________  _________________________________ ______ .
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

। TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
l U 1 A
^P^OM: SAC, WFO (62-8028)
f FREDERICK JOHN^SPER, aka 
/ RACIAL MATTERS

(00:ME)

I Mr. Tolson--------  
| Mr. Mohr----------  
’ Mr. Par-i’.
S.Mr- B'taM____  
I Mr. C 'ah ';un___  
' Mr. P-L o ra__ _
Mr. MuV __y/ 

, M'. ' *
1 Mr. 1; >. nJwC&s 
| Mr. Tai-im—I____ 
| Mr. n’' ____
| Mr. W.C Sullivan 
. Tele. Room_____ _ 
' Mr- Ipgram_____  
| Miss Gundy_____

For the information of the Bureau and offices 
rpnpi ving copies of this communication,____________________

[ nave iniormea juhm
KASPER that they will communicate Winn nim sometime in the 
lattes part of that week.

T-F irAgpmp ig r^ndv tn return to Nashvilla Tennessee

_____________When KASPER passed through Washington.
KASPER indicated to I 1

I that he wouict possibly be leaving laboa
that time and that the two informants, could ride with hi 
back to Washington, D.C., in a Volkswagen he intended to 
purchase.

ELT/llr

(10)

AIRTEL

c C-^

3/- Bureau
2 — Memphis (105-275) (feM)
2 - Newark
3

ELI SEP 7 I960

^SEP12 1930
Approved: ' ___ ~ _______ _____

Special Agent in Charge
Sent M Per---------------------- —



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

Date: 9/9/60
PLAIN TEXT 

(Type in plain text or code)

Via. AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (105-6730)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., aka* 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re: Philadelphia teletype to the Bureau dated 9/7/60

reflects 
activity

Spot checks by this office on KASPER’s residence
he is still in Ocean City N.J. No pertinent
noted on KASPER ’ s part and ho indication he plans 

to leave Ocean City> N*J., in the immediate future*

/Bureau (RM)
Memphis . (105-257) (RM) 

2 - Washington Field (RM) 
1 - Newark _
OAC:mrmd 
(8)

S' SEP. 12 wen

PerApproved: __ Sent
Special Agent in. Charge ■



FD-30 (Rev, 12-13-56)

F B I

Transmit the following in

v. AIRTELVia________________ _

TO:

FROM:

Date: 9/7/60

—PLAIN________________________
(Type in plain text or code)

REGULAR
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SAC, PHILADELPHIA (157-269)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00 - WFO)

aka

Re PH telephone call to Mr. COURTNEY EVANS, 9/7/60

Enclosed for recipients of this communication 
are two copies each of FD-302 concerning interview of KASPER 
at the Philadelphia Office, 9/7/60.

Philadelphia took over fisur of KASPER 9/7/60
at 9s30 a.m. from the Newark Division. KASER then boarded 
a local suburban commuter Reading Railroad Train for 
Glenside, Pa. He purchased round-trip ticket. At Glenside, 
Pa., he went to. a dentist’s office for dental work. Upon 
completion of same he returned to Reading Railroad where 
he boarded another train and returned to center city Philadelphia 
Upon dismounting from train at Reading Station, 13th and 
Market Streets, Philadelphia, he proceeded on foot to the 
Widener Building, which he entered and proceeded to the 5th 
floor where the Philadelphia Office of the FBI is located.
He asked to speak to the SAC and Supervisor WAYNE A. 
FRANKENFIELD, who was acting SAC at. that time, along with

RDC tcpc (1Q)/

Approved:

SA JAMES T. MULLAN, spoke with KASPER

Per

<3- v Bureau (62-105095)(ENCIS.-2)
V - Newark (105-6730)(ENCLS.-2)
2 - WFO (62^-8028)(ENOLS.-2)
2 - Memphis (105-275)(ENCLS. -2)(AIR
1 - Philadelphia (157^269)

1^ SEP 8 I960

Special Agent in C



PH 157-269

KASPER said he desired to start a new life; 
however, his only friends at the present time are those 
whom.he has made in the segregationist movement and also 
other people with whom he has come in contact through these 
activities. He pointed out that because of this he, naturally, 
will be id contact with some of those people even though he 
is embarking on a new life and separating himself completely 
from.his past activities*, In addition to professing, high 
regard.and admiration for the Director and FBI, he said 
he would be most willing to be interviewed bjr Agents of 
the FBI at any time in regard to his past activities and/or 
any of his associations or Other people whom he might know.

He said he felt he had been under surveillance 
Since ‘being in Knoxville, Tenn., where he met J.B.. STONER 2 
and one Dr. EDWARD FIELDS. He said his mother and family 
Were definitely not involved in the.activities in which 
he has participated in the- past and probably his mother 
did not even know the difference between the meaning Of 
segregation and integration. - . ■ •

KASPER said he was.most willing to help the . . 
FBI and/or the United States of America in any Way 
possible at any time and wanted to be on record in this 
regard. He said that when he leaves Ocean City, N.J*', 
and goes to Washington, D.C., prior to his contemplated ' 
journey to Nashville, Tenn., he plans to either visit the 
Department of Justice.in Washington, D.C., or FBI for the . 
express purpose of again, dtlining his willingness to assist 

-in any Way possible .in any matter where he can be of use.

It is suggested the Bureau and WFO give definite 
.consideration to an immediate interview of KASPER and further,, 
if such interview is approved, that-definite consideration 
be given to having at least one Agent from WFO present to 
handle the -interview since Philadelphia at least is. hot in 
possession-of sufficient background info to adequately handle 
such an interview at this time.

PH will submit a report in regard to info received 
from KASPER on 9/7/60.

c 5

FROHBOSE

- 2 -



FD73O2

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 9/7/60

JOHN KASPER voluntarily appeared at the 
Philadelphia Office at 12:27 p.m. on September 7; I960, 
at which time he furnished the following informatipn of 
his own accord:

On or about August 20, i960, after being released 
from the workhouse in Nashville, Tenn., hejarqcepded to Knoxville, 
Tenn., with friends, whom he identified aal L for the purpose 
of seeing another mutual acquaintance]_____________ I in Knoxville.
FOSTER reportedly went his bond on various occasions. Upon . 
the meeting in Knoxville, he also met one J.B. STONER of Atlanta 
and one Dr. EDWARD FIELDS. His trip to Knoxville was primarily 
to see | ~|and it was by. chance that J.B. STONER and b6
FIELDS were there. According to KASPER, STONER and FIELDS b7C
are connected with a states-rights movement throughout the 
South and publish a paper entitled "Thunderbolt." In this 
publication, STONER and FIELDS are very critical of the FBI. ' 
STONER has beer) associated with bombings 0? synagogues in the 
Atlanta area.

. ’ At. this time KASPER surmised that possibly STONER .
and/or FIELDS may have, been under surveillance. Shortly after 
this meeting, KASPER gained the feeling that he too may have ' 
been under surveillance. *

• »

KASPER, 1® the initial stages of this visit, professed 
high regard and admiration for J. EDGAR HOOVER and the FBI-. '
In explaining his visit, he desired to go on record with some 
of his past activities leading up to his current situation.

~..... ...y.. ------------------ ---- -------------......-------„------- . ... ------- -------- ;....................................-.....r-............ T

On . 9/7/60.___________ at Philadelphia, Pa. File # Philadelphia
. •• . ■■ " ^Y-269 *

by SAs WAYNE A. FRANKENFIELD; Dictated 9/7/60 _
JAMES T. MULLAN :cpc r T

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

ENCLOSURE
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He stated that the only organization which.he has 
...ever been.. In was the ’Seaboard White Citizens Council, which 
was formed by him and FLOYD FLEMING of Washington, D.C., whom 
he described as a "professional patriot." FLEMING, according 
to him, has changed his interests from time to time, being 
interested in the state of the country, America First Party, 
former Senator JOSEPH MC CARTHY, and Father COUGHLIN’S Movement. 
He first met FLEMING in a book shop which he, KASPER, was 
operating in Washington, D.C. He stated that the requirements 
to be a member of the Seaboard White Citizens Council were that 
the person would be 18 years of age, white, believe in racial 
segregation, be loyal to the United States of America., and' its 
constitution, and believe in the divinity of Jesus Christ.

After the Seaboard White Citizens Council became ■ 
organized and various meetings were held throughout the South, 
he made numerous local appearances in which he spoke in 
furtherance of the aims of this organization. Never, at any time, 
has he advocated any force or violence, even though his name 
has gathered that reputation over a period of time. Eventually 
he was arrested on various occasions in Tennessee, particularly 
with reference to his appearance in Clinton and Nashville, Tenn. 
As a result of these arrests he was brought into Federal Court 
in Knoxville and Nashville, Tenn., and has served two Federal 
sentences.

As a result of his imprisonment and numerous appeals, 
the Seaboard White Citizens Council became less active. This 
was due primarily to the fact that he, KASPER, was not in a 
position to render any assistance and the fact that FLEMING 
was not capable of carrying on the operations of the organization. 
Later, FLEMING Joined in with GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, who was ■ 
interested in the American Nazi Party, and FLEMING reportedly 
purchased a home for ROCKWELL in Maryland which they proceed 
to use as their headquarters for the American Nazi Party-; 
ROCKWELL had previously corresponded with KASPER while he 
was in prison,requesting that KASPER join up with him in the 
American Nazi Party movement. KASPER claimed that he was not 
in accord with the beliefs of this organization and never 
answered ROCKWELL’S letter. Eventually FLEMING turned over to 
ROCKWELL the entire mailing list of the Seaboard White Citizens 
Council, which consisted of approximately 1,000 Individuals.
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ROCKWELL then began sending literature of the American Nazi 
Party to the persons on this mailing list. On becoming aware 
of this, KASPER stated he corresponded with FLEMING, requesting 
that he dissolve the Seaboard White Citizens Council or 
publicly make a statement to the effect that he and KASPER 
were no longer associated together. Sometime later, excerpts 
from his letter to FLEMING were published in one of DREW PEARSON’S 
columns. KASPER characterized in his own mind that the American 
Nazi Party was subversive aid that he desired no connection with 
this organization.

KASPER professed to be loyal to the United States 
and its Constitution. He stated he has never attended any 
secret meetings and that all of his activities were entirely 
open to the public. He has never at any time advocated any 
force or violence in connection with his appearances on behalf 
of the Seaboard White Citizens Council. In addition, he stated 
”1 always paddled my own canoe."

KASPER pointed out that in view of the many difficulties 
encountered by him in the past, he has decided to have no further 
connection or association with segregation movements. He 
indicated that because of the recent Federal legislation dealing 
with this problem and the fact that his name has become so 
controversial, he could be of no further use to this sort of 
movement. He stated he would be more than willing to furnfih in 
complete detail any information relative to his past activities 
in this regard.

He also stated he would be willing to furnish the 
identities of all persons with whom he plans to have contact, 
in person or by letter, in the future, as well as his planned 
travels. In this regard, he stated he has two more dental 
appointments in Glenside, Pa., and that his plans as of now 
are to remain in the Ocean City - Merchantville, N.J., area 
for approximately two weeks. At the conclusion of this, he 
will travel to Washington, D.C., where he plans to meet with 
his attorney, J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS, 1010 Vermont Avenue, 
Washington, D.C., for the purpose of having the Seaboard White 
Citizens Council dissolved. He mentioned that SIMMONS has
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represented him in connection with his recent arrests, trials, 
u and appeals.

He also plans to meet with FLOYD FLEMING'S sister 
while in Washington, D.C., and commented that she has had a 
falling out with her brother since KASPER broke off relations 
with him. b6

b7C
From Washington hp nians tn proceed to Knoxville, 

Tenn., where he will meet From there, he will return
to Nashville, Tenn., where he plans to obtain employment, 
possibly with an unidentified builder. KASPER mentioned that 
he hopes to eventually write a book concerning the legal aspects 
of the various trials and appeals which resulted -from his 
segregation activities. He also commented that he had in his 
mind the possibility of entering a law school; however, he 
feels that this may be rather difficult and possibly impossible 
due to his being a controversial figure.

He stated he fully realizes that his past activities 
are going to make it very difficult for him to obtain any 
employment and that his only desire now is to try to live down 
the past and start a new venture, entirely divorced from these 
past activities.

He reiterated that he has the highest regard and 
respect for the FBI and is fully cognizant of its responsibilities 
and stated that he would sincerely appreciate it if the information 
he has volunteered would be forwarded to the appropriate officials 
within theIbpartment of Justice for their use. He further 
commented that while in Washington, D.C., he might possibly 
contact the Department of Justice for the purpose of outlining 
to them the same information which he provided on this date.

KASPER concluded his remarks at 1:30 p.m. and was 
informed that these remarks would be made a matter of record. 
In conclusion KASPER was apologetic for taking up the time of 
the Agents, stating that he fully realized that they were 
very busy with items of much more importance than this.
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Memphis - subject ordinarily resides in this area.

Newark - subject presently vacationing in this area.

Knoxville 4 Atlanta and Richmond - during interview 
subject mentioned individuals of interest to these 
offices.
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^5-36 (Kev. 12-l^b)

Date: 9/2/60

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEST____________________________  
(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTELVia_____ :__________________ ______  _________________ ._________________________________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

________________1__ k_______________________

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-4) 

SAC, MEMPHIS

RACIAL SITUATION^

Re Knoxville airtel to Director dated 8/22/60.

- . On .8/23/60,- Mrs. J. F-. GARVIN, 4012 Brush Hill 
Road, Nashville, Tennessee, advised that FREDERICK JOHN1CASPER 
has been residing in a small, cottage located on the. -property * 
of Miss GRACE DAWSON, 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville.'This 
is a house located-adjacent to Miss DAWSQN’-S residence. 
MRS-.. GARVIN stated that on Sunday 8/21/60, she observed 
JOHN KASPER driving his old model grey Chrysler automobile 
into the drive of the Dawson property at about 7:30 A. M. 
or possibly later. She .stated that as.she recalls, he had 
not been there the night before. She heard Miss DAWSON 
call -to KASPER "Have you come to get me?" He replied that 
he had and she got into the car and went off with him. 
Apparently, he was taking her to her office, as it is her 
habit to work on Sunday, and someone has-to take her -in 
town, since the bus does.not run at that early hour on<: - 
Sunday. .Mrs. GARVIN stated she did not know whether or not 
KASPER had just arrived in Nashville or had spent the night 
somewhere else, in the city.\She stated that usually he is

- 3

3
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AIRTEL TO DIRECTOR 9/2/60 
ME # 157-88

at home every night

b6
b7C
b7D

On I _____ ____________________ | advised he learned
through conversation with some of KASPER’S close associates 
in Nashville that KASPER*had .gone to Knoxville on Saturday 
8/20/60 to confer with | labout the situation in
Knoxville. The informant stated that so far as he could 
learn KASPER returned to Nashville early on Sunday morning 
8/21/60.

On 9/1/60,
__________ | Nashville, whose name should be maintained in 
confidence, advised that on Saturday, 8/20/60.. JOHN KASPER 
came- to the residence of I I

I ~lNashville. at approximately 3 P. M, driving his 
old-mcdel grev automobiles.. At this time, | 
and I all got in KASPER’S car and left
with him. They were all dressed as if going on a trip.. They
were gone all night and did not return until 7; 15 A. M. 
8/21/60.1 |told some of the children in the neigh
borhood that he had heeu to Knoxville. She stated that 
KASPER left the residence at about 7:20 A. M. 8/21/60.

For the information of interested .offices, a 
discreet fisur of KASPER during the week following 8/21/60 
revealed that he stayed close to home at. 4010 Brush 
Hill Road during the week. On Saturday 8/27/60, he left 
this address, dressed in a light blue cord suit and a 
flat top straw hat and went to the I "| residence. He 
spent the night at Ihis residence and on Sunday 8/28/60 
left Nashville via Greyhound bus with a ticket to Philadelphia. 
He advised | Ion 8/27/60 that he was going to New
Jersey to visit with his mother for two weeks. He told 
other associates that he might be gone for approximately a 
month.

By teletype dated 8/29/60, the WFO advised 
that KASPER arrived in. Washington, D. G. on the 
morning of 8/29/60 via bus. He advised informants of 
the WFO that he was going to New Jersey and would pick up a 
Volkswagen automobile in New York, N. Y. on September 
10, 1960.

By teletype dated 8/30/60 the Newark Division 
advised that discreet fisur in vicinity of mother’s residence

- 2 -



AIRTEL TO DIRECTOR 9/2/60 
ME # 157-88

at Merchants,ville, N. J. revealed that a mass, possibly 
KASPER, had been seen with KASPER’S mother. Newark is ‘ 
arranging coverage.

The above information is furnished to Knoxville 
and interested offices for information 'purposes only in 
view of ^g^ting of schools in the south.

t
' r
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^EETYPE

SEP 15 I960

TELETYPE

Mr. Mohr-
Mr. Parsons.
Mr. Belmont____
Mr. - -

I Mr.
Mr.

I Mr.
‘ Mr.

Mr.

Callahan.___
PeLoaA
MaJonA J 
MeGuiftQML 
Posen _lX^y 
TammY/J ' 

K • f f »“f I
. M'J- ^'.Sullivan 
Is Tele. Rcom______ 
1 Mr. Kftram.____  
| Miss Gandy

URGENT 9-15-60 9-47 PM JFH

<5 DIRECTOR, FBI 62-105095 AND SAC-S, MEMPHIS 105-275, 

AND WASHINGTON FIELD 62-8028

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON <

FROM SAC, NEWARK 105-6730
FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, AKA., RACIAL MATTER. KASPER LAST

OBSERVED AT MOTHER-S RESIDENCE, TWO FOUR ONE SEVEN CENTRAL

AVE., OCEAN CITY, NJ, NIGHT OF NINE FOURTEEN LAST. SPOT CHECK MOTHER-S

RESIDENCE AM NINE FIFTEEN INSTANT DISCLOSED SUBJECT, MOTHER

AND THEIR CARS MISSING. NEIGHBORHOOD VICINITY MOTHER-S RESIDENCE

GIVES APPEARANCE OF BEING CLOSED FOR SEASON. CHECK MOTHER-S

HOME MERCHANTVILLE, NJ NEGATIVE AS WELL AS PRESENCE OF CARS Og

THEM. SOURCES ALERTED FOR REAPPEARANCE. S®"

AREAS CONTINUING. WFO AND MEMPHIS CONTACT SOURCES TO

DETERMINE WHEREABOUTS OF KASPER IN VIEW OF PREVIOUS INFO HE _ srswwiaa. ———
CONTEMPLATED EVENTUALLY RETURNING TO EITHER*LOCALITY."------------

END AND ACK IN ORD PLS

WA 9-51 PM OK FBI WA WS

ME OK FBI ME JWB



URGENT 9-20-60

FEDERAL BUREAU Of <WEST(G.UU;« 

u.s.de»^

SS? 20 1960

TELETYPE

PM TP

Mt. Totsoft
Mr. Mohr_____ u 
Mr. Parson's___ _ 
Mr. Belmoiit___ 
Mr. Callahan___  
Mr. DeLoach___  
Mr. Malone_____ 
Mr. McGuire___  
Mr. Rosen 
Mr. Tamm._____  
Mr. Trotter_____ 
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room 
Mr. Ingram____ _ 
Miss Gandy____ ,

& '

T/ DIRECTOR FBI 7^-105095/

FIELD 62-8028

FROM SAC NEWARK 7105-6730/ IP

AND SACS, MEMPHIS 105-275,

FREDERICK JOHN kASPER, AKA, RM. REBUAIRTEL SEPT. SIXTEEN LAST

AND NEWARK RADIOGRAM SEPT. FOURTEEN LAST. SUBJECTS AND MOTHERS

CARS OBSERVED VICINITY TWO FOUR ONE SEVEN CENTRAL AVE., OCEAN

CITY, N.J., EARLY A.M. THIS DATE. KASPER PERSONALLY OBSERVED.

ALERTED SOURCES CONTINUING TO BE AWARE OF KASPERS ACTIVITIES AND WHEREAS

END

ACK PLS

12-07 PM OK FBI WA DA

ME OK FBI ME BE

TU DIS - w

7 7

5 SEP 21196$



FD-36 (R'ev. 12-13-56)

Date: 9/16/60

Transmit the following in_______________________________ ______
(Type in plain text or code)

w AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL
Via______________________________  ___________________________________ ___________ ——

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (105-6730)

RE: FREDERICK JOHN

00: WFO

Spot checks disclosed subject, mother and cars not 
observed in vicinity of mother’s residence, 2417 Central 
Ave,, Ocean City, N* J, since last communication* It has 
been determined that the gas, electric and telephone service 
has not been disconnected.

Paper boy serving mother advised he was told by 
Mrs* KASPER to discontinue delivery of paper as of 9/24/60, 
since she would not be at her residence in Ocean City after 
that date. A

t

area, 
house

N. Ju

Neighborhood source advised when mother leaves shore 1 
she usually boards up the house prior to leaving. The 
not boarded to date.

Subject, mother and cars not observed at Merchantville 
to date, Sobrces alerted and will advise if subject

returns to Ocean City area* Spot checks continuing.

Sent M PerApproved:

/3/— Bureau
2 - Memphis (105-275)
2-?WFO (62-8028)
1 -Newark
ERJ:emg '
(8) ...

Special Agent in Charge



SWISS'
• 3EST AVAILABLE COPY^WX^

ri k. >K, t.’A f £ A

Me#105-275

Air-tel to Bureau 7-16-60

At 7;50 PM, 
door sedan, brown in

EDWARD FIELDS, driving an old Hudson t; 
color and bearing 1960 Ky. License No.

£73-505, left and was surveilled until it became apparent 
was leaving Nashville en route to Louisville.

■ b7C
______ | advised on 7-15-60, prior to the tin^ 

the release, that it was his understanding that the subjec^^ 
leave Nashville soon after Ms release and go to Wetumpka, A 
Visit with Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN, and that then he plannee^ ^Lild 
to Florida to rest. This informant advised that the subject .
released and when he was in the office of Miss GRACE DAWSOl^ v 
both FIELDS and| | were trying to prevail on the subject *
to their residences with them so they could "nurse him bacl^^ 'K^iat 
health." Miss DAWSON Was insistent'that he stay in Nashvi^. 
and the subject seemed to be at a loss as to What he would 
Ihe informant Stated that it appeared that he planned to s^c^ 
NelsHv111<^^ end and that then’he*pTanned to Visl^^'
RotherJ* It will be^rpted ~f Kat flS7TasT~adclressbfdrnKis' 
ROSlTKASPER, as obtaiTSefTat tKe DCWHfrom’a return address 
letter 6-13-60, was_2417_Central Avenue, Ocean City, N« J. «*' ’

On 7-13-60, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST, Deputy Warden,. 
advised that normal release time for prisoners was at 4:00 
the date of their release. He stated’ that in an effort to 
a demonstration he planned to release the subject about tw^V^^ 
early. He also stated that the subject complained to the 
authorities because'Ms mail was censored and apparently 
planning to make all kinds of accusations about the way he > 
been treated at the workhouse. He stated that the subject 
been pn a self-imposed fast for ten days apparently to bec^^,Q 
and emaciated so that he could gain sympathy for himself fr^-^ . 
admirers.

On 7-15-60, Mr. PARKHURST advised that on his rel^. 
the subject held a press conference With newsmen, who had 
learned of the hour of -his release- He stated that he tolQ^^, 
that he had been kept’in solitary confinement for 96 days, 
tried to make them believe that he had been badly treated. J
also stated that FIELDS had been passing out copies of the I
Thunderbolt to the newsmen who gathered. As soon as it bet^. I
known where the subject plans to go, the Bureau and intere^^ . I 
offices will be advised. * , I

' V .1

2-



4-41 (Rev. 1-11-60)

xx) Radio

URjGENT

DECODED COPY

9-1U-60

TO DIRECTOR AND SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM SAC. NEWARK 1 Ui 625

Tolson__________
Tlohr____________
Parsons _________
Belmont_________
Callahan______ _/
DeLoach
Malone___
McGuire._^^__^r
Rosen
Tamm
Trotter__________
W.C. Sullivan___
Tele. Room_____
Ingram___________
Gandy ___________

FREDERICK JOHNlCASPER, JR., AKA, RACIAL MATTER. 00: WFO. 
REBUTEL SEPTEMBER 1 LAST, INSTRUCTING NEWARK TO BE AWARE OF 
KASPER’S LOCATION IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO AND SUBSEQUENT TO PERIOD 
OF GENERAL SCHOOL OPENINGS. ON SEPTEMBER 8 LAST PHYSICAL 
SURVEILLANCE DISCONTINUED AND SINCE THEN DAILY SPOT CHECKS 
REELECT KASPER STILL AT OCEAN CITY RESIDENCE OF MOTHER. NO 
PERTINENT ACTIVITY NOTED. NEW JERSEY SCHOOLS OPENED SEPTEMBER 7. 
LAST. NEW YORK SCHOOLS OPENED SEPTEMBER 12 LAST. KASPER 
INDICATED TO PHILADELPHIA AGENTS ON SEPTEMBER 7 LAST INTENTION 
TO REAM IN OCEAN CITY - MERCHANTVILLE AREA FOR ABOUT TWO WEEKS 
AND THEN TRAVEL TO WASHINGTON, D. C. IN VIEW OF SCHOOL OPENINGS . 
AND INFORMANT COVERAGE AVAILABLE WFO, BUREAU REQUESTED TO ADVISE 
WHETHER CONTINUANCE OF SPOT CHECKS NECESSARY.

RECEIVED: 1:55 PM RADIO REC-72

2:56 PM CODING UNIT BLH

2 CC: WASHINGTON FIELD

EOSEN

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.
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FD-204 (Rev'. 3-3-59)

STATES DEPARTMENT OF
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of: MAHLON J. PRICE offi^hiladelphia, Pennsylvania.
Date: September 13> I960

Field Office File Philadelphia 157-269 Bureau File ^.2-105095

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR.

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: Subject voluntarily appeared at Philadelphia Office 
9/7/60, and spoke of some of his activities and

acquaintances since his release from workhouse at Nashville, 
He expressed admiration for the Director and for the FBI. 
He stated he plans to disassociate himself from the segre
gation movement and expressed a willingness to furnish de
tailed information to the FBI.

- RUC -

DETAILS: At Philadelphia, Pa.:

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

~L

F B I

Date: 9/19/60

|| Mr. Tolson______.
| Mr. Mohr_______  
I Mr. Parsons____  
' Mr. Belmont____ 
p Mr. Callahan___  
: Mr. DeLoach ;__
Mr. Malone A > 
Mr. McGuireljL
Mr.
Mr.

Transmit the following in

Rosen _
Tamm, 9

(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

Mr. Trotter p*
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 

. Tele. Room_____ _ 
l|Mr. Ingram_____  
jMiss Gandy____

TO:

OM

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-1050'95)

SACzTWFO (62-8028)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., aka 
RACIAL MATTERS.
00: MEMPHIS

_____________________ advised 9/19/60, subject believed to be visiting 
friends. New York City, from where he may come WDC. For info 
New York, KASPER arrived Ocean City, N. J., 8/29/60, visit his 
mother but has disappeared from atea last few days.

New York check racial sources to determine if KASPER ih NYC. 
WFO will advise interested offices when Kasper arrives WDC.

3 Bureau.
2 Memphis (10,5-275.) (info)
2 Newark (Info)
2 New York
1 WFO '
LED:VIM

.0 -

S3SEP26196U . T ' ______
iproved: __________ ______ 1_______ Sent______________

Special1*Agenffn^Charge *v



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Transmit the following in

Date:
PLAIN TEXT

9/26/60

Vin AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

REGULAR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM : SAC, NEWARK (105-6730)

subjects: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00; WFO) ,

Re Newark air tel 9/20/60,

KASPER and mother still reside 2417 Central Ave*, 
Ocean City, N*J. Alerted sources will keep Newark advised*

ureau
* ,2' Memphis (105-275)

2 Washington Field (62-8028)
1 New York
1 Newark ,

ERJ :maj 
(9)

Special Agent in Charge

27 I960

Sent M Per



Federal bureau of investigation 
T u. s. department of justice 

^COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP 2? WO 

.teletype1'

URGENT / 9-27-60 9-35 PM EDST

TO DIRECTOR, FBI /62-105095/ AND SACS, 
/ AND WASHINGTON FIELD /62-S028/

NEW YORK VAI WASHINGTON

FROM SAC, NEWARK /105-6730/ 1 P
FREDERICK JOHN^SPER, AKA., RACIAL MATTERS. SPOT CHFCKS MOTHER-S 

RESIDENCE, TWO FOUR ONE SEVEN CENTRAL AVE., OCEAN CITY, N. U,., 

DISCLOSED KASPER MISSING PM SEPTEMBER TWENTY SIX LAST TO . 

SEPTEMBER TWENTY SEVEN INSTANT AND PRESENT WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN. 

MOTHER-S CAR MISSING SINCE PM TODAY. SPOT CHECK MOTHER-S 

HOME MERCHANTVILLE, N. J. NEGATIVE AS TO KASPER, MOTHER AND 

THEIR CARS. MEMPHIS, NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON FIELD CONTACT 

SOURCES TO DETERMINE IF KASPER-S WHEREABOUTS KNOWN. ALERTED 

SOURCES WILL KEEP NEWARK ADVISED.

ME OK FBI ME EM SS SEP 29
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URGENT 9-23-60 8-06 PM JFH

TO/DIRECTOR, FBI

. NEW

NEW

FROM SAC

FREDERICK

62-105095 AND SAC-S, MEMPHIS 1'05-271

YORK, AND WASHINGTON FIELD 62-8028

YORK AND WFO VIA WASHINGTON

NEWARK 105-6730

r. MiGui/e.

Callahan. 
DeLoaerf 
Malone/.

Mr. Tolson__ _
Mr. Mohr^L^

I Mr. Parsons^,^- 
JjMr. Belmont.,^ 
’Mr.

Mr. 
Mr.

Parsons

Mr. KZam’ifi .
Mr. Trotter_____
Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tele. Room
Mr. Ingram
Mks Gandy_____

JOHN KASPER, AKA, RM. RENK TEL SEPTEMBER TWENTY/SEVEN

LAST, AND NEW YORK TEL CALL TO NK SEPTEMBER TWENTY EIGHT.

KASPER AT OCEAN CITY SHORTLY AFTER MIDNIGHT SEPTEMBER TWENTY

SEVEN LAST AND AGAIN EARLY MORNING SEPTEMBER TWENTY EIGHT.

KASPER NOT AT OCEAN CITY SINCE SIX FIFTEEN A. M., SEPTEMBER

TWENTY EIGHT. NEW YORK SOURCE STATES KASPER VISITED CONDE

MC GINLEY, UNION, N.J. LAST NIGHT. KASPER-S CAR OBSERVED AT

MC GINLEY-S THIS EVENING. MOTHER STILL AT OCEAN CITY. ALERTED

SOURCES WILL KEEP NEWARK

END AND ACK PLS IN ORD

WA 8-10 M OK FBI WA WS R

ME OK FBI ME EM

GU DISCMV
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F B I

Date: 9/28/60

Transmit the following in___________________________________ __ _______
(Type in plain text or code)

„. AIRTELVia_______________________  ______________________________ __________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

SAC, WFO (62-8028)

REDERICK JOHN KASPER, aka 
RACIAL MATTERS 
(OO:ME)

!

1 Mr. Tolson—
■ Mr. Mohr— 
' Mr. Parsons.
I Mr. Belmont.
| Mr. CpILv vi. 
| Mr. D - ‘h 
I Mr. Malone .
t Mr. M.b •
* Mr. Re v-n.

Mr. W.C.&illiva'n
Tele. Room--------
Mr. Inborn-------
Miss Gandy-------

ReNKtel to Director dated 9/27/60, requesting 
WFO to contact sources to determine KASPER’s whereabouts.

and advised
today that they have not heard from KASPER since he passed 
through Washington, D. C., to New Jersey from Tennessee, 
KASPER indicated at that time that he would communicate 
with informants when next in Washington, D, C., and the 
Bureau and interested offices will be immediately advised 
should informants receive any word of KASPER’s whereabouts.

b7D
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reporting; office

Memphis, Tennessee

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

Memjiis

FREDERICK JOHct KASPER, JR., aka

DATE

9=29=60
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

3/19 9/12/60
REPORT MADE BY ‘

FRANCIS W. NORWOOD
TYPED BY

FJ

CHARACTER OF CASE ................................

RACIAL MATTERS .

REFERENCE: Report of SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, dated 4-14-60 at 
Bureau air“tel to Memphis dated 8=23=60.

P

LEADS

THE KNOXVILLE DIVISION

AT KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

Will contact informants and report any information 
of KASPER’s activity in connection with LEE FOSTER and the 
States Rights Party

THE NEWARK DIVISION

AT NEWARK, N. J.

Memphis

indicative
National

Will report any information on activities of subject while

APPROVED SPECIAL. AGENT 
IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

copies made: ALL COPIES REGISTERED MAIL
Bureau (62-10509 5)

’ 2= Knoxville*62-623)
2= Newark(105=6730)
2“ Washington Field(62=8028)
3= Memphis (105-275)

• OCT 3 iggQ
AGENCY _

REC'D 
°ate forw~^ 
howforw

PROPERTY OF FBI This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and-neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

530(51211960 ,
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visiting with his mother in Ocean City and Merchantville, N. J. 
indicative of subversive activities on his part.

THE WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION

ATWAgHINGTON, D. C

Will contact informants who are likely to be in touch 
■with the subject when he comes through Washington, D.C., and report 
information furnished by them indicative of his activities with 
regard to the National States Rights Party or the Seaboard White 
Citizens Council.

THE MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Will follow and report subjects activities in that city.

INFORMANTS

SYMBOL NO. SOURCE OF INFORMATION

b7D

Careful consideration has been given to the use of T 
symbols in this report and has been done only when absolutely 
necessary to protect the identity of the informant.

ADMINISTRATIVE

The reason for the extensive period of investigation 
covered by instant report is that the subject was in the Davidson 
County Workhouse, Nashville, Tennessee, for a considerable period 
of time, resulting in the case on him being inactive except for 
information channelized to the file.

B
COVER PAGE
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The Agent who observed KASPER released from the 
Davidson County Workhouse mentioned in this report was SA 
FRANCIS W. NORWOOD.

C*
COVER PAGE



UNI^) STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUAce

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of; SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD
Dote: 9 ~29-60

File Number: Bufile #62-105095; Me#105=275

TWe: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR.

Office: Memphis

Character: RACIAL MATTER

Synopsis: Subject was incarcerated in the Davidson County Workhouse, 
Nashville, Tenn., until 7-15-60, when his sentence was 
completed. During that period of time he managed to get 
communications out to friends relating to activities of 
the National States Rights Party, and activities to collect 
funds on his behalf in an effort to free himself. Also dur
ing this time subject requested an interview with FBI Agents, 
during which interview he stated he wanted to go on record 
that he was not in any way affiliated with the American 
Nazi Party, and at which time he set forth some of his own 
activities. He indicated he was interested in dissolving 
the Seaboard White Citizens Council. Subsequent to release 
from Davidson County Workhouse, subject remained in Nashville, 
Tenn, visiting with friends, except for a trip to Knoxville, 
Tenn, to attend a scheduled speaking on behalf of the NSRP. 
Subject left Nashville, Tenn, on 8-28-60 via bus en route to 
visit his mother in New Jersey. Subject determined to have 
arrived i,n New Jersey and on 9-7=60, voluntarily appeared 
at Philadelphia FBI Office where he was interviewed, at 
which time he furnished information concerning his associ-* 
ation with members of the NSRP in Knoxville, Tenn., inf or- V 
mation relating to his activities in the Seaboard White 
Citizens Council, and again denied any affiliation with 
the American Nazi Party. He stated that he planned to^dis- 
cuss the action to take in dissolving the Seaboard White 
Citizens Council in Washington, D. C., and that he would 
'return to Nashville, Tenn., where he planned to write a 
book.

= ,P

Thlt document confa/ns neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/ 

it and/or Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. w—7<s2»-i oro
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DETAILS I. BACKGROUND

Address

On August 11, 1960, Memphis- Confidential Informant T~1 
advised that he had learned that the subject had moved back into 
the small cottage located on the property of Miss GRACE^DSfWSON 
at 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee. -The informant 
stated that the subject "had. resrded-gt^he residence of

for approximately three weeks 
subsequent to his release from the Davidson County Workhouse.

b6
b7C

Employment

On July 29, 1960, T-l stated that from discussions be
tween KASPER and some o'f his associates it appeared that he planned 
to settle down and remain quiet for awhile, and that'he again was 
talking about his desire to write a book. The informant stated 
there was no other employment on the part of subject.

Status of Health

On July 13, 1960, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST, Deputy Warden, 
Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, stated that the subject had 
placed himself on a self-imposed fast for ten days prior to being 
released from the Davidson County Workhouse, apparently to become 
thin aid emaciated in appearance so that he could gain sympathy 
for himself and from his admirers. ’

On July 15, 1960, Mr. PARKHURST advised that when the 
subject was released from the Davidson County Workhouse on that 
date, he held a press conference with newsmen who attended the
release, at which time he told them that 
solitary confinement for ninety-six days 
believe that he had been badly treated, 
that the subject was not in bad physical

he had been kept in 
and tried to make them 
Mr. PARKHURST indicated 

hdition.

hazt the subject had been 
“the day of his release ■

On July 15, 1960
met at the Davidson County Workhouse
by LEE^FOSTER from Knoxville, EDWARI^-IELDS, who is active in 
the .National States Rights Party (NSRP), and that they took him 
immediately t'o^t"He^o“f?lce of Miss GRACE DAWSON in the Baxter 
Building, Nashville. All three of them seemed to be extremely 
concerned over the appearance of the subject and were concerned 
of his health. As Miss DAWSON put it, they ’’wanted to nurse him 
back to health.”

2
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II, CONNECTION WITH ORGANIZATIONS

A. Seaboard White Citizens Council

On April 25, 1960, FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, who was in
carcerated in the Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, Tennessee, 
on a charge of inciting a riot, was interviewed by SAS FRANCIS W. 
NORWOOD and EDWARD T. STEELE. This interview was made at the 
request of subject.

KASPER stated that he had something which,,he wanted 
to bring to the attention of the Federal Bureau of investigation. 
He talked of his relationship with persons who are members of the 
American Nazi Party. He stated that he knows that he is a con=? 
troversial figure and that he has attracted a lot of publicity 
which is personally bad for him. He stated that over the past five 
or six years, he has made the acquaintance of many people who are 
extreme right wingers. He stated that many of these people advo
cate things which he does not believe in. He stated that he has 
been told that the FBI knew of the fact that he had been receiving 
mail from persons who were members of the American Nazi Party (ANP) 
and who were trying to get him to also associate himself with this 
group. He stated that he is opposed to this organization and the 
basic philosphy which is advocated by its leader, LINCOLN ROCKWELL. 
He stated that he wanted to go on record with the FBI that he is 

^opposed to the group and wants the FBI to know that he is not 
affiliated with it in any manner except that some of his former 
associates are now active in this.

KASPER stated that he has met and talked with LINCOLN 
ROCKWELL and that nearly two years"ago he told ROCKWELL that he 
wanted nothing to do with him cur his organization. H© stated that 
he also warned his friends noWo have anything to do with the 
group. He stated that FLOw^LEMING, who was formerly a close 
friend of his and one of thewfounders of the Seaboard White 
Citizens Council was being drawn into this movement, he immed- 
ately set about trying to dissolve the SWCC. He stated that 
the SWCC had outlived its usefulness but that.father than go to 
the expense of legally surrendering its charter, he had thought 
that it could be left to die of its own inactivity and failure to 
pay the fees required. He stated that when he saw that it was 
being taken over by ROCKWELL and the ANP, he realized that he ^hpuld 
take specific steps to dissolve the SWCC so that he would not be 
drawn into the ANP through no fault of his own. He stated th^t 
he was afraid that some overt act would be committed by someone 
in the ANP and that he, KASPER7 would be prosecuted for it on a 

0X33° 1
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conspiracy charge. He stated that he has asked BENJAMIN?^!MMONS, 
his attorney in Washington, to have the charter revoked. SIMMONS 
has advised him that it would cost money to do so because of the 
advertising and fees involved, and he, subject KASPER, does not 
have the money to do it.

KASPER stated that another forw friend of his who has 
been drawn into the ANP is JOHN^fiMMILTON. He stated that HAMILTON 
was formerly active in combating communism and integration in St. 
Louis, Missouri. He formerly published the "White Sentinel, 
which KASPER”"states is one of the first publications to point out 
the dangers of the Jewish, communist, Negro conspiracy. KASPER 
stated that HAMILTON now lives in Florida and recently wrote to 
him that he was now a member of tfiFANP. He stated that he still 
considers both FLEMING and HAMILTON as friends but fears that 
they have been misled.

He advised .that he has also received some literature 
from a man namedl |from New York, who is also interested
in the Nazi movement'. He stated that he wants nothing to do with 

 and that his literature is unsolicited.

KASPER stated that his literature had been taken away 
from him by the guards at the workhouse, but that to the best of 
his recollection, the letterhead of the stationery stated that 
this organization was a branch of the World Union of Free Enter
prise National Socialist. Underneath that was given, the name of 
the American Nazi party. #

/
KASPER repeated several times that he does not want to 

be on record as being affiliated with thisZorganization.

b7C
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JOHN KASPER voluntarily appeared at the Philadelphia
Office at 12:27 p.m. on September 7, 1960,at which time he furnished 
the following information of his own accord:

On or about August 20, 1960, af^er being released from
the workhouse in Nashville, Tenn., he proceeded to Knoxville, 
Tenn., with friends, whom he identified as “RAYS.” for the purpose 
n-F snaing another mutual acquaintance,! | ^n^Knoxville.

reportedly went, his bond on various decasiCns. Upon
tne meeting in Knoxville", he also met one J 'ONER of Atlanta
and one Dr., EDWARD FIELDS. His trip to Knoxville was primarily
to see and it was by chance that J. B. STONER and
FIELDS, were there. According to KASPER; STONER and FIELDS are 
connected with a states-rights movement throughout the South and 
publish a paper entitled “Thunderbolt.” In this publication, 
STONER and .FIELDS are very critical of.the FBI. STONER has been 
associated with bombings of synagogues., in the Atlanta area.

At this time KASPER surmised that possibly STONER
and/or FIELDS may have been under surveillance. Shortly after 
this meeting, KASPER gained the feeling that he. too may have 
been under surveillance.

KASPER, in the initial stages of this visit, professed
high regard and admiration for J. EDGAR HOOVER and the FBI. In 
explaining his visit, he desired to go on record with some of 
his past activities leading up to his current situation.

He stated that the only organization which he has
ever been in was the Seaboard White Citizens Council, which 

:was formed by him and FLOYD FLEMING of Washington, D. C., whom 
he described as a “professional patriot.” FLEMING, according 
to^him, has changed his interests from time to time, being 
interested in the state of the country, America First Party, 
former Senator JOSEPH.MCCARTHY, and Father COUGHLIN’S Movement. 
He first met FLEMING in. a book shop which he, KASPER, was 
operating in Washington, D. C. He stated that the requirements 
to be a member of the Seaboard White Citizens Council were that 
the person would be 18 years of age, white, believe in racial 
segregation, be loyal to the United States of America and its 
constitution, and believe in the divinity of Jesus Christ.

On 9-7-60 Philadelphia, Pa.File # Philadelphia 157-269

SAS WAYNE Ao FRANKENFIELD;
by JAMES T, MULLAN; cpc/ fj____________________Date dictate(J 9-7-60

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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After the Seaboard White Citizens Council became 
organized and various meetings were held throughout the South, 
he made numerous local appearances in which he spoke in 
furtherance of the aims of this organization. Never, at any time, 
has he advocated any force or violence, even though his name 
has gathered that reputation over a period of time. Eventually 
he was arrested on various occasions in Tennessee, particularly 
with reference to his appearance in Clinton and Nashville, Tenn. 
As a result of these arrests he was brought into Federal Court 
in Knoxville and Nashville, Tenn., and has served two Federal 
sentences.

As a result of his imprisonment and numerous appeals, 
the Seaboard White Citizens Council became less active. This 
was due primarily to the fact that he, KASPER, was not in a 
position to render any assistance and the fact that FLEMING 
was not capable of carrying on the operations of the organization. 
Later, FLEMING joined in with GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, who was 
interested in the American Nazi Party, and FLEMING reportedly 
purchased a home for ROCKWELL in Maryland which they proposed to 
use as their headquarters for the American Nazi Party. 
ROCKWELL had previously corresponded with KASPER while he 
was in prison, requesting that KASPER join up with him in the 
American Nazi Party movement. KASPER claimed that he was not 
in accord with the beliefs of this organization and never 
answered ROCKWELL’S letter. Eventually FLEMING turned‘over to 
ROCKWELL the entire mailing list of the Seaboard White Citizens 
Council, which consisted of approximately 1,000 individuals. 
ROCKWELL then began sending literature of the American Nazi 
Party to the persons on this* mailing list. On becoming aware

■ of this, KASPER stated he corresponded with FLEMING, requesting 
that he dissolve the Seaboard White Citizens Council or 
publicly make a statement to the effect that he and KASPER 
were no longer associated together. Sometime later, excerpts 
from his letter to FLEMING were published in one of DREW PEARSON’S 
columns. KASPER characterized in his own mind that the American 
Nazi Party was subversive and that he desired no connection with 
this organization.

'■ :

KASPER professed to be loyal to the United States 
and its Constitution. He stated he has never attended any 
secret meetings and that all of his activities were entirely 
open to the public. He has never at any time advocated any 
force or violence in connection with his appearances on behalf 
of- the Seaboard White Citizens Council. In addition, he stated 
”1 always paddled my own canoe.”
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KASPER pointed out that in view of the many difficulties 
encountered by him in the past, he has decided to have no further 
connection or association with segregation movements. He 
indicated that because of the recent Federal legislation dealing 
with this problem and the fact that his name has become so 
controversial, he could be of no further use to this sort of 
movement. He stated he would be more than willing to furnish in 
complete detail any information relative to his past activities 
in this regard.

He also stated he would be willing to furnish the 
identities of all persons with whom he plans to have contact, 
in person or by letter, in the future, as well as his planned 
travels. In this regard, he stated he has two more dental 
appointments in Glenside, Pa., and that his plans as of now 
are to remain in the Ocean City = Merchantville, N.J. area 
for approximately two weeks. At the conclusion of this, he 
will travel to Washington, C., where he plans to meet with 
his attorney, J. BENJAMIN^IMMONS, 1010 Vermont Avenue, 
Washing'fonTJp. C., for the purpose "ofTiaving the^SeaBoard White 
Citizens Council dissolved. He mentioned that SIMMONS has 
represented him in connection with his recent arrests, trials, 
and appeals.

He also plans to meet with FLOYD FLEMING’S sister 
while in Washington, D.C., and commented that she has had a 
falling out with her brother since KASPER broke off relations 
with him.

From Washington nians to proceed to Knoxville, 
Tenn., where he will meet______  |. From there, he will return
to Nashville, Tenn., where ne plans to obtain employment, 
possibly with an unidentified builder. KASPER mentioned that 
he hopes to eventually write a book concerning the legal aspects 
of the various trials and appeals which resulted from his 
segregation activities. He also commented that he had in his 
mind the possibility of entering a law school; however, he 
feels that this may be rather difficult and possibly impossible 
due to his being a controversial figure.

b6
b7C

He stated he fully realizes that his past activities 
are going to make it very difficult for him to obtain any 
employment and that his only desire now is to try to live down 
the past and start a new venture, entirely divorced from these 
past activities.
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He reiterated that he has the highest regard and 
respect for the FBI and is fully cognizant of its responsibilities 
and stated that he would sincerely appreciate it if the information 
he has volunteered would be forwarded to the appropriate officials 
within the Department of Justice for their use. He further 
commented that while in Washington, D. C., he might possibly 
contact the Department of Justice for "the purpose of outlining 
to them the same information which he provided on this date.

KASPER concluded his remarks at 1:30 p.m. and was 
informed that these remarks would be'made a matter of record. 
In conclusion KASPER was apologetic for taking up the time of 
the Agents, stating that he fully realized that they were 
very busy with items of much more importance than this.
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B. The American Nazi Party

It will be noted that KASPER referred to this in the 
interview with him on April 25, 1960, as set forth above.

=9“
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‘ . nm. 6-17-60

. Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST, Deputy Warden, Davidson County 
Workhouse, 'Nashville^ Tennessee, made available material which 
he had 'obtained*- through censorship of the mail to FREDERICK JOHN 
KASPER, who is dn^yinmate of.-that institution. Mr. PARKHURST 
explained tha t tfiej rules of the institution call for censorship 
of all material going into prisoners, and for the withholding of 
any material which might; be considered inflammatory or dangerous. 
The material displayed by Mr. PARKHURST is as follows;

1. A .letter dated April 18, 1960, written on the stationery 
of the ^mericaii Nazi Partly, addressed to JOHN KASPER, and written by 
LINCOLN ROCKWELL, described on the letterhead of the stationery as 
the Commander of the American Nazi Party. This letter consisted of 
a lengthy attack on KASPER for KASPER’s activities in writing letters 
to their mutual friends, complaining of the fact that one FLOYD FLEMING 
had attached himself to ROCKWELL’S group. He also referred to a letter 
written by KASPER objecting to FLEMING’S joining the ROCKWELL group and 
objecting to the possible use of the Seaboard White Citizens Council 
by this organization.

ROCKWELL was very bitter in his remarks to KASPER and 
obviously was antagonistic toward him. The letter was signed by the 
writer as follows: ’’SIEG HEIL" and then the name ROCKWELL.. The re
turn address on the envelope was Box 1381, Arlington, Virginia.

; A letter to JOHN KASPER, dated May 26, 1960, from Mrs.
EDGAR J .^HOTCHKISS, Jeningo Highlands, Upper Mill Street, Box 7Z§?, 
Binghamton,..New^YorkT-1------------ ---------- '

Mrs. HOTCHKISS wrote a letter and stated she was en
closing literature from the Theosophical Society ifi America.- In 

'. the letter she stated she had heard of KASPER’s difficulties in 
Nashville, Tennessee, and she felt if he were to become interested 
in the Theosophical Society in American, which had its national; 
headquarters at Wheaton, Illinois, and international headquarters at 
Adyar, Madras, India, he would probably be better off. In substance, 
she was trying to convert KASPER to a religious cult known as "Karna."^ 

. 3. This was a letter dated May 28, I960, from one WADE . '
^gEDDEN, 607 Brandan Street, Seattle,-Washington, From the way in 
* ’which“the letter was written, REDDEN~“is~"poss"ibly a psychopathic case.

h' *

On 6-7-60 at Nashville, Tennessee File # ’Me#105-275.__________ _
' . ! • '

by SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD;FJ____________________ Date dictated 6-12-60 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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It was noted that he used different colored ink in writing the letter, 
apparently using a different color of ink for words which he wished 
to emphasize, in some instances the ink was red and in other instances 
it was yellow. In the letter he stated that he had read of KASPER’s 
difficulties in the, Georgia Tribune, and stated he would like to ob
tain from KASPER a-dist of names in Nashville, Tennessee to whom he 
could send copies, of the Georgia Tribune. He was sympathetic to 
KASPER and stated he believed that the t’Commies” must 
have taken over the colle^v^ in Nashville. He enclosed a handbill 
which was by one Dr. BILLY JAMES HARGIS^, which was deploring the 
defeatism in the motion picture "On the Beach." This handbill was 
distributed by the Christian Crusade, P. 0. Box 977, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

4. This, was a letter addressed to JOHN KASPER And dated 
May 19, 1960, from Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS, Louisville, Kentucky. The 
letter was written on the letterhead stationery of the National 
States Rights Party and1 enclosed with it a page from the January - 
April issue of "Woman’s Voice" in.which an article concerning KASPER 
and his appeal for funds to pay his fine and court costs appeared. 
This article asked for contributions to be sent to P. 0. Box 8^71, 
Nashville 11, Tennessee. The letter itself was brief, merely stating 
that FIELDS was attempting to get these articles published in various 
publications so that contributors would know of KASPER’s situation 
and where to send the money.

5. This was an issue of the Thunderbolt $ the issue was not 
da tod. It was noted, however, that it contained an attack on Director 
J. EDGAR HOOVER of the FBI for receiving an award from the Daily De
fender of Chicago, Illinois on' April 30, 1960. Other articles were 
contained in the Thunderbolt, one, of which was an article concerning 
the subject and his difficulties in Nashville, Tennessee. While the 
issue of the Thunderbolt itself was not dated, the postmark on the 
envelope which transmitted this publication was May 21, 1960.

6. This was a letter from Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS, dated 
May 19, 1960, in which he sent a proof of the article on KASPER, and 
an article by KASPER calling for the abolishment of public schools, 
which was to appear in the issue of the Thunderbolt which was to be 
mailed out on May 21, 1960.

__ 7^ This was a friendly letter dated May 22, 1960, from 
one_______________________________________________________Jacksonv i lle_]jO_.
FloxJiaa. ------------------------------------------------------------------------

8. This was a friendly letter dated May 23, 1960, to JOHN 
KASPER and signed | ]

b6
b7C
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9. This was a letter dated May 15, 1960," from Dr. EDWARD 
R. FIELDS, again on the letterhead stationery of the National States 
Rights Party. In this letter FIELDS stated that he was getting the 
articles concerning KASPER’S appeal for funds to pay his fine and 
costs in Nashville rum in the Georgia Tribune, the Jacksonville 
Chronicle, and the American Nationalist. In this letter FIELDS 
stated he was also sending out the ’’notices” which had been sent to 
him by ’’Miss Grace.” He stated he had been in touch with ’’WILLIS,” 
who will boost KASPER. He asked for a list of names of those people 
who sent contributions for the Kasper Appal Fund to be used as a 
mailing list or to be added to the mailing list for the Thunderbolt.

10. This item was a pamphlet entitled ’’Polybius, Einstein 
est Mort, Viva Einsteinism.” This particular pamphlet was printed 
by the LeBlanc Press, Box 155 - 217 E. 86th Street, New York 26, 
New York, for the Polzin Publications, P. 0. Box 85, Parkesburg, 
Pennsylvania, United States. This appeared to be a long ad rambling 
publication and the general tenor of the publication was that 
EINSTEIN, the scientist, had been overrated aid had been given credit 
for work which had been done by other individuals. \.<z' b6

b7C
Mr. PARKHURST stated that on June 5,^1960. JOHN KASPER

had been visited by who have come
to see him on several occasions~during visiting hours on Sunday. 
stated during the course of their visit, KASPER gave| _ &
book which he wanted her to read. This book had to be checked out
by the guard on duty as is the regulation at the Davidson County Work
house. The guard in checking it out noted that the book had a paper 
cover on it similar to that used by school children to protect their 
books from wear and tear. He also noted that this paper cover seemed 
to'be unusually thick. He took,., the cover off and discovered nine >
letters which KASPER had written and put in envelopes addressed to 
various individuals and these were to be mailed in turn by | 
after they left the Davidson County Workhouse. In view of this effort 
to smuggle out letters, which is against the rules of the institution, 
the letters were confiscated by the guard.

=12-
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On April 26, 1960, WashingtonJ?ield Office Confidential 
Informant T-l advised that one WILLI A^TUCK, who is active in 
matters relating to racial tension in Washington, D_.__ C., had 
indicated that he was very angry with FLOYD FLEMING and LINCOLN 
ROCKWELL for double-crossing the subject. TUCK said he was 
thinking of going to DREW PEARSON, a national syndicated columnist, 
to tell him of all of the stupid things that ROCKWELL had said 
and done. He was going to tell PEARSON how ROCKWELL had made the 
statement that the subject was a member of the American Nazi Party 
when this was not true. According to the informant, the subject 
stated he would like to meet KASPER, indicating that he was not 
personally acquainted with him.

C. The National States Rights Party

On March 19, 1960, Cincinnati Confidential Informant 
T=1 advised that the National States Rights Party (NSRP) held its 
national convention on March 19, I960 at the Midway Lodge at 
Miamisburg, Ohio. - '

According to the informant, one of the speakers at the 
meeting, Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS, stated to the convention that he 
wished te bring to those in attendance a message from a ’’real 
freedom fighter who’ is behind prison bars, JOHN KASPER.” He then 
read the message from KASPER, which started out'To all members of 
the National States Rights Party greetings.” In this speech, 
KASPER stated that this date was a historic one, a great day and 
a memorable occasion of a group who had gathered together in an ■ 
endeavor to dedicate themselves to the restoration of the Constitution 
and the preservation of bylaws. He stated that knowledge of this 
convention gives ”your true friend, JOHN KASPER, bounteous joy in 
his heart.” ' He said that he expected in the future total triumph 
in American -Nationalism for rights and preservation of the states 
and the defeat of those who oppose them. His message concluded by 
saying ’’may God bless and preserve each and every one of you,” 
and it was signed by JOHN KASPER, Davidson County Workhouse, Nash
ville, Tennessee.

According to the informant, after the reading of the 
subject’s message, those in attendance applauded loudly. Dr. 
FIELDS then continued by announcing that KASPER was not in a 
Federal institution, and that anyone could write to him by just 
addressing it to him at the Davidson County Workhouse.. He also 
stated that the subject was getting along well, and that the guards 
there were very nice to him and he commented they were having another 
meeting on Labor Day, and that JOHN KASPER was expected to be there
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for that meeting. He stated that JOHN KASPER would be out some= 
time in June and that the business meeting would be held on Labor 
Day.

This informant stated that another speaker named NED._ P'TbA 
tWIPES also referred to the subject, making critical remarks con?» ' 

cerning the people of Tennessee for putting the subject in jail.

It will be noted that an Agen* frt [Observed on
July 15, 1960, that the automobile of|_________________ |of Knoxville, 
Tennessee was at the Davidson County Workhouse when KASPER was 
released.' KASPER left the Davidson County Workhouse in this car, 
accompanied by two male .JLridixidualS—h&o were identified from 
previous information as| land EDWARD FIELDS.

On July 15, 1960, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST, the Deputy 
Warden of the Davidson County Workhouse, advised that the subject 
was met by EDWARD FIELDS an<f | He stated that while
they were waiting for KASPER to be released, FIELDS was busy 
passing out copies of the Thunderbolt to newsmen arid others who 
had gathered around waiting for KASPER’s release. This paper was 
identified in the paper as being the official organ of the NSRP.

b6
b7C

On August 23, 1960, Memphis Confidential Informant T~2 
furnished some literature which was being distributed by the 
NSRP in attempting to build up the circulation for the Thunderbolt. 
The literature gave the address as P. 0. Box 783, Birmingham, 
Alabama. The informant furnished the August, 1960 copy of the 
Thunderbolt; however, the exact date of publication was not 
shown on the paper. The copy stated that there was going to be 
a mass meeting of the Knox County Courthouse steps ’’this coming 
Saturday at 4;00 PM.” However, the exact date was not shown, 
therefore, it could not be ascertained, definitely which coming 
Saturday was referred to in the paper. The advertisement in the 
Thunderbolt stated that the speakers would be Dr. EDWARD Rr FIELDS, 

j NED DUPES,T | and others who were not identified.' They
allegedly were to speak on the ’’sell-outs” and ’’race mixing.”

On August 23, 1960, Memphis Confidential Informant T?-l 
advised that he had received information that on Saturday, Aug- 
ust 20, 1960, the subject left Nashville and drove to Knoxville; 
Tennessee. The informant believed that he.was accompanied by 
EDWARD FIELDS, and that they were to meet with LEE FOSTER And 
some other people in connection with the ’’grade a year” plan of 
integration of public schools in Knoxville which was being adopted 
by the Knoxville Public School System. The informant stated that
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he was not sure of all of the above information but did know that 
the subject had definitely gone to Knoxville and had returned to 
Nashville on August 21, 1960.

On September 12, 1960 J _____________________  __
Nashville, Tennessee, was interviewed by S’AS FRANCIS W. NORWOOD and 

connection with another investigation,___At this 
time I ladvised that he and JOHN KASPER, along with |____________|and

I I had driven to Knoxville on Aug
ust 20, 1960. The purpose of their trip was to go to a ’’speaking” b6 
which was to be held on the Knox County Courthouse steps by the , 
National•States Rights Party. He stated they learned after arrival 
there that the speaking had been called off and so they all went 
and visited at the residence of I lin Knoxville. He stated
they met there EDWARD FIELDS and J. B. STONER, who had also come up 
to participate in the speaking before it was called off. I I 
stated that they had dinner in Knoxville- and stayed at I I
residence until approximately 12;00 or 12; 30 AM on the morning of 
August 21, 1960, at which time they left Knoxville en route to 
Nashville. They stopped at a truck stop in Rockwood, Tennessee 
for approximately an hour between 2:00 and 3:30 AM on August 21, 
1960, at which place the persons who operated it recognized KASPER 
from his photograph. He stated that they arrived in Nashville early 
on Sunday morning, August 21, 1960.

At this time ______ stated that he was a member of the NSRP, 
as was his wife, who plans to be an elector for this party during 
the coming campaign, if they can get their party’s ticket on the 
ballot in Tennessee. He stated that he was formerly active in the 
Tennessee White Citizens Council which was organized by JOHN 
KASPER, however, he stated that this organization is nowi defuncts 
and that the people who were in it are no longer active as an 
organization. He stated that some of them still ”get together” 
occasionally but most of this is because of their mutual friend
ship and admiration for JOHN KASPER.

It should be noted that KASPER himself referred to his b6 
attendance at a meeting in Knoxville on August 20, 1960, in his b7b 
interview with Agents of the Philadelphia Division.

D. Tennessee White Citizens Council

Reference is made to the, statement above by|_  
that the Tennessee White Citizens Council. has'disbanded, and that 
the activities of the group formerly connected with this organi
zation are merely the activities of friends of KASPER in Nashville.

-15-
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In this regard, Am-M 2.K 1960, Memphis Confidential 
Informant T-2 advised that I _______ who is known to be a
follower of JOHN KASPER, and who is referred to as a”Kasperite-r” 
had been circulating some handbills which attack the action of 
the City of Nashville in annexing approximately forty-two square 
miles of additional area in Davidson County, Tennessee. One of ,
these handbills is signed by| |
Tennessee, and is headed ’’Will Ben West and Company put this over?” 
Thxs "is "apparently a printed handbill and the informant was of the 
opinion that it had been printed at the expense of |__________________  
Another handbill being distributed by the Kasperites was the usual 
mimeographed form which apparently had been typed up by Miss GRACE 
DAWSON and mimeographed by her in the opinion of the informant. 
This was signed by JOHN KASPER from the Davidson County Workhouse 
and was headed ’’Annexation Means Integration.” One of the things 
that the latter handbill called for was the recall of the election 
of BEN WEST as Mayor of the City of Nashville. Informant stated 
that this was a typical KASPER document.

On May 24, 1960, Memphis Confidential Informant T-l 
located and made available a copy of the handbill headed ’’Annexation 
Means Integration,” which was signed by JOHN KASPER at the Davidson 
County Workhouse. This handbill reads as follows:

’’ANNEXATION MEANS INTEGRATION — VMS M MSB «SC3 OM —> MB UMM »—- —

(YOUR WHITE SCHOOLS WILL BE MIXED)

’’Typical of the callous contempt in which the basic 
liberties cf the people of Tennessee were held by then Governor, 
Frank Clement, his 1955 legislature deliberately, with malice 
aforethought, passed a law enabling .cities to sieze areas for 
tax revenue without the consent or approval of the persons 
effected. Frank never even vetoed the bill.

’’Then the Tennessee Supreme Court, with typical con
tempt for the Constitutional right of the people to choose or 
refuse one thing at a time by popular vote has upheld this 
infamous legislation every time it has come before them. Sadly, 
the Tennessee Supreme Court is governed by political con
siderations, real estate, lobbies, large industrial interests, 
etc., far more than it is the individual rights of the people. 
In this respect they reflect to a great extent, the images of 
judicial, politics presented to the American people in an unparalled 
degree by the U. S. Supreme Court where constitutional rights seem 
to exist for communists, nigger rapists, labor racketeers, and 
NAACP agitators only. ~
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”At the last session of the legislature (1959) held 
just after Gov. Ellington took office, Ellington’s floor leader of 
the State Senate, William Baird of Lebanon, and a man named Haynes, 
I think Walter Haynes of Winchester, scuttled a bill introduced 
by Rep. Ralph Kelly of Chattanooga that would have permitted the 
people of a county where schools were to be racially integrated 
by Federal Court order, to conduct a referendum to decide whether 
or not they wished to close their public schools to begin an all- 
white private school system.

’’This was more legislative cowardice and another sell-out 
of the democratic process in Tennessee.

’’All the hogwash about voter qualifications and civil rights - 
the real question is do we or do we not have representative govern
ments in Tennessee where the people can express their approval or 
disapproval on all issues materially affecting their welfare?

’’The majority doesn’t rule any more.. Only dictators 
and minority pressure groups.

’’Recently, on a vote of 4 to 3 by the City Council of 
Knoxville, a huge area known as Fountain City was annexed despite 
the outspoken protests of the citizens of the area affected. One 
man decided the fate, and adversely, of thousands of persons. 
Watch and see the Tennessee Supreme Court uphold that action as 
’legal.’

”It has already been well pointed out that the hooker 
in Nashville’s annexation move is that Ben West (a rooseveltian 
revolutionary, accustomed to following the dictator methods 
brought to national perfection by Ruse) Boss West will veto the 
annexation to keep popular favor but will secretly have its lick-? 
spittle, rubber-stamp city council over ride the veto to put the 
annexation into effect.

’’What has not been pointed out is that the all-white 
schools in the annexed areas will automatically be infested with 
colored. Some folks may forget that the Federal Court in Nashville 
operates the Nashville ’city’ schools. At least it has retained 
jurisdiction over them until full, total mixing of white and nigger 
children is accomplished from grades 1 through 12. So whatever 
school suddenly is in the -”city’ wifi just as suddenly be open to 
the admission of colored into the formerly all-white school^.

’’This is, or should be of far more serious concern than
—17—
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"how many councilmen one will have in their annexed area. 
Especially of concern to white parents, who are alarmed at the 
high crimes and venereal disease rates of the colored; the 
totally different cultural and social outlook; the earlier 
physical maturity of the colored, etc.

’’Such an issue should be paramount in the minds of all, 
and it should have full and frank discussions.

’’What can be done to stop racial integration in the 
county area Ben and Gillem and Bromwell want to annex?

’’Nothing. Unless annexation itself is stopped.

’’Why not start a recall election of Ben and Ben stooges 
on City Council right now? The niggers don’t support Ben any 
more, they realize how they have been ’used’ by him all these 
years, and they want new leaders in Nashville. The police depart
ment is sick of the West regime and all in all the machine is in 
a state of decay and faces imminent destruction.

"After Jett’s splendid victory, now is the time to give 
Ben the coup de grace, the sure-kill, whiTeT© and his henchman 
reel and stagger. Oust them now by recall before they can device 
new evil for the hapless citizens who already are taxed beyond 
endurance.

’’STOP ANNEXATION AND RACIAL INTEGRATION?
"RECALL NOW DICTATOR BEN AND HIS MOB?
’’DEMAND THAT EVERY ISSUE BE VOTED BY THE PEOPLE.’
"ATTEND EVERY CITY COUNCIL MEETING UNTIL ANNEXATION IS STOPPED

JOHN KASPER 
DAVIDSON COUNTY WORKHOUSE 

April 2, I960"

III. MISCELLANEOUS

On June 13, I960, Mr. J^R.' RIDLEY, Davidson County 
Workhouse, Nashville, advised through censorship of the mail of 
the subject, who was a prisoner, he had determined that the sub- ......  
ject had received a letter from an unidentified individual which read 
as follows:

"Beloved John; (THE GREAT PAUL REVERE)

"As I return from Europe I salute you with honor. Germans 
-18-
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are4a most wonderful people. There is very much to 
tell. Great heroes are dead but many still in Europe. 
Europe, the center of civilisation, knows about the 
many unjust persecutions against you and loves you. 
Every intelligent man in Europe and America knows you 
are the innocent hero-=mar tyr. Great anti “Communist 
movements are rolling ahead and abroad. They hate the 
dirty Tennessee politicians and elsewhere. Public 
opinion is booming for you here and abroad against 
Red-Jew race«=mixing. Are more and more aware that it 
communist Jew plot to destroy Christian white man off 
the face of the earth so Red“Jews can rule the world. 
Anti-Red Jew organizations are growing fast aid rally 
to your support. Literally millions of pieces of 
literature against Red Jew, race mixing in USA every 
month. America waits for you. America counts on 
you. America hails you. Alles gut bis Siege. Your 
Paul H. Revere Brother.”

There was a postscript added, ’’can you drop me a line 
care of I |in Nashville?” The envelope in which
this was received had no return address. It was post™ 
marked ^ew York, N.Y. on June 9, 1960.

b6
b7C

On June 7, 1960, Mr. CHARLES PARKHURST, Deputy Warden, 
Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, advised that on June 5, 
1QKO. tha subject was visited at the Davidson County Workhouse 
by While there the subject
gavel | a BOOK wnwn ne stawu^e wanted her to read.
This book was checked by one of the guards pursuant to the policy 
of the workhouse on items going out. The book had on it a paper 
cover similar to those used by school children to protect their 
books. The guard noted that the cover seemed to be unusually 
thick and took it off. He found in it nine letters addressed 
to different people, which letters the subject was attempting to 
smuggle out. The letters were confiscated and Mr. PARKHURST made 
their contents available to SA NORWOOD.

_____________ One of these letters was addressed tol I 
_______________________________________________  Knoxville 18, Tennessee. It 
was dated June 5, 1960, and the firs.t portion of the letter was 
personal in nature. In the letter KASPER stated he had written 
to ’’The Admiral” announcing their intended invasion and some of 
the background of it, and from the statements made therein it 
appeared that KASPER andl Intended to visit with Admiral
JOHN-dCROMMELIN in Wetumpka, Alabama. KASPER suggested that
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drop CROMMELIN a note in. a few days or call him on the "public 
address system." In the letter KASPER also stated "have word that 
Mercurio is back from Deutchland. God help us." 

-------------KASPER also suggested that run for the Tennessee W1C.
State Legislature from Knox County ana suggested that a full ticket 
for Knox County could be arranged. He suggested the name of "Kenneth” 
and "Tommy Bell" and what appeared to be King, however, his writing 
at this point was illegible. The platform which he suggested is as 
follows:

1. A vote in every county by parents to determine if 
they would have public or private schools if integration was 
ordered.

2. No annexation without referendum.

3. Outlaw use taxes.

4. Sixty years in the Davidson County Workhouse for 
any man who puts sodiuip chloride or any other poisons in drinking 
water.

He also suggested that he should subscribe to the American 
Nationalist, P. O. Box 301, Englewood, California.

Another of the letters was addressed to to J. BENJAMIN 
SIMMONS, 1010 Vermont Avenue, NW, Washington.,5, D. C. This letter 
was also dated June 5, 1960, and stated that it was a confidential 
letter not to be acknowledged unless thought necessary and then 
only in a general way. In this letter KASPER discussed the dis
solving of "the charter," and stated that instead of dissolving 
the charter at this time he felt he should discharge his first 
obligation, namely, the $359 outstanding which he owed SIMMONS for 
his work on the last writ of certiorari petition to the United 
States Supreme Court. He referred to a $50 certified check which 
had been sent to SIMMONS by Miss GRACE DAWSON concerning the charter 
and suggested that SIMMONS keep this and that Miss DAWSON would send 
an additional $309 as it became available. He stated that he under
stood that she had already sent $104 so that left only $205 out
standing. He also suggested that he would like to keqp "the charter" 
in good standing until such time as he, KASPER, could dissolve it. 
He stated that earlier SIMMONS had advised that it would be more 
difficult to dissolve the organization if the charter fell into 
inactivity. He requested that SIMMONS pay the $10 tax for the 
year. He then discussed a disagreement which he apparently had had 
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with FLOYD FLEMING, and stated he was very much upset about it 
and deeply regretted that he had to send FLEMING a letter. He 
stated that the thing was forced on him by the tremendous pressure 
under which he had been placed as a result of the thoughtless 
efforts of’’ROCKWELL and FLOYD” to get KASPER involved with their 
’’Nazism.” He stated that the Warden at the Davidson County Work
house had a very limited intelligence and started taking all of 
this out on KASPER’s hide. He then pointed out that one thing 
led to another and that KASPER finally blew the whistle on the 
abuse and mistreatment of prisoners here. ’’Ever since that day, 
April 11th, I have been in solitary confinement.” He then com
plained about the lack of paper on which to carry on correspondence 
and complained that his mail was being interfered with. He also 
stated that he had written to authorities attempting to get the 
situation alleviated.

He ended this letter as follows: ’’The more deeply I 
study our political origins, the more convinced I am that we can 
only find belief by turning back to the wise counsel of Jefferson, 
Adams, Washington, Jackson, Benton, and Lincoln. Though there was 
much to admire in Hitler’s political genius, any kind of dictator-? 
ship negates the fundamental doctrines of a republic. ”

Another of these letters was addressed to Miss GRACE 
DAWSON, Room 304, Baxter Building, 216 Union Street, Nashville. 
In this letter he referred to the statements which he had made 
to SIMMONS referring to the money owed him and directed that the 
$309 be sent to SIMMONS. He advised her that she should keep 
track up to the $309. He also stated there was no need to cash 
checks but just endorse them and make money orders payable to 
J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS. He also asked her to write for some books 
which he stated were necessary to him to back up his own book 
which he is planning to write. He referred to the fact that his 
’’extensive personal library” got lost in Washington. He also 
asked if LEE FOSTER got his driver’s registration and auto title 
papers and directed that she should not answer the letter but 
should send word by mouth through friends who were visiting. He 
then referred to the racial situation in Nashville which at the 
time concerned the action of the divinity school faculty at 
Vanderbilt University in resigning from the school as a result , 
of the action taken by that school with regard to Reverend JAMES 
LAWSON, who had been dismissed because of his advocacy of violation 
of law in connection with the ’’sit-in” demonstrations in Nashville. 
In this regard KASPER stated ”1 hope all the Vanderbilt Divinity 
School Faculty keeps permanent their resolve to leave. What a 
blessing that will be for Vanderbilt, higher education generally,
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and certainly harassed tormented Nashville." He included in this 
letter a list of the books which he wanted Miss DAWSON to order. 
These were to be ordered from the book order department, New 
Directions Publishers, 333 6th Avenue, New York, N. Y, On the 
reverse of the card, he noted that the address might be 333 or 
350 6th Avenue, New York, N. Y. This card was written on a 
small card from the Independent American, 7314 Zimpel Street, 
New Orleans 18, Louisiana. The books which he was seeking to 
obtain are as follows:

4

1. Pounds Guide to Kulcher
2. ABC of Reading; Pound
3. Pound; Women of Trachis
4. Pound; Rock Drill
5. Kenner, An Examination of Ezra Pound

He requested any other, prose works of POUND in print.

Another of the letters attempted to be smuggled out by 
him was addressed to Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS, 1737 Bardstown Road, 
JLouisville, Kentucky. In this letter he referred to articles in 
the Jacksonville Chronicle and the Georgia Tribune which apparently 
were articles written by FIELDS in an attempt to raise money to 
assist the subject. He expressed his gratitude for the action. 
He then referred to his situation in the Davidson County Work- 
house, which he stated was started by FLEMING and ROCKWELL, who 
he stated wrote to him on ’’Nazi” letterhead, urging him to ' join 
up "Mitder Fuehrer.” He also stated that JOHN HAMILTON wrote a 
letter to him on Nazi letterhead, as did some individual in New 
York.

The sufeject stated'that the Warden at the Davidson'County 
Workhouse saw the letters And wanted to makb "something out of them and 
as a result KASPER was put on the rock pile ’’with a gang of niggers.” 
KASPER then alleged that he had obtained information from other 
prisoners which tied in with his own observation concerning mis
treatment and abuse of prisoners and as a result he took thirty
seven prisoners and the officials in court. He explained that the 
exposure was very effective and when he was returned to the work
house he1 was placed in solitary confinement, where he had been 
ever since April 11th. He also claimed that there was a lot of 
politics involved in the situation, stating that in the recent 
elections he, KASPER, was active in the Sheriff’s race and 
claimed "we successfully elected our man and clearly pulled 
12,000 votes that were ours alone,” He also claimed that "we” 
successfully beat Metro when KASPER first came to Nashville and
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also pointed out that ”we raised hell” on the”ADL-CBS smear” 
with regard to the ”sit-inw demonstrations.

The subject then warned FIELDS about becoming involved 
with any of the Nazism groups, pointingout that it was alien to 
Americans and a republican form of government as much as com
munism was alien to these two. He pointed out that while he ad
mired HITLER and Germany, and admired HITLER’S political genius 
and his ’’patriotic redemption of Germany from the Jew,” he felt 
that the roots of America were in the writings of Jefferson, Adams, 
Washington, Jackson and Lincoln. He stated that he was convinced 
that FIELDS was right in working toward the mature development 
of the National States Rights Party and hoped that the aspirations 
of the American people would prevail at the polls and in the counsels 
of nations. He stated that ROCKWELL was not too extreme for him 
but that he was wrong. He stated that ROCKWELL is basically an 
intellectual who does not comprehend the nature of America. He 
went on to urge that the NSRP should enter local races for legis
lature, small offices and other activities of this nature so that 
it could be successful in some instances and give the people a 
sense realizing their goals.

The subject stated he was going to write a book when he 
got out of the Davidson County Workhouse in order to clear up 
some things and to provide a small basic income so that he, 
KASPER, could be of renewed use in the ’’struggle.” He estimated 
that it would take him three months to write the book.

* / The subject then suggested that FIELDS not worry if
_ Kgood men- like RUSS ROBERTS and JOHN HAMILTON had thrown in with 

x^/ROCKWELL. He referred to ”J. B.” and asked where he was and how 
v/ he was.

Another of the letters which were attempted to be 
smuggled out was addressed to Admiral JOHN G.CROMMELIN at Harrogat® 
Springs, P. 0. Box 441, Wetumpka, Alabama. He referred to the 
fact that CROMMELIN had apparently been defeated in a race for 
the position of United States Senator from the State of Alabama, 

'and referred to this as being tragic. He stated that recent 
events ’’suggest that a firmer anti-Bolshevik line will of 
necessity be taken but the treason continues; the Jews have no 
fear of governmental reaction agairs t them, and ths coexistence 
sellout seems certain to continue.” He then made references to 
his feelings expressed in other letters about the return to the 
basic teachings of Americanism by the earlier patriots in the
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country, couching most of Us talk in nautical terms. He pointed 
out that he would be out of the Davidson County Workhouse in 
less than forty days, indicating he first intended to write a 
book at his release. He also indicated that his other ideas 
for ventures which he might go into was the publishing of a 
newspaper or publishing books or operating a book store. He 
also suggested a political organization on a long range basis, 
He then referred to the fine and costs which had been paid 
concerning his sentence in Nashville, and stated that he 
intended to have ’’Lee" meet him upon his release and drive 
immediately to Wetumpka. He again referred to the situation 
regarding ROCKWELL and the position which it had put him in 
at the Davidson County Workhouse and related again the action 
he had taken in this regard.

_________ , Another letter written by him wgs addressed to I - 
I Nashville. In this letter he J 

mentidhed~several personal things and atthe same time requested 
that she make arrangements to pay rent on the Post Office box 
which he referred to as "our life line.”

_____________ Another letter was written tol______________ _________________ #
Nashville, which was personal 'in nature and - 

started out-""How is my f He wrote approximately two pages 
of what was supposed to be a philosophical .treatise and ending in 
a religious discussion. In this letter he exhibited more than 
a passing fondness for 

He also wrote a personal letter to I 
Tennessee; another to 
Tennessee.

O«24ob*



FD-302'(Rev. 1-25-60) ^DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION *

- ■ ’ > Date 6-17-60 -

v "

Mr. HERBERT JONES, Davidson County Highway Commissioner, 
Nashville, Tennessee, made available the nine letters which JOHN 
KASPER had attempted to smuggle put of the Davidson County Work
house .

These letters were photographed by SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD 
on June 9, 1960,and were returned to Mr0 J. R. RIDLEY, Record Clerk, 
Davidson County Workhouse. ■

On 6-7-60 at Nashville, Tennessee hi# # Me#105-275 ,

by SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD:FJ_______________^Date dictated 6”12"60

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is Joaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to distributed outside your agency. ’



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Me#105=275

Memphis, Tennessee 
September 29, 1960

Title; FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR.

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Reference: Report of SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, 
dated 9=29-60 at Memphis.

All sources (except any listed below) used in referenced 
communication have furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency5 it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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Date: 9/29/60 I

Transmit the following in___________________ PLAIN ____________________________ i
(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL I
Via_____________________________ _ ____________________________________________ ____________________ ।

(Priority or Method of Mailing) i
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1-

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

<FR0M : SAC, NEW YORK (62-12085)

\ SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN^SPER 

Racial MATTERS
M V \ (00:MEMPHIS)

ReNYairtel, 9/28/60.

On 9/29/60,1 | who has furnished reliable
information in the past., advised that the subject was present 
at CONDE MC GINLEY’s residence, 530 Chestnut St., Union,NJ, on 
the evening of 9/28/60.

KASPER spent the evening discussing his past activities 
and recent incarceration * * ‘ "in prison in the South.

Source advised 
leave for Tennessee, but 
around Christmas, i960.

that KASPER indicated that he would soon
planned to return to this area sometime

Source further advised
automobile with NJ License Plate

subject Is driving a Volkswagen 
FDE 301 or FOE 301. V

= Newark is requested to
of above automobile.

determine registered owner

- 'RUG -
3 + Bureau (RM)
'2*'- Newark (RM)
1 - Memphis-(INFO) ( RM 1
1 - New York.
1 - New York (62-12085) 
JDB:mc _
(9) J

REC-51

g SEP 30 I960

Approved:’ Sent M Per------------- :-----------
Special Agent in Charge
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U.S CSPACT”ENT OF JUSTICE

SEOTM

10-1-60 HKP5-35 PM EDST

Mr. Tolson______  
Mr. Mohr_______  
Mr. Parsons____ .
Mr. Belmont..........
Mr. Callahan
Mr. D^Loach____
Mr. Malone_____
Mr./ MtGuire—_, 
J^yWsen
Mr. Tamm______  
Mr. ’ letter_____  
Mr. VAC.Sullivan 
Tele. Room______
Mr. Jr gram_____  
Miss Gandy_____

TO

URGENT

RECTOR, FBI /62-105095/, AND SAC-S MEMPHIS

NEW YORK /62-12085/, WFO /62-8028/

FROM SAC, NEWARK /105-6730/

FREDERICK JOWKKASPER, AKA., RACIAL MATTERS. RE

/105-275/

EIGHT SIXTY. NY AIRTEL NINE TWENTYNINE LAST. KASPER-S VOLKSWAGEN

NK TEL NINE TWENTY

OBSERVED AT MOTHER-S RESIDENCE, OCEAN CITY, NJ, ONE FIFTY PM, TODAY.

CORRECT LICENSE NUMBER ON BLUE VOLKSWAGEN: IS N.,J. FDE THREE NINE ONE

INFO RE REGISTRATION NOT AVAILABLE AS NJ MVB HAS NOT FILED DATA

SPOT CHECKS CONTINUING.

50 OCT 101960

END AND AUK PLS

WA 5-33 PM OK

OK FBI NY WPQ

OK FBI ME EP

TU DISCM
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Transmit the following in

Date; 9/28/60

PLAIN
(Typ^ in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

'ROM : SAC, NEW YORK (62-12085)

SUBJECT: FREDERICK JOHN TCASPER
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00: MEMPHIS)

»

t

ReNewarktel, 9/28/60.

On 9/28/60, _____________ who
information in the past, advised that

has furnished reliable 
the subject was present

at the residence of CONDE MC GINLEY, 530 Chestnut Street, Union 
New Jersey, on 9/27/60, and stayed overnight at MC GINLEY’s. 
Source further advised that KASPER reportedly was to be present 
at MC GINLEY’s residence on the evening of 9/28/60.

Newark telephonically advised, this date, of above 
information.

Qj- Bureau (RM)
*2 - Memphis„ (RM)
2 - Newark (RM).
1 - Washington Field_(^NF0) (RM)

1 - NY 62-12085- ' "
JDB:mc
(11)



< ‘ iAU OF INVESTIGATION !------------------'______

----------------------- - —TT/S. 'DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

OCT 3 1960^

, TELETYPE

URGENT 10-3-60 6-07 PM KEF

CO DIRECTOR, FBI /62-105095/, SAC-S MEMPHIS /105-275/

I Mr. Ttfem; . _ .
I Mr. Mohr
I Mr. Parson:*
* Mr. Belnnwh 

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Malone. 
Mr.
Mr. Rosen.. 
Mr. Tamm 
Mr. Tr.»ft x

NEW YORK /62-12085/, WFO /62-8028/

NEW YORK AND WFO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM SAC, NEWARK /105-6730/ IP

Mr. W.C.fVi'’ 
Tele.
Mr. Ingram 
Miss Gandy

FREDERICK JOHNTCASPER, AKA. RACIAL MATTERS. RE NEWARK TELETYPE

TO BUREAU TEN ONE LAST. KASPER-S WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN SINCE

AFTERNOON TEN ONE LAST WHEN OBSERVED AT OCEAN CITY, NJ AS 

REFLECTED RE TEL. SPOT CHECKS OVER WEEKEND AND TODAY REFLECT

MOTHER HAS REMAINED IN AREA. SPOT CHECKS MERCHANTVILLE, OCEAN

CITY, AND UNION, NJ, CONTINUING AND NK SOURCES ALERTED.

MEMPHIS, NY, AND WFO CONTACT SOURCES FOR INFO RE PRESENT

WHEREABOUTS OF KASPER.

END AND ACK IN ORDER PLS

WA 6-12 PM OK FBI WA DA FOR

ME OK FBI ME JWB

tu Disyo

RELAY
E OCT 6 1960

50 OCT 12 1060
^0 COPIES W’ GEXAYED TO



4 •
'-S- ■* .

U . JEPAf TM£w) 0> ^KJlLfc

COMMONS SECTION

OCT 5

teletype
6-40 PM JFH

62-105095 AND SAC-S, MEMPHIS 105-275,

WFO 62-8028

Mr. Tel 
Mr. IV -
Mr. Fas- .
Mr. Behn

Mr. DeL'-aeh — 
Mr. Malone .
Mr. Mairi 
Mr. Rosen.
Mr. Tamm 
Mr. Tr^thr 
Mr. V.V.SV'livan’ 
Tele. Room_____ | 
Mr. Ingram 
Miss Gandy

VIA WASHINGTON

FROM SAC, NEWARK 105-6730

FREDERICK JOHIT KASPER, AKA, RACIAL MATTERS. RE MEMPHIS

TEN THREE SIXTY IN MEMPHIS FILE FIVE SIX DASH EIGHT TWO

TEL V

AND

WFO TEL TEN FOUR SIXTY. ON PRETEXT OF WANTING TO INTERVIEW

KASPER, HIS MOTHER, MRS. ROSE KASPER, WAS INTERVIEWED TODAY.

SHE ADVISED THAT KASPER DEPARTED OCEAN CITY, N.J. ON TEN ONE

LAST, STATING THAT HE INTENDED TO GO TO WASHINGTON, D.C.

WHERE KE WOULD REMAIN FOR TWO OR THREE DAYS, AFTER WHICH HE STATED

HE MIGHT RETURN TO THE TENNESSEE AREA. MRS. KASPER STATED

SHE EXPECTS TO HEAR FROM KASPER VERY SHORTLY AND THAT SHE WOULD

FURNISH THE NEWARK OFFICE ANY RETURN ADDRESS HIS CORRESPONDENCE

MIGHT REFLECT. IT IS SUGGESTED THAT m:
REQUESTING WFO TO INTERVIEW KASPER G^ER»?NG HIS ^KNOWLEDGE’

OR PARTICIPATION IN DISSEMINATION OF ANTI-KEFAUVER

MAIL COPIES FURNISHED KNOXVILLE AND NEW YORK. RUC

END AND ACK IN ORD PLS *v

WA 6-44 PM OK FBI WA M ’’ ’

ME OK FBI ME EM J
tu disc plsvo 50 qcT 12 1980

MATERIAL.
□ OCT 10 »
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Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

0

FROM:

0
F B f

Date: 10/4/60

PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

DEFERRED
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS NEWARK AND MEMPHIS

SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD <62-8028)

FREDERICK JOH1T KASPER, RACIAL MATTERS. 00 MEMPHIS

DVISED KASPER ARRIVED WDC

FIVE PM TODAY DRIVING PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED VOLKSWAGEN. IN

| Mr. Tolson_____ _ 
Mr. Mohr_____.

' Mr. Parsons___ .
; Mr. Belmont—
1 Mr. CLllehan—-
1 Mr. r.Lxoh____- 
Mr. Maleno_ *— 
Mr. M^Guire^Lys. 
Mr. Rosen.. tWy- 
Mr. Tamm.
Mr. Trotter^— 
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Roam____ ,
Mr. Ingram____ .
Miss_

BRIEF TELEPHONIC CONVERSATION KASPER STATED HE WOULD BE IN WDC

FOR THREE DAYS. BUREAU AND MEMPHIS WILL BE ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS.

/§)- Bureau
Sl - Teletype Unit

1 - WFO

ELTilbh
(5)



FW3WX OF IfiVESTIGAUDH

U. S DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

CO^fWICATI^S SECTION

URG T 10-4-60 3-51 PM JLW

OCT 4 196

T0ZDIRECT0R'7 AND SACS MEMPHIS KNOXVILLE

Mr. Tofc'>n x
Mr. M\hr
Mr. Parj®, ■
Mr. Belmont
Mr. Calls' to
Mr. DeLoaeh
Mr. Malone-
Mr. McGuire- —

Mr. Tamm_____  
Mr. Trotwr___  
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room______ 
Mr. Ingram— 
Miss Gandy____ _

WASHINGTON/FIELD A®D

NEWARK

FROM SAC NEW YORK 62-12085 IP

FREDERICK JOHn KASPER AKA RACIAL MATTERS
LAST. I ON TEN FOUR SIXTY ADVISED T

RE NK TEL TEN THREE

T HIS

SOURCE TOLD HIM THAT KASPER LEFT UNION, NEW JERSEY, THE NIGHT OF

NINE TWENTYNINE OR THIRTY, WHERE HE HAD BEEN VISITING CONDE MC

GINLEY. SUBJECT INDICATED HE WAS GOING“T0-'TENNE^® AND WOULD BE . n

DRIVING A DARK VOLKSWAGON WITK NEW JERSEY PLATE FDOhREE ZERO ONEJ * 
flU ri

SOURCE BELIEVE©1’KASPER INDICATED/HE MIGHT GO TO CLINTON. OR, NASHVILLE,

TENNESSEE. RUCi/7 ‘ .

NY IT 7 WA JSA
ItO COPIES VSO
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Date: 9/21/60

Transmit the following in

Via AIR-TEL

(Type in plain text or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO;

SAC, KNOXVILLE (62-623)

RACIAL

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-l®509£)

(OO: WFO)

CK JOHN KASPER 
MATTERS

JR.
IK

All®

Re Report of SA MAHLON J. 
Philadelphia.

PRICE dated 9/13/60 at

The synopsis of referenced report states KASPER 
advised he plans to disassociate himself from the segregation
movement and expressed a willingness to furnish 
information to the FBI.

detailed
'O

The cover page section of this report 
lead for WFO to give consideration to interview

includes 
KASPER.

a

The Bureau is requested to give consideration to 
instructing WFO to .reinterview KASPER from the standpoint
of determining whether cr not he is sincere in his 
furnish, in complete detail, information relative 
past activities regarding segregation.

offer to 
to his

Knoxville suggests, if the interview is conducted,
the interviewing Agents consider the posibility of developin 
KASPER as a potential racial informant.

It is felt that KASPER, because of his past acitivitie; 
has the complete confidence of segregationists in the Knoxville- 
Clinton area and, therefore, may be in a position to obtain 
information- as to the identity of the persons who dynamited 
the Clinton High School on 10/5/58

44-13723

s

1 - Atlanta (62-1670) (Info) '
1 - Washington Field (62-8028) (Info)
3 - Knoxville (1 - 62-623) (1 - 69-7) (1 - ’62’^61 
HES/cly J .
49}

Approved:
oyuvi 121960^/<
______________________ Sent

24 >960

Special Agent in Charge
M Per



KX 62-623

appears KASPER is sincere, efforts should be made toward his 
development in the direction of ultimately offering him a 
substantial financial incentive for his obtaining such 
information and furnishing it to the Bureau. ' < 1

In the. event a reinter view fails to indicate 
the above as a possibility, or the Bureau feels this 
inadviseable, it. is suggested KASPER be interviewed for 
any information he may now possess concerning the identities 
of persons who are involved in the dynamiting of the school 
at Clinton on 10/5/58 or the dynamiting of the synagogue 
in Atlanta 10/11/58. Ke should also be'asked concerning 
the identities of any persons he knows who were planning 
or considering any acts of violence in connection with . 
the integration of public schools of by anti-semetic groups.



10-7*60

airtel

TO: SAC’s Knoxville 
Memphis

‘ Washin^tcj^zieid

From* Direc toj^Xn

FREDERICK JOimCASPER, aka*
RACIAL MATTERS_________________

ELECTION LAWS : T’
et al, b6

b7C

_. ” Re Knoxville airtel (no copy to Memphis) dated 
9-21-60 in. the Frederick John Kasper matter, ReButel 10-1-60

' (no copy tp Knoxville) and Memphis teletype 10-5-60 (no copy 1 
to Knoxville) in the election laws matter*

Referenced Knoxville airtel reguested Bureau to 
consider having WFO 'interview Kasper relative to the Clinton 
High School bombing ahdrecial matters in general including 
the Atlanta Temple bombing. Referenced Bureau teletype 
instructed either WFO or Memphis to interview Kasper relative, 
to captioned election laws investigation.

Teletypes from Newark, Nev/ York,, and WFO on 10-4 
indicate Kasper will likely depart Washington, D. C.. 

BpPPr°ximately 10-7-60 for Tennessee, his ultimate'destination 
robably being Nashville or Clinton.

Faison 
tfohr 
^arsons —. 
3eimont _ 
JaUaHan 
)eLoach 
falone 
fcGuire __ 
Coses.______

Fanuu 
rrotteE _ 
w.C- Sullivan 
fele^Room
ngram 
land?.

Referenced Memphis .teletype contains results of 
interviews, in election laws cas.e which noy/ make. the interview 
of Kasper in this matter less’urgent. In view of the fact 
that Memphis and Knoxville are in the possession of a greater 
volume of information than WFO relative to KasperIs connections 
with the Clinton bombing ahd -repent racial activities, it is 
desired that either the Knoxville or the Memphis Offices conduct

(81

^.0C’n^^L3iwEm,n



Airtel to SAC’s Knoxville 
Memphis 
Washington Field

Re: tomm k-asp.fr________

.. JQ J
the interview o£ Kasper. WFO should alert either office as 
to Kasper’s destination. He should b'e interviewed in ‘ . 
connection with both the election laws investigation and, if 
he continues to be cooperative, in detail concerning racial and 
bombing matters. His possible potential as.a.racial informant 
should be kept in mind during the interview. Information ’ 
obtained from Kasper should be furnished to the Bureau.under 
the appropriate caption to which it relates.

' Memphis.furnish Knoxville with sufficient infer- • 
mation to interview him. relative to captioned election laws.case. 
Of course if Kasper appears at WFO for.interview, same should be 
conducted in line with above and Bureau and other Of fices should 

‘‘be advised accordingly. . • • ’
NOTE: . . : ’ .

Kasper recently voluntarily appeared in Philadelphia ■. ; 
Office and indicated a desire to cooperate with Bureau. His . . - 

>name has ••r ecently come up in connection -wi th an election, laws." • 
case in which Memphis is origin. Kasper has been visiting his 
mother in New Jersey and the Newark Office has been spot ’ .. 1
checking his whereabouts,. .On 10-4-^60 he 'traveled , to Washington, 
D. 0., to visit acquaintances there* Informants advised he 
would likely remain for about three days after which he would. . 
likely travel to Tennessee. His interview by WF0 concerning''., 
election laws case was previously authorized, and it is felt" ' < 
that it‘would be well to interview him concerning racial and 
bombing matters as well. " . -
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;'J.„ •

Date. 10/8/60 |
I 

Transmit the following in____________ PLAIN TEXT __________________________j
(Type in plain text or code) I

Via AIRTEL________________ REGISTERED___________________________ '
(Priority or Method of Mailing) i

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J__

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (105-6730)
SUBJECT: J0Hlf2iSPER, aka.

RACIAL MATTERS 
(00: MEMPHIS)

Re Newark teletype to Bureau dated 10/5/60.

Letter received this date at Atlantic City RA 
from Mrs. ROSE KASPER stating that she advised her son, 

. JOHN KASPER, that the EBI is interested in talking to him,
nl) and that he would contact WFO on 10/7/60 and would be

available for an interview.

REC- 75

is OCT 11 '960

3)- Bureau (RM)
2 - WashingtonjField~.(62-8028) (Info)
2 - Memphis. (105-275) .
1 - .Newark HlU. 

-------------------
t1 r

f/Q______________ Sent
Agent in Charge

Approve

51 OCT 141!
M Per
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' Date: 10/6/60

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL

Mr. Tolson—. 
Mr. Mohr------ 
Mr. Parsons.... 
Mr. Belmont— 
Mr. Calla'rtan.. 
Mr. DeLoach.. 
Mr. Malone- 
Mr. McGuire 
Mr. Rosen. 
Mr. Tam 
Mr. Troth
Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
Tele. Room--------- 
Mr. Ingram--------

\TO: DIRECTOR, EBI

SAC, WFO (56-159)

ET AL.
■ ELECTION LAWS 

(00: ME)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

(Priority or Method of Mailing)
4 Uhs-Gandy---- -  - - •

1

visited

a

with 
10/5/6UT Wie 
he had talked to

________________________ on evening of
with the informants, KASPER stated that b7C
I |in Nashville, Tennessee, by telephone and

. learned that the FBI had contacted GRACE DAWSON re captioned 
mattfi'r. He commented to informants that he informed!

| to'advise- DAWSON not to let the EBI have any type
writing samples.

•‘ KASPER made no further comments concerning this
• matter; however, 'the informants are of the opinion that 

although KASPER did not prepare the material signed!_]
I Iandi I he did make arrangements for the
author of-this :material to get in touch with GRACE DAWSON. 
KASPER made no mention of the. material appearing in the ,

. Tennessee Senatorial Campaign.

Bureau fee,- •
(1 - File, of FREDERICK JOHEPKASPER)

3 - Memphis (56-827 ——-
(1. - File of FREDERICK JOHN KASPER)

• 1 - Newark (Info) ~ ./•
1 -.Philadelphia (Info) ■
2 - WFO ’ , 18 OCT IS 1960

(1 - 62-8029) (FREDERICK JOHN. KASPER),pj / n ;?i •• . on

ELT.:njr ' 
(11).
AIRTEL ■

m . > U
C C . wick.;

•Sot bewwm

198 o^r»^

Approved: ...j. Z_ _ 
Special Agent in Charge

01 OCT 181960
Sent.- M Per



WFO 56-159

■KASPER further stated that prior to coining to ■
Washington, D. C., from New Jersey, he went to Cape Cod, , 
Massachusetts, and visited with! __ L The . 0
informanf^tated -that I Tis L _ I b7C

_ , ' 1° KAbPiK made -^§5,
the comment that "after visiting I did a good, job —------------ -
on her about the Jews." , - . ■ •■

KASPER further, commented that he believed he was 
being followed while in New Jersey and in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, when he went to that city. He stated that he 
did not want his mother to know that authorities were 
watching him so he went to the EBI Office in Philadelphia 
and offered to. give the FBI a list of names of individuals 
he intended to visit. KASPER indicated he did this solely 
to keep from being followed. ■ . ■

■ He also commented that he stated at Philadelphia ’’ 
, that he would communicate with the EBI in Washington, D. C., ' 

and left the impression with the informants that he would. ' 
contact the FBI in Washington, D. C., o n Friday, 10/7/60.

■ If KASPER contacts WFO on 10/7/60, he will be
thoroughly .interviewed re his past activities, his knowledge 
.of all- bombings which have occurred throughout the South,

-and captioned matter. ’ : ' ' '

4?

- / { . • • •’ . - ' ■ ’ ' • • '
5 » J '

• " / / - * . , ’ < " 2 - -
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Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

Via TELETYPE

TO

SACFROM

Date: 7 10-12-60

(Type in plain text or code)

URGENT_________________________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

1.
DIRECTOR FBI (62-105095) AND SACS KNOXVILLE AND

Mr. Tolson 
Mr. Mohr_______, 
Mr. Parsons 
Mr. Belmont.
Mr. Callahan,___  
Mr. DeLoaeh—_ 
Mr. Malone..
Mr. MiGuii 
Mr, Keren 
Mr. Tami# 
Mr. Trott
Mr. V7.C.C livan 
Tele. Room 
Mr. Ingram_____

HINGTON FIELD (62-8028)

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, RACIAL MATTERS. KASPER ADVISED WFO

INFORMANT HE WAS DEPARTING WASHINGTON DC TODAY FOR KNOXVILLE

TO VISIT WILL BE KNOXVILLE TWO DAYS AND THEN GO

TO NASHVILLE. KASPER DRIVING DARK VOLKSWAGEN WITH NEW JERSEY b6

LICENSE FBE THREE ZERO ONE. KASPER DID NOT APPEAR AT WO

FOR INTERVIEW AS HE PREVIOUSLY INDICATED. INFORMANT ADVISED

KASPER ADVISED BY ATTORNEY J. BENJAMIN SIMMONS NOT TO TALK

TO FBI UNLESS ACCOMPANIED BY ATTORNEY.

Sent
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Date: 11/19/60

Transmit the following in____________________________ ___________________________ I
(Type in plain text or code) '

AIRTEL |
Via_______________________  __________________________________________________ ।

(Priority or Method of Mailing) i
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.

TO t h : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) 

lOMSAC, MEMPHIS (105-275) 

SUBJE® / FREDERICK JOHN iSsPER, aka

jj / RM
I

On 11/16/60, advised SA FRANCIS W.
NORWOOD that subject is presently residing c/o J. M. DIEHL, Route 
1, Callahan Road, Knoxville, Tenn.

KNOXVILLE

. Verify this address and arrange to have coverage on
subject’s activities through neighborhood sources and any confi
dential informants or sources to determine his activities in 
the field of racial agitation.

P.
Bureau

2 - Knoxville (62-623)
1 - Memphis
FWN/krp

(6)

, I I Special Agent in Charge
a/ . -r'i'' L



Report Form
FD—263 (5-12-K.)

federaItbureau of invest^ation

REFERENCES

Reporting Office

KNOXVILLE
Office of Origin •

MEMPHIS
Date

12/13/60
Investigative Period

11/18/60
TITLE of case

FREDERICK JOHnQaSPER, JR. AKA.

Report aade by 

THEODORE A. SANDERS
Typed By:

epm

CHARACTER OF CASE

RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis:

Memphis airtel to Director 11/19/60
Bmreay airtel to Knoxville 10/7/60
Report SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, Memphis 9/29/60.

- P -

LEADS

, . < Pl , , - r y ■ t-. /o* ‘ '

' At Knoxville, Tennessee, will develop’and maintain 
contact .with neighbo"rhood sources and. with informants for any. 
information relative to possible activities- of subject in 
field of racial agitation.

Approved Special Agent 
in Charge

Copies nade:

' /^- Burew'^62-105095) (RM)- 4A-
- Atlanta (62-1670)(Info) ‘ (RM) • —

1 - Birmingham (105-477.) (Info) (RM) .
1 - Washington .Field (62^802$) (Inf©) (RM)
4 - Memphis 3-(105-275)1-(44-516)(EM)
3 - Knoxville 2-(62-623)1-(105-202)

Do not write in spaces below

-

25 DEG 15 I960

Property of FBI - This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside 
the agency to which loane&L

☆ u. s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE:1956 O—38531 &

5TDEG B 71960
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ADMINISTRATIVE
- i

©aa® copy of report faaraaished Washington Field Alsace 
KASPER has indicated h© might travel. to TOC in. th® ftartare.

t

On© copy of report fftmrni®h©d Atlanta since KASPER 
denied any knowledge of dynamite 'in' case'entitled.1 I

ET AL, Bombing of the T®ple, • 158® P@a©htr®@
Street, N. W., Atlanta, Bwsia,.l@/12/^8, I1WWATW .MCERNM®0".

One copy of report i® .fanraaished; Birmingham for informa- 
tioh gince KASPER in interview4 remarked ©oneeraainag J. B. STONER, 
subject of investigation by Birmingham offiee.
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ED-204 (Rev. 9-23-58)

UNITED^ATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTld^ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:
• , . r,> * t t

Report of: A. Office: KuWSWill®

Date: 12/X3/®®

File Number: &©3gVill© 62-623 Mfil® 6240SW5

Title: KffiWM JOW BMW,

Character: KACZAL MATTM

Synopsis: MM ®@t '"imttaOTH asad. ^si’diw, t©a2P® ©if____________
______________ ________ kKa©Wiil®i> ;aadl ©mpisyi'dl a® ©ajpp@iat®2’ by

h Mbiegt d@iai@d my ©2? i®t®iad@d activity
Isa ®a©ial ®ati@im; stated iw®ib@2?. ©^ aay ©agamigati©® -, 
at ^©©©sat 5 stat@©. h® is a©t a patyist” aaad
^©^©s1® t©_mate HwyjIwM thawgh ■ ©th®ff K8®a®s^ @@at@!ad©d b7C
^i©l@ffii©©' 'has JaiBad@2?@dl siui©©©ss^wl s®gregati©®9
OIMK «a@mi®(dl aw iia#©8wati©ia ©©^©©ffiaiaig aetiMW ©ff> ^yaasiiiit®^© 
©ff Cliwrib©!®' High ^©h©@iP -T©iniia@^s®@s Matii© ©©itoa
M@ol, • at Atlaatap ©s1 asay ©tSw biuiiM”
iaags. KAiSMK stated wfc ih a©«wd with J, B. §TOO® aad 
Wo OWAHD M11M asiid th@12? at taste ©ai

- P ~

DlTAMs AT TOFIW. WWWSH

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind, ft is the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/ 
It and/or its contents are not to be distributed outride your agency.



FD-SoS jRev. 1-25-60) federal Bureau of invEshgai ion

Date November 23, 1960

a/JOHN FREDFRTCK KASPER advised he is now residing 
with on| I near Knoxville^ _He seated
he is^nlpToyed as a carpenter foi

KASPER advised he is not now a member f any organ!- • 
zation. He advised he has disassociated himse^l with the Sea
board White Citizens Council inasmuch as FLO□. JEM I NG,, who 
has been attempting to carry on the operationjof~tne Seaboard 
White Citizens Council, has become friendly wrth“GEORGE“tnNCOLN 
ROCKWELC7“fb^Wel^'6'f"THe^American Nazi Party, and KASPER'feels'

b6
b7C

he 
to

is not sufficiently well acquainted with ROCKWELL’S position 
have his name publicly linked with ROCKWELL at this time.

KASPER stated he is not and never has been a member 
of the American Nazi Party or the National States Rights Party.

 KASPER stated he is residing with I land working 
for_________ , men who are reputedly segregationists, because
his past activities preclude his employment in this area with 
persons who are not segregationists. He advised he is making 
no effort to organize opposition to segregation and has no 
intentions of any such activities. He advised he is not a 
carpenter by trade byt is attempting to learn a trade because 
of the necessity of earning a living. He continued that be- - 
cause of the new Civil Rights legislation and other new laws 
passed affecting segregation, he felt segregation was a lost 
cause, so far as accomplishing any change at this time. He 
stated that he felt the same way regarding segregation but 
thought that any change would have to be made through political 
changes in the future. He stated he felt that individual action 
in this regard was practically useless.

KASPER stated he is not a ’’professional patriot” and 
that he, undoubtedly, could support himself by publishing a 
paper and collecting from segregationists as to J. BbSTONER " 
and ED FIELDS. He prefers, to make his livelihood through some 
other means.

KASPER advised his plans for the future are uncertain 
but, insofar as he now knows, he will continue to reside and

_ 11-18-60 _ Knoxville., TennesseeOn .____ :__________at______________ ................. .........

, SAS HERBERT E. SHR IDER and SC
by . ■ .. .... , ................. . - . -

THEODORE A. SANDERS
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.
your agency; It and its contents-are not to be distributed outside your agency.

0 *

Date dictated 11^21-60
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It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to



work as he has advised he is doing now.

KASPER’advised he had never been in the Knoxville- 
Clinton'area prior to^ jhe fall of 1956, He stated he had 
been requested by _ASE^XrIER_to come to .Alabama and assist 
CARTER in his segregation activities in that State. ’ He ad
vised that while preparing to go to Alabama he noticed a’ 
small article in a Virginia newspaper indicating the schools 
of Clinton, Tennessee, would be integrated at the opening ’ 
of the 1956 fall term.. He decided to stop at Clinton enroute 
to Alabama and see whether or not the persons of that State, 
who have always had a reputation of being freedom loving, 
were voluntarily accepting such a great social change. He ! 
advised he arrived in Clinton a day or two before the opening 
of school, and that the events which followed prevented his 
completing his plans to go to Alabama.

KASPER stated he has never openly advocated violence 
but has always spoken against acts of violence. He stated 
his comments in private have always been in agreement with his 
open talks. He denied ever having advocated violence in re
gard to’ the fight against integration. He stated he feels , 
violence has hindered the chances of a successful fight against 
integration.

KASPER pointed out that at no time was he ever . 
preseat when any act of violence occurred. He denied having 
any information as to who was responsible for the dynamiting 
of the Clinton High School, of the Hattie Cotton School in - 
Nashville, Tennessee, or the dynamiting of the Synagogue in 
Atlanta, Georgia.

KASPER advised’that after he was arrested and taken 
into Federal Court in Knoxville he was so shocked by the sen
tence he received from’Judge ROBERT L. TAYIX)R, he felt it was 
necessary for him to continue his segregation activities in 
order to prove he was sincere in his beliefs, and in order to 
finance the appeals which he felt must follow the court action.

KASPER indicated it is possible that persons who 
favor violence in regard to the fight against integration were 
likely to have been drawn to him because of the publicity which 
he received in his fight against integration. »



. h-'

KX 62-623
' He stated, however, no one has ever come to him ad

vocating violence or with a plan for any specific violence in 
the manner in which indicated to him that person was actually 
planning or considering such violence. '

~ KASPER advised he is sincere in his statement
violence creates sympathy for the position of persons favor
ing integration and that had anyone advocating such a plan 
or, to his knowledge, participate^ in violence he would fur
nish this information to the FBI/at this ,timed
- - / MaX
' ^/EASPER; stated he**iscnmr in accord with the position 

of B.lSTQNER /and Dr, JSDWARD^ELD.sJ.o_fficers of the NSRR._ 
as reflected by their attacks on J. EDGAR HOOVER and the FBI 
in the Thunderbolt. He stated he feels there are organizations 
against"“which such attacks could more appropriately be directed.

KASPER advised that his position now is as he has 
outlined above for the reasons indicated, and also because he 
feels he has become such a controversial figure he can no 
longer be of assistance to thos^ opposing integration. He 
pointed out also his actions have embarrassed his mother; be
cause of her feelings he has decided to desist from any ac
tivity which might bring him additional publicity.

“' ' KASPER stated’ he is now in the process of writing
a book concerning his motives in engaging in the segregation 
fight and the legal aspects of his convictions. He stated 
he feels no bitterness as a result of his convictions and 
actually feels Judge TAYLOR had no choice but to follow the 
course of action which he did.

KASPER stated he would welcome any additional inter
views by FBI Agents which they felt should be made.

" KASPER advised his employer, , has de
veloped one or two machines which will assist bricklayers', " 
and that he and|_________ |are contemplating a trip to Washington
in the near future in an effort to see whether dr riot either ' 
of these mechanisms is patentable, and whether or hot they can 
interest anyone in the manufacture of these machines. He ad
vised he plans no other travel at this time.

b6
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)
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Date: 1/4/61

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

• AIRMAIL______________________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR FBI (62-105095)

SAC KNOXVILLE (62-623) 
FREDERICK JOHN^ASPER, Jr., aka 

RACIAL MATTERS

Rerep SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, 9/29/60, ME 
and report of SA THEODORE A. SANDERS, 
12/13/60, Knoxville.

No information has come to the attention of 
the Knoxville Office through investigation or sources that 
KASPER has engaged in any segregation activities since his 
arrival in Knoxville in November, 1960,

On 12/29/60,|_________________ _____________________
(protect identity) , advised Knoxville Office that I 

I also referred to in the neighborhood
as[ J with whom subject had been residing
advised him on 12/29/60 that KASPER had left his residence 1 : 
and had gone back to Nashville. I Istated KASPER left 
in his Volkswagen and indicated to source that he did not v 
believe that KASPER would return to Knoxville any time soon

Source stated he was unable to discreetly 
ascertain KASPER’S address in Nashville; however, he might 
be able to obtain this information in the ftture.

ME, at Nashville, Tenn., will contact sources 
to verify KASPER’S return to Nashville.

TAS:mlc 
(7)

3^ 4- Bureau
'2 - Memphis (105-275)
2 - Knoxville c

Approved: Sent

A JAN 6 1961

fecial Agent in Charge
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Date: 1/11/61

.Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

ia AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROM SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)

SUBJECT:. FREDERICK JO 
RACIAL MATTERS

SPER, JR*, aka b7C 
b7D

Re Knoxville airtel to the. Director dated 1/4/61 and 
WFO airtel to the Director dated 1/4/61.

On 1/9/61,1___________________ _ __________ | advised
that the subject has returned to Nashville, Tenn, and is pre
sently- residing in his old quarters in the, cottage located on 
the property of Miss GRACE DAWSON located at 4010 Brush Hill 
Road, Nashville, Tenn. He is not occupied other than in 
attempting to"write his book." The subject will be added to the 
list of bombing suspects by the Memphis Division.,

Bureau
SK- Knoxville (62-623)(Info)

1 - WFO (157-3)(Info)
1 - Memphis
FWNjbam 
(6)

Afrte
Tefet
A, M

w.... ..

Approved:;
.•tSpeciqlVtgent in Charge



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

5010—104

VISITED STATES GO^RNMENT

Memorandum
: Director, FBI (62-10 509 5) date; 1/23/61

SAC, Knoxville (62-623)

X.^T- FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, Jr., aka
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Memphis airtel to Director 1/11/61, advising 
that KASPER has re-established residence at Nashville, 
Tennessee.

No information has come to the attention of the 
Knoxville office concerning any activities of KASPER 
while he was temporarily in Knoxville, during November 
and December 1960.

There are no leads outstanding in connection with 
captioned case in the Knoxville Division.

RUC

1 - Memphis (105-275) (Info)
1 - Knoxville

TAS/epm 
(4)



Report Form1
FD-263 C5-K-5y>

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

CHARACTER OF CASE

Reporting Office

Memphis, Tennessee
Office of Origin

Memphis
Date

1-27-61
Investigative-Period

9/16/60 - 1/17/61
TITLE OF CASE 1 Report made by

FRANCIS W. NORWOOD
Typed By:

FJ

FREDERICK JOHNTCASPER, JR.,, aka

RM

^REFERENCE: Report of SA FRANCIS VI. NORWOOD, dated 4-14-60 at Memphis* 
Report of SA THEODORE ,A. SANDERS,, dated 12-13-60 at Knoxville

P

LEADS

THE MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Will follow and report activities
I

of the subject

INFORMANTS

SYMBOL NO SOURCE
£

2=1

b7D

Do not write.in spaces below

f Bureau(62-10 509 5) RM •
'^3- Memphis (10 5-275) ‘

■ // 

flA /^Special Agent 'Approved

Copies made?*

1^2

☆ U; S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE! ISS6 O—SSSSle

59 FEB 161961
X_________\:________

17 JAN 30 1963

Property oFfBI — This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be' distributed outside the agency to -which-loaned.







-ED-SOi^Bev. 3-3-59)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:.

Report of: SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD ; ' *' Office: Memphis'
Date: ■ 1-27-61 ■ ‘ ’

Field Office File No.: Me#;lQ5-.275 , Bureau File Nd.:' 62-10 509 5 '

Title: *FREDERICK; JOHN. KASPER •' •• '

■Character; RACIAL MATTERS , - T < 1 ' . .

, A* ’ - ’ " / ‘ ‘ ’ ■ ■- . ‘ , ’ , ’ " 'T ’

..Synopsis- While visiting-mother in New Jersey, subject also contacted 
: ; * . j. conde McGinley, i ................... I - ‘
:.v ; / BENJAMIN SIMMONS?! I land FLOYD - > ,
. FLEMING, all of whom are formed-associates ;ih4 racists Ac^ \ 

.. - 'ties,./ He. returned to Nashville, Tenn./about the middle^ of ' ;
October, I960 and was interviewed relative to an Eidetipn , • 
Law violation," of which he./denied knowledge. He returned to • ’ 

* \ Knoxville, Tenn. on 10-21-60., where he w^s supposed to .Work
'< \ v £ or LEE F03-TM* Howey^Lon 12-^9-60 / he ‘returned td Nashville. 

• A' •, * TCnn. Where- he-. ±s; sunriolilybe ‘wr;itipg a hook. /He is pre** ' . 
■ - / Behtiy reBid^^ GRACE RAWSON/and is known;

. _ to be ‘inr 0@ntact with former members of the? ?■ r. ‘ /
' / / . Citizen® Council, ■ information oh associates -

a. , * s ' v ( v'" . : ' ■' 4 ’ ' " ** , 1 y - /- - - * " ' /

V" ’ 5 : - p > -

, 1 ■ 1 , f. a ' - h ’ . . ' . . , *" “ 4 „L /* ■ -t J, "
f ' • . ; ' *• . ' - ‘ ‘ *» .*'£■■ .**■ * v ’ • ' -

■/ DETAILS: I;' MQVE.MENT'- ’ ':'//■ ; /. J:

' ; ' '-' Automobilb, - '■ ■' - . : ’ ■ / ’ ■ . / ?' 'V >

. • ; By communication . dated October 1, '1960, the Newark
Division advised that a dark blue Volkswagen,, believed to be • 

' ?' . . the; property of the subject, had been Observed at his. motherfs
residence at Ocean City, N. J. This automobile carried New , 
^erse-y No. FDE391. - h • . ‘ , •

This, document icoixtains neither recommendations mor conclusions- of' th$ Itns the property oftiie^JBI and is .loaned to your agency;'it .arid
1 ‘ « its contents are nofto.be'vdistributed outside.your agency. ' * ’ ’

a . . * - - . v - . - c *■ :



> z ,* '? ■ ; * . $ 'QomtiririicaiW > \
viNe^ariRip'iv.isio^ the- subject'Wgs’ residing with his . ‘-v/

' './/imetier'-Adrii'417vCe:ritral--N. 4^,

. •'.< <’♦ ■ -l.i ..V:-./'-/-' ’1 By. commuhicatiQn dated. October 4, 1.^60the l’*/
NY^yrilhai.-state’■

■ ir /isdbj?acr.yMa^ Nc -J.- yisiting with'bONDEs’MCGINLEY,. / ’’ ‘i/
but tef t On^^ ?the-nighi pL SeRtember';29/or R0^ / .; -j.

/ '<■' =" He indicated .that' he' was going to -Tennessee.i?.' 'vq/ L-.’
s " ■> * i-'' -:,>v, "■ -"t v*--'-.--, • -■ - ... ■- ■ ■ ; 1 ‘ -...y

r '■*' oomihuMhation' dpted Ootober
/ * / ’ iiivisi'on^^ the residence^ ; ...
, /’. . . / mdther/i1^Q|mf , < - . • / ’ • ’

• . 1/ ... >. i.i' ' By.,-po^unipa.t‘ipn ■dated/Qc'tober-5', 1960/ the’Newark , ,
. ''Division, advised- that. the subject ’C mother , ,Mrs< ROSE 'KASPER/ /

-advised^ that‘the subject Rad left.'pcean^ bri October 1, I960, .; .- ,

; .... ■ ’ ; ,. . \ . On Gctober9, I960, WF advised SA- ELMER ..
. ’ LEE Toppt that the subject had bought a IQ59 blue Volkswagen ' 

• ’ instead of a/1960 automobile becatise he/would not have. to .
‘ . -wait-for the car. He indicated npW that he had the automobile 

he did riot know' how he? would inake payments. ' ,/ ’ i \

' ♦ ' ' ' » ~ ~ — .7 ”, ” T" i.,*,'TTr'- '^'O '--T - - --------  ,

j. >a> observed parked/in the garage at the/residence .of Miss / /, 
5 * —■/ 'GRACE BAtfSQNj ,4010 Brush, Hill Road, Nashville, by an Agent' • •' 

- , * of t^e FBI. /This automobile bore 1966 Tennessee, license No.. •

. < < ‘ ; OU'January- 17, 1961,. Mrs. JANICE RIPLEY/ Motor' i' /
, „/ •, *■ Vehiclh/piviriion, Tennessee :

< . ady^edliro& r^ License. S.WKGS53 had ’ i ■/ . / ■
. "been transferred on November 19,’ 19.60 to a 1959 two-dOpr'. , f

’ ? Volkswagen Sedan.; /Motor/Vehicle lientifieation No. 2^ V /.
This-/li^ Koute 1, Callahhn . - ,///

■ '■ / ’-Road, ’Knorinilie,. Tennessee*jnd/ had originally. beep obtained yy; C,.., 
< ; j , • on rfuiy 20/ : I960 ipr .a 1950 f bu^ Chrysler ., ‘ /ike/M^ < ' i

'. ' ./ a&gedriihg op thp ap^licati^
’ ■ / ' : HELEN /FOSTPR.i who was acting as agent in purchasing'instant *7.
<: ■ '' k'5 license. .

Me#10b-275 - 1 -



Me#105-275 ■ - -. - - ' ’ -, ’ / ' z •

stating' he intended to-go to Washington, D» C., where he would 
stay for two or three- days, And after- that he might return to ' 
Tennessee. • * . •.-» A- ’ /, . , • A;- _ A./-' ■_■.'••

’ ’ • * ’ , -< . . . * ?« , A . * - ' . * . ' ■ * ' 4 „ -
- . ■ s „ , | ‘ ■' - ' ' ‘ .

- ‘ By ■ communication dated October 20, i960, the 
Washington Field Division- adV:ised/t.hat informatw^ had been . - 

/received from WFT-l to .the effect that/the. subject' had- Visited 
with friends in Washington, p.C. on the night o'f October 5, i960, 

< and that during‘the course of the Visit had advised them that-A<^ 
he had boon tp/cap&

1 lalso known asl I : According to the. informants -
. | had stored, mostof KASPER fs personal bob^s and ’paid
"Stoxage on .them,* / .According to information- furnished by ’ KASPER s * 

, to his- associates:, she-is now married/io I who- he * described ;
•as and.V

•. .,//: / ■,, 7 ByLpbmdhicatipn/’dated/^ct^bef/'i
* Washington -Field Division advised .that ‘WE TtI Stated;' subject. * ;

. had arrayed in ‘Washington, p. ■ C.?. .at..approximately S’OiQ PM ’On ; 1:/- ; 
'•tha^f Mie:, - driving”

.• ■ ■ <. < ' f' , < ■> • ....I •’* s . -'■ < . - .It . i'/'a- ‘I " .* ■ •' i"’ '« 'V, . •;•
’ - ' •' / By communication^dated October l2.,,t 19.60, thh ‘ ’. / ’
\ Washingtpp,'Eldi^'ftadvised that the subj'bctxwds depar.tr ; < 

ing.Washington, ,D.; 0. that date en route- to KnOXVille, Tennessee.
/ip./Vidit' LEE ‘^OSTpRA/^ was .driving/hi's bind vol'kswagen with 

r -:■/ /.k /?
;^,.n ,;v ■. -i.- ....-vll ■ 11. -1.. > v • <' 4<s.-. - : 1- 'j ,t“■■ ' -• ..
/. As/ A / ,1 By* communication, dated October 17,,< .I960.,' the’- A. 

.ihfdimatidii hdd- behn •recbi’ved:;'
■ .that -t.hbA^uh3^^^ hM’ been; in Khoxviiie for a few' days. but>.‘had . 
/ld£t?ipi /7/ A' /A-A;. A=A "A. 'AA" A/'

x < f - s, -1 A * ■. . . . ‘ . - 1. . ’ ■ /A . « , „ ■ ‘ r' - * • ,
; -'-A3 w .‘r./P’- ■ i.? .',-4 -V ./ I--' --A ■■ ‘.i . ■ -

■ >1 A ' .’On October; 10,*; i960 ,\ the Subject was . interviewed •' 
:'in ijashyilie^ Tenheb4^^^^ ' Wtthj.^ < F
ivip.^ concerning - which* he was •he^idVOd -to havg' some know- / 

7•; le dge s. ,■. -A’t • the < time Ml/ the. interview /he > hated? t hat. J M plahhe d J . f 
■ to g& th Knoxville on pr; about ?0dtober‘ 21/ 1960$ where he. would 
’ fesiM abd work , with . / '" ’ ’ / • ’

. r---A : ..'■"I .->■ •- -t. ■-. ■<„ ■ . •
> < _ *- ♦ , \ . A- I—' V- A * e ' " v , ■

;A? •; <;' On November T3? /1969$. 'MemphisA'M.nf nti.al: iiir
formant Tri, advised, that 't^e- subject -had iaft. Nashville . .' 
approximately'.ten days prior to that time.'th go to Knoxville . , 

■ ' ' ’ r *” A .At ■thib :timeAit<^^ -
was' going to have.to move his belongings

tp/wprh. Mit^ XEE
KASPER had, indicated he

, - ■ ' -X 1 ' ", . .



. . :,:c t - ,. '* •« i- .

b7C

• < Me#105-275 .. .. ; . ’ ’’ ' . b

from the. residence of Miss GRACE DAYTON, and that he would ? . 
pibbably move themr to" a\ residence'ot ah: individual, in Vfest . ' .
Nashville, that he did riot identify.. ‘ He indicated that he would 

b prdbably be residing in Knoxville-for a considerable period of .• ' 
b time. — \ ' • ' "•. by bb-’b.,-- ’■b A.bb'b

- ' "* ,• b ' ■•-,#■•-' b„ ■ " ' v ' '

- • ; On No Verier 1^60, Memphis Confidential /In-;' :»
. formant .Ol’stated that the? s^^ residing in Knoxville; - b

- in care BF - ; ■, .7^/
. - ■ - . ■■— ' . .----- - ^b. b'

- . v * , ■, 1. . -.4 *, • « 1 j . , , »„_,_*■ , T 4 ■*^11 > ’

. b jgyJcbmuniba1XojF,4^ 7
■ /K'riokvilie Division .adydLSedViha^ inf^ had" peen- rephiV-ed ' 

that the5 subject -left Knoxyille pn December 29, 1960 tp return-b- 
tQ Nashville., 'ilb/b '/C‘blb ;?sr/l-?Abb.;J«r

' /. ■*' / ’* ‘ - ’-A .-V . > r ■ - ' - b / 4*

b; . bQrt jahuary 1901» Memphis Cphfi^ ph- b
formaht T“4. adyts§M 'that, the gtibiecV^ pad been ••.
pbse'ryPd- a^ '

pN^shyiiiey ’pp • the- pfdeIdingbeVeining^<b^^ '
5 , f ’

a.,c -b-. 7 .' • •b-v'b*'..-..■b i;h y--, ; ;b: f"'", b'■ b '
7’ '7’ i.hb.b
ff.ofmau7bH7£t^^ that the subject- was residing in the cottage 
^XoCateA-Ph the property bf 401.0 .Brush^Hilllocated? Ph the property
$padb^ ri", -bb' - b«.

At* • ♦- "* i. • ' • 1 ' , 1 * , . » 1 - x, • • _ , 1

■_•■.’■ b b,;: • • - 1961/Memphis Gohhdential Informant.' .
blXa ktated iWt ' ^ bebn in touch 'with any lndivi^
vAhowii’ to the' 'informant ivhb Were' active in racial matt ops. in v 'b 
, Nashvi xle,* b

pn'Janta’y

• -b **-* \ -S -“v *'• c J >;•-/

bb A ? < 7;; ..Qp>^
an Agri nt of the FBI' doing sbme'-wprk • in ’the’.yard of 
.DAy/SpN at 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville. ,b ' b. ,Nashville

\ 7 <./ _; > ;

observe dby 
Miss GRACE" ' 1

< ¥; < -^sAbPidteS-. if b

Conde ^McGinle y

. F

bb^ -By communicatiopdated September 29, 1960, the.
New York ptvisioja advised that NY j-1'stated that the. Subject

•b was preSeXt/At C.0i©SS^GlN^^ r^depcp at/53Q'Chestnut /Streep,- 
Union * N< J; $ on thebvening of September' 28“,. i96Q>’ KASPER. ■

b^'pep^^ his- past aptly ife.sband recent ih.^.
in prifedh<i'p|^e Souths bb.parcerati on
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KASPER indicate dr that/he Would leave. Tennessee but ‘ planned ••
'to return to the Now: Jersey area sometimb around Christmas . 
of -1960 b /b.< • ■' .. b <>,■ d •'

* 5 ? ■ .b , ' - „ ,'f * .< 7/ *. • ■ > ■ • \ '' .. ;
’ ; On January 5,. 19.61, Memphis Confidential, Th-, b

formant. T-2 advised that CONDE McGINLFY ' is Known to the'in-
/ .formant as the publisher, of ah anti-Semitic (newspaper which he 
‘'‘distributes, throughout the' United. States< " >7 ’ ( ' ' • b\. . : ,

b X^BEWhiii^ bbc.b;b ;
. /.-'bf < ; X ' \b"..—^by,. .c.,b jX •'

„ By conununicat ion dated November 8, I960, the '
'Washington ^ Bivisioh. .advise^;thai WF ?T-2; that

‘ ;\Kh^FER'bai- inf ormed' api; his - that he . had' talked to,-BW(. ; 
./ SIMMONS about, his plan to visit the FBI while in'Washington,. •’ 
* and that SUMMONS recommended •that Jae ‘not do ?gd* „ j ... : bb
bb'-bb/b b;'* 'bb.'y b Z . b ' • ? '•'' -rP
yj b-,bj (*<"b- it -wiii ‘befhot.O^k^b^ acted

7as ail ati.Orh^^"for. fhhbhubie.ct^ >C'. ahd b‘ .
;cf-Nashville/ /- X' bb/;
bbbxb^: ■ b■ ~b/v(bXbb\KA/:.b/XZu bbbbCvfbb. b-' 'b-.cs- -■/
bb/\*‘ b b ; b; '. ^y\.CpmmniiicatiOn 'dated petphe^ (20//1960;, thee - .b* 
-/'J¥ashrngtbnbFiei,d oif^^ /'

■ ' ■•X.oiyMbfrpX^FviM.' tbblhie/ei^ q
• had gone to the ■ FBI in Philadelphia Pennsylvania in, an attempt, 
;/ to get. the.Ub^bff >y baek^ sp( my mpiheX woh*t?^^^ ^nd^’that / -■ 
.' dutihg .the /dbur^r of (the .iriterv^ FBI
/ 'the, names of " any, b'eiSons he\ migfiX ahd 'iTe" Whtibdc^^
J BEN SIMMONS and p | .■■■■., b . 'b / . ' > /-b;;.

'i

J

i

b7C
.j .*•* ■\' < ~ J^y cd^iuii^ 196.0,. the b’-b *

' •Washington Field Office adviSe'd-.that.‘.WF 1-1 had stated that ." ' 
who h^& bj

. X; reppt^?  (hd^ ^q; ^ASPlik: '’that h.e( nqXrbP&W^ bht: that; "if bJ
b'he; didb^bshoul^ order jnpt to; ge^ 7

involved'inany . d^^ Thp in^ ?
' . fdrmahixiMfp^t^^ an asSohigfh pf-^

' - that the FBI was interested in learning the. name bf a person
/ ; who-hhi-vso'^ printed'fidtifidus name and he ‘ :

indicated> that hi did not wish to talk ‘ th the FBI. about this- ,., ‘
• 5 Matt.eh since he wa^ afraid ’He might’, accidentally disclose - his •

• ‘friend?^ He.was also afraid that authorities might • /.
7 t:0r to.’ijajpj^ this ma^bhr • ,;b bb - b .
'" b- . 7 '■ •< ■■■ ; \ hr b b-7/

4 <. 1 . It should be noted that efforts were being made *
7 bat' this point- tb locate KASPER for interview in connection with -
* *C> . / * h ' •* 4 ' ■ b ’ . * - > r , ' ; .- X '* ‘ /■' , ' . *b r - by * ‘^b.
,' - . ■ *v . ■ ' „ - / - “ 1 ■ ■ z> - - Zfc ** ' * 1 ■ , ' ? 1 _ ■ * ’ ■ Z - b" ”
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'• a,possible violation of- Election Laws. committed by an ■ ;
associate in Nashville. . - . , „ ’ >

, • , " t, '' • , H .71 i “ ’ -o,.

. • •' . GRACE*DAWSON : — 'V;’. >

; *' By. communication dated October 20, .1960, the
. Washington ^ieId Office’ advisedythht. WKl-l eta tad, that, KASpER , 
' advised.an associate that he had. talked with MissGRACE DAWSON

' earlier in the week, rahd that-she had. told him that the. FBI . ' 
had requested sainpleS pi her. typewriting pi^nt., Re 'told -her < ■,.

.. that^she did h&t have- to give the' samples and for hernot .to-/ * ;f 
/. •. .give them. ‘He stated' that/Nish DAWSON advised;that she knew / 

. ‘ this and' that she did pot grant .the" request‘for ;
- , the writing from.her typewriter. '.The informant- stated that • .

• ’ KASPER. apparently knew the laws bh 4ifd.££fu^ in t ' ,a,
a Kede^alelection and it was/not believed, that he would dis- / .

. tribute any/material in : quest ipf;-' although’ there/was a good \ ;?z 
poss^ had directed u^ perspnslwhd did *

: distribute this material to Miss’DAWSOK' fbf seoteiariai work>'/ - '
‘.and: for‘possible/feproductib^^^ of;sevWal Of., het 
»,_» _.\z . -/.'i' ? h- -J?; c-y. -

; \ i ‘ . Oh October 5/1960. T^l .advised ‘that GRACE* DAWSON
;./ Bad stated to] I that- she ■ expected KASPER „to return
t \ • to -Nashfiile some time * during ‘ the latter bait,-etjifi or • /i ” 

i thb .first.Week*. ? -She- .tdidl Ithat/she had, techived
,; "another chM/fro^ had, -very little inforBiation*.. ? '.<

•< ? ''fr. • xrz

■ . / ■ ’ . , < ’ ‘ y; Of /January '
sf ved KASPER in the yard at' GRACt~DA.WSON^S at 4010. Brush / Hi 11' ■ C 

/; .itodd^ also noted -that his- Volkswagen 'whs T y
- parked/ id the yardjapd 'KASPER was dfessed 'ih a/white ssyeMv '* „, -J 

J/'shirt, pld trousers, and appeared, be dpiiig some; odd/jobs
>*'around the.yard. /. Efpiii all indications he appeared'tp.:be/,re- y • 

'Siding at this ‘ —/■ V. "i’"/ 4> 7 i
i \r \ : * .* *■ - * < - ■'' *» A* - >» . - • ,., L' *■*■- ■. ■

z •' . ~ - On jahdaryA17^ zl9-6^ .Coffident^ . 1
/’' formant adVise,d/‘that jKASPlSl pdie to GRACEybA^SOlj^e office ' .

in the Baxter Building. shortly- after. Christmas,. ‘
*;1960, dnd' Bt^ time* ’ The informant state^/t^ ?

. 'he/:had;hbf/seen K^ ^MsoNysi office Anytime since .
then*--': This informant ^stated from rail indications' KASPER was . , 

; s till. In /town and apparently; was re siding ah /
residence because of hefyattitude7 which, indfeated^^ Whs; ; V . « 
staying; therer.. ■ ■
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a; < ’ - bn Ja4uaiy\i4 hnd';16,;/'ipsh?v^ 'Confidential, •
’ informant Trh advised that kAS^BR Was •staying .at f he residence 
’of Miss GRACE /DAWSON at 4010 Brush Hill Road >• and stated h#- ‘ 
receives telephone calls all dui-ing the day from', women ‘and .

. \ apparently from one/wbWh ih’^ ihfprma^^^
’'aware- of, the" ideality» of .the. women hut; stated:one pf them was'

‘ \ hambdT^ l and -tW Qthef -WaS^hamebl I ^he, inf ormant, wa> 
' of' thd.' ppihiph that <KAS® was having an afiair^with^he/pij. / .

.. these women; ihfprma&t also’ v
, , ' -‘ih /^.eauent ;GRAbf/O^ -hi ^er:‘6'ffide. 'in;;
:■' ^Nashville'’ but - the . informant did -nOt • hav’e information ■as- tp f :■ \ 

, 'fhe nature Of file., c^ '. ;

the 
Oct

*7' *■ A'*- ' ■ "1' /Bjf -cpi^Upioati^ rNQVemb^j 1960^
M’/ashington JHeldlOffibe. idVi^ . .. t .

: obei/lG^ that OSPEr; had'.>e^^^ ' ^fal,^ ;va
>.?‘G»: L>’afoiig with^E^^ .EJ0W«- . These/ - 
f %diVid$a^ but JASPER, refused on the ;’

groUh^ hd, felt that RbGKWISELtS. movement was an 'alien movement., 
* &ASpj^that many people on hie mailing. list had been '

v ? Added fpR list.and 4.siaW& ibis . yas, done by ■
..........  1 <

J / I of Nashville. ’ " A 4 -

2—
* fbn betob^ lb60<; I h

„ . T NashVilld;; who . admitted he waS-a. f otmer member of the “
- ^Tennessee' Whiiei'C^^ Nashville* and . that his wiiie v

. /h^'Tibfne-rTysefved as;secretary for this organization,' was . - .
*. , ihtervihWd pursuant :ib’ Wother ' investigation hy’ Agents- of ’

> the rilemphib D-tvisibh. * Af this time he , vcluht0r‘e.^
- was a close-personal friend; of JOHN KASPER. At thb same tiine . 

he state'd .thaif hp‘and; his. wife had, been attempting to dis- •< ; ' 
: . •associate' ^einseives with, the ^moveme;nt\.ltrown;ds the Tennessee

• White Citizens Council.' He gave as the reasonsthW they felt
> .th&y fighting a' losing cause."-He indicated that they were
- • attempting to disassociate themselves in the minds of the ,

. public from being associates of KASPER; and- that this was-< ' *
. pausing them unnecessary adverse publicity. , . ,

It will be noted on January 3, 1961; Memphis - ’ 
Confidential Informant Tr-4 advised that KASPER’s automobile

-7-

1
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was observed parked in front ofthe________  
first name is.will be-noted that

residehce* It;

On October 4, 1960 ---------- *----- if ■ • ■ ,b7C
? F <

I _________________________________________ j, Nashville, was inter- .
v . viewedrby ,SAS.FRANCI3;^ and EDWARD .T> STEELE pur- '

;Sdarii- to' the ' investigation of another •matter. At this time. ' •
/ | |admittedithat.7ehe had ^een a. member of the Tennessee t ‘ ;

• ’7 White t^ehsy.Wbtfdc11 whOri thai-big^ *■ '; .. .j
v-. ’an^Vblu^ She had ^aen a *ffibhd of XOi^KA^PER*- for. . /;

■ several years.She also Volunteered that- She had handled • < •
/ . .some personal correspondence. for JOHR KASPER1 whenJthe latter
’ \ ■ was, incarcerated in, the..Pavidspn Cou nty Workhouse in Nashville. v, 
- She stated that this, correspondence • pertained sole ly .to the \-ib : 
- lackhbwiedghWentjof hbnetary- i

* to.KASPER." ..3 i -<
1 .> .. Oil ^aiiuafy

• fhi’mdnt^TiS Wtated that he,' haS-observed- &A.SPER ‘in.;theyc6fopa  ̂• .
of I Lon-severhlVbccasiots "since? 1960 . t \

. He stated the two.arS frequentlyriding together and' from all. V 
:appearances -KASPER .is ’having a<-0fhi^^ I He? • Z

. stated that he has "Weh t he.m'riding: in 'KASPERS •VolksWgen-^:.as
[u&ijaiiy ^iygs

'■4T

<aka
k-. - - * . - { :~—;—- ; <1, * . •-—”—___ \ *• , "

< y * j _______ ___ l
< i M n^ashfeLiXe,, Was interviewed by SAS NORWOOD and ;
I ^tp> the- investigationWaiter* - At-? ■
■Z/J this /tiWe^she h'dgii^ that ?sbh pf 'the^,;:

•; * X&nneii^U?^ h’ fiiphd piy-
‘'jW*^$PEftr7;ghe.y^ thatY she’ hae1: cbfresbohdetf WithKASPER^’

' using the' name of| |-wM^M- was her maiden name* ^hi <
1 = * advised .that she ’did;- so pepapse of the fahi. that’'her’ husband - .

;. . Hi'd .not want ^is hirne -li^^ public ly withevdnl though :
- her fihsband iW a-fni^^ that during •
;' the-^dst' two ^eajrs she has receive'd liv0rafu^ thd’Waiter^

: of. segregation, of faces ifom- the National States Rights Party 
and Other material whichtas been sentito-hef by KASPER.* \1. .

/; /-hl ' *< » - ■ •' ' t \ ■’ *
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‘ , A’,'* Oribotober 4, 1960, PORTERFREEMAN,. Blue Hole, ’• A
Pike, _A.ntipCh,; Tennessee, who ppef ates' the Paragon Mills""' ' - • * " 

■ Feed Store%ObO\nHie.ris  ̂ Road/Nashville;; was-intdfVipwed . >
by SAS NORWOOD-and STEELE. Mr. FREEMANdescribed 'himself as , AA 
having b^u the’ Chairman: of the Tennessee ^hitehQitJ^ A/A A ■

■ Council, A^ashvil.l^^ wasy^ishandedfAfi® -
... himself aS a close personal friend of the subject. ' • - v A: A

• . -A? A?.- . .Ipn Janu^ FRAi^WILhMM^ » V.\ x ‘
clerk in tbe Office Of the U, s\ Distr ict , Nash-n . ’r
villey' advised that 0^^ PORTER FREEMAN was.
present in U. -S. District Court in; connection with a hearing■/ A/; 
regarding the integration pf ihje'havidsp CoUnty Public ^Schools ,.” •

■' which case bad;Resulted? in the court ordering the.,public7schppis .- 
.• to be integrated/: wipLlAMS stated that FREEMAN'had filed. a/- A; ' 

• motion' in. court t.O act as. an intervener in this .case, and that.. . A, 
\ thisAmot.ipn was:;^ Ohdahyary ^eistaiedd^^i i “ • ••

. ' thatpresent ’-with‘.FREE!iIAN-.ih court waS’ the subjectA ' ' A . t: 

"■’’7. A. ' . ir. writings ’ : - -A"'-; ^^a'-5'- ' ;
Av; ' . -/ ' , -> 'A ” A'i'." A ■ /;. ■ : .-<’X
\A t .JBy; communication’ dated;9ctQbef 3, 19'60, the ' » ’ ; A
t WashihgtonFieif Office advised that "the; .Subject had .writteh- S*. a ■ . : 
n, ief-ter. to ‘associates, ii^ Washington,. p; 'C. and that a-portion?

■;. of the letter, Stated to theShiaespeiates that he' wante'd-tp' <'. 
j.advi^ei,tpem’ that he. was hot a ‘member ’pfith^ States ’

-' •..Rights' Partyi \arid!- that;-.he really .had no- connection • with. FIELDS, -: -
i STONER. e tQ. ,L apparently ref erring to EDWARD FIELDS and JESSE: ’ A -A'.
. ’pENd^Mi^ STONERS "that these;’ ihd-lviBin.ai^<.ha.d helped: ;
;bi^A^ yariou^A^WsA pasf>. atbi. that he' thought* they- a I ' ,

fA'^e^bApn 1^ butAwas •■was a -maih >iihe4 'y.Mea- ■ A
- stated that -FIELDS had considerabie 'ampuht' pf’ energy. , • „£ , 's

* , -4' A - ‘ ’ ' / . ,? < * ‘ j 1A A ‘ 1.'' ' \ 5 * -A • * ' 4"' * t * * * * ■ »■' “ ‘ ‘ * k ~

A' .i. ■’a/'.' < ^Ih:Another portion of. the letter.,, he:' stated - that' 7
‘.. he did not .apprb»ve 'of the vicious attacks of the/National States“ 
? • 'Right s'partjr ■upon, the'FBI- in spite ’.of the politicai uses of -the- A 
.. bepaitment of. jnsfieeiahd the Attorney General,* He stated that . j- 

‘ /he,i^ was a. good American bManizatiph apd had*.done . s
' some' invaluable anti-Red.work. ' He stated in the, let ter that he ' 
- '.feltAthat ...some; perspcutidh pf good solid-Ameripahs had occasionally

\ gotten mixe'd;>in.:With^the>^ and- pointedout especially the_ ar-’ 
fest and prosecution of thirty-riwo ‘pretWOri^ war 11 AttbiipahS - A
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’ for sedition, andaiso- pointed’ opt what he termed'-as the. ' . ' 
harassment and intimidation' . used in Civil Rights cases in

, Clinton, -Li tile. Rock,tlfssissippi^ and Fayette County, ■ / . 
Tennessee, etc,. we'nt furthery to state: that'he.,felt'that ; 
the FBI was a blessing over all.,'particularly in reference - 
ip .criminals!'-Commun^^ andwhat he^ ref erred to as- ^Scupi

v immigrants.”He stated that STONER^s feelings. Were hurt . -
rwhen the FBI followed him1 for five weeks day and night during ' 
the pre-trial period of GEORGE -.BRIGHT and stated he: felt that

• 'thispexpiains .STG^lH'^ . k- ; .1- '

■ • ' ’ INTERVIEWS .
V- ,, /

>'b7C
k . . - . >■' OnOctober\ IS/ was .interviewed by1?'

SAS EDWARD,Ik STEELE and CHARLES F. GRIGSBY in-connection with \ 
anbi^eV’^ At; this he;/ adsit^d former rChhirtiA^

•''Ship of,the. Tennessee.V/hi,te citizens Cjouncii but’denied anjr- j■ 
- knowledge, as /tb the;, preparation, or distribution of .‘anyki^ltib^i’- 
.^amphign’.^ite^^ unlabeled as - to its source -He: J-
•denied.‘that’*he -had Any knowledge ;whateVet; to• indicate :the-”; ■...• 
.maf eMai? ^ any way'.prepared, ‘ i^ped/'edit  ̂ : : ’
.idit., dlsiripnte^ frp.ik the off ice, of Miss ;jlRAGM - He-. <;■
^admitted aeduaintariceShip with a 'Man by /thd- hame^ of I 1.

Rduspe^ in^h.^ke^ .hpAied hhp^ /,
that | |wa4M£p ftny wdy. fe'Mpohs thief'?

^p’r ; the ';distribution^'o^ 4b.d0men$s It will be hp’ted; that -; •-
‘ .^AMpER. Mas- ibeatedMarid ^agteryiwed- at> tfte’i'r.eSi.dbnb^ \ '''
’GRACE: DAWSON at <(110 /Brush Hili >bad<: Nashvilie

$
*
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InReply, ^Please Refcrto 
FUe^o.

9 »
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT ©T JUSTICE 

.FEDERAL RDREAD OF INVESTIGATION 
Memphis, Tennessee
January 27, 1961

Me#105-275

ITiO® FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

(Character racial matters

Reference Report of SA FRANCIS. W. NORWOOD, 
dated 1-27-61 at Memphis.

All sources (except any' listed below) used, in referenced, 
communication have furnished, reliable information in the past.

T-5 has not furnished sufficient information 
upon which an evaluation of reliability can be made.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of1 the FBI*. It Is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed-outside 
your agency. 4 .
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 .

5010-104 jjf

UNITED STATES G^OrNMENT

Memora^um
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105,095) date: January 26, 1961

from SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275)

subject: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER- aka
RACIAL MATTERS; BOMBING MATTERS 
BOMBING SUSPECT

The subject was formerly carried as a Bombing 
Suspect by the Washington Field Office. He has been dis
continued by that Division as a Bombing Suspect. In view 
of the fact that the subject is presently residing in Nash- / 
ville, Tennessee, he is being considered as a Bombing Suspect 
by the Memphis Division. The following information con- k, 
cerning him is set forth in this connection pursuant to 
instructions set forth in Section 23 D M of I. 'IL

A 
A. Residence - 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee. O 
B. Employment - None (Subject advises informants he is

occupied with writing a book and U 
work is done at residence.) j

C. Automobile - 1959 Medium Blue Volkswagen, 2 door sedan, J 
MVI #2095878. 1960 Tennessee License # O 
3W-6853. Registered to JOHN KASPER, Route - 
1, Callahan Road, Knoxville, Tennessee, by 
transfer, 11-19-60.

D. Photograph - Available Memphis File. 
E. Handwriting - Available Memphis File. 
F. Identification Record - FD 9 submitted.____________________ 
G. Neighborhood Source -

H. It is not probable that subject will actually handle 
explosives himself as it has never been shown that he knows 
how to handle such: material.

In view of the subject’s activities in racial
matters, a pending file is being maintained on him.



CORRELATION SUMMARY

Main File No: 62-105095 Sate: 4-5-61
See also: 100-423395; 9-31962;
44-11173; 89-816 (WFO #62-8028;
ME #105-275; KX #62-623)

Subject: Frederick Johrr^asper, Jr.}l Rate Searched: 8/1/60 
aka.

Searched And Identical References Found As: 
MN

/ Frederick John asper, Jr^
Frederick Joh 
John^asper - 
Tom^Do o ^ey^-

F/ed John^Kasper, Jr, - 
'^ederick J ^Kasper, Jr,'-

One Kasper
Fred^asper, Jr

(sper, Jr,^

Also Searched And No Identical References Found As:

J, Casper 
Jay Casper

Fred J, Kasper - 
Jay Ratko* r-

This is a summary of 
of all "see" references to the 
names and aliases listed above

information obtained from a review 
subject in Bureau files under the 

All references under the above
names containing data identical with the subject have been 
included except those listed at the end of this summary as not 
having been reviewed, or those determinec^to contain the same 
information as the^main file. wvm z

This summary is designed to furnish^a synopsis of the 
information set out in each reference, In mapy cases the _
original serial will contain the information in much more detail,

E APR 7 iqciTHIS-SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF 01 
GOVERNMENT" AND IS'NOT SUITABLE FOTDI^SWNAT^ —

Analyst 
Lou N, Messick

LNM:sbb
y OsPi & pzePM&o-

^2APR 211^

Coordinator 
Theda W, Duncan



BIOGRAPHICAL BATA

Birthdate: 10/21/29

Birthplace: 6725 Harvey Avenue, Merchantville (Camden), 
New Jersey

Sex: Male

Race: White

Peculiarities: Neurotic behaviors History of homosexuality 
Left-handed

Height: 6'2"

Weight: 175-185 lbs,

Build: Tall, slender

Hair: Bark Brown

Eyes: Green

Complexion: Fair

Occupation: Book Store Proprietor - Segregationist

llarital Status: Single

Education:

1944-1945 Riverside Military Academy, 
Gainesville, Georgia

1945-1947 Temple University High School 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1947-1949 Yankton College
Yankton, South Bako t a

1949-1951 Columbia University
New York City, New York
(BS Begree)

(continued on next page)
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Education:

Prior 1956 Parsons Art School
57th Street
New York City, New York

Military Service: Registered LDB #8, Camden, New Jersey, 
9/15/58. Classified 4-F because of 
psychiatric disorder.

Status of Health: History of hospitalisation in 1946 for mental 
disorder. In letter to LDB #8, Camden, 
New Jersey, dated 11/3/50,. Kasper admitted 
having been patient in mental hospital for 
early homosexuality and for general neurotic 
behavior.

Social Security #: 060-38-0049 (According to Baltimore Confi
dential Source #4)

153-30-0077 (Listed in Merchant Vessel records 
of US Coast Guard, Washington, D.C.)

FBI Identification 340397 0

Residences:

1939-1947 6735 Harvey Avenue, 
Merchantville, New Jersey

1944-1945 Campus of Riverside Military Academy, 
Gainesville, Georgia

1948 408 Mullberry, Yankton, South Dakota
1949 14 Franklin Avenue, Merchantville, 

New Jersey (permanent residence)
1949-1950 110 Morningside Drive, New York City, 

New York (temporary address)
1953-1956 586 East 6th Street, New York City, New York
1955-1956 3306 Volta Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 

(continued on next page)
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Residences:

1956-1957

1957

1957

1958

1958-1959

1959 - 7/15/60

Employment:

1947

1953

1953

1954

1954

1955

1955

A
b6
b7C

Allegedly residing with ______________ 
Washington, D,C,

at

Route 1, Callahan Road, Knoxville^ Tennessee

2901 Scott Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee

Listed permanent address as home of parents, 
14 Franklin Avenue, Merchantville, New Jersey

Guest house on property of Miss Grace Dawson) 
4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee

Incarcerated in penal institutions in Florida. 
Address of mother, Rose Kasper,. as of early 
1959 was 11th St*, arnd^TITinois Avenue, 
Palm Harbor, Florida, and as of 6/13/60, was 
2417 Central Avenue, Ocean City, New Jersey

Merchant Marine (Certificate of Identification 
#Z870398, issued 6/13/47)

Bluebird Inn Inc,, 711 - 8th Street, S,E., 
Washington, D,C,

National Industrial Conference Board, Inc,, 
247 Park Avenue, New York, New York

Field Representative for Household Finance 
Corporation, 44 East 23rd Street, New York, 
New York

Gilmore 's, 148 East 48th Street, New York, 
New York

Bookland, 147 West 42nd Street, New York, 
New York

Arts, Inc,, 667 Madison Avenue, New York, 
New York

(continued on next page)
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Employment:

1953-1956 Make-It-New, Book Shop, 169 Bleecker Street,
New York, New York

1955-1956 Cadmus Book Store, 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N,W,,
Washington, D,C,

Relatives:

Father - Frederick John Kasper, Sr»,
(deceased about 1954)

Mother - Rose Kasper, aka Bess Kurrle Kasper

Sister - ^6
--------------------- b7C

Organisational Affiliations (known or alleged):

Anti-Nasi League (alleged agent for. Denied affiliation with)

Clinton-Knox County, Tennessee "Stars and Bars" newspaper

Communist Party (alleged. No verification)

Ku Klux Klan (active participation in Klan activities and meetings)

National Renaissance Party (allegedly sympathetic toward)

National States Rights Party (active participation in activities 
and meetings)

Order of Bethel (alleged minister in this church founded by Bill 
Hendrix, KKK official)

White Citisens Councils of the District of Columbia, aka Seaboard 
White Citisens Councils (official capacity from time of organi

sation, Branched out to form Councils in 
other localities to the East and South)

-5-
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ABBREVIATIONS

ADL........... ............•...................................... Anti-Defamation League (of B'nai
B*rith)

AP............. ................ .............................. "'Associated Press

KKK................................................................ Ku Klux Klan

KKKK................. •.................... . ...........  •. . 'Knights of the Ku Klux Klan

NSRP............. ....................................."""National States Rights Party

SCO................... .............................. ............. Seaboard Citizens1 Councils

SWCC,.................................................... .."'Seaboard White Citizens* Councils

UP"............... ...................... ....................... United Press

USDC.............................................. . ............. US District Court

WCC.................................... ........................... White Citizens* Councils

WCCDC............... ........................................ "White Citizens* Councils of the
District of Columbia

WCSC................... •••••..........",""""White Citizens Seaboard Council

-6-
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For the benefit of Field Offices receiving copies of this 
Correlation Summary, attention is directed to references herein set
ting out an "additional information" paragraph making reference to 
other references in the summary or to serials in main files on John 
Kasper at SOG. Such information is omitted only in instances where 
each interested Field Office is in possession of the information, 
either by having a copy of the reference or by summarisations of 
various main files on John Kasper included in instant Correlation 
Summary.
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Bufile #89-816 sets out investigation initiated on the basis 
of reports received at the Bureau that crosses were burned on 7/13,14/56 
in the vicinity of residences of Chief Justice Earl Warren, Senator 
Herbert Lehman, Associate Justice Felix Frankfurter and Solicitor 
General Simon Sobeloff in Washington, D,C,, and of Mrs, Douglas King, 
NAACP leader, Beltsville, Maryland, The Bureau instituted investigation 
on 7/14/56, on grounds of possible intimidation of U,S. Government 
officials, WFO report dated 7/16/56 (see 89-816 serial 37) set out a 
changed title to include John Kasper as a subject in the case. Invest
igation included Bureau Laboratory examination of materials seised as 
evidence, namely, five charred crosses and signs bearing inscriptions, 
AUSA Frederick G, Smithson advised on 12/12/56 that he declined prose
cution, stating that the case lacked prosecutive merit, Office of 
Origin, WFO, submitted a closing report dated 12/21/56,

File described above_____
Re:
Chief justice mri warren,

Et Al} 
Et Al -

Victims - Assaulting Federal 
(WFO #89-42) 
89-816

Officer,

b6
b7C

In Bufile #89-816 described above, John Kasper*s name was 
indexed and see cards made on the following serials:

Serial Number

23
79

Search Slip PageNumber

Bufile #9-31962 captioned **Unsub, wa, *Naru*; Frederick John 
Kasper - Victim, Et Al, Extortion**, was predicated on information and 
materials received on 3/15/57 from Alabama State Senator Sam M, 
Engelhardt, Executive Secretary of the Citisens* Councils of Alabama, 
at Montgomery, Alabama, Engelhardt furnished an envelope and sheets 
of paper bearing drawings and handprinting which he had received through 
the mail, One sheet contained a threat to John Kasper, The envelope 
was postmarked New York City, 3/13/57, Senator Engelhardt furnished a 
similar letter received by the WCC at Montgomery on 8/19/57, and

(continued on next page)
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threatening the life of John Kasper if he returned to New Jersey or 
. New York, AUSA, SDNY declined prosecution. Office of Origin, New
York, submitted a closing report dated 10/23/57,

File described above 
9-31962^ 
(1/(39') (59)'

Bufile #44-11173, in which Frederick John Kasper is carried 
as a subject, concerns disturbances arising at Clinton, Tennessee when 
school was opened for the Fall term, 1956, on a desegregated basis 
pursuant to a court "order, Kaspet "had a prior conviction in Federal 
Court on 8/31/56, on contempt of court, and was sentenced to serve one 
year in prison, which sentence was upheld by the Circuit Court of • 
Appeals on 6/1/57, After Kasper was acquitted on 11/20/56, on local 
charges of sedition and inciting to riot, disturbances arose at the 
school and the Federal Judge, on 12/5/56, issued writs of attachment 
for sixteen persons, one of whom was Kasper, These individuals were 
charged with being in contempt of court in violating terms of a perma
nent injunction issued 9/6/56, After the arrests were made by US 
Marshals, the Bureau instituted investigation, On 7/23/57, in USDC, 
Knoxville, Tennessee, Kasper and six bthers received a verdict of . 
guilty, On 10/17/57, at Washington, D,C,, Kasper was placed under 
arrest by US Marshals, On 11/15/57, he was sentenced to serve six 
months in custody of the Attorney General, sentence to run consecutively 
with the sentence he was serving at that time. Motions for a new trial 
were denied, On 2/27/59, the Court of Appeals affirmed the judgment of 
the District Court with respect to Kasper and others, Kasper filed a 
petition for a rehearing in that court, which was denied on 4/30/59, 
Office of Origin, Knoxville, submitted a closing report dated 3/10/59, 
WFO letter of 7/10/59 furnished the Bureau and Knoxville Office with 
copies of the brief in opposition filed by the Solicitor General in the 
case involving Kasper,

b7C

File described above, captioned 
_______________ et al - Civil Rights; 
Contempt of Court" (00 KX #105-122;
KZ #69-4; WFO #69-49)
44-11173 -
(1/(35/(39)/51/^

-9-



In above described file, Bufile #44-11173, index cards were 
made on variations of John Frederick Kasper's name in the following 
serials:

Serial Number

50
66
84
85
93
94
222

Search Slip Page Number

(37^

(& 
(2)^ 
(40^

Kasper’s name was indexed in the following newspaper clippings 
in Bufile #44-11173-A,

Clipping Search Slip Page Number

"Knoxville Journal", 3/24/57, p,l
col, 5,6, "Kasper’s Bond Set at $7500,"
Photo of Kasper and others,

"Washington Post and Times Herald", (3/^
3/26/57, p,A-ll, "Kasper Denied Separate
Trial", date lined Knoxville, Tenn,, 
March 25

"Knoxville Journal", 4/17/57, p,7, "Joint (3)^
Trial for Kasper Asked By US"
"The Evening Star", Washington, D,C,, (3)K
7/24/57 Final, p,A-l, A-6, "Conviction of
7 Fails To Upset Quiet Clinton", date 
lined Clinton, Tenn,, July 24, Photo of 
Kasper,

(continued on next page)
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• Clipping Search Slip Page Number

"Knoxville News-Sentinel", 8/11/57.
Photo of Kasper and others captioned
"Looking For a Platform"

"Washington City News Service" dispatch, .
11/15/57, date lined Knoxville, Tenn.

"Washington Post and Times Herald", 2/28/59, 
p.A-6, "Court Backs Conviction of Kasper", 
date lined Cincinnati, Feb. 27

Bufile #100-423395, captioned "White Citizens Councils of 
District of Columbia (WCC), aka Seaboard White Citizens Councils 
(SWCC), aka, IS-X", (WFO #100-^33226; ME #105-207; KX #105-175 or 
105-122) indicates that the Washington, D.C. Council was formed on 
6/4/56, maintained, headquarters at the Cadmus Bookshop, 1246 Wisconsin 
Avenue, N.W., and w.as chartered by the North Alabama Citizens Council, 
headed by Asa E. (Ace) Carter of Birmingham. Executive Secretary and 
Organizer of the Washington organization was Frederick John Kasper, 
Jr., proprietor of the Cadmus Bookshop, whose WCC and' anti-integration 
activities culminated in his incarceration in federal penal institutions. 
In 1958, Kasper claimed he was Executive Director of the SWCC, located 
at 1047 - 31st Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. Because of Kasper's 
evident control over the WCC he was carried as a subject in instant 
file. Office' of Origin, WFO, submitted a closing report dated 10/9/59. 
Pertinent serials are being listed below, showing the source and date 
of mail and brief identity of the content}

Source and Date Content Serial

PH Report, 11/20/56 
(copies to WFO)

Kasper was patient in 
Pennsylvania Hospital, 
4401 Market Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa., from 
8/29/46 to 9/27/46 in 
hospital's Department 
for Mental and Nervous 
Diseases.

247 p.1,2

Search Slip 
'Page~'Nwhber

(Not Indexed)

(continued on next page)
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Ace Carter, 
Segregation Chief.. 
June 15............. "

Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip
-PQfle , Broder

PH Report3 8/23/56 
(copies to WFO)

Records check at Temple 88 (46)^
University High School, 
Philadelphia, Pa., on 
Fred John Kasper, Jr.
Officially graduated on 
6/3/47.

PH Report, 10/24/56 
(copies to WFO)

Check at Temple University 233 p.1-3 (46)-—^-
High School, Philadelphia, 
Pa. Kasper student 1945
1947. No record found un
der SSA of 1948, in b/u
Philadelphia.

BA Letter, 
11/28/56 
(copy to WFO)

250 {Not Indexed}
_______ K prose cd 
identity). Social 
Security #060-28-0049 
assigned to Frederick 
John Kasper, Jr. Employ
ment, 1953-1955 set out.

Bureau Letter to 
WFO, 6/8/56 Clip
ping from 
Washington News, 
6/6/56, p.7, 
entitled "'White 
Council* Is Here" 
attached to yellow

Organisation of WCC at 1 (18)^"
Cadfyti&j Book Store, 1246
Wisconsin Avenue,
Washington, D.C. Book 
store owned bu John 
Kasper and 1________ b7C

Leaflet signed 
Seaboard Citizens 
Councils, John 
Kasper, Executive 
Secretary WCCDC, 
captioned "Hear

Reverse side shows group 4 (is/^'
photo depicting inter
racial socialising.

(continued on next page)
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(continued on next page)

Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip
~ ~ ~ Page Number

WFO Airtel, 6/18/56 6/15/56 meeting, WCC, 5 (18^
Annapolis Hotel, 
Washington, D,C, 
Kasper present,

WFO Report, 7/11/56 Formation, aims and 9 (18/(38)
purposes of WCCDC, (41)^

MP Report, 8/9/56 
(copies to WFO)

Records check at Yankton 50 (19y(38)^
College, Yankton, South p.1-5 (42)/—
Dakota, Also credit and 
criminal check, Inquiry 
at College on 7/12/56, 
from Stone's Mercantile 
Agency, Washington, D,C, 
Arrested in Yankton, 
5/8/48, for improper 
licensing of car. 1______  

saw Kasper in NYC, week_____hIC
of 7/25/52,

Bureau Memo, 
7/16/56

WCCDC officers, including 15 (41)^^
Kasper, set out.

WFO Letter, 
7/18/56 
(Copies to ME 
and KX)

Information furnished by 16 (18^42)*"

on 7/16/56, Kasper was
organizer, WCCDC, b7C

NF Letter, 7/31/56 
enclosing pamphlet 
"Virginians on 
Guard", in 
envelope post
marked
Fredericksburg, 
Virginia, 7/26/56,

b / D
Addressed to Norfol^ PSI 20 (19)^"

_______________ protect 
identity, naa furnished 
reliable information in the 
past), who furnished infor
mation on Kasper, owner of 
Cadmus Book,Store,

-13-



Search Slip
'Page"Nwmber

Source and Date Content Serial

Return address, 
SWCC, 1246 
Wisconsin Avenue, 
Washington 6, D,C, 
(copy of letter 
to WO)

Georgetown, Washington. D,C,: 
Kasper^ partner,|

I I and former partner.
Attorney\ 1
presently of Norfolk, James 
Madole, National Renaissance 
Party, NIC, frequent visitor 
of Kasper at "Make It New" 
book shop in NIC. .

b7C

Bureau Hemo, 
7/30/56 enclosing 
Photostat of 
'Virginians on 
Guard" Bureau 
letter, 7/31/56, 
to Attorney 
General, enclos
ing Photostat, 
(copies, with 
enclosure, to 
Rogers, Tompkins 
and Olney)

Letter, 7/27/56, 
from Mortimer M. 
Marshall, The 
Marshall Funeral 
Service, Culpeper, 
Virginia, Bureau 
acknowledgement, 
3/1/56 
(copy to WFO)

WFO Report, 
7/31/56

Information from Jimmy Dean and 18 
Tom Burke, reporters on. 
"Washington Evening Star," 
Copy of circular received.from 
Jim Warner, "NI Herald Tribune" 
according to marginal notation, 
Dave Lawrence learned that John 
Kasper, or Kesper, was at 1246 
Wisconsin Avenue, telephone, 
Columbia 5-8663,

Advising SWCC literature being 26 
mailed from 1246 Wisconsin ,
Avenue, N,W, John Jasper, 
SWCC Executive Secretary.
Notation on yellow - John 
Jasper probably identical with 
John Kasper,

Crosses burned 7/13-14/56, 17
Washington, D.C, area. Kasper 
named participant. Description 
of Kasper, .

(18^(42)^

(continued on next page)



Source and Date Content

WFO Letter, 8/7/56, 
enclosing WFO 
Report, 8/7/56

Bureau Letter 
(Lab Report) to 
WFO, 8/7/56 * 
Enclosure attached 
to yellow

WFO Letter, 
8/8/56

WFO Airtel, 
8/9/56 with 
enclosures

RH Report, 
8/10/56 
(copies to WFO)

Information on above cross
burnings, Allegedly Kasper 
and others planned future 
burnings at homes of US 
District Judge Bryan in 
Alexandria, Virginia, 
Arthur Godfrey in Virginia 
and Ed Sullivan in New York, 
Fisurs on WCC literature 
distribution, Kasper 
arrested 8/4/56, 
Charlottesville, Va, 

Enclosing printed booklet, 
"Virginians On Guard", con
taining reproductions of 
hand printed and type
written material, photo
graphs and newspaper clip
pings,

History of case. Cross
burnings in Washington, 
D,C, WCC literature 
distribution, Items sub
mitted for Lab, examination,

Photostats of WCC flyers: 
"Charlottesville Attack" 
and "Hear In Person John 
Kasper, Segregation Chief", 
enclosed. Furnished hv_ p 

WFO Panel Source (protect 
identity) on 8/9/56, 

Charlottesville, Virginia, 
8/4/56, Kasper arrested 
for SWCC literature 
distribution, Released on 
bond,

Serial Search Slip 
fag^Number

85 p,l; (19)^ 
encl,
p,l-8,13,
14,16-88, 
87-38

60 (Not Indexed)

76 (lOi)^'

49 , (Not Indexed)

b7C 
b7D

53 p,l-7, (19).^^
9,10

(continued on next page)
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Source und^Dgte Content ^21121 Search Slip
Page Number

WFO Airtel, 8/10/56. 
Bureau Letter to 
Attorney General, 
8/13/56

Fisur on Kasper, 8/9/56. 61 (Not Indexed)
Spoke at WCC meeting, 3201 
Nichols Avenue, S.E.
Condemned FBI. Alleged that
AG Brownell's daughter 
married a Negro - had one 
child. Director's notation 
on yellow.

Bureau Memo, 
8/10/56

Administrative handling of 62 (19)^
above. Director's notation.

WFO Airtel, 
8/13/56

Follow-up on above allegation 55

Pamphlet, "Hear In 
Person, John Kasper, 
Segregation Chief'* 
(Block date 8/13/56)

3201 Nichols Avenue, 8 P.M. 54 (19*/^
(date not given). On reverse 
side, group photo depicting 
interracial socialising.

WFO Report, 
8/14/56

Literature mailed from 56 p.l, (19)^
Fredericksburg, Virginia 4-17,19
about 7/26/56. Kasper's 
speech 8/9/56, 3201 Nichols
Avenue, S.E. Fisur.

BA Letter, 8/27/56 Sheriff's Office and Post 95. (20)^^
Office at La Plata,
Maryland contacted on 8/15/56 
with negative ^results, concern
ing reported presence of Kasper 
there, to start a Citisens 
Council.

Bureau Memo, 
8/15/56 "Washington Star" reporter, 87 (42)^^

Tom Burke, on 7/26/56, 
personally received original 
copy of pamphlet "Virginians 
on Guard" from Frederick John 
Kasper, at Cadmus Book Shop.
aimed 'hit Kn»p»r and
_________ Wisconsin Ave., ' bIC 
fl.N., Washington, D.C.

(continued on next page)
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atta chment 
(copies and 
ends to WFO)

Source and Bate Content Serial SearchSlip
Page "Number

WFO Letter, 
8/16/56

•

Alleged future cross-burning, 66 (58)=^
Ed Sullivan*s home. NIC. Letter 
dated 5/14/56 to\__ ________  
from, _________ 1, NIC,_____________ b6
obtained from, search of premises b7C
at 3131 F Street, N.W., 
Washington, S.C.. formerly 
occupied by\______________

RE Letter, 
9/10/56 
(copies to WFO)

Bureau Agents interview in July, 167 (30/^^
1956, with Edward L. Strohecker, 
1116 Portner Road, Alexandria, 
Virginia, who had been in con
tact with Kasper approximately 
six weeks prior. Statement of
Urs. Clyde G. Miller, Secretary 
of Fairfax, Virginia "Councils", 
set out in "Baily Progress", 
Charlottesville, Virginia, . 
8/18/56, voicing displeasure at 
John Kasper*s methods.

RH Letter, 
8/18/56, with

Photographs of John Kasper 68 . (3)^"
submitted

RS Letter, 
8/31/56 
(copies to WFO)

Charlottesville rally, 8/18/56. 85 (19^^
Bescription of literature 
distributed set out.

WFO Letter, 
8/15/56 Bureau 
Letter (Lab 
Report) to WFO, 
8/30/56

Items submitted to Lab, from 89 (19)^^
search at 1 _______  
former re sidence of |__________  

partner of John
Kasper at Cadmus^ Book Shop, ,
1346 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W'., D
Washington, B.C. 

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Content

NT Report, 
8/22/56 
[copies to WFO)

Background data. Credit record, 
Kasper*s contact by telephone 
with Conde McGinley, Editor of 
"Common Sense", Union, 
New Jersey,

Serial Search Slip 
Page Number

93 p,l-8, (Not
11 Indexed)

RH Report, 
9/28/56 
(copies to WFO 
and KX)

Kasper interrupted meeting of 
Virginia Council on Human 
Relations, 8/23/56, 
Charlottesville, Crosses 
burned during meeting,

189 p,l-6, (21^56^
8, 10,13, 14

NF Letter, 
8/25/56 
(copy to WFO)

on 
8/21/56, advised John dasper, 
SCO, Washington, D,C, had been 
talking about cross burnings,

Bureau Memo, Kasper*s arrest at Clinton,
8/26/56 with Tennessee, for "inciting to 
Addendum, riot", Held in Clinton fail,
8/27/56, 
enclosing clip
ping from 
"Washington Star" 
8/24/56, p.A-17, 
"District Man
Interrupts Pro
Integration Meet
ing", Bureau let
ter to Attorney 
Genera 1, 8/27/56

94 b6 (54^

b7C
b7D

103 (20/^54)^

WFO Report, 
8/27/56

Activities Charlottesville, 107 p,l-13 (30/^
Virginia, Fisur Cadmus;.’: Book
Shop, Washinaton. D.C. 8/16/56.
Interview with! b6
Printer, Washington, D,C^ 8/22/56, WIZ
Future plans of Kasper, FBI Lab
Exams,

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Content Serial ' Search Slip
~ “ ■ Page" Timber

RH Report, 
8/37/56 
(Copies to WFO)

WCC literature distribution 100 p,l-16 (20/^"
charge, Charlottesville, 
Virginia, dismissed 8/11/56, 
Fisur, 8/18/56 rally in 
Charlottesville,

KX Airtel, 
8/27/56, with 
enclosures 
(copy to WO)

Enclosing clippings from 121 (Not Indexed)
Knoxville, Tennessee papers, 
on current developments at 
Clinton High School, Clinton, 
Tennessee,

WFO Letter, 
8/29/56

On 8/27/56 at CadmusBook—Shan—. 104 (20)^
Waehinaton, D,C.. source 1 ]□ 5

_________ |a n d] _____ dis- wic 
cussed Kasper's 8/26/56 arrest D

* in Clinton, Tennessee, ^/D

CG Report, 
8/28/56 
(copies to WFO)

No record for Frederick John 123 (Not Indexed)
Kasper at University of Chicago, 
8/22/56, No identifiable infor
mation Chicago Office files,

KX Letter, 
8/29/56 
(KX #105-122) 
(copies to WFO 
and ME), 
Enclosures 
listed therein, 
Attached to 
Bureau copies 
only.

Kasper released from local 109 (20)^
custody, Clinton, Tennessee, on
8/28/56, Enclosures are news 
clippings from Tennessee papers/ 
Also literature, apparently 
distributed by Kasper in Clinton,

Bureau Memo, 
8/31/56

John Kasper, arrived Clinton, 113 (20/^
Tennessee, 8/26/56, and began 
agitating against integration, 
Jailed on 8/29/56, Hearing on 
contempt charge scheduled 8/31/56, 
Justice Department planning Grand 
Jury Action on Kasper, et al, 
9/11/56 in Washington, D,C,

(continued on next page)
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Source and Bate Content Serial Search Slip
'Pace”Number

WFO Letter, 
8/31/56

USA John 0, Crawford at 129 (20)^
Knoxville requested information 
indicating Kasper connected with 
cross burnings in Washington, 
B,C, Kasper contempt hearing 
to be held at Knoxville, 
Tennessee, 8/31/56,

Bureau Memo, 
9/5/56

Department of Justice action 154 (201/^
concerning Kasper,

BH Report, 
10/1/56 
(copies to WFO 
and KX)

Kasper visited Asa Carter, 196 p,l-ll (21)l^
Executive Secretary, Alabama 
Citizens Council, in
Birmingham, during week of 
9/10/56, Spoke favoring 
segregation,

Bureau Airtel 
to WFO, 9/12/56 
Attached to

Kasper came to Alabama on 161 (Not Indexed)
9/10/56 for "a series of 
appearances,"

yellow, clip
ping from :: 
'Washington Star" 
9/11/56 p,2A, 
"Kasper to 
Address
Alabama Rallies" 
date lined 
Birmingham, 
Alabama, 
Sept, 11

Bureau Airtel 
t o BH, 9/14/56 
(copy to WFO), 
Enclosure 
attached to 
yellow

Enclosing clipping from 172 (21)^
"Washington Baily News", 
9/14/56, "Kasper Asks ’Babble
Housers' to 'Die' for Segre
gation Cause", date lined 
Birmingham, Ala,, Sept, 14, and 
showing profile photograph of 
John Kasper,

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date 
wbwwwb ww

MO Teletype, 
9/18/56

Content Serial

One "Bill", member of WCC 181
led by John Kasper and Asa E, 
Carter. Bill advisedI I

| this group 
dedicated to violence and hJC

b7D

Search Slip
BB WB BBMMB WB WB ■••• WB WBPage Number

Director's Notation,

NK Letter, 
9/12/56 
(copy to KX) 
(Photostat to 
WFO, by R/S, 
9/21/56)
Bureau Airtel 
to NY, 9/21/56 
(Copies to WFO)

Bureau Memo, 
9/21/56

Information furnished Bureau
Aaent Bui________________

and
Kasper fellow students at 
Parsons Art School, 57th Street, 
NYC, Kasper reportedly partner 
in "Make-It-New" Book Store, on 
Bleecker Street, NYC.

158

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Letter from

Florida, 
9/14/56, with 
enclosure, 
Bureau 1etter 
to | 9/21/56

WFO Letter, 
9/21/56 
(copies to ME, 
KX and LR, with 
photographs of 
John Kasper)

Administrative, Alert to 185
possibility of Kasper going to 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. AEC had 
no specific information,

Enclosing clipping from "St. 177 
Petersburg Times", 9/14/56, 
"'Rabble Rousers' Needed, 
Kasper Says at Rally", date 
lined Birmingham.

b6 
b7C

Summary on Frederick John 
Kasper, Jr.

217 p.1-5

(continued on next page)
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an article concerning John Kasper 
he had written for 9/27/56 
issue of "Jet Magazine"

Source and Date Content
*•**«*«*>* w

Serial Search Slip 
’Page "Number

MO Report, 
10/5/56 
(copies to WFO 
and KX)

Activities of Kasper in 
Montgomery, Alabama and 
vicinity, 9/17-22/56.

210 p.l
39-

-37, 
41 (47)^

KX Teletype, 
9/25/56 to 
Director and 
WFO. Bureau 
Letter to AC SI, 
copies to ONI, 
OSI, 9/26/56

9/24/56, Kasper arrested 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee - State 
charges of night riding and 
sedition. Directors Notation,

189X

Bureau Memo, 
10/23/56

Kasper arrested 9/24/56, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Availability of witnesses 
discussed.

232 . (22/^

NF Letter, 
9/26/56 
(copies to WFO)

203 (21)^"
1 learned b6

b7C

1 tlldt th&
"Post" had placed a private 
detective on Kasper and had 
determined Kasper was sex 
pervert and very vulnerable on 
that point.

KX Airtel, 
9/26/56 
(copies to WFO) 
Bureau Letter, 
10/2/56, to 
Army-Intelli
gence, OSI, ONI 
and AAG- 
Tompkins .■

Kasper*s arrest at Democratic 
rally. Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 
9/24/56. Assaulted officer. 
Arraigned 9/25/56. Trial date 
11/5/56. Free on bond.

198 (Not Indexed)

b6
b7C

Bureau Hemo, 
9/27/56

Unsuccessful attempt bu NY _ 204 (21/^
Office to interview]

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip

Page Number

Bureau Memo, 
9/28/56

W, J. Simmons, Administrator 220 (22/^43)^
of Association of White Citizens
Councils from Jackson,
Mississippi called Bureau on 
9/27/56, To be interviewed by 
Bureau agent. His group had been 
quietly investigating Kasper,

Bureau Memo. 
10/2/56

Simeon Booker, Chief of 222 (22)^
Washington Bureau of "Jet", 
"Tan" and "Ebony", soliciting 
information from Bureau, on 
9/28/56, to direct an attack 
against Kasper,

WFO Report, 
9/28/56 
(Copies to KX)

Nationwide publicity, News 191 p,l-16, (21/f3d)^
articles, Background information 18-20 (42)^^'
on Kasper and on his partner in
Cadmus" Book Store, 
__________ | WCC activities in 
Washington, D,C, Rally 9/3/56, 
Constitution Avenue, USCC
Records, Washinaton. D,C, list g
Social Security\______ _______

NY Report, 
10/24/56 
(copies to WFO)

Article in NY "Amsterdam News", 230 p,l-3 (22/^*
9/29/56, "Racist Exposed," 
"Race Baiter John Kasper Wan Village fhnrn T.ntier.11 1______

axu, allegedly Kasper’s closest
chum in the artists1 colony, 
Quotes'from article in 9/27/56 
issue of "Jet" magazine, page 24,

KX Report, 
(copies to WFO)

Activities Clinton Tennessee area, 211 p,l-ll (32ll^' 
8/26/56 - 9/30/56

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Search Slip 
’Page~7fumber

Bureau Memo, 
10/8/56

SerialContent

NI Report, 
10/1/56 
(copies to WFO)

Kasper. and 198 p.1-4, (21)

Pound,
_______ | visited 
Washington, D,C,

Kara 
about

6-83

April. 1955 
l<

Book Shop ii 
for Negroes 
recently, Kt 
586 East 6ti

, Kasper lived with 
2 Negro girl in 1955, 
i NIC meeting place 
and whites, Until 

isper paid rent at 
\ St,, NIC,

of the Association 881

b7C

(Not Indexed)
of White Citiaens Councils in 
Mississippi, called Bureau on 
10/1/56• He advised that Kasper 
once consorted with\

Icolored, She was 
alleged to have pictures of 
Kasper and his colleagues who 
at one time were in the Anti- 
Naai League and some of whom 
later became affiliated with the 
National Renaissance Party.

MO Letter, 
9/87/56 
enclosing 
transcript 
(copies, with 
enclosures, 
to KX and WFO)

MO Letter, 
9/89/56 
(copies to WFO 
and XX)

WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Alabama, 808 
verbatim transcript of movie 
pound film taken on 9/17/56 at 
a press conference with Kasper, 
Contains defamatory statements 
by Kasper concerning Attorney 
General Brownell, Film not 
actually used by WSFA-TV,

Mobile completed interviews 195 
pertaining to Kasper as of 
9/87/56, Sound recordings of 
Kasper1 s speech at Wetumpka, 
Alabama on 9/17/56 and TV 
interview on 9/80/56 at 
Montgomery obtained, Latter 
being transcribed,

(continued on next page)

(48)^
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Source and Date Content
M N««NN»WMIM

MO Letter, 
10/2/56 
(copies to WFO 
and KX)

BA Report, 
10/4/56 
(copies to WFO)

WFO Airtel, 
11/15/56

Letter dated 
10/7/56 from

Movie sound film furnished 
by personnel of WSFA-TV, 
Montgomery, Alabama discussed, 
TV program featuring Kasper and 
State Senator Sam Englehardt, 
prepared 9/19/56, Kasper's 
defamatory allegations concern
ing AG Brownell cut, Televised 
9/20/56, 

Activities in Maryland, at 
LaPlata, Prince Georges 
County* Anne Arundel County 
meeting 9/4/56 at Way son's 
Corner near Marlboro, in 
behalf of Kasper,

Setting out reprint of an 
article from "Jet" magazine, 
10/11/56 issue, captioned 'FBI 
Probing Background of Racist 
John Kasper",

Enclosing "John Kasper's 
defense fund" floater of the 
SWCC, Washington, D.C,, 
10/15/56

Serial Search Slip 
’Page Number

205 (22)^

207 p.1-3,
5,6,9

245 (Not Indexed)

246 encl,
b6
b7C

(Not 
Indexed)

Tennessee, with 
enclosure, 
Bureau reply, 
11/14/56

NF Airtel, 
11/5/56 
(copies to WFO 
and KX)

10/15/56 contact off

with Kasper. in Richmond, 
Virginia, |/e 1t
Kasper's next step would be 
underground, either in KKK or 
some similar organization, 
One Charles McCall who indi
cated he was a former Klansman 
in Alabama and employed by 
Federal Government, was associ
ating with Kasper in Richmond.

242

b6
b7C
b7D

(Not Indexed)

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip
”” " Pg ye Number

WFO Letter, 
10/22/56 with 
enclosure

Photographic copy of leaflet 229 (22)^
"Seaboard White Citizens
Councils" enclosed. Received
from Martin Bacher, Manager 
Lithographic Photo Service, 
Inc,, 3227 M, Street, N,W,

Letter from 
State *s Attorney 
Henry P, Turner, 
Easton, Maryland, 
10/30/56 Bureau 
reply, 11/6/56

John Kasper fs activities in 244 (Not Indexed)
meetings sponsored by Talbot 
Citizens1 Committee, Talbot 
County, Maryland, A

NK Report, 
11/3/56 
(copies to WFO)

Background data, newspaper 240 p,l-7 (22/(43)^
article, Credit rating report 
of 7/18/56 in Camden, N,J, 
showed Kasper as operator of 
Cadmus;': Book Shop, Washington, 
D,C, Investigator, New Jersey 
State Police Headquarters, 
West Trenton, N,J, advised 
that birth record for 
Frederick John Kasper, Jr, 
indicated he was born 
10/21/29 at 6725 Harvey Ave,, 
Merchantville, New Jersey, 
As of Nov, 1950, residing 
at 110 Morningside Drive, NYC,

RH Letter, 
11/8/56

Fred P, Hockett, 3411 Richmond 238 (22)^^
Highway, Fairfax County, Virginia, 
allegedly associate of John 
Kasper,

KK Report, 
11/29/56 
(copies to WFO)

Frederick John Kasper indicted: 253 p,l-8 (23*^43/^
9/24/56, Clinton, Tennessee on 
charges sedition, inciting to 
riot, On 11/20/56 found not 
guilty,

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip 
'Page 'Number

IIO Letter, 
1/8/57, enclosing 
Photostat of 
document 
captioned 
"Frederick John 
Kasper, Jr," 
(copy to WFO, 
with enclosure)

KX Letter, 
12/5/56. Bureau 
letter to AAG 
Tompkins, 
12/18/56

Bureau Memo, 
12/7/56, with 
enclosures

Document furnished 11/28/56, 273
by Alabama State Senator Sam 
M, Engelhardt, Jr,, Executive 
Secretary of the Citizens 1 
Councils of Alabama, Document 
showed results of investiga
tion conducted by a private 
investigator engaged by the 
Council,

No transcript exists of pro- 255 
ceedings at Clinton, Tennessee 
when Kasper tried on local 
charges of sedition and incit
ing to riot,

(43)^

(43)^

RH Report, 
12/10/56 
(copies to WFO)

Enclosing tape recording of 264 
telephone conversation between 
John Kasper and Reporter Norman 
Kahl of the "Washington Star", 
on 12/6/56, Also item (1) 
statement by Kasper, and item 
(2) transcription of the con
versation, Kasper alleged that 
Attorney General Brownell's 
niiece was married to a Negro 
and that they had a Nearo child. 
Ahnne furnished by | 

____________ protect identity), 
Kasper indicated also in conver
sation to "Star" he was address
ing meeting in Poolesville, 
Maryland on Sunday, 
Director's Notation,

(Not Indexed)

b7C
b7D

WCCDC correspondence quoted - 259 p,l-6
appeals for funds for Kasper's 
defense.

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date

BA Report, 
1/32/57 
(copies to WFO)

WFO Report, 
12/14/56 
(copy to KX)

Content Serial Search Q______ ’Pgge/Number^

"Montgomery County Sentinel" 
12/13/56, reported that John 
Kasper spoke on 12/9/56 at 
residence of Buford Wynne in 
Poolesville, Maryland.
Article captioned "Convicted 
Race Agitator Addresses 
Poolesville Segregationists"

284 (Not Indexed)

Arrived Washington, D.C. 261 p.1-4, (23/^
10/14/56. Left for Clinton, 10-17
Tennessee 10/30/56. WCC 
literature - appeals for 
Kasper's defense fund.
Kasper acquitted in State of 
Tennessee on charge of sedition 
and inciting riots.

PG- Report, 
12/31/56 
(copies to WFO)

Bureau Henio, 
1/9/57, with 
enclosure 
Bureau letter, 
1/15/57 to AAG 
Tompkins, with 
Photostat of 
enclosure,

Bureau letter, 
1/10/57, to Hon. 
Sherman Adams, 
Assistant to the 
President, The 
White House, 
Washington, D.C. 
with enclosure.

Information on _ ____________ 271
______________I Tn diaPrtnnr

with I _____________
_______ ___________ because of 
her moral reputation and her 
association with John Kasper.

52-page transcript of interview 282 
with Frederick John Kasper, 
made at Louisville, Kentucky 
for the Edward R. Morrow show, 
"See it Now." Portions of 
transcript used on 1/6/57 pro
gram over CBS. Made available 
by Charlie Mack, a cameraman 
with the Morrow organisation.

Enclosing summary memorandum 280 
dated 1/10/57, captioned 
"Frederick John Kasper, Jr."

(23)1^

b6
b7C

(Not Indexed)

(continued on next page)
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Source and Bate Content ■ Serial Search Slip 
'PageTlhimber

NF Letter, 
1/15/57 
(copies to KX 
and WFO)

281 (23)^
______  ~| b6

I furnished in for- b7C
mation on________

1 who had 
been living with John Kasper• 
She distributed WOO litera
ture through the book store 
she obtained from Kasper, the 
Pivot Book Store, 3231 P 
Street, N.W., Washington, 
B.C.

WFO Airtel, 
1/18/57

John Kasper planning to come 
from Alabama to be speaker 
at WCC meeting scheduled for 
1/17/57 in Silver Springs,___  
Maryland Armory. Source\

283 (23)^

b6
JO / Ox

{protect identity). D / u

Letter, 1/23/57, 
from Alfred 
Friendly of "The 
Washington Post’* 
to Mr. L. E. 
Nichols, FBI, 
Washington, B.C., 
with enclosures

PH Airtel, 
1/22/57, enclos
ing newspaper 
clipping 
(copy to WFO with 
enclosure)

Photostat of memo to City 289 (Not Indexed) 
Editor, Ben Gilbert from 
their "stringer" in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, 
captioned "Memo on John 
Kasper Charlottesville Visit 
1/20/57" Memo states Kasper 
commented on establishment 
of the Lissie Stover College 
for Negroes and referred to 
President Eisenhower as being 
one-fourth Negro. Letter sets 
out name as Kaspar.

Negro newspaper, "Philadelphia 286 (Not Indexed) 
Tribune", Philadelphia, Pa., 
1/22/57, p.3 col. 1, '"Hate 
Negro1 Group Operating 'Under 
Noses' of Ike, FBI Chiefs." 
Quoting letter of 1/17/57 to 
AG Brownell from Congressman Earl Chudoff of Philadelphia 
concerning SWuC in Washington, DC - "John Kasper Boss*. y '

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date
Wwwwwmmmmsmwinmwm

Content

Letter dated 
2/15/57, front 
Charles L. Brand, 
P.O. Box 788, 
Westhampton 
Beach, N.Y. with 
enclosure.
Bureau 
acknowledgment, 
2/27/57

WFO memo, 
4/22/57 
enclosing 
Photostats

Enclosing clipping from 
"New York Herald Tribune" 
1/31/57, entitled "How John 
Kasper Fights Integration", 
including photo of Kasper 
and others, and of leaflet 
"Virginians on Guard."

Serial SeqrchSlip

302 (Not Indexed)

Photostats of letter dated 320 
2/4/57, to John Kasper, SCO, 
Washington, D.C. from Walter 
C. Wynn, Ministers acknow
ledgement, 2/11/57, to Rev.
Wynn, Taylor Memorial Baptist 
Church, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, signed Floyd 
Fleming. Furnished by Earl 
Chudoff, US House of 
Representatives.

(Not Indexed)

PH Letter, 
2/28/57, with 
enclosure

Enclosing copy of letter, 
2/11/57 to Rev. Walter C. 
Wynn, Taylor Memorial Baptist 
Church, Germantown Avenue 
above Butler, Philadelphia 
40, Pa., signed by Floyd 
Fleming, on SWCC letterhead, 
John Kasper, Executive 
Secretary . Wynn persuaded 
to correspond with John 
Casper by Source]

300

b6
b7C
b7D

WFO Letter, 
2/14/57, Re: 
Citizens Councils, 
Washington Field 
Office, IS-Z, 
enclosing Memo 
"Citizens 
Councils", WFO.

"Look" magazine, 2/19/57, 
Volume 21, No. 4, pages 27-31, 
carried an article on John 
Kasper entitled "Intruder in 
the South." Article critical 
of Kasper's actions in 
Clinton, Tennessee school integration riots in summer 
of 1956.

Copy of (Not
letter and . Jnd&xedj) 
encl, filed 
Not Recorded 
above serial 
296

(continued on next page)



Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip
W* MB** MTW* MB WWMM a*

Page Number

Justice Depart
ment Memo, 
4/12/57 with 
enclosures 
(copies, with 
enclosures, 
furnished by 
Bureau to WFO, 
on 4/18/57)

Letter dated 
2/7/57, to Mr. 
Lou Nichols, 
FBI, Washington, 
D.C. from Luke 
P. Oarroll, News 
and City Editor, 
"New York Herald 
Tribune”, NYC., 
with enclosures. 
Bureau letter, 
2/25/57, to AAG 
Tompkins, enclos
ing photographs 
(copy to WFO, with 
photographs)

Memo from Warren 
Olney III, AAG, 
Criminal Division, 
3/1/57 Bureau 
Letter to Olney, 
3/8/57, enclosing 
photographs

MM Letter, 
3/15/57, enclos
ing summary memo
randum on 
Citizens Councils

Enclosing Autostats of letters 318 
2/24-25/57, from Theodore 
The sing of the WCSC, 
Philadelphia, Pa., with 
original newspaper clippings 
attached. Information con
cerning Kasper in clipping 
from "The Philadelphia 
Inquirer", 2/23/57, "Brownell 
Blasted On Racial Issue."

Enclosing pictures of John 299 
Kasper and his friends taken 
at the book store he operated 
in Greenwich Village. Nam York, 
Pictures taken by

I la colored girl, who 
said she had been friendly 
with the group. Noted that 
some members of group were 
Negroes.

Requesting additional sets 304 
of above photographs.

(Not Indexed)

(23)^

Setting out information from 311 encl.
Miami newspapers on WCCDC, aka P*3,4 
SCO, John F. Kasper, Executive 
Secretary.

(23^(36)^

(continued on next page)
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(continued on next page)

Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip

Letter dated 
5/35/57, to 
President 
Eisenhower 
signed Floyd 
Fleming, with 
attachment, 
Copies, with 
attachments, to 
AG- Brownell and 
FBI Director 
Hoover,

Communication on SWCG, 
Washington, D,C,, letter
head, John Kasper - 
Executive Secretary, 
Certified copy, Resolution 
of Board of Directors, 
5/35/57, attached, Reso
lution requested corporation 
be furnished names and 
addresses of all known 
communists in U,S,

383 (Not Indexed)

CE Letter, 
6/30/57 enclos
ing blank memo, 
(copies with 
ends, to WFO) 
Bureau Letter, 
7/1/57 to AAG 
Tompkins, copy to 
AAG Olney, enclos
ing copies of memo

Blank Memo of 6/30/57 
captioned "John Kasper" 
containing.statements made 
by Benjamin Simmons Attorney 
for Kasper, /Source,)____________  
(protect identity),

< 334 (Not indexed)

b7D

NF Letter, 
7/33/57 enclosing 
blank memo and 
Photostats of 
news clippings 
(copies with 
enclosures to 
WFO)

"NY Herald Tribune, 7/15/57, 
page 1, "White Councils 
Organising Ivy Colleges, 
Kasper Says", date lined 
Knoxville, Tennessee, July 
14/ 7/16/57 issue, page 8, 
"L,I. 'Cell* Planning White 
Councils", date lined 
Oceanside, L,I,, July 15,

339 (Not Indexed)

Bureau Letter, 
7/33/57, to NY, 
copy to WFO,~ 
Newspaper clip
ping attached to 
yellow

"NY Herald Tribune", 7/16/57 
p,19, "L,I, Segregationist 
'Cell' .Planning White Councils 
date lined Oceanside, L,I,, 
July 15, Leader - Robert 
Vincent L'Hommedieu, ardent 
admirer of Kasper,

330
it

(Not Indexed)
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Content Serial Search Slip
T>age“ Number

Source and Date

WFO Letter, 
7/29/57 with 
enclosure

UE Airtel, 
7/25/57 
(UE #10.5-275) 
Re: John Kasper 
IS-X 
(copy to KX)

OS Airtel, 
7/29/57 
(copies to UE, 
KX and WFO)

UE Airtel 
8/2/57 
(copies to WFO 
and KX)
Bureau Letter, 
8/13/57, to AAG
Tompkins

BH Airtel, 
8/2/57 
(copies to WFO, 
KX and UE 
#105-207) 
Bureau Letter, 
8/8/57, to AAG 
Tompkins

Enclosing copy of a petition 342 (Not Indexed) 
for writ of certiorari filed 
by John Kasper, recorded in 
US Supreme Court Docket #315 
and received on 7/28/57,

According to news articles, 336 (Not Indexed) 
Kasper to be in Nashville, 
Tennessee, d/3 or 4/57 for 
rally in cooperation with 
KKK, Discreet pretext tele
phone calls to residences of 
known Klansmen indicated that 
Nashville Klansmen opposed to 
Kasper and wanted no associa
tion with him because of his 
alleged association with , 7n
Negroes in New York* G

Kastner in Yntamiiu) Tennessee, 337 (Not Indexed) 
__________ |in telephonic contact,
Kasper to hold big Klan meeting 
in Nashville soon,

"Nashville Tennessean", 8/1/57 340 (Not Indexed) 
announced contact by Kasper 
who announced plans for 8/4/57 
meeting of Klansmen and WCC 
members, Kasper accompanied 
by Lee Foster, regional 
secretary of East Tennessee 
Division, WGC, Nashville PD 
surveillance on Kasper,

Western Union telegram from 339 (Not Indexed) 
John Kasper, Knoxville, 
Tennessee to Ace Carter, 
Birmingham, Alabama, concern
ing speaking engagement of
Carter in Nashville, 8/4/57 
(telegram quoted).,

(continued on next page)
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WFO Letter, 
9/19/57 
Bureau Letter 
to WFO, 9/25/57

-Administrative handling of 
coverage of the WCCDC 
situation. According to 
radio announcement of 9/18/57, 
John Kasper reportedly was on 
his way to Washington, D.C.

Serial Search Slip 
~ 'Page~ Number

347 (23)^

WFO Airtel, 
9/27/57

WFO Airtel, 
9/29/57 Bureau 
Letter, 9/30/57 
to U.S. Secret 
Service, copies 
to ACSI Army, 
ONI, OSI

WFO Airtel, 
9/29/57 
(copy to LR) 
Bureau Letter to 
The Attorney 
General, 9/30/57 
(copies to Deputy 
AG Rogers and 
AAG Olney)

^protect 
identity) advised his infor
mant (not further identified) 
would meet on 9/28/57 with 
John Kasoer, Floyd Fleming

\believed Kasper was 
staving with)

I wfo contin- 
uing surveillance.

Kasper attended meeting.____  
9/29/57. at home of I 1 

I I in Bethesda, Maryland. 
Discussion of cross burnings 
in Washington area. (Details 
set out)

403 (Not Indexed)

b6
b7C
b7D

387 (Not Indexed)

b6
b7C

Kasper spent 9/27/57 with 366 
Ezra Pound at St. Elizabethfs 
Hospital, Washington, D.C. . 
Participated in two meetings 
on 9/28/57, at home of Edgar 
Johnston, 1103 Bellevue St., 
S.E. and home of Floyd Fleming, 
905 Quincy St., N.E. Said he 
was contacted by a man in 
Arkansas prior to opening of 
school there. Said he had to 
return to jail on 10/3/57.

(Not Indexed)

(continued on next page)
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~ Pa'ae''Numbe r

Bureau Memo, 
9/30/57

Concerning Kasper's statement 383 (24)^^
above of returning to jail on 
10/3/57, it was not known to 
what jail he was referring or 
in connection with what charge, 
Kasper had indicated his 
intention to go to New York 
and then to Camden, New Jersey, 
Informants could not under
stand how he expected to do 
all this and still return to 
jail on Oct, 3, Informants 
believed Kasper intended to be 
arrested by the Metropolitan 
PD, Administrative handling 
of designation of copies of 
airtels on Kasper's activities 
set out, .

WFO Airtel, 
10/1/57, Bureau 
Letter, 10/1/57, 
to The Attorney 
General, copies to 
Deputy AG Rogers 
and AAG Olney,

Picketing of White House, 365 (Not Indexed)
10/1/57s John Kasper partic
ipating, Kasper under 
surveillance,

WFO Airtel, 
IO/1/57

Results of fisur of above 372 (Not Indexed)

WFO Airtel, 
10/1/57

Ftsur on picketing at White 392 (Not Indexed)
House, John Kasper partic
ipating, Picketing doped, on 
10/1/57 at approximately 3:00
P,M, Kasper told the press 
there'were no further plans 
for picketing,

NT Airtel, 
10/3/57 
(copies to WFO)

Fisur of John Kasper by 385 (Not Indexed)
New York Office assumed 
10/3/57, Proceeded to 242
Mulberry Street, 

(continued on next page)
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Search Slip
'Page" Number

Source and Bate Conteni; Serial

WFO Airtel, 
10/6/57

KX Airtel, 
10/7/57 
(copy to WFO)

(protect identity) advised 
on 10/6/57 that John Kasper 
had returned to Washington, 
D,C, from NIC, Surveillance 
instituted by WFO,

Records check at Knox County 
Court Clerk's Office, on 
10/4/57, re, Kasper's auto
mobile ownership, I

402 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

396

(Not Indexed)

(Not Indexed)

____ Knoxville, Tenn^, had 
been an associate of Kasper,

b6
b7C

suburban community of 
Knoxville,

WFO Teletype 
to Bureau, KX 
and ME, 10/7/57 
Bureau Letter, 
10/8/57, to 
AC SI Army, 
copies to ONI 
and OSI,

ME Teletype, 
10/10/57

John Kasper left Washington, 406 
B,C, area, 10/7/57, heading 
south on Route 29 in Buick 
Sedan with Tennessee plates, 
Accompanied by one man, 
possibly two, This and other 
detailed information con
tained in Bureau letter of 
10/8/57 to intelligence 
agencies,

Kasper arrested by Nashville 413 
PR for traffic violation, 
10/10/57, Trial set for 
11/15/57, Apparently in 
Nashville in connection with 
appeal hearings on his 
previous convictions there,

(continued on next page)

(24)^

(Not Indexed)
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Consent Serial Search Slip
~ ~ Pg^e "Number

Bureau Memo, 
10/17/57

Kasper arrived at his office, 422 (Not Indexed)
1047 - 31st St., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. on 10/17/57.
Bureau agents pointed out
Kasper to representatives of
Marshall office and he was 
taken into custody.. ‘

WFO Airtel, 
10/22/57, with 
enclosures

Photostats of SWCC leaflets 439 (Not Indexed)
captioned "Public Enemy 
Number One. Jewspapers", 
"and‘^lWhairIs The Supreme 
Law of The Land?" Leaflets 
printed 10/20/57.

CE Airtel, 
10/28/57, with 
letterhead memo 
attached 
(copies, with 
encl,, to WFO)

Concerning SWCC plans for 435 (Not Indexed)
picketing of Supreme Court, 
Washington, D.C. on 11/1/57, 
which was the day that a 
motion for a re-hearing by 
the full court of contempt 
case against Frederick John 
Kasper had been scheduled.
Marginal notation indicates 
date of picketing changed to 
11/8/57.

WFO Letter, 
11/19/57 with 
enclosures

Enclosing photographic copies 469 encl. (Not.
of a bulletin, "White Man Indexed)
Awaken", dated November, 1957, 
to be published twice monthly 
by the WCCDC. Photograph of 
John Kasper thereon.

WFO Airtel, 
11/4/57

Contemplated picketing of 453 (Not Indexed)
White House. 11/8/57.

I ________ , , , , J, b6
^protect) furnished list of
slogans for placards as
recommended by Kasper (idst G
set out)

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip
~~ ” T*age~ Number

NY Airtel, 
11/5/57 
(copy to WFO)

John Kasper, using the 454 p.2 (24)^57/'
name of John Rutko, had 
been in regular touch with

]in NYC.

NS Airtel, 
12/9/57, with 
enclosures

Enclosing clippings from 474 (Not Indexed)
"Yale Daily News", 12/6/57, 
p.l, Yale University, 
New Haven, Connecticut, 
captioned "Segregationist 
Wang Asks PU Support of b7C
Racial Debate With NAACP 
Spokesman", and a memo 
summer isina information 
therein. I______________

WFO Letter, 
2/21/58 
(copies to ME, 
KX and LR)

Results of review of 510 p.1-4, (Not
records at WCC headquarters, 8-10,13,14, Indexed)
1047 31st Street, N.W., 25,29,33,
Washington, D.C. on 12/11/57 . 34,36,37,39,

41,43,47, 
52-59,61, 
63-65, 68, 71, 
72, 74, 90, 91, 
95, 98, 100, 
101,103,104

NY Letter, 
12/13/57 with 
enclosure• 
(copies with 
enclosures to 
WFO)

Enclosing copy of a 475 (Not
pamphlet "Public Enemy Number Indexed)
One, Jewspapers", soliciting 
funds for legal aid for 
Kasper.

WFO Report, 
1/10/58 
(copies to KX, 
ME and LR)

Description of Kasper, his 479 p.1-7, (2^f(43^
associates and correspondents. 9,10,13-15, (48^(57. 
Press publicity, Washington, 17-24,
D.C. 26-30

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip
~ ~ ~PggeNuviber

RH Letter, 
1/24/58 
(copies to WFO)

Reportedly, request would be 501 p,3,4 (Not 
made for Kasper to speak at Indexed)
Warrenton, Virginia High
School, Investigation 
negative,

SE Letter, 
2/2/59 
(copy to WFO)

Referring to WFO letter to 660 (43/^“
Director. 2/21/58. advising_  
that _______________________  

|_________________ | Seattle,________ ^6
JFdsMn^ton, had communicated b7C
with Frederick John Kasner, 
Information on 
set out.

WFO Report, 
3/20/58

WCC headquarters in 516 p,l,3 (24)^^
Washington, D,C, at 1047 - 
31st St,, N,W, On release 
from prison John Kasper would 
be told by WCC officials to 
restrict himself to the D,C,, 
Maryland and Virginia areas,

NY Report, 
3/31/58 
(copies to WFO)

Information on|_____ ____________ 519 p,2,3, (Not
NYC, who had been identified 5,6 Indexed)
with the Kasper movement, 
Admitted past association 
with Kasper in 1/22/58 letter 
to NY Office,

JK Letter, 
4/22/58 
(copy to ME)

Kasper's earliest release date 526 (Not Indexed)
from Federal Correctional 
Institution, Tallahassee, 
Florida would be 8/9/58, 
Approximately a year prior, 
Kasper was completely dis
credited in Florida in a series 
of public hearings conducted 
by Florida Legislative Invest
igating Committee,

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Content Serial
- 'Page Number

WFO Letter, 
4/29/58

Information on 4/28/58,_______  527 p. 1
from | |
concerning J, aenjamzn 
Simmons, John Kasper's 
attorney•

(24)^

WFO Airtel, 
7/3/58, with 
enclosures

Enclosing a summary of infor
mation from two enclosed 
memoranda, 6/18/58 and 
6/19/58, of Shirley Elder, 
Reporter to Clayton Fritchey, 
Publisher of the "Northern' 
Virginia Sun", Memoranda 
made ay a Hable by I 

(protect identity.

539 encl, (24/^

WFO Airtel, 
6/27/58,Bureau 
letter, 7/2/58 
to Army 
Intelligence, 
Washington, D,C,, 
Copies to 
Justice Depart
ment, ONI and OSI

WFO Letter, 
7/18/58 
(copy to ME)

Admiral John Crommelin, 536 (24)^ '
involved in hearings on 
reorganisation of Pentagon, 
would leave Washington, D,C, 
on 6/27/58, Would meet John 
Kasper on Kasper's release 
from prison in August, 
Crommelin and Kasper would 
come to Washington and would 
reorganise the whole WCC 
set-up,

\advised John Kasper, 545 (24/^
incarcerated Federal Prison, , „ .
Tallahassee, Florida, wrote D
his attorney, J, Benjamin 
Simmons of Washington, D,C,, 
saying he would meet Simmons 
in Tallahassee on 8/1/58, 
Kasper then going to Alabama 
to meet with Admiral John 
Crommelin, then to Nashville, 
Tennessee to "prepare his 
defense", and then to 
Washington,

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date Content Serial Search Slip_ 
'Page 'Number'"

BA Airtel, 
7/29/58 
(copies to ME 
and WFO)

Essentially same information 
as above. furnished on 7/29/58 
by______________ ________
Admiral Crommley (Ph) going to 
Florida to pick up Kasper when 
released.

549

JK Letter, 
9/17/58 
(copies to WFO 
and KX)

Resume of investigation at 
Tallahassee, Florida, 7/31/58 
and 8/1/58 in connection with 
release of John Kasper from 
Federal Correctional 
Institution.

567

b7C

(Not Indexed)

AT Letter, 
11/19/58 Re: 
Bombings and 
Attempted 
Bombings In 
Southern 
Communities 
Racial Matters 
(copies to WFO)

Bureau Letter, 
9/5/58, to Army 
Intelligence, 
Washington, D.C. 
Copies to AAG 
White, ONI and 
OSI together with 
Photostats of 
enclosure.

Undated letter 
from Captain 
Harold W. Mills, 
USAF, 1505 South 
Columbus St., 
Arlington 4, Va., 
with enclosures. Bureau acknowledg
ment, 9/12/58.

On 8/1/58, I I
reported that I 
George Bright and|

| met Kasper upon his 
release from Atlanta Federal 
Penitentiary. On that date 
Bright and | ~|
accompanied Kasper to 
Tallahassee, Florida.

Copy filed 
Not Record
ed above 
serial 619

(Not 
Inaexed)

Original of enclosure attached 562 
to yellow: A pamphlet entitled 
"Segregation or Death" by John 
Kasper. Pamphlet mailed to 
Stanley W. Marshall, 2424 N.
Rockingham St., Arlington, Fa.

Above pamphlet enclosed. 564
Received by correspondent *s 
son, a senior at Wakefield 
High School, Arlington.

(continued on next page)

(25)^

(Not indexed)
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Search Slip
'Page'"Number

Source and Date Serial

WFO Letter, 
10/27/58, 
with enclosure

Content

595

Charlotte and Greensboro, 
North Carolina on 10/2-5/58

Bureau Memo, 
10/8/58

_________  adv +.hn+. rt-fe 576 
above meeting__________  I

__  said he wondered if 
FBI was following Kasper and 
made statements concerning 
assaulting an FBI agent.

resided at 

(Not Indexed)

WFO Airtel 
(no date) 
(copies to ME 
and KX)

advised Kasper 
arrtvea »c shington, D.C. 
Spending day at 905 Quincy 
Street, N.E., home of Floyd 
Fleming, Executive Secretary. 
SWCC. Kasper to meet with 
his attorney J. Benjamin 
Simmons and Edgar Johnston, 
Seaboard officer, that niaht

572 (Not Indexed)

10/6/58, according to 
marginal notation.

WFO Airtel, 
10/7/58 with 
enclosure 
(copies to ME 
and KX, with 
enclosures) 
Bureau letter, 
10/d/58, with 
enclosure, to 
Army Intelli
gence, ONI, OSI 
and AAG White.

Enclosing letterhead memo 574 
dated 10/7/58, setting out 
results of meeting on 
10/6/58 between John Kasper 
and persons active in SWCC.

(25)^

(continued on next page)
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Source and Bate

WFO Airtel, 
10/9/58, with 
enclosure 
(copies to UE 
and KX with 
enclosure)

BA Airtel, 
10/11/58 
enclosing 
letterhead memo, 
(copies to KX, 

withME and WFO

Content

Enclosing letterhead memo 
captioned "John Kasper." 
Kasper wanted to start new 
political party to be called 
Kasper Party. Said his 
original idea was to organise 
WHIB (Wheat In Bread) Party.

L_______________ ,______ 1 
(protect identity) advised

। John Kasner met with।

Serial Search Slip
--------  ^ag^umb^r

575 (Not Indexed)

♦

582 (Not Indexed)

Ai residence.|

WFO Airtel, 
10/14/58 with 
enclosure 
(copy to UE)

Enclosing letterhead Memo 
concerning SWCC meeting, 
10/11/58, at 1047 31st St.,

587 b6
b7C

(35)^

N.W., Washington, B.G.
Kasper spoke. To return to

b7D

Nashville. Les Blackiston,
1718-19th St., was friend of 
Kasper's.

RH Airtel, 
10/17/58 enclos
ing letterhead 
memo captioned 
"John Kasper" 
(copy to WFO, 
with enclosure)

WFO Airtel, 
10/22/58, 
with enclosure

Source. 584

Kasper's 
activities .in Charlottesville, 
10/14/58. Kasper was enroute 
to Greensboro, North Carolina.

Enclosing copy of SWCG pub- 592 
Heat ion, "Abolish The Public 
Schools I Nowl", by John
Kasper.

(continued on next page)

(Not Indexed)

(25)^
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Source and Date Content ^earc/i Slip
Page Number

LA Letter, 
10/24/58, 
Re: Bombings and 
Attempted Bomb
ings In Southern 
Communities, 
Racial Hatters, 
(copy to WFO) .

LA files disclosed no Copy filed (Not
information concerning Not Record- Indexed)
Xasper not known to Bureau ed above
or office of origin, serial 594

XX Teletype, 
10/27/58

According to Chattanooga 604 (25)^^
PD, John Xasper scheduled to 
speak at political rally, 
Warner Park, Chattanooga, on 
10/28/58, on behalf of Lee 
Foster, IndependentzCandidate 
for Governor of Tennessee * PD 
surveillance of Xasper planned,

XX Letter, 
12/10/58 
(XX #105-175) 
(copies to WFO)

John Xasper, Admiral Crommelin 633 (Not Indexed)
and wife and daughter, on 
d/1/58 left area of Tallahassee, 
Florida in car belonging to Lee 
R, Foster, 5317 Cedar Heights 
Lane, Xnoxville, Tennessee, 
"Chattanooga News - Free 
Press", 11/3/58, described
Foster as candidate for
Wheat in Bread Party (WHIB) and 
a "segregationist candidate for 
governor" of Tennessee, John 
Xasper reported to be Foster's 
campaign manager,

WFO Letter, 
11/15/58 
(copy to ME, 
with enclosure)

Enclosing for Memphis Office 615 (Not Indexed)
leaflet by John Xasper, 
"Abolish the Public Schools!
Now!"

(continued on next page)
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Source and Bate Content Serial Search Slip
~ “ - - 'Page Number

WFO Report, 
11/26/58

Frederick John Kasper, 621 p.l, (25)^43)^
FBI #3402970, Executive 2,4,15-27,
Birector, SWCC. Bescriptive 31,32,34-43
data, Mailing of .anti- 
Jewish and anti-Negro 
literature to high school 
students in Virginia.
Publicity. SWCC association 
with Ku Klux Klan. Publi
cations described.

WFO Setter, 
11/26/58

Cover letter to above report, 622 (Not Indexed)
stating that dissemination of 
report not being made to 
local intelligence agencies.

WFO Airtel, 
12/1/58

"Washington Post Times Herald" 627 (Not Indexed)
12/1/58, Brew Pearson's .
column entitled "Kasper Meet
ing Here Bescribed." 
Referred to meeting.of 
9/28/57. Informants to 
determine effect of article 
on officers of WCCBC.

WFO Letter, 
3/12/59 
(copies to KX, 
LR and ME)

Results of review of unde- 672 p.1,2 (Not
veloped film of material in Indexed)
possession of______________ 1

\ohen felted
by Memphis PB on 12/4/58. 
One item, letter dated 
10/12/58, signed by John b7C
Kasper, SWCC Executive 
Birector, to SWCC officials 
and members^______ ,______

(continued on next page)
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Source and Date

WFO Letter, 
12/12/58 
(copies to KX, 
LR and ME)

WFO Airtel, 
12/15/58, enclos
ing letterhead 
memo captioned 
SWCC 
(copy to ME with 
enclosure)

WFO Report, 
12/31/58

WFO Report, 
1/29/59

Memo from A. 
Rosen to the 
Director,. 
2/18/59, enclos
ing four-page 
mimeographed 
article captioned 
"Illegality and 
the FBI."

(continued on next page)

Content Serial Search^Slip 
l^^lhzmber

Setting out names on SWCC 
lists made available for 
photographing. One list 
captioned "Kasper Specials 
and Orders for Segregation 
or Death and Transcripts" 
was of persons requesting 
literature such as the 
pamphlet "Segregation or 
Death" by John Kasper,

638 (Not Indexed)

Identities of new officers 
of SWCC, Washington, D,C,, 
as named at meeting on 
12/13/58, Executive 
Director - Frederick John 
Kasper, currently in 
Nashville. Tennessee.

635 encl, (Not
Indexed)

Source b7Ij

Frederick John Kasper, 
SWCC Executive Director, 
currently in Nashville, 
Tennessee, Possessions____

642 p, 1-9 (25)^43)^

maintained at home orl b6
b7C

Washington, D,C, SWCC 
activities in detail,

Mailing literature to 
Virginia Legislature and 
to persons in Front Royal, 
Virginia, Material written 
by John Kasper, *

661 (Not Indexed)

Furnished by Nathaniel H, 
Goodrich, American Jewish 
Congress, 1625 Eye Street, 
N,W,, Washington, D,C, 
Information in Bureau files 
indicated article was pre
pared by J, Benjamin 
Simmons, Attorney for John 
Kasper,

666 (Not Indexed)
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Search Slip
'Page Number

Source and Date Content Serial

ME Letter, 
3/14/59 
(copy to WFO)

As of 2/24/59, Frederick 673
John Kasper residing at 
home of Miss Grace Dawson
4010 Brush Hill Road, 
Nashville, Tennessee, 
Allegedly using\

I Nashville as mail drop,

associates of Kasper b7C
in Nashville, b7D

(44)^

WFO Report, 
3/30/59

Interview with \ ~| 674 (Not Indexed)

____________on 
2/18/59, set out, .4s of 
3/20/59, Frederick John 
Kasper was SWCC Executive 
Director, according to

Undated letter 
front Edwin W, 
Davis, Associate 
Secretary, 
Defense 
Commission, 
National Educa
tion Association, 
1201-16th Street, 
N,W,, Washington 
6, D»C,, with 
enclosures. 
Bureau acknowl
edgment, 4/3/59.

WFO Letter, 
4/13/59

Enclosing leaflet, "Abolish 676 
The Public Schools!.Now!" by 
John Kasper; leaflet, 
"Illegality and the FBI", by 
SWCC, Inc,, Washington, D,G,; 
and NEA "Defense Bulletin" 
No, 79, December, 1958, which 
included brief statement on 
Kasper,

(Not Indexed)

Setting out thumbnail sketch 677 
of WCCDC, Certificate 16343 
filed 8/31/56 with Recorder 
of Deeds, Washington, D,C, 
Trustees, directors and/or 
managers listed in certificate 
included John Kasper,

(continued on next page)

(Not Indexed)
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"Page Number

WFO Airtel, 
5/1/59, enclos
ing letterhead 
memo of same 
date captioned 
SWCC.

PFC_____________________ 680 encl. (Not
Headquarters Bn. 2nd MAAM Indexed)
Bn., FMF, PAC 29, Palms, b6
California, in recent letter b7C 
to Floyd Fleming, SWCC
President, said he would be ,
out of the service in August, ' 
1960, and inquired if John
Kasper would be out of ’

•
prison at that time.

WFO Report, 
5/5/59

John Kasper, Executive 679 (25/[44)x
Director of SWCC, advised 
SWCC officers to have noth
ing to do with George Lincoln 
Rockwell, Commander of World 
Union of Free Enterprise 
National Socialists. In 
April, 1959, Kasper in 
Nashville, Tennessee, 
managing campaign of Mrs. 
Bessie Williams, candidate 
for Mayor.

WFO Report, 
6/3/59

As of 5/25/59, Frederick 684 (25){44)^
John Kasper, aka John Kasper, 
Executive Director, SWCC.

WFO Report, 
7/6/59

As of 6/19/59, Frederick 686 (26^(44)*'
John Kasper, aka John Kasper, 
Executive Director, SWCC.
J. Benjamin Simmons, John 
Kasper fs attorney.

Bureau Memo, 
7/16/59 with 
enclosures

Enclosing file maintained 689 (Not Indexed)
in Laboratory for filing in
Records Branch, Numerous Lab
Work Sheets.

(continued on next page)
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Content

Source and RateW»W IM M»
Content Serial Search Slip 

'Paae^'N/niber

WFO Report, 
8/11/59

Frederick John Kasper, 
Executive Birector, SWCC. 
Presently confined Federal 
Correctional Institution, 
Tallahassee, Florida. 
Visited Washington, B.C., 
6/33/59. Advised Floyd 
Fleming, SWCC President, 
that he was going to revoke 
SWCC Charter.

691 (Not Indexed)

y
WFO Report, 
10/9/59

Closing report. As of 
9/39/59 Frederick John 
Kasper was Executive Birector, 
SWCC.

696 (36/{44y

Letter, 13/7/41, 
from Horton P~~ 
Gilman, 15 
College Ave., 
Gorham, Maine, 
with enclosures. 
Bureau acknowl
edgment, 
13/16/59, of 
above letter 
received at

' Bureau on 
13/11/59

Enclosing leaflets, "Are You 
a Segregationist?" signed by 
Floyd Fleming, Chairman, 
Committee To Free John Kasper.

698 (Not Indexed)

The following references in Bufile #100-433395 described 
above, submitted, newspaper clippings setting out segregation activities 
of John Kasper. These clippings were furnished to the Bureau for trans
mittal to the Justice Bepartment:

Reference
ME Letter, 9/6/57, 
enclosing Autostats 
of news clippings 
Serial 344 
(Not indexed)

"The Nashville Tennessean"
8/3/57, "Meeting of Klan Opposes Kasper"
8/5/57, p.l, "Kasper Halted at Park Rally"
8/9/57, p.l, "Study of Opinion On School 

Urged"

(continued on next page)
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Reference Content

GE Letter, 9/10/57 
(copies to ME, KX 
and LR) News clippings 
enclosed for Bureau 
only, Serial 348 
(Not indexed)

8/27/57, p,2, "Kasper Urges Boycott of 
Integrated Schools"

8/28/57. p,l, "Threat Galls Bring Police 
Promises"

8/29/57, p,l, "'It's Law', Nest Informs 
Parents", referring to 
Mayor Ben Nest,

"The Nashville Banner"
. 8/8/57, p,10, "Board Faces 2 Bids For 

Segregation"
8/9/57, p,10, "School Board Grants More 

Segregation Study Time"

"Press-Scimitar", Memphis, Tennessee ' 
. 8/9/57, "Kasper and Six Others Speak Their

Pieces", date lined Nashville, Tenn, 
8/29/57, p,4, "Negro Parents Hear Threats 

In Nashville"

"Commercial Appeal", Memphis, Tennessee 
. 8/28/57, "13 Negroes Signed at White 

Schools"
8/29/57, "'Terror Campaign' Seen In 

Nashville", date lined Nashville, 
Aug, 28 .

"Charlotte News", Charlotte, North Carolina 
, 8/29/57, "Police Chief Believes Kasper

Won't Come Here"
8/30/57, "Kasper Said Bound For N^G^,/', 

date lined Nashville, Tennessee
9/3/57, "John Kasper: In Defense of Ticks"

"Chapel Hill News Leader," Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina .

8/29/57, cartoon captioned "No Sale", 
depicting J, Kasper as salesman

"Charlotte Observer", Charlotte, N,G, 
8/30/57, "John Kasper Gets Cold Shoulder 

From Hodges", date lined Raleigh
9/2/57, "Confused Kasper Promises Return!' 

Photos, .

. (continued on next page)
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Reference Content
MMB MB••»••••

9/2/57* "Kasper Raps School Board* Has
Run-In With Little John." Photo, 

9/4/57* "Kasper's Disciples Meet” 
9/4/57* "Courthouse Open To All* . ’

- Provided........ "

"Twin City Sentinel"* Winston-Salem* N,C, 
, 8/31/57* "Jeers Greet Kasper In Twin City"

"Daily News", Greensboro* N,C, •
.. 8/31/57 * "Kasper Plans Speech On Courthouse

Lawn."
9/1/57* "When Kasper Spoke"

"Hecklers In Winston Force Garage 
Meeting"* date lined Winston-
Salem* Aug, 31

9/1/57* "Campaign of Terror Is Urged" 
9/1/57* ^School Board's Action Draws

Kasper's Fire," Photos, 
9/1/57* Editorial*. "Governor Hodges Speaks

For State,". Cartoon "Point of Orde^

"Enterprise", High Point* N,C, 
. 8/31/57* ."Kasper Schedules Talk at Twin

City"* date lined Winston-Salem 
9/1/57* "Small Crowds Hear Kasper Make Talks" 

date lined Greensboro* N,C,* Aug,31 . 
9/2/57* "300 Hear Kasper In Charlotte"* 

date lined Charlotte .

"Daily Times News"* Burlington* N,C, 
.. 8/31/57* "Kasper Slates Talk at Winston-

Salem"* date lined Winston-Salem 
9/2/57* "Small Crowds and Jeers Greet

Kasper In State"* date lined 
Charlotte* N,C, Photo, 

9/2/57* Editorial* "The Kasper Treatment"

"Winston-Salem Journal"* Winston-Salem* N,C, 
8/31/57* "Segregationist Kasper Arrives

Here* Plans Speech Today," Photo 
of Kasper, .

9/2/57* Editorial* "Kasper In Winston-Salem" 
9/2/57* "Kasper Draws 300 at Charlotte"* .

date lined Charlotte* Sept, 1 

(continued on next page)
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Reference Content

"Journal and Sentinel", Winston-Salem, N.C.
. 9/1/57, p,l, "Kasper Heckled Here----  

He Claims'Success," Photos, 
9/1/57, p,l, "Frederick John Kasper: A

Career With a Twist"

"Greensboro Record", Greensboro, N,C 
9/2/57, "Kasper Takes Campaign To 

Charlotte"

Bufile #100-423395, described above, contains numerous news
paper clippings with John Kasper, was,, circled as subject. On the 
following clippings his name was cross-indexed and "see" cards were 
made: . . .

Content Search SI ip 
"Page Number

"The Baily Progress", Charlottesville, Virginia
8/6/56, Afternoon Edition "4 'Citizens Councils' (55^^

.Solicitors Arrested"
8/11/56 "Charges Dropped; Councils Group Resumes (261/*^

Drive Here"
8/17/56 "Four White Citizens' Speakers To Be Here (26)^^ 

For Saturday Meet" ■

"Washington Star", Washington, D,C,
6/6/56, Final, p,A-22 "'White Citizens Council' 

Is Organized Here" .
8/7/56, Final, B-2 "Charlottesville Arrests 4 

Area Anti-Integrdtionists", 
date lined Charlottesville, 
Va,, Aug, 7

8/24/56, p,A-18 "District Man Interrupts Pro
Integration Meeting", date lined
Charlottesville, Va,, Aug. 24

"Knoxville News Sentinel", Knoxville, Tennessee 
11/1/56 "Negro Girl Friend For Kasper Reported"

(Photo of John Kasper)

(27/^ 

(50/^^

(27)\^^

(27/^

(continued on next page)
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Content Search Slip 
~Pape"Number

"Daily Worker"
1/16/57 p.l "Gates Urges Arrest of Racist 

Inciting Violence"

"Philadelphia Inquirer", Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
2/5/57 Star p.3Gl "FBI Probes Bias-Monger Unit 

Set Up Here With Kasper Aid"

"Chattanooga News-Free Press", Chattanooga, Tennessee 
9/26/56, Editorial "For Whom The Bell Tolls" 
5/17/57 p.28 06 "Kasper Eyes N.Y. For Fight1!, 

date lined Knoxville

"Tampa Morning Tribune", Tampa, Florida
6/1/57 "Committee of Legislature Hits John Kasper;

NAACP", date lined Tallahassee, May 31. 
(Photo of Kasper)

"Miami Herald", Miami, Florida
6/1/57 "Probe Group Brands Kasper a 'Meddler'", 

date lined Tallahassee

(26)^

(No t, ~ 
Indexed)*

(26)^ 
(26)^

(26^

"Washington Post and Times Herald", Washington, D.C.
6/6/56 "White Citizens Council Formed In Washington"
8/12/56, B-2 "White Council Case Dropped", date

lined Charlottesville, Va., Aug. 11
11/8/56 p.A-27 "Clinton Mayor Blames Kasper for 

Integration Riot", date lined 
Clinton, Tenn., Nov.7

2/6/57 p.A-15 "Will Aid Alabama Bombing Suspects, 
Kasper Says", date lined Montgomery, 
Alabama, Feb. 5

6/2/57 p.A-5 "Kasper Loses On Appeal", date 
.lined Cincinnati, June.1

/

"Washington News", Washington, D.C.
6/6/56 p.7 "'White Council' Is Here"
9/5/56 p.5 "Md. Racist Speaker Mentions 'Violence'"
11/5/56 p.7 "Frederick John Kasper, self-styled 

crusader against the 'blasphemy' of 
racial mingling, goes.on trial today 
at Clinton, Tenn......."

6/27/57 p.9 "Small Row at Segregation Meeting
'.Shut Up Or You'll Get Punched'"

(27)^

(27)^

(continued on next page)
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Content Search Slip 
"Pa g e"'NUmber

"Knoxville Journal", Knoxville, Tennessee
7/28/57 "'Kasper Legal Defense Fund' Apparently (59)^ 

'SeIf-Started.

"The State", Columbia, South Carolina
8/2/58 "John Kasper Reunited With Anti-Mixing 

Supporters", date lined Tallahassee, 
Florida• (photo of Kasper walking 
through main gate of U,S. Penitentiary 
in Atlanta, Georgia)

This reference sets out information on the association "For 
America", self-described as a Committee for Political Action, This, 
information was obtained in connection with a security investigation 
of the Cadmus\ Book Store, 1246 Wisconsin Avenue, N,W,, Washington, 
D,C,, being conducted by WFO, and predicated upon information furnished 
on 3/27/56, by Lt, Thomas C, Kelliher, 7th Precinct, Metropolitan PD, 
Washington, D,C,, that the Cadmius^ Book Store was holding meetings . 
suspected to be of communistic nature, (Details set out)

Records of the Central Permit Section, D,C, Department of 
Licenses and Inspections, indicated-that the Cadm^^ Book Store was 
owned and operated by Frederick John Kasper, 3206 Volta Place, N,W,, 
Washington, D,C,, who had been engaged in the operation of this book 
store since November, 1955,

It was noted that indices of WFO contained no record on 
Frederick John Kasper,

WFO Letter, 4/11/56 (WFO #100 - New)*  
Ret For America

*WFO #100-33027

IS-X
62-101220-6 p,2,3 
(41)^^
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By letter of 4/27/56, captioned "Cadmus Bookshop, IS - X", 
enclosing letterhead memo of same date and caption, Washington Field 
Office furnished information on the Cadmus Bookshop, 1246 Wisconsin 
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., owned and operated by Frederick John 
Kasper. Kasper also operated the "Hake It Knew" Bookshop at 169 
Bleeker Street, New York City, and contemplated opening stores in 
Texas and California. Sources who had attended lectures at the Bookshop 
described them as strongly anti-Semitic and anti-Negro and as commu
nistic in nature because the speakers usually condemned everyone in the 
Government. Allegedly Kasper had a printing press in the rear of the 
shop, which was used to print anti-Semitic and anti-integration litera
ture. Prominent speakers had appeared there in early 1956, and it was 
noted that Army, Navy and Air Force personnel had attended and/or 
participated at meeting's held at this bookshop. (Speakers set out)

I Ian employee of the Bookshop, described
the objectives of Kasper and several of his close followers and described 
Kasper as a fanatic anti-Semitic. She stated he had a girl friend from 
New York City, 1 whom I I believed assisted him
in financing his bookshop operations.

Memo sets out numerous individuals who furnished foregoing b7C 
information concerning the bookshop.

(continued on next page)
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4 «
By letter dated 5/3/56, the Bureau furnished copies of above 

memo to ACSI Army, ONI, Air Force and AAG Tompkins. Note on yellow 
stated indications toere that this bookshop was outlet for organisation 
known as "For America", a quasi political group with headquarters in 
Chicago.

Reference described above with 
letterhead memo attached 
(WFO #100-32920) 
105-46989-1 
(44^

By letter dated 6/13/56, captioned "Cadmus Bookshop, IS - X", 
enclosing letterhead memo of same date and caption, Washington Field 
Office furnished information on a speech delivered at the captioned 
bookshop on 4/29/56, by Wilfried August Kernbach. Frederick John Kasper, 
alleged owner and operator of this shop, was from New York City, accord-

(continued on next page)
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ing to WFO. On 5/10/56, Kernbach furnished the WFO information con
cerning his speech and individuals he contacted at the bookshop.

Reference described above with 
letterhead memo attached 
(WFO #100-32930) 
105-46989-4 
(44)^

called at the WFO on 7/16/56. stated that
in checking into the activities of John Kasper, Proprietor of the 
Cadmus Bookstore, 1346 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. and organiser of the 
WCCDC, ascertained that the FBI had made a routine credit check on 
John Kasper Cadmus Book Shop, at Stone's Mercantile Agency, Inc., on 
4/13/56.

Review of WFO files revealed that Kasper was checked at 
Stone's Mercantile Agency, Inc., on 4/5/56.

WFO Letter, 7/17/56 (WFO #63-0-11613) 
Re: William R. Stone, President 
Stones Mercantile Agency, Inc.
Information concerning 
63-13395-338

The "Washington Post and Times Herald", 7/19/56, contained 
an article captioned "Citizens Council" signed by Raymond J. Carroll, 
Jr., Brooklyn, N.Y., which commented on a prior news article on forma
tion of a "White Citizens Council" in Washington. Spokesman for this 
group, John Kaspar, had identified himself as the owner of the Cadmus 
Book Store in Georgetown. Mr. Carroll stated in his article that he 
had been the only owner the Cadmus Book Store ever had, accusing "these 
anti-usurers" of opening their propaganda shop at the same address and 
helping themselves to the name of his bookstore.

105-46989-A "Washington Post and 
Times Herald", 7/19/56 
(50)^
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■ On 8/18/56, "The Daily Progress", Charlottesville, Virginia 
carried an article captioned "Citizens Councils Leaders Repudiate 
Seaboard Group" which set out a statement (quoted) of Mrs, Clyde G. 
Miller, Secretary of the Fairfax Councils.. Mrs. Miller stated: 
"...John Kasper, leader of the Seaboard Citizens1 Councils, Inc., has 
openly boasted about arrests, breaking up church services in Maryland 
and being investigated by the FBI. Such actions are repulsive to the 
Fairfax Citizens 1 Councils and its members.... The true Citizens’ 
Councils movement, which is in all instances based on American 
principles of lawful and moral action, abhors John Kasper’s action 
since such methods are being used to subvert many honorable organi
zations by persons with ulterior motives."

RH Report, 10/5/56
Re: Citizens Councils of Virginia 
IS - X 
105-49006-8 p.6 
(29^^

This reference is a leaflet, dated September, 1956 captioned 
"White American News Service, Official News Letter, National Citizens 
Protective Assn., P. 0. Box 156, St. Louis 3, Mo." The leaflet 
advocates "Racial Integrity - Not Amalgamation", and is the First 
Anniversary Issue. It sets out information concerning the Hoxie, 
Arkansas school integration trial and cites as an example of what 
people of Hoxie were fighting in the courts, the Clinton, Tennessee 
situation where John Kasper, a Citizens Council leader, was arrested 
the past week. Members of the LaFollette, Tennessee Chapter of the 
National Citizens Protective Association (names set out) went to 
Clinton and offered to put up Kasper’s bail. (Further details)

This leaflet had been folded and mailed to David Scott, 
P. 0. Box 1743 Plaza Sta., St. Louis, Mo. (No indication of how leaflet 
was obtained by Bureau)

105-16510-174 p.l 
(37)^aH»

The "Birmingham News", 9/1/56, published an AP article 
captioned "Segregationist Mob Attacks Cars in Clinton", date lined 
Clinton, Tennessee, 9/1/56. The article stated the mob had been fired 
to fever pitch early in the evening after Asa Carter, head of the North

(continued on next page)
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Alabama Citizens Council "loosed a tirade against integration........  
but nobody moved to stop him immediately as they had against John 
Kasper, 26-year-old segregation exponent from Washington, <D,C........ "

On 8/3/56, State Senator Sam Engelhardt, Montgomery, Alabama, 
Executive Secretary of the Citizens Councils of Alabama, advised that 
he believed there was some connection between the Alabama Citizens 
Councils and the National Rennaissance Party (NRP) • He said that in 
April, 1956, John Kasper, owner of a book store in Washington, D.C., 
visited in Alabama and visited Engelhardt for the purpose of enlisting 
Engelhardt's aid in nominating Admiral John Crommelin, retired, for the 
U/S, Senate in primary elections of May, .1956, Engelhardt said that 
during April, 1956, Kasper caused to be brought or sent into Alabama 
200,000 copies of a publication, "Common Sense", accompanied by a 
throw-away captioned "The Coming Red Dictatorship," Engelhardt believed 
the latter leaflet was published by the NRP, He stated that Carter 
visited Kasper in Washington, D,C,, during the Spring of 1956, for the 
purpose of securing Kasper's backing in the nomination of AdiHiral 
Crommelin,

BH Report, 9/12/56 (Copy to KX)
Re: Klan Infiltration Into Alabama 
Citizens Council
IS - X 
105-45763-20 p,3,5 
(29/^^

The "Chattanooga News Free Press", Chattanooga, Tennessee, 
9/3/56, reported on a mass demonstration on 9/1/56, at Clinton, 
Tennessee,, opposing the integration of Clinton High School, Speakers 
told the crowd a firm of lawyers had been hired to look into the case 
of John Kasper, segregation agitator who was jailed for Contempt of 
Court by order of Federal Judge Robert Taylor, Knoxville, Tennessee,

KX Report, 9/25/56 (KX #105-140) 
Re: Klan Infiltration Into The 
States Rights Council of Tennessee, 
Inc,, aka, 
IS - X 
105-45769-11 p,4 
(29)^
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On 9/14/56, Clayton Braathen, Investigations Department, 
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan, furnished a copy of a leaflet 
from the National Citizens Protective Association, 3154 4 South Grand, 
St, Louis, Missouri, dated 9/4/56, over the signature of Helen M. Wolf, 
The leaflet was concerned with the efforts to integrate the schools 
in Hoxie, Arkansas, and mentioned John Kasper's jail sentence for 
"contempt" in connection with the Clinton, Tennessee situation. It 
also was critical of the Department of Justice and called for the 
formation of a White Legal Defense Fund combining various groups 
seeking to maintain segregation.

Photostat of leaflet enclosed with 
DE Airtel, 9/17/56 (Copy, with 
encl,, to LR) 
Re: National Citizens Protective 
Association
IS - X 
105-16510-167 encl, 
(27)^

A meeting of the Citizens Councils of Kentucky was held on 
9/5/56 at the VFW Post; Louisville, Kentucky, A resolution of 
gratitude,from "ninety-five percent of Kentucky's population", to 
Frederick John Casper, the segregationist involved in anti-integration 
agitation in Tennessee, was read to the group. Contributions were 
requested for Casner inhn then ma a in iail in Kno^uilla_ Tennessee.____  
(Source, 
protect identity},

LS Report, 11/16/56
Re: Citizens Councils of Kentucky
IS - X
105-50230-19 p.5(56)^~

. On 9/12/56, Mrs, Clyde G. Miller, Executive Secretary of the
Fairfax Citizen's Council, Fairfax, Virginia} advised that this organi
zation had no connection with other groups such as the Seaboard 
Citizens Councils headed by John Kasper, Mrs, Miller stated that she 
and members of her group abhorred the manner in which Kasper had 
attempted to maintain segregation and would not want to be associated 
with him. She sometimes felt that Kasper was brought into this inte-

(continued on next page)
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gration situation by selfish interests who desired to discredit the 
legitimate people who believed in the segregation of school children,

RH Report, 10/12/56
Re: Fairfax Citizen's Council 
IS - X 
105-44495-8 p.1-3 
(29,/^

The "Columbus Enquirer", Columbus, Georgia, 9/19/56, reported 
on a meeting of the Russell County WCC, held on 9/18/56 at Phenix City, 
Alabama, with Alabama State Representative Charles W. McKay as speaker. 
Although he did not name him, McKay was critical of John Kasper of 
Washington who then was conducting an appearance tour in Alabama as an 
associate of the Asa Carter Citizens' Council group.

MO Report, 10/19/56
Re: Russell County, Alabama Citizens' 
Council
IS - X 
105-50595-6 p.2 
(30^-

On 8/3/56, Alabama State Senator Sam Engelhardt, Executive 
Secretary of the Citizens' Councils of Alabama, advised that two of the 
more influential persons in the Elmore County, Alabama Citizens' 
Council were Retired Admiral John Crommelin and Frank Hayes of 
Wetumpka, Alabama. Engelhardt stated that Crommelin and Hayes were 
associated in some way with Frederick John Kasper. Chairman of the 
WCCHC. b7C

i--------------------------------------------------------------- 1 b7D
J ___________________________ (possible PSI (protect identity),

who had furnished reliable information in the past, advised on 9/25/56, 
that Kasper was a featured speaker at a meeting of the Elmore County 
Council, on 9/17/56, at Wetumpka, Alabama, and was introduced by 
Chairman Glen Curlee. Kasper described integration incidents at 
Clinton, Tennessee, indicating that he almost singlehandedly organized 
the resistance there. He also made frequent references to police action 
on the part of federal authorities and indicated that he believed the 
US Government was communistic. Informant said that Kasper advocated 
organizing "roving bands" of persons to travel to areas where there 
existed a threat to segregation in public schools. Kasper said he 
heard the KKK was organizing again and that this pleased him very much.

(continued on next page)
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On 9/27/56, Circuit Solicitor Glen Curlee was interviewed 
by Bureau Agents in connection with another matter. At this time 
Mr, Curlee expressed admiration for Frederick John Kasper and indi
cated that he had invited Kasper to address the Citiaens1 Council on 
that evening,

Additional information on page 2 covered elsewhere in this 
summary (see 105-45763 serial 20),

MO Report, 10/29/56
Res Klan Infiltration Into The 
Elmore County, Alabama Citiaens1 
Council
IS - X
105-50584-6 p,l-3
(45^

Bureau memo of 10/1/56, captioned "Walter Winchell's 
Broadcast, 10/7/56", quoted hinchell as saying: "The FBI is going 
after trouble-maker John Kasper, He reportedly started the race riots 
in Tennessee, He allegedly lived with a Negress here in New York,"

Bureau comment referred to the Bureau’s investigation of the 
WCCBC, John Kasper, Executive Secretary, Background investigation of 
Kasoer set out, including his associations with a colored girl, 

pnd his participation in the Clinton, Tennessee racial 
a^sxuroances, during August, 1956, Several sources at Clinton had 
stated that if it had not been for Kasper, there would have been no 
trouble at Clinton, .b7C

Reference described above 
62-31615-1003 p,l,2

Bureau letter dated 10/19/56, captioned "Tennessee White 
Citiaens Councils, IS - X", to the Knoxville Office, copies to Memphis 
and Washington Field Office, advised that the Bureau was in receipt of 
news articles revealing information that captioned organiaation 
received a charter on 10/8/56, John Kasper, Executive Secretary of the 
WCCBC, was listed in the articles as one of the incorporators of the 
organiaation,

(continued on next page)
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Attached to the yellow were the articles in question, from 
the "Knoxville News - Sentinel", Knoxville, Tennessee, 10/10/56, 
p.21, column 1, captioned "Citizens Council Charter Recorded", date 
lined Nashville, Oct. 10; also from the "Chattanooga Times", 10/10/56 
p.15, Column 8, captioned "Kasper Associates Civen State Charter", 
date lined Nashville. Oct. 9.

Reference described above 
105-53627-1

b7C
b7D

advised on 11/26/56, that he met\ 
10/15/56, at Richmorid. Virginia, when
Kasper *s girl friend*.]

(protect identity) 
once, on

was with John Kasper and
Kasper*s girl friend. \ Kasper^ |g»d | I had
traveled in Kasper*s car from Washington, U.CJ~:EnZaH£^_±he S^aTe^s 
Right Rally at the eater in Richmond. __________ [knew nothing
further concerning and Kasper*s association.

--------------- L______________ Isa id tftg-fl [Kasner
_______andl | were present in g hotel room in Richmond on 
10/15/56 when he talked with

NF Letter, 12/5/56. 
Rs:\

^FE-----------------
140-14586-2 p.l

On 10/7/56 a mass meeting and public speaking sponsored by 
the Citizens Council was held in William*s Park, St. Petersburg, 
Florida. John Kasper, Executive Secretary, SWCC, Washington, D.C., 
spoke on the recent action taken to prevent integration in Clinton, 
Tennessee, as it had affected him. He reported on the "true" story 
at Clinton and explained he was not the trouble-maker and rabble-rouser 
he had been made gud; to be.

(continued on next page)
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It was understood that Kasper flew to St, Petersburg from 
Jacksonville, Florida where he had addressed a KKK meeting on 10/6/56, 
The expenses incurred by Kasper reportedly were paid by M.L. "Don" 
Coker, 828 First Avenue North, St, Petersburg, who also had invited 
Kasper to appear there,

After the St, Petersburg meeting certain individuals went ■ 
with Kasper to Tampa, Florida to try to arrange for Kasper*s appearance 
on Television on 10/8/56, These persons were Mr, Hewitt from Mount 
Hora, Florida, who came to the meeting with Kasper; Bill Hendrix, 
former Grand Dragon, Southern Knights of the KKK; Al Baker, 
St, Petersburg; Gus Brown, Tampa; and Frank Gaston, 2809 Central, 
Tampa, The latter three were former members of the Southern Knights 
of the KKK,

Gustave "Gus** Brown, 1516 Cameron Court, Tampa, Florida, 
reportedly stated on 10/16/56 that he was in receipt of a letter from 
John Kasper, The letter reported that J, Benjamin Simmons, 901 N.W. 
16th Street, Washington, D.C. was the lawyer who would defend Kasper 
in Clinton, Tennessee, The letter solicited funds, to be sent to 
Simmons, or to the SWCC, 3204 M. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 
believed to be the location of Kasper*s book store* Kasper enclosed 
SWCC cards for distribution in the Tampa area,

’ ----------- b7D
'jim Report, T/18/57 (Copy to WFO) 
RE: Citizens Council, Inc,, 
St. Petersburg, Florida, aka,

■ • IS - X
105-46960-9 p. 1,4, 7, 9
(29)^

Frederick John Kasper, Jr, appeared in Clinton, Tennessee 
during the last week of August, 1956, and made speeches recommending 
membership in the WCC as a means of furthering resistance to inte
gration, (No source given)

. The Memphis Office advised that on 10/24/56 Miss Clarice
Miller, Office of the Secretary of State of Tennessee, advised that a 
General Welfare Charter of Incorporation was issued to John Kasper and 
others, for a corporation to be known as the Tennessee White Citizens* 
Councils, Application for Charter was signed by these individuals on 
10/6/56, with George T, Riggs as the subscribing witness. It was 
registered and certified by the Secretary of State on 10/8/56.

(continued on next page)
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On the same date, Miss Miller advised that on 10/13/56, 
another group of individuals applied for a charter for an organi
sation to be known as the White Citizens' Councils of Tennessee, 
Charter was signed before J, C. Ridenour, Anderson County Notary Public 
on 10/13/56, and was registered and certified by the Secretary of State 
on 10/16/56,

An article appearing in the "Clinton Courier" of 10/25/56 
stated that W. H, Till of Clinton announced that the Anderson County 
WCC organization was separate and different from the one headed by 
John Kasper. According to this article, the reason for the split was 
not explained,

The "Knoxville Journal", 10/1/56, described a meeting held in 
Knox County on .9/30/56, John Kasper was one of the principal speakers 
and urged the formation of a Knox County WCC,

The "Oak Ridger", 10/5/56, described a meeting held at Oliver 
Springs, Tennessee on 10/4/56, Kasper spoke and a WCC was formed, 
according to this article, Bureau agents attending this meeting heard 
Kasper state that he was leaving Tennessee that night to address 
meetings of the KKK in Alabama and Florida. Kasper identified James 
Dodrill of Knoxville as the man who would assist the new WCC Chapter 
in his absence. Kasper said the WCC in Clinton had 1500 members, 100 
of whom were businessmen.

, The "Knoxville News - Sentinel", 11/14/56, described a 
meeting at Jellico, Tennessee on 11/12/56, at which Kasper formed a 
WCC of Campbell County.

On 11/9/56, Phil Mason, Anderson County Criminal Court Clerk, 
advised that John Kasper had been indicted in Anderson County, . 
Tennessee, on a local charge of sedition and inciting to riot. Mason 
said trial started at Clinton on 11/5/56 and on 11/9/56 was continued 
until 11/19/56.

KX Report, 11/21/56 (KX #105-122;
Copy to WFO #100-33226)
Re: Tennessee White Citizens' 
Councils ,
IS - X 
105-53627-3 p. 1-3, 6-8 
(30^
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Knoxville report of 1/9/57, captioned as above, sets out 
much of the same information included in for ego'ing reference, indi
cating that close observers believed this organisation, the Tennessee 
White Citizens Councils (TWCC) , had been replaced by the White Citizens 
Councils of Tennessee (WCCT),

On 12/10/56, Joel M, Meredith, Register of Deeds, Anderson 
County, furnished a Photostat of the Charter of Incorporation of the 
TWCC, recorded with Secretary of State at Nashville on 10/8/56, and 
with Register of Deeds, Clinton, Tennessee, on 10/10/56, and listing 
John Kasper as one of the incorporators.

The "Knoxville Journal" of 10/10/56, listed the same 
incorporators.

The "Clinton Courier" of 10/25/56, in addition to information 
included in foregoing reference, stated that it was not known whether 
moneys collected by Kasper and others would go to the new organization,

On 11/9/56, James Loggans, News Editor for the "Clinton 
Courier", advised that in his opinion the new organization was being 
formed only because the charter obtained by the older one listed Kasper 
and Clyde King who were not residents of Anderson County,

On 11/9/56, Francis Moore, Clinton Chief of Police, expressed 
similar opinion concerning the two organizations, Moore felt also that 
the fact that Kasper's name appeared as one. of the incorporators of 
the original organization was the basis for obtaining a second charter,

Reference described above
(KX #105-176)
105-53627-7 p,2,3
(31)^

Ora T, Cardwell, Route 1, Heiskell, Tennessee, who stated he 
was a member of the U,S, Klans, said that on 11/24/56 he attended a 
meeting he thought was to be a WCC meeting, at the old Embassy Club on 
Highway 25, South of Clinton, Tennessee, John Kasper spoke, referring 
to the U,S, Klans as a "bunch of boy scouts who had done nothing other 
than burn crosses and sponsor a motorcade•" At this meeting it was 
announced that a second meeting of this group would be held on 12/1/56, 
in a two-story building on Highway 25, just South of Clinton, Tennessee, 

(continued on next page)
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On 12/1/56, Bureau agents observed license plates on auto
mobiles parked outside the above mentioned two-story building on 
Highway 25, One such license was 1956 Tennessee License #3-25233 
issued to James R, Dodrill, Chapman Highway, Knoxville, Tennessee, 
It was to be noted that Dodrill was a known associate of segregation 
leader John Kasper,

BH1,Report, 3/27/57 (Copies to KX) 
Re: Ku Klux Klan of the Confederacy 
IS - X
105-53510-37 p,7,8
(30^
SI as above reference:
KX letter, 3/5/57 (KX #105-173)
Re: Ku Klux Klan of the Confederacy 
IS - X 
105-53510-36 p,l,2 
(sap^

Bureau memo of 12/13/56, captioned "Association of Citizens' 
Councils of Mississippi, IS-X", carried as enclosure a letter dated 
12/7/56 from W, J, Simmons of the Association of Citizens' Councils 
of Mississippi, Jackson, Mississippi, Attached to this letter was a 
report captityhed^"£rederick John Kasper, Jr," Simmons stated that the 
report was .prppa^ed^ by an investigator in whom he had confidence, and 
that they fiddJ&hQtostats in their files to support most of the points 
therein, //

Substance of the report was that Kasper was an agent for the 
Anti-Hazi League whose function was to discredit the segregation move
ment, This conclusion was reached by the investigator after infor
mation was developed showing Kasper's present activities as an anti- 
integrationist were inconsistent with his previous stand which was 
pro-Negro during 1953-54,, It was pointed out also that Kasper 
associated with members of the anti-Semitic National Renaissance 
Party which was created by the Anti-Nazi League; and that Kasper's 
actions actually were bringing into dispute legitimate citizens 
councils which was an objective of the anti-Nazi League, One person 
interviewed said Kasper admitted having attended a communist summer 
camp, (Details set out, including names, dates and places), 

' (continued on next page)
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Cover letter sets out Bureau observations on Kasper (details). 
Allegations received previously that Kasper was affiliated with the 
CP had been checked out without verification. There was no pertinent 
information in the attached report about which the Bureau was not 
already aware. It was noted that the author of the report probably 
was Herbert Romerstein who did private investigative work in New York 
State, Simmons had been interviewed at the Bureau on 9/88/56 at which 
time he stated he had requested that Romerstein conduct an investiga
tion of Kasper on behalf of the Association of Citizens' Councils of 
Mississippi,

Reference described above, with 
enclosures attached 
105-34237-303 p,l32 and encl, 
(28^(44)^^

Correlator's Notes By letter of 12/17/56, the Bureau acknowledged 
Simmons' letter, copies with Photostats of enclosures to NY and WFO, 
(See 105-34237 serial 300)

On 12/17/56, E. L. Edwards, Imperial Wizard, U. S, Klans, 
KKKK, Inc,, advised that he understood Ace Carter had organized a 
group known as the KKK of the Confederacy, Edwards said that 
reportedly, Carter was at one time head of one of the Citizens Councils 
in Alabama and his men were involved in the assault upon entertainer 
Nat King Cole some months prior, Edwards said he had visited Clinton, 
Tennessee, and'felt that Carter had some connection with John Kasper, 
who recently received considerable publicity there, Edwards said he 
understood Kasper was from Harlem, New York, and was of the opinion 
that Kasper, and probably Carter, were sent to Clinton by the CP to 
break up the Klan, and to instigate racial difficulties, Edwards had 
nothing to substantiate his opinion, however,

AT Letter, 12/28/56 (Copy to
KX #100-1386)
Re: U.S. Klans of Alabama, KKK 
IS - X
100-7801-2808X p.2 
(16)^
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This reference sets out information concerning the Tennessee 
White Youth, organised among students at Clinton High School, Clinton, 
Tennessee and other teenagers who opposed integration of Clinton High 
School, Members of the adult WOO and Frederick John Kasper, Executive 
Secretary, SWCC, Washington, D,C,, assisted in forming and chartering 
the group, Kasper's contacts .set out with charter members Carolyn 
Hutton, Betty Lou Miller, Shirley Way, Etta Mae Dishman, Louise Prosise 
and Jean Brantley; with one Beno, who was attending Kasper's trial in 
Clinton; with George Biggs and attorney Simmons, who accompanied Kasper; 
with Clyde Cook, subscribing witness to the charter; and with Clara M, 
McIntosh, Clinton, Tennessee, who notarised the charter on 10/20/56, 
(Sources: Carolyn Louise Hutton, 12/18/56; Betty Lou Miller, 12/8/06; 
Shirley Way, 12/18/56; Mary Louise Prosise, 12/18/56; and Photostat of 
Charter, recorded 11/19/56, furnished by Joel M, Meredith, Begister of 
Deeds of Anderson County on 12/10/56),

Shirley Way advised on 12/18/56, that the last meeting she 
attended was held at a block building south of Clinton, on Highway 25, 
which building was rented by John Kasper and maintained as State 
Headquarters of the WCC,

On 12/10/56, Mrs, Harry F, Miller, substitute teacher at 
Clinton High School, advised that numerous students wore badges reading 
"Keep our white schools white," She said these badges first appeared 
about the time of John Kasper's State sedition trial and that Principal 
Brittain had remarked that he believed the badges had been brought to 
Clinton by Kasper,

. On 12/7/56, Sammy Davis, employee of Magnet' Mills, who 
resided on Boute 4, advised that he frequently noted Kasper and 
numerous unidentified high school-age persons congregating at the 
Southland Cafe. during the evening hours, Davis had heard that this 
cafe was a meeting place for WCC and Citiaens Youth Council members,

__________ On 12/8/56, Francis Moore, Chief of Police, advised that 
_______ student at Clinton High School, admitted to him 

that she had joined the WCC and that John Kasper had given her two or 
three buttons bearing the words "Keep our white schools white," Moore 
said Kasper had told that he would get additional buttons for
her to distribute• -----------

KX Beport, 1/9/57 (KX #105-176) 
Be: Tennessee WhitetYouth, aka, 
(continued on next page)
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White Youth Council, Youth White 
Citizens Council, Citizens Youth 
Council
IS - X 
105-54947-2 p.l,3-7 
(45)^

"The Times-Picayune", New Orleans, Louisiana, 6/27/53, p.27, 
Col. 4, contained an article captioned "Charge Against ACLU 'Not True'" 
date lined Baton Rouge, La. Executive Director Patrick M. Malin said 
that any charges that the American Civil Liberties Union spent its 
time defending communists "simply are not true." In 1957, he said, 
the ACLU intervened in the Clinton, Tennessee segregation case, where 
10 persons, including segregationist John Kasper, were found guilty of 
contempt of a Federal court injunction. He said, "We felt the judge 
went beyond his authority in prohibiting peaceful picketing in the 
injunction. To that extent we opposed iti"

61-190-A "The Times-Picayune", 
6/27/58 .
(5/^~

Bureau memo, 1/7/57, captioned "Clinton and the Law; a Study 
in Segregation — CBS Television Program, ’See It Now'", concerned the 
captioned program narrated by Edward R. Murrow (Buf He .#62-86094). 
This one-hour program appeared on CBS-TV at 5:00 P.M., Sunday, 1/6/57, 
and was a filmed resume of occurrences at Clinton, Tennessee, resulting 
from the Federal court ruling that the Clinton High School should 
become integrated peginning with the Fall term in August, 1956. 
Excerpts from interviews with persons connected with the disturbances 
were shown. This included John Kasper, WCC Executive Secretary.

It was to be noted that Kasper denounced the court ruling 
and action taken by the school board. In an excerpt from a later 
speech, he denounced both political parties, including Adlai Stevenson 
and President Eisenhower. He was most critical of the U. S. Supreme 
Court, referring to its members as communists. He stated that the 
only. recourse left to the citizens of Clinton, and elsewhere under 
similar conditions, would be to bring a great amount of pressure upon 
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every level against the individuals responsible for the carrying-out 
of the court*s decree•

Reference described above
63-86094-57

By letter dated 1/15/57 to the FBI, Washington, D,C,, Anne 
8, (Urs, Charles) Weisenburgh, Director of U80, 159 Lee Street, 
Montgomery, Alabama, appealed for suggestions and investigation into 
the "reign of terror" which had existed there during the past months, 
Mrs, Weisenburgh enclosed an unidentified newspaper clipping 
captioned- "John Kasper Visiting Here", setting out a photograph of 
segregationist John Kasper and retired Admiral John Crommelin, The 
clipping reported that these men arrived in Montgomery the previous 
day and quoted Kasper as saying, "Negroes here have almost set up a 
state of war, Public officials should lay down the Alabama law on 
segregation and stand on it. And they should arrest any federal 
judge or FBI agent or anybody else who interferes," Kasper indicated 
that KKK and Citizens* Councils rallies at which he would speak, were 
being arranged possibly in about a month, and mentioned Montgomery 
and Mobile as possible sites,

Reference described above, with 
clipping attached 
100-435403-5
(37)^^

advised on 1/17/57, that Bam Englehardt, Executive 
Secretary of the Citizens* Councils of Alabama, on one occasion 
furnished Klan leaders information of an unfavorable nature concerning 
Frederick John Kasper, Executive Secretary, WCCDC, Englehardt indi
cated that he had hired a private detective to investigate Kasper,

MO Report, 3/30/57
Ret U,S, Klans, KKKK, known in 
Alabama as U,S, Klans of Alabama, 
KKKK
IS - X
100-7801-3855 p.14
(41)^
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I indicated on 1/25/57, that
to Tennessee to work with John Kasper and his WCC

had gone

NY Letter, 1/30/57
Re: National Renaissance Party JDZC
IS - X b7D
62-83296-192

Correlator's Note:__According to ______________________  
_____________________________________ _________ _______  [ issued a 
complaint against the US Government Selective Service Sys tern in 
Milwaukee, in his attempt to evade induction into the US Army, (See 
62-83296-164 p.7)

Bureau memo dated 1/25/57, not captioned, reported that 
retired Admiral John Cromelin (62-91575) called, advising that for a 
long period of time lie hadThis fingers crossed on John Kasper, but as 
he knew Kasper better his respect for him had gone up, and that Kasper 
helped run his campaign for the Senate (no further details). Cromelin 
stated he had heard all the stories about Kasper and that they were not 
true; that, in fact, an agent came to the office of the district attorney 
(not further identified) and made the statement that Kasper's father ran 
for office on the CP ticket; that the man the agent was talking about 
died in 1934. Cromelin was unable to give the name of the agent. He 
was told by the Bureau official to whom he was talking, that the 
official seriously doubted it was one of the Bureau's agents.

Reference described above: 
62-91575-9 
(7/^

Bureau memo of 2/4/57, captioned "Walter Winchell's 
Broadcast, 2/3/57", quoted Winchell as saying: "'Look' magazine, the 
current 'Look' magazine, is recommended to all persons in the State of 
Tennessee, especially Clinton,, scene of the race riots ignited by a 
troublemaker by the name of John Kasper. "'Look' magazine's Arthur 
Gordon, does a very good job for law and order, .He discloses that 
this young 'bum', inspired by Ezra Pound, now in an insane asylum, 
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defied Tennessee police, the courts, and the U.S. Government, Kasper's 
mother is ashamed of her son's Hitler-like activity, She told a 
reporter quote 'When you have a child you don't know how it is going 
to turn out, You just have a baby' unquote,"

Comments Winchell in his column in the "Daily Mirror", 
1/31/57, credited the citizens councils and Kasper with statements of 
a violent nature. He urged that the Attorney General designate the 
citizens councils pursuant to Executive Order 10450,

Reference described above 
62-31615-1030 p.3 
(6)^-

 By letter dated 6/12/57 to Mr, Nichols. Bureau official at 
SOQ. \ __ __ |

furnished copies of a recent mailing by Bear Admiral 
jonn g. crommelin (Ret) (subject of 62-91575). Furnished also was a 
rundown on the information oh Crommelin in the League's files. 
According to this information, during Crommelin's 1956 campaign for 
U.S, Senator from Alabama, anti-Semitic throwaways in support of his 
candidacy were distributed which had been prepared by John Kasper, an 
anti-Semitic pamphleteer and associate of Ace Carter of the Northern , 
Alabama Citizens' Councils, On 11/9/56, Crommelin appeared as a 
defense witness in the Clinton, Tennessee trial of John Kasper, b7C
accused of stimulating racial strife in the Clinton High School. b7D
Crommelin stated that he believed Kasper to be a "dedicated and peace
ful young man." On 2/d/57, Crommelin and Kasper addressed a Citizens' 
Council rally in Clinton, Tennessee. Crommelin stated that some day a 
statue of John Kasper would be erected on the Clinton courthouse lawn.

By letter dated 6/21/57* the Bureau acknowledged 
communication.

Reference described above, with 
enclosures 
62-91575-13
(7)^s^

Bureau memo of 2/11/57, captioned "Walter Winchell's 
Broadcast, 2/10/57", quoted Winchell as saying: "To. the people of the 
State of Tennessee - John Kasper of New Jersey, responsible for the 
riot at Clinton and other Southern cities, has been exposed thoroughly 
in 'Look' magazine and the iNew York 'Herald-Tribune.' His tirades
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against Negroes amaze them in New York City where only a little more 
than a year ago this Kasper attended parties with colored girls and 
he was the host to blacks and whites in his place in Greenwich Village, 
Law enforcement people are watching this Kasper closely. His affection 
for Negroes in New York was first disclosed by this reporter over these 
microphones,"

Comment: Background data concerning Kasper, including his 
alleged "affection" for Negroes while residing in New York City was 
developed and had been furnished Department, Kasper sentenced. 8/31/56 
to one year in prison for contempt of court, Sentence being appealed, 
Articles in 2/19/57 issue of "Look" and various issues of New York 
"Herald Tribune" had been reviewed and contained no pertinent data on 
Kasper not previously developed by the Bureau,

Reference described above 
62-31615-1031 p.3 
(^

Bureau letter dated 1/28/57, to Mr, Hubert Baughn, Editor 
and Publisher, "South", "The News Magazine of Dixie", 505 Massey 
Building, Birmingham 3, Alabama, made reference to an article in the 
12/17/56 issue of that magazine, This article, entitled "Feds By-Pass 
State, Enforce 'Laws1 Refused By Congress", was an attack.against 
Attorney General Brownell and the Justice .Department with its alleged 
misuse of the FBI, It stated in part "But .last week in Clinton FBI 
agents rounded up 16 citizens accused of resisting integration of . 
Cl inton High School, hustled them to nearby Knoxville where they faced 
contempt proceedings in the court of Federal Judge Robert L, Taylor," 
The article stated also that last week Knox County farmer Joseph 
Diehl, 43, close associate of self-styled rabble-rouser John Kasper 
recently acquitted of sedition charges, was sentenced to 30 days for 
handling an inflammatory circular to a U, S, Attorney in the courtroom, 
The Bureau letter called Mr, Baughn's attention to the fact that the 
writs were issued on 12/4/56, prior to the entrance of the FBI into 
this situation, The arrests of the 16 individuals in Clinton,. 
Tennessee were made by officials of the U,S, Marshal's Office,
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Page 4 of "South", 12/17/56, set out a letter to the Editor 
from E, A, Harris of Paxville, S,C, This letter, captioned "No Mixer", 
commented favorably on John Kasper's acquittal in Clinton, Tennessee, .

12/17/56 issue of "South", enclosed 
with Bureau Letter described above 
105-49066-2 encl, p,4,5 
(Not indexed)

Hubert Baughn acknowledged above Bureau communication by 
letter dated 2/8/57 to the Bureau, Enclosed was the 2/11/57 issue of 
"South", quoting on page 4 the above letter of 1/28/57 from John Edgar 
Hoover, with "South's" acknowledgment of the blunder, Pages 6 and 7 
of this same issue set out an "exclusive report on facts behind agitator 
Kasper", captioned "Mixer Kasper" and including a photograph of Asa 
(Ace) Carter and John Kasper captioned ",.......  could the carpetbagger
be a 'plant'P" The article set out background data on Kasper, discuss
ing his associations with Negroes in New York City; his "Make-It-New 
Bookshop" in New York City which was a hangout for members of the 
so-called National Renaissance Party; his "closest chum in the artist 
colony" one Ned Williams, a Negro dance teacher; and other friends and 
associates, including Ezra Pound, inmate of an asylum in Washington, 
P.O, since 1945, The report suggested the possibility that Kasper 
was a plant by the NAACP and other "anti-South forces" in view of his 
prior history of close association with Negroes in the New York area 
before he commenced his campaign to maintain racial segregation in the 
South,

2/11/57 issue of "South", enclosed 
with Letter of 2/8/57 from Hubert 
Baughn
105-49066-4 encl, p, 1,4, 6,7 
(Not indexed)

This reference is a Bureau, memo of 2/12/57, captioned 
"Hubert Baughn, Editor and Publisher, South, The News Magazine of 
Pixie, Birmingham, Alabama", making reference to Baughn's letter of 
2/8/57 with the 2/11/57 issue of "South" attached, Reference is made 
also to the special report captioned "Mixer Kasper" setting out infor
mation regarding Frederick John Kasper, Jr, which information was 
already known to the Bureau,
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Marginal notation indicates that the information re, Kasper 
on p.6 and 7 of above issue of “South11 was similar to data received 
previously from W. J. Simmons of the Mississippi Councils who paid a 
private investigator to look into Kasper's background.

105-49066-4 
(44^

On 2/13/57 a Bureau Agent determined information relative to 
a meeting of the Youth Citisens Committee, held in the Civic Room of 
the First Federal Savings and Loan Association, Spartanburg, South 
Carolina. The leader, Philip Mabry, stated he had personal knowledge 
that the KKK in Spartanburg was not dead, and that it was quite possible 
the Klan might rally around his leadership. He said that if the 
Committee ever grew to a large group he could have John Kasper, a leader 
of the WCC at Clinton, Tennessee, come down to speak to their organi
sation in Spartanburg.

On 2/15/57, Chief of Detectives Howard P. Smith, NA, Police 
Department, Spartanburg, South Carolina, advised that on 2/14/57, 
Philip Mabry, age 17, furnished records of the Youth Citisens Committee• 
Included in these records was a folder labeled Youths Citisens 
Committee,. Information, listing under Clinton, Tennessee, "Head of the 
Tenn. White Citisens Council is the Mr. John Kasper." .

GE Report, 2/28/57
Re: Youth Citisens Committee, 
Spartanburg, South Carolina 
IS - X 
105-57849-1 p.8,16 
(31^^

• b7D
On 2/3/57, made available a copy of the "Clinton

Ballad" (quoted) which he secured at a Klavern meeting at St. Petersburg, 
Florida on 2/1/57. This Ballad featured John Kasper, telling the story 
of his segregation activities.

. At a closed meeting of Klavern #4, St. Petersburg, on 1/17/57,
Bill Hendrix, Grand Dragon of the Southern and Northern KKKK, announced 
that the Klan would continue to work under cover and that only a few 
men would be used as a "front" in order to avoid wholesale persecution. 
Hendrix said he would be working with John Kasper and "Ace" Carter of 
the Alabama Citisens Councils. . .
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On 11/1/56, informant advised that John Kasper, Executive 
Head of the SWCC, Washington, D,C., Bill Hendrix and others, met at 
the home of General S, L, Lowry, Sr,, Attorney at law, Tampa, Florida, 
Discussed at this meeting was the possibility of Kasper, Hendrix and 
Lowry uniting to reactivate the original KKK throughout the South 
particularly, and the Northern Knights of the KKK throughout the rest 
of the nation.

On 1/12/57, Hendrix stated that he, John Kasper and "Ace" 
Carter, Birmingham, Alabama, would unite their efforts to bring 
together under one organisation members of various Ku Klux Klans, 
Citisens Councils, Federations for Constitutional Government, States 
Righters, and similar organisations, This, according to Hendrix, 
would be the reactivation of the Southern ’Knights of the KKK, 
Hendrix believed more could be accomplished if he worked "under cover," 
He was attempting to have Kasper come to Florida and "front" for him,

As of 2/6/57 the Klan was attempting to get Kasper to speak 
at a public speaking at Brooksville, Florida oh 2/16/57, On 2/18 and 
25/57, informant advised that Bill Hendrix made the principal and only 
speech at this meeting,

The KKKK was to have a public speaking on 3/2/57, on U,S, 
Highway 19, Chiefland, Florida, John Kasper and Bill Hendrix were to 
speak,

In response to an actual question on 10/7/56, by John Kasper 
as to what Hendrix would recommend in the event the State of Florida 
integrated a school, Hendrix replied to let them integrate, and after 
the excitement died down he would go in and bomb the school,

(Source,
Nil Report, 3/15/57 (copies to ^/D 
HE and WFO)
Re: Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
aka, Southern KKKK
IS - X
10 0-356570-86 p.1,15,16,19,23-26, (17^ 28,33
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(protect 
identity), who had furnished reliable information in tne past, advised 
that on 3/2/57 a KKK meeting was held in Chiefland, Klansman Bill 
Hendrix introduced, speaker John Kasper, who was dressed in civilian 
clothes and was not masked,] Igaue a summary of Kasper's speech
which is being synopsized as follows:

Kasper gave the background of his arrest and conviction for 
Contempt in Clinton, Tennessee,

He talked about the press, radio and television, stating that 
they all were controlled by the Jews, and stated that the Negro problem 
was closely aligned with the Jewish problem, Kasper stated he was 
opposed to sending money abroad for foreign aid, and to allowing more 
refugees in this country,

He assailed the proposed civil rights legislation of the 
Federal Government, He alleged that Attorney General Brownell had a 
niece who was a Negro and also said it was his information that b7o 
President Eisenhower's grandmother had some colored blood,

Kasper stated that J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the FBI, was 
not in favor of civil rights and the civil rights legislation, He 
suggested picketing integrated schools,

At the end of Kasper's speech, Bill Hendrix solicited funds 
for Kasper,

________ |also furnished information on above meeting, stating 
that Kasper 's speech was pro-segregation and urged an anti-integration 
campaign, He stated that violence was not advocated,

(continued on next page)
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Marginal notation indicates that on 5/13/57, the Memphis 
Office was advised to furnish the Knoxville Office with copy of report 
sent that office,

MO Report, 4/36/57 ('Copies to ME 
and WFO)
Re: Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, aka, 
Southern Knights of the KKK
IS - X
100-356570-94 p. 1, 3-5, 8
(18^

On 3/8/57, the Mobile Office furnished a letterhead memo 
covering above described KKK meeting of 3/2/57 in Chiefland, Florida, 
John Kasper spoke over a loud speaker and portions of his speech were 
overheard by a Bureau agent who was in a parked car with above source, 
Chief of Police J, C, Corbin,

The ”Gainesville Baily Sunlt, Gainesville, Florida, 3/1/57, 
reported that Bill Hendrix had announced that John Kasper, segregationist 
from Washington, D,C^, would speak at the Chiefland meeting and would 
speak also at a Klan rally at Inverness, Florida on 3/9/57,

Letterhead memo, 3/8/57, enclosed 
with

' MO Letter, 3/8/57 (Copies with 
enclosures to KX and WFO #100-33226) 
Re: Knights of the KKK) aka, 
Southern KKKK 
IS - X ■
100-356570-82 p.l, encl, p,l 
(17)^

b7D

On 3/8/57, advised that the KKK planned a rally at
Tallahassee, Florida within the next several days, but use of the City 
Baseball Park had been refused, Attempts then were being made for 
permission to use the Leon County, Florida Fair Grounds, It was noted 
that the rally was to be sponsored by Bill Hendrix, Grand Bragon, 
Southern KKKK, who originally planned to bring John Kasper to Tallahassee 
as his principal speaker, However, when the Florida Legislative Investi
gating Committee discredited Kasper by having him admit that formerly 
he had danced with Negro girls in New York City, Hendrix cancelled all 
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plans for the proposed Tallahassee rally.
MO Letter, 3/19/57 
Re: Florida KKK, aka, 
IS-X 
105-38069-103 p,l 
(28)^

The "Washington Star", 3/13/57, p.A-13-, in an article 
captioned "NAACP Aide To Testify At Hearings In Florida", date lined 
Tallahassee, Fla, Mar, 13, reported that Florida legislative committee 
hearings created a split in SWCC leadership, Fred Hockett, one of the 
founders of the SWCC of Washington, split the day before with SWCC 
Executive Secretary John Kasper, Kasper had admitted in testimony 
that, until a year and a half ago, he mingled socially with Negroes in 
New York, (Further details)

61-3176-A "Washington Star", 3/13/57

Bufile #105-42604, captioned "Hade County Property Owners 
Association, IS - X", sets out information that this: group was opposed 
to integration in any way, in Hade County, Florida, Pursuant to 
Bureau request on 2/18/57, the Miami Office began forwarding copies 
of newspaper articles concerning this situation to the Bureau, for 
transmittal to the Justice Bepartment, The Seaboard Citizens Councils 
and John Kasper were mentioned in many of the articles, Listed below 
are the serials and clippings in which Kasper’s name appears:

Reference

MM Airtel, 2/26/57, 
enclosing Photostats 
of newspaper clippings 
[copies to WFO and KX, 
with enclosures) 
105-42604-14 
(Not indexed)

Content

"Miami Baily News"
2/25/57, "Negro Target of Fiery Cross 

Beclares He’ll Stick to Home," 
Negro, Frank Legree, 1455 N,W, 
55th St,, Miami, Florida

"Miami Herald"
2/24/57, "Clinton Man Plants Cross Here, 

Jailed,"
2/25/57, "Integration Foe Starts Unit 

Here, Kasper Lieutenant, Council 
Organizer,"

(continued on next page)
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Reference Content

2/26/57, "Will Dynamite Set Off Racial 
War In Miami?" Photographs of 
Fred B. Hockett and John Kasper,

2/26/57, "Four Face Trial This Morning 
In Cross Burning," Namely, 
Fred B, Hockett, Frank L. Foster, 
James N, McSwiney and Hampton 
E, Shaver,

MM Airtel, 2/28/57, 
enclosing clippings, 
105-42604-15 
(Not indexed)

"Miami Herald"
2/28/57, "Why Herald Didn’t Tell Its 

Source of Information,"
2/28/57, "We Fight ’Legally' — Hackett,"

MM Airtel, 3/4/57, 
enclosing clippings. 
105-42604-17 
(39)^

"Miami Daily News"
2/27/57, Final, "Hockett Says He’s 

Unaware of Explosives"

"Miami Herald"
2/27/57, "Invasion of Race Agitators Hit 

By State Legislators"
3/1/57, "Hockett Assailed Again"
3/1/57, "Probe Again Told of Dynamite 

Talks" .

MM Airtel, 3/7/57, 
with clippings 
attached 
105-42604-16 
(39)^

"Miami Herald"
. 3/3/57, "Committee Sought To Curb Violence" 

3/3/57, "Kasper Says The ’Kids’ Can Stop .
Integration", date lined Chiefland, 
Fla,

3/3/57, "Kasper To Speak In City, He Says;
4

City Thinks No"
3/3/57, "Arty John Kasper: Negroes Ponder 

Pal’s New Hatred", date lined 
New York, Background information 
on Kasper,

"Miami Daily News"
3/3/57, "Kasper Fails To Fire Klan In 

Chiefland, date lined Chiefland, 
Mar, 2

3/3/57, "Council To Block ’Kaspers, 
Hockets’ Asked of Mayor,"
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Reference Content

MM Airtel, 3/11/57, 
enclosing clipping 
105-42604-20 
(Not indexed)

"Miami Baily News"
3/4/57, "KKK Leader Would Send Riflemen 

Here," To protect speaker John 
Kasper in Miami,

MM Airtel, 3/13/57, 
enclosing clippings 
105-42604-21 
(Not indexed)

"Miami Herald"
3/5/57, "Race Riot Leader Due Here Today"
3/7/57, "Just Ask Kaspers .He 's a Know- .

It-All." Photo of Kasper.
Comments by Kasper - derogatory 
statements about President 
Eisenhower

3/7/57, "Cross Planters Are Guilty"

"Miami Baily News"
3/7/57 "Kasper Subpenaed For State 

Quizzing." Photo of Kasper.

MM Airtel, 3/25/57, 
enclosing clippings 
105-42604-24 
(Not indexed)

"Miami Herald"
3/8/57, "Kasper To Be Trailed While He’s 

In Miami"
3/8/57, "Klan Benied Use of Capital Park." 

For 3/16/57, "White supremacy" 
rally which might include speech 
by Kasper.

MM Airtel, 3/14/57 
enclosing clippings 
105-42604-19 
(Not indexed)

"Miami Baily News"
3/6/57, Final, "Judge Frees 1 of 4 As

• ’Cross’ Plotter." Photos of
John Kasper and Fred Hockett.

3/9/57, Final, "Racist Kasper Finds 
Audience Swindling"

"Miami Herald"
■ 3/9/57, "Kasper Tees Off On Everything" 

"Hockett Can’t Find Kasper" . 
"300 Gawk and Hear Bixie Blare" 
Photo of Kasper, flanked by Fred 
Hockett and Joe Siddons, Chair
man, at segregation rally in 
Miami.
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Reference

MM Airte 1, 3/19/57, 
enclosing clippings 
105-42604-22 
(Not indexed)

MM Airtel, 3/22/57, 
enclosing clippings 
105-42604-23 
(Not indexed)

MM Airtel, 3/27/57 
enclosing clippings 
105-42604-25 
(Not indexed)

Content

"Miami Daily News"
3/12/57, Final, "Miami Follower Assails 
Kasper at State Hearing", date lined 
Tallahassee, Mar. 12. Referring to Fred 
Hockett.

"Miami Herald"
3/10/57, "City Data Dogs Trail of Kasper"
3/13/57, "Segregation Outfit Splits Over 

Kasper's 'Mixed' Past", date 
lined Tallahassee. Photos of 
Hockett and Kasper.

3/13/57, "Hockett Deserted His Idol"
3/13/57, "Herald Acclaimed In Kasper 

Expose", date lined Tallahassee.

"Miami Herald"
_ 3/12/57, "I Danced With Negro — Kasper", 

date lined Tallahassee. .
", '.3/14/57, "Keep Race Probe Unit, Land 

Asks", date lined Tallahassee. 
Referring to Rep. Henry W. Land.

3/15/57, "Kasper .'Takes Temporary Leave' 
of Florida, date lined Tampa." 
To speak at Wetumpka, Alabama.

"Miami Herald"
3/25/57, "Hendrix Now Kasper Pal, So He 

Says", date lined Clinton, Tenn. 
Referring to Bill Hendrix of 
Clearwater, Florida, a KKK leader.

"The Macon, Georgia News", 3/14/57, contained an article 
captioned "Wants Facts Known About /Knights of Klan", which was a letter 
to the Editor from Lee Davidson, Box 3073, Macon, Georgia. Davidson 
stated in this letter that John Kasper and his so-called group had no 
affiliation with the national organisation which was the U. S. Klans, 
KKKK, and of which organisation Davidson was an imperial officer.
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advised that John Kasper attended a Klan barbecue 
and rally at East Lake Park, Birmingham,, Alabama on 3/23/57, Kasper 
took no part in the program, Lee Davidson, in his speech, made 
reference to John Kasper and his group of communist followers,

advised that on 4/2/57, E, L, Edwards, Imperial 
Wizard, KKKK, stated he was in Clinton, Tennessee during the past 
weekend, where he had threatened to banish the entire Klan unit if 
some of the members did not "straighten up,tl Edwards said he had talked 
with the press while there, and if they printed what he said, the 
matter would be clarified by letting the people know that the U,S, Klans 
was not affiliated with Ace Carter, John Kasper, or any other Klan group,

AT Report, 5/10/57 (KX #100-1386;
ME #105-38) 
Re: US Klans, KKKK, Inc,, 
Known in Georgia as U,S, Klans of 
Georgia, KKKK, 
IS X
100-7801-3028 p,7, 22, 24 
(16

"The Miami Herald", 3/10/57, announced that John Kasper, 
National head, of the SCC, had been questioned under oath by State 
Attorney Richard E,' Gerstein, During this questioning Kasper admitted 
his group had only 50 members in Miami and 3000 members nationally, 
The article said Kasper had been summoned to appear in Tallahassee, 
Florida before a legislative committee on 3/11/57,

"The Miami News1', 3/12/57, carried an article with a 
Tallahassee date line, in which it was stated that some'of Kasper's 
associates in this group had denounced Kasper when they testified 
before the State legislative committee, This denunciation was based 
on Kasper's testimony before the committee that he had dated Negro 
girls in the past in New York City,

. "The Miami Herald", 3/13/57, stated that Kasper's organisa
tion was crumbling at his feet because of his past admitted association 
with Negroes in New York City,

The 3/14/57 issue of the Herald announced that Kasper had 
departed from Florida to speak in Alabama at a series of meetings, 

(continued on next page)
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"The Miami Daily News", 3/24/57, and The Miami Herald" 
3/25/57, carried an announcement by Bill Hendrix, KKK leader in Florida, 
that John Kasper still was Hendrix's friend, despite the fact that 
Hendrix had repudiated Kasper before the legislative committee.

"The Miami Herald", 4/7/57, reported that Kasper was planning 
to publish a weekly paper in Miami to be called "The Dade County Bars 
and Stars," Primary purpose of the paper was to deal with "integra- 
tionists and atheists,"

Summary Memorandum, 4/12/57, 
enclosed with MM Letter, 4/12/57 
Re: Citizens Councils, Miami Office 
IS - X 
105-34237-29-5 encl, p,l,2 
(28)^-

This reference sets out KKKK activities in the Miami Field 
Division and includes detailed information on John Kasper of the SWCC, 
Unless otherwise indicated, information set out hereafter was fur
nished by | h71

John Kasper participated in the following KKKK meetings:

3/2/57, Chiefland, Florida-Kasper made lengthy pro-segre
gation speech, Bill Hendrix, KKKK Imperial Officer, said he had met 
Kasper in June, 1956, in Washington,. D,C,, and had mapped out with 
Kasper the action that later was carried out in Clinton, Tennessee, 
Informant understood that Hendrix gave Kasper a letter introducing 
him as a minister in the Order of Bethel, a church founded by Hendrix 
several years before, This letter empowered Kasper to ordain ministers 
into the church,

3/9/57, public speaking near Inverness, Florida - Kasper's 
speech was anti-Semitic,

4/9/57, Oldsmar, Florida - Kasper said his next public 
Wou^ be Maynardville, Tennessee, under auspices of the

(continued on next page)
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At the following meetings of Klavern #4, information was 
brought out concerning John Kasper (not clear if he attended):

3/15/57 - a Klansman said there had been no break between 
Kasper and Bill Hendrix, resulting from the testimony given by Kasper 
before a committee of the Florida Legislature•

3/22/57 - it was reported that Hendrix was enroute to 
Clinton, Tennessee where he was to speak, at the invitation of John 
Kcfsper, "News Report by Knights of the Ku Klux Klan" distributed-. 
This report (quoted) was prepared by Bill Hendrix and made frequent 
reference to John Kasper, discussing attempts to expose Kasper,

4/9/57 - Hendrix said he had written to Rev, George Bowns, 
Executive Secretary of the Florida Association of Citisens Councils, 
concerning Bowns ' stand on Kasper in the "Gospel News",

5/3/57 - Hendrix said Kasper was making arrangements for a 
public speaking in Knoxville, Tennessee on 5/18/57,

____________________ (protect identity) advised 
that Kasper appeared to be in charge of a public meeting on 3/23/57, 
at the Anderson County, Tennessee Court House, ^6

b7C
(continued on next page) b7D
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________  reported on a meeting at|_________ _____
County, Tennessee on 3/24/57, at which John Kasper spoke, and which 
apparently was sponsored by local segregationists rather than the KKK,

Full details set out on all above meetings,

MM Report, 5/23/57 (KX #100-1386)
Re: Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, b6 
Aka, Southern Knights of the KKK ^70 
IS - X 
100-356570-98 p,l,3, 7-10, 12, 14, 15, 'u 
(18)^^ 22-28

I I (protect identity)
who had furnished reliable information in the past and was being de
veloped as a PSI by the Mobile Office, advised on 5/28/57, that the 
Klan Klavern in Dixie County, Florida had no use for John Kasper,

MO Report, 6/25/57
Re: Florida KKK, aka, 
IS - X 
105-38069-116 p.12 
(29)^^
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Ifprotect identity) furnished information concern
ing his contacts with SWIG officials in Washington, D.G. and with N. 
W. Abbott of Ellendale, Delaware, as follows:

b6
On 6/9/57 Floyd Fleming, Vice-President of the SWCC, stated^q 

that John Kasper was in Tennessee where he had seen some people in , 
connection with the case in court against Kasper,

According to inf ormant on 6/9/57,\ | active in SWGC,
was stated to have been with Kasper in Clinton, Tennessee the past 
year during the trouble about Negro children attending a white school.

On 6/10-11/57, Nelson W, Abbott of Ellendale, Delaware made 
statements to the effect that it was'the "Zionist Jews" who were pro
moting communism and racial integration for the purpose of weakening 
America, Abbott stated that. Bill Hendrix of Florida, John Kasper, and 
A, G, Garter of Alabama probably would be the strategy men in the rear 
when the battle came. He said Kasper was too smart to be out in front 
and identified any longer.

Floyd Fleming had spoken during June of a General Strategy 
Board of various organisations fighting racial integration. John 
Kasper of the SWGC was on the National Board of Directors of this 
General Strategy Board, according to Fleming.

Abbott stated that a meeting was to be held on 6/26/57, in 
the National Guard Armory, Silver Spring, Maryland. It was not stated 
definitely who would sponsor the meeting, but the SWGC was mentioned 
in connection with it. Abbott stated also that a meeting would be 
held in Easton, Maryland on 6/27/57, and that there might be men at 
this meeting in robes and hoods. According to Abbott, John Kasper 
would be a speaker at both meetings.

GE Letter 6/18/57
Re: Knights of the KKK
IS - X, enclosing letterhead memo of 
same date captioned "Citisens 
Councils and KKK Organisations" 
(copies, with enclosures, to KX, ME 
and WFO) 
105-55211-14 p.2,6; encl, p.2,5,7 
(31^^
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On 7/1/57, _______ _______________________________________
were interviewed concerning \ who was

\(keep information 
confidential) and a7 7eaed7ij had been interested in Ezra Pound and 
literature coming from Pound. ladvised that he recalled
his son telling him that one of tne followers of Pound was Kasper, the 
"rabble rouser" from Washington, D.C., who had started up so much 
dissension in Clinton, Tennessee, and who currently was under indict
ment for his part in the "Clinton, Tennessee case." It was noted 
that probably this was John or Frederick John Kasper. b6 

b7C
I \furnished pieces of literature, including a b7D

paper bound book, "Mullins On the Federal Reserve", identified as a 
study of the Federal Reserve by Eustace Clarence Mullins, published 
by Kasper and Horton in New York in 1952.

GV Letter, 7/18/57 
Re: Ezra Pound
SM - X 
100-34099^485 p.2-4 
(17^(41/{48^/^'

North Carolina Klan leaders Arthur W. Bryant and his brother, 
Joseph Bryant, on 7/26/57, indicated that they hoped John Kasper did 
not come to North Carolina to interfere in school integration. They 
particularly did not want Kasper to make trouble for the Jews there 
since the Jews in North Carolina were generally not in favor of racial 
integration with the Negroes.

At a Klan initiation ceremony near Milford, Delaware, on 
8/17/57, Joe and Arthur Bryant were present. At the meeting following 
this ceremony, there was in attendance an unidentified preacher from 
Tennessee who supposedly was John Kasper's representative.

OR Report, 11/8/57
Re: Knights of the KKK 
IS - X 
105-55211-83 p.44 
(31^
SI as para 2 above:
BA Report, 11/5/57 
(continued on next page)
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Re: U. 8. Klans, Knights of the 
KKK, Incorporated (Delaware) 
IS - Klan ,
100-7801-3384 p.6,17 
(17)^dditional information covered 
elsewhere in this summary (see 
105-55211 serial 14)

By letter dated 8/5/57. captioned nUnsub. wa. Bill Wilis; 
M. H. Moody - Victim, Extortion , the Memphis Office submitted a 
letter for attention of the Laboratory. This letter, postmarked 
Nashville, 8/1/57, was addressed to M. H. Moody, 2306 Granny White, 
Nashville, Tennessee, who was active in an organisation, Parents 
School Preference Committee, opposing integration of the Nashville 
schools. Moody believed the letter resulted from these activities. 
He also believed that Frederick John Kasper might be involved in send
ing the letter, inasmuch as Kasper had offered his assistance to the 
organisation in Nashville and had been refused.

By letter dated 8/19/57, the Bureau advised Memphis that 
one latent fingerprint was compared with fingerprints of Frederick 
John Kasper, FBI #3402970, with negative results.

Reference described above with 
Photograph of enclosure (ME #9 - New) 
9-32852-1 '

Memphis closing report of 8/23/57, captioned as above, 
reported the foregoing information together with the following ‘ 
additional information: On 8/2/57, Mr. Chester Mason, 1808 Beach 
Street, Nashville, Tennessee, Chairman of the Parents School Preference 
Committee, advised that he had received a letter signed by Bill Wilis, 
who stated he was in accord with the position taken by the Committee, 
but advocated the use of violence if peaceful means did not stop inte
gration. Also, John Kasper had talked to Mason on the telephone, 
offering assistance and advice, which was refused by Mason. Mason 
stated that Kasper used similar language to that used in the letter 
he received, and in other statements Kasper had made it appear he 
advocated violence.

Above described report (ME #9-848) 
9-32852-5 
(Not indexed)
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"The Nashville Tennessean"* 9/11/57 p,l* in an article 
captioned "Police List 30 Arrested"* named the persons arrested on 
9/10/57 in connection with disturbances over integration in Nashville. 
Included on this list was John Kasper* 37* Camden* New Jersey* who 
listed his Nashville address as 3901 Scott Avenue, Kasper was arrested 
on two charges of disorderly conduct* one charge of vagrancy and one 
charge of illegal parking.

44-13398-A "The Nashville Tennessean" 
(4)^ 9/11/57

OSLO records* Nashville* Tennessee indicated that on 3/30/57* 
USDC ordered integration in Nashville elementary schools for the Fall 
of 1957, Schools opened on 9/9/57, Summarised below are activities 
of John Kasper subsequent to about 8/4/57 when he appeared in Nashville:

School registration* 8/37/57, Handbills passed out announcing 
a John. Kasper meeting (not further described) (Source not clear),

Tennessee UCC rally* 9/8/57* Nashville, BillHendrix* KKK 
leader from Clearwater* Florida* and John Kasper* called for student 
boycott and school picketing by parents, (Source not clear)

Petition for Injunction filed in USDC* Nashville by Board ■ 
of Education* 9/13/57* Civil Action #3094* against Kasper and others,

Temporary Restraining Order issued 9/13/57, Ordered to 
appear in Court* 9/16/57* at which time Preliminary Injunction granted,

/ John Frederick Kasper at that time was subject of Bureau
investigation regarding integration of Clinton High School* Clinton* 
Tennessee and was at liberty on appeal bond from conviction in USDC* 
Knoxville* for contempt of court, .

(continued on next page)
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Descriptive data obtained from Sheriff’s Office, Nashville, 
Tennessee in connection, with Kasper’s arrest 9/11/57. Address, 2901 
Scott ’Avenue, Nashville. Occupation, Executive Secretary, Tennessee 
WCC. Mother, Rose Kasper, 14 Franklin Avenue, Merchantville , 
New Jersey. Sister, Mrs. Melian C. Marshall, 27 West Walnut Street, 
Merchantville.

On 9/10/57, Fred Elledge, U. S. Attorney, advised Bureau 
Agent that Mr. McLean of the Department of Justice had told him 
Department was considering action to revoke John Kasper’s bond in 
Knoxville, Tennessee. .

According to comments in papers, meetings, or potential 
meetings, in Nashville in which Kasper participated: 8/4/57, 8/10/57, 
8/11/57, 8/21/57, 8/23/57 8/25/57, 8/26/57, 9/6/57, 9/7/57 and 9/9/57. 
Announced meetings for 8/12/57 and 8/15/57 - no verification if held. 
Contact, 8/4/57, with Lee Foster, Director, Tennessee WCC. 

b6
Detailed account of arrest record from time of arrest by b7C 

Nashville ED on 9/10/57 to his arraignment in Criminal Court on 
9/17/57. Entered plea of not guilty, granted 60 days to prepare for 
trial on ll/ld/57, and remanded to Davidson County Jail. Released on 
bond, 9/18/57, through attorney, Montague Ross, cash bond being posted 
by L. R. Foster of Nashville. Left jail with Foster, in auto driven 
fey| Nashville, Tennessee, (information
furnished by various named police officers and court officials).

. On 9/18/57, Lee R. Foster said he and Kasper had arrived in 
Knoxville and were spending the night with friends, (items in Nashville 
papers, 9/19/57)

1957 Tennessee License 3F-7442 issued 5/8/57 for 1953 
Plymouth, Motor #13288733, property of John Kasper, Route 1, Callahan 
Road, Knoxville, Tennessee. (Mrs. Janice Ridley, Motor Vehicle 
Bureau, Tennessee Department of Finance and Taxation, Nashville)

Signed statements, 9/12/57, of Charles Elmore Reed, 1715 
Nassau Street, Nashville and Thomas Carter Norvell, 3905 Milford 
Road, Nashville. Prior contacts with sources set out. Allegations 
concerning Kasper’s possession of dynamite to be used in dynamiting 
schools. Association of Reed and Norvell with Kasper.

Additional information covered in Kasper’s main file, 
62-105095 serial 45 p.20 (copies to Field).

(Full details, set out) 
ME Report, 9/20/57 (ME #44-516; 
(continued on next page)
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copies to KX)
Re: Integration in Public Schools 
fin Nashville, Tennessee
Civil Rights
44-12398-54 p.1,2, 4, 5, 8-12, 16-26,
(4^37^(40^ 29, 32-42, 44

Memphis letter, 9/20/57, captioned "Integration In Public 
Schools In Nashville, Tennessee, Civil Rights", is the cover letter 
furnishing copies of above report to the Bureau. This letter, dealing- 
primarily with administrative aspects of the case, furnishes additional 
information on a 9/10/57 conference in Nashville, between Judge William 
E. Miller, USDC, and Fred Elledge, Jr., U.S. Attorney. Two Bureau 
agents also attended this conference and no one else was present. Sub
sequent contacts between Court and City officials in Nashville set out. 
In addition, reference indicates that John H. Kerkeles, NA, Chief 
Investigator, Davidson County, Tennessee Sheriff’s Office, advised of 
contact of John Kasper by telephone with "Ed" in Washington, D.C., on 
9/11/57 and of various items of correspondence received by Kasper at 
Davidson County Jail (letters quoted).

(continued on next page)
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9 b6
' b7C
b7D

__________ On 9/11/57 A______ _ _________ _______  
______________________ _ | (protect identity) advised that, on that 
date, a collect call was placed from Nashville telephone Alpine 4-6018 
to anyone at|__________ | 3-4038. Washington, D.C.

On 9/13/57 \ \made available letters
addressed to Kasper that he had secured from P.O. Box 913, Nashville. 
The letters bore return addresses of SWOP. Washington, D.C.; |

L Tenn,A I NIC;{
" I North Carolina^

Georgia; Dr. T. D. Patton, Carthage. Tenn.: Dr. Edward R. Fields, 
Louisville, Kentucky; and | |Tenn, (full
addresses set out).

Bailway Express Agency notice of arrival of carton shipped 
by H. S. Miller, point of origin Waco, Texas, shipped 9/6/57, received 
Nashville, 9/10/57.

On 9/18/57, Oscar Dillard, Identification Officer, Davidson 
County Sheriff's Office, advised on that date Kasper received .telegram 
from Jack Terry, San Jose, California.

Reference described above 
(ME ^4-516; copies to KX) 
44-13398-55 p.1-11 
(Not indexed)

. Other serials in Bufile Tf44-13398, dated prior to above 
Memphis report, set out information concerning John Kasper. Infor
mation therein, some of which is administrative in nature, refers to 
the activities discussed in foregoing references. These serials are 
being set out in list form as follows:

Reference

Serial 53
Memo from A. H. Belmont to the
Director, 9/10/57.
Director's Notations.

Search Slip Page Number

(continued on next page)
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Reference

Serial SI
Bureau Memo, 9/11/57
Bureau Airtel to ME, 9/12/57 
(Re phone call. 9/11/57, from John
Kasper to \ 2-4028, Washington,
D.C. - subscriber determined to be

Washington, D.C.

Serial 32
Original of Bureau Memo to the 
Attorney General, 9/12/57, received 
in Office of the Attorney General 
on 9/12/57. Attorney General’s 
notation to Director thereon.

Serial 33
Bureau Memo, 9/12/57 
(Refers to Rev. Fred Stroud, 
speaker at WCC rally in Nashville, 
9/11/57, as heretofore known as 
close associate of Kasper)

Serial 34
ME Routing Slip, 9/14/57, enclosing 
copies of signed statements, made on 
9/12/57 at Nashville, of Charles 
Elmore Reed and Thomas Carter Norvell.

Serial 44
ME Letter, 9/12/57 (ME #100-3595), 
enclosing copy of Petition filed 
USDC, Nashville, Tennessee, 9/12/57, 
Civil Action #2094 and Autostat of 
Temporary Restraining Order in the 
same matter signed by the Court on 
9/12/57.

Serial 5
Director’s Memo, 9/13/57 to 
Bureau Officials at SOG

Search Slip Page Number 

(3)^

b6 
b7C

(9)l^

(Not indexed)

(Not indexed)

(3^

(continued on next page)
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Reference

Serial 10
Bureau Memo, 9/13/57

Serial 31
Memo from L. V, Boardman to the 
Director, 9/13/57, with attach
ment - a proposed brief press 
release to be made in Washington, 
concerning John Kasper's alleged 
possession of dynamite. Director's 
Notation.

Serial 36
Bureau Memo, 9/13/57, enclosing 
Memoranda summarising information in 
Bureau files concerning individuals 
named with John Kasper in the 
9/12/57 court order.

Serial 41
Memo from A. H. Belmont to the 
Director, 9/13/57

Serial 45
Bureau Memo, 9/13/57

Serial 46
Bureau Memo, 9/13/57

Search Slip Page Number

(Not indexed)

(4)^^

(40^

(401)^

Correlator's Note: In addition to the serials in 44-12298 covered 
above, this file also contains numerous newspaper clippings pertaining 
to the Nashville segregation issue in the latter part of 1957. John 
Kasper's name appears in most of these clippings.

_  indicated on 8/27/57 that  had 
visited the apartment of James Madole recently and was accompanied by 
a 16-year-old boy. Informant said thatf allegedly had
visited John Kasper several months before in the south and Kasper had 
encouraged^ ~~Ito organise citizens councils in New York City.
Madole indicated thatV Kas using the mailing address of

\but had said that "He is not 
looking for council members, he is looking for boys." Madole had 
explained this by indicating that | |zpg3 a homosexual.

b7C
(continued on next page)



It was noted that John Kasper was convicted on 7/23/57, 
at Knoxville, Tennessee, of contempt of court for violating a Federal 
court integration order.

According to| 2/27/57, James Madole continued
to operate the National Renaissance Party from his apartment at 10
West 90th Street, New York City, b7D

NY Report, 10/18/57
Re: National Renaissance Party
IS - Z
62-83296-213 p.4,5

Emmett Carr stated to Chattanooga, Tennessee Klavern members, 
on 9/28/57, that he was present at a KKKK meeting at about the time 
integration trouble had arisen in Nashville, Carr Stated that he told 
those in attendance that John Kasper would not be present and that they 
were in no way associated with Kasper, Carr said that, unknown to him, 
Kasper was in the crowd, thus causing him great embarrassment, and, 
as a result, Carr was included in the Federal injunction issued in 
Nashville concerning integration in public schools,

(KX-1003-X, 10/2/57)
ME Report, 2/5/58 (ME #116-21758) 
Re: Emmett Andrew Carr
AEA - A 
116-373123-23 p,3 
(33)^

On 9/30/57, the Director contacted Deputy AG- Rogers relative 
to the situation in Little Rock, Arkansas and .to inquiry received by 
the Bureau from Judge Davies in Little Rock, concerning release of an 
FBI report, Also, the .Director advised Mr, Rogers that John Kasper 
had arrived in Washington on Saturday and was under surveillance; that 
the group with which he had been meeting planned to picket the White 
House on 10/1/57, presumably during the President's meeting with the 
Southern Governors; and that sooner or later if Kasper was permitted 
to continue his activities, he might be responsible for some physical 
demonstration against one of the Justices, Mr, Rogers said he would 
renew his efforts immediately to have Kasper's bail revoked,

Copy of a memo dated 9/30/57 from 
the Director to Bureau Officials at 
SOG, (Not captioned) 
44-12284-266
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"The Houston Post", Houston, Texas, 12/5/57, contained an 
article captioned "Civil Liberties Defended, Not Persons, Says ACLU." 
According to this article, two leaders of the American Civil Liberties 
Union admitted the ACLU had defended "communists, nudists, the NAACP, 
deserters, John Kasper, ....", but they made it clear that it was in 
defense of the civil liberties of persons defended and not the persons 
themselves.

61-190-A "The Houston Post", 
(6^ 12/5/57

advised on 1/3/58, that no literature or 
communications referring to the United White Party had been received
by any person connected with the leadership of the Tennessee Federation 
for Constitutional Government (TFCG). Informant said | '

~| was a member of the TFCG but was not 
active. Wheh | connection with Frederick John Kasper became
known, the TFU& aiscontinued membership. b7C

On 12/26/57, Kenneth Cox, Industrial Relations Department, 
Avco Manufacturing Company, Nashville, Tennessee advised that employee 

| had been a follower of Frederick John Kasper when Kasper 
was tn Nashville. Cox said apparently] \wife was very interested 
also in Kasper rs activities, and that she had been the person who 
picked up Kasper at the Davidson County Jail at the time he was 
released on bond. Cox said he learned this had appeared in the papers 
and that\~ \ fellow workers had teased him, indicating he should 
be_carefui of Kasper fs friendship with his wife. It was noted that 

|togs a delegate to the 11/10/57 convention in Knoxville, Tennessee 
wnzcn apparently was the same conference at which the United White 
Party reportedly was formed.

ME Letter, 1/23/58 (ME #105-320;
Copy to KX #105-202)
Re: United White Party
IS - X
105-66233-13 p.1,2
(45^ 3
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4 Department of Justice release for Friday, January 10, 
1953, reported on the activities of the Criminal Division of the 
Department of Justice during 1957, Reference was .made to the criminal 
contempt trial of John Kasper and others for wilfully violating the 
terms of an injunction forbidding interference with the efforts pf a 
local school board to racially integrate a high school in Clinton, 
Tennessee, resulting in convictions after a lengthy trial.

Reference described above
62-28280-256X p.l 
(6)^

Pursuant to a Bureau request of 12/13/56, various Field 
Offices submitted monthly summaries of information covering activities 
of Citizens Councils in their respective areas, The following 
references in Bufile #105-34237 with subs, contain information on 
activities of Frederick John Kasper, Jr,, in connection with these 
Councils:

Refere nee

BA Letter, 1/15/57 
Re: Citizens Councils, 
Baltimore Field 
Office, enclosing 
letterhead memo, same 
date and caption, 
105-34237-3-2 encl, 
(28)^^

KX Letter, 1/9/57 
(KX #105-176)
Re: Citizens Councils 
Knoxville, Tennessee, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption, 
105-34237-24-2 encl. 
(BB^

Summarization

"Washington Daily News", 12/10/56 contained 
interview of John Kasper, Kasper said pres
ently there were Councils in Arlington, 
Fairfax, Alexandria, Manassas and Culpeper, 
Virginia, "Montgomery County Sentinel", 
Montgomery County, Maryland, 12/13/56, .
reported on Kasper's 2-hour anti-integration 
speech on Sunday night at the home of Buford 
Wynne in Poolesville, Maryland, (details 
set out)

Dynamiting of building near Clinton, Tennessee, 
on 12/28/56, Building rented by John Kasper 
for the reported use as Tennessee WCC head
quarters, On 12/29/56 Kasper and his Attorney, 
J, Simmons came to the building and indicated 
they no longer wanted it.

(continued on next page)
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Reference

WFO Letter, 1/14/57 
(WFO #100-33336)
Ret Citizens Councils 
IS - X 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption, 
105-34337-53-3 encl, 
(88^

KX Letter, 3/14/57 
(KX #105-176)
Re: Citizens Councils 
Knoxville, Tennessee, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption 
105-34337-34-3 encl, 
(28)^

KX Letter, 3/15/57 
(KX #105-176)
Re: Citizens Councils, 
Knoxville, Tennessee, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption, 
105-34237-34-5 encl, 
(38^(44,)^

Summarisation

On 1/6/57, Edward R, Murrow, TV Commentator, 
produced a TV show entitled "Clinton and the 
Law", on which John Kasper, Executive Secretary 
of the SWCC, and others, voiced their opinions 
on integration, Kasper made reference to the 
"hollow headed pumpkin in the White House," 
He did not refer to President Eisenhower by 
name, He stated it would be difficult to 
impeach the justices of the U, S, Supreme 
Court - remarking that assassination would be 
easier,

Newspaper articles referring to John Kasper: 
"Knoxville News - Sentinel", 1/13/57, 1/36/57, 
3/9/57; "Clinton Courier-News", 1/31/57, "East 
Tennessee Reporter", 3/3/57, WCC meetings 
in which Kasper participated, or was to partic
ipate: I/II/57, Ann's Cafe, Clinton; 1/35/57, 
Wesley Hills' Bible Baptist Church, Knoxville; 
1/31/57, Ann's Cafe, Clinton; 2/1/57, Clearview 
Community, near Clinton; 2/8/57, rally at 
Clinton, Description set out of "The Clinton- 
Knox County Stars and Bars", Edition No,l, 
Volume 1, 2/3/57, Kasper brought several 
copies of this paper to the meeting, and they 
were for sale,

Friction in segregationist organizations in 
Clinton, Tenn, area, attributed to Frederick 
John Kasper, Attacks on individuals, made by 
Kasper's newspaper "Clinton-Knox County Stars 
and Bars", set out, News articles involving 
Kasper: "Clinton Courier News", 3/4/57, 
3/38/57; "Knoxville Journal", 3/16/57; 
"Knoxville News-Sentinel", 3/34/57; and "East 
Tennessee Reporter", 3/1/57, Meetings, or 
potential meetings, attended by Kasper: 
3/8/57, Knox-Anderson County WCC meeting; 
3/33/57, WCC meeting at Ann's Cafe in Clinton; 
3/1/57, WCC, home of Marshall Jones (No 
address given)

(continued on next page)
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Reference

New York Edition of 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
"Courier’1, 10/19/57, 
p.9 Col. 1, "Horizon" 
Column by P. L. 
Prattis, captioned 
"Roy 7. Harris" 
105-34237-A 
(23)^

LS Airtel, 2/5/58 
(Copies with 
enclosures to ME, 
KX, LR and WFO) 
Re: Citizens Councils, 
IS - X 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption. Bureau 
letter, 2/11/58, same 
caption, furnishing 
copies of memo to 
U.S. Secret Service, 
ONI, OSI, ACSI Army 
and AAG White. 
105-34237-27-19 

encl, p.3 
(28^^

Summarization

John Kasper named as one of the many leaders 
in the pro-segregation fight.

Meeting labeled an "Ultimatum Conference of 
Loyal Americans", 2/1/58, Henry Clay ,Hotel, 
Louisville, Kentucky. The principal speaker. 
Admiral John G. Crommelin, stated he was on 
extended furlough from the Navy because of 
making public his disagreement with policies 
of the Armed Forces, solicited support for 
his election as governor of Alabama, and 
described his platform as opposed to the 
"communist controlled" NAACP. Crommelin 
stressed his friendship with John Kasper.

This reference is a Bureau memo dated 1/1&/58, captioned 
"Dissemination of Literature in Franked Envelopes Emanating From 
the Office of United States Senator Richard B. Russell - Information 
Concerning." The WCCDC had obtained from Senator Russell's office 
4,000 reprints of an article "A Tragedy of Errors", which was printed 
in the Congressional Record" at the request of Senator Russell. 
These reprints were in Manila envelopes bearing Senator Russell's 
frank. It was determined that these reprints were being obtained 
from Jim Russell who worked in the Senator's office; that the franked 
envelopes were being opened by WCCDC and other material of that 
organization was being inserted; and that the envelopes then were 
being mailed to individuals designated by WCCDC with a 3-cent stamp 
affixed.

(continued on next page)
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By Airtel 1/14/48, WFO furnished one of these envelopes and 
its contents which had been obtained from Army Intelligence, The 
material therein inserted by WCCDC consisted of an appeal for funds 
in behalf of John Kasper, criticism of the U.S, Supreme Court and 
condemnation of Jews, including such prominent individuals as Bernard 
Baruch, Felix Frankfurter, Henry Morganthau, Anna Rosenberg and Herbert 
Lehman, In addition to the Senator's frank the envelope bore the 
return address of the WCCDC,

Recommendations and marginal notations, concerning showing 
the material to Senator Russell and returning enclosures to WFO,

Director's Notation,

94-4-3724-29
(Not indexed) ^5

b7C
Bureau letter dated 1/10/58 to Deputy AG- Lawrence E, Walsh}3^^ 

captioned as above, attributed the information concerning how the 
documents were obtained to a confidential informant who had furnished 
reliable information in the oast and whose source was

I It was informant's impression that 
Floyd H, Fleming, WCCDC Executive Secretary, obtained these reprints, 

Another source, who had furnished reliable information in 
the past, made available on 2/11/57, information concerning a letter 
dated 11/15/57, from "John" (probably John Kasper) to "Floyd" (probably 
Floyd Fleming), which letter was captioned "Final Instructions," The 
letter listed six things to be done, one of which was, "Write Senator 
Russell for 1000s more of enclosed," The source furnished no material 
which could be identified as enclosure to this letter; however, "John" 
might have been referring to copies of "A Tragedy of Errors,"

John Kasper, former Executive Secretary, WOCDC, was taken 
into custody by US Marshals in Washington, D,C, on 10/17/57, On 
11/22/57 he began serving a one-year sentence at the Federal 
Correctional Institution, Tallahassee, Florida, for "wilful contempt" 
due to his activities in Clinton, Tennessee in August, 1956,

Reference described above 
94-4-3724-27 p,l,2 
(13^
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Bufile #100-423395, captioned "White Citizens Councils of 
D.C., aka., IS - X", (WFO #100-33226; ME #105-207; KX #105-122 or 
105-175) and in which file John Kasper is carried as a subject also, 
sets out information on WCCDC use of material emanating from Senator 
Russell's office as described in foregoing references. Much of the 
WCCDC literature inserted solicited funds for legal aid for John 
Kasper. The following serials contain information on such activity:

Source of Mail 
and"Sate

WFO Airtel, 
1/3/58 with 
enclosure

Complainant

WFO Airtel, 
1/8/58

WFO Airtel, 
1/14/58, with 
Photostats of 
literature 
enclosed.

Bureau Memo, 
2/5/58, 
enclosing 
literature

____________ | on 1/3/58, 
furnished reprint of "A 
Tragedy of Errors", and 
its envelope. Facts of 
the John Frederick Kasper 
case included in booklet. 
(enclosed)

On 12/11/57, an anonymous 
source furnished infor
mation concerning letter 
of 11/15/57 from "John" 
to "Floyd"

Received by Major Joe H. 
Agee 32 Teton Place, 
Alexandria, Virginia and 
furnished by G-2

Serial Search Slip 
^l/e^ltwnber

483 encl. (Not Indexed)

b7D

487 (Not Indexed)

491 (Not Indexed)

CE Letter, 
2/6/48 
(Copies to 
WFO)

On 1/31/58, Bill Jordan 500 
of Senator Russell's office, 
furnished literature.
Envelope addressed to Mrs.
Ethel M. McKay, Main Street, 
Winchester, Virginia.

Lt. Robert A. Gerhardt 502
Marine Corps Base, Camp
LeJeune, N.C., on 1/24/58, 
furnished literature and 
envelope addressed to him.

(Not Indexed)

(Not Indexed)
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b6
b7C
b7D

Knoxville Letter of 3/31/58, captioned "Tennessee Klans, 
IS - Klan", enclosed a letterhead memo, same date and caption, reporting 
information furnished by \ [on 3/30/58,1

__ oas contacted by I land | | both from 
mint on, and a man whose last name zoas I I and whose first name 
he believed zoas| Advised that! Izoqs from Washington,
D,C,, was acquainted with John Kasper I believed he was an
official of the WCCDC, | | stated that at numerous times from
December, 1956 until approximately June, 1957 these persons discussed 
with him the possibility of his destroying with dynamite the Clinton 
High School and some other buildings, (Details)

By letter dated 3/38/58, the Bureau disseminated copies, with 
enclosures, to ACSI Army, ONI, OSI, RAB and AAG- W, Wilson White,

Reference described above, with 
enclosure (KX #105-199; Copies, 
with enclosures, to WFO #100-33386 
and ME) 
105-66495-8 encl, p,l

On 6/4/58, Imade available a letter dated 6/3/58 to
Dear Billy" and signed "Dr, Edward R, Fields", on letterhead stationery 

of the United White Party,. Knoxville, Tennessee, This letter stated 
that John Kasper was another man they were going to stand by and hold 
up as a hero in that movement, and that the people in Nashville were 
not fighting because of fear over the Kasper arrest, Fields indicated 
that copies of the letter were going to "Matt and Ned in Knoxville,"

Photostat of letter enclosed with
AT Letter, 6/30/58
Re: United White Party
IS - X 
105-66333-36 encl, p,3,3
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b7D
advised on 7/11/58, that at a meeting of the 

NSRP, at 524 Flat Shoals Avenue, S.E., Atlanta, Georgia, there was 
some discussion concerning plans for participation in a motorcade to 
Tallahassee, Florida, to celebrate the release from the Federal 
Penitentiary of segregationist John Kasper.

Informant said that Wallace Allen of the NSRP in Atlanta, 
on 7/1/58, exhibited a copy of the August, 1958 issue of the NSRP pub
lication "The Thunderbolt", which carried a lengthy story concerning 
the coming release of John Kasper- This article, captioned "Kasper 
Release Set August First- Patriots Await Heroes Return" stated that 
few men had suffered as much as John Kasper- Readers were urged to 
send $1.00 to the Seaboard Council in Washington, H.C., for the 
purchase of the "Kasper Special- This "Special" included Senator 
Richard Russell's speech "A Tragedy of Errors", which completely 
proved the honesty of Kasper's stand; the tract "The importance of 
Kasper's second appeal"; Kasper's booklet, "Segregation or Heath", 
containing four pictures of John; and a copy of the 24-page .speech 
John made when sentenced, available with the first 10 orders.

AT Airtel, 8/1/58 
Re: NSRP, Formerly United White 
Party and States Rights Party 
IS - X
Enclosing letterhead memo, same 
date and caption, together with 

’ August, 1958 issue of "The 
Thunderbolt" 
(Copies of cover letter and memo 
to KX #105-202 and WFO) 
105-66233-63 encl.

SI as par. 2 above: 
IP Letter, 8/4/58 
Re: NSRP, aka. 
IS - X 
Enclosing Photostat of the August, 
1958 issue of "The Thunderbolt", 
made available.on 7/28/58, by Roy 
Bullock, former panel source 
105-66233-55 encl, p.l 
(32)^
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"The Atlanta Journal", Atlanta, Georgia, 8/1/58, contained 
an article captioned "Agitator .Kasper Climbs Stump Here", showing a 
photograph of John Kasper through barred doors as he was being released 
from Atlanta Federal Penitentiary on that date, Kasper announced that 
his efforts would be turned to the organisation of a new political 
party to remove the country "from Negro and Jewish control," (Further 
details) .

105-66233-A "The Atlanta Journal", 
(33)^ 8/1/58 .

"The Mobile Register", Mobile, Alabama, 8/9/58, contained 
an article captioned "Kasper Says U, S, Soul Is 'Rotten'", date lined 
Montgomery, This was the third and last of a series in .which John 
Kasper told of his eight months in the integrated Federal prison in 
Tallahassee, Florida, and of his plans for the future, Surrounded 
by local Klansmen, Kasper had been interviewed at the home of Admiral 
(ret) John G, Crommelin, •

Kasper had no visible means of support and existed on what 
he called "contributions," He spoke of going to Memphis where he had 
said he would organise opposition to integration of a college, Kasper 
said, "I'm a racial nationalist and that means a person who develops^ 
all elements within a nation to promote the White American's place in 
the sun," Under Kasper's proposed system of government and political 
movement, which he planned to detail in a forthcoming book, "the 
federal reserve system would be abolished and Congress would.re-assert 
its right to issue and control money - now in the hands of communists 
and Jews," He also would put the House of Representatives on an 
economic representation basis" to eliminate conditions of extreme 
selfishness which now exists" (Further details)

105-66233-A "The Mobile Register", 
(33)^ 8/9/58

__________ Bureau memo. r/22/5R} captioned
_________ ________ __________ I sets o ut information on a xeiepnomc interview
with this individual^ 1 stated that John Kasper was planning to 
assassinate a colored city councilman in Nashville, Tennessee, by the 
name of Frank Luby; that Kasper had selected him for the job and

was to go to Nashville when Kasper directed him to do so; and 
that Kasper was to furnish the rifle with which to commit the murder,

b7C
b7D

(continued on next page)
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asserted that Admiral Crommelin and Kasper had formed a third 
political party on which ticket Crommelin would run for President. 
In the near future Crommelin would publish a newspaper in two editions, 
one for public sale and one for faithful followers of the' Kasper- 
Crommelin coalition. | | contended that the Kasper-Crommelin
followers were planning to kill Bishop Fulton J. Sheen of New York.

stated further that he knew personally that Bishop Sheen was an 
jonn Kasper's "list."

Review of Bureau abstracts indicated that, by letter of 
8/15/58, the Mobile Office had advised that one | ", _ }furnished
information concerning John Kasper. It was indicated that the inter
viewing agent was of the opinion that was not trustworthy and 
possibly psychopathic. --------

Marginal Notation: "No dissemination." b6
- b7Reference described above 

62-97802-4 D/
(7.^^

___________Bureau memo of 8/23/58, captioned]_______________,__________  
, sets out information furnished on that date by 

major vames k. mcvasiin, Duty Officer, ACSI Army. | | had called
from Montgomery, Alabama, and in a rambling, incoherent manner had 
furnished this officer with substantially the same information on John 
Casper as set out in the foregoing reference.

Marginal Notation: "No dissemination"

Reference described above 
62-97802-6 
(7^4^

Correlator's Note: By teletype of 8/22/58, the Mobile Office furnished 
detailed information on I {advising, in brief, that he was erratic 
and unreliable and recommending against interview (see 62-97802-10).
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9
The February-March, 1958 issue of "Facts", published by 

the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai Bfrith stated "The United White 
Party is an incipient national movement of notorious anti-Semites, 
which was established recently in Knoxville, Tennessee, reportedly by 
the supporters of John Kasper, Seaboard White Citizens Council leader, 
who has been convicted for contempt of court."

____________ ___________________ a nd___________ _________________________________
(protect identity) furnished a composite list 

oj- persons attending the 8/30-31/58 convention of the United White 
Party, later known as the NSRP, in Louisville, Kentucky. Included on 
this list was John Kasper. ..........

___________ |advised that John Kasper spoke at the 8/30/58 session. 
He told of his experiences in Clinton, Tennessee, stating that his 
main purpose in coming to Louisville was to instruct Party members how 
to go about educating people all over Kentucky to work together to b7D 
overthrow the Jews in power, thereby stopping integration and bringing 
an end to being pushed about by the "niggers." Kasper stated the 
public must be aroused. He announced his nomination of Admiral John 
G-. Crommelin as candidate for President in 1960. A collection was 
taken in Kasper1 s behalf.

  \learned that Kasner a1nn a+. rmn-hher meeting 
on 8/31/58,____________________________________________________________ I after which
he left Louisville. Kasper planned to go to Knoxville, Tennessee, 
where he was to testify on behalf of Lee Foster who had been arrested 
for disorderly conduct for picketing the movie "Kings Go Forth."

Additional information on page 15 covered elsewhere in this 
summary (see 105-66233 serial 111)

IP Report, 12/15/58 (Copies to LR; 
ME; KX #105-202; WFO #100-3445?) 
Re: National States Rights Party, 
aka. Racial Matters 
105-66233-184 p.11,13-15 
(32^

Bureau memo of 9/18/58, captioned "National States Rights 
Party,. IS - X", made reference to a previous memo dated 8/28/58, 
advising that the captioned organisation was to hold its National 
convention on 8/30-31/58, at Jeffersonville, Indiana'. This 8/28/58

(continued on next page)
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memo stated that Frederick John Kasper was to attend the convention, 
and it appeared that Kasper might attempt to take over the leadership 
of the National States Rights Party (NSRP),

The convention actually took place in Liberty Hall, Louisville, 
Kentucky, directly across the Ohio River from Jeffersonville, Indiana, 
For all practical purposes, the convention's business was completed in 
one day, 8/30/58, John Kasper was the principal speaker and his remarks 
were extremely anti-Semitic, Kasper nominated Admiral John G-, Crommelin 
as Party candidate for President in 1960, Kasper declined the nomination 
for Vice-President inasmuch as he was under age,

From information furnished by informants and sources, the 
convention appeared to be poorly organised and there appeared to be 
considerable dissension among the principal persons active in the NSRP, 
Kasper did not assume leadership and it appeared he did not have too 
much respect for the NSRP and desired to form his own party to be known 
as the Kasper Party, Host of the sentiment at the convention seemed to 
be anti-Jewish rather than strictly segregationist, (No sources given)

Director's Notation,

Reference described above 
105-66233-116 p,l

This reference, a Bureau memo of 8/28/58, captioned "National 
States Rights Party, IS - X", is the memo described in paragraph one of 
foregoing reference,

Reference is made herein to Charlotte Airtel of 8/22/58*,  
furnishing a copy of "The Thunderbolt", a mimeographed leaflet of the 
captioned organisation, This leaflet stated that a surprise "National 
Hero" would attend and advise this rally of 8/30-31/58, This .was 
believed to be Frederick John Kasper, Kasper was scheduled to attend 
the convention according to information received from two WFO infor
mants (not further identified) who were making the trip with him, Page 
3 of this publication was critical of the Bureau,

*Copy, with enclosure, sent to Knoxville$

105-66233-100 p,l,2 
(45^
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Various informants furnished information on above NSRP con
vention of 8/30-31/58 and on events immediately preceding or following 
this convention, Detailed information on John Kasper* s participation, 
or scheduled participation, in these activities, and information 
developed on Kasper during this period, is set out in the following 
listed references:

Reference

WFO Airtel, 
8/21/58 
(WFO #100-34457) 
Re: NSRP 
IS - X 
enclosing letter
head memo, same ' 
date and caption 
105-66233-74 encl,. 
(32)^

Source

_________ p o te n- 
tial PSI (protect 
identity), 8/21/58,

b7C
b7D

8/5/58

Remarks

John Kasper communicated 
with SWGC, Washington, D,C, 
stating he wanted to attend 
the NSRP convention in 
August, that he would travel 
to convention via Washington, 
and indicated that he would 
be offered the leadership of 
the NSRP at the convention,

Convention would be held 
8/30-31/58, in Jeffersonville, 
Indiana,

It was noted that Kasper was 
released from a Federal 
prison on 8/1/58,

(continued on next page)
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Reference Source Remarks

WO Airtel, 
8/26/58 
(WO #100-34457) 
Re: NSRP
IS - X 
enclosing letter
head memo, same 
date and caption 
105-66233-85 encl, 
(38^

IS Airtel, 
9/3/58 
Re: NSRP 
IS - X 
enclosing letter
head memo, same 
date and caption 
(Copies, with 
encl., to ME, 
WO and 
KX #105-202) 
105-66233-111 p.2 

encl, p.1-4 
(Not indexed)

{protect iaentityj 
8/26/58

"Courier-Journal", 
Louisville, 
Kentucky, 8/31/58

John Kasper and other anti- 
Semites were to attend the 
NSRP convention on 
8/30-31/58, in Jeffersonville, 
Indiana. "Secret" sessions of 
convention to be held in 
Louisville, possibly at 
Brown Hotel.

b7C 
b7D

John Kasper, characterised 
in news report as a segrega
tionist, was spokesman at 
the convention. Kasper 
identified self as secretary 
of Tennessee WCC.

\(vrotect 
identity) furnished 
conies of I

on 9/1/58

Kasper "propositioned" Dever 
to visit him in his room on 
8/30/58. In his speech, 
Kasper repeatedly referred to 
his activities in Tennessee. 
Collection taken for benefit 
of Kasper. On 8/31/58, 
meeting at Williams Trailer 
Court, 2129 Dixie Highway, 
Kasper spoke,, after which he 
left Louisville. Planned to 
go to Knoxville to testify at 
trial of Lee Foster.

AT Letter, 
9/10/58 
Re: NSRP, 
Formerly United 
White Party, 
and States 
Rights Party 
IS - X 
enclosing letter
head memo, same

{protect id entity)
Cover letter quotes informant^ 
report. Kasper stated Attorney 
General Brownell's daughted 
married a nigger and had o' 
ft Egger baby" in"his speech of 
8/30/58. Meeting next day at 
2129 Dixie Highway, Louisville, 
at which meeting Kasper spoke. 
Later boarded plane for 
Charlotte, N.C. Sent air

(continued on next page)
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Reference 

date and caption 
(Copies, with 
encl, to 
KX #105-202; 
LR; WFO) 
105-66233-105

p.3-8,10-13;
encl, p.1-3,6

(32)^ 3

Source Remarks

mail letter to|
Knoxville jail. According 
to informant, | ~
said he was present in Central 
Theatre, Birmingham, Alabama, 
the night Kasper and Asa Carter 
planned the Clinton, Tennessee 
disorders. (Details)

"Louisville 
Courier-Journal" 
(No date given).

Reported on convention

WFO Airtel, 
9/11/58 
(WFO #100-34457) 
Re: NSRP 
IS - X 
with enclosure 
(Copies, with 
encl., to 
KX #105-202;
ME #105-320) 
105-66233-114 
p.l; encl, p.1-11 
(Not indexed)

WFO Airtel, 
9/11/58
Re: NSRP 
IS - X 
enclosing letter
head memo, same 
date and caption. 
(WFO #105-34457; 
copy to "KX 
#105-202) -
105-66233-108 
p.l; encl, p.1-6 
(Not indexed)

Enclosure is Photostat of

[concern
ing the NSRP convention and 
8/29/58 meeting at home of 
Edward Fields. Details 
concerning Kasper - quotes 
from speech and opinions , 
expressed in conversations ® 
with others set out. b7D

Kasper predicted, "a flood of 
black savagery controlled by 
Jewish masters" being loosed 
on America. Following the 
evening meeting, Kasper and 
others went to a restaurant 
where Kasper made scenes 
when a Negro or person 
appearing to be "Jewish" 
would enter the restaurant. 
Kasper wanted to build a 
political force in America 
just like "Adolf" (Hitler)

(continued on next page)
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Reference Source Remarks

IP Airtel, 
9/12/58 
(Copies -bo 
KX #105-2021; 
WO #100-34457) 
Re: NSRP, aka. 
IS - X 
105-66233-110 

p.2-5 
(Not indexed)

(protect taenttw j 

7on 9/4/58

CE Letter, 
9/15/58
Re: NSRP
IS - X, 
enclosing letter
head memo, same 

(continued on next page)

^Arlington, Virginia

had in Germany and maintain 
a military organisation with 
children’s units, parades and 
bands. In talking of bombings, 
Kasper stated "Whenever I do 
that kind of stuff I always 
make sure I an not followed." 
(Details) b6
At meeting on 8/29/58, at ^70 
home of Edward R. Fields itolT) 
Louisville, Fields said John 
Kasper would address the rally 
on Saturday, then fly to North 
Carolina to talk at Labor Day 
rally of the KKK at Greensboro, 
then proceed to Arlington*^ 
time for school opening on 
Tuesday. Kasper phoned that 
evening saying he had just 
arrived in Louisville. At 
the 8/30/58 meeting Kasper 
was main speaker.I I
accompanied Kasper, and Klan 
member J. C. Bryant from 
Charlotte, North Carolina, to 
the Tropical Club and to 
Bryant’s room at the Henry 
Clau Hotel. Kasper told

he would make him 
Administrator of Propaganda 
in his new Kasper Party. In 
speaking of bombings, Kasper 
said "Whenever I do that kind 
of stuff I always make sure 
I am not followed,.......... " 
(Detai Is)

Joseph Bryant of Charlotte, 
North Carolina, and John 
Kasper had room together at 
Henry Clay Hotel, Louisville, 
Kentucky. Kasper present at 
meeting in room of Bill
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Reference Source gemarjrs

date and caption 
(Copies, with 
encl,, to LR and 
KX) 
105-66333-104 
encl. p. 1,3-5 
(32)^ 3

CE Letter, 9/29/58
Re: NSRP formerly 
known as United <

"The Thunderbolt 
October 1958, 
furnished by

White Party 
IS - X

1
with enclosure
105-66233-121 
encl.
(Not indexed)

"N.Y. Post", 7th 
Blue Final 
Edition, 
10/14/53 p.3 
"Arent the 
Integrationists 
Asking For It?" 
105-66233-A 
(33/f'''

*9/1/58

Newspaper 
clipping

Hendrix in Henry Clay Hotel, 
prior to convention on- 8/30/58, 
for purpose of considering 
resolutions to be presented 
to convention. Kasper spoke 
at general convention meeting. 
He advocated the setting up 
of units of students in the 
schools to harass Negro 
students.

b7D
Enclosing Auto stat of Issue 
No. 4, October 1958, of "The 
Thunderbolt", a publication 
of the NSRP. Setting out 
"States Rights Manifesto", 
as adopted by Convention, 
8/30/58. Highlight of Con
vention was surprise guest 
speaker John Kasper. Members 
urged to order the "Kasper 
Special" which included: 
(1) Congressional Record 
speech by Sen. Richard Russell 
of Georgia, "Tragedy of Errors" 
completely proving honesty of 
Kasper1 s stand; (2) The Tract, 
"The importance of Kaspers 
second appeal"; (3) Kasper1 s 
newest booklet, "Segregation 
or Reath", containing 4 
pictures of John; and (4) 
free copy of the 24-page 
speech Kasper made when 
sentenced at Clinton.

NSRP listed headquarters as 
Jeffersonville, Indiana. 
Rabble-rouser John Kasper was 
its "surprise hero" speaker 
at a Labor Ray* meeting.
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WFO letter of 10/20/58, captioned "Informant Coverage In b6 
Organisations Which May Be Engaged In Violent Activities Involving 
Minority Groups", made reference to Bureau request of 10/13/58 for 
information on racial extremist groups and individuals, Information 
set out on certain persons whom WFO considered dangerous and cavable 
of violence, including Frederick John Kasver. Flovd H, Fleming, ______  

I I and others,
Kasper, at that time, was Executive Director of the SWCC, and had 
approved publicly the recent bombings in Atlanta, Georgia and Clinton, 
Tennessee, having stated that they were needed, Fleming had been 
associated with John Kasper since 1956 in the SWCC, Both Fleming and 

I Ihad been described as rabid followers of Kasper, I 1
was new to the Washington, D.C, area, Kasper brought him to a SWCC 
meeting on 10/11/58, Kasper held a or^ss conference on 10/13/58, at 
which time he announced that I I was the new Executive Secretary
of the SWCC, and that Kasper was the new Executive Director, (Files 
of WFO). . b6

b7C 
---------------At that time, the WFO had good informant coverage through b7D 

and others.

Additional information on pages 1-5, covered in John Kasper's 
main files (See 62-105095 serial 45 p ,1,21,27,28,31,37,55 and 
100-423395 serial 479 p,2,3,6,23,24)

Reference described cthn»g 
157-U.53-X v,1—6.10

_ . On 10/20/58, W, E, Hopton, Director, Tennessee Bureau of 
Criminal Identification, Nashville, Tennessee, furnished information 
concerning the Confederate Underground, obtained from a confidential 
source whose reliability Hopton did not know, This confidential source 
furnished a list of names of versons connected with the Confederate 
Underground, one of whom was ___ _____  Anderson County. Tennessee,
attending University of Florida and vossihliA f h

b7C

(continued on next page)
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b7C
b7D

trouble or gathering of a Kasper crowd.

ME Report, 11/21/58 (ME #105-358;
Copies to KX #105-227)
Re: Confederate Underground, aka.
Racial Matters
105-70219-90 p.3,4

The "N.Y, World Telegram and Sun", Night Edition, 10/27/58, 
p.l, contained an article captioned "U.S. Fascists Stir Cauldron of 
Hate", which was the first of a series of articles exposing the men 
and organisations behind the hate mongering that had led to recent 
bombings and threats of bombings against schools, churches and 
synagogues. This article discussed the release from prison on 8/1/58, 
of riots-inciting Terrorist John Kasper, who had served 8 months for 
conspiracy in the federal reformatory at Tallahassee, Florida. Anti
cipating a demonstration, prison officials had moved Kasper to Atlanta 
and freed him there. Kasper immediately flew to Tallahassee, whipped 
up the prejudices of his cheering fans, then spent a quiet week-end 

‘ on the Alabama plantation of retired Admiral John G. Crommelin. With 
Kasper loose again, the NSRP called a "National Convention" in 
Louisville on 8/30-31/58. Kasper, introduced as the "hero speaker", 
delivered the keynote blast. Photograph of Kasper leaving the . 
penitentiary in Atlanta^ set out.

257-2—4 "NY World Telegram, and Sun". 
(34)' 10/27/58 '

(continued on next page)
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IS - Klan
105-55211-256 encl, p.2-7 
(Sl^^'

. "The Chicago Defender", 11/15/58, p.6, Col. 5, contained an 
article captioned "Anti-Jewish Acts Fail To Change South rs Attitude", 
which set-out statements of Arnold Forster, general counsel and . 
national civil rights director of the Anti-Defamation League of Brnai 
BTrith. Forster stated that in the South, at public meetings conducted 
by John Kasper, expressions of anti-Semitism were raucous and violent. 
He named extremist groups run by Kasper and other agitators, which 
groups "seem to be engaged in a loose working alliance - share sucker 
lists, exchange mailings and confer on strategy."

157-1-A "The Chicago Defender" 
(34^ 11/15/58 .
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Bufile #62-105023 (WFO #62-8011; ME #62-959; KX #62-618) is 
captioned | | Et Al, Bombing of the Temple, 1589
Peachtree Road, H.W., Atlanta, Georgia, 10/12/583 Information Concerning." 
Efforts to establish the whereabouts of all possible suspects during 
the pertinent period, disclosed information on Frederick John Kasper as 
set out in the following listed references:

Reference

AT Airtel, 10/16/58 
(Copies to KX and 
WFO) 
62-105023-239
(13 J

AT Teletype, 10/28/58 
62-105023-343 p.6

LS Reportj 11/13/58 
62-105023-616 p.2,13, 

S 14,23
(12)^41^

Synopsis

Interview 10/15/58, with ______________________  
I at the Rome Georgia Resident Agency, 

of the WCCBC when it 
was cnarterea about uctober, 1956,. John Kasper 
was Executive Secretary, and Floyd Fleming was 
Vice-President. I H and Fleming furnished 
financial aid to Kasper when Kasper was involved 
in the situation in Clinton, Tennessee.

Efforts being made to locate and interview]

7 who had a poor reputation in the b6 
community, reportedly printed a paper two 
years prior for an individual believed to be 
John Kasper.

Setting out information concerning
1 He was arrested on 1/16/57 by Shively 

Kentucky PD, while holding meeting of teenagers 
on integration matters. Had in his possession 
letter from John Kasper inviting him to work 
with Kasper in Tennessee (letter quoted). 
According to FBI Laboratory on 2/1/57, the_____ 
signature "John Kasper" on the letter to| ~| 

I |zoas written by writer of the signature
"Frederick John Kasper" on the fingerprint 
card submitted by the U. S. Marshal, Knoxville, 
Tennessee, dated 8/31/56, #2936, and filed under 
FBI #3402970. The "Louisville Courier-Journal", 
12/13/56, reported that both Kasper and 
Branham spoke at a meeting of the Citizens 
Councils of Kentucky, Inc., held 12/12/56 in 
Louisville. Kasper offered his services to the 
Councils in their opposition to integration of 
Louisville public schools.

(continued on next page)
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Reference Synopsis

CI Report, 
12/29/58 
(Copies to KX) 
62-105023-1271

p.2,3,16

Credit Bureau record at Bayton, Ohio, of Peter L. 
Xavier, 335 Linwood Ave.,- Bayton, contained an 
unidentified newspaper article dated 8/5/57, 
reporting "Bayton Segregationist Xasper Rally 
Speaker. The article stated that Xavier was a 
speaker at a rally held by segregationist John 
Xasper in Nashville, Tennessee on Sunday when Xasper 
opened his campaign against Nashville school deseg
regation plans. Xavier spoke of a rally planned by 
Xasper that week, to be held inside the Nashville 
City Limits. Also, employment check indicated 
Xavier spoke on platform with Xasper during 1957.

RY Airtel, 
10/24/58 
(Copy to WFO) 
62-105023-360 
(12)^

LS Report, 
11/28/58 
(Copies to XX, 
WFO and ME) 
62-105023-879

p.28,53 
as)^3

"N.Y. Times", 10/31/57, p.36 and "N.Y. Amsterdam 
News", 3/8/58, contained articles .concerning Bavid 
Wang,. Chinese graduate of Bartmouth College and 
New York segregationist. Wang was referred to as 
an associate of John Xasper. b6

in Becember, 1956. Thereafter, | | received a
letter from Xasper asking] | to go to Xnoxville
Tennessee and work with Xasoer. Oh 10/14/58,|

Louisville, stated 
that he met John Xasper during a picnic-type meeting 
of the National States Rights Party at his home. 
This occurred during the Party's Convention in
Louisville in August, 1958. Xasper spoke to the 
group. | Tdescribed Xasper as a very mild-
mannered individual.

LS Report, 2 
2/11/59 
(Copies to XX) 
62-105023-1387
(13),-''

p.B

Toll calls charged to telephone of Edward R. Fields, 
1617 Bardstown Road, Louisville, Xentucky, Highland 
5893: 8/10/58, Nashville, Tennessee, BE 2-9520, 
John Xasper; 8/28/58, Lafollette, Tennessee, 
VE 2-9520, John Xasper.

(continued on next page)
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Reference Synopsis

WFO Report, 
10/30/58 
(Copy to KX) 
62-105023-553 
p.3,5-7,9,11,13, 
18-22,24, 32, 33 
(18^41^ ’

WFO Airtel, 
10/17/58 
(Copy to KX) 
62-105023-262

"Washington Post 
and Times He<rald" 
10/17/58, p.A-1, 
"FBI Quizzes 2 
Here In Bombing". 
62-105023-A 
(13

On 10/11/58 Bureau Agents observed a car bearing 
1958 Virginia License 911-294 parked in the vicinity 
of the 1900 Block of S Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. about 7:57 P.M. The driver left the car on 
foot in the company of Frederick John Kasper and 
others. Above license determined to be issued to 
Charles Leaston Bell, Melpar, 3000 Arlington 
Boulevard, Falls Church, Virginia. Kasper was 
released from Federal prison on 8/1/58, sentence 
resulting from his school integration activities 
at Clinton, Tennessee in the Fall of 1956. About 
2:20 AIL on 10/12/58, Bureau Agents observed Kasper 
carrying boxes from a car bearing Florida License 
1W102155 into the residence at 2409 Franklin Street, 
N.E., Washington. Earlier that night the agents 
had observed Kasper driving this car. About 9:30 
A.M, on 10/12/58 a Bureau Agent called the SWCC 
office in Washington, asking for John Kasper. 
Kasper was not there. Additional information in 
this reference is covered elsewhere in this summary. 
(See 44-13723-264)

Interview 10/16/58, with George Lincoln Rockwell, 
6512 Williamsburg Boulevard, Arlington, Va. 
Rockwell said John Kasper called him on 10/11/58. 
Rockwell said he does not want any part in any 
anti-Negro group which he described as basically 
the aim of Kasper and the SWCC group. Rockwell 
said he would not want to work with Kasper. Kasper 
did not mention any bombings when they talked on 
the phone. Kasper had told Rockwell that Bale 
Birdsell was his lieutenant in Washington.

FBI questioned George Lincoln Rockwell, 6512 
Williamsburg Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia, on 
10/16/58. Rockwell acknowledged that John Kasper, 
leader of the SWCC, had contacted him recently, and 
that he had published literature circulated by the 
Seaboard group "because they were broke." Rockwell 
said he didnft agree with Kasper ls "way of doing 
things”. Rockwell said that subsequent to 1956 he 

(continued on next page)
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Reference Synopsis

AT Teletype, 
10/24/58 
62-105023-271
p.3,4,7

tried to start "The American Federation of 
Conservative Organisations" and held meetings at 
the Mayflower and Statler Hotels*, which meetings 
were attended by Kasper. b7C

b7D
Search of the Emmett O'Neal Morris home, Route 4, 
Austell, Georgia, where personal belongings of 
J. B. Stoner were stored. Handwritten notes found, 
which would indicate Stoner's interest in the jailing 
of John Kasper following the bombing of the Hattie 
Cotton School, Nashville, and efforts on Stoner's 
part to secure legal assistance and money for Kasper.

_________________________ protect identity) furnished

contacts of John Kasper with\ 
zoStfo I |~gna wisn, a

T noted that\

WO Airtel, 
11/19/58 
(Copy to KX) 
62-105023-629 
(12)^ p.2

\renorted on SWCC meeting of 11/17/58. b7D 
J. Benjamin Simmons, a Washington, D.C. Attorney 
who had represented John Kasper in the past, 
remarked that blood would be flowing in the streets 
before the integration problem was settled. (Place 
of meeting not given)

AT Teletypej .
11/25/58 
62-105023-753 p.6 
(13/^

AT Airtel, 
12/8/58, 
enclosing 
newspaper 
clippings 
62-105023-1036 
encl, pf.7 (13^

(continued on next page) b7C^Washington, D.C.
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Reference

CI Teletype, 
12/8/58 
(Copy to KX 
and WFO) 
62-105023-925
P-1,2

CI Airtel, 
12/12/58 
(Copies to WFO 
and KX) 
62-105023-1082 
P-3^ 
(13j^

CI Airtel, 
12/18/58 
(Copies to KX 
and WFO) 
62-105023-1032 
p.3 
(12)^

AT Airtel, 
1/19/59, 
enclosing 
newspaper 
clippings 
62-105023-1291 
encl, p.6 
(13)7

Synopsis

Peter Laurentius Xavier advised]__________ Tie was
member of "anti-semitic underground movement" 
mhnM "mnin was in Atlanta, Georgia, Mentioned
________ \ John Casoer. I____________________________ lor___  
_______ onel_________ | possibly]  

land I 
las associated with movement, Xavier

stated most of above had visited him at his resi
dence, Xavier said Casper formerly was opposed to 
force but now was in agreement to use force. Said 
above group was soliciting funds from millionaires 
and "big shots", and was devising codes that the 
FBI would be unable to decipher,

___________| advised 12/9-10/58 that Peter Xavier had 
mentioned that Bill Hendrix and John Kasper were 
both friends, were friends of Xavier 's and had 
visited Xavier's home on occasions, He said they 
now had "fallen out" because Hendrix, as head of 
the KKK, had resented the glory Kasper had received 
recently in the way of publicity.

________ \advised that J. B, Stoner arrived at 335 
N, Linwood Avenue, Dayton, Ohio, on 12/16/58, 
Xavier and Stoner had conversation about Bill 
Hendrix and John Kasper having a "falling out" 
because Kasper was taking-over the whole show. 
Stoner said Kasper had a lot of nerve but was pretty 
radical. He described an incident when Kasper 
carried a tape recorder to some meeting in d Jewish 
Temple and someone thought he had a bomb, thus 
creating quite a disturbance,

"The Atlanta Journal and Constitution", Atlanta, 
Georgia, 1/18/59, "Kasper Admirer Testifies Bright 
Is Of "Good Character'," Dr, Ed Fields from 
Louisville, Kentucky, who held John Kasper up as 
hero, vouched for the good character of George 
Bright, Dr, Fields said he believed racial extremist 
John. Kasper to be an honest and sincere man and he 
had written to an associate that Kasper ought to be 
upheld as a hero in their "movement," Dr, Fields 
described as top figure in.the National.States 
Rights Party,
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This reference sets out a detailed account of the interview 
with George Lincoln Rockwell on 10/16/58, as described on foregoing 
list under Bufile #62-105023 serial 262. The same information is 
brought out concerning John Kasper.

Additional information herein is covered elsewhere in this 
summary (see Bufile #97-3835 serial 10) and in Kasper’s main files 
(see Bufile #62-105095 serial 45 p.36,37; and Bufile #10 0-423395 serial 
479 p.29 and 3 0, serial 635, and sub A, "Washington Post and Times 
Herald”, 6/6/56, "White Citizens Council Formed In Washington") .

WFO Report, 3/20/59 (WFO #105-29384) 
Re: Arab Participation and Influence 
In Distribution of Hate Literature 
In The United States.
IS - Middle East 
105-76289-27 p. 14, 21, 22, 32 
(33^45^

A transcription of a tape recording allegedly prepared hu 
I mast nh±ained

_ ________________________ ______________ __________________ I This was 
a report; of u/u/w, concerning | \trip to St. Petersburg, Florida.

____ \contacted H. H. Childson of the Confederate Underground in 
St. Petersburg. They later contacted Bill Hendrix in Olmar (ph), 
Florida. Hendrix gave a piece of literature, the NAACP Member
ship Application, that ne naa mimeographed himself. It had changed 
just a little from the one I got in Charlotte. Hendrix had 
eliminated the name John Kasper from it. (Application enclosed for 
Richmond Office) b7C

Childson and I met John Kasper at Coker’s Barber Shop,
818 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg. They all three returned to 
Childson ’s home, where Childson told Kasper about being questioned by 
the FBI and that he had tried to "throw them off" in case Kasper did 
have something to do with the bombings. Childson and Kasper discussed 
whom they thought was involved in the bombings. ■

(continued on next page)
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b7C
b7D

Kasper and | | visited with William Guy Carr, a Commander
retired from the Royal Canadian Navy and author of several books. 
Kasper indicated that he disagreed with some of Carr's theories, Carr 
gavel la pamphlet "News Behind the News" (enclosed for Richmond
Office?".

Kasper and then went to Kasper's homey where he was
staying with his mother. Mrs. Ruth Kasper, Box 561, Palm Harbor, 
Florida, Kasper gave I \a'~'Tist of people he might contact on his 
return trio._ including]

ana__________ ________ ______________________________________  who was
taking care of Kasper's mail in Nashville. Kasper said he was going- 
back to Nashville in about two days, spent the night at Kasper's
home, (No dates indicated) ---------

Above transcription enclosed with 
RH Letter, 3/19/59 (Copy, with 
enclosure, to KX)
Re: Confederate Knights of the KKK, 
aka. Confederate Underground Racial 
Matters 
105-54365-23 encl, p.5, 9-12 
(31)^'

An article by Drew Pearson in the 2/17/59 issue of the 
'/Washington Post and Times Herald" was captioned "Virginia 'Haters' 
Write To Nasser.” According to this article, a group which .recently 
had assumed the name of "The Virginia Committee to Impeach Gov, Almond", 
gave its mailing headquarters as P.O. Box 1352 in Arlington. The box . 
was rented on 2/3/59 by Floyd Fleming, sidekick of rabble rouser John 
Kasper. The SWCC was built around them. Two of Fleming's henchmen, 
Eugene Colton and H. Cary Hansel, also signed the rental papers for 
the box.

WFO Report, 5/11/59 (WFO ^7-1143) 
Re: George Lincoln Rockwell 
Registration Act - United Arab 
Republic (Accounting Investigation) 
97-3835-10 p.18 
(14)^33^
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b7C
b7D

lorotect identity) made available^ 
__________ |an article captioned "Angry Young Men 

of Hate." Set forth in this article were case histories on various 
"race haters", one of whom was John Kasper, the itinerant hate peddler 
from Merchantville, New Jersey, Greenwich Village, New York, 
Washington, B,C, and many points South, Kasper was described as an anti
Semite and as a partner, in 1952, in a publishing firm that gave to 
the world Eustace Mullins' anti-Semitic book on the Federal Reserve 
System, Kasper's Greenwich Village bookstore peddled anti-Jewish litera
ture, along with works of Ezra Pound, Kasper described as probably the 
crudest of the bunch of "young men of hate," (Further details)

WFO Memo, 5/27/59, enclosing 
Photostat of above described 
article, (WFO #100-32926; copies, 
with encl,, to KX and ME) 
Re: Racial Situation 
Racial Matters
157-2-53-19X encl, 
(34)^

. Harley Hanson Childson, 1136 Oak Street, N.E., St, Petersburg, 
Florida, Supreme Commander of the Confederate Underground, was inter
viewed on 6/2/59, at the St, Petersburg Resident Agency Office, Childson 
advised that he did not trust John Kasper, He said Kasper had visited 
him two or three months ago, but he did not tell Kasper anything as 
Kasper knew he did not trust him,

MM Report, 6/29/59
Re: Confederate Knights of the
KKK, aka, Confederate Underground
Racial Matters 
105-54365-29 p,12 
(31)^^

Bureau memo, 4/13/59, captioned "Brew Pearson Radio Broadcast, 
Station WTOP, Washington, B,C., 6:45 P,M,, 4/11/59", quoted Pearson: 

The woman behind rabble rouser, John Kasper, is Nora Bevereaux, now 
living in Greenwich Village, New York City,"

(continued on next page)
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b7C

Reference described above 
94-8-350-990 p,l
(W-— b6

b7C

LS Report, 6/15/59 (Copies to WFO 
and LR)
Re: National States Rights Party, aka,
Racial Matters
105-6.6233^259 p,P, 15,17
(32^457(55$^
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. b6
______________________________________ b7C

__________ On 5/20/591 ...... I b7D
(protect identity} made available 

a mimeographed letter she had received through the mail; postmarked 
5/12/59• This letter, dated 5/11/59; from John G-, Crommelin; Rear 
Admiral; U, S, Navy (retired); Harrogate Springs; P, 0, Box 441; 
Wetumpka; Alabama; was in behalf of the John Kasper Defense Fund;
P, 0. Box 7073; Nashville; Tennessee,

Thermofaxed copy of letter enclosed 
with SE Letter; 5/27/59 (copy} with 
encl,; to ME)
Re: The John Kasper Defense Fund
Racial Matters .
157-2-50-52X
(34^

The "Washington Post and Times Herald"; 5/16/59} p,A-ll; 
contained an article captioned "Racist Slate In Nashville Is Swamped"; 
date lined Nashville; Tenn,, May 15, The eight turnout of voters 
generally ignored Mayor Ben West’s opposition; Bessie Williams; 
segregationist candidate backed by John Kasper, In the Vice-Mayor’s 
contest; Kasper’s candidate; Harry A, Jarrell; ran third to the , 
incumbent',

157-2-28-A "Washington Post and 
and Times Herald"; 5/16/59

Bufile #44-13723 (KX #69-7; WFO #100-35283) is captioned 
"Unsubs; Dynamiting of the Clinton High School; Clinton; Tennessee; 
10/5/58; Information Concerning," Efforts to establish the whereabouts 
of all possible suspects during the pertinent period; disclosed infor
mation on Frederick John Kasper as set out in the following listed « 
references:

Reference Synopsis

KX Teletype; 
10/28/58 
44-13723-205 JX

Setting out interview with|
(protect identity)- on 10/28/58

opinion; |gnd
and John Kasper; were responsible for

instant bombing, Conclusion based on fact that in 
December; 1956 'and over a period of several weeks 
into 1957; was contacted by these men; first
with the proposition of his joining the WCC; and

b7C
b7D

(continued on next page)
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Reference Synopsis

b6
b7C
b7D

later he was asked whether he had access to or could 
nurchase dynamite. On one occasion Kasper and 

\mentioned to ]that they planned to
bomb the high school,, the high school principal and 
the Mayor of Clinton, and a local attorney. Kasper 
was not to participate but would be away some place 
where he could effect an alibi.__ The plan included

(Further details)

KX Teletype. 
11/5/58 
44-13723-210

LS Report, 
10/31/58 
(Copies to KX) 
44-13723-231
P(^-

\recontacted on 11/5/58. Story con
cerning |and John Kasner
believed to be possible fabrication despite 
denial this regard. ,

Interview 10/24/58, with __________  
Riverview Hotel. Covington? Kentucky]

l in -one Eaii of tvcr. 
she heard talk to the effect that John Kasper was 
supposed to have something to do with dynamite 
which was hidden down by the river. Isaac?
that each week, for a period of several weeks, 
meetings led by John Kasper were held in the back 
room of the cafe, reportedly for purpose of talking 
over the problem of integration.

MM Report, 
10/16/58 
(Copy to KX) 
44-13723-211 p.l,

CE Report, 
10/31/58 
(Copies to KX 
and ME) 
44-13723-223 
p. 1-6,8-10,78 
(49)^

1950 Chrysler 4-door sedan, blue-gray color, 1958 
Florida license inO2155, was purchased from Bart 
Motors, Miami, Florida by John Kasner, on 9/23/56. 
Kasner gave his address as c/o 
__________ Knoxville, Tennessee. He visited

I Charlotte, North Carolina, 10/3-4/58, 
and spent Saturday night, 10/4/58, with George 
Dorsett at 1806 Trogden Street, Greensboro, N.C. 
The same date, he visited C. A. Webster, 134 Aunt 
Mary Avenue, Greensboro.

10/2/58, Kasper at Rock Hill, South Carolina. 
10/3-4/58, at home 0/1 ]chrtrin+.+e North
Carolina. Telephone contact with(__________ in
Knoxville, Tennessee and Rev. James Cole in South 
Carolina. Visit to Percy C. Wyatt. 10/4-5/58, at 
home of Rev. George Dorsett, Greensboro, N.C. 
Contacts with Clyde A. Webster and news reporters 
James Ross and Julian Morrison. Telephone contact 
with reporters V. B. (Hawk) Johnson and Conrad Riyseur.

(continued on next page)
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Reference Synopsis

Memo from A, 
Rosen to the 
Director} 
10/6/58 
44-13733-17 
(40)^.

Bureau Memo, 
10/6/58 
44-13783-18 
(4^(40^

Memo from 
A, Rosen to the 
Director^. 
10/7/58 
44-13783-40

"Wall Street 
Journal", 
10/6/58, "World 
Wide" column 
44-13783-A

On 10/8/58, Kasper in Rock Hilly South Carolina, 
stating he was enroute to Charlotte, N,C., to visit 
Joe Bryant, State Organiser of National States 
Rights Party, On 10/5/58, in Greensboro, North 
Carolina, spent night of 10/4/58 with Rev, George 
Dorsett, connected with North Carolina KKK, On 

met with Kasper and Dorsett, 
Kasper said when leaving Greensboro that .he was 
enroute to Washington, D,C, to meet with group & 
formerly known as citisens council, This group 
reportedly paying expenses for Kasper's appeal, 
10/4/58, Kasper outlined his future plans to a 
reporter of a Greensboro newspaper,, (Not further 
identified),

Kasper had been in Miami, Florida on 9/89/58, 
Scheduled to arrive in Washington, D,C, on 10/8 or 
3/58, Admiral John Crommelin of Wetumpka, Alabama 
reportedly closely associated with Kasper, Records 
concerning Kasper had been transferred from Federal 
Correctional Institution, Tallahassee, Florida to 
Atlanta Penitentiary, but it was known that Kasper 
had been released at expiration of full sentence 
and was not required to report to a probation 
officer, Kasper not in Washington, D,C, as of 4:00 
P.M,, 10/5/58, Had departed Miami, Had been in 
contact with Bill Hendrix in Miami,

John Kasper had arrived in Washington, D.C, 
Investigation had established that he was in North 
Carolina the day preceding and the day following 
the dynamiting of the high school. Good informant 
coverage in District to be supplemented by 
surveillance.

In connection with explosions at Clinton, Tennessee 
High School, reference was made to racial violence 
there in 1956, John Kasper, a racial agitator, had 
been accused of inciting the disturbances,

(continued on next page)
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b6
b7C
b7D

Reference

"Washington 
Star", 10/7/58, 
P-A-14, 
"A Victory?" 
44-13723-A 
(5)^

Synopsis

The dynamiting of the integrated Clinton High School 
had been described as "a great victory for the white 
people of Tennessee" by John Kasper, racial agitator.

WFO Report, 
10/24/58 
(Copies to KX) 
44-13723-264 
p.2,4-6, 8,10, 
12, 14, 17,19-21, 
24 
(5^(40^

"The Evening Star", Washington, H.C., 10/7/58, 
editorial page A-14, quoted Frederick John Kasper 
as saying that the dynamiting of the Clinton 
Tennessee High School was "a great victory for the 
white people of Tennessee." The "Northern Virginia 
Sun", Arlington, Va., 6/28/58 p.1,.8, "John Kasper 
Casts a Long Shadow." The "Washington Post and 
Times Herald", 10/14/58, p.C-5, "Kasper Reports His 
Promotion", reporting Hale Birdsell of Baton Rouge, 
LA. appointed SWCC Executive Secretary. Contacts 
of Kasner in Washington B.C., 10/6-12/58 set out 
as ________ ___________ who said Kasper was a
SWCC leadert\ | Floyd H. Fleming,
who said he was supposed to take over the SWCC____  
while Kasper was in jail; \
and George Lincoln Rockwell. Interviews with these 
men, and with I 1 who said he knew
of Kasner. Possible contacts during above period 
with andI

KX Airtel, 
11/21/58 
44-13723-271

Inquiry at Theater Fountain Hrua Store. Oliver
Springs, Tennesseej ~ [(protect
identity) alleged most contacts had with)

| John Kasper and |............. I verifi
cation. Kasner’s nhoto exhibited -£ol

I another contact noint alleged by 
I Hiscrepancies in information furnished set 

out.

(continued on next page)
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Reference Synopsis

KX Report, 
12/13/58 
44-13733-386 
p. 15,29,33,34, 
36, 39-41, 43, 55, 
59, 60, 63, 66, 69, 
73,75-79,84,85, 
100, 104-107, 110 
111,851

KX Report, 
6/13/59 
44-13733-363 
p.16, 87,90, 93, 
94, 96, 101-103, 
114, 133, 141, 147, 
168, 170, 193,193 
(5^

Known, alleged or potential contacts, or associates, 
of John Kasper in the Clinton. Tennessee area: Alma 
and Pritchard M. Carver;| 
_________________________ I Libby Asher (deceased):] 
______________________________________ ___ I Mr. and Mrs.__ 
Donald Max Hensley; Ned Dupes;
Horace Wells, publisher of the "Clinton Courier”; 
Admiral Dewey Settle and family, 3631 Summit 
Avenue, Knoxville; Mr. and Mrs. Wade Keever^____ 
Information on meeting in Fall of 1956, a^|______

Farm. Knox County, Tennessee, 'at which meeting 
Kasper spoke.

Interview 4/9/59 with Mrs. Clyde Ridenour, 334-6th 
St., Bristol, Tennessee. Allegedly her former hus
band. Clyde Riden0ur John Kasper] 
________________ a nd | I zoere included in 
a plan to dynamite Clinton High School. Interviews 
set out. Past or present contacts, or alleged con
tacts of John Kasper with] fprotect
identity),]

Bureau memo, 7/30/59, captioned "Drew Pearson Radio Broadcast, 
Station WTOP, Washington, D.C., 6:45 P.M., 7/18/59", set out Pearson’s 
comments on the meeting of .hate-mongers, some of them "Washington Nasi 
Government of the USA”, in Chicago that month. There was considerable 
argument as to whether the convention should follow Hitler or Christ.. 
In the end, six of the hate-mongers, including John Casper, retired to 
a secret room to work on future strategy. The convention decided to 
run a candidate for President in 1960, probably Admiral Crommelin of 
Alabama.

Comment: Bureau aware of a meeting in Chicago on 7/4/59, 
purpose of which was to organise all right-wing splinter groups into a 
coalition movement to attain political power in 1960. It was noted that 
Admiral John G. Crommelin previously had been selected by the National 
States Rights Party as its candidate for President in 1960.

Reference described above 
94-8-350-1005 p.3 
(54\)^
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The "Georgia Tribune", 6/18/59, contained an article by John 
Kasper, stating, "The 'Supreme Snort1 is hell-bent on white race 
destruction through its latest and final insanity of using its powers 
to strike down efforts and plans of States to maintain a private school 
system through the use of public State funds," This article continued 
further to advocate finally the abolition of■public schools to avoid 
integration and Federal control of education,

b7D
I ladvised on 7/9/59 that retired Navy Admiral

John Grommelin, who maintained a residence at Harrogate Springs near 
Watumpka, Alabama, had developed a highly organised and authentic- 
sounding propaganda line in which he portrayed the "so-called Jews" as 
being in conspiracy with the communists to conquer and rule the world 
(details set out), Informant said that Grommelin was assisted by his • 
close associate, Frederick John Kasper, the noted racist, Kasper 
sometimes visited Grommelin at Harrogate Springs for days at a time and 
they conferred together there with persons who were sympathetic with 
their views. The informant stated that Grommelin's and Kasper's hatred 
for the Jews is very great, They have the motto: "Lick the Jew by '62; 
No Jew alive by '65",

MO Report, 7/29/59 (Copy to LR) 
Re: U,S, Klans, KKKK, Inc,, 
Realm of Alabama 
Racial Matters
100-7801-61-55 p,B,4,6,7 
(41)^

By airtel dated 8/7/59, captioned "GRIMDEL-GRS, Jacksonville 
Division", the Jacksonville Office advised that John Frederick Kasper 
was feeling the result of racial agitation while serving a prison term, 
The Associated Press, Tallahassee, Florida, on 8/1/59 reported that 
Haskel Johnson of Mobile, Alabama, who was released from the Federal 
Correctional Institution on 7/30/59, reported that a Negro slipped up 
behind Kasper while he was getting a drink and slugged him several 
times, neccessitating hospital treatment, Johnson said Negro prisoners 
took up a collection and gave it to the man who did the punching, 
Johnson claimed Kasper was harassed constantly by Negro prisoners,

Kasper was returned to the Institution one week prior to serve 
a 6-months sentence for interfering with integration at Clinton, 
Tennessee High School, He previously served a 1-year sentence for con
tempt in an earlier Clinton integration case,

(continued on next page)
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Warden Eugene Goodwyn of the Institution disclosed that, one 
week prior, Kasper was punched in the face by a Negro prisoner but his 
injuries were not serious enough to warrant hospitalisation, As far 
as Goodwyn could tell, there was no provocation on Kasper’s part.

Reference described above 
63-4396-63-91 
(37^

Since 1956, Frederick John Kasper, Jr, had moved about 
frequently, He made contacts in various southern states, and whenever 
there was an integration problem it could be assumed that Kasper would 
take part, He was involved in various legal actions, and received 
nation-wide publicity due to his activities, The following listed 
references contain information on Kasper’s activities in the racial 
situation, References are listed in order of date of activity, with a 
brief comment on the content:

Reference

"Washington Star", 8/37/56, 
p,A-4 "Tennessee School 
Under Police Watch", date 
lined Clinton, Tenn, 
Aug, 27 
62-101087-45-A 
(11^^

NT Report, 1/14/57 
Re: "Greek American 
Tribune", aka, 
IS-R and Greece 
100-14125-253 p,20 
(54^*

"Knoxville Journal", 
9/1/56, "Agitator Draws 
Tear In Jail, But,,,,, US 
Judge Taylor Studies Request 
For Bail Rights" 
^S-84.A

Content

The past night police jailed John Kasper 
of Washington, D,C,, under $5000 bond on 
charges of inciting to riot and vagrancy,

9/21/56 issue of "Greek American Tribune" 
reported that on Aug, 27, in Clinton 
County, Tennessee, 12 Negro students 
enrolled with white children without 
difficulty, The following day, John 
Casper from Washington organised a white 
movement for the purpose of reversing the 
present Supreme Court decision, On Aug, 
30, this "rebel" was sentenced to 1 year 
imprisonment,

Kasper sentenced to 1 year in prison on 
contempt charge,

(continued on next page)
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Reference Content

"Knoxville Journal", 
9/7/56, "Kasper Allowed 
Bond for Appeal" 
100-135-24-A 
(15^

"Knoxville Journal", 
9/10/56 "Clinton Meet 
Banned , date lined 
Clinton, Sept. 9 
100-135-24-A 
(15^^

"Washington Star", 9/12/56, 
Morning Edition, p.23A, 
"Guardsmen Quit Clinton, 
But 400 Stay at Sturgis" 
100-135-24-A 
(15^

"Washington Star", 9/16/56, 
p.A-8, "Race Disorder 
Leaders Draw Kefauver 
Attack", date lined 
Orlando, Florida, Sept. 15. 
62-101087-A

New Yor^ Edition of the 
Pittsburgh, Pa. "Courier", 
9/22/56, p.4, Cols. 1-3, 
"Will White 'Citizens* 
Form *Roving Bands* In 
Dixieland? Ike Takes 
Firmer Stand Against Mob 
Action on Schools", date 
lined Clpy, Ky.
100-135-A 
(14^^ ■

Kasper would be allowed bond while await
ing his appeal on a one-year conviction for 
contempt of Federal Court, Nashville, 
Tennessee.

Asa (Ace) Carter, Alabama WCC leader, 
spoke to a group, meeting to condemn inte
gration. Reportedly, Kasper was to attend 
as a spectator. Local authorities refused 
permission previous day to Kasper and 
Carter to hold mass meeting.

Photo of John Kasper conferring with Asa 
E. Carter, WCC leader, at Birmingham, 
Alabama.

Senator Estes Kefauver spoke at Young 
Democrats dinner in Orlando, September 15. 
Referred to violence at Clinton, 
Tennessee, blaming "outside agitators" and 
specifically mentioning John Kasper of 
Washington, D.C.

In Dixie, John Kasper was proposing the 
formation of "roving bands" of WCC members 
to be used as "shock troops" in Southern 
"trouble-spots."

(continued on next page)
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Reference Content

"NY Journal American", 
9/23/56, "Integration 
Scorecard; Progress, But 
Slow..........The Pro
fessional Agitator at 
Work”
62-101087-A

"Journal American”, 
9/25/56 p.5 "Protest By 
Kaspar , date lined
Clinton, Tennessee, Sept.25 
105-52849-A 
(30^

"Washington News", 9/25/56, 
p.3, "Segregationist Seised 
After Struggle. Tenn.
Officials Charge Kasper 
With Sedition", date lined 
Clinton, Tenn., Sept. 25 
100-135-24-A 
(15p^ 

"Christian Science Monitor" 
10/1/56, p. 12, "Segrega- 
tionists Push Fight On 
School Issue" 
62-101087-A 
(8/^

New York Edition of the. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. "Courier", 
10/20/56, p.4 Cols, 3-4, 
"Desegregation" column. 
"Kasper, Four Others Start 
Citizens Council", date 
lined Nashville, Tenn.
62-101087-A 
(7)^

John Kasper of Merchantville, New Jersey, 
a leading agitator. Photo of Kasper and 
Ace Carter.

Segregationist John Kasper put up a fight 
the past night when he was arrested in 
nearby Oak Ridge on indictments stemming 
from mass protests of school integration 
in Clinton four weeks prior. He was 
released on $2, 000 bond pending criminal 
court hearing that day.

Kasper nabbed in foot chase, at scene of 
rally at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on the past 
night.

John Kasper spoke on 9/30/56, near 
Knoxville, Tennessee. Free- on bond.

Race-baiter John Kasper and four other 
segregationists received a' charter the 
past week for a new hate group called the 
"Tennessee White Citizens Council"

(continued on next page)
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KX Airtel, 11/28/56 
(KX #105-122)
Re: Tennessee White 
Citizens Councils,. IS-X, 
enclosing news clippings, 
Bureau Letter, 11/30/56, 
to AC SI Army, copies to 
AAG Tompkins, AAG Olney 
and KX, 
100-135-24-87 
(15)^

"Knoxville News Sentinel", 11/27/56, 
"Negro Students Stoned at Clinton", date 
lined Clinton, Nov, 27, Principal B, J, 
Brittain, Jr,, Clinton High School, on 
11/28/56 advised Bureau Agent that since 
John Kasper *s return to Clinton area he 
had noticed trend of student body to make 
attendance of Negroes unpleasant.

"Richmond Times-Bispatch", 
Richmond, Virginia, 
12/8/56, "Fourth Cross Is 
Burned In City Of 
Charlottesville", date 
lined Charlottesville, 
Bec, 7
62-101087-49-A
(11^

First cross burned on 8/23/56 in front of 
Westminister Church during a WCC meeting 
attended by John Kasper,

Booklet captioned 
"Besegregation in 
Montgomery County, Md,," 
a Fact Sheet covering the 
period Nov,, 1955 to 
February, 1957, compiled 
by the League of Women 
Voters, 
62-101087-23-5

"Montgomery County Sentinel", 12/13/56, 
reported on a speech delivered by John 
Kasper on 12/9/56 at the home of Buf'ord 
Wynne in Poolesville, Maryland, Kasper 
was accompanied to meeting by members of 
Maryland Petition Committee,

"The Ann Arbor News", 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
12/12/56, p,4, cols, 1,2, 
"Federal Enforcement 
Enters Integration Picture" 
62-101087-A 
(7)^^

Racial tension, Clinton, Tennessee, With 
Kasper *s acquittal on State charges, 
violence flared again and the school board 
requested federal help,

(continued on next page)
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*• OWN W W—

"Washington Star", 1/15/57; 
p,A-7, "Pastor Willing To 
Lose His Life In Racial 
Strife"; date lined 
Montgomery, Alabama; Jan,15 
44-11124-A

"Washington Post and Times 
Herald"; 1/18/57, p.B-6, 
"Kasper Aid To Reds, 
Declares Clare Luce"; date 
lined Clinton, Tenn, Jan,17 
100-135-24-A 
(15^

"Washington Post and Times 
Herald", 1/18/57, p,B-6, 
"Pro-Segregation Youth Held 
In Louisville Row"; date 
lined Louisville, Jan, 17 
62-101087-20-A

Referring to Rev, Martin Luther King, Jr, 
Outburst of bus integration violence in 
Montgomery, Negro churches and homes 
bombed, Meanwhile, John Kasper, 
Washington, D,C, segregationist, was in 
Montgomery on what he called private 
business indirectly related to the violence,

Mrs, Clare Boothe Luce said Kasper had 
given "more comfort" to communists in 
Italy than any other American,

b6
b7C

arrested the previous night, Letter found 
in his possession offered him "bed and ' 
board indefinitely" if he went to Knoxville 
to help organise white youth there. Letter 
signed by John Kasper, Executive Secretary 
of the SWCC, Washington, D,C,

"Washington Post and Times 
Herald", 2/25/57, p,A-8, 
"Four Arrested In Miami 
Cross Burning Attempt-", 
date lined Miami, Feb,24 
62-101087-13-A 
(41^^^

"Washington Star", 2/26/57, 
p,A-9, "Kasper Faces Second 
Arrest", date lined 
Knoxville, Tenn,, Feb,26 
100-135-24-A 
(15

Fred B, Hockett, an official of the SCO at 
Clinton, Tennessee, and described by 
police as Frederick John Kasper's "right 
hand man", was putting up a 7-foot cross 
when arrested,

Kasper faced arrest on contempt of Federal 
Court charge for allegedly interfering 
with the peaceful integration of Clinton 
High School,

(continued on next page)
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Bureau Memo, 8/86/57 
(Not captioned) 
94-4-5130-19 p.8 
(13^

"The Birmingham News", 
Birmingham, Alabama, 
3/16/57, Front Page, 
"Kasper Speaks on Street 
Corner", date lined 
Wetumpka, Ala., March 16. 
68-101087-5-A 
(d)^-

"Washington Star", 3/88/57, 
p.B-14, "Race Agitators Get 
Warning In Mississippi", 
date lined Jackson, Miss., 
Mar. 88
68-101087-37-A

"Washington Post and Times 
Herald", 5/11/57, p.B-1, 
"’Jim Crow" Issue Edited 
By Virginia N. Magazine", 
date lined Charlottesville, 
Va., May 10 
63-101087-49-A 
(11)^

"Knoxville Journal", 
5/13/57, "UV Magazine Has 
Article By Kasper" date 
lined Charlottesville. Va., 
May 13
68-101087-49-A

Reporting on recent contact of a Bureau 
official with Jim Eastland (Hon James 0. 
Eastland, subject of 94-4-5130) at which 
time integration issues were discussed and 
Eastland launched into a tirade against 
John Kasper. It was indicated that 
Mississippi Citizens Councils would not 
let Kasper into Mississippi. Director’s 
Notation.

John Kasper, with Adm. John Crommelin, 
U. S. Navy (ret), and Bill Hendrix, Florida 
KKK leader, addressed a sparse audience 
from the steps of Elmore County Courthouse 
on Friday night.

Attorney General Joe T. Patterson told 
reporters there was no room in Mississippi 
for the likes of John Kasper or Ace Carter.

Special issue of the "Spectator" contained 
article by John Kasper, "Segregation or 
Death" scheduled for release on 5/10/57.

Concerning above article. Kasper and 16 
others facing trial on charges of stirring 
up integration strife in Clinton, Tennessee.

(continued on next page)
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"Washington City News 
Service", 5/31/57, date 
lined Tallahassee, 
Florida
62-101087- 13-A 
(B^

"Washington Post and Times 
Herald", 7/24/57, p.D-11, 
"The Washington Merry-Go- 
Round" column by Drew 
Pearson, captioned 
"Kasper’s Role Is Recounted" 
94-8-350-A

On that day, a Florida Legislative 
Committee branded segregationist John 
Kasper a racial "meddler."

"NY Herald Tribune", 
8/14/57, p.18, "’Little 
Integration’ In North 
Carolina", date lined 
Charlotte, N.C.
62-101087-36-A 
(10^

"Charlotte News", 
Charlotte, N.C,, 8/29/57, 
"Governor Warns Against 
Violence In School Fight", 
date lined Raleigh.
62-101087-36-A
(10)^

"Wa shi ngt on St a r", 9/1 /57, 
p.A-5, "Two Cities Give 
Segregation Voice Poor 
Reception", date lined 
Winston-Salem, N.C., Aug.31 
62-101087-36-A 
(10^^

In reviewing the bitterness stirred up 
at Clinton, Tennessee, it was important 
to remember that the confused young man 
who stirred it up, John Kasper, was a 
close friend of Ezra Pound, who broadcast 
for the Axis during the war. Comments 
set out on Kasper’s association with 
Negroes in NYC, his WCC organizational 
activities, and his visit to Ezra Pound 
in St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, Washington, 
D.C.

North Carolina editors raised an outcry 
when John Kasper said he would come to 
North Carolina to conduct an "educational" 
campaign. Even the North Carolina Patriots 
wanted no part of Kasper.

Governor Hodges said from what he had read 
and heard, he did not think they needed 
John Kasper in North Carolina.I

John Kasper started his campaign against 
integration in North Carolina that day, 
with speeches at Winston-Salem and 
Greensboro. Came to N.C. from Nashville, 
Tennessee. Planned to speak at Charlotte 
the next day.

(continued on next page)
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"Charlotte Observer", 
Charlotte, N.C., 9/2/57, 
"White Citizens Council 
Organised By Kasper" 
62-101087-36-A (9^

Unidentified news 
dispatch, dated 9/3/57, 
date lined Greensboro, N.C. 
62-101087-36-A 
(id) '

"Enterprise", High Point, 
N.C., 9/3/57, "Tar Heel 
Schools Mixed" 
62-101087-36-A
(9^

"Greensboro Record", 
Greensboro, N.C,, 9/3/57, 
"Gillespie Integration Is 
Orderly" 
62-101087-36-A 
(10.)^

"Charlotte Observer", 
Charlotte, N.C., 9/3/57, 
"Council Official Tells 
of Threats", date lined 
Greensboro.
62-101087-36-A 
(10)^^

"Greensboro Record", 
Greensboro, N,C,, 9/2/57, 
"Citizens Council Leader 
Says Eamily Threatened" 
62-101087-36-A 
(9^

John Kasper signed up 15 members as the 
nucleus of a Mecklenburg WCC, on Sunday 
at an organizational meeting from which 
newsmen were barred.

b6
b7C

Public school integration. Teen-age 
agitators led by C. A. Webster, temporary 
chairman of a WCC unit organized there 
Saturday by John Kasper.

Over the weekend a WCC had been formed at 
Greensboro by pro-segregationist John 
Kasper.

Group of hecklers, including the chairman 
of the WCC, were present at the Gillespie 
Park School. The WCC was associated with 
the John Kasper visit to Greensboro.

Threats to family of
Dhose residence was used for 

organizational meeting .of WCC, when John 
Kasper visited Greensboro on Saturday 
night.

Same, information as above.

(continued on next page)
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"Charlotte News", 
Charlotte, N.C., 9/3/57, 
p,l "Negroes 'quietly1 Go 
To Greensboro School", 
date lined Greensboro, 
62-101087-36-A 
(16^

"Charlotte Observer", 
Charlotte, N,C,, 9/4/57, 
"Schoolyard Cross 
Burnings Reported" 
62-101087-36-A

One heckler identified as C, A. Webster, 
said to be a member of the Patriots of 
North Carolina, Inc,, whose name had been 
linked to John Kasper's visit there on 
Sunday•

"Charlotte News", 
Charlotte, N,C,, 9/4/57, 
"Helms Appeals For 
Qualified Race Leaders" 
62-101087-36-A 
(10

"Charlotte Observer", 
Charlotte, North Carolina, 
9/2/57, "White Citizens 
Council Organized By 
Kasper" 
105-64244-A
(31)2^

City Police Chief Frank N, Littlejohn 
said it was a "bad thing for high school 
students to listen to what the rabble- 
rouser John Kasper had to say," On 
Sunday, Kasper had "told those kids to 
elbow the Negro students in the hall 
and........ "

In an address the day before to the 
Myers Park Civitan Club, Judge Fred Helms 
referred to lack of qualified leaders in 
the racial controversy, referring to John 
Kasper's type of leadership,

"Charlotte News", 
Charlotte, North Carolina, 
9/4/57, "White Citizens 
Council Integrated Here" 
105-64244-1 
(31^

"Charlotte Observer", 
Charlotte, North Carolina, 
9/5/57, "'White Citizen' 
Leader Quits"
105-64244-A
(31^

John Kasper sighed up 15 members as the 
nucleus of a Mecklenburg WCC (Bufile 
#105-64244) on Sunday, at an organizational 
meeting from which newsmen were barred, 
Meeting was held at the John Z, Warlick 
home, 4418 Loch Leven St, Kasper encouraged 
resistance among students,

Leaders of the new WCC group meeting the 
night before, disavowed any direct connec
tion with John Kasper, The members who 
joined on Sunday had met with Kasper after 
leaving the steps of the Mecklenburg 
County Courthouse,

Mrs, John Z, Warlick said she was severing 
any connection with the "Citizens' council" 
John Kasper set up in a meeting at her 
home Sunday,

(continued on next page)
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"Charlotte News", 
Charlotte, North Carolina, 
9/5/57, "Has Citisens' 
Council Breathed Its 
Last?" 
105-64244-A 
(31fi^

Autostat of clipping 
from "Charlotte Observer", 
Charlotte, N,C,, 9/5/57, 
p.l, "Three Local Schools 
Integrated, Negro Girl 
Is leered at Harding" 
62-101087-36-A 

"Charlotte News", 
Charlotte, N,C., 9/5/57, 
"Boy Found Guilty of 
Assault"
6^1^T087-36-A

"Charlotte Observer", 
Charlotte, North Carolina, 
9/6/57, "Gu i Ifo rd 
'Citizens' Hint School 
Vote", date lined 
Greensboro. 
105-64557-1 
(31^^

Autostat of clipping 
from "Charlotte News", 
Charlotte, North Carolina, 
9/6/57, "Gov, Hodges Proud 
of Nay School Problem 
Handled", date lined 
Raleigh, 
62-101087-36-A 
(10

The council, inspired by wild-eyed John 
Kasper, was killed by the very white 
citisens of Mecklenburg it had hoped to 
recruit,

At Harding High School before 9 A,M,, 
Mr, and Mrs, John Z, Warlick, who had 
been leaders in the "Citisens' Council" 
formed Sunday by John Kasper, came on 
the scene,

Incident at Harding High School, the 
previous day, Judge Basil Boyd told the 
boy, "I hope you and no other person will 
permit people like John Kasper to come 
into our. city and influence you to do 
things that are wrong,"

The Guilford County WCC (Bufile 
#105-64557) organised the past week by 
segregationist John Kasper had indicated 
it might start action for a possible vote 
on whether to close three now- integrated. 
Greensboro schools,

Hodges indicated he and Attorney General 
George Patton saw no possibility of 
bringing charges of inciting to riot against 
John Kasper, Kasper visited Greensboro, 
Charlotte and Winston-Salem over the 
weekend to organise resistance to school 
integration,

(continued on next page)
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Autostat of clipping 
from. "Charlotte News", 
Charlotte, North Carolina, 
9/6/57, "Non-Violent 
Racial Theme Is Advocated" 
62-101087-36-A 
(9)^
LR Report, 9/12/57 
(LR #44-341)
Ret Integration In Public 
Schools In Little Rock, 
Civil Rights; Contempt of 
Court, Enclosures attached 
44-12284- 937 p . 32, 43, 44 
(3^ 33

The William E, Cooke home, 529 Lakewood 
Avenue, Charlotte, was volunteered as a 
meeting place, at WCC council meeting on 
Tuesday night. It followed a Sunday 
appearance of segregationist John Kasper.

"Washington Post and Times 
Herald", 9/14/57, p,A-l, 
"Negroes In Arkansas Mark 
Time, But Girl In 
Charlotte Gives Up", date 
lined Charlotte, N.C., 
Sept. 13 
62-101087-36-A 
(10)^

Governor Orval E. Faubus, in a TV inter
view on 9/8/57, over Little Rock - Pine 
Bluff, Arkansas TV Station KATV, was 
asked to comment on John Kasper's state
ment of the past week that he didn't 
think he was going to bother to come to 
Little Rock because the Governor was 
handling the situation so well; also, 
that any real American ought to be proud 
of what was happening in Little Rock. 
Faubus replied that such statements would 
have no bearing on- his decisions and that 
he had issued statements to the press 
that Kasper was not welcome in Arkansas. 
The "Arkansas Democrat", 8/29/57, contained 
an article captioned, "Guthridge Says 
Kasper Not Welcome" (Photostat of article 
enclosed)

Charlotte's Police Chief Frank Littlejohn, 
who previously had shown racist John 
Kasper the best and fastest route out of 
town, contacted the agitators at Harding 
High School and told them to lay off.

LR Routing Slip, 9/13/57 
(LR #44-405)
Ret Integration In Public 
Schools In Arkansas, CR; 
Contempt of Court (Ozark, Ark) enclosing newspaper clippings 
62^1087-7-18

"Arkansas Gazette", Little Rock, Arkansas, 
9/13/57, p.l-B, "Fort Smith Paper Says 
John Kasper Is Not Welcome." Referring 
to Fort Smith "Times Record."

(continued on next page)
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New York Edition of the 
Pittsburgh, Pa. "Courier", 
9/14/57, p.6, Cols. 3-5, 
’’Kasper Lays An Egg In 
N. Carl ’$64 query’ 
Stuns Rabble-Rouser As He 
Speaks To Crowd” date 
lined Charlotte; N.C.
62-101087-36-A 
(10^

"Washington Post and 
Times Herald’’ 10/16/57, 
p.C—11, "Integration Help 
Urged at Synod"
62-101087-12-A

Negroes rebuffed Kasper in Winston-Salem 
and Charlotte; the past week. At 
Charlotte; Kasper made vituperative 
remarks about AG Brownell; Supreme Court 
Justice Felix Frankfurter and former NY 
Senator Herbert Lehman.

New York Edition of 
Pittsburgh, Pa."Courier", 
10/19/57, p.3, Cols. 1-5, 
"High Court Weighs 5 Key 
Cases Involving Inte
gration’s Future"; date 
lined Washington.
62-101087-A 
(8^

"Washington Star”; 
10/21/57 p.A-13 - David 
Lawrence’s column; 
"An Administration 
’Boner”'
44-12284-A 
(3^

"Washington Post and Times 
Herald"; 6/15/58; p.A-14, 
Cols. 3-5; "Anti-Semitism,

27th Synod of the Episcopal Province of 
Washington. At group session on "The 
Church and Race Relations" at the 
Washington Cathedral; a delegate said 
Episcopalians should "go after people 
like John Kasper” and "teach them the 
laws of reconciliation"

Segregationist John Kasper had an appeal 
before the court involving his one-year 
sentence for contempt which was imposed 
upon, him for his participation in the • 
Clinton; Tennessee disorders of August; 
1956.

Concerning sending Federal Troops into 
Little Rock; Arkansas. Meanwhile, one 
subject on which approval seemed to be 
general; was that John Kasper, the 
rabble-rouser, was at last going to 
iail. The unanswered question wast 
"Who has been behind Kasper?"

John Kasper of Washington, D.C., 
presently in prison, had made speeches 
asserting campaign for public school 

(continued on next page)
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Growing In South As 
By-Product of Integration 
Issue", date lined 
Jacksonville, Florida, 
June 14, 
100-135-63-A 
(ie^ <

Bureau Memo, 6/26/58 
Ret Racial Situation, 
Arlington, Virginia 
62-101087-49-50 
(11^

integration was led by Jews,

b6 
b7C

I contacted Eugene Uollton. 
residing on North Oakland Street in 
Arlington and head of the WCC in the 
District, Co lit on. and others who were 
present, informed} [that John
Kasper was to be released from prison in 
August, 1958, and that Kasper's next 
assignment would be to stir up trouble 
in Arlington, Director's Notation,

ME Letter, 7/11/58 
(ME #105-359) 
(Copy to KX) 
Ret Racial Situation, 
Memphis Division, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption, 
62-101087-45-45 
(11^^

WFO Airtel, 7/21/58 
(WFO #100-32926)
Ret Racial Situation 
IS-X 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption, Bureau letter, 
7/23/58, furnishing 
copies of above memo to 
State Department, ONI, 
OSI, AC SI, AAG White, 
62-101087-49-63 
(11)^

Information on John Kasper from Nashville 
newspapers, local court records, 
Allegations of Kasper's possession of 
dynamite, Activities in WCC, Davidson 
County, Tennessee,

Lincoln Rockwell, 6512 Williamsburg 
Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia, planning 
series of anti-Jewish campaigns during 
weekend of 7/25-27/58, Told other members 
of the SWCC that he was a good friend of 
John Kasper, Planned above 'incidents to 
coincide with Kasper's release from 
prison, Kasper due for release on 8/1/58,

(continued on next page)
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m ana mm* *

JK Letter, 8/14/58 
Res Racial Situation, 
Jacksonville Division, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption, 
62-101087-13-32 encl, p.4,5 
(8^

"Arkansas Democrat", 
Little Rock, Arkansas, 
8/10/58 p.l-D, "Endorse
ment of Faubus No 
Invitation To Kasper" 
(LR #44^341) 
44-12284-A 
(3^^

MO Letter, 8/13/58, 
Res Racial Situation, 
State of Alabama, Mobile 
Division, enclosing letter
head memo, same date and 
caption, 
100-135-61-494 
(16^

AT Airtel, 8/14/58, 
Res Racial Situation, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, dame date and 
caption, 
100-135-2-239 encl, p,ll 
(14)^

Kasper released, 8/1/58, at Atlanta, 
Georgia Penitentiary where he had been 
sent to avoid demonstration if released 
from Federal Correctional Institution, 
Tallahassee, Florida, on that date, After 
release, Kasper flew to Tallahassee where 
he was greeted by WCC and KKK leaders, 
"Florida Times-Union", Jacksonville, Fla,, 
8/2/58, carried article "Tallahassee 
Speeches By Kasper Thwarted," The 
"Jacksonville Journal", 8/4/58, article 
entitled "Kasper Rests In Alabama", 
reported that he was visiting his old 
friend, Admiral (ret) John Crommelin at 
Wetumpka, Alabama,

The fact that John Kasper, after being 
released from federal prison, made state
ments the past week linking himself with 
Governor Faubus didn't mean that he had 
been accepted, Kasper still was not 
welcome in Arkansas,

"Mobile Register", 8/4/58, reported
John Kasper, released from 8 months in 
Federal prison, was visiting at plantation 
home of retired Admiral John Crommelin at 
Wetumpka, In 8/7,8,9/58 issues of "Mobile 
Register", Kasper described his 8 months 
in the integrated Federal prison at 
Tallahassee, Florida, (further discussion 
of news articles set out)

|_________ [advised John Kasper released
from Federal Prison, Atlanta, Georgia on 
8/1/58, and was met by persons active in 
National States Rights Party, Kasper said 
he intended to take up the "Jew fight". 
Kasper left Atlanta for Tallahassee, 
Florida.

z ' b7D(continued on next page)
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CE Letter, 8/27/58,
Re: School Integration, 
Greensboro, North Carolina, 
Racial Situation, 
Charlotte Division, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and caption. 
62-10.1087-36-9 encl, p.l,2 
(9^

New York Edition of the 
Pittsburgh, Pa. "Courier", 
8/23/58 p.2, Cols. 4,5, 
"Race-baiter Faces Arrest 
In Memphis,"Ldate lined 
Memphis, Tenn.
62-101087-45-A (11)^^

CE Letter, 9/17/58, 
Re: Racig.l Situation, 
Charlotte Division, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption.
62-101087-36-15 encl, p.4, 
(9^ 7

b7D 
Content

____________ (advised that Rev. James Cole 
called John Kasper in Tennessee on 8/23/58 
as Kasper was supposed to speak at a KKK 
rally in Greensboro, N.C. on that date, 
but he could not make plane connections. 
Cole indicated Kasper agreed to speak at 
a similar rally on 9/1/58. According to 
informant, Kasper then was expected to 
stay in Greensboro two or three days, 
through the opening of the Fall term of 
school.

In TV interview, Police Commissioner 
Claude Armor said if John Kasper came to 
Memphis he. would be arrested. Kasper 
recently was released from an Atlanta 
prison.

"Charlotte Observer"
Charl,otte, North Carolina, 
9/1/58 "Kasper Will Give
Talk In City Today" 
100-135-8-A 
(15^^

"Winston-Salem Journal", Winston-Salem, 
N.C., 10/24/57, carried article concerning 
a IO/26/57 meeting of the Citizens 
Government Council, Inc. According to 
R. L. Moore, one of the incorporators of 
the Council, this organization did not 
subscribe to John Kasper. The "Charlotte 
News", Charlotte, N.C., 9/2/58, reported 
that Kasper spoke at a KKK rally in 
Greensboro, N.C. on 9/1/58.

Rabid segregationist John Kasper, fresh 
from a year in a Florida prison, arrived 
in Charlotte on Sunday and promptly 
announced plans for public meetings in 
Charlotte and Monroe.

. (continued on next page)
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KX Letter, 9/12/58 
(XX #105-228)
Re: Racial Situation, 

1 Knoxville, 
Tennessee, enclosing 
letterhead memo, same date 
and caption. 
62-101087-45-58 
(11^

"News and Observer", 
Raleigh, North Carolina, 
9/3/58, "N.C. Police To 
Natch Schools In Two 
Cities”
100-135-8-A 
0^
Autostat of clipping, 
’’Fayetteville Observer”, 
Fayetteville, North 
Carolina, 9/3/58, "School 
Problems: Outside Agitators 
Unwa nted” 
100-135-8-A 
(15)2^

"Washington Post and 
Times Herald”, 9/7/58, 
p.E-1, "Outside Spotlight, 
Integration Quietly 
Gains".
62-101087-A 
(8)"'" '

ME Airtel, 10/16/58 
(ME #100-3595)
Re: Racial Situation In 
Tennessee, Information 
Concerning 
62-101087-45-66 
(11^

On 9/2/581 was tried, City
Court, Knoxville, Tennessee on disorderly 
conduct and inciting to riot. John Kaspe 
was a spectator in courtroom.

b6
b7C

Possible indication of feeling on the 
status of local integration was the cool 
reception given to John Kasper at 
Charlotte and Greensboro.

That week, North Carolinians literally 
laughed in the face of John Kasper.

This was the third year of mixed classes 
at the Clinton, Tennessee High School 
where violence erupted two years prior. 
John Kasper, the yankee segregationist, 
was convicted of contempt of court in the 
Clinton flareup.

Chief of Police Douglass E. Hosse, 
Nashville, Tennessee, would establish 
coverage on John Kasper’s arrival in 
Nashville. Kasper departed Greensboro, 
North Carolina 10/15/58 allegedly enroute 
Nashville.

(continued on next page)
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ME Letter, 11/12/58 
(ME #105-359) 
(copy to KX)
Re: Racial Situation, 
Memphis Division, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption, 
62-101087-45-67 
(1^
"Washington Post and 
Times Herald", 12/1/58, 
p.B-17, "The Washington 
Merry-Go-Round", column 
by Drew Pearson, captioned 
"Kasper Meeting Here 
Described"
94-8-350-A 
(14^

"Washington Post and 
Times Herald", 12/3/58, 
p.D-11, "The Washington 
Merry-Go-Round" column by 
Drew Pearson, captioned 
"Another Session Held By 
'Haters
94-8-350-A 
(14)^-

Trial of John Kasper, Nashville, Tenn., 
11/3-8/58. Kasper’s attorneys, Raulston 
Schoolfield of Chattanooga and his law 
partner, Excell Eaves, (details)

b7C

Secret meeting held recently by John 
Kasper at apartment o,/*|

E wasnington, 
D.C. Kasper proclaimed new underground 
movement fashioned after Hitler's and 
vowed to deport every Negro to Africa 
and strip all Jews of their American 
citizenship.

"Washington Post and 
Times Herald", 12/4/58, 
p.C-25, "The Washington 
Merry-Go-Round" column 
by Drew Pearson, captioned 
"Louisville 'Hate Revival' 
Related"

- 94-8-350- A

Referring to secret meeting in Louisville, 
Kentucky called by Dr. Edward Fields, an 
anti-Semite who was seeking to organize 
a third political party, "The National 
States Rights Party". Fields had been in 
contact with John Kasper who held no 
official position in the new Party, but 
was looked upon as its Fuhrer. Meeting 
was somewhat similar to the one in 
Washington, D.C. inspired by would-be 
Fuhrer John Kasper, and reported in this 
column.

Report on recent meeting held in Louisville's 
Liberty Hall. John Kasper delivered the 
main speech in which he denounced Knoxville's 
Judge Robert Taylor and'launched into a 
tirade against the Jews. Kasper intro-' 
duced a New York associate, J. Dan Kurts.

(continued on next page)
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Bureau Letter, 2/3/59, to 
AC SI Army, copies to ONI, 
OSI and AAG White, ' 
Re: Racial Situation, 
Washington, D,C, 
100-135- 53-308

BA Teletype, 2/3/59, 
to Bureau, WFO and RH 
Re: Possible Contact With 
Congressmen, Washington, 
D,C,, 2/4/59, Racial 
Hatters 
100-135-3-236 
(15^

ME Letter, 5/28/59 
(ME- #44-553)
Re: Racial Situation, 
Memphis Division, enclos
ing letterhead memo, same 
date and caption, 
(copy, with encl,, to KX) 
44-13490-28-5 
(5)^^

JK Letter, 10/30/59, 
Re: Racial Situation, 
Jacksonville Division, 
Racial Matters, 
enclosing letterhead 
memo, same date and 
caption, 
62-101087-13-51 encl. p.2 
(8)^

Herbert Pearce, Edmonston, Maryland, had 
stated that on 2/4/59 "quite a few of us 
are going down to the Capitol" to contact 
congressmen for the purpose of impeaching 
that "Nigger lover Warren," Pearce was 
described as a friend of Frederick John 
Kasper,

furnishing ah nue information, Source,

b7D

HSBC, Nashville, Tennessee, on 9/19/58, 
issued injunction against John Kasper and 
others, Tennessee WCC, Davidson County 
Division, organised under leadership of 
Kasper, Bombing of Hattie Cotton School, 
9/10/57, discussed, Informant coverage 
of Kasper set out in cover letter,

Source, who had furnished reliable infor
mation in the past, advised on 10/5/59, 
that a member of the National States 
Rights Party was planning a meeting 
apparently to be held in Tallahassee, 
Florida, to coincide with the release of 
John Kasper from the Federal Correctional 
Institution there, at some future 
unspecified date, Kasper serving 6-months 
term for integration interference at 
Clinton, Tennessee,
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WFO letter, 11/3/59, captioned "Klan Organisations, Hate 
Organisations and Racial Informants, Racial Matters and Bombing 
Matters", listed potential bombing suspects, including Frederick John 
Kasper and Floyd H. Fleming. Descriptive data on Kasper listed his . 
birth as 10/21/36, Camden, New Jersey, no fixed residence, single, 
height 6'3", weight 180 lbs, slender build, brown hair, fair complexion. 
His occupation was listed as Segregationist, he had no military service 
and had FBI Identification #3403970, Kasper at present was in prison 
due to his defiance of a Federal court order issued in connection with 
the Clinton, Tennessee High School racial riots in 1956. When he was 
out of prison he sometimes frequented the Washington, D.C. area and, 
if he was in that area during a bombing, he should be a prime suspect.

Floyd H. Fleming was described as an elderly retired govern
ment employee who had been associated with Kasper since Kasper's 
arrival in Washington, D.C. in 1956. Fleming had an almost dog-like 
worship of Kasper and would more than likely follow any pattern of 
activity that Kasper would suggest.

(No source given) 
Reference described above (WFO #157-3) 
157-1-53-31 p.1,3 
(45\)ss&m“

. Set out in list form below are references containing infor
mation on meetings that John Kasper attended or was scheduled to attend. 
At most of these meetings he participated actively:

(continued on next page)

Reference Meeting Source Remarks b7D

BH Report, 
10/36/56 
Re: Citizens 
Council of East 
Birmingham 
Alabama, aka. 
IS - X 
105-44731-6 p.5 
(29^

Citizens ______  of John. Kasper spoke,
Council of unknown re- stating the "all
East Birm- liability, American first party"
ingham, 5/3/56, but in posi- had about 10 million
Cascade Plunge tion to fur- members. Kasper, who
swimming pool. nish correct operated a book store

information, in Washington, D.C., 
said he wanted to open 
a book store in 
Birmingham.
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Reference Meeting Source

BA Report, Recent meet- The "Evening
8/3/56 ing of Anne Capitol News-
{Copy to Arundel paper",
WFO) County Annapolis,
Re: Maryland Chapter of Maryland,
Petition Maryland 7/20/56
Committee, Petition
Inc, IS-X Committee,
100-415566-29 Inc.
p.10 17 
(18)^^

The Supreme Court decision 
outlawing public school 
segregation was attacked as a 
"political decision grounded 
on notions about psychology 
and sociology instead of law", 
by John Kasper, identified in 
this article as proprietor of 
a Washington book store, 
(article quoted in part)

RH Letter, WCC rally, No source
10/5/56 8/18/56, given
Re: Virginia Charlottes-
Council On. ville, ’
Human Virginia
Relations
IS-X
105-51468-4 .
(30)^~~p.ll

John Kasper, Executive 
Secretary, SWCC, Washington, 
B.C., addressed the rally. 
He urged a telephone call 
campaign against persons 
favoring integration.

Virginia "Charlottes-
Council On ville Baily
Human Progress",
Relations, 8/24/56
8/23/56, 
Westminster 
Presbyterian 
Church, 
Charlottes
ville

Kasper rose and declared, 
"We in the Citizens' Councils 
have declared war on you 
people. We are going to run 
you out of town. Following 
a filibuster by Kasper, he was 
asked if he was going to make 
it necessary to call law 
enforcement officers and Kasper 
replied, "If you wish." Police 
didn't enter the meeting and 
no charges were made by the 
Council.

BH Report, Scheduled "Anniston
10/18/56 speech at Star"
Re: Anniston Anniston, 9/14/56
Citisens Alabama,
Council, 9/15/56

(continued on next page)

John Kasper, head of the WCCBC, 
scheduled for speech at 
Anniston on 9/15/56.
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Anniston, 
Alabama 
IS - X 
105-45103-8
(29)^ p, 1,6

Contacted Joe Adams, who 
disclaimed any knowledge of 
meeting and who wanted nothing 

___________ to do with Kasper, 
(protect 

.identity),
* 9/15/56, who ,

had furnished 
reliable in- b7D
formation in 
the past,

Joe Adams, Stated definitely that no
President, meeting would be held with
Anniston Kasper as speaker,,
Citizens
Council, 
pretext 
phone call, 
9/15/56,

Visual No verification of meeting,
observation

■and news 
items,

MO Report, 
10/29/56 
Re: Xian 
Infiltration 
Into The 
Jemison, 
Alabama 
Citizensr 
Council 
IS - X 
105-48377-9 
(44^p.l-3

Jemison Frederick John Kasper one of
Citizens1 ______________ 1 the principal speakers, He
Council, | | gave an account of the racial
9/22/56, (protect disturbances at Clinton,
Jemison identity), Tennessee and Charlottesville,
High School who had Virginia, indicating that in
Auditorium furnished both places he, Kasper, was

reliable very influential in organizing
information resistance against integration
in the in the public schools, He
past, stated that President

Eisenhower was a liar, as he 
had said he would not use force
to integrate the public schools 
but that the President actually 
had caused force to be used in 
suppressing those who opposed 
integration,

I53^(°ontinued on next page)



(continued on next page)

Fefercnee Meeting Source Remarks

BH Report, Rally at
11/16/56 Central Park
Re: Klan Theatre,
Infiltration Birmingham,
Into Alabama,
Alabama headquarters
Citizens for Alabama
Council Citizens
IS - X Council,
105-45763-23 9/13/56
(29^. 1-3

John Kasper spoke, favoring 
segregation. Robed and 

(pYhtect hooded Klansmen shook hands
identity), with Kasper who said such
contact groups as Klan were needed to
insufficient preserve segregation. Kasper
to determine in Alabama as guest of Asa
reliability, Carter, Executive Secretary,
9/14/56 Alabama Citizens Council.

Sidewalk 
speeches at 
Fountain City, 
a suburb of 
Knoxville, 
9/23/56

"Birmingham Carter and Kasper were denied 
Post Herald" the use of a public park.
9/24/56, UP
Article date 
lined Knox- b6
ville, Tenn., 
9/23/56

Additional information, p»3, 
covered in Kasper’s main file 
(see 62-105095 - serial 45 
p.51)

BH Report, Public KKK
11/2/56 rally.
Re: U.S. 10/5/56,
Klans of Warrior,
Alabama, Alabama
Knights of 
the Ku Klux 
Klan IS-X 
100-7801-2625 
(16)^p.l0

John Kasper, WCCBC official, 
____________ made a mild speech in favor 
con-cact_______ of segregation,
insufficient 
to determine 
reliability 
(protect 
identity)

MM Report, Scheduled
11/30/56 public meet-
(Copy to ing of
ME) Jacksonville
Re: Florida Klavern, FKKK,
Ku Klux 10/6/56,

_________ John Kasper, Secretary of 
SWCC, Washington, B.C. was to 
be the main speaker and was 
paid $75 to speak. Meeting 
canceled in each instance 
because of inclement weather.
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105-52696-7 
(30)^p,8,9

Klan, aka, 
IS-X 
105-38069-77 
(28)^p,16

postponed to 
10/13/56, 
then to 
10/20/56, 
then post
poned indef
initely ,

BA Report, 
11/5/56

.Talbot "Easton
Citizens Star

(Copies to Association, Democrat",
WFO) 10/24/56, at Easton, .
Re: Talbot Berry's Ware Maryland,
Citizens 
Association 
IS-X

house, Easton, 
Maryland,

10/26/56

John Kasper of Washington, 
D,C, was a surprise guest 
speaker.

IS Report, Citizens Louisville
1/9/57 Councils of "Courier-
Re: Citizens Kentucky, Journal",
Councils of 12/12/56, at 12/13/56
Kentucky Liberty Hall,
IS-X Louisville,
105-50230-25 Kentucky
(30)^p,l,3

LS Report. 
1/9/57 3
Re: Citizens 
Councils of 
Kentucky 
IS-X 
105-52849-3 
(30^p\l,3

John Kasper of Washington, 
D,C,, free on $10,000 bail 
pending appeal of a 1-year 
sentence to prison by a 
Federal Court for his part 
in school troubles at Clinton, 
Tennessee, spoke at this 
meeting, Kasper offered his 
services to the Citizens 
Council of Kentucky, Inc,, in 
their opposition to racial 
integration of public schools,

Same information as above,

(continued on next page)
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LS Airtel, 
13/13/56 
Re: Citizens 
Councils of 
Kentucky ,
IS-X; 
with enclosure 
105-50330-34 
(30/^ encl.

•

Transmitting the newspaper 
clipping referred to above, 
captioned "Clinton-Case 
Segregationist Offers Aid To 
Citizens Council"

"Knoxville 
News
Sentinel", 
3/3/57, 

’Kasper
Shows Up 
At Florida 
Rally", date 
lined 
Chiefland, 
Florida, 
March 3 
100-356570-A 
(18)^

KKK rally at 
Chiefland, 
Florida, 
3/3/57

news clip
ping

John Kasper came out of hiding 
to address rally. Speculation 
that he would be arrested.
FBI Agents and other law 
enforcement officers in crowd 
made no move to interfere. 
East Tennessee District 
Attorney John C. Crawford said 
earlier the new writ for 
Kasper called for it to be 
served within the jurisdiction 
of the court.

b7C
b7D

KX Report, 
4/35/57 
(KX #105-181)

Public meet
ing, 3/33/57,

John Kasper, presently on bond 
for appeal to Circuit Court of

at Anderson |( protect Appeals for Contempt charge of
Re: Christian 
Educational 
Association 
of Union, 
New Jersey, 
Publisher 
of "Common 
Sense", 
Conde 
McGinley, 
Editor 
IS-X 
105-9631-369 
(37)^p.l,2

County Court 
House, Clinton, 
Tennessee, . 
under sponsor
ship of a .
local pro
segregation 
group.

identity), on 
3/35/57, who 
had fur
nished 
reliable 
information 
in the past.

U. S. District Court, Knoxville 
and Admiral John Crommelin, 
segregationist from Alabama, 
were brought to the meeting 
in an automobile occupied by 
Mr. and Mrs. Hade Keever and 
Mrs. Keever’s mother. Wade 
Keever and his wife, Ruth, 
were active in the States ’ 
Rights Party during the 
November, 1956 elections.

(continued on next page)
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KX Report, 
7/31/57 
(KX #100- 
1386;
ME #105-38) 
Re: U.S.
Klans, KKK, 
Inc., aka. 
(Tennessee)
IS-X

Public 
Motorcade, 
cross burn
ing and public 
speaking.
5/11/57,
Cl inton, 
Tennessee.

5/24/57
During a speech, John Kasper 
and others started approaching 
the speaker's rostrum from the 
crowd. After a long argument 
with Kasper and his followers, 
Kasper was persuaded to leave 
the demonstration.

b7D
100-7801-3164 
(17)^ p.84

"NY Herald 
Tribune", 
5/13/57, 
p.l, "Klan 
Boots Kasper 
Out Of 
Konclave" 
date lined 
01 inton, 
Tenn., May 12 
100-7801-A (1^

Ku Klux 
Klan meet
ing, 5/11/57 
Clinton, 
Tennessee

News 
clipping

Kasper left, describing the 
meeting as "a colossal 
failure." He had not been 
invited to the meeting and 
later was chased out of a 
nearby restaurant.

KX Report, NSRP leaders,
5/12/59 4/11-12/59,
(KX #105-202; Railroad YMCA, 
Copies to Knoxville,
ME #105- Tennessee
320; WFO 
#100-34457) 
Re: NSRP, aka. 
105-66233-241 
(45)^p. 1,3, 5

Bureau
Agents 
observed, 
4/12/59

Frederick John Kasper and four 
unidentified individuals walked 
from vicinity of YMCA building 
to the Regas Restaurant, Later 
emerged in company of J. B. 
Stoner, Ned Dupes, and 
unidentified companion. Dupes 
was NSRP national secretary.

Kasper attended 4/12/59 
session. Engaged in heated 
argument with Matt Koehl. 
Koehl noted as NSRP official 
from 1617 Bardstown Road, 
Louisville, Ky.

(continued on next page)
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Reference Meeting

RH Letter, NSRP,
5/13/59 4/11-13/59,
Re: NSRP, Railroad
Formerly YMCA,
Known as Knoxville,
United White 
Party, 
Racial 
Matters, 
enclosing 
letterhead 
memo, same 
date and 
caption 
105-66333-343

Tennessee

(33)^encl, p, 3

IP Letter, National
7/24/59 Party
with Conference,
enclosure 7/4/59,
(Copies, Atlantic
with Hotel,
enclosure, Chicago,
to WFO KX 
and ME) 
Re: National 
Pa rty, aka, 
Patriotic 
Alliance 
Conference 
Racial 
Matters 
157-86-15 
encl, p,3.

Illinois

Source Remarks

(protect 
identity), 
4/30/59, whose 
source was of 
unknown 
reliability 
to Bureau

During afternoon session on 
4/13/59, John Kasper arrived, 
accompanied by unidentified 
individuals.

b7C
b7D

(protect 
identity)

John Kasper was representa
tive from Tennessee.| ~
talked with Kasper and 
Lincoln Rockwell who 
represented the District of 
Columbia, Kasper was absent 
from afternoon session. He 
had been taken to another 
meeting by Joseph McWilliams 
of Chicago, Illinois, Ed 
Fields of Kentucky told 

| pfoat Kasper was
supposed to.leave with him 
as they were having a little 
party for John in Louisville,

(continued on next page)
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Reference Meeting
CG Letter, 
7/17/59 
(Copies to 
KX and WFO) 
Ret National 
Party 
Racial 
Matters 
157-86-14 
(34)^' p.6

National 
Party, 7/4/59, 
Atlantic 
Hotel, 316 
South Clark 
Street, 
Chicago, 
Illinois.

Source Remarks

John Kasper from Tennessee,
in attendance.

b6
b7Cr / ics/ov.
b7D

IP Letter, 
11/19/59 
Ret NSRP, 
aka •
Racial
Matters
105-66233-332
(33)^ p.2

Next NSRP 
Convention 
scheduled 
for Day ton, 
Ohio on 
11/28-29/59

On 10/30/59 in Louisville, 
Kentucky, Edward R. Fields, 
official head of the NSRP, 
to2d| frhat John
Kasper would be released 
from prison on 11/27/59 and 
they would have him. flown 
to Dayton for this meeting.

tect identity), 
11/4/59

---------------------------------- L b7D
I______________________(protect identity) furnished information on

the NSRP National Convention, on 3/19/60, at Midway Lodge, Miamisburg, 
Ohio. Speaker Dr. Fields stated that he wanted to bring to those in 
attendance a message from a "real freedom fighter who is behind prison 
bars, John Kasper." Fields read Kasper's speech, which was signed John 
Kasper, Davidson County Workhouse, Nashville, Tennessee. Dr. Fields 
said they were having another meeting on Labor Day and that Kasper was 
expected there for that meeting. Fields said Kasper would be out some
time in June.

Ned Dupes, NSRP National Secretary, in his speech criticised 
the people of Tennessee for putting Kasper in jail.

CI Letter, 4/15/60 (copies to
KX #105-202; LR #105-187;
ME #105-320)
Re: NSRP'
Racial Matters
105-66233-413 p.8,9,15
(33)^
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On 3/22/60, the Dallas Office advised that the Richmond 
Office had made available information indicating that Antone R, Leone 
was well known to Peter Xavier of Dayton, Ohio, who also was 
acquainted with John Kaspar, formerly of New York City, It was 
possible that Kaspar and Leone were acquainted also, Information 
developed from the Richmond Office source indicated that Leone had 
departed from Charlotte and had now moved to the New York area, address 
unknown, The New York Office would determine whether Leone could be 
associated with John Kaspar in any manner,

DL Letter, 3/22/60
Re: Antone R, Leone, aka, 
Racial Matters 
105-72237-26 p.1,2 
(50^

Correlator's Note: Subsequent serials in 105-72237 emanating from the 
New York Office, contain no information on association of Kaspar and 
Deone. b6

b7C
By Airtel dated 5/12/60, captioned "National States Rights ^70 

Party, Racial Matter", the Chicago Office furnished a letterhead memo, 
same date and caption, setting forth details of proposed activity of 
the captioned organisation in Birmingham, Alabama, in June, 1960, The 
confidential wHHffed in iho mown mnst I |

{project taentitv) .\_________________________________________________________ I
_____  I on 5/10/60,1 jhad furnished reliable 

urmatTfOn in tne past, and currently was under consideration for 
development as a potential confidential inform.ant in mnini mn+.+.o™_____

] Toxa F Ithat the NSRP planned to stage a march in
Birmingham, Alabama, under the guise of a political demonstration, 
during the middle of June, 1960, The marchers would carry banners in 
support of Governor Orville E, Faubus of Arkansas for President of the 
M.S. and for Admiral John G, Crommelin of Alabama for Vice President, 
The "target" of the demonstration was the "fringe-whites."\ ~1said 
violence was anticipated, Emory Burke, Decatur, Georgia, .was to "ram- 
rod the demonstration, and Jesse B, Stoner of the NSRP was to be ^pre
sent to assist any who might be arrested, John Kasper, widely known 
segregationist, if released from jail on time, would assist also in 
leading this demonstration.

(continued on next page)
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♦ ♦
It was noted that plans for this demonstration had been care

fully guarded and no further dissemination of the report should be 
made •

By Airtel dated 5/18/60 to Chicago, Louisville and Birmingham, 
the Bureau advised of dissemination procedure to the Department and 
appropriate intelligence agencies. Note on yellow summarised above 
information.

Reference described above, with 
enclosure (Copies to LS and BH) 
105-66333-419 
(33)^

WFO letter of 6/9/60, captioned "Klan Organisations, Hate 
Organisations and Racial Informants, Racial Matters; Bombing Matters", 
listed potential bombing suspects in the Washington, D.C. area, 
including Frederick Hohn Kasper, FBI Identification #340970. and Floyd 
H. Fleming. Fleming was described as an elderly retired government 
employee who previously associated with Kasper.

The areas in which suspect Kasper should be considered were 
listed as Washington, D.C., Maryland, Virginia, Alabama, Florida and 
Tennessee.

Additional information on page 3 covered elsewhere in this 
summary. (See 157-1-53 serial 31)

Reference described above (WFO #157-3) 
157-1-53-38 p.3,4 
(45)^^

SI as par. 3 above:
WO Letter, 11/16/59 (WO #157-3) 
Captioned as above 
157-1-53-33 
(45^^

I
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4 I
V

REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

See the search slip filed behind file for other references 
on this subject which contain the same information (Si) that is set out 
in the main file. Differences in source and additional nonpertinent 
information will be noted on the search slip, *
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FD-Sbl (Rev. 3-3^59) 

f

• •

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of: SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD
Date: 4-18-61

Field Office File No.: Me#105—275

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR.

Office: Memphis

Bureau File No.: 62—105095

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: Subject took no public stand on integration of 
DaVLdson County, schools in January, 1961, but 
commented on it to associates, in which comments 
he was opposed but had no plan of action. He cir
culated material to members of Tenri. State Legislature 
concerning the repeal of the anti-evolution • law. KASPER 
in attendance at meeting which started put to be an 
executive meeting of the National States Rights. Party 
but which did not materialize because officers of the 
NSRP failed to appear, informants advised subject 
states lo his associates he is considering running for 
city councilman, Nashville, Tenn. A shipment of publi
cations entitled ’’Common Sense” sent to the subject. He 
indicates to informants and sources that he is still 
writing on his book.

- P - *

DETAILS: ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO INTEGRATION OF
DAVIDSON COUNTY SCHOOLS, NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

The Davidson County Schools, Nashville, Tennessee, 
were ordered integrated on January 21, 1961, the first through 
the fourth grades. This order was issued by the United States 
District Court, Nashville, Tennessee. There was considerable 
controversy concerning this in the papers in Nashville. Because

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the ‘FBI and :is loaned to your agency; it, and,
its contents are not to be distributed outside.your agency.



Me#105-275 ? . -■/ /, . ’ .v . - .

» -of this particular emphasis was placed oh investigation of the ■< 
< Subject to .determine if he was-planning any activity ih this . ‘ / 

regard.The following .information is the result of that inVesti--. 
gation; - ■ ~ \ ; ,,r . .



FD4o2 '(Rev. 1-15-60) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date l-*3i—61

A spot surveillance was. maintained at 40 JO Hrush 
Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee, where JOHN KASPER is known 
to reside, from 12:55 PM until 4:30 PM On January 19, 1961, 
and from 7:55 PM until 8:12 PM. It Was noted during those 
times that KASPER was at his residence and his car was parked 
in the garage... No activity; was noted such as any individuals 
Visiting with him, nor was he observed to leave the residence 
during that period of time..

On -l~lg^61-----~at -Nashville , Tennessee File #KWt&5=275-

by . 04 FRANCIS NORWOOD Date dictated 1—24-^01____ -_____
This document Oontains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It*4s the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agenpy; it and its contents are not to-be distributed outside your agency.
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FE>c302-(Rev. 1-25-60) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date__ XsSXs&X

At 10;25 AM, January 20, 1961, a spot surveillance 
was instituted at 4010 Brush. Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee, 
the residence of JOHN KASPER. At the tine that this surveillance 
W Instituted, it was noted that KASPER^- automobile, a medium ' 
blue Volkswagen sedan, was parked at the’side of the house. . 
There was also noted a tan small automobile parked in the yai’d, 
Which appeared to be either a. Rambler or a Comet. From the • 
distance in which those wee observed, it could not be determined 
the type of car the latter might be.

Ai 10:45 AM, the tan automobile left the ■
residence. It Was observed that one ma A whs: driving, .and that 
the automobile bore i960 Tennessee Licenss 1E-8249. The un-- 
known individual driving this automobile was observed to be 
A white male forty to fifty years of age. He wore no hat; he 
had brown hair and appeared to have a medium tan complexion* 
His face was round as if he were a heavily built individual.

The surveillance was Continued at. 4910 Brush , 
Hill Road Until l:©0 PM, when it whs? temporarily discontinued. 
At 1:30 PM it Was reestablished, and it was determined that ‘ 
KASPER’s car Was still in the driveway and appnently had; not 
been moved. The spot surveillance was continued until 5:00 
At which time; ho activity had taken place ahd the surveillance 
was discontinued, \ ' *

On 1^20^01------at Nashville .Tennessee : F,le # ■ .MejrlOS-aZO

by FRANCiH t.. .NORWOOD :FJ~---- ------------- ---------- — Date dictated
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the;Jproperty of the FBI and is l,oaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed'outside your agency,. > ►



FBt302-(Rev. 1-25-60) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST ION

; .. . .
Date 1-31-61

MrS., JANICE RIDLEY, Clerk, Motor yoMele Division, 
Tennessee Department. of finance, advised th^t i960 Tennessee ’ 
License 12-3249 v&s issued for X 1954 lordTudor, white and 
green, bearing Motor Vehicle Identification No. U4MU145175. 
Thfs was issued to H. L^ROWai, 1219 Winding Wyj>tv«f 

oAMarehS,
'basis of Title ft'o. 5147270., Therb was no record, of ahy 
transfer ^f this license to another vehicle, ’

E * | * &
On ”1^20-61—~~at Nashville, Tennessee : 1 e ’ Me#105-'275 ~ ~

by SA. CiaBLfiS RpNETpR: ^ - ' ' ’' ; _D°te d,ctated^ 2^24-6'1 '
This, document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It'ls the .property of the FBI 'and is loaned to 
your agency; It arid its. contents are hot to be distributed outside- your agency.
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FQr302* (Rev. 1-25-60) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

n , 1-31-G1Date___________

A spot surveillance 'was instituted Mt 4010
Brush Mil Road# Hashville, Tennessee, ths residence of JOHN 
KASPER, at l;30 PM on January 23, 1961. At this time it was 
noted that a gas company automobile was parked in the drive— 
way of this residence and in front of this was a two-tone blue 
automobile, the make of which could not he. determined. It 
appeared that it .might possibly be a Chevrolet automobile of 

’ an old model. It was also observed, that KASPER’S automobile 
was parked by the side of the main residence at this address.

It was subsequently determined by surveillance 
techniques that the license number on the. old model blue auto
mobile was 1960 Tennessee License Ho. 1U~76G7. ft Was also ' 
determined that this car had a blue body with a cream colored 
top rather than a blue top. it appeared to be An old model 
Chevrolet or possibly another car of that sise. .

At. 2:18 ,PM>- the instant car left the residence 
at 4010 Brush Hill Road, at which time it was determined that 
the automobile was a two-door Oldsmobile, 1954 model. Riding 
in the automobile. were four women,. $Wo men and one child. ' The 

( identities of none of tltese. individuals Wrd^ This
’ ‘ automobile was sunveilied away from the residence at 4010

Brush Hill Road and it was determined that it went to the t
corner of Tones Avenue and Cherokee Avenue in northeast Hash- ’ 
Ville, at which point the surveillance was lost and' the car 
could not be located further. The Sui'veillancd was thereupon 
discontinued insofar as the residence at 4010 Brush HillRoad 
is. concerned. • _/ . - .

On cT at Nashvi 11 a. Ta-nnftsSae—--------- Fi,e #.-><©#105-4^5-^————------

by SA FRAnCIH WW*-—-------— Date dictated 1-24-61----------- •—

This document contains neither recommendations nor. conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the "FBI jand is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not toise distributed.outside’your agency.



FDj$02-(Rev. 1-25-60) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTK^ION

Date _

Mrs. JANICE RIDLEY, Motor Vehicle Division, 
Tennessee Dapartment of Finance,. Nashville, Tennessee, advised 
that 1960 Tennessee. License 1U-7667 was issuedfor a 19 54 Olds
mobile. This license was issued to iSBJb
12ihP..S>ze^^ According to the registration records,
it hadMotor Vehicle Mentification No. V48K6177.. The Title Nos 
for this car was 62^16^46. The license, was issued on March 14, 
1960.

&

On_______ ____ ___ at -________ ------------------------------------ — File #__—... ----- -- — ---------- . 
1-23-51 Nashville, Tennessee Me#105-275

by _____________________  - _____________:_________ Date dictated ■ - '________ :______
SE JOHN D. JONES:EJ 1-24-61

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the Ffel; It Is the property of the FBI and is. loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not-to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date A

lire. JAK ICE RIDLEY , 'Motor Vehicle Division, 
Tennessee Department of Finance, Bashville,. Tennessee, advised 
from records that l^Mfsnnesse.e License 12-6476. v/Ms. issued 

j^reot, Nashville, for 
a 1954 Chevrolet tv/oidoor sedan. '

On 1-23-61_____ °t Nashyillfi-, Tennessee—---------F'h #jge#10 5-275—:----- -------------

by SA KPAWts re. WQRWnnn; ------■— ------ —---------Date dictatedi-24-61--------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor .conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and-Is. loaned to
your agency; it arid its contents^ are not to be distributed, outside your agency. •

■ ■ ' : / -.8-



Me#10.5-275 , ' ' ? . . • . ■ '
’ ' - ‘ - . • ' • - , \\ . ' - \ ‘ • • •

- ' On January 24, 1961, Mrs. ROBBIE HUGHES, clerk,
Oy edit Bureau of Nashville, advised.that she . hadno, record fof 
MARGARET EARLINE WILEE, nor did she have arecord fbr CATHERINE 
WILEE, both of -whom reportedly resideat102 South 12th Street, 

- Nashville. ’v - " ■ , " ' ‘ Al . !i . /‘ ’ ■!' 1 ..
- \ '1 . -• “■ , V’" ‘ . z \, v i ‘X1 ‘ , •

r ; •. The Nashville efty^^ired^ory for I960’ reflects
that! MARGARET EARLINE WILEE, a bindry worker at the Baird-Wird 
Igf iniihg. Company., resides at- 102'South 12th Street, Nashville. • 
The directory" also, ieVealS' C,. WILEE, an employee, of.

* th’e Baird-Ward Printing Company, resides at the same address^ .. 
.and sho^s;fur.the.r,lthat an EDNA E. WIERE, a telephone. 0pSya.tor < 
ah -the lBapfisi Hospi^ lesUdes the satae .UddrhsSi ’



FU-SO? (Rev. 1-25-60) ^FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTI^^ON

Date
1-31-bl

'I'''"
Mrg«,JE»-JSeOI^A3KR, Nashville,-Teijmesse^, the sxs'^erof^IsS^RACE DAWSO^Xurnishe^T

oi several copies of a. publication called ’’Women’s Voice,” which . 
was- published at Chicago, Illinois, and which bears the return 4 
address of Boom SOO, 537 a. Dearborn Street, Chicago 5, Illinois, . 
Which, material w^s sent to GARDNER PARTS AND SERVICE, 307 E.
Trinity lane, Nashville. There was other material sent: With 
the ”Womsn’s Voice” Which bore the return address ”We the 
Mothers Mobilize for America,” 8'37 S. Dearborn Street* Chicago 8, 
Illinois. There were also furnished several copies of The Cross 
and the Flag, published by GERALD L. K. SMITH* and bearing the' 
return address of P. 0. Box 27895., Los Angeles 27, California.

• - ■ - - - b7D
_____ According to Mrs. Mt’.GARR* this material was ro>» . 

ceiyed by|Iwhol [

She. stated that she is sure that ISS^huW was1 put oh
ing list by Miss GRACE PAWSON at the suggestion of JOHN KASPER..
Mrsi McGARR stated, that KASPER has been, living at Miss PAteoN^' ■ 
since the first of the' year*. 196K * ‘

On .........._ nt. . ‘____________ s_______ :----------File £----------------- ---------_-------- -a---------

1-23-61 Nashville* Tennessee Me^l05-275

bv, -• ■ x ................... ._____ ‘___________ ________ ■ -__ Date dictated_______ :-----------------------
y SA-SRAftCIS W. NORWOOD :’FJ : 1-24^61

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions, of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned fo 
your agency; it and its. contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. . - .



■'- Me#105-275 ■ S ; ‘ •' ' <

.. - •” ' On January 23, 1961, Memphis Confidential In- . ;
• formant T-l furnished thefollowing information / : ‘ » ; .

: < '' On January 22, ,1961/FREDERICK JOHN KASpER’ 5 ;' /
called .bn the residence in Nashville. \
At this time-he seemed to be particularly, concerned- withthe 
school issue in the Davidson county public schools and talked

S- at length on his attitude with regard to them.' KASPER-indi- 
cated that he Whs not going tfe take .any’ active part in1 - . 'SS'-^' 
. demonstrations relating to the'integration of. the \

S county ;pubiic^seho^^ tKat/he? yas- hot i?e.qommepdip^^ SS- : 
any of his friends whO'had, children' in,school take part in, * . >

‘ any activity, HeStated that he/felt that the friends and . . / ' 
’associates, that hehad jyho had children in sch’ool> -and par tic- ' *

Stulariy' children' where*the. Schools -Werb^^ fee integrated, 4 -
f cbuld dfe ’ricth^ their, {children’ in the;, schools 4. . KASPER; {,

stated^ aitfepygh $.he.,ipeop^g in^.egrati^ « •
/ ' ’the. ‘bavidsbh Cdufe^ .. the yrdid hp t havfe; the /1 ;
;,. the. local: governing-officials', /And aisbthat they did not. have >S 
; . ahy. private-schools •Se t .up where they, epuld send their." fehildren^ S;
7 he ^pointed oiit that -quite a bit had been, done, in the . Ci ty of, ' ,

- New Or leans with regard to .a boycott of schools. that; had been
* integrate dj^ani that- the bqycdti .had ’heed part icularly sudchssthl;, J 
He stated,' however, that-the. * situation in New Orleans and the. " {; w,

J:situailph {in Nashville were- y^sily ’ difierbnt..He;'polhted put' ■ / , 
that., in hew Or leaps'there wete mariy pr iyafe schools .operated' S’. 

schpois..^
, operated fey .'Protestant denomihatibnsy as well as schools which 'S;; 

had be eh. set up merely for the purpose of education apd were • *; ;
{ hot. backed by .any particular sectarfan ’grbupi: ’. He stated that . / y

-{ \ with alfe of'.these private; schools iyaii^^
t'^had beep sepdihg their: Children to public school were able to \ .
SibQycott the .schools when they were integrated;^ still giye .. ; S - 
• • their children, an education by entering them in ’one, ;of the •, s.;

. SSarious. priVate^^^ ‘1' ; • /St*",'.■■■ ’ :S,:-
‘>”7' ’ ‘ ^'.T. .-t-s ■’ * ; -s ‘ >4. - , v.S '{1 ’ * 1 - • . ’ ' •> ■ *■ . -, -- ,4 -J . ' ;' , r ’ v. -1,

’ t but that-hbisubh. scheels were^avaijS:/1 f. <
able in Nashville, and that if the people withdrew their children 

"» frbmzschool’they .would damage the education of the1 children be- ;- .
cause they had nd Where else,,to send* them;S '•’ ■. S

. ' - He also-Stated that with the Federal Courts being
/ b.ackedpp by the local officials-,. any demonstrations to. Oppose S - 

the integration; nf schools would be crushed be » /



Me#105-275 . , / '•*'/ , ; - •

; particularly oon'derned-^^ that’he himself '
. might take, pointing out>that he had been in prison on three , 

different occasions and thaf was- all that the local authorities 
,.needed to-s&nd him back to ^rison^ouid he for :hirft to take ’ ’

- part in the demonsthtions againstintegrationrof public schbdls, 

< . ; ’ " . - . . KASPEk also mentioned haying gone- toha. meeting /•;
.•*/ of the John Birch Society ip Nashville approximately twby-weeks!
’* prior to the time of this visit* He stated that he felt that J-a 

this .had; been a, waste 'of time. He pointed out •that he-had gone 
4q hear the minister who had 'been.brought in from fhe'Outside

< by the John Birch Society and who was-advertised as ; being d.* : •’ 
‘ great fighter 4 against coinmunism. stated that be (was parties'
;• Ulhriy' disappointed f-h.speaker *4nasmueh a^i thetth&y^staie.^
*... ments' he made anyone., could get; by. reading the daily 'newspaper v’ ; 
,,He stated he' wbund up by asking’ for .support for himself<and-; ; ,

; •;Cphtf ibut of money’.whereby.. he. couid- maintain- ,at. radio- program
i - and disseminate propaganda materials /OSP^
; • of the type. ■Of ipf or ma tion that this; man had' to offer he, fefi; 

h'Vthat a'nyhcp.utrdh.uiibh*^ 5.' ■ ‘ 7 r<’- '

h< - - , * ’ ■ * - , He pointed out that he Was impressed with the tyhe 
■df^people who- attended "and stated .that they ^ere f ,-■
thd kind-.of pe6pi^ ;who "had the ability and the f inancial backing-, 

v. ’that 'they Could have-dbne something aboutthe;^hd'pi' situatibn - ?’- X 
y in; Nashville if they had wanted’ to add had "been alert enough'< • \ '• - 
- . He /Started ’ that. he . that these were' the people whoseveral .
...years ago should >haVe‘ static \

: schools '.’in 'Nashville sp. that when the: schools-were integrated '/ 
• the people wpuldhWy o A we ,0:a^ ;
.ah education- without/sending th^ integratedschbeiy I' ;

Cr»

‘ \ ... x f ' y - z- : r, r; u z . ■ ■ ■ J t •,/ .< < -; ; -
: > . i h , . n tQ would.'be. cheaper to

’operate Schools ais*p;4£y^^^ j;hAir.'|i' i.S- $$
<A®'<pti&2^ •• ■ ' \- V -A -k.

;4 • ' 't , Throughout the whole conversation KASPER, very. , . ;
T Apparently, was not’ going: $$ taW any' part i>- Any .demons,^ ' ,

A against the .integration of' the'Davidson County Schools, and. * ; ' ? 
, = apparently was advising -his. friends and'acquaintances tbvgo’ '

ahead ani send their children to school without any' demonstration.
; y--‘ ,s -'I.*:.',;; - : /a" hh. / ;

.;.: • . 11 ’ buring fhe oouthby 9f 'the cohy^^
- heated" thaf is hOw- writing throe JbOoks. Ne' stated that one. Of ;



<■..he^had’ been Xivlng Msg &egar&’ tP sp^d /.j/’'
.property Xh-iqb sMe'xwnM in. EaWWshv^ Xhpshtpt^ has/, / 

p^rjbeeX ephddmned and’ is ’being "taken- over by .the ;$tate/:anXhit^^^^ /. 
a i — > ibr/thb‘ pu^ in . a superhighway* ♦ He •■indicated / /
?/ ‘ that, the Oity government and the state gpydrn^pht were hpt' / .

■ \ ' giving her enough'money- for thiX/pipp^^^ was, trying '
’. ‘d tip help her get .niOrpl. /’. '« /.■/' /;/ ?? "

\ -f , I v 3 frr'i ri. CV4.pV p.y.v4VVM, .VXAj* U Mw.AA 'W VY* 5Z-«/»,>*■

. ■. -by a Dr. SANBORN, a professor Xho has retired from, Vanderbilt
./. -/University* HP stateXthA't^ had indicated that he . ', / :

. “ wanted to talk /to him, however / he . had not had any conversation : ’* 
y „ w with'him in pehSpn; ;; He did .not -indicate-, how SAjNBQilN had gotten.
/ ...’ "his name/ ; ‘.•jX-/'// -y' / ‘ y ''••/// //- ■■'/,■//

' - ^#105^275' ' : " /
■ *■ ) - 1 ' • C ‘ * ‘ - - ' . ". * ’ '/- * " ' . - ■ K ‘ ! * r

*them w^pid/ooncern.’h^ cases incourt, taking up the three . .
‘ ; eOnVxctionS4 which he‘has had, two* for'contempt of. court .and one 7

for inciting a ript, .and he Stated he was going to explain J*' 
in the book’ the entire hackground of,the situation arid how . - /

’ he had been. falsely- convicted; He -stated he was also writing ■ .
■ a book, concerning, money, and; particularly with. regard to the . - 

Federal Reserve System./ He talked-quite a bit .about some, ‘ 
writings by'a man/by/the . name of-MULLINS^

< ' fairly ’ impresses indiyidua^^ with/re^ . * / ’
gard to the method Of distributihgwealth.- , He also indicated^ > 

/.he; was doihg1 ;a/bbokwithregard to- th® rwprks Of v J .
-ahi paf iicu^ wilh/regard to M ;y.-.///* Py-/ * ' t <

5 ./*U&cVXU ’bUO* vX lUCOC

• 1, iptSPER/fha'dvbeeni..thinking alOi^the iihX / 
/ ' / /taking the -books to Mexico ^to. have' -'theinpublished/and pointed < : 
• / and then bring, them back into the- United States fpi distribution.

’/,' • Hp* Miaie#. duty on theif-td/^ them, . • /
; yy/£Xfcp/$hce Unife'd hiyU/thp Bbolgst .pdbli!^ /
' : ’printed for? approximately half the price it would.cost in the./ ?
/ X'Whft.ed States*

, u t 4*5?’ V* .'■'♦aw Y*,. •< Y j '
. thinking.'Of possibly/;gbjh^ ip Spain 'indicated that his ' I
Z ”tea^C!'n. "if px/’^ahith-g, ,fpbhhtry<was> EZRA.' ; ‘

/-//<;x^yprOsef^^ in // /XX/1''/ v/ -

abddt some assistance that'
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. ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE TENNESSEE STATE ‘ "
;; ' \ • 'V'A legislature -W

.■' ■ ' *• • ‘ ". ? ■ , . 1 - ;.
Ah article appeared in the Commercial Appeal,

. ’ av.dally n0^ published Th Memphis, Tennessee*. on.Jan
uary 28*. '.IDGl^- cbnder^^ the. subject in cod-, / .A ;

„ hection. with th&/ Tennessee St^ The article - ‘ :
■ ' related- that -the subject hadindicated that he would .be on . • .

’ hand yfaen the ^Housb-Eddha t^ ' "
Legislature considers a'measure relating to the repeal of- - ' ■*

„ Tennessee’s, anti^-evplution law. The ehairmari of the legislative
, - rpommitte was scheduled to study the bill •stated they would .

■ $hyeical-i^ "facial agiiitQf JOHN KASPER'''. if he showed up
’ for ; the committee meeting, The chairman, of the .cbminittee was ”, 

■ qhoted as saying'"as Sure a^Ihe does I’m not going tp'call’ onj ...
.< apyi Highway .Patrdlman. to'.’throw him out* j ’ m goin^: to ’ grab. him '. ?

' by the ear and throw him: out myself.” . A'nothe r Senator' was- ■ ^... ' **'
. - quoted - as stating ' 11 . put hiM.oUt.-top or I’ll have it -

The article reia^ed. Some of the history pf the..Subject and then 
stated; that during the. /phst' week he had •personally distributed ’ / '

- ih the iegislature. copies of what he termed- a "Memorial of a
' Tennessee Citizen No. 1/ EvOlUtip.n and- Permanence pf Type.

; In the 'materialantf-f - > ; ■ - 
evolution.- law. and said t amo^ other . things ,,that CHARLES DARWIN^ r / 

i i.^hpse* theory, o^ Siatutey^^ y
/ < The mesSa^ec^w^ the itpllqw^^ quotation "This, is? J?1 .

J;Ki hpeaking.. Yours for -^hiterf acei



FI?MiO2 (Rev. 1-2'5-60) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date Uary 20 i 1961

Me # T6 was contacted relative io- the .activities 
of FREDERICK JOHN KASPER and his associates and 
furnished the following. information;

On January 25, 1961^ KASPER had Miss GRACE. 
DAWSON, Baxter Building, Nashville,: Tennessee, prepare 
a circular 'which he had written. This was mimeo
graphed and was entitled. "MEMORIAL OF A TENNESSEE 
CITIZEN" "EVOLUTION AND PERMANENCE DE WE" NO. 1. 
This was Signed by JOHN KASPER, p. o. Box 8771,. 
•Nashville 11, Tennessee. Also .on January 31, 1961, 
KASPER had Mis's DAWSON prepare another mimeographed 
circular whichwas entitled "MEMORIAL OF A TENNESSEE 
CITIZEN" "MW HERBERT JONES" NO. 2.. This was a 
five-page document and- consisted, cf an attack on 
HERBERT JONES and the Davidson County Work House, 
BEN WEST, Mayor of NashvLll^atid various Officials 
in Nashville and. Davidson County. This was also 
Signed by KASPER. > ' ■

KASPER attempted to distribute this material 
th the various' Members of the Tennessee. State 
Legislature. Me get a part of them distributed at 
the legislature When one of the legislature took 
exception, to his activities and ran him off ., KASPER 
than took the circulars tn Mise DAWSON*'a Office Mhere 
he and her staff,. assisted hy two of his women • ' . 
friends, -addressed and mailed copies of the circulars, 
to each of the legislators.

KASPER is still living at the house on 
the property of GRACE DAWSON. He occasionally goes 
to her office and is usually met there by I 
and They seem to do anything ne wants,
and admire him tremendousiy ♦ b7C

jppies of the circulars we- made- available 
ng Agents.

on - Washvilld, Tennessee FiIe ME 105^275 .

. SAs FRANCIS W. NORWOOD add CHARLES J. Date dictated 2/13/61______  by------  . -.n_------ :------HONETORfflir
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI .and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not lo be distributed outside your agency.

-15^
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' • , ' .' ' ' ' \ ► •- * • ', ’ " - > , ' . \ '■

: • - " . The .material furnished by ’Me#T-I is maintained - . :
ih the f iles of the .Memphis Division*. “ / ' * ' ’ ' ■ - ” •

7 ’..-WF T-l advised on March-7, 1961^ that .JOHN V 7. ‘ ■
KASBER’S third paper in a. series had arrived at the home of ; ; -
informant that.mbrning.- .According te the informant, thie was . .• ‘
entitled Memorial*Of a .Tennessee iCitizeh Jto. /B, 'Metro/* Annexa^ ; ‘ .

‘ tiony >nd iis'dra^* Il was - Inf ormant- .
/ 'commented that like., the .first -two, papers: it is. a confused ■ ?

smattering of EZRA POUND., T. H.. BENTON and JOHN KASPERv Accord- • /. . 
■ *’ ing to the. inlprmght.i• this particular, pamphlet, was directed • ''< , ' ’.

.prifnarily to the’’lenheseee -State ■Legislature And had incorporated .' 
7 a , great s deal of • material7.f tiom a namnhlet lfo.7 '131§ which-, was sent.' • - 
to ^ rather td’ I >The~subject matter ofc

'• 1’3:13: is 'Metrppbiitan Government, and kasper is, opposed to'it. : • b7C 
4 • The informant the Subject also took exception to - ./ ;; . -
- - the ddnlity. Of,the individual .Tennessee, legislators 'and criticised . 
f the ■ Mashyille' 'jall7iZ ’The. inf oimant ^ated /ihat. this .nMtici^ ;*•. 7 
7 -set to, the tempo ofc <i^A7^ i,e, • ’Wool comes hot to' . ■
f * market, sheep btingeth no gain with usura. Informant pointed ' 1,

• out that hsura referred to herein,was meant to 'b’e Jewish '.financial • 
s’ influence/\’< /i '?• y/ 77 ■ * '"'y’V \ ;

.. -jv ■*-- • ■ .. ■• > '..i \ s ■ • - *
;.s ’• 7 . ' / . J 1 , Informant also pointed biit ’ t£a$7O

dh his 'money Question, again and indicated that thissubject 
^deat'-to/li-iib-'hedr^ /' ..St'/;* . -■ '7<f '7 -

‘ # , r ■- - , • . ' , 4 ’ , - ' .< « 4 *. - ’ ’ • ‘J * -‘

..NASHVILLE W OFLEADERSHIP OF NATIONAL
7<STATE^ RjGHT^ ..^...c /.'

Was

‘ fM; > y \
vsOf\thd NSM^: ph Pagp^^ rynapt.idned >

AMBjrPsspehkang'T^^^ /State .tha/t .-ijr.^ , \ .'

,.; speAk At little Rpck^ Atk^^ x5hHMarx&..£47^^ .* '' f
; :.MisSbuffc fcSy ' .■
-VManCh’ 28 y .i^Qiya^fS^^ ago i \I^lfcnoiS-., oxi- Match 2&i 1961,: and "at/ty - 

Nashville. ' Tennessee 'April ihstrucied.- that' . 7
•, ^ in' attending the meeting/at/N^
Vy.^hph^ 211 Bowling Atentie, Nashville' 5, 5
' siennesseei ^ Ail •members Were hrged to attend. , /'Others ,,were . invited

to attend .W- invitation only., The article indicated-|hat- these \ - 
y-cohfcerence^ Working >W planning conferences ahdnvdrydhe ,. > 

would have an opportunityto expresstheir views,, bht stated that • *
1 r > • ? " ■ * ■ .« . * ■ , ' ‘ r r‘ * i > »*' *■* ■ v ’ . « .



Me#105-275 . ’ • . < , . ’
'\y;f/ ; .. " '*
”our messages will be extremely important,.” If invited the 
leaders to meet'with them and plait* for. the future, 

■ ■ ' ’ . . a ; -? •

‘ - /1 This same issue carried "Pitectory•df^NSRP

I IresidenCe. Whdrej^ •, , 
[and ^is^ during the evening * ;; .

_______ J. No one else appeared' for; the' meet-’ * -y , 
ing ,7 ‘During the ‘ evening■ the • subject advised HOWELL And the . '

H I t hat; he Was.. considering. entering the r ape ‘fW* pity council.- '
man from one of. the newly annexed .wards of the City of NAsHville.

State. Units." . Under Tennessee it listed

1; *v ’ ;A1s'9 ‘.listed- in directory f o^Tennesse'e !-J" : 
\was 'P. <0-. Bqx -ZiG# at Knoxville ,- -and J; .1775. 
ICoinb^h^ejO^mphMSyA^
Of the NSRP. . . ^ a*’--?,• f.-7- .-7 h -• ». 'it " - ■

:b7C

£

:X •' ' ^Memphis Config T-2 advised on ‘
■ ^pril^i/.-iO^l,; that., -Memphis drove^tp. NasHviile'X.'
^pnnessee^to^aitWd'*^^ ,sche'daie<i^f'pr,^the^,night 'df •
April 4, 1961,. . According tp. the: informantUpon arrival in J / !

: NAShville y. :Hp^EL^as - una>i<^& rcpnta’cf VANgE STEP^E^p^,. - Hof ever, 
bhe h’ad, p>revipuSl.y been ■ Tatter fvpnv STEPHRNisfiN^haf
5 the" meeting ..would be held 'af the residehce of:l_____________________ j
J ] Nashville4^W(e*. contacted 1 |by teie-^
;;phpne ' an^ ' 'SHe;f staiedf’^hb ,of ’< the - ftee.tlng^sehedd^
- to' take 'place' at • their residence but invited HOWELL- ip* cpme'.bn ■ 
. out -fp.the 'hbiUsdiyStatihg her- husband ‘wouldher in from work - in.

petib^,*^ Howell wehtutoi the rehidehde^ at which 
time 7 if - was determined that| pad raceiyed^
call - f r om ’ EDWARD --ElEl^ .eariierY that'm stating ; that he - ■

w ou^d,;be hhabieutb ^e'iin’ HasW^ll®' -ioi<meetihgA^^^ .to. the’,.. 
tidiness -di ^osiniprmation .frbm:H|^
- 'DUPES/' HOWjJLii related^ tpj'the1 iniormant thaiftheie Ji^d -heeh. hp\ 

organization Whatsoever.♦ The .place , f dr a meeting hadLhbi beany 
arranged.for aS' if Was Supposed,.tp/haye’baw bW'^STEPHENi^ : .

- SifepHENSON never did' show up’.at ‘theymeetin^ - .................... * teler^
^phbhicaiiiy contacted' tbe...subjeot, Who had no ;lnfprmatton.iasf id ■

‘the whereabouts . oTi the meeting^ nor did/he have xn^prt^tiOh- as 'to » 
z-'the ■Whereabout pi'HEi) PtibE^ dr the failure, cf ED FTETiBS .to Come Y 
to the meeting/- ; ' • 1 ?

1

4i.

• < : ‘^Ubapct di^
&S bad--dih^ r
with HOWELL and .the |~~^
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indicated that he did not Want to' announce his candidacy
.,7 vnf iitie: had decided which v^ard hh would tepresenf. Ho ±3/ • '

not living in the City of Nashville or the npwiy annexed wards ' 
at this\tim.e;but plans' to take an apartment, in Onp'-of the wapds,> 
which apartment will be paid ‘for. by .Miss'GRA^ - „

' after he will announce his candidacy. < ; ' 7 . . ’

■ > . : •. . The subject was, observed arriving at, the |_______ p
' residence 'at 6:10' pM ohthe night of April 1961} driving his*

- blue^gray. Volkswagen Sedans 'It was not determined, by the‘Agent t • 
yrhp ;oWerVd&>^ whether^ O£''^ anyone ^&s in-7thp. automobile 77 t *•’*- 
With-him. "’Ho was ‘still at the residence at 11:00 PM. 1 ■ '7.

J ' a’, - • * * \ • . j i ‘ ~ ’ * V T ' ' v • . . ■ * y j
r 7* '' / On‘April.5, 19,61; Memphis Confidential Informant / ,
< T-3 advised .'that informatipn; had been received by the’ inf ormant 7' „ 
x • // ’ IV ;.v ■

< P ? h •- <?'" /<< ??’-
V' .5 ‘ r- .F ~ , I dn. 'e^pipyee'bf"

; >• f a.cturing; gpmpahy iNdshvilIpand an ladiVidua 1 who •.is int.er.dstdd
; in 'tlxermaid^ of, what ^he .ydhsiders tQ^be' the^constitutibnd^ <
7 i.br.m; of' gbvef hmenj/ in* the' United 'Siatesy cohtactedl J I on "

• ijkpfil <<19617 /;At - thiS ' ti^ |idviSed him^ that. the ?NatibbAi
< ?&;|hte.£. Paf^a. Series, of dbhfeieficeSiof ’IbP?

. leydi,, persons aud tp/ take; some ’sort pi'. aOtiphy l I **'•
; Ci ..did. hot state ^h^tC fybe iof. wasigblng -t y;At the /.;
> ;•> time of this' cdhtact l |advised | Ithatthe. 'hubjp.dt ’ -

Mlariftirig ip. ftiivfor c^ty ;p.punCi3miaJra4v%aShvilie<
to | statement / the subject .W^ pranning! - to •enter " the face

; a from, one pf ■ the • pewly annexed <■ wards jn the . city and. pbihW. but, .; < . 
that ho dpQision had been made as >yet; e^aptly'iwhiQh*. ward the . * . h 
subject would decide' io tun in, J lindicated. however.^ that h.

' ‘hb’ was of the • obi ni on * tha t he would - pr obab ly / yutL <f r pm:fthe.: warO. .
; in the wpodbirhjef area^ I | stated the SubjAdtjb^ C’"<

that, he did not intend;■ to announce his candidacy until the last '. 
few.'days prior tp the. election. ‘ ‘ ‘ 7

" ' ” -'"^,7^ ' ’ ■ i \ ^7, .*•'*'*■ 7 ' ' i - V"
7-^ ''X /, ?<-M-lSGEIii^W.US ACTiVlTiES' 7.'77, ■7vi--“ k '7C,

' >' i L i 7. ■•; ' 7. , OnVMpfbh I3’ 1961J. NY-T-l advised that, he has- , 7 ?
. learnedC^^ .250 copies of tire paiodieal "Cbmm’bn'Sense’* published ’

• : l»y thej Christian^ ^ducatfohalTAssOciafioh^ 530 C^ ‘ 7
Union, N, J.t’had’beph addressed tp: the sublebt at f7 7.
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* 8771, Nashville, Tennessee.
- ’-*r/' ' * < ' ‘

J ' ; ‘ ’ v W .T-l advised on March19 61,- that the subject ; 
7 contacted Some of his friends in Washington,D. C.' Dy' letter'

'■ postmarked March b, 1961. In this, letter h$ stated hewas/- :
. putting yin ft great deal pf; time in writing his book and hoped-

< - 'that iy would not be k in vain.., He Stated otherwise he;might be- 
b , able ip t to Washington, D. C. but indicated that this would ' 
, h^ Wait .until lateri ■ iy the. leite# he indicated that ’ - : 4

. F10’~ £eMTNG hh(i contacted* arid sent. him;. a; copy tof ^pme * k': y ' 
materffia^^ dutJiV the Airier idan N^i Party-* He ''; '

a iiso U-ndieated that hiS/Pld giil fri^^ >
? affie^ .ft<d'r^ iriOw lives ,aj

jnfbtMnt'r^ that? KASNER
in. the question of money aS- related'/ to; the governirient. " :

V - ‘J y w’ /' -*/
'• •* . • ” Qh/Match ■ 17,, ‘/l$61j/M0^^^ ;$$hiide'nt^^^ I”.;

-ydv^ed 'that, the ^ubjdbtha^ not bpeh observed at , 
Ito hhy •’^teat 7eW©ht, bti^t
.residence on brie or twQtbddft^

< .tor^antiT*s4 -advrsa. 
7 the tiesidence of l 
.•ha.d<beeh obsbfvb^'at^;
^ithiri^the * past/morith:. •

-h

$

/w ''> t:‘ ' t.■ Oh' Apr 11 4, ’• 1961Memphis: Conf identiaXj^-,7 y ■ ?
formant T^5 advised that *GRACE DA^ONVha'd cent acted I, ? b ' . *

I /attemfitin^ '.^lobater. -'KA^pER'^.''
-r'Accbrdih^b^ infpnmant'j'- WSS,DA<3^ 'Stated 
Kft'vibg trbhble r 'pbintihg/out/that she; needed" S

/Uy the* house, and also'was having some, difficulty. with relation < 
to some; property which/was being' destroyed; by the/cfty/in' the. ' 

' process of Suburban renewal'.pipgram,. ‘ He pointed outshe ‘also < > 
had termites in the house’ and wad trying to get in touch with by

- /subject. to g.e t him tc'help; tahe care' of the' sitftatipn,;* /Shy
- seemed to be somewhat concerned .byei'.-tbeiidht. thdt the''Subject V. 
.had .gpiteh./^ hey. becayse sfo®' niftd'eT-sbrnS statement critical

/ of .the--way ?bad;'j«e’edb4t^ bhe“'indicated; yhat isW’
ihadt riOt'* Seen-him/foi sometime ?after, this,'

'/\y . -■y* "• yy-y-y uy-yy-

•a

■ f ? i " ' Qh. April; 4,/1961yth^ sons Aveie .c0ri7
. tacted .and ’stated thaf-they-We^^ . to fhhpish any,-information 

concerning .fheb.a.cti^ the subject, other.than the fact that
he. appeared to be .staying very close to his residence:; ; /'j-■..

‘ , t* ’ \ X. ^.. 40^2 iBriish Xill
Ws/ R* 'HAMMONDS, 4003 .Brush Hill Road, Nashville7-.and ’ ■ 
BENTON PRUITT, ’ Triangle Service. Station, Nolensville. Road,-

-* .■ •' ?

Nashville.
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... . ■ . - > Qn March 3, .1961, Me .T-l stated that the sub
ft j.ect ha<f told him that.he, waskeeping real quietand that ’ 
v 'ail he;whs doing- Was working oil his book. »' 5 ' ■
‘ ■ ■ *' r‘ i />’ " ~ \ ••• >

■ rt' ■ , \ -0n March; 1^. 1^6ij Me* T^l' garnished the, saine
Xhiormatiptt resulting Xroift other pontapts with the/^uhjeet*
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ln-Reply;,}PleaseTlefer to
•File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL JBUJRXW ;£)f IMVUSHCATI0IN

Memphis, Tennessee 
April 18, 1961

Me#105-275

Titike FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR.

Character RACIAL MATTERS .

Reference Report of SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, 
• dated 4-15-61 at Memphis*

' All sources (except any -listed ’below) used in referenced, 
communication have, furnished reliable infoimation in the past* .

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of. the FBI and is loane'd to your agen,cy; it and:its contents are not to be distributed outside - 
your agency^ . • '



Date: 9/15/61

Transmit the following in_______ ,______________________________
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL____________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

r' ' 1 —

Ik
Ik'. 1 < “An
Ill’s G&ndy.

TOHA DIRECTOR, EBI

SAC, WFO (62-8028) 
FREDERICK JOHN ^SPER ' 

RACIAL MATTERS 
(00:ME) ..

[RAC) advised on 9/15/61 that he had 
received a letter from FREDERICK JOHN KASPER in which KASPER 

> stated he had met a Norwegian.girl in Nashville, Tennessee, 
last July. KASPER and the girl, whom he did not name, made 
a trip to Rainier, Oregon, where they were married on 8/25/61. 
KASPERS indicated that he would be visiting his mother in 
New Jersey and that he would soon return to Nashville where 
he is writing a book.

LEAD

PORTLAND DIVISION

AT RAINIER, OREGON

4 tlVl Ut * * . m. a 1 *

Will check appropriate marriage license, records to 
determine the identity and all background available concerning 
the individual vhom KASPER married

2 - Memphis
1 - Newark (info)
2 - MED_____ _______

B SEP 18 1961

b7D
ELT:jId 
(8)

AIRTEL r Wick

Approved: Sent ____________ M Per
Special Agent in Charge



RH 157-35

MEMPHIS is being advised in the event Bureau desires 
additional information re KASPER or alleged Wife. Richmond 
conducting no additional investigation^ UACB.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. Ros date: October 5, 1961

FROM C. L. McGpwhn'

Tolson 
Belmont 
Mohr_____  
Callahan 
Conrad 
DeLoach  
Evans  
Malone 
Rosen  
Sullivan 
Tavel 
Trotter 
Tele. Room 
Ingram____  
Gandy 

subject: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER
RACIAL MATTERS

Officer L. B. Norris, Arlington Police Department, Arlington, 
Virginia, called at 2:20 a. m. to report that the Arlington Police Department $ 
had Frederick John Kasper under surveillance. Norris desired to advise the 
Bureau of Kasper’s location inasmuch as he recalled that the Bureau has j 
previously been very much interested in Kasper’s activities. Q

According to Officer Norris, Kasper was observed in a 1960
Volkswagen with Tennessee license 3E9620. Kasper was seated in the
Volkswagen with a Swedish girl, 22-23 years of age, whose passport bore^ - —— 
the name]- ,

It was determined by the Arlington Police Department that Kasper 
was in a very drunken condition and questioning of thel _ jgirl disclosed
that she and Kasper had recently been married. stated that they had
been visiting friends of Kasper in Arlington. The identity of'the friends was
not obtained by the police. [ jindicafed that she and Kasper plan to b7C
return to Tennessee. The exact address of Kasper in Tennessee was not 
determined by the Arlington police.

Norris stated that Kasper was not under arrest and they contemplated 
no arrest unless he was observed driving the car. Officer Norris advised that 
in the event there was any further activity regarding Kasper he would advise the 
Alexandria Resident Agency.

ACTION TAKEN

The Alexandria Resident Agency has been advised of the above

(5)

& 6 OCT X1
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* ,

F B I\

Date: 10/7/61
Transmit the following in

(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTELVia REGULAR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAG, RICHMOND £157-35) h6
O - 

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER b7C
R-M
(MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING)

On 10/5/61 Bureau Supervisor WILLIAM ASSMUS 
telephonically contacted the Alexandria, Va., Resident 
Agency and advised SA ROLAND M. COCKER that Arlington 
Police Officer NORRIS had questioned FREDERICK JOHN KASPER 
on the morning of 10/5/61 for being drunk in an automobile 
parked in Arlington, with (FNU) a woman who identified
herself as KASPER’s wife.

On 10/5/61 SA COCKER contacted Officer NORRIS and 
was advised that at 1 AM a i960 Volkswagen bearing Tenn, license 
3E9620 was observed by him parked off' Lee Highway at Arlington 
with man and woman in front seat. The man was too drunk to 
talk coherently and was sick from intoxication. The woman
identified herself as the wife of FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, the 
driver. She advised they had recently been married in Portland, 
Oregon, recently and displayed a Swedish passport, stated 
her name was I IfPH). NORRIS advised she was
attractive and about 23 years old. Stated they had been
visiting friends a few blocks away and were proceeding to 
their home in Nashville, Tenn., but had parked due to KASPER’s 
condition. Officer NORRIS advised that car was packed with 
clothes and suitcases as though in travel status and he advised 
them not to drive vehicle until KASPER so^erqd.j ygh&clb observed 
until 5 AM this date but had departed by tot 4$ AM. Dornan removed 
wallet from KASPER’s pocket to identify KASPER from his identi
fication cards. No arrest made. at Arlington.

3/- Bureau
"1 - Memphis (info) 
1 - Richmond.
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transmit the following in

Date: 11/16/61

___________________PLAIN
(Type in plain text or code)

Via- ? / AIRTEL 
V

AIRMAIL__________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, PORTLAND (157-46)

RACIAL MATTERS

Re Buform 0-1 dated 11/14/61, requesting status 
of investigation based upon WFO airtel, 9/15/61.

Careful search of indices and files fails to 
disclose that this communication ever was received by 
Portland Division.

WFO requested to immediately forward copy of 
communication in order that matter referred to ma^ be 
afforded immediate attention.

3/Bureau (RM) 
'2-WFO (AM) (RM) 
1-Portland

JAB:djl 
(6)

Approved: ___________________ ,_____

02 NOV
Sent

fir NOV 181961
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Careful consideration has been given to the 
use of T— symbols in, instant report and Tr- symbols were 
utilized only where it was. necessary io conceal the 
identities of ‘informants, ‘ ’

ADMINISTRATIS

’ ' The investigative period of this report is
extended because of the fact that instant case has been 
in a Pending-Inactive status and material has been, . 
channelized. into this report. In view of the, fact . 
that -all information gathered during the pertnent period 
has indicated-that the subject is nd longer active in

; Racial Matters, this case is being Closed. ' .

J

B* - 
COVER PAGE



-' ED-204 (Kev. 3-3-59)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Reportpf: SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD Office: MEMPHIS ’
Dale: February 26, 1962

Field Office“FiIe No.: TVTR 105—27.5 Bure.au File No.: 62—105095

Title: ” . FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR. .

Character: RACIAL MATTERS ,

. . ■ ■ ■ ' . - b7C
Synopsis: Subject has. been inactive ..in any racial matters in .

Nashville, Tennessee, since April Of 1961. Subject was
■ married to1 ~I in the State of Oregon August 25, .

1961. Subject still living at 4010 Brush Hill Road, ‘ 
Nashville, Tennessee, and is presently employed as a . 1 .

. door-to-door salesman by Compact of Tennessee, selling .
. Compact vacuum cleaners. On interview subject disclaims . ■ 

’ any affiliation with any racial group at present time ' 
and indicates that he is attempting to disengage himself 

from past associations> 1 .

. ■ . - C -

DETAILS.: /

Residence ’ .. 4

—------- On June 22, 1961,
__  Nashville-, Tennessee, was conracrea ana aavisea war 

the subject, .was still living, at the address of" Miss GRACE 
DAWSON, 4010 Brush Hill Road. - . ■

On January 26, 1962,' the subject was contacted 
by an Agent of the FBI at 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, 
Tennessee, in connection with another matter. At that, 
time he stated that his residence was still at this address 
and that he had no plans for moving in the immediate future.

This document, contains neither .recommendations nor conclusions of the .FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it aid. 
its cdntents are hot to he distributed outside your agency; , 1 ■
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Employment

Ori June 22, 1961, Memphis- Confidential Informant 
T-l advised, that the subject had been spending considerable 
titne at the office of Miss GRACE DAWSON in the Baxter 
Building, Nashville, Tennessee. Miss DAWSON, according 
to the informant, is a court reporter and the subject was 
attempting'to assist her in'the business by going with 
her to court and setting up a recording machine and 
handling the recording machine .for her. .

The informant pointed cut that the subject 
had been to several of the courts in Nashville with 
Miss DAWSON but one of the judges, objected to his .presence 
in the court and instructed Miss DAWSON not to bring him. 
again. Since that time, the subject has not attempted 
to go to any court. He had stated, however, that he was 
attempting to learn to be a court reporter and was also 

. spending some time writing on a book'which he hoped>to 
have published. ■ . . „ ... -'X" . ’

■ * ' » U 1 ' - >
. » - A _ ' ' > , . * •

; On October 30,. 1961, Memphis Confidential . 
Informant T-3. advised that the subject was, at that , 
time,- working for the Sunbeam Bakery on Murfreesboro’ ‘ 1 
Road, Nashville, Tennessee. , This bakery is operated . 
by the American Bread Company. ■ , ... * . ’ • - >

On January 26, 1962,/-the; subject-1 Was 
by an Agent -pf the FBI in connection. with another matter. 
At this time he advised that he is presently employed as 
a doof-to-door salesman by the Compact of Tennessee Company,. 
He stated that this company Was*engaged inthe sale of 
Compact.'vacuum cleaners. He stated that the company was 
/located at 114 Woodland Streets Nashville, Tennessee .

; . Ori February .8, 19&2, ■ a pretext telephone .call -. 
•was made to Compact Of.Tennessee, at Which time it was-' 
determined.that the company has. changed,.its-name to ’ . ' 
..Compact Advertising. Agency arid has amoved to. 1086 Trinity 
Lane, Nashville, Tennessee. They indicated that they 
were still engaged in the sale of vacuum cleaners.
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Associates

On June 22, 1961, Memphis Confidential 
fi Informant T~:l advised that the aubiectbs former 

F /associates. _______ ________
/ I _______ ______  did. not seefti togbe as elose to him as

they had been in the past. The informant pointed out 
• that these individuals no longer come to.the office 

of Miss .GRACE DAWSON with the.subject and Stated that . 
it was rumored, that one of-the two men was reported 

. to have told his wife-that he was going to divorce - 
her if she did hot quit chasing-around after the . '
subject. The informant was, unaware of the identity 
of 'the particular' individual who was having. the * 
marital trouble. ■ , ' . .. •

. On July 18, I96I, Memphis Confidential * 
■ Informant T-l advised that during the first week of . • . 

July, 19613 a man and a Woman visited With the subject 
-at the '.residence of Miss

• ££U7L?RQa^.J^aj^^^^^ informant was ... '
unable to= ^ascertaih" the identities of the individuals; ■

• however,. from information developed by the .Informant, . \ 
' it was indicated that the woman could hot-speak ’ ‘ ’ *
English. According to- informat.ion received by the ’ .
informant, GRACE DAWSON indicated .tliat she did npt : . 

7 particularly like this man and woman and indicated 
■ some jealousy 'gin.her- part cbhperning- them and. the- ' - - . 
.' fact that KASPER Was having themvisit with him.

The - inf prmaht ascertained that apparently as' a result 
of her jealousy, the man and woman left after staying 

* a short time. .It was; understood by4 the informant that 
. their purpose for visiting With KASPER was- to help 

- . him ph the book Which he claims td have been writing. 
for-the past six mon thsr- ----------- 1 ' • -

b7C

___ ________On September 1, 19.bl, Mr.[__________ .
. ..  ................ ............... I [Tennessee,. adised' that-
he had "put JOHN-. KASPER on the road?' ■ He stated • that ■ 
he had found that the subject and MrsJ_____ I were having . 
an affair and ^that ■ he Ceased having contact with KASPER ' , 

stated that subsequent to that time he ‘
b7C

at all. .
and Mrs., had Separated. He stated that this had • . •

. nothing to do with the KASPER affair but vjas -primarily' 
brought about by the fact that| |had been drinking •

too heavily. .

-3-
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Mr._____ | stated that he understood
] was still keeping in contact with

that 
KASPER, 
the fact • 
he

He, -stateci that this Was primarily because Of 
that Mrs.I I was interested in KASPER and_  
thought that this was an amorous interest rather than 
one of a political nature. He advised that he- bid not 
know whether I I was aware of the situation
■since he had not discussed. KASPER with I since he
and Mrs had ceased seeing KASPER.

Travel “ „ *

ation
] since he

; On August 2'4, 1961, Memphis Confidential 
Informant T-l, advised that information had been received 

‘ through Miss GRACE DAWSON that JOHN KASPER had left, . \ , 
■ Nashville, Tennessee-. At that time, the. informant under-, 

stood that tie subject had gone'to visit his mother. The, ’ 
exact time of his leaving Nashvillej. Tennessee, was. • ‘

\ . unknown to the • infOrmaht, although rumor had it that 
t, hdjhad left Nashville -an August.20, 1^61,... informant, ; - 

■' stated that other' information had been received that . /
.-the subject had corresponded With Miss- DAWSON-from: the > - 

.. - State of Arizona. - ■» ’ - .

■. ; • On September I; 1961>_________________ stated '
that ;he had heard an. unverified rumor that the subject ' 
had gone to' the State ;of' Washington or to the State of ■ , • 

/ t. Oregon* ■ ■ .■ ' ’’ ; ’

‘ - t -On September 11, .1961Memphis Confidential . ■
Informant T-l'advised'that GRACE DAWSON, Baxter Building,.

‘ Nashville,. Tennessee, had; received a letter frm the 
subject, which had an Oregon postmark on it. The return'

’’ address on the.? letter,however^ was ’ Ocean City, ’ New Jersey, - 
. which indicated that the’subject was’intending to tratel ■ 
. to New Jersey., . n: '• ; ' . *

■ By communication dated September .27, 196I, . -
the Newark Division advised that on September 26, 1961, ’ 
Detective Captain NORMAN YOUNG,- Ocean City, New Jersey, 
Police Department, advised that a Volkswagen bearing 
Tennessee license Number. BE-^9620 was presently parked ’ ' 
at the home of the subject’s mother in Ocean City. This 

’ automobile was parked there on the morning of September 27/ 
1961. . It Will be noted that on January 26, 1962, the ‘ • " 
subject’s car was observed by SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, at 
which time it was noted that the license, oh the car is 
a 1961 Tennessee license Number 3E-9620.
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Memphis Confidential Informant T-2 
advised an Agent of the Washington Field Division on , - 
September 15, 1961/ that he had received information 
that the subject had met a Norwegian girl in Nashville, 
Tennessee, during July, 1961. 'She subject and the 
girl, whose name the informant did not know,, had made . 
a trip to Rainier, Oregon,, where they were .married on 
August 25, 1961.. He indicated that he and his Wife 
would return to Nashville,. Tennessee, via New Jersey.

On October 30> 1961, Memphis Confidential 
' Informant T-3 advised that he had learned from the .

subject that he had married a Norwegian girl in .
Oregon. He had brought his wife back to Nashville 
and the two of-them were resid ing in the apartment ‘
he formerly occupied at the residence of Miss GRACE '

‘ DAWSON.at 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee., 
The informant stated that the wife appeared to be- a 
plain country girl, approximately 25 years of age. He 
stated that KASPER1s wife was .not naturalized.

. On February 16, 1962, Chief of Police FRANK
MULLER, Nashville Police Department, Nashville,Tennessee, 
advised that the subject had brought his wife to the 
Nashville Police Department to get'her fingerprinted ' 
in connectioj^wit^^ papers with the Immigration. *

- and NatilOi^^ (INS). He stated that ’he ‘ ‘
, had- at the.time and that the sub ject ,.
.. h^d Intr^^^ to Chipf-MULLER* J MULLEJi stated -

that the subject told him that he and his wife were. ..
/residing in Nashville,Tennessee, and stated that , 
neither of them are at th3s time engaged in any racial • 
activities. MULLER Stated that the subject had advised 
him that he was holding hb grudges against anypnein. . 
Nashville,-Tennessee, but that he could not understand .

. . why he had been prosecuted by local authorities in . ,
Nashville, Tennessee,, for inciting- a riot in connection ■ 
with the school integration in 1957 and that the Negroes 
Who had been behind the sit-in demonstrations and the

. stand-ih demonstrations, at the restaurants and theaters,. 
respectively/., in Nashville, Tennessee, had. not been 
prosecuted. 'KASPER stated that it appeared, to him ■ 
that some Of the 'actions, of these individuals had been 
exactly the. same as his actions and that he felt that 
he had been discriminated against because he-Was not 
a Negro, . . ' - ' . .
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rw. November 28, 1961

EREDERICK JOHN KASRER, ^010 Brush MU Hoad,. 
Nashville, Tennessee, was interviewed M Ms residence. • 
Attheoutset of the intervieWj it Was" de termined that 
h$ iM reMding in aJhimall bouse ad-^ , .
house owned. by Mss GRACEDAWSONatthis .address * Oh 
knocking at the door Of this house, ft was' noted that 
Mas DAWSON had, left a note tor EASIER inwhich she indi
cated that there would probably be a possibility for 
KASEER and Ms wife to Move into the large house In tM 
very near .future. It was also determined. that there was 
some mail for EASIER stacked on the porch Of the large 
house , There were several peckages with the return address 
•of 25. .North. Ooutre .street* JterotoWitox Mersey, ■ 
which in apparently the residence',address- of w&U -1 
mother, and there was a. letter addressed to him from 
Portland/ Oregon, and a letter bearing the return address ' 
htl _ _ IW Mho^ill^^ the exact addresses - • 

■ wer^ net obtained ^fom the last two items' of mail since Db 
they were- not easily .available* b7C •

Kasper advised the interviewing Monts that he 
1$ residing, at this address and that he is not working .

. at tne present time./ Ha stated that, he retn^ed to ' ' - 
• Nashville* ^ennessei* .around, the .first of Stober* 1£61>- 
from bitt honeymoon and. that he. obtained a. temporary ^ob' 
at the American. Bread company located: on Murfreesboro .

.. Road,. Nashville* ifennessee* ""Me Mated that Ms work 
. consisted primarily of working with fruitcakes which the 

bakery was making f arW Christmas season and stated that 
this job ran out on November 11* ip.6i> Me stated that 
<lnce that time he- has not been gainfully employed but 
that he has done .some work for-Mas MAWSON in 
.reading the ttoseripts of -court cases which she has 

■ prepared and checking W written transcript' against
- the tape on a. tape recorder' to be sure that it has. been ' - 

. - /■ transcribed .accurately^ Re btutod that-.other than this • ' - 

. ■ he bag had no incto and that he is going to have to/
. obtain other employment in order to support his wife.

. ’ He stated that he does not know where he j^an get employ
ment and advised that ha has found it difficult to obtain 
employment in Nashville*, whness.ee* because of the fact 
that his name has been so well known ahd because he is 

-—:—so- notorious- in the-city.————i—-—:

■ ' ” 7 ' .

On 11/16/61? nt - J^aghviliey.. i--—F11 eA W 1Q.^ - M75—, - - > •.——

by . ? BRANCIS W. NORWOODi gnh Dat* di ctated. —___ 13/2^/61’ —“
It 4s the property of the FBI vand is loaned toThis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 

your agency; it, and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



KASPER was Questioned concerning any knowledge 
which he might have concerning threatening letters which 
were sent to the African United Nations Delegation in 
New Kork City in September Of 1961. He denied that, he 
had’anything to do with tending the letters. He stated 
that he had never heard of them and he had noinformation 
indicating that anyone had heard of them. KASPER claimed 
that he is no longer active M the segregatibnist orgahiza’ 
tions* He stated that he hat not been active for- some ’ 
time and has not been active since he got out of the ; 
Myidson County Jail in Nashville* Tennessee. He stated \ 
that so far as he knows there are no- ’Segregationist : 
organizations dh Nashville* Tennessee* at this time«' ■ 
He advised that there- la no Ku Max Klan group in .. ’ 
Nashville th his knowledge. He advised that he still 
sees some of Mis friends from time to time but that . - .
he is not active with them nor are. they concerned with 
any activities, in the' segregation. issue. ' ‘

• a ’ The interviewing Agents: mentioned the-’fact that 
• ;a letter froml Ihad been lying, on the front porch
' of the pAWHoH residence addressed to KASPER and had been 

Observed by the Agents. KASPER stated that, this letter' ? 
was probably reporting results- of a Opurt case in Athens,' 
feMebsee* in which KASPER was supposed th. testif y as- a

. witheeHi - ‘W '.stated that-l ~IMd a hgainst the-'-: / ■
. pbllee'department in Athens*-..Tennessees resulting : 
the fact that they had- run KASPER and F bout ’of town ■
when I Iwan campaigning for the. position of Governor, 
of the State bf Sehhessee.. KASPER stated that L__Zlhad • 

. wanted, him to. testify ih; the pane but because: of .his io> 
' he had not been able to and that probably)______ . 
.' waa reporting the results of the ease to him* .. * - . , >

' ' KASPER stated that all he i$ Interested ini !■
now is to obtain a job and to support Ms wife. Hb * 

■ stated that- Ms wife’s-, -maiden hamb Was I _ , l and > i - , •
* that- she has only been in the Whited states >appf ramately 
seven of eight months. He stated that she came fo ths •5 
United States from. Norway and that was introduced. 
Mm by Heversn^®RCjiBM who had eoyrssponded with her- =, 
prior'to the time she same to the united states And.; ’. , 
pointed out that MERCURIO was the pepson she actually . 
came to tM united States to see; He alto stated that. 
his Wife has an aunt who lives in Pprtland, Oregon* and J . 
stated that they had gone to Portland, to get .married 
because Of this* , '
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KASPERstated that his wife hasbeen 
corresponding with thelmmigration and Naturalization.

■ , Merylce in Memphis, Tennessee, concerning her citizen
ship arid stated, that .she had actually come into the s'

/ ' . . United States' on the open. quotafrom Norway, 
In discussing his.background# KASPER spoke a / - •_ > 

great deal concerning expressed great a -
\ ’ admiration forhim. He stated that his anti-Semitic.

philosophy stemmed from his .asSociation with HOUND, .and - \ 
■ stated that hid'Seg^eg^tloni^t activities actually - ’ < ' ?

. resulted from anti-Semitic philosophy and tot because 2 
. - he is primarily opposed to the .Negfo’eS in thdUnited States.

. Pte stated, that he has hot corresponded with ROUND : ...
fo.r.the past two years, : '/'/ : "• - * - ' , •’

.. ' ’ - - ' KASPER was questioned concerninghis association
^th Megrqsd in Mw Vork .• :'-

■; ' association, but claimed. that his Interest In some of ..-
•' , / ■ - his-; Associates ;in'':Mek Vqrk dltywat .broughtabo^ by', < 

' - hla efforts to see what the Communists. Were doing in. - .
■ the United States,. He related that ori one occasion. / • ’ 

P , he: had observed an advertisement which was described ' . .
:. . as a’meeting to observe nfoik dances of all nations,.”

s . w xe s^ted that he attended Wm show and that everyone.. •
, /' •' mtobd''Around for-approxi^ naw before'any- >-

thing started. He stated' that there Were- approximately '' '■ 
j ? ■/.' -' two .to three thousand people present to the best of - U 
< ' 'his recollection' And that the meeting; actually consisted; - -s .
‘1? a of .speecherby f^ MoKESaN and '
. .. 'whom, according to KASPER were toewn'to be leaded of

the communist Karty..- Ke stated, that the only folk * ’
';dahcing -that-.wad done wab .dancing; by- some .individuals ; 1- a 

- //'; ’ who claimed to be showing the folk danced &?.m the ‘ -
'• . Xsfaeii nation* J • ' <. ' .. -2 ■ < 1 *; ;

•. ' - A-’’ SS'' '' 1 .• -. '. .’ s'-' 1 •'
r •’: / MSEER ■ was also * questioned concerning his. •.. L • .' ,*

’ / ; teing drunk ih Arlington^ Virginia. Ke stated that he ■ .
,. ^.nd his wife had been visiting- Mth friends and that .'

. he had had too much, wine to: drink* He was questioned 2 
1 ■ asrth the identities of his friends hut declined ta . / '

■name them, stating that they were not political associates . - 
. ' but were merely personal friends and; had ho relationship

; /to^any'A^hlS-'^ 1 • -• ■■

9
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On January 26, 1962, the subject was inter
viewed by SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD in connection with 

‘ another matter. At this time Jae stated that he is 
attempting to disassociate himself with all of his 

, past associates in the- field, of race relations. He 
stated that he is attempting to earn-a living for 
himself and his wif-6 by doorr-to-door selling and that 
he does not have the time to devote to his former 
activities. He stated that he has not presently engaged 
in any activities .with any group or individual relating 
to racial matters and that his only contact with any

. Of his past assopiates; is’ with, regard to. a couft case 
in Cleveland, Tennessee^ where he and a former associate 
were ’’run out of town'' by the police"- and where his . 
former associate is' suing the Police Department, he , 
stated that he assumes that he will be called as a .

. witnesslih this case, which is -being pursued by -• 
his former associate,! _l_He stated that ' ’

■ because of this he does see occasionally and . .
• b7C

he presumes that he will 
such time as the case is

continue to see him until 
settled. ■ ' ’ ‘

-10*-



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 A
5010-104-01

UNITED STATES GOWpIMENT

Memorandum
to : Director, FBI (62-105095) date: 8/1/62

FROM (AC, Memphis (105-275) (C)

subject:. FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, Aka 
RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed herewith is a letterhead memo containing 
information relative to the activities of the subject. There 
has been ho indication that the subject has been involved in 

* any organizational activities of activities which might lead 
to viplehce in racial mattersk

No further investigation is being conducted by 
Memphis Division. '

ME T-l referred to in enclosed letterhead-memo
is

It shCuld be noted that KASPER has been interviewed 
in the past by SA FRANCIS W. NORWOOD, Nashville Resident 
Agent, and the letter feferred to in the letterhead memo 
was apparently Intended to reach SA NORWOOD.

R/- Bureau (Ends. 8) (RM) 
T - Memphis (105-275) 
FWN: BL 
( 3 ) - Ag ency

By.

Date Farw-

How

(3)



8-8-62
CODE

RADIOGRAM

TO:

FM:

CK.
APPROVED E'Ll

sac, Memphis (105-275)
REC-125 , / ~

DIRECTOR, RBI (62*105095) *1
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, RACIAL MATTERS.

REWLRT AUGUST OWE LAST WITH APCaiPAWW LEM.

IMMEDIATELY ADVISE It SUBJECT WAS CHOSEN IN PRIMARY

AUGUST,TWO LAST FOR REPRESENTATIVE IN THE TENNESSEE STATE

•. ■Legislature,. ■ v -' '•

NOTE; Our Memphis Office has furnished information.,that 
’Frederick John5 Ka§£>er, notorious segregationist whb^aS 
active ih Clinton; Tennessee, during 1956,' was campaigning 
for nomination in lhe Democratic .Primary held 8-2-62 in 
Davidson County, Tennessee, , . ■ . .

4
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

STATES DEPARTMENT OF TWICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
August 1, 1962

b6
RE: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER b7

RACIAL MATTERS

On July 24, 1962, Mrs. RUTH/$LIPHANT, 110 Garwood 
Drive, Nashville...Tennessee. advised that she became acquainted 
wx^TTPREDERICK JOHN KASPER when Mr. and Mrs. OLIPHANT operated 
the Triangle Service Station on Nolensville Road, Nashville, 
which is directly across the street from the residence of

She stated that during this time KASPER occasionally 
brought his automobile to the service station for servicing 
and to do work on the car himself. She advised she had 
not seen him for a considerable period of time until 
approximately a week ago at which time she ran into him 
and he advised her that he was living at 4010 Brush Hill 
Road, Nashville, Tennessee, and that he was employed selling 
compact vacuum cleaners. He claimed he was doing all right 
financially, and during the course of the conversation, he 
gave no indication that he was interested in any racial 
activities or organizational activities at this time.

On July 25, 1962, ME T-l advised that the subject 
is running for direct representative for the Tennessee State 
Legislature from Davidson County, Nashville, Tennessee. He 
stated subject had been active in the past handing out ' 
campaign cards and literature in the vicinity of the 
Afco Manufacturing Company Plant located near the Airport 
at Nashville, Tennessee.

On July 26, 1962, by letter addressed to Mr. 
CHARLES NORWOOD, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Federal 
Building, Nashville, Tennessee, with return address of 
4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee, a mimeographed 
copy of a letter,apparently being mailed by the subject 
to various individuals, was transmitted, announcing his 
candidacy for one of the nine direct representative seats

BBSS®
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RE: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

from Davidson County for the Tennessee State Legislature 
for the election of August 2, 1962. In this letter he 
stated that the views which he held in the 1956-58 
period on the United States Supreme Court’s decision 
to mix the races in public schools is the same now as 
then. He stated that he was still opposed to it.
He stated that even though race mixing has spread to 
every phase of life in Davidson County, and pointing 
out the influx of Negroes into white neighborhoods., he 
felt that it was no crime to believe in one’s heart 
that these things were against nature and very wrong, 
and someday, somewhere, sometime, it would be corrected. 
He stated that meanwhile, he was a candidate for a . 
seat in the Legislature, and that his platform was 
one opposing a tax increase;to hold the line on 
teachers’ salaries; support Constitutional amendment 
for election of United States Supreme Court; work 
for economic apportionment; introduce legislation to 
finance new industry with non interest bearing funds; 
protect pension funds and annuity rights. He stated 
that he would appreciate any assistance and support 
that he could get and that if any recipient of the 
letter wished to call him concerning the election or 
other matters, he could be reached at 262-3798. It 
was signed ’’Yours, for White-race integrity and the 
Constitution, John Kasper, 4010 Brush Hill Road, 
Nashville, Tennessee”. Enclosed with the letter 
which was dated July 18, 1962, was a campaign card 
bearing the photograph of KASPER and request 
“Vote For F. J. (John) KASPER, JR. For Direct 
Representative, Democratic Primary, August 2, 
1962”.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Te nne sse e 
August 1, 1962

Title FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Character RACIAL MATTERS .

Reference Letterhead memorandum dated 
August 1, 1962, at Memphis, 
Tennessee.

All sources (except any listed ‘below) used in referenced 
communication have furnished reliable information in the past.

-3
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. /
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SAC, Memphis March 10, 1964

Director, FBI

De Louisville airtel 3/3/64 captioned 
’’National States Rights Party, Racial Matters.?*

Concerning the information that John Kasper has 
been nominated for the Presidency of the United States by 
the National States Rights Dirty (NSRP), you should 
immediately reopen your case on him and bring his 
activities up to date.

it is not clear from the Louisville airtel 
whether or not Kasper actually attended the convention In 
Louisyille* iouisvllie should advise the Bureau and . 
;Mcmphis whether or not Kasper attended the convention and 
is actually aware that he has been nominated on the NSRP 
'ticket. '

• S * 'iouisville .
- 1 *<' Birmingham (info)

RBL:pah:nkr...
(7> r

is MAR 11 -34

NOTE______ Frederick John Kasper, the notorious segregationalist 
who was convicted in Federal Court and received a one-year 
sentence for interference with a court order in connection
With the desegregation of the Clinton, Tennessee, High School 
in 1956, has been nominated by the NSRP, and anti-Negro and 
anti-Semitic group which headquarters in Birmingham* Alabama, 
to run on the ticket of the NSRP for the President of the 
United States.

Tolson 
Belmont 
Mohr_____  
Casper 
Callahan 
Conrad 
DeLoach 
Evans 
Gale —C2 
Rosen__ L- 
Sullivan -£^
Tavel.__ _ 
Trotter 
Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Tolson — 
Belmont . 
Mohr ,___
Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad _

A. Ros

DATE: March 12, 1964
*Evansr___  
Gale_____ 
Rosen  
Sullivan
Tavel ____  
Trotter___
Tele. Room 
Holmes___ 
Gandy ___

FREDERIC JOHN KASPER 
RACIAL MATTERS

The National States Rights Party (NSRP), an 
anti-Semitic and anti-Negro group with headquarters in 
Birmingham, Alabama, had its convention in Louisville, 
Kentucky, on 3/1/64, and nominated Frederick John Kasper, 
the noted segregationist, to run for the Presidency of the 
United States on the NSRP ticket.

Our Memphis Office has now advised that Kasper 
voluntarily furnished information that he did not attend 
the NSRP convention and was not in touch with convention 
leaders during their sessions. He stated he has been 
approached by Edward R. Fields, Information Director of 
the NSRP, and Jesse B. Stoner, the attorney for the NSRP 
who is the Vice Presidential candidate on the NSRP ticket, 
to lead the ticket. He stated that he tried to discourage 
them'from nominating him; however, he stated that he does
not know exactly what his status is at present e5j

oOur Memphis Office has been instructed to reopen 
their investigation of Kasper who has been inactive i® thej^
racial field during the past several years. It is mo^t 
interesting to note that Kasper, who has been most bitter » 
in his attacks against Negroes, stated to our Memphis^ 41 < 
Office that he is extremely sensitive concerning unfavorab'l'e 
publicity inasmuch as his firm, the ’’Volkswagen Service- w 
center” recently began repairing Renault foreign automobiles
and 70 to 80 per cent of his business in this 
with Negroes.

field has been

ACTION

1 --Mri Mohr
1 - Mr, DeLbach 

Evans

RBL:nkr
Hix O) A

5 7 MAR 23 Wj

F 18.

activitiesWe will continue to follow, Kasper’s
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REs FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Tennesseej, by Sergeant Titsworth. I ~1 was described as 
five feet seven inchess one hundred sixty-five pounds, brown’ 
eyes, brown hair, with medium complexion. .

Frederick John Kasper, male, white, residence 
4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee, employed for 
himself as a mechanic at Volkswagen Service Center, 820- , 
Eighth Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee, was arrested on- 
Tuesday, April 14, 1964, at l?40 p.m., on State Warrant 
No. 0-606775 charging him with "Contributing to the Delin
quency of a Minor,” in violation of TpnnssRRfi Law No. ASq.__  

z>r> ‘Indicated aS
Nashville. Arresting orricers were

indicated as J. Arnold, J. Vaughn, and W. A. Jones. Place 
of arrest was indicated as Metropolitan Police Station.- 
Kasper was described as a white male, born January 21, 1929, 
present age thirty-four, six feet three inches, one hundred 
eighty-six pounds, brown brown hair. Nearest relative 
was listed as Mrs. Fred jJrKasper, 25 North Center Street, 
Merchantsville, New Jers^ (motherS————

Chief St. John advised that he had little knowledge
of the case but had been informed that court time for these 
two individuals had been set for Friday, April 17, 1964, in 
General Sessions Court, Nashville, Tennessee. He advised that 
he had. heard that the complaint arose when a young Negro girl 
had been found in Kasper’s place of business, Volkswagen 
Service Center. 820 Eighth Avenue South, in the company of

I
-   — —C----------------------- ---------------- - —-----------------? .      A   V ’

and, allegedly Kasper had had knowledge that they
were in the shop together and were engaged in some sort of ' 
unlawful activity. . .

Oh April 15, 1964, Larry Brinton, reporter for the
Nashville Banner, a daily Nashville, Tennessee, newspaper, 
advised an SA of the FBI that he had prepared a story on the 
Kasper and| I arrests but the story had been discarded.
He advised that he had researched the story and contacted 
the officers who investigated the case, and had learned that
the incident involving Kasper and
Saturday night, April 11, 1964. At that time Kasper, who 
was preparing to move his business establishment to 70 Woodland 
Street, Nashville, Tennessee, had been moving some fluorescent 
lamps in a rented truck and, according to information which 
Kasper furnished Brinton, could not have been in the shop at 
the time the alleged incident occurred. Allegedly the incident 
occurred between 10?00 and 10?45 p.m.
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Date: 4/17/64

Transmit the following in
(type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

Via

TO? DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095)

FROMUAS

SUBJECT^

, MEMPHIS (lOS^rS) (P)

FREDERICK jOHJr KASPER
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00 ? Memphis)

Transmitted herewith for

Agency G-2,

Date Forw.

® jcB Org-

the Bureau are eight copies 
of a letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as above. Two
copies, for information purposes, of this memorandum are being 
furnished the Atlantas Birmingham, Knoxville., and Louisville 
Divisions in view of their interest in the National States Rights 
Party., of which FREDERICK JOHN KASPER is the nominee for presi
dent of the United States. Two copies of this memorandum are 
being furnished the Secret Service., Nashville, Tennessee, and one 
copy is being furnished G-2, Third Army Headquarters, Fort 
McPherson, Georgia.

§ 
§
Ci

For information of the Bureau, KASPER's file has been 
reopened in the Memphis Division, and investigation is 1
currently being conducted to bring his activities up to date. / 
He is apparently in the process of moving his business from 
820 Eighth Avenue South to 70 Woodland Street, Nashville,/ 
Tennessee, at the present time. /

All contacts in attached letterhead memorandum were 
made by SA HENDERSON HILLIN, JR.

^-Bureau (Encs. 8) (RM)
2-Atlanta (Encs. 2) (RM)V*ocft. IB’
2-Birmingham (Encs. 2) (BM^r^ 
2-Knoxville (157-lOQ) (Encs. 2) (RM) 
2-Louisville (Erics. 2) (RM)
5-Memphis (2-105-275) 1

(1-105-320) E5 APR 20 1964

HHswp 
(16) :

5»

XEROX

PR 22 ££

Agent in Charge
M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

ITTED STATES DEPARTMENT OWJUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 
APRIL 17, 1964

b6
b7C

RE? FREDERICK JOHN KASPER;
RACIAL MATTERS

The Wednesday, April 15, 1964, edition of the
Tennesseean, a daily Nashville, Tennessee, newspaper, 
story on page six captioned, "Kasper Charged in .

Moral Counts.” This story indicated that John Kasper, 
described as a "segregationist," was charged on April 14, 1964, 
with contributing to the delinquency of a minor and will

Nashville 
carried a

stand trial in General Sessions Court in Nashville on 
April 17, 1964. It indicated the warrant against Kasper was 
signed by the mother of a thirteen^ear-old Negro girl......li.....  
further indicated that | " |of .......... _____
an employee of a garage owned/by Kasper, was charged with 
attempt to have carnal knowledge of the girl. The incident 
allegedly occurred April 11, 1964, and according to the story
Kasper and have denied the charges'.

On April 15, 1964, Chief of Services I I
_____  ] Nashville - Davidson County Metropolitan Police 
|' Department, Nashville, Tennessee, advised a Special Agent 

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (SA of the FBI) that 
his records indicate as follows concerning the arrests of 

~|and Kasper? > '

~ I age I , „ ^sidence^
Tennessee, _j=uapl^-ed^s^^sjerylce^BnZO^
Center^ 820 Eighth. 3 was
■arrested at IS^tTaTmT on April 14, 1964, on the basis of 
State Warrant No. C60676 for violation of State Law No. 862, 
charging him with "Attempt to Have Carnal Knowledge of a . 
Female Between Twelve and Twenty-one Years oflAgg.11—Prose-— 
cutor on this charge was indicated as| 

victim. The arrest was
jother or one---------  
iuilding, Nashville

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
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REPORTING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE' - INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

MEMPHIS MEMPHIS 6/18/64 ?A/64 - 6/17/64

SA
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER; aka CHARACTER OF CASE

RACIAL MATTERS

REFERENCES

Memphis airtel and accompanying letterhead memorandum dated 
3/9/64 captioned "NATIONAL'STATES RIGHTS -PARTY (NSRP), RM."

Bureau letter dated 3/10/64,
Memphis airtel and accompanying letterhead memorandum dated
3/20/64 captioned "AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, aka,, RM."

Memphis airtel and accompanying letterhead memorandum dated 
4/17/64, instant file.
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Information copies of this report are being furni^ed 
these Divisions in view of their interest in KASPER and the 
NSRP.
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THE MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT NASHVILLE,

1) Will continue
activities.

TENNESSEE

to follow and report KASPER’s

contact with^23-------- Will maintain _________ __________
______ _| formeri who indicated on 6/9/64 that he 
would attempt to re-establish contact with KASPER at 
this time and attempt to obtain current information as to 
KASPER’s activities. If I is successful> Memphis 
contemplates re-establishment of I I former symbol 
number,

3) Memphis has reopened its files on I________________
former| ~| and |

______ J both or whom naa furnished information in the past 
regarding KASPER’s activities but were discontinued several 
years back. Contacts with them will be had to determine if 
they are currently in a position to furnish information 
concerning KASPER and hS current activities.

ADMINISTRATIVE

Extra copies of this report are being furnished to 
the Bureau in the event greater dissemination is desired,

As the Bureau is aware, KASPER is a Bombing Suspect 
of the Memphis Division. He has, in the past few years, 
furnished limited voluntary information during casual 
contacts with Bureau Agents, such as the contact on June 3, 
1964, mentioned in the details of this report. No efforts 
have been made to develop KASPER as a Source of Information.

The pretext referred to in the details of this 
report was made by SAI I who posed as
an individual interested in obtaining an apartment at 108 b6 
Webster Street, Madison, Tennessee. b7C

COVER PAGE
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INFORMANTS

Identity of Source

and requested her identity 
be-protected.

File Where Located

Instant file.

Careful consideration has been given to the use 
of T" symbols in this report and T- symbols have been 
utilized only in instances where it has been necessary 
to conceal identity of the informant.

- C* - 
COVER PAGE '



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ‘ 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy<pi 1 - G-2,Third Army, Ft, McPherson, Georgia

Report oh SA____  _____  ________________ Office. MEMPHIS
Date. June IS, 1964 .

File Number. ME 105-275J Bufile 62-105095 b?
b7C

Title. FREDERICK JOHN KASPER '

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: KASPER and his wife J [currently reside at .
108 Webster Street, Madison, Tennessee. KASPER owns 
and operates Volkswagen Sales and Service Center, 
101 South First Street’, Nashville, Tennessee. .ME T-l.  
records confirm above Information and indicate!  

[currently employed as I I
_________ Nashville__ T~1 »s records further indicate 

I ______ was |______________________________________ | to
_______________ KASPER currently drives 1959 gray-blue 
Volkswagen with Tennessee license RO1-356. KASPER was 
nominated for President on Msroh 1, 1964, by the 
National States Rights Party (NSRP) Convention at 
Louisville, Kentucky. KASPER volunteered to a Special 
Agent of the FBI that he had not sought NSRP nomination 
and did not intend to conduct active campaign.. Stated 
NSRP officials had requested him to campaign and conduct 
speeches but he had refused, offering excuse of business 
pressure. KASPER has also indicated in interview he is 
no longer interested in, racial activities and his primary 
concern is his business. He was arrested April 14, 1964, 
by Nashville-Davidson County Metropolitan Police Depart
ment (MPD) on charge of contributing to delinquency of 
minor but case dismissed by General Sessions Judge.
ME T-2 states l^st saw KASPER during past Winter when KASPER 
stated he had discontinued all racial activities and his • 
primary concern was the operation of his business.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions oMf kind. It Is the property of the FBI, and Is a loan to your agency/
it and/or Its contents are not to^oe distributed outside your agency, la—7«ss-i opo
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DETAILS?

At Nashville, Tennessee

Residence

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER advised on June 3; 1964, 
that he and his wife,[ | have recently taken an apart
ment at 108 Webster Street, Madison, Tennessee. This move 
was prompted because of | |allergy to the b6
large number of cats which Miss grace DAWSON kept at her b7C
home at 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee, where 
KASPER and his wife have resided for several years.
KASPER indicated that he expects to return to the apart
ment at 4010 Brush Hill Road as soon as his wife agrees 
to the move.

Using a suitable pretext, a Special Agent of 
the FBI telephonicallv contacted an unknown male at Tele
phone Number I which is listed to tie residence of

_____________Webster Street, Madison, Tennessee, This 
unknown male advised that his grandfather, | ]

Iwho 1 ive s I I
had recently rented an apartment at 108 Webster

Street to KASPER and his wife.

Employment

KASPER owns and operates Volkswagen Sales and 
Service Center, 101 South First Street, Nashville, 
Tennessee.

(Source sT|
and personal observation of SA
June 3, 1964.) * '

Ion June 3, 1964 
on

Miscellaneous

________ H^Oh/Uune 10, 1964, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-l advised that Medical Records of St. Thomas Hospital, 
Nashville, Tennessee, indicate that|  pna—
Webster Street, Madison, Tennessee, Telephone Numbefl 
war^oEfw^-at^ front!
1964 was treated during this period ror
an asthma conamion and underwent an operation to correct 
her condition. The surgeon performing the operation was
Dr L. McCRACKEN and the attending physician was
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Dr. J. Jo CALLOWAY, resident intern at St. Thomas Hospital,

husband was indicated as FREDERICK J.
KASPER, 108 Webster Street, Madison, Tennessee, operator 
of the Volkswagen Service Center, 101 South First Street, 
Nashville, Tennessee, Telephone Number 255-2169,

was indicated as having been born
in Norway, Her employment was indicated as 

‘pist at I iNashville, Tenne

Automobile Currently Owned by KASPER

KASPER exhibited his personal automobile to
on June 3, 1964. This automobile

is a 1959 gray-blue Volkswagen which bears Tennessee license 
RO1-356.

On June 8, 1964, SAM HARRISON, Davidson Counts______ 
Court Clerk’s Office, Nashville, Tennessee, advised IC|______

Ithat his records indicate that Tennessee License RO1-356 
is currently listed for a 1959 two-door blue Volkswagen, 
Vehicle Identification Number 2095878, with owner shown as 
FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, JR., 4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, 
Tennessee. Tennessee Title Number 7066519 was indicated as 
having been issued for this vehicle. ,

National States Rights Party (NSRP) Nomination 
of KASPER for President

The March 2, 1964, edition of the "Nashville 
, « ~ m---- „---- ~Tennessean, “ a daily Nashville, Tennessee, newspaper, carried 

a story, captioned, "States Rights Party Takes Kasper for 
President," in which it was indicated that JOHN KASPER, 
described as a New Jersey-born segregationist now living 
in Nashville, Tennessee, had been nominated for President 
by the NSRP Convention in Louisville, Kentucky, on March 1, 
1964. J. .B. Stoner of Atlanta, Georgia, was indicated in 
the story as KASPER’s "running mate." .

(A characterization of the National States Rights 
Party (NSRP) is set out in the Appendix Section of this Report.)
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FREDERICK JOHN- KAS PER was contacted in the vicinity^ 
of his business, Volkswagen Sales and Service Center, 820 '
Eighth Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee, on March 5, 
1964, at which time KASPER volunteered that over the previous 
weekend of February 29, 19^ “ March 1, 1964, he had been 
nominated for President by the National States Rights Party 
(NSRP) Convention in Louisville, Kentucky. KASPER con- 
'tinued that a few days pric# to the Convention, Dr, EDWARD R,.__ 
FIELDS’ Information Directortof the NSRP, Birmingham, .

‘Al^aaa., had called him and asked him how "he would feel 
ifne-were nominated. KASPER stated he tried to discourage
FIELDS, telling him that he was struggling to get his 
business going, how he had no time for political activities, 
and how he needed to stay out of the ’’limelight” to avoid 
publicity which might hurt his auto repair business. KASPER 
told FIELDS that he felt the convention should nominate a
prominent, respectable, states brighter and conservative 
such as former Mississippi Governor ROSS BARNETT. KASPER 
thought the matter was settled with FIELDS and that FIELDS 
was aware that KASPER did not desire the nomination.

KASPER did not attend the NSRP Convention in 
Louisville, Kentucky, over the weekend of February 29” 
March 1, 1964, and stated he was not in touch with 
convention attendees during this session. He indicated 
that he had in no^ra^solicited the nomination and was 
surprised when,h^heard about it and read it in the news
papers. J. B^STONER, National Legal Representative pfjfeiiiMMixsS. 
the NSRP andean attorney in Atlanta, Georgia, had called 3^^
him after the weekend a'hd had asked if he planned to /
accept the nomination. STONER had also visited KASPER 
in Nashville during the past week, leaving Nashville 
on the ni^it of March 4, 1964. During his visit to Nashville, 
STONER had attempted to interest KASPER in the nomination and 
to get him involved in NSRP campaign activities. KASPER , 
said that he told STONER that he was not planning any 
active campaigning or speech making and did not plan to ‘ 
engage in any activities whksh might result in unfavorable 
publicity for him. KASPER'did not,’however, tell STONER 
that he was withdrawing his name from the nomination and 
indicated that he did not know exactly what his status 
was at the present. KASPER advised that he did not know 
if the NSRP would be,on the ballot in many states but ’
indicated that STONER had advised that nominating petitions
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would be sought and filed,

KASPER continued that the newspaper stories 
telling of the nomination had identified him and his 
company and he was sure that this would result in loss 
of most of his business with the Negro community in 
Nashville, He continued that he was attempting to 
"live down” the reputation he had acquired during his 
segregationist activities of a few years ago in Tennessee 
and is attempting to attain a certain degree of respecta
bility, He indicated that he has "retired from the field" 
in the racial segregation-integration area as he feels 
the question has been settled,

On June 3, 1964, FREDERICK JOHN KASPER was 
contacted at his place of 'business, Volkswagen Sales 
and Service Center, 101 South First Street, Nashville, 
Tennessee, at which time he volunteered that he haa 
recently moved his business from 820 Eighth Avenue 
South, Nashville, to its present location. His repair 
business has been good but he had lost a number of 
customers when publicity erupted concerning his NSRP 
Presidential nomination and concerning his recent 
arrest by the Nashville Police Department, "

KASPER stated that Dr, EDWARD FIELDS of the 
NSRP calls him occasionally in an effort to stimulate 
KASPER to get out and speak and work for the NSRP. 
KASPER indicated he has told FIELDS repeatedly that he 
has no time for these activities and has refused to 
speak or campaign offering as an excuse pressure of ■ 
business. He stated that FIELDS tried to get KASPER 
to speak in Mobile, Alabama, in mid-May, 1964j KASPER 
refused, citing again pressure of business. KASPER 
stated that he is not currently affiliated with any . 
racial group or engaging in any racial activities, 
except letting his name be used on the NSRP Ticket. 
He stated that his primary interest now is making a 
financial success of his business. He advised that his 
wife is currently confined at the St. Thomas Hospital, 
Nashville, Tennessee, for an operation for asthma. 
He advised that she might have to leave the United States 
if her condition does not improve. ’
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KASPER continued that the charge of "Contributing 
to the delinquency of a minor" on which he was arrested 
in April, 1964, by the Nashville-Davidson County Metropolitan 
Police Department (MPD) was dismissed on April 17, 1964, 
when he appeared before a General Sessions Judge and the 
facts were told. KASPER stated that he was completely 
innocent in the incident and so was the employee of his 
shop. He stated that the Negro girl, whose mother made the 
charge against his employee.] ~| had been .
running through the shop for a number of days Just "hanging 
around" and they had run her off on a number of occasions. 
He stated that he felt the two arrests were "a smear by the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP)." He said thaH "Ihad been bound over
to the Davidson County Grand Jury on the carnal knowledge 
charge for which he was arrested. ' ,

On April 15, 1964, Chief of Services, WILLIAM b7C 
ST. JOHN, Nashville-Davidson County MPD, advised that his 
records indicate the following concerning the arrests of

I land FREDERICK JOHN KASPER in connection
with the incident involving a minor girl on April 11, 1964, 
at KASPER’s garage; , , 

 * ----- J-jnale, white, born_________  
-------------------------------Lag§]______________  residence |

LNOhvAlleZ^enm^ employed as a serviceman at~~”“~ 
Volkswagen Service Center, 820- Eighth Avenue South, 
Nashville, Tennessee, was arrested at 12; 10 a.m. on 
April 14, 1964, on the basis of State Warrant Number C60676 
for violation of State Law Number 862, charging him with 
"Attempt to -Have Carnal Knowledge of a Female Between Twelve 
and Twenty-one Years of Age." Prosecutor on this charge was 
indicated as I I ■
Nashville, Tennessee, mother of the victim. ‘The arrest was 
made in the Safety Building, Nashville, Tennessee, by 
Sergeant Titsworth. I ~lwas described as 5 feet 7 inches 
in height, 165 pounds in weight, with brown eyes and brown 
hair and a medium complexion.

6-
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FREDERICK JOHN KASPER, male, white, residence 
4010 Brush Hill Road, Nashville, Tennessee, employed for 
himself as a mechanic at Volkswagen Service Center, 820 
Eighth Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee, was arrested 
on Tuesday, April 14, 1964, at l;40 p.m., on State Warrant 
Number C-60677, charging him with "Contributing to the 
Delinquency of a Minor, in violation of Tennessee Law 
Number 889.__ Prosecutor on this charge was indicated as

Arresting Officers were indicated as
and I Place of arrest was indicated as
Metropolitan Police Station. KASPER was described as a ^6
male white, born January 21, 1929, present age 34, height b7C
6 feet 3 inches, weight 186 pounds, with brown eyes, brown 
hair. Nearest relative was listed as Mrs. FRED J. KASPER, 
25 North Center Street, MerchantsVille, New Jersey (mother).

Chief ST. JOHN advised that he had little knowledge 
of the case but had been informed that court time for these 
two individuals had been set for Friday, April 17, 1964, in 
General Sessions Court, Nashville, Tennessee.- He advised 
that he had heard that the complaint arose when a young 
Negro girl had been found in KASPER’S place of business, 
Volkswagen .Sewir.iq .Center, 820 Eighth Avenue South, in the 
company of________ J and allegedly KASPER had had knowledge 
that they were in the shop together and were engaged in some 
sort of unlawful activity.

On June 9, 1964, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-2 advised he last talked with KASPER during the past winter. 
KASPER indicated at that time that he had entered the automobile 
repair business in Nashville, Tennessee, and had discontinued 
any racial activity and contacts with his former associates. 
KASPER indicated his primary concern was in making a financial 
success of his business. T-2 has heard that KASPER was 
recently nominated for President on the NSRP Ticket but 
felt that KASPER was probably only allowing his name to 
be used.

T-2 advised that he had heard of no recent activity 
on the part of KASPER but indicated he planned to re-institute 
contact with him.
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On June 17, 1964, Reverend KELLY MILLER SMITH, 
Pastor of the First Baptist Church and officer of the 
Nashville Christian Leadership Council (NCLC), advised 
that he is familiar with most of the integration activities 
among the Negro community of Nashville, Tennessee, and of 
forces opposing integration. He advised that he knows 
JOHN KASPER but has not received any information to indicate 
KASPER is engaging in any current racial activities,

8-
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1 APPENDIX

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY '(NSRP)

On November 26, 1957* a source advised that the 
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held 
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An article 
in the November 26, 1957, issue of the "Greenville Piedmont," 
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, reported "the 
recent formation of a new political party, to be known as 
the United White Party." According to the article, the 
party was formed at a recently held meeting in Knoxville, 
Tennessee, at which many klansmen were represented. The 
UWP was reported as being opposed to all "race mixing organi
zations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt," self
described as the -"official Racial Nationalist Organ of 
the National States Rights Party" (NSRP), reported that 
rank and file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP under 
"the banner of the National States Rights Party," with 
national offices at Post Office Box 261^ Jeffersonville, 
Indiana.

’ In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP 
is composed of past members of klan-type organizations and 
notorious anti-Semites. '

Issue Number 19, dated June, i960, "The Thunder
bolt, " announced the address of the headquarters of the 
NSRP had been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to 
Post Office Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama. '

Issue Number 54, dated November, 1983, reflects 
the mailing address of the NSRP is still Post Office Box 783, 
Birmingham, Alabama. ■

On December 12, 1963, a source advised that EDWARD 
Ro FIELDS, the Information Director of the NSRP and Editor 
of "The Thunderbolt," is the individual who "runs the NSRP,"

-9"
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"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles 
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.

-10*-
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Meiphis, Tones see 

June 18, 1964

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Character: RACIAL MATTERS b7C

Reference: Report of SA _____________________
dated June 18, 1964, captioned as above, prepared at Memphis, 
Tennessee.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agencyj it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.
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National States Rights Paty (NSRP)
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THE MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

1) Will continue to follow and report KASPER’s
activities.

2) Will maintain contact with sources contacted
as indicated in the details of this report.

ADMINISTRATIVE

Extra copies of this report are being furnished 
to the Bureau in the event greater dissemination is desired.

INFCRMANTS

Identity of Source File Where Located

ME T-l is

ME T-2 is

Careful consideration has been given to the use 
of T- symbols in this report and T- symbols have been utilized 
only in instances wtere it has been necessary to conceal the 
identity of the informant.

COVER PAGE



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIC 
. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copytoi 1 - G-2, Third Army, Ft. McPherson, Georgia

Report of: SA|_____________________________ Office: MEMPHIS
Date: AugUSt 31, 1964

File Number: ME 105-275; Bufile 67-105095
b6
b7C

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, German Manufacturer
of Volkswagen automobiles, filed civil suit against JOHN 
KASPER, doing business as Volkswagen Service Center, 
Nashville, Tenno, in U. S. District Court, Nashville, 
charging KASPER with trademark infringement and unfair 
competition. Sources state KASPER not'known at present 
to be engaging in racial activities.

On August 26, 1964, Mrs. EDITH LAND, U. S, District 
Court, Clerk’s Office, Nashville, Tennessee, advised that 
under CIVIL ACTION 3844, her records indicate that in the 
U. S. District Court at Nashville, Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft 
German manufacturer of Volkswagen automobiles, as the Plaintiff, 
filed a complaint against JOHN KASPER individually and doing 
business as Volkswagen Service Center, charging KASPER with 
trademark infringement and unfair competition. She stated 
this Action was filed on July 29, 1964, in the Clerk’s Office

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and Is a loan to your agency/ 
it and/or its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. io—74025-1 apo
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by the Nashville law firm of Bass, Berry, and Sims, 
attorneys for the Plaintiff, with offices at 1000 
American Trust Building, Petition dated July 28, 
1964, charged that JOHN KASPER’s shop, located at 
820 Eighth Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee, had 
been doing business for more than one year under the 
name Volkswagen Service Center, although it had no 
Volkswagen franchise and was not authorized by the 
company to use its name. The petition noted that 
KASPER had recently moved his shop to the 100 block 
of North First Street, Nashville, Tennessee.

The petition asked that KASPER be permanently 
enjoined from continuing or resuming use of the Volks
wagen Company trade name and styles or use of the Volks
wagen trademark in signs, order forms, cards, envelopes, 
advertisements, stationery, clothing or other material 
involving reproduction, use, or immitation of such trade
mark with the exception being to allow him use of name 
Volkswagen "in a purely denonative sense" relating to 
genuine Volkswagen products as long as the letters 
thereof are not printed in blue.

The petition also asks that KASPER be required 
to account to the Volkswagen Company for profits realized 
through use of the infringement of the trademark. It 
asked that the Court require KASPER to file with the Court 
within twenty days a report of the manner with which 
he had complied with the injunction. The petition noted 
that KASPER had no affiliation with the Volkswagen Company.

Mrs. LAND stated that the suit was brought under 
the Federal Trademark Law and the International Convention 
for the protection of Industrial Property.

She stated that on August 19, 1964, KASPER per
sonally filed his own answer to the above petition with 
the Clerk of the U. S. District Court, wherein he asked 
the Court to deny a petition for injunctive relief sought 
by Volkswages&werk Aktiengesellschaft. KASPER said in 
his answer that he has been willing and remains willing 
to work out by agreement any adjustments which would 
relieve th© plaintiff of any feeling that their trademark 
properties were being violated. KASPER said in his
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petition that if the plaintiff insisted in preventing 
him from giving public notice of his services regarding 
Volkswagen and other foreign cars then there might well 
arise questions under the Sherman and Clayton Antitrust 
Laws which forbid commercial monopoly, KASPER continued 
in his answer that there had been no profits realized 
through operation of this company and he was willing to 
give such a statement under oath. He said the small 
service business in question now presents a question as 
to its continued survival.

Mrs. LAND stated that no hearing has been held nor 
set in connection with this suit and advised that it had 
not been assigned to a docket in the District Court. 
She noted that it appeared that KASPER had prepared his 
answer without use of an attorney.

On August 24, 1964, Memphis Confidential Informants 
T-l and T«=2, both of whom are acquainted with FREDERICK 
JOHN KASPER, advised that they knew of no information 
from their own knowledge nor from any sources available 
to them that KASPER was currently engaged in any racial 
activities at the present time.

On August 24, 1964, Memphis Confidential Informant 
T-3 advised that she had learned that KASPER is now pri
marily engaged in the operation of his automobile repair 
shop. He is not now engaging in any political or racial 
activities, according to ME T-3. T»3 continued that 
KASPER appears to be very "quiet.'’



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
August 31, 1964

Title; FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

b6
b7C 

Character; RACIAL MATTERS

Reference; Report of SA| _____ _____
August 31, 1964, at Memphis, Tennessee, captioned as above.,

All -sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished 
reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recomnsidations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your- 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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*

THE MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Will continue to follow and report KASPER’s 
activities until after the National Elections take 
place in November, 1964, and lon^r, if circumstances 
warrant same.

ADMINISTRATIVE

Extra copies of this ®port are being furnished 
to the Bureau in the event greater dissemination is desired.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source File Where Located

- ME T-l is______________________ ।

Careful consideration has been given to the use 
of T symbol in this report and T symbol has been utilized 
only in instance where it has been necessary to conceal 
the identity of the informant.

- B* - 
COVER PAGE



UIWED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 1 = G-2, Third Army, Ft. McPherson, Georgia (RM)

Report of: SA
Date: October 28, 1964

Office: MEMPHIS

- b7C
File Number: ME 105-275; Bufile 62-105095

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopti*: Source states KASPER not known at present to be
engaging in racial activities and currently operating 
small repair shop on South First Street, Nashville, 
Tenn. Subject advised 10/19/64 that he continues to 
be uninterested in racial activities and primary con
cern is operation of his business. States has not 
traveled outside State of Tennessee in the past year .. 
and a half and is taking no part in active campaign 
of the National States Rights Party (NSRP).

On October 19, 1964, Memphis Confidential 
Informant T-l advised that he had learned that KASPER 
is operating a small automobile repair shop on South 
First Street, just off Woodland Street, in East 
Nashville. KASPER’S shop caters primarily to foreign- 
type cars and reportedly the shop is doing very well. 
KASPER reportedly enjoys the reputation of being a 
fairly good automobile mechanic. T-l advised that

This document contains neithef recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is'the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/ 
it and/or its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. i6—74025-1 opo
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according to the best information he has or has developed, 
there are no indications that KASPER is currently engaged 
in any racial activities at the present time. He stated 
he has received word that KASPER is now living in Madison, 
Tennessee, and does not have his residence on Brush Hill 
Road, in Nashville, any longer.

FREDERICK JOHN KASPER was contacted October 19, 1964, 
his business, which is now known as Import Service 

Center, 101 South First Street, Nashville, Tennessee. 
KASPER stated that he had recently changed the name of 
his business. from the Volkswagen Sales and Service Center 
to its present name in the hope that the Volkswagen officials 
would drop their law suit against him if he took this 
action. He continued that Volkswagen had filed suit 
against him in Federal Court, charging him with trademark 
infringement and unfair competition but that this suit 
was without foundation because he had clearly labeled 
his shop's name as a nonauthorized and independent 
Volkswagen dealer. ’

KASPER stated that he is not currently engaged 
in any racial activities and has no plans to engage in 
these activities in the future. He stated that his pri
mary concern at the present is the successful operation of 
his repair business. He stated that his business is doing 
fairly well now and he has a fairly good clientele and 
he hopes that nothing will happen to upset this. He 
advised that some of his relatives had recently sent him 
a newspaper clipping in a New Jersey newspaper, in which 
was indicated that he was actively campaigning for 
the Presidency on the National States Rights ticket but 
that in fact he had not made one speech in behalf of 
his candidacy. He advised that this candidacy was forced 
on him against his wishes and that he wishes now that he 
had not even accepted it. He stated that he has not 
traveled outside the State of Tennessee for the past year 
and a half and is not keeping up any' contacts in the 
segregationist field. He stated that he and his wife 
continued to reside at 108 Webster Street, Madison, 
Tennessee.
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KASPER stated that his wife had a successful 
operation for removal of a gland which alleviated a 
severe asthma condition.

KASPER volunteered that he received requests 
from National States Rights Party (NSRP) officials in 
the past month or so to make speaking engagements but 
that he has turned them down.

(A characterization of the National States 
Rights Party is set out in the Appendix Section of 
this report.)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

'UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee
October 28, 196,4

b6
b7C

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

____ Reference: Report of SA _______________  
------  dated October 28, 1964, at Memphis, Tennessee, captioned 
as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished 
reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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- FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copyjos 1 = G~29 Third Army, Ft. McPherson, Georgia (RM)

Report of: SA
Dates October 28, 1964

File Numbers ME 105-275; Bufile 62-105095

Titles FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Offices MEMPHIS bg

Characters RACIAL MATTERS

Source states KASPER not known at present to be 
engaging in racial activities and currently operating 
small repair shop on South First Street, Nashville, 
Tenn. Subject advised 10/19/64 that he continues to 
be uninterested in racial activities and primary con
cern is operation of his business. States has not
traveled outside State of Tennessee in the past year 
and a half and is taking no part in active campaign 
of the National States Rights Party (NSRP).

DETAILS;

At Nashville, Tennessee

On October 19, 1964, Memphis Confidential
Informant T-l advised that he had learned that KASPER 
is operating a small automobile repair shop on South 
First Street, just off Woodland Street, in East 
Nashville. KASPER’s shop caters primarily to foreign- 
type cars and reportedly the shop is doing very well. 
KASPER reportedly enjoys the reputation of being a 
fairly good automobile mechanic. T=1 advised that

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. ut*istheproperty.oLthe_EB!,jmd is a Joan layout aje^cyi
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ADMINISTRATIVE:
'■ — ■I. -

Extra copies of this report are being furnished 
to the Bureau in the event greater dissemination is 
desired.

As the Bureau is aware, Memphis was instructed 
to reopen KASPER’s case after he had been nominated for 
President by the NSRP to determine his current activities 
and to bring his file up to date.

Inasmuch as investigation indicates that 
KASPER apparently no longer engages in racial activities, 
is apparently absorbed in the operation of his garage 
and since s>urces are alerted for any possible racial 
activity on his part, Memphis is now placing this case 
in a closed status. Should information be received to 

| warraIrtr"■swier7’•'^^ will be reopened, re-evaluated,
» and the Bureau appropriately advised. KASPER's name is 

being retained on the list of bomb suspects of the  
Memphis Division and in that connection I I

|Madison, Tennessee, have 
been developed as neighborhood sources on him.

INFORMANTS;
“*— ----— b6
Identity of Source File Where Located b7C

Careful consideration has been given to the use of 
T- symbols in this report and T= symbols have been utilized 
only in instances where it has been necessary to conceal the 
identity of the informants.

COVER PAGE



UNI < STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUDICE'
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION*

1 - Region 1, 111th Intelligence Corps Group, Nashville,. Tenn. (RM)
1 - G-2, Third Army, Ft. McPherson, Georgia (RM)

Copyfo: i - ONI, 6th Naval District, Charleston, South Carolina (RM)
1 = OSI, 8th District, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama (RM)

Report of: SA___________________________ Office: MEMPHIS b 6
Date: December 31, 1964

File Number: ME 105-275 5 Bufile 62-105095

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: KASPER continues to reside in apartment at 108 Webster
Street, Madison, Tenn., and operates Import Service 
Center, 101 South First Street, Nashville, Tenn., a 
foreign car repair garage. Sources state KASPER ap
parently absorbed in operation of his garage and 
no indication he is currently engaging in racial 
activities.

T-l advised that KASPER continues to operate his foreign 
car automotive repair shop at 101 South First Street, 
Nashville, Tennessee. T-l advised that it was his under
standing that KASPER was absorbed in the operation of 
this business and no information was available to T-l to 
indicate KASPER was engaged in any racial activities at 
present. T-l advised that it was his understanding that 
KASPER resides in Madison, Tennessee.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the. property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency; 
it and for its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. ie—74025-1 opo
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b6
On December 10, 1964, Memphis Confidential b7C

Informant T=2 advised that FREDERICK JOHN KASPER and 
his wife reside in an upstairs apartment at 108 Webster 
Street, Madison, Tennessee, 108 Webster Street is the 
residence of I I T=2 advised that it was
her understanding that KASPER is a very satisfactory 
tenant, pays his rent promptly, and engages in no 
questionable activities around the apartment. T-2 
advised that she knew of no racial activities in which 
KASPER was currently engaged and stated that it was her 
impression that KASPER was absorbed in the operation of 
his business, the Import Service Center, 101 South 
First Street, Nashville, Tennessee. T=2 advised that 
this is a foreign car repair shop and that KASPER enjoyed 
a good reputation in the automobile repair business. 
T-2 advised that she had seen no out=of-state cars and 
no gathering of individuals at the KASPER apartment. 
She stated that it was her understanding that KASPER 
leads a quiet life, does rot travel, and did not campaign 
actively in his own behalf in the recent political 
campaign where he was reportedly on the National States 
Rights Party ticket as a candidate for President.

Memphis Confidential Informant T=2 advised 
that KASPER’s wife has worked in the past at the Davis 
Cabinet in Nashville, Tennessee, but has been at home 
recently following a serious operation.

(A characterisation of the National States Rights 
Party is set out in the Appendix Section of this report.)

---------------On November 9, 1964, Special Agent ___________
, Tennessee Bureau of Criminal Identification (TBCI), 

advised that he had received no information to indicate 
that KASPER had resumed any racial activity.

On November 20, 1964, Detect ive|______  
Nashville-Davidson County Metropolitan Police Department 
Intelligssce Section, and Mr. Ao To ELLIS, Assistant 
Director, Tennessee Bureau of Criminal Identification, 
advised that no information had conae to their attention 
to indicate that KASPER had resumed any racial activity.
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1 APPENDIX = A

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the 
United White Paty (OTP) was organized at a convention held 
in Knoxvillej Tennessee, on November 10, 1957, An article 
in the November 26, 1957, issue of the "Greenville 
Piedmont," a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, 
reported "the recent formation of a new political party, 
to be known as the United White Party." According to the 
article, the party was formed at a recently held meeting 
in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many klansmen were 
represented. The UWP was reported as being opposed to all 
"race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt," self- 
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of 
the National States Rights Party" (NSRP), reported that 
rank and file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP under 
"the banner of the National States Rights Party," with 
national offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, 
Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the 
NSRP is composed of past members of klan-type organizations 
and notorious anti-Semites.

Issue Number 19, dated June, 1960, "The Thunder
bolt," announced the address of the headquarters of the 
NSRP had been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to 
Post Office Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.

Issue Number 54, dated November, 1963, reflects 
the mailing address of the NSRP is still Post Office Box 
783, Birmingham, Alabama.

On December 12, 1963, a source advised that 
EDWARD R0\FIEWS, the Information Director of the NSRP 
and Editor of’The Thunderbolt," is the individual who 
"runs the NSRP."

"The Thunderbolt" continus to publish articles 
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

ED STATES DEPARTMENT ©JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU’ OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
December 31, 1964

Title: FREDERICK JOHN KASPER

as above

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Reference: 
dated December 31

Report
1964,

of SA|______________J
at Memphis, captioned b7C

All sources (except any listed below) whose 
identities are concealed in referenced communication have 
furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
oiiside your agency.
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GSA FPMR <41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES .Gq^RNMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-105095) 

from\/^SAC, MEMPHIS (105-275) (C) 

subject: FREDERICK JOHN^KASPER, aka.

1 RM; BM;
/ BOMBING SUSPECT

(OO; Memphis)

date: 5/4/67

Re Memphis letter to Director, 1/26/61, placing 
subject on the Bombing Suspect List of the Memphis 
Division.

For the information of the Bureau, during 
the recent case captioned ’WHARBOM, CR, ” it was 
determined that KASPER was residing at 355 Havre, z
Toledo, Ohio, where he is employed by the Gibson fl
Company, out of Detroit, Michigan, as a salesman. *1
This is a company which manufactures beauty supplies 
and KASPER covers all of northwestern 0hio4 KASPER 
was interviewed by Bureau Agents 3/4/67 after information 
was received concerning WHARBOM.

Memphis has followed KASPER*s activities since 
1961, Following KASPER*s release from the Davidson County 
Workhouse on a charge of inciting to riot, several years, 
ago, there has been no information to indicate that he 
has engaged in racial activities and more specifically 
there is no information to indicate that he should be 
carried as a Bombing Suspect any longer.

KASPER has been contacted and interviewed by 
Bureau Agents on a number of occasions in connection
with Bombing Matters, at which timerhe has always been 
cordial but has often reiterated hi^^isassociation from 
racial matters. He did this as rec^tjtly as 3/4/67.

-2- Bureau (RM) <■
1 - Cleveland (Information) (RM) J/ - .
3 - Memphis (1 - 105-275) I

(1 - 157-105, ANP)(1 - 174-Control File Bombing Matters)



ME 105-^275

Iri view of the lack of-information which 
would justify his continuance as a Bombing Suspect, 
Memphis is deleting his name from the Bombing Suspect 
List as of the dateef this letter.. . .

An information copy of this letter is being 
furnished, the Cleveland Division which is the office 
covering his current residence.
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